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MVISION'S $10,0 00,000 GATE
Broadway Legit Showmen Alarmed

Drop

At

in

Ealo, Tele Ukely

SOCK BDXOFFIGE

Even the Standouts

•

•

(Holy) week. They are speculating
on whether there will be an upturn
with Easter or whether the
'recession" evident in commercial

'starting

business will result in an offish
An increase genspring period.
trally in unemployment has teeu
It's expected to afSteadily noted.

radio lax to finance a broad musical

program.
"Trouble

this country there's

'

slump continues it's Certain
producers will not hav^ to
Broadway
>toWty; abdut obtaining
WalSnigs. Soffl^ hew shows now out
Ol town, had not secured main stem
berths as 6£ early this week, but
there will doubtless be a number ot
"dark theatres before the technical
end of the season on May 31. Current letdown could be the effect of
'liSht, but the penance period has
(Continued on page 52)
If the

that

hmd Payof
tinuing

Levin's

is to pro-rate the cost of the
ii^mpaign— whjch would plug no
particular show, but just theatre attendance in general—among current
shows in proportion to their b.o. re-

Suggestion
ter

sent

contained in a

is

by

last

con-

week

James F. Reilly,
the League of New York Theatres,

tor his reaction and possible submission to the legit managers' ovr
ganization.
While, top hits don't at
the moment need the type of ad

more than

to

year's

last

theati'ical

and

fields.

,

Tele

Decision by the Boxing Managers
Guild of N. Y. whether to demand
a cut of the

money from

television

rights for their boxers is still being
held in abeyance, pending the final
of the State Athletic Commission's ruling that boxers buy
new black and white trunks to re-

week ran over outcome

place the colored trunks now being
worn. Purpose of the order which,

f^BC spokesmen, was
according
instituted by the Commission solely
on its own and not at the behest of
to

* «

?
should

Pay More

NBC,

T

LlIllllS

to increase television

is

visi-

I

i

,

,

,

Back

'Fibber-Moliy'

Filinl

ynconquered," next month. Hi.';
next filM will be based
on the story

tainers in
the change of at loa.st one name.
Keith Clark, the magician who

01 SaiTison

opened Sunday

ago.

opUhe world
""''^

stor.v.

shown through
prints. His flrst
Commandments,'"

Quarter,

is still

in

16m

"10

19^3 Hhd hiS^Jteitd;
«»8n of the Cross,'' in 1932.
.in

^

'

N.

Y.,

(30) at the Latin
is

now

Pierre

earlier.
earlier if- a Frenchman who
Aiujlioized his name when he
started playing U. S. dales some
years ago.

th e "Fibber
scripts,

hati'

authored a whodunit. "The McGeesi
of Wistful Vista." which has been

of Froncli entercates has prompted,

Popularity

and Delilah.
Producer's "King of Kings." filmed

,

Of Quinn Whodunit
Don (Jui nil. author of
McGcc & Molly" radio

Lucky Pierre

scoring
current early American production,

,

«''

1.

Cecil B. DoMille will return to
biblical backgrounds when ho completes dubbing and
on hi.s'

l^^4Mm^m

1.

.

now

Oirt Scripts

Scientifically

For

coiicoctfd
I

i

:

;

]

i

strictly

with

an

eye

to

ultimate filmixation. Jim and Marian
(Fibber & Molly) ar? lnlegrated into
the plot.

Simon & Schuster's book publicawould c^oineide w ith a

lion buildup
film version.

employed

are

stations of

and

one facet of a unique new
which, if it does all it
outfit
promises, w01 take roost of the risk
out of writing a play, filth or novel
or backing one.
Organization operating under the
general label of New Entertainment
Workshop (NEW», is almost dreamlike in the scope under which it has
been operating since its inception
four months ago.
It is providing
writers with audience - response research step-by-step as they turn out
(Continued on page 20)

—

Filmbiogin^ the Babe
Hpllywobd, April 1.
Babe Ruth's biography is getting
lively
here.

bidding from several studios

Martin Jurow

arrives today
for pos.s)ble
star's story.

on

a

network -owned

on

NBC, ABC and Mutual
number of Independent

stations.
J. N. Pawley, NABET prexy, has
declared that his engineers "will not
(Continued on page 22) ;

CANADA LETS

It's

bility.
(Tues.) from the cast
l^^^
Cost of the new trunks— about $11
be good. Fred Allen
This
disposal of the baseball
per pair— is expected to be borne by
will pinch-hit for Lowell Thomas on
and members
.

j

Hollywood, April

Turn

—
—

i

For His Next

strike

an injunction to halt the strike.
first
A telephone walkout wiU hit hard
is to at network broadcasting and may
be produced by Lasky-MacEwen lor also afltect the coaxial cable operRKO release.
ating/between here and New York,
along which feeds the nation's only
video web.
It the phone workers go out, the
1,200 members of National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians
are likely to join them. This would
immediately cripple programs oilthree major webs, if not blanking
them completely. NABET engineers

fact.

the boxers them.'^elves
CBS commentating stanza of the Managers Guild who handle
jatter's
'^^ "^""^
Treatment the Sunday those fighters in tlie lower-paid preKeUoute
""'""'N Al"-i> 9unfair.
this
lim ranks consider
°^
^'-o"^''
Levin thinks the campaign cteBoxers, they point outi get no cut
rently could plug- the fact that day is anybody's guess.
presently of the money from tele
tickets are now available at boxOne-time standin is a return favor rights, all of which goes to the pro'offices for virtually all but a few for Thomas' guest clioring (with H. moters, ir the managers demand a
(Continued on page 25)
V. Kaltenborni on Allen's seasonal cut ot the video money for their
(Continued on page 32)
teeoff last fall. Thomas, winding up
from
a Coast tour,, will be en route
BeMille
to Bible
Denver to Chi when Allen hits the
Basis
.

telephone

sectarian charities.
Role will be the singer's
straight dramatic chore. Film

A

See Athletes In

$400,000.

,

Allen Uil

•

hypo he suggests. Levin stated in
the letter, they, too, might well look

in

$500,000, which indicates a total '47
melon to publishers from this company alone of approximately $2,500,Final quarter of '46 amounted
000.

let-

to
exec secretary of

Levin

slump

RCA's payoff last

•

ceipts.

are

publisher.s

been suggested by Herman Levin, co-producer of the curtheatres has

:

nationwide

slated for April 7

$100,000 to Charity

Pointing out that the Bell Teleis pushing its coaxial
cable cross-country faster than
stable of writers sitting down
originally thought possible, with all on a New Jersey farm lianiiraeririg
signs pointing to a coast-to-coast tele out successful plays, flilm scripts and
network service by the end of 1948, novels according to scientifically-repage
32)
on
(Continued
searched formulas all "guaranteed"
to click at the b.o.
sounds fantastic,
but it's an already partially-realized

RCA-Victor delivered to music
late last week royalty
statements for the first quarter of
this year which surpassed even the
final quarter of '46, which were then
the highest in the company's history
quarters are a month
(Victor's
ahead of others, the arsl of this
year actually beginning Dec. 1).

institutional-type Cooperative advertising campaign to hypo present
attendance at Broadway legit

Mister."

above

soar

to

other business

failing

Me

apparently

sales

record-breaking figures despite the

v./TOPlEAliLEOTS

"Call

of a practical largeall that's necessary

is

lor the Garden to swing the plan
into operation, according to Brig.
Gen John Reed Kilpatrick, prexy of
the Garden corporation. Under such
a plan, with theatres throughout the
country flashing a top sports event
on their screens simultaneous with
its actual occurrence in the Garden,
possible that a championship
it'."!
boxing match that might formerly
have taken in $1,000,000 at the gate,
could now earn more than $10,000,000
for the Garden and promoters.

;

general

hit,

Sinatra's 'Miracle'

'Guaranteel B.O.

For 1st Quarter

•iSTITUTlONAL ADS

rent
Idea

M

Washington. April

Legislation seeking to forestall the

phone system

Disk

;

Development
screen system

is in

and that, no place for a young musician to
make a living," said Melchior. "He
too, may apply on Broadway. Slump
studies, he practices, then has 'no
rtnay be regional however, legit biz in
place to go.'"
the keys holding up very well last
week.'

.

Cmigre^^^^^^

B;

was introduced in
the House yesterday Ol) by Rep.
eventsi is currently eyeing the posMinneapolis, April 1.
Hollywood, April 1,
Fred A. Hartley Jr., chairman ol!
sibility of establishi'ng a separate
Frank Sinatra will give his entire the House Labor Committee. He will
Here for a concert, Lauritz Mel- booking outfit to handle the sale of
salary for "Miracle of the Bells," seek to push the measure through
chior advocated a Government Sec- such events to theatres
once largeestimated at about $100,000, to non- Congress swiftly. It would permit
retary of Art and Science and a screen
video becomes a reality.

fect out-of-town the.atres,

:

Phone Strle;

i THEIITRE HIDEO

Broadway showmen were alarmed t
drop in grosses of some legit
Madison Square Garden Corp.,
Standouts last week and clear in- Melchior Urges Culture
convinced that television will hypo
dications of a further slump this
Sec in U. S, Cabinet the gate receipts of large sports
at the

Be Crippled

to

2-TONEI)

SHAKESPEAREAN REP
;

Canada Lee, fresh frorii a pic stint
"Body and Soul," is

in Enterprise's

planning a neiv black-and-white
lineup.
Shakespearean
repertory
Actor wants to play the lead in both
"Macbeth" and "Othello," with the
In
programs alternating nightly.
"Macbeth" Negro actor would do a
carbon of his feat in the legiter,
"The Duchess of Malfi"— that is,
play whiteface. For "Othello" he'd
reverse to the natural.
Lee takes off for the Coast this
to recruit pix thesplans for the
two plays. He's also dickering with
film industry people who will probably bankroll the project. Once ihe
repertory group is ti'ained on the

week

Lee and company would
work their way eastward for ultimate staging on Broadway.
Coast,

"

Wetlnesdsy, April 2, 1947

2

Radio Rate Free Press Gnaranty;

Fix,

Pitching Horseshoes
•

Commission Raps Me&i4-Yr. Report
Lords

of

communication

mass

media—namely, newspapers,

radio,

films, magazines and books—were
handed a considerable hunk of admoiiitlon to chew over Thursday
(27) when the Commission on Free--

dom

of tlie Press brought forth the
fruits of a three-year examination of popular media, in a report
called ''A Free and Responsible
Press."

meaty

drew sharp

Report

criticism

in
of

tewis Gannett,
some
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, pointed
out that "no one man with practical
worlcing newspaper, movie or radio
experience was on the list" (meaning the commission), and that "a
good $150-a-week newspaper man
would have been ashamed to do so
little work for a three-week asquarters;

signment."

To the

question,

the

is

freedom of the press in danger,
Gannett replied yes, "but to the
query of 'what shsJl we do 'about it?'
the answer is 'nothing much.'
On the other hand, Walter Lipp-

man in the same Trib issue complimentied the report, approving nonci^aftsmen on the commission. "The
-good critic should be an outsider."
Using the term "press" throughout
its

aU printed,
and broadcast media, the

findings to include

filmed

commission declares freedom of the
press is in danger because of failure
of the press to

meet

public reAfter reviewing the
its

sponsil>Dlties,
state of the press, the commission
does not stop, however, at suggesting what the press must do. to save
-

freedom, but suggests what the
government and the public also must
do to remedy press shortcomings and
•vils and divert present trends.
The commission, financed mainly
(Continued from page 54)

its

mmm allowed
WORKING PERMIT
Kirsten Flagstad, slated for a lOconcert tour starting April 9,
week was. granted a working
permit, subject to revocation, by the
American Guild of Husical Artists.
AGMA'g board of governors, felt,
however, that in Ught of press reports condemning her return to Norway in 1941 when that country was

Sport Shorts
Quartet of horses owned by
Harry M. Warner arrived at
Belmont Park, N. Y., Wednesday (26). Among those .stabled
were Stepfather and W. !•.
Sickle,

who

are slated for the

Honeymoon,

Kentucky Derby.

also arriving, is the ^250,000 galloper who's contract was picked
up by Warner, from Louis B,
Mayer in his recent Santa Anita
-

stored to the singer.

Unanimous resolution of the governing board further stated that "in
view of the fact that such charges
have not as yet been sulistantiated'
by any Official body of our Government, Mme. FlagStad's native land or
any government, the board will
grant to Mme. Flagstad a working
Uermit..."
No Far Film Deal
Paramount has no intentions ot
Signing Kirsten Flagstad, Wagnerian
soprajno, for I'ar's production of

"Dream

Girl" as previously, reported.

Coast studio adds

it

Wouldn't have

iter if it could.

Would Pichei Cbarlotte And
Charlotte, N. C, April 1.
Members of the Stonewall Jackson
Post 1160, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
said they would picket the Charlotte
armory auditorium it Kirstehk Flagftad sings there as ischeduled, April
tn.

were

•'BLACKOUTS OF

^ARK HELLINGER.

stimg

Cain Plan Almost

Madison Square Garden. They
took the odds so heavily that
the price dropped to 8-5, from
12-5, with the foreigner favored.
Green's hangers even went for
a chunk and, on the strength of

piits

Brooklynite
Green's
showing
last year against Rocky Graziano, wise guy's thought they
were in on a bargain. Cerdan,
who built up a rep during the
war, made a much better showing than when he, origmaUy appeared last December, and is figured for a middleweight title
bout with Tony Zale. Champ

was

sensational

learned.
Dispute resulted from
AL's refusal to distribute to its
membership copies of a pamphlet
issued by the
outlining its
modified proposals for the controversial American Authors' Authority
plan.

SWG

when he kayoed Graziano

but, as
Rocky's license was cancelled,
a return bout between them is
out so far as New York is concerned. No more boxing shows
at the Garden until next month,
Ringling, Barnum.& Bailey circus
taking over next Wednesday.
Racing takes the sports limelight
in N. Y. Saturday
(5)
when the Jamaica track starts
its first 1947 card, thereby beating baseball to the metropolitan
field by more than a week.

$34^43,000

Jai,

Serious split was averted by
agreement of the AL's executive
council to send the pamphlet out.
It will be accompanied, however,
by a covering letter from the counexplaining that it doesn't agree
with &e AAA plan,
Robert Ardrey, who was on the
SWG " committee which revised

cil

James

Bob Hope, and Jack Benny
Frank Sinatra and Van
also appeared, along with
other film plajrers as Olga San Juan,
JPattl Thomas, Alice Tyrrell, Virginia
i/felles and Bill Demarest,
emceed.
Johnson

Jackie Coogan^C<M)pe^

Tai

On Amus. Tops 1946

No

the Government's tax is based comes
from film houses. Rest comes generally from legit, sports, circuses,
carnivals, niteries, dance halls, etc.
Business kept flying high on
Broadway in January, according to
returns reported by the 3rd Internal Revenue District which takes
in

of

all

Manhattan

above

23rd

The theatre admissions bite
there totaled $4,794,000, about $500,000 above January, 1946. However,
street.

was

below the record-breakDecember, 1946.
The niteries were off, however. The
January tax Was a fine $642,000,
it

far

ing $8,367,000 for

Hollywood, April 1,
Maureen (J'Hara and husband Will
Price will respectively star in and
direct ''Shadow and Substance" at
the Utah Centennial Drama Festival
to be held in Salt Lake City in early
July. Show will mark return to
stage for both. Actress being a former Abbey Theatre player. Husband
is an
producer, and formerly a
Federal Theatre director in the
south.
Festival how has Katherine Cornell for first offering. Is dickering

RKO

dates'

have been

Mend

.

set yet since

hBsnH deterntfaed asWng

iSrieSs?

the

to

move

in.

Naturally.

Etenny said OK—soon as be could find a place.
He and bis, missus wwt looking. They ran smack dab into the problem
which has xBade the Real Estate section of every paper more popular than
the funnies. In a word, they found nothing.
Irving was pretty nice about it. Gave Danny one extensioa and then
another. The taxi tycoon almost raised a cauIiAOwer ear telephoning red;
,

Still nothing.
V
Eventually, the matter got into court. It was all very friendly, Ag
often happens in these caseiB, everybody was right
Irving had bought a houM and after waiting a year felt he had a tight

estate brokers.

to' move into

it;

Danny agreed with him, but pointed' out he couldn't move until he
found a place to move to.
Mr. Berlin iook the stand. He told the court that, among other inconveniences, he was so cramped in his present quarters he had to keep the
piano in the bedroom. The man of a thousand hits explamed he coidd
Wanted to move into Umi
work better if he had a little inor« room.
Forrestal house and fix himself a studio on the top floor.
The judge was sympathetic. Then Danny Arastein took the stands
He told the court Mr, Berlin had Already given him a couple of extett-'
sions, and had been very considerate and square about it. He saidrhe bad
recently heard of an apartment which might be available in September
and would appreciate a further extension until that time.
"In passing," Danny went on, "may I remind the court that in the
cramped bedroom Mr. Berlin mentiousi he wrote the words and music for
•This Is the Array' and 'Aiinie Get Your Gun.' Three of the songs from
'Annie' were one-iwo-three on the iffit Parade a couple of months bacii;!
His soldier show earned ten million dollars for Army Emergen(?y Reliet
As a' lover of popular- music, I'd like to see the sovereign state of New
York pass a law compelUng Mir. BerUn to keep writhig in that cramped
bedroom. .It might be unwise for him to transplant his great talents to
the untested soil of Beekman Place. Keep him hi the bedroom," Danny
concluded, "and we might get more songs like They Say It's Wonderful'.''
"Extension granted," said His Honor.
XGoKrfigH 1»«T, by BUIr Rom)

^

AAA

Sameness of Ep'ty-Iibrary Casts
Coofing Off

severely

Hollywood

Scouts

Oscar

—

$5,000,000 ahead of January, 1945.
The figures have just been released
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
About 80% of the take on which

Hedy

Music
act i is still in rehearsal.
Cor|}. of AWeriiea, ' suBftiitttng the

original

wanted

Hammerstein II, who re^ Film company talent scouts are
became president of the AL,
squawking that the Equity-Library
Washington, April 1.
Theatre setup in New York is failThe year 1947 started o,fl in high saved the day, however, by ar- Mereer and Warren Bury
ranging
for
subsequently
to
Ardrey
for the amusement biz.
Hatchet and Clef Again ing to prove the showcase for young
address
the
licensing
committee,
players theft was hoped for. Scouts
The Government chalked up a
Hollywood, April 1,
claim that rather than seeing a conneat $34,248,000 with its 20% admis- which includes AL execs and heads
Johnny Mercer and Harry Warren stant stream of hisw faces, as was
four constituent AL groups
sion tax on January biz, compared of the
Writers, Dramatists, have resumed songwriting collabo- one of the ideai ill; setting up ELT,
^the
Screen
to $31^466,900 for January of banner
ration,
and over past weekend they just see the same people ovei^
(Continued on page 25)
year 1946 which, in turn, was a fine
started work on some new

•

trio,-

Roee-

cently

m

provid-

Cain's

down, resulting in
'strained relationship.

if Nearly $3,000,000

with Orson WelleS for second, while
teanmig
Vande Act the O'Hara-Price chore will be third
'
Two top moppet film stars of two on schedule.
decades ago are combining into one
act.
Jackie Coogan and Jaclcie
on the
Cooper, former top boxoffice juves,
Hollywood, April 1.
"are forming a vaude act with Ann
Hedy Lamarr is recovering satis-

McCormick (Mrs. Coogan)
ing femme interest.

M.,

scheme, happened to arrive in New
York a couple weeks ago just as ttaie
AL was about to take up the matter
of the pamphlet. He addressed the
group, but his plea to have the revised plan circulated was voted

1.

Stage show produced at the Para-

League

AuthcNTS

summer

last

SWti From

Screen Writers Gund a few we^cs
ago came close to a critical rupture
with its parent body, the Authors
League of America, it has been

.

GROSSES I0G IN FRISCO Maureen O'HarfiV Legit
Ketum at Utah Festival
San Francisco, April
mount theatre here last week, for
benefit of Damon Hunyon cancer
fund, grossed close to $10,000.

1947"

El Cupitan Theatre, Hollywood, C«l.
"Extremely fast anil funny comedy."

plenty
Friday (28) when Marcel Cerdan, French boxer' from Casaknocked out Harold
blanca
Green_ in the second round at
Bettors

which, nevertheless, was $150,000 below January of the preceding year,

EllYON FUND SHOW

Bitty

a good friend.
About a year ago, Mr. Forrestal decided to sell his place. The high^
bidder was Mr. HitJParadSe himself, Irvmg Berlin.
Having unbelted himself of many, many shekel?, the songwriting champ

250TH WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

auction.
Tlie' 160-foot yacht belonging
to Howard Hughes, reputed to
have cost $1,000,000, was sold to
Morton A. Carabel, mag writer.

city
last

under Gerinan occupation, memberehip ,in AGMA should not be re-

By

Here's a fresh story about the housing shortage. It concerns an ex-cab
and the Secretary of the Navy.
The ex-hackde is named Danny Arnstem, Danny is an ox-shouldered
stone-fisted, quick-smiling gink who started out driving a cab in Chicago'
Pretty soon he had a flock of cafes. Then he came to New York. Today
he's bossman of 600 of the yellow s?ooters with window glass in the roof
through which your Aunt Matilda looks at the skyscrapers. Durioig the
war, he was the felUw Rooseydt sent to China. to get things morfng.o^^^
the Burma Road.
For seviswa, years Djimiy and his pretty wife have been renting the
Beekman Ilace house of Seiretary of the Navy .Jwnes Eorrestal, Last
summer, Danny's mtSstis met my missvis, and since then we've shareda lot
ol'big times and small talk together. In my book, li^'k iatiicho hombre and
driver, a songwriter,

<

from bronchial pneumonia,
with which she suffered following

factorily

the Caesarian biifth
nSqnth ago.. ,
,

Of her son
.

a

•

Actress still has an infected larynx
but is out 01 danger.

tunes at
Springs. Pair split one year
ago, at which time Warners was

Palm

Raokii Ttimtens

and over.

Project was started about three

years ago as a cooperative between
public
which accrued to Mercer when Equity and the Wew York
providing
and Santa Fe" library system, the former
plays and players and the latter
neighborhood showcases. Perfonners
At that time Warren felt Mercer
do not get paid and no adihish is

rather outspoken against the pub-

Congress
ess

Oeanup

Of Hollywood Reds

licity

"Atchison, Topeka
first scored.

Washington, April 1.
was takmg all the bows for the
Rep. John E, Rankin of Mississippi composition, but this feeling
since
once more threatened ih Congress has mellowed with realization the
yesterday (31) that unleiss the film attention swirled around the
lyricist
industry "is willing to clean house. because of bis Capitol platter
and
Congress will bave to do it for numerous radio guestings,
on which
them." Rankin, a member of the he plugged ditty. Since
"Atchison"
House un-American Activities com- snagged the Academy Oscar relamittee, was referring to Communism tions between the
duo have been
in Hollywood.
most cordial.
He charged writers and actors
have been contoibuting up to $3,000
weekly to the party, and that a
Helen Walker on 5G Bail
"large number of motion " pictures
carry the Communist line,"
Eric Johnston declared last week
that Communists had failed to insert their propaganda into American
motion pictures a day after J. Edgar Hoover, FBI director, asserted
that the Commies had began to infiltrate Hollywood in 1935 and were
having considerable success there.

*

Los Angeles,

April-

1.

Helen Walker, screen actiress, was
released in $5,000 bail, pending trial
in San Bernardino superior court,
on charges growing out of a fatal

charged, majority of seats going to
library patrOns and the rest reserved
for talent snoopers and others with
a professional interest. Whole thing
is financed to the amount of $500
per project from a fund provided by

John Golden.
Film scouts say they get the same
old faces routine because all of the

shows (they've been averaging about
thiee a week) are put on by the same
small clique. That's ho one's fault, it
is
explained, since any group of
Equity members can apply
permish to stage a play for ELT. It
happens that the same ambitious
all the time.
Sam Jaffe represents Equity and

just

people do so

George Ffeedley the library m the
motor accident last New Year's Day, setup.
Car, driven by the actress, plunged
off the road near Redlands and reThe two were witnesses before sulted in
Grandson
the death of Robert E, Brisson to See
the House Un-American Activities Lee;
hitchhiking soldier to whom
1st Time After 3 Yrs.
Committee which conducted a series she had given a lift.
of public hearings on the menace of
Carl Brisson's intensive touring

Communism.

."

in the class niteries the last three

Johnston's argument that the Reds
SeLznick'e Svensk Star
years has prevented him and his
flopped in their Hollywood efforts
Alf Kjellin, Swedish actor, has wife from seeing their grandson.
was based, he said, on the fact that been inked
to
ex -Hollywood
Brisson,
Commies everywhere in the world by David O. a long-term contract Fredilie
Selznick. Kjellin, for
Independent
were seeking to keep Arnerican whom a
new screen name is now agent, now head Of
married
films out of their countries.
being sought by Vanguard Film ex- Artists (RKO release), is
Russell, who
Roisalirid
to
film
star
ecutives,
starred
in
"Torment
lA indie
new
the
Swedisfi psychological film, which is partnered in
Child.
won the Grand Prix du Ctaema at setup. It's their first
the Cannes Internat'onal Film FesWhen Brisson pere— called betimes
tival last year.
Film opens at the "the older girls' Sinatra"— plays the.
Avenue Playhouse, N. Y., in the Mark Hopkins hotel, San Franc)^^c().
Hollywood, April 1.
'
""t
this summer, it will mark the
Mae West's "Come On Up" has near future.
been cancelled out of the Cort, N. Y.
Mai Zetterling. who played op- opportunity for a family reunion.
Show, which closed here after posite Kjellin in "Torment," was re Brisson, is currently set for 10
nine m-nths on the road,, is under- cently„$ighed by J.,Arth«r Rank and .w.ceks at the Versaillts, JI. -Y"
stood la ^ve ,,be^n nixed .by -thv is' (?u«rently wofking on <a syim 4n thence -.to .the^Mqupds.. Club., CleveShuberts.
London.
land, before the Frisco date.
.
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4 Decree's Don'ts

Rensed Pates

Decree Stay Suspends Competitive

Supreme Court Justice Stanley F. Reed's granting of the
postponement pleas this week in tlie anti-trust suit alters the
certain decree provisiows while it leaves others uneffective date of
which will remain in force until and if
tnikhed The new timetable
S

.ij.

tnai'oVs"

While

1.

Pfice-flxing out.
BStcessive clearance

agreements invalidated.

Block booking henceforth nixed.
Ban on against operating or booking features through ah agent
also represents another exbibitor, indie or aiTiliate, becomes op-

i.

who

*'^5*'Arbitration system,

now

revived by stay,

debacle.
Bullion row's pre-occupation with
the films and its attempt to suck in
investment coin is at a high point
in both the history of the Street and
the industry.
Reflecting that concern, there's been a series of studies
of pix prospects and the industry's

yeai-'s

lapses.

Ban against arbitrarily refusing demand of an exhib for a run
by the exhib becomes efJective.

s!

•

selected

April

1,

1919

divorcement now fully in effect. Big Five have had to report progress semi-annually to this point when divestiture must be
completed, Quintet required to buy out or sell to partners, indie or
in which major owns more than 5% and
affiliate, with all relations
this date.
less tban 95% at an end on
Partial

1.

•

:l4terlf s
"

Sale

Tieup

•Closer
Talks going on

to-lajw C©.
willi

Metro Expected

Hollywood, April

Remake

of

mount

1.

"Connecticut Yankee

been

of

Briskih,

Rail Orders

To Powwow on Decree

,Prod. Costs Cil;

understood that further deal-s

It is

RKO

Sees Dip

be only the second
time that M-G has handled outside
product, the other being "Gone Willi
will

fine to Add

Ann Sheridan

Mark

Hellinger shiftUniversal-Inter-

from

release

national are premature,
since h^'s talking

if

at

new terms

all,
Ti'itli

Pfoduction topper Bill

Goetz as soon
*s he completes
"Homicide," fourlli
laiit indie for
U-I distribution,
fhere has been talk that Humphrey
"Ogarfs

TOO

first "outside" picture, away
trom Warner Bros,,
would be via
MelUnger and it might Inaugurate

'heir

releasing via Columbia.

WB

Another

eontractee,

Ann

^neridsin, shifts to Hellinger's stable
™*y. 1948, as soon as her present

»tm

at the

Burbank plant

expires.
also talked of
with Bogarf in his indie
Via Hellinger.
.Producer, whb teed off his U-1

.«osaimd Russell

is

costarring

,

fliers,'

,s

'2^**

due to consummate

a

^^^^ whereby all of that
wtaprs works would be filmed by
««"mger under a profit-sharhig

Homicide," which will star Barry
^itzgerald, is
due to be shot in New
HeUinger will be

May

ur»v
*» the
:

WEST

make

Yr. Forecast

week
for

not
the
tl^

flying

National Baxoffice Survey

3. Relax the freeaie on flieaitre
expansion by the Big Five.
3. Delay the two-year deadline on partial divorcement.
The decision represents an im-

portant victory for the Little Three

(Continued on page 18)

FILM CLASSIC^ 750G

LOAN FOR EXPANSION
Film Classics furthered its expansion pians last Friday (28) with inking of papers for a $750,000 loan
from the Continental Bank, N.Y.
Coin is to be used for general increase in scope of operations of the
reissue outfit, including the buying
up of franchises on about 15 of its
still in the bands of statesrighters.

exchanges

Joseph Bernhard, former Warner

Trade Marlt Beslsterefl

FOUNDED BT BIMH SILTERMAN
I'nbllshea Weekly by VABIEXY, Inc.
Sid Silverman, PresidBnt
154 Weat 4Clh St., Ne-w Torlt IS, N. T.
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Foreign

?10

til
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Copies
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INDEX-'.
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:

production

in

a

Bank

studio,

with possible exception of Gainsborough, costs well Over $1,000,000

and that revenue ftom outside Britr
a in is

highly problematical,

it is

only

calculate
a matter of arithmetic to
probable loss on many productions.
fine accountants
organization. Even some of

And Rank has some
in

atre pools.

'Brooklyn,' *C«rmyjJ,' *l*oclf*
Holy Week, traditionally unfavm'-' order bl money and playdates are
"The Locket" (RKO), "Pursued"
is
(WB). "Jolson Story" (Col), "Red
being felt seriously in many key House"
(UA),
"Suddenly
It's
Only the very Spring" (Par), "Dead Reckoning"
cities this week.
strongest fare is nia na g i n g to (Col), "Smash-Up" (U) and "Lady'
in Lake" (M-G).
weather the storm arid even some
(20th)
is
"Late, George Apjey"
of the bigger pictures' are taking a
in its
In di.s.p,laying surprising form
beating in the current session.
Music Hall,
are second week at the N, Y,
fact, in many keys exhibitors
this vast theatre a bigger sesgiving
that's
only coasting with product
Both weeks
sion than the openefv
played for several weeks and won't were great.
bring in any new fare until just
RKO launched two pictures on a
before Easter Sunday.
It
big scale during the past week.
and
(Par,)
-"Favorite Brunette"
brought "Farmer's Daughter" into
"Best Years" (RKO) again are bat- the Rivoli, N. Y., and i.s overcoming
tling for top position nationally, unfavorable weather for the openwith the latter winning out mainly ing plus Holy Week influence to
preponderance of playdate.s. land a sturdy $38,500. Film was
via
;

Con.sidering that an average British

Delay application of the
4.
provision making' it the burden
of the distribs to sustain clearances and runs.
What It Doesn't Do:
1. Postpone dissohijUott of tlier

(Continued on page 20)

able for theatres before the war.

task,

sell-

Bros, theatre chief and indie producer, recently took over active control of FC and is giving it a stiff
hypo, with the aim of eventually
Jr., for Goetz and Thomas M. Brown making it a top-grade distribution
for Brulatour. Retiring from the di- outfit for new independent product.
rectorate were John J. O'Connell, Bernhard bought a share of FC e<iuat
Walter P. Stevens and Walter Vin- to that now held by Edward L. Alcent,
person. There are also other investPredicts Peak Year in '47
Alperson is devoting his time
ors.
conducting the meeting, to indie production of 20th-Fox reyates.
told the stockholders that grosses lease.
for the first quarter of 1947 were
the largest in the company's history

present government bari on midweek sports events may give temporary help to biz, Rank is looking
ahead. He realizes that collecting
British
$7.')0,000 for a. picture at the
boxoffices is going to be no easy

his

most favored indie produfor less
cers will have to produce

Rank's

money.'

Name

Stanton

Griffis

Ambassador
Stanton

Griffis.

to

w.k.

Poland

investment

s
banker and chairman of Paramount
been
has
committee,
executive
U.S. ambassador to Poiaiw

named

succeeds
bv President Truman. He
Tlie
Arthur Bliss Lane to the post.
considGriffis nomination will be
^Blimberg,' UrijversaVs ered by the senate this week.
comSuccessor to Griffis as exec
wife plane Friday W )
yet been
Goast'''^
mittee chairman has not
directors.
return easf'ttejtt weeTc;.
'Chosen by Pa''s board of
to set the details,

SlTIMBEBG

to

Postpone competitive

Make

priceiflxing: legal for
the time being:.
3. Legalize block booking; until the Supreme Ctturt rules «n

Exhibs Feel Pt«--Ea8ter Lull—'Years,' Bob Hope,

arrangement.

,

command

studio

.

.

1.
ing;.

plenty of American dollars.
In a recent statement to shareholder.s. Rank admitted that takings
in cinemas have declined, .Although

Ernest Hemingway's "The

Ki?,

n

1,

this

is!

:

Top

.

spokesman

which

Five new directors were named to
the board of Republic Pictures at
the company's annual stockholders'
meet at the homeofflce yesterday
(Tuesday), Three of the five board
members represent the Harry and
Ben Goetz interests and the Jules
These,
Brulatour estate in Rep.
coupled with three other new directors named in a board switch
earlier this month, give the other
tnajbr stockholding Interests six directors against the eight named by
president Herbert J. Yates,
Five new directors, elected by a
unanimoas vote of 1,190,000 shares
of Rep stock exercising their franchise, include Arthur J. Miller, Samuel Becker, Harry M. Goetz, Harry
C. Mills and Walter L. Titus, Jr. Of
these, -Goetz controls the Goetz family interest in Rep; Becker is Goetz's
attorney, and Mills represents the
J. E,
Brulatour estate. Directors
elected earlier include William M.
Collins, Ji'., and Charles T. Fisher,

—

WiA Bi^

Reports of
ing

A

confirmed Par's definite plans
the eonfab hut said locale had
On
It'll be
yet been chosen.
Coast, it's understood, to permit

version,

Independent Bd.;

Ukase has gone forth from J, visits to the huddles. The meet is
staged by Par the first
Arthur Rank - that production costs the second
(Continued on page 27)
must be cut. Only exceptions will
be tliose pictures which have more
than a good chance to bring back

Heinger TalldngJNew

,

%l

in

London, April

the Wind." In that case, too, it came
about through a player loan, David
0. Selztiick desiring the services of
Clark Gable.

Deal

other puzzlers currently begeneral
industry.
setting the
meet, which will take in all Par's
partners along with prexy Barney
theatre topper Leonard
Balabain;
Goldensoh; and studio reps is slated
for somewhere on the CoE,st with
the likely date early in May.

Company

with Metro are on the fire, to come
alter the
deliveries. Release of

"Union"

lop Execnlives

Ptramount's top execs and the
company's theatre partners will do

'on "Union" reportedly becau.se o£
the large .investment that would be

first

Repid) Gets Mew

some more huddling on joint problems raised by the anti-trust decree

All

July 1
the merits. It means tli
deadline is extended to at least the
beginning of 1948 since there's little
likelihood of a ruling on the decree
before them.
What Justice Reed's decision does

a.

AhdTheatreiW

plus

•involved.

Shooting schedule now measures
days, not counting 36 days of

is
an elaborate 36-page
(Continued on page 18)

Par's

1,

The stay which U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Stanley F. Reed indicated Friday (28) he would grant
suspends all selling practices under
the film anti-trust decree, except
the ban on franchises, until tlie higli
court renders it.s final decision pn

130

Aiming on the
was scrapped.

chore.

V Tay Garnett will direct for producer Robert Fellows When lensing
starts in early fall. Period of 1890,
when Mark Twain wrote story, will
be pre.?«rved in new script. Film
was previou.sly done in 1921 With
Harry Myers, followed a decade
later "by the Will Rogers starrer.

William Wyler and
George iStevens, has a three-picture
release deal with RKO.
It has delivered "It's a Wonderful Life" under that pact, with RKO waiving

Holly wood, April

Fifteen d£.ys of added shooting
were prescribed for "Forever Amber" after Darryl Zanuck gandered
the rough cut of the film. Additional
scenes will be devoted to romantic
clinches by Linda Darnell and Cornel Wilde.

pix

Para-

members are

Uberty, whose other

'Amber' Back for Clinches

Observers note that the Street represents a reverse switch in view to
Almost everythat, of the industry.
one on film row talks recession and
a predicted dip in b. o. returns
while the grosses stay strong. South
of Chambers street, the talk is
bullish for iilms but the stocks stay
low.
Latest in the recent flock of
studies on the whys and wherefores

Rodgers-Hart score
will be kept to some extent, with
some new tunes added.

for Tracy's services.

Theatre Restrictions Sti

the ticker.

in King Arthur's Court" has
slated as Bing Crosby's next

,

Sam

Mixed;,

Bing in Musical 'Arlkr'

,

.

problems which is unprecedented in
volume and minuteness. The boys
from the Exchange are frankly
puzzled over' films' poor showing
and have been telling their customers that— but with no effect on

some weeks ago+-

lo*iBg toward Liberty Films giving
up Its indie status in it lock, stock
and barrel sellout to one Of the
majors are now reported all off. It
is understood the, unit, comprising
four producers, will Continue operating on its present basis.
Only change in sight is that more
.of its product may be channelled
to Metro, with other similar deals
following that closed last week by
which M-G gets "State of the
That's in reUnion" for release.
turn for Metro's loan of Spencer
Tracy to star in the flim. Dlstrib is
understood getting a straight releasing lee, plus a percentage of net

Wall

Street's
analy.sl.s
chorus hymns in praise of film industry prospects, pix stocks remain
cellar-bound in the aftermath of
last autumn's sharp decline.
The
public, judging by its allergy to
lively bidding for the film offerings,
is bearish on pix, despite the Street's
distinctly bullish view.
And pix
stocks as a consequence are trailing
badly behind industrials: which have
rallied far more solidly since last

•

.3'

On

Film Selling Until 1948; Timetable

Iwhiril court puts reverse English on the decree is as follows:
April 1, J9'47
'1 Joint agreements on clearance now illegal.
« Existing franchises voided and none in the futiu-s can be made.
expansion by Big Five effective.
S' Freeze on theatre
*•
July 1, 1947
pooling arrangements must be dissolved.
1 All theatre
Supreme Court Renders Decision
Dikte VaSe^Effeetive When
(Probably Jan. 1, 1948, or thereabouts)
2

O'WAR

IN

i

Currently "'years" is playing in
about 17 houses in 15 keys covered
bv "VARiETy while Bob Hope's new
comedy is only in 10 such cities, with

two

of

them moveover

dates.

Both

"Brunette" and "Years" are showing

given nice crix appraisal

and

is getr

Thie
okay word-of-mouth.
ting
other, "Trail Street," was given an
elaborate preem in Kansas City

Bills

,

.',.;..; .;.,>,.:.,,,.,.,.'.:

Chatter
Fitnii
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Music

41
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Night Club Reviews
Obituary ............
Orchestras ...........
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,

playing

three

week

houses and doing a

lead the city,
K. C.
great strength.
ot
extensive
opening was .part
Remainder of list is badly strung launching hi that territory,
Brooklyn"
"Michigan Kid" (U) is displaying
out, with "Happened in
(M-G) and "Carnival in Costa Rica" enough to nearly land in the first
third 12 thiis stanza. "Angel and Badman"
(20th), a new entry, taking
show- (Rep) continues to give a good acand fourth money. Latter is
is: not
count of itself.
ing in only three cities and
(Coiliplete So.tOj'J'ice Reports
Angeles.
LOS
in
big
so
on Pajfes 12-13>
in
Others in the Golden Doxen
big

to

Picture.'!

Pre-Production News
Radio
Radio Reviews .......

Frank Scully

,

54
32
46

Televi.sion

Vaudeville
ItAII.Y VAKlKl'Jf
<I'uMtsihea In Hollywooa
»atly Variety, M«.)

i reatv^lS

9
28

,40

........

by

iforellin

VeAieaday, April 2 , I947

Wi h

Seiig Away From

tjm?ersal

ASCAP'» Theatre Take

Oi^ Major's

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers col-

from

lected $1,335,200

DM

Costs Mounted

theatres

during 1946. This figure is low in
comparison to the amount paid
annually by the radio broadUniversal

week gunned coun-f

this

temoves

to the Warner Bros, ban
against its product by selling away
theatre circuit. Apfrom the
parently tabling the idea of I'etaUating with a court action, company
staffers
have
been Eidvised to
sales

UA

Ink Deal
For Tarty' Eelease

Argosy,

WB

Hollywood, April 1,
Argosy closed a one-picture deal
«eek elsewhere than Warner baillr for the release of its second producwicks for playing time. It's conceded tion, "War Party," through United
that the edict which springs from a Artists. Film, built on James Warner
claimed studio raid may hurt a bit Bellah's short story, "Massacre,"
Bt the outset but U's toppers insist will co-star Henry Fonda atid John
Oiitdoor scenes will be
that, in the long run, the sting will Wayne.
filmed In Jacftsqri Hole, Wyo., ftartbe removed.
T3ie major eouHtermove was ob- ing-lii'MsC^i
Merlah
C.
Cooper and John Ford,
taining a commitment from the FoxWest Cbast chain for future re- Argosy chiefs, are releasing their
leases.
FWC, which previously did first production, "The Fugitive,"
through
RKO
and are committed to
not play U's product, has agreed to
henceforth- book the lineup, it's said. three ipbre. The "War Party" deal
U's pix, heretofore, went to Warner is on the side.
houses along with Columbia product

casters (see Music section) and
is one of the reasons ASCAP is
beginnihg a campaign to increase theatre re'Venue.
However, there is discussion
among theatre people over who

Retrenchment-minded

Newsreel

or exhibitors.

reel,

way

WB

assisted

The move

to sell

away from War-

WB

U

W

A

exhibs take
the chance of putting themselves out
on a limb should the pic die. It's
that risk which has them feverishly
beating the drums.

Head Sees

Ob

j^atien's

said,

Number

Screens

of distribs are fixing miniplaying time of respectable
Possibility of high-quality adverlength as a pre-requisite for granttising shorts eventually replacing
ing- a license to a film. It's cricket
Tegular one-ahd two-reelers on naunder the decree, distribs have been
tion's theatre screens is foreseen by
Bichard de' Rocheijabnt, March of advised, to demand that bids specify
Time producer. Idea occurred to him, how long the exhib will play the
film Bs well as what price hft'll pay.
he said last week, when he discovered two commercial shorts re- When a deal of this sort is put
through the exhib finds he's got as
cently made by
in competimuch invested in celluloid as the
tion with its regular releases in
distrib—hence the urge to extract
theatres.
the maximum via exploitation.
jpuhlic has become so accustoioied
Sxample of that type of operation
Via radio to a tieup of advertising
•with entertainment, de Rochemont is a recent deal between Universal
said, that there seems to be no un- and the Warner Bros, chain in PhilThe deal, incidentally,
favorable reaction at all among adelphia.
theatregoers to the briefies. The only standa despite the current blowoff
since a contract
demand they make is that the film between U and
be reasonably interesting and it is had been inked for the playdate. U
perfectly possible for an ad short sold "Stairway to Heaven,'' J. Arthur

mum

MOT

pic, to WB for a four-week
showing at the Boyd theatre, and the
film opened Friday (28). Though U
(Continued on page 27)

Rank

to fulfill that requirement, de Bochemont opined.
Campaign of all distribs to get
higher rentals for shorts from exhibs to meet increased production
costs has met with virtually no success,
producer declared, as
under present setup of theatre economics ejchibs are fiot greatly concerned with quaUty of the one and
two-reelers they play. Next logical

Loan

2,750,000 Adpstaieits
In

Pay Die for H'wooii

Hollywood, April 1.
step, de Rochemont thinks, might be
Approximately $2,750,000 in salary
for theatre operators to say: "Why adjustments will be turned over this
should we pay for shorts at all, week to about 15,000 workers on 10
when we can get them for free or major film lots. Added coin repreactually be paid for using them?"
sents retroactive pay between Jan. 1
Some 6,000—or one-third—of U. Si and March 29 to cover an increase
(Continued
on page 49)
pi 11.17% in the cost of living during that period.

Adjustment is the result of an
agreement between the studios and
unions last July, providing for the
revision of wage contracts in keeping with living expenses in this area.
Unless costs decrease during the

M

JOAN LESLIE WiMS

lEaLIffFWITHWB
Los Angeles, April

1.

an estimated
^terminate her player contract with $8,250,000 in additibnal adjuMments
Warners when .she reached the age will go to emi)lbyes befiore the end
of 21, according to the unanimous of the year.
verdict by three judges in California
Joan Leslie had a legal right to next

nine

months^

.

,

.

appellate court. Ruling has a farreaching effect on the film industry,
establishing

a

point of law
Section 36 of the

Hollywood, April 1.
which weakens
sen t a troupe of 300 and tons
California civil code empowering
A. superior court to approve con- of equipment, its biggest location
tracts between studios and minor cavalcade, to Lone Pine to film the
players. Now, regardless of .superior Stephen Ames production, ""Tycoon,"
court approval, actors may ankle with Richard Wall£.ce directing.
Rushes will be planed twice daily
When they reacli voting age.
Miss Leslie, when she attained from Lone Pine to Burl>ahk and
majority, notified Warners that she thence to RKO, where a skeleton
was no longer under contract and crew win operate while Ames is on
signed with Nero Pictures to Star in location.
'"file Chase." Warners obtained an
injunction preventing the Nero deal,
Potter's 'Life'
but later, in L. A, superior com-t.
Judge Alfred E. Paonessa declared
Hollywood, April I.
the actress was within her legal
H. C. Potter will direct "Time of
rights. Appellate court affirmed that Your Life" for William Cagney.
decision, but the studio can still
Potter supplants Henry Koster on
appeal to the California supreme leanout to Sisunuel CJoldivyn to direct
court,
'^Bishop's Wife."

RKO

.

li.

,

-

-

-

.

Finnce

TteafreBuyouii
New

any appreciable extent. Fact
that
the cost of exchange operations
was
skyrocketing
coincidentally
with
costs was generally lost
sight
of durmg the scramble to
to

by the

higher

$15,000,000

long-t6rm

loan

majors have found their exchange
personnel has reached its status quo,
with no further cuts possible. When
and if competitive bidding and
other decree-imposed changes in

dealing with sales prodeduues, meaning that the majors must still buy
out' minority intei'ests in theatre
holdings if they wish to retain ownership of the theatres.
Loan was made from the same
banking syndicate comprising five
banks and group of insurance companies from which Metro borrowed
$40,000,000 in July, 1945, so that the
new financing is considered mainly
an extension of the earlier deal.
New loan consists of $6,000,000 for 8
years at 2% interest, borrowed from
the banking syndicate, with the
First National Bank of Boston the
nominal lender and the one to whom
Loew's owes the money. Other

service in the Ilavy,

become

sales policy

effective, moreforce the majors to

may

over,

it

take

On additional exchange em-

ployees.

Even

if It

exchange

were

stalls,

possible to pare
believed the

it's

majors would think twice about
taktog such a step at this time, Tre.

mendous amount

of publicity given

(Continued on page

out, applies only to those provisions

formerly with Warner Bros,, came
to UA in 194S, following three years'

27)

'Outlaw/ on Release

A Year, Could Have Done

.

Mamnla

Joining Giflbam

Nick Mamula, metropolitan newspaper contact for United Artists h.o.
flackery, resigning at the end of this
week to take the same job with
Selznick
Releasing
Organization.
,

Mamula is first addition to SRO staff
Bob GUlham, who took over

by

yesterday (Tuesday),

e,s eastern pubadvertising director,

licity

Mamula worked for Gillham for
many years in the Paramount press

L.

A.to

debenOn the other hand, however, pic
has been having a tough time getDebentures were purchased by a tmg
bookings *and would probably
group -ftf insurance companies comhave played almost 15,000 contracts
prising Metropolitan Life, Mutual
by this time had not Hughes takeh
Life of N. Y., John Hancoch Mutual
his adamant stand against censorLife,
Mas.sachusctts Mutual Life,
ship of the picture or its advertisSun Life Assurance .Co. of Canada,
disNew England Mutual Life, Penn ing. Execs at UA, which isca-sily
tributing, feel the film could
Mutual Life and

N. Y.

.

Lewis Allen.

.

Continental Ais.surance Co., the same companies
that presently hold Loew's outstanding debentures.

Fay

Bainter.
Constantin Bakalelnekoff,

Francis A. Bateman.
Bill Blowitz.

Guy

Bolton.
;

Delmer Daves.
George S, CeSousa.
Andre DeToth.

Sylvia Fine.

Larry Finley.

Lou Gordon.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke.

^

Gina Janss.
Katz.

Danny Kaye.

unlikable

Claude Morris.
Richard Ney.
D.-3niel T. O'Shea,

Mary

Pickford.

Dick Powell
Gregory Ratofif.
Walter Reade, Jr.
James Roosevelt
Robert Rossen.

Benny Rubin.

decaying family

John

SteiAbe<:k.

Freddie Stewart
John Sutheriahd.
Benay Venuta.

Jerry Wald.

Hal

Wallis.

Lou Weis.sman.
Hwbert J". Yates.
Adolph Zukar,

goes south to

life,

marVying one of the

but winds
sons.

Jr.

N. Y. to L. A.

/AMR IS B0RN^('37)
That pic on Hollywood which EdL. Alperson plans to send before the cameras next month will be
a remake of "A Star Is Born." Latter was filmed in color by David 0.
Selznick and released by United
Artists in April, 1937, with Janet

ward

Gaynor and Fredric March

starred.^

Labeled "The Big Curtain," the rewill have Robert Cummings
and an as yet unannounced femme
in top roles. Alperson will produce
it
independently lor 20th-FoK re-

up make

rights

were acquired by

Selznick pictures. Film Classics, redistributing outfit which
purchased
controlled,

person

N. Y. to Europe

Europe to N. Y.
,

.

Althe

John Hay <Jock)
Whitney, who had received them as
his payoff when he and DOS spUt
from

rights

Irving Mass.

Georges Loureau.

ALimi REMAKING

issue

Willie Edelsten.

Connelly.
Mrs. Bob Harley.
Sonja Henie.
David Lewis.

bles.

Alperson several years ago along
with the r'feissue rights to a flock oi

Richard Tauber.

Reg

higher was foreseen in the U. S.
market, but nothing like that is nftw
anticipated, sinee- many circuits and
indie houses are relfusing to book
the film because of its censor trou-

Remake

Harry Gioetz.
Sidney Earinon.
Dorothy Hirscb.
David Holtzman.
Arnold Pressburger.
Michael Taubman.

Arthur Askoy,
Adele Astaire.
Mary Coyle Chase.

have had $6,000,000 or more in by
this time;' based on strength showed
in engagements played.
Eventual gross of $10,000,000 or

lease.

Corhme Calvert

Ann

Sheridan.
Michael Sloane.
Harry D. Squires.

femme who

become governess to a brat on a
plantation after the Civil War. She
gets mixed in the viciousness of the

Levinjjoh.

Frank Libermao.
Lida Livingston.
Paul Lukas.
SEdgar F- Luckenbach,
Alihe McMahoh.
Paul MacNamara.

ing avidly for a suitable story for
Miss (Joddard, with the AppletonCentury novel getting the nod. Par
paid $50,000, plus an escalator clause,
hinging on book sales, that can send
the price to a $125,000 ceiling.
Yarn is something of a mixture of

"The Little Foxes" with "Anna and
the King of Siam," concerning ap

J. Richard Kennedy.
Dennfs King.
Larry Kolpack.
Veronica Lake.

Howard

50G (and Up) Buy
Of Vehicle for Paulette

Par's

Paramoxmt last week purchased a
forthcoming novel, 'The Web of
Days," by Edna Lee, for a Paulette
Goddard starrer. Studio and eastern
story departments had been search-

William Elliott.
Jerry Fairbanks.
Helen Ferguson.

Sam

alter re-

Of 2,85'/o
tures due July 15, 1965.

Another of his former
Par aidfes is also reported joining
Gillham at SRO,

Stuart Aarons.

Better But for Censors
Approximately one year

lease of "The Outlaw," it appears
that the publicity garnered via the
long censor battles through which
producer Howard Hughes has drawn
the film have paid off financially in
one sense, but not in another. With
$2,100,000 presently in the till from
3,600
domestic engagements, the
take per playdate is tremendous.

$9,000,000 consists

department.

Lewis Milestone.

Tycoon' Toiiage Trek

new

to

announced Monday (31) by Loew's,
Inc., is expected to be channeled
mostly towards buying out minority
theatre holdings under terms of the
an ti- trust decree, according to company spokesmen.- Decree stay which
came through Monday, it's pointed

UA

Marion Carr.
Michael Curtiz.

MOT

j^^,

cost of living. With most of the
vets back itt their prewar jobs, the

,

WB

'

earrl^

by Harold' Bpnafield and studio

salaries, necessitated

UA

it's

film

,

to
Promotion of
assistant publicity-advertising director of United Artists last week is
eventual
upping
prelude
to
seen as a
in status of Paul lazarus, Jr., pubad chief. Plan is underjstood to caU

NewSfillmgKey

this happens,

•

they've

the industry in its price-slashing
elment's Office of International Inforforts, according to one distrib
chief
mation and Cultural Affairs. It will
One of the majors, for example"
be sent -in 35ra and 16m sizes to the- has
discovered the cost of operatiai!
atres and schools in' 54 foreign
its exchanges in 32 different
cities
v.;-'";
countries.
has risen $40,000 per week since the
war's end, which adds up to more
than $2,000,000 for the year. Most o£
the boost has gone into increased

Howard Le Sieur

tion of his time to the sales department as an aide to distribution topper Grad Sears. His work in regard to publicity and advertising
would become only supervisory,
I^azarus during the past year has
become more and more closely associated with sales and sales planning
and is responsible for much of the
actual distribution w^otk in the toadshowing of "Henry V". With several
schedule
pix coming Up on the
Competitive selling which the which will require considerable
majors are currently warming up special sales handling, Lazarus'
for early full-scale operations is al- switch in emphasis is viewed as a
ready needling exhibs into a revival natural development.
of pre-war bally at a high tempo.
Replacing lie Sieur i.s ad manager
What has the theatre operators be- will be Francis Winikus, copy chief.
stirring is one facet of the hew type
replacement for Winikus is how
booking which frequently compels being sought. Le Sieur joined
them to guarantee an extended run in 1933 as production manager and
for a film as part of their bid. When became ad topper in 1944. Winikus,

ners also spread to the east.
In
Philadelphia, traditional
stronghold,
contacted William Goldman
•who's been jousting with Warners
for product for a number of years.
-Goldman, it's reported, also committed himself to bid for U's product In scattered other locales, U's
salesmen, heeding h.O. instructions,
have closed outside deals.
Meanwhile, U's toppers took no
eteps to iron out the wrangle. Warner resentment because of negotia(Continued on page 20)

chief,

that

through thek peraoriiiei cuts
at the
studios,^ are curr(sntly training
their
sights on distribution costs,
-with
little hope that they can be
lowered

j-ut the
Robert Young^ofl.
production nut Cost of exchange
to
largely
Newsreel,
devoted
operation today, however, remains
Amefican educational topics, will
as the biggest problem confrontina
be distributed by the State Depart-

Top Sales

Planning for Lazarus

for toarus' devoting a large por-

and that of
itself.
With the entorced switch to FWC, it's thought
that the Warner houses will face a
product shortage unless that company can fill the gap with another
major's turnout

in

with Jack Connolly as news

LeSieur'sUA Promotion

•

.

Hollywood, April 1.
type of international newsNews Magazine," nar24 languages, gets under
this week on the RKO Pathe lot

"The

rated

Presages

Now Underway

New

should pay extra fees—producers

now

panics,

State Pept's Global

their partnership in Selzbick-International,
"Star Is Born" was higbly s"'"
cessfui.

RiKTv'S

described by vaIt was
reviewer^ as a "compelling

and moving

to

rieply

criticism

oi

Hollywood, in which the people 01
the studios are portrayed as human
AIbeing.s." That's in keeping with
recently

'person's description

new

pic

as

playing

t'f

.straight
satire,"

Barbara Stanwyck,
Rt*ert Taylor,

Budget tot the
abbtif $l,^,eQ6i

'

m^

KoUywoot!

with "no ridicule and

Irving Mills.

ni

•

remake

will

d<

Inique

Combo

Cbplin s

Policy for

policy,
Uniaue exhibition
wnine grind with reserved

K

:lnwLs was

Monday

set

One

of the reasons advanced
for Charles Chaplin's desire for
such great speed in release of
his "Monsieur Verdoux" is that
the producer-director -writer-actor feels it holds a message
which it is important to get to
the world as soon as possible.

w

wU

the

to

SouBfe policy wiU be fl'80
a block of 250
for grind run, but
sold lor the
reserved seats will be
8:45
nertofroances falling at 2:30 and
each day. These seats will be

based on the"Bluebeard"
legend, is in no wise overtly
propagandistic, but, as did "The
Dictator," has anti-war
undertones.
Chaplin suggests
that anyone desiring to be a
mass killer should number his
victims in the millions. He then
becomes a hero. Those who do
their killing in smaller lots are
called "murderers."
Film is set in the present, but
carries no more topical sUusions
than the above.

Great

reserved
taped off and held for the
House has 1,900 seats
stub-holders.

°WbUe UA made the 18-month

leas-

with the Shuberti for the
Broadway a few weeks ago, with the

ing deal

for "Verdoux," dewould go
eigion on whether the pie
to there was held up until Monday.
Broadway pact was
the
after
Siortly
agreed on. United Artists Theatre
it

Circuit (no connection with the distributing company), offered the RiVOU for the Chaplin run.
Inasmuch as the Eiv is a more faVoraWfc location than the Broadway
and there was some doubt about get-

equipment into the

•

MPA

Now N.G.

who

were in effect when the decree was film industry.
Johnston biscasses Situation
This represents a
producer Robert Buckner also handed down.
International situation came in for
reversal In U's view since the court
((jpntinued on page 20)
hearings on the decree when the considerable discussion by prez Eric
company unsuccessfully urged the Johnston at the MPA's annual meetthree judges to permit cpntinnation ing, and directors' confab held in
conjunction with it on Monday in
isllop Canlw©!!
of the franchises.
with

As
.

Directs

LA. Diocese

To

£.'

result of U's changd*of heart

no stay was asked of U. S. Supreme
Court Justice Stanley F. Reed on
the franchise ban. Hence, the omis-

Sanclioii 'Duel'

sion of franchises from the court's
Hollywood, April 1.
ruling, which stopped restrictions
Legion of Dfecency .okayed "Duel on practically all other selling pracSun" over the weekend when tices.
taessage from Archbishop John J.
U now. figures that with its new
yantwell was read from pulpits of product lineup the company is betCatholic churches to members of ter off calling quits on franchises
archdiocese of greater Los Angeles. which
were made for erstwhile
Message stated that Archbishop product, heavy with Bs.
Rental
Cantwell "directs the priests of the terms which made it proflteble for
archdiocese to inform their people the company to operate on old franthat the revised version of the mo- chise deals covering low budget pix
tion picture, 'Duel in the Sun,' has are disadvantageous with the new
been Reviewed and classified by the
(Continued on page 18)
Legion of Decency as Class 'B' (oblectionable in part).
In effecting
1st National Sales
this revision, the
producer has responded With cooperation and unMeet in Year Set for N.Y.
derstanding to the public criticism
First Metro national sales meet in
Of the trial run
of the picture in Los a year is slated to tee off at the
Angeles and has shown an awareHotel Astor, N. Y., April 28, with
ness of responsibility
for the social more than 100 of the homeofflce and
significance of the motion picture."
All
field sales staff in attendance.
sales managers, district managers,
Seeks London Spot For 'Duel'
district managers, branch managers
London, April 1.
_
get
together
will
and head bookers
Oavid 0. Selzniek is dickering
with the homeoffice sales toppers to
With Paramount
toppers here to talk over the new sales policies unlease Par's
Carlton theatre in the der the decree and to Work out
west End for a
London pre-release methods «f establishing closer perrun of "Duelin
the Sun."
sonal relationships with exhibitors.
thing
Office managers from Metro's 32
tu
T^iSelzniekholding up the pact is
jnat
wants to take the exchanges are remaining behind this
weatre on a long
run basis, with time to run their offices but are ex*^»^seelcing to limit the run to 12
pected to be convened later by
weeks so as not
to hold up its own Metro
F.
William
chief
sales
in

MG's

.

WSSOLVE LOEW'S-WB

POOliM PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh, April

^

Loew's-Warner

officially
ZJ'^?^
»ay (Monday),

I.

dissolved yester-

Burk Symon

^^^"^t^'iley and

spot

ha^

t

gets

site

had met Adams while shopping
in a Westchester, N« Y., deli-

where the

catessen,

for-

latter

merly worked, and suggested he
might go well is a Mietro salesman. Adams was subsequently
hired and, according to Rodgers,
has emerged as one of the
"brightest young men" in the

Metro organization.

UA

Producer Reps

E-L
1.

In Infonnal

i I.

Powwow on Policy
Group
cers'

of

United Artists produ-

representatives

met

in

last

press luncheon Friday (28) at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y. At the same time,
Rodgers pointed out the need for
corraling those segments of the public that are, not habitual fllmgoers,
and stressed that the chief problem
facing Metro's domestic sales staff
Will be the "neutralization of the
many irritations that can arise from
competitive bidding."

Quoting from instructions sent to
Metro branch managers following his recent return from the Coast,
Rodgers declared that the future
production plans of Metro, announced last week on the Coast, indicate his studio's confidence in the
future. Pointing out that there's no
reason why business shouldn't remain on the upgrade if the entire
industry continues to cte the job it
should do, he noted that good pictures alone cannot convince the
public of the top entertainment
value they get from films.
"It will take better theatre merchandising, better theatre housekeeping; it will require understanding and constructive comments on
tlie part of reviewers anct critics,"
he said. "It will require intelligent
advertising to naake the public realize that for a low cost they are being
brought the best products of the
greatest writers in the world." Best
way to get the non-theatregoers into
theatres, Rodgers declared, is t9 lay
all

•

^

New

to set up a more or
informal organization for handling their common problenis with
the distributing company. Several
of. the reps refused to attend, one of
them terming the idea for such an

York

(Continued on page 20)

week

less

On

Metro's 50 Tests
Competitife

organization "radical." He added he
felt that "ganging up on UA was

Bidiig

OK

Reported Entirely

Competitive bidding tests conattended the ducted by Metro so far in about 50
Hotel Astor luncheon meeting denied "aggravated" situations have been
entirely
satisfactory, both for Metro
there was any thought of "ganging
up" on UA. On the contrary, they and the exhibitors, according to
stated, idea was to promote .peace- Metro sales chief William F. Rodgers.
Pointing
out that it's still too early
ful relations With the company,
leading to wayk and means of help- to determine net results of the tests,
Rodgers declared that, as a general
ing UA achieve greater grosses.
rule, dollar and cents returns to
Indicating that they had no subMetro under the bidding tests have
versive or "radical" ideas, group
been on a par with what returns
pointed out that Grad Sears, UA v.p.
would have been under Straight
in charge of distribution, was notisales.
fied of the intent to form the organFollowing through oh pre-decree
ization and gave it his full blessing.
policy of taking any steps possible to
Principal discussion at the meeting
make
certain exhibs don't lose money
(Continued on page ?0)
on Metro product, Rodgers said he's
unhealthy."

The

six

,

reps

who

-

NEGRO-WHITE HOUSES IN

DXDAY.DATE^YEARy
Washington^ April 1.
Trade and public interest in "Best
Years of Our Lives" received an
added shot in the. arm here past
week with announcement that the
Oscar winner will play a two- week
stint at Republic, 1,250-seat Negro
nabe, starting April 4.
Pic will run day and date with
Keith's, where it is currently
iScale of
in its third smash week.
prices wiU be identical, 90c to $1.50,
with a special moppet rate of 50c

RKO

ATA
On

Still Chills Short
Run, however, will in no
Famine Despite Oscar
way' compete with Keith's, since
Despite its capture of an Oscar as
town observes a strict "White only"
policy in its theatres, with the nine the best documentary of the year,
houses of the District Theatre chain, the chances of a. general release of
Government-produced "Seeds of
of which Republic is a member,, en- the
joying a complete monopoly of the Destiny" aren't too good. American
Theatres Assn., which turned down
Negro trade.
the film in favor of a more streamand

74c.

Iowa House Seek

Lai^^^

ls.jDrinld^
bes Moines, April

1.

in the Senate by A..D. Clem (Rep.,
Sioux City), but after debate the
Senate deferred action under a rule
that requires the House-approved

lined version, are still against playing the original prize-winning version on the grOurid that pic's 20
minutes is too long and the belief
that the film is no longer timely.
The Government has hot yet approached ATA with any proposition
to bring the briefie-to U. S. screens.
However, in view of revived interest in "Seeds" because of its new
Oscar status, that eventually is more
than likely. It's noted around ATA
that the same cibjections still hold
and possibility oif a reversal ih stand
is discounted. A four -minute version

which was recommended by
following rejection of the

ATA

original

was never turned over to, the organization and the famine subject
was passed by as screen fare.
Considerable criticism has been
levelled against the industry and

ATA

the

ATA

a

for several, months,

Ge6rgft,^^e,.a..fal}un«
^o"^
s Casino, burlesk
wt. Which he
t;rned dbwn.

to

Hollywood, April

click pix. Loew's
frantically trying to buy a

dolt!f"
.powntown

that a rich Washington resident,
before the
war wliile Aisrorking as a student
salesman in the Washington exchange, died recently and willed
him a large house in the city.
Adams, incidentally, received
a special plug from Metro sales
Rodgers.
F.
chief
William
Rodgers recalled that his wife

whom Adams met

Decrying current talk abotit K
slump being in the works lor the
film industry, Metro veepee Over
sales William F. Rodgers called for
an "aggressive, all-industry effort to
do a good job of making the public
realize that motion pictures are their
greatest amusement value" at a trade

instructed all his branch managers
that it's their responsibility to lower

the minimum bids stated for a picture if advance runs of the film
show it hasn't lived up to expectations.
Reallocation will also be

(Continued on page 20)

,

RODGERS RESHUFFLES
8

METRO SALES SPOTS

Reshuffling in top positions of
Metro's field sales staff to prepare
for new sales policies under the afttir
trust decree and to put returning
veterans back in their proper places
was announced last Friday (28) by
William F. Rodgers, Metro veepee
over sales. Eight reassignments in
personnel include sales toppers from

throughout the country.
Samuel J. Gardner, Los Angeles
branch manager for the last two
and a half years, has been named
assistant to west coast sales manager
George A. Hickey. He'll headquarter
in San Francisco, with jurisdiction
over the L. A., Frisco, Seattle and
Portland
exchanges.
Thomas A.
Aspell, Jr., heretofore Seattle branch
manager, succeeds Gardner in the
L, A. post. Succeeding Aspell in

in particular for refusing
calendar a
Burk Symon, 20th-Fox test direc- resolution to be on the
that certain Seattle is Sam Davis, promoted from
before the Senate could take film-V R^Iiost of
tor "in New York for the last 10 day
How the Senate re- "gruesome scenes" be cut brought his position as special Coast repyears, arrived yesterday (Monday) final action.
evidenced by on the wrath of Bosley Crowther, resentative of Metro's reprints and
it, however, was
talent
gards
post
as
new
his
over
take
to
to accept a motion by Kf; Y. Times- critic. Shortly after the importations division.
refusal
its
Eagle-Lion.
for
director
Jerome Adams, until now assistant'
Cedar Rapid.";), award was made. Drew Pearson in
Symon Will work under Irving Frank Byers, (Rep., be shunted into his Sunday radio program compli S. F. branch manager, has beett*
the resolution
Lazar, exec assistant to Bryan Foy, that
mented the Telenews circuit for upped to manager of the Washingsifting committee. The Senate
and Owen MacLean, casting direc- the
booking the pic.
(Continued on page 27)
beat the Byers amendment, 22 to 16.

small-seat

titan 'I

(Continued on piage 20)

The same

pool been ironed out.

at which time WarWarner thea
and turned over, operation of
Ritz to Loew's, which
also runs
Penn.
That ™^^ns latter
tres

N. y. Johnston explained steps being taken to insure good reception

The loWa house has passed a resolution designed ultimately to eliminate drinking scenes in films shown
in Iowa. The house, by a voice vote,
possible that
also
It's
Rodgers.
approved a resolution by Rep. C. S.
Rodgers may call a series of regional Van Eaton (Rep., Sioux City) that
sales meets for the benefit of the
urges the next legislature to pass a
exchange salesmen following the law banning drinking scenes unless
close of the national meet. No time
the film industry eliminates them in
limit has been set on the latter, with pix shown in Iowa the next two
Rodgers declaring it would run from years.
7-10 days, or until aiU problems had
resolution was called up

release schedule.

liongtime

Page Ripley
Jerry .Adams, promoted from
assistant Metro brahch manager
at San Francisco to branch man*
ager at the Washington exchange, is one of the few new
Washington residents to encounter no housing difficulty. Seems

of prizes.

Also designed to improve Industry
relations abroad was approval of the
Universal has pulled a fast switch MPA board for participation in the
on its former stance in favor of second "Command Performance" in
long-term franchises. The company London in November. Group of
now is, and has been for a number stars made a tremendous impression
of weeks, strongly opposed to their in England .last fall by attending a
validation— at least, so far as the special performance for the King
large number of franchises which and Queen rigged up by the British

UA

toternational production chief,

Sei Eodp*!; Oiidines Bid 'kitations!

doubt their pix will win a full share

Oldies

In operating
tiowcases on the Qoast, was origoiis of William Goetz, Universal-

.

MPA

For Franduses;

However, the equipalternatives.
(nent problem was cleared without
difficulty and, since UA will operate
the Broadway, giving Chaplin a better deal, Hiat house finally got the

WB

increasing restrictions throughout
board recognized
the world,
the great international public relations value of grabbing off prizes
for artistry, such as are given at
these festivals: Since American films
are frequently sneered at abroad as
being "lowbrow," being able to
international
point
fistful
to
of
awards for artistic values will be
'
quite an asset.
By sending a group of stars to~ the
Brussels fete, American films can
the.
of
hardly
escape attention
awards committees. And if they get
toppers have no
a fair shake,

U Drop Plea

htter house quickly (it has been
UsSd for legit), Arthur W. Kelly,
repping Chaplin, was considering the

Blumenfeld,

tors of the Motion Picture Assn. to
a proposal to send not onljr Hollywood's best films, but also a contingent of stars to the World Film
Festival in Brussels in June.
Last international picture contest,
held in Cannes last fall, was' given
the brush, more or less, by the
American industry. Result was the
Russians and^ English not only
copped most of the awards but
American pix even had a tough time
getting fair showings.
With U. S. films being besieged by

Pic,

n to.

FBBCPitllil
Caught once with its glamor down,
American film industry won't repeat
its errdrs. Thus, approval was given
Monday (31) by the board of direc-

Chaplin's 'Message*

by

(31)

invitational preem Frihave a gala
open to
Sar night, April llyand
public the following day.

nod.
Incidentally, Joe
is associated with

Film

seat

"Monsieur Verdoux" 6t the
Y. Pic will
Broadway theatre, _N.

ting projection

%doux'

com-+

Chrrles Chaplin and United
forthcomSists for the comedian's

Idea Of using

iPIi'SIIiS- AlUitetry Pix Promolioi Nee

Grind-and-Res'd Seat

S
loii

1

tor.

9

BING CROSBY

SHOW

ABC « 10 P. M. E. & T,
WEST COAST BROADCAST 9 P. M. P. S.
APRIL 9

DUFFY'S TAVERN sn»i^ IRVING berun

•

APRIL 9

Irving Berlin's

MERMAN

•

NBC

•

10:00 P. M.

APRIL 10

E. S. T.

"ALEXANDER'S RAGTIWIE BAND"

and jack Haley

Directed by Henry King

•
•

JeanHersholt

•

Starring

TYRONE POWER

Helen Westley

•

•

•

John Carradine

Screen Play by Kathryn Scola and Lamar Trotti

and Music by trving Berlin

NBC

•

9

P.

M.

E. S. T.

KRAFT MUSIC HALL

CONTENTED PROGRAM
APRIL 7

•

T.

Dances Staged by Seymour

Felix

•

•

•

NBC

ALICE FAYE
•

•

•

9:00

P.

M.

E. S. T.

DON AMECHE

•

ETHEL

Darryl F.Zanuck In Charge of Production

Adaptation by Richard Sherman

Associate Producer Harry Joe

•

Lyrics

Brown

1

WedneBday, April 2, 1947

BOB HOP! SHOW

lUX RADIO THEATRE
\

Starring

1YR0NE POWER

•

DICK HAYMES
APRIL 7

*

CBS

Storrlns

APRIL 8

ALICE FAYI

DINAH SHORE
.

9

P.

M.

•

NBC

•

10:30

•

CBS

•

2:30

P.

M.

APRIL 5

M.

•

MUTUAL

APRIL 14

E. S. T.

NBC

CLIFF
APRIL 8

•

•

3:00 P. M.

•

4:30

P.

M.

-

5:45 P. M. E.

S. T.

GOODMAN

NBC

.

9:30

•

P.

M.

ABC

•

.^

•

9:00

V

P.

M.

E. S. T.

'

E. S. T.

.'.rw.-.x.scK.-jCjcd.

fy...y.\.f..<'.

APRIL 20

•

CBS

•

5:00 P. M.

E. S. T.

IT

PAYS TO BE IGNORANT
MARCH

28

•

CBS

•

^^^^

CiNTURY-FOX

10:00 P. M.

E. S. T.

;

j v.-

f. S. T.

E. S. T.

EDWARDS

ABC

5

E. S. T.

PRUDENTIAL FAMILY HOUR

CARMEN CAVALLARO
•

M.

PAUL WHITEMAN
APRIL 9

E. S. T.

SHEAFFER PARADE
APRIL '6

P.

IRVINO BERLIN

Starring

.>.

starring

r

10

•

ViCTOK BORGE-BENNY

YOU
P.

Al JOLSON

NBC

•

JAN AUGUST PROGRAM

E. S. T.,

CORNEL WILDE

HERE'S TO
APRIL 6

•

CANTOR SHOW

EDDIE
APRIL 10

•

Starrini

Al JOLSON

c_

.^ -i

i

...

.

WcdnesJay, April

PICTURES

8

2il-F©x Owes 534 Tleatres

Liveright's ALP Job
Herman Liveright, stafe reader

Ottlriglil;

DeakiorR^aining^^l^
working capital now in the

tlelghborhood

choicest of the 102
National Theatres which are targets
of the decree's partial divoiecement
Since 3SIT owns 534
provision.
houses outright, strategically scatto capture the

tered along the Coast and inland as
far east as Kansas, its position except
in one or two key spots is sound,
regardless of what the anti-trust
act brings, Short, of
suit's third
course, of complete divorcement.

When
with

its

Self'-Flacking Flacks

exclurecord

$75,000,000
after a

of

sive oi inventories,

Hollywood, April

necessary coin.

The company

ed 1946 with

$53,500,000

capital, $32,274,214 of that
iand has steadily built

its

Gnt

on. Col, Picts'

mon, of which $1 was an extra, by
September, '46, it had already piled

'Song'

As Writer

Vienna, March 25.
up an additional $15,000,000 in assets.
Ernst Marischka, yiennese writerMoreover, NT? moved to firmer director, will engage U. S. counsel
financial footing when that 20th sub- in trying to unravel Ijow his origsid in April, '46, placed privately inal on Chopin's life came to be
$12,000,000 of 3% debentures with an filmed by Columbia as "Song to Reinsurance outfit and $8,000,000 of 2% member" without his even knowing
serial notes with £1 banking syndi- the script had been purchased. Marcate.
Of these greenbacks, $7,800*- ischka, who has .several European
000 were utilized to purchase mort- and Hollywood screen successes to
gage debts of NT's subsids and the his credit, hasn't seen "Song" but
balance put the theatre chain in an says he's never signed release foj.
unprecedently liquid position.
U. S. production of the story. He
Approximately half of 20th's re- also says war-lost records of a Sale
cently announced $22,600,000 net for to a now-defunct French studio
1946 remains in the company's cof- prevent his checking up how exfers, with the balance paid out to tensive the French-held riglits were.
stockholders and creditors. The com- What Marischka wants to find Out
pany has taken other steps towards is who Columbia paid for the story
hoarding cash, one of which was the and why none of the money went
recent trimming of expensive studio to him.
Marischka is working with Hobert
personnel.
Consequently, by the
time the two-year decree deadline Stolz on book fof an operetta,
rolls around, 20th will be in a solid "Prater" for. production here this
postion for necessary maneuvering. fall. Stolz also will d*> songs for the
Company's most strongly affected picture, "Island Wife," Which Marischka Will Script,' direct and prolocale is Iios Angeles, where some
duce. Shooting Is scheduled for Au20 houses are owned partially with

from 25% upwards* Other important spots which
the decree hits are Portland and Seattle.
In the latter city, NT" has a
31% interest in seven theatres and
60% in two more, while in Portland
the chain holds 30% in five flickeries,
81% in three others and 25% in an-

20th's interest scale

.

gust.

Marischka, who authored an early
picture, "Spring Parade," as
well as the book of Pritz Kreisler's
operetta, "Sissy," says he sold the
book of "Song to Remember" to
Tobis-Sonores, a German-controlled
studio operating in Paris in 1936.
Price was about $5,000, but Marother.
ischka 'doesn't believe the sale inIn all the other pikrtiaUy^oynied cluded
non - European shooting
lionses, NT's current slice of interest rights.
,
is 50% or better except for some 13
theatres widely scattered. Like the
main strength of the circuit itself,
these co-partnered houses are mostly
located in California, Washington

Durbin

and argument

They contended that
issued by Federal
Judge Michael L. Igoe was so drastic that it would cause "untold injury and damage." Distribs were
enjoined from: (1) permitting a run
of pictures in the LOop longer than
two weeks; (2) creating dead or
wailiiig time after the conclusion of
the

Loop run, and

(3) setting

ance.

McConnell contended that the InjuncUon affects only the relation
between the Jackson Park theatre
and the distributors. If the lat,

,

ter

made

available

pictures

3 Teclmkians CMefs
by lATSE

McConnell con-

enforce the decree.

tended

that, in

any event, no court

of equity is concerned with a loss
of illegal profit occasioned by the
defendants for being compelled to
one
do business in a legal way.
can have a vested Interest in violating the anti-trust laws, he said.
Defendants were given 10 digrs to
file a reply brief and the court will

No

set the case for oxai hearing probably late this month.

ir

ASffAS All.

Taking Sides WkbCSU

business

some given the

agent, are threegate at trial which

they refused to attend.
Ktttolieson

To Speak

Hollywood, April
carpenters'

the studio labor

1.

future policy

strife is

in

expected in

an announcement tomorrow (Wed.)
froni William ("Big Bill") Hutcheson, Carpenters Union prexy, who is
Jn Indianapolis.
Understood Hutcheson will state
position on local autonomy for car•penters as well as attitude regaraing
construction inside studios.

ENT'S N. y.

w

of trade. Only means of getting
around that would be to" organize
under provisions of the Webb-Clayton act, wjiich would mean that Par
and 20th would then h.-ive to allow
anybody into the combine' that
wanted to ioin. Now that all the
other majors have set up their oivn
lOm distrib outfits overseas, Par and

20th have apparently thought it oiay
under the W-G act.
Two companies, by waiting this
long to organize, might have missed
the boat since all the advantages in-,
herent in such a pooling arrange,
ment have been negated wit:.
of all companies into Ihs
to hamstring Hollywood producers, entry
according to director Paul F. Heard. foreign lOm program, according to
PPC, for ejtamplei has set up a re- foreign: sales toppers of the other
viewing body for pix which 'Will majors. liatfer revealed that there
plug those pictures it considers were plans a year ago for all th*
"good for Protestants" but will not companies to form such a pool aad
attempt to ban those considered not it's known definitely that Metro was
seriously considering joining Par
good.
Heard .declined to go into detail and 20th in the combine. Now that
concerning the methods followed by all majors are in the business, howthe Council in influencing Holly- ever, foreign 16m exhibs are assured
wood -to its way of thinking but of enough product and it's believed
stressed the Council is not interested Par and 20th will find no advantages
in propagandizing the Protestant re- under the arrangement that they
ligion.
PFC recognizes that films wouldn't enjoy working by them,
must have dramatic appeal to be selves.
good and that any attempts to force
A year ago, for example, when th*
the inclusion of propaganda into majors were still involved in rethe scripts will only harm them. Re- opening the foreign markets shutcent reports from the Coast indicate tered during the war, such a comthat, despite the fact the Council is bine to distribute 16m product woiild
still in its formative stages, it's hav- have
saved them all considerable
ing telling, effect in getting its point money ill getting started. With inost
across to Hollywood.
of the foreign markets now in operaTo facilitate dealings with Holly- tion, though, such economies are no
have
wood, producers, the Council is cur- longer there. Other majors
regrently setting up a consultative com- found by experience that their
the
mittee of Coast church leaders to ular 35m branches can handle
and
checking
promote better Understanding with 16m operation, such as
exhibv
it
to
the film-makers, under the chair- rewinding film, shipping
personnd
manship of Dr. Louis Evans, pastor etc., with all the additional
of the First Presbyterian Church of necessary confined to one specialist
Hollywood. Committee will attempt to handle i6m sales to exliibs.
to provide Jnaterial for pictures, to
Advantages found by Metro and
coordiijate the facilities Of the dif- Republic in combining their 16m

Protestant Film Council, reeentlyestablished organization to jriake
certain the Protestant faith gets as
good a break in Holly wood' pictures
as the Catholic religion, wiljl follow
a construct!<'a, positive program instead of atlempting to do anything

to organize

AMI

SHINDIG

BROS; MANUAL ON

Ideeting of Enterprise executives,
and stars is slated for this
in New York to dis.exploitation
cainpaigns on

lorthWrning product.

.

Owned

.'

CUy, State

NO. of Ni?»

%

Houses Interest

Council lUuftx, Jiwa...
Idwii

-Musi'iitine,

Clay (*enter. Kans;....
Concordia, Kaii.s.
Marshall, Mo

so

.Caldwell,

.

,

.

.

.

,

. .

rdalio.

...

Nampa, Tdaho.
Kugene, Ore.

,

*-

Nb.of NT'sVo
Houses Interest

City, Stat*

Rl

Anaheim, Calit

•a
SI

ao

Hoqulam, Wash

di

.

.

.

.

,

Wash ......

61
SI
B()

HI

SX

Banning. Calir...
Beverly imiii. Calif.....
Urowley, Calif
Calif........
Calif
Fullerton. Calif
r.oB Angele.s, Calif,....

OO
Bl
51

Compton,

Xorlh Hollywood, Calif.
Oakland, Calif.......,,
I'aEadena, Calif.........'
rorterville. Calif.,. ...
SaHn.iis. Calit
San I.uls Ohispo. Calif.
J'nnta Ana. Calit
Mania Mrjnica. Calif.
Ktifrmiin Oaltfi, Calil
VVnilii-a. Calif
AVllDiinglori, Calll.......

til

I'd

j'caled

from

up

.

.

1.

meiits,

with proceeds to be devoted

M

World War Ml veterans. This
would be in addition to a proposed

75

state

70
«r>

51
.M

'.

.

Minneapolis, April

Bill just introduced in state legislature provides for a 20% state tax
on all tickets to places of ,amu.se-'

m

to

A

soldiers'

20%

bonus.

state tax

on theatre admis

and enabling legislation to
permit .municipalities to tax -busines.ses by referendum' vote, also are
a joarl of Gov. L, D. Youngdahl's
sions,

overall state financing program.

;

also not
pointed

are
distribution abroad
available to Par and 20th.

it's

di-stribution

out. Metro, by handling
has
of Rep 16m product abroad,
picavailable to it the action-type

tures that

Rep produces and which

Metro.
are seldom turned out by
Both Par and 20th, however, turn,
genout the same type of pictures
erally.

Oral Testimony Ends
In SWberts'

SOOG

'Jols©H Story'

;
Suit

Oral testimony in" the $500.0(10
damage action brought by the i>m
berts against

Columbia

unauthorized

u.se

Pictures for
,

of the Winter Afr-

dpn theatre, N. Y., in Co^^J^'a*
"The Jolson Story," ended Wedn^^
cDurl.
day (26) in N. Y. supreme
ewa
Full testimony will be comp
when Columbia obtains deposition'
curHme
John
and
Goetz
Bill
from
tesu

rently in California to refute
Proser, operatpr^oj
lately
the Copacabana, N. Y., and
an indie film producer.
_th«
Proser's deposition' declared
Shuberts
the
he was empowered by
«
to act as a film agent for sale
IQ
story on the Winter Garden

mony by Monte

«

Ward Morehouse, drama cntic
Vet Aid Planned Via
the N. Y. Sun. testified that
Minn; 20% Amus. Tax had written a story based on
Shuberts

,ti1

<'oinptnn,

f.l

Olympia, Wiisli
Seattle, Wash.,......,,
Seattle, 'Wai*
Vancouver, WsifIi

AMen, Arls

m
«0

W««h

Bfenierton, Wa.sh
Everett, Wash

TVenatchee,

Less Than 15^

Tuma. Ariz
so
so

Aberdeen,
1.

dire<;tors

(5 )

Iba

Ill's

Portland, Ore
Portland, Ore
Portland, Ore

MEET

Hollywood, April

cuss

3(nB

20th-Fox

prexy of
new combine.
Chief factor barring establishment
of the pool until how has been*the
danger that the two companies might
be accused of monopoly in restraint

A

fir

Hollywood, April 1.
Film Technicians Local 683 chiefs
have been expelled from the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees as result of findings of
the trial committee, which held that
three men gave unauthorized support to Conference of Studio Unions,
disobeying instructions of superiors
by taking side of GSU in stiidib labor difficulties.
Richard McKnight, prexy; Norville Crutcher, treasurer, and John

weekend

to

plaintiff's theatre, they have
complied with the decree and
no other theatre has the right to

the

Plan

office
representative of
]tot«riwtional, is reported

the

LABORmmATIONS

and Oregon.

The

up a

uniform system of run and clear-

Str«sS£s

A 'Poaitiyft

in

the injunction.
the injunction

will make its headquarvillage about 100 miles
ctpital.

Coffiicfl

torney for the Jackson. Park theafiled his brief

a

Protestant Film

C. McCbnnell. at-

Thomas

denied,

in

from the Mexican

ferent church bureaus for Hollywood's benefit, and to provide a
First big annual dinner-dance of channel for technical- advice to proAssociated Motion Picture Adver- ducers on matters relating to the
church. Any revelation now of the
tisers, to be held April 23, at Hotel
Astor, N. Y., is taking the shape of way the committee attempts to inbeing fluence Hollywood, however, win
It's
In a move to promote better an all-industry affair.
only ruin its effectiveness, Heard
labor-management relations, War- staged as the AMPA 30th anniversaid,
ner Bros, personnel department has sary celebration, all funds te help
souvenir
Council recognizes that an attempt
issued a 32-page booklet designed to the needy in the trade.
acquaint employees wilJi company journal will be an added feature of to ban what It considers bad films
polfcies
and benefits.
Brochure, the dinner-dance, this being in from the pulpit will only result in
titled ""Your Company and You" and charge of Herman- Schleier, chair- boosting interest- in those pix, acprepared by Ralph W. Budd, per- man, and David Bader, editor, cording to Heard. That is why the
sonnel department head, is being along with a representative commit- Council will follow the opposite
coufse of doing whatever possible to
given national distribution among tee from different film companies.
all company employees in studios,
General committee in charge, of plug good films. Protestant Motion
theatres, exchanges and home office. the annual party is headed by Phil Picture Council, a subsidiary organContents include a history of the Williams,
formerly
ad-publicity ization, has been set up as a reviewWarner organization, information on chief for March of Time and now ing body, consequently, with reworking regulations, chances for with Fortune mag. His coordinators views sent to the 300 different
advancement, labor - management are
Bader,
Blanche Livingston, Protestant publications for distribucommittees,
holidays,
vacations, Arnold Stoltz, Claude Lee, William tion to the churches. Reviews play
health and welfare service, sick Ferguson, Gordon White, Skip Wesh- up what are considered good films
leave, overtime, Warner Club activi- ner. Si Seadler, Jack Kopstein, Lynn and a "picture of the month."
ties, and other persoimel problems. Farnol 'and Jock Lawrence.
Heard revealed that the Council
will hire Hollywood writing and
directional talent for the series of
seven shorts to be prodCiced this
year for use in schools and churches.
Six of the shorts, running from SOSO minutes, will be on religious subHie following Nation^. Theatres' houses are affected by the partial dijects, with the other a
dramatic
vorcement proviso in" the decree. Percentage ownership by NT is indipresentation on the vices of prejucated in the last column. This roster- of NT theatres dates back some
^dice.'
years, but ifs not likely that any substantial changes .have occurred in
the
interim, since the; Consent Decree stymied any major revampings:

IB

Martin,

ters

the federal court of appeals here
yesterday (Monday).
Distributors in their appeal, March
13, held that the jury's original verdict and subsequent affirmation by
the higher courts applied to damages oiily and not to the question of

.

C^y

Company

Dislribs

Reslraint Issue

Chicago, April 1.
Contending, that the restraint order handed down in .the Jackson
case, which directed the nine
film distributors involved to discontinue the "Chicago system of release," was based on all the facts
and issues and that any further
litigations" should consequently be

tre,

re-

sources since then. Despite payment
of dividends of $4 per share on com-

Walter

Holt.

'

Maiiidika Seeks

Group includes Humphrey sideration-for -the last year but
wm
Huston and Tim held up by legal
entanglements
Emanuel Silverstone, special home-^

Sierra."

Bogart,

Jackson Park Ally.

Park

start-

working

being cash,

up

next annual election.

On

of

their 16m product bver.seas is
ex.;
pected to be signed this week, PoqJ
Hollywood, April 1,
headed by John ing arrangement, which is to
Troupe of
iiandll
Mexico
planed
to
director,
Huston,
only narrow-gauge films
and will
for
sequences'
location
film
CitSj, to
have nothing to do with regular 35m
the distribution, had been
"Treasure
of
Paramount's
under con.
24,

Screen

Repiales

U

Deal for- Paramount and 20th.po3{
combine forces for distribution

iTreasure-toMej^

1.

Publicists
Guild wants
some of that publicity its members
have been giving out for their clients
through the years.
Flacks, declaring their peculiar
art is as artistic as any other branch
of film drama, are petitioning the
Academy to inaugurate si press agent
division in the next Oscar. Derby,

the time comes for trading
partners, 20th will have' the

to

&

By IRA WI«

iproflt-taking year, 20th-Fox should
have no difficulty in pledging cash,

Abroad; CkaredMiHiopoly

Chester county, N. Y.
Liveright is chairman of the Par
Prochapter of the Screen Office
fesisiohal Employees Guild. Bob McKedwn, vice chairman, will take
over as acting chairman until the

I947

2,

ZIMox Fool Im pisiri

Par and

for

the past seven years in Paramount's
eastern story department, has resigned, effective Friday (4). He is
to become executive director of the
American Labor Party in West-

$75|i,i0 Lipid Assets Insure

Its

.

o^

ne
lor.

Winter Garden for the
which he was paid $750.
JusAside from the depo.sitions,
triai,
McNally, presiding at the
saw the films, "Rose of Wa.sh mgton
Are
Square" and "When Irish Eyes
pro.icttion
Smiling," at the Columbia
J^tenes
rooms. Those films portray
in the 'Winter Garden.
t*^^
Columbia's contention is IhaJ
main -aspect of "The Jolson Story _
u.se oj
,is the life of the sinRer4 and
tice

scenes in the theatre i." incidental
main part of the story.

to the

yaaaaigdiy, April 8» XSMi7

f^d3^

9

a Pretty Fancy Take

Is

ii!

spent on advertising by the film indusIndicative or the heavy coin
the agencies are battling is the fact that a total of
trv for which
planked out for national magazines alone during 1946.
«8 022 361 was
this week on the complies' outlay in the mags
available
made
Plaures
the following breakaown:

Sw

'46

1.

RKO

Ji/

Metro

3;

,..,.....,.,..<../.'•'-....',•.,.......,
•••>•>'!'
..
> . •
•
.
•:• •
•
United ArtistS; v.;.

4.

Paramount

5.

20th-Fox

.

.......

Current raft of reissues, originally
released by the majors as a partial
stopgap for the product shorta.Eje
and with little hope that they would
strike pay dirt, have turned into

7.

1

.

..

...

9.

.

$2,325,113
1,229.789
l,171.n!5

•

•

•••

.

• •

•

<:

r

.......

.

1,032,079

. . .

.

•

. - . .

Life was the
with a total of $669,984,

Young

Loretta

in

Exit,

Api^il i.

signed Loretta Young for the
spot in "ffiichel,"_slated

.star

September with' j£.ck
Gross and Richard Berger handling
to

in

start

production reins.
Picture will> be based on a story
from the Howard Fa.st tome. "Patrick Henry and the Frigate's Keel."

Only note of caution— and It's a
negative
one
sounded among
the optimistic thoughts circulatingamong diStribs who have yet to enter the reissue race is appended by
execs of Film Classics, one of the
first' organizations to specialize in
marketing the oldies. While concurring that there's plenty of gold left
in the reissues, they point out that
Hollywood, April 1.
only in; rare iaistahces will an oldie
Fred Pelton, who is retiring three
outdistance the record chalked up
months hence as manager of the
in Its original run as far as the
labor relations department for tlie
number of customers seeing the fllto
Assn. of Motion Picture Producers,
is concerned.
That's because many
will devote his time to the "Pelton
of the reissues, wnili. getting booked
System for Handling Motion Picture
into A houses, stiU aren't enjoying
Sets."^ Jkiethod. eliminates the use of
the same cream playing time they
multiple stages for huge producoriginally had.
Understood Columbiai
"Thief of Baghdad," Sir Alexan- tions.
Arthur Rank are interested
der Korda production now being and J.
in the setup.
tGbntinued on page 1»)

—

To Gain Lush Film
A

agenhas broken out among the ad
cies with the battle growing evenhotter as" the outsiders, on the make
tat juicy i>is biz^ join in the geneeal fray. The free-for-all, to date,
a strictly hushiush atmosphere with accusations of
is

waged

being

in

and

raiding

personnel
snatching

account

whispered rather than
shouted. Chances of the tiff,.however,
keeping under eovej uMlcJi longer
While the contestants are chaiy oti
Identities it's known that such leadas J. Walter ThompBelding;
Foote, Cone

ing agencies

&

Co.;

&

Donahue

has been further accented
avowed intention of Robert

by the
Orr &

It's

'been learned

Orr group has approached

a humber of top staffmen employed
by the other agencies in the film line
with fat salary offers in an effort
to win theim over to the new com^

.
pany.
Orr, iff said, has built up a war
ehest of some ^00,000 which it intends throwing into the fight for
film biz.
also is understood to
coin
be- prepared to spend
(Continued on {>ag:e' 2?)

JWT

h^vy

Organizati

meetings and confabs
more than twothe exchange areas to set

Pjrelimlnary

haye been, held in
thirds of

organizational conclaves for the

Mo-

Picture Foundation,
Barney
Balaban, chairman of the Temporary

tion

Steertog
In other

Committee, has annovmced.
exchange areas, cooperation

has been pledged for early action,
Balaban said.

The Paramount prexy urged the
to" push the organizational
Jneets in every sector of the country.
« was important, he said, that naw»m trustees be elected in time to
the first meeting of the board
Of trustees
some time in May.
Balaban said the following meetings have
already been called with
We temporary chairmen as listed:
Charlotte, N.C., April
14, H, F.
Kincey; Chicago,
April 16, John
HWaban and Ed Zorn; Salt Lake
industry

om

Vlty,

Net

fiscal

pi-ofits

for

for Universal sagged
the first quarter of

under that of the equiva-

'47

lent period of '46.
Company reported consolidated take of $756,543
for the 13 weeks ended Feb. 1, 1947,
after; all charges including Federal

tax

bite.

compare with
had garnered

$934,506
for the
equivalent period of the yciar pre,
vious. V
.

which

U

April

16,

Sam

Gillette

and

April 21.
M^^""'' ^^''^^y^-.Ul'man
and Neil Hellman;
Moines, April 21, Leo F. WolA. H. Blank; Minneapolis,
A
«pni 21, Charles
Winchell, Harry

Sa»f^t

Berger

^'^^^InTtA^T^'^.
Bolnick;

w,»t
dee pfM^,^"""'

Pittsburgh, third
Silver and MauMay 5, Leo F.

•

"^^"^

°'»a''a.

wlfu

«t

Pacifll'

Pend.„f*^l'f'

conventlofi

of

Conference of Inde.

;

!

I

RKO

During the next three months
Pelton will coach his successor,
Charles S. Boren, in the intricacies

;

:

Trans-M's 23lfi Net

of studio labor.
Trans-Lux; Corp. net profits rose
nearly $15,000 over a year ago,
comp^any reporting $231,074 fot 1946
as against $2115,682 in 1945.
Newsreel company reported an
Hollywood, April 1.
increase in stock ticker projectors,
Jack
Conway, Metro director,
which are operated by Trans-Lux brought "The Hucksters" in on the
Movie Ticker Corp. there, being dot, without a day's delay, although
lot
swarmed with magazine
1,405 in operation as of last Dec. 31 the
against
1,226
a year previously. writers through most of the filming
There also was a comparable hike in of the Clark Gable-Deborah Kerr
ticl^er
projectors run hV co-sttrrer.
stock
Picture
drew more mag and daily
Trans-Lux Corp., Ltd., and the

luckster$VMsiIp

ERBRidesFive

newly formed agency, to

gun for film biz.
that the

U's 13-Week Net Dips
'

somewhat

&

and Buchanan

Co.;

Co. figure in one way or another in
the battle. Competition for accounts

Associates,

'

Profits

aren't great.

son

Film Set System

Co. Accounts

major film accounts-*-

for the

war

Pelton to Polish

Free4^

Ad Agendes in Quiet

Wair

Pic Firms

Hollywood, April 1.
National Labor Relations Board
yesterday (Mon.) handed down an
which five
intermediate report
major film companies and the Association of Motion_ Picture Producers were found guilty of unfair
labor practices. Defendents Columbia, Metro, 20th-Fox, Republic and
Warners, were ordered -to offer immediate and full reinstatement to
all employees who w.ere discriminated against when they refused to
take the jobs of the striking workers
in the 1945 studio strike. Report by
Mortimer Riemer, NLRB trial examiner, which dismissed charges

m

movie news tickers
Trans-Lux Corp.

operated

by newspaper coverage than any Culver City production in years.

From

Brief s

RKO,

affects

24

men,

out

from

n

IWilAw

Hollywood, April 1.
^hes on a lo£.n°' Selznick

ttt

Lewis

atfer'".'' Charles K- Feldman
Sea Pony '-

^

five years as a director at Metro...
Hollywood, April 1.
Greer Garson checked in at Metro Abby Berlin will direct "Blondie in
added scenes for "A Woman of the Dough," Zlst flbn of the "Blon-

'I

for the new indie
toll to Technl-

reserve

and

position

might

have

come

into the title at the end of
year if Par didn't have its film
production by that time.
Savini announced he Was going to
use the title despite Par's priority
and the latter naturally let out a
holler.
Savini then, as a gag, regis-

this
in

tered "Road to Paramount" and
squawked again. He claimed

had preempted

Par
Par

"
to ...
disclose others,
registration of

"Road

all

MPA

but

titles,

files

such

as 20th-Fox's
to Glory."
Savini had previously been in hot
with the
over label
"Kilroy Was Here."
He tried to
register it last October and, when
he discovered five other companies
had tied it up ahead of him, he announced he was going to use it any-

"Road

MPA

water

registered

General Mohav-

Kelly's

had

priority,

"Kilroy" in August.

Backed up behind Kelly, in order of
claim, were Par. RKO, Warner Bros.
(Continued on page 20)

Own."

.

.

.

die"

Script for Metro's

starting

series,

"Cass Timberlane"

.

.

week

this

at

.

Sodden jyiywood Yen

tions

all

For Dostoievsky's P.D.
classic, "The
Brothers

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

Russian

Karamazov," after

sitting

.

PRC,

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

j

I

on library

some 66 years, has sud'denly become the object of a tug-ofshelves for

war

between Metro and Samuel
Goldwyn.
Metro's
announcement

.

!

Unu'fl

m»^'\^^^

mount had registered the moniker
May and Savini in August,
when he signed the bureau agreement. He was therefore put in first

last

tion Picture Go,

.

Mitchum Loan
w

wood," which he wanted to put on
a combo of four old Bing Crosby
shorts reedited into a feature. Para-

for

My

.

.

ing

.

Hnh<.„i

22 Irs.

in

Savini "repeatedly
Pictures Corp.
showed lack of desire to cooperate
in observing the irules of the agreement he had signed," according to
Margaret Ann "!foung, director of
the registration bureau, and well
might have faced disciplinary action
had he not chcsen to pull out.
Strangely enough, in 22 years of
operation of the title registration
service, only twf producers have
resigned— and both in one, week. A,
few days prior to Savini's move,
Bryan Foy, production, topper for
Eagle-Lion, handed in a notice for
his company, claiming the majors
had too many titles blocked up. AAherence to the title bureau is ah enlirely voluntary action.
Immediate cause ol! Savini's withdrawal was his failure to get priority On the label, "Road to Holly-

way.
Arthur W.

the Lots

Warners purchased
calls for loca- Columbia
in Florida, Idaho, California "Rainbow Mountain," a tale of gold
and Minnesota ... Jeanette Mac- mining in California in 1898, aumembers of local 44, Affiliated Donald reported at Metro to warble thored by Stephen Longstreet . .
Property Craftsmen, and local 80 in French and German for foreign Pine-Thomas signed a contract for
(grips).
versions of "Keep Young With Mu- office space in the forthcoming adFay Bainter draws the ministration building on the NasFull reinstatement means return to sic."
former jobs, or equivalent positions, mother role in "Off to Buffalo," co- sour lot, in addition to stage space
without prejudice to their seniority starring Pete Dailey and Martha j.lready under lease; .. Next starrer
Bob Beche, for William Elliot on the Republic
or other rights and privileges. 17 of Stewart at 20th-Fox
the 24 men were ordered reinstated- production manager for Comet, will lot will be "Monterey," recently
with back pay to March 19, 1945, do similar chores for the Pickford- purchased by the studio for prowhile the remaining seven were or- Rogers-Cohn outfit. Triangle Produc- duction and direction by Joseph
Al Rogell brought Seymour Kane.
dered to receive back pay to Oct: tions
Elliott Nugent to direct "Ever the
Producers may file excep- Nebenzal's "Heaven Only Knows"
31, 1945.
film Beginning," which Milton Sperling
tions to the "report and have been in at 9,700, with only'2tt feet of
will produce for release by Warners.
granted 10 days in which to do so to cut . Roy Rogers washed up his
chore for Walt Disney and returned Lilli Palmer is the only thesp signed
by the board.
Republic for his next oater, thus far.
to
Preston .*'oster inked by Allied
PRC is start"Heart of Mexico."
House Gang" series, Artists for the male lead opposite
E-L Pub-Ad Dept. ing a new "Gas
with "Gas House Kids Go West," Belita m "Hunted," directed by Jack
Merged Under Youngstein produced by Sam Baerwitz, the first Bernhard....Alan Young, between
radio chprefi, will play a romantic
Flack forces Of PRC and Eagle- to go.
,
Paul Campbell gets the male lead role in "Off to Buffalo" at 20th.>Fox
Lion have been welded together unmusi- ....John Sutton, recently released
der the overall command of Max in "Smoky River Serenade,"
Colbert by 20th-Foxi moved over to EagleYoungstein, E-L ad-publicity chief, cal oater to be produced by
opening Clark at Columbia, starting April Lion for a heavy role in "Captain
it was disclosed following
units Casanova". .. .Roy ROwland directof new oflSces Monday (31) in the 14... Four separate production
Bond Bldg.. New York. Operation are working simultaneously on "Two ing retakes for "To Kiss and to
co-starring Den- Keep," Gene Kelly-Marie McDonald
a streamlining one de.'^igned to Guys From Texas,"
is
and Dor- co-starrer, at Metro. .. .Mei-ian , C.
erase overlapping functions of the nis Morgan, Jack Carson
two companies, both of which aire othy Malone at Warners. ..Herbert Cooper grabbed a one-picture Techcelebrate
nicolor commitment for his next
subsids of Pathe Induiitries. Under J. "Yates tossed a party to
years on the 11(6- Argosy production, a western,
the new setup, Harold Danson. PRC's Roy Rogers' nine
still
during which he has uhtitled.
top ad-pub man, becomes advertis- public lot,
.Zachary Scott draws the
made 67 pictures. .Murvyn Vye, male lead in "Whiplash," produced
ing head for the two outfits.
one
Jerry Pickman, E-L's publicity currently in New York, draws
by William Jacobs and directed by
"Whispering
roles in
topper, now takes over the chores of the top
Lew Seller for Warners
.Mario
at Paramount, .Carol Forfor PRC in addition to hi.s E-L stint Smith"
Dwyer, Broadway actress, makes
role in the
while Arthur Jeffrey, U-L's head man was handed the title
bow in "Crossfire" at RKO.
"The Black her film
exploiteer. will aUso handle Republic cliffhanger,
field
Nazarro, director of ColumRay
with
week
PRC product. llank-and-fUe of the Widow," starting asthis
bia's "Assigned to Treasury," is on
producer.
two companies will work .a.s one Mike Frankovich
way home from Shanghai after
Eagle-Lion bought screen rights to his
force on pix of both companies.
Legend," produced on a month 'of location shooting..
Switch involves entire E-L sales "Missouri
Robert tiummings draws the male
e»rly
for
seven years ago,
and ad-pub staffers who vacated of- Broadway
star
spot in "Sleep My Love,'' iirst
:proas
Fields
filming with Joseph
fices in the RKO Bldg, to .set up
driw a fes.- picture to be produced by Triangle,
new h.o. PRC's flackery ducer.,.Sam Levene
their
the Mary Pleicford-BUddy R<jgersin "Grossflre" at RKO,
trekked from tlie Pathe Bldg. leav- tured role
Ralph
Cohn outfit.
after
freelaaeing
is
Ralph Ceder
ing their sales force behind.
against

Only 2d

No tears were being shed by the
Motion Picture A.s.sn. last week over
resignation from the title registration bureau of Robert Savini's Astor

'Racher

Hollywood,

RKO
femme

veritable pots of gold in many situation's.
Several of the oldies on the
second time around have outgrossed.
their original runs and the way
they've been causing the turnstiles
to click has built up an entirely new
facet of distribution in the industry.

521,514'
; .
417,232
347,995
315,320
J..... .......... .......
207,150
in second spot

Universal
Republic

8.

.

:

Columbia .......
Warner Bros. .

6.

. .

1

Registry Jot ^^W^^

Over Savini

ORIlALli

total

on Mags

'

MPA lie

OUTGIIOSS

recently

plans

of

make

to

the

Dostoievsky novel as a high-budgeter, starring Robert Taylor and Van
Heflin, brought cries from Goldvyryn
that he held prior rights to the
work, which is in public domain.
According to records of the Motion Picture Association's title registration bureau, which treats pub-

domain works same as originals,
Goldwyn did have priority from
lic

May,

1944,

failed

to

until Dec. 31, 1945, but
his. registration.

renew

Metro; as second on the

list,

moved up to priority
Goldwyn was notified at

the time,

MPA

states,

Goldwyn

then

position.

but failed to take action.
registered

title

in

1944

and got an automatic
renewal
through 1945 because no one else
wanted the yarn, Metro registered
it
in
June, 194S, and inherited
priority Jan, 1, 1946, since Goldwyn
indicated no intei'eSt. Metro asked
for and received a sixmonth extension from Jan. 1, 1947, under
rules which permit such an extension if a studio gives evidence of intention to put the picture in production during that period.
Unless Metro actually has the film

MPA

in production before July 1, classic
will go to David O. Selzniek, who
Afteiit Nov. 15. 1946.

registered for

him

is

Walter Wanger, who sent in

few weeks ago,
March 18.
Goldwyn claims he has a com-

his application just a

pleted screenplay by Sidney Howard
and it is pos^ble he'll force the
dispute with Metro ihtb arbitrationi

.

rw

.

10

JRA MOUNT, YOUR

FAVORITE mODUCEM^ PROUDLY MEFORfS THjJ

Your 'new hit from

the.

''*TWO YEJRS''^*-BLUE SKIES''-

''CALIFORNIA''

COMPANY IS:

with,

PETER LORRE

•

LON CHANEY

Produced by DANIEL DARE
Directed by ELLIOTT
Original Screen. Play by

Edmund

NUGENT

Beloin

ana Jack Ross

;

-IThaf s the winn

if As. first

JiBgle the .natioif s boxofBccS: are. writing

dates prove

Bob Hope
;,;::T0ppieg

even "Beaiicaire's" record highs in Atlanta, Boston,

!New;. Orleans,, etc.

I

J

it's, the world's, all-time: ^^^fc^
show,

^"-.^
:

:

Xhanks to that billionrad-message, $75,000 prize jingle contest
lus coas
*

the best

praise like -'iiew highs in fun"

Hope

ever

(N,Y..News)

made XL. A. Examiner)—

comedy" (N.Y. Jour.-Amer.)-^"Hope's
nev^r better^ (H'wpod Citizen-News)

Season's top

l.;^^

antics

W«!ilne«day, April 2, 194,7

PICTURB GROSSES

tee'
ufks TinffiPre-Easter; 'Locket'

St.

Majority

bills.

of houses

tending their holdover
bring in new shows over the weeKend with arrival Of Easter Sunday.
All theatres were badly hit last
week but things appear a bit
brighter this stanza because of
Easter holi lay week for schools.
"The Locket" is pointing for lusty
$50,000 in five houses, most of thern
"Fabulous Dorseys
smaU-seaters.
looks to do neat $36,000 or close
Brightest spot anjong
four spots.
holdovers is "Favorite Brunette"
with likely $38,000, strong for two
"Carnival in Costa Rica'
locations.
appears .slow $34,000 in second
"Hapstanza for four situations.
pened in Brooklyn" Is equally light
at $31,000 ia three: spots for second
round.
Estimates tor This Week

(FWC)

(600;

50-$l)

Balto;'Guy'l2G

(3,500;

„
50-7!))—

Pitt Dips;

week, 17,800,
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
(3,309; 70-95)— "Beast With 5 Fingers''
(WB) and "Brute Man" (PRC) (2cl
wk). Fair $12,000, Last week, 'good

leart'

*

$15,000.

Meagre $17,0i

Story"

Downtown (Balaban)

—"One

(2,()83; 70-95)

Million B. C." IFC

Mice and Men" (FC)

and "Of

)

(rei.ssues). Sur-

prising $13,000.
Last week, "San
Pittsburgh, April 1.
(3uentin" (SGP) and "Death Valley"
Holy Week doldrums are no worse (SGP) (reissues) (2d wk), fair $9,000,
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 90-$1.50)—
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
than usual this year but that's small
"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). Great
Rid"
—"Michigan
(U)
and "Wake Up.
houses this week lifting Holy Week $30,000 after wham $35,000 opening solace. Everything's ott right down Dream"
(20th).
Passable $18,OOo!
lull here. Best effort is being regis- session.
the line. Only one new picture in La.st week, "Framed" (Col) and
"Ciat
tered by "Beast With Five Fingers"
town, and that's "Secret Heart
Jolson garette Girl" (CTol), solid $33,000.
"Swell Guy" at
at the Stanley.
Penn, which is only so-so.
Madison (United Detroit) (1.866;
Keith's and "Carnival in Costa Rica" 'Brunette' Favorite In
Story" still holding UP fairly well at 50-60)—"Blue Skies" (Par) and
"Sun.
at the -New also are attracting okay
Senator, being the best of the run bonnet Sue" (Mono),
Over average
biz.
pix, while "Smash-Up" is clo.se be$2,800 in 3 days. Last week, "Rage In
Biff., Hoi 21€;filgriiii'
Estimates for This Week
hind at Harris.
Heaven" (M-G) and "Never Say
'
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20Estimates for This Week
Goodbye" (WB), $2,40e' in 3 days.
60)—"Boom Town" (M-G) (reissue).
Nice
Only 14G;
Miehtsan (United Detroit) 14,039;
Art Cinema (260; $1.20-$2.40)—
Mild $12,000.' Last week, "Stairway
"Henry V" (U) (4th wk). Hit hard 70-fl5)T-'^'Favorite Brunette" (Par)
Buffalo, April 1.
to Heaven" (U), $12,300.
early in week by snowstorm- Will and "iSeveft Were Saved" (Par). Terweek
last
beating
took
Theatres
Hippodrome (Bappaport) (2,240;
Last week, "Siribad
for have to be satisfied with around $4,- rific $36,000.
25.70)-^"LocRet" (RKO) (•2d wk), when storm tied up the town
with 000. Last week, solid $5,000, virtu- Sailor" (RKO) and "Full Guy"
plus "Gay Nineties" revue on stage. two days. Biz still is spotty,
(Mon6) (2d wk), solid $25,000.
ally capacity.
Fairly good $13,000 after an alf-right big coin going to "Favorite Brunette"
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,It is smash.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.40)—
at Great Lakes.
getaway te $15,200.
70-95)—
"Happened
in Brooklyn"
976;
"Best Years" (RKO) (4th wk). Switch
Estimates for This Week
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20Mister Jim" (Min policy from reserved performances (M-G) and "Little
60)-:-"Suddenl3r It's Spring" (Par).
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
Buffalo
week-day mats. Slid- G). Stout .$18,000. Last week. "Angel
Starts- today (Tues.) after fairish "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and "Back- to grind helping
and Badman" (Rep) and "Three on
week,
Last
$20,000.
around
ing
to
week Of "Swell Guy" (U) at $12,000. lash" (20th). Only $14,000. Last
a Ticket" (PRC), $16,000,
$22,500.
Last week, "Smash-Up" (U) (2d 'wfc), week, "Pursued" (WB), $16,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)
40-70)—
12,200;
big $10,500,
Harris (Harris)
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
70-95)—"Bedelia" lE-L) and
25-55)— —"Favorite Brunette" (Par). Sm{.sh "Smash-Up" (U) (2d wk). Holdover (1,941;
Mayfair
(Hicks)
(980;
"It's a Joke, Son" (E-L). Neat $17,"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) (2d wk). $21,000,
Last week, "Boomerang" will be limited to 5 days because 000,
Last week, "Suddenly It's
Mild $5,000 after fairish opener at (20th), $15,000.
three Costa Rican beauty winners
Spring" (Par) and "The Guilty"
$7,200,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Pur- are coming to town and management (Mono) (2d wk),ofcay $15,000. *
ivew (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— sued" (WB) (m.o.).
Okay $7,000. wants to open "Carnival in Costa
"Carnival in Costa Rica" {20th). Last week. "It's a Joke, Son" (E-L) Rica" (20th) to cash in. Nice $7,000
last week.
Stout $10,000. Last week, "Brasher and "Bedelia" (E-L), ditto.
, on top of solid $15,000
Doubloon'' (20th), $8,300.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)— D.C.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)—
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-75)— '•Michig£.n Kid" (U) and "Blind "Secret Heart" (M-G). Holy Week's
"Beast With 5 Fingers" (WB). Sur- Spot" (Col).
Fairly good $15,000. bad enough but notices were worse.
prisingly good $15,000. Last week, Last week, "Johnny O'Clock" (Col) Meagre $17,000. Last week, second
$12,000
second of "Favorite Brunette" (Par), and "Cigarette Girl" (Col) (2d wk), of "Favorite Brunette" (Par), $12,000.
Washington, April 1,
fancy $12,700.
Ritz (WB) (800; 40-70)— "Favorite
$10,000.
With no strong newcomer to bolTown (Bappaport) (1,600; 90-$1,50)
40-70)— Brunette" (Par) (m.o.). Third downTeck
(Shea)
(1,400;
ster sagging biz, town's mid-town
—"Best Years'^ (RKO) (2d wk). "Boomerang" (20th) (m.o.). Stout town week hit $3,000, not too bad. Last
in the doldrums.
Strong $27,000 after sock $32,000 $6,000. Last week, "Les Miserables" week, "Pursued" (WB), also a third theatres still are
Sole, bright spot continues to be
opener.
(20th) and "Stanley & Livingstone" week m.o., $2,500.
big in its
'
40-70)— "Best Years," currently
Senator (Harris)

Some

spotty

Baltimore; April 1.
action in several

;

.

W

and "Devil
wk-5 flays), dull

$2 100

ISG

e.-

(FWC) (t,352; $1-1.80)-(14th wk).
"Best Years" (RKO)
IBeveriv
•

Last week,

Smart $8,500 or near.
$10,600.

•Beverly Hills MusJc Hall (G&SBlumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)— "Fabulous
Dorseys" (UA) and "Little Iodine"
(UA). Neat $5,000. Last week, "Red

:

House" (UA) Uth wk)i olse $3,200.
50-$l)
Brnin
(FWC)
(876;(M wk) and
"Smash-Up" (U)
"Gentleman Joe Palodka" (Mono)

—

Good

(2d wk>.

$3,000.

Last week,

$3,700.

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50(RKO) and "Code
West" (RKO). Nice $7,500. Last
week, "Masic Bow" (U) (2d wk-6

$1)— "Locket"

days), $3,000.
Chinese- (Grauman-WC)
(2.048:
"Carnival Costa Rica"
50-Sl)
(20th)
(2d wk). Fair $9,500. Last

—

week, mild

$12,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—
"Pursued" (WB) (3d wk). .Tust $12,000. Last week, down to $18,000.
itowntown Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (872: 55-$l)— "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) and "Little Iodine"
(UA). Bri,ght ,'i!20,000. Last week,
"Red House" (UA) (4th wk), $7,800.

'

SAGGING ALBEIT

'FRAMED' OKE

-

(20th) (reissues), $3,300,

lissRlgrim'lHtMont'l

-"-Egyptiatt-"(FWC) (l.i>38; .50-3;i)—
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) (2d
wk). Pair $9,000. (Last week, dull
$12,000.

El

Bey

"Locket"

(RKO).
"Buck

(FWC) (861: 50-$l) —
(RKO) and "Code West"

Neat

$6,500.

Privatejs"

.Wheels" (PRC)

(U)
(2d

Last

week.

aftd "Devil
(5 days),

wk)

$2,600.

Star <AU-WC)
—Four
"Bedelia" (E-L) (2d

(900:

50-$l)

wk). Okay
week, nice $6,600.
Guild (FWC) (968; $1-$1.80)
"Best Years"
(RKO) (3d wk).
Steady $12,000. Last week, $13,000.

$4,500. Last

Hawaii
50-Sl)

—

and

—

(G&S-Blumenfeld)

(956;

"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA)
Brisk

"Little Iodine" (UA).
$6,000.
Last week, "Red
(UA) (4th wk). $3,300.

Montreal, April 1.
Mostly holdovers this week, with
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" top newcomer with nice session at the
Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-63)— "Miss
I>ilgrim" (20th). Fair $11,500. Last
week, "Strange Woman" (UA) (2d
wk)., $10,500.

Imperial

•

(CT)

(1,850;

30-50)

—

"San Quentin" (RKO) attd "Beat
the Band" (Col) (2d wk). Okay
$4,500.

Last week, hefty $5,700.

—

—

—

—

Palacp (D'town-WC) (1,237; $11.80)— "Best Years" (RKO) (10th
wk). Sturdy $18,000. Last week,
stout ,*20,100 but below hopes.

Mloon'

Department Stores were

Loew^s (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Jolson Story" (Col) (7th wk). Good
$13,000 after hefty $13,500 last week.

.

(1.750;

third

Vogue (FWC) (885; $1.20-1.80)—
"Duel in Sun" (§RO) (13th wk).

Solid $10,500. Last week, $10,000.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)— "Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) (2d
"Sifbad Sailor" (RKO) (3d wk) and wk). Dull $9,000. Last week, $12,"IKfilHe's Daughter" ((2oH; (2d Wk). 200.
Wiltern
(WB) (2,300: 50-$l)—
Fair $11,000.
Last week, pleasant
Down
"Pursued" (WB) (3d wk).
$16,300.
.
P»ramount (F&M) (3,398: 50.$1)-- to $8,500. Last week, okay $13,500,
and but below expectancy.
'(Par)
Brunette"
•"Favorite

week

at

RKO

with

Keith's,

"Jolson Story" (Col) (7th wk). Still
"Framed" at Metropolitan trailing
holding up and could probably keep but doing remarkably well at this
on going indefinitely but booking.'? eraaJJer-Jsiouse.
Win force it out of Golden Triangle
Estimates for This Week
at end of this stanza. Will do around
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)$5,900, about same as last week,
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "Cali- "Swell Guy" (U) plus vaude. ModL'ville Slow Bit 'KngeY
fornia" (Par) (2d wk). Holding up est $20,000, despite tab revue on
well 'and might db $14,000, which is stage.
Last week, "Ladies Man
(Par) plus vaude, about same.
fine. Last week, great $22,500.
Tall $15,§00, 'Lake' Hot
Columbia, (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
Warner (WB) (2i000; 40-70 )-.-"Song
run).
(2d
(20th)
Of South" (BKO) (2d wk). Great —"Boomerang"
Last week. Kit
Only
17G;
$12,000 or over. Last week, weather Moderate $7,000.
Carson" (PRC) (reissue), nice .$9,500.
hit it hard but did fine $15,000.
LouisviUe, April 1,
4'}-85)-(2,154;
Earle
(WB)
$17,Pace is Slow this week, with prodLight
(Col).
" Johnny O'clock"
uct -nothing to write -home about.
000,
Last week, "That Way Witlv

201h Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
90-$1.50)— "Best Year's" (RKO) {2d
wk). Big $27,000 after sock $36,000
last week.

House"
Palace (CT) (2.300: 35-63)—"Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d wk). Neat
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— $14,000 after solid $16,500 jmening
"Pursued" (WB) (3d wk).' Near week.
$10,000.
Last week, fair $13,600.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-63)
Hollywood Mnsio Hall (Blumen- "Man I Love" (WB)
and "Beat the
feld) (475: 50-85)— "Fabulous DorBE.nd" (RKO).
Fine
Last
seys"
(UA) and "Little Iodine" week, "Mighty McGurk"$8,200.
(M-G) and
(UA). Nice $5,000. Last week, "Red "Falcon's Adventure"
(M-G). $8,000.
House" (UA) (4th wk). okay $2,500.
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)—"Smashtin" (U) (3d wk) and "Palooka"
(Mono). (2d wk). Good .$4,500. Last "Renegade Girl" (SG) (2a wk).
Nice $22,000.
Last week, sturdy
week, nice $5,800.
*
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404; $29,500.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,50.-$l)— "Costa Rica" (20th) (2d wk).
Dull $12,000. Last week, mere $17,- 451;
SP-$1)—"Favorite
Brunette"
(Par) (2d wk). Trim $16,000. Last
300.
Cos Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097; week, stout $19,400.
50-$l)
BKO Hillstrect (RKO) (2,890;
"Happened in Brooklyn"
(M-G) (2d wk). Only $13,000; Last 50-80)— "Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) (3d
week, $20,500.
wk). and "Millie's Daughter" (Col)
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; ,50-$l)
(2d wk). Modest $11,000. Last week,
"Ccsta Rica" (20th) (2d wk), Nice okay $17,500.
$6,000. La.st week, $7,000.
Bita;
50-$l)—
(FWC)
(1,370;
Marca.l (G&S) (900; 50-$l)— "Fan- "Smash-Up"
(U)
.
(3d
wk) and
tasia"' (RKO)
(reissue) (2d wk). "Palooka" (Mono) (2d wk).
Okay
Sock $9,500. Last week, record $10,- $6,000. Last week, nice $7,700.
500,
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
Million Dollar (D town)
(2,420;
"Smash-Up" (U) (3d wk) and "Pa50-85)
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G) looka" (Mono) <2d wk). Light .$3,and "Gallant Bess" (M-G) (2d wk). 000. Last week, okay $4,700.
Ofce $5,500, Last week, nice $9,200.
United - Artists (UA-WC) (2.100;
Orpheniit
(D'town-WC)
(2.210; 50-$l)—"Smash-Up" (U) and "Pa50-Sl)— "Locket" (RKO) and "Code looka" (Mono) (3d wk). Good $10,-.
West" (RKO). Good $23,000. Last 000. Last week, sturdy $13,700.
week. "Buck Private:" (U) and
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—
"Devil on Wheels" (PRC) <2d wk-- "Costa Rica" (20th) (2d wk). Fine
5 days). $8,500.
Last week, good $8,100,
$6,000.

'

N.y.)

(Col) (m;0.). Trim
$8,000 ^fter $10,000 for third stanza
Current stanza is
at this house.
eighth downtown.
'•Jolson

—

(F&M)

1

"Favorite Brunette" is reacting ia
vorably to %, smash publicity builci-un
and easy winner here this week
the Michigan.
"It
Happened in
Brooklyn," at the Palms-State, is nico
for this smaller house. "Bedelia
coupled with "It's a Joke, Son" U
doing remarkably well at the United
Artists. Generally business is fcelina
*
the pinch of Holy Week.
Estimates tor This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)_
"Jolson Story" (Col) dsth wk)
Holding its steady pace at $7,500. Last
"i

Total Gross Same Week
$3,286,000
Last Year
(Based on 24 citie*, 20O tfieatres)

$23,000,

"Wonderful Life" (RKO) and "Song
of South" (RKO) {2d wk). Solid
$10,000 on second run. Last week,
fine $11,000.
•
^„
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—

$15D0,

'Beast^

—

,

Call-'

Last week,
"Lady in Lake" (M-G) and "Blondies
Big Moment" (Col) (2d Wk), socko

Grand

City Grosses

Estimated Total ^ross
,,,.$3,119,000
This Week
(Based o» 22 cities, 201 thefttres, cMeily first nms, mcUding

,

^

Missouri

<V)

(2<l

Key

(2d wk). Big $18,000
after sock $25,000 opener.
^
,
Loew's (Loew") (3,172;50-75)--"Red
House" (UA) and "Thirteenth Hour
(Col).

Wow 17G
Detroit, April

.

Town" (Par), $16,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)--'

•'Big

$25,000.'

(RKO) and "Code of
(RKO). Good $5,000. Last
week, "Buck Privates Come Home"
(U). and "Devil on Wheels" (PRC)
t2d wk-5 days), small $1,900.
Belmont (FWG> (1.532; 50-$l)
"Locket" (RKO) and "Code of West"
mKO). Nifty $7,500. Last week,
Wheels" (PRC)

.

I

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
—"I'll Be Yours" (U) and "Beat the
Band" (RKO). Fancy $18,000. Last
week. "Perfect Marriage" (Par) and

.

We.st"

Privates"

'Bidyn' Stout 18G, 'Bedelia'

week, "The

Estimales for This^Week

Estimated Tot»I Gross
This Week ........... $682,000
xBasea on 18 thedtres}
Last Year
i¥693,000
(Bowed on ^.6 tfteatres)

"Locket"

•'Buck

Irunette Strong $36,000 Paces Del;

1.

fornia" (Par)

m

ApoUo

newcomer,

Broadway Grosses

are exruns to

this

Of new

Strong 36G, 2d Wk.

IjOS Angeles, April 1.
this
outlook
flrst-run
Overall
stsilza is light, with only two new,

Louis, April

pictures
Red House," teamed with "The Thirteenth Hour," looks best bef this sessecond best
sion, with *ni Be Yours"

Lusty $50,iO in 5 Spots, Dorseys'
36G, 4; 'Brunette

W

Smash $23^00,
18G

Stlouis;

4G

crowded

Prov. Perky; 'Guy' Swell

Saturday (29), but downtown film
houses had plenty of room. Religious holiday season putting emphasis
on church-going is accounting for

most of

lull.

16,000, lardy' Rousing

Women" (WB), $16,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,838;
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d

21G, 'Years' 38G, 2d

"Angel and Badman"

Providence, April

still

week, $37,000.
1.

,„,

^

90-$1.5p)--

wk). Holdtown's champ M
$30,000.
New policy of special kidtf
scale is not having mucli effect. Last

and

ing well,

Little

(Miller)

^„
(285; $1.20-$2.40)-

Loew's Slate's is leading the new "Henry V" (UA) (19th wk). Okay
with "Love Laughs at Andy
Last week, nearly same.
$5,000.
Hardy." RKO's Albee second week
Metropolitan (WB) (1.153; 44-70)
do fairly well. Other houses are
of "Be.st Years," at upped scale, is —"Framed"
Fancy $12,000.
just marking time, until after Easter.
(Col).
plenty big. Majestic looks stout with Last week, "Angel and Badman
Estimates for This Week
"Swell Guy."
(Rep), ditto.
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
Estimates for This Week'
(1,200; 30-40)
"Hue Madeleine"
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 90-$1.50)—
(20th) and "Pilgrim Lady" (Rep)
(m.o.). Mild $3,500.
Last week, "Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). Solid 'Lake' Bri^l $15,000,
"Wonderful Life" (RKQ)
(m.o.), $38,000. Last week, hot $48,000.
Rialto and "Lady in Lake" at
State are the leaders, and should

at

bills

,

—

$4,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew ) (1,400; 44*65)
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) —"Thief of Bagdad" (FC) and "Mur—"Sister Kenny" (RKO) and "Re- der on Diamond Row" (FC) (reisturn Monte Carlo" (Col). Medium sues). Doing fairly well a $5,500.
$2,500. Last week, "Secret Heart" Last week, "Kit Carson" (PRC) and
(M-G) and "Jungle Princess" (Par), "Lasit of Mohican.s" (PRC) (reissues)
$3,000.
{2d wk), nice .$6,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
FAy's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Roll40^60)
"Sea ttawk" (WB) and ing Home" (SG) and vaude on stage.
"Sea Wolf" (WB) (reissues). Slow Healthy $7,500. Last week, "Sioux;
$6,000. Last week, "Pursued" (WB)
City Sue" (Rep) and vaude, $8,000.
(3d wk), fancy $6,500.
Majestic
(Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) "Swell Ouy" (U)
and "Notorious
—•'Stole a Million" (U) and "Can't Gentleman"
(U).
Cheat An Honest Man" (U) (re- week, "That WayNice $16,000. LasI:
With Women"
issues).
Mild $6,500. Last week. (WB) and "Devil
on Wheels" (PRC),
"Michigan Kid" (U) and "Dead of
oke $16,000.
Night" (U), lively $8,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44Klalto
(Fourth Avenue)
(3,400; 65)—
"Wake
Up,
Dream" (20th) and
40-60)
"Angel
and Badman"
(Rep) and "Ghost Goes Wild" (Rep). "The Guilty" (Rep). So-so $10,500.
Sturdy $15,000. Last Week, "Rue Last week. "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and
Madeleine"
(20th)
and "Pilgrim "Hard Boiled Mahoney" (Rep) (3d
wk), $8,000.
Lady" (Rep), pleasing $16,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Love
State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)
"Lady in Lake" (M-G) and "Blon- Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) and
die's Holiday" (Col). Nice ,$17,000. "Brother Talks to Horses"
(M-G).
Last week, "Stairway to Heaven" Pasit $21,000. Last week. "Lady in
Lake"
(M-G) and "Blondie's Holi(U) and "Alias Mr. Twilight" (Col).
fria Ann
-r:
day" (M-G). strong $22,000.
$16,000,
Strand (Silverman) 2,200; 44-65)
Strand (Fourth Avenue")
1,200;
40-60)— "Brasher Doubloon" (20th) —"Ladies' Man" (Par) and "Seven
and "Wanted for Murder" i20th). Were Saved" (Par). Looks to do
Modest $4,000. Last week, "Easy nice $14,000 or near. Last week, "PerCome" (Par) and "Gentleman Joe fect Marriage" (P-.u-) and "Blind
Palooka" (Mono), $5,500.
Spot" (Col), fairly good $12,000.

—

—

1

1

Denver; 'Prentiss' 206
Biz is
Prentiss"

offish

Denver. April 1.
'Nora
currently.

not too good

is

ttiiee

at

faiW

"Lady in Lalte is
theatres.
nice. "Jolsort Story" iweaks anotnf,
record

mount

now

into

by going

here

run

to finish first

playing

its

Aladdin (Fox)
"Best Years"

a

S04hS0)--

(3d wl<).
fourth.

Broadway (Cinema)

's

downtown

Week

(1,400;

(BKO)

and holds
week, big $15,000.

$12,000

"

life.

eighth

session at the Rialto.
Estimates for This

f^'
Lasi
-41

3.W4)

^

(1,500;

«««/
-"Dead Reckoning" ,<Col ).wtDB«..
week at Denver, Esquire,
I-o^b
Last week.
Fair
$5,000.
M-G )
1
Laughs Andy Hardy"
"Caravan Trail" (PRC) (4th wk).*

f

<

days,

fine .$5,000,

Denham

(Cockrill)
(Par).

—"Easy Come"

„, ^av

,

'l.'-''"-.'?!

nOO
$ 2.""";
iPai''

Good

Last week, "California"

wk), $8,000.

oinvir

(Fox)

ff"'

to

pulled

house Tuesday opening;

(2,525;

5^
,

action

"Nora Prentiss" (WB) and \
EsDays" (Mono), day-da^te w » Last
,,1,,..
Webber. Nice $!''"""•,
tno
<t-<>'
week, "Dead Beckoning iCol»
l»'
page
(Continued on
.

tiuire,

IM7

ureAacdUiy^ April 2,

PICTI7RB GROSSES
Lush $16,000 In

'Spring'

holdovers Dull Chi; 'BedeliaVRide'

Cincy; lich. Kid' Hot

1nm$26M'Smash4]p'Big24G,2d
Chicago, April
of biz

Average week

1.

indicated,

is

Grosses Are Net

all loop houses ex»ith holdovers in
twin bill at Palace. 'Bede-

Suor

Thumbs

"Devil

and

lia-'

Film gross estimates,

and
looks like trim $26,000,
"Scarlet PtoP^nei;;
"Betum ©f Scarlet

Sdcb
1,0
:

^d

reissues.

^1^^

RiaMo.
^
,
^
nf holdovers, third week of 'My
Cole
*p,^ite Branette," with Kmg,
Bt the

at Chicago

ITtoeadinrstaVai,

Second
iirlf.ai-i a stalwart $55,000.
with J^rry
frame of "fed House"
topping

iiSshow

Or

at

looks fancy

ental,

'Heaven' Tops

Second week of "Smash-Up
Best Years"
riir$24^0 at Grand(15th)
stil is
lurrent frame
frf
with $33,000 at Woods.

sSo

'

(B&K)

Apollo

Chlwo (B&K)
Brunette"

vorite

95)-"Fa-

(Par)

(3d

on

with King Cole trio

wk),

week.

Story"

Beneke-Glenn Miller orch, others,
on stage, sock $31,000 at 55-95c

week.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 90-$1.50)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Holding to strong $20,000 after great
$26,000 second round. Sticks indef.
Harold J. Russell, veteran from

Only three new pictures, aside
from the second-run film at the
State, were launched during the past

sector this
up'

.nice

stanza in prospect.

-

Estimates for This

(WB)

Aldine

(1,303;

Week
50-941— "Be-

delia" (E-L) (2d wk). Dropping off
to mediocre $10,000 or near. Last

—"Red House" (UA) (2d Wk) and week, great
and Jan August on
Fancy $50,000. Last week, big

hut less than expected.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Bedeand "Pevil Thumbs
(E-L)
Trim $26,000. Last
Ride" (RKO).
week, "Affairs Bel Ami" (UA) and

Grand

$17,500.

"Lady

in

(WB),

(U)

fair $16,000.
05-95)
(1.700;

—

(3d wk), $5,000. pleasing.

—

Lyric
(BKO)v a,400; 55-70)
"Apache Rose" (Rep) and "That
Brennan Girl" (Rep). Okay $6,000.
Last week, "Kit Carson" (PRC) and
"Last of Mohicans" (PRC), $7,000.

(RKO)

Palace

"Suddenly

py

—

55-70)

(2,800;

Spring" (Par). SnapLast week, "J. >cket"

It's

$16,000.

(RKO); so-so

$12,000.

(RKO)

Shubert

—

(2,100; 55-70)

Lake" (M-G) (2d nin). 0ke "Stanley and Livingstone" (20th)
week, "Humoresque" and "Les Miserables" (20th) (reis-

$7,000 second run.

Fairish

sues).

"Johnny

$4,500.

O'Cloek"

Last

«361)

week,
ima.),

$3,500 in 6 days.

week, "Way With Women"
(WB), mild $17,000 second week.
(Indie)
Kialto
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "Seven
•'Saarlet Pimpernel" (FC) and "Return of Scarlet- Pimpernel" (FC) Were Saved" (Par) with stage show
Last headed by Jimmy Lunceford orch.
(reissues). Tolerable $9,500.
week, "Daniel Boone" (Indie) and Oke $22,000. Last week,"It's a Joke,
"Windjammer" (Indie) (reissues), Son" (E-L) and Gene Krupa orch,

Band" (RKO).

•'Beat

—

(UP)
55-70)
(1,542;
"Michigan Kid" (U). Hotsy $9,000.
Last week, "Stairway to Heaven"
Keith's

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Stairway to Heaven" (U). Trim $24,500.

lia"

—

55-70)
in La.ke" (M-G) (2d wk). All
$8,000 following big $13,000
(1,430;

week, two of these being brought in
because product failed to hold up.
Biggest coin for new entries will go
to the Roxy with "Carnival in Costa
Rica" and stagebiU topped by Connee Boswell and Jacltie Miles. Looks
to do solid $90,000 for. week ending
last (Tues,), night. This takes in two
(inal -days
of
"Boomerang" with
Katherine Dunham Dancers, Ernesto
Lecuona, Phil Regan and Sid Caesar,
this combo having finished its third
stanza on Tuesday, March 25, with
current combo opening on Friday

Last

$6,000.

.

(RKO)

preem.

Arcadia (Sablosky ) (JOO; 50-94)--

Jerry Lester
$59,000

puffs.

right
1.

holding

MSG, Hope- J. Dorsey lOOG, 2d

'Apley'

Broadway first-^runs are feeling
the effects of Holy Week and the rebusiness currently.
sult is spotty
Final week before Easter probably
is being felt more this year than at
any time since before the war. Because of the offish tone, many theatres are merely coasting and waiting to bring in fresh bills later this

vaudfilm scale.

Top new entry

"Stairway to Heaven," with

is

(3,400; 65-95)

Oriental (Essaness)

downtown

"Jolson

nicely, as is "Sinbacl."

Last week, W§ |22.O00;„
' Grana
(RKO) ^ (1,500; „ 95)
"Smash-Up" <W (2d vi^k). Big $24,000. Last week, potent gO.MO.

stage.

Albec (RKO) (3,100; 55-70)— "Red
(UA).
Moderate $13,500.
Theatre is eliminating stage shows
until April 17.
Ls-st week, "Devil
Thumbs Ride" (RKO) and Tex

House"

Week

Fast at JS^/eG.

:

"Lady
dipping as Holy

lull sets in in

strong

(B&K) (900;95)-"13Rue
Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk). Fancy

^oSck
$18,000.

is

WDaughter'

,

Estimates for This y^eek

New

Philadelphia. April

Film biz

•

stage. ^Stal-

week,

Last

$55,000.

Healthy

(3,900;

$

Cincy Wednesday (26)
and received great press and radio

95)— ''Jolson

(1,200;

(14th wk>.
Storv" (Col)
I20OOO. Last week. $22,000.

wart

hotsy.

Pix, 24i^G

Philly

Week

Estimates tor This

for

film, visited

tonSome

'

re-

August

Jan

and

Lester

as

1.

Holy Week, returns being topped by
"Best Years" in its third week and
plenty strong. Of the flrstruns currently "Suddenly It's Spring" is
leader and stout.
"Red House" is
moderate but "Michigan Kid" is

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net,
without the 20% tax, Disticibutors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estinmted
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated, inlilucle the UJS. amusement tax.

Ride,"

N.Y. Spotty But 'Carnival'-Boswell

9G

Cincinnati, April
biz is favorable

Downtown

18

(28). Opening was moved up
"Boomerang" go out into

RKO

houses.

Other big opener was "Farmer's
Daughter," which struck strong $38,500 at Rivoli in first week ended
last Monday (31) night.
This was
helped by uniformly good crix appraisal. Third new entrant. "Johnny
O'clock," looks to do nice $31,000 or
near in first week at the Criterion.
This was brought in rather hurriedly

$28,500

Beating

week's

first

figure
with terrific $143,000 or
close; fixsi was smash $139,000, Continues indefinitely.

Park

Avenue (U) 583; ($1.20,$2.40)— "Years Between" (U) (4thfinal wk). Off to $6,000 or less as
against $7,500 for third round. "Time
Out of Mind" (U) opens next 'Saturday (5) on reserved-seat, two-aday.
Kialto
(Mayer) (594: 35-85 i
"DeVil Thumbs Ride" (RKO) i%A

—

Down

wk).

"Boom

okay in
was big $9,500.
(M-G)
(reissue)

to $7,500, albeit

view of season;

first

Town"

comes in next Friday (4).
BlvoH (UA-Par) (2,092: 60-$1.25)—
"Farmer's Daughter"
(RKO) (2d
wk). Going to rousing $38,500 on
ended

session

first

night, being aided
crix opinions. In

Noon" (Par)

(3

Monday

last

(31)

by uniformly good
ahead, "Blaze of

wk), meagre $13,000.

JKoxy
(20th)
80-$1.50)-~
(5,886;
"Costa Rica": (20th) with Connee
Boswell, Jackie Miles heading stageshow (2d wk). Film took it on chin

from reviewers but will hit stout
$90,000 or hear in first week ending
last
(Tues.) night.
This includes
final two days' business for "Bpomerang" (20th) with Katherine Dunham dancers, Phil Regan, others, on
stage since house teed off this new

when "Show-Off" failed to bill on last Friday (28), management
its initial round.
coimting biz as ending on Tuesday
is doiM remarkably well at night. Third week of "Boomerang"
with "Strange Wioman," Jack and stageshow hit $89,000.

Pearl (with Cliff Hall) heading the

Music Hall, with "Late George
Apley" and Easter Show on- stage,
beating

is

week

first

its

smash

with

State (Loew's) (3,450 43-$1.10)—
Woman" (UA) (2d run)
plus Jack Pearl and CUff Hall heading vaude. Robust $28,500 looms.
Last we*K,"0ead Reckoning" (Col)
(2d run) with vaude headed by
;

vaudeville.

^BopsQeve.;

'

screen draws.

hold up in
State

Last

to let

Apley" (20th) plus Easter Show on
stage (2d wk). Upsurge at thi housa
is attributed
to fiT.e reviews plus
combination of strong stage and

business
after
doing

$143,000

"Strange

$139,000 in initial stanza. Paramount Gene Sheldon, "Songwriters
$20,000.
on Paalso
booming, with "Favorite rade" $26,500,
is
(B&K) (1,500; 95) —
'Brooklyn:
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "Brasher
Brunette" plus Jimmy Porsey orch,
(WB) (3d wk). Neat $20,- Doubloon" (20th). Slow $16,000. Last
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
Pat Henning, Jordan Tympany Five "Pursued" (WB) With Louis Prima
000. last week. same.
Clevelaiid, April 1.
week, "Boomerang" (20th), fair $16,—
Siate-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)
Tail-end of a record blizzard, the heading stage layout. Will finish sec- orch, Frank Marlowe on stage (4th000 for holdover.
Fair
ond
frame
with around $100,000 final wk). Still good at around $48,"yearling" (M-<3) (6th wk).
Cleveland has experienced
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) worst
121.008. Last week, trim $24,000.
000; third fine $51,000 but below
1912, nipped the openings of against opener's $110,000.
"Smbad Sailor" (RKO) (2d wk). since
Victoria is bringing in "The Ad- hopes. "Stallion Road" (WB) plus
ITattea Artfst« (B&K) (1,700; 95)
bills.
"It
Happened in
current
—"Secret Heart" (M-G> (2d wk). Trim $23,000. Last week, terrific Brooklyn"
coining
the
most venturess" tomorrow (Thurs.). Cab Calloway orch opens next Friis
$8,500.

Eoosevelt

19P

.

"Pursued"

,

—

Good

•$18,0(H).

.

Last

tidy

wisek,

$20,000.

Woods (Essaness)
—"Best Years"
Still

handsome

(1,200; .95-$1.80)

(RKO)

(15th wk).

week,

at $33,000. Last

$32,000,

Hub Holing Up Nicely;
leckoning* TaB 44G,
^Spring'

;

Brisk at 2SC1

Boston, April 1.
Reckoning" at the two
Jjoew houses is pacing the city this
week by a considerable margin.
Other theatres are okay but not
nearly
so
sock.
"Suddenly It's
Spring" looks second best bet.
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
•T^rzan Huntress" (C^l) plus Phil
BrJto, MUt Herth trio, Watson sisJEiOWe, Hite & Stanley. Nice
1^,000.
Last week; "Boomerang"
(29th) with Sonny Dunham orch.
Viwan Blaine, others, $28,000.

(M-P)

(M-P)

(1,373;

40-70)—

,,^ast Five Fingers"
(WB) and
'Hit Parajje -47" (Rep). Okay $9,000.
I^st week. "Angel and Badman"

"Her

Majestic

(Indie)

Sister's

Secret"

(1,500;

40-80)—

$10,000.

Adventuress" (E-L) and "Born to
Speed" (PRC) (3d wk). Stout $8,000
atter big $10,000, second.

Memorial (RKO)
;j>mbad"

(2,800;

40-80)—

(RKO) and "Great

InTt.
i?°''> .<2d
^^^•'"'O a*ter

to

Be

wk). In 8 days
.good $27,000 on

first

M^^'ofolWan (M-P)

(4,367; 40-80)

(Par) and
Second best bet in town
Last week, "Favor-

^.^u°^,?"''y ^t*s Spring"

o

$2«.000.

*

Sa„^F.™ette"

'

prising $7,500.

SEAHLE SLOMPS liT
IfEARS' HUGE $33,000
Seattle, April

1.

"Favorite, Brunette" is still fairly
good at two houses, but the real news

Estimates for This Week
Blue ]«ouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d wk).
Good $6,000 after great $9,100 last
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
in take" (M-G) (2d wk).
Swell $9,000 after excellent $12,300
week.
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)"Jolson Story" (Col) (14th wk). Big
$10,000. Last week, fancy $11,100.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)"Califoirnia" (Par) (4th wk). Okay
$5,500. Last week, big $6,700.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; .?1-$1.50)
—"Best Years" (RKO. Roadshow
run here. Great $33,000. Last week,
last

Town" (M-G) and "Tom.
Harry" (RKO) (reissues), fair-

l^v. '^'"^^ (2d wk), big $23,000. Dick,
ish $5,900 at 45-80C scale.
"iv»5 2"°. (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
Htof" ^n^H^^'JJS" (Col) and "I3th "I'll Be Yours" (U) and "Back Lash
^^st in city at fancy
*».000. Last week,
"Lady in Lake" (20th). Slow $9,000. Last week. "Hu(CdX

^'^
^'afoo?^""***"''

te'^«?'S-""'U.^J^-P>

<i-'Oo;

40-80)-

(WB) and "Hit
okay $15,000.
Badman"* (Rep)

iYS,i^™8ers"
47" (Rep),

l^ade

A<?Sel

moresque" (WB), $8,400.
>—
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80
"Song of Islands" (20th) and "Fool's
Gold" (UA) (reissues) plus stage.
Fair $5,000. Last week, "Caravan
Trailer" (PRC) and '-Rcneg-^dc Girl
(SO and vaude. big $6,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039j 4n-80)—

—

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-70)
Hurt by tem"Locket" (RKO).
porary hiatus of vaudeville, only
thin $16,000. Last week, "Wake Up,
Dream" plus Lionel Hampton orch
$28,000.
ordinary
on stage (95c. top),
"It
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)

—

Happened

in

Brooklyn"

(M-G).

Passable $19,500. Last week, "California" (Par) pleasing $22,900.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)—
Bright
"California" (Par) (m.6.).
$11,000. Last week, "Favorite Brunette" (Par) (m-o.), $11,300.

Iiidpls.

•

.

Prags Bittom

But 'CaBL'

OK $13,000

Indianapolis, April

1.

Film biz still is at half-mast here,
pending an Easter comeback and
good break in weather. "California,
only

new

single

feature

downtown

this stanza, is leader but only, okay
at
"Dead Reckoning
at Indiana.
Loew's and "Scandal in Paris' at

Circle are "below average.

Estimates for This

Week

eircle (Katz-Dclle) (2,800; 40-60)—
"Scandal in Paris" (UA) and "Bachelor's

Daughters" (UA). Modest

$10,-

000. Last week, "Perfect Marriage'
(Par) and "Alias Mr, Twilight" (COl ),
S9 000
Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,300: 40-CO)
—"California" (Par). Okay $1:1.000.
Last week, "Nora Prentiss" (WB).

*^keith's

(Indie)

(1,300;

40-60)-

"Smash-Up" (U) (2d wk;. Mild
000 after nice $7,000

first

.

Average $5,000.
P^^^'^^te*'- (Col) and
"B&m'?'',
Wde MwtaW

Last

.(Indife),. $4,500.

-

World" (UA) antl
(UA) split with "Wicked Lady

$3,800.

,

(u)j

Ladv"

(Rej)

)

(Rep). $6,500.

and "Brennan

GM"

day

(4),

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Thief of Bagdad" (FC) (reissue)
(4th final wk). Only $10,000 likelv;
third okay $12,500.
"Adventuress"

(E-L) opens tomorrow (Thiu-s.).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "Stairway to Heaven" (U)
(3d wk). Staying
up nicely at
$21,000 after sturdy $28,000 for second. Stays on.
T

'SiDkfl' Torrid $18,000;
Mpls.; 'Ladies'
121;, 'Razor'

.

—''Happened

in Brooklyn" (M-G)
with Sammy Kaye orch, Harvey
Stone heading stagebill (3d wk).
Still doing nicely at $62,000 after

stout $69,000 for second.
Stays a
fourth.
"Smash-Up" (U) with
Xavier Cugat orch heading stage-

show opens April 10.
Criterion
(Loew's)
60(1.700;
$1.25)— "Johnny O'Clock" • (Col) (2d
wk). Hit nice $31,000 or near in
first stanza ending last (Tues.) night.
In ahead, "Show-Off" (M-G) thin
$18,000. ''Odd Man Out" (U) due
here on
world
preem after

«

"O'clock."
Globe (Brandt)

70-$1.20)

(1,500;

—"Red House" (UA)

Gotham (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.40)
—"Angel and Badman" (Rep) (5thfinal wk). Okay $7,500 for blowoff;
fourth was good

$10,500.

(RKO)

and

Huntress"
Saturday (5),

"Tarzan
opens on

Golden (767) (1.20-$2,40)— "Henry
V" (UA) (31st wk). Still in profit,
and showing slight pickup in 30tli
week ended last Saturday (29) at
$7,500; got $7,300 in
29th week.
Winds up long run here on May 3
rather than try for longer run
through hot weather.

Hollywood (WB)

(1,499;

—"Nora Prentiss" (WB)
wk). Down near $10,000
fifth

was okay

70-$1.10)
(6th-final

for finale;

$12,500,

"Two Mrs.

opens

here next

(1,700;

60-$l,20)—

Carroll.s"

(WB)

Saturday
Palace
"Locket"

(RKO)
(RKO)

(5).

(3d *wk). Second
stanza finished last (Tues.) night
sagged to good $22,000; first neat
$31,000.

a bit over hopes.

Paramount (Par)

$5,-

stanza.

.

.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)
(21st wk).

—"Best Years" (RKO)

Palling back a bit with the others
but still big at $39,000; last week,
was great $42,000. Stays In del.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)

(3d final wk).
Droopy at $17,500 /r thereabouts;
second fairly nice at $25,000. "That's
My Man" (Hep) replaces Saturday

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
'^f Secret" (PRC), same.
si»4 fi*''^
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) and "Susie
RpoW-*'^?,^^ ' (3,200; 40-80)— "Dead
Steps Out" (UA). Fair $12,000. Last
and "13th Hour" "Favorite Bruhette" (Par) (2d wk). week,
(Col
"Red House" (UA) and "Secret
$lo.solid
week,:
Last
$15,000.
Last week, Down to $7,000.
"Lartiof Whistler" (Col». nearly same.
diel 15^" li^'^^e" <M-G) and "Blon>—
Lvric (Katz-Dolle) tl.600: 40-60)Moment" (Col), $14,000.
^°Koosevelt fSterlins) (800; 45-80
l^a^.f
Inin "Ca'ptain Caution" (Indie), and ''Cap(V/B) (m.o. ).
30-74"Humore.'.clue"
(900;
r^"-Li.^™"sl"x)
So-so
"Garft
"Tomor>-u\v tain Fury" (Indie) (reissues).
week.
(PC) and "Hairy Ape" $4 OOO
Li'Sl
,
.(PC)
$6,000. -Last week, "Plamsman and
''Guest^in- Hoiise
aSd

My Man"

the Globe starts ."That's

and the Gotham begins "Tarzan and
the Huntress" on that day.

(5).

—"Lady

and "7 Were "Boom

(Par)

Strand opens "Stallion Road" plus
Cab Calloway band topping stageshow next Friday (4), after lour big
weeks with "Pursued" and Louis
Prima band heading stagebill, Rialto
opens "Boom Town" the same day.
Four new pictures tee off on
Saturday (5). Hollywood brings in
"The Two Mrs. CarroUs," Park
Avenue opens "Time Out of Mind,"

—

$1.80)—
huge biz being done by "Best
(RKO). (14th is the
but still good. Years." Otherwise trade is off gen-

Off to $10,000
Last week, $11,000.

2"d
/5^«>
(PRC).

down by Holy Week jinx. "Lncket"
at Palace and ''That Way With
Second was good $14,000.
Women" both are disappointing.
'Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
Bsthnates for This Week
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) (2d run).
ABen (iRKO) (3,000; 55-70)—'TarOffish $6,000. Last week, "Wonderful zan and the Huntress" (RKO), Nice
Life" (RKO), $8,000, second run.
Last week, "Boomerang'
$12,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-94)— (20th) (2d wk), fast $9,500.
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d wk).
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70) Dipping to fair $22,500 after hot $34,- "That Way With Women" (WB). Far
500 for opener last week plus $4,200 from funny at $13,500. Last week,
"Nora Prentiss" (WB) (2d wk)V big
for Sabbath showing at Earle.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—"Jol- $18,500 despite storm.
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)
son Story" (Col) (5th wk). Sock
$26,500 plus torrid $4,800 for Sunday "Nora Prentiss" (WB) (m.o.). Good
Last week, "Dead Reckoning"
$4,000.
bright
week,
Earle.
Last
showing at
(WB), $3,500.
$29,500.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—"Fa(WBt (1,475; 50-94)—
Stantoini
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G). Dim $11,- vorite Brmiette" (Par). Smart $9,000
on third downtown lap. Last week,
500. Last week, "Beginning or End"
"Kit Carson" (PRC) (reissue), sur(M-G), $8,500 second sesh.
000.

(1,200;

Years Lives"
Wk).

Penway

shdcels at the State, although held

K»rIton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—
"Locket" (RKO) <3d Wk). Mild $10,-

'

"Dead

-faqaire

$30,000.

'

:

and
"Gentleman
Palooka"
Joe
(Mono) split with "Lone Hand Texan" (Col) and "Little Iodine" (UA)«
$2,800 in 9 days.

(Par)

plus

200,

Gopher (Par)

(1,000; 44:

— "Tom

Brown's School Days" (RKO) (reissue). Moderate $3,000. La.st week,
"Each His Own" (Par) (reissue),
good $4,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Suddenly Spring" (Par) (m.o.). Third
stand downtown.
Satisfactory $5,500.
Last week, "California" (Par)
(5th wk), nice $4,600.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,800;

50-70)—

"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO). Getting
healthy play at rousing $18,000 or
over.
Last weeK, "Beat Band"

(RKO) and Vaughn Monroe

oireh

on

stage at 50-85c. scale, smash $31,000.

—

Radio City (Par) (4,000; .50-70
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk). This
one has gone over well. Fair $15,000
after socko $21,000 rirst week.
1

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 90-$1.50)
—"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk) Still
.

great at $18,500.
State

I^t

we<;k,

huge

$13,000.

to

over hopes. Great weekend trade
helped this to make such a fine second week showing.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockei'cJ-

—

"George

(Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "La(Par), Looks to land

Man"

dies'

session
concluded
last
(Tues.) night held remarkably well
land great $100,000 after smash
$110,000 opener, whic'li wa.s a bit

Second

7p-$2.40)

—

Century (Par) ' 600: 50-70)
"Les Miserables" (20th) (reissue).
Mild $6,000. Last week, "Suddenly
Spring" (Par) (2d wk), solid $7,-

fair

(5,945;

2d

currently.
Holdovers
include "Best Years," "JolSoh Story"
and "Razor's Edge," all doing great.
Of newcomers, "Sinbad the Sailor"
looks to make the best Showing, but
"Ladies' Man" also is trim.
Estimates (or This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Wild
Beasts at Bay" (Indie) and "Born
to Speed" (PRC). Good $2,200 in 5
days. Last week, "13th Hour" (Col)

Jimmy Dorsey orch, Pat Henning.
Jordan Tympany Five (3d wk).

lers)

in

newcomers

$22,000,

(3.664; 70-$1.50)

-"Favorite Brunette"

Man' Fat

15G

Minneapolis, April 1.
Holdovers have a big edge over

$12,000.

Laughs

Last

Andy

Uptown

week,

Hardy"
T

"Love
(M-Gt,

—

(Par)
(1,000: 50-55)
Pilgrim" (20th). First nabe
showing. Good $5,500. Last weelc,
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G), big
"Ml.ss

$5,000.

World (Mann)
son

(350; 50-99)-7^yol-

Story" (Col) (7th wk), 'Good
Last week, $3,000.

$2,000.

lA
•V.

"
,

V

_

P^S^f

ft

in First Five

Engagements

'Si

SMASH-UP'

is

outgrosang

Darit Mirror," "Tlie Killers
-A
I

Canyon Passage*^ and

iTediMiB&y, April 2;

fffdncsday, April 2, 1!>47

Everybody

is

talking

about Susan Hayward*^
performance as ^'AngeP'

VALTHRWAfiGKR presents

BOWMAN
MARSHA HUNT EDDIE ALBERT
SUSAN HAYWARD LEE
-

.

CAKL ESMOND • CARLETON YOUNG • CHARLES D. BROWN
JOHN HOWARD LAWSON AdJitiorat Duloj^ur by Lionel Vfi^jiam

Sticcnpljy by

>

Ori|;iiial Stoi)- \yj Porotlt}' Parlicr

Ovm

• DimitJ by STUAKT
HBfSmR
ynd Frank
•
ppoduccd by WAtTfiK VC'ANCER

Aisouaie PloJiitei Mittin Cabtl

A universal inthrnational picture

life:

,.

1
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FILM REVIEWS

16

The Other Love
tlnili'd

ArtislH

Miniature Reviews

Kmoriirise
Ktars Barbnrn

ot

i'oU>ase

"The Other Xiove"

,

,

.loan

Paul Clermont.
Ijinnaker
Richard .SheKon

Dora SheUon
Yvonne

"Two Mrs, CarroUs" tWB).
Heavy, talky melodrama, from
play, needs Bogart and
Barbara Stanwyck to aid selling.
"White Cradle Inn" (B-L).
Madeleine Carroll, Ian Hunter
in British-made story of Swiss
Alps; mild U. S. witiy.
"Buffalo Bill Rides Again"
tSG). Barely passable western
screen fare for juve matinee

Lorrini;

Natalie Schafer

,

Lenore Auhert
.Jittjmy

Pet«

Mmc.

Home

"When

With Barbara Stanwyck and
David Nlven starred in an Erich
Maria Remarque yarn, which will
try.

(Butcher).
stick

Producer David Lewis has done
everything possible to overcome this
initial handicap by providing hand.some mountings (pic is laid in the
Swiss Alps) and a highly-capable
and appealing cast. Eichard Conte^
as a dashing boy>ahoat-the-Continent, is a partioe&ar standout, topping even the excellent performances given by both MIsa Stanwyck
and Niven. Whatever results itotherwise achieves, the filnl will
certainly have addevi tb notch to the
stature of the cast and put Conte
in Une for top starring rotes.
Shortcoming of the film, technically, lies in the patness of its plot.
Remarque wrote tne,,yam as a aiort
story, "Beyond"
(as yet unpublished, and some of it autobiographical), and screenwriters Harry
Brown and Ladislas Fodor haven't

more

than

stretch
into a 95-minute film. Result is that
the plot is completely telegraphed
ahead from the very first scene.
There are no surprises and, thus,
despite all efforts of de Toth to hold
up the pace, which he does rather
effectively, there's still some inevitable slowness.
It takes little perspicacity to guess
What's going to happen when Miss
Stanwyck becomes a patient in the
sanitarium where Niven is chief
medico. Niven's cool professional
attitude and the severe medical restrictions he imposes on Miss Stanwyck drive her into the arms of the

When

it

soning and marries the

Mr.
Mr.

new

Ml-. Jordan
Mr. Howard. >....(.•
Mrs. CaWsqn,

I«ndon, March
British LtiOB release of a

Michael

HaQeleina
Rennie.

J'l-ench.

Orfglnat

Stars

Harold

Ifrencli,

I>erlc Wtllisnis,
theatr*. I«ndon.

OtrroIL

..>.,,

Rudolph.

lam

Himter,

.Tcseph

Mar

,

Haufler

.Margaret*

.

.

.

. .

.

.

Ho«

editor, Frederick Richard.*!,
31, *47. Running time,

Humphrey Bogart

,.

.

Tout.
. .

.Barbara Stanwyck
.......Alexis Smttb

Pat O'Mwae
.... .. ..Ann Carter
Anita Bol.s'er
.....Barry Bernard
....Colin CaniplieU
......Peter Godfrey
.. .Crclghton! Hale
.

lt!an

tion picture. Overladen with -dialog
as action substitute, it talks itself out
of much of the suspense that should

There

some

developedlemme appeal, however; in the Bogart character as hero-villain, which
will help its chances.
is

.

...

.

.Bene Blahcord
,

v...Gar«>nl
aSarcei

>

..Jean Despeaux
Pierre

Claire

Padre

.

B'oxer

Angel
Diner

Larquey

,

:

.

f

(DANISH).

"Sweden

ASA-Film

on Hjalmar B«rtfm^n*Bi>lay; camera, Ru«
At World Cinema, Copenhmtron. Running time, 84 MINS,

Warren
O'Hara

Tlay by the late Swedish dramatist
Hjalmar Bergmah Was filmed in.
Sweden prior to the war, was lensed

Germany during the conflict and
now comes this Danish version. Plot

in

FuBrey

David Leonard
.Gordon Clark

revolves

.Gilbert Galynfl

jirfze.

...... ...Felipe

Tuvlch

Dialog triteness and heavy-handed
direction relegate "BeUs of San Fernando" to strictly mmor supporting

overlong on foot
classification.
age, slow in pace and dull in performance.
Plot is laid in early California dur
ing Spanish rule and concerns a cruel
overseer of a valley rancho who
keeps the natives in bondage. There's
little that's picturesque about costuming or writing and Terry Morse's
direction falls far short of breathing
any life into unfoldment.
Gloria Warren is given One tune to
warble, "Land of Make Believe," but
recording doesn't display vocal ability. Otherwise she's the heroine pur
sued by the villain and only saved by
the dare-and-do of Donald Woods,
Irish Keaman who has wandered into
the valley.
Anthony Warde does the leering
heavy. Shirley O'Hara is in as
amorous native girl. Byron Fougler.

about

noted

a

Swedish

who's awarded the Nobel
However, economic difficuland domestic troubles make a

scientist
ties

thorny path for the savant before he
meets Success. Acting and lensing are
okay but fail to balance poor script
and <Hrection. No dice »n V. S.
,

It's

Paul Newlan and others fare ju-st as
badly from material and direction.
James S. Burkett produced, with
Duncan Renaldo as associate pro
ducer, I^ensing and other technical
factors cOntribtrte Mttle.

H^hen

firofl.

Yon Come

ffiome

(BBI'nSH-MADE)
London, March

(In French; English Titles)
"Carnival of Sinners," originally

'Docdom 1 HarB" ("Toulh's

,

Dan.

In

ger") (SWEDISH). Svensfc Talfilm production an* release. Stars Oiinnnr SJoebery,
'Barbro Hlort af Ornaes; feafures'Karl-Henrlk Fant, Nlta "Vaernhajnmar, Sven Brio
OarlBson, Fyigia Zadlg. Directed by P. G.
Holmgren. Screenplay by Holmgren based
on Bibl Hybrandt's radio play; camera,
Walter Boberg.
At Olympia, Stoi'kholm,

Running

MINS.

time, 84

Delinquent youth problem

is

ana-

lyzed in this flhn but offers no solution to the situation. Cast is replete

with
entry

new

talent. Market for this
lies strictly in Scandinavia. •

"Bvlg A I.anlmr" (Eternal' Lhike")
BWEDISH). Lux Film production and
release.
Stare Anna-I^lsa Hrlcsson, Ingrltl
Backiin, Marsareta Fahlen; features Erilt
Berglund. HJoerdls Pettersson, Hilda Soergstroem, Frttlof Billqulst, tngemat Palliu.
Screenplay,
Dli-ectea by Rune Carlsten;
Adolf Schutsch, Paul Baudlsrh; caincra,
K«rl-Ei'lh Alberts. At Riviera, Stockholm,
nunning time, 76 MINS.

Dealing with famUy life in Stock*
holm, this fllm' is a Ane comeback for
Anna-Lisa Ericsson. Her acting iS
first-rate as is that of supporting cast,

Okay
22.

titled

and some to Michael McKeag, the disc,ernible flicker, and sound track
French lad, who fails to bring forth frequently is blurred. Bitt discountProduction format hugs stage tech- the tears. Actually it is only in ing occasional technical inferiority.
nique in settings and carrying out the last 10 minutes that the picture "Carnival" i.s on par with the .series
Story. Backgi-ounds never seem real- and Miss Carroll really come to of worthwhile French films that have
life.
been hitting the tr. S. market.
istic but rather appear as grouped on
Rennie strolls through his part as
Jose.
stage. Bogart, Miss Stanwyck andi
[

Ako

dolf Frederiksen.

.Byron Ifoulger
Paul Newlan

Enrico....
Fecdldo.
i*ule Driver.,..,,

.Jean Coquetln
.Andre Bac4ne
Jean Davy

Swedenlilelm"

Klotm Family")

Anthony Warde
Monte Blue

Manfa

ljV>uklng

Juggler
Painter

Gyllenhainnier,

release of Jeirs D'ennow production, .stttra
poul Reuraert, Ebbe Rode, Mogens WIeth,
Beatrice Bonnesen; features Lily Welding,
Mai-ia Gaxlftnd, Preben Necrguard, MoReas
Brandt, lb Schocnbersr. Directed by Lau
Lalirltsen. Screenplay, Ijeck Fischer based

A

heavily on names of Humphrey Bogart and Barbara Stanwyck to get
by, Adapted from the Martin Vale
legiter, it's more stage play than mo-

have

....

Marianne

Hapre,

COmedy-drama about musicians
has a good chance in Scandinavia,
but the story isi perhaps too sentimental to go far in other markets.
Bandleader Sune Waldimir plays
himself and shows to advantage unde* ffilof Ahrle's direction. Leiising

A

.......Nigel Biruce
..... , .l»obel iSIsom

"The Two Mrs. CarroUs" will

.

IB.

GrocnWR-g, Carin SWen.son. .Suae Wuldlinlr
Anders Boorje, Nils Perlin. Directed by
Screenplay, Sven ForHCIl, Arthur
Ahrle.
At Astoria, Stockholm. ItunninK
.Spjuth.
time, »S MINS.

,

100 AflNS.

Second Tout..

)

Surgeon

....Shirley

.

TradCHhown March

Kli-st

.,

Otn Stofikholm" C'.sone of
(WEniSK).
.StookUolm")
.Sandrcw.
IJauman Film release o( Ahrle-PIlm produc.
Ion. Stars Blof Ahrle, HenKt LoKrudt; teaui-es Alice Babs, Hilda Hoi'k.si rocm. Doug.

Butcher Film Service release of Butcher
"Le liSain du Diable" ("The Kmpire Production. Features Frank HanDevil's Hand"), is a worthy contri. dle, Leslie Sarong, Leslie Holmes, produced
and directed by Jobit Baxter. Screenplay,
button to the art-house trade.
David Kvans, Geoffrey Orme; eddltieinal
Macabre aspects of its basic theme scenes and comedy dialog, Frank Handle,
and frequent use of symbolism make Camera, Faithful). At Palace theatre, Lon.
don. Running time, »S MINS.
it unlikely •for the run-of-mill film
Frank Ran41<s........«r
.Ffank Handle
patronage.
Pierre Fresnay, with Maestro
I..ealie
SOrony
staunch support from Josseline Gael, Fingers.
.Leslie Rolmes
Diana Decker
Noel Roquevert, Itobert Vattier, Jean Paula.
Coquelin and Guillatime de Sax, do Mike 0'inaherty..........FWd Conynghain
Singer
Linda Parker
well by their iroles.
Dormer Ftanklyn
Jack Melford
This Gallic dialog pic with English Mrs. Byngelbaum
Lily I.«pldtts
Tony Seaton
titles carries a variation of the Faust Mr. Ryngelbaum
Xjiiy I.Angfleld
Hilda Bayley
children to return to France, but theme, and is reminiscent of "The Delta.
Lesley Osmond
this one «irphan escapes from the Devil and Daniel Webster." Fresnay, Designer. . ., ,
tin, Aubrey
train and returns to MUss Carroll. an artist struggling to express his Fireman
,-r Ernest Dale
Only chance <Sf retaining the lad is feelings on canvas and unable to -win
official adoption, and- Rennie refuses the aflfections of his model. Mile.
With 40 years' experience in mak
to sign the papers unless she makes Gael, changes the pattern of his life mg pictures. Butchers are convinced
over the inn to him. The boy has with his purchase of a grisly talis- that audiences want to laugh.
become so dear to her that she con- man, consisting of a hand, purported they have starred a comedian,Here
unsents.
to have been cut out of the grave of a kno-wn to London's West End, whose
Determined to prove he is no medieval monk. While this gliouUsh following elsewhere in Britain
excoward, the lad persuades Rennie to memento brings him everjrthmg he ceeds that
of any V. S. star. Frank
take him on a perilous climb.
wants, it represents the sale of his Handle IS
storm comes up, and finally after soul to the devil, who comes around ish to^theas indigenous and as BritNorth of England as is
several
narrow escapes, Rennie occasionally to see how his invest- tripe. Without
playing any of the big
chooses death in order to save the ment is faring. Fresnay is finally
able Circuits his last five pictures are reboy's life.
to break the curse, at the cost of his ported to have grossed $2,000,000. It
central theme in this story has life, by returning the
hand to its won't mean much to West End de
a marked resemblance to that of
original owner.
luxers, and has no chance in the
"Marie. Louise" (made by Praesens
Direction by Maurice Toumeur is American market despite this record
Films in Switzerland a couple of
well paced, has its suspenseful moHandle, downtrodden and kicked
years ago). But those who made
"White Cradle Inn" failed to miect ments, and carries with it a degree around, wins .sympathy and laughs.
symbolism. One scene in partic- Given the right sort of production
the heart- interest found in the of
in which Fresnay's predecessors and direction he could become
ular,
Swiss-made picture. The characters
here rarely come to life, and it is in the possession of the hand are comic of distinction, but the Butcher'
difficult to conjure up sympathy for gathered at a banquet table, has a are content with short term policies"^.
Miss Carroll, who looks beautiful ballet-like quality that moves with Many stars began their careers with
Unfortunately, the this company. Among them were
as. Magda but who canpot make us poetic motioi^
believe that her heart would really English subtitles fail to capture that Chve Brook, Madeleine Carroll, Victor McLaglen, Walter Forde, George
break without the orphan. Some of mood.
Photography occasionally shows a Formby and Emiyn WUliams,
this fault may be laid to the director

"

.

,

.

Unlikblvfor Arvsto-U.S. Market)

"8»nK«n

'IVinilUeii

Gloria

i t

Governor.

.Palau

Perrler.

Foreign Films

Donald Woods

i

(jarcia

Noel Roquevert
Gulllaume de Sax
Andre Varennes
Antoine Balpetre
.Rexlane
Robert VatUcr
^. ....
.Chamarai

Mme. Denis

.....

Maria.
Nlta

... ..Pierre Fi-esnay
Jos.seline Gael

Melisse
Gibelin..
Colonel.
Denis,

.Gemrd Kemplnritl Duval
Le Maine. .....
Musketeer.
the debut of Rifleman.

of the photography is remarkable.
But it looks like a tetely mild entry
in the U. S.
White Cradle Inn, standing in a

-Wa!;nor Bixis. release ot Mark Hellinser
production. Stars Humi>bi«y BoRart, Barbara Stanwyck, Alexis Smith; teatures
Nigel Bruce, Isabel Blsoin, Pat O'Moore,
Ann Carter, Anita Bolster, Barry Bernard,
Screenplay,
directed hy Peter Godfrey.
Thoma,9 Job, from stage play hy Marl In
Vale; camera, Peverell Marley: jnuHlc.

.

.

Small Man

.

Gueyon
Mendoxa

Utlc-i,

Picture signalizes

Peak FUms, new productton company. About 50% of the film was
shot on locatton in Switzerland,
background of the story, and some

Roland and Joan Lorring. Roland is
a sort of caricature of a hea-yy, play- valley surrounded by mountainous
ing a Monte jCarlo croupier with grandeur, has been .owned for genwolfish designs on Miss Stanwyck. erations by the family of Madeleine
Miss Lorring is okay as another Carroll.
Her husband, Micliael
sanitarium inmate determined on a Rennie, spends his tiine philan*fling.
dering and having a clandestine
Miklos Ro%sa's mmic is highly love affair with one of the maids
at
effective, while the art direction of
the inn. People in the valley have
Nathan Juran and set direction by given refuge to French children,
Edward G. Boyle are standout.
and Miss Carroll has becoihe very
Herb.
attached to one of the orphans
billeted with them.
Rennie considers the boy a coward and dis•Tw©\Mtre. Carrolls'
likes, him. The order comes for the
Hollywood, April 1.

Mac(iIregor. .... ..

»

Mti^el

DiaUngulshea Films release of Maurice

Charie» Clcijoent,
Roland
........ ....

Cane.

Mew
(

(SONG)

•

Holly\(fOod, iWarch 26.
Screen GulW release ot James S. Bu»-kett
productloK. reatures- Donald Woods, Gloria
Warren, Shirley O'Hara. Byron Fottlger,
Paul NeWlan, ABtlM)rty„Warae, Monte Blue.
Original *tory
Directed by Tenr Morse.
and screenplay, Jack Dewitt, Renault Duncan; camera, Robert Pettack; editor, «eorge
McGbIi*. P"'<t«wed Mai-ch 2ft '47. BunMINS.
Blnir time,
„
„,
,

5'(EBBNCH-MADf;)

Hunter Irene..

Arnold Marie
Willi Pueter

Benno...
fMdertck.
»arra,
President.

lasi

.Micbael Bennle

Anne Marie Blttne
Hh-haet McKeag

Roger.

fling at life, come what may? Her
trial of the latter leads to tragic results.
Flock of players are featured in
the billing, although none has much
ih the way of roles, except Gilbert

Beatrice Carroll.^...
ChriRtlne............
Mr. lilagdon........

OorUB

Plrected
by ftnteHi Toumenr proAuctlon, directed by Tonmeur.
StaRt Plei-re Fresnay; features Josseline
stWy an« mst^mputr
Screenplay, Jean-Paul Le
l>8lc]t atorm.
Camei-a, Gael, Pallaol.
Kntin HiUier. At PaMce Chanols; music,. Roger Dumas; Engiish

BauuliiB tloie. 8S- SnKS.
Magaa..........,...».....i)Udeietne Cairo)!

a certain amount of universal interest in the dilemma faced
by Miss Stanwyck: Shall she languish, perhaps for years, in the
sanitarium, or shall she take a

Mrs. Latham.........
Charles Petinlngtpn.

...IVed Vtsi
.Dorotliy

Csrnival of Sinners

25.

Peak production.

try.

V^nk CConner

.

:'.

,

(BBmSH-MABE)

.

is

.

. .

.

Wbite'€>adi©

.

rected."

....Philip ArnalA
.Tom Lettlngwell

m

dies.

-

GeoTKe Sherwood
Fred Graham
Paul Hin

v'

Dawson ..........

There's nothing to . recommend
Buffalo Bill Rides Again." It's a
tic peak gets an undeserved belting meandering western overlength on
when principal characters are called footage and short of action. Strictly
upon to demand that doors he opened. filler material fbr lowercase spots
Action ties in too closely with ciir-r minor situations.
rent popularity of the freak tune,
Richard Arleh has title role in this
"Open the Doojr, Richard," and serves
plot, vchich calls upon him
to pull an untimely audience laugh land grab
to find out why someone is stirring
just whea suspense should be at .its
the Indians. It seems that there's
up
height.
land- settled by ranchers
Camera and music score help melo- oil under
trying' to scare
dramatic air, overc<»ninK to some ex- and a syndicate is
off so heavies can benefit.
-tent the obviousness oi development. settlers
the settlers and the InGood leasing by Peverell Marley Latter get
BidCalp
makes the most of players and set- dians to fighting, and it takes
mess and bnng
out
the
Bill
sort
to
tings and Franz Waxman did the
score for the Mark Hellinger produc- peace to the ranch.
Dialog is loaded livith cliches, the
tion. Competent support is lent the
three stars by Nigel Bruce as a hum- Bernard B. Ray direction actionless,
bling English doctor; Pat O'Moore, and production mounting by Jack
Ann Carter, Bogart's young daughter; Sch-warz hardly adequate. Arlen,
Anita Bolster and Barry Bernard. Jennifer Holt, John Dexter and oth
Director Godfrey cut himself in for ers in cast walk through uncomfortable 70 minutes. Technical credits,
a bit «s a racetrack tout.
Bro^.
including lensing, editings contribute
Brog.
little,
Iiimi

Soon afterwards she

Sally..
Cecily Latham
Dr. Tuttle,

Matthews

...€arl

....Clark Steven-s

DawBon's Daughter,.

flatnp.

.

...HoIllsBalne
ilVank McCarroll

i....

anoth«^ attractive girl appears. H.e
almost successful in again applying
his poisoning, technique but the wife
gets wise justin tiBae. Film's climac-

Louise.

Fnmz Waxman;

Smith

the imfoldihg Of a gripping drama. Except for a short sequence
is not a woman in the
. there
.
cast. Much credit must go to
Michael Balcon, the producer,
and Charles Frend, who di-

Charles Stevens
.Many' Treaties
...........John Dester

Scratchy. ............
Senator.

Second marriage works okay until

A.Bt0B.

.Oeoff]-ey Carroll

•

.Shootintr Star

is

she finds

There

Bamuaa Cobb
.T«a Aaanw
.

.Teff.

Plot deals with married artist who
new love while vacationing

meets a

in Scotland. He returns to London,
tourders his wife Jjy methodical poi-

herself getting really ill, the femme
retreats to true-love Niven, who

marries her.

«"

i'*"^'';''
lOdward OnSKWy

.

Voung' Bird
White Mountain

lift.

Shumway

''CO

•

.

:
•

.

der iPeter Godfrey's direction, man- Hank.
age to give material an occasional Pete.

more ardorous and dashing lover
played by Conte.

.

niierlff

Alexis Smith feel the burden of dia- Cblef Brave Kagle.
RusseU.
and log and unnatural characters but, un- Tom
Ranklh.

ihteUigence. Militating against its
rising to anything more than ordinarily good b.p. proportions,- however, is sombreness of the "Camille"
theme' against which its rather
strong love story is backgrounded:
Most of the action is in a sanitarium,
and Miss Stanwyck dies at the finale
of a lingering illness.

done much

.

nun-

.Tennltcr Holt

iloruan

Sam

studio stoce the war hegan. The
cast is that terrific ... This epic
tale of the British Merchant Marine omits the customary cas), of
characters in the screen credits.
Thus does it emphasize the genuineness of the personalities in

Itichard Arlen

Wimnaon

comedy geared for British
no dice for U. S.

'-IT.

L>7,

"When. You Come Home" which
leads to flashback to 1908 and the
local vaudeville theatre, where Randie is general backstage factotum
Everything in the film is saicrlflced
It doesn't stand any
for laughs.
chance in high-grade cinenia.s, but it
will do well elsewhere in this coun-

one reason— and
there are a number pf others—
here is one of the best factual
thrillers to come from a British

MINS.

HarrlnKton

l.alo
i^lpve

subsequents;

primarily to the femme
trade, pic should do satisfactory biz.
Yarn is well-laden -with interesting incidents and is handled by di-

appeal

Previewed Man-h

('randall.

ring time, 70
Buffalo Bill

You Come Home"
Prank Handle slap-

disrupting his own birthday nartv
reliving "The Charge of the Light
Brigade" and braiTdishing his sworff
Only thing to calm him is music of

also stated:
"If for only

Screen Guild release ot Jaclc .Schwarz
production.: Star.^) Richard Aa-len: g^atures
Jennifer Holt. 1.M Sihumway, «il Paltlck.
Plrected by Bernai-d B. Itay. Ortcinal Btory
and screenplay, Bai-ncy Sarecliy, 1' ran t.UBohert
hert; oamera, Kohert nine; editor

1947

rewarded and true love comes Into
its own, It's that simple.
Story begins with Grandpa Handle

review

documentary,

thrillmg

Hollywood, March- 28.

flil Sinners" (French).
•
for ar^ trade.
"Bells bf Siin Fernando" (SG).
Dull costume drama of early
California; dual filler.

.

R.A,F., 'San Demetrio, London
does for the British Merchant
Describing it as a
Marine."

Again

Buffalo Bill l&ides

"Carnival

This is the third film to be turned
out on the new Enterprise lot and
be- found a serviceable b.o. en-

tact

Madeleine Carroll ,may
something of a draw, but the picture will need plenty ofselliM both
Cone.
here and in America.

OK

•will

picture opened at the Cambridge
theatre. London, on Dec. 7, 1943.
For the U. S., running time is
cut 13 minutes to 77 minutes.
Heviewer wrote that "what 'Target For Tonight' did for the

prove

trade.

<lroen.,...,............Mar5r Forhe...

.........Ann CoOee
"the Florist..
Florist's Asslstent.. Kathleen WlUlara*
Croupier. .. .. .. .. . . . ... . . .Gilbert Roland

The

A

r^tor Andre de Toth with

Multiplicity of acfore he died.
cents does not help, and it is ditflcult to understand why those characters, who speak perfect English,
should adopt an accent for names.

stage

Richard Ounte
Richard Hale
Edward Ashley

I'rof,

sat-

isfactory biz.

.

.

...v.....*

<iEJA-Enter-

sombre background will do

tlrae, 0.5 MISS.
... .Barbara Stanwyck
Karen Duncan.
I)r, Antony Statlton. ........ .I'avid N'iven
Maria Palmer
Huberta
.

L o n d o n,"
Demetrio,
which 2C'h-Fox is releasing in
the U. S., was reviewed in
V.MtinTY Jan. 19, 1944 after the
'San

and sound as the local doctor. Most
miWr characters are good vvithout
being outstanding. This was the last
picture Gerard Kempinski made be-

Strong love story against

prise).

ulng

.

is

^

(UjivUl Lewis) jirortvH'tlon.
StifnwsoU. Piivid Nlven; leatui-es Ricli'.ivil
Ijirrlng,.
.Inan
liiliipvt
Roland,
Conte,
Maria Palmer, Natnlio
Aulii'ft,
l,fii(ir«
Andre de Tiilh
)>lrpcteil
liy
i^i-liafer.
IJanT Brown and LadlHlas
*!i-reCTPliiy,
Kddor from short story hy Krich Maria
Kemarque: onnifra, Victor Mtlner; st'ore,
Sriklos Rozbh; special eftects, IloliCTt H.
Moreland; cdimr. Walter, ThomBsun. PreKunviewed, New I'nrk March 27,

CclCMtinc

San Demetrio, London

real
stolid

a

without creatingcharacter, and Ian Hunter

Rudolph

and

directton, scripting

lensing

aHord this pic good chances here, put
the story has ho appeal to foreigA
markets,
"Onda Oson" r'Bad Eyes") (SWED-

ISH). -Wive FlteP release ot Films pror
Stars Anders SJocstrand, Ingrid
Baoklin; features Stui-o DJnt, Stlg Jaen-el,
Ckwsta CedM-lund, Arthur Fischer, Ak«
Ciaembn, ISlrland Coiliander. Directed by
laerrel. Screenplay, Hagnhlld Prim; camera, Hilroet- Bkdahl.
At Skandia, Stockbolm. BunnlOK time, 74 UTNS.
ductlon.

Stig Jaerrel

makes

his directorial

debut in this dramatic story of love

and jealousy.

Arnold Sjoestrand s
helps bolster the feeble
story. With Jaerrel turning in nnt
direction plus an excellent handling
of a featured role, picture looks like
a success here. It may be okay also
Wwiin other markets.
thesping

•

"DJnreardskTttllar"

DJurgarden")

("Evening

(SWKOISH).

at

the

Wive Film

release of SAG Svensson production. Stars
Adolf Jahr, Ingrid BJork; features BmJ

Hagman,

NisKe

rarlcsson,

IL-asse

KranW

Douglas Hage, John Botvid, Natroa wlf"

W

"Irand, AgnetU Lagerfeldt.
Dl rected
Hole Hiisberg.
BevleWed In Golhenhurtr.
Running time, 88 MINS.

the
prestige of Swedish film producers.
Save for the work of Ingrid BjorK
as a young debutante, this has
nothing to cmer. No dice for Amer-

This dull entry adds

little to

WiWs.--:

ica;'''-

"llonkutusllntn"

(UNNISH).

Stars

Lalla Jokimo, BIno I.nipanen; tcatures Ben>

Levaluoma, Maire Karila, Joel Aslkaineii,
Kalle Viherpuu, Irja Banniko; dhci'ted ^hy
Roland af Hellstroem; Bcreciiplay. vmo
Hevlewed in
Hela; camera. Esko Toyrl.

Helslngfors. Running time, IS .MIN^.
but
they all migrated from the unheraldApparently limited for Finnish
ed modest-budget independent. "When consumption is this dramatic story oi
You Come Home" has all the ingre- an advehturous Helsingfors Kiil wno
dients of a silent comedy. Cu.stard attempts to break up the
pies hurtle through the air to land couple in a small Finnish yilJiige.
.smack on the faces of the rich and Camera
and direction are g*>0'v„.„

snooty.

Vaiainy

is

unmasked, virtue

"

Wt^newlay, April 8, 1947

It

LOOK WHO'S
HERE AGAIN!
I

(That makes

If

far

it

M'G'M

17 Oscars
Shorts in

11 years, more than twice
any other company!)

Thanks

M-G-M'ONEY

we

of our Shorts,

are enabled to con-

Book Them Solid!

tinue production of the quality subjects

TOM AND

that

JEHRY

CARTOO NS Techmcolor)
M-G-M TECHNICOLOR
{in

16

to your bookings

Mr. Exhibitor,

SHORTS!

\

.CARTOONS

win profits and

prizes!

The purpose of Shorts is to
,

enliven the program and

.V

10 PETE SMITH SPECIALTSES
12

aTZPAjwcK

V

v:

to bring in extra revenue

''^>^

'

^

TRAVELTALKS

M-G-M

{in rechtitcohr)

6 JOHN NESBITFS
PASSING PARADE
4 M-G-M 2-REEL SPECIALS

no expense

spares

to accomplish
:::

,

both.:^

1^

maJce, that possible
,

,

;

,

.

SPECiALfiE$r
;

Voted No.

by

104. iSSUiS—

NEWS or THE DAY

PETE SMITH
I

Live

Action Shorts in

Annual Exhtbitoe
,

your continued .support;

Polls!

1

,

Weclneedayt

Apra

2, 1947
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Inside Stiiff-Pictires

Pix Stocks Cellar-Bound
GonUnned (rpm page

3

Seeing Fancy Business

Hint that Turkey intended to attack the Soviet Union during the early
stages of the war if Stalingrad fell to the Germans, -was contained in the
script of a Russian film, "Stalingrad," printed in a Moscow mag last week
Script purports to reveal hitherto unknown dialog that took place between
Adolf Hitler and Nazi Field Marshal Friedrich von Paulus, to which
Hitler told von Paulus of his plans forthe attack by Turkey.
Picture, when completed, is slated for distribution throughout the Soviet
Union. Whether the script is >ased' on fact or on Soviet propaganda to
stir up antagonism against the tu*ks rematos a moot question.

Typical of the sock returns currently being earned by the majors

{

pix and con- on reissue of past film hits is Warbrochure turned out last week by fill inroads of British
stock "has
ner Bros, unprecedented first-run
Hayden, Stone & Co., Tioeniber of thie cludes that the common
appreciation possi- and day-and-date bookings in sevExchange. Ifs as bullish as its pre- some speculative
eral key citie.s of a double-bill comdecessors in labelling film stocks bilities."
Winding up its analysis by com- bination of "The Sea Hawk" and "The
In that respect,
"over-deflated."
-report touches on Warner Sea Wolf." Move was made by Ben
H & S is no different from other panies, H&S
believes retirement of Kalmonson, WB general .sales manBros.
po.st-aulumn treatises.
Deal by which George J. Schaefer is to obtain reissue rights to some
Those claiming production costs WB's debt obligations now reduced ager, and Ed Hinchy, playdate debe- partment head, following art unex- 350-400 Universal features has not been inked yet, but Schaefer declared
which, as the most publicized o£ the to a low of $25,000,(100 wUl come
Delay was
industry's problems, is the phirf fore an increase in dividend pay- pectedly sttcoessful test engagement Monday (31) that there was no breakdown to negotiations.
bearish factor operating against: pix ments. Earnings this year, however, of the double bill at the Strand and occasioned, he saidj merely by the tiuaAtity of paper vrork involved in
the huge transaction.
stocks, H&S analysis discounts as may run well above the indicated Ritz theatres in Albany.
Schaefer is obtatolng the reissue rights as head of a syndicate which
In Washington, the Earle and Amsomething that can be controlled $1.50 rate, it's said. WB stock has
when the need arises. Report points possibilities for "speculative appre- bassador theatres .start a run of the includes First National Bank of Boston. About $r,500,000 is involved in
set up an orout that talent is the most important ciation, although the memory of the twin bill May 1, marking the first the deal. Schaefer's plan -is to have his son and son-in-la*
*
and expensive ingredient in produc- company's years of financial travail time that these houses, have played ganization to handle distribution via states-righters.
"Since talent is basically an will doubtless keep this equity on a double bill. In Philadelphia, antion.
individual asset, we are of the con- a some^what loiter price-earntags ra- other innovation has been set with
clusion that the .studios are to a bet- tio than those of the other inte- the Aldine playing "Sea Hawk" and
downtown flrstrun, the
ter bargaining position with tegard grated companies discussed in this another
Staiiton, showing "Sea Wolf" conto the more expensive item of talent study."
currently' starting May 14. CoinciContlni>*A frou vage 12
salaries and costs than with the less
•

;

.

Fmture Grosiis

I

dent with the Philly engagement,
the dual bill has been booked into
the Stanley and Virginia theatres,
Atlantic City, and In Readtog, tancaster and York. Over 1.00 additional requests for bookings of the
twin bill by flrstrun house? are now
to the process of being closed.

(doUarwise) but more
important
highly organized and vociferous element of union wages."
"Not only are we of the opinion
Conttnued fioin page 3 is
that expenses for talent are flexible,
and can be reduced if .the squeeze btlt told comfort to the Big five
on profit margins through mounting vtrhich faces an unslowed timetable
costs becomes too uncomfortable, but on partial divorcemeht, erasure of
the industry carried many extra pools and the theatre eXpahision
*
writers and actors on contract dur- freeze,
The majors could have handily
ing the years of high tax rates whose
options can be and are being lapsed," won a stay on pool dissolutions, thereport says. "Moreover, sizeable ex- atre expansion bans and partial dif
pansion in shooting time which in ve^titure timing had the Big 'Five
some extremes has reached bizarre pressed for this reUef, observers at
proportions can be eohsiderably im- the hearing believe, justice Reed,
from the start, was favorably inproved," H&S thinks.
clined towards postponement of the
Theatre-OWiitair Major*
decree's operation, it's said, and
prove Special Assistant Attorney General
Theatre-owning majors
more stible over the next few years Kobert L.' Wright, who opposed the
than those strictly in production and stay, failed to make out a strong
distribution, the report opines. The case for the Government. As mat;.^
fortunes of the 'filmaker "are tied ters now stand, pools must stiU be
fairly closely to the general level liquidated by June 1, when the
of national income, but appeai: to re- freeze also goes- into effect while
sist declines in general business acthe two-year deadline on partial
tivity to a satisfactory fashion," it divorcement runs from April 1, 1947.
conttees. Conclusion is reached that
Big Five's sole victory was the
high Costs, the anti-triist suit, and winning of a reprieve for the archances of foreign trade repercus^ bitration systenii set up under the
sions will not cut too deeply into the consent decree, which *H1 continue
Industry's profits. Domestic theatre
attendance isn't likely tp decline by
more than 10% durmg the year,
Film Attorneys Split

^

D^ree Stay

believes.

.

.

:

.

believes such a trend

RKO's earnings
This conclusion
basis that

uct
ing

is

much

may

coui-t,

minor degree.
reached on the

to a
is

of

RKO's

best prod-

indie-made. Howester, weighof the factors leads H&S to

all

term

RKO

"speculative

stock "deflated" With
appreciation possibili-

operation When the Supreme
He could
then potot to its 'successiCul operatiofi, should that prove the case, as
an answer to the Government's pitch
for complete divorcement.
Joint
agreements to
establish
clearance systems are still verboten
as are franchises.
The latter provision could probably have been
saved but Universal, its chief proponent, dropped its fight for it
Thurman Arnold, repping for
American Theatres Assn., and Robert Barton, mouthpiece for Southern
in

Earnings of 20th-Fox are split SOSO between exhibition and production, report notes, while 36% of rentals are derived abroad.
Company

of

production

costs

In

'4,7

but company's prospects, none-theless, are regarded as making its stock
,

.

attractive,
Uiiiversal

and Rank
Because of Universal's strong foreign ties, particularly to J. Arthur
Hank, and because of its new operating plans, H&iS deems U's fu-

Confederacy of Exhibitors, put up

petitive bidding.
Their appearance
as sole reps for indie exhibs was
a result of the two theatre units'
application in the lower court for a
right to- ifitervene .actively in the

;

}Si^lX:

nyiii^XfM^ittt' ftoiii'-tte-'fe'^cijissif

a

strong argument for shelving com-

ture as more uncertain than that of
Report regard.?
the other majors.
favorably the closer relationship
with Rank and its sounder financial
position in the past few years.
It
/notes that tr has more to, gfiin. than,

-

Court weighs the •decree.

has gradually moved into a sound
fin,incial ,iposition and it's not expectied that it will experience difficulties so« far as the decree is concerned: Shaving of profit margin is
expected because of increased amortization

selling.

it's

having full-scale competitive selling

ties."

-filed

when

New

,

PRC, reissuing "kit Carsson" and

"Last

of

the Mohicans," both Ed-

ward Small productions

originally

handled by United Artists, has recently, found it necessary to revise
terms on the two pix. Small originally intended to sell the films on
a

rental

basis but, after test
runs revealed their terrific pulltog
power, fevised the terms to a 35%
rental. "Carson" in some spots is
doing three times its original business and is going into
houses in
most of the key cities.
flat

A

Secret behind the top grosses
earned by the oldies, according to
is the special handling

distrib execs,

accorded them via

new prints,

trail-

ers and accessories, in addition to
localized
exploitation
campaigns.
And while the majors won't admit
it,
FC toppers believe one of the
chiqf reasons for the drawing power
of the reissues is tliat they're far
better, both from a technical and

entertainment standpoint than the
majority of new pictures currently
being turned out.
Di-strib chiefs have also found it
pays to advertise the oldies as reissues and to steer away from any
attempts to fool the public on them.
If a person who's since found his
way to stardom has only a Wt part
in one of the reissue.s, it doesn't pay

to give him top billing, since the
public only resents such an obvious

trick.
Alan Ladd, for example, has
a bit part in "GOldwyn Follies," an
York, FC. reissue but isn't mentioned in
•\vere. barred frx>m making an apany of the advertising, press sheets
pearance- at the Stay bearing.
or _paper oh the film.

case.
Other groups which
briefs as friends of the court,
the case was heard in

.

'

BEST BE

TOock'

m
^

Caskey told the
reported, that 20th considered the new sales method the
answer to any alleged monopolistic
abuses and, as such, the company
wanted it to go into operation immediately. It's understood that Caskey's strategy was aimed towards

petitive

Sr

Oinak

companies,
John F. Caskey, attorney for •20thFox, opposed any delay on com-

hurt

—

•

pending final decision on the merits
by the nine judges. Attorneys for
H&S
four of "the theatre-owning compaprofits of 20% during '47.
nies stood by while the Little Tliree
Indies Going Out of Business
pressed their plea fdr a stay of comReport splits RKO's* sources of
petitive selling after> tof orming Jusearnings 45%: on exhibition and 55%
Reed that, if he granted the
on distribution with 26% of the lai> tice
trio's request, it should apply to all
Referring to
ter earned overseas.

H&S

(Par), Sad $15,000,
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Nora
Boomerang" (20th),
(WB) and "Vacation Days" Mo^lni,^®^"^'
(Mono), also Denver, Webber. Good
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
Last week, "Dead Reckon•
"Tarzan and Huntress" (RKO)
(Col) and "Susie Steps Out"
'
(1st wk)
plus vaude headed by
(UA), $4,000,
Orpheum (RkO) (2,600; 35-74)— Smiley Burnette, Sibyl Bowan and
Boys.
Mere $15,000
ieissiie -^olif
"Lady in Lake" (M-G) and "Blondie Chuckwagon
Last week, "Locket!' (RKO) with
Knows Best" (Col). Nice $15,000. Burnette
Continued from page 9
and Chuckwagon Bovs
Last week, "Locket" (RKO) and
'
okay $23,000.
redistributed by FC, closed a four"Beat Band" (BKO), big $18,000.
Orphenm (Blumenfeld)
2,448week run at the Victoria, N. Y., last
iParamount (Pox) (2,200; 35-74)— 55-85)—"Song Scheherazade"
(U)
(Tuesday) night. Film originally "Michigan Kid" (U) and "Three on
(3d wk). Modest $9,000 in 5 days.
plajred an equal run on Broadway Ticket" (PRC).
Fair $10,000. Last Last week, oke $13,500.
at Radio City Music Hall, which week, "Return Monte Cristo" (Col)
farajnount (Par) (2,646; 55-85)outseata the Victoria about 4^1. and "Blondie'S Big Moment" (Col), "Favorite Brunette" (Par). Opened
Grosses of the two runs, conse- $11,000.
with Damon Runyon Cancer Fund
quently, can't be compared.
Mere
Etelto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Jolson benefit with Hollywood stars at
Colossal $42,000 or over.
fact that any reissue can play that Story" (Col) (2d wk), after two event.
long at a top Broadway house, how- weeks at Denver, Esquire, Webber, Last week, "Beast Five Fingers"
modest $19,500 in 9 day.?.
indicates the
ever,
way they're 'Big $6,000. Last week, record $7,500. (WB).
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—%ora
cleaning up, since any picture playPrentiss" (WB) and "Vacation Days" to $2.40)—"Henry V" (UA) (27th
ing on Broadway must hit a certain (Mono), also
Steady |4,0OO. Last week,
Denver, Esquire. Only wk).
^
control figure each week in order to $2,500, Last week, "Dead Beckon- $4,300
'state
(Par)
55-85) stay in.
(2,133;
ing" (Col) and "Susie Steps Out"
"Pursued" (WB) (m.o.). Down to
4 Tillies Original
(UA), .$3,000.
$4,000 for final 3 days. Last week,
Metro, first of the majors to go
second here, got $9,500.
into reissues on a large scale via its
St. Fraocfa (Par) (1,400; 55-85)special reprints and importations
"Suddenly It's Spring" (Par). Fine
sales division, has also found they
$20,000.
Last week, subseqiieritpay off when given special handling.
f un.
K.£., BIG 186
United Artists (Blumenfeld)
"Rage in Heaven," Robert Montgom(1,207; 55-85)— "Fabulous Dorseys"
ery-Ingrid Bergman starrer, origiKansas City, April 1.
(UA) (2d wk). Off to $7,000 or
nally released in 1940, for example,
New bills in nearly all spots this close. Last week, modest $10,500,
has grossed more than $1,250,000 as week but biz is not strong.
Sole
-United Nations (FWC) (1,149; $1
a reissiie, ovfer four times the gross exception is "Trail Street" ip the to $1.80)— "Best Years" (BKO) (3d
chalked up in its original run. th^ee Fox Midwest houses. Helped Wk).
Last week,
Nice $20,000,
"Boom Town," only other reissue by a preem with Hollywood players wham $22,500.
WarJield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)handled this year by Metro, has in personal appearances, this is a
equalled the top grosses it racked up natural for this section of the coun- "Lady In Lake" (M-G) (2d wk),
try.
Looks big $18,000 and likely Down to $16,000. Last week, nice
when first released in 1940.
holdover. "It Happened in Brook$22,600.
UniversaMnternational has also lyn" at the Midland, "Perfect
Marfound that reissues pay off. "Tower riage" at the Newman and "That
of London,"
a modest budgeter Way With Women" at the Orpheum
originally turned out seven years all are dotog moderately. WeekMild;
ago, recently outgrossed its original end saw the first decent weather in
Omaha, April 1."
run at the Rialto, N. Y., by more many weeks, and trade was fairly
In a week marked by slower boxbrisk.
than $4,000. U-I, consequently, has
office, comparatively the best busiGstiiufttes for HHs Week
scheduled 10 more films for reissue
ness in town is recorded by the
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox Brandeis where "Johnny O Clock
this year, which it's releasing either
Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— is okay.
Orpheum's "Temptation
singly -or as double-bill packages.
"Trail Street"
(RKO).
On this and Paramount's "Love Laughs at
Twentieth-Fox, too, has gone in for Missouri preem and backed
up by Andy Hardy" are each average.
reissues in a big way, with 20th dis- opening day personal appearances
Estimates for This Week
trib
toppers currently ipredicting of five RKO players, western npus
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65) .7their "Alexander's Ragtime Band," is starting here as part of break-in
"Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Child
slated to re-preom at the Roxy, campaign which has it opening in
Fairly Rood
of Divorce" (RKO).
N. Y., soon, will earn more the some 50 houses throughout the ter$7,500. Last week, "Dead Reckonritory.
Big
second time around than the $2,000,- holdover. Last$18,000, and likely ing" (Col) and "Blondie's Big Moweek, "Swell Guy"
000 it originally grossed.
ment". (Col), fine $12,000 in 10 days,
(U),
Thin $12,000.
$3,500.

IN THIN

Stand by two attorneys
brought on threat by Li^e
Three reps that they would submit separate order to the court.
With no final decision, attorneys
adjourned until today (Wednesday ) for a further going over.

Variisty's prediction that indie producers in numbers may sell out to
the big studios in the' near future,

this

:

Prentiss"

TRAIL

overall stay.

operator,
Paramount's income from exhibition
is estimated at 70% of its total revenues.
Prospects for theatre attendance are svich, the analysis continues, "that we anticipate, earnings
well above the present indicated dividend rate over the next few years."
Because of climbing production costs,
envisages a narrowing of Par's

theatre

largest

the

.As

.

'

block booking dropped from an

cellent."

Paramount mahagement

"'„, /
a \,
Estimates for This Week
(4,651; 55-95)— "Per-

feci Marriage'*

'

vision covering competitive selling, while Louis Phillips
(&
Nizer), Par's lawyer, wanted

prospects and financial position "ex'-

<

rox (FWC)

$15,000.

'

huddle Monday (31), John F,
Caskey, 20th-Pox attorney, insisted upon omitting any pro-

with excellent results over the past
year. Pouiting out that its funded
indebtedness of $44,000,000 "does not
appear to be in any way burdensome," H&S deems Metro's earnings

(UA), also Es-

good

(

Majors' attorneys are as widely split on the form which the
anti-trust stay order should take
as they were during the hearing
before Supreme Court Justice
Stanley F. Reed. At a legalites'

Metro and Faramount
Taking the* industry apart; company by company, the report terms
Metro an attractive buy at current
Approximately 40% of the
levels.
company's revenues come from its
188 theatres which have operated

Steps Out"

ing"

f

H&S

)indet
week.'

"Susie

quire, Webb^sr;

.

—

Kimo (Dickinson) (550, 65)
"Welldigger's Daughter" (Indie) (2d
wk). Nifty $6,500. Last week, abQut
same.

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) and
"Blondie'S Holiday'^ (Col). Moderate
$14,000. Last week, "Red House"
(UA) and "Thirteenth Hour" (Col),
$13,000.

Newman

—

CParamount)

(1,900:

45-

Orpheum

Paramount (TrLstates) <3,000: ib65)— "Love Laughs Andy Hardy

(M-G). So-so $10,000. La^t weeK,
"Dark Mirror" (U), stout $12,800.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)
—"Dark Mirror" (U) (m-o-' fS
$7,800.
$9,000.

(1,900; .45-65

Id-

1

stout $12,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

(3,000;

as )— "Temptation" (U) and "Sunset
Pass" (RKO). Average .19,800, Last
(J ai
week, "Bachelor's Daughters
and Allan Jones and Carlos Molma
orch on stage, sturdy $20,000.

"Perfect Marriage" (Par).
Creditable $13,000. Last week, "My
Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d wk),
65)

(Tristates)

,

"Flight

(WB)

to Nowhere" (SG).
Last, week, "Nora Prmlfs
(m.o,y -and "T ap" tiW<"«''

)—

"That Way With Women" (WB) and
"Crack-Up" (RKO). Mild $12,000.
Last week, "The Locket" (RKO)
II IraneliiiBS
and "Beat the Band" (RKO), $13,000.
Tower (Fox Joflfee) (2,100; 45-65)
Continued froitn p.ase 5
—"Brasher Doubloon" (20th) and
company
"Fabulous Suzanne"
(Rep)
with higher costing lineup, a
•.stage bill.
Average $9,000. Last spokesman explained. U still wouia
week, "Apache Rose" (Rep) and like to have the power to make new
"Over the Santa Fe Trair (Col)
taKe
franchise deals which would
with vaude,
$9,500.

consideration

into

Mette'

tolossal

42G

the

lnfrikov'Spring'20G

the

revE-mpea

program since that's the only way
na''
the company, presently, can
to
But as
first-run theatres.
hundreds of old f ranch i.^es-u

down

San Francisco, April 1.
Big news here this week is showing being made by "Favorite Brunette," which was given a special
Damon Runyon Cancer Fund benefit
with Hollywood stars at event. It

would rather let them die.
_
The change in view explams
company's action recently in P""'"*
t^sv
up a strong defense against a
-n
suit brought in St. Louis by
comhib to compel the company to
ply with a franchise. U li»<=<J,,*:"

will hit a giant 'figure at the Paradespite how weak biz is else-

&

,

mount
where

Ra"":^^
tlaftery, of O'Brien, DriscoU,
wliicn
l^awler, to fight the suit

i^ town,
"Suddenly It's
weeks
Spring" also is nice at the St, was won several
Mi-w
that case, the court backed the
playing
first-run
again.
na"
Paramount, St, Francis and State, York, .d^ifisioii, sSrf' held the
former West
UHaes
operatioa%
Pranoi.-!,

'

cWt

Wednegdny, April g, 1947
^^^^^^^^^^

___l^^^Pf

WS^Mmjn

PICTVRES

20

houses has caused n traffic jam in
clearances on the Coast. Five flrstrun theatres are Involved in Southern
California and 15 mor0 In other
Eric Johnston announced at the
sectors
of the west Ban, which inannual meeting of the Motion Pic-

Eric Johnston

scientific Scripts

For Top

Continued from page

14
Conumittees on JPoUcy

B. 0.

I

ture

Assn.

them up in "Message for Margaret," currently
farm bungalows, giving them finan- in Boston, Sindlinger's crew has
cial backing and putting heavy in- worked with author James Parish
v*istm«!hts into legiters and films through all the tryouls. Play; promade from stories -wliioh its re- ducefl by Stanley Gilkey in associasearch shows will win returns' at the tion with Henry Sherefc, is due in
New York April iS.
Scheme has been envisaged and
Tietjp has also beed effected by
developed by Albert E. Sindlinger, Sindlinger With producers Lewis &
•who resigned six months ago as di- Young. They are sending out as a
rector of Gallup's Audience Re- result of his resarch, road comStarted quietly panies of "Desert Song". and "1 Hesearch Institute.
last November, NEW currently has member Mama.'"
fouy hits on Broadway, a film startIn the film field, NEW is working
ing into productiwv and a successful with producer Edward Golden. It
new niOyel on its hands.
has done considerable research and
Combined with its Other -a^t^ivitles has an ihvestnwent vx "Texas, Heaven
an entertainment investment- and Brooklyn." Pic was originally
is
C(junsel)ing service tliat will spread labeled "Eddie and the Archangel
a would-be angel's moolah over a' Mike," the change being made when

New York Monday

in

cludes

features,

shorts

and

is

setting

reels, affects

i

—

^
:

'

—

—

.

—

—
—

•

NEW

;

—

NEW

Star

draws:

NEW

Plan is eventually to place the
seal something like the Good
Housekeeping label on plays, pix

—

NEW

—

Fix ProniQtioit

and books which have been tested
5 Continued from, page 5';
end top a certain standard of aud^ience response. Idea is that any
increased stress on exhibitor and
potential ticket or book-buyer, seepublic relations, which will be Meting the seal, will know that he's
going to like the film or play or book,
because it has been found that a
majority of the population has

okayed

ro's "main- objective" this year.

Spe-

cial emphjisis is to be Iai4 on selling
the publif "the story of M-G-M as a
brand nain*- that means tp them better entertainment value,"
Pointing up the problems inherent
in the inaugration of cbfnpetitive
selling, Rodgers declared that Metro
will follow the decree to the letter

it.

Entirely new technique of testing
out stories-^far-advanced from and
considerably more costly than the
GaUup method of putting the story
line on a card and presenting it to a
cross-section audience— has been developed by Sindlinger. He ref uses to
reveal the niethod yet, but has a
which he expects to instaflE of 13
crease shortly to 35 working on it,

'

"if, as and when" it is final.
He has
warned his sales staff that any attempts to turn bidding into their
own personal: advantage won't be
tolerated. .To facilitate compliance
with the decree,
stress will be
NEW will make audience-response laid oh a ''close more
and understanding
tests on scripts of plays, fiUns and personal
relationship between our
novels before or after they have organization .and its

—

—

customers, for
too much time spent in technical
contract concentration can react to
the detriment of the industry."

been written, and offer suggestions
for changes., Iinportaftt facet of the
setup, however^ is to house a stable
of writers in bungalows on the Sindlinger farm neat Hopewell, N. J.
there arfe t^o scriveners there now
and have them turn out tested prop-

In an effort to bolster exhib rela-

M. L. "Mike" Simons, now
editor ^of the Distributor, Metro's
house sales organ, has been named
special assistant to H. M. Richey,
Sindlinger claims „they save 75% head of the
company's sales promoof writing time because whenever tion,
exhibitor and public relations
they get to a puzzling turn in. the department
Rodgers said that plans,
plot, they can get an immediate anstill in the formative stages,
will
swer on which way to go from the take both Richey
and Simons into
tions,

:

erties.'

'

—

directly tied to its b.o.-return states
it has long-since been proved that
"AP" is pushed up for a film by
having first been a book and/or a
play. His idea, therefore, is to run
•NEW-developed works through the
gamut, whenever practical.
Ultimate aim is 8 1 a y s to film the

,

'

certain

principles.

Santa Barbara and

Pre-testing

WB

i

]

]

NEW

tours.

One

coming

in

is

times as an acting assistant general
Tiff
sales manager in association with
Edwin H. Saunders and Eddie .Aaron.
Continued from page 4
Fieldmen wiUr rotate in the job to tions
by William Goetz, U-I studio
give them a national, as well as rehead, for Robert Buckner,
progional outlook, and so promote the
ducer, apparently continued undi"maxl.mum.of efficiency
under- minished and that
company has
standing" in the Metro distribution
made no peace overtures.
organization.
On the Eagle-Llon front, an E-L
spokesman declared that ,the company still had no official word of
any ban.
Warners,
reportedly,
clamped a banishment of E-L product during the same week that it
Continued fiom page 9
moved against
on the charge of
and Liberty.
Kelly
challenged "unfair':? tactics with
reference to
Sa vini's right to the handle and Joan lieslie.
Bryan Foy, E-L studio
there was some aerfmonious letter- topper,
had si^ed Miss Leslie while
writing.
she was fetiding in court with
In
the
meantime.
Monogram, over her employment pact
which is not a signatory to the title
E-L's
position
'was
regarded
bureau's agreement, is making a pic strengthened by
the decision this
under the "Kilroy Was Here" label week of the California
appellate
and probably will have it in release court upholding an invalidation
of
in time to obviate any further argu- the Leslie-WB
contract.
The legal

U

I

f

ment between Kelly and

iSavini.

Surprisingly small number of title
disputes become serious.
In 1946,
there were 2,978 monikers registered, with protests made on 460 of
them. All the protests were amicably
negotiated between the companies,
only two having to go to arbitra-

too many diverse activities,
impending conflict for control of Rep
was avoided by Yates willingly
heeding the demands of the other
interests for the right to

name

six

battle

continues,
however, since
Warners- has annoiinced a further

appeal.

;

Booking Jam Hits Coast As
Bans E-L, Rank Pix

WB

was

sal-International

qnJy approximately 60 arbitrations.

Rank product

and

in

J.

Warners

Some of the large stockholding
interests in Rep are reportedly diswith the farmings and
progress of the eompahy during the
lush war years.
Hence they've
stepped in to exercise partial con.

satisfied

of the relationship of the pro-

ducers to UA under decree selling.
Pretty well agreed upon was a
plan for employing a common counsel to represent ..II the producers
in
matters pertaining to the decree,
particularly in regard to the UA re-

trol.

Metro's Bids

lationship.
However, George 3.
Schaefer, Enterprise v.p. in charge
of distribution, who
was named

SS

Continued from page
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made, as in the past in non-competitive situations where pix are to
be sold under straight sales, if the
exhib loses money on the run.
Rodgers emphasized, however, that
if an exhib bidk over hi.s head in
order to buy product away from his
opposition and then loses money on
Hughes; the run, Metro will not be able to

spokesman for the group, declared
Monday (21) the idea might be
dropped as a result of the delay in
decree selling granted by the Su<preme Court.
At the meeting were Schaefer,
David E. Weshner, who reps Sam
Coslow and Bing Cro.*y; Harry
Gold,

Budd

who

reps Howard
Rogers, who reps

Charles

Rogers and Seymour Nebenzal;

mour

Sey.^

Poe, rep of Sol Lesser, and
Harry Kosiner, rep of Edward
Small, Comet and Andrew Sttine.
Among those not present were
Carl Leserman, repping Benedict

Bogeaus

and

Loew-Levin; Lowell
Calvert, repping Hunt Stromberg;
Sam. Dembow, Jr., repping MorrosLeBaron;: Ted Baumfeld, repping
Arnold Pressburger; and Harvey
Day, repping Jules Levey.
Baumfeld was unable to attend
the meetmg because of illness.
Dem-'
bow was out of town. Next conclave is slated for next Tuesday
(8).

Rob K.

C.

Theatre

.
Kansas- City, April 1.
Kimo theatre, former Dickinson
Cttcuit subsequent-run now
showing
foreign films first run, was
robbed
after closing hours. Bandits
entered

Los Angeles, April 1.
the manager s office and walked
off
Embargo on Eagle-Lion, Univer- With house safe containing
some

tion.^ About 50,000 titles have been
registered in the past 17 years, with

might indicate
swing no more than
directors on any hot

issue.

S.

;

in;

•

.

Yates Continues As Prexy
Yates will continue as prexy under
the five-year contract he signed
March 1, 1946, but it's likely his
duties will be split up since the
nonYates interests in the company
feel
he's been overloading himself
with

-Yates could
half the 14

UA Reps

James

Savini-MPA

New York proved

'

in the future.

•

;

exactly the same thing, he said, that
the script the players and the author (Patrick Hamilton) all ratedhigh, but that the subject matter
did not.
has additional coin in one
Show now on a pre-Broadway tour
and two about to be reviv^ for

road

in part and some cuts asked.
association last year.
Officers reelected Monday
are
Johnston, prez and board chairman;
Joseph I. Breen, v.p.; Francis S.
Harmon, v.p.; Sidney Schreiber, assistant secretary; Fred W. Du'Vall,
Continued from page S
assistant treasurer, and

WB

NEW

Company technicians are now con.
ducting tests with three
colors for
the system and Yates expressed
confidence it would be ready for
com."
mercial use in three colors by
Sep.
teniber.
Citing advantages of Trucolor over other colot film
processes, Yates explained the
colors
are mixed in with the emulsibn
so
that release prints can be
turned
out as rapidly as they are in
black
and white, Cost is much lower
than
any other color process today
and
Yates said Hep may fjhd it
possible
to
license
the system to other
studios, both in the V. S. and
abroad

'

^d

'with

Eases tiOtrjam

With "Verdoux" going into the
Broadway, UA is now trying to get
"The Macomber Affair," Benedict
Bogeaus production starring Gregory Peck and Joan Bennett Into the
Riv.
Deal has already been made

gest year to date for Sep.
He kii
special emphasis on th^
importance
of the new Trucolor process
to Ren'!
mterests; a Roy Rogers
westera
iensed in the present two-color
sv»I
tern
was screened for the sto^
holders following the meet.

directors to the board.
with Universal for "Carnegie Hall"
Meeting of the new board memto go into the Winter Garden May 1. bers was held immediately after
the
This will be one of the two pix for stockholders' meet and, though all
which house was committeed when signs pointed to acrimonious debate
company.
U took over its operation from UA over the company's future policy,
All the directors were reelected last fall.
"Arch of Triumph," iEn- things reportedly ran smoothly.
except Robert Perkins, general coun- terprise's Bergman-Boyer starrer, One new board member, in fact,
sel of Warner Bros. His place was may
follow "Verdoux" into the termed the meet a "love feast"
taken by Herman Robbins, of Na- Broadway, clearing up the theatre Board is slated to meet again in
tional Screen
Service.
N. Y. April 24.
Reelected jam considerably for UA.
were Johnston, Barney Balaban,
With the hou.se and date finally
In line with this, William J. Ger.
Nate Blumberg, George Borthwick, set for "Verdoux," UA is going ahead man, prexy of J. E.
Brulatour, Inc.,
Jack Cohn, Cecil B. deMille, Ned full speed to pfant publicity for the denied this week
that his company
Depinet Earle W. Haromons, Edward preem. Decision was made just in had any interest in
the operations
B. Ha trick, Joseph H. Hazen, Hal time to catch next Sunday's papers, of Rep, except from
the standpoint
Roach, Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros which will be the one preceding the of Rep's being
a customer.
Fact
Skouras and Albert Warner.
opening.
Chaplin, who has been that the firm owns some Rep stock
Milliken An Exception
reticent about publicity, has agreed is "purely incidental," he said, GerAll officers were renamed exc^t to interviews by a small group iof inart conceded, however, that the
Carl E. Milliken, who will be 70 next top newsmen.
Rep management had "requested"
July and is retiring after 21 years'
Picture will not be screened for the Brulatour. interests to suggest
service as secretary ctf the associa- anyone before the preem, 'wlth most two directors andsaid Brulatour ha^
tion. Borthwick, the treasurer, will UA execs, as well as newspaper refollowed through on the suggestion.
double into the secretarial post.
viewers, seeing it then for the first
At the time the first three nonMilliken,
former (Jovemor of time. It was viewed last week only Yates reps were named
to the board
Maine, for some months now has by a small group of top ad and pub- in
February, Yates himself added
been restricting his activities to the licity planners.
the name of Edwin Van Pelt, vcepee
MPA's educational film projects and
Legion of Decency saw the film of the
Continental Bank & Trust
will continue to do so. Much of the Monday morning and is expected to
Co., N, Y., through which Hep does
work in the international field put a classification on the film by much
of its financing. Van Pelt it's
which he formerly handled has been today (Wednesday), There was a
believed, can be expected to vote
taken over by a new division headed slight hint, entirely unofficial, that
with independence in any showby Gerald Mayer, who joined the the pic might be found objectionable
down, which
that

i-WB

w

preceding work on
Broadway and books merely to push
up value for pictures.
Success of NEW research methods, Sindlinger mavitains, is evident
by its selection of plays for backing. Since November, It has had an
opportunity to invest in 21 scripts.
It passed up 16 of these and all 16
flopped except one ("All My Sons").
It put money in five, of which four
are current hits. They are "Lady
Windermere's Fan," "Sweethearts,"
"Burlesque" and "Joan of Lorraine."
also backed one flop— "Story
of Mary Surratt"" Sindlinger maintains that the research showed it
wibiild tailsi>in, but that the investinent was mad& anyway to prove

tion itself-

Howie, assistant secretary-treasurer.
Board okayed plans submitted by
the field more often' 'to establish
closer contact with the field sales Joseph R. Vogel, of Loew's, chairstaff and with exhibs.
Simons, who man of the program committee, for
replaces Walter Brooks as Richey's the dinner in New York May 8
assistant, will continue to edit the marking the
jth anni of the MPA.
J. Arthur Rank, British film tycoon,
Distributor.
will be guest of honor.
, Rodgers also revealed -that one of
Metro's field sales managers is to be
stationed at the homeoffice at all

public via tests.
The author goes
out with the research crew to ,see
the responses first hand.
Sindlinger, who developed the concept of "Audience Penetration," now
widely used in film research to denote familiarity of the public with a
property— and demonstrated to be

stories,

Emys;

In the publishing field, Sindlinger
Coa^tte A from -page $
has been working with Eeynal &
Hitchcock and researched ""The Tin to fllBtt Content abroad. Jn this conFlute" by Gabril Roy. There's no nection he also praised Constructive
saying, of course, how far NEW is and cooperative attitude of the sturesponsible, but the novel has been dios in regard to the production
chosen as a Literary Guild selection code.
and has just been bought for films
Directors decided to call a special
by Universal-International.
membership meeting to consider
proposal to increase from one to two
the number of directors from each

Basis of the whole scheme is pretesting stories on the public via a
research unit However, Sindlinger
insist^ unlike the Gallup setup, he
has no i>lah to sell research—but to
tise it Therefore,
will hot test
the "want-to-see" of any film or legit
script unless it has the right to make
»n investment in its production.

iepub Board

Continued from page 3
news- and predicted
this wouia be the^bi7

three theatres in Aber(31) appointmenf of 14 committees
to handle policy in various divisions. deen, Wash., four in Salem, Ore,,
three in Santa Barbara, and one
Chairman of the committees are;
each
in
Fresno,
San Pedro,. San
Executive
Eric Johnston, prez
Bernardino, Huntington Pari and
and board chairman, MP A.
Finance—George Borthwick, sec- Beverly' Hills,
In many cases Pox #est Coaist 4s
retary-treasurer, MPAi
Membership Jack Cohn, Colum- in opposition to Warner houses and
bia.
if unable to absorb Eagle-Lion and
International Relations
Spyros U-I product those two distribution
Skouras. 20th-Fox.
outfits will find it difficult to collect
Theatre Executive—Joseph Vogel, their customary rentals in a number
of cities. In Beverly Hills the War-,
Loew's.
Title-^Adolph Schimel, Universal. ner theatre has been playing U-I
Austin C. Keoughi Para- first runs. Under the banj the only
Laiv
Available flrst-run house in that
mount.
Copyright—E4win P. Kilroe, 20th- zone is the FWC Beverly, which is
;
tied up for a long roadshow run of
Fox.
Statistical Research
Donald A. "The Best Years of Our Lives," a
Goldwyn production.
Henderson, 20th-Fox.
Educational Services
John M.
series
approved plays..', Sindlinger's staff discovered that deof
Backbone of the financial setup is a spite the fact it had been published Whitaker, RKO.
Community Relations—Ned E. De$100,000 "fund provided by Walter E. as a book, the title wouldn't sell.
Heller, head of a tremendous Chi- Arrangements have now been made pinet RKO.
Solicitations —^Barney
Balaban,
cago investment syndicate which is for republisliing it under th,e new
Continued front page S
Paramount.
w. k, to Hollywood through back- moniker.
^
Advertising Advisory Council
inally involved in the deal for the
ing of jndie films. Number of other
In addition, Golden has just signed
Charles Schlaifer, 20th?Fox.
Broadway. Idea was for him to take
people wishing to take advantage of Bea
Lillie for the pic as result of
over the house and operate it for the
the
service outfit takes a fee
NEW's surprise j5ndirigs on the
company. UA, hPwever, skipped the
for it— have deposited sums froni
British comedienne's great drSMving
idea in favor of runmng thet situa$1,000 up frpm which Sindlinger
power in this country.
their works,

April 2, 19*?

Names

Arthur $2,700 in cash. Robbers stole a
truck
circuit parked nearby to cart
away the safe.

adjust it
cree itself

It's

believed

the

de-

would prevent adjustments of this type, since it wouldn!t
be fair to the competing exhib who
lost

out in the^bidding.

As far as clearance disputes are
concerned, Rodgers expressed hope
that conciliation would always be
able to solve the disputes as in the
past Metro will agree to arbitraticn
of such disputes as a final resort but
according to Rodgers, such long, expensive litigation too often "leaves
ill will in its wake."
He also expressed hope that the technicalities
of the decree would not impair relations with Metro's present 14,00016,000 exhib customers, declaring he
was convinced that a "peaceful industry means a prosperous industry.
Despite Metro's plan for incrfased
production, Rodgers said he didn't
think it would be possible to rek-si.")*
more than two or three films a
month for the rest of the year. This
means there will be no increa.<t in
the 22-24 releasesi for 1M7 originally announced.

.

The hottest name on any marquee today

making

story that only

his

own

is

kind of love in

Hemingway could write

Released thru UA

Opening

in

35 key spots

starting April 10!

.

«
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MO and Frencb Pathe's 50-50 Deal

'

Phone Strike
,

On Cheviler and
Cine-Pathewith
France, under which the FrancoAmerican combine recently pro4ueed the Maurice Chevalier starrer,
"Man About Town." provides for a
80-50 split of worldwide profits and
« dollar-for-dollar matching on pro-

RKO's

Continued from page

work with

Other Productions

Joseph

scabs,"

Beirne,

a

in

State Dept, Protests
Vs. Sweden's Pix

Curb
1.

of

NABET

made

in

England with

J.

Arthur probably

to

Original

,';

Since Pathe supplied its Paris studio and corjsiderable equipment,
!RKO made that up by forking over
Its equivalent in cash, according to
Votion. The joint venture was the
first of its type, with the current
agreement to apply to several more
productions planned for the French

be admitted
press

Sweden were

to

out of
reports
the effect that a

complete embargo would be placed
on our films- by the Swedes. How-

Due For

On

up

Ad

Theatre

tiOndoJi,

of

pictures decreases through
Control German
saturation sales and increasing

March

com>»

25.

British exhibitor tgppers are meeting to consider the government's

new town planning

bill

which pro-

poses that advertising displays outbe controlled by
theatres
side
licensing.

Strilie
The threatened nationwide tele
strike, wjhich

Huddle

British Exhibs

Fadeout in Phone

phone

Vienna, March 25.
"With income tapering off as value
remaining usable pre-V-E. day
,

State Department has made a genprograms would dry up soon enough
eral protest to Sweden against that
wire repair
duction costs, Jaclt Votion, RKO's country's plan to curb imports in if the phone company
European studio rep, disclosed this order to conserve foreign exchange. men go out.
Same sort of proposition, Slated for a sharp bite is American
week.
Votion si.id, has been set on the tWO» films, it means that fewer prints
Ratings
pic pact which the company has
there.

'Bank.'

IfWienFikGetsle^

the

has

national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, APL, and there is no mdication whether they would strike.
net
Fact is, however, that the radio

Hooper

See iupe for "Better AistrianProi

to

taken no strike vote.
CBS has a contract with the Inter-

Washington, April

Martln'K Place. XMfslffU B«|Biii«

1

letter

president

phone union, although

deal

Bt.

•

Circuit representatives at the, conclave plan to formulate a plan regularizing some clauses of the bill.

to last night

(Tues.) was still set for next Monwouldn't seriously cripple
embassy in Stockholm day (7),
operations of the radio networks,
checked and found that this woul^
standpoint.
mechanical
a
from
not be. so.'/webs believe their permanent
ever, the U.S.

ik

Argent Sliw

Czar

from U. S. and British pix,
Film, handed back to AustriiH
government trusteeship in January,

petition

Wien

the center of much talk on imabsorption or reorganiza.

is

pending

Only important Wien
tion deals.
Film assets remaining are Sievering
Studio (long tied up by power
shortage, but now resuming) and
modern, Nazi - built Rpsenhugel
Latter is held by Russians,
plant.
with scant prospect of Moscow let.
ting go.

Indications are that the Austrian

3 fix Isises

regime would like to see the whole
loose production and distribution
picture pulled together so th&t betUnder Film Qicita
under their own operating control
ter pictUr'^s could be made for the
^tudio. Pathe will distribute in all
between main studio centers to prelank Edict Calls
Montevideo, March 25.
Sake of needed foreign exchange.
French speaking areas While RKO
vent any major disruption of proDetermined to enforce the protecSome 60 producers are )i.cer>sed
handles the remainder of the world.
gramming.
.
.,
Coiiiedies Instead
tionist decree which calls for all
For
here, with facilities available for
It's pointed out that 99% of the
AH coin realized will be tossed into
Argentine film theatres to exhibit
one pot for even divvy.
web shows originate from New York, one Argentine subject a month on only two shooting schedules at all'
•The Chevalier vehicle employs a
Chicago, Hollywood or Washington. a percentage basis, Argentina s en- studios, and these much delayed.
London, March 18.
novei device to beat the rap on forFrom a program vifewpoint, we tertainment czar, Alfredo Bolognesi, Likewise, postwar product to date
has been far below export standard.
eijjn language pix in the U.S. and
J. Arthur Rank's latest order is—
shuttered the Plaza, Sarmiento and
that Austrian producers
to insure the film general distribuLet the People Laugh." This inArizona theatres on March 9, alleg- Feeling is
tion. There is no subtitling, but a
have unsuccessfully tried pale imi.
ing repeated disregard for -the terms
struction has gone to all production
III
It's
tuBUihg Etaglish commentary by
tations of 'Holl^iyood. One producer.
of the decree.
associates
A.
C.
top
his
reserved
and
quiet,
Rank
Normally
C&evaHer explains the pic's action. units.
actor-diMCtor who might do a bethouse
Arizona,
a
the
that
many
crime
radio-audifact
too
The
were
there
the
Chicago
Nielsen,
At necessary points in the film the decided
-job, Willi Forst, is snarled up in
which usually specializes in west- ter
meter man, can be expected to
is pictures^ Circuits are already playr
give-and-take
Gallic
original
le^ action with Wien Film over
erns and comedies, had announced
break out in loud chortles if a
muted to allow Chevalier's comment ing many British and U. S. crime
ownership of the completed but unChas. Chaplin's "Dictator" for Montelephone strike comes off and
to cut in for American audiences. films.
have cut negative of a big color musical,
may
ban,
the
following
day
very
long,
is
cycle
lasts
Film was so scripted from its incepBut now Rank thinks the
Maidens," completed late
'
had something to do with the sud- Vienna
His arch-rival, C, E. Hooper,
tion so that the Chevalier stunt being overdone and that the public
Forst won't start new
den drastic enforcement of the de- in the war.
'
Without a telephone to turn to,
»ould be pulled.
here would welcome laugh films.
production until "Maidens" is recree. At the time the shuttering
would be ratingless. But NielDubbing of the French actor's Call has consequently gone out
Plaza was leased.
theeffect
into
would
go
went
audimeters
for
sen's
little
department
commentary is currently under way from Rank story
The
David."
and
"Claudia
billing
of
on!
Swiss-Polish
dearth
right
Weissman,
York,
the
at the Pathe studio in New
Haym
laugh stories, aijd
Sarmiento was featuring "Adios film operator who also has large
Votion said. Robert Pifosh, RKO these stories, is expected to be a
Pampa Mia" together with "Scarlet theatre interests
South America,
scripter" who handled both the story headache fo/ Robert MacDermott,
oldie. The
aftother
and
pimpernel'organization
in
dilflqulty,"
for
talks with
several
piped
Rank
and
of the songs
don't expect too much
story chief of
is due here this week
Was running "The Wan in Wien Film. He's interested in buythe film, is now wprkjng with
And the MacDermott headache said one net exec, The webs also AriSMna
Grey" and "The Girl from Lenin- ing in ior Swiss francs, which should,
dhevalier (HI the project. Fact that will need more aspirins bebause of have permanent teletype lines be
scoring with the U. S. miarkefc Bai* has no in- tween regular pickujp points. During grad."
the
interest Austrians. If he could get
New York customers has RKO hope tention of letting the increasing strike, of course, maintenance servThese three houses are in the up- a satisfactory deal for control of
lul tftat the device will mean top prestige of his products slide in ice on lines would be cut off. Also, town district, playing three to four Wien Film assets along with rebusiness, the RKOer added.
American cinemas, sdP the comedies remote pickups for spot broadcasts old-run pix on grind policy at a leasing agreements from half dozen
Commenting en the plight of the have got to be international, and would be out of the question.
top;
40c
good producers a
prospectively
French film industry, Votion opined British screen humor has seldom
Bolognesi is determined to go workable situation might be creOne radio industry operation
tliat the produt^on end has often proved acceptable to U. S, theatre
which would face a complete shut- through witli his scheme to set ated. This would leave Karl Hartl
, igone oveiflboard on liegativfe costs by
patrons. Hank also has no intention down, however, in event of any pro- heavy taxes on imported pix, and and his Goebtoels-bred Wien Film'
putting out pictures with a nut in of making small-budget lawgh pro- longed phone tieup, is C. E. Hooper's Hollywood distribs are in continuous
management on the outside.
excess of 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 ductions. Some of his"D6's and rating poll.
Hooper hasn't been confabs with government olficials on
'Allies look unfavorably on Hartl
irancs. That amount is, the top that Don'ts" include that the humor caught napping on that possibility. this score.
remaining in more than the nominal
.ti
good Gallic film can sross in must not be too domestii English of Word went out .last week to Hooper
berth he now holds in Wien Film.
French - speaking sectors of the the "Quiet Week-End" variety outposts in the 33 rating cities to
Story
Is thet Weissman would put
•world, he said, but French producers Nor of the George Formby slapstick advance the next checking period by
lerman-^Language Revue
in Ge2a von Bolvary as production
liave turned out pix costing as high brand. And not quite as sophisti'
24 hours, starting tabulations Monboss. Another theory is that Sasscha
«s 125^0,000 francs.
"Theit first cated as Noel Coward's "Blithe day (31) and carrying them through
Scores in Amsterdam Film, pre-anschluss power here, was
problem is to Master making films Spttit." It can be more yof 'The Sunday (6). Normal checking pethat can be paid for in the French
Amsterdam, March 25.
reorganized with Austrian governBake's Progress" style. It can be riod is the first through the seventh
market," Votion declared. "Then the like "Green for Danger" which, al
Although deemed an experiment ment money for purpose of taking
of each month.
Consenbalance will be so much velvet."
Effect of the switch, to escape pos- to present a show in the German over, along the same lines.
though a whodunit, was given combetter be
The problem is a knotty one, he 'edy twist.
sibility of a phone blackout on the language such a short time after the sus is that something had
said, because production costs in
ccupation, Rudolf Nelson's cabaret- done quick before the release of adlast day of the usual polling period,
France were rising by "letps and
"Servus, Meine Herren," is ditional flops plus Russian-sponsored
is simply to rate Monday programs revue,
bounds," Citing- "Man About Town"
doing well at the Minerva-Pay iljoen. productions using Nazi players ahd
a week ahead of normal.
«s an example, Votion said producer
If the strike comes off, but is set- His. group consists largely of Ger- directors unacceptable elsewhere.
EritishFilm Briefs
Bene Clair had planned to pay 250,
tled within a week—and it seems man Jews who sought refuge in
COO francs few paving blocks but that
doubtful that it would last any long- Holland during the war.
by the time the purchase was com^
London, March 25.
er than that, owing to its paralyzing
Nelson-produced shows frequent- Holland Govt. Sets
pleted costs had soared to 400,000
Gaumont-British animation sec
effect on communications ^Hooper ly were seen on Dutch stages before
irands.
tion of J. Arthur Rank Organization can breathe easy again. His second the war and as far as his current
2 Units for Musicians
Votion ig visiting the States to was completely cut off by th
Amsterdam, March 25.
April checking period 'doesn't start offering is concerned he appears to
meet with Dore Schs,ry and talk "Thames floods and turned into huge until the 15th.
Two organizations that will hanhave retained the sympathy of the
Continental talent, story buys and
have been
mland lake with emergency supplies
This isn't the first time the Hooper Dutch public.
bookings
dle
artist
postAnother new
ether policies.
He leaves for the being supplied them by Army pollers have faced .such a situation.
the Ministry, of Social
licensed
by
preem
of
war entry is the recent
Coast Saturday (5) and returns to
amphibiotis
vehicles .... "Brightoi
A threatened phone strike about a the ABC-Cabaret at the Leidschep Affairs at The Hague. Stichting
bis London office May 9.
Rock," 'BouUing Bros, pic, is first year ago had them holding their lein theatre with a show tltled"Be- Nederlands Impressariat will boon
breath.
production being made at Amalga
member My Forgotten Shows.' lohg-hairs, while Ibuk will confine
popmated Studios, Elstree, owned by
Stars are Wim Kan and Gorry Vonk, its operations to musicians and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, which starts
who spent most of the war in a Jap ular talent.
shooting April 14.... Cecil Parker
concentration camp.
Odeon Theatre Halted
With the establishment of Stichplays top role in "The First Gentle
activiting, it is expected that its
Montreali April 1.
man," with Marcel Varnel produc
agenties will not freeze out private
Odeon theatre chain, exhib outfit
Washington, April 1.
ing for Columbia-British Pictures
cies.
Setup on Ibuk is not so well
American secondary pictures may
in Canada for J. Artliur Rank inMexico
will
known. Both institutions have embe hurt in the New Zealand market Possible that Joan Greenwood
terests, has run Into a snag in its
play the W*ndy Hille'r role, with
as result of the recent J. Arthur
ployers and employees in equal
building program that may set
the
Bank pircuit buy-in there, U. S. De- shooting to start in April.
strength and are supervised by
precedent for future action as far as
Mexico City, March 25.
Cineguild
has
chosen
Bobert film house construction is concerned
Currently all private
partment of Commerce reports.
American Eagles, high-wire bike government.
Odeon Holdings (N. Z.) Ltd., a sub- Donat for top irole in "Oliver Twist' Group of families and commercial balancers, headlining Circo Atayde, agents in the entertainment flfW
AsSocliBted British picture Corp.
.
sidiary of Bank's Overseas Cinetenants, letting premises at the cen- Mexican
have no government license and its
circus current here... Jack
matograph Theatres Ltd., Recently first film in resumption of ferodufr tral St. Catherine and Crescent area, Cummings
will be granted.
gave President Miguel reported that none
purchased 50% interest in the Rob- tion will be Francis Brett Young'
have appealed to Prices Board (Can- Aleman ahd some cabinet memert Kerridge chain which is ex- "Brother Johnathan," with Harold ada's OPA) to bar any attempt by
bers private exhibitions of Metro's
pected
to
Junket
guarantee
additional French directing. Shooting starts in the landlord to evict them in order
"Fiesta Brava"
Some
cinemas
are Mage's European
screen time for British pictures.
June at Welwyn Studios. ...Stan to make room for building Of new cancelling contracts
.Tames Mage, foreign film di.stribuwith certain
British film.^ will gain since hav- Laurel a food poisoning victim
Odeon house.
Mexican newsreels, comi>lainittg they tor and operator of the Laffmovie,
ing entry into 135 houses, of the Arthur Krim, prexy of American
on
One of the tenants, Rose Silver contain too much
N. Y., sails for London April 9
advertising.
Kerridge circuit.
Europe
Eagle-Lion Pictures here with first stone, asked the court to issue a writ Elvira
Vargas, Writer-newswoman, a six-month junket through
"Members of the trade," reports pic "Lost Honeymoon," first under restraining Rentals Administrator
is Mexico's fir.st petticoat city edi- to get new product.
the Commerce flepartmeht, "feel reciprocal deal.
He is conferring (Prices- Board) from proceeding.
Owner of the Cinephone circuit,
tor, holding that job on "El Nathat the partnership will have little with Rank, whom he meets' for first
antt
cional,"
daily
government organ with some six houses in France,
effect on the screening, of grade A time, about general production and
Mex Trans-Itixef .Gfets 'Deception' here. President Aleman appointed one in Belgium, Mage expect.' to
American films and that if the vol- distribution program for comlnft
confer with authorities in Englanu
her.
Mexico Gity, April 1.
ume of American films showti in year..,. Joe Seidelman to Paris
Opening of Trans-Lux's swanky
Maria Felix, tops pic actress, dick- regarding the return of an»|"*^
Jfew Zealand is- effected, it will be shortly for European sales confer cinema in Hotel
Prado here delayed ering with Filmex to become a co- theatre in England requisitioned oy
On B films."
ence.
Al Daff, his aide, goes with from March 27 to April 2, because producer. .Alfredo Holguin has quit the government.
with
him as well as Seidelman's wife
of a snag in the booking of "It's a as assistant manager of Panamerican
Previously identified entirely
6B1ATEE UNION EE-SIGNS COI. Col. James M, Franey, prexy United Wonderful Life" (E,KO). Another Films to head Francis
Films de operation of Laffmovie.s in Boston
World Pictures of America, Univer- house had a previous bid in for it, Mexico, French pix distributor... and Baltimore as well as New YorK,
Sydney, March 25.
Greater Union again has signed sal Pictures' subsidiary, devoted to "Deception" (WB) is opening film.
Mauricio de la Serna readying pic James Mage last week leased_toe
fJolumbia on a product term deal. substandard films, now here, is well
Gala inauguration was by invita
production of ':Song League of 1947," Studio, N. Y. for his foreign produci.
Makes the seventh time.
known in official circles in England, tion only. Regular admission will be starring Mapy Cortes. Puerto Hican The 660-seater will be know"
Norman Rydge signed for Greater having been chief Of U. S. Army $1 top. House, known as the Prado, comedienne, who featured the stage Studio 65. House tees 6ff next Saiwi
Vnien, with Kfiek Teiry si^riaturii^ Personnel under General Eisen- will give patrons choice ot pop. version. \.SpyroS P. Skrouas and day (5) with "The Bellman, Frtncn
Columbia,
during
war.

The

circuits are sufficiently flexible

Sliitters

and
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Deny Loew-(^nmont Deal

ii Cermany

March

Paris,

Paris

25.

Le# Biz Booms on Weekends;

Jean LeDuc, Gaumont prexy, and
Pierre

iearer, Mais Goes Over for Hiidiles

Sallard,

manager,
there

is

Gaumont

general

both told Variett that
nothing to the report that

Bergere Fancy

UG,

they are mulling a theatre deal with
Victme Ex-+'
tolng Maas, Motion
Arthur l,oew. This is the aftermath
general manager, flew to
of Cdhversations which took place
with
on March 30 to huddle
U.S, Fix Force French
two yearis ago but never mate- Argent. Cuts Out Qitler,
officials regarding transfer
rialized.
to the
i All U S. film distribution
To Holland Arty Spots
was
Braun From Yank Reels
SiPPA Prior to his departure it
Pact that Loew is overseas now,
Amsterdam; March 25.
that several^ new developMontevideo, March 25.
and that Loew's International always
Srhearing on tM rel^^ of
V. S. films released in Holland by is on the lookouf for new houses,
Argentine film patrons had to be
in Germany have
fBierican pictures
the Motion Picture Export Assn. in lends credence to stories of a deal content with seeing only brief foreign
newsreels
last week because
wIwtt*
general have met with a good re- being on, with Gaumont,

'Gitane IZ^/^G
Paris, April 1.

For the week ending Sunday

»rt Assn.

(23),

.

Sry

Paris theatres grossed an estimated
Much of the revenu*
$306,000.

Eed

will make
of early transcontrols
military has had
frt the
start of the OCCupacontrol since the
this transfer are
of
provisions
Hon
general patExpected to follow the
early this year,
tern set in Austria
phases of
to-EA taking over all
only the
retaining
operation,
censor subjects released.

Whlie in Berlin

Maas

and picture patrons have
re-entry of American
product as a big improvement over
previous film jfare. French films, in
particular, have been hard hit by

iilans'in anticipation

ception,

distributing
fer for all film

praised

MPEA. The

the" loss of playing tiine arid are

found

.

AMG

more

in the

distribution.
plans for inter-zone

MPEA

and the U. S.
be represented by

Iijterr
Joseph Seidelman, Universal
national prexy; Wladimjr tissim,
HKO European general manager; P.
Allport, European manager for
Mbtion Picture Assn., and Robert
rep in Germany,
Vining,

may

ipther foreign executives
part in the confabs.

AMG

the meeting will be headed
adier General Robert A.
inf ormatioh
of
director

by

at

Ov^ Raw Stock

Brig-

McClure,

army toppers

frhile British

MPEA

London, April

_

.

Battle

here,

in the Balltans.

Miss Goddard's Tresses

New Set After Walkout

Learned that
NCIW demands
that establishment of a special local
for handling such films, a proposition
that owners of 16m product definitely oppose. They contend they'd
lose money under such a setup since
rentals will be very low. Income

curre.ntly

1.

ranging

is

in

dustry has been

at 13,500,000 feet

si)t

Walkout on Tuesday (25), which
almost 1,000 studio workers,

fiftected

economize on

effort to

film,

ended suddenly on Thursday (27) cutting down on the printing
when London Film Productions and rushes.

Lion Studio Co. Ltd. oban interim exparte injuncto restrain certain named peotlieir servants or agents who

pt

British
tained

Rank

committee of makeup

Opus for World

j

I

!

Labor Ministry.

!

Walkout was unsanctioned
by
NATRE. which called a mass meet"

launch

were
sympathy

major

City," first

tinue the unofficial strike. Technicolor production of ''Ideal
Husband
Which stars Miss 'Goddard,"wiu"now
roll
unhindered. Her hairdresser
had been imported by permission of

'.

as the strike

determined

has

"Whispering
Canadian

set

tions.

Now

bilingual

being cut

at

distribution

S
?T
S,

Paul Lukas and Mary Ander
French speaking version, Paul
Dupuis, Jacques Auger and Nicole
Germain. French version has 100%

„.

,.

makeup

NATKE general secreO'Brien denied a W. Y.

fixed an agreement, with the
Internatibiial Alliance
Theatrical Stage
Employees for
,

Dutch Symphony May
Make American Tour

tatercha nge of
hair sl^i sts.

'Other Love'

tour.

Comprising

In 4Gl^ftdoiv Benefit symphony
London, April
P'"^^'"

1.

of'The Other Love,"
film at

to

iJjfVn

25.

is

100 pieces,

conducted by

Eduard van Belnum.
.

Reorganized after the war under
leadership, outfit al-

ready has toured Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, Switzerland and Britain.
Orch's

ordinary scale,

sortie

orchestra

Em- van Beinum's

Saner'"'
thai^t?£„'''

March

Anristerdam,

Famed Concertgebpuw of Amsterdam is reported as inked fOr a U. S,

Preems

EniTi
Werpnse
Productions

famed

prewar conductor,

more William Mengelberg (who conducted

raised and donated

1

^

m^,

Production is "slated to start
soon as rebuilding work is com-

each.

pleted:
here.

on

20th's

Wembley

studios

Ostrer plans to star a different
with a reputation on b<^th
sides of the Atlantic, in each picture.
First to go into production will be
"Paiva," adaptation of a French

name,

>.

'

R. J. Minney wiU produce under
Ostref's supervisioni with the latter
currently dickering for the services
of Micheie Miorgah in the lead role.

Toumanova's Paris Debut
Paris',

April

1.

slated to

who's
U.

appeared for

years

in

the

S.

tine,

had huddled Quebec

t^,.

the

years)
the N. Y. Philharmonic far 10

was banned forever from Holland
for his Nazi war collaborations.

cabaret

star,

drew

a

big

two opening days. During
week, Tabarin took in about

$6,000.

The Francaise did a poor $4,600
its second stand, Luxembourg,
only $1,600. Doing well were the
Marigny with Jean Louis Barrault,
and

at $12,100, Hebertot with 'SEagle Has:

Two Heads" $6,100, Michodiere
"Aupres de ma Blonde" at $6,300,
Louis Jouvet in "Ecole des Femmes"
at his Athenee with $5,600. All these!
enjoy practieally capacity everjr
'

night.

At Porte Saint Martin, comedian
Bach in "Dead Comes Back at
.PRODUCTION
Once" drew a nifty $5,200. At the
Karachi on'Saturday (5).
London, April 1.
From there tiiey swing over to Madeleine a revival of Edouard
Maurice Ostrer has been named
Arabia and Iraq to Cairo. In Cairo, Bourdet's "Weaker Sex" pulled a,
exec producer for 20th-Fox operaWeltner and Crystal will huddle big $6,400. The Bouffes Parisiens, a
tions in England, with a contract
with Frank Siter, district manager revival of Henri Verneuil's "Mrs.
calling for him to turn out six picfor the middle-east.
The two Par Vidal's Lover," starring Elvire Potures annually budgeted at $800,000
got a nice $4,900. At Henri
execs then plan visiting Italy briefly pesco,

Pathe labs

in April, Enghsh
speaking version stars Helmut Danfor

Canadian cast.
"Whispering City" was filmed m
city and nearby and uses
lor lour hours
with NATKE, its par- musical theme of "Quebec Conent body, and
had decided to con- certo," first major Canadian symPnue the strijce at
Korda's Shep- phony work for films. It will be disPenon studios by a
vote of 51 to 46. tributed in Canada by Eagle-Lion
f'^'^^^rs vetoed a suggestion to
and in U. S. by E-L, P'KC or Uniyertut
put the walkout
itt the
hands of sal.
stoppages
^.^t,^^^^^

otser studios.
Earlier the"
anists and hairdressers

Ullmer,

$4,500 the

Singapore.
They reach Burma on
April 4 and then go to Calcutta and

Bernstein's Ambassadeurs, "Secret"
before going toJVIarseille and Paris.
They will be in France about a skidded to $4,500, with "Petrified
Forest" to come next. At Sarah
week, returning to U. S. on April 17
Bernhardt, Jules Remains new play,
on the Queen Elizabeth.
"A. D. I,ODO" was a sad $1,900;
Albert Deane, head of Par's foreign story censorship division, who
accompanied Weltner and Cryistal to
Sydney, stays a few days longer in INDICT
the big New South Wales metropolis
before starting back to N. Y. He's
due back on April 9. Deane visited
"Paris, April 1.
his family and relatives in Sydney
Sojourns of British tourists on the
his former home.
French Riviera is due for a sharp
Deny Par Seelcs Sites Down Under slump following an intensive probe
there of free spending by citizens
Sydney, March 25.
Both George Weltner, Par Interna- from England.
Currently some
150
Britishers
tional prexy, and Clement Crystal,
foreign theatre chief, have denied have been Indicated on charges ot
unlawful export of sterling. Inspecthat Paramount is seeking sites for
maia-^
film theatres in Australia. Both spoke tor William Tass has been the
spring in the probe.
at
major industry

150 BRITISH

ON STEIUiNG

Ballerina Tamara Toumanova is
open at the 6pera tomorluncheon here at
a
row (Wednesday).
film feature, for world distribution.
which the two Par International topAmerican tourists are flocking
pers and Albert Deane, foreign story
It was produced by Quebec Produchere to gander Miss Toumanova

organization

to

ringleaders

Distrib

weekend.
At Bobino, the new show, "Star
Has Been Stolen," starring Georges

HEADS

Toronto, April 1.
policy of encourag-

its

ing international showing of top films
from any country, J. Arthur Rank

Effect of the injunction is to rermakeup artists and hairdressers
committee from inciting
the companies' employees
con-

(26)

Can^fa

Sets

Developing

strain

m Wednesday

WB

novel by Alfred Schirkauer, which
was originally published In 1860.

and hairdressers section of National Assn. of Technician Kine|«atograph Employees from breaching a national arbitration order.

the

To India/ Italy

than what would be

George Weltner, Paramount International prexy, and Clement S.
Crystal, head of Par International's
theatre department, are winding up
their visit and inspection trip to
Miguel Aleman, stressing the educational Value of 16m product and Ausiralia> this Week and swinging
the ability of such pix to reach the over to India and European spots
most remote hamlets now lacking prior to going to Paris. On his first
any modern educational or amusetrip to Aussie although he's been
ment facilities.
around the world for Par, Weltner,
accompanied by Crystal, leaves Sydney for Darwin today (Wed.) pre2OTi'S
OSTRER
paratory to shoving off for Java and

with
the army slashing output and producers endeavoring to save stock by

an

less

Weltaer, Crystal

paid the proposed local workers.
are the
Metro, RKO and
principal handlers of 16m in Mexico,
and NCIW's attitude hits these three
American companies. Expected that
an appeal will be made to iE»resident

in amount, causing a serious crisis.
Exhibitors have stepped into the
picture in London, suggesting one
issue of a newsreel be put out weekly, with a 400-foot maximum set until
the shortage over.
Normally,
British newreels are 600, feet long,
and three are issued Week. Consumption of raw stock by the in-

Studios.

ple,

the

Worksrs Union, has refused to have
anything to dp with 16m films. AS
NCIW controls all labor that can do
anything about 18m pix, narrowgauge films are tied up throughout

.

constitute the

that

is

:

National Cinematographie Itfdustry

weekly by the British Board of
By Brit Studio Unioti Trade and there's nothing near that
London, April 1.
amount available.
"Wliether Paulette Goddard's coifBritish producers have thrown
lures should be created by her per- their weight behind
the Gevaert
pnsl Swedish hairdresser. Miss laboratory in Brussels to hypo the
Hedvig Mjordu," whom she brought output of ra\y:. stock in aii effort to
from Hollywood, or be. handled ex* meet the shortage crisis. American
elusively by British artisans resulted raw stock, which is needed by pro|n 9 two-day strike last week by ducers here, would be prohibitive
fiakeup artists and hairdressers at even if the IT. S. had surplus because
ir Alexander Koeda's IiOnddn Film
of heavy duties. English have made

tion

report

Lates;t

the full week's total.

:

Mexico City, March 25.
Anything connected with i6m
films in Mexico is being blocked

England between fiewsreel associations and producer groups for use of
raw stock. Latter has hit a new low

MPEA

iities

Special Unit Created

would be

control,
will at-

tend to discuss inter-zone distrib
problems.
Maas plans stopping off in Amsteroffice there,
dam to visit
^fter tiie Berlin confab, he will reoffices in
sume inspection of
.Vienna, Prague and possibly capital

Unless

Distrib

Saturday

The week saw the end of the
Viennese Opera visit. Their last
two performances with Don Gio-»
vanni grossed $16,000 at Champs.
Elyseos whereas the Grand Opera,
These were brushed off by Don with Ave performances in the week,
Alfredo Bolognesi, czar of Argen- grossed $11,000, Opera Comique did
tina's entertainment board,_ as mani- a fair $8,G00,
festing "bad taste" since 6oth subMusic halls dropped a bit, Folies
jects are already dead.
Bergere skidding to $17,000 but still
"Notorious" closed at the Monu- leaving a fine proflt lor Paul Derval.
mental theatre March 20, after Casino de Paris grossed $10,900.
breaking all records with an average Mitty Goldin took $5,500 With his .\
daily gross of $3,750. "Wonder Man," tiny Capucines revue.
Vaude stands did nicely, with
which followed "Notorious" at the
Gran Rek, went into, its third week Detix Anes $4,300 and' European $5,on March 13, grossing nearly $2,000 000. Musicals did fairly with Al("Bonne Hotesse") doing
dollars daily better ihan in first two hambra
$16,000 and Chatelet (sans Fernanweeks.
del) at $17,500 with "Picture Hunters." Gaite Lyrique, with "Chanson
Gitane'' grossed $12,500. The- Moga^.
dor pulled "No, No Nanette"; on
Monday performance to play "Walts
Dream" which brought $6^100 for
two opening performances over the

Mexico.

take

group

16m

of the reels available to Hollydistributors had been cut by

on

Argentine censorship. The offending
sequences were in all the U. S.
newsreels for the week, showing, the
private life of Hitler and Eva Braun.-

Fix Union Balking

now

%

MPEA

many
wood

lex

or less arty

Metro's "Gaslight" has been doing
smash business and currently is in
its
10th week at the Alhambra.
"That Night in Rio" (2Gth) is in its
second stanza at the Tuschinski as
is "Suspicion" (RKO) at the- Corso.
English producer Herbert Wilcox's
"Piccadilly Incident" preems soon at
the- Noggerath.

Another vital problem to be taken
stems from the recent
UP by Maas
Anglo-American economic merger in
Germany and need for working out
Besides Maas,

oiily

theatres.

rfeht to

film industry will

the

and Sunday,
when practically all shows do business. Most of the weaker offerings
might profitably darken the other
ftve days, Saturday and Sunday biz
totalled $142,00!) or- nearly half of
comes

Current London

Sbws

London, April

"Anonymous Lover,"

1.

York's.

"Born Yesterday," Garrick.
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
"Dancing Years," Casino.
"Eagle Two Heads," Haymarket.
"Fifty-Fitty,'? Strand
"Fools Rush In," Fortune.
"Guinea Plg," Criterion.
"Jane," Aldwych.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.

"Now

Barahbas," Vaudeville.

Dru^

1,

Skrek

to U. S.

For

'Message' Preem in N.Y.

London, March 25.
Henry Sherek sails for N,,. Y.,
okay for new construction.
It's
known ^hat the company has no in- April 2, too late to See the opening of
tention of letting Metro, Which how "Message for Margaret" at: Boston
has a small circuit of houses in this but in time to sisB the show in the
territory, and Warners, owning a site second week there. Stays In U. S.
but no new house, get ahead in num- for. the New York preem April 15,
flying back the next day fo be in
ber of outlets.
time for the opening here of Robert
Morley's play, "Edward, My Son.'*
He plays lead with Peggy Ashcroft
in feminine top role.
Show opens in Jjeeds, touring

ON FOREIQi ACTORS
Mexico

.

"Bomany Love," Majestys.
"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass
"The Gleam." Globe.
"Truant in Parklane," Si James.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"While Devil," Dutchess.
"While Steed," Whitehall.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.

Ciikyi Iiilarch 25.

provihees for eight weeks prior toSherek's
ils
We.st End showing.

and any "Random Harvest," from the James
pay in Hilton book which Metro made into
Mexico must have their immigration a film, opens in Newcastle in Juna
papers in order or get into bad with Googie Withers starred, with
Foreign

show

entertainers

I-ane.

"Peace ti» Peckham," Princes.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"piccadlUy Hayrlde," Wales.

Despite this, Aussie industry officials are convinced that Par will
be interested in new theatres as
soon as the government gives the

"

M£m CRACKS DOWN

"Man From Ministry," Comedy.
"No Booni *i Inn," Winter Garden
"Paeitto l«6*i"

censor, spOke.

IXm

people

who work

fOr

nils also applies to people male- star not yet cinched. "Message
Such performers tor Margaret," now touring provinces, has been offered three West
That has been pointed up by the End homes for a return date.
local municipal government fining
IVIanuel Medel, the comic who man- HA»BIS MEW, BBITISH CENSOR
London, April 1.
ages the Teatro TivoU, vaude-revue
theatre, $400 for allowing Agustln
Sir Sidney Harris, a home office
Irusta. Argentinian singer, and Tilda under-secretary, has been appointed
Sour. Chilean comedienne, to work president of the British Board of
there without having clearance from Film Censors, succeeding Lord Tyr*
the immigration department.
Both rell, who di«;d March 14.

jams,

who book them.

are liable to deportation.

performers face deportation.

Salary

is

$8,000 annually.

,

.i

Vcdbucaday, Apgfl 2, 1947
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Y<»i can bet your bottom dollar

HOMIR

.

.

.

Mighty Babe. goes

.

.

Every

.

.

who packs 'em
.

.

.

another

in

.

.

.

.

the

BAT for your theatre!

to

SHOWMAN

,

runs

it's

when The PRIZE BABY
knows
.

.

and

this "slugger"

delivers record

with National Screen Service

TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES

1

.

.

.

He's

grown up with the Game! ... He packs a
Mighty Wallop!.
«

.

.

He's Top

. .

Man

He

in his League

valuable Player in
He's the

''knows the

EVERY

SCORE"!
.

.

most

.

Theatre

1

.

.

.

HOME RUN KING of the Industry!
\JvmteM0vafmffaoasmf'

'

HOVSB REVIEWS
a bet

g^, Pead^tisson Still (Mo

for

As Nostalgia Pays

liOU

Off at the B.O.

Handman and Florrie LaVerre

„l.«if>ble.

w'liSes

cope,

can't

^'^^rBuranteTucker,

Jolson,

the De-

Marcos lor example.
this week
on or near Broadwaytriple-threat
nostalgic
a
here's
makes tor a bit of show busiOne of these. Carl
htetoW.
Club Versailles is

comprising

wrote"
nicely.
to

add

Balancers Lewis and Olivet do
okay, with the gal as understander.

are now genfigure is still
svelte and her song-selling effective
if; betimes, she wisely skirts the top
Botes. But she makes an orchidaceous appearance as she chirps what
might be an autobiographical song

cavalcade
Reason,"

and presentation

Garner nice reception. Terp section
is taken care of
by the Albertas

,

perennial showman'^.""^„n«nfently has a durabUity
the Johnny-and-Janie-

""^

and vaud

overall.

-t"
By ABEI/ OBEEN
these days.
Her blonde good looks
May be from Dixie
5LSy In the clubs, but one. erously greyed but her
•

niteries

offer the standard "then I
routine, most of it selling

Timing

.

top

with

their

Femme
cqmedy

adagio

plays
biz

to.

burlesquing.
straight to male's
for a smooth

make

sequence.

Les Rhode and house orch back
show in top fashion. Biz good when

"Guilty,"
a Great

caught.

Lary.

PhiladelpJiia,

Peters Sisters, Buster Sliaver with

March

29.

Jimmy Lunceford Orch (16),
Olive, George and Richard, Jackie
Miles, Coririee Bosweil, Paul Asli Freddy Bryavi, Clark Bros.. Thelma
House Orch, Line; "Carnival in Costa Carpenter, Eewis & White.- "Seven
Rica" (20th), re«iewcd in Variety Were Saved" (Part.
March 26, '47.
marks starting
All sepia-show
point of what should be fine careers
Once in a while a fresh young for two acts, the Clark brothers,
kid win come along and amaze the
tapsters, and Lewis and White, comshow-me skeptics with an insouciant edy team, successors to the old Canbrand of humor and an originality field and White diio.
that shakes 'em out of their lethargy.
With Willie Lewis, who formerly
Jackie Miles has been coming along
teamed with Spizzie Canfleld, carryin very much that manner for seving most of the comedy burden, and
eral years now, and to say that he's
Melvin White, who used to be one
arrived would
be putting it with
the usual mildness.
Arrived? The
skinny Bronx kid can play prac-

"Sentimental

That
Apollo. IS'. \".
Day," "10c a
Tab Smith Orch (12), Wilmoth
Dance," and "Harvest MOoh."
Houdinj Calypso Troupe (U), Ltl
Green, Leroy Carrington, Jackie &
Pearl ana Brisson
Pearl, for his share, is Munchausen- Tuffie, Pigmeat, George Wiltshire,
John Bunti & Sybil Letois,' "Blonde
esque per usual; perhaps a bit vague
for a Day" (PRC).
to the new generation,

Way,"

25

Karle, Philly

»©xy, N. V.

filmers.

"Funny

"It's

tically

A

anywhere.

flick

of a

pinky, a

lift

of the

of the Two Zephyrs, playing it
mostly straight, team go over big
with the' customers and offer a re«
freshing brand of humor.
Following engagement with Lunceford, these talented lads move ott td
a toiir with the Ink Spots until midJune, including a run in Canada.
Their future should be bright. This
prediction also holds true for the
Clark boys, local lads, a fast-moving
pair of steppers who perform well
together.
They make nice use of

eyebrows, a hand on a hip, a wag
of the head these are all Miles
stylisms with which the former
borscht circuit comic can now conunfamiliar
vulse the bigtime.
He has stories
stardom
with the "Baron's" generation-ago
and routines that can fit any audia'ctevid ?eborn
Apollo's layout is
bit short on
Fields some seasons rep on the radio as a lovable liar;
that of Benny
marquee lure this -week but never- ence. And when a single comic can
sudden, ttie pub- but to the credit of him and Cliff Hall,
fill
a house as large as the Roxy
back when, aU of a
theless stacks up as okay entertainwho
Fields
was
tiptop
foil,
it
they
rise
a
above
their
that
It's
lic reafei
ment. Tab Smith's combo maintains with laughter, that's bigtime.
their hands as '.veil as tlwir feet,
style of croonologjr. material even though it has to resort
sired the Crosby
a fetching rhythm, Houdini'S Ca- a repeat date at this house for Miles,
the to the familiar mismatching of lypsoers are an intriguing novelty and* there'll be no limiting the num- adding to the all-round excellence
The two real comebacks of
of their terping.
headlines,
for unit while Lil Green shows merit in
and Jack pseudo-newspaper
ber of times he'll be back again.
week are Buth Ktting
Thelma Carpenter knows how to
the same Thurs- saucy laugh results.
the blues department.
The other three turns on the lay- put over a song, has fine stage presPearl. Both debuted
As for Brisson—the older girls' SiSmith's band, an earnest aggrega- out are Ijkevvise' clicks, and they ence, and gets the p_atrons eating out
day The vass-you-dere-Sharlie
natra-^the vigorous Viking is very tion comprising three rhythm, three include Connee
Boswell, Buster of her hand. She displays versatility
comedian is doing it in _a faur-a-day
today's flagship voomvoom with his nostalgic medley Sc.x, five brass and a French horn, Shaver With the midgets OUve, in her range of numbers, which intheatre, Loew's State,
vaudfltai,. at $2,500 a for the opener (how can you miss tees off with a medley and paves George and Richard, plus the heavy- clude "It's a dood Day," "Anniver0 TomWation
domg it with a gamut from "Cocktails for way for the comedy turn of Jackie weight Peters Sisters trio. Though sary Song," "South America, Take
week, and Miss Etting is
Monte Prosers Two" to "Beer Barrel Polka"); cur- & Tuflie. Attractive femme pipes a bill of sock acts, the routining It Away,^ "Happiness Is a Thing
at
twice-nightly
could stand better tempo, namely Called Joe," and "The Simple Life.'
fcopacabana,'at $4,000 a week. She's rent pops like "Lamplighter's Sere- "Sooner or Later" and "If You Were
Pearl is a week- nade," "Girl That I Marry," "Sep- the Only Boy" to advantage while in that dull opening efisemble numweeks;
Freddy Bryant, vocalist with the
three
in
partner contribs some fair ber.
band, clicks with "That's My Desire'^
stand at the State; and Brisson has a tember Song" and "Last Time I Saw male
Miss Boswell can still. turn a lyric and "Glocca Morra."
10-week marathon sfet at Johnny Paris," interspersed with racial tid- terping. Garbed in a cheek suit, he
Arnold) East bits like the Danish "Magadai" (busi- wins chuckles with' a flashing red with the best of 'em, and her choice
Lunceford crew jives plenty with
Boggiani's (Nick
Brisson's figure ness o£ shaking hands clubbily with light gimmick in his bow tie. Close Of tunes is still an object lesson. It a medley of "Perdido," "Like a Ship
Both street nitery,
mark.
takes courage for a gal singer to do At Sea," and "One O'CIOck Jump."
the ringside customers) and "Glocca to good returns.
is around4he 2G
Houdini'S Calypso troupe is
sock something^ like "Old Man River," Other numbers are "Margie," "FaWith his portable hand
Miss Etting is the news of the Morra.'
but
Miss
Boswell
does
it,
novelty
and
makes
tigued"
group
which
appacks
an
and "Wham."
great
youthLunceford
mike, impeccable tails, topper,
week. A great from Chicago, a
it acceptable, too. Ballads, rhythm
emcees as well as fronting the band.
on Broadway (including Publixized ful physique, perched on top of a peal not only to the ears but to the
White trousered, numbers, or whatever she deigns to Biz only fair when caught Saturday
by Paramount and jloriaed by Zieg- chair or on top of the piano, his optics as well.
do—Miss Boswell does 'em all well. (29).
Shal.
male-Helenmorganisms
like white Shirted Houdini, accompanied
sell
ield), a great oh Columbia records,
by three gals wearitig two-toned
Buster Shaver with the two male
a great on radio commercials, she's smorgasbord in Copenhagen.
Skirts, orange bras and farmerette
midgets and the lilliputian Olive is
slso one of the traditional brokenShow at the State
hats, frantically chant lyrics to "Gin probably the
"cutest" act in the
The saga of
hearts-of-Broadway.
the
rest
of
.respective
for
the
As
varieties.
s,nd Coke," "Frankie Sinatra" and
The midgets, of course,
The Gimp is now tabloid reading,
the State has a well-balanced "Mr. B. O. Plenty." Femmes weave are not there to be just "cute"; they
hut in her radio comeback, clicking bills,
Continued from page 2
with a cowle or three guesters on show which pit maestro Lou Basil (a to and fro in cadence to the melodies have dancing and singing ability as
Sam Levene-esque personality) em- while musical background is sup- well, with the unusually talented
the Rudy Vallee program, she was
Olive getting most of the plaudits, Radio Writers and Authors Guilds.
magically catapulted to reborn fame. cees from the pit, introducing each plied by a small outfit composed of
and Injecting a touch of intimacy three rhythm, two reed and two especially in that finale ballroom Hammerstein, although opposed to
*rhe Copa management will tell you
with the normal-sized the AAA, took the
brass.
Close with Houdini-written number
point of
that no headliner had the advance foreign to trench bandleaders.
Frank Evers-& Delorez dance on Stone Cold Dead." While numbers Shaver. It's a standard act that view that the AL membership
campaign she got, and It's a tribute
the taut wire for a seasonal circusy are well interpreted, it's doubtful bears repetition whatever the medi- should at least have an opportunity
to her ttiat Holy Week business is
um ip which it appearSi
as it is. No panic, but with nitenes opener. Perry Franks & Janyce give that Sinatra means much to Harlem
The Peters Siste*S are the open- to look at the new proposals.
folding like peace conferences she's out witb balletaps. Steve Evans treys and B. O. Plenty has long faded
With the strong sentiment against
plenty okay for biz.
with his standard mimicry. Sylvia from the Trtcy strip. Timelier tunes ing act, and the colored hef ties
know their way around a rhythm the plan, its advocates privately
»
That Miss Etthig and Pearl, in Froos who, too, has grown up with would improve unit.
radio into an effective songstress,
Smith's band follows with a jive tune, with the heaviest of the three have little hope that it will be
their, cosieljacks, are somethmg less
Rotund leader contribs a getting in a few comedy licl^s built adopted. However, they see their
ihan sensational is to be expected. clicks With pops, looks nice in a blue number,
around
proportheir
gargantuan
fight as tactically valuable in pushThere are ofily a handful of greats dinner gown, makes a production out solid sax solo. Identity of most of
tions.
ing the AL into taking a stronger
like Jolsori and Chevalier who could
of a special medley revolving around the outfit's offerings is lost since
As usual, the Roxy setting is good attitude on
continue great chrca 1947.
But it's- "Chloe"; but she should learn to test Smith seldom announces 'em. Tenor
copyright and other
to look at, and the lighting job is
to tlieir everlasting credit that the
the mike henceforth, particularly on saxman Johnny Hicks comes off the
likewise a nifty. But that leisurely problems, in its effort to prove that
"Harvest Moon" gal is the charming her deeper registers which blast. In stand to toot his own composition
is unnecessary.
opening Ugh! And that finale to an
songstress that she Is; and that Pearl,
the main, however, she's plenty. OK, "Saxology." Has a nice technique trailerize the theatre's next pic,
AL council is understood to feel
a
with Ms perennial straight man, Billy Wells & 4 Fays, more ctfeus and wins palmwhacks.
reissue
of
20th-Fox',j
"Alexander's
that
licensing plan offered by AA.A
Cliff (Sharlie) Hall,
rings up the stuff, close with their qlownmg, hoopLeroy Carrington, comedy dancing Ragtime Band," is too obvious. It
can be handled within the League
laugh returns that he does with a crobatics, simian takeoffs, etc.
turn, warbles a tune as an opener,
certainly doesn't enhance the cur- itself
revival of that old vaudeville trawithout a separate organizathen segues into a fast tap. Tall, rent show's entertainment values.
Copa Floorshow
dition, the sidewaU^ two-man, com.
angular lad does terp interpretation
tion. Plan, however, points out that
Kahn,
Douglas Coudy's revue at the Copa of "Re-Bop" accompanied by trumedy, talking act.
would be subordinate to the
Sime in Vabiety, June 15, 1927 has good songs by Bob HilUard and pets. Garners good reception.
League
and is merely the means by
€apltol«
reviewing Miss Etting's Broadway Sammy Mysels, and some tiptop cosHefty Lil Green, draped in floorwhich the League, through its
Woshiiigton, March 28.
debut at the Paramount, had this to tumes designed by Billy Livingston length gown plus a tiara of yellow
(Brooks), with Paul Winchell as add- roses in hair, is billed as "Queen of
"Showtime of 1947" with Slate guilds, would carry on the function
say m part:
to
of
repository,
continues
licensing trustee ah(}
Ventriloquist
Grant,
Bros.
Monroe
Lucienne
&
(3),
ed starter.
the Blues Singers," She packs plenty
Ruth Etting waited quite a
err in being a bit too fresh to some of volume and sells "Last Go Round" & Ashour, Betty Jane Smith, Fay other work.
while before making New York
of the customers Who, if they look and "I Got Bad News Baby" nicely. Carroll, DoTQihy Byton Girls (12);
would be established by the
professionally, but she accomlike squares, certainly don't Uke to Blues are her forte but she errs in "Swell Guy" (if).
four guilds in the League and the
plished two muchly desired rebe spotlighted. Winfchell has evi- piping "That Old Feeling." Hit a
chairman of the board would alsults
The customers get better than
within
two days last
denced misjudgment on this score in couple sour notes and her sales
ways be the preslderit of the Auweek after reaching Broadway.
the past but, otherwise, he has a nov- technique isn't so good on pops. average this week, as the Capitol
thors League, according to new reThursday she signed a contract
elty voiCe-throwmg routine that can Closes
with comes up with a tab show marked
reception
to
solid
port.
Modified by-laws of
bounce,
nifty
and
nice
costumhig
by
with
Ziegfeld's new
play (arid has) anywhere.
"Romance in the Dark" where effect
,9P^"
a
12-girl
line.
Headlining
are
.follies' and Saturday, on her
the
would place a seven-year limit on
Fernando
lookers;
are
The girls
of her voice is heightened with
iMew York premiere, made good
three Slate brothers with a line of the leasing or licensing of material.
Alvarez is a good number-leader for dousing of house lights.
»t the Paramount. While Miss
There would be no discrimination
"Brazilian in a MiUion;" Steen &
Wiltshire along patter so fast that although it occaGeorge
Pigmeat,
Mting had a long wait, she
Tasher do their terp interludes effec- with John Bunn and Sybil Lewis sionally fluffs, there is always some- on acceptance of material by the
reached the pinnacle of every
thing new and lively coming along
tively; Michael Durso makes with the supply the house's standard comedy
for reason of content or the
single
for a pick-up. The Slates are woven
1
a night, whereas other
dansapation and also straights for blackout. Quartet, per usual, is well
writer's race, religion, political besingles have waited
in and out of the tab, working alone,
for years
Winchell's dummy. And withal the received..
with the other specialties arid with liefs or guild, union or other or•i'^nd in a
Ziegfeld
show,
I",
show is a good setting for Miss Etwhile others are stUl waiting.
the line. They hit. peak twice, once ganizational-affiliation. Material that
ting.
with a penny arcade stunt in which violates any penal law could be reEvery once in while, in the
C.
Of the special floorshow material
two play machines and the third jected. By-laws permit the withpast, Variett
has had a review
"Strawberry
Hilliard-Mysels,
bv
Kansas City, March 28.
drops in the coins; the othef, in an
"
5 tiews story about Ruth Etdrawal of member guilds, as well as
Moon" and "Easy Going (Hard to
Ted Smith, Carl & Arlene, Charles adagio dance with a dummy gal.
Get" are of unusual calibre for a
rSI,"* ^'^iS^S"' It was always
Fay Carroll, nice looking gal with the withdrawal of material assigned
Jack
Bohby,
& Betty Gray, Butch &
They called the girl
hSi'^ago.
floorsliow score.
upon proper, notice,
The Sweetheart -of Chicago,"
Parks' Tower Orch (9) tuith JVorma a pleasing voice, sings "Prisoner of by a waiter
Foreword to
report to the
looked as though they
Werner; "The Brosher Doubloon" Love," while the Slates clown On all
She later comes League declares supplement is pub^^
Olyinpia,
and "Fabulous Suzanne" sides of her.
(20tfi)
"^"^ down in or around
H?" t "
through with nice versions of "Cof- lished as a service to all profesthe
Loop for life.
Miami. March 28.
(Rep).
fee .in Brazil" and "South America
Recently she became an exVaffOboJids (4), Eddie Schaeffer,
sional writers and to the four AuTake
It
Away."
Leuns & Oliver, Florrie LoVerr* &
recorder for Columbia
It presen(tS
House had something of a problem
Lucienne
Ashour offer an thors' League guilds.
and that meant something.
Lou Handman, The Albirtas (2), Les on the Friday opening in getting this Apache with &a comic worm turns discussion both for and against the
Rhode House Otch; "Cms My
selected as the
which the distaff side winds
plan and includes all modificail»ni
layout trimmed to the usual 35 min- twist in
tnest girl in America, and
Heart" (Par).
up by pasting her partner and mop- tions of the original proposal along
acts, were
the
of
two
least
at
utes,
as
Couple
ping the floor with him.
rnmi u ^''"Sh title to be overcurrent
Only marquee values
With these of tap specialties, are presented by with tentative by-laws and articles
show woman. And
loaded with material.
incorporation,
of
attempting "to'
layout lies in topliners. the Vaga'^^^ to New York to
out for later shows Betty Jane Smith, a nimble and at- meet as objectively as possible the
bonds, and Eddie Sohaeffer, familiar spots ironed
weeks with the
Pm,i
classes as above average. tractive dancer.
,
to
area through frequent bistro v^eek's bill
for sorrie top laughs are arguments, misconceptions and misGood
ParaZr'*? '"^'1 orchestra at the
setting,
Easier
to
Most of it adds up
In a spring and
sho^i^^ings.
a picture house.
Monroe and Grant on a tramooline. representations provoked by the
Anrt H,?°'v
vaude.
well paced and satisfying
signed.ior theband opens with "Easter Parade" It was the first bedspring specialty first AAA statement."
Touw" w.lthout anyone
Vagabonds score from opener
in the
Zi°ife
and seguds to "Melancholy Baby" on the Capitol stage in a long time.
with their musicantics. Musically,
Smith
What really .stops up the revue,
jn the st^a^fe'' ^'^^'^^
for Norma Werner's solo. Ted
their stuff is on the hep and zmgy
emcees and brings on Carl E,nd Ar- however, is the slick lino which
side. Added comedy makes for sock
dances well and offers one difflcult
a
cabaret
sing-,
lene, balancing act. Latter balances
InstitiitiQiial
^A'^^M^'^-^F^'
overall effect with the pewholders.
various number in which half work on stilts.
assumes
act,
he
while
and
now
Carl
atop
luth mr''^
.—il
Eliminate some of the blueish stutt
line
is, colcfrfully
costumed
Continued from page i
poses on table top, teeter and milk The
her ch^n''"^ J.I gO'"g to -have
utilized in nitery appearances to
^"^y
'"^y
Get nice recaption. Discov- throughout and the sets are several
bottle.
not tell ?v,'
wham with their versions of An- ery
above average vaude pro- top hits. He thinks many potential
night winners. Butch and Bobby cuts
its
-^^i *8lent will find
numRussian
on
takeoff
gelina."
a
ductions.
Lou'e.
*'^c show business
theatregoers ore discouraged by a
aero contortion routine
of Am»
of Richman, Ted follow with
impreshes
bers,
^^"^'^^ vaudeville
false idea, carriecl over from the
sets well with audience.
book"s
Lowi.s and Jolson. for begoffi. Bass that
wartime boom period, that it is imSmith takes his turn s.t comedy
Pete Petersen and deadplaveiTurban
pos,siblc to get seats without paypanned accordionist supply luu chatter, monology and song patter
ing a broker's premiurii.
quiet delivery leaves a
measure of laughs on the comedy with a bit about a sidewalk barker
Hollywood. April 1.
the
to
imsimilar
particularly
salesman,
whiskey
Petersen
and
biz. with
Ads al.sD might be used, Levin
Bob Hope will venture into the
An extl"'"P''®£^'°'^ right away,
Gets
stunt.
mugging.
screen
plastic
Skelton
his
with
Red
pressing
promote off- week' and offthe ISf'y pleasant single for
- he could d(. Aral>iah Nightii, or a modern replica feels, to
but
•Schaeiter, .a long, across fairly well,
Eddie
Emcee
houses.
Miss Etting
For instance,
wLri f,
with witlTout 'some of the song patter for (hereof, as title rolor in "The Caliph season .attendance.
lean guy. adds to laugh side
the
more
Wtiriat^;,=^r^y°P
theatregoers might l>e appri.-Jcd that
own spot fa.ster pace.
ol. Bagdad," for Paramount.
his smooth introing and
the *ll^ir^H?'=Jiouses, whib for
b.o.-.«lack
Holy
traciitionaliy
shows an easy, mgratiating style
Picture will follow "Paleface" on the
Flo Ziegfeld and
Charles f.nd Betty Gray clfise
Stan IP'J'es"
is
stuff
his
a
5>narpe need not worry if
that clicks. Most of
P. J. Week or midsummer periods are a
the Hope shooting schedule.
.show witli what .starts out to be
"i
"Nakoma
his^
P? right songs are
i.s
string
fresh. Topper
furnished
comic terp, but winds with, a
WoUson will produce, from a fan- good chance to see the shows for
this
girl,
which he works on "special mateshenanigans on Cliarlcy
tasv by Edmund Hartmann and which they've been aiming to get
of some of comedy
trumpeting.
rial' writei^. With addition
with
hot
A lot
Close
basic nart.
tickets for a long time.
'
Qmn. iTashlin.
'^oWs good. She new gags and '^tieugthenmg of
still ha,
nas class,
looks to be
personaUty
lused currently he
Srk
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Of areciins

• To make dreams like this conto show them with the
vincing

plays an Important part in giving

American movies their high stand-

4 . ,

smoothness that brings
reality

*

.

.

life

and

ard of technical excellence.

that is the job of the

man.
only one of

If the optical- effects

play this part to the

optical-effectiii;

Yet

it is

contributions to

• • •

his. many

modern

man

full,

is

to

he must

use dependable film of superior
quality. That's

pictures.

why he usually pre-

work with

the large and

By his $kill with the optical printer

fers to

and
wipes> of dissolves and laps ... he

well-known family of Eastman
motion picture films.

*

.

.

his production of fades

EASTMAN ICODAK COMPANY
KOCHiSTIR
1. E.

&RULATOUR,

PORT LIE

•

4,

N. Y«

DISTRIBUTORS

INC.,

CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

,

I
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Ibiras

to

St. Louis.

Skouras, head of Naand Fox-West
*ihnaf Theatres Co.,
regained control last week oJ
HteMiSSOuri, a midlown.3,500-seater
virtuaUy regained control

Kt

^fl^as

and the St touis Amusewhich owns and operates
county,
arnabes here and St. Louis
jumowncement of deal was made by
realtor in
CftSeWE! M. Turtey, large
tonis and manager of Missouri
house,

ruft

Co.,

Building Corp., owner of
tag, and AmtheStre bearing that
Corp., which owns
Sador Buildingand
the Ambassador
fh^AiWbassador
lavestoent Co.
.
, ,
* Notice has been mailed to holders
Builduig Orst mortn{ Ambassador
and
ease fee and leasehold bonds
hoiaers«Of common voting trust certhat the
tificates of the corporation
o«et for their bonds, «tc., at $101.75,
Oct. 22, 1946, by Skouras,
year.
ceased as of JMarch 31 this
similar offer to holders of Missouri
Tiieafre Building Corp. 'first mortgage bonds and holders of voting
in
the
corporation
certificates
trust
also iX same price also was withTheatre

'

;

S^n

A

^'^Bepoited effect of the deal is that
Skouras will now direct the management of the two large houses and
those of the St. Loujs Amusement
Co. through Harry C. Arthur, Jr;,
manager of Fanchon
gener?il
ferco's interests ihat operated the
pr(8ierties flirou^ a iO-year lease.
Since expired.
has been reported several
It
times during the last few years that

&

tiieir

who began

brothMS,

Skouras

tile

careers in

show husiness In

working in local

Lovlis after

St.
hotels,

were anxious to regain the properthey lost through litigation
ties
many years ago. It ws-s regarded as
a gesture- to show those in the
amusement field that they could return to the city where they first
gained success.

has been reported that the
brothers are willing to

It also

Skouras

management

place .responsibility for
in the hands of
his associates.
to Iterate the

Harry Arttjur and

F&M

will continue
Fox, a S,000>^ater
and the St. Louis, a 4,0007Seater,
both in midtown.

Kansas City.
Charles' Skouras headed a contin„

geniwf national Theatre execs here
i»eekend on a. tour of company's
divisions, preparatory to launching
annual spring showmanship
In a talk to the 125 Fox Mid-

last

the

drive.

west managers assembled

nearby

five

here from
Skouras pointed

states,

out that 28% of the company's net
earnings are paid 6ut for employees

and boauses, ,

benefits

B &Q

Associates,

New

England circuit of 22 theatres, have
acquired a one-half interest in the
Tremont
theatre,
Boston,
from
James Mage. B
recently took
over nme Cocaiis houses in ISTew

&Q

Jersey.

The Tremont, a 2,200-seater in
aowntown Boston, will be switched
to a tlrst-run house.
Operators plan
CKpenditure of $250,000 to renovate
and re-equm the theatre. Berk &
brokers, handled

the^iS

theatre
m,

Iheatre

Owners Add 3

Hn>nses
Cincinnati.

^

Owners Corp. of CineincZa^^^ f^^^'^ Auto-In and Dixie

"^w Drive-In theatres
/re opening soon, and
p,„i
ti^?* *eatre, Miamisburg, O., to
housM
It buys and- book!
It
for.

W„

^

Srvictag

theatres that'

it's

F.

Brooker.^'^ramotint

PJoMi Sifoeciatjting

_ V

Charlotte.
,
r
lannuzzi, salesman fOr
at its branr" here since

.

customers.

Anoflier phase of the battle are
the new raids on agency personnel.
been made branch With a number of the agencies exmanager for Charlotte. PromoUon panding their film departments as
was made by Ben Kahnenson,
part of the drive for more accounts,
general sales manager, to become
copywriters and
account
effective April 7. Charlottee branch artists,
IS
under supervision of Norman execs have been a particular target
Ayers, southern division manager.
for operations. It's claimed that perlannuzzi supplants John Bach- sonnel raiding tactics are also in the
man, who resigned to become dis- unethical bracket.
trict manager for United Artists
A hot fight for the smaller indie
Atlanta. He has been in film indusproducer accounts has developed,
try for the test 15 yeairs.
agency execs say, because they're
considered
the royal road to prime
lewa. ini,. Mo., Beats
objective
major .company hiz.
St. Louis.
Bowman Brothers^ Macedonia, la., Agencies are out to prove what they
sold their Community theatre to can do with indie productions figurMartin Fetch, who plans a facelift- ing that the results will bolster their

Kalph
Warners

J.

January, 1945,

ha.s

Ee/reshment

Bill

N.M» Wastelands

Metro's

Grants to Plug 'Grass*
Gift of an acre of land
Mexico desert to film

in the

New

critics

and

"important" personages to
plug Metro's "Sea qf Grass" is the
other

gag; dreamed up
by Metro veepee Howard -Dietz and
his ad-pub staff.
Proof that the
land really exists smd has been
latest exploitation

signed oiver to the critic

is contained
an actual warranty deed, duly

in

notarized and sent via registered
mail to the new landowners.

—

i.

AH entertainment media would be
taxed to prosriide iaereased pay for
schoolteachers uttdet' a bUl being
prepared for introduction into the
Pennsylvania Stale I^Agislatuie this
week.
The measure, imposing an widis.

would produce enough

closed levy,

revenue, according to its sponsors, to
give teachers almost $1,000 a year
pay increases, avers Rep.; P. Bay-mond SoUenberger, House Education
Committee chairman.
Meanwhile, another House bill
which would empower cities, borouglis and townships to impose and
collect a tax on amusements has been
referred to the Committee on Munic«
ipal Corporations;
bill regulating Qie sale aud' re«
sale of admission tickets by ticket
agencies, introduced in the Senate,
has been referred to the Senate's'
Committee on State Government
The bill provides for licensing su^
agencies and provides penalties foip
failure to cOB^ly with regulation^

I,and 400 acres of it—was bought
A
by Metro froA the Santa Fe rail^
road on the locale of the picture.
Only hitch to the property-holder
is the fact that, if the Santa Fe ever
wants to extend a spur line through
the area, it has an option on the
m
land which can be picked up by
paying the grantee a sum efivi^l to
that paid by Metro lor the property. JPendiiig such a decision on
"
the part of toe railroad, however,
:
HoHywoo
the grantee can even build himself
United CalifOBoia Pictures handed
an apartment on his property if he Douglas Sirlc a director cohiract^
all
taxes calling for three pictures. Starting
so desires. Metro has paid
ing job.
claims to consideration on the part for 1947, but next year the land- with
the Hobert Cummings Starrer,
B. E. Allen, a banker in Perry, of the majors. The struggle is even owners will get billed personally by
"The Glass Heart."
Mo., Who recently purchased the sharper for indie business because
the state.
Philip Yordan and Eugcaie IVenke
Strand, in same town from R. L.
a number of the agencies, sighting
Idea was incorporated under the will function as co-producers.:
Bilbrey, has resold it to George
a
recessioii, thihk ,U'fi. howp(»sibie
Thye.
title, "Sea of Grass Land Co., Inc.,"
Walter H. Kahler wiU build a or-never to build up theff film take. with Dietz serving as prexy and
$30,000 picture theatre in Butler,
Herb Crooker, Metro homeofBee
Mo.
publicity chief, vice president i«tSesbiiffles
The Homer, Homer, 111., recently
ter from Bietz accompanying the
Balif
damaged by Aire, has been relighted
CoBtinned from page S
deed declares: "You may find a few
by Logan HedriCk.
Continued from page 4
gophers or rattlesnakes on your ton exchange, succeeding John S.
W. W. Jessup, owner of the Kansas, Kansas, 111., has let contracts would probably let the theatre out land, in which event you may wish Allen, who was named a district
for a new liouse to replace one re- if "Stairway" suffered a sudden to write your
Congressman for manager some tim^ ag6, Jack Goldcently destroyed by fire.
demise, Warner execs aren't playing alfalfa seed.
Perhaps even occa- berg, heretofore Washington sales
Edward Ryan named manager of it that way.
sionally, bones TOay be discovered— manager,
has been promoted to
the Fulton, Cuba, Mo.
House reTheatre management set up a relics of the pioneer days. However, Albany, bx^di manager, ^UcceedittK
cently was purchased by the Bybee
sferies of screenings lor presidents' this is unlikely as the ehaiices are Herihan; Bipps, also promoted some
Brothers, Farmington, Mo.
Alfred Sorensen has sold his of civic organizations repping 50,000 that nobody ever passed through time ago to tile post of district man»
Casey, Casey, la., to WilUaffl Ijyons, women in Philly and another 20,000 your land. Think then of the thrill ager. Benn H. Bosenwald, Charlotte
in the immediate environs. Some when you first set loot on it."
Clear Lake, la.
branch manager for the last eight
Arthur Van Dorin, owner of the 10,000 cards were made availahle to
"The taxes for 1947," the letter years, has been named cliief of the
Strand, Mystic, la., recently pur- those viewing the film to recommend continues, "are all paid up and tliere Boston exchange, succeeding Thomas
chased the Moravia,. Moravia, la., patronage by friends. The badly was
are.' no strings attached, except, of J. Donaldson, recently resigned.
from William Gardner.
planned by the theatre without course, should you strike oil or gold
Jacques C. BeVille, Oklahoma City
needling by U's flackery.
or some other miiieral; then, broSier, branch manager, succeeds ItosenDavison, Nedler to Butte
Early developments along these will yon see strings. However, it wald at Charlotte. Succeedhig BeButte, Mont.
Unes on competitive bidding have is a cheerful gift. You, too, now Ville is Charles D. Lyne, Dallas
Recent film row checker-inners top flacks hoping their prayers have
have your place in the sun, just salesman since 1927. All promotions
Universal
include
Giff
Davison,
They'v«'been beating 2,500 miles outside JNew York City. take effect April 21, except that Of
branch manager, and C. P. Nedler, been answered.
Metro branch manager, up from Salt their breasts since the war ended In fact, you, too, httve ho place in Adams, who assum«J his new post

—

;
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because of alleged inertia displayed

Lake.

Perry

after first swing over
for Warners.

,
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drift

over,

is

oars.

Billings.

they're

now

operator,

theatre

Bridges house to

sold

Cecil.

his

fiistrib

Twin
new

McCiure,

Costs

Continued Irom page 4
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REAGAH

the personnel cuts at the studio, according to sales chiefs, served more
than anything to build up a "scare"

theatre on April

amdng exhibs and the general pubUc

1.

Drive-bi Drives Beaten
Minneapolis.
Opposed by Twin City indie ex?hibitors who claim they'd be unfair
comQetition for expensive yeararoimd theatres, drive-ins, seeking
to invade Minneapolis and St. Paul
suburbs, now look to be out. After
hot fights, two Twin City suburbs

thai a bdxoffice slump loomed in the
near future.
Industry, consequently, is wary of
starting a false recession, since, as
one distrib topper pointed out, "if

you holler fire long enough, somebody is certain to Ifeht a match." or
slump,
if everybody talks about a
they'll all begm cutting prices and
will actually ensue. Currejected applications to construct the slump
are
and operate such drive-ih theatres. rent boxoflice receipts, which
Twin Cities never have had a drive- holding at par or better than the
from

record-breaking 1946. make such a
uncalled for, it's
"scare policy"

promoted
RKO-Pantages assistant to manager pointed
by John D. Redmond, district manStevens

Succeeds
ager.
signed.

Wilbert .Day,

out.

',

Powwow

week of June 12 thru 18, im:l.
produced by; LiEON LEONIDOFF
designed hy: RAOUL PENE JuBOIS

TEX McCRARY

"or interesting
promotional tie-ins

THE FASHION
630 Fifth Avenue,

still

available, write to:

FAIR, Suite 370

New Yo.k 20

ruled 9-5 in favor of taking the oa.se
Supreme Court. Problem of
how to sell to Par partners under
the competitive bid method and
preliminaries on partial divestiture
were also gabbed.
to the

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, NeW York

Circle 7-2496

111 I*er(»aji

And

Ills .Tiunpin*

tTlvc

Barbmd

SMITH
Bros. Pictere

'The Two ilrs.

l>j" rrtrr Bodfrey
by Mark HelltuBer

WAmsss'

WABMKKS'

«TH STREET

S'woyatSI

St.

SA-G-W*

.

HOUYWOOD

BS PEKSON

ON SCBEEN
ThuiB,, April 3
B'way Shewing!

yiCKEY

<st

WALLACE

ROOHiY

BEiHY-

lOUIS BASH .a

MIGHTY
McGURK'

tMW't StutetncK

'The

CarroIIs*'

mam. bbcck

With
Directed

Jiil>)lc<i

STRAND

BROADWAY
AT

STANWYCK

*

Ateicis

Warner

In

JProilHced

CESAR ROMERO

PEC Mffr. tn Albany
continued from pa£e 3
Albany. N. Y.
Alexander back here as having been held in Florida during
PRC branch manager. He had been February.
20th-Fox manager in this area up
Gathering of Par's partners and
until last April. Then he was transexecutives presages important deferred to N. Y. homeoffice. Alexanon future policies. At the
der succeed,s Jack Armm, who- re- cisions
Florida conclave, it's been learned.
signed last fall.
Par's partners were asked to decide
whetlier the company should appeal
from the decree. A vote, then held,

expogition by leaders in ihe fashion industry

tfuHplirey

BOSAMT

Creator of "OiMsu the Uosr Blchard"

DICK HAYMES

Par

MStaSs

SMITH

SCOTT
"SIALil@N ROAD"
CAE CALLOWAY

Mn« OXliKKS

"

L.

f AIR

•

Zdcltary

IN WAKIv'KB BKOS. I'lCXtKE

.

re-

Alexander

-

'ew York Theatres,.

;

Gohn will continue Virginia City operation.
Don Lybrind, of Scobey, takes
over E. Dontigney's- East Helena

operator.

24.

saying,

•

Monogram's Don Tibbs selling
through here.
Bob Gohn, western Montana film

IBElASflM

chairman:

March

the shade."

Brown hack by moist exhibs when if came to conew territory operation on exploitation. Maybe the

Fred Weimar and Kenny Fried- and the exhib will start pulling the
man of National Screen Service in

Han y

'Conc<es«ion« /or

tin

New AmusNnent Tax

Harrisburg, Pa., April

WB

;

fflK !f»

i^Ui-OG.

Raises Via

m

in theatre.
Ru-ssell

Brooker's Territory
_William

:

toward more pix accounts.
Strengthening of a number of agency
exploiteer, will henceforth service Coast offices with added personnel
and top execs in the last few months
the local exchange
place of Jim
Levme, who's been transferred to is regarded as part of the movement
the Cleveland and Detroit beat. to bulwark defenses against the new
Brooker h.q.s in PhUadelphia and onsteiught.
will cover both cities with' Wash-*
Other Tactics
mgton, his former sector, trans"
Charges are voiced by several
ferred to Maxwell Joice.
agencies that producers have been
approached, unsolicited, by competiDavie's B. C. BKO Spot
^ tors who've prepped campaigns for
James F. Davie named KKO's pix slated
for eatfy release in an
branch exchange manager in Vanattempt to 4ug it out with the escouver.
WUliam S. Jones, former
branchy manager, wiU act as super- tablished agency. It's claimed that
such action is unethical and that the
visor of the "Vancouver exchange.
growing practice spells a knockdown
fight to ward off continued raids on
laninnsEt Charlotte WB Chief

Newcomer

Mycocks-KUpatrtck Add 1
Donald Jaycocks and Alexander
Kupatrick, prez and treasurer regieetively of

Fa-TeachmWouklGet Nearly $1,000

PlxAds
in a drive

,

Sico^as Baddies in K.C.

Ohikau

Lois House,

Diers; News Froi leys

^<harles P.

St

27

1 St.

Continued from page 9
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—.RADIO

BEEKY TAKES 'AUAS'
Hollywood. April 1.
Wallace Beery's next starrer for

Metro will be "Alias a Gentleman."'
to be produced by Nat Pcrrin.
Story deal.s with an old jailbird
who suddenly inlicrits a flock of
coin.

,

CITY MUSIC HAUt

KociteftUer Center

RONALD COLMAN in
"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
inrroduciag FEGGY CUMMIHS
A
I The

20tli

Music

CcBtUiT-Fox llctani

Hairi STMI Eactor Ctw* Vtxm\

.

.

,

Wedn^^«

nrnwo

UN

PU

Ifflnepiints

Washington. April i.
hearings on Asst.

-f

stations got a loolcisee in New York
Thursday (27) at blueprints for proposed bfosdcast iaoilities in the new
TJnited Nations capital to be built on
And the
M*inh«ttan's east side.
broadcasterSj who had some beefs

Congressional

PilBam-MBSilonepoiiii'

Transcription Showcase
^

at early XJN
sessions, especially at Hunter College, found the plans good. "Emi-

nently adequate" was the way one
net exec described them,
Reprissentatives of the four major
webs and of eight N, Y. stations iriet
with Chris Cross, UN liaison officer
for American radio, to look at the
plans. While gathered, the group,
comprising the standing committee
of U. S,. radio correspondents accredited to the United Nations,
elected Ted Church,, CBS director
of hews broadcasts, as 'chairman for
the ^iisuihg yeat. He succeeds Stanley P. Richardson, (issistant to the
OTC veepee in charge of news and
international relations.

For

New

Shows

Platter

WNEW

Deal was set with Frederick W.
Group also named Church. Cliff Ziv Go. to use their shows the first
Evans of WLiIB, and an OIC (Office three weeks, with a Wayne King
program
Friday (4), a Philo Vance
of InfcMrmatipn on Cultural and International Affairs) representative airer next week and "My Favorite
to be chosen later, to serve as a Story" week after. Deals have also
been
set
with NBC's transcription
working committee.
Proposed facilities detailed by division and other outfits.
Cross include 18 broadcasting booths holds option on all these shows for
four
weeks,
getting first crack at
for the General Assembly hall, 12
for each council room, and eight for any aired for sponsors.
Station has also inlced Louis Uneach conference room. In addition,
three studios would be set aside for termeyer, poet aqd anthologist, for
use by nets and stations wishing to a i3-weiek series, "Let's Balance the
originatei special; programs within Books," in association with .Saturday Review of Literature. Show, in
the UN capital.
A general press and radio Writing quiz form, will have Untermeyer, as
room is planned, with cubicles open- emcee, and a panel of three authors
'ing off it set aside for newspapers, discussing oddities in literary field,
stuff,
etc.
Program,
press associations, radio networks personality
«fid stations. Twenty-five of these starting April 13, and running a full
ofifices
would be given over t6 hour, will be on light, humorous
•

WNEW

'

,

,

WOV,

His
Telecommunications
outfit,
its plantain Passaic, N. J
putting finishing touches on two
models of a simplified recorder
which can be plugged into an ordinary hompFM receiving set.
The two models will gfet their
_
initial
demonstration showings at
is

D^eslAirerSetTo

;

0 Ihru imnier

the American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. convention at the Waldorf,
N. Y., April 22-24.
Facsimile machines which Capt.
Finch has produced thus far are
combination sending-receiving units
designed more' for. commercial use,
such as by chain banks-, than for

Kansas City, April 1.
Reader's Digest, Radio Edition,
sponsored by Hall Brothers, greeting card manufactureirs here, will
its

CBS

broadcasts right

summer following a demade after a. conference be- home
company execs and Foote,
Cone & Belding agency.
cl.sion

tween

Beginning in July the Hallmark
will shift to a Wednesday night
schedule originating at
p.m. EST
and being- rebroadcast for the mountain and Coast zones at 9 p.m. PST.
The Thursday night 10 p.m. EST .slot
which the show has held this season
probably will go to Hollywood 3tar
Time as part of a move by CBS to
make Thur^Klay mystery night, on the
ne^ for next fall'is listeners.
Jack Hunt continues as FCB exec
fbr .the account- with the program

CHFS

show

«

;

use.

WMAQ

IN

GALA

WMAQ,

Chicago, April 1.
Chicago's oldest station,

Grabs Coast Bowl

Easter Show;

Hollywood, April

its

tween England and Chicago
and preselitation of
vision sh<jw in 1930.

NBC Out

Hollywood Bowl's Easter

Among

credit.

those
claimed are first football broadcast
in 192.'); first tran.s-oceanic wire befirsts 'to

iBC

the

in 1928,

first
:

tele.

1.

Hope Hit

Road to New York

For Air Windups

'

NBC Huddles On

.in:

season's

Showgroers Turn Crix
1
Y\
1.1.
T»
Gabber's Package
On n
>

washup with Fred
spots, Hope will

one of the

NBC

Phileo's other platter star, Burl
aired on Mutual, is going on
through the summer without a letup.
Philco, incidentally, has toted up
all the stations carrying Bing (about
400), all those airing Ives (about
340), and added these to the five
weekly "Breakla.st Club" segments
.sponsored by Philco (220 stations),
Ives,

WMIN Makes Bid to Blind
In Special Weekly Airer
Minneapolis, April 1.
WMIN here is inaugurating a special weekly radio program for the
blind. Its theme will be education
and in.spiration and it will go on for
15 minutes Saturdays 11:30 a. m.

people with

sight,

Metro Wants to Boost

WBBMSipsTwo

Power for

FM

Station

its

station,

nally requested 4.8 kilowatts. St;udio
now wants 49.5 kilowatts, obviously
for greater coverage in the southern
California market.

The
Herb

application
Pettcy, g.m.

Now York

outlet,

was prepared by
ol Locw-owncd

WHN.

and

.sub-

mitted la--^t week to FCC. Original
apphcatiori has been on file for over
a year, and asks for thannel No. 261
(100 1 n!e^sev('i''!i't.

Hoop-Happy f*fin
Mmnerpoii
wcekeni.1 I't ;;riorage in locar
li.ry.
that of any prc.-ii.U'.i!;other event, Eij. , r
five of them in TwVn ,
cast the finals.

Cities
April 1.
^nt here
'io cov-

Stale ba
las't

'

'•('.ding
'

iunhc.-.-

;

•

.

.

:

Local

.stations

w

FM.

iWar.shnll,

Minn,, and

Outsiders wer«.
Minn.; KWLM,

ayain.st

1.

discrimination

prano, were winners over 1,500 contestants in a contest sponsored by
station in conjunction with the Chicago Defender, Negro weeldy.
is ofl'ering the pair for commercial aegis along with the rest of
staff singers and has placed them on
one Sunday show already, although
winners were just chosen March 26.
In addition, vocalists play a week's

WBBM

engagement

downtown

at

Oriental

vaude

hou.se.

theatre,
Contest,

which was open to singers between
ages of 17 to 24, had been going on
for six weeks.

WBBM's Canary Aviaiy
.stable of vocal talent is
WBBM, with station signtwo' new singers this week.
While others have been heaving the
has been
axe at canaries,
looking for unusual voices, pointing
out they all have commercial spanROfs, except those just .signed up in
the past two weeks.
At present there are 18 singers,
including two yocal groups o£ Jew*
ing

WBBM

,

,

each.

'Neither Snow, Nor
Stays Cleve. Stations
Rain'

Cleveland, April 1.
Gale-velocity
winds blew into
northern Ohio last Tuesday i25) and
put Cleveland's four stations on
"alert" time providing new.s bulletitis

and weather reports

,

for 'so-

lated Communities.

Schools were closed,

ed by

drifts,

stalled

in

WHK

and
cars.

roafl.s

motori.st.s

block-

ended up

WTAM, WGAB,

and WJW had their^ newsrooms working overtime tt'lling the
public of meetings being cancelled,
las-ses being postponed and road

V;

nditions.

weather conditions noreven newspaper.-; paid tribute
job done. by '•compfUtiVe

'hen
-

-.

'f

.

KVOX, Moorhead,

racial

of WBBM, local CBS outlet, is the
signing of two colored singers to
its
staff.
Duo, Ira Burton, baritone, and Harriet demons, lyric so-

WLOL. WMIN, and Wl
and

Chicago, April

1

Latest development in long-range
fight

Biggest

Hollywood, April 1.
proposed Hollywood FM
Metro has asked the FCC for
a 10-fold power hike over its origiFor

In Anti-Bias Stand

owned by

tipping them off

as to the best ways for helping the
^
wind, bi ind unit.s will provide mu-

-

I

types sandwiched between them.
Scheduliftg ol mysteries alter 8 p.m.
and giveaway contest regulation and
supervision are on the agenda for
*
discussions as well.

also will be directed to

WHAS

.

.

(Continued on page 40)

NBC

•

i

j

is more in harmony with the free
system of American domestic broadHollywood, April 1.
Despite the fact that NBC officials casting."
Elsewhere, Jtmes Shouse, v.p. of
have expressed opposition to the
limitation
proposed
oh
station Crosley broadcasting Corp., one of
breaks at four previous regional the seven private licensees, endorsed
meets with their affiliates, the pro- the plan and said he felt it did not
posal will be made again today "constitute » threat to our Ameri-

(Tues.) to 12 western state affiliates
of the chain,
is taking the
drastic step in an, etfort to ward
on the Nevada ranch and hunts and off severe criticism of the over-comfishes with Bill Morrow in Jasper mercialization of radio.
National Parki
Grbaner signs off
Plea is -that station owners limit
June 18 and won't return until commercial station breaks to one
'
Sept. 24.
per hour and the net, in turn, will
Crosby is scheduled to reach Chi make a comparable reduction. Loss
tomorrow (3)'%ith a, complete crew, of revenue' is faced by the .stations
including Bill Mon-ow and an en- under such a plan, but the net
gineering staff, to do the two platter points out it would take an even
stints.
Guesters on the first, to be more severe cut due to its effort to
cut next Tuesday
wUl be de-emphasize the commercial as
(8),
Groucho Marx and Dorothy Shay, pects of radio.
At the meets being held here at
On the second disk, set for cutting
April 15, Marx will do a repeat and the Hotel Ambassador, prexy Niles
execs will
Bing jlso will host Warren Brown, Trammell and other
Chi Herald-American sgports Witor, point to the seriousness of the critiand Hanfc Greenberg. Audiences at cism of commercials and to the fact
that
groups in Wajshington are
both s,eSsi6ns Will be comprised en
working to force a change in structirely of hospitalized ve'ts.
ture, with a remote possibility nf
Conflict of an earlier engagement
Governmental control of radio. Also
caused cancellation of a date for
slated for discussion in the dosed
Crosby to guest on Quiz Kids' Easter
sessions is a proposal to permit only
broadcast. Groaner was to be quiztwo daytime .serials to be run in
master, with Hope being piped in
succession, with shows of other
for a dissertation on the Bing's ef-

Announcer Charles Stark (''Can sical niimbers.
You Top This." etc.) has a package
ca^rrying the Bowl, from 5:30 to 6:30 show,- "Amateur Critic." on which
the fir.st audition record was cut la.st
SKbUs
a.m.. April 6.
Chief
NBC had refused the national week. Show has two regular film
Louisville, April 1.
event. Officially, NBC's altitude is or legit critics who review latest
Victor Sholis. executive secretary
that the requested one-hour i.s more offerings. In addition, program calls of the Clear Channel Broadcasting
than it can handle, in view ot other for a half-dozen people, taken from Service,
Washington, -has
been
equally important events. However, an audience leaving a theatre and named general manager of WHAS
insiders aver that conflicts with rushed to the studio, to air their following
retirement of W. Lee
Coulson.
Bowl hierarchy on details, many opinions of the Blm or play,
pieayime, has .chilled the net.
Show is now making the rounds.
Latter quit becau.se of ill health,
.

Breaks

Station

,

thfe

Program

Sunri.se

services are an earache to NBC, particularly since the handling of the
event requires so much detail, a-s
well as wrangling with the Bowl
board So, this year it's ABC that's

Crosby,

will hold a half-hour celebration in
honor of its 25th birthday April 13.
Program, 3:50-4 p.m. CST, will have
special transcriptions by Amos 'n'
Andy, and Fibber McGee and Molly,
who first started on NBC outlet. to ,come up with an imprcssiveJudith Waller, head of educational .sounding promotion figure of "over
division, and who has been with the 1,800 individual programs carrying
station 24, years, will be honored and the Philco me.«sage weeldy."
William Hedges, NBC v.p, will be

under direction of Marx Loeb and
music compo.sed by Jack Miller.
Rich KoUmar will continue in the
emeee slot through the summer with
Tom Shirley as announcer. Budget special guest.
Wholly o w n e d and operated
will be ti^tened for the summer
NBC'er with 50,000 watts has many
run.

'

WOK

forts.

SALUTE TO 25TH ANN!

'

'

ABC

Capt. W. G. H. Finch, New York
facsimile developer and manufacturer, is .prepping an early bid for
the lucrative market expected to de^
velop in. a few years for home facsimile recorders;

'

WOR

—

It's still indefinite whether Philco
will put in a sununer show on
while el Bingo frolics with his kids

which has

continue on
through the

unii,

wire

!ind

his

Home

•

WUB, WNlTC, WQXR,
WMCAahdWOR.

mitter

Pepsodent tour
with broadcasts from Philly and
Boston as well as N. Y. He'll spend
summer layoff kicking around
South America, and Europe.

Bids t or

.

Plans are'only tentative', of coiufse.
Cross will toss the blueprints into
the UN hopper for final approval.
Individual Stations represented at
the meeting were WEVD, WHN,

by KLZ's mobile

close out his current

men

slip.

Sec, of State Willis.m Benton"* pUn
for a 15-man, publicly-chartered International
Broadcasting PQun4a«
tion to run shortwave prograramitw
are not expected until late in ihe
session, it was learned today,
Enabling legislation for the IBF
was torwarded to the Hill last weelc
bearing the endorsement of Sec; of
State George' Marshall. It is also
known to haVe the support of the
White House. Congressional opposition is already evident, however
and comes principally from those
who are against any form of gov

ernment radio operations overseas.
He does, however, have a~
made possible
In the Sentte, for example, Sen.
contract in bis
(N. Y.)
pack transRobert Taft (R., Ohio) is dead set
moat- pocket under which he is now doing
recorder
against any government conftol of
complete faclHtieB for the purpose 11 stints weekly for the key Mutual
broadcasts.
overseas
Seh. Arthur
In tile Denver r«;^lon,
will
station. If KTBC beckons,
klz, denver..' release him; otherwise he can stay Vandenberg (R., Mich.) by the same
token can be expected to go along
At present he's doing a fiveon.
Benton's plan.
with
week tryout, pitted against Alex
The legislation was referred FriDreier and Ken Bani^art, for the
day (28) to the Senate Interstate
Thomas role, latter having wrapped Commerce Gonunittee,
headed by
up new sponsor' deal whicli will WUlace White
(R„ Maine ) and Senshift" him to CBS or ABC.
ate majority leader.
On the House
Putnam did a flock of chores at
side it was turned over, to the House
Mutual before his exit, including
Foreign Affairs Committee, whose
narration on "Spotlight oji America"
chairman is Rep. Ciharles Eaton (R.,
(now cancelled), pinch-hitting lor
N. J.).
Gabriel Heatter for several weeks,
Meanwhile, the National Assn. of
and I? noon news in combo with Al Broadcasters
faye qualified support
Warner from Washington. Robert
to the IBF as "the most practol
Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, Gardner has taken over the N. Y. proposs.1" right now. Admitting that
who've traveled roads to Morocco, end of the noon news.
shortwave operation by private liZanzibar, etc., are hitting the road
censees is not "now economically
to Manhattan, but by separate paths,
feasible,"
the Assn. went on to
for their season windups on the airrecommend that "during the existwaves.
ence of this public corporation, further explorations by both the indusCrosby will cut two Philco plat-'
try and the government be made
ters in Chicago, with Groucho Marx
into the possibility of conducting inguesting' on both, during the next
ternational radio in a manner which
fortnight, tijeft head for N. Y. to
significant events is

Allen

.

spacious.

MACK SWITZER

with considerable to-do and buildup
by Mutual a few months ago, is getting a crack at t«well Thomas' spot
on NBC-^but he's not going to fall
back on Mutual if he loses out. JMBS
has quietly handed him the pink

Spot repm-ting o£ 'important and

wax

side.
.

-The plans as they stand call for
the same number of booths for Security Council coverage that the
broadcasters now have at Lake Success, and four more .than they now
have for General Assjerribly meetings
aX: Flushing, but the accommodatiofts would be considerably more

of Special Event*

KLZ's DirBctor

C4).

.

Calls

er

WNEW,

Station has made a deal with
several companies to air their programs as a sbrt' of transcription
showcase. Further angle is that the
transcription companies do a circularizing job, writing agencies and
time buyers to listen to the program
on chance they want to buy, and so
giving
some free promotion.

NBC

George Carson Putnam, newscastwelcomed home from the war

Unusual gimmick, whereby agen-

air under regular broadcast conditions, is being introduced by
N. Y. indi*. with- a "One Night
Stand" program which starts Friday

WOR Tie Strong;

Will Release If

cies intei'ested in buying transcription shows can hear them on the

.

/

Ofer, -But

Programmed \i N.Y; Ini@

about accommodations

broadcasters.

DepL IntlShortwave Setup

Runs Up Vs. Congress, Industry Snags

New N. Y. Capi

ftroadcasters in
Radio networks and 'independent

State

Setup For
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WLAwm

Moms Jonp

Into Daytime

Hyp^

irograms,

Morris is. about to shatter^"
by
J,,Jnt in radio advertising inraanutacturers by_ jumpmg_

CBS Adding Fii-HoHr

Net Biz

in

ether

daytime

4

to

Ted
Book

givedirectly to

appealing
away shows
Shows are
Jewives.

Mutual

tual),

s

hQ

"Heart's De"Queen for a. Day" and
chunk of new
.we" Tljis is first big
in several
tuSness any net has haS

the

.

...

Gregory Hood" (Muneeded somebody to play

of

role

of

a

radio

u& by C«cU

strong steps recently to combat
was up for
rumors that
sale. Diio ran an advertisement

WARL

radio station bidders on the basis of
program proposals alone. Lawyers
on both sides of the issues are already readying court appeals, it \iks
learned today (1),

in all

a

new

station

in Brockton,

its

(Jiilton

decision on the fact that Plymouth's
program proposals were superior to
that of its nearest competitor, the
in other media.
Bay State Beacon Co. Both PlymDeal for the two giveaway stanzas
outh and the Bay State were made
sponsor their airing
calls for P.M. to
up of local Brockton men. The third
Mutual
live tiroes weeWsr over 200
contender, the Cur-nan Co., was
p.m. and "Deoutlets, "Queen" at 2
ruled but early in the race because
a.m. Presently 15
H, L. McClinton, N. W. Ayer vee* its principals were non-residents.
site" at 11:30
minutes of the half-hour "Queen" pee in charge of radio, left N. Y.
The Blue Book came into action
show is sponsored by Miles Labora- Sunday <30) for the Coast to go over when FCC got around to deciding
sustaining plans for the Jimmy Durante
tories, other half being
show between Plymouth and Bay State.
Gamble dropped next season which will be minus Bay State had proposed to reserve
since Procter
that tab some time back.
Garry Mooie. It's imderstood Mc- only i,T;'o of its Schedule for sustaining shows, and this percentage
"Desire" debuted as a pustainer Clinton also will explore 'ae possi'
about four months ago and has had bilities of wrapping up a Gayry was to be used entirely for religious
a -mail pull of more than 1,000,000 Moore show ^yhich might interest a pr«gramming. In other ^vords,
95.3% Of the program format was
sponsor.'
fctters 'since; that time.
Long nur.sing the yen to go on his to be available for sponsorship.
flm basiness from PhiUp Morris
programs would be available
b ahooii of no small proportions to own,, Garry Moore breaks up his Civicsponsorship
by institutional adMutual State of gloom was deepen- teaming with Jimmy Durante at for
season's close in June after four vertisers.
ini around N. Y. honnpoffice this
The Commission characterized the
week as net prepared to kiss good- years. His contract with Rexall had
three and a half years to go but the Bay State program proposals as
bye-to a couple of sponsors.
"relatively
Shows being yanked are "Double sponsor gave him his release. AS "basically deflicient," . . .
less well designed to
«r Nothing," half-hour Sunday night third owner of the package with inflexible and
meet potential' community needs."
flWizzer for Pharmaco, and "Crimes Durante and producer Phil Cohan,
The "lack of flexibility," FCC added,
of -Carelessness," 30-minute Sunday Moore drew down $3,000 'a week.
Break with Durante and Cohan is particularly indicated by the
(Continued *on page 36)
was friendly, as has been their re- negligible percentage of broadcast
lations throughout the tenure of time reserved for sustaining pro-

klnoz

Apply

to

Mass.

The Commission frankly based

WARL,

owners."
Idea was that price was so
fantastic, readers would realize
the whole thing was a joke and
pay no attention the next time
they heard the station, was on
the block.
WARL is only one
of several newcomer.s in the

The long-awaited test case came
week when FCC preferred the
Plymouth County Broadcasting
Corp. over two other contenders for

Moore Bowoul On

Washington newspapers as

follows: "Radio station
for sale for $999,999.98.

last

Doctor"
Be Ignorant" and "Crime
advertising
on CBS) as well as P.M,

Million

Washington, April 1,
Frank Fletcher and Kilbourne
Castell, owners of new daytimer
WARL, Arlington, Va., took

have the perfect court case to test
the FCC's Blue Book and the Commission's right to decide between

editor

inlfolves

continue to
Biow, however, will
other shows
handle the ciggie outfit's
Berle on NBC, "It Pays To

A Short

Washington, April 1,
The industry and the NAB at last

producer o£ "Case

radio editor of the San Fernando
(Cal.) Valley Times. S' help us,
says MBS' Coast flackery.

both aired
Pacts lor the shows,
are being wrapped
hut ot Hollywood,

& Presbrey agency. Deal
a switch in policy agencyhas had all
wise, inasmuch as Blow
business up to now.
of P.M.*S ad

Bliss,

named Alien Rich for tiie stanza.
So who did he dig up? A fellow hamed Allen Rich, who is

"

months.

By DOBOTHY HOLLOWAT

Mutual'* Riches

with two

Longfelt

radio picture which

D. C,

had

been rumored ready for auction.

•

YentatooiiOwn

loo kzy,

adio

teaming.

their

Day

Jeff

Til

alk

Three of the four major networks
apparently consider the annual Jef-,
ferson

It

believed that grams.

is

Moore, without an agent since he
discharged National Concert & Artists Corp., but under an employment
contract witii NBC, fell for a hard
pitcji by a percenter that he's ripe
and ready for his own show. He's
strictly out on spec, as he admits
nothing tangible in the way of a
sponsor has yet developed.
Durante and Cohan are now

CBS lies Tnunan

Day dinner a patriotic, nonaffair. Not
so CBS. Al- scouring the field for a straight,
NBC, ABC and Mutual wiU fast-talking foil for Jimmy's conaedy
style not necessarily of -the Moore
They're lining up candidates
type.

poUtical

though
carry

President Trurriah's address
(10;30-n p.m.) before the dinner at
Washington's Mayflower hotel Saturday

(5),

Columbia will

and will audition through the summer. Both Durante and Cohan issued a statement wi.shing their departing partner the best of luck to

not.

CBS' explanation, issued yesterday
said: "Inasmuch as both the
Lincoln Day and Jefferson Day dinners are, in effect, political gatherings, CBS has never considered this
type of program a four-network job.
In the past, CBS has on occasion
carried these broadcasts when the
tiitie was available. This year, however, CBS has decided not to carry
(I),

reports that jealousy
sponsible for the break.

qua.-ili

was

Theme

Where

Credit

of Stations

To

CBS has Procter

& Gamble's "This
Hollywood" in the 10:15-10:45 p.m.

Albany, April

Radio

re-

had

A

previou.sly

challenged

Kudo
Ayer

cidence of the ,^ituation

1.

AUie

Jinget and Al .Still man
is labeled
^m-t Turns and Encores," title of
^'^^ ^""^^ cleared with the
J
^aiurday
Evening Post, whicli runs
p}""5"^ P»ge under that name.

Week

""^

'"'^^

'^"^

many

On

was small.
listeners have be-

Disk Series
Hollywood, April

it

L

is

that

Cohn

speech and tree enterprise was demanded over the weekend by the
Conservalive Pf.rly, opposition to
the Liberal Party now in power.

•

On

j

i

—

!

.

'

.

Free Speech Menace

;

Show

great

Colman's calibre.
George Palmer Putnam in Hollyand Louis Untermeyer in
are serving as literary advisers to show, called "Favorite
Its Bipartisan Airer Story,"
and more than 100 famous
Seattle, April 1.
personalities have chosen stories to
local
CBS outlet, is be broadcast as their favorites.
KIRO,
bragging about a resolution pa.ssed
Colman's decision to do the platter
by the Washington state legislature airers reportedly was influenced by
commending that station's program, the topdrawer production scheduled
"Two-Party Lino," which broadcast for the stanza, with talent, music,
news and doings of the session.
writing
arid
budgets
direction
Party Line" was produced on a claimed to be highest in history of
bipartisan basis, with a representa- .syndicate transcriptions.
—-^^
4ive of both political parties, chosen
by their colleagues, appearing on
KIRO gave these
the program.
Fitch Denies Chucking
spokesmen a free hand and equal
time on the air each Sunday after'Bandwagon' Next Season
noon from 5 to 5:30.
Plans have already been laid to
Hollywood, April 1.
offer the program again in 1948,
Reports thai Fitch was dropping
and it will also be offered to other its Sunday night NBC time &nd
stations in eastern Wa.shinglon so chucking "Bandwagon"
for, a cheapthat the entire state may be kept er show next season have been deinformed direct from the state capi- nied in toto by the company, through:
tol on matters of legislative interest.
the L. W.- Ramsey ad agency, in
Davenport, Iowa.

Toronto. April 1.
Abolition of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. as a menace to free

No

by ABC.
by 'Harry Spears,

to Star

New York

Axing of

,

& Osborn agency, oil company's execs. "Although
Garland on doing tlie radio stations and agencies have
any rate, any kind of never underestimated the influence
W4xed stanza is out.
of the sponsor or program quall'I.V,"
said Smith in some candor, "credit
where credit is due has certainly
Whatr
been ignored."
Joe Miller?
The banquet is expected to draw
^Program ulilixing the comedy of
Mark Twain, Voltaire, Samuel Hof- 400. including many lop .sportseaslcollege and ball club coaches,
tenstein,
Will crs,
Stephen Leacock,
«ogers and other top humorists i.s
con.sldered

olman

With Special Resolution wood

,

^selling Jiifjs
•stmt .live. At

written

sponsorship.

Morgan said.
emcee a program pre-

Wash. Siliis Sakle IIIO

FCC's

1

oeing

Corwin's "One World Plight." Latter has been concluded and Godfrey's show is being shifted into the
9-9:30 slot under its new Lipton

percentage of "radio-wise", dialers,

JPY aHLAND

burgh, will present a

two

frey's

this trend,"

though admitting

Unusual ca.sc of kudosing is slated & Marks will be defending Blue
break out here April 21 at the Book prhiciplcs in both cases and
Warwick hotel, A group of more both may reach the Supreme Court.
Odd wrinkle in this first test ca.se
than 100 radio stations will toss n
banquet feting a sponsor (Atlantic of the Blue Book is that principals
Refining Co.) and its agency (Ayer) in both the Bay State and winning
County companies are
for "maintaining a high standard of Plymouth
It's no go with
DeSoto on a plat- broadcasting."
Stations are those local Brockton lawyers and are also
tered Judy Garland show for the
wits for a
over which Atlantic Refining has sharpening their legal
pre^Crosby spot Wednesday nights
sponsored some 2.20O football and court fight.
on ABC. Auto outat wants the film
game broadcast."
baseball
10,000
songstress, but won't go for a tranthe past 11 year.'!.
scribeiJ deal.
Demands
Sports Tribute committee." headed Opposition
Presumably there's still a possiFrank R. Smith, WWSW. Pitts
Mity of DeSoto, via the Batten, by
trophy to the
CBC; Called
Barton, Durstine

Ortly

CBS 9: 30Kl<»taa. segment has recently been shared^by Arthur GodTalent Scouts and Norman

1,

Here to
under the auspices of the
Urban League and Albany Inter-racial Council, Morgan
wouldn't venture an estimate on the

,

,

interest.

National

to

;

hypo listening

other dramat shows are presently
aired on a 60-rainute basis, one being Lux
Radio Theatre
(CBS),
which consistently rides the Top 15
Hoopefatings, and Theatre Guild of
the Air (ABC); which has a current
rating of 9.0.

.serited

Saturday slot.

iAXED

matic presentation rather than use of
big name stars of legit or flltns to

from too much

is ''suffering;

rially to

weigh programs in deciding
and can be expected to put
up a hot court fight.
Counsel for the winning company
was, Leonard H. Marks of Cohn &
Marks, who also represent Drew
Pearson and Robert S. Allen in their
fight to take over the prize Hearst
WBAL, Balthnorc. Coinstation

Due

Philadelphia, April

of the series will be Robert J. Landry, director of the CBS program
writing division.
Accent will be on effective dra-

probably from "too
much laziness on the part of listeners," says Henry Morgan.
On the
other hand, according to the comedian, the audience for urbane, knowing air comedy may be increasing.
"Fred Allen has contributed mate-

right to

Atlantic Co., N.W.

raiser

money" and

cases,

'Credit

period in opposition to
Curtainis set for April 29.
Tentatively titled "The Play's the
Thing," blueprints for the program
call for dramatization of plays and
novels. To direct the dramatsS, CBS
has imported a 25-year-old Gana-^
dian, Fletcher Markle, from Toronto,
where he has been writing and
directing shows for CBC, lately
working on latter's "Stage '47." He
arrived in New York, Friday (28)
to prep the series.
Markie himself may script some
of the productions, ?reem play has
not yet been determined. Producer

NBC's McGees and Hope.

Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
come accustomed to."easy entertain- Lee closed deal with Frederic Ziv for
ment," Morgan said, but he wasn't handling, oif .^ramatic transcrit>tions
erage, civic programs, educational sure they could be roused from their
starrring' Ronald Colman as narrator
broadcasts and ample time for sus- "lethargy" in a country where the and
occasional star. Dramatizations
taining features.
emphasis was more on money than will be favorite gtories selected by
Programs as Basis
on thinking. "Too much money is stars of radio, pictures, stage and
Since the choice was clearly made ruining radio," Moi'gan added, in- literati.
Lee and Lawrence write and
on the basis of program proposals, cluding artists In the indictment. Ralawyers for the loser Bay State are dio could be reformed, though, he direct and already have 42 shows on
making a flat Blue Book test of the .'3aid, "Radio could accomplish almost w^x. Colman and his wife, Benita
case and will go into the U. S. dis- any ta.sk if the powers-that-'be Could Hume, were in line for Jack.Benny's
decide how it "should be used.'J he summer spot but balked at a deal
trict court of appeals in D. C, as
less than 26 weeks.
Shows will be
soon as a final order is entered. concluded.
sold for local sponsorship and mark
Philip Hennessey of Segal, Smith &
first dramatic
series with star of
Hennessey, counsel fog». Bay State;

it,"

Is

.

The Plymouth County programby comparison, proposed a
60-40 ratio of commercial to susand revealed
broadcasts
taining
elaborate plans for local news covming,

Stow

9:30-10:30

Sez Henry Morgan

,

.''

29

CBS is about to unveil a full-hour
dramatic show in a move to povverhouse its Tuesday night program
lineup. Show will be slotted in the

Kuined by Oough,

&

"

Draniat

'
"

To Powerbpe Iiesday Ight .liieip.

OEtilCDllllI

PhiliD

S

'

Robbins' Switch:

From

,

'

—

di.slc .jockey Fred Robbins.
being offered agencies by a new
package outfit, Ted Corday & Wiff
Two are former NBC
Roberts,

.

Because of alleged outside political
domination, opposition charged that
Canada's nationalized radio system
.should be divorced frb.ti political
domination and be controlled by an
Conservatives
independent bor.rd.

m

i'caturing
is

Paley to
I

I

ALLMAW SPORTSCASTEE

^

Original story stemmed from rebusiness was off
the last

.shampoo
.Jockey to Adventurer f°'!^
badly but it s picked up
,-.,•,.„
--'
Midnight,
Midnight,"
adventure series few weeks..

"Mr.

i

'..staffer.s.

;

UJA

Post

William S. Paley, CBS board
chairman, has been named chairman

also has "My Friend Mul- of the advisory council of the 1947
rooncy," a comedy series by Al Wil- United Jewish Appeal, according tb
Bob
liams, Saturday Review of Litera- ;an announcement by Henry MorgenUniv.
tare radio critic, and .several other thau, Jr., UJA general chairman.
KYW.
of
slalf
the sports
In a statement accepting the post,
shows. Corday is director on "Betty
Allman, wlio captained Penn s
annual fee Crockei-'s Magazine of the Air." Paley termed the UJA drive for
present iiiLso .'^aid that the %2.o0
wrestling team in 1939.. will
natjonal ;.$170,000, 000 this year as a "cause o'f
Canadian s^et - owners iRoberts is onelime
levied on
.sports review roundup
a weeklv
'protluction manager.
imajbr world signiScance."
"
be discontinued.
i should
outlet.
local
over the

.

Philadelphia. April 1.
Allman. blind athlete of tlie
of Penn.^ylvania. has jonied

:

i

NBC

!

!

j

i

\

i

j

'

Duo

NBC

1

;

Wednesday, April

so

WCAR Bii Irks Fundamenl
Raise

Cry

'Leftist'

Washington, April 1. +
The Fundamentalist preachers are
pnce again pounding the doors of
the FCC, Congress and particularly
the House Committee on Un-AmerIcan. Activities to protest radio stations caneelling contacts for air
time.
Latest series of kicks comes from
evangelical Christian Temple of Pontiac, Michigan, V7 h i c h circularized

both the Senate and House membership twice last month protesting cancellation of its contract with WCAR,
Pontiac,

March

1.

'>

i

Following an feStablislied policy,
charged that
; FuiidamentaUsfs
H. y. Levinsbn, licensee of the station, was part of a left-wing or Communist conspiracy which is trying to
silence "men of God" on the radio.
In the same group, they placed the
New Deal government, OPA and the
Civilian Production Administration,
all of whom "discriminated" against
Gospel ministers.
Levinson had sileiiced one of the
regular Gospel ministers. Dr. Gerald
R. Winrod, who was also a defendant in sedition trial, author of
Winrod's "Defenders" and a confidant of Col. Eugene N. Sanctuary
and others accused by the U. S. of
"fascist leanings." The Church's protests had a strong anti- Jewish flavor,
pointing out that they had asked
levinson to be "tolerant despite the
fact that he is a Jew."
Ijje Christian Temp^le had paid
time on WCAR for over four years
the

Congress

?

that broadcasters know that radio doesn't need a czar.
And
of the Radio Executives
Club of New York know that
Judge Miller knows they don't
want one.
Even so. Judge Miller will a<5dress the REC tomorrow (Thurs.)
on the subject, "Does Radio Need
a Czar"?" Seated on the NAB
chiefs right and left will be network, agency and sponsor biggies—to shake their heads in vigorous agreement.

members

.

FRANKIE MASTERS

'

Cy

Langlois,

Lang-Worth Prexy,

hopped from New I'Drk to Chicago
on Monday, M.arch 31. to transcribe
Frankie Masters and the gang, who
had traveled direct from Dallas,

Parfiament Win

AskBBCInqniry
London, April 1,
A Royal Commission or a special
committee of inquiry to make a complete investigation into all aspects
of the BBC is to be demanded this
week in Parliament, with a view to
the overhaul of the administration
services Of the corporation;

The government has already ap-

Texas, for the recording session.
Four hundred jockeys in LangWorth's transcription net are awaiting eagerly these new cuts of "Music
by Masters."

LANG- WORTH,

INC.,

NEW YORK

CBS^Sfiirer Tiff

Over;£dbberIn

'

standing

tion.

Up to last; niitht fie ted not announced any future lilans.
Meantime, J, B. Williams Co.,
which sponsored Shirer, turned down
Joseph C. Harsch, CBS Washington
analyst whom the net had assigned
to Sliirer's Sunday slot. Soap company is said to have decided that
news programs have lost much of
their wartime appeal anyway andmay pick up a new Show with specific appeal to young men.

clear

—

Constitutional Liberties a group included on the^ President's list.
The reference was made by
Thomas Dowd, of Pierson
Ball,
counsel for Capitol Radio Co., also
applying in Columbus, Two principals in this cbmptey are Sen. John

&

that

it

is

has

satisfied

made

it

that the

present^methOds are "best suited to
the present -circumstances iri the
United Kingdom."
The government has told MP's it
appreciates "the need to insure that
the problems of a body like the BBC,

AFM Ban

5:45
it,

pjri.

period.

sang his shav-

swan song Sunand handed CBS his

day night (30)
resignation immediately afterward.
*

AM-Fi Dupes

NAB

Clronp
Rapped by
Ohio) and John Galbraith, who owns the Pittsburgh
NAB's FM executive committee,
Pirates along with Bing Crosby.
huddling in N. Y. Thursday (27),
Ed Lamb, who is competing with condemned the AFM ban on duplicathem, is the attorney who filed the tion of AM programs over FM as
first Mt. Clemens Pottery suit for
"the ^greatest single obstacle" to
portal-to-portal pay. Lamb denied FM's growth.
Group felt "every
he was a Communist, offered evi- means" should be einployed to remdence to the contrary and freely ad- edy this situation.
•
mitted promoting the formiation of
Beyond this, the committee recthe Federation during the war years. ommended that "FM matters" be

!s;

Shirer didn't want

ing oream-spohsOred

whose essential feature is its political impartiality, and which enters
so largely into the everyday life of
the people, are fully ventilated. They
Delegation of five representing
are not, therefore, opposed in principle to the appointment of an in- the 'Voice of Freedom Committee
and several other protesting groups
dependent committee of inquiry."
MFs will argue thiat a period of called on CBS board chairman Wiltransition is an elastic measure of liam S. Paley Friday (28), while a
time, and that the official blueprint small picket line associated with the
should now be brought up to date in delegation ptraded before the net's
the light of present circumstances. headquarters at 483 Madison Ave.,
N. Y. Paley told the delegation the
web, in yanking Shirer, had simply
exercised its. right to "editorial
on'
judgment in making assignments,"

(R.,

Como Happy Wkr® Me

Sunday

vestigation MP's intend quoting from
a special report of the UUswater
Committee, whose views on internal
broaidcasting afiCairs are today's official blueprint for BBG Administra-

government

integrated in all discussions of other
broadcast operations at NAB's 1947
convention in Atlantic City next
September, but proposed that one

Staying in Ciggie Sslup session be devoted to looking into
Rumors are flying, but they're just "various alternative methods of
complete duplicai.e.,
a song title to Perry Como. Singer operation
yesterday (1) denied .knowing any^ tion with AM, complete segregation,
exclusive
thing about a reported deal in the partial duplication, and
operation." Walter J. Damm,
works to spot him in a flve-a-week
CBS strip back -to-back with Bob WTMJ-FM, presided over the committee session.
Trout's news as a new half-hour
combo for Campbell Soups,
Como, under contract to CBS but
Leader Inlo Jock
on lend-lease to NBC for his thriceCincinnati. April 1.
weekly CheKSterfield stint, is well
Burt Farber. vet pianist and
satisfied with the ciggie setup and
indisposed to
doing a Monday- orchestra leader, is the biggest name
through-Friday, routine, what with in radio hereabouts to turn disk
his theatre dates piling up.With jpckey. bowing last week on a 12:45
CBS pressing for Comb's return, to 1:30 p.m. strip, Monday through
situation is developing which may Friday! on WSAI, local ABC outlet.
For the past year Farber has been
have to' be resolved by arbitration.
arranger,
composer and director,
also pianist, for the Saturday night
Dolan ttuits CBS
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Washington, April 1.
President Truman's list of allegedly subversive organizations is already being flashed in radio station
hearings, whenever one of the applicants for a publicly-owned radio
channel is or has been, a member of
one of the groups on the White
House or Attorney General's list.
For example, reference was made
at an FCC hearing last week, but
nothing more than a r^erence, to
fact that Edward t,amb, principal in
an application for Columbus, O., had
promoted the National Federation of

1947

Washington last week conter.
Harry Wismer,. ABC
ring with J. Edgar Hoover and President 'Ermnan on the juve delinquencv
question, with which Wisrter has been closely Identifled in recent years,
after
four weeks' hospitalization
Package exec Dan Kampel about again
for ulcers. ...Stanley Ross, ex-Latin American correspondent for AP and
NBC, starting weekly "Report on Jjatin America" Saturday (5) on 'VfciB
.Audrey Christie was to replace Lesley Woods in'"Crime Photographer"
(CBS), because Miss Woods is going to Europe with her husband, but now
.Mike Jablohs
Miss Christie is London-bound, so role goes to Jan Minor,
handling special events, promotion .and exploitation for Greater isf, Y.

Next Question
NAB prexy Justin Miller knows

The

MM

m

^^^^^^^^^^^^

^ckfist Cited

2,

From tb Prodnction Centres

in

proved in principle the appointment
of an independent committee, and
MP's will ask that in view of the
recent eorruption probe into broadwhen its' contract was cancelled casting the committee or corhmission
March 1. At the same time, it was should be immediately appointed.
The' last goyernroent ret>0rt on the
The battle of CBS vs. William L.
learned that liberal groups and
B'nai B'rith, a Jewish organization, BBC iststed that the time was not Shirer appeared yesterday (1) to be
opportune for an inquiry because of
had I^ged protests with
all over but the shouting.
Network
against Winrod's use of the station. the transition period following the
So far only one dengret^an has Te warr during which time the BBC had met protests in commentator's bebeen operating under completely ab- half by offering him the Saturday
f erred the protests to the FGC, it
normal conditions. But to add weight 6:45 p.m. slot in place of his longwas learned.
to their argument for an all-out in-

Bricker

.

'

FM

Shirer, in his closing minutes on
the air Sunday, made pomted reference to the Commission on Freedom

of the Press report, just released,
declaring press freedom is in dtnger; "But 1 haven't time, left to discuss it," he added, and signed off.

—

.

Cites 'Conspiracy'

Washington, April
rift

1,

took

on a new tuofn here last Friday (28)
.when the ClO-Political Action Committee called on the FCC to probe
Shirer's removal from his prize Sunday afternoon slot on the network.
In a letter to FCC Chairman
Charles R. Denny, Jr.. CIO-PAC

Director

Ji,ck

KroU

declared:

view of the recent firings
called liberal commentators,

"In
of so-

it appears to me that CBS is part of a
conspiracy to shut ofe the nation's

airwaves the commentators desired
by the people. This merits investigation.

.

.

."

.
,

,

.

.

WMCA

.

.

.

.

CbS sports chief Red Barber home Mbnday (31) from month of coveringDodgers in Havana
Easter program with Cardinal Spellman, Dr.
Franklin Clark Fry, president of the Lutheran Church of America, and
Lawrence Turner, baritone, to be aired Stmday (6) overs WLIB
Town
Meeting's George V. Denny guesting this a.m. (V/ed.) on Don McNeUl's
"Breakfast Club" (ABC) from Chi. .. .Beatrice Kay, the Gay 90's gal,
chosen "Queen" of the. N. Y. Antiques Fair opening five-day run April U
....Alice Frost and Ginger Jones added to "The Strange Romance of
Evelyn Winters" while Pert Kelton joins the ^'David J^rum" players....

John Raby new to *'Lora La^Brton".
Vera Allen. ad'ded to "YoUng Widder
Brown" cast. .Saul Carson currently doing a weekly radio column foe the
New Republic
Harry Marks has a package show, "Souvenirs," dramatizing prized souvenirs, making the rounds.
;

.

—
,

m mowswooB

,

,

,

Judy Garland deal f Or De Soto went out the window when the singer
on transcribing in the Crosby manner and the auto maker would
have none of that. Condition of her health dictated the so-called "easy
route".... "Duffy's Tavern" got the silent treatment from NBC last week
when a plug for Benrus watch was adlibbed. Engineers have been ordered
to fade for 10 secondis after the verboten line. .. .Campbell Soup and
Irna Phillips are on a deal for a daytime serial, which would give her
tour-a-day
Local spots are being integrated into Mutual-Don Lee's
"Johnson Family" in a .test to supplement the co-op and lighten the paj
insisted

—

load of the participating sponsors,
Terry Hay ward has done well with his mimic routine at private parties
and is going professional. Already landed three guest shots. He was a
producer at Young & Rubicam before the war.... Alan Sands completed
a new comedy sports package, titled "Clambake Corner," whifch will star
a sports columnist, format is a blending of comedy, factual sport episodes
and sport guestars. .Mann Holiner east for talks With his partners at
Lennen & Mitchell mainly about the Old Gold account and what to do
about the Frank Sinatra renewal coming up in a few weeks.... Hubbell
Robinson in town to look in on the second recording of the Jack Paar
show slated for summer duty in the Bob Hope slot.
Shirley Mitchell, who went east last November to marry a medico, returmng for her role in "Gildersleeve". .. .Maestro David Broekman said
to be putting his Hollywood experiences
between book covers while lay|"S off in New York.
.Dick Powell flew east to have a chat with "Ward
.

CIO

The William Shirer-CBS

,

Fund.
Robert Merrill, NBC "RCA Victor Hour" baritone, teeing off N. Y. CarRalph Edwards taknegie Hall "Pops" concerts May 1 as guest soloist
ing "Truth or Consequences" to Chicago Food show for nine days starting
April 26 for two performances daily at show, in addition to two regular
broadcasts during that period'. .. .Jack Barry and Candy Jones (Mrs. Harry
Leon tevine,
Conover) completed new aud participation package show
producer of CBS' "School of the Air," addressed 1,500 teachers at the
Teachers Radio Institute in Charlotte, W. Va., Sunday (30).
Jim Gaines, WNBC g.m., mailing platters of show to all stations saluted
last Thursday (27) on WNBC's special half -hour dramatic airing of
Variety's Showmanagement Awards.... MBS advised "Queen for a
Day" to play two-day stand at' Rotary International convention in San
."Author Meets Critics," switching to WNBC next
Francisco June 12-13.
.194'j Peabody awards
month, may go On the NBC net as 3 co-op offering.
will be presented at a Radio Execs club luncheon in H. Y. April 17,,.,
announcer Ted Campbell getting about with a cane as result of
snapping an ankle while skiing in Vermont.... Al Hodge and William
Adams into cast of "Evelyn Winters" (CBS).,.. ABC stai? correspondent
William McSherry off Sunday (30) on battleship Wisconsin for Naval
Reserve training cruise to Panama... Betty McKeever, sec to ABC's Murray Grabhom, has a 37-foot cabin cruiser for sale. It's Navy-built and
Alan Handlcy has quit NBC production
once was an admiral's "barge"
staff to supervise radio ahd tele productions for Jin»; and Tex McCrary, ,..
Clarence L. Menser, NBC progran* y.R.i booked to discuss network pro.
gramming before the second annual Radio Institute, Athens^ Ga.^ May 19.
MerrUl Towne, of Irene Beasley's staff, and Bernie Glazer of MCA lit.Burt -Squire, onetime manerary dept., married' quietly fortnight ago.
ager of WINS and of the N. Y. State network, added to Broadcast Music,
ABC prexy Mark
Inc., station relations staff as field rep for midwest
Woods and ABC v.p. in charge of stations John H. Norton, Jr., huddling
.Pat Frank, author of
with affiliates execs today (Wed.) in Fort Worth,
best-seUer "Mr. Adam," signed on CBS overseas staff as stringer in Vienna.
And Lionel Shapiro, NANA correspondent, covering Rome for Columbia.
Henry Morgan does a satirical bit role in a March of Time being released
today (Wed). Subject: teachers'. salaries
WNBC newcaster Charles F.
McCarthy father of a new girl..". .Ann Harding, longtime service division
Bill CuUen,
manager in CBS p'ress info, off on a New Orleans vacation
"Winner Take All" emcee, elected "most pleasing air personality" on student poll at George Washington Univ. (D.C.)
General Foods' "Portia
'Faces Life" (NBC) in agency switch, from Young & Rubicam to Benton
& Bowles, with Hoyt Allen directing for latter. .. .Willie Ulrich, WOB
technical facilities man, drew a ticket in the Irish sweeps,
"Johnny Olsen Rodeo Day," honoring emcee of "Ladies Be Seated"
(ABC), slated at Kerrvflle, Tex.,, annual championship rodeo July 2.,..

,

.

.

Wheclock about a new show for Campbell Soup
"Corny" Jackson resting up for a few days on a ranch near Santa
Barbara
Jim Ellis in town
for the bow of Tony Martin's
Texaco series. Myron Kirk sticking around
for the first few shows.

/IV

CHICAGO

.

.

.

All the nets covered the mine disaster
in Centralia, 111. March 25 with
special event crews broadcasting from
shaft. .. .Dick Lawrence, Wezlyann
lilden, Bunny Catcher, Bill Perry
and Everett Clark doing a bu.sman'S
lio iday stmt in "Night
Without End" legiter at 8th St. theatre, April 27. ...
Bob Jones attended district affiliates meeting of
in Kansas. City
Murch 29.. "Truth or Consequences" will air three
shows, AiWil 26,
May 3 and 10. from Chicago.
Art Satherly, v.p. o£ Columbia Records,
town visiting CBS hcadB-olsom,
continuity chief, back aflor t\yoS^t^^n
'"^^ward Nickey of
leaves to join Dancer^
pff!l
,1, e^",
eitzgeraw-sample
agency as assistant time buyer. .. .Myron Wallace interviewmg his 260th interviewee,
Morton Downey, on "Famous Names"

.

ABC

'Missing Heirs' Finds

ABC

Spot for

New Hunt

WIND

m

NBC
ABC's "Court of Missing Heirs,"
which expects to ensnare unprecedented listenership via an upcoming April
1.
.Robert Livingstone, for the past 18 months WBBM local saleshunt for heirs to a million-dollar man, has
been appointed ea.stern sales representative
of that station....
NBC dramatic program, "Curtain Gstfttbi is being shifted today (2)
^^Sl^'ary of Radio Writers Guild, back to vvork after a bout
James M. Dolan, for the past 10 Time," tagged by Mars Candy.
into the net's crea:mtime Wednesday f.fuh *.
W'^NB now has disk jockey show with pair of
years assistant director 'of sports for
Last year Farber directed an 8:30-9 p.m. spot.
Mnwhi
••f'^
Northwestern
students doing the turning. .. .Jack Benny at the Chicago
CBS, will resign Friday (4),
"Willie Piper," which has been
orchestra
on WSAI for several
starting April 9..., Walter Preston, WBBM topper, leaving
Following a vacation trip, he will months. He rejoined the station last occupying this period, is being r,?, r^lVJ^^*
two weeks. Trip was offered by Navy de*
return, to Ne^v York to consider sev- week for a half -hour series of break- moved into the tough Sunday 7-7:30 partment
n^rfmini because
K of WBBM's help during the war. ., .Robert GuilDert,
eral offers in' the ra'flio field, he fast music' shbws With John Chester p,m.' segment
(opposite
Benny)
' '•
dli'ector, conducted -a seniinar fdr 400 .^ttiijcnjs
said.iSmith, tenor,' five days a week.
which "Heirs" is vacating.
of
.

.

'

the
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Top 15 2^

Pi

•MarmTet TmV^dn's debut on the "Sunday Evenhift Hour" Morcii 16
sUyrockeUng the syiriph's rating from 2.7 to 18, laiided the ABC longitem among the Top 15 on Hooper's March 30 report Fred Allen
McCarthy, competing with the young soprano from Miaoft<I C/«trlie
sHri, uieren't pttshed off the list but dropped into the lowest brackets
EddU Cunier were, edged
ijtey've held this season. Bintt Crosby

mi

mf

SI[flll!

md

Pessimistic

out.

tisxluding Allen, McCarthy and "Sunday Mvening Hour:' only three
oTppdsitloh to the Top 15 crashed through the 10-or-better
'iVt

radio

pretty

health,,

TOP

opposmoN

Bob Hope
Jack Benny
Fibber it MOUy.,......-

28.,')

Winchell
tux Radio Theatre.....

26,5
25.1
24.7

l/ltalter

Tavern

Sunday Evening Hour

.>
.;.

Trend

10.6

36.5
16.7

Septembeh whei the season started,
listening was down, spelling bad
times for programs and sponsors

Telephone ilour

..

. .

Sun. Eve. Hour.

18,0

.

18,6

,

18.0

and encouraga complete

a definite

is

ing sign,

switbh on the; picture last

10,4

20.4
20,0
19.4
19,3

......

Charlie McGarthy . ...
Band\^'ag6n . ..... . . . .
Ij^. tlistrict Attorney,.

6.2

13,6

29,3

Sun. Eve. Hour
Bloridie

19.4

Charlie McGarthy
Fred Allen

22.1

,

>

.

.

.

,

30,1

steady ever since, right through the

21.4
17.0

month

of March.

,

January 15 Hooper report, for instance, showed a listener percentage
of 34.6, for the highest listening,

82.4

.

mark ever recorded. There were
more sets in use than .at any time
since' Hooper
started
publishing

memory

served him, however, he picked
up a phone and called Sen.
Millard 'Tydings, who had conducted the committee hearing
in 1933, Ya, said the senator, it
was true. Tydings even remembered that Trout used a broadcasting booth which had been
left over from President Roosevelt's
first inauguration ceremonies a coUple Of weeks be-

:

,.

,

Just to be sure his

Yet, in October '46, listening
started to climb, to exceed the imark
of October '45.
Climb has been

16.5

13,4

in

In

fall.

committee session for CBS*
March. 1933,

ate

as

aliead.

19,2
18.0

well

as

fore.

,'

Plans-

Most
.

Ifcswfe -Directors Ii

Directors

groups

except

.

for

the

Elirectors

try instead -of
as it it now.

There were slightly fewer .sponprograms on tlie networks
March than at the same time a
yesr ago. There were nationally 131
eyetling programs per week this
year, as against 138 la.st year. There
were 66 sponsored daytime shows
this March, as against 71 last year.
Ratings, however, are higher this
year for both day sfid night programs, with sets in use up considerably.

aiffjliation

cither.

with

AFL

aOXAFRAHike
Chicago, April

any

or

Independent "B" stations
reached an agreement with

labor group, despite tie with

SDG.

on

a

new

since Feb.

week,

W€KYin2SGSuit

1.

1.

here

AFRA
Phil Brestoff

Contract, signed last

a

SOr'i

and

'

-

other

is

Lining Up Toscy
Standins for Summer

'

is

WWJ's

half-hour

con-

'48,

and are

fail

to

jell,

a

strike

these

is

Rep. Harris Ellsworth

(R.,

Ore.), a radio broadcaster himself
(licensee of KRNR, Roseburg, Ore.),

denounced

the
excursions into' the
field. EUswOrth, who also
publishes a paper back home, disthe FCC'S "discriminating"
likes
against newspapers in radio.
News of the resolution drew
gloomy faces at FCC, which already
this
is due for a heavy drubbmg

who

has

publicly

Corami.ssion'S:

program

month before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations for independent offices. The Subcommittee is headed by Rep. Richard
Wigglesworth- <R., Mass.), who would
like to halve the FCC budget if
possible.

still

KMBC

said.

French StiH
Can't
Becoming

WWJ

AFRA

to Set

1ST

FM

Allentowrt, Pa., April

WSAN-FM,
,

,

<

first

1.

frequency modu-

in
liiticn radio brof.dcasting station
the Lehigh Valley, has begun operaIt will be on the air lor the
tion.

pief^ent from 3 to 9 p.m. It is owned
bv Lehigh Valley Broadcasting Co.,
\vhich has been operated by WSAN

for

many years.

i

j

the Government has denied
Soviet insistence was behind
recent request that the U. S.
should soon discontinue its Algiers
relay station to beam intorination to
the Near East. It's also taking a
firm stand against tatlio shows which
criticize the state.
Aftermath of the governments
suppression of the popular French
radio show of comic-balladeer Max
Regnier l^ist month was Regnier's
suspension by order oil Premier
Paul Ramadier. He later was reinstated only after all radio producers threatened to strike. Offending program had ribbed the fading gold reserves of the Bank of
France.
Government also has refused to
permit the broadcasting of Gen.
Charles de GaUUe's speech »t a
patriotic provincial ceremony. It is
monitoring the address and plans to
air .small portions at flr.st white the
for.eventual_
re.''t will be withheld
its

Up Lobby

the
within
of
overall
pattern
A. F. of L. political strategy.
Radio guild also will have a highpowered eastern press rep to "bolster
Permanent
public relations.
capitol lobby topper will be directed
by union brass, from the east, with
visits by AFRA toppers to Washington as well as radio per.sonalitleR
making pitches and appeals to goverrijnent bigwigs whenever needed.

It

that

For Anti-Labor Figbt

board.

Take

Paris, April 1.
increasingly radio con-

scious,

"Perco-

across the
an audience participator.

carried

LEHIGH VAIIEY'S

i

'

Congressman

que.stion was a one-day executive
hearing at which FCC members and
department heads appeared and described their duties and problems.
At the close of that session, both

Hollywood, April 1.
The CBS (WJR) and Mutual
AFRA is moving to set up its own
iCKLW) affiliates in Detroit do not independent lobby in Washington to
have any regular net programs, but fight anti-labor legislation. Step is
feed occasional special events to first of its kind by any theatrical
their nets.
group, except for AiPM activities

ts

'

the

cluded, had already made a start on
the investigation by conferences with
the Commission. The conference in

could be called at
under the
vote recently taken, Roberts

Which is carried over
NBC net Saturday mornDuring the week the program
known as the "Coffee Club" and

It's

Brace of summer standins for Arturo Toscanini on the NBC Symphony broadcasts has been lined up
has
by the net, Hans Lange, who
conducted the Chicago Symphony,
conwill baton four of the Sunday

I

;

Cotfttnerce

strike

ings.

is

&

.should

lator Party"
part of the

-

season
GASDiEllS 'BELOW*
certs following Toscanini's
7,°cter
Gamble is reported closer next weekend (6>. Succeedfavorably on purchase of a ing four will be conducted by Hans
of the
Whodunit, '-Man from
Below," star- Schweiger, regular conductor
Sydney Greenstreet, for its Ft Wayne (Ind.) Philharmonic.
*^iene product.
Black is among tho.-;e who
Frank
.
.on later
be inked to wield baton
A
&
S
may
and
JOyons
packdge
"""""
Pfte^*"'-°6>
IS tabbed
Sundays o£ the dogday season.
as the probable web,

woKmg

3:30 p.m., started

Interstate

,

,

NBC

1,

1,"'47.

For the flr.st tirne writers have
his orch with Kirk Wood, former
(Brestofl" is been included in the wage agreeBlue Barron crooner.
the husband of Dee Parker, Jimmy ments of the new contracts. Principal
station
affected
is
KCKN,
Dorsey songstress.)
The Brestoff orchestra feed brings where the writers standard wage
the total network program regu- has been set at $60 per week and
larly emanating from Detroit to five. other provisions worked out calling
Four of them are over ABC— "The for a five-day week and special
Lone Ranger," "The Green HOrriet," consideration for overtime work.
"Sunday Evening Hour" and Phil The KMSG negotiatioiis also are
WXYZ Orchestra. The dealing with provisions for writers.
BrestOff's

1
will he retroactive from March
and pay raises are retroactive from
.„;
Nov. 1, '46.

_

March
March

KMBC

March

22 as
part of a seven program lineup to
replace ABC's Met Opera. For his
network feed; Brestoff reinforced

WCKY

on the questions of wages,
nours and working conditions when
we union leadership decided to end
contract talks and walk.
AFBA members have refused to
^ross^the iBEW picket line and have
not been working
since last Saturday. Surprise
nature of the union's
walkout was indicated by fact that
we station's president and general
manager were both out of town on
other business.

eflective until
retroactive to

WXYZ

to

the original intent of the congress.
Said he; "There has come to the

.

the three stations sets the standard
announcer's pay at $80 per week,
about a 15% increase over last
year's scale. The new contracts make
the scale uniform for all stations,
where previous agreements called
for a different scale at each station.
The contracts signed last week are

Originations to Five

3

House floor, said the investigawas not proposed as a "witch
The Communications Act, he
said, has been on the books for 13
years and it is time to examine to
what extent the Commission is administering the act and carrying out
hunt."

Kansas City, April 1;
chairman
Signing of new wage agreements Wolverton and FCC
Charles Denny issued statements
between American Federation of Rapatting each other on the back and
dio Artists local and three radio sta- promising "cooperation" to the hilt.
tions was completed last week. A
As a result, it had been anticipated'
investigafourth deal was being negotiated that the first move toward
tion would coine from outside the
with KMBC, proceeding on an amicaradio committee, notably from Rep.
ble basis, according to Don Roberts,
Clarence Brown (R., Ohio), who was
exec secretary and spolcesman for
to have drafted a probe resoAFRA. Signing of new contracts at known last fall and have entertained
KCAF, WDAF and WHl^ averted the lution
hope of heading a select committee
strike which last week was threatto investigate the Commission.
ened by an AFRA strike vole after
Several members of the Hoii.se
negotiations
had
stymied
been
Commerce Committee,
Interstate
...
earlier.
"Wolverton's office said, believed an
The new wage scale in effect at investigation was in order. One of

The KMBC negotiations are proceeding over a wage scale for talent
in the station's artist bureau. DeDetroit, April 1.
tails of a hew wage scale for anis
now
Another network program
nouncers more or less is already
originating from Detroit— the
worked out, according to Roberts. A
execs and
Orchestra .under direction of Phil meeting between
Program, which is now AFRA negotiators Was Scheduled for
Brestoff.
being fed to the ABC net Saturdays late Monday (31). If these meetings

staff

Strli

jnent

WXYZ

Airer Brings Detroit

increase for

actors, singers, freelancers

1

also'increa.sed.

•

contract after negotiating

calls for

No,

still

Quiz program.? are
in popularity.
'decreasing a bit in number. News
programs' are fewer, because of decreasing interest. Mystery dramas,
however, are climbing like mad,
with .much more on the air now
than a year ago. Their ratings have

announcers, Staft announcers get increase when workinig: out of schedule. Increase arnounts to $20 weekly, raising present salaries on staff
from $63.50 to $83.50 per week.
Cincinnati, April 1.
Other clauses included two weeks
Following a half-day shutdown of sick leave for staff member.? a ad vaWCKY Saturday (29), station execs cation with pay. Two year paper
flled suit in U. S. district court for
gives AFRA the right to reopen
?25,000 damages against the Inter- contract the first of next year if cost
national Brotherhood of Electrical of living has gone up 10% or more,
workers lor staging a technicians and ask for a comparable increase
Walkout without giving notice 30 in wiges.
«ays in advance of the action.
Meeting with Ray Jones, AFRA
WCKY resumed operations Sunday exec secretary, were representatives
morning <31) with supervisory em- of the following stations: WIND,
ployees manning the transmitters Ralph Atlass; WJJD, Art Harre;
«"? studio controls.
WAIT, Gene Dwyer; WGES, John
IBKW Walkout climaxed a dispute Dwyer, WSBC, Bob Miller, and
letween the station and union over Brad Eidmann of WAAF. WCFL
« no-strike provision which
was riot at the conference but is exallegedly demanded he. included In pected to go along with the new
we new contract, Negotiating Com- contract as it is owned by the Chi
wutees had already reached agree- Federation of Labor. New contract

On Union

.

,

Variety programs are

Chi indies Okay

RDG

assumed

Averting Strike

returning fi'om

this

comparatively small

directors
are
autoto be in
ranks,; while stage directors reportedly have applied for admission into
expanded organization. Only assistant screen directors banded together in wing of SDG remain to
Be approached. Film assistants have

no

in

sored

.

5-iBlevision

matically

Wolverton, in a brief statement on
tion

administering the act."

Inked witl AFRA,

had confused people, who couldn't
find favorite shows in new slots or
nets, and dialed out.
Also, some

Guild,
it
was "Talent Scouts" can't do without
Union chiefs will ask Godfrey, even while he takes a var
cation.
So,
while He does so—
the' membership at a meeting toApril ,29 through May 2P-^the promorrow (2) to approve actioih and gram will be suspended.
changing of
name to Directors
When he returns and show reGuild of America.
Proposed ex- sumes May 27, it will move into a
pansion would take in television, new time slot, 9-9: 30 p.m.. Tuesdays,
stage and possibly assistant screen replacing. "Vox Pop," which Lipton
directors, making the directors' union
Tea has dropped, in favor of the
one pt the most powerful in indus- Godfrey stanza.
Screen

grants.

the

Committee,

was

shows were late
IndispeEsible Godfrey
CBS has decided Arthur Godfrey's summer layoffs.

learned here.

A corollary purpose of the resoluit \\'&a learned, was to probe
the political activities of some Commission staffers and to determine
whether politics colored station
tion,

The House

for the September
that. program switches

Explanation
situation

to

duced here yesterday (31) by Rep.
Charles A. Wolverton (R., N. J.),
chairman of the Hoiuse Interstate

Commerce Committee.

some of the policies riow in effect
and "the procedures of the FCC for

Kaycee Statips

years.

-f

l:

,

expand) to take over practically all
director

'

averages in 1932, a higher mark even
than during the peak wat listetiing

d Show iz; May Change 1

Hollywood, April
Guild plans

"

Badio

to'

practices appear to be the principal
target of a i-esolution to investigate
the radio agency which was intro-

committee considerable complaint on

.

RDC

FCC's Blue Book, and the Comconcern with
program

mi.ssion's

CBS newscaster Bob Trout
has a long memory. Last week
wlien he read in Vakikty that
NBC and Mutual aired "the first
live, radio, pickup of a Congressional corhmittee hearing" March
21, he didn't See how it could be
so, becaase he had aired a Sen-

ever before, with listening particularly strong right now.

12,2

22.1

Elephant Trout

a

in

is

condition this jear,

14,1

24,4
22.4

Screen Guild Players...
Fred Allen
Truth or Consequences.

listenership

liian

Competition

27.1

,

Hgd Skelton ...........
Ajnos 'n' Andy..... -..it

Djuffy-'s

Network

31,0

FCC Prohe-By Connnerce Conmi.

the, con-

with rating figures generally up.
Audience survey's indicate more
people wanting to listen to programs

Total

15

rumors' to

trary,

shdw/s

Hold Your Hats, Boys^ Here's Another

1

'

!

"

rflea.«e later.

'
.

.

'

Wednesday, Apyii

TBElSViSlON
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CBS Two-iihOne

One-CaH^ra Opatioi liragh New

^

LeM lay

Zooiar

To Feed

Vid^^^^

Try: Turf Gabber

CBS

the

Jerry Fairbanks organization by Dr.
Frank G. Back, Austrian, optical
physicist, and Fairbanks, who is

Opening Tele Gun

Detroit's First Tele

Station

television will try out a
hew
of sports broadcasting via
use
of the same narration for both radio

Detroit's first
(the Detroit News), climaxed three weeks of experimental
telecasting in the Motor City with
a special exhibit Thursday (27) in

WWDT

the auditorium. Purpose of the special demonstration was to convincfe
a selebted group of agency and busiLens, trade-named the Zoomar, is ness execs that workable television
expected to increase the efficiency had arrived,
Both Canned and live television
and flexibility of video scanning
and was demonstrated* successfully were shown over about a floaen
throughout the audilast week for engineers of two large sets spotted
Various forms" of television
torium,
tele equipment nianufactuters. It's
on
designed now for the image orthicon "commercials" were displayed
Quality
of filming and
film.
the
camera tube, which makes it espedemonstration was
cially applicable for remote pickups. sound for the
marked
a
showing
acceptable,
very
use
i.o.'s
to
With a growing tendency
experimental
in studio work, however, the lens improvement over the
can be converted to studio operation programs telecast tiie first week.
week
with no difficulty. Development for The telecasting of the first
distortion.
film
hampered
was
by
final
also
in
its use in 35in filming is
stages now and completion of this
commercial
work is expect€!d to ^ve
~
newsreels an added scope.
Chief advantage of the Zoomar in
the tele field, according to Fairbanks
representatives, is that it makes
possible an instantaneous change
•from a longshot to a closeup with

LANNY ROSS

-

ignsfor

Tde

merely 8 JUck of the cameraman's
Harriet Van Home, N.Y. Worldwrist. Any event, consequently, tan
be covered with just one camera as Telegrsjtt radio editor, and James
featured in the
far as focal range is concerned, al- Beard, currently
tele show, "I Love to Eat,"
NBC
camera
single
than
amore
though
will be necessary to give change of have each been signed for a IB-minangles. Cameraman covering a' foot' ute segment of the General Foods'
8-9 p.m. slot TSmrsdHy nights on
ball game can change instantly from
a longshot of the game to a closeup WNBT (NBC, N.y.). Two shows tee
night, with
of the runner without haviftg to cut off tomorrow (Thurs.)

from one camera to another in order "Juvenile July," tdie adaptation of
the radio s"how cwrently aired over
to switch a turret iaround.
Use of the lens in the studio is the Mutual net, bowing in for the
expected to eliminate the necessity other half-hour the same night.
dolly shots and' the resultant
bulky cables that must follow the
camera in its present Jneanderings
across the studio floor. In film work,
F^irba^ss is expected to use the
Zoomiar first in.- production of his
"Popular Science," "Speaking of Animals" and "Unusual Occupations"
shorts, which are released by Psira'
mount.

FCC

Mes Back

28-H(Hir

WL Sked

Washington, April

program a f uU 28-hour week. This
was the third time the FCC has ex-

mle

Van Home

vvill fill

the 8:30-

a format comprising informEi inte*Views with celebs. Hat
Sally Victor and radio
sound effects man Donald Bain are
slated to appear as her first guests.
Beard will follow in the 8:45-9 stanza
with the same format he's carried
on
since the spring of 1946
Both shows will plug Birdseye Food

designer

WNBT

through Young' & Bubicam, with
"Jury" pitching for Gaines iDog Food
through Benton & Bowles.
Beard's show, incidentally, was
formally

bankrolled

by

Borden's,

whose account is also handled by
X&R. Switch of sponsors, marks the
time an agency packagie has
changed baukrollers on tele.

first

1.

FCC last week pushed back to
July 31 the effective date of its rule
requiring all television licensees to
tended the

Miss

8:45 slot in

EGA' sl4u^ Screen

Show On^ Expenmen^^

in recognition of the

fact that there are still too few video
sets on the market to support full

RCA's demonstration of

its

color

large-

program schedules.

screen all-ele<ftronic

An alternate proposal has been
raised by the Television Broadcasters Assn. basing required hours of
operation on the number of sets in
a given city. Up to 25,000 sets, a
station should be required to program only seven hours a week; from

sion system before the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia AprU 30 will
be strictly in the form of an experi-

televi-

mental lowing,
Stunt is being
conducted "by engineers and for
engineers," according to an RCA
spokesman in N: Y., who emphasized
14
ol
the
minimum
company
has no immediate plans
25,000 to 50,000,
hours; from 50,000 to 75,000, 21 hours for commercializing the system in
and anything over 75,000, the regular any way.
Demonstration, utilizing the RCA
2S'hour minimum schedule.
simultaneous method of color video,
Will b^ done on a screen measuring
7 X 10 feet under the supervision
of Dr. V. K. Zworykin, director of

HUOiESTOMMETELE
PMTSJifLANE PLANT
Hollywood, April

Howard Hughes

1,

Aircraft Co. has

gone into the manufacture of teleand radio cabiiiets, with pro-

vision

duction line installed in

its

plant

here.

who withdrew from a tele-

Hughes,
vision

make

station

plea

last

fall,

will

cabinets for Stewart-Warner,

Admiral and other

firms.

La Svmiison in Video^^S^
In Her Easter Bonnet
Gloria Swanson^ vet screen
is

slated

to

star,

electronics

research

for

the

RCA

future.

son will describe the fashions picked Roundtable," in cooperation with
In the tele lenses for the entire the Newport News Junior Chamber
hour that WCBS-TV. the web's N. Y. of Commerce, Saturdays, 7.15 p.m.
Station is also airing a weekly "thistele outlet, is on the air.
CBS cameras will be posted on could«happen-to-your diildren" feaavenue near St, Patrick's ture, "Youth on Trial?' Joe P.
Fifth

up

slated to start

WGH

director of
Carlson,
special features, is editor

news and
on latter.

Via

picnic-fed

patched v^ith

a

helicopter

$10,000^000 aate
SSB

Coniinaea froin page

1

Move Will probably precipitate a
mass run by others of the 19 prosoperators and five repective
maining television operators, all
waiting for the spring thaw to come.

FM

AM

stores in Brooklyn
Island, for example, last'

all

win-

ter getting its central building finished, and Paramount and KI"! already have installations;

and Long
week took

Chicago, April

1.

sets,

to cut into boxoffiee
receipts, this is it. Whether it will
hi^rt the gate when tele sets become
as numerous as radio sets in the
nation's homes remains a moot point.

Harrison Hartley has resigned

as director of news and special features of NBC television to sign on
(S c r i p p s-Howard,
with
Cleveland), expected to be the first
station on the air in the Cleveland

WEWS

district.

it's

will be the

first

-used to cover a horse race

and web toppers are confident it
will prove successful. They cite the
fact that race lasts no longer than
two minutes at the most, so that
viewers won't have a chance to tire
if

In

the narrator uses too many words;
addition, they point out that

Clem McCarthy

utilizes

a

mile-a-

Video upbeat for Chicago remains minute pace in his coverage of turf
stymied at present due to lack of events for the newsreels, which offer
equipment, space and unwillingness the same visual factor as television.
of major stations to put out the coin
Besides NBC and CBS, DuMont
for operations. WBKB, B&K outlet, will also have its remote cameras
is the only active broadcaster, and
at the tracks, marking the first time
from the looks of thhigs will be that a single event has been covalone in the field until 1948,
ered by all. three N. Y. video out«
Space situation is tight with lets. DuMont and NBC are expect-'
WENR only station with any avaU- fed to post their cameras atop the
able studios.
has plans for grandstand for an overall view of
building an addition to house its the race, but CBS will also have a
studios, while WBBM is looking for camera stationed at the paddock to
near north side property to erect a give viewers a better sight Of the
location.
is
also chasing horses and jockeys coming onto the
down real estate around the Loop. track.
Delivery of new equipment looks
dark before the first of the year, but
and
have plans for re- Radio Writers Set 3-Net

WGN

WMAQ

WBBM

WGN

mote

control, especially on sports
events, and some speaker spots.

PaneHor Work Shop

Tele

A

three-net panel of video experts
Cost of weekly stmt for fullfledged video station runs about $5,- has been lined up for a Radio
000 with majority of nets planning Writers' Guild workshop session on
"Writing
for Television—the Present
to hold oflE until it gets more comand Future Possibilities"
mercial. Bill Eddy, boss of WBKB, Market
feels that this fall will find the sta- next Wednesday night CS) at Midston
House,
N. Y.
tion in black ink with sponsors finalEdmund
member and
Rice,
ly covering cost of operation.
staff writer in the J. Walter Thompson agency's radio and tele dept.,
will be chairman. Guest participants
Set Prodnclion Boost
will be Ben Feiner, CBS television
program director; Harvey Marlowe,
ABC television exec producer, and
Plus Basebai Airings

RWG

Warren

Gives Tele Right Break NBC
Television,

Wade,

exec

producer

of

television.

heretofore

confronted
with probably more bad luck than
any other entertainment industry, is
finally starting to get the breaks in
the right direction. Latest instance
comes in the fact that the expected
boost in production of home receivers following the recent FCC
decision on color video coincides
almost exactly with the start of the
major league baseball season,
thereby giving retailers the longEought-for daytime programming to

newspaper ads for DuMont
and copy read: "Your easy chair
is a boxseat for good entertainment."
Ad copy didn't miss a trick in demonstrate their sets to potential
pitching for sales on the thesis that buyers.
people could see all the top events
Lack of daytime shows has been
by staying at home. "You could have the biggest thorn in the sides of
seen that riotous hockey match be- retailers until now, with only
Sportween the Canadians and Rangers adic test patterns of the broadcasters

large

J,

audience.

CBS experiment

Stymie Status

football

were not
for joint narration.
Radio
coverage of such events, it's pointed
out, require a multi-word, detailed
description
of
what's going on,
whereas video, with its visual angle
for the viewers, permits the commentator to relax more and confine
his narration to such things as identification Of the players and occasional bantering aside to the viewing

time

Chicago Tele In

.

tried in
success-'

suited

ssss

Kilpatrick declared it would be entirely feasible to pipe telecasts of the
events into theatres. Detailed plans
have not been finalized but it's possible that the Garden might set up
its own camera erews to handle the
telecasts as well as its own booking
office for sales, thereby eliminating
entirely the work of preseht tele
broadcasters from the scene.
Although Kilpatrick did not go
into detail on the system, it's believed the theatres would be charged
for the service on a percentage basis,
same as they pay for their top motion
picture entertainment, To make certain that the bOKOffice draw would
not be dissipated by transmission to
home receivers, the event would be
aired on a separate channel that
couldn't be picked up on home sets.
To this end, it's recalled that the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
has already petitioned the Federal
Communications Commission to set
aside
a channel exclusively for
theatre television.
Even with transmission into homes
of the top sports events, however.
Gen. Kilpatrick expressed confidence
that tele will bolster, not harm, the
gate receipts of such events. He
likened tele's impact on sports to
that of radio in the early days Of
broadcasting,
declaring that "I'm
convinced the increased interest in
boxing by women is due to radio
broadcasting." At one time, he recalled, .the Garden wouldn't permit
the broadcasting of top fights in the
New York area under the impres
sion it would cut into the gate, but
results proved that to be a false
belief. "Television wiU. build up interest in the gates," he said, "by
taking sports into homes where
people never before dreamed of seeing an event in the flesh."
Tele set manufacturers, paradoX'
ieally, are doing everything in their
power to boost the advantages of
staying at home in their advertising,
and what effect such a course of
action Will have on gate receipts re
mains to be seen. Loeser's' depart-

ment

dis-

vittles.

Telephone company worked

was designed

television
as narrator for

is

of

,

make here

Pickup

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

the

Norfolk— WGH, Norfolk and Newdebut Sunday C6)
CBS' telecast of the Easter parade port News, is airing a weekly halton Fifth avenue, N, Y. Miss Swan- hour discussion program, "Jaycee

CotiK-dral.
•t 12 noon.

Detroit Symphony Concert March
Mikado (Detroit
ISth a seH-out.
Civic Opera Associatloh) largest
gross for any week played by the
Mikado in the United States.

RCA spokesman recalled that a week agp if the DuMont Clifton
company had demonstrated black had been in your home," the ads
and white video on an even larger read. "You could have seen the
screen at the Hotel New Yorker, thrilling James Mason movie, too,
N. Y., in 1940 but stressed that large- without paying admission or finding
screen tele, in either monochrome or a parking place, Like streamlined,
color, is still not developed suffi- modern variety shows?
Would you
ciently for commercial Use,
like to have seen the Sportsman's
While the Philly demonstration, Show, the Aviation Show without
consequently, will prove of especial having left your home? All these
interest to both the motion picture
and a world more of diversified enand tele industries because of the tertainment is yours to enjoy—right
light it might throw on the feasihome—with DuMont's superb
at
bility of an early theatre television
Teleset."
setup,
any practical l?irge-screen
As several N. Y. theatreowners
tele system is still a thing of the
have pointed out, if ever any copy
labs.

Booms

"

st ration.

M

h

G. A. Richards' station on the radio lines.
site.
March 27 broke ground on San GaSimilar system has been
briel Peak in the Wilson range for the past but has never been
its FM station. Event was witnessed
ful, since the boxing and
by the press, taken up in jeeps and events covered that way

slated to arrive from the Coast next
Monday (7), will Conduct the dfenioit-

WTs Ra£o

form

and video when 'it covers the open,
ing of the Jamaica, N. Y., race
track Saturday (5).
V6ice of Joe
Hollywood, April 1,
Palmer, N. Y. Herald Tribune turf
From here on Mt. Wilson ought writer who'll do the narration for
to take on the appearance of the the CBS radio net, will be cut into
scene depicting the BatUe of Ghiek- the tele setup, with Palmer using
amaugua, with the assault led by either' two separate mikes or one
station KMPC staking out its FM mike with his voice picked up
oflt

it. Wilson Siege

Eads Tests

Detroit, April 1.
television station,

for

Radio Airi^

B(rth Tele,

New-type television camera lens*'
that will reputedly eliminate
necessity for more than one camera
in covering a spprts event, by permitting the gcanhing of a scene at
any focal length desired, is slated
for demonistration to network toppers and the press sometime next
week. Lens was developed for the.

I947

2,

available to storeowners during their
store hours.
Retailers had put up

such a squawk about this that the
exclusive VN, Y. distributor fOr one
of the largest set manufacturers is
reported to have told the factory
heads that unless daytime shows
were' provided, he would refuse to
handle their merchandise any longer.
AH that now, however, is a thing of

Atfiletii' Tele
Contiliiied

Jrom pace

Pay
1.

charges, and are successful in their
demands, it's expected to open the
way for athletes in all branches of
sports to get a cut of radio and
television money.
Since the promoters and ballclub
ownefrs will be naturally reluctant
to give up any of their share Of the
proceeds to the athletes, the net result is expected to be: an upping of
the cost to broadcasters for radio
and tele rights. Big league ball
players today cut in on the profits
from radio rights to the World
Series, but get no share of the dough
from run-of-the-season games.
Change in trunks, which wasnH

supposed to become effective until

May

1, was tried out experimentally
in the Marcel Cerdan-Harold Greeh
fight at Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.,
last Friday (28) night. Cerdan wore

white trunks with black piping along
the sides and Green wore the opthe pa.st— at least for the duration
posite color. Viewers were almost
of the baseball season.
unanimous in declaring the change
With the three N, Y. broadcasters
offered much better visibility, as far
handling home games of all three
as identifying the boxers was ConN. Y. teams, retailers will be assured
cerned,
of at least one ball game on their
NBC spokesmen, to prove they
demonstration sets almost every
had no part in the Commission's
afternoon. This will be the first time
ruling, pointed out they would not
such programming has been availhave suggested white trunks for the
able, except for 'sporadic special
change, since white has a tendency
events, since last year, when
to flare on a tele screen, which
(NBC, N. Y.) ran a matinee show for
causes a slight blurring on the outthe benefit of hou.sewives. Failure
to side. Burke Crotty, head' of remote,
line up any sponsors for the
show, operations for NBC tele, subsecoupled with the extremely heavy
quently sugested a further change
cost in paying engineers and
camera to the Commission, so that one of
crews overtime wages, forced the
the boxers in the main event at the
station to cancel the
show after Garden Friday (4) nisht will wear
about a month.
red, trunks, instead of the white.
'

.

WNBT

i

33

If

you want a

audience

large, loyal

on the

Pacific

Codsf. ,.

then you want the network that gets good ratings morn-

noon and

ing,

time shows,

morning.

and

if

. ,

ABC

night!

Pacific

FIRST on

also

it's

tied for second all

not only has big nightthe

West Coast in the

day longl

yo^ want eff
In eleven Metropolitan Districts on the Pacific Coast are

70.5% ofpopulation 73.5% of radio homes
72.6% of retail sales'^ 77.6% ofEffective Buying Incom^

ABC

Pacific's 21 strategically located stations cover these

and eight other metropolitan markets from
also blanket the

surrounding

reach (primaiy areas):

And no
'Sales

In

They

all,

they

•

9^,6% of the

^2*5%

within.

outside markets.

Coast daytime listeners

of the nighttime

listeners

other network get& better coverage!

Management

Sumy of Buying PoWi May

10, 194^:

at low cost
AB€ Pacific costs
One

half

than any other Pacific Coast network!

less

hour evenin^^ $972.00

Quarter-hour daytime strip (5 times per week)

$280.00

(per broadcast)

your BEST

BUY

is

ABC

PACIFIC!

SPOT SALES DIVISION

ABC

A merican
CHICAGO
33

WesM&d Street

Civic OpeTa Building

roadcasting
SAN FKANCISCO
155 Montgomery Street

Company

LOS ANOIil-KS
1440 Highland Avenue

DETKOll"
Stroh Building

!

WedaeAy,

saw-

April

Air Featnres Cave 65 Ex-GIs
In '46

-2^,

iHf

(km

As 8S5 Hopefuls Were Heard
Air Features general audition
sva.
tem, in operation for its eighth
cm,
secutive year in N.Y., proved
to h«
a payoff Kiill for talent once

4-

Babbitt Takes Over P.A.

Chores at Philly'sWPEJf
Philadelphia, April 1.
Gil Babbitt, special features direcof WPEN, has taken over the
chore at that station,
publicity
operated by the Philly Evening Bulletin. He replaces Claire McMuHan,
who joins WFIL.
tor

The case history

Babbitt at one
publicity post of

of a successful

held

time

WPEN

Arde

by

operated

when

it

Bulova.

the

was

He

iiandled publicity for Dave Elman's
'•Hobby Lobby" and also held down
a similar job at
here.
He
will handle his special events job
in addition to his new assignment.

Chicago advertiser
.

not yet on the air

.

A

tors

St.

Showdown Diie
Showdown comes next week on
whether Radio Writers Guild rank-

Wednesday

League-SunriSe Salute" combination.

be heard every week by one out of every
four radio families throughout the country s second biggest market !*
.You'll be reaching more listeners than are delivered in a iveek's
,
time' by almost any other program— network and non-network, day
andjnight— on any, Chicago stationii'
. .

4

And thirteen weeks from now odds are better than even that

you will renew your contract. (More than 50 of the 95

who have been on

the

program

advertisers

'since the initial broadcast in

August 1942 signed'up for second three-month runs!) In
if the

fact,

law of averages means anything, you'll be a spoosor for

54 weeks
Tfour

HPL-SS

sales messages are sure to get attention.

Ad-

libbed into the program, they will be given the kind of honest

recommendation that one

And your com^

frieiid gives another.

.

been submitted

to a rigid

consumer

know your product has

test ...

endorsed by a house-

wives' panel, 3,000 strong... and awarded the

HPL

stamp of

A

map

headed by Sheldon Clark was

Three days a week, these

effective sales Itiessages of

"The Housewives'

4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1:00
Saturday).

On

the other three days

yours

Protective League" (4:00 to
to

your wares

1:30 p.m. on

will be sold

"Sunrise Salute," broadcast from 6:00 to 6:55 a.m.,

on

Monday

dirough Saturday. Both shows are emceed by Paul Gibson-^a
past master at talking about everything from a

soyp

to

Hindu

recipe for

a convincing story about your product.
'

Are you

this advertiser ?

You can

be.

Just call

WBBM or Radio' Sales -today:

all

net broad-

casts alter the strike, if called, is
started, to report what scripts are
being used, who's' writing them, etc.

Committee includes Dave

Driscoll,

Joseph RuscoU, Priscilla Kent, Mil-

Kramer and Julian Funt.
Meantime, In Chicago, Hoy Xan^ham, RWG national exec secretary
ton

predicted refusal of.Ihe nets to recognize the Guild as bargaining agent
for more than 1,500 writers would
result in latter's all-out support
of
the strike plan. Langham, who

Chi to address the Radio Directors Guild's first national
conclave,
also claimed
was

MltBM

CMeage^B Showmanship SiaUon

DRilC

ACCOUNTS

RWG

assured of
radio-wide
union support, with
backing in allied fields such as stage
and screen also promised.
Van Myers, legal counsel for the
Chi council of RWG, advised
the
group that it has legal rights that
would enjoin the broadcasters from
re-airing material without
permission of the authors.
Critical Session

Eastern regional's Monday
session
in N. Y. will be the most
critical in
Its 10-year history.
More than 500
of-the nearly 1,000 members
ate expected to show up at the-baUroom
being

in

at 8 p.m.

prepaupd

who cant

for

Proxies

members

attend so they can cast
their votes, A two-thirds
majority
vote will be required
to authorize
regional
n^prez, will
preside. Call for the walkout will be sounded by Robert
Newman as chairman of the national
strategy committee.
Guild claims it can really
throw
the books into web
schedules if
P«"«ng out that
qn'i- .f''„''''".*\
au%
of all net shows are
written by
members. Guild roster has
some staff writers in net
newsrooms,
dramafic and continuity
depart-'
ments, but the great
majority are
freelancers. Most of them,
says
are forced, by established
inequities
of
the
broadcasting industry, to
work without contracts and
with no
Uterary rights to the radio
materM

RWG

RWG

*CBS-'WBBM Liatener Dianf .conduHed thrmgkaut the Tl comtiea in WBBM's^ Prvmary
Oa^'Night Liatenivg Area (Tth Series).

PACKAGE

was

m

are

will be heard on

^

committee and east-

Beekman Towers

approval.

;

jointly Thursday (27) to
action^
monitoring commit-

Most

mercials will get action. Listeners will

station will
six hgUrs

met

appointed to check

.... Your,sides story will

The

programs

ern regional council, anticipating a
united go-ahead from the membership,

tee

this advertiser. If so:

op.

last

is

RWG strategy
is about fo snap up the
now available on WBBM's '"Housewives' Protective

advertiser in the Chicago market

(26).

FM

broadcasting

WANTED

New

gists

FM

daily.

Actual walkout, if apexpected to be set for
April, although Guild stratedecline to confirm this.

late

its

broadcast

and the following night in

Chicago.
proved,

Louis—-KXOK, owned and

erating

RWG

wood,

.
,
,

erated by the St. Louis Star-Timea
and the local ABC outlet, began op-

and-file will back up their leaders
and go for a walkout on the four
major networltS. Strike polls will be
taken in
regional meetings
Monday (7) in
York and Holly-

Perhaps yoM are

rS

that
heard in jft
auditioii sessions, 185 persons
wera
found satisfactory on the first
trv
with 28 making good on the second
try.
total of 94 people were
used
for the first time and of this
num»
ber, 39 were ex-servicemen.
In gii
65 ex-servicemen worked on Ai^

lems.

participation

aesin

statistics

MuZ

RWG Strike Plan

Some

according to

1946.

leased by Frank and Anne
mert.
Tabulatiops for the year
indicatR
out of 855 persons

Features during 1946. And 225
acwho had already worked for Air
Features were used by bther directors for the first time.
AF's office also reports that it
Also joining the WPEN publicity
gel
department is Howard (HanH) Ed- up. auditions for 290 persons -(vhiJ
didn't show up, with no reason
given
wards, formerly of the script defor their ducking out.
Interviews'
partment.
were also given to 620 thespians in
1946 to discuss their various prob-

WCAU

.

in

condition the, Guild seeks
to change
" with the major networks/'

Some
yearly
-some

RWG
or

50%

members earn

W

RWG

°*
are:
r.^M^L^^""*';'^'
Guild
shops for writers;
licensine
but not the sale of
literar^ mater all
abolition of the
"pernicious and infanious' release
form forced upon
writers by the networks
cies

•

.

.

.

and agenand establishment of
fair and

.

.

to join thd

growing group of

Smee@s«imi WAAT
packaged drug

advertise

Smeeemiut in casli r^*
ister

results—

Sueeeasiat

because

they know that—

WAAT DELIVERS
MORE LISTENERS
PER .DOLLAR IN
NORTH JERSEY
AND NEW YORK
CITY THAN ANY

OTHER STATION
...INCtlJ DING ALL

$75,000

more, it's admitted,
of the guild's
mei^ber^

S^t'rite'^J"^'""'^

•

s^viroo^

Matters*
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believe writers are important to the

r^di^mdM

believe the Radio Writers

M inip0^
Guild and

of the

WE SUPPORT ITS PROGRAM 100%

COODMAN ACE—CBS WrUer-Prodticer
AKTHUS ALSBERG Dennis Day
BOB AKTHUR Mysterioua Traveler
JRV ASHKENAZY Freelance
HARRY SAILEY Fred Allen
EFJK BARNOVW—Theatre GuM, Cavalcade
ALF BESTER Harvest of Stars, ISick Carter
PEGGY BLAKE—Rose of My Dreams

TRUE

BOAWmm—Freelance

BOGERT—OM#y'» Tavern
JACK BRECHER—Li/e of Riley
ABE BURROWS Joan Davis
VIN

ELAINE

S.

CARRINGTON—Pepper

Yo»ng'i
a Girl Marries

Family Rosenuay, When
CHET CASTELLAW Boh Hope
BOB CENEDELLA—ftoilio Readers
f

Theatre

Digest,

GuUd

HECTOR CHEVIGNY— The Coke
DICK CHEVILLAT—jr«cfe Haley

Cluh

CORWIN—One IForW Flight
MARVIN DAVID—^«iMi* Terkel Show
IHORMAN

SELMA DIAMOND Kenny Baker
BILL DOEMLING Kenny Baker
SID

DORFMAN—/oan

Davis

DAVE DRISCOLL Yonng Doctor Mdone
BOB DW AN—People Are Funny

BEN GERSHMAN—OMie ami Harriet
WILL GLICKMAN—Harfegarde, Vaughn

SI

SOL SAKS Osxie and Harriet
AL SCHWARTZ—^la« Young

DAVE SCHWARTZ—jBddic

KENT—Cavalcade

ADELE SEYMOUR—Ligftt

Dick Haymes

Canova

ALLEN SLOANE

MILT LEWIS—Tfcin Man,

BOB SLOANE—Radio

Inner Sanctum

Skelton

MILT GEIGER—Freelance

LARRY GELBART—/oan Bavw

Readers Digest,

ARTHUR STANDER—Bob Bnrn«
JACK STANLEY—People Are Funny
SHELDON STARK—Li«tenin« Post
JOE STEIN—Henry Morgan, MUdegarde

ALAN LIPSCOTT—Li/e of Riley
PETER LYON—Freelance
LARRY MARKS—BIcfe Baymes
ARNOLD MARQUIS—Freelance

McLOED—Freelance

SAM MOORE Great GUdersleeve
HENRY MORGAN—Benry Morgan
BILL MORROW—Bmg Crosby
JOHN F. MURRAY—Bed SJfcefcon
BOB NEWMAN-r-Mnrdcr at Midnight
WALTER NEWMAN—/oan Davis
JESS OPPENHEIMER—Fanny Briee
LOU PELLETIER—F,B.L in Peiice and War
SAM PERRIN—/acfc Benny
HENRY POSNER—Li/e of ROey
RUPERT PRAY—0««i« and Harriet
DON qVmTS—Fibber McGee and Molly

FREEDMAN—DujgFy'c Tavern
MORRIS FREEDMAN—DujfjFy', Tavern
JULIAN FUNT—B% Sister
BERB FUTRAN—rOman in White
*«ANK GALEN—Dennu Day

Ths Big Story

Inner Sanctum

MORT LEWIS—Freelance

MATHttD FERRO—JLorenxo Jones
TED FERRO Lorenso Jones
JACQUES FINKE~F.S.L in Peace and War

BEN FREEDMAN—|ge«i

of the World

BOB SHAW—Mr. District Attorney
BOB SHAYON—CBS Writer-Producer
REUBEN SKIP—ti/e of Riley
RAY SINGER—Haley-.4rden

LEON MEADOW—ilfolle ilfyslery
MILTON MERLIN—Freelam c
SANDRA MICHAEL—Lone /onrney

HERB ¥im—Dufffs Tavern
BOB FlSBER-^Amos 'n' Andy
FRED FOX—Bob Hope
PAUL FRANKLIN—Freelance

Young

Midnight

ASHMEAD SCOTT—Freelance

riUL LESLIE—Fibfeer McGee and Molly

VIC

CaiUor

SHERWOOD SCHWARTZ—/<Ian
LOU SCOFIELD—Coptain

LAWRENCE KLEE—Fol Man, The Clock
DAVE KOGAN Mysterious Traveler
HARRY KRONMAN—^Screen Guild Show,

HANK LADD—/wdy

ROSE—Bob Hope

BOB ROSS—^mo« 'n' ^ndy
NORMAN ROSTEN—Telepftone Hoar
AARON RUBEN—Milton Berle
JOE RUSCOLL—Mollc Mystery
TERRY RYAN—Fred Allen

HAL GOODMAN—Bob Bope
STUART HAWKINS—Fre€J!«»tc«PAUL HENNING—Burns attd Allen
NAT HIKEN—Fred Allen, Milton Berle
PAULINE HOPKINS—Let George Bo ll
CHARLES ISAACS—Bofe Bwm*
AL jOHANSEN—BMjgfy'* Tavern
MILTON JOSEFSBERG—/«cfe Benny
HAL KANTER—^mos '«' Andy
WELBOURN KELLEY—Freelance
PRISCILLA

. •

JACK ROBINSON—Freelance

Monroe

MAX EHRLICH—Freelance
JRVING ELINSON—E«l«lie Cantor
JEROME EPSTEIN—Freelance

BILL

Guild

CHARLES STEWART—Dennis Bay
TOM TAGGART—Tenfiessee Jed
HOWARD TEICHMANN—Road of Life
STUDS TERKEL—Studs Terftel SAoic
ELIZABETH TODD—Lor« iMwton, Young
Widder Brown

NORMAN TOKAR—^Idricib FamUy
ORIN TOVROV—M« Perkins
CHARLES VANDA Goodman-Borge
LOU VITTES—Mystery of the Week
EUGENE WANG

Editor-The Falcon, Murder

and Mr. Mmlone, Quick as a Flash

KEN WEEn—EdUor-Cavalcade
BOB WEISKOPF—Fred Allen
PAUL WEST—0««ie and Harriet
JOHN WHEDON—«reat GUdersleeee

MORT WISHENGRAD^Eternol

JOHN RAPP—Eddie

Cantor
PHIL iRAPP Ameche-Langford
BOB RICHARDS Suspense

>

'

Light

JACK WRAY—Dick Tracy
MAURICE ZIMM—Freelance

THESE WRITERS

'

are a few of the Guild
writers of at least 85 per
The
I9SOO active paid-up members.
eent .of the network^ ^programs originating in Neu) York^
Chicago and Hollywood are members of the Guild.

GUILD
WRITERS
RADIO
OF
THE AUTHORS LEAGUE
AMERICA, lA^

OF

Eafiitem

Region

Midwesler

Western Region

Region

203 N. Wabasl^ Chiaigo

Ml.

1655 N. Cherokee, Hollyiv^odr Calif.

»

Wednesday, April

2,

194^

InsiiieShi-U
circles are exhibitirtg confusion over the Commission for pre.
of the Press report and the book on- "American Radio" by its stalt

Radio

dom

member, Llewelyn White, Even some top network execs were found this
week to be under the impression that White made the commission's fuu
report, that the book on radio and the commission report are one and the

same, etc. Facts are the CFP report, 'published as a supplement to the
April issue of Fortune, covers all mass communication media; White's
report, just off the presses of the Univ. of Chicago, is a bOok-length sun.
plement to the commission'is flndings^^owing Out Of his investigatioiv it
broadcasting for the CPP.
Neither the. report nor the book, however, is causing any deep rumbltaE
in the trade. "It's old stuff and the industry is getting a little tired of it
said one net exec. "All it amounts to," another said, "is that White, whoever he is, would have us go back to Hoover's day and renounce all adThat, of course, means just one thing— an American BBq
vertising.
ane I don't think we^m

m

'

I

CBS this week was putting its customary dash and push into pfeppiM
of a special net offering—this time a solid hour's airing of the P^ssifla
Play, "The Son of Man," scheduled for Easter Sunday (6) at 1:30 p.ni,
brochure, calling attention of affiliates, raigious leaders and radio editbr?
to the broadcast, has a cover reproduction of Piero della Franesca's paint,

A

PROCKTER

ing of the Savior.

forPAUMAUCIGAREnK

Play,

American mag's May issue devotes a full-page layout to Dr. Alfred
72-year-old pastor emeritus of Our Saviour Danish Evangelist
Lutheran Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., who Is pictured studiously scanning a
copy of Variety, Captioned' from "Serntionsto Soap Opera," piece describes
the circumstances of Dr. Dorf 's entry ihto soapers. He's currently handliiig
the role of Dr. Alfred Mortensen in "LOng Journey" atid made his.debut
several years ago in a similar part in "Against the- Storm." Scripter
Sandra Michael saw the advantages of a real minister and captured him
lor "Storm" through virtue of being a one-time roommate of his daughter.

DPFMIERE TONIGHT

P.M.. N.t.C.

background of the Passion

Dorf,

if

WEDNESDAY

briefly outlines

written by Archibald Macteish, and contains a kit of promotion aids.
Guy della-Cioppa, assistant to CBS board chairman William S. Pjjley, ig
producing the play, for which MacLeish is integrating passages from the
Bible with Bach's traditional music. Rehearsal complications liave had
della-Cioppa busier than a one-armed paperhanger. Because of heavy preEaster demands on the 30 members of the Columbia Chorale for church
and radio appearances, he had the ghorus rehearsihg from 2-4 p.m. Mon.
day (31), and fromi t-* pjn. last night (1), Alexander Semmler will work
out the 'SS-piece orch for the show today (Wed.) from 4-6 p.m. Tomorrow the play cast rehearses between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.; the chorus from
2-4. Marathon prepping really hits its peak Friday with chorus skedded
to work out 3-7 p.m., cast 10 a.m.-l p.m. and 3:30-7 p.m., and the orch
10 a.m.-noon and 3-7 p.m. Saturday the chorus goes at it again, 11 a.m.noon. Whole crew has a dress run-through before air time Sunday. Putting a 60»mih\ite play on the air is as simple as that.

Radio Productions

lOtM

Book

It was station KRUX, Glehdale, Ariz., rather than Sun Country (KPSG
and KPSC-FM, Phoenix), which nixed pre-season airings by KARV,.Mesa,
of N. Y. Giants vs. Cleveland Indians games from Phoenix Muny Stadium.
Sportscasters Steve Ellis and Frankie FrisCh offered broadcasts to Sun's

rfV»-*»»

prexy,

J. R. Heath, latter ,informs Variety.
His stations are not yet on
air, but he felt games were of great public interest and suggested they
be offered to KARV. Mesa station aired first game Slarch 10 with Ellis,
Frisch and Sun's program manager Dick Qilbert doing gratis gabbing.
John McPhee, KARV manager, was forced to cancel second ganie broadcast March 14, however, when Murray Brophy Of KRUX (which was not
on air) threatened action on ground KRUX had exclusive rights to Phoenlit
Muny Stadium events.

"CRIME CASES
OF WARDEN

UWES

.

Tuesday. 8:00 P.M..

Produees.

MPER

fii

CRftFT

CWmS

aUICK AS A

FUSH

fJ

a

fl^m ^

\UWi I

and

screen, in

I

KORN KOBBLERS
KORNWAL"

JttSf

«

q

Sifuaf ion Show.
half hour comedy

Auditioned

\

starring the

a

holf hmif

BERNARD
250 West 57th

J.

Street,

new John

J.

Anthony package

called "Opportunity Hour." Format
is along lines
of earlier Anthony
stints in which he advises people
op their personal problems. Audition disk 'will be cut. It's understood, however, that while Mutual is

HEY TAXI"
GIlBERl/star of stage
starring BILLY

i

afternooner sponsored by the NaBoard of Fire Underwriters.
"Double" ducks out this weekend
while the fire underwriters'
(6),
stanza is slated for an exit three
weeks hence. Shows are both $3,000
packages.
There's a chance of Pharmaco
picking Up the tab for a new show.
The agency, Ruthrauff Ss Ryssn, is
reported shopping for a substitute
with a cheaper tag. Nothing definite
yet, though.
Meantime, MBS execs are doggedly wooing potential sponsors for
such iteihs as a new Major Bowestype amateur hour, on which a disk
has been cut 'or showcasing. Next
Tuesday (8) the web will audition

tional

HELBROS WATCH

Co'Produccs

cast Sunday at 8:30 p.m. EST,: while
Baker will hit the air five.' times
weekly at 4:30 p.m. EST. Bolh
shows are sustainers,

Philip Morris
C»ntinned from page 89

KORN KOBBLERS. thoae^anny
mmmlf variety show.

mu«ci«i>s.

sponsoring! the initial showcasing
the package might wind up on either
ABC or Mutual.
Number of new Mutual shows are
being prepped for airing following
the return from the Coast of Walter
Lurie,
MBS executive producer,
First to hit the ether will be an adventure series, "Johnny Madero,
Pier 23," packaged .by Ken Dolan.
It'll preem April 23 in the Wednes-

day 8:30-9 p.m. period.
The show stars Jack Webb in title
role.
Webb, heard up to now only
on a Coast program, takes the role
of a young, boathuilder on. San
Francisco's waterfront who runs
into one half-hour adventure after

'Wor«esfe#©aiis the pamdl*

.

m

Sn'dieparfnent store sales in-

^©r BostonA

creas9

Sprii»B"

fiel#iind fProvidetice.

:

•

another.

PROCKTER,
New York

iUMLNETGMBSTWO

Pres/cfenf

CI

Circle 6-4091

ORIGIMTED SHOWS

Chicago, April 1.
Mutual network picks up two Chi
originated shows this week. One is
Dick "Two Ton" Baker, singer and
piano player, and the other a muSi-'
cal, "Voices of the Strings," featuring Robert Trendler as. conductor.
Baker has a quarter-hour program
and "Strings" is half-hour pitch,
Musical half-hour will be broad•

,
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WUB's

CBS NAMES

Bi

Fw Opa'atioR m Same (knnd
Washington, April

1.

Kadio Stations re\MtM%.Wxmy «8) a plan .ofThackrey. licensee
faed by Porotby
Z WLIB, 1*. Y.. under which WestInd..
Lhome's WOWO, m. Wayne,
kilawatts
hike its power to 50
WeStin«l>oiJse

eould

0ii

WLIB

could operate nighttime

same channel.
was speculated, however, that
hearing here last week,
may authorize WLIB to stay on

on the
It

of
as a result

rCC
(jhe

WOWO

nighf and give

at
the ether

option of getting the

50kw

top

its signals westtower but directing
toward New York.
ward rather than

Tlifee-day hearing was climaxed
under subpofsna o£
Gwilym Price, president of Westingparent comhoose Electric Corp.,
pioneer
pany of Westinghouse's five
Westinghouse men obstations.
's
proposal
jected to Mrs. Thackrey
because it would cut WOWQ's proposed coverage in Indiana and Ohio

by appearance

where the

company had

"considerable

goodwill."

built

Cohn

up
&

Marks, counsel for Mrs. Thackrey,
brought out that Westinghouse is requesting 50 kw ior KEX, Portland, on

same channel and unless WLIB
viris given nighttime hours would
tually own the 1190. kc wavelength.
iti«

Westinghouse, on- the other hand,
paraded its '.'coonskin cap" in radio
as licensee of the ficst station in the
country, KDKA, Pittsburgh, and a
and television and
pioneer in
the inventor of stratovision or airborne television. Counsel was Clair
.

Stout of

FM

Dow, Lohnes & Albertson.

Mrs. Thackrey had testified she
needed ni^ttime operation to recdqp Ihe $100,000 to $300,000 a year
she fia? been losing on WLIB.
In
addition she said her program
posals for nighttime operations

unique in the

New York

area.

pro-

were

KooL TAifls raaroix

87

Mm

TORAMOSAilSPOST
Radio Sales, spot broadcasting division of CBS, has borrowed an idea
from the net's commercial program
setup and is creating a post of director
of
commercial
program
development similar to the one
handled by Hershel Williams for

Draiits §i Key- Industry Questions

To Higligk CCNY Conference
-f

IDAHO GOV. VETOES

web operations. The new Job goes
to Robert Kennett, manager fOr the
BILL
past four years of CBS program rePhoenijc, April 1.
Hollywood, April 1.
Latest entry in local radio sweep- lations,
Bill exempting radio stations from
Kennett, who takes over his new
stakes, KOOL, Will take to air June
liability
for
slander
has
been
vetoed
May 6 following a
15 as 5000-watter and Mutual outlet. assignment
Outfit, operated by a Seattle syndi- month's vacation in the south, will in Idaho by Gov. C. A. Robins. The
legislature passed the measure but
cate, will get under way with Dick act as liaison with Radio SalesGoebel as general manager and represented stations in building the chief executive nixed it on the
grounds that stations had an opporVem Sawyer as proeram director. commercial programs to fit specific tunity
to edit defamatory remarks.
It
was Kennett. a
Latter occupied similar position for sales needs.
former program manager of WLW, A siniilar bill, however, recently
eight years with KlWtO, Tacoma.
cleared Colorado's solons and was
Studios will be located on base- Cincinnati, and WHAS, Louisville,
enacted
into law.
ment floor of Adams hotel, hostelry who instituted CBS' annual proExempting bill would have made
Until realso serving as site for KPHO, ABG gram managers clinic.
not responsible for the
affiliate, on second floor. Not known, cently his duties also included su- stations
cracks
of
ppUticlans or others inhowever, whether KOOL is coming pervision of co-op programs. Latter
now under a new division volved in controversial issues. Its
in on same setup as KPHO, which are
aim
afford more certain prowas
to
occupies premises on free rental headed by Ralpli Hatcher.
tection,
to
the FCC regulation that
deal; in excliange for air plugs.
prohibits station censoring of politiAddition of KOOL to local radio
broadcasts,
cal
a .standing "out." AcExhibs
Inch
ranks rounds out network cycle
cording to the FCC regulations, stahere, with NBC and CBS being repFurther Into Radio tions may accept or reject all politire.sented by KTAR and KOY, reWashington, Apfil 1,
broadcasts
cal
but they cannot disspectively.
Another pix-exhibitor edged fur- criminate.
ther into radio last Friday (28)
when the FCC handed a permit to
Turns to Coast
Barton R. McCiendon and son, Gor-

FREEDOM OF AIR

;

'

Awards for outstanding .service in
work are also being tendered
conference with main winners
ABC, national radio net«
work award; Kenyon & Eckhardt,
advertising agency award; KGFJ,
radio

at the

as follows;

Los Angeles, independent station
award; WFIL, ABC outlet in Philadelphia, 500-1,000 watt station award,
and

McClendon

Indies for

Pay Hikes

new

station, in

Oak

Cliff,

Radio To Feature

WLW, NBC

outlet

in

Cincin-

watt station award.
Speakers at the conference will
Judge Ferdinand Pecoraj
Robert Saudek, ABG director of
nati, 50.000

include

public affairs, on "Radio's Struggle
to Take Both Sides of Controversial

AFM Now

don, for a
Tex.

As part of its third annual Radio
and Business Conference to he held
April 22, city College of New York
has devised a unique dramatic technique for the posing of key questions currently facing the broadcast
industry which will be utilized in
conjunction with addresses by a
roster of leading radio execs. Small
playlets dramatizing problems of ra*
dio commercials, free speech, soap
operas, etc., will be staged by stu-i
dent participants prior to each oil
the speeches on the various topics.

ABC

veeIssues;" Adrian Samish,
pee. "Programming;" Abe Schechter,
Mutual's director of news, "Com''

New

U. of N. Carolina Center mentators;"
Streibert,
Theodore
The McClendons own the Tri-State
WOR prez, "Community ResponsiTtieatres Corp. and radio station
Raleigh, April 1.
KNET, Palestine, Tex. Grant in.Oalt
Plans for the Univ. ot North bility;" Nathan Straus, WMCA prez,'
is after the Cliff was to use one kw power on Carolina's new communication cen- and Ted Cott, WNEW program director, "Independent Stations," and
wage hikes. the 1,190 kc wavelengtli.
ter, including statewide broadcasts

Hollywood, April 1.
Now that the American Federation
of/Musicians has nailed the net-

works again,

locally, it

.

independent stations for
KMPC, newly granted 50,000 watts,
is number one on the list and the
asked ante is 18%, plus 15% for com-

jcovering many educational topics,
have just been outlined by Prof.
Earl Wynn, head of the center.
Wynn said 21 statewide radio programs and a number of motion pictures already are being planned as
educational and public service features. Most of thetn will be on the
adult level, but some will be on the

William

E. Haskell, Herald-Tribut*
to the president, "RadloPsess Relations."

'

KDKA

Maestro's Spill

mercial fees.
Pittsburgh, April. 1.
Station has a small staff crew. But
Bernie Armstrong, organist-maethe numbers will probably be hiked stro and musical director of KDKA,
when the 50,000 watt hypo is souped suffered a broken left wrist when
in.
Meanwhile, it has given in on his auto turned over on icy road
the 15% for commerciais and is near Cresson, Pa., last week, His
pondering the 18% boost. The men wife, Dorothy Bushey, formerly in
are now getting $60 weekly. Re- musical comedy, who was at the
quested raise would hypo the salary whepl at the time, received head
to $70 weekly.

assistant

FCC's

FM

Primer

Washington, April 1,
FCC announced that it has prepared an FM primer, spelling out' In

primary and secondary levels. He basic English what FM is and how
said that television, which is in- to go about getting an FM station.
The mimeographed brochure i*
cluded in the plans, will also provide a powerful edijcational medium. expected for r«]<;a.se momentarily.

Now, when "The Voice of

St. Louis" speaks

...NEW fHOUSANDS USTENI
From o nevr 470-foot tower -^located at a farmore strategic site^KMOX's new.
50,000-watt transmitter now wings the powerful clear-channel ''Voice of St. Louis"

more listeners

to

Until

no one con

in

Mid-America than ever before.

an exhaustive audience study has charted KMOX*s voyoging voice
set the exact boundaries of our

new territory.

But this

we know:

Throughout its former 62-county Day-Night Primary Area/ KMOX delivered

«

billion dollar retail

market

.

..

commanded

fjuarter-hour periods throughout the

Now...KMOX's

39%

the largest audience during more

week than

half-millivolt line

embraces

all

25%

other

St.

Louis stations

more radio homes

larger area! So, for a clear-channel to hundreds of thousands of

hew— listeners, call

us or Radio Sales and have "The Voice of

St.

in

a

old— and

Louis" speak

for you.

The Voice ef

St.

Uuis

•

50,000 Watts

*

Columbia Owned

KMOX

wnn omen m MBW yoinc, «NicM«. ijm mmou. wnmrr, can nMNcisc*, atunta

^CfiS 7th Smrtmr iisfMinst

Afu Sfucfy

in4t CtS-KMOX lkftmr

Diary Slu4y

is

Tormto School Board

To CBC on

WBi Reverses i

CB

Cites

Bias in Student Strike

Toronto, April 1.
A» sequel to the three-day strike
here Of 1,500 students of Malvern
High School, who walked out in protest over the firing of principal Lome
Clarke, trustees of the Board of Education have made formal complaint
that CJBC, Toronto, key station of
the Trans-Canada network of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp, presentedl only the students' side of the
Board's brief of com*
(iontroversy.
•

plaint has been forwarded to David»on Buntoff, CBC chairman Ottawa.
Board's contention is that on "High
News Reel," weekday evening broadcast of collegiate activities, CBC presented only the views of student
strike leaders, plus their appeals to
•

maintain the vWdkout. Said Jrustee
ftlair iifting in his complaint over
CJBC's" neVs coverage ot the local
tempest: "The Board of Education's
views were at no time presented. If
such had been the case, 1 would
have no reason to make a complaint.

Then it would have been an impartial news report, with both sides of
toe cas%,c6vered.''
In Laing's opinion,

CJBC was

"only

trying to perpetuate sensationalism,"

and the Board considered 'it an unfit
program for the mass of high-school
listeners that would "possibly have
a damaging effect in giving them
wrong ideas" about school discipline.

Two Greemlioro Papers
Greensboro, N. C, April 1.
The North" Carolina Broadcasting
Co., operating WBIG, and Maj. Ed-

ney Ridge, its president, have bought
N. Carolina FM'ers In
1,505 "shares of stock in the GreensHuddle on "Assn. Setup boro News Co., publiShM Of the
Raleigh, April.l.
Greensboro Dally News, morning
Seven North Carolina applicants paper, and the Greensboro Record,
for frequency modulation stations afternoon daily.
Transfer of stock froni Archie
have selected April 21 at Wilson fof
their state EM broadcasters meet- Joyner, whose father was one of the
ing. Among those attending a con- founders of he Greensboro News Co.,
ference on the matter were Keith to Major Ridge and the broadcasting
Brlerly,
WBT, Charlotte; Harold company, is the first major, break in
Essex, WSJS, Winton-Salem; E. Z. the continuous ownership of the
Burlington; Gaines news company since its organization.
Jones, WBB,
Sale represents 16% % of outstandKelly, WFMG,- Greensboro; Allen
Wannamaker, WGTM, Wilson; R. A. ing stock and will assure Major
Dunley, WMFD, Wilmington, and Ridge a place on the board of direcJosh Home, WCEC, Rocky Mount. tors of the newspaper company. Sale
The organizational Meeting was price of the stock was believed to be
sponsored by the National Associa- $200,000.
WBIG's purchase has aroused intion of FM Broadcasters.
terest due to the fact that the newspE.pers in the past have been dead
set against radio, at one time going
so far as to even refuse to use the

Bluegrass Called

On 'Shoddy; iUrers

word "radio"

in 'their columns, sub-

A

few years
stituting "wireless."
ago, when the city purchased a
police radio system, the newspapers
criticized It saying they did not believe in the police parking on side

and

streets

At Louisville Meet
Louisville, April 1.

Rebuttal of Bob Kesten, general
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. held
manager of CJBC, Toronto, is that a -two-day spring meeting Friday'
he twice offered the Board the op- Saturday (28-29). Emphasis was
portunity to- present spokesmen on
placed on appeal to new station

f'High News Reel," but that the invi- operators and holders of permits for
tations were never accepted; that,
new stations. Speakers included
throughout the controversy, all of- Robert
T. Mason of Marion, Ohio,
ficial statements issued by the Board
member of small markets station
to the press, were announced by committee of the NAB, and J. N.
CJBC In quotes.
Bailey of Washington, executive
Operators of 12
director of PMA.
new Kentucky stations, opened since
the war's end* were special guests,
and 15 Applicants foil: station permits
were invited to the session, J. E,
Willis, Lexington,, is president of the
Kentucli^ group,
;

Robert T. Mason cautioned established stations to pass on to the new
ones the lessons they have learned,
in order to maintain the present
high standards set by radio. He also
warned against stations accepting
prograins aimed at "dumping shoddy
merchandise on the market." He
doing a good job, but
can 'do a better one by attacking
community problems and developing
community activities. This should
be done because of a desire within
the station to improve Its service,
rather -iJian by piOssure Jteom out
side groups or from the blue books

said, "radio is

w,

CIECLING THE .KILOCYCLES'

Preceiire, liying Into

it

sweet

to

"listening

music."

Whether or not the News and
Record will take a different view of
radio from now on xemains to be
seen.

Worcester—WTAG will pipMOT a
weekly program next Wednesday
(9) aimed at inspiring and developing artistic ability in moppets of
the S-12 age group. Each week 8
musical composition Will be aired
and kiddie listeners will be asked to
sketch what the music suggests to
them. Label Youth Center, sponsor
,

of' the program, called "Sketch a
award merchandise
will
Song,"

prizes for the best sketches subwomen's
mitted. Julie Chase,
feature editor, will conduct the
stanza.

WTAG

Denver-rKPEL,

-

Jack Fitzpatrick, KPEL news and
presides
special events manager,
over the program. Quizee on an upcoming stanza will be Dr. Robert
W. Stearns, Univ. of Colorado prexy
who recently banned American
Youth for Democracy ftorn the campus because of alleged Communist
ties.

\

csating unit for on-the-spot
htolT
casts of Interviews with

stockmen and

farmm

their- families

Indianapolis—George C. Bigear
general manager, WIBC, was
elected

president of the Assn. of InditrnJ'
Broadcasters at the group's reciiit*'

annual business- meeting here
succeeds John Qarl Jeflery,

^

a.'

—

Worcester
New additions and
changes in the staff of WTAG in
elude the following: Robert Sherwood, formerly associated with the
Howard- Wesson ad agency, to the
sales staff; Roy Wiers to tiife
aft.
nouncing force; Joan Sweeney to
the commercial department; Louise
Jorjori&n to the music departmentEsther Bilzeriaa as seciretary to
Robert Brown, local sales manager,

is the
the . engineering
formerly

Pittsburgh—Joseph Missick
addition

latest

at

to

He was

WJAS.

WSAP

in Portsmouth, Va., and
Tiny
Connellsville, Pa.

WCm

in
Fisher, ex-WCAE announcer and
later m.c. for a while of "Club Mati'
nee" in Chicago, is now playing bass
and singing with dance band in
nearby East Liverpool, O.

manager of WJH, Detroit, has
resigned to become general manager and part stockholder of a 5,000.
watt station in Fargo, N. D,

clal

—

Vienna
Austrian Broadcasting
System will have its own sending
and studio at forthcoming

Fair, thus giving public occa.
sion for first time to witness broadcast proceedings.

—

Baleigh
FCC has issued a construction permit for a new standard
station to Anson Radio and Broadcasting Co., Wadesboro, N. C. It wiH
opertte on 1,210 Jtilocycles with one
kilowatt power, diaytlme oiily.

Town's newest station, WPIT, eX'
now to be in operation by
1. Studios are now under con

pects

May

N. Y., which aired many a
struction in downtown section at
launching in wartime, has
Allies
boulevard and Smithfleld
put in a call for the Navy to lend
Phil Davis,
some of its gold-braided glamor and Lawrence Welk credits
WCAE chief, with giving him the
prestige for a little launching party
Music" label. It Hap'
the station has in mind. WOR's "Champagne
pened a decade ago when Welk was
"ship" is a new $20,000 mobile
broadcasting over local station from
studio, biggest and most modern
William Penn hotel's chatterbox.

WOR,

Navy

siiip

.

postwar unit of its kind. It will be
christened-^robably by Kate Smith
in a ceremony Saturday (5) at

—

ill Manhattan's City Hall Park,
Navy will participate in the per^
son of Rear Adm. Monroe Kelly,
commandant of the Third Naval
District, who will
"sponsor" the
van-like station on wheels and de
liver an appropriate speech. Mayor
O'Dwyer, Police Commissioner Wal
lander and other N. Y, City officials
are being invited, angle being that
WOR will make the mobile trans
mitter available for municipal use
in event of a major disaster.
The truck-mounted studio, which

12: 15

St.

tion,

tion

Louis—KMOX,

local

CBS

copped a citation as the

sta
sta
to

making greatest contribution

understanding and goodwill in 1946
from the National Conference of
Christians and Jews through its
"Land We Live In" programs spon
sored by the Union Electric Co. of
Missouri,

Binehautoh

— WENE)

new

250-

WOR

WOW

'

'

SI* ^'S*

WOW

Throw

^

Nan

MSt.i LOU CLAYTON
ONIXSID BKXAEX DBCG CO.
SViaay—CBS—9:?0 p.m., EST

tl-S-U—"Khia Xime

It

for Koeps"
Bapjpcned in Braotdyn"

WPAA

few

ON TARGET
'

Every team hat itt start, but even all-star
teams need coardinatlon to succeed. The
teamwork ef Weed and Comftony gives
each of its meii full benefit of (he hnftW"
ledge and experience of this lilghly co-

I KK

ordinateil organization.

'

RADIO
STATi0N

^IMw

Wkm WLm

W\
Wk^

Delegates who attended also included: Lester Vail, producer of "Aldrich Family"; Edward H. Byron,

producer of "Mr. District Attorney";
Frank Papp, NBC, New York, and
Betty Todd, CBS, representing the
assistant directors. Baldwin Harper,
of CBS, Washington, wasan observer.
Theo Gannon of Drew Pearson show
completed picture.

laklMa^Station KTYW, 500-watt
here of GBS^ lias changed

affiliate

its call letters

WW YORK»BOSTON<NICAGO>DETROIT«SAN f RANClko^ATlANTA-HOUYWOOtf^

to

KIMA,

Which R. Lee Black
on 1,460 kc.
'

station, of

is g.m.,

iremains

lOHH >l»IR t CO,

.',

ed fashmim
HOtlYWOOD

CENTENNIAL

years.

Guild, which met here Miarch 2325 for the first time nationally, elected (besides McGill) Fairbairn Smith,
of Hollywood, first v.p.; Burr Lee,
prez of the Chi local, second v.p.,
and George Zachary, producer of the
Vaughn Monroe show and one of tlie
first N. Y. local prexies, third v.p.
Elected secretary was the producer
of the Durante-Moore show, Phil
Cohan, and as treasurer, Anton Leader, produced of "Murder at Midnight."

'

Detroit— Charles Burke, oommsr-

station

'

watt station being constructed here
by Empire: Newspapers-Radio, Inc.,
will affiliate with the ABC network
as a member of the web's northeast
to the defense of
group effective July 1. Operating
radio thrillers and mystery shows,
will be christened "Johnny On the on 1,450 kc and managed by Keith
'rnany of which, were built on the
Spot," will give
on-the-spot
S. Field, station wiU be IflLBC's 247tb
popularity of the hero in comic
strips,"
He cited Superman, Terry news and special events facilities outlet.
surpassing
any
in the N. Y, area.
and Pirates, l)lclc Tracy and many
Only comparable unit is one lued
Omaha^Tom Dtiley, top sports
others.
acquired
NBG
which
net
by
tt»at
caster for
(NBC), leaving for
'
'A"\r
several years before the war.
St. Louis and a disk jockey job,
Dailey has been with
for the
Great Falls, Mont.—KXLK, anpast six years and during that time
other Z-Bar Net station, has joined
has had the 5:45 p.m, haU-hour
Weight
the Pacific Northwest BrpE,dcastprs. Meggers
sports job.
Kenneth O. McPherson is manager.
About
in 1st
Meet
New station augments net's coverage
Chicago, April 1.
Dallas—Murray Cox was named
in western JWontana. Station, 'beginWith the formation of a national farm editor of
as of April 1.
ning March 16, has aired NBC progroup, headed by Earl McCJill as Cox for the past 10 years has been
grams.
president.
Radio Directors Guild county t-gricultural agent in Ste
moved to become a striking force phans county, Okla,
by wiring NAB, FCC, and the prO'
He'll air a series of broadcasts
posed Broadcasters Advisory Coun
cil that it was prepared to aid the
industry in overcoming shortcomings
aend criticisms puljliciied the past
1 8 4 7
UTAH'S

PGC."
Mason came

of thfe

'and win
travel throughout this agrlcuitura
area witht a portaible recordinj? ma
chine and WFAA's mobile broaT

Vienna

with

Studio

af-

Representatives, facing a battery of
State-house reporters for -quizzing
on revenue measures before the leg-

staff

Mobik

Mutual

program called "Such Interesting People" and slated for weekly
had William A. Carlson,
airing
speaker of the Colorado House of
houi»-

.

WOR launching'

local

filiate,' launched its own "Meet the
Press" program Thursday (27), Half-

Monday through Friday

.

AprU

WiidneBday.
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Re{p»g Now

on

KADDERLY DOWN UNDER
ON AUSSIE FARMS LOOK

Increase;

Wa.shington, April

Nixes Onfr-Hearmg Bnrn-Oni lieory
•

radio
Belief Is increasing In

1.

Slate dept., in its current roster of
travellers to foreign countries, reports that Wallace L. Kadderly,

cir-

HighMarls Despite Poitw^^

Paris, March 27.
radio farm director of KGW, Portburn
land, Oregon, left San Francisco
Percentage of homes with workout with oiie hearing. Theory
March 21 for a two months visit to
ing radios in France and Belgiumstrengthened by the increasing
li
Australia.
considering the war and postwar
number of shows being scheduled for
Radio exec will be the guest of
difficulties—- is surprisingly high,
rebroadcasts, as illustrated by the
the Australian Broadcasting Comaccording to
survey of listening
for reprising
Elmira, N. Y., April 1.
plans just announced
St, Louis, April 1,
mission.
habits recently made for Radio
Purpose of trip is an exyarns heard on "HollyNewly organized
of five of the
is a local
its
listenKXOK, St. Louis, gave
change of ideas on farm programs.
Luxcmboui-g by Dorset
Co., in
wood Story" series connpleted over financial .success story based, para- Kadderly
will visit AuSsie farm ers complete news coverage of the Paris. Percentage in Prance is 87;
ABC. Kenyon fie Eckhardt agency doxically, on the .station's rigid non- areas
Centralia,
111., mine explosion March
In Belgium 81. Survey area took in
and do some shortwave broadreports that there have been requests commercial standards.
Before be- easts to
26.
Reports from the scene of. the a population of 22,000,000 in France,
this country, as well as
of the shows to be ginning operations
for rehearings
recently, man- record
disaster
aired
wire
were
recordand
north of the Loire river (or 55% of
programs to be used on
agers of the 2S0-watter canvassed
encored.
ings were made on the scene.
A the total French population), and a
on his return.
Proponents of the rebroadcast idea local advertisers and civic groups
by Belgian population of 4,000,000.
four-man
hewscrew
headed
Bruce Barrington,
news edipoint out that radio has been build- with the idea that excessive comRadio listening, it was discovered,
shows
that have mercialization was losing radio lots
of
repertory
tor,
tcrlved
in
KXOK's
at
the
mine
a
ing
new field car equipped with mobile is generally a family affair. Between
become clas-sics in radio technique of listeners and asked for coopera80% and 90% of the people conThey tion in improving radio's program
radio telephone and wire recorder.
and audience acceptability.
tacted reported the whole family
level.
be
a
criminal
waste
would
Station
it
met
a
solidly
declare
favorite
First
reports
aired
were
by listened to the radio.
of the cream of radio's writing tal- response and .sold 90% of its miniat 5:43 p.m., interrupting a
Radio reception 01 standara broadent to permit' some shows to die after mum budget to Elmlra business men
scheduled
commercial
program;
cast waves is generally good. Poor
before going on the air.
again at 7:16 p.m., and an up-to-thea single broadcast.
reception was reported by only 10%
minute coverage was presented by
Among its unique practices,
that the public goes
It's- .argued
of French and Belgian residents.
Bob
BarringHille, substituting for
Washington, April 1.
for film and legit reissues; will shell WELja published a rate card showRadio Luxembourg, only station
Foreign-language watter WSBC, ton on ABC's "News of Tomorrow"
out for concerts consisting of fa- ing maximum commercial time alwith commercial sponsored programs
.mUiar material, and won't throw lowed in time segments to be 30% Chicago, last Friday <28) criticized program at JO p.m. A complete wire In that area, gets good reception in
channels in recording made on the scene by 86% of Belgian homes, and
aVay records after one playing. less than allowed by the NAB and FCC's a.ssignment of
in '?6%
Btrrington
the
aired
Windy
was
by
at
City in which the netSome vaudeville acts have been do- has banned all middle- commercials
French.
Furthermore, survey
of
In addition, all work stations are lumped together 6 a.m. the following morning and showed,. Radio Lux is heard reguing the same turn for years, and still from local shows.
ad copy on the station has to be re- In the middle of the dial with the repeated at 7:30 a.m.
draw. So why not with radio?
larly by -45% of French homes and
indies
spread out on the far ends.
57% of Belgian.
One of the more striking illustra- worked by the continuity staff beWSBC came off with a channel at
fore acceptance.
With Radio Lux beaming commertions in effectiveness of rebroadcastthe low: end of the dial side by side
cial programs into France, it's inIng of .shows is seen with Fred AlBrass to Hoopla
with WGES, another foreign lanteresting to note types ot programs
So far,
len's use of sock material.
guage
op.
This kind of an allocathe French prefer. Answers listed
AUeB has repeated the "Mr. and and the Earl Bobinson-John La- tion, WSBC general
Of
manager Robert
variety shows, 27%; Serious music,
Mrs" radio show satire with Tallu- touche classic, "Lonesome Trail,"
Miller argues, will- get listeners in
St. Louis, April 1.
7%; light land dance music, 11%; any
Jah Bankhead; the Brooklyn "Pina- has had repeated radio airings.
the habit of keeping tuned to the
Heavy promotional hoopla will program, 55%.
fore" bit with Leo Durocher, and the
It's pointed out that repeats are
middle of the dial and won't give the mark the dedication of 50,000-watt,
"Oklahoma!" satire with Bea Lillie. not occasioned by lack of strong
indies a fair chance at the audience.
Columbia - owned KMOX's new
There have been no beefs from lis- new material, although there's little
He suggested instead that FCC al- transmitter Monday (7), with a day
Paige
to Fete
teners because of repetition, and in doubt that latter exists.
It's iu.st
ternate channel assignments to inof special broadcasts to be climaxed
.some cases there have been letters that there's an increasing tendency
Y.
C6verag<B
dependents and network stations so
commending the step.
on the part of radio producers to re- that in turning from one chain pro- by a banquet at Hotel Jefferson at'
Jack Paige, MBS director of
tended by CBS prexy Frank StanSome of Norman Corwin's shows, prise good writing and production.
gram to another a listener will pick
special events, shoved off Saturday
ton and other network brass. Enincluding "Untitled"
and "On a
Tlie Radio Writers Guild, in its up signals from the non-network
<29) for Salt Lake City to be guest
gineers figure the station's new
Note of Triumph," have been broad- negotiations for a new contract licensees.
speaker at a dinner feting "100 years
transmitter will push out a signal
cast on various occasions.
The tele- with the networks, has been asking
Commission men said location of
of sports champions" in Utah.
phone Eceiqe brpadcast on one of the for vesting of ownership of shows the network transmitters—most of reaching 25% more radio homes
Invitatlon^-and a plaque heUl re"Suspense" shows has been repeated with the writers rather than the net- them on high buildings in the loop- than the present one.
ceive while there are a result of
a score of times, frequently over the works. Step has been taken in rec- governed the allocation.
special dedicatory broadcast at his piping last week of direct broads
was
It
'same stations.
ognition of increa.sing tendency to pointed out the same problem may 6 p,m. will be followed by a 6:30 casts' to KALlr, Salt Lake, from
WMCA, N. y.'s series of "New repeat shows, and writers are con- come up in Boston and Ne* York p.m. special edition of KMOX's "The Madison Square Garden,
Tf.,
World a-Coming'" is fre<!iuently re- sequently making a bid for royalty FM decisions, which are ejcpected Land We Live In" series, this one where Utah cagers won a hasketbail
broadcast by college radio stations. fees on rebroadcasts.
entitled "Radio in Review."
tournament.
momentarily.
cles

doesn't
tlwt strong material

mi m SPOT 1 MINE

ELMIRA WEE WAITER
OFF TO BOFF START

Itself
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woman's woman
EVERY WEEKDAY ffloming from 10:15

to 11 a.m.

on

WOR,

Bessie

program brings the kaleidoscope of the world into
her
in approximately 174,368 homes with radios. With

Beatty's well-loved
focus for

women

charming husband. Bill Sauter, she talks of recipes, home making, fashion
and all the other topics lightly classed as "women's sub jects." But she also
dips into politics, economics, government, philosophy, psychology, the
For Bessie has an idea that "All

theatre, literature, race relations, etc.

subjects ^are

women's subjects these

days."

WOR listeners appreciate this recognition of their widening interests
and reward Bessie with a loyalty few other women

in

pubUc

life

can

rival.

They show their loyalty by supporting her advertisers. And they do it so
well that Bessie gets compliments such as this one from The Chatham
Manufacturing Company.
in advertising that

requests for ajittle booklet
casts," writes

"We consider this

one of the best investments

pulled 7000
ever made." Or, "Bessie Beatty
two broadthat we offered for a client on only

we have

G. A. Huhti, Vice president of Ruthrauff

& Ryan,

Inc.

who have discovered listeners like Bessie
Beatty's informal manner, her big name guests, and her pertinent submany
jects, include Procter
& Gamble, -General Foods, Simoniz Inc. and
Other discerning sponsors

others. You, too, can be on her show. Call our sales office at Pe 6-8600.
York'^ytxiic^'S^m, that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in New

'

Wednesday, April

40
torn MARTIN SHOW
Victor

KA'jriE'S

Tou«gf's

,
With Grace Coppin, Martin Blaine,
Marie Geyer, Kenneth Bangliart

With Evelyn Knieht,
Oroh, Bob ttope, Jen, Alexander

Hummert

V. oducer: Frank and Anne
Director: Joseph Mansfleld
Writer: Floyd Miller
Mins.; Moift. through Fri., 10 a.m.

chorus, Jimmy Wallinston
Producer: Edmund L. Cashliwn
Writer: Glettn Wheaton
so aiins.; Sun., 9:30

U

p.m.

MANHA^TTAM SOAF
WNBC-NBG, N. TT.

TEXACO

WCBS-CBS,

N. y.
(Arthur Kiidner)
lor
replacement
Texaco's

Eddie
prime

CO.

(Duatic Jones)
Latest bit of housewife heartbalm,
"Katie's Daughter," should be Prank
and Anne Hummert's magnum opus.
Responsible for most. of the soapers
perme.'.ting the daytime air, the
Hummerts by now have acquired a
Knack and formula of keeping the

the
Bracken show constitutes a
coltection of talent put on

own without proper backgrounding. Emphasis, according to
program, appears to be on the
expensive set of guest stars program

their

initial

has lined up. Apparently most .of little woman happy while at her
the budget is going for payment to chores. There's no need to strain to
names like Bob Hope, who appeared get the drift of the opus, and any
on initial session; Eddie Cantor, who iemme listening attentively will get
will follow, and other top-bracket tlie illusion of being an intellectual.
Barnes.

•

there's little left for

Consequently,
dressing up the songs by Tony Marand Evelyn Knight. Production
and writing is at a virtual standstill,
and as presently constituted, initial
half of the session until the guest

tin

Martin

cerebellum.

is'

is

writing to give either of them a suitable personality.
tlope provided the sole spark of
the opening session' even though his

wasn't his greatest effort.
His fast rovuld of patter hit listener
£nd his capsule digest of
offering

risibilities
•

She'll be able to figure out aU the
angles tar in advance of projection
and usually she'll hit it correctly.
Like its sister soap_ers, there are no
surprises and nothing to agitate the

However, the Hummefls have enmerely a stagew£.it.
dowed "Katie's Daughter" with topundoubtedly one of top notch production, and a competent
singers whose piping periods afford cast is able to hit most of the emopleasure,
listening
Heroine is
great
deal
of
a
tions as they go along.
Miss Knight is similarly a topnotch easilv identified, f.s is the villain,
songstress, but neither is properly and each pteyer is cast strictly to
presented as there isn't enough good type.

comes on
.

a day in radio is an essentially funny
Latter part, with assistance by
bit.
Martin, indicates that the singer
could be made into a potent per-

Story has a theatrical biackground
with the title femme about to take
There's a quartlie lead in a show.
with the boyfriend to snarl
rel
things up for her prior to the big
Does she hit bigtime, or—
event.
tune in tomorrow.
Initial stapzE. didn't bludgedn out
Spiels were kept
the commercial.
at moderate length by Ken Bang-

portions

of the show
were good with Martin contributing
a set of faves that have proven effective on cafe floors. His "Broadway
Lullaby," "No Business Like Show
Business," arid "Arinivefsary 'Waltz"
came out well. Miss Knight made a
dent with a Scotch number and 'Victor 'Young's orchestral backgrounding is of a high calibre. With pro
dttetion to match the song and guest
comedy, it could be a leE.d Sjimmer

'^FoHsw-Kip Gumiiiiil
Rose, whoso multitudinous
activities include the operation of
Billy

the Diamond Horseshoe, N.Y.; legit
producer; art collector; Ziegteld
theatre, N.Y, operator and newspaper columnist, has temporarily

added radio commentating
roster.
So far his radio
consists

series

a

of

to _ his
activity
transci'ibed

readings of his column. He has
made several recordings, with others
to be added. Disks were made at
the behest of his N.Y. column outRose,
the newspaper P.M.
let,
knowing that it nays,- occasionally,
to be nice to the boss, obliged.
Radio preem on the Alan PresThursday
cott WJZ N, Y. show
(27) had the reading of his column
on spring gardening, which while
sprightly With a newsprint baick'
ground, didn't impress as material
suited for the air. The breeziness
and sparkle of his column was lost
when delivered vocally despite :he
fact that Rose does an okay reading
job. His (fellvery has authority and
he knows how to highlight values.
Unfortunately, newspaper column
ing and radio commenting are two
difEerent mediums.
Rose realized that fact and stated
later- that i£ he ever went On the
air with his news columns, "I'd start
I'm
out owing Hooper 10 points.

not a comedian," he said, "and if I
had a funny script, I know 15 comedians who could do it better. And
I'm sure Walter Huston could do a
better job on a serious bit."
"Nobody's fooling Little Willie."

•

hart.

.

Jose.

JIM FLEMING

best stints on

SHOW

least

2,
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AN» yov» BETTY CROCKER MAGAZINE
otr
-"^vr
THE AIE

,

With »r, Frederick T. Bopej George With Betty CrockM', Win Elliot
Director: Theodore Corday
Producer-Director: WllUaitt Mwrshall Producer! Arthur KadkeV
20 Mins.; Mon. through Frl.,
15 Mlns.; Sat, 12 p.m.
,

a.m.

Sustaining

GENERAL MILLS

WJZ, N. Y.
This noontime series, as indicated
by its title, is aimed at pointing up,
authoritatively

dramatically,

and

,

WJZ-ABC,

N. Y.
(Dancer, VitzgaraU & Sample)

This show is. typicar recipe-and.'
fa.shion fare for the hausfrau. show
covers the whole range of chit-chat

of the problems confronting
parents and educators and suggest- from Fifth avenue style;: lo wavs
of
ing actions they might tak^ to help keeping a
banana from geUinu
solve or alleviate these situations. black. Broken up into various
scs,
Since mothers at home are the main ments featuring aud participation
ones this program would reach, it is quizzes,
interviews
and straiclit
presumably intended to spur them liome-making advice, program manthrough their PTA s. ages to move along with pace
action
to
and
Judged by last Saturday's (29) intere.sl for those at whom it's
stanza, second of the series, it is aimed,
and
effectively keyed to its ?.im
Betty Crocker maintains a good
therefore is lawdable public service
direct tone in her stint before the
programming,
mike, but Win Elliot, as emcee, gcfe
Program on this occasion tackled swept f.way by his own ebullience
juvenile delinquency arising from in describing an indescribable
doochildren of tenement districts hav- dad on someone's latest Easter
.boning no place to play or occupy them- net.
On the reviewed session
selves constructively outside school clothes de!!i,gner Sophie Gimbel
gave
Joe, one of the "latch-key the following excellent advice
hours.
to the
children" whose divorced, working ladies: the length nC the ii|virt
should
mothers hang door keys around be governed by the shapeliness
of
their necks so the children can let the leg,
Herm.
themselves in empty rooms or apartments when, they get out. Of school.,

some

was brought

in to tell

how crowded

'

the playgrounds are and what the
kids do for amusement on neighborhood streets, because there is no
Joe's working
place else '^to go.
•

mother

asks,

"What

can

I

do?"

"Don't blame Joe too much," she
pleads when he gets into troublethievery and vandalism, growing out
of his craving of excitement in a
There's the problife of insecurity.
:
lem.
Dr. Frederick T. Rope, executive
director of the N. Y. State Citizens
Committee and special consultant
to the Public Education Assn., suggests solutions: Turn schools into
clubhouses after class hours; let the
kids oig£.nize, plan crafts, engage in
sports using school facilities.' Allday "neighborhood schools" are doing' the job in some districts, but
more of them are needed. The public Education Assn. recommends they
be extended and that the state increase its flnantial aid to provide
playground supervisors and instruc•

Louella O; Parsons had one Of her
ABC Sunday, not the
of which was the first-time
three- to - shore-to-Hollywood

sonality.

Musical

CHILDBEN
SCHOOLS

YOUR

OAOGHTER

i,."'

Slats Oept.
Continued from page

28

;

can system of broadcasting," Another
licensee,
Walter Lemmon,
•

of Worldwide
Broadcasting
Corp., reiterated his opposition to
any government control of overseas
programming and flew to Washington to lobby against the IBF. Similar
opposition was expressed earlier by

head

Commander
Eugene
MacDonald,
Mins.i Mon. throvrgh PH., 9:30 a.m. Way interview, spanning some 6,000
head of Zenith Radio Corp., in letSustaining
Barbara Stanwyck was tipters to all Congressmen and ,Sena»
miles.
N. Y.
top from aboard the S.S. America,
MacDonald is not a shorttors.
Falling in line with the nation- sailing for the U.S., and David Niven
wave licensee.
wide trend to.Wards increased local was picked up from the Coast, with
(Benton reminded a press confercoverage, fornaer War eorresporident Miss Parsons this time in New Yerk.
ence last week tliat RCA prexy
Jim Fleming is now sparking thi.s Miss Stanwyck saluted British fortipardonable
with
David Sarnoff was lOO'i. behind IBF.
from
and
Niven
tude
session
of
news
daily half -hour
the metropolitan New York front. pride, from Hollywood, thanked her.
The other shortwave licensees, with
Show has an informal, listenable But it wasn't all noblesse oblige. It
the exception of Walter Lemmon,
show.
Jose.
early-morning quality with pop bi.A popular appeal as to Paris
favor it too, Benton said.)
both
interspersed fashions, current conditions
selections
musical
he said.
15-Man Board
among the news items and flock of the British and French .capitals, and tors,
DATE WITH JERRY
Script
is concisely constructed and
Briefly, the Benton plan calls for
With Jerry Carter a,nd Instrumental feature items cooked up by Flem- the like. Robert Taylor (Miss Stan- the presentation invites listening.
ing;
As a spieler, latter registers wyck's husband) was only mentioned
...'Quartet
creation of a 15-man board whose
Plugs for her London
effectively with a crisp voice and in passing.
Prwdncer: Iiloyd DennU
funds must be appropriated by Con(Eaiter"The
Other
Love"
preem
of
open
personality.
15 Mins., week-dajrsj 3:30 p.m.;' Sat.,
TURN BACK THE CLOCK
gress each year. The enabling legis1 p.m.
On the preem stanza (31), Flem- prise) and Niven's "Stairway to With Dick Bradley
lation provides for raising Additional
Sustaining
ing spreadeagled the local scene Heaven" (Rank), also a current Lon- 30 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.
revenues through contributions, sale
WTOP-CBS, WaiShington
from the latest development in; the don click, were part of the pitch.
Sustaining
^
of time to and acceptance ot proThis is WTOP's candidate for Langley Collyer mystery to the probWNEW,
N. Y.
grams from private agencies. The
femme listeners who like their sing- lem of the city budget. Series of
Last Friday (28), ju.st r. day after
the
preeming
Back
Clock,"
"Turn
ing straight and romantic. It's only three-minute interviews with sundry
would be drawn
of the Monday (31) on WNEW, New York board members
Freedom
on
Commission
the
musical show being carried live by personalities, regular ptrt of the
issued its •widely publicized indie outlet, offered a new twist on from the fields of business, comPress
local
being
station on a
level, and is
.program setup, began with an inCBS put John P. Lewi?, man- a'platter program. Jockeyed by Dick munications, press, education, etc.
promoted to the hilt by WTOP staff. teresting anecdotal piece by Clem report,editor
of PM, N. Y., and Mil- Bradley, show was enterprisingly deaging
One of the 15 men would be desigJerry Carter, 26-year-old tenor, is MpOarthy illustrating the moral of ton Murray, National Newspaper signed to point up the contrast benated full-time operating director at
a grad of Arthur Godfrey's "Talent "you can't beat the horse.s." Henry Guild prexy, on the net's "Opinion,
tween current band and vocalist a salary of $1.5,000 a year— the same
Scouts" and, though he didn't win, Cassidy, NBC's correspondent at the Please!" program for a timely airing
styles to those of a nostalgic 10 years
he was picked up by WTOP, which Moscow conference, was piped in to of their views on free press issues.
as that intended for the head of the
ago.
was shopping for a tenor. Lad had describe the state df Russian showAtomic Energy Commission. The
believe."
Murray,
"I
said
do not
Program should garner more than others would serve witliout pay.
some experienqe on the air over lo- business which he found flourishing
cal New York stations before the in all fields fi'om ballet to films. "that freeflom of the press means a fair share of listeners inasmuch as
the Secrefew
publishers
to
the
right
a
of
each
dialer
can mentally form his One of the 15 would be
war, and did a singing stint with Windup interview we.s with FredBuddy Clark's orch at the Park erick Loewe, cleffer for the Broad- monopolize the l e.ssential newsprint own opinions as to how techniques tary of State or his designate.
supplies.
I will join publishers to
Central before becoming a para- way hit, ''Brigadoon."
have changed through the years. On
The legislation would take shortfi.ght any law that aims at restricttrooper, but thi§ is his first real
Titles of the musical selections, ing their right to publish or not to opening stanza Bradley teed off to v-'ave programming completely out
break.
With bmlduo he is getting which were selected with good taste
the metered tick of a clock, Spiel of the Stale Dept., a move Benton
locally, plus a winning way with a on the opening- show, should be an- publish, but I would glady support took the line that "fashions in music
encourage "greater
will
believes
some governmental system of super- change, ." etc.
tune, he should go places.
nounced. In addition, show Could
freedom of action" and help dispSl
Format of show is intimate, with be improved by inclusion of a two vising newsprint distribution in such
Samples included Perry Como's
a
manner
as
to guarantee the ability
"any lingering doubts'' abroad that
Carter doing his own patter, plus or three minftte headline summary
of any publisher or prospective pub- current "One More Vote" followed shortwave broadcasts are the ofiisome help, from announcer Lee of general national and world news
by the 10-year-old Corao "You Can't
Vickersi.
This supplies continuity which would broaden appeal with- lisher to reach the public."
Pull the Wool," Basically his voice ciar spokesmen of the administration
Lewis, pointing out that 92% of is the same, but- the
for songs, which generally follow out modifying basically the show's
and not the dountry as a whole.
treatment obvi
the U. S. communities have only one ously has
some theme.
Tenor sings them .IocE.1 character.
Herm.
been tailored in the decade
Cooperation of private production,
paper, declared "freedom of the to fit
straight, and is a welcome relief
.new trends. Shift to larger men and talent, he believes, will
press crimes in very thin slices to bands
from the "I-suffer-so" school. Has
was especially evident in
strong pipes, which he handles with
SCHOOLHOVSG OF THE people who have no choices in the Jimmy Doi'sey's high-powered ar- also raise the level of the programs
paper they buy." He urged action r-angement
exclusively
AIR
a minimum of effort, and which
of ''Lover Come Back," a over those now prepared
show good training. Instrumental WUh Caroline Ellis, Erie Smith, to encourage "a multiplicity of pa- contemporary
by relatively low-paid government
item.
quartet, consisting «£ piano, organ,
pers
particularly in monopoly
Keith Payton, other.s
employees.
A.s a contrast Bradley turntabled
sylo and guitar, supplies accom- Director: Dr. Charles F. Church
areas,' and keep in business those
The State Dept. budget request for
paniment and one specialty number. Producer: Fran Heiscr
now operating." He also rapped Dor.sey's 1936 ':Hollywood Pastime"
.syndicated editorials for "dodging where he had more or less an in- its entire infoi-malion program, inWeekday programs are varied by Sustaining^
issues'' and charged that newspapers >truniental outfit with two trumpets cluding
shortwave, for the iiscal
guest shots Tuesdays and Thurs- 30 Mins.; TueS., Thurs.,yS p.m.
in general are "groping backward instead of the five trumpets of to- year 1948 is also before Congress.
days.
Saturday night show has a KMBC, Kansas City
The afternoon li.stening audience toward the Twenties." His recom- day. On the whole it's a listenable State is requesting around $8,000.special gimmick in form of letterby
mendations included tax concession.s half-hour with no odious plugs to
of
.schoolkids
built
up
CBS's
writing contest from listeners. Jerry
000, which includes a request to
reads the winning letters, giving "School of the Air" on Mondays. and reduced postal rates for new mar the music save for some instibuild three relay stations abroad to
them-tjlenty shmaitis, which should Wednesdays and Fridays is too good papers during formative years, and tutional lines for the Coast Guard
insure our shortwave signals reach
second-class
appeal to listeners of this type pro- a setup to ignore on other days of imiproved
newspaper and the Cancer campaign.
their destination.s.
One would be in
gram.^ Saturday night spot precedes the week, according to the educa- mailing service for all papers.
Manila, another in North Africa and
Jean Sablon, and gives tenor his tion department at KMBC. AccordTHE RANDALL PLAYHOUSE
ingly the station calls up som'e of
bcit break in time.
Lowe.
a third is planned for an undisclosed
"Life -01 Mother Cabrini," halfWith
Tom
of
McGill,
Mike KelUn,
its top talent to put on a couple
hour dramat piped over
David Selva, Bob Cummiskey, location.
weeldy to keep the N. Y.. Friday (28) as pitch for curhalf-hours
Benton stressed that it is "imperaBUI Martin, LIbby Adajian, Charles
WT. VERNON PLACE
school audience at the listening post rent drive of Catholic Charities, was
Welch
Producer-Director: Don IleGr«ot
right .across the board at 2 p.m. neatly done and made for
tive" Congress appropriate fun<i.S
good lis- Prodticer-directorradapler:
30 Mins-; Wed., 7:S0 p.m.
weekdays.
B y it c e continue shortwave beyond June 3^
tening. It chronicled the career o£
Ford Standerman
Sustaining
The two stanzas actually are made the Italian emigrant mui recently
even if it does not authorize IBF
WTSAL, Baltimore
up of four regular quarter-hours. canonized a .saint by the Catholic 30 Mins.; Sat., 9:45 p.m.
exthis session.
If elaborate and
Series of half -hour dramatizations, "The Magic Book" and "Fun With Church. Handled in narrative for- Sustaining
pensive shortv;ave equipment is diswrapped' around prominent person- Facts" on Tuesdays and "In.s;ide the mula, it pointed up the accomplish- WOB.Ct Hartford
not be re'
ages in hi-storic as.sociation with News" and "Mu.'iic Time" on Thurs- ments of the nun from childhood to
Combining efforts ot two local mantled, he said it would
major
atmospheric residential sauare ad- days. The "Magic Book" period is sainthood, incorporating her strug- schools, the Randall School for activated •'short of another
jacent to the famous Washin,gton the work of Caroline Ellis, a well- gles and ultimate success in estab- Dramatics and the Hartford Music crisis— which means another war.
Monument here, has caught on for established radio veteran in this lishing orphanages, hospitals and School, this indie is cutting some
considerable local interest and is area, who ofl'er.s the schoolkids dra- other charitable institutions.
mteresting ground in the field of exbein.a baJlyed ambitiously for its matic ver.sion.s Ot fairy tales and
student prograrriniing.
Edith Atwater gave a splendid perimental
Oklahoma City -i- Bob Duane comcontribution to civic pride and pub- other literary favorites.
Her ses- portrayal of Mother Cabrini. Joan Sample ot .this group's work was its pletes a circle but with a new twist
•iion
combined with the "Pun Lazer. child actress, did okay as the recent adaptation o£ Edgar Allen
is
lic interest.
when he leaves WKY, Oklahoma
Characters selected for weekly With Pacts" period, a class recita- nun when a young.'stcr. Maurice Poes 'Ma,sque of the Red Death"
mo.stly
hometown tion format for the upper grades, on Tarplin handled narration neatly which, despite some rough edges, City, to return to WSAL. Cincinnati,
are
episodes
mike
prominonts. Program caught, built Tuesria,ys.
and Jack Grogan's direction- was was projected with impressive force. April 1. He toiled at the
ao
Erie Smith, the station's .news .superb.
Script conformed closely to the Cincy before going to Chicago to
around the career of Max Brocdel.
style
of
Poe's prototype hOrror <soap operas.
medical artist whose work at Johns chief, .shares a Thiir.sday quarter
His next stop wa»
short-story, heightening the dramat's
hoiu- with a guest Student newsHopkins Hospital (a surefire
WKY, where he signed on as a
programming
thoughtful
an
effort
in
6tict%
review
the
effect
of
caster.
Smith
a
of
by
retaining the rhetoric and
miok here) opened a new field
during his fow
an week's news in his standard style, to dovetail with the American literary flourishes of the original. newscaster. But
proved
illustration,
sciejiHfic
branched out to inBb.wrbing and well-developed dra- while the fiuester comes through School of the Air broadcasts. While Thcsping chores, which
were year stay he
and aswith news in and about the schools. the programs class as civic service, handled by student amateurs, showed clude announcing, pianist
matic .slot.
Production, by Don DeGroof was 'This is completed with a session they are also effective local promo- some uneveriness in spots but, on sistant program director.
smwtly naced and smoothl.v pro- with mu-sic. usually held in- an ac- tion, for they have the local name the whole, surprised by its profesDuane will do a
WSAI,
Back
with
Writing by Bobert KvYtft. tual schoolroom and transcribed. appeal for listeners not present in sional calibre. Background music, one-man show, singing, playiiig aii^
jected.
furnished by the Hartford Music
up
ot station staff, revealed a good feel This one had the kiddies singing un- the net, show.s,
The combination gives the school School orch, was original in con- talknig. The Station is roundingpro*,
music
Miss
Alice
Gallup,
tor dialog and cliai'acterization and der
crowd good listetiing dally at 2 p.m. ception and performed with high key personnel 16? art fexpansion
•cling "bv stalioH'a' Stock company teacher.
Quill.
competence.
The two half-hours' add 'Up to
gram.
'Bum;
was solid.
Producer: Lee Jones
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Music Post

hopes to go to Bussia next fall to do a series
Benny Goodman, who
has been named consulting director of pop music protoward' Russia by the U. S. State Department
Sruns ijeing shortwaved.
weeks of negoUationsoverseeing the selection of recorded
Goodman's chore will consist of

Paine

/,*iai2 concerts,

CONSIDEiSPLi

'

a six-times weekly broadcast. He and his aides will also
daily script. To debut the programs, Goodman will do a live
?ho»-bi Russian. HTe's being taught the necessary words in Hollylor

mMffiic

London, April 1.
England's musicians vmion may be
paving the way for the eventual exchange of orchestras with the U. S.
and other countries. Execs of the
organization began serious discus-

Side a

the opening show on April 14.
in prQiaration for
Goodman's selectton of music for use on the airer will, presumably,
tastes of Russian listeners. State Department has
follow closely the
to their shows to know that Red music-lovers
had sufficient reaction
beat. They do not like and do not
want medium jazz with a dancing
the sort developed by tlie Eddie Condon type
uafterstantf deep jazz of

moA

sions last

:,y'^

,

'

-

'

Sraiedpi Tlew'

popiiarity

m
brackets in quite a while,

market
as positive proof that the
Etesptte
bands Is still alive.
lethargic reaction displayed at
in
business
ko. toward the band
cettt

iocn^

dentsttr,

they

for

the
the
re-

<a state of atfairs, inci-

Bot confined to iiist^bands),
that the success of the

fieel

Wmms disk

despite its age, indicates
beyond any doubt that the public
ever for something
is as eager as
differeiri;
from What they
"new" and
have been served since the start of
its
resultant lack of
the war and

new names.
While the

Weems

disk,

years ago, that fact is

•

who might

and others

be escpected to answer questions
from the public, have been queried
consistently since the disk hit, the
top, on various aspects of the tune
and Uie Weems band. This indicates
to tftem that a goodly portion of the
5UbliC feels that Weems is "new"
and

if it

can happen with

would become a reality.
England has always been inter-

cians

ested in U. S. musical styles, a factor
pointed up by the tremendous local
success experienced by the U. S.
Army Air Force orchestra under the
late Major Glenn Miller and the

Field

Navy band under Sam Donahue
during the war.

Beiyl Davis
Signed by Victor

Beryl
Davis,
English
singer,
brought to the U. S. some weeks
ago by Willard Alexander, has been
signed to an RCA- Victor recording

him

it

and U.

Bob Hope and forthcoming
.

side.

,

last

Unit

Herman Starr, head of the Warner
encompasstohoW *«teif.i They point out that Bros, publishing group,
Harms, Witraark and Remick
too many of the very top bands, ing the
did not take over as head
though almost all have gone about catalogs,
American Society of Comlowering operating costs, are still of the
posers, Authors and Publishers pubasking
wartime prices. And paying
which is a necessity because
''smes are doing any

lishers' classification committee last
week, as had been expected. He
was to have replaced Gus Schirmer
business currently, means
the committee, combooking openings for young as chairman of
members of
Bahds are fewer and their progress posed of the pubUsher
because
Mayed. In order to pay the top out- ASCAP, but, supposedly,
news of the changeover leaked out
nts, operators
cannot take too many
advance, Starr did not assume
.chwices
with
medium - priced, in
the spot, Schirmer stays in the post.
medium-draw bands.
Schirmer had resignea the spot
To complete the vicious circle, the
the previous week, presumably be"Patny noted toward even
the top
within the com»anes^is ms to the fact that they cause of dissension
mittee over Starr's demand for innave beep around
too long, are not
creased availability ratings for his
Ify proiaressive and consequently own firms. Starr's demands are
old hat to too many
on the theory that so many
bandtovei-s. New
names are needed, based
been distribated to escannot get through. If one raises have
points
wWd, It's felt, the
tablished firms, plus tbose^
public is there,
ine Weems disk
given new members of ASCAP, that
proves that.
of his
the financial per-point value
then),

,

""J

*w 4
tnat^

,

.

2*
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week by Jack

Salter,

former

vicepresident and still a stockholder,
who claimed misapplication of asColumbia
sets and other faults,
Concerts, Calling the charges "wholly
and irresponsible," took
fanciful
prompt action through its attorneys,
Salter, as part of the Evans &
Salter division of the Columbia combine, was an officer of the corporation from 1930 through 1944 and a
He had a
director through 1945.
nervous breakdown in 1943 and is
now on the Coast. He had to quit
Columbia early in '43, but firm paid
Their
hhn fuU salary all that year.
Offer to pay him one-third salary
during 1944, despite his absence, was
rejected by Salter as insufficient, ac-

cording to Columbia.
Salter complained that

Columbia

"wasted" its assets over many years.
His specific charges include transactions that occurred 10 or 15 years
ago, such as Columbia's discontinuance in 1931 of the Judson Radio
Program Corp., which handled a

program

company of some Of

its

own

stock,

etc

Salter claimed that $10,000,000 was
lost alone in discontinuance of the
.

te^
Chicago, April

L

•Ph«

u

h,^t^

1.

members
Jansen,

B™"™«7had

operator of
already signed

the-

a
Inc.,
licensed,
^''i^^eo Cafe Opflatly refused
as a
individuals to sign BMI
SI
felt that in view of incSki^^y
operating costs and reduced
r<.#?„
payment of a fee to

Broadcast

Music,

^

mtorrA^^
ors Assn.

MM

hmT
«W
would

lollnr^'-

be overloading,
CCOA is not over-

Thomas Rosenberg
and Milton
^i!u ^^l^
Raynor.
attor.'"'^'"^ of BMI music. They
fed ti, .
*
members eventusdlv n

T

m

CCOA

.

^'^^ agreements when
ffi.l*'^"
"ustness Warrants.
basert'™!!,
cosi

fiSning

with

BMI was

BVC

Sale

in

CoM?

Negotiations between Metro
and 20th Century-Fox (Robbins
Music pool) and the Bregman,
Vocco & Conn music firm now

look cold.

BVC
49%

had asked $750,000 for
of the firm, or $1,280,000 for

an outright buy plus lO-year
employment contracts for three
partners.

Saviw l^t 11^^^

Vseloe^
Fred

New Cmtract

John G. Paine, general manager of
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, speaking
before the Soeiety> annual membership meeting to New "^ork last
Thursday (2T), b^^e down the
source of the organization's 1946 income of $9,900i000. In doing so,
Paine made it quite plain why
ASCAP is asking no increase from
radio interests in the new contract
on which the two factions are now
meeting, and :also why radio, during
its 1941 battle with ASCAP, pointed
at the Society's collections from the
film industry with the feeling that it
was paying a disproportionate share
of the overall Income.
jPalne pointed out ttiat ASCAP
took in $6,000,000 from radio in 1848,
the highest amount it bad ever
earned from that source even be-

—

fore the square-off ef

Sale of Co.

Papers were served last week on
Inc., and Metro in the suit
ppmenico Savino,
minority
stockholder in the Big 3 (Bobbins)
music publishing group owned by
Loew's, over the latter's purchase
last year of the Variety Music Co.
from Metro producer Arthur Freed
for $160,000—paid out of Big 3 surplus.
Papers in the suit had been

Loew's,

'41,

when

the

percentage take of rudio bUlinssi Was
higher. Theatre seat tix revenue, «it
was cited by Paine, returned to the
Society a total of $1,300,000 in comparison and seemingly makes it clear
why the Society is setting out on a
campaign to increase this revenue.
Remainder of the Income was "derived froih iilteries, colleges, ballrooms, classical music, etc.
Approximately $7,500,OM> of the total
was distributed to writer and publisher members, the remainder held
for foreign distribution, administration expenses, etc.

Deems Taylor, president, poiiited
out that 65 new Writers were 'addispatched to the New York Secremitted to ASCAP last year along
tary of State some weeks ago and, with 23 new publishers, bringing
the
in turni Loew's and F.etro were totals up to 1,850 and 301, respectively.
served by his office last week.
"Pinky" Herman, a consistent
In his action, Savino cites Loew's
and Metro bought from Freed for thorn in the sides of ASCAP execs
and board members with his "re$200,000 the Variety catalog after he
had bought it for $30,000 as the Wal- forms," who this year was defeated
as a caiididate for a position on the
ter Jacobs catalog.
board, denounced ASCJAP's frown(Actually the price paid Freed was
ing attitude toward writer members
$150,000-^not $200,000—and when it who attempt
to do business with the
was acquired from Freed, the value rival Broadcast Music Inc. At the
of the catalog may have been en- same time, he
pointed out, the Socihanced' since his acquisition of it as ety ignores the fact
that some
the Walter Jacobs firm).
ASCAP pubs also Operate firms afSavino asks the court to cancel filiated with BMI.
the deal with Freed and force a reSode^'s annual dinner. the same
fund of the entire amount to RobA evening, at the Ritz-Carlton hotel,
bins, or to fix a real value on the was marked by the largest turnout
Variety firm, and the excess re- of radio network heads and attorturned, thus making funds available neys ever to attend an annual
for tiie payment of dividends to ASCAP dinner, headed by Brig, Gen.
stockholders.
Savino's action was David A. Sarnoff.
based on the failure of Robbins to
Dinner was marked by the usual
declare a dividend to stobkholders entertainment and no speeches.
for the first time in several years,
which he attributed to the use of
Robbins money for a purpose for
which Loew's money only should
.

have been responsible.

may

well be that Metro' will decide to cancel the entire Fre«d-Variety Music deal if it's complicated
by these technicalities.
It

Little

Jack

Little

Now

Disk-Jockeying In Va,
Iiittle

Jack

Little, ohcie

one of the

country's top maestros, becomes a
jockey as of next Monday (7)
on the new WEAM, Arlington, Va.

di.sk

DEATH DOESN'T ALTER
MANEE OF THE CHIEF
Feeling by various individuals
against the late President Franklin
D. Roosevelt is creating a barrier
for the new Iktenarch Record conitpany in marketing a new children's
alburn^ written around FDR's pet
scotty,* Fala. Book, containing four
disks, is titled "Sketches of Fala,"
is dedicated to Mr. Roosevelt and
contains material on his relations
with the eldig, and for this reason
anti-Roosevelt partisans operating

wholesale and retail record disstarts off with a four-hour per
tributing points have been quite
stint, a goodly portion of it sponadamant in thelif refusal to handle
sored, interspersing recordings with
the album.
his own piano and vocal contribuOnly store in N. Y. carrying it is ,
tions. Latter will be tied up in vari- Gimbel's. Perhaps
the largest chain
ous way's with the di.sks he plays.
making it available is Grlnnell's, a
Little has been working and living 40-store
string.
either never occurred or took place in the Washington. D. C, area for
Several years ago Columbia RecIn
in the natural course of business.
several years, heading small combos ords issued an album of Eui^opean
Claa In
the radio busines."! discontinuance at local hotels, etc.
tunes, accompanied by a booklet
charge, involving CBS. it points out
commentary by an outstanding conHegira to the Coast that Judson was one of the founders
ductor who cited one of the meloCBS and is still a stockholder.
of
unusual
an
see
for
dies as Hitler's favorite.
So sharp
Next month will
directors involved are:
Columbia
and
orchestra
was the reaction of bi'.yers that Conumber of recording,
Seattl'e, April 1.
Coast Arthur Jud.son, Francis C. Copmusic publishing people on the
Seattle local of the American lumbia hurriedly removed all the
picus, Lawrence Evans, Arthur L.
Quick
vacation.
Musicians has sched- booklets from albunis already bn
on business or on
Wisner, Frederick C. Schang, Jr., Federation of
head
to
expetting
look at the list
Ruth uled an eight-band dance for April 7 the shelves of dealers.
or Ward French, Andre Mertens,
westward within the next weeli
O'Neill, Horace J. Parmalee and at the Civic Aud as its contribution
Coast
two gives the impression the
Directors issued to the April fund-raising campaign
Ralph F. Colin.
in Apnl.
BILL LANGE'S
will be the hub of things
.saying: "Although we have of the American Cancer Society.
S-li statement
include
out
heading
Toledo, April I.
Those
Affair, which, will feature bands of
dismiss
Lou^Mind- been advi.wd that we could
Drummer Bill Lange, formerly
Oberstein, Don Haynes.
have fol- Bob Harvey, Morrie Morrison, Curt
Keele, Mr Salter's" complaint, we
O
Cork
Nidorf,
Paul
Tutmarc,
Gordon with Ray Heatherton, Al Trace and
ling, Mike
unu.sual course Sykes,'
somewhat
'^ewhat unusual
Ge^gie lowed the Michael VaDon, Joe Higgms,
^...^^ on the iOrccn^ Jackie Souders, .Ward ,Cole,.,Milt ^ritton,. has. formed, hjs, p^^n
"l^J^"
j
i
Valando.
.is -^uiyent .ati tiie.-Plsza:
Joy, Tommy
calendar tor trial." Sal'er i., ceprc: ,and PranWe Roth, has been okayed,,"band ..apd

Radio Program COrp., and
was steadily dwindling. He Judson
At that Arthur Judson, Columbia's
wants raises to make it up.
most prez, took stock in Columbia Broadthe moment. Harms is the
in consideration for
System
casting
society,
the
within
powerful catalog
discontinuance.
being rated at ll,000 pomts,. ex- the
Columbia maintains that most of
competitor.
actly double its nearest
made by Salter
allegations
the
firm

^^^^

SefikJ^^

and

transcription
busin'ess; failure to collect a claim
against a former employee who
went bankrupt; increases in salaries
the
to employees; repurchase by

radio

ae$$ii(ll)O,0O()^^^

1946-^ Reason ASC^

by

.

'oncerts

To

On ASCAP

•

An action for an accounting of
well over $10,000,000 was started
against Columbia Concerts and its
directors in N. Y. Supreme Court

Take Over Spot

Bookers and band buyers also
nave a theory on the progress of
new band^ jtacidentnlly, which seems

£>..

Asked by Salter

including Freddy Martin,
Phil Harris, Desi Arnaz aiid Tony
Martin, latter also doing his first
Victor sides after switching from
Mercury. Oberstein will be west
about 10 days.
artists,

that direction.

hy both the English
Unions have so far made

limiOAcdg.

Victor will be done in Hollywood
Eli Oberstein, head of
Victor's artists and repertoire division, leaves for the Coast Friday
(4) to wax her and other RCA

Starr Fails

then

felt

impossible for outstanding orit
chestras of either country to work
the other as a. unit. It is possible
for individual leaders to go abroad
and surround themselves with local
musicians, but that has never been
a very attractive prospect on either

dates on the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade."
She came to .attention in
England via working with the Glenn
Miller Air Force orchestra.
Miss Davis' first disk session for

can

happen with any one of the numerous comparatively unknown names
strUMling to get a postwar start in
the band business. All one needs is
a hit disk, but few of the major re
cording companies are held to be
aggJesslve enough in «j far as new
band talent to devdte nlUch time in

was

strictive irules

contract. She'll get a Victor buildup
to coincide with radio work, which
so far has consisted of guest shots

with

It

that the way would be opened for
U. S. bands to work here, but re-

was made next week.

widely known

Band agencies,
in the trade only.
published
which
liSeds
Music,
"Heartaches,"

Band

in

Some bandsmen are pointing to"
"HeartTed Weems' recording of
Eritish
iff the first
aelies," which actuaHy
orchestra to hit top
disk made by

problem and

of the

.

'HeartadbsvPomis Up RO. Awar«im
For

week

if they arrive at any definite ideas,
subsequent conferences with the
chiefs of the American Federation
of Musicians might work out to the
point where the long-heralded interchange of orchestras and musi-

'

ofBiusician.

In

He

day

Large Music

Music

Cancer

M

OWN OEC

_

_

.,•

'

•jy.James (;.,Petfillb,

ABM

president

Gardais

fcere.

WeitocBilay, April 2, 1947

Ex-AMe Seeks

local 47 Gags

10 Best Sheet

to Follow

Chatty Desi Araaz

Heartaches
Glocca Morra
Linda
Guilty
Managud Nicaragua.

Do on Release

I

'

It's

j

with friends Instead, of conducting

velop

his band at tlie Avodon Ballroom,
liocal warned Arnaz that his contract
called for a stipulated time on the
bandstand and that he was to stay

division,

there and take breathers only when
his men do, following complaint of
the Avodon's management.

directly

down law

laid

pointing

out

that

Arnaz
Union

that
sets.

to

a

by the efforts of Columbia
follow
Bill
Gale
to
Gale, one of Porges" assistants during the latter's ?0 years
with Columbia, has a contract holding him to the latter. Capitol, nevertheless', is making a pitch for him.
Gale has asked Columbia for a

pact

and

release

for Arnaz to supply musi'c
from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. and that he
was expected to -be wielding the

can't get

with

threatened

a

it.

He

It
was noticeable that
Arnaz obeyed scrupulousjy last days
of stand, which concluded' Sunday
•

has been

'

mom Um THIS

Haym«-Dec. 23731

•

(Ma'rks)

Arnaz—Vic. 20-2052
Hal Derwin— Cap. 336 • Herb Kern-Lloyd Sloop—Tempo 984
Hal Winters— Apollo 1034
• Tommy Tufcker— Col. 37339
"Don Alfredo— Pan.-Amer. 076
• lorry Dowglas—Sig. I $085

BEST

MAN, THE

Desi

les Brown— Col. 37086
Homo Vincent— Dec- 237Sl9

*

King Cole Trio— Cap. 304

•

Sunny Skylaf— Mercury 5004

1

•

Giiy

Umbardo— Dec. 23782

W

*
•

LOVE YOU

I

WE COULD MAKE SUCH
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
Vaughn Monroe— Vic 20-2095
Buiterlield-Cop. 371

YES, YES,
nhy Rya

Arpong

*
a

HONEY

(BMI)
• Frankie

Came

.

My

Souvenirs....

m

Oh Why

Did

Sonata

Hi

Sunday Kind Of Love
To Me ^"Fabulous Dorsfeys"
What Good Would the Moon Be

.N£V^

Soon fo

YORK
•

Standard

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

of

,

.

.

.

South"

.

.

t Pilnwtsicol.

b-3

Mleated

*

INC.

r
KOtI.^VW%0&

Dep!

E.Kploiia.ticn
3.

York

,

lil" Srocd-vav
19,

<5-2'3'^

Circle

If

O.xCord
Santly-,Iov
Molio'-c
...

.

.... Feist

.

you want

to

"How thjngs

know
in

qyre

Morra" listen to
BUDDY CLARK'S Columbia Record number

Glocccs

37223.

Burke- VH

.

Barton
!;!
icrawford
--..Oxford
.... Maurice
.

.. ..*.

.'.

."
.

........

.

!

.,

/

......
.......

Would You Believe Me
Zip-a-Dee'Doo-Dah— f'Song

.

&ig

Sinatra

enough perjormance

iRobbins

-

New

BMI

.

.

The

Paramount

..
i

.

.

.

.Dorsey Brcs.
Chappoll

Remick
Santly-.loy

TOP LYUIC WRITER
SEEKS
TOP COiMPOSER

Legit Musical.

MU

3-05S4

I

WiOiams' 1st Roundup

Billy

Williams,

former

vocalist

A Greot Song
i

Sammy Knyc

and who has been
doing western tunes as a single for

j

RCA-Victor ever since, was signed
ijy
Columbia Piclure.i last week.;
be used in western films.
Williams starts his first pic in
Holl.vwood April U.
It's
called
"Smoky River Serenade."

for Youf Spring'-Summep Program
and Music Machine

!

<'
.

;

'

CHIC^ied

.

1

Hlfi

Bill

BROADCAST MUSIC
.

Southern
World*

Hudson
.

a'Cpic^e

o'

Mc-.cge-

Berlin
.

Ever Leave Wyoming'.'
Roses In the Rain
September Song- - '"Knickerbocker Holiday".

with

NEW YORK

.

copies

oft'St

....Simon

,

.

.

Want To Thank Your Folks.
.......
It's Dreamtime
Life Can Be Beautiful— t"Sraa.<!hup"
My Heart Goes Crazy—t"My Heart GfooS Crazy"

new

For

PHIL ig^DRNHElSE'?

Shapiro-B

I Marry— *"Anaie Get Your Gun"
Huggiu' and Chalkin'
I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode Away

t'

arrangements, write

.... .T.B. Harms
............. .Feist

..

ii,

Triangle

.....Witmark
Robbins
Advanced

.

In

I

WW

(Chtlsea)

"

.

.Feist

Cotrle-Col. 37^(22

George Towne—Sanora 2002
Blue Barron— U-6-M 10005

* Stordusters—Swan 3002
Gone Krupa— Cal.'

•

.

f\

fiiskmti

....Capitol
,. ..Stept

.

Dor-t"Time, Place, Girl".
I

Musk by Mac**

C-P

................ .Encore
.

Wards hf Sidmty MMmH mni
ckno Ahxoadtt

.

Girl That

JB

tiamond 206!

S60 flflH AVENue

.

,

.

Beware My Heart
Bless You

(Stevens)
Three Suns-Vic 20-2197 •
Frankie Carle-Col. 37311
• Lawrence Welk— Dec*
Mr. A Mrs. Andy Russell— Cap.*
Btue Barron— MGM*
.tohnny Long— Sig.*
• The Starlighters— Mere*

Billy

.

.

Reinoini7ig 19-asngs of tJic week, which did not have
credits to rale inclusion in the first 30.

(Voguev

Frank Sinatra— Col. 37231
Eddy Arnold-Vic 20-1948
Wally Fowler— Merc. 6031
* Red Foley- Dec. 46028

CAN HAPPEN WITH YOU

Monica Lewis—Sig, 15068

;

.

.•

Count Basie—Vic. 20-2127
'
Bill Samuels-Mercury 8029
Jordan— Dec. 23841 * Charlie Spivak—Vic*
• Pied Pipers— Cap. 369
Sid Catlett— Monor 1058
•
"Lips" Pa^e-Ap. 1041
Dusty Fletcher^at. 4012
Charioteers—Col. 37240 * Merry Macs— Maj. 1112

IT

....Duchess

.

—

.

Too Many Times
We Could Make Such Beautiful Music
What Am 1 Gonna Do About You?— VLadies Man"
'You Can't See Sun V/hen You're Crying
,. ....
You'll Always Be the One I Love

(Duchess)

Louis

UNLESS

1

Where

That's

Three Flames—CoL 37268 •
792 •
Jack McVea-B &

,

;-i,<5

....Feist

.

HOW MUCH

Words and music by
VMii: Bor.Hdson

...Miller
..

.Morris

Oh, But

* Dinning Sisters— Cop^*
Art 'Kassel— Vogue 785-

Alyine Rey— Cap. 363 '*
Fred Kirby—Sonoro 7023

SUNDOWN

Peotjjiarij

Marks
Harms

......

....

1

Massey— Col.*

Prima-Mai. 2107

1"

Mam'soUe
...........
Managua Nicaragua
Maybe You'll Be There
My Adobe Hacienda
No Greater Love

• Kenny Baker-Dec. 23846
• Esquire Trio— Rhapsody 102
* Bobby True— Mercury 3057
147 •
Hammondairs— Mars 1Q37

OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD

Louis

.

M

E. B.

Linda
251

(Peer)

20'2I50

Bing Crosby— Dec. 23840

K Rtgtri frtdud m

AT

Witmark

Might Have Been a Different Story. ......
It's a Good Day.
...
k......
Let's Go Back and Kiss the Girls Good-Night Again,.

Mclean— Coast 8001

THAT'S

tit* (tiarlti

.Moticl

It

Eddy Howard— Maj. 1117

touise

POPULAR

EAT

STANDARDS TODAY

....Romick

.

Gordon Trio—Sonara 3032

MY ADOBE HACIENDA
Caffman Sisters— Ent.

G R

Heartaches
.......Leeds
How Are Things In Glocca Morra— -"Finian's Rainbow".
Crawford
I Can^t Believe It Was All Wlake-Belicve... .............. ...BVC
Famous
I Gotta Gal I Love— "Ladies Man".....,...
If I Had My Life To^Live Over
General
K This Isn't Love— "Finian's Rainbow"
Ciawlord
I'll Close My Eyes.
Maurice

(Encore)

Two Ton Baker— Mercury 5016 * Dick Peterson— Enterprise
• Jose Curbelo—Vic 26-9015
Julie Conway—Sig. 15086

Jack

TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY

,

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
Kay Kyser— Col. 37214

G.

Joliii

...

t

«

'

1947

—

.

Freddy Martin—Vic. 20-2026

Dr.

Inc.,

iVIarch 81-27-

I Love You For Sentimental Reasons ...............
Gliilty .... ....... ..... .. .. .. .. ..... .....

(Campbell-Porgler

* lauis Arntstrang—Vic. 20-2228
* 6uy tombarda—Vic*

Day— Cal.*

by Ojfice of Research.

Survey Week of

(London)

Benny Qaadnmn-^ap. 376

Decca
Recorcjs.
However,
Decca didn't care too much lor payl
ing the producers a royalty, and tlie
agreement teU through.

with

from

Gal in CalieO-^f'Time, Place, Girl"...
Rainy Night In Rio— i:"Tmie, Place, Girl'!..
Anniversary Song— vjolson Story"
Another Night Like This
April Showers f'Jolson Stolry"....

Egg and I— fEgg and

MIGHT HAVE BEEN
A different' STORY

Billy Wiltiaiht-Vic.

Edward.s, there-

Par.

to

•

Columbia's deal with Sabinson and
Katzell calls for a guarantee and
a
royalty to them in return for which
they're producing the east for disking, Royalty deals with principals
it's claimed^ are up to the
piWiicers'
Prior to the drSwn-out negotiations*
with Columbia, the producers had
been on the verge of closing a deal

vocalist.

Service.
Ptiblislied
Director.

(Pemora)

Daris

contract

Control of Co.

A
A

'

.

'

with a
Burke, half of the Burke- (Jimmy)
Van Heusen writing team under

Herctmder are the top 31 songs oj the week, compiled by the Audience
Coverage Index Sun-ey Mu.sic Broodcast over NBC, CBS, ABC and
Mutual networks, based in Hew York on tabMlatious by Accurate Rcporlirig

'

TAKES TIME

di.sking

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

(Duchess)

Tax Beneke— Vic. 20-2123 » Hal Derwin-Cap. 377
»
Buddy Clork— Col. 37302

IT

Fill!

Final completion of .the

however, ma.y bje held up by
a
throat condition hampering
Miss
Logan. Columbia wEiijts her to stay
The pub— Edwards Music—knew
out of the show a couple of days
of the tune's inclusion in Crosby's
and rest, and she may do so.
lyric written by .lohnny

"THE FABULOUS DORSEYS"

Hal Winten-Jose Morand— Apollo 1034 • Don Jose— Gotham 3003
Xavier Cugat-Col. 37319 a Bobby Doyle—Sig. 15079
John Paris— Vic*

IT

,

also p.d.

of copyright.

• Charlie Spivak— Vic. 20-1981
Eddy Howard-Ma). 1071
Ella Fitzgarald-Dec. 23670
• Dinah Shore-Col. 37188
King Cote Trio-^ap. 304 • Art Kaswl—Vague 781
Fran Warren— Coime S14 * Brawn Dots-^Maiior I04f
Skip Strahl-E^erald t06

ILLUSION

'

Waltz," included in Crosby's film of
the same name for Par. Melody is

(Vanguard)'

FOR SENTIMENTAL .REASONS
"

.Shapiio-B

.

hit musical, after weeks of
bicker
ing and dickering with tfie
show'i

principals (mostly

Ella Logan)
Col
Paramount Pictures,
immediately went ahead with
the'
Burke-Vaij Heusen and Blng Crosby
disking. Initial session was
con
interests were forced to crack down
ducted Sunday (30) in N. Y., and
at
last week on a New York publisher
least two more are scheduled
for
endeavoring to jump the gun on a
this week to complete the job
'"Emperor's
of
modern
version

fore, presumably hoping to cash in
on the film's exploitation of the
tune, got out a version of his own,
also with a modern lyric. He used
With Oberstein Sale a shot of Bing Crosby on a piano
Eli Oberstein has sold his interest copy and included in the billing a
notation that the tune w&s in Par's
in the Fred Fisher Music Co.. put"Emperor." Par subsequently
ting the (irm again completely in film,
jumped on the pub and forced it to
the hands of the songwriter-pubrelinquish the film notation, and
lisher's widow. Oberstein, who runs Crosby forced the elimination of his
the artists and repertoii-e division photo from the copies.
of RCA-yictor, had held a half inAs a result of Edwards' move.
terest in the firm since 1940. Amount Which had been miade known to
he took for his holdings is undis- jobbers, BVH is being forced to
closed.
start work on the tune sooner than
Film, won't be reF).sher catalog was recently enit anticipated.
hanced by the addition of the copy- leased until next fall.
right to "DardahcUa." It originally
l,arry Carr, former CBS singer,
was owned by Mills, but Mrs. Fisher
acquired the standard Upon renewal joined Elliot Lawrence orchestra as

In

(On Records)

Dick

.

.

William Katzell, producers of
'Tin
ian's Rainbow," current
Broadwav'

idea.

else's

Widow Again

Fisher

assumed names to fit the
country at which disk is aimed.

Mit Tunes for Aprii
ANOTHER

"...

by Saul Chaplin, seoms

lyric

to have put many publishers on the
alert for a follow-up,, even to the
extent of getting in on someone

film,

BMI
«

new

breach-of-con-

under

(30).

Capitol

.Witmark
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah. .Santly-Joy
Shapiro-B
Old Lamplighter
'Wyoming
Feist
Oxford
Thank Vour Folks
No Greater Love
Republic
Roses In Rain
Barton
That's Where I Came In. Robbing

tract suit if he tries to jump Columbia's hold.
An arranger and conductor, Gale turns out disks designed for various foreign outlets

baton constantly, except for inter-

.Encore

Oxford

Sonata
Bless You
April Showers

Porges,

i

Tremendous success of the "AnLast _^week, Columbia Record,
niversary Song." based on a waltz
fl
melody in public domain, with a nally pacted with Lee Sabinson'anrt

Feist
....

Second 10

bit

conductor

called

missions.

international'

being stretched

is

Gun on Crosby Film

Maurice
I'll
For Sentimental Reasons. .Leeds
Simon
.You Can't See Sun

tauter

1

leader,

ballroom's

new

Capitol's

Leeds
Crawford
Mayfair

a Good Day.
Close 'My Eyes

inian'hi

Down on Pub Jumping

Mood

Anniver.sary Song

Feeling between Columbia and
Hollywood, April 1.
Capitol Records companies which
American Federation of Musicians became a bit strained a fev weeks
Local 47 cracked down on maestro ago when the latter snagged ColumDeisi Arnaz last week for chattering bia's Sandor Porges to head and de-

Avodon complained
was missing whole

Sellers
EvMng, March 30)

(Wee;-

Porges to Capitol But Col.
Sez No Can

Paramount Cracb

.He'll

i

i

|

Love In Jun^
Sv"ro(,.mv fucker, C. W. Ho//

end afeorge

D.vf/y

GEORGEOPF MUSIC PUetl^mG/CO.
1650 Broodwoy, New York 19, N. V.

'"'^

'^^^
*

-IS

Warwick-Jaeger Gel

Mndoraft Disciissii^ Takeover

Radio Stars-on-Record
Bote!

.Waldorf

(400;

rtayed
24

$2).....

iSTiiif,

..

....

2,425
1,075
1.228
1.500

7

....13

;g9^|ie«|)ple,LextogtO» (300; $1-$1.50).....

....

1

....

2

(Empire Room, Palmer House;

draw with substantial 4.000,
Hoom, Bismarck; 465;
jowph Sudy (Walnut-

650; ,$3.50 min.).

rf..Hv

$2-.1)2.50

Mlaint

Alkms
After being
six

on the Market

in the works for over
Audience Records is

months.

slated to begin national distribution
of its series of comedy alburns
featuring top HoUywood names on

April 28. Among the talent participating in the deal on a cooperative,
profit-sharing basis are Eddie Can-

Deals With Gwirtz,
Forster Denies Sellout
Diseussioii

With Preyer

F. J. A. 'Fred)'Forster, the Chicago
music publisher, states he has had
no talks with Dave Dreyer, general

Ic«

Lo8 Angeles

tor, Amos 'n' Andy
(Freeman F. prof, manager for Irving Berlin Co.,
Gosden and Charles J, Correll), Jack with a view to selling out his cataBenny, Edgar Bergen, George Burns log, nor does he intend to sell out.
& Gracie Allen, Fibber McGee & Dreyer likewise states that if, as
Molly, and Ed "Archie" Gardner and when he goes into pub business
for himself (with Franikie Carle, and
show and ("Duffy's Taverti").
Series of albums, consisting of others, as reported) it will not be
eight sides and retailing at $4.50, are with the Forster catalog as an
waxings of original performances by ASCAP nucleus.

900; $1-$1,50). Splendid 2,900 tabs.
$l-$1.50). Fine 2,800 covers.

k€ali@s Jobs, Not

in Hotels

(Chicago')

(Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Holding firm at 3,800.
(Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Next to Jsst week brisk 4,900.
C»y
Lent finally caught up with
Sol KlclB (Latin Quarter; 700; $2,50 min.),
Carlyle

Clitrldffe

Ted Lewis; slufled off to 3,800.
dearire Oben (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.).
Lent,

Keeping good pace, despite

with 16,500.

Benny Strang (.Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.).
of weakening with tepid 15,000.

South side spot showed

signs

man

Lawler
(O'Brien,
Driscoll,
& Lawler) is attorney and

Raftery

secretary.

Known

Top-Ten

a.s

Records,

al-

bums

will be first series of nonmusical albums to be given national
rack distribution. Monitor has been
to handle distribution through
its 1,000 outlets while Apollo RecTwo'otfihs drew very solid 6,000 as adjacent rival. Tommy Dorsey's Casino
ords will press the platters at their
Gardens switched to weekend only policy with Bobby Byrne.
two eastern plants. Life inag is
:^Tter Crifat (Giro's, N, Hollywood, 5th wk). Slick 2,700 tabs.
scheduled to run a Story about AudiXes Brown (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2d wk). Tapered a bit after smash
ence Records in its June 6 issue.
initial frame,- but otill slcjpni; 18,000 admishes.

(Los Anoeles)

DieSily^teeckncc.

Hollywood, April 1.
Arthur Michaud trained out over
weekend for three weeks in east.
En route to 'N. Y,, he'll pause in

opening
tomorrow
Of Buddy Moreno's new orat the Aragon.

(Wed.)
cliesira

for,

talting
Michaud to
possible deal he Hopes to

Primarily

Gotham

is

B,

Ocean Park, 6th wk). pacted

In a move to avoid royalty and
union complications, AR has put a
ban on the right of radio stations
and
jukeboxes to play these records
Leonard Bernstein will conduct
the opening concert ot the World for coliiffiercial purposes. NegotiaFilm Festival in Brussels this spring. tions are currently underway for
introduction of the albums in EngYoung maestro leaves N. Y., April,
land and the continent lor general
9, for two months abroad, to conduct
sale.
at Praguie In ternational Music Fes-

Bernstein

lickud Easts

Chicago,

..

and Jack Barrows (Aragon,

to.

Europ®

'

tival; in Paris,

iarid in Holland. He'll
also baton eight concerts in Pales-

.tine.

'.

new netwbtk toinAiercial
Hti'll be back to conduct at N. Y,
JCommy Dnrsey..
Lewisohn Stadinra. June 23.

swing ton
tor

last

Executives of the organiza-

headed by Irving

have

Felt,

been discussing with Irving GWirt?,.
head of Diamond RecOrds, the posof taking over the ftrm.
Gwirtis admits talks, but nothing,

sibility

.

else.

Felt, incidentally, was out on th*
Coast within the past 10 days talking a deal tor Musicraft with Moe

ex-Metro producer formerly
connected with the old American
Record Co., and Harry Goetz, Consolidated Film exec also involved
with American Record at one. time.

Siegel,

SPIKE JONES SOUGHT

,

Rum

and okayed by the stockholders
week.

Provina

each of the artists. Disks, however,
are patterned alter the radio roulines and format ol each comedy
star and, studio audiences are part
of the recording sessions. H. Paul
Warwick (& Legler), agency which
handles Cantor, heads the recording
outfit which is otherwise dissociated
from Warwick & Legler. Pete Jaeger is company veepee and T. New-

Moe Si^el (loetz

Musicraft Records is weU into
arranging its affairs, according to a
plan of reorganization submitted

tion,

min.). Increas* to

(College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.),
'led Weew»

Kttddy M»'M» ^Ambassador;
BUM MBr|»« iBiUmorc; 900;

20,325

fred *

Chicago
n."* Wiui»iti»

1,500
2,125

828
750

.... 20

at Wfllddf/ with Tito Oni^

•Tteiicetw

58.600
14,975
j8,425

BY

N.Y.

YANTTY FAIR

Reports of the tremendous basiness Spike Jones' orchestra has been
doing on the i-oad resulted last

weekend

in

Joe

Howard and

Billy

Kent, one of the owners of and talent buyer, respectively, of the Vanity Fair nitery. New York, flying
from N, Y. to try to convince Jones
to bring his troupe into their club.
Jones played Purdue U., Lafayette,
Ind., and Howard a' d Kent joined
him there to talk a deal. What success they had is undiisclosed as yet.
Vanity Fair, which replaced Howard's
Zanzibar (subsequently re-

opened by Howard and Carl Erbe
on another site) has not been doing
too well of late.
Two weeks ago
it
instituted a
no-cover no-minimum, and while it has b''~n playing to good patronage, grosses are
still too far off normal to allow for
a fair enough profit. JHence the bid
for Jones.

MAX

OWN

Gwirtz' entry into the Musicraft
scene even if only on a conversational basis, creates speculation as
to the position of Milton Diamond,
attorney and former executive with
Decca, although it's probable that
Diamond>'s connection with Musicraft would be in an administrative
capacity rather than in direct contact with artists and repertoire,
which is what Gwirtz would be concerned with largely.

While Musicraft

is

worrying about

personnel (and this angle has been
the greatest factor in the company'!
failure up to this point to live up to
its possibilities and predictions), it is
also going ahead with arranging
debtor and other plans to confirm
with the reorganization blueprint. It
concluded an arrangement last weekf
with Harry FOac^ general manager
of the Musie Publishers Protective
Assn. and agent and trustee for publishers in mechanical rights mat-

TISHMIK ON
ters, whereby Musicraft's debt to
Max Tishman, who left General publishers, amounting to $32,800,
Corp.- theatre dept. last would be paid off within two years
at 5% interest. Meaniime, the Comweekj.has opened his own agency.
He's set the Briants and the Gray pany has agreed to pay in full its
Family for dates at the Capitol, first quarter (of 1947) royalty statement.
Waahington and State, N.
Artists

Bnd

Gately; has been appointed
professional manager of Criterion
MUsic' Corp., Olin Schottler will be
in charge of commercial programs.

%

Railroad Hot
EUiHEii

'.o«.o(}a

^^jjjKMiiDs

WO*,

IwdrdeiHiy lOUlS JORDAH
I FRANRIE lAlNE
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Song Tie-Up
Chicago, April 1.
Louis "Choo Choo Ch' Boogie"
Jordan, has done it again. Current
Pacific" by Jack
hit, "Texas and
Fine and Joseph E. Hirsch, is another Jordan discovery that's in the
railroad vein and going along the
tracks a mile a minute. 450,000 Jordan rOcords of "T & P" have been
sold already; 2!iO,000 for the Jerry
Gray-Frankie- Laine platter; and
figures figure to be ditto for disks
by Pat Flowers and Hot Lips Paige.
With over 50,000 ^heet music copies

MERCURY

APOLLO

RECORDS ALREADY SOLD

PWGE

Jnlattdr

^ti±jjnjii\

000,000 DECCA, VIOOR,

FLOWERS

UK

WITH THIS GREAT NOVELTY §@N@

vicroir,

mtm SOLD £p

and 26 major air show shots,
& P" is well on its way.
When the advertising manager for
the Texas and Pacific Railroad, J.
B. Shores, heard the song, he immediately phoned publisher's Pic
Music Corp. in Chicago and made a
dicker for a promotional tie-up.
Song, it was agreed, Is a natural for
cooperative promotion.
Plans were set to distribute copies
of the song on Texas and Pacific
trains, and to feature jsong in railsold,

"T

road's advertising.

J

torded by LOUIS JORDAK
lAINE
JERRY GRAY & FRAMKIE
PAT FLOWERS

TP

MERCURY AND APOLLO

RECORDS ALREADY SOLS

'

Jordan will

fig-

ure proriiinently in the tie-up when
he makes a personal appearance
tour of. Texas in August. Special
and promotion are planned
whereby song, Jordan, and railroad
will all get a sock publicity boost.
Even without special promotion,
Texas papers have been giving the
song a terrific press coverage. Theme
at pub's offices these days is"G«t
..
on Board!"

,000,000 DECCA, viaoR,

1

stunts

I^m^1^^"^

WATCH FOR THAT
NEW "SPEGIAL"

GREAT

MY mm Mdwi
im SAY GOOOeYE

22a H«rtlt

S*r**t, Chi(«t*« irilM*V*
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qnd^D

JocJcs^ Julres

want to mention Snub Mosley's
"Blues At High Noon," a line blues
job which hot fans will do well to

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week'Enmng March 20)
London, March 21.
Dash
Old Lamplighter

investigate.

Andy

Connelly

Anniversary Song

his fans;

Remember. .Feldman
Chappell
April Shower

/By George Frazier
provide the aesthetic kick
of the week, but as straight news,
it's in a class by itself and it won't
As the
upset any chesty censors.
vocalist of Kay Kyser's "As Long as
I Live" (Columbia), Miss Kussell acHer voice
quits herSelf creditably.
comes from deep in her chest (sultry) and her enunciation distinct.
Where she falls perceptibly is in her
inability to project any, real feeling.
Tune is one Of the flhest and it deHovifever, Miss
serves the best.
Russell, at this point in her vocal
career, is considerably short of that.
In all fairness, however, it should be
said that there are plenty of gals
around who sound worse. Add to
that the fact that this was her first
recording date and she must have
We think that,
been nervous.
she does
everything considered,
well. It is worth noting, by the way,
that Kyser has, if not always an ear,

ing,

an eye for girl singers. There was
nothing wrong with Georgia Carroll
or the girl who preceded her.
Backing up Miss Russell's t>lunge
is "Possum Song," a hillbillyish sort
of affair played and sung exiiberantljr.
It Will have a big rural appeal, but Miiis Russell's Is the side
that wilt lure 'em natianally. (Although, since records aren't accompanied by pictures, we are not ab-

Open Door, Richard. ,. .Leeds
.Yale
GO Home. ....
Dont Fall in Love..... i,. Wood
Victoria
To Each His Own.
Rickety Rickshaw Man. Southern
How Lucky You Are. .Kassener
World Singing Song. ,F. D. & H.
.

.

Best Bets
I Came
"Heartaches,-"
"Midnight
Masquerade," and "You'll Know
When It Happens" (Ted Strae-

S^timental Reasons. .Maurice
.

.

.

Somewhere

May

(Snub Mosley).

—

Hillbilly
Song"
"Possum
(Kay Kyser) and "Cigarettes,
Whusky, and Wild, Wild Wom-

en" (Sons of the Pioneers).
Novelty—"The Bluea of the
Record Man" (Tex Beneke).
Chest Tones—"As Long As 1
Live" (Kay Kyser).

.

in the Night. .N.-W.
,

.

.Sun

.

You Sweetheart. Dash

I Call

.

,

.

.

his

bit
stuff

l®w

a.

Switching afliUations
appamrfw
becoming a habit among
theatres and name bands
the past couple weeks, both
Pronto!
Carle's orchestra and Louis
PriS

being made. Paul Weston, who
to put up with a lot, provides the
accompaniment.

.Yale

.

Mel Torme, we

said a

few weeks

ago, sounded awfully like Dinah
they achieve their aim, Shore. Let us i;eport this week that
whieh is to provide pleasant dance Dinah Shore, singing "Mama, Do 1
music.
Neither disk will presum- Gotta?" and "When
I Gonna
ably hit Ihe best-sellers, but the Kiss You Good Morning?" sounds
sales should . be quite respectable.
like Torme.
"Mama" is a rhythm

Am

recommended
where dancing

strongly

to

tune and Miss Shore gives

it

ivhat

jukes in joints
is
sounds like a real jiikeroo treatpermitted.
Mr. Straeter, who is ment.
Reverse is a potential hit
rather nauseatingly,
we tune and should do all right. Sonny
think, as a society maestro, is a
Burke is on the podium and exmaster of schmaltz. Inasmuch as hibits his
customary slickness with
this sounds suspiciously like an era
muted brass.
thing that inight be called "grand of sweet, he should dd handsomely.
^
Tex Beneke's Victor of "Blues of
solutely sure.)
concourse style.'' It just isn't in- Vocals are by Bill Kaylor and Kitty
Frank Sbmtn, who is nothing if tegrated. On the other side, they Crawford and; on the whole, they the Record Man" seems to be .a real
not versatile, steps up this week to do "Nat Meets June," with the vocal manage to fill the bill. Before mov- WurUtzer wow. It takes a sly poke
take the vocal in the Metronome taken over by Nat (King) Cole and ing from Sonora> by the way. We
(Continued on page 45)
AJl-Stair^ Cbiuinbia of "Sweet Lor June Ctiristy.
Singing is excellent
and so, for that matter, are some of
the. solos, but as jazz, the side "ain't
nowhere." Sinata-a's name will aid
/ Hie FIRST Song in
sales, of course, but no one, except
possibly the guys concerned with
STOftY"
1. Heartaches (4) (Leeds)
Ted Weems
Decca- Victor
( Buddy Clark
Columbia
2, Things In Glocca Morra (6) (Crawford).
'is
.

rS

is

way

outfit

scheijluled

their

York

next

S

dates^at different houLesTj
prior to that Jimmy Dorsey
hsS
nidved from the Capitol to th»
Paramount.

outfit,

f WIWD

because

They are

Switcheroos

Become a

^Carte, who- has been a
Capitoi
standby smce the inception ofwill play the Strand
Bert
time around— a four to six-week
run next November or December
Prima, who .has played the Strand
ever since he developed enough
-bo
to warratjt a major house,
will
switch to the Paramount, also over
has the holidays.

.

Beginning of End.
Victoria
Sleep My Baby , ; .Keith, Prowse

Ballad— "The Brooklyn Bridge"
High Noon"

.

Happens Every Day.

It

and "Spring Isn't Everything" ..(Tomifty Dorsey).

at

.

.

Sooner or Later

ter)

Hot—'31ues

,

feel

reviewing

Russells administer Capitol punishment to a rather effective tune
called "Unless It-Can Happen With
You." Having fajd so much, let us
add that it has ^eat coin-box possibilities.
Other side, a slow ballad
called"Dreams Are a Dimfe a
Dozen," is Only half so bad, since
Mrs. Russell was presumably slaving over a hot stove while it was

Second 12
Things We Did,
.
. .Morris
China Boy, Girl. .MacmelodieS
Accordion
...... .Wright
Morris
Five Minutes More
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah
..Sun
Dream Again ....... .Box & Cox

In,"

(EVank Sinatra).

.

.

.

Dance— "That's Where

,

among

us

This
(oh, yes, it sells, it sells).
weds, though, we're practically a
nervoiu wreck. Bus^ll. is MsuflEicient enough at times,, but what
does Capitol do but team him up
with his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Russell, no less! At our best, we're
an uninventive punster), so bed,r
with us while we observe that the

,

no Jack Teagarden,
It is worth mentionhowever, that as a hot singer,
Sinatra has performed more validly
jon other faces.
His trick of bending a note, for example, is an authoritative bit of le jazz hot (it's a
Billie
Holiday device), but he
doesn't do it here. AU-stars are individually very gifted musicians,
but, as a unit, they achieve someHe's
but he singi

Jane Bussell's debut oh records raine."

may not

As House
list

and we always

uncomfortable

Stars Will

Carl® lulu Strand,

.

.

Bussell doesn't

known,

-

10 Best Sdlers

'

BOWL HYPOS

eiffiSTER fiUBGil

W

Hollywood, April

Hollywood Bowl
its

is

i.

splurging on

guest star budget for forthcoaj-

ing season and probably will spend
upwards of $15,000 over last year's
soloist outlay.

Leopold Stokowski, who recently
terminated a long association with
the Bowl staff, has made the guest
star budget possible.
Saving ef.
fected by Stokowski's resignatioii
will go Into artist fund and mMte
for more stellar attractions than
heretofore iwssible.
Isaac Solomon will conduct Bowl
orchestra for first three wedBi

opening July

8.

on Coin-MadniKs

"THEJOISON

.

.

.

Sliggesleil Fsograms
"Martha"
Connee Boswell

ON THE BANKS

—
— Tommy

(Decca).

"Marie"

OF TNE WAfiA^
All

,

"Mary's a Grand Old Name"—
Mordy Bauman (Coiumbia).
"Honeysuckle Rose"—Mildred

"Dinah"

— Danny

Kaye (Co-

Anniversary Song (9) (Mood)..

Unda

5.

Guilty

6.

Managua. Nicaragua

"Linda"—Hay Noble and Buddy Clark (Columblay.
"Margie"—Jimmy jLuneetord

Eieannn. Durbin in

"

'm BE YOURS"
IT'S

(Encore)

(13)

Sonata (13) (Oxford)
That's

.

(Johnny Desmond.
(Freddy Martin

I

How Much Love You

For Sentimental Reasons

(1)

(

(19) (Leeds).

(

Bing Crosby

(

King Cole Trio.

\

Cliarlle Spivak. ..... .Victor

..

to call Ibis a

Ted Straeter Is out this week on
Sonora label. Which has been putting out
some indifferent stuff.
They're four faces that have a lot to
recommend them. They are "That's
Where 1 Came In," "Seartaches,"
"You'll Know When It Happens,"
and "Midnight Masquerade." They
d^erve a pretty high rating simply

TOMMrfALAND®
1^.. Mgr.

Want To Thank Folks (Oxford).,.,...,,,

My

That's

Desire (Mills), .................

You Can't See Sun (Simon),.......

Where

That's

Jaloiisle

I

Game In

(Harms)

..

( Perry Como
....... Victor
IKing Cole Trio .... Gapitol
Prankie Lane
Mercury
Vaughn Monroe.
Victor

I

(Robbins)....

......

That's Beginning of
If 1

HELLO EVERYBODY!
GOLDMINE MUSIC,

owned by Nick
Kenny, Charles Kenny, Meyer Grobart and Bob Hope,
INC.,

I

Had My

saying "hello" fo the music business and proudly announcing-'Our admission into ihe

ASCAP

family of

publishers!

MUCH AS

"DO YOU LOVE ME JUST AS

EVER." a popular rhythm ballad with a

solid beat, which

is

breaking for a

hit,

"Nobody Knows

Power of Prayer," a new American hymn, and
"When You Look in the Heart of a Shamrock," a new
the.

,

'

Irish

ballad which

Irish:

Eyes Are Smiling."

will take its

Watch

place beside

"When

our smoke!

were written by Nick ond Charles
Kenny, writers of "There's a Goldmine in the Sky,"
"Little Old Cathedral in the Pines," "Love Letters in

The

first

two

the Sand,"
hits.

songis

"Make

Believe Island" and countless other

ASCAP. Abner Silver colKennys on "When You Look In the

Both are members of

laborated with the

To Live Over (General).

.

Santa Catalina (Spina)

. . i ,

.

Eddy Howard
(

..Majestic

Freddy Martin

.Victor

(Eddy Howard

Easter Parade (Berlin)
.*'*
Pacific (Pic). .......... ."";'

Nobody Here But Chickens

(Sun).....'".'**;

My

Bel Ami (Bourne) •..... .....„.']!''"
' '''.
Preacher and Bear (Harris) .. ^
.

——

.

Chicago, April

\

>.iii

:

MONROE TURNING IN
SOCK 1-lTE GROSSES
1.

\

Decca
.Decca

Decca
Columbia
...Victor

III

MR. MEYER HOROWITZ, VilbgeEam,
failing to

them some b.o.^ records. Going into
one-nighters out of the OrpheUm
theatre, Minneapolis, last week, Mon-

and

roe piled up a hot 2,480 people at $2
at Toraba
ballroom, Sioux City;
3,650 people at Tromar ballroom at
$2 plus tax, Des Moines, next night;
2,600 at Chermot ballroom, Omahal

his

on

la^.

takes in

KERNELS of

VILLAGE BARN,

KORN

NEW YORK

roodeaitiag WOR-MutHol

NMWodt

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLAsGR. Ptm.

5u.>!tiftcation

level
,^3<i
,%i«if:"'Bfliiii^ if»t..fe<^':iiigh

mention that our

arc currently at your

Saturday (29), and a big 7,200 at
George Devine ballroom, Milwaukee,
the next evening, taking out $5,800
for himself and setting a biO, mark.

.prjce

Mew York

We regret the error made in our advertisement last week

Monroe's 'orchestra

points to these figures as
for keeping his sale
s^me
of last sum-

Majestic

Bing Crosby
Louis Jordan
Louis Jprdan
Dinah Shore
Phil Harris

has
been turning in some line grosses on
one-nighters in this territory, among

Monroe

Victor

Victor
......Capitol

Larry Vincent. 2Wh Century
JoJmny Mercer, ...... Capitol
Stan Kenton
, .
.C^apitol

..

Like You (Harms)
....
Too Big For Bed (Criterion).,.......

Vaughn

Columbia

(King Cole

Adobe'jiacienda (Peer) ................

•

.....Capitoi
Victor

Herbie Fields

(Perry Como

End <ABC>.

^

My

'

songs ore

Lif^

Jo Stafford

(Perry Como
Harry James

(

.

Do Do

Feet's

Texas and

Ouf plug

Decca
.CapitoJ

.. ..

Coming Up
I

(

is

Victoi

(Kay Kyser
,. Columbia
Dinah Shore
Columbia
(Johnny Desmond. ,.; .Victor
(Perry Como
.Victor
Carmen Cavallaro
Decca
Frank Smatra ....Columbia
(Morris)

great, disk.

DREAMtlME

This

... .Victor

(

(6) (Maurice).,

9.

10.

is .likely

Eyes

8.

(Oiiiy«r$aMnt»raatiortal)

tna^ng,

Dinah Shore

(Feist) .....................

My

Decca
Decca
Columbia

iAl Jolson

.,,

Clark-Noble
Columbia,
......i..^....
Victo?
( Charles Spivak
( Margaret Whiting. . .Capitol

.

(Decca).

its

(6).

Dick Haymes

j

(Oxford)

(5)

Close

7. I'll

lumbia).

Sung by

S.

4.

Bailey (DeccaK

CORP

'.Hj'SlC

Dorsey

(Victor).

mATERWl AVASIABIE

PAULL-PIOKEF.R

(

74B

Fifth Ave..

New

York 22

54

W.

'

RandoliA ».. CMeogo

4S

SONCTIWS

$150,000

Anli-ASCAP

DAMAGE SUIT VS. METRO

Up

Suit charging piracy of three
saSBiuep OOO'OSt* SufflSB puB sSuos
has been brought against Loew's,

Hartford, April

the alleged conversion for film sound
tracks of melodic parts of the tunes

Pallotti's

as change in rhythm or notes or
colorable variations or changes in
tempo designed to mask similari-

idea

is

to exact a

10 %<

licly for profit.

,

ties."

Songs allegedly belonging to Brodsky and involved in the suit are
"Shanghai," "Prelude in E Flat
Minor" and "Prelude in A Major."
Piraey Of the first took place, com-

lECUONA-ASCAP RIGHTS
,

MUDDLE UP

I

Long muddle

IN N. Y. CT.

as to

what perform-

Latin American

plaint .asserts* in defendant's film,
"Ziegfeld Follies," the second in "Reunion in France," "Song of Russia"
and others; the third in "Random
Harvest," "An American Romance,"
"The Flying Gangster, Pilot No. 5"

composer Ernesto Lecuona is affiliated with continues unsolved and
today (Wednesday), the American
Society of Composers, Authors and

and other

Publishers will

ing

pix.

asks. $50,000 damages.
injunction to restrain further use

No

demanded.

Continued from page

44

Husings and the Blocks and

in

all

manages

all,

to

afford three

|

or so minutes of agreeable listening,
Part of the presentation consists in
imitating several name bands. Vocal
is
by Tex and the Mello Larks,
whose name, mcidentally, always
reminds us of a brand of creamery

On the other side is "Why
Don't
We Say We're Sorry?"
thrushed by Beneke, Gary Stevens,
and the buttery contingent. It's a
nice job, but the side you'll be hearbutter.

ing

"Record Man."

is

out on Decca this
week with "That's How Much I
Love You." A fellow named Frank
Sinatra did this same tune for -Columbia a month or so back and he
did it, we think, better than Crosby.
We say this in complete sincerity,
because it points up the fact that
Crosby doesn't sound as if he cares,
while Sinatra sounds as if he's hav
ing a ball on the side. It's a good
novelty tune and it affords plenty
of opportunity for a sense of humor.
Crosby, however, merely seems to
go through the motions. Chickadees
and brother Bob's Bob Cats are on
hand, but aren't much help. On the
backside is a song called "Rose pf
Santa Rosa," which Cro.sby handles
much more efficiently. The appeal
Bing-

Crosby

is

Tommy

Dorsey's

of

Tune

arrangement was made and
was to account
for use of its members' songs. Also

!

involved in litigation
$53,538 collected

legedly due

is

the

sum

by ASCAP and
and Lecuona.

away

al-

SGAE

ABE OLMAN
sueessTs $qk your rxoGRAM

I'M IN

THE MOOD
FOR LOVE
JIMMY MeHUOM
ROBBINS

WATCH

-

Phon

Co. is in production again. Latest re
leases on the market are Johann
Heesters' vocal of "Gold Marie"'-Greet My Vienna," various Viennese tunes by Franz Schier and a

MILU

trapeze act recently arrived in this
Loew's
State,
for
country,
set

trol."

April

increased considerably.

17.

Production capacity has recently

NEW COMEDY

SONG

HI'T

iACIAGALOOP
(tvScikes

Love on da StoepI

-MIUS-

A CUTE. RHYTHMIC NOVELTY

OSHKOSH, WIS,

"Cossack Pa-

disk,

MY DB$m

AMERICA'S

in Biz

Gramophon

Elite

THIS BALLAD!

THAT'S

.

MILLS MUSIC.
1619 Broadway.

New

Iiie.

Yorh If

Presents With Pride fhe Hit-Studded Score

SAM FOX

from the CHERYL

CRAWFORD

-4

NEW SMASH MUSICAL

is

Bango, Bofl" and it probably won't
prompt Jack Teagarden to svsiitch
over to celeste.
Artie Shaw, it strikes us.^ could
give

of

Back

Skip Nelson, Pittsburgh boy, completed a circle by returning to join
Piccolo Pete band at Johnny Brown's
Cliib, East Liberty.
Nelson got his
start with Pete outfit at old Club
Petite in Ritz hotel years ago.

Vienna
Austro

Marie Louise and Charles, British Peter Kreuder

a great danceable disk and you should be hearStuart
ing it on the juke boxes.
Foster, an in-and-out singer, happens to be "in" on this one. Backing is an instrumental called "Bingo,

Everything"

Top

Austro' Disker

each organization

Harry Warren-Ralph Blane "Spring
Isn't

Jonie Taps Parlays Col.

its

the

of

.

licensing

of "Love You," however, indicates
that it will be the juke face.

Victor

for a separate

.

ASCAP

iisk ie^iews
,

at the

move

.

Stinson Records releasing three platter album, "Yiddish Theatre Music,"
cut in Argentina by singer Max Perlman. With prefatory remarks by Noel
Meadow; album is slated for release during the forthcoming Passover
celebration.
.Columbia's waxing of music from the Federal Films' pic*
ture, "Carnegie Hall," will be released April 7. Album includes arias sung
by Lily Pons, Rise Stevens and Ezio Pinza, all of whom appear in the film.

Lecuona

Brodsky

of the songs is

society

.

with Hollywood reps, Goldie Goldmark and Sammy Friedman. .. .Bebe
Daniels and Jimmy Schribner have waxed kidisk album, ''New Tales of
Uncle Remus" for Enterprise. .. .Harry Garfield', Witmark professional
manager, from N. Y. to Hollywood to confab with pub's western rep,
Bill Savitt
Hampton Mauvais new sales manager for Black & White
waxery. .Four Star plattery has pacted vocalist Ford Lewis.

counter claims against
in
N.Y. supreme court.
Pic
Into
Seller
attorneys Louis Frohlich
Topping Shapiro-Bernstein's list
and Herbert P. Jacoby claim that the
composer violated his otoligations as with sheet sales of over 900,000 to
a niember of the Spanish performing date and a best-seller platter under
rights society SGAE.
the Decca label, "The Anniversary
Among other things ASCAP claims Song" from "The Jolson Story" has
is that Lecuona admitted to granting
pushed off Columbia Pictures' music
the rights to public performance of
sub.sidiary Mood Music, to a flying
his songs to such organizations as
start financially. Mood Music's paythe Argentina and Cuban performing
off is currently spotlighting role of
rights societies as well as SGAE and
Columbia's music exec, Jonie Taps,
Broadcast Music, Inc. ASCAP states
who was instrumental in organizing
that considerable confusion exists
the outfit out of a top combine of
because of these agreements.
Louis Bernstein (S-B) and- Jack
SGAE, on the other hand, demands Kapp (Decca).
a declaratory judgment declaring in
Taps is now east from the Coast
the alternative that either the comin connection with Columbia's latposer is still a member of SGAE to
est musical, "Down to- Earth" (Rita
which he has assigned exclusive Hayworth-Larry Parks), score by
rights to his songs and that ASCAP
Alan Roberts and Doris Fisher. Duraccordingly entitled to license
is
ing a two-week stay, Taps will
performing rights to those songs,
huddle with Bernstein, Kapp, Lonthrough its affiliation with that org, don music pub and Reg Connolly on
or that SGAE did not grant any of
exploitation and sale of numbers
these rights to ASCAP,
from the Columbia pic. Latter is
Alliance
between ASCAP and due in from England next week.
SGAE goes back to a 1936 agreement
(renewed last year), between the
two societies whereby a reciprocal
trial

In each of the three causes of action,

rights

Hotel

Bing Crosby and Al Jolson have been teamed by Decca on two side.i,
following click of combo on Crosby's waxed airshow. One of tiines cut
on Coast last week is "Alexander's Ragtime Band".,-. .Jack Kapp, Decca
prexy, back in N. Y. after fortnight in Calif ... .Jerry ©rent's new orAl Comparte, Hollywood regional
chestra cutting for Modern Records
rep of MPCE, now handling Coast plugging for laondon Music..., Joe
Higgins, Columbia recocdiAg chief, on Coast huddling •*ith label's western
.rep, Bill Richards. .. .Sara Berrier completed a "Bozo" album for Capitol
Nelson Eddy cutting album for Columbia in Hollywood. Six tunes will
be from his forthcoming Republic filmusical, "End of the Rainbow". ,,
Morton Thai Trio prepping album for Modern Records. .. .For first time
Exclusive Records has waxed oatunes, cutting four sides by Doye O'Dell
...'.Bert Richman now flacking for Enterprise Records. .. .Frankie Laine
cut two for Mercury over weekend, and then entered St, John's haspital,
Santa Monica, Calif, for minor surgery;
.Lou Levy -on Coast huddling

—

cut from ASCAP of all money paid
by Connecticut citizens for the right
to perform ASCAP's repertoire puh-

methods of disguise such

"artful

1.

introduced in the state legislature a
month or so ago by Senator Pallotti
comes up for hearing tomorrow
(Thursday). Bill has been in the
hands of the financial committee
ever since it was submitted.

in, Brooklyn

ism" is claimed both In the appropriation of melodies and themes and in

by

Musk

for Conn. Hearing

Anti-American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers bill

by songwriter Samuel Brodsky
supreme court. Plagiar-

Inc.,

Bill

Same Old Dream" and

Music hr

JLyrict i»>

A

copies of the Mrs.' "Fordisking of his

ove^' Amber" with each
Musicraftings of
latest

.

\:>

JAY LERN£»

fHCnFRIfK lOFWF

the

"It's

"I Believe,"

MHWHERONTHEHIll

two extracts from "It Happened m
Brooklyn," and still need a push.
Cahn and Styne, who
Messrs.
whipped up the tunes, are m Hollywood, so Shaw's life is reasonably
moment. Vosafe, at least for the
"commg
cals are by Mel Torme, the
of a
sensation." He'd be even more
out
sensation if anyone could make
hapEverything
saying.
he's
what
gosh.
by
Brooklyn,
pens to

ALMOST

LIKE BEING IN

LOVE

Frank Sinatra is more' kindly to
his Cothe borough, however, and
the Same Old
"It's
of

lumbia

Dreum" and "The Brooklyn Bridge
is

mm oHj^accoMnr

civic vu-a splendid example of

tue.

"Dream"

is

supposed

up as the bigger

hit

of

to

shape

the

two

play
to
prefer
Axel Stordahl is the
"Bridge."
no
batoneer, which .should surprise
to say
one. It may be monotonous
so, but he's good.
of
Sons of the Pioneers' rendition
Wild
"Cigarettes, Whusky, and Wild,
this
Women," a Victor best bet
song.s,

but

we

which
week, in a highly moral affair
to mend
advises you (and you too)
ot the
your vJays. If the .'sponsor
you
Hit Paradft remains unchanged, ic
f^pot.
won't hear this tune in any
It is gooci
alone the number one.
stuff nevertheless.

ft»t4t*$ipi»al

CHICAGO
JACK GOODWIN

Mo«»fl«f JVoW Avtttfdbf:

SAM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY
GsncrT

».ofe!i.30!i
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Sally

In

Crowds

Eastor

City, April

law FaMs'lay

Grcuslkim

To Wlliif' Victory

Hassk Will Cops

Attacks Trainei

A performer should be given the
chance to prove she can work Within

1.

Atlantic
the framework provided in police
Weather permitting, the Easter regulations,' ruled Justice Morris
weekend is figured to be better than
Eder of the N. Y. supreme court in
any since the war,
granting the petition of Sally Rand
Hotel reservations are heavy and
to force the N. V. police dept. to give
influx of visitors is figured to hypo
her a csibaret employee, identification
amusement and nitery biz. Overflow
card.
will be assimilated, by rooming houses
Justice BIder declared that it wasn't
and smaller' places on dutskirts ol
fair Of the police to assume that
city.
perEaster parade on the boardwalk:, Miss Rand would continue to
which gets under way at 11 a.m. and form in a manner displeasing to
continues until sundown, will be the regulations. Court stated that her
top attraction. Most film houses will act was seen twice by police inspecrun midnight shows on Saturday tors and no arrests were made,

Hotels are preparing for rec- "Reasonable assumption is thiat they
ord business ta their bars s(nd nitery would have' done so if any basis or

night.

existed," he added,
Evenjf performance had been

justification

rooms.

Top event otherwise is the ap
pearance here Tuesday nigKl (8), of
the Philadelphia orchestra under Eugene Orrnandy in the Auditorium
ballroom. Sponsor is the Atlantic
City Foriim.

JUST CONCLUDED:

got a
new twist last wek in the N, Y. supreme court when Nat Nazarro's injunction suit against Chuck ' and
Chuckles was denied but judge
awarded Nazarro an accounting of
the team's earnings instead.
Court ruled that inasmuch as contract
expires April 5, interests
would be better served if Nazarro
got £l cut of the act's earnings on
the contract.
Case started some months* ago
when James Walker, the Chuckles
of the act broke away and started
an act vrlth a new partner, Nazarro
sought an injunction on the grounds
that his pact with the performers
read "jointly and' severly," meaning
that his pact was with the individuals as well as team.
In the decision, court ruled that
awarding
injunction would be
academic, and ordered an accounting of eamio^ instead.
litigation

March l2,
"Madowe hits tUe

1847
jackpot!

.

Currently

ROXY THEATRE
YOfeK

NEW

Mdnagemtnt

HARRY

LlBttY

Bookec/ by

HARRY
38

Trio of Northwest Houses

E

57th

St

THERi'S

ROMM

A.
New

York N Y

ONLY ©NE

Renew Pacts With GuOd
Three northwestern theatres last
week renewed pacts with American
Houses
Guild of Variety Artists,
are Palomar and Tivoli theatres,
All
Seattle, and Capitol, Yakima.
are committed to 30 shows weekly
schedule, with overtime for all beyond that number.
Palomar and Capitol theatres play
vaude bills while Tivoli, which
formerly had burlesque and recently
switched to pix policy, will
another try with tab shows.

FRANCES
FAYE
'Oireetion: M.C.A.

make

Johnny

Charlotte

imprisonment and $100,000' in fines.
Charges -against Greene date from
^

HJs tinst

appearance at a major New Tork hanse vriU
uucloabtedljr be followed by other top line
liooldnKs when bookers gloni hia turn. Xhe
guy's a howl. SKarlowe is young, tresh and
very earnest in his tttoitte and he's funny."

*

appeared in a summef

last

in-

Dancer's fan and bubble terps have
been a fairly regular issue in the
courts since she made her appearance at the Chicago Worlds Fair in
1932. In most instances, those attempting to stop Miss Rand got nowhere.

Jack Greene, currently in on the
operation of the Rio Cabana, N. Y„
formerly the La Conga, Was indicted
last week by a federal grand jury on
10 counts for evading payment of
the 20% cabaret tax. If convicted,
Greene faces a maximum of ?6 years

.

.

H

with the

Bailey show

version of the circus called "Span,
gles" at Madison Square Garden
N. Y., tripped while going through
the act. "Beheta," the beast, sprang
upon her but she was rescued by
Frederick Sqhaefer, her husband
who with an attendant entered the
cage and beat off the animal.

prior to its suspension.

ON CABARET TAX RAP

NEW YORK

Barnum and

Meanwhile the Greenwich Village

NI. CAFE MAM INDICTED

VAiuEmr>

here and

N. Y., where Miss Rand Jhad
been appearing, had its license suspended for three days for permitting
an entertainer to work without a
card. Despite Miss Rand's legal victory, spot's suspension stood, and
cafe will relight tonight (Wednesday). Miss Rand entered her siiit
to force, police to give her a card,

m

4 SMASH WEEKS I

Mme, Kovar, who was
Ringling,

Inn,

Agent for 10% Breach
contract

lionsss

Wirth's,

decent, court declared that it would
be unfair to assume that Miss Rand
would continue in that manner if
card was granted. "Until the anticipated offending event occurs," court
stated, "the possible happening thereof rests in the realm of pure con-

Commission Awarded To
Talent

wild animal trainer

circus at Penrith, Australia, abeut
days ago,

jecture."

Bnl

Injunction Denied

Mae Kovar,

was serioujay slashed by a
during a performance with

Wood

July of last year. Government contends he made fraudulent returns
for four months starting Juiie '46,
and made no returns for October,
November and December. Asst. U. S.
Attorney Edward E. Rigney stated
that accountants had' figured out the
withholding return and Greene subss(mently doctored accounts to re-

N. Y. Daily -Mirror

duce tax

"Frank Marlowe
with the comedy

$36,000 in taxes are due.
alties total is expected

slaying Strand audiences
falls that won him raves in
the musical 'Xoplitzky of Notre Dame.'
is

substantially.

Government claims approximately
With pento exceed

ARREN

BRODERICK

A Smash

Hit

$50,000.-

Nick Kenny

in

ACVA

GOING ON Tom wrfH

Adding Branches

InKX.,

Loo, Denver

St.

American Guild of Variety Artists
will open branches in Kansas City

CHARLIE SPIVAK
iprff

7i-PALA0E,

iprit

iOili-»PllLAOE,

ikron

4tii-I^ALAGEs Youitgstowi

iprll

1

flth-OIRGLE^ Indimiapolis

May

St. Louis,

May

1,

to

Mm

ind--EAR|LE, FhiladeSphia

6th

Month

ritories.

Fred Nerret, currently working
out of national AGVA in New York,
will shift to St. Louis iii charge of
that territory.
Sylvia Pogano will
be in charge Of the K.
branch.
When these spots are set AGVA
intends opening another branch in
Denver,
which
will
make 32
branches in all for the union.

Detroit Bistro

STOLL'S KINGSWAY THEATRE

TISHMAN

LONDON, ENGLAND

Op Takes

Over Las Vegas Hotel
Frank Barbaro, operator

of

the

Returning to America, April 3rd

Bowery,

Detroit nitery, has purchased the Nevada Biltmore hotel.
Las Vegas, and plans to open another

Bowery room in that inn.
Room
seating 425 is expected to open in
.June.

Personal Manogemenf

MUM BimEM—smn

Tom Arnold's Sensational Revue

handle mat-

ters of the talent union in those ter-

C

Oolintibus

April

April 2Stli--STAiiLEY,

and

Barbaro is attempting to line up
names ior spot in an effort to
keep up with the competition. He's
already offered $5,000 _for Eddie

Direction—Wm. Morris

Agency

film

"Rochester" Anderson," arid is makfing'^HHUa^oliens •t»°«tiier name$j< ~-

RKO BgiLbiNG, NEW YORK

,

47

TO SURVI
RusseH-LQ

Jan;

ri Still on AGV

Cuifo Instructors Seen

iillMETILL

Agenda Desinte $2,750 Salary Slice
Hussell ahifl the sent no rep, confab went on with
Ti« between Jane
Quarter, Miami^ Beach, was Fox and Jonas T. Silverstein latter

ji^

week when Miss representing Miss

early this

iSt^

Issue has been marltea with
much
bitterness between the LQ manage-

$15,000 salary lor
frSr disputed
March 3 stand at the

ITv^ek

ment and AGVA. Union

of

Sum

exTlorida
Russell would have enpenses Miss
cross-country
in making the
spot.

tion

at the
terday
Artists.
Guild o£ Variety
However.v all facts of the case
as yet. Dave
have not been settled
N. Y. local executive
(Tues.)

AGVA

Fox

declared that he

secretary,

took

Ballroom team employment has hit ing angle. The professionals claim
remain a snag in the borscht-belt this year. that the free talent give two or three
open during the current period of Terpers are complaining they're be- shows a week, but make a sizable
declining cafe grosses. That's the ing done out of jobs by cuffo talent wad of coin by teaching guests. If
contention of many nitery operators from the Arthur Murray and Fred the course isn't completed by the
who forsee a wide pickup around Astaire dance schools.
time pupil's vacation is over, the
November, if not sooner. Operators
Teams are
in- N. Y. establishments take over.
will

point out that the current leveling

had not

of the settlebeen officially notified
far as
ment by either party and as
arbitration held
he's concerned, the
will determine
yesterday at

AGVA

Sines Walters

outcome of the ease.

,

full

is

threatened to pull out the
losses
before the general pickup
layout from the N. Y. spot. Strike
was averted when Walters posted a starts.
They point out that cafe grosses
$20,000 bond with Arthur Lee Simpare still above that of 1940, year bekins, designated as spokesman for
fore the war. In most cases the upthe cast.
beat is 2.5%, but rub in current opAfter the arbitration date was set
eration is that expenses, aside from
up, Walters in a letter to the union
terrific rise in performers' salaries,
declared that he will not be a party
have increased around 40%. In
to the arbitration as set up by the
some instances, entertainers are
Guild inasmuch as he felt the board
getting
several
hundred precent
was loaded against him. He said
more than prewar take, but general
panel had not been appointed in
salary trend is downward,
compliance with the AGVA miniIt's pointed out that present cafe
mum basic agreement. Walters also crisis
started around October of last
claimed that he was not a party to
(Continued on page 48)
the dispute, and he had no assurance
that even if the arbitration board
had been appointed according to the
basic agreement, that Miss Russell

would abide by
Walters

its findings.

fmtlier

had received

stated that he
insufficient notification

prepare his case and a complete
hearing would entail testimony from
Blackie Lonifen, AGVA's
Miami
Beach rep; JShnny Greenhut, of
Music Corp. of America, who arranged the deal; Walter Jacobs,
to

manager of the Lord Tarleton hotel,
Miami Beach; MLss Russell and
Loew. Walters claimed that he was
being harassed in this matter by
Fox because of personal animus.
Dispute originally started when
Miss Russell made what is claimed
to be an unauthorized appearance
at the

Lord Tarleton

hotel night be-

fore
her
Latin
Quarter
opening, consequently ruining whatever
chances spot had for financial success of. her engagement.

LA MARTINIQUE,

N.Y.,

SET TO REOPEN SAT (5)
Operators of La Martinque, N.

Y.,

which shuttered last Tuesday (25)
have changed their minds and are
readying to reopen Saturday (5)
with a no cover-no minimum policy.
Show will include two film names,
Leo Carillo and Patricia Morison.
Carillo has been pacted for $3,000
while Miss Morison is slated to receive $1,500.
Frederick Bros, has
completed deal with Carillo and Miss
Morison is expected to sign later in
the week.
Dario and Jimmy Vernon decided
to relight their boite late last Week,
and it was expected that Belle Baker
would be the headliner, However,
Miss Baker claimed she needed more
time to get ready. She may go in

beefing that the
struction teams are being spotted in
the mountain hotels for free, thus
displacing pro dancers. The MurrayAstaire adepts. It's claimed, are
working for room and board only.
Consequently the hotel operator is
spared the expense of hiring a terptwain.
Gimmick enabling the instructors
to cuffo for the season is the teach-

Bocage Blacked Out
As Anita O'Day's Jailed

Biz Plans

were arrested on narcotics charge.
Pair were featured at Bocage nitery
at the tfme, and spot immediately

Tributes to Soph Tucker

Everybody's Talkin'

About

To

diately set.
Glenn Billingsley,

where

Coving*®ii, Ky.
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ACMi SALiS CO.,
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ine.

S3— Stutlon B j}*

Cole

weeks. VP management reports more
customers, but still hasn't given out

comparative grosses.

'

THE INK SPOTS

mm,.

'

later.

April 5, Hamilton

Armory, Hamilton, Ont,

April 7, Hii Maiesty't Theatro, Montrei;!
April 8, Niagara Folic Aiano, Niagara Falb, Ont.

)]

Mg*.-UNiyi:iiSAi AnRACTIOHa
S4liS Fifth Avenue, New Yerb

FORMER WORLD'S
HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION

be

It will

1,000 visiting editors

BAER

and

ROSENBLOOM
"KING OF THE ILLITERATES"
With

Tucker Day on Broadway.
Billboard. March 8.
Locw'j State, New

Charles Freemans Cited

".

For Assists by Red Cross
Mr.

They
one show per month
vets.

.

.

at the

PIANO

York
Maxie Rosenbloom and

Baer

.

.

.

blend, into a sock

Currently

act."

400 CLUB,
Variety, March 5, 1947
"Appearance of Slapsle Maxie
Rosenbloom and Max Baer ,
.

St. Louis

Opening April 11th

.

VANITY FAIR, New York

provides the State theatre with
a pair of marquee jurei as well
es a few boff moments."

to hospitalized

Exclusiva MaHa<|em«nt

.

^
Freeman, who spent four and a
months in England for the Red
entertain.Cross in 1942, setting up
time
mcnt onerations, was at one
and has
head RKO-Keith booker,
years.
been a Dallas resident for six

half

Max

GORDON ANDREWS

1947

and Mrs. Charles Freeman,

(he's head talent booker for the Interstate circuit, Texas) have been
cited for donating upwards of 5,000
hours of volunteer work for the
Red Cross. Couple have been instrumental in providing entertainment in army hospitals and camp.s.
now adhere to a schedule of

'

W« ant disiributon

i

•

Direction
J.

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE!

.

of

layout will hold until King
Trio starts stand on May 27.

publishers will pay tribute to her
achievements.
Cued to the JTG dinner a representative group of Miss Tucker's
friends will gather in London at
time dinner is being given in N. Y.
lo drink a toast to the songstress,
which will be included in the program here by telephone communication between the two groups.
There will be other tributes to
Miss Tucker including a Sophie

ORIENTAL THEATRE.

MftRK

owner

ARRANGE NOW FOR

flRCWORKS

Bocage property, says spot will reopen
around April 15, with Peggy Lee
and Dave Barbour combo.
That

Sophie Tucker, vet singing comedienne, will return to New York today (Wed.) to be recipient of a

22,

Just Finished

LOOKOUT HOUSO.

DEALERS!

.

highlighted by a number of events,
teeing off with a benefit for Sophie
Tucker's Playground on Sunday
night, April 13, at the Latin Quarter, N. Y.
She'll open as headliner
at this spot the following nighfeShe will also be given a testimonial dinner by the Jewish Theatrical Gflild at the Hotel Astor
Sunday night, May 4. Prior to that
she will be feted at a literary tea
and toasted at the Banshees' luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria, April

CONTINENTAL

AGVA

Highlight Jubilee

Jubilee an her

COMEDY SENSATION

tion.

shuttered as it was bereft of chief
floorshow attraction. Miss O'Day,
and no replacement could be Imme-

that of the Vanity Fair, N. Y., which
has been operating similarly for two

Many

American Guild of Variety Artists
currently looking into the situaThey haven't taken any action
so far, but course of action, at the
moment, appears to be ordering cancellation of the cuffo terpers on thje
grounds of non-union membership.
If innkeeper fails to comply,
says it will ^puU the acts.
Should
any of the dance instruction teams
want to join the Guild, it's likely
that membership will be denied, inasmuch as teachers aren't regarded
as professional performers.
is

Hollywood, April 1.
Anita O'Day, vocalist formerly
with Gene Krupa and other name
bands, and her musician-husband
Carl Hoff (not the bandleader)

The no minimum policy follows

Show

Out

leap on Mountam Ckcnit

Pro

iBEITlFflLL

The wise boniface

off period should have been anticiowner of tiie Florida
boite for which Walters staged and pated, and feel that they can foreAmerican produced the shows. AGVA several stall closings by paring expenses
wherever possible, and taking slight
weeks ago

Latter

coin at an arbitrato collect the
to be held yesthat was slated

frin

first

retaliatory action against Lou
Walters, who owns the Latin
Quarter
N. Y., in partnership with Loew.

represents

tailed

"

Russell.

Nudp%

,

FRE'P£i?ECtC.
NEW YORK

...

BROS. AGEUCY, i^C.
.

CHICAGO

.
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]^ CUi Reviews
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& E€ldl©%
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mdie

(4),

Kariio & Do«es, Los aossillianog, (Z),
King, Poblo. Harriet liOne;

Sonny

Line

<8)

Art

,

Orch

Wotter

(5)

$3.50 TOtTiiniHni.

Eddie Davis
at Leon
toire of

&

means

things

back on the stage

is

Edaie's with a

and

songs

nittily at this

new

patter,

reper-

which

are perking along
52d street bistro. Just

ringside tables and, since it still gets
the
its quota o£ visiting Eotarians,
club is doing as much biz, it not
more, than most other rootns caught
ill the current slump.
new
Of
the
Iceynote
Variety is the
spring revue here, with the 70-minute show oflering a diversified round
of songs, dances, comedy and magic.
Frank Shepherd line, bolstered by a
couple of attractive replacements,
things rolling with a fast
st£.rts
rhumba routine, marred only Occasionally by missteps on the part of
the newcomers. Harriet Lane (New
Acts) follows with some intricate
acro-terping, giving way to emceesinger Sonny King. Latter'gets good
returns with a trio of standard pops.
Pablo, a dapper magico attired in
the traditional top hafe white tie,
etc., gets by with a series of card
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Ali Branches of Ikeorrieats

GAG FILES
@ $1.00 each
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With

Four Amory Bros., who've gone
on to good' house and recording
dates as the result of their boff debut
here several months ago, are back
with their harmonious spirituals.
Boys tee oft with "Who Built D'Ark"
and achieve a nice change o£ pace
with a straight rendition of "For
Sentimental Reasons," winding with
"Swing Low" for a beg-off. Los
Rossillianos follow with their Slavic
folk-terping, a refreshing change
from the standard nitery dance

and

introductions of the visiting
ringsiders.
Working for the first
time in a business suit instead of his
stand£.rd -tux (perhaps to show off
his Florida tan better), he introes a
group of fiew specialties, best of
which are "I Do Not Choose to Run
in '48" and "Jamaica." Guy's still a
boflf entertainer, with his material
perfectly tailored to the room's
clientele.
Art Waner's orch backs
the show nicely arid Waner rates a
special nod for his piano accompaniment to DavisV act.
Stal.
'

.

Minnesota Ter'ce, Mpls.
(HOTEL NICOLLET)
Minneapolis, Morch 29.
Deon Murphy, Lathrop & Lee,
Tony Grise, Hotel WicoUct Orch

Win.

Once almost exclusively a mimic,
his tal-

an ace monologistcomedian who essays an occasional
song and who also reveals a high
proficiency as a"" wit. He keeps his

ents into those of

topical patter strictly up-to-the-minute and includes a number of humorous references to local happenings.
Here he's an outstanding favorite and ace draw.
-

Customers,

however,

would be disappointed

probably
if

Nancy

Ballerina

(HOtEI. CONTINBNTA,!,)'
CWeago, Morch M
_

Seldon Reed, Marianne
Pel Bene Orcfi (7),

for six
Doran, makes tasty
Rio Lovelies who do pony stint as
Bob Lee, baritone, handles" the

Fede'lt,

soloist

vocals.

Copsey

£.nd

Ayres

make
,

J,

I.

flash

opening with India garb of gold and
black that sets mood fbr oriental

Del Rene's band, new to Chi,
al,
though playing hinterlands for
past
two years, makes solid impression
on customers with dance tunes
and background music for Seldon

head movements and silken smooth Reed, tenor and contralto Marianne

coordinated hafld motions. Eastern Pedeie. Orch's instrumentation,
led
motif is quickly discarded when by Rene's sax is piano,
°^
twosome break into fast native kick trumpet and three sax. drums booe
that gives act baltnce and plenty
furnish
Saxes
most of basic
audience response. Encore with jit- rhythms with rest chiming
in to
terbug routine,
furnish sweet mixture for "I Want
Dinnings bow in with "Zip-a-Dee- To Be Happy," "Make
Believe.*'
Do-Da"»and then slip into Calypso "Tea For Two,' "Yesterday"
anii
"He Like It, She Like It," that seta "Remember,"
Come back strong with
tepidly.
Both 3eldbn Reed, tenor and
jump rendition of "Sooner or Later,
Marianne Fedele, Contralto, are just
verhillbilly
with
unique
and close
short of mark in jazz renditions but
sion of "The Gypsy."come back strong in' near classical
From moment Corey enters with fields. Are rather well spotted
for
Over-sized soup and fish and tie sophisticated
room,
and
running to knees he has customers prove ideal in light opera field.would
Gal
bistro habitues.
in palm of hand. "Does reading of
particularly proves point with so-£a
report to club members, thE.t for re- ;ob on "Brazil" but makes strong
- As currently constituted, the. shindigs staged at the Vienna won't give strained incisive comedy is in class return with "Gianini Mia." Tenor
the Shuberts any sleepless nights. by itself. Then turns to pure French gives warm touch to "Irish Eyes"
However, the Vienna does show op- that is occasionally made impure by and "Danny Boy," then grab.'S solid
suggestive English comraentj but customer mitt with "Nis;ht and Day"
eretta possibilities in cafes.
As shown here, the legit type ve- timing and gags make material sit and "September Song."
lap of audience.
in
hicle is a prime lesson in gemutlicti- comfortably
keit. Beer and oompahpah music Ends with recording bit on "Figaro"
does that to a Teuton type pa- for boff returns. ^
AL BbRDE IPRESENTS
tronage. With more important ve-Chorines are better than average
could
it
that
tfic SsRSfiiional
conceivable
hides, it's
dancers and are tastefully cosentice considerable downtown trade. tumed.;
Most important item on. the bill is
Leopoldi's presence. Prewar an important musical and stage personage
in Vienna, he's still a considerable
¥.
draw for the Austrian expatriates.
He's an entertainer of great charm
Continued from page 47
and background who has. done considerable concert and legit work in year when American Federation of
Musicians and_vanous culinary and
this country as well.
In addition, he's good fun as the waiter unions obtained a 20% wage
central figure in "Cowboy in Vien- increase. Effects didn't make itself
by
•na," a 35rminute opus written
felt immediately, but pinch came
Leopoldi
by
music
Jimmy Berg, with
slipping prior
and other German waltz writers, when grosses started
and directed by Michael Kaufman, to the Christnias season.
Downwitra irrend
with staging by Leo Pleskow, hand
leader there.
Trend has since been downward,
In so brief a space little more than but operators expect some pickup
concentration on melodies is pos- to come with the end of the Easter
sible. The plot of a Viennese comshopping season, and influx of visposer in Texas is a little too farfetched, and a slight romance, be- itors into New York during the sumtween Bob Farrall and Margaret mer. American Legion convention in
Weakland constitutes most Of the N. Y. in August is expected to proThere are some assists vide an appreciable lift.
offering.
spot like
by Dave Kaufman, the band's drum- the Carnival, N. Y., anticipates huge
mer, who plays a lyric-writing
5100 AlMhi Club. CMcoga
drummer, and a bit by one of the summer business with the Olsen and
waiters, Robert Langf elder, as a Johnson show, inasmuch as these
Viennese cabbie. It sounds ridic, but comics are big draws with the' out
the of town trade.
it isn't with a few beers under
'

™

•

.

with his songs, slightly blue comedy

Dean Murphy has expanded

terping.

.

Attired in ultra-bright costeims.
tumes, the couple do a well-executed
mazurka and a fast polka for igood
response, Gal's intriguing accent' on
the inlroes adds a neat touch to their
routine.
Davis, as usual, closes the show

(12); $1.50-$2.50

Versions'

M

Narda's wicked hip-wriggling ts the
doves fly around the stage and return to her hands.

I

Tab

the Vienna cafe, N, Y., is any
criterion, oldtime operettas p£ the
and "Blossom
Prince"
"Student
Time" type may well have found a
considerable amount of increased
playing time evisii alter its usefulness on the road has been outlived.
The Vienna cafe, right off Central
Park West in the 70's, where a considerable number of German and
Austrian expatriate,'! congregate, h&s
been staging 35-minute operettas for
the past two years with considerable
At
success on a negligible budget.
degree
that, they've infused a high
have
of melodic moments, and even
a degree of name value, by Teutonic
in
Leopoldi
Herman
standards, with
Taken in the beer-and^
the cast.
pretzels spirit the Vienna's presentation should constitute a^jgood
evening's fun even for the midtown

slow his routine to a crawl, though.
Line returns in a fast hula number
to background JNarda and her doves,
an interesting act highlighted by

10 Sadt Paroditt for $10.00

"HOW TO MASTER

usual

cigaret

and does best with milking
the cards appear. Way h« repeats
his motions over and over tends to

,

Way

Opening Cafe

his hE-nds

to
returned from his annual trek
Florida, the genial Davis has broflght
the room's regulars back to their

gowns
trio, in strtpless, flowered
range from adequate to top-ar*wer
Copsey. and .Ayres*
with songs.
dance team, cut prime slice with un-

Olltiine Operettas

ttianipulations.
He's apparently got gt>od control of

and lighted

Bros.

Davis,

'

.

Murphy

.

H.

Csfss

A

belt.
Latter spot points out fact that
.
,
Two assisting principals, Miss since there's currently not enough
Weakland and Farrall, have legit- business to keep all niteries.in the
type voices and impress as having
Roosevelt and numerous screen and taken this job until the Shuberts can black, fade is flowing to cafes
radio luminaries which. seem to bear spot them for "Student Prince." which have top attractions. Thus,
constant repetition.
So Murphy Both have good stage presence and Lucienne Boyer at Cafe Society
gives them the mimicry for good nicely cultivated pipes.
Uptown, and Carl Brisson at the
measure, - too. He also repeats the
The Vienna presents its operettas
Hildegarde guests' greeting stunt at 11 ».ffi. out runs floorshows Versailles, are pulling profitable
which should be perennial for him earlier in the evening to keep its grosses.
because it no doubt tickles the van- diners iJccupied. Satne principals
In the absence of attractions, bonlity of the customers to whom he
perform in the ifegulation-type lay- faces figure that the surest way of
i^efers, permits amusing topical inJose.
staying open is to lower the breakout.
terpolations and is always entering point. Latin Quarter currently
taining.
,
Corner, N. Y. breaks even at |28,000; Vanity
Lathrop and Lee are a' classylooking couple whose tap and other
Don Bofcer Musicorntcs (S), Joe Fair is Off the nut at an estimated
routines approach perfection. Tony Sater Trio, Nocturnes (4); no mini- 128,000; Embassy's happy at $12,000
Grise fronts the band and vocalizes, mum.
and the Rio Cabana is over the
opening the show With a first-rate
hump at $16,000.
performance of "Glocca Morira."
Quantity rather than quality is the
Currently, ops are figuring at rewatchword at this visiting firemen
Three outfits share the po- ducing staffs midweek and taking on
lure.
dium in the large muraled room added employees over the weekends.
and the corn is reaUy husked right It's pointed out that full houses are
still the rule on Fridays and Satdown to the kernels.
Joe Sater trio, compri.sing. bass, urdays.
accordion and electric guitar, preConsequently, nitery ops still do
viously had appeared in various
not consider themselves counted out.
Philly spots.- They open with bizarre arrangement of "Caravan," They still feel they'U be,
* on top
follow with "September Song," list- come the fall.
lessly sung by bass player.
Boys
later vocal a sleepy interpretation

didn't unlimber himself

BENNY MEROFF

.

of his familiar satirical impressions 'of the
President
Roosevelt,
Mrs.
late

;

IlLENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dattee ArHcs'
Corrently

CIRCLE THEATRE

INDIANAmiS.
•

IMr.:

MATM

IND.
KOSEN

.

Kogers

Nocturnesj* consisting of piano,
trumpet, guitar and bass, offer some
dated rhythm guaranteed to make
the yokels happy.
Run through
"Oh Marie," Italian folk song, with
dead pan vocal by trumpeter. Follow with "Managua" and a rhumba,
"I'll Be Yours."
None is particularly exciting.

Don Baker Husicomlcs is consistent' witii.ihe rest Of the entertainment. Outfit, composed of piano,
drum, electric guitar and sax, is
principally built around sax player,
presumably Baker. They tee off with
a noisome "Misunderstood" and Baker warbles a feeble "You Call It
Madness." It bears little resemblance
All stops
to the Columbo original.
are pulled on "Heartaches" with
Baker garnishing the tune with
whistles, ef al. Baker'^ long, allegedly comic spiel about the unessentialness of applau.se should be
deleted. It adds nothing.
Show itself is overboard on males.
Some femme musicians and vocalists a la Mary Osborne or Mary Lou
Williams would provide much needBiz meagre when
ed contrast.
caught, Wednesday (26).
,

rOP PLAYING "LAST FBONTIER." LAS VEGAS. MiVADA
SON PLAYING' •"LOOKOUT HOUSE." KENTUCKY

Rio Cabana,

<'1ii

Chicapo, JMnrcli

25.

Irioin Corey, Dinning Si.steTS (.3)
Copsey & Ayres, Nancy Doran, Bob
tee. Line (6), Cee Davidson Orch
(8); $2.80-$3.50

minimum.

Irwin Corey gets and earns top

WEST 4iTH SftlET

Offering

M/MF.8TU>. I'ATKKSON
OIK.:

MAIX* KOSBN

'

of "Dream."

48'

STEVE EVANS
& JOLLY MOMENTS
HAm TIMESCumntir

•

HEW Y&m.

H.

.Y.

billing here with dialect patter and
gag attire that quickly captures cus-

tomers'

laughs

and

holds

them

rsf E.

57tli

».> H. Y.

C

fl.
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pacity for many years with.
Ellington band.

OBITUARIES

Duke

FEED D. WILLIAMS
_
Fred D. Williams. 65, pioneer
radio manufacturer and prexy
of
the Radio Manufacturers Assn.,

MACK DAVIS

WEEK OF APRIL

died
Honor of the Family" and
other in Philadelphia, March
30, tfter a
producer of ice plays making her last
appearance long Illness. He was
assistant to the
Personal Appearance"
the St Hegis hotel, N.Y., in
sevferal president of Philco
and
formerly
manager,
years ago..
!»nLriter and personal
was with, Grigsby-Grunow.
Yort alter a heart at.
o
Survived by wife and two sons.
March 27. He was a member

£T»i

fflXw
S
iM!

George W. Erdmann, pioneer ev
Mother, 86, of Samuel Cohen, forhibitor and for past 21 years secre- eign publicity director of United
tary of the Cleveland Motion Pic- Artists, died' in New York March 31.
ture Exhibitors' Assn., died in War- Three other sons survive her.
rensville, O., March 28.
Father, 84, of Carter Barron, Loew
Starting as a newsreel cameraman,
division manager for WashingtonErdmann became
owner

Among them

iehieved popularity,

"Moon Love," "Come Around

Se*

"Just a Moon Ago,"
Love," "An Evening in
and "There's Music in the

the Corner,"

"Yesterday's
Paris"

a

theatre

parenthesl* Indleate circnM: (I) IndencBdcutt
<P> FanunQunt) (»> KKO; (W) Wanuiir

I.etter in

GEORGE W. ERDMANN

rtieAmerican Society of Comapd Publishers, havMsers, Authors
tunes which
written number of

S

NBW

liOBK CITV

Oimltol

(L)

.SanimS' Kaye Ore
.Vleiebeth Old
Harvey Stftne

Rouue

as a violinist

and

af-

p*riod of songwriting, joined
CBS Artists Bureau. When

ter »

the then

FCC ordered the dissolution of
network talent agencies, the CBS

the
the

BAXTON

Kpithx

was taken over by Music
of America in 1940 and he
that agency as a vice-presi-

bureau
Corp.
joined
dent.

MCA

He remained with

until his

rtsignation at the end of last year,
left to service the St. Regis

when he

Show which he had produced

ice

He
directed for many years.
also was personal manager of Jan
August, Monica Lewis and Larry
Douglas.
aiid

Survived by widow.

LEONARD GEO VEK
Leonard Grover, 88, retired actor
Wtd one time playmate
Lincoln's son,

,

Tad, died

of.

Abraham

March 24

in

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Born in Baltimore, Grover came
from a theatrical family ina.smuch
«t 1(1$; father, I>eonard Grover, Sr.

tariums nationally.
Surviving are a son, daughter and

Pitchtnen

Mother of Charles

E. Henderson,
musical
director,
died
March 25 in Hollywood.

20th-Fox

MARRIAGES

appearance in 1895 at
Olympic theatre, London, in
"True Blue" and successively appeared in many other productions.
In 1918 he diverted to producing
and is reputed as having produced
over 100 plays in London's West
End. He also wrote several play.s,
which he also produced, including
"The Man Who Stole the Castle," "In
the Snare," "Blinkers" and "The
Chinese Puzzle," which ran over a
year in London and was later produced in the U. S. by Lee Shubert.
his first stage

the

A.

Abel A. Vigard,

VIGARD
49, a veepee of
Theatres^ died in

Stamford, Conn., April

owns the Park and Novelty

the

Grovers

and

Born

Front

Charlotte M. Schwarz to Richard
Ducc. Los Angeles, March 30. Groom
an art director at Metro.

is

June Haver to Jimmy Zito, remarriage, Los Angeles, March 26. Bride
is a screen actress; groom a musician.

Jean

toner", "The Old Sea Dog" and
Cockeyed Hogan." Among other
i^git

productions in which he was
seen was "Private Secretary" presented at A. N. Palmer's Madison
rSa- Theatre, N. Y.
Surviving is his widow, known
Wofessionally
as
Kitty
O'Neill.
Burial took place in Kensico, N. Y.

Newberry,

in

attended Yale

Law

S,

C, he later
where he

School,

auspices of the Actors'

pee of theatres division.
Survived by widow
*
brothers.

CLARENCE

B.

and

two

is

Clarence B. Evans, 58, for 27 years
viola player with the Chicago
for
12
orchestra, and
years conductor of the Chicago
Businessmen's orchestra, died March
29 in Evanstpn, ni.
Prior to his Chicago associations,
he was with the San Francisco Sym-

Symphony

26.

at

partnered

team of

Wockwell and Wood for 10 years.
reputed to have been one
the first teams to play
the Palace,
e'gW times within a year.
While act was playing the
Mc«tosh circuit, Australia,
he married
Blanche Colvin, who
had been apl^rmg on same bill, who survives

^

^'ssolving

with Rockwell he
rti^^f
"jT'^t™ to writing and authored
•no appeared in
several sketches
and «erials on
radio in New York.
the play, "-me
wLw r ^ut^-o^ed
produced by Chester
tvlt**
Golden theatre, N. Y.,
hi ToPn
" i|i40. When subsequently sold to
•

for films Wood
to write film

wph?*f

bW

-floWywood

i-iys for
vatioiis studios:

MBS. EWGENIE
L.

of "8«n>e

*arrt
tot,?'

.

WOODWARD

Lindeman

^arch

Wood-

tareer J;?^'^'^^'''^
the

29.

^^^an her acting
in San Fran-

age of 10

S.

GS
«nd

them
ren™
Jater

T,

\^"'^°w^' remaining with

f
."^

'ive

t

years in Shakespearian

WOV,

R.

21,
is

Bride

is

New
radio

studio supervisor

N. Y.

Barbara Moffett to Louis Marx,

March

Miami Beach.

29,

toy manufacturer, wJk. in

He's the

show

busi-

ness,

't'ex

'

.

after a heart attack.
He had headed the

&

(«) 4

KFH

B &

.\niler

3

I'otns

H

Pall

BKOOKI-YN

Osmond

3

appeared

"^e

t-a
.llm

Renec ^

6-«

(I)

Payne & Foster
w
liOs Aces
Tonuny Hanlon
Rulh Wells

T.ocke
3

Gobs
I'Hll.ABKI.rillA

Tar man (I)
Frank Purls
Keaton & Arnfield
The llarllns
'4

(I)

liejio

Co

("lem BellinKa

&

.Vlartin

3

HippodMHnr
Emerald .Sis

&

Hedell

KEAIJINC
Ra.lali
S

&

Luelie

Arlene t^otyer
Paul Walker Ore
SAN- FRANCISCO

I..al'''leur

.McWillianis
& .1 Blair

Co.

3

(It)

C Cavallaro Ore

Wyse

BOSS

BOCND BROOK
Brook

S-«

(I)

Tim Herbert

J

& M

NaKle
Whltson Brps

B & Shorty

Allan

(>al<len tiate (R) 2
.Tohnny Scat. Davis

Chuck .Smith
f & P role

M

*

.Miilcav

S PRINK! nKI,0
Ooort Sn. (I) S-«
Pat Hosan
I Fantinoa

&

Reecly

.Toyce

Freddie .Strut
PeBRy Taylor 3
Oapitnl

P Franks

(r)

4

L)

&

LOCIS ADLON

WNBC

father's a

RushinB

:

is

a control room operator

in that city,

4

LOUISE BAVE
Louise Bave John.son, wife of Prof.
"
Inman Johnson, voice teacher,
March 25 at L,ouisville, Ky.
Known professionally as Wiiise
Bave, Mrsi Johnson was at one time
featured soloist on Major Bowes'
Family radio program, and appeared
at the Capitoi theatre. She had al.<:0
appeared with Philharmon-ic orchestras in New York.
Survived by husband, mother,
R.

sister.
^

known

m

the trade as Sam Ash. died of a
heart attack in Miami Beach, Fla.,
March 27. Fliashnick, shortly before

Moe
his death resigned from the
Gale agency, where he was a onefor
night booker, to go to Florida

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lyniii daughter, Hollywood, March 2L Father is
a radio announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lex Barker, son,
Hollywood, March 25, Mother is the
former Constance Thurlow of the
screen: father is a contract player
at

RKO.

All)

VIIIaKO

li<rble Fields Ore
Jan August
Monica Lewis
Hotel Stevens

Don McCrane Oro
The CraMocks (2)
Frankson
Boulovar-Bears
Latin (tiiarter

Ted Lewis Ore

Du

Geraldine

Arnle Barnett

<3orwin Bis
Sot Klein Ore
Sky Riders

Pancho Ore
Copa Cover Glrla
Phil Foster

Hotel Blsmareb
Joseph Sudy Ore
Georgle Gobies
The Mattlnls
Cenore

L & G Cansluo
Eddie Fens Oro
Hotel Blacbston*
Morton Downey
Ramos Orcb
Hotel Consref*
Joe Vera Oro
Sam Barl
Marianne Fedele

Bola

White

P.1UI

Peace

lillroy

W

Palmer House

Williams Ore
Dorothy Shay
Artini A Consuelo
C & A Jones
Abbott D'ncera (tS)
RIa Cabana
Dinning Sis
Irwin Corey
Copsey & Ayera
Grift

Don Bradfleld
The Lovelies <€)
C«e Davidson Ore
Vine OardcDt
Larry Ross

D'Rey

Phil

Jos Klah Oro
Mel Cole Ore

HABBIBT LANE
Aero-Dancer
6 Mins.

& Eddie's, M. Y.
Harriet Lane, an attractive youngimpresses witli tiie standard

ster,

kiclcs and handstands
in|ricc.te acro-terp routine.

Sally

Rand Show

Xrojana

Ashe
Chavez Ore

Carlos Rarairesi
kodrlfluez & Phyllis

3

Noro

JVtorales

-

Roslta Segovia
.Sacasas

Belmoht-Plnxa

Kay Vernon

Don Tannen
tierri Gale
Eddie Stone Ore
Nino Bd
Hotel Blltlnore
Phil .Wayne Ore
Hon Perry Or<'
Hotel Commodore
.Tack Edward Ore
Hotel ^ew Xorber
(vhucK Foster Ore

Edwards

,

Sun

-

A

I><'rs

& Gi'cy
Pierre Cartler

Francis

an

.\Carion Spelman
June Arnold

Bissell
Alottias

&

Farley

Hawallana
The Chanteurs
Barry Bros Ore
Gotiacanana

Ruth EtIinK
Raye & NaUIl

Steen & Tasher
Paul Wlnchell

theatres are showing trailer-type advertising films for which they get
paid. These arc quick, direct product plugs, however, and first-class

houses won't use them. They are,
however, using the two MOT films,
one on New York State and the other
on the N. V, Stock Exchange, and
de Bochemont believes with many
more commercials coming Up from
-

the flock of producers now in the
biz, it is possible a revolutionary
switch will come about in theatre
shorts market.
MOT, which uses the same staff on
the commercials as it does on regular
releases, as a consetjuence gets a
considerably higher price for them
than most other makers. Nevertheless, it currently has on hand enough
orders to keep it occupied until
October, with many indusstries turning to this form of advertising.
De Hochemont leaves New York
next Wednesday (9) for six weifhs

Hal Raywin

Bill

Cecil tiewfn

Julie Wilson
of huddles with
Ailchael Durso Ore
Fernando Alverez O 20th-Fox distribution

Chick Gladke
tniale'*

Eddie Davis
Sonny Kins:

in

M Shorts

T.ou

Valdeii

The ^morya
Narda

Sherman

Ma«

Continued from page 1
Inn

Ned Harvey Ore
Havana-Maand

Puppets
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Present stint comprises two numbers, witb her somerstmlts sans lise
of arms at the finish eaxnine her
nice reoeption. She's okay for tdmilar
nitery and vaiide dates.
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Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Noble,
March 27.
Hollywood,
daughter,
Father is a radio actor.
Mr. and Mrs. George Weiss, son.
New Yorkj March 30. Tather is a

N

Ga) is
a 'good dancer besides being adept
at the acrobatics, as evidenced by
her semi-impressionistic tango num-
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Louis Adlon, former film actor,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sterns, son,
and member of the famous Berlin
New York, March 29. Mother is
hotel family, died in Los Angeles
Adams, legit actress; father
Barbara
from a heart attack, March 31. He
is with "Voite of the Turtle'' on
was husband of Rose Davies. sister tour,
_
of former film a c tress Marion
Mr. and Mrs. Marcel Reeds, son,
Davies.
Schenectady, N.Y., March 26. Father
Survive'd by widow.
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Father is Republic Pictures' treas-
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stage and
dance unit since 1939. He also played
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in stock companies earlier in career
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"Puny" Hawkins, manager and
emcee of KFH Ark. Valley Boys,
died March 30 in Wichita, Kans.,

Sam
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& AlbalclB

Farrar

Alice

Hlldeifardo

4

Backwards
* .Stanley

Prot

.Tohnny T.ohK Ore

Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Bonus, RoB^illlanop
and his health.
daughter. New York, March 25. %,hrrlef-t;ittlF**^=
Prior to joining the Gale agency,
with Lionel
[>ablo
the Ink Father la relief manager for RKO .Shepard Chorus
Copperhead." he was road manager for
Y.
in Rockaway.
theatres
Art Waner Ore
casimilar
'"PPorted Otis Skinner in "The Spots and served in a
^0 Happiness"

.J™^

Barr^J
Also

joined E. H. Sothern

v

March
groom

daughter,
Father's an

"PUNY" HAWKINS

the famous Ada
season she was with

^'«ne' anti also with
under the management

«f wtir

Joseph

.iMooney

.loe

Vnlle.v .4reini

Buster Shaver
Rich'd
Peters Sis

J

KHUX.

^•"'^
various stock
York ?n*«^«''"^* appearing in New brother and

V*'^
°' a
Sow:^®"'*

manager,

Mr. and Mrs. Lew King, daughter.
for several years.
Father is
was- also a member of the Berk- Phoenix, Ariz., March 23.
and the Gordon String quar- radio sportscaster on KPHO and

died

veteran actress, died in

M.!

legit

phony orchestra

He

shire

sons.

Wood entered show business
the age of 17. and
was
With 'Doc" Rockwell
in

is

Peggy Lloyd to Alen Biradley,
actress;
at

a

Allan
playWight, died in St. Petersburg, Fla.,

March

groom

actress;

general
Springer,

Surviving are-his widow and two

ALLAN WOOD
Wow, 55, actor and

.

radio

to

director.

York,

EVANS

tets.

.

Ackerson

HASTFOHD

State (I) 4-fl
C Thornhill Ore

Low

4
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O GeorKe *

Trip

Pitt.

Bob Hopkins
Prydc & bu.ye

Hhnle.v

.lat,'kie

3
;

Mimi Schunzel to Mikhail Rawas editor of the Yale Law Journal.
sumny.
Las
Vegas,
March 26.
Rob- After practicing privately in New Groom is a film actor.
"Our York for several Sears, he became
Beatrice Springer to Bernard J.
departlegal
a meml>er of Warners
Cohen, New York, March 30. Bride
veeand
eventually
became
ment
a
is
daughter of Century Theatres'

Boarding House", comedy written
by hiis father, and subsequently was
Men in stock at the Park Theatre,
Boston, and at Col. Sinn's Park
Theatre, Brooklyn.
He 'also appeared in vaudeville
and was the author of such vaude
sketches as "The
Star Spangled

JWder' the

theatres,

Stan Early,
Honolulu, March 7. Bride is a film
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 25. He was
actress; groom a nitery emcee.
a
brother-in-lav/
of Joseph
H.
Nadyne
EUmore
to
William
Hazen, prexy of Hal Wallis ProdSchorr, Las Vegas, March 26. Bride

Street theatres in Washington during the Lincolnian era. The younger

Grover appeared with Stuart
80H and WUllam H. Crane in

is

Patricia B. Jancsar to Regis J. Fisburn, Pittsburgh, March 15, Bride's
with RCA theatre service office in

uctions.
luajiaged

Groom

2.

radio commentator.
Beatrice Taper to Herbert L. PerPittsburgh, March 30.
Groom

er,

Pitt.'

5

lienniriff

Hoiy

Connee Boswell

LEON M. LION
Virginia Weidler to Lionel Krisel.
Leon M. Lion, 6jB, British actor, Las Vegas, March 27. Bride
is a
manager and producer, died in Sus- screen actress.
sex, England, March 28. He made
Terry Marks to Sidney Walten,

Warner Brothers

i Will Remember You

Tym

.Jordan

Pat

Lyn

brother.

ABEL

'mack DA¥IS,

I..

in

3

Guy XiOmbardo Ore

.StiUo

MY DEAR FRIENC
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Arnaut Bvoa

cweo

JEI

P.osita

HiKuel

.Mack & X>esmond
Russ t^Iark

A<'r(»uaniacR

I

liam Morris agency, N.
New York, March 30.
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Noble Slesle 0»
Syd StrasKe Or»

Frank Marlowe

CJiavIes Kulkfski
Buvl'id

'

joining the exhibitors' as.sn
He was credited with inaugurating the showing of films to invalids
and shut-ins in hospitals and sani-

Wilson

Charlie Splvak Or«

Wlfit

|

^'itevis started

Sis

&

ralare

Mualc Hull <I) 3
C^ummlnKS

IjUcile

.Ul'unliilcta

Edwards
Garner

2

^larkeviUe, Tho'as & Vertzulls
hometown, Albany, N, Y., and
c^'on"
M/r'nh o^^^
°" ^^'"^
Kockettes
After moving to Cleve('ofi)s <le Ballet
land, he managed exchanges for
Ore
Son-in-law of Nat Kalcheim, band Syni
I'liraiuiMiiit iV) S
Paramount and Fust National until and theatre dept.
head of the Wi^l .Tlmmy I>oi'»ey <)rc
in his

in Buffalo.

ie

Nunwralc In eonn«eti«n with bills below ln(II<at« ogl^liiK any at (how
whether full or »i;llt week

47,

«<.ck Davis,

ters,

noW
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'asmstai^
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Iion«:

Wal-

operator of the s tatin Quarter,

n. X.
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Wednesday,

so

Some let

1®!%

Chic;ag@ Otaices if

Wfth Mayor Edward

Kelly,

J.

New

Setup

Political

who-f

ruled Chicago for 14 years, not a
candidate in the mayoralty election
(1), the perennial "Tobacco
Boad," which he forced off there
after a short stay, is being consid-

HI

Tuesday

"Miracle

Mountains"—

the

iii

Archer King and Harrison Wood'

Skws Ik

.

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street"
(road)—Katharine Cornell.
"Three Indelicate Ladies" ("MorMurders")—Hunt Stromberg,

gan's

lead at the time.

Jr„ and

"Road" was on the road briefly
this season, tour suddenly ending

S. P.,

Thomas

—

Spengler.

"Laura"
Harry Clay Blaney,
and Roy Steckler,
"A Young Man's Faney^r-Henry

when John

Barton, the lead, died.
Barton, Ws nephew, who Adrian.
"Virginia
played the letd for years on Broadway, is a possibility for the show if Theatre.
it reaches the boards again in Chi-

James

He

cago.

was

in

"The

Iceman

Cometh" but is not on tour with the
Eugene O'Neill drama. Civic theatre is one of the houses mentioned,

Experimental

Reel"

£

.

more time

to write their notices.

reaching the end of itsflrat year A^waiff.^^

That does not apply to all critics,
ifs understood that* the matter
it being an independent house under,
argued out
Ronald Walton, co-partner with of early curtains will be
lease to John Wildfeerg, with: Jack
who prein Whitehall Pro- in the Circle by reviewers
Robinson
Kathleen
Cohn, of Columbia. Pictures, an
between 8:30 and
ductions, current at the Minerva fer flrM* curtains
associtte.
Harry Oshrin" controls
Peaaiine for notices in the
theatre, Sydney, Australia, is due in 8:45,
"Road" and thinlcs it could run two
tnbrning papers are about the
this week on a talent looksee fibur
N.
Y.
years in the Windy City.
reviews appearing in final edifor Aussie. Walton not only is look- same,

To fonder

.

He

Seasons.

has been in London gaiidering sbows

and

arid reprinted in the following
day's early editions. Only two critics on thiSse dailies fav.S>r early cur-

shows but also tions

Down Under

talent for

*

tains.

talent,

Whitehall had "Life With Father"
"Late Christopher ' Bean" for
successful seasons in Sydney. Walton
returns to Australia as plane out of

and

SEEK 25G FOR 'COLONY' SITE

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., April 1.
Raleigh, N. C, April 1.
.The Spa theatre on the stats reservation here has been leased for
Backers of the "Lost Colony",
'
the forthcoming summer season to Saft jPrancisco,
symph9nic drama on Roanoke IslJohn Huntington, who has operated
asking the North Carolina
"The Mother ot Us AH," opera by and, are
the Cambridge summer theatre at
legislature for $25,000 to assist in rethe late Gertrude Stein and Virgil
Cambridge, Mass., and the Boston
replenishing pageant
Tribune music newing and
summer ttieatre for the last five Thomson, N.Y. Herald
property which deteriofated because
critic, will feature Columbia Univeryears,
disuse during tt^e war.
third annual festival of con- of
.Huntington would make the thea- sity's
bill providing the appropriaat
music
American
temporary
tre a- part of a summer circuit, with
Morningside Heights.^ N.Y., May 7 tion lias bee9 introduced and is now
productions completely staged, and
in committee.
to 18.
stars and casts being rehearsed in
advance.
It is planned to open
'

A

.

8.

Pine Tree Players

Ibi

Plays Abi

Me.

Portland, Me., April 1.
First Sign of strawhat activity in
these parts this season was incorporation of Pine Tree Players, with
Bentley^ Wallace at the helm. Outfit will use refurbished garage at
Belgrade
Lakes,
resort serving
Augusta and WatCTville, central
.

.

Labor Day.
Emphasis
be on using resident

.

initially will

company exclusively, with guesters
brought in after the situation is sufficiently probed. Garage will easily
.convert to a 600-seater, with construction now going on to add wing
lor stage and dressing rooms.

,

Actors Lab Buys Site
For Theatre Workshop
Hollywood, April 1.
Purchase of nine acres in Cahuenga Pass, near Hollywood, was announced by Actors' Laboratory for

the
'

purpose, of constructing a theatre,
workshop and school. Deal, involving $30,000 for the acreage, is ooniingent ori the re-zoning of the dis-

permit a theatre.
Project calls for immediate installation of a temporary 400-seater of
the Nissen-hut type, to be followed
later by a permanent theatre,, completely soundproofed to function in
legit and in film making. A dormitrict to

.

Lab

tory for future

students,

will

ert

At Whitehall

Henderson.

don.

theatre,

Lon-

.

.Buftenie I.eontovlch
Bonar Colleano, Jr.

Buth Lodge
McLaren
Boris Ranevsky
.Tohn

.Sotnik DJugeli

Joshua Johnson.......
Ivan ..>..........,,.>
Guard.
.

This play,
at the tiny

given

Ida Shepley

Nina Taralthnova
.Anthony Booth
.

New

End

Jean Darling

in

Hosp

nervous condition.
She may return to the cast but
Connie Baxter is playing the part
few performances in which
understudy Joan Keenan took over.
Marion Bell out of "Brigadoon"
with abscessed leg, Virginia Aswold
after a

'

rstibbing.

.

GEEia^

STEAWHAT SET

as

.w^U
>

out

in

this

hous'e.

is

more
Story

deals with arrival of James Carter
Allison, big American business man
in Siberia, who's promoting a big air
route' concession for- his successful
U. S. company, ,of which his sister,
Margaret, who accompanies, him, is
a big shareholder.
There's' a lot of sparring around,
with Allison being given the double
cross by General Tanya Kroshka, a
femme who frames the contract
without the sanction of her government. Allison signs the deed and
then double crosses the doublecrosser by telling her that such a
one-sided contract would make Russia the laughing stock of America.
The general stages a false arrest of
herself and gains the sympathy of
the American who, finally, after a
hectic love affair, tears up the paper
and produces a new agreement satisaf-

starred and Theron Bamberger-Rob~
ert Henderson producing, but
closed after 10 days on road.)

Paris,

.

March

20.

Simone Befriau production of piny in four
by Bernard Charles MIel. Directed by
Atme Clarlond.
Set by Serge PinenotE.
Stars Aime Clariond. At Theatre Antoine.

nets

daily editions.
Ironic twist, nevertheless, is that with this lean situation; ingenuity and
labor and being'thrown into play by a few p.a.'s, Who feel that if the
entertainment and art sections sire closed' to them, there is no reason wl^r
the rest of a newspaper can't be tised for tlieir material. "Liite Song," tot
instance, has gotten unusual Chi newspaper representation in that way,

Broadwayites were more than a little surprised when the New Yotlter
in its Saturday (29) issue carried a proiile on Al Rosen, who was
associated in the re'vival of "Good NikW, Ladies," originally an A, a
Woods farce called "Indies' Night in a Turkish Bath." According to Alva
Johnston, who authored the faticle, Rosen is an intimate trf WiUiam
O'Dwyer, mayor of New York, and his efforts during the carnpaign materially counted in 0'D«yer winning the election.

mag

"Ladies" was first shown on the Coast and journeyed to Chicago, where
scored a 100-week run at the Blackstone, but when finally brought to
it flopped.
It was revived by Howard Lang and' Rosen, but it's
understood that the latter had o.nly one-sixth of the show. Buddy Ebsen
and Skeets Gallagher of the cast having .a like share and Lang the other
half.
Last summer Rosen put on "Mary flad a Little" on the Coast and
while it toured to the east, it did not show on Broadway.* He is currently planning to send the fdr'ce out again.

Paris.

Jeannine Matern
Maurice Dorleac
Michel Gudtn

Marie France
Pierre Eriinger
Jacques Eriinger..

Alme.

13fWnger

Cia'-'iond

Adrien Forge

Ifeiler.....

Bene Stern

Rival

Louis

Rressnc...

Vanelly
Jean Sylvcr
.Gaston Mauger

Ronsin.
Truflaut

Producer Simone Berriau

is

evi-

dently sold on doing controversial
This time it is -the question
of employer and labor relations,
treated in a way which is extremely
timely since it shows a strike about
to. disrupt
an industry. Theme is
sure to attract attention.
There is nothing about love or any
other interest in the play, the only
'erame part being that of a secretary that could, to all intents and
purposes, be done by a man. AH
phases of the question are examined, since apart from the employer
versus employee- side, the approach
of various employers is shown by
the old seUmade boss as deeply
human,. -by his elder son as purely
egoistic and by his younger son as
evidencing that in this matter hu-

show

.

manitarian dreams don't come true.

As the father, Aime Clariond, who
is practically on stage all the time,
gives an exemplary performance.
As the two sons Maurice Dorleac
is suitably calculating and heartless,
while Michel Gudin is a personable
dreamer. .Jean Sylver and Gaston
Mauger, as the union delegates, are
good types.
,
•

.

,

,

Direction by Clariond is fine,
helping to cover some errors in the
pacing
by
playwright
Bernard
Charles Miel whose initialer this is.
The one set by Serge Pimenoff of a
fancy futuristic office on top the
factory shows taste and ifnagination.
Maxi.

the

Whit<! Bevil
London, March

Du<-hess

Play.?

Ltd.

produolion

20.
ot 10th

John McLaren, as James Carter century drama in two parls bv John
Allison, tujrns in a first-rate per- WcbFter. Directed by >ilchael Wenlhall. At
formance as the tough American who Duchess theatre, I^ondon.
Corpmbona
liarRari't Rawllnss
came for business and found love. Vittoiio
Duke of Erachlano
Rodericlc Lovcll
His vodka drinking bout with the Flamineo, ....... ...
...Uobcvt Helpmann
general was one of the higblights of Cornelia ...
.. Mnrtita Hunt

One new producer is following the advice of the scene designer engaged to do his show, and although it's not slated for tryout until August,
the production will be readied during the spring. By doing so there will
be savings on the cost of the one-set production of approximately $2,500
because no overtime- will be required.

Many productions exceed the bildget figures because of overtime wages
to builders and scene painters when a deadline date is set or there's I
blacklog of productions in scenic studios.
Show in point is "The Stars Weep," for which Frederick Fox will be
the designer. As Paul Stewart, who will stage the fantasy, will remain
on the Coast until summer, Fox \vill go to Hollywood to agree upon ^details of the production.
It's probably the first time for such a precaution,
and it's Louis Schonceit's idea to have the setting completed long before
rehearsals begin. Schoneelt is a Broadway ticket broker, and "Stars,
written by Harry Segall, will be his jlrst presentatiori. He will accompany the designer to the Coast.
Willie Edelsten, former Broadway agent, who formerly made placemenb
for actors in musical shows, returned tO'Kti Y., after years on theXoast,
last week, then planed to Paris.
iHe rejoined his wife, to whom he lias
been wed for 52 years, they having property in the' south of France,
Edelsten opposed Equity's casting agency: regulations and took the issue
into court, winning one opinion but losing on appeal to the N. Y. court
of appeals. It was ruled that if an agent collects fees based on a V^^f.

age of the actors' salaries, he must be amenable to the Equity
which puts a limit on such payments.

regulations

ani

When "Bathsheba" played Philadelphia the tent scene was dropped
that meant that two parts were, eliminated. 'The actors and their unaerstudies were paid two weeks and returned to l^ew York. James Maso^
who stars in the play and has had a hand' in its direction, then changed »i»
mind and put the scene back. Equity ruled that new contracts must oe
given the players who had been dropped, and that the dismissal pay »
by them. Before -Coby Ruskin was named director after stage
Robert Gordon exited, Marc Connelly was asked to take over, but aiw
getting a load of Mason's ideas on the play, he declined the assignnient,

retained

but

it

Replacements in Equity's council l&st week were thought strange
were eligible to sit in for Clarence Derwent and William Harrigan, ptes
dent and forth vice-president, respectively, but not named. As ottice
they have the right to vote, while the replacement councillors aoaj"
votes.
Total number of 50 members of the council was not in^i
full
Newcomers to the body are likely candidates for nomination for tBe
five-year term.

, . .

Duke of Florence... ...Andi'en- Cniicltshiink
the evening.
Camlllo
Woolfe Morris
Bonar Colleano, Jr., as Patrick Ifnl'ciln
,]„un Schofield
Thurber, the tough Brooklyn sales- Marceilo
Gordon Davie.i
Ciwdlnal Monticelso
Hugh CSrlffilli
man, has fine wisecracking role. AlchemliSt
.Stanley Ratdlffe
Boy is an offspring of famous Amer- Znilche
Mayura
ican tumbling family who improves
with every show in which he apThis is a new venture sponsored by
.

; . .

Greenwich, Conn., April 1,
Herbert Krainer and Joel Specter pears.

Columnar report that sought Jo dramatize a vaeation for Ethel Merma'jj
"Annie Get Yo.ur Gun," indicated that she is scrapping w ,j
Rodgers and Hammersteln about it. The author-managers say that w
so at all, that Miss Merman will take two weeks off in August at
"Jf jj-r
suggestion. Mary Jane Walsh will likely step into the part when tne *
rests.
Mary Martin meantime has been set
the touring "Aniiie
starring in

for

pany.

,

,

.

.

Ruth Lodge, cast as the sis- Robert Helpmann and his associate
an American business Michael Benthall, who directs the
Pittsburgh drama editors are burning plenty at William ^yi".^**J'
woman with a Mayfair accent.
play. Present aim is for a three
Int
director of Pittsbui-gh (Tivic Light Opera Co., because ^unpor^^j^
Show is in for nine weeks and months' season followed by other managing
casting announcements about second season of al fresco opere"^%"!"el{S
should attract fair trade,
pjrst notable productions. It needed courbe
picked up here second-hand via the New York papers. Couple ot ™^ .y
age
present
this grisly specimen of
to
nighteirs gave it £| nice s'end-ofE with
as recfeptibh wsirraitting Wonto'vftJh's Elizabethan butchery at a time of ago, organization
informed newspapers it would have flock of nan^®?'„t,tt,
aoouv
(Continued on pagC' 52)
.shoift Ap^eecH ot tharikS.
for release within a few days but
Rent:
that was the last^ anybody heard

Ijave leased the Greenwich PlayJipuse from iPrefect Theatres, Inc.
Strawhat season's teeofl is slated
for. June 28. Operators plan to ipre-

«tii -several tfjwuts
standard offietiings.'

•

"plays.
first tried

Lindsey theatre,

scope

West

..Robert Adams
.Nicholas Bruce

.Desmond Ryan

which was

better

modern

Alexis Che.-inakov

fair, but it serves Miss Leontovich
well in her moods and foibles.
~T*Caviar" was tried out in U, S.
in fall of '45 with Miss Leontovich

Jiean Darling, one of the leads in
"Carousel," in in Lenox Hill hospital,
N.Y., under treatment for a

Entertainment sections have not only been streamlined but the major
portion of this space goes to the outstanding advertisers, namely films,
Aside from crix notices day after openings, or cases where crix are columnists, half of the papers give not one line for "readers" or "art" in their

Broadway

'

20.
Phyllis DlKey ana Bernara .Gooaman profluction in association with New Lindsey
Theatre Club. Ltd.. ot new play in three
acta by George S. George in collaboration
with Euffenie Ijeontovlch.- BirecteS by Rob-

^
occupy the upper floors. Workshop factory to all parties.
Whole thing is a very flimsy
and school also will be built on the

land..

r

it

TeriMitier©
(The Anthill)

London, March

.

through

^^^^

Legit pressagentry ifl Chicago and the midwest has changed so radioally since the prewar- years that many veteran flacks not aware ol the
new trend' for planting material arie finding themselves hanging on the
ropes.' Call it newsprint Shortage, lack of revenue from legit advertising
or what have you, dailies here and in surrounding towns have clsmpej
down on space to a degree which spells failure for flacks who stiU exert
themselves to nothmg more strenuous than writing scholarly feiitures for
the Sunday drama pages.

\

La

Caviar t« the Ceiieral

Maine's two most populous cities. General Tanya
Region has had some theatrical ac- Patrick Thurber
Margaret Allison
tivity in the past, but this will be James Carter Allison
the pioneer Eijuity-standardg com- Captain Petroft
Major Babych
pany brought in.
Lieut. Davis
Wallace, who operated similar en- Tamara
terprise in Mobile,. Ala., in 1941,
plans the iisual 10-week season,
opening late juhe and contitiulng

^^^^^

U.S. Talent and

ing for top legit

about July

2

.

Aussie Prtiicer WalloH'
.

Hi|y

irasli

-

hull.

ered for present£.tion in Chi again.
Show played the Loop for siSc vsreeks,
when, during another political campaign, Kelly sloughed the recordrun drama. Henry Hull played the

Ap^l^

ligllers.

Give
End of the fowth year of Theatre Gullet's "Oklaftoniar', by m\,
6ie to Early Curtain Rodgers and Oscar HaKunerstein, SSd, was g!ayly celebrated on the qf
James, N. V., stage Saturday night (29). Keeord-run musical om
Because some managers have been
For the occasion Theresa Helburn, Lawrence
starting premiere performances at March 31, 1943.
Lane"^
8 p. m. or shortly thereafter, to ac- Guild directors; Rodgersj Hammersteln, Agnes de Mille (v/ho staged
"th'
commodate a small minority of crit- dances), and Armina Marshall were togged out as Indians ,when
the c
of inveterate first
ics, a number
was cut. The anniversary Was pepped up by radio adjuncts, indqi!*
abnoticeably
been
have
nighters
Fred Allen's, program) also network shows included ^'dklahoma!"
sent. They frankly state that being
required to rush from dinner or dies on iVionday (81).
offices to be on time for the first
In the N. Y. Times Sunday (30) Rodgers contributed an article in whui
curtain makes playgoing too tough he stated that how the Guild raised the money to put on
"Oklahoma"'
an assignment.
"still not clear to me... it was a horse opera with no questional)le
1*
Herbert Bayard Swope, one of the but (with) over-dressed women., the Theatre Guild was on its last
most faithful of Broadway first- Hammersteln hadn't had a hit In 10 years, Rodgers was doing his flft
nighters, is strongly opposed to the score without (Larry) Hart (deceased) and obviously couldn't write 1
8 o'clock idea. Former editor of note, Mawbulian (show's stager) was a btolcen-down movie direct* tA
The show's book is based on Lynn iftialthe' N. Y. World sees »o logic in be- de Mille was Cecil's niece."
ing rushed to theatre, and has "Green Grow the Lilacs," a straight play presented by the Guild. "Carm
of sel," another hit by the same combination (Guild and R;&H,) is
verbally objected a number
based mi
times this season after the Critics Molnar's "Liliom." Rodgers says it "took months for them to talk us intS
Circle sent -word to the managers it. We're mighty glad they did;"
that reviewers would like a little
'Call Me Mister" is another musical to have an anniversary, that show
.

Briglilen in

ls.l

,

ter,

plays

,

'
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DUNHAM TROUPE BRINGS

Big Dini^i f@r laleit Groips

YANKS BACK TO MEXICO

•

Mexico

iayoed by toeei Actors Guild Veto

"

Vifnina why
.Sarent%™ups

Root Directs Own Play
Los Angeles, April

been stymied.

jiad

committees did nearly all
the data,

Rnuitv

New York becomes

in

a time,
problem
eration of the
years.. Some 40,000

question-

Ln

were dilatory in assembhng
information sought but a joint
committee sparked by Equity repfinal

Equity

Maps

Pension Plan

Employees

For

i

the

its

enactments by

,

Actors
patent
unions

resentatives made
early in 1945.

partial,

i

Opera and BaHet

were distributed to members
the Associated
the affiliates ot
and Artists of America, the
talent
talent union. Some

naires
of

oif

elocutionists or freelanc«? players,
mostly women, of Broadway shows

before women's clubs and similar asHollywood, April 1.
Lynn Root, author of the legit to arrive the coming weekend.
It's hoped to get musicals, namely
Bert Wheeler, currently visiting semblages, has drawn protests from
"The Riche.st Man in the
Cemetery," was signed as director "Oklahoma!" to hypo a season in- the old Hollywood gang, announced l^^^f^^^g
was held last week
..(i
by Manny Wolfe, who will produce tended for 31 weeks. Miss Dunham that he had signed to star in "The^ consider
ways and means^ Of curb.,
Benchwarmer," legit play to be pro- ^°
is due to stay at least one week, perthe piece in the east this fall.
duced on Broadway by Alex Yokel, [ing such "appearances."
Wolfe leaves for New York late haps two, depending on biz.
Comedy, authored by Paul Gerard
Engagaments of the kind have
this montli to round up a cast for
Smith, i£ slated for summer staging.
the comedy.
jjgg„ seasonal for many years, and
Guild Denies Mex 'Okla.'
those engaged in such activities
Theatre Gviild officials in N.Y,
deny^ any knowledge of a Mexican
have made a very good living therebooking for their touring company
by, if the authors have their way;
ot "Oklahoma!"
Show is booked
the club showings w^ould be regijinto Philadelphia June % for 10
laled so that none would be dales!
weeks and has no booking beyond
that.
until after the New York and road
But expense of such a large
production would militate against
engagements were completed.
trying it in the limited EnglishReported that the solo people have
speaking Mex capital.
been using "Born Yesterday" fre"Oklahoma!" played deep south
quently in the past several months,
recently, in Dallas, New Orleans,
explains why the author's
which
etc., and is heading north.
Welfare committees of several organizations held their session in
Plans for a new opera and ballet
theatrical unions have been mulling the offices of the William Morris
center in New York— with the Cenwhich represents Garson
agency,
but
pension
proposals
for
members
ter theatre. Rockefeller Center, figplans to fcave such payments Under- Kanin, author of the current Broaduring prominently in the plans- Monte Carlo Ballet
written
by insurance companies way hit. The.se appearances in the
are the latest development in the
.sticlts are sometimes over-ambitiou.s,
been
Penhave
not
fruitful
to
date,
Stubs Toes in Slk[ht
new music empire being envisaged
sions by insurance has been sug- it being understood that a man and
by Henry R. Reichhold, Detroit
for Equity members but the wife offered a woman's club a "readchemical magnate who has gone in
To N.Y. Dance Critics gested
idea was found to be impractical ing" of "Oklahoma!"
heavily as patron of the arts.
New
York's two top dance critics, because the annual fees would exr
The readings are unauthorized and
Reichhold, president and backer of
the Times' John Martin and Herald ceed the dues.
the practice entails violation of copythe Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
Tribune's Walter Terry; got on their
Many plays are published
Agents and managers union aimed rights.
last week moved into New York to
high horses last weelc and refused
and
are easily obtainable, but posfor insurance
protection but the
acquire all the stock of the Carnegie
to cover a ballet premiere— someaverage age of members made the session by purchase or otherwise
"Pops
Concerts, which started a
thing unheard ot in terp.sichore reobviously
is not accompanied by the
premiums prohibitive, so an assess.series of spring light classical proviewing milieus. Ballet in question
ment is payable from the member right to give public performances
grams in Carnegie Hall last year,
was Antonia Cobos' "Madronos," ship to support the welfare fund. 'or profit. In former seasons a Chi
Reichhold will put on a second seawhich the Ballet Russe de Monte plus an annual benefit performance cago outfit would supply a script
son this May. HiS stated aims are,
Carlo preemed at the N.Y. City
Equity, however, is working on a tor almost any show extant until
to acquire houses in New York, DeCenter Tuesday (25).
plan to benefit its staff, the insur- copyright and piracy suits forced
troit and Los Angeles for presentaSeems that the ballet, first new ance method being questionable be- the group underground, but it's untion of musical programs, involving
Spanish
dancer-chorework
of
the
cause the average age of the em- derstood that such "service" is still
orchestras and soloists, and to tour
ographer since her "The Mute Wife," ployees is more than 50 years. An obtainable.
artists all over the country, in oppowhich Ballet International staged insurance company offered a blanket
Cases are known where plays we/e
sition to Columbia Concerts and Nafirst scheduled
was
two
years
ago.
life policy which would pay bene- taken down in shorthand during pertional Concert & Artists Corp.
What has been shrouded in sec- for the previous Thursday (20); ficiaries $4,000 upon demi.se pro- formances for piracy purpo.ses. Those
Ballet Russe vided the employee be insurable, or con.sidering the problem are the
rival
Original
(The
recy has been .Reichhold's activity
Dramatists Guild, Society of Authors
was opening a spring run at the $40 monthly upon retirement.
in acquisition of a theatre in N. Y.
Opera House that night.) The
Equity figures that all those em- Representatives and Dramatists Play
suitable for his purpose in present- Met
Ballet Russe then announced that ployed for 20 years shall be eligible Service.
ing concert attractions and a place
(who
was
Miss
Cobos
accident
to
an
to
the
pension.
Heretofore
it
paid
Recently it was reported a cheater
where he could establish a resident
her ballet) several over-age staffers $25 weekly, in Italy offered performance rights
to dance the lead in
opera, ballet and symphonic setup.
would cause postponement of the and proposes to follow that practice, to "Harvey," "The Voice of the
Reichhold has been in touch with
the
25th. Instead, ballet although noneto
premiere
in
the
Turtle"
and one or two other Broadis cufrehtly
the Rockefeller interests regarding
was given a sneak preview at Sat- pension classiflcatiph at this time,
way hits. He made several deals and
the Center theatre for a long-term
urday (22) night's performance, al:
\^
pocketed advance money but was
lease. House has been used the last
dancer.
different
a
with
ttiough
said
have been promptly jailed.
to
a
few .seasons for ice shows, with
invited;
wasn't
however,
Press,
ot-o.A^^on. .^ro.^ ^n^y
brief interlude of grand opera be"Saturday isn't a press night," the SEfiREGATIOM SUITS ^l:,^-'^-^^is difficult to detect. While royalties
tween iceshow seasons, Ice shows
said.
managerhent
are
not
permitted to be sent to
there
have been moneymakers, but
the
heard
about
America
D.C.,J)EUYED
by most liatiohSi
reviewers
When
raised
l>een
some question
has
whether their vogue will continue, sneak' preview, they refused to atWashington, April 1.
on
preem,
official
Tuesday's
tend
progressed,
have
How far discussions
Seven legal suits involving disseccover
or what success if any Reichhold has grounds they wouldn't
against Negro
ticket
Martin, writing crimination
had, isn't disclosed. If the Center ond performance.
referred to holders
opened in Washington's
idea doesn't pan out. Reichhold will in Monday's (24) Times,
press"
and
excluded
"rigorously
the
house.
Y.
small claims court Monday (30)
seek another large N.
to the fact that the nianagement
with the National theatre as de"considered tVle ballet to be in too
Although Committee for
rough a state to be seen by anybody fendant.
but the pul3lic." So on the 25th the Racial Democracy is overall group
As the annual period of prizes
to see a inspiring fight
Met
the
went
to
reviewers
against the National,
TILL FALL
and citations to Broadway play^ and
and Miss Cobos'
instead,
revival
suit was brought in the name of players approaches, 'the first such
Delay mg until fall a show busi.^
Madronos won't ge* reviewed this
seven individuals who were turned event will highlight the American
ness benefit to provide funds for the season.
American National Theatre and
away from the door and refused re- Theatre' Wing's supper next Sunday
(6) in the grand ballroom of the Hofunds by the theatre management.
Academy, instead of next month,
tel Waldorf-Astoria as a memorial
was decided upon when it was ob- Paula Stone-Mike Sloane
Plaintiffs,
composed of Negroes
to Antoinette Perry, late director of
served that the May calendar was
and whites
accompanied
the Wing.
Headquarter on Coast Negro friendswhoto had
The Perry awards will
dotted with events of a similar
the theatre, acconsist of personal jewelry or arnature. Committee also felt that not
Los Angeles, April 1.
cused theatre of contract violations
enough time was provided to comMichael Sloane and his co-pro- in refusing to grant refunds. Prin- tides and are referred to by Brock
plete arrangements and obtain top ducer wife. Paula Stone, are desert- cipal witness for the plaintiffs Mon- Pemberton, chairman of the coma
talent for what is expected to be
ing Broadway and moving to Cali- day was Brig, Gen. H. C. Holdbridge. miit"e, as "Tonys," virhich may itlen-
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about

for
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Warms Bench

Wheeler

1.

ReiclbM Eyes

°^
i"^®*
present the merger
the commitrnteeon-holed. While
for
Lsmade considerable progress
there has been no considthe
vived but lor

'

due

Draw Author Beefs

^

a

unio"

fine big

is

Snarl

i

Krger
S«res

troupe

k Piracy

,

S

S

Dunham

Katharine

Realngs cl Broadwayflays to Clubs

play,

work in assembling
try the combined
was ready to
of
•^JsetuP for a trial period
screen Actors Guild,
v»ars
i^L*r never did actually okay
that
the
*e grounds
* t^il would be 3,000 miles fi;om
activities. That point
equalized if the making of

irbe So

1.

bookings
here
are
scheduled to resume April 8, after
three weeks of reorganization following closure of Teatrb Iris here.

membership
was read

Equity
At the recent
report
ftine a detailed

the plan to merge
into one big union

City, April

American

,

report

\

'

|

was discerned that some actors
belonged to more than one union,
urged the
contingent
and that
merger, whiqh would make it easier
switch from the stage
for players to
or vice versa,
to radio and films,
with the use of one card. There were
many wrinkles still to be ironed out,
such as voting rights of those in
It

.

the status of
junior members and those who have
Although
temporarily.
withdrawn
the plan was nearly completed, no
constitution had been negotiated.
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various classifications,

GomJinittee

I

-

had agreed on a sched'

minimum

for Equityites

Ule of dues,
to have been $24 annuWly (current
lowest among the
dues are $18,
Pour A's) and could range up to as
much as $100, according to earn-

I

I

i

'

amusement fiields.
pressure for the merger

ings in the allied

Noted that

;

j

Stemmed from a convention of the
AiMerieaia Federation of Radio Artists; but.it appears that Equity assumed the_,bij|rden of finding out if
the idea

was

feasible.
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of

explains the

ethics

:

withdrawal of two femme managers
from presenting their first produc-

As Awards

'

BJoadway tohlght

oil

SHOWBEBENEnT

"Tenting Tonight," which opens

tion,

(2).

Judith

DEAYED

Abbott and

Mary Mason tried out
the play in Philadelphia and Boston
but because it drew adverse notices,
the duo opposed bringing the show
in, which
required making a "call"
for additional
money from the backers,
Pair refused to call for more

i

1

i

'.

'

To

money

declared themselves out
the managerial end.

Of

i

Saul. Fishbein, listed
as the prin"Pal backer, is now the presenter.
IS in tb? N.
Y. Journal-American

I

I

show
ment

advertising

department and repre«>terie of those iii bn 'Tohis name aLso appearing &s

™gnt,-

."ivestor of material
uiner Broadway
„!!

thf™'
we

of

amounts

fZ
™y

gainer

of

Witli

/Estimates

in

attractions.
Withthe girls does not affect
of
the backers.

action probably fol°* George Abbott,
Judith, whose "Barefoot

of

the
to

possible

more

gross

thari

short vi.sit here, is the reasonable
cost of legit production on the Coast,
"about, 40 or ,50% less than in New

York."
tic

Dies on .Coast
After Dropping

speare's

Wed

^'«smg

version

of

a short

stand at El
tt ^y^^l^ Luckenbach
„

uroWt

""""^^

coin,

Field.s, who worked with them
their current Broadway show,
"Sweethearts."
Dorothy
Sloane and family are due in Los
gagement
Angefes next month to start casting
Saturday
William for a new show. "We pKn to build
tract to Lee Sabinson and
our shows here," he .stiid, "and play
Katzeli producers of "Finian's Rainmoving
2 ithem on the Coast before
No.
in
lead
for
i4
April
bow."
We feel that a good produceast.
company of hit musical. Although Ition has a good chance to pay off
until
going
get
won't
version
road
land go to New York in the black.
Labor Day in Chicago, Miss Claire
part As it .st; nds now, a show pla.ys an
has orders to get up on the
out-of-town brtak-in back east and
immediately and' stand by, along
can
insur- moves into Broadway, where it
with Kittv Kallen. as double
Broad- be killecl before it has a chance to
ance for Ella Logan, of the
pay off the production nut."
way production, u n t i 1 lourins
troupe, goes into rehearsal.
Mary I'fi'ry, undcisiui'.v to Pauline
first musical.
It'll be Miss Claire's
.nqw
in !Lord m "The Ghih* Mtn;i!».er';f,"
Lately iihe's been doing a single,
several ion tour, stepped into Ih^i'siar's role
theatres and cafes: bul for
name 'at Ihe Locust thcative in Philadelphia
years prior to that sang with

Pittsburgh.

April

1.

Shafce-

Patio thearefusing to
the plays

i

I

j

*sSSd?
April

&

All,"

dated

to .open

Case has been recessed

Monday

till

.

I

I

bands.

v

jlast

week.

1

Broadway awards

in

much

as.'-ociated

I

'

(7).
;

I

j

Eqnty leeting-Eketion

duced by Pemberton.
There will be approximately 18
awards, one third to actors with the

balance going to others cited, ineluding authors. Composers, .stagers
and designers. There will be two
awards to the audience: that i.s, a
brace of first nighters, who haven't
rais.sed a jfiremiere in years (not
critics), it being the flr-st time fw
such a recognition.
The awards
will be made following the supper
and entertainment, which will be
handled by Jim Sauter and steered
by several e
Full-cour.se
c e e .s.
supper at 9 p.m., while citations ane
'scheduled at midnight, that J»art
the program to be broadcast. Tickets at $7:50 are still available St >
Pemberton's office.

I

MX June 2

Skedfied in

these
the .same
tify

I

way as the "Oscars" are
with
Hollywood film
awards. Miss Perry was called Toni
by intimates but for the purpose of
the awards the -spelling of the
award!!' titlp was slightly changed.
She was a stage director, her liasi
next sahiev^merit being: "Hairvey," pro-

Equity's annual meeting and elec-

I

;

j

haVe been set for June 2 at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., the date falling
on a Monday instead of the usual

tion

Friday.

I

;

'

'

1

road tour

P^tio probably

who was among those refused admittance because of attending with a Negro. Attorney fojr the
theatre pointed out stipulation on
ticket saying that ticket purchasers
will be subject to "known" policy
of the theatre.
retired,

on

1.

I

30G

"Taming of the Shrew,"
by Edgar F. Luckenbach,
here Saturday night after

$30,000 in

Co. seph

for'Rnk^^^

Claire, winding up enTerrace Room
at local
(S). will go under con-

Hollywood, April
Mreamlined

The other reason is domeshis wife want more

He and

roorin to. raise a family.
Currently the pair is reading
straight dramatic scripts for staging
in the we.«t in associs.lion with Jo-

Defttliy Claire Slated

Cheek" played

week.

*3lir€w'

dii

they will establish
wliei-e
their home and their legit producOne reason for
tion headquarters.
the move, Sloane explained on a
fornia,

double
the original figure; $150,000 will be
Ticket-selling campaign,
the aim.
with boxes at $1,000 each, will be
organized.
A souvenir program is
also being considered.

in Boston
"Tonight" cost $35,000,
the coin needed to
CL'^?i'"''"S
W'ng the show
to town.
last

representativis of all entertain-

fields.

have increased

investments

,

;
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Nominated

for

ihe

Raymond

Massey.

Margalo

Gillraore,

council

Elliott

are

Nugent,

m

;

Ross

Hertz,
Fletcher.

Ober, La wrertce
Robert Burton, Marjorie Gate.son,
Frank Thomas, Sr., and Bert Lahr,
There are 10 to be elected, the number nominated, but voters are privPhilip

ileged to write in their own selecEddie. NiJgent ;wa.<f iiarped a

tions.

'

of'officers is coiicernedl

Donald
Richards^
baritone
in
"Einian's RainbOWjC will Warble %n
"Pagiiacci"' for the.N. Y. City Cente*
'cratic troupe on; April 20,' a SiAi>.
day. :
'

repl^iccsment ijanflfdat^ for pn^ yea/.
This.'is a byefx^^jB'
far,a#,*l4«itioi;

<
I

..

,
.,

.
,

'

Vcdnwidny, April

B2
has missed the jackpot on several professional attempts. At Sunday night's premiere it was a tossup

8. IftA?

tljor

Hays on fe'oadway

who were more confused—me

Plays Out of

Town

actors-

Margaret

all but the biggest league nf
or the audience.
tor
^" °' P'o
musical shows;
Starting out with what resembled
Bridgeport, March 29.
a Saroyan touch, that motif soon gets
t'^I^^a,?'^'"" the Mvlea
dottlon (in association with SyWh^ it^eaStanley (Sllkay arid "Barbara Payne (In Standish- John
lost in the shuffle and diverts into a
scenes)
Alden-Priscilla
Sherek, Ltd.) prolander) ot drama in three acta (two
Henry
wmch
with
cabaret
aaaociation
political
feasatirical
lins legend of the Pilgrim
by Jacques Deval. Stars James JIaBon:
in three acta (six scenes)
Chalmers,
even more burden- duction ot drama
turea Pamela Kelllno, Thomas
know what it's all about. Horace would have been
by James Parish, Stars Mady Christians kids the fanatical .saints and
Braham and PhU Arthttr. Staged
not several ballet se- and Miriam Hopkins; features Roger Prj-or. to a crisp, but. offers
Chanej,
the king's cpmpanion and some were
plenty of ni
bv Coby Rusicin; settings, StewartOpened at Braham is
quences and other clownatics thrown Directed by Elliott Nugent; setting, Don- pprtunity for musital numbers,
adviser, doing a fairly good job.
supervised by M'ssFriedlOTder.
switch whenever ald Oenslager. Opened at Lyric Theatre, cialties and ballet routines.
2«of the in. -This is a slick
general
top,
Barrymore. N. T„
Joab,
'47;
W.OO
Lane
as
Rusty
2»,
March
J^^^aX
overcrowded. And Brldoport, Conn,, ....... .Mady Christians
CSershouni
his part was cut the stage becomes
Margaret Hayden.
Music and lyrics, the worlc
(iarleton Scott Toung army, is okay but
Hiram.
.Roger Pryor
the ballet stuff is good.
Stephen Austin...'.
,
Lane way down.
^
„
'Kusty
Courtney
Crandc.ll
and WiUiam
Cook
s
Hopkins
joab,...
...Mlrl»m
..
None other than a guide for
Adeline Cbalool..
•P""! Donah
Settings, especially the fuUstage
JIanasaeh
story line con- Robert Chalcot.. ....>... ..iPeter Cookson Scudder, stand out, with the
..Hildy Parks
Shiirl....
back drop, are skill- Tours could follow the
by Craig Gilbert supplying a more
Phil Arthur terrace and a
sistently. Probably that's what makes
TYluh,,..
than adequate framework.
,,,,,i.,..Iieonore Rao fully designed and lighted by Stewof
group
Bwt
Niziah..,
When
a
experimental.
due
it
postage
Ibee:
There's still plenty of
.Blanche Zohar art Chaney. .
songs are "Till We Meet Tomorrow^'
,.
Aroussla.
earthy folk hitch their wagon to a
.James Mason
David....
on this particular message if it "I Dream Too Much," "What Ha™
Horace Braluim
bogus evangelist who gathers them
iihazil...
Got" and "I've Got Love,'' all ffi
.he
banish completely
Slichacl Sivy
to
Obram...
to a Minnesota grainfleld to await the hopes
lads.
But
ja cOuple of speclaltV
.Thomas Chalmera
Walter Fried and Paul F. Moss producKathan
that doesn't come specter of the Dead Letter office.
.Maud Schewer tion oC comedy In two acts (one setting) by end of the world
numbers, "The Nature of
Hanoui:atl
pohtical
..Joseph Tomes Konstnntin Simonov, adapted by Thelma off, play scampers into a
Play enjoyed an extended run in Things" in particular is NtiuxA
..
Aureb
a wow
Pamela Kelllno Schnee. Features Stephen Bekassy, Uta satire. Trio of carnival guys nom- London. Script has the characterisKithsheba
Scudder and_ Crandall, judging
..... ........ .Patricia Rohblns Hnsen, Joseph Euloft and Santord Melsner.
SMrIb
by
inate the best looking guy for presi- tic of employing five words where
their first efforts herev are a team
Jano M
Staged by Harold Clurman; setting by dential candidate. He's opposed by
M cale .
one would suffice. Although beauti- to -watch.
....Barbara Brooks Ralph Alswans. Opened at Blltihorfr, N. T.,
Bahila.
an earthy son of the soil who's de- fully written as to phraseology and
$1,20 top.
Orwhie. ................. ...Lenka Peterson March 27,
All-male cast handles the sin^»
Vega Kea nc Feodor Vorontsov. ........... Joseph Bulofe feated when his own scapegoat son grammatical construction, authors
Lady-inTWaiting
Beatrice ae Neerngaard steals his speech for the opposition. handling of the jnother tongue leaves acting and dancing assignments wiffi
Nadya
Uta Hagen That does it. The ballet dancers repplenty of capE.bility, avoiding com.
A'orontsov.
"Bathsheba" introduced James Ma- Olya
an impression of a cake with too
.Sanford Melsner
Sergei Slnltsln......
the usual shenanigans conall for the
much icing and not enough of the jjletely
son to Broadway legit, and while the Sasha
..ElUsabeth Neumann resent the people. They're
..........
tingent on males in petticoats. No
........ .Fred Stewart honest guy at firsts making much ado
sturdier ingredients. Looks like the
play is impressive in a way, the star Stepan Cheezov.
develop
Irom huskies as
Stephen Bekassy with a campaign song "Put Down the best that will materiaUze here wfill gags
appears to be a mild guy compared Dmitri Savelev.... .....
Strong
.......Michael
.Nekin.
Nicolai
Mark," which cues some nice spins be a moderate stage success, yvitn chorines at all, a plenty welcomS
to most of his British-made film ap- Vanya ShpolyanaUi
....George Bartenleft
departure
from the usual college
for
reprise
it
regfetter chances in celluloid.
pearances. The show is likely to
.Loo Polan and leaps. But they
ColoiVel Ivanov
...Jc> Vaii Fleet
the "wrong" guy as the "righteous" V Restricted pretty much tq a con- production and a very considerable
Major Anna Orlov.
ister on^y a mild engagement.
credit to Mortimer Marshall, who
gent ambles back to the farm.
yet
Mason plays King David, and the
not
versation piece, play has
However, there are several out- capitalized on a suspense element staged it. Also standout are the
The Biltmore has had a flock of
other characters are likewise out of
especially that constitutes its punch, highlight dances of Charles Conkling, which
the Testament. There have been pe- plays this season without registering standing performances,
are exciting, vigorous and, if parody,
riod or costume plays before but f e* but "The Whole World Over" makes that of Frances Waller, as the con- from audience viewpoint. Instead it
have gone as far back as does "Bath- the best bid so far. It should have fused though attractive majorette; simmers down to a word battle be- never college-boy burlesque.
Show, in fact, is better than okay
.sheba," the time being 1030 B.C. fairly good trade, for a limited time. Thomas Coley, the scapegoat son; tween two women, each of whom
It's from the Russian, sans melo- Millard BlitCheU, Howard Brockway,
WhUe David, king of the Jev/s,
lays claim to the nunaber one spot in every department, with excellent
Kay
Alvin
and
bumped oflE Goliath with his slmg- dramatics arid propaganda, play be- Erik Rhodes,, Hobert
in the affections of a late lamented acting, colorful and imaginative cosshot, and his breastplate and helnnet ing a comedy with middleclass and Loring. Others are adequate. Chore- husband and lover. From this angle, tumes and amusing sets.
Should
hang on a peg, there's littlfr reference peasant characters. First of the two ography by Anna Sokolow is niftily the plot has fair potential femme jack. them in on the road (Poughkeepsie, Buffalo, Philly, New York
acts is the topper, and if the second done, with septet of dancers, listed appeal.
to his fighting prowess.
Pbiy deals mostly with David's de- were not so much dwoted to ro- above, turning in a refreshing job.
Story opens Immediately after the £,nd Westchester), and should make
sire for women, especially Bathsheba, mance the show would have a much Direction by Joseph Losey, with as- accidental death of David Hayden, it pretty tough for tlie producers ot
sist from Helen Tamiris, is expert.
wife of Uriah, one of his ambitious better chance.
Stephen the 100th anniversairy production
partner
of
publishing
When Joseph Buloff is on stage' the Costuming and musical setting also Austin, who breaks the news to next year to exceed it in quality.
army captains. He has his concubines
Bobo.
in'bunches but once he lamps Bath- performance is diverting; when he's rate a nod.
Elk,
Hayden's wife, Margaret. In doing
sheba from the palace terrace in off it lags. He gets most of the laughs,
so,
he repeats Hayden's dying
pushover.
is
a
the
lass
is
number,
of which there
Jeriisatem,
a liberal
words, in effect, "Thank Margaret
Before "long she is to have a child the comic giving a performance equal
for the wonderful life!- she has given
and 3E)avid connives on a method to to that he gave in the original Broadme." Phflise is a comforting thought
It
escape the responsibility.
way company of "Oklahoma!."
to his widaw until, novelist Adeline
'8
I
Continued from page 50
Buloff .plays the bearded Feodor
The play tampers with the legend,
Chalcot, scribbler for the publishers,
Continued from page
appears and r^eals that she and
and the pious may take umbrage: Vorontsov, professor and architect,
Bevil
David had been lovers, and that her not affected Broadway for years,
Out of town Mason said it should be who's more interested in seeing that
played for comedy, and that is mildly his comely daughter, Olya, marries theatrical doldrums. But the job is own true name likewise is Margaret, and there are even records sliowing
the effect, but essentially the story the right guy than coaching Sergei, well done, with the high color and From then on, it's a set-to as each instances of improvement during
woman claims to be the subject of Holy Week.
is serious. There is one dramatic mo- an incipient architect who's silly purj^e
passion of the period. With
ment, that coming when Nathan the enough to think he is going to marry luck; of whfeh large quantities are the parting message.
Matter of boxoffice prices is being
Wise exclaims that David's chicanery the girl. Along comes Dmitri Savelev, needed now, it should succeed.
An impending birth for Adeline,
will bring down the wrath of God an army colonel who's about to be
Webster's play is a thriller. The via David, complicates matters and mulled in managerial circles, and it
He's a solemn guy Duke of Brachiano, to satisfy his engenders her attempted murder by will not be surprising if forthcomand that Solomon (then unbojn) discharged.
mourning for his wife and kid who passion for Vittorio Corombona, Margaret.
m>uld build the "temple.
A second accidental ing straight plays will take the hint
David summons Uriah from en-' were killed during the war. Olya is murders her husband and his own death, this time that of Adeline's
campment after learning that Bath- also carrying the torch, too, for a wife, and in the process the Corom- estranged husband, brings the sit- and establish a top under the .$4.89
sheba has conceived, intent that the sweetheart who was lost in the war. bona family" is utterly destroyed. uation to a head as Adeline agrees figure that applies to nearly all
young man should spend the night It's natural for them to get together
But for the magic of lines, the to go through with the birth and dramas and comedies. There are 18
with her and thereby hide his collab- but that takes a bit of doing, accom- splendor of scene, and the callous then turn the offspring over to Mar
straight attractions with that topi
oration. But Uriah has sworn he will plished only by the conniving prof. poetic fire running
through the play, garet. A trick ending has Margaret the highest number ever on the
not go to his marital couch before he Dmitri' gets into the picture because it might all seem intolerable. But all believing the. parting message was
list.
Buyers' strikes in the mercanis victorious in battle, refusing. to be- pop 'and Ol^a are living in the house these
are present in abundance, and meant for her, but actuauy the tile field, aiid even for food products,
point is never settled^
lieve his adored king even after Da- that was his before he went off to the result is
remarkable theatrical
vid tells him of the affair with Bath- war.
"Message" Is the type of play that are constatit^f reported, and tous
experience, well acted and staged.
Uta Hagen is alluring as Olya who Robert Helpmann, who left the
sheba. David's only out is to order
Broadway shows miight likewise be
ballet places its survival chips on the
liis
follows her father's advice that it's during the war to
Uriah put ih the front line of
appear as Hamlet, gamble of good performances. In affected.
Soldiers, and tlie youth is slain. Bib- time to stop grieving; and she tells once again proves that
this case, it gets them. As Margaret,
his unusual
Not, one straight play^as opened
lical legend has it tftat Bathsheba thait to Driiitri, who decides to live talents are not restricted
to dancing Mady Christians has a varied emoin the past year that had a" $3.60 top,
then became the wife of David, but for the living too. And as the- prof and choreography. His Flamineo
has tional assignment handed to her, which
the play doesn't explain how he got suggests, she tells Dmitri that she a steely and sinister quality.
price was more or less genshe delivers almost in toto. It
He is and
rid of Micale, or whether be bothered loves hiin, just before he goes south well partnered by Margaret
is only during some of her heavier
Managers
eral some seasons ago.
Rawon an engineering job.
about sueh matters.
lings as Vittorla, whose frigid con- dramatic sequences that she over- blamed increasing operating costs
Stephen Bekas*y plays Dmitri. nivance in evil
Mason demonstrates that he's a
has the exact touch of plays. It's a minor fault that can for the' boosted ticket scales, but
competent trouper but it's question- From Budapest, he landed in Holly- cold horror for Webster's banquets be ironed out. Miriam Hopkins, as
that if thejr
figured
producers
some
wood,
selected
proper
his
recent
Adeline,
part
able whether he
the
most
camera ap- of blood.
has an "other woman"
more moderate scale it would
script for debut over here. He is a pearance being in "Arch of TtiPerhaps the most satisfying per- that she disposes of with distinc- used a
tion.
Suave is a fitting descriptive create an impression that the shows
rather placid David, 'quite different umph," -soon due for release,
formance is
of Hugh-Griffith as
for Roger Pryor's topflight delinea- were mediocrities,
Lou Polan is another of the amus- the Cardinal,that
from most of the parts assigned him
tatter rating
a smiling villain, who
tion of a prosperous book publisher,
in pictures. He looks too young for ing character, an explosive character seems
proved to be correct plenty of
to relish an artistic murder.
Peter Cookson, less prominently
a man with growp (unseen) children. playing a returned soldier. Sanford Miss Martita Hunt is
an admirable cast, registers with an ingratiating times but asking $4.80 for one set,
In Biblical days the men were so Meisner is very good as the sUly, Cornelia in
one of the few characters personality
appeared
to emphashort-cast
plays
and unusual vocal quallong-lived anything could be possible, temporary fiancee, JO' Van Fleet, also possessing
spark of humanity. ities.
size managerial cupidity.
and the way theffemmes act they all counts, as a woman doctor who, while There are a inumber
seem to be on the make. Emphasis with the troops, was Dmitri's sweetie. traits in support, of excellent porThey haven't stinted on physical
Number of April entrants on
particularly the
on the latter aspects should have And there are good performances by handsome dukes
production
here.
The
Donald
Oenof Roderick Lovell
Broadway is limited, with a paucity
the others. « Still, it's Buloff 's show. and
made it a much funnier show.
slager setting of a Grameroy Park
Andrew Cruickahank.
month,
Ebet.
Pamela Kellino makes an attrac- And Harold Clurman, the director,
apartment is in extremely good of premieres slated for next
a
tive Bathsheba, of the clinging vine has let him have full sway with his
taste.
Both' Miss Christians and there being little indication ot
Miss Hopkins are beautifully garbed, lively spring.
type, and Jane Middleton, David's own individual brand of comedy prodisplaying quite a variety of femme
discarded mate, is very attractive, jection.
Zoee.
London, March 14.
Anthony WIcIiham and Peter Daubeny apparel.
production (In association with T. Mllroy
Premiere found staging smooth
"
Gay) o£ new comedy In three acts bv Vernon
but still in the experimental phase
Kxperimental Theatre, Inc., presentation oylv.nme, Directed by Sylvaine. At Dulte as to
o( York's theatre, London.
pace. First two stanzas are
(it
T. Edward Harableton'a production of
Muoieal farce comeay titled "It Nef«
Johnny .................
.Hugh Sinclair slow on the trigger, largely due to
drama.. In two acts by Arnold Sundgaard.
Hniipenod" book, lyrics and lopyrlgm
«.ay ............... ..Ambrosine Phnipotts
word overage and action shortage.
Staffoa by Josejph Losey (associate director,
by Ben .SlileUIti Hutlior ot "In
"Allah Be
-.Valerie Taylor It is only in third
Helen Tanrfris). Choreography, Anna Sok- Cllii "
Oood Old Summer Time."
act that tempo
•-"VS
Raymond Huntley
olow; .settings, Hobert Davison; costumes.
Praised"
hits a more interesting chp.
UnHose Bogrtanolt: music, Alex Korth. At
MRS. REN SHIELDS, c/o KIElY
doubtedly, direction will swing the
Princess theatre, N. Y., March 30, '47; S3
"A Lady
Amusing,
if somewhat exhausting
134 Third Avwue, Roiidqle, N. I.
axe on wordy passages during two
subscription.
Say* Yes"
this is a farcical comedy from
linHy Trellis
an weeks in Boston.
Kay Lorins author
who
has
had
Sara trellis
many
successes
.Millard Mitchell
Bone.
Jett Trellis...
........Thomas Coley of this kind to his credit. It is a type
Trivett....
........ ..John Eaton of marital misunderstanding
borderYou Too Ccin Write a Bodk
Jane......
,
..Clara Cordery ing on indelicacy.
for Yourself
Should do well.
Paula........,,..,.
........ .Ruth Eowen
Authorfi Cws, *en Point Wan
NBC 2 Vears
$1.00
\ViIdei'ne..ia. ......
Only four characters, with stormy
It's
provett
Philip Robinson
Sacwwfult
(HASTY
PUDDING
SHOW)
Trunirjclei'
clieck or money order.
Howard Brockway scenes rang;ing around a playwright
Mr, Cook
Cambridge, March 26
.John O'Shaughnessy claiming his ignorance
of women
Kennptii
Ray Boyle He weaves a
Hasting PuddInK Club (Harvard Ifnlver.
character for his play sity) production
Kenneth's Win.....
...Mary Lou Taylor
of musicaMn two acts by
ani
about
his
I'janeth
Kppresentatlve
neighbor's
Authors
..
..
.I'Vancps Waller
wife with in- CrHiff Gilbert. Music, Courtney Crandall;
Boulevard B-09B7
Burlier
„
I'abllp Itelntions
Glen Tetley timate details supplied by his own lyrics, -William .Scudder; stagea by MorHenrv
16»1 Broadway, New Vork, «. »
...
........ Alan Manson missus., Valerie Taylor, the
outraged timer Marshall; dances, Charles tJonk
John
.....William Roericlt victim, nags
At the
her husband into a ilni?; sets, Donald PInlayson.
Wallip p. Hale..:..
March

Message

Thomas Chalmers is a fine
Nathan, with his last-act (ieclamation counting strongly. Phil Arthor
is the handsome Uriah, who loves his
king so much that he never does
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too.

Maxtallian Beck and Lee K. HoUand
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.Howard Wendell

Street, I.os Angeles

Top Nofdi Companies

m.MS:

Gayiie Sullivan

;

Clara Cordei-y, M.-irfraret' MoCal
lion, Ruth Itowen. Solvei tVltoerB. Rlfhnrd
Astor, John Baton, Glen Tetley,

DIRECTOR OF SUMMER STOCK
AvaSabh

..
,

Outstaudlngr

direc-

torial notices in Horald-Xribune, 'Sew
Vott, Vnriet}', 'Momlng Xelcgrapk, «fe. Directed the ilniuif lnU.r
(iue<4p»sfa| Beoaoil .at tlslikilt, M. X.,

Vork

After a near-approach to the com
mercial theatre with its previous
play, "Forgive Us Our Debtors," the
Experimental Theatre went decidedly
experimental again with current
"The Great Campaign," by Arnold
Sundgaard, sponsored by T. Edward
Hambjeton. Providing a field day for
devotees of feurr^alist play fare; it is
fnteregjting" albeit 'tJ6iif using most. Of
the time; 'with' liot'hihg whatsoever
for the commercial marts. The au'

IE.
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Rhodes

.Robert Alvin
i.Paul Bain
.......Marsh McI.eod
....

Anna. ............

Brokers aind

West 1th

Brilt

Dray

T.aura

-Authors' Representatives
85 West 4Sth Street, New To't
BIl

(5flt

Hnnip.

Hijdtoriif.,

New Vtirk
1

cqnfesjsion, of

infidelity. The other
wife possessive and suspicious, gets
involved,' both couples "part
tor
ever.
The author in consoling the
other
almost

womaA

is

her.,

Htjgh

Seduced by

Sinclair

achievements; the older man battling to excuse his one brief moral
lapse. But it is a play for the femme
leads, with Valerie Taylor excellent
in her disillusioneti misery trying
to be a bad woman via much liquorand Ambrosine Phillpotts, the inane
wife, trying to avoid her mother's
oexperience. with the cheating male
a

produced and smooth after

successful

provincial

tour,

26, 1W7,
Standish
.John .Tay HUKhes
Alden...
David S. Blddle
IWllla Muillns.... Julian B, Hatton,
mHington....... Frederick P./ Lamont,
JercAne Dickinson
(.ooflman.
...
.Theodore Allegrettl
Htmanto.........
Robert B. Palmer

I)esirc.

.

. .

•

and
Raymond
HunUey provide good contrasts as
the husbands, the former young
and malleable, bright with his stage

S.lickly

Club House,

Itvles
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was warmly received here. Clem.
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Maasasaoit..
{;'"if

Dean Mftrkham
Gene Orubler
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...Charles G. Lorlns, Jr.
'r."",'
AUerton,... ...... J. Bradley Cumminga III
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PLAYREADER
Kxperlenrea jroiing women
trical tiela aeslres pbsHion. auallU""
to take cliarge of any flepartm*"*-

RUTH sriwoN
200 Wert 54lh

.Eugene I.yne
.Rockwood H. Foster

full-scale

St.,

New

York 19, N.

1-

Jr.

postwar pro-

Ha'^vard's Hasty Pudding
Club has hit a fast stride in straight
musical comedy in contrast to its
pre-war rah-rah college revues,
It's
in any college
f"'^^*^™*"^"*
Wogue,
and compares fa vorabljr with

WANTED
Summer Theatres in up-sta|*

New York, Western VermoBror Connecticut
W'rite

Box SOI), 'c/o Vnriet.v, tr>4 ^
StrM, New Vork ll>,

40(11

y^ncflJay.

April 2,

1947

53

fliHolisg%lJrteSoi^'

IISBEGOTTEN' FALTERS

Plenty

IN ST, LOUIS

Taney
Chicago, April 1.
fare
uresent crop.ol legit
houses
to*lour production, all

DifHh

fm

good biz. Outstanding
wSs "Lute Song." which in
gross for
week Wt its bigbest perf ormOf its nine

''"'^^invinK

& Mm.

'fifa^fweek.

were^Uwte.
Week

six

Bflttmates for Last
Erlanger (5th
«Riiim ¥ester«a'y."
$3.60). Slight dip from
^iUgOod $21,500.

.^I^Twi-

f^y&tHarris (34th wk)
ia^fs'Ifi Shy

(l.OOO;

1.tt«Vev''

at $18,000.

Studehaker

SOM,"

i'late

(10th
estabrun;

Deflnltf y
M nMstmO)long
« h«
Class for

tMbI

^eat-$24,5Q0.
to Make
rfoTs (7th

Beady," Blackwk) (1,358; $4.80). Living

strong

expectations;

crSc

to

'ACCIDENTAUY YOURS'
FINE

IN SEAITIE

16fi

Seattle, April

1.

Bilhe Burke and Grant Mitchell,
in the new comedy, "ACcidentially
Yours," did fine $16,000 for ninfe-day
engagement, including three mat-

week engagement

UG

'Cyrano/

'Bloomer/ 30G,

colds

of

«nd

1.

illness

one legit offering here last
week and incapacitated the star of

eloged

Biz, however,
excelleiit nnder the

anottier for five days.^

^averse circumstances.
Show Siat closed was Jose Ferrer's
of

tfevlvji

"Cyrano

'

Star was taken ill after Tuesday night's perforiBance, and two
Thursday night
Wednesday and
?hows were cancelled. Then man-

day,

decided to cancel skedded

week and

second

ky

"Cyrano"

off

-opening in Boston next
Ticket demand was nothbut at' that in
Ave petfonnances "Cyrano" mana-jed to get nearly $11,000, not too
tntil

its

-Monday,

ing like last year's

b"",

Pauline
"Glass
Lord,
star
of
I'enagerie," winch caniie into the
Locust for t; three-week run, managed to get through the Monday
(Opening night) performance but
Was out the rest of the week with
an understudy taking her place. Ehren
inder these circumstances "MenE-'crie" grossed nearly $21,000 on
week. There were few refunds, it

"Red

'

ATS

sub-

scription nucleus helped. Miss
is back in her role this week.

Lord

Leader for the week was "Up in
Central Park," which
started its
third local , engagement
(one two
years ago, when it was a try out)
and one in Januai'y at the Shubert,
It IS in the latter house now. for a

wree-week stay
the sellout

it

and although not
was two and a half

wonths ago,

it

grossed

e.'

sturdy $26,-

500 in first stanza.

"Heartsong" got a fairish $12,000
to Its second and final week at the
Yamut. another show depending on
ATS subscription to a large extent
as fcrix didn't cater to comedy.
Wahiut and Forrest are both dark
F-is week with both houses relighting next
Mond£.y.
Forrest gets
.state of the Union," return engageJrent of the prize-winner
which did
sellout biz at the Walnut
as a try^
wst
season,
and
the
Walnut gets
S"!
rile Iceman
Cometh" on ATS subKf""?' "Union" is in for indestay (possibly six weeks)
Mn "Iceman" for two.
.'Tuesday, April 15, the Locust
Young Man's Fancy" for two
*f„\
wesKg and S£,me house
another com"Open House" for either
.

Kra'^
is

t

''"t

Monday

May.
musical (maybe

to get a

unnamed

^V^^
May,

in

for late April

with Forrest

„*?"ly

"Sh^'y

now

certain

Six per-

28-29.

being

to

get

"Anna Locasta"

"Tenting Tonight," Plymouth
300; $3.60).

1.

UU^^

SRO

liln.}

week

SS^-.'"''Sic
to-^?

show

I

•.B,!,„f«

at

$11,500.

of Blackat the Biltmore

its

At'?''"^

than

li^l?;^^''

t^ie

Shrew" wound up
P^tw with les.s

^1

and

died,
"Charley's
the M,. "S*®''^'' after three weeks at
«"?.«ig with about $1,200
S7

Aw-.

4d

lun,!r?' °? the run. "Volpone" re.
Palmas theatre for

Acb^*.. t "u,'"^"*

stint in that houae
iUA^lIf^^
»o«
drew smash, notices.

in for

,

(1,-

lately

IN

(7);

Mem.

(10);

Aud.,

Little

Bock

Hall,
(9);

Okla.

Baltimore, April

Joseph

,

"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.

vance action for second round

(31-12).

Me

"Call

Mister"—Nixon,

Pitt.

"Cyrano de Bergerac"- Opera
"Dear Buth"

Hse.,

Central

— Shubert-Lafayette,

week

12).

"Hamlet"— Nat'l. Wa.sh.
"Harvey"— Harris. Chi
"Lute Song"

—

Park"

is

underlined

for

of April 14.

Fri!;co

(31-12).

"Message for Margaret"
(31-12).

Geaiy.

I

— Wilbur,

'

—

Met Opera Co.
Cleve (7-12).

me..

Opera

'

!

"New Moon"—Aud.,

—

Det. (31-6).

I
'

j

—

.

<

(31-12).
.,
„ ,
,
Babc()ck,
••The Glass Menagerie"—
Billings (7); Aud., Bismarck (^8

Philly

(9):

Aud.,

Eau Claire (12),
"The Iceman Cometh"
.

,

St.

,.„.„,
— National,
'

^''"Three to
.stone,

Chi

_

Make Beady" — Black-

(31-12).

"Tjiree indelicate Ladies"

bert. N.

Haven

110-12).

"Troujiie for Kent"
Shubert,
(3-5);
IndpLs.

—

'

-,„„,.„j,
English,
Larayette.

Looks

lilce

engage-

will extend into warm weather^
getting operating profit right along;
$19,000 quoted.
,

"Lady Windermere's Fan." Cort
week)

(24th

(0-1.064;

$4.20).

Hfes

played nearly sue months and slated
through May; business Stiir okay;

around

$15,500.

"Sweetheart*,"

Shubert

(10th

week) (M-l,3«2; '$4,80). Has good
chance for summer stay with business bit off but exceUeni; around
$27,000 last week.
"Craig's Wife," Playhouse
<7th
week) (D-865; $4.80). May move to
another house late this month although business mild; around $8,000.

ADDED

Maurice Chevalier, Miller
(3d
week) ($4.80). Date extended from

four to SIX weeks; amazing business
for solo entertainer, with last week
around $23,000.

EXPERIMENTAL
"The Great Campaign," Princess
(30) and will also

Opened Sunday

play next Sabbath; "Virginia Reel
show of series dUe April 13.

w-nna
Hanna.

'

final

ICEMAN' NEAR SRO

27,5001 WASHINGTON
Washington, April

of "Iceman Cometh.
and general public interest in the

O Neill opus running high. National
rang up a near-capacity $27,500 for
shows initial stanza here. Ante,
hiked to $4.20 top, helped boost the
take, and offset ATS-Guild subscription rates.

Second week should see i!.r,o.
b.o., since every performance
except Wednesday naatinee 'was sold
out in advance.
Maurice Evans' "Hamlet," due
here April 7 for one week, should
be a winner in this town.

sign at

!

while

!

I

i

i

I

"John

Mu.'iic Box
$4.80). Getting

Loves Mary,"

attendance

new

eased

spot,

and

."omewhat

Panned In

Toronto,
I

(Bth week) (C-979;
money in
biciHcr

'

'

'Mister'

500.

1.

With three out of the four drama
cricks here running out of superlatives in praise

NSG $19,000
Toronto, April

1.

With unfavorable press reviews
and a mixed public reaction, "Call
IWe Mister" did a disappointing $19.800 at the Royal Alexandra here,
with 1,525-seater scaled at $3.50 top.
General opinion of complainantrf
at the boxoffice was that problem.-of returning veterans, even if gagg( d
for laughs, were dated; and that thi-

complaining, payees were becomitii

a little tired of "liberal" sermons
gross was quoted at $20,500.
"Life With Father," Bijou (382d that were being' injected into what
week) (C.613; $3.G0h Went ofl' liiie should be an evening's entertainment.
Meanwhile, Ballet Busse de Monte
most others; takings around $7,000;
planning to move into air-eondi- Carlo had a $15,000 advance sale for
current week.
tioned house for summer.
"O Mistress Mine." Empire (47th
week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Has an- 'Lucasta' Plenty
nounced end o£ engagement May
attendance
getting excellent
still
with gross somewhat off but very
New Haven, April 1.
Indianapoli.s, April 1.
- .^^
good at $21,000.
V
f 207th
"Oklahoma!" St. James
Normally a split-week stopover
Maurice Evaris' "Hamlet" grossed
at week) (M-1.505; $4.80). Colebratinc
(own, they tried to stretch the
fair $8,500 in four performances
March 24- run's start of fifth year and slated "Anna Lucasta" visit into a full
$3.60 top at EnglLsh here
with
college
.summer:
oft
as
stanza at Shubert last week (24-29)
through another
26 after draining off most of
In- others: $20,500.
and came up with .some Wide-open
trade by earlier appearances at
"State of the Union," Hud.son (72d
spaces for the first half. Overall
diana and Purdue universities.
have premiere of week) (CD-I .057; $4.80). Bit offish gross, however, was plenty satisHou-ie will
gross
factory, due to packed weekend. At
"Trouble for Rent," my.stery comedy fir,st half la.st week but with
$22,000. estimated still doing $3.60 top, eight performances pulled
by Monroe Manning, April 3-5. Cast, around well;
another summer antici- an approximate $16,000.
^
including Estelle Taylor. Lylc Talbot, plenty
Next attraction booked is brcakin
Carol Hughes, Frank Jordan, Ray- pated.
(12th of "Three Indelicate Ladies" ("MorAdelphi
Scene,"
"Street
mond Bond and John Shay, arrived
Opera-like gan's Murders'), due next weekend
Sunday (30) for final rohear.siils. week) (M-1,434; $6).
gets
(10-12).
Following
atconsiderable
attracted
of
attraction
"Voice
of
return
EnBlish also has
business not up with "Laura" for three days (17-19).
Turtle" April 17-19. and "Blossom tention but
"Best Years of Our Lives" ijlays
rirl" wp'(>¥'of Aoril 21 after going n u.'iical leiders: hit. over $25,500. ^
Snmbert
"Te^i»R .Xonlght,^' Boolii. (C-712; four-week road stand
lo vless^ through most of February S4.«)).
,
Preseiited by Saul Fischbei4: .starting May 11.

Hot 16G, New Haven

week

|

—

•

in,

.

^h..
Shu-

Park"-Shubert,

°^'ijp'"«n ^'central
Philly (31-12).
"Voice of the TorUe"
Cleve. (7-12).

(C-1,025;

.

.

Paul
Chateau,
(10): Aud., La Crosse (U);

Fargo? Fargo

(C-1,077; $4,80).

ment

.

go: .$24,000.
".Toan of Lorraine," Alvin (19th
Another
$4.80).
week)
(D-1.331;
month and then finale for sea.son's
.strongest straight-play draw; .$32,-

(

^

week)

betterment.
"Burlcsaue," Belasco (14th week)

first

"Icetime," Center (41st week) (R$2.40). Will play daily matinees during Easitcr week, and school
vacations should jump the gross, but
engaiaement has one more "Week to

Aud.. Ft. Worth
"Okliihoma!"
Conv. Hall, Tulsa '7-12).
i"Pygmalion"— Davidson, Mu.
!up the getaway slack.
Notices for play itself werent so
the
^^San Carlo Opera Co.— Lyric. Van- hot but .^tar garnered raves,
kind th;.t usually have b.o. overcouver (1-5).
J,„
Fords,
Call
Nixon currently has
"State of the Dmon
tones.
(7-12).
Philly
Balto (31-5); Forrest,
Me Mi.'iter" for two weeks; Jose
Det.
Cass,
m
Union"—
April
14
Cythe
comes
of
in
"State
Ferrer
_^
(31-5); Erlanger, Buff. (7-12).
rano." and "Up In Central Park
b.
Lobero.
Prince"
"Student
follows him for a fortnight,
H-ll).
Bern. (1-2); Biltmore. L, A.
"The Fatal We»kness"-Ameri<:an
Pair
'Hamlet'
7-12
Evans
Chi.
St. Louis (31-5) ! SeiWyn.
Locust.
"The Gl»ss Menagerie"
$8,500 in 4 at Indnpls.
(1-5);

(4th

$27,000 last week, parties a factor

2,994;

Pittsburgh, April 1.
Ina Claire's "Fatal Weakne.<re" did
Nixon,
a (airish $18,000 last week at
not up to expectt.tions since more
than half that represented .subscnpGot off to a poor start on actiPiT!
.snowstorm
and
count of blizzard
early in the engagement and didn t
pick
stage big enough recovery to

;

Royale

from

$16,000.

Fair $18,000, Pitt

~

—

.

Bo.ston

Claire-'Weakness'

(7-12).
(31-12).

Studebaker. Chi

"Magnificent Yankee"

nest,"

Osctr Wilde comedy big
start and with subscription
over gross went over $25,000.
"The Chocolate Soldier," Century
(3d week) (M-1,712; $4.80). Despite
good press business has been only
Ja!fly„ strong to date; but around
$4.80).

agency allotments the advance .sale
estimated around $450,000; one of
the SRO attractions; $42,000.
Broadhurst
"Happy Birthday,"
(22d week) (CD-I, 160; $4.80). Another click slated through summer:
cost almo.st as much as a musical
to operate; eased to $26,500.
"Harvey," 48th St. (126th week)
(G-920; $4.20). Some deviation but
holds to excellent bu.siness and
cinch through summer, too; around

ex-

Det. (31-5); American, St. Louis (7-

(31-12).

REVIVALS

agencies.
"Finian's Eainbow," 46th Streets
(12th week) (M-1,319; $6). Counting

•

ceptionally strong in spite of Holy
Week resistance.
Following a dark week, "Up in

(31-12).

Bost. (7-12).

is

week; wfiS under-quoted
when groiis was

"Alice In Wonderland," International (CD-1,172; $4.80).
Presented
by Rita Hassan and American Repertory Theatre; adapted by Bva Le
GoUienne and Flora Friebus; opens
Saturday night (S).
"The Importance of Being Ear-

"Eagle Has Two Heads," Plymouth
(2d week) (D-1,063; $4.80). Started
very well with aid of strong advance sale prior to debut; first full
week approached $17,000; light in

"St£.te of the Union," in for two
weeks at Ford's, completed its first
heat last week on American Theatre Society-Guild subscription and
mounted a very solid $24,000. Ad-

Salinas (8); Aud.,
Arcadia, Wichita
City (11)!; Aud.,

(12).

1.

(17th

Around

$4.80).

previous week,
$1,000 more.

"Carousel," Majestic (102d week)
Ticket sale extends to

OPENING BALTO WK.

(31-6); Aud-, Bbch. (8-12).

Mansfield

$29,500.

(M-1,667; $6)

'UNION' SOLD) $24,000

—

finst

•

Ago,"
(C-1,001;

$18,000 last

May; eased off with field last
week when the gross approximated

.

Hutchinson

;

premiere; over $7,000 in

"Years

week)

late

to build.

(7-12).

St.

(27)

four times.

$24,000.

"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan,
Hollywood (31-12).
Blackstone— Biltmore, L. A. (31-2).
Hanna, Cleve.
"Bloomer Girl"

"Blossom Time"— Aud.,

Sunday performances.
"The Whole World Over," Biltmore (Lst week) (C-920; $4.20).
Divided opinion but some very good
notices; fairly good after Thursday

weekly.
"Brlgadoon," Ziegfeld (3d week)
(M-1,626; $4.80). New musical smash
capacity all times; no standees because of glass partition in rear' of
seats; nearly $43,500.
"Call Me Mister," National (50tb
week) (R-i,104; $6). Among the musicals earmarked as sure for another
summer's stay; varied somewhat

one week

Doubt

in

Written by Frank Gould; rather well
liked at tryout; opens tonight (2).
"The 'Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(155th week) (C-939; $3.60).
Eased
to around $8,000, which should suffice
three-person runner; starting

"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (61.st
week) (C-993; $4.80). A few seats
on top shelf sometimes unoccupied;
advance sale approximates $100,000
for indefinite stayer; around $21,000

$8,000 esby crix with
timated, fairly good considering no

chance

(

to continue, but nearly $14,500
five times.

to

— Belasco, L. A.
— Shubert, Chi

(3).

Barrymore
1st
week) (C]D-1,096; $4.80). As play's
star,
James Mascm, anticipated,
critics and first nighters panned it;
there were then huddles On whether

only and wasn't too eagerly taken
resultant

(7-12).
(31-5): Walnut PhiUy
Ken Murray's Wash.
Bet.
"The Bed Miir— Shubert.

194''" did the 249th
strit^^°"!^^?*
Capitan with standard
$17000

Came

by George

"Bathsheba,"

"Beggars Holiday"

—

Angeles, April

Thursday

"Red Mill," Shubert (1,590; $4.20).
Second week gave signs of plenty
more weeks ahead despite possible
slump during current Holy
Week. Estimated $31,000, great.

—

wound up its three
W(.S1®'"/1\'"^
^^'asca Satiurday (29)
Wth
with_$24,p00
for the final frame and
0* $72,000 for the
three

"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," Beck
(M-1,214; $6); Presented

slight

—

(7-12).

'

$13,000.

Abbott; book by Max Shulman;
score by Sidney Lippman; lyrics by
Sylvia Dee; hailed in Boston; opens

Estimates tor Last Week
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," CoFinal week
lonial (1,500; $4.20).
cleared a great estimated $30,000 to
finish a steadily building run.

(Period Covering March 31-Apr. 12)
"Accidentally Tours"
(3urran,
Frisco (31-12).
"Anna Iincasta"-^P]ymouth, Best.

<9th

ton (19th week) (D-968; $4.80). Not
materially afifeeted. With business
aided
by some bargain tickets;

21.

Cnrrent Road Shows

(7-12).

1.

Metropolitan Opera, concluding 15-perforraance stand Satur-

formances totaled sweet $17,000,
Evenings went at $3 top including
tax, arid matinees at $2.50,
Next booking brings "Oklahoma!'
to the Music HaU for nine perform
ances beginning April 15.

R (Revw)

$4180). Went up last
$19,000, increase acCouple of parties.

counted for by
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(46th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Broadway's champ grosser again tipped
the $45,000 beam.
"Another Pari of tlie Forest," Ful-

day (29), had sellout for all but one
performance to touch an estimated
"Tenting Tonight"
$150,000, gross.
failed to make a strong bid at the
Plymouth.
Opener this [week is "Message for
Margaret" at tfie Wilbur <31), making only two legits in town, lowest
number here since last fall. Ahead,
are
"Anna
Lucasta,"
however,
Plymouth, April 7; "Cyrano de
Bergerac," Opera Hduse, same night;
"Everything's on Ice," (center, April
8; "Three Indelicate Ladies," Wilbur, April 14, and Ballet RUsSe de
Monte Carlo, Opera House, April

Kansas City, April 1.
"Blossom Time" played two stands
within a week, in the Music Hall here
under Antonello & Nixon booking.
Musical Was in for. three perform'
ances March 22-23 and returned for

more March

IG

second week at

in

(Comedy-Drama),

(Musical), O (Operetta).
"All My
Sons,"
Coronet

week) (D-1,095;
week to around

situation.

'Blossom' 17G;K.C.

'

"Ti„„

M

NSG

'Ea^e' Snares 17G

FuH Week, /World'

(6).

CD

week to maintain level set by first
week with "Barefoot Boy," in finale
at the Colonial, and in same solid

:

three

Mill,"

1st

5;

tinued excellent business attends
the one-man performance of Maurice Chevalier, and his date has
been extended. Arrivals this week
will be highlighted by "Barefoot
Boy With Cheek," rated a-, good
thing out of town.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama)

Shubert, held up fine in pre-Holy

,

wing miother case where

Claire,

Boston, April

ber of ticket-buyers at home forced
Frederic McConnell's repertory Play
House to cancel performances of
"Portrait in Black" and the new
Victor Wolfson comedy, "Love in
the City," on the night of March 25.
Ben Roberts and Ivan Goff, HoUywrood scenarists Who wrote '^Portrait
in Black," flew in to give their miwder mystery play the dpuble-o.
Dtvid Lowe is producing it in New

which tried out here last spring with
sensttlonal biz and opened a return
engagement at the Forrest last Mon-

ageroejlt

'Barefoot'

Bergerac" York in May.

de

Ina

InHubatSlG,

Advance sale was so
phenomenally heavy that it clocked
slightly over $30,000 on its first
stanza at $4.20 top and is heading
for a bigger take on its second Itp.
Blizzard that snow-bound a num-

M

"Bathsheba" drew a negative press
and its chances are doubtful. "The
Whole World Over" got mixed noticies and has a fai
chance. Con-

capacity.

In

Phikdelphia, April

was geperally

(Mon.).

day

American-

If Holds Up

the Hannt.' last week.
In the teeth of the storm, tuneshow drew a gate of $3,000 on second night, just 300 seats short of

WdjatPhilly
Epidemic

night

at the

Kathryn Givney and Howard St.
John have the top roles. The piece
is scaled to $3.66, and a good adin Cleve, vance is reported.

damage to power lines didn't 'stop
"Bloomer Girl" from blooming at

lUnessBalb

h

Blitz

Cleveland, April 1.
Raging blizzard that blitzed transportation system' and created heavy

Sliarply; 'Bathsheba'

Broadway attendance went off
sharply last wetfk. Takings dipped
mostly during the early half but,
as always, there were' exceptions.
Record cold weather came after
spring officially started, and there
was snow, too. Current Holy Week
may see a further dip but an influx
to town is due before Easter Sun-

A better b.o. result is expected for
George Kelly's comedy, "The Fatal
Weakness," which opened a onelast

m

But 14^2^ in

roles.

Scale was from $3.75 at the 1,500seat Metropolitan.

Fails to

B way

15fi

of Lent,

which James Dunn, Mary Welch
and Rhys Williams had the lead

inees.

Storm

WITH

Louis, April 1.
an 18-hour snowstorm and general apathy by natives
resulted in an n.s.g. one-week stand
of_Eugene O'Neill's "A Moon for tlic
Misbegotten" at the American. The
piece, scaled to $4,27, highest of the
current season for a drama, wound
up Its eight performances Saturday
(29) with an estimated gross of $15,000.
Crix were liberal with their
posies for the piece and cast in
St.

,.

.

A combo

'.

nnd March

:

•

'

'

,

.

M

,

"

VcdneBclay, AptU 2^
j^^^

UTEBATl
16m Vmion
A

one-line summation of that
report on ''A Free and Respon*
sible Press:"

Lite rail
succeeds Sam O'Neil, formfer ChiHot tor Byrnes' BMit
One of the hottest book publishing cago Sun Washington correspondent,
the naitems is the bidding for SecretaiT of who parted company with
committee after two years ais
&tat« James F. Byrnes' book, '-The tional
Way to Peace," which George T. boss of its flackefy. Job pays $20,000.
It's semi-autobiois agenting.
Braphical in nj.ture, but the inside
on the statesman's appeal, as an
Buthor, is his journalistic transcripts
of many of the top diplomatic confabs in Londonr Paris and Moscow,
Thiis stenns from Byrnes' knowl^
edge of shorthand. He's an expert
at it (not generUly known), with result he has unusually complete documents of his personalized stenographic notes on world affairs-, and
the recent conferences which are
shaping the world's destiny.

-;

Zift Concedes
William B, Ziff's suit against duces the report— at the same time
Frederick Kugel's use Of the title criticizing parts of it as "difficult , .
,

"Television'' for the latter's monthly
trade m&g on video has been settled
out of court with ZifE relinquishing
all copyright claims to the monicker.
Result is that Kugel's mag will
continue to be published >as "Tele-,
of
vision the Business Magazine
the Industry,"

—

;

Toronto will have a new 5c. morning tabloid, the Tribute, the first
issue to be on the street on May 1,
.

Billy -B«se

Tribune,
Toronto-published Communist weekly, and the swing-over
to a daily that will have UP and
British United press coverage, Acme
picttirp service, bureaus in Ottawa
and Montreal, ifeatures irom New
Ybrk's P'M and the Chicago Sun. Initialij', it v?ili run 12 pages, with a
four-page special feature section
added on Saturdays.
'

Venture

is

by

headed

John

Stewart, who resigned after 15 years
as feature editor of the Toronto
Daily Star; and manager of the Star
News Service. Stewart 'says ^the new
daily will be independent politically;
pro-Labor
admittedly have
will
leanings, but will not be a tradeunion sheet. But the financing, he
says, has been contributed by tradeunions—and unnamed individuals—
who have "bought into" the hew organization.
key staff of 25 reporters and desk men has already been
signed up and will work a five-day
week, with establishment of a branch
of the Amei-ican Newspaper Guild
contemplated.
Tribune's only Toronto morning
competitor will be the Globe ^nd

A

as Random House is
out "The Fabulous Billy
by Maurice Zolotow, this

spades,

in

bringing

SftS'

«

»»«

By Fntnk

Scully

S«dom, Miss., April t
They can't swallow you if you keep screaming. Once monopolies tai»
over, news concerning personalities is soft-pedaled in favor of plunrs t

the corporate body. Chief function of public relations councillors aft«J
that seems to be. to keep everybody as quiet as a cartel.
Contrarily, in the picture biz and particularly among the latter
dni
emphasis has not only been on personalities but the producers
themselves have put in personal pitches to get extra biz. Colonels Canw
and Stewart even went around radio programs, for free, to get plugs fS
Grosses of the juniors in conisequence are
"It's a Wonderful Life."
bmv
ing to the oldtimers that they were right in the first place when thev
were willing, as they were in their formative years, to go to almost aav
T
lengths to bring attention to their product.
That enterprise should swing with a free motion once all the rert.
mentations- of wartime economy were removed was what everybody «ti.
pected. Only in Hollywood, however, have we seen it happen.

i

Whodunit

Scrip's

Awards

Best mystery film, radio program,
novel and mystery reviewer' will receive the annual Edgar Allen Poe
awards from the Mystery Writers of
America April 21 at the Henry Hudson hotel. New York.
Prize winners are determined by
balloting of some 200 crime writers
all of whom are
members.
Date will also mark the 106th .anni^
versary of Poe's "Murders in the
Rue Morgue," reportedly the first

MWA

'

detective story.

of

"Be

Still,

Love," completed a new psychological novel, "Scatter the Stars."
H. Allen Smith's new book is
titled "The Former Egyptian," semi-

The Great Divide
Such stars as Robert Montgomery, Dick Powell, Franchot Tone, John
Garfield, James Cagney, Eddie Robinson and ©ennis O'Keefe have had
to give up key posts in the Screen Actors Guild because they discovered
their loyalty was now divided in that they were btiainessraen sw
salaries
artists

and personally concerned with grosses as well as

w^

and hm..

ings.

To keep this free ball rolling every producer, star, critic and fan should
go through a refresher course in the anatomy of ballyhoo. The life ana
laughs of Harry Reichenbach would be an excellent way to personalize
such indoctrination. Here was a guy who made pictures news, and the

the society; and, fifth, a way of
reaching every member of the society by the currents of information,
thbUght and feeling which the press

To fact-sticklers, the commission
argues: ."It is no longer eribugh to
report the fact truthfully. It is now

pursuit
too often
excesses."
port finds,
and ,radio

its

of "scoops and sensations"
guilty of "unfortunate
Worst offenders, the reare newspaper columnists

is

He learned his first
he' made them hews is stiU ri^Ws>
ballyhoo tricks with traveling carnivals and eventually did everything
from running a nsvy to slapping down stars whose heads got too big for
their oversized hats.
He believed he could sell^ anything with the right kind of publicity, and
he sold everything. He first learned what life was all about when it Vw
his job to strike up the band when the dentist in a medicine show made

he

hails

He watched a trickster tell crowd.*, '.'Beware of pickpockets!", and then
saw everybody instinctively feel it his purse was where he put it. This
told the eight pickpockets in the crowd exactly where the purses were
and cut down a lot Of preliminary work.
•

r.:
Hot Stuff
practically broke h« managed to buy three ducks, get a big box,
a sheet Of tin ahd a lamp. He lit the lamp under the tin and then billed
the quacks as "The Dancing Ducks." They danced by the simple expedioit
Of lifting onfe foot after another ofE the hot tin.
He elected queens of carnivals and *t)resented them with three«carat
rings which had five-carat fiaws. His stunts with Reynard the Great, a
fabulous magician who was so fussy he wore a brown suit to breakfast
to match the toast, remain a legend of show biz.
He changed a Latin
American goverimiient in five days and he made a handcuff king out of a
man who couldn't get out of his own nightshirt.
Everybody remembers his bogiis sultans and their staffs which he installed in a deluxe hotel while searching for the Virgin ot Stamboul, but.
they didn't know he had taken an unknown and made her into a star in
10 days— and he did it on a bet that it couldn't be done. He didn't try to
hide the story, he planted it. All he tried to hide Was the clue to a
kickback.

Once

,

Hon.

commentators.

P*.

A.'s

from

.

(iuture idea in the Culver City plant
to make a series of shorts on the
book-publishing business, detailing
how bestsellers happen, etc.

Writer

Elliot

Paul

and

photog

Fritz Henle have combined forces in
a book on the French capital, called

about evenly divided
between pictmes and text depicting
the postwar city. Ziff-Davis publish"Paris.''

it's

ing.

Beth Brown, whose book "Hotel
for Dogs" is bowwowing oft the
presses in time for Be-Kind-to-Animal-Week, has just signed a contract with Galaxy Music, her third
collaboration with composer CSustav

Klemm.

Hy Kraft, .how in Beverly Hills
winding up the dramatization of "The
Last Tycoon," has started on the
stage
adaptation
of
'
"K'ngsblood
vious week.
Royal." the Sinclair Lewis novel. He
expects to be cast with both plays in
Boettisrer Skeet Chang^es
Arizona Times, John and Anna August or September.
-

Boettiger
(Roosevelt) sheet,
will
move up to daily status May 1, converting from erstwhile policy of
three issues a week. Phoenix pub-

Free Press

lication will also drop free distribution plan and will sell for 5c a copy,
with initial press run of 50.000.

from

10 to 16 when it swings over as daily
p.m. sheet and will employ wire
service for,, first time.. Publication
Will be issued six times a week,
bucking Phoenix Gazette in the p.m.

.

Beddlne Bento Flack
John M. Redding, former Chicago

.

newsman and later an Army PRO,
was named last week in WashingI

.

.

since.

which the injured party might obThe millions that have been made out of Tarzan through the years by
tain a retraction or a restatement
Edgar Rice Burroughs and Sol Lesser can also be; traced to Reichenbach,
of the facts by the offender or an
The first one could have been bought outright for $10,000, It had been
opportunity to reply. Repeal laws
turned down by every exhibitor. His act put TSrzan over, made Reichenprohibiting "expressions'? in favor of
bach $50,000 and the producers $2,000,000,
revolutionary changes in our instiAnybody making the life of Valentino and failing to show his rise and
tutions where there is ho "clear and
fall from a gigolo to a washed-up star, and how much public relations had
present danger that violence will
to do with his rise,
avoiding
result from, the expressions."
Em- the more convincingis just trying not to make a good picture. By
facts of the previous generation's glamour boy, they
ploy private agencies of mass comwill get nowhere.
munication if possible, or GovernYears after he broke with Valentino, Reichenbach was doing pUbMr
ment-operated media if necessary, to
for Paramount and went to see his old
•
star,
inform the public of facts about
"Does Mr. Valentino know you?" a valet asked.
Government policies and supply
,
"I think so," said Reichenbach.
"He often borrowed from me and alother countries with information
ways knew where to bring it back."
about this nation.
The valet returned from Valentino's dressing room.
To the press—
'Mr. Valentino is resting just now.
He is very tired. He suggei
"Accept the responsibilities of
that you see Mrs; Valentino
as she handles all his publicity matters."
common carriers of information and
I see.
said Harry. "Well, you tell him if Mrs. Valentino handles these
discussion .
assume the responsi- matters,
let him call Mrs. Reichenbach,"
bility of financing new, experimental
Oh, To Be In Eng»a.na
activities ... engage in vigorous
^
Years ago when film people in London threw
a banquet for Reichenbadi,
mutual criticism , . ^ increase the
bir John Higham said it would
be a waste of time to hire Harry &s t»e
eompetehcei independence and effecP^°P'^ were unaccustomed to the "crude" American taste ol these
tiveness of its staff.
."
u
.
And that r",?
ballyhoo birds, Reichenbach offered
counto prove to his critics that any
the radio industry "take control of
try which reads about murders,
tae
divorces, crime and picture stars is
its programs and that it treat
adver- same as any other
country.
tising as it is treated by the best
Robb Lawson, of United Arti.sts, wanted to know What he planned to do,
newspapers,"
L»uy Newall had a picture
saw
called 'The Bigamist," and Reichenbach
To the publici^,
he would try his stuff on tliat
one:
Non-profit
.institutions
should,
'If you consider
what I say as confidential, and promise not to mention
through such channels as, say eduIt outside of
this room, I'll outline my idea."
cational PM stations,
:

.

.

,

.

.

Continued Iroin pase 2
by Henry Luce, publisher
Life and Fortune, and
partly
($15,00P) by Encyclopaedia
Biitannica, Inc., wa.s set up and
headed by Dr. Robert M, Hutchiiis,
chancellor of the Univ. of Chicago.
Of the 12 rhen he appointed to it,
ail except two (Archibald MacLeish,
ex- Assistant Secretary of State, and
Beardsley Rttml, chairman ot the
Federal Reserve Bank of N. Y.)
were prominent university professors. The commission's findings ai'e
embodied in a supplement to the
April issue of Fortune.
'A lisngthy Fortune cditos^al Intro;

($200;000J
of Time,

'

"painless extractions."

The same imagination applied to making pictures would have produced
13 Becomniendations
Under the heading of "What Can smash hiis. In fact in the cases of Charlie Einfeld, Hal Wallis, Hunt
Be Done," the CFP submits 13 rec- Stromberg, Dore Schary and Mark Hellinger, it has.
That Reichenbach was human is testified by the fact that he once for»
Philip K. Scheuer, feature writer ommendations, five each to the press
on the Lois Angeles Times, has a and Government, three to the pub- got to take the hospital labels oft a couple of skeletons he had left in the
woods for the police to discover in their hunt for some Reichenbach canpiece on Charlie Chaplin and ^'Mon..
lic.
These include:
nibals,
sieur Verdoux" in April 5 Collier's.
To the GovernmentOnce told by a producer, "Why, I can get six acrobats for the money
Arthur G. Brest, editor and pubRecognize the ponstitutional guarlisher of GO, announces that Charles antees of the freedom of the press as you ask," he told him. "Well, let the acrobats do your publicity, and it
Lam Markmann is no longer asso- including radio and motion pictures. you ever want me back the price is twice what it was yesterday," He
ciated with the mag. B. S. Thomp- (For films, this would not abolish came back at 2% times his old figure.
Well, Can They?
son, formerly Coronet, has joined as state boards ot review, but require
It is nice for Sam GoldSwyn noW to'lje surrounded by so many Oscits
editorial consultant.
them to operate within the Fir.st
Reader's Digest has taken over Amendment. For radio, this would that he feels like a fugitive from Fort Knox, but there wa.s a time when
subscription lists of defunct mags, strengthen the prohibition against all his whistling was done in the woods. When he and Lasky couldn't get
with Unfilled subscriptions, such as censorship in the Communications a picture made in the first year of their organization they grabbed on
Read, Facts and New Books Digest, Act.) Preserve competition in. the Reichenbach to sa-ve them. It w.is then that he began the classic line.
and will mail copies, till time runs communications industi^ through "Can they keep it up?" until everybody began asking, "Can they keep what
up?" He then got three judges to present the company with a gold medal
out, of R.D. to the readers.
the antitrust laws,
for the best production of the year, though they ha'd not made a single
Metro's test by director George
Enact laws, as an alternative to
Sidney of Bennett Cerf is part of a the present remedy for libel, by picture up to that time. Both of them have certainly made plenty of hits
autobiographical, siiice
Little Egypt, 111.

picious" in the light of the fact that
both employees were relatively active in Guild work at the sheet.
In the morning field the Herald
Tribune was a target of the Guild
representative assembly which authorized a strilce Vote at a meeting
Thursday (27). Trib had let out
some 16 ieditorial workers the pre-

ton as publicity director for the
Jpeinocratic NatloWal Cottimi tteie,= He

giroups in the society to one another;
fourth,: a method of presenting and
clarifying .ttie- goals and values of

.

June Truesdey, author

My

N. T. Firings Continue

editorial staff

press: "First, a ti-uthf ul, compi-ehensive, and intelligent account of the
day's events in a context which
gives them meaning; second, a forum
for the exchange of comment aiid
criticism; third, a means of projecting the opinions and attitudes of the

ever, the report finds, the press in

prise studio.

Musie Books

up

Press Freedom in Daneer
Commission finds press freedom in
danger for three reasons: importance of the press^ has increased
while the proportion of people who
Can express their opinions through
it has greatly decreased; the few
who can use it have not provided a
service adequate to the needs of society, and the director of the press
have engaged from time to time. in

gandering Hollywood film studios.
necessary to report the truth about
Irving Kupcinet returned to his the fact."
Chicago Times desk after a month
U. S. newspapers are appraised as
in Hollywood,
'as much a medium of entertainDon Marsham, film editor of Life ment, specialized information and
mag, ogling production at the Enter- advertising as . . of news." How-

&

will

,

supplies."

CHATTEK;
Victor Wagner, editojc of Pic mag,

ftetrenchment on staffs of New
York dailies became more pronounced last week with the dropping
of Joan Maxwell and Arthur Reed
at the World-Telegram.
With the
paper for several years, Miss Maxwell was assigned to the women's
page while Reed was one of the
makeup editors. N. Y. Newspaper
Guild viewed tbe dismissals as "sus-

Times

.

indies, the

Collier's just completed a practices which society condemns.
condensed Seri£lization of the showIdeally, the CFP said, a free soman's career.
ciety has- five requirements for its telling of how

Schuster going bullish on
music books. Besides the "Words
and Music by Irving Berlin," collecof
his songs to commemotoo
tion of
rate' the songsmith's 40th anniversary, the firm has in work a similar
book on Richard Rodgers and (the
This may be
late) Lorenz HaTt
primed to tie ih -with Metro's
fllmusicaj on the songsmiths. Dick
Simon, of the S&S firm, has been
working on his own "50 Years of
American Songs" (anthology).
Berlin's 100 songs wUl include, for
the topper, a heretofore unpublished
song. First starts with "Marie From
Sowiy Italy," his .first song in 1907.
It win be a flat book, for piano use
chiefly, probably at $5. Oscar Hammerstein 2d iS due to do the foreword.
.

open to
exasperatingly cryptic .
widely divergent interpretations,"
prompting Dr. Hutchins at a press
conference in N. Y, day the mag appeared to crack that "I cannot understand the editorial."

spring.

Mail.

Simon

Between Covers

Simon &: Schuster will publish an
elaborated anthology of BiUy Rose's
syndicated (Bell) columns.
This will put Rose between covers

This date, appropriately, wiU mark Rose,"
the discontinuance of the Canadian

_

VAKJBrT),

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

•

Bye

.

"Keep P. 1 and the ^itorial
Page separate."
The report in full is In the
April issue of Fortune (and digested on P. 2 of this issue o£

.

,

"help supply
the variety, quantity and quality of
press service required by the American
people,"
Academic-professional centers should be created for
advanced study, research and publication in the field of communica-

All pledged themselves
to secrecy.
He then .told them he was going to get a projector and project an
on the walls of Buckingham
Palace.
All of

them about passed

out.

m

.,

newspapers carried full stories ot his proposed sacrilege.
wanted to know," said Harry. "You're just as human a*
a Pledge of secrecy is .just as sacred in England as it « w

^''^u
itiat IS all I

A "new and independent 'IL^^-^
4^°" '^^^^ the greate-st propagandist in Lord Northclifle inknovv
agency" should be established to vC^ru
world and you don't know
how to use him. Ybu surely wouldn't
"appraise and report annually on the now
to use me."
performance of the press." This
and
body should be created by gifts and
be given a lOryear -trial, the comtion,

.

mission proposed.

,

.

,

85

.CtHIAlTiEIHI
Jouvet

n

Femmes,"
in

J-^e. CWnfse
fling at l0glt.
(Vons^?
Matty Bdsens

S« «
Tfiye

"Ecole des
with him again
production of

^^"^

uriwon gave away Ws new
hisVrsailles

already has

his
Moumou" at the Ambigu, and
his
Descendez on Vous Demande"
at Palais Royal, soon will have his
"Foutez-nous la Paix" at Varietes.
Gives him three legit plays run-

^

ning simultaneously.

aSJ«"°'^
here from HollyE. Green
with mother
Blew to Florida

P'Sa

3

Prima to race Ws^Iiotse. Re- Cole.

_^Danny Yates orch

May.
Neumaa galleries in
and Charlie Allen,
lack Kaleheim
;

vaW ana

arrangement.
general manager

iffSfihartoB
Morris Jacobs,

fcrs &

m

lor

April

home

Hammerstein.

smt9, attaclc of grippe.

ex-Morris
Nat Lorman,
now Iieading Apollo Records flaclfery,

Glyndebourne in June.
.

.

9.

Savoy March 29,
Caub
with Donald Wolflt to open shorf
Shakespearean
sfeason
there
on

Pad

Philadelphia.

^

nightly regular at

a

New

in^

and lavish layout

planned

in area beisland north of
Will contain hotel,

for

Miami Beach.

villas,
casinos and
first "Can You
show in 6% years this membership plan.
Five O'clock club
(5) when he goes to Wash-

nitery,

all

on

Top This?"
Saturday

tcentertain President Truman
aimual Jefferspn Day banquet.
Cue mag shooting antique collect
Beatrice Kay, conUc at Carnival, in connection with coming annual Antiques Fair, AprE 14-18, at
Which she'll preside at Armory here.
Jules Levey, indie producer, returns to the Coast Saturday
(5) but
Will return to N. Y.
the following
*^ F^P ^P"^ *e world preem of
^v^Orleans,"
at the Saenger. N. O.,
Ingtoix
lit

.

tion of

leased to N. Y.
syndicate for 15 years. Spot will be
turned into class restaurant by new
ops. Barken brothers, who ovwn the
room and the Beachcomber property, retiring from the cafe biz after
25 years,

Stockkk
By Sven

G. Winquist

Ebbe Neergaard,

Danish

educa-

tional film expert, in town, for confabs.
'

"Quartette di Roma," Italian soloist group, is appearing with good

Paris

By Haxime de Belx
Fritz Stengholt to
London,
Paul Graetz back from
Rome.
^Jemandel set for a, Belgium vaude
wedish star Greta

Gynt

visiting

9.

Walter Henry Passmore, one of
emcee the last of the old Savoyards, who
ing at the Fiesta,
recently died, left $33,000, all going
husband due to his wife, Agnes Fraser, also a
Savoyard.
at McPtdden Deauvllle.
Tawney Nielson, British BroadRadio Aces, current at Copacabana
casting Corp.'s head of band deset for Rio Cabana, N. Y,

Donald misses

Peter

April

at the

hosting and

Jes-

new streamlined trains

Empire, Croydon, for
March 31, already has
32 weeks.
Shephard's
"Lady Fred-

Bros.,

^''.'.i'^^^^oses

back

a special film projector for
now be-

develop

ing built in

the

at

Firth

.

Club.

Buddy Walker

5*i,.^2^,^'cc''

its

new road show, open-

Boca Raton been booked for

into Clover

Art Childers Little Pahn Club.
John Byram, Paramount story
May 4. dept. exec, at Kenilworth hotel.
of
anniveisanr
Tom Wiiliams, dean of local nitery
fourtti
For the
"OUahoma!" the Theatte Guild Bent OPS, to Johns Hopkins for a checkup.
Sherry
oit cute mtalaiute IiOWte
Catron and Gorman back for rebirthday cakes.
turn engagement at Mother KeHy's.
Assoeiated Motion Picture AdverThe George Rosens (VAaiBar radio
election of
tisers holds- its annual
ed) motored back to N. Y. after
iffleeatomorrow (Thursday) at the week's stay here.
jwn Stall Glubt
Joe
Schenc* house guest of
Alan Dinehart, Jr., OSS captain^ brothef
Nick and ganderhig the bet
up for discharge in Washington this ter niteries
and restaurants.
week following his return from
Beachcomber
overseas.
ops Ned Schuyler
42
months
and
Germany,
and
Casey
Castleman scanning plans
Chinese
Broadway
Ruby Foo's,
for rebuilding, with room to seat
feature
"Miracle
a
to
olanning
eatery,
1,000 next season.
of the Bells" dinner, based on a seCouncilman election due in May
quence in the Russell Janney novel.
will see several candidates sponLoilella 0. Parsons will do at least
sored by nitery and hotel groups
two more broadcasts from N. Y. She
which have been feuding tnent licommutes to Baltimore where hubby
censes and operating hours.
1^. Harry Martin is under observa'
Lou Vogle and Naomi Stevens
tion.
added to Ben Gaines Bkckamoor
Carmen Miranda's Copa preem
room show. Mel Murray held over
No replacement for
(lelayed'to May 1.
his sixth month in room.
yet hetween.Aprtt 17^ when Ruth
fit
Copacabana remains open with
tting bows out, and Mfts Miranda's
new show coming in latter part of
openmg.
week
headed up by Phil Foster,
Trans-Lux Corp. commissioned by
Everett Marshall and Joan Adair.
the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad to
Irving Berlin planning to fly
George
with Abe Lastfogel and
dmner
jel for Sophie Tucker

Issy Bonn's

King ing

at the

Jacltie ^WHalen held ovir at

dock
how on an

cafe agents,

;

composer of the
Grimes," has a
due for production at

"Peter

new opera

Hyams
into

-v

,

Nancy Donovan

Coward's
'Pacific
1860,"
opposite
Mary Martin, is down with yellow
jaundice.
Peter Cotes' production of "The
Animal Kingdom," tried out -in the
provinces, comes to the Playhouse
successful

Solloway

Meyer Davis in town.
Shep Fields vacashing

Club.

Arnolds off to Sweden
^ii*"
May on six weeks' vacation.
Ninette de Valois, head of Sadler's
Wells Ballet, off- to Turkey in April.
Ixraham Payne, who plays in Noel

theatre, April 2.
Benjamin Britten,

Miami Beacb
By iMry

.Kliiroraered abed because of

cash prize.

•

who

Letra?.,

i-'^eS?,

winner of radio Pot of Gold's $1,000

London

m

Mamc.;^"'*"
Rog-

Xted an infant son.
,fSva^ue here in late May

»»?

Moliere's

to co-star

f9rthcoming

hJS

actor,

success.

Austrian Boys Choir warbled at
Concert Hall and slated for other

A&
Scr

S^H?""^!:

?hwf

South

'r"""

^^'^•^

*

t«"-

It's

sum-

"QMtre^pi'f ®'^*',.w''« appeared in
contacted for a
Lo don
Picture contract.
Ann"

nwf

asas UnSn"'^' '^^Bit Theatre
ficor of

wP''^¥;»'"0«'0ted

i"^^""^^^'
Korda intended
due to pres-

A?Pvn
Wo.to PnJi^"-"^
wre of
ilh»ss"

°"smess

after

recent

his

Prague for
""ot'uctlon
hiar Play "Nights
;f
Anle?'>**??5
current
Sf'^^*""? Jo

Jf'.i-i^Bv;

here

•

at

the

Neubach
S<

-y
-J
•'-t

i<!

^onch

K?,"^*^*^^*^*

W

jskedpicture.

Ernest Neubach, Ger-

^apac

will direct.

leaving for a rest on
'MviPr«''®

nvh.^^?^
ir""ci in

dustri's

ver.-iion

of

"Soldier's

Re-

to Of-

Wth friLlr^^^y tan and visiting
Sir

land and may join J. Arthur Rank's
organization.
She's also mentioned
as possible star in Svensk Filmin-

Man- minder."

J«an Marti?^''"?"^ to star opposite
faatbiTof Tfi? ^l^^ Cocteau^ fllmCyndn rYi'=*''l'«"8<' S "Ruy Bias."
*rv with . 2° ^^^^ from ski coun-

rr

Stenberg, current in "Soldier's Reminder" at the Malmoe
City theatre, soon leaves for Eng-

by his
J^^^^
White suc«P»rtment on

®"
Vor.say
P
actress manager of
'
'"wmont
'-int'^i^ythere her
S^"' leSv
S''?,?!?''^
«r titled
«enyie.?r,
"Monsieur Provi•

Husson

'"!^"de'%^.%

'.Albert

»enlly"^ Jo'^n-'^ique

Blanchard. cur-

Chicago
Charles P. Skoiiras, pre.sidcnt National

theatres,

touring

midwest

houses.

Irwin Corey, currently at the lUo
Cabana, will be screen tested by
Paramount.

Henri Elman. prexy oX Capitol
Films, recuperating at home after
recent operation.
John Balabnn, theatre exec appointed to the Chicago Citizens
Committee of the Greek War Relief.
Frank Warren, tunesmith, has
written production .song.s for Rudy
Vallee show opening Copacabana
April 3.
Veronica Lake and husband Andre

DcToth will head list of celebs appearing at Chi preem of 'Ramrod
at Palace theatre April 17.
Portrait of Joe. E. Brown, curhere,
rently starring in "Harvey
done by Nan Rice, will be placed on
exhibition Am-il'S in Chicago Art
Galleries and Will later go to U.C.L.

A, Joe E.

Brown trophy room.

Sigmund Romberg plays fourth
Orpheum engagement here April
29-30

and

April

28.

also goes into St. Paul
for
one-nighter

RKO - Orpheum

Homewood, indie nabe, has had
old Al Jolson film, "Heart of New
York," resurrected on strength of
"Jolson Story" smash, and cleaning
up with it.
George Olsen. Elliot Laijrence
and George Winslow's orchestras on
prom Ballroom list when it reopens
remodeling

week following
redecorating.
this

.

city salesman.

Virginia Safford, Star-Journal col-

and Scheveningen.
Lou Wilson thinks that
Fields, brother of
is

Grade

J.
staff,

St.

summer

vvif e

filed

to Chicago for the
show.
Foy returned from an

relief

Charley

Palm

Spruigs.

George "Gtoby" Hayes vacationing at

Palm

Springs.

Jane Frazee to Las
line a fashion show.

Vegas to head*

Jan Peerce trained in for work at
Universal-International.
Walter Mayo celebrating his 32nd
yeE.r in motion pictures.
Dorothy Lamour recuperating at
home after tonsilectomy.

Ben Kalmenson in town for confabs with Jack L. Warner.
Lou Kerner to Chicago on busiSamuel Goldwyn.
Nathan Levin in from New York

ness for

over his film interests.
Bert Wheeler visiting old pals on

who

London

Louis.

of Playhouse
and his wife, Helen Lake, will
in stock at Dorset,

sion.

Outdoor shows are shutting down
now with the end of summer. The
departure of Yank troops saw a
major biz drop with 'these attractions.

Jascha Spivakovsky, pianist, giving final concert tour before going
to London and N. Y. for seasons.
He's under the

management

of

Law-

rence Kerr.
"Life With
Father,"
currently
playing Perth for the Fullers, started oft slowly but is building oke.
Leonard Lord and Virginia Barton
are starred.
Bob Kerridge, head of the Kerridge cinema loop in New Zealand,

visiting Sydney to make deal with
Tivoli chain for more acts to route
over his circuit.
Picture cU-cuits anticipate sm;.sh
biz in Sydney this Lenten with the
recting.
reopening of the. Royal Fair. Bigwho quit Dance gest influx of country visitors in 10
Ceil Charles,
married,
Cocktails year ago to get
years is indicated.
back captaining the line at Club

act this
vt.

Single

nis

to look

.

plane out of
English Smith,

sold

eastern talent htmt.

>

By Erie Gorrick
Palladium short vaudeville season,
would prove hit in U. S.
Ken Hall, Cinesound director,
Henry Sherek - James Hilton's back from his recent overseas' look"Random Harvest," starring Googie see.
Withers, opens out-of-town in June,
Bob Lttcas, head of Metro's techSherek is trying to get Richard nical department here, ia in U. S.
Greene or Griffiths Jones for lead.
for confabs.
Lidia Paolozzi and Leo Demant
Waiters strike at the Savoy,
Claridees and Berkeley hotels has giving concerts here under direction
proved boomerang to other London of Ltwrence I* Kerr.
eateries, one of biggest gainers beNight trotting is hurting film biz
ing Giro's club, which is 4oin(! ca- in Perth on the ace Saturday playpacity biz.
date. Trotting pulls inob of 50,000.
Emile Littler is reviving "The Red
W. Romano, Who operates a big
Mill" with Jewel and Warriss in nightclub in Sydney, is planning a
lead.
Show opens at the Opera chain of nightelubs in key country
House, Blackpool, On April 4, stay- towns.
ing about a week. It comes to PalStill difficult dovra here to buy
wax platters. Majority go to the
tce, London, May 1.
British Actors Equity is negoti- radio stations, leaving few for the
ating with the British Broadcasting public.
Corp. for revision of minimum rates
Harry Watt, Ealing director, bows
for artists doing television broad- back into this zone on pic production next
month with ''Eureka
cast, with minimum rates to be $21
for each transmission, plus $4 day Stockade."
Wee Georigie Wood will play a
for rehearsals.
"Fools Rush In," at Fortune the- date in Perth for Bruce CarrdU on
agreement
Dave Martin's
with
atre, closes after seven months run,
being replaced by New Lindsey Tivoli loop.
Expected that Norman Rydge,
Theatre Club hit "Power Without
Glory," March 31.
Play was ac- Greater ITnioii chief, will add a
quired by Peter Daubeny after try- couple more nabe theatres to his
chain soon.
out at former house.
Newsreel biz is bright in the
Daniel Mayer company has acquired "Jealousy," play currently Aussife keys.- New theatrette hts
touring Germany for Combined En- just opened in Perth under the indie
tertainment Services, with Marius Moss management
Ernest Turnbull, chief of Hoyts
Goring and his wife, Lucie Mannheim, starring, for the West End. circuit, is introducmg more kid cinShow tours provinces early Septem- ema clubs in the urban territory for
Saturday matinees.
ber, coming to West End Sometime
"Gay Rosalinda" is a top click for
in November.
Williamson-Tait at Royal, Sydney.
"Follow the Girls" likewise at His
Majesty's in Melbourne.
"Follow the Girls" is copping
plenty of coin in Melbourne for
By HftI Gohen
WilliamsonrTait.
Lois Green and
Patsy Kelly and Barry Wood into Don Nichol have the top roles.
William Winter, out here again to
Bachelors Club.
Art Levy, Col manager, off for get the inside on the Aussies, is dobroadcasts via
ing
series
of
a
Miami to visit his family.
Broadcasting ConmiisBandleader Marty Gregor's wife Australian

get a

Elliott

Anne Baxter
Greek

Tommy

Fields,

presently scoring hit in

theatre

are Minneapolitans.

William

suit for divorce.

uta' to

Film Row flu victims include
"Hy" Chapman and Sid Latz, Columbia branch and office managers,
respectively; Ralph Maw, M-G-M
district manager; Fay Dressel, RKO
branch manager, and Al Putz, M-G-

M

film deals,

Springs ranch.
Charles E. Morrison's

Dennis Morgan hospitalized with
an injured shoulder.
Armand Deutsch and Benay Venand

because of University of
Minnesota campus setting and fact
that librettist, composer, and lyricist

Swedish spots.
Swedish
Hjordis seriously ailing in local hospital.
mannequins,
Genberg and Kim Andersson mullSonny Miller has sold his Liberty
ing offers from Hollywood.
avenue cafe and will move to Cali-

Gaby

I

umnist, to New York to cover
Broadway premiere of "Barefoot
Boy With Cheek" at Martin Beck

Plaza

at

Sam. Israel laid up with influenza,
Darryl F. Zanuck in from New
Postponed Rudolf Serki.i concert York.
University of Minnesota AudiCharles Boyer returned from Mantorium now scheduled for April 24.
hattan.
Charlie Weiner, local Selznick
William Powell sunning at Palm
representative, in Chicago for conference with Neil Agnew and Sam Springs.
John Steinbeck In town to tall?
Horowitz, sales executives.
sota Terrace.

at

First Continental tour since 1936,
the BBC Symphony Orchestra is
booked to give series of concerts In
June in Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam

Film actre.ss Liane Linden, fre- fornia.
quently seen in British pix, may atJohnny Harris has pulled out for
AtbSf
tempt come-back in Swedish films.
Coast to prep Hollywood opening of
Royal Dramatical Theatre closed his "Ice-Capades."
Sol Bragin, WB theatre booker,
successful two-month season with
Swedish play. "Markurells,'-' with pulled out over weekend for couple
of weelcs in, Florida.
Anders de Wahl starred.
Sinclair Bn,d Alda, Florence Hln
Sammy
and
stolen
Rothgardt
Wanda
Wh^«?vi.J^^**'*'^'>'s
l««P
wmie parked in
Lowe and Bobby Winters heading
front of hotel.
Friedmann leaving Gothenburg the- new show at Nixon Cafe.
fr«n» Morocco, atre and due for stage-film appearBuddy Lester missed opening
at mL|!!IJ?"**«!i ^"'^
producer Pierre ances in Stockholm.
show at Carousel when he couldn't
O'pSr
''^^

Sunny Skylai: and Richard Adair
Dancers mto Hotel Nicollet Minne-

partment, off to New York before
BBC graft inquiry result is due to

be made public.

Hollywood

the Universal-International lot.
Jimmy Durante- buying a group of
houses along shore near Malibu.
Gene Autry entertaining Robert S.
Kerr, former governor of OldafaOma.

Dennis O'Keefe laid up with flu
while "Atlantis" is shot around him.
Peggy Ryan booked for two vveeks
at Golden Gate theatre, San Francisco.

-

Edward S. Jeffries, mayor of Dew
troit, gandering production at Parj.'mount.
James A, FitzPattick returned to
his Metro desk after six weefks in
Mexico.
Henry Ginsberg returned to his
Paramount desk after 10 days in
Phoenix.
Seth Arnold stricken With flu and
out of the
tra" cast.

Irene

weeks

"Mourning Becomes Elec-

leaves for France in two
to ogle Paris fashion shows

for Metro.

Gene Raymond in from New York
where he attended the preem of
*'Xnc Lodccft***

Caspar and Julio Pruneda^ Mexidistribs, in town to line up

can

Hollywood product.
Dominic Frisina, chief of a 60house circuit in Illinois, looking over
product at Paramount.
Jack Dunfee in from London for
three weeks of business huddles
with Charles Feldman.
Chico Marx reported his ticker
working on all cylinders, despite
rumors to the contrary.
Ruby Rosenberg returned from >
seven-week tour of England, Prance
and Switzerland for RKO.
William Goetz returned from New
York in time for his birthday party
at Universal-International.

Robert Bassler returned from NewYork,
where he huddled With
scripters on "The Snake Pit."
Roy Acuffi drew the Mark
,

Hel-

Imger Swell Guy award by Variety
Tent ;20 for aiding charity affairs.
Clifford Ahny planed to Manila to
resume his chores as supervisor for
Warners in the PhiUppines and
Japan.
Regis
tary of

Toomey

is

the

new

secre-

the Permanent ^^larities
Committee,
succeeding
W. Ray

Johnston.
^ Gail .Patrick was awarded her
final divorce decree from Arnold
Dean White.

Arnold Pressburger in from New
York to huddle with Hedy Lamarr
about a picture,

Anthony Quinn shifted from his
Mexican allegiance to become a citi^

zen of the U. S.

Waslii^oii
By

Fiorenee g. i;,owe

Tech drama school's next will be
by John
Children,"
Witcher Young, Mary Morris di-

Variety Club will hold an Easter
open house next Saturday (5).
George Canty, State Dept. flUn
specialist, back at his desk after a

LuMarba.

at Constitution Hall April 23.

'Coronada's

bout with grippe.
'"The Way of Peace," American
film, preems here

Lutheran Church

'

Bill Finkels moved their daughter
from Tech to Pitt to kill her stage

yen, so she winds up with femme
lead in Pitt Players' production of
"Room Service."

Allaiilic City
By Joseph W. Walker
Luis Bus.sell here for one-nighter
at Sepia Waltz Dream (29).
Paddock International opened Fritrouble.
day (28) £.fter
Mills brothers to head opening bill
at Orsatti's Casino, Somers Point,
reopening early in June.
Tom Endicott, originator of the
Miss America Pageant idea, to sell
his Dude ranch and quit the resort
for California.

ABC

Minneapolis
By Les Rets
Paul Whiteman
April 24.

into

Auditorium
^,

Bush Little Theatre ofAway Home."
Levant plays Auditorium
concert engagement Apfil 14.
Lyceum, legit house, returning to
Scandinavian films weekends.
Annual Northwest Sportsmen
Show at Auditorium April 5-13.
Nora Gaines of Warner Brothers
recuperating after major operation.
Edyth

fering "Fly

.

,

Oscar

.s

Vic Hyde heads .stage entertainment at Buildcr.S'ShOw at Auditor
•,
rium.
,
Local veteran railroad conductor
'

Alex Bartha and band to tour
Maryland following Easter weekend
date on Steel Pier. Also set for a
return engagement at Click cluSj,
Philly.

Glen
Echo,
amusement park,
preems for the season April 5, with
Jack Corry's orch on tap again.

NAB

Justin Miller,
prexy. named
to Justice Dept's Advisory Committee on Citizenship by the Attorney
General.

Albert Gamse, composer of hit
tune "Managua, Nicaragua," is a
son and former Dept. Of
native

Commerce employee.
Xj.eo J. Paulin, local indie radio
producer, heads publicity for the
Cherry Blossom Festival April I2
and 13, town's fiirst since 1941,
Mrs. Elizabeth Gording, actress of
the National Theatre of Oslo, currently in this countiy On a three

Margaret Price Cornell, resort month visit tb stuay American
dance teacher, slated to attend the stagecraft.
International Dance Congress to be
Leonard Bernstein, maestro, has
held in London in July. She'll rep- been invited by the Czech governresent the middle; A'tlafttie,states<on -ment. to conduct the; Cz?ph Pbilbarthe education- committee of. Jjance jnonio Orch«tRtra;fttjthe IrjtejnaMoflal
'.
Miistcrs.
/
Music Festival in Prague. May 8-28.
•

'

Veanegday, April
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HOT MUSICALS EASE LEGIT CHILL
SEE

Of Rdssues, Lo^

by

SM

-

pacts. Switch from the ottl
ioiyear span is being made due to
tapidljf-ehatjging econdmic picure which is maUing it difficult for
f actors to plot their futui-es for long
Oneryear limitation will
vpe'riods,
cut both ways since, if business is
'^ood, SAG "can renegotiate for
higher terms next .year; but if biz
is bad, studios will be in position to

•

tsilent

frte

wake readjustments

.'

to

th'e

fit

Portable

Mepixers

is also demanclir.g a 100'?;.
all
provisions
shop., with
agreed upon in .negotiations to be
made retroactive to May l.'i. 1947,

Guild

e

?
'

cillattoh

up under

set

of combinaition to

keep actors from

'

New contract proposals by tlie
Screen Actors Guild also cover such
l^mblems-as television, loapouts, reissues,
wage increases, overtime,
» ijptions
conditions.
ajicl
'working
Guild proposals prohibit the use
.«

•

;

Vaudfilm Bids;

of

SAG members

any

take

A

whiclv
separate

It

"

-

the

from being worked unconscionably long hours, which en- danger his health and shorten his
career."

wages of
(Continued on page 5*>
calls

for

network

weather talent nut
wecUly.
«-°nA'

!|>P.O00

down

to

%Z.fiW

There may be a few exccpYoung & Rubicam's
"Big Time" vaude show beiniS>

dangled before Borden's,
but for the
;
.

'

;

;

hiost part the,$3,500
ceiling

P6

.111

order.

.?;''istol-Myer.<!,

seems

to

.

seeking

a

over

London, April
Bill

i.sh

film

industry,

I

:

I

I
I

:

:

.

Philco

installed

in

the

is

A

I

.station,

plane.

Pic^
Airtrip

City

they
tank

Although

developing tank.
One shot trom the plane caught a

combination of eco-

bushflre which was aflame on the
outskirts ot Atlantic -City. Quality
of the film as it was seen oyer the
television screen was firstrate with
high definition and perfect lighting.
Successful use of the developing

process during this demonstration
indicated fact that video's news coverage will soon be as fast, if not
faster, than the daily newspapersAccording to television execs present, the process now makes largescreen theatre television an easily
realizable possibility. With a developing tank installed in a theatre
booth, pictures from a normal sized
television screen can be rephoto-

dium-length filiiLS. Rank last week
named John Croydon, formerly as-

producer at the Ealing sttito a.ssist in the production ot
midollo-lengthers at Highbury
Tliey'H take the place of the

si.stant

dios.

the

graphed and transferrecP practicall.\
(Continued on page 64)

studios.

Yank low-budgeter wherever

that's

feasible.

LaGoaria Gels Ti

While big American pix have
maintained high gro.sses in Enijland,
the smaller U.S. version have suffered
sharp doeline In revenues ever
since the native film industry uiiderii

(Continued on page

One fori Award

54)'

Former Now York mayor Fiorello
is the winner of the
1947 Wendell Willkie One World
Award. Announcement of the winner
was made last night iTues. by Nor-

4.

to

Decca's Disked

Comedy

H. LaGuardin

T
r>
n
ay jr
l\aye,.L,eWlS, HUnOWS
.

Record firms are taking an in»
crcased interest in comed.v material, man Corwin, winner of last year's
as evidenced by Decca's pacts coin- award, on the concluding Corwin
[pleted this week for platters by "One World Flight" scries on CBS.
[Dan'iy Kaye, .Joe £. Lewis and radio
Award, as in the case of Corwin,
scrlptor Abe Burrows.
consists of a trip around the world
Mo.st elaborate deal is the one by plane.
set lip for Kaye. Pact calls lor a
This year's award to LaGuardia,
term of .nearly three years during former director general of UNRlt A,
which time he'll do around 30 sides. is in recognition of his "outstanding
Most of his inaterial will be written national and international public
by. his wife.' Sylvia .Pine. It's thcLsorvice in his fearless stand on the
comic's first long term record deal, radio and in the press, as well as in
He recorded a heavy selling allium 'his public life generally, in furtlierfor Columbia six years ago which is ing the highest ideal-s of One World/'
still mucli in demand.
Formal presentation of award to
The Burrows deal calls for waxing LaG. is scheduled for Ma.v 11 at
of Britisli films of :-ix of his own song.s, while Lewis Carnegie Hall. N. Y., cerenionie.-?.
-.111 eailiii',', tlie uospi'l
viU >anoli<i tvyo of the xmigs "he's Meanwhile, a 194" Due Wm-Ul winn'tiin pi-ndueeil-:n,ylisli
II.:'.'
Ifie
is
Harry Alan l^iwers, Tlii-uiigli his ht-.-a itientilied, with for D'-cca re-: l.ner for motion pictures will be anI

I

.

i

.

j

!

j

•

:

'

television

lines

"

.

i

the

within one-half hour.
were taken by a United
passenger plane during a
from Philadelphia to Atlantic
and back, and, while en route,
were developed in a special
tures

brii rix

Since the Briti.sh film industry is
racking its Collective brain to stem
the flow of dollars, J, Arthur Rank
intends to dispense with American
second features-^by producing me-

RADIO FOR BRITISH PIX

The

Both
Fund

'

were

tential.

were not unmind-

launch an all-out radio propaganda
ofTeusiyp on overseas markets this
month.
J. Arthur "Ranlc, Michael Balcon,
Shore-Sinatra on
Herbert Wilcox and other top proriuctiOn chiefs are going to put their
Disk Sides for
'stars and pictures oif .the airwaves
combine
will
Records
Cohimbiii
Zealand.
and ill Canada, Australia. New
of Dhiah Shore
voices
the
South jiVrrica. Europe, the Middle
Frank Sinatra on one disk (two
aiirl Far F.ast.
Isidesi. the first time the company
America, North and South, is oxon
names
top-.seeded
has -used two
Ijcclod to be added to. tliis J ormidone disk— and the resultant royalwill be
over alile list of countries tluit
it ies fro pi sales will be turned
transcription programs..
llie
takiii.!:;
to the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund.
Thc.<o caniKid slunvs are being niiic'c
Shore,
Miss
and
"Columbia. Sinatra
Britain for both .••tfite and comill
tunes
two
tlie,
of
and the publishers
mercial broadcasting networks in
involved—T. B, Harm.>. and Wiirnci
various parts of the woi-ld.
Bros.—will forego royiitti.^s for Ih.scheme ot
behind this
Brain
back.

.summer
show for- "Dully's Tuvnotified its agency to keep fund.
?f"'
..f'?-""
n with,,,
the $3..500 bracket. Tlv.ifs
Tunes to be handled by th<- piia
^mu International Silver is spcnd- on. both stdo.s of a di.-'; an- Hr
'Tea
for Its 'iSilver
Theatre" fill-in 'stiuvdai-u!!, "My Ramam'c" and
For. Two."

-leplacement

officials

ful of the fact that their permanent
operating lines were without maintenance as a result of the walkout,

Grace Moore, Irina Baranova and
composer Ernesto Leeuona. The
Bon Co.s.sack choir pla.vetl the Radio
City Music Hall. N. Y., some years

Ra^ Ceiling
On the basis pf a handful of shows
wrapped up thus far as summer replacements in radio, it would appear
that word has gone
out from sponsors to agencies to keep the hot

During the demonstration here becrew of newspapermen, films
shot, developed and screened

fore a

ers have been compelled to sit it out.
Already in retreat in the U. S., the
British freeze on B's rneans another
body blow to their monfiymaking. po-

WORLDWIDE BALLY ON

bit

% Snimner Subs

Sfriki

—

actor

Document

to profit from it by large .savings in
costs through\ reduction in labor
time in turning out of relea.se printii.

nomic pressure plus a pileup of product which finds Yank .pi x now backed
up all the way .to November is the
cause of their plight, Kven AA flftk-

Rauch said that managers of top
concert artists when ofTered a run at
vauder imrriediately bring out the
and breakdowns could occur any
tact that the top virtuosi pick up
time and probably will if the strike
around $1,.500 to .$2,500 for one evedrags on many days.
ning performance. Figuring around
[Already all oj shoio hi: has jelt
30 shows a week in a theatre, they
the result of t^ie sfriJce because of
Besides,
ask a proportionate sum.
the comparalive slowup dve to use
Rauch said, they feel that four shows oj teleyraph'].
a day is too much, when in reality
Thei-e was the usual talk, as in
four turns daily of 15 minutes each previous emergencies ot! thi,s kind,
is eonsiderably less tlian the play(Continued on page 54)
ing time at one regulation concert.
Rauch has previously .succeeded
in getting longhair talent into the
Among those who have
theatre.
played the house include the late

Guilders declare their demands
lor overtime pay are not aimed
primarily at iprofit but to "protect

.

dustry through ijs ipeed and low
cost was revealed here today (8) by
the American Broadcasting Go. in
cooperation with Eastman Kodak
and Philcq. Process will be a special
aid to televi-sion in coverage of news
events while the film studios st.ind

Gu t Yank B O.

Telephone strike up to last night
(8) had failed to cause a single hitch
in radio netwoa'k programming, but

a

SAG

the vaults for screening.
contends that the increase o( reissues has developed into an abuse
unfair to players and public alike.

•

Pkne

8,

A

new fast film developing process that will prove a boon to television and the motion picture in-

films for the test were iom size,
American low-budget films are fac- process can also be applied to standfrom the Brit- ard-sized fllni by using, an enlarged

ish market.

hoiLses.

Whenever old pictures are taken out

-."

Bow

ing a complete shutout

.

Sfcif

Jr.'s

is

(Continued on page 51

booker, has been vainly attempting
to get top longhair talent into that
house.
Rauch declared he Iras
propositioned, among others, Yehudi
Menuhin, Jascha Heifetz, Jose Iturbi
and Albert Spalding, but prices
asked for these names, he said,
make thetn untouchable for vaude

contract will be demanded, calling
for -additional compensation when
|U<fh filijis are used in television.
The reissue problem is covered by
Several alternative proposals aimed
at actor participation in the profits

-

STAHl.

WPTZ,

Fireeze,

that each of the aforemehtjoned hits is a "special" type
of musical that permits lower, costs,
and this is the angle being stressed
angle^too,

Concerts Better

film^ in

{Sart.

Cokn,

merpn

Terrific grosses on' one-night conconoert
Cert
tours have spoiled
virtuosi for vaude and that's why
Sammy Rauch, Roxy theatre, N. Y.,

.

in television

Geo. 1.

the success

Longhairs Nix

,

•

if

There nre sundry reasons foivthis
attitude. One is that producers
have limited the budgets, as witness
"Brigadoon," which came out of rehearsal at under the $155,000 mark, as
against the
wartime revival of
"Show Boat," under Metro's aegis,
which topped $300,000. An important

SAG

-ivdrkihg.

nm. But not

new

plans which also call for prohibition of the blacldist and otlior form.s

-

in,

.

and arbitration machinery

would also be

BOB

Philadelphia, April

of three

.

.;

fk

Television and

George M. Cohai^, Jr., is readying
Broadway tune-and-dancei's
any indication. Such shows as a' radio' show based on plays writMeanwhile; he
"Finian's Rainbow." "Brigadoon" and ten by his father.
song pnd dance
"Call Me Mister" are the mints that makes his debut as a
lease to groceries at $10 monthly
have changed the minds of many man. in the manner of his sire at
with advertisers to pay for the films. showmen
who, during the war, shied Fay's theatre, Providence, starting
Bill will change weekly with each
away from that type of production Friday (11).
12-minute short to be followed 'by because of the extreme hazards
John McLaughlin, who ctid the
of
three-second commercial. Outfit ex- musicals.
Each is expected to pay piano accompaniment for his father
pects 36,000 to be in use nationally off- more quickly than most musi- for 20 years, will ivory for young
within two years.
Cohan.
cals.

in all previous contracts drawn up
Conbistween actors stnd studios.

-

musicals—and

legit

so from here on

is

new

clcsed

•

fw

Bjr

Hollywood. April 8.
Portable Theatre Corp. Is
putting out a juke-sized autoinatic
film machine using li6m. Outfit will
Ellis

sitna'tion.

••

a Boon

Prbducei'i ilsed to scan scripts of

.'be put before film
.

Rk

IRIOEIUN

Hollywood, April 8. t
Gapping a long' list of demands to
execs when coiiti'act negotiations open April 15, the
Screen Actors Guild will propose a
one-year time limitation on all new

Bm! iT SO A^'Eastman-Phik^

(Coiitiiuied

on page

48,»

|ley>e.

«

|

nounced April

14.

WdhMiwb>3r»

Stolz, Set

For New Metro Moskal

Named

Honfflrary Vienna

Hearts in Three Quarter Time" and
scores of other Viennese hits for
having brought "the laughter and
spirit of Vienna to the world" especially through Stolz" ebnflucting
of "Night in Vienna'' concerts with
*pp U. S. orchestras from coast to
coast.

Stolz ifeok a well advised powder
this part of the world shortly
after the 1938 anschluss. Although
Aryan, he had little hope of anyconcentration
than
better
thing
camp from the Nazis, after publicity
thiousSiout the world for composing
Hitleir's funeral march for Hitler.
After a stay in England, StOlz went

from

to New York and Hollywood. He
will receive final U. S. citizenship
papers this year,
Stolz returned here last fall
has been active in rounding
loose ends. He also presented

and
up
and

personally conducted a new .operetat Apollo
ta, "Fate with Music"
theatre. Production folded without
expected prospects of later U. S.
presentation. Another Stolz operetta
is set for world premiere at Vienna's
,

-

It is
in September.
"Three on the Danube." ' The
composer is scheduled to return
here in August for rehearsals, and
make some otitdoor con<!ert appearances in July.

Stadttheater
titled

wm

BID STIRS

A

last

,

that Re-

"

Hep chiefs h{»ve been huddling
consistently with Ruth's representatives but nothing has been signed
yet, according to Melvyn Gordon
Lowenstein, Ruth's attorney. Lowinstein said that Amiel had ap-

Sports Shorts
With negotiations being ironed
out between managers of Rocky
Graziano and Tony Zale for a

.

somewhere
meeting
possible
outside N. Y., question confronting the Jacobs Beachcombers Is,
"What

it

Rocky beats Zale?"

Graziano were to beat Zale
an out-of-town engagement
would be recognized as
champ. Except in New York
(which recently banned him),
and all towns abiding by N. Y.'s
If

in

he

.

Billy

Rom.

'

KEN -MURRAY'S

decision.

Ringling

Bamum

and. Bailey

circus roUed into town on the
and
rainiest of Saturdays
(5)
racing opened at Jamaica in the
same gooey going. There wwre
more people at the track despite

'Blackoutia.'"

downpour than the number

the

of kids disappointed because
they couldn't view the unloading of the big top, which opens
its season tonight (9) at Madi"
son Square Garden.
More than 45,000 went to the
races- Monday (7) about 7,000
more than on opening day, indi-

fwii M-ti-LA

m m Peal lues
S|p iMi ifr 1^

Claridge Bar with him.

Occasionally, Armstrong would permit himself an affair of the heart,
in the spirit of a monarch conferring knighthood on a worthy subThe lucky lady was not expected to take this honor lightly. An
its obligations as well as its reward^
cating the number of addicts
Consequently,. Armstronj; was displeased when a young actress whom
af
who celebrated the day
te*
he had raised to the peerage was reported to have allowed herself a roEa.ster.
mantic aside. While appearing in Bridgeport in one of his road companies,
Times
Y.
Jimmy Dawson ..N.
With Norman Corwin's "One she had played pattycake with the leading- man.
sports reporter with, the Giants
Armstrong at once summoned her back to New York. The actress
World Flight" series on CBS windbaseball team, choked while eatentered his office next day as if it were the Supreme Court. She knew
ing up last fTues.) night, the writer- that she and
ing a
hot dog and required
her career were on trial.
an
covering
attention,
medical
direotor-producer
heads for the
Armstrong motioned her to a chah:, and rapped his desk with a paperon
west
exhibition game in the
Coast next month for a picture com.' weight, like a judge bringing court to order.
the following day.
"Let us review your case," he began. "1 found you in a Greek pageant
mitment.
Corwin leaves in midin Mount Holyoke. I make you an actress. The second season, I promoted
May to do the screen version of his you
to the rank of featured player.
Outside the theatre I was not unat"Mary and the Fairy" radio play^ tentive.
Your cohduct in Bridgeport has biben testifled to by Cornpetent
which he also plans to co-produce
witness.
What is your defense?"
and co-direct.
The actress stood up. The moment >ras reininiscent of Zola in the DreyIt was original^ on the Corwin fuss case,
agenda for last year, bUt his Willkie
April 1
"There is no explanation, 'reaUy,"^
began. "Alter several months
With plans for the 1947 Salzburg One World global trip "award and with you, I found myself in a dull little road eompany playing dull little
subsequent
13-week CBS series towns. Instead of sweetbreads at Delmonlco's, it was hamburgers and
Festival in August pretty well deCorwin ketchup at greasy lunch counters. Instead of a suite at the Murray Hill,
necessitated putting it off.
quantity
veloped, biggest unknown
around
New
York
long
will
hang
want
I was bunking In hotels with roller towels."
is just liow mahy .travelers will
Armstrong examined his monogrammed cufflinks. Hamburgers and
or be able to surmount, the stUl enough for a guest shot on "Author
complex travel difficulties and pri- Meets the Critic" air show May 1', ketchup
Greasy limcb counters
Roller towels ...
"Proceed," he salA
vations on the Continent- in order to to »'defend" his new "Untitled" colfestiviils,
the
postwar
radio
plays
of
dtie
"What you've heard about me and the leading man is true," she went
First
tWo
lection
o&
attend.
on. "It started in Utica. When I came offstage, he was waiting for me
in 1945 and 1946, while artistically Henry Holt press^ April 24.
the
keep
wings.
staged
mainly
to
in
the
You
and
know
those
lines
you
wrote in the first act love sccnet
okay
Corwin's
contract
with
CBS,
franchise alive, were far from paying which has another year to go, per- He told me I read them better than Julia Marlowe, and looked lovelier
ofiC.
mits him to freelance in other than Maxine Elliot. I knew the ham was lying, but what actress can
Pre-war Salburg Festival's biggest branches of showbiz six months a listen to such outpourings and not be touched?
"In Syracuse, in the garden scene in the second act, I found myself lisvalue lay in heavy spending by year, but it's possible that Corwin
fanqy international set supplemented may spend a year on the Coast. In tening to the impassioned love words you had written. For the first time
by some thousands of more modest fact, there's speculation in some I sensed the heartbeat in your lines. As the curtain was falling, the ham
music and drama lovers, most of quarters as to whether Corwin will kissed me, as he had at 54 previous performances. But this time, carried
whom did some additional traveling take an indefinite radio hiatus in away by the realistic writing of the scene, I kissed him back. In Bridge."
port
and spending, before leaving Ausfavor of pix and legit, which he's
tria.
"I know," said Armstrong. ""The stage manager wrote me."
But expected lifting of Allied
been considering for several years.
"Well, then," said the actress, "you know everything. Except this. After
occupying powers' restrictions on-,
His experiences oil tbe "One World"
travel in Austria hasn't come to ;^ass,
a snack of supper at his hotel, he suggested we rehearse the reconciliation
series, some say, may be a factor in
scene In Act Three. Said we were missing some of the values in your
with little likelihood that it will be
hastening the decision.
lines.
any better by summ'er, or any time
Well, yofi know the scene. When he finished your speech about
While Corwin has a completely living dangerously, and romance making its own laws . . .''
before final signing of Austrian
treaty and withdrawal of occupation free hand on the series, with no atThe playwright-producer was a just man. He rapped with the paperentitely.
Some talk- that Allied tempt made to censor the outspoken weight.
Commission will hand travel control global episodes, nevertheless it's
"You are acquitted," he said.
back, to' Austrians soon, but Soviet known that so far as the writer(CopyriBHt. Wl, By Billy Bose)
director was concerned, there were
(Contintied on page 48)
a flock of disturbing elements surEnglish lidea
rounding the series. For one thing,
it Sjlfa- Sies' For
Corwin wasn't particularly happy
London, April 8.
Ardrey's
over his opposite-Bob Hope Tuesday
Here's "the favorite after-dinRelief in Pateriiiy Case
night slotting.
ner joke of a top English pro,

much
ject.

honor has

,

TIM Sm Bie SNM
TO

SAiume Fi^^

'

^^^^

.

$300,000 damage suit filed
him in I,. A. superior court
by Edward Raiden, attorney, who

.

.

.

.

The

Use Up His Blockd Coii

Douglas Goes

RKO

Hollywood, April 8.
Douglas has inked an
RKO term contract similar to
a motion to pacts recently signed by Gary
strike out certain parts of the" coni- Grant, Myrha lioy, Robert Y'biing
plaipt and was given 10 diays to file ^nd Itarai'ne Day.
First role is unset as yet.
an answer.
'

.

Biddy

World Tour To

permits.
He left yesterday (Tues^
Ardrey just finished script of
day) for several weeks' vacation in "Three Musketeers" for Metro, hav
Miami, meaning he'll miss the big ing previously done "The Green
leagues' season opener next week Years" and "Secret Garden" for the
for the first time.
same studio. He's currently vacationing via a six-week drive- from
New York to the Coast and is plan
Raft Loses Round in Suit ning to do another play before re
turning to Metro.
Los Angeles, April 8.
George Raft lost a technical point
In the
against

.

-

playwright
Screenwriter „ and
proached Ruth last summer claiming Robert Ardrey has figured out at
he had the backing of a film pro- least one way to use up blocked curducer, which gave him the right to rency that has accrued to his credit
negotiate, but that the negotiations in various countries. He's planning
had long since terminated. Amiel's a trip around the world in the next
backer is supposedly Alec Moss, few years. eastern representative for Howard
Money has accumulated in royalHughes, who declared he'd originally ties from Ardrey's play, "Thunder
been in on the deal with Amiel but Rock," which while a flop on
had subsequently bowed out, selling Broadway---was a tremendous suchis interest at a profit.
cess in I,ondon and has played since
Rytli, meanwhile, was hosted by the end Of the war in alittbst every
Hep prexy Herbert J. Yates and country of Europe, as well as in
sales veepee Janies R. Grainger' last Australia and some Latin American
Wednesdc-y (2) at the N. Y. Athletic countries. In many of these there
Club and later appeared at the Rep are restrictions on export of cursales meet in the same building. If rency, s6 Ardrey is figuring on packRep obtains screen rights to the ing up his family and living in each
story, it's expected that Ruth will one long enough to use up what's
Sit in on the scripting if his health accumulated.

charges assault.
Actor was denied

One of the Mencken stories hit me right where I keep my notebook,
I can't spin it like the Baron ol Baltimore, but shucks, 1 can't dance like
Astaire, either.
Back in the days when the Gay White Way was white, instead of neonred, one of the Kings Of Show Business was a producer-playwright named
Paul Armstrong. Each season he would shake a coiflple of hits out of his
black moustache. Even Diamond Jim Brady was tickled to v/alk into the

LINDA DARNELL.
;

—

.

By

can rememtxar wlien almost everyuody on Broadway walked and
M. Cohan. I can rememDer when the prodliction plana
of Morris Gest were printed in the space now reserved for the Moscow
Conference. "I can remember when they did everything but close the
schools and banks When a Siiegfeld Follies Opetted.
As I run down the list of shotii's on Broadway tt»ni«ht, I can't help wishing a few of the old tinsel-and-thunder boys Were still around. By sohie
footlight magic, the wildness and*^Vonder of their own lives used to spin
over onto the stage. The current crop of producers may be smart and competent, but no psychiatrist would give them a second glance. The Inver.
ness cape and beaver collar have been replaced by banker's grey and the
worried look. And the shows show it, You could lose one of today's
extravaganzas in a corner of "Ben Hur" or "The BHrade."
I was discussing this with Henry L. Menckeff the other night. The
Mahout of Mtayland doesn't get up to New York v<Sry often these days.
Says he prefers the red bricks and white stoops of Baltimore. But he must
have Uked Our Town ohce—he knows so much about It.
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"
He told me several yarns about these legendary loonies of the theatre,
El Capitan Thaatnt, Hollywood, Cal. According to H. L., when there were no movies and no radio these earth"You'll find few comedy revues quake-makers were the* despots of the entertainment world'. They could
anytimerthat can rival Ken Murray's put your name up in lights, or fix it so you couldn't, get a job as usher.
,

.

week

was • negotiating for the
public
•screen rights to B&tie Ruth's life
story has stirred up a. minor tempest.
Turf
J. J. Amiel, operator of the
eatery on "Broadway, claimed he'd
obtained an option on the story last
year and was under the impression
he still had first crack at it, While
it's known that other studios have
also been bidding for it.

•

Pitching Horseshoes

Otran

I

lywood where he reports to Metro
for musical version of "Reunion in
Vienna," Full import of the professor title is realized when known that
such titles are granted usually only
aitter a lifetime of teaching. Burgomastier General Koerrier in presenting the honorary citizenship
complimented the composer of "Two

Announcement

% 1947

talked like George

Vienna, April 1.
Robert Stolz, called by Viennese
the Johann Strauss of the present
century, has received the rarely
bestowed honorary citizenship of
the city of Vienna. It is only the
third time Since tlie war ehded that
the award has been made. First
recipients were Albert Basserman,
veteran German stagia star, also
making a postwar comeback in Europe, and General Mark Clark. On
the same day that Stolz won the
award, he was granted the title of
professor by thi? Austriam president.
Stolz leaves soon for iParis where
he Will score the French film, "Bal
Tabarin" before going back to Hol-

•

Aytt

Melvyn

It's felt, too, that promotion-wise,
the series was given a brushoff,
save for the initial pre-series bally,
and some close to Corwin say that
he was more than a little milled
oyer the fact that among the network hierachy it was the feeling
that the "OHe World Flight" series
didn't exactly add up to what was
'
expected,
-

'

IRISH

ME (OR KOl^^^^
April

Three old men were discussing
the ideal w&y of leaving this
world.
First, aged 75, said he
would like to crash in a car
traveling at 80 m.p.h. and go out
quickly. Second, aged 85, thought

showed little imagination,
declaring he'd like to take off in
a jet-propelled plane and crash
at 400 mip.h. into a- hSU.
this

"I've got a better idea," said
the third—aged 95. "I'd like to
be shot by a jealous husband;"

(Mt^^^^l^^
Dublin,

Hollywood, March

duction chief:

8.

Buddy 'de Sylva, suing as George
the
de
Sylva,
has
petitioned
Superior court for cancellation of
the support agreement with his for-

mer

secretary,

Marie

Ballentine,

whose child he fathered in 1944.
Agreement provides for $6,000 annual payments until 1949 and $100
weekly thereafter until 1965 for support of the three-year-old son. DeSylva charges that Miss Ballentine
(now Mrs. William G. Moskdvita)
continually demanded more mOncy
through threat of exposure and
scandals.

2.

Jean SnninoiiS

May

Alexander KOrda seems to be
following J. Arthur Rank in turning
0pp. Ofivier's
to Ireland for new film talent, with
London^ April 8.
the announcement that he'll test 16Attempts to sign Vivien Leigh to
year-old Pamela Fitzgerald, recent play Ophelia opposite Laurence Oli-'
Irish cover girl contest winner, for vier in the letter's planned filmization Of "Hamlet" have been drooped.
London Film Productions,
Currently heading the sweepstakes
Miss Fitzgerald was pupil of
for the choice role is the young
Gaiety School of Actng from which British actress Jean Simmons, who
Kathleen Ryan, who plays opposite carved her niche in "Great ExpectaJames Mason in "Odd Man Out," tions," dramatization of the Dickens
Sir

liaih^

graduated to studios, Another pupil;
Sheila Martin, has just been named
for a part in "Vice Versa," now in
production for Two Cities.

novel.

Miss Simmons is seated to go bethe cameras shortly in the
Launder-Gilliat production,
"Blue
Lagoon," but the producers are conBill O'Bryen of the Korda outfit sidering postponing that film until
for
Dublin
look
a
visit to
"Hamlet" is finished. It's figured that
is 'set
Over other finalists in cover girl the actress' b.o. pull can be zipped
contest which was judgied by Film up considerably by a stint with
Society President Edward Toner.
Olivier.
;

fore

.

Producer asked that the court determine his rights and obligations
to the child and abrogate the old
pact which is claimed to have been
obtained through fraud.
Mrs: Marie de Sylva, produceirs'
wife, joined him in the suit oil the
ground that the settlement involves
community property.
De Sylva has been tapering off on
his film activities for some time and
is now chairman of the board of
Capitol Records.

»ieK FOWEIX'S CHECKIJP
Hollywood, April 8.
up at St.
is laid
hospital, Santa Monica, for
checkup following penicillin poisoning contracted in New York, during

Dick Powell

John's

a treatment for hives

two weeks

ago.

He's expected nut in a Couple of
days to resume*work in "Assigned to
Treasury" for Colmnbia.

^tjtmta^i

April 9,

Ingeniofls

1^7

FflmBoo^ Idea^ Shorter Ffil

Runs, Relieve B'way First Run Hle-Ups
TAfter five years of a virtually >
cpntinuous booking jam, the Btoad*way. theatre situation has suddenly
ieqonie extremely Huld. While the
allocation of certain distribs' product
to certain houses has been almost
automatic in the past, new order
5nds a wide mixture 6f .cdmpaiiiea
and theatres.
Another current Broadway phenomenon is the flock of unusual ex-

Some
hibition policies coming up.
are more or less radical and all offer
interesting variations on the ordinary
that will be watched— and possibly

—

theatre
copied
by
throughout the country.

operators

Hollywood, April

Fan dubs for live film players
are nimierous, but now comes
one dedicated to an actor who
died in the Boston Cocoanut
Gfove fire several year.? ago.
It fe the Buck Johes Memorial
Fan Club.

^

Stuio Boss

Reason lor the ease in the Broadpi-oduct jam. of course, is .slackening biz. The Street has .suffered
considerably more than other parts
of New York, or the nation, in the
slide at the b.o. which has been felt
While a year ago, pracrecently.
tically any picture was assured of
'five to eight weeks in the Stem's deluxers, it's a rare one that's holding
more than three stanza.s now. Result
has been a greater call for product
and the letting up of tlie jam.
Greatest departure from the ordinary is the booking tff David O.
Selznick's "Duel in the Sun," which
opens May 7 day-and-date at the
Capitol and in 37 other Loew theatres in the New York metropolitan

'

'

Capitol- engagement is of inarea.
definite length, hinging on hitting
the usual holdover figure each ses-

(Continued on page 20)

UAPRESIENCY CHOICE
MPIMG TILL. READY
to'

UA

it

is expected to go deeply
problem of employing a top
exec to take over studio production
reins,
This was the 'only matter
of major importance touched on at
the initial oo»clave of the revised
board in New York last week and
is
believed ti certainty for more
detailed discussion at the coming
meeting.
Rep production for the past threeyears had been under direct supervision of president Herbert J. Yates.
A substantial numbei" t>f the board
feel that it imposes too heavy a burden on Yates, considering his ntanifokl other duties, as head of the

succeed Edward C.
board met yesterday

Kckford.

oh a flock of matbe niade when Miss Pick(Continued on page 20)

Final decisions
ters will

Aadeiny> I^l Does Good

With skyrocketing costs of picture:
production continuing to be Hollywood's No. 1 j.6y-killer and -with no
indication that it will be possible in
the foreseeable future to bring down
those costs— the studios are tenta-

—

New

York's annual I"ifth avenue Easter parade, always a
heavy draw for out-of-town
trade, appears to have outdone
in

it.self

department

that

...

,

SuJe indication of ho-w many
..hinferlanders had ihigratecl into
the big city was the checkroom
of the Capitol theatre on BroadWay at 6 p.m. It housed an assortment of 400 cameras, greatest number ever ticketed there
under bohse policy of not allowing patrons :to Carry them to
their seats.
.

'

David O. Sclznick
film

month, Mark Helllnger has
plahs underway for a film to be shot
completely in Manhattan thisi spring
and: sutnmer, Sol Lesser has announced a similar 'plan, Eddie
Bracken hopes to get under way
with a New York yarn in June, ajid
a flock of others are on the way.
20th -Pox just completed shooting
"Kiss of Death" in New York.
While the ostensible reason for
the sudden Splurge of eastern production is the realism to be gained
by on-tlie-scene shooting, there's a

Scoffs

more

He Would SeU Ou
Repeated reports

(ContinUed on page 18)

Solznick

is

tliat

negotiE.ting

David
to

sell

New York

starts another; lor
Bros, in Boston at the end

of this

Trade Reporl

direct comparison for tlio month is
hot accurate,' There seems ho .doubt,
ho-wever. that the; effect of the pe-

makiiig one

is

almost entirely in

Warner

;

One of the factors in the March
letdown, of course, is that Lent canie
earlier this year than last, and so

.

now, Jerry Wald

.

Sekniek

tively starting to attack the problem
That's in the
concept of the film itself, and is _oiie
of the chief reasons for the suddert
surge to stcfries lensable completely
on location.

from another angle.

this

'

'

year.

be

applicable to the situation is

iw^^C^^ for EconoiHKS

Beaucoup Lenshounds

Com-

New

York,

into the

New York this week
Bermuda vacation of Arnold
counsel for owner Mary

Grant,

must

case.

tliis

terrific."

the return to
a

in

remenibered,
are being made witli a peak boxoftice period, and biz can fall plenty
more than it has before it even hits
the level of what was considered
"good" before the war.
Still

week.
Huddles on the presidency, as well
as a number of other prime points
In, future operation of the Cpnipany.
<are being held oft pewding opening
of UA owner
Charles Chaplin's
"Monsieur Verdoux" at the Broadway theatre Friday (11) night and

from

for

what has by now become something

(Tuesday) afternoon for further discussion of the problem, but no real
Sctidri is to be expected before next

:

ly called
parisons,

of an industry diche: '•Business has
fallen off from sensatibnal to merely

Little progress has been made by
Artists in its search lor a

IRaftery.

long-anticipated

Republic's new directorate at its
next meeting, set for April 54 in

XInited

president

Tb^

b.o.,

by the American film industry, is
definitely here.
While grosses held
up excellently during the first two
months of the year, meeting or
exceeding on a nation-v^ide avisrage
tlie returns for the same period of
downgrade was hit duHiig
1946,
March and has continued ;to the
present, check by Variety discloses.
While any drop naturally brings
on a w&ve of pessimisni, that's hard-

Head l^p Prod.

way

•

8.

Part of

'Sii^lTII
iSlump at the

Better Late, Etc.

Tendency to OihLocation Shooting

USEB-T

basic factor.

not that

It's

it is

cheaper to film a picture on location
than it is to build sets in a stiidio.
It
often isn't.
Transportation of
personnel
and
equipment
3,000
miles can easily eat up that dif-

O.
his

unit and all its holdings to a
ferential.
major company, of which he'd beWhat's causing the move Out of
come production chief, were termed
(Continued on page 52)
by the producer in New York
"too
absurd
yesterday (Tuesday) as
It
to even dignify, .by comment."'
learned,
On4ocation Picture has been ^ authbritatively
however, that at least preliminary
Possibly the most controversial
company.
negotiations of such a nature have
INDIE,
Samuel Becker, attorney for the subject matter Hollywood lias yet taken place, although they are beFilm he's currently working, on,
Harry and Bon Goetz interest."; jn- tackled will be the theme of Warner lieved to have since died, with DOS
Republic, and a new member of Bros.' ''Up Till Now." according to determined to carry on with his "As.«gned to Treastjry," will be the
Jen y Wald, who will send the piclast he'll make in association "with
the board, brought up the .subject
OrganizaReleasing
new Selzhick
ture into production at the end of
any studio, according to Sidney
(Continued on page 20)
tion.
this month. Film, to be shot comBucliman. All his future pictures,
Sclznick spokesman acknowledged
pletely in Boston, treats of political
the producer declared, \<'ill be made
that a deal might develop with Sir
extremists, of both the right and left,
PRES.
Alexander Korda for release of the strictly on an indie basis. "Treastiry"
and calls On the ayei'age man to
is being turned out on a 50-50 profit
letter's films by SRO in the U. S.
wake UP tosthe ihimiiient danger of
sharing arrangement with Columbia.
films
Korda
disfor
SRO
by
"s
and
WITH, PIC EXECUTIVES losing his Civil liberties and to take
Buchman said he has no deal
Such a
tribution outlets abroad.
Washington. April 8.
action. Wald said.
definitely set, but it is likely that
(Continued on page 48)
President Truman was invited yeshe'll release through United Artist.s,
Producer, who spent all of last
terday (Monday)' to attend the 25th week in Boston choosing locations,
Next pic bn his program is "The
anniversary dinner ot the Motion declared he had chosen the town
Dark Page." from a novel by Samuel Fuller published a few years
Picture Assn. at the Waldorf in New because of its reputation as "The Marcel Hellman's Deal
York, May 8, but indicated he would Cradle o£ Liberty." He said he feels
For 2 for 20th, London ago. Buchman bought it from Howard Hawks.
be unable to make it.
message will be
that the film's
Hollywood. April 8.
Other yarns he's preparing for his
Invitation was jsxtehded by Eric pointed up by showing that in, the
Marcel Hellman, British producer,
Johnston, Nicholas M. Schcnck. N, same ci^y whCre America found closed a deal here to make two pic- indie unit, he said, ai'e "The -Last
Peter Rathvon and Barney Balaban, many of its traditionar liberties, it tures for 20th-Fox in London before Frontier," from tlie boolc by Howard
Fast; "Beethoven," for which he is
who called at the White House as is perilou.';ly close to losing them.
March, 1948. Films will be "This
(Cohtinued on page 47 )
an industry committee. Truman did
City fathers were being lOO'';' co- Was a Woman." based on a stage
]U)t positively clo.se the door, asking
operative, Wald said, and indicated play by Joan Morgan, and "Sabina,"
Johnston to contact him in two
nn way that they minded the built on a novel by Joyce Langton.
weelts. However, the Picsideiit said fingerpointing.
Understood 20th-Fox is negotiatchances were Slim.
Pic will be made with a docu- ing tor the two features to be proJohnston took occasion to explain
(Continued on page 18)
duced in England by Maurice Ostrer.
the industry's foreign problems to
Ti-ade Mark Refi:ij<(ei-e<l
Truman. Discussing the conversal-'Ol'NTUKl) UT KIMB SrT.VIOn.MAN
newsmen,
with
ir.dio

WB

Fpgerpoiotuig

BUCHMAN 10 GO 1001

PROEABLYi^AIWi

TEUMArS MEET

<

Jolh-So He's Cat Down

afterwards
tion
Hollywood. April 8.
Donald H. Black has ankled the Johnston said: "We have so

-

National Bos^pffice Surrey

many

tell you all
spot following foreign problems. I can^t
board of governors in ot them. But it is difficult to get
appointing a special committee to pictures into countries behind the
"establish and maintain all public iron curtain and to get money out,
rektions policies."
Committee is We feel it is important that Americomposed of board members William can films be shown in other couiiDozier, Walter Wanger and Mary tries and that film of other countries
McCall, Jr. Xatter is the board's be shown in tliis country to promote
The showing
writer rep and wife of former chief better understanding.
Academy flack, David Bramsoii.
ot these films implements our biThe announcement whittling the partisan foreign policy."
tlie
authority of whatever flack succeeds
President Truman praised
Black WE.S preceded by a statement value of U. S. newsreels abroad.
;by Jean Hersholt,
Academy prexy,
Of receipt of
the"greatest volume oi'
fladfc
publicity
ever given an annu;\l Mannix,
awards presentation." In the three
months
ending
IiiNXottEngttProd.
March 31,
the

Academy
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Easter Week Perfcs Biiz—^Years,' 'Bimnette/ 'Egg,'
'Brooklyn/ 'Apley,' 'Stallion' Top t»eaclers

:

11

total of 31,847
against 23,127 inches in the
months of la.st year.

Eddie

Confirm Par-Fox ll6m Pool

,

Mannix.

^

Metro

Overall total lor top gro.-^sers probably M-ill be 10-30';l ahead of recent
which have been- below
sess-ions
Main thing obviou.s
expectation.s.
even with the upsurge is that patrons are more than ever spending

j

i

in Costa Rica" (20th). "Pur(WB). "Stairway to Heaven"
"Jol.son
Story"
(Coll.
and
Loeket" (RKO),
Prixe money was very evenly

Bills

sued''

Chatter

(U).

up among other coin-getters.
"Apley" (20th) soared to fiflh place

i

!

i

,5,5

.

,

,

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

'16

12

48
50
40

Insidc-sLcgit
,.,
Inside Music
:. .v.
Inside Pictures
Inside Radio .........
Lesjitimate ..
Literati ..
i-. :.

since teeing off in Bo.ston in addilinn to its big run at Ihe N Y. Mu.-^ic
i,s
(RICO)
a,i;ain
"Best Years"
heading the list with "Favoriti' Bi-u- Ihill. C-urrentl.v, it, is rtoiiiK a terlu'tlc" (Pan in .-second place ameng rilic .?1.')4,000 at the Hall, new Ea.stor
Top 12. Bui the oiiL-^tandinK week high at thi.'- va.st theatre,
w pictin-es is allhoiigh playing third stanza there.
development among
"Trail
.Street"
(RKOi,
atnong
the ureal showing macie li.v "E.iigandl
1" (U I. which teed, off in. six key Tairl.v Hew entries, just missed iiilFilm Is tiii« the fir.-t 12 but is showing; in
cilics coVel-ed by V.vtnii'i'Y:
".lanet
.A.mes"
slot
even in the 'only three keys.
laiuliiUi in thii-d
face of limited ndmber of initiiil iC'iili. in four houses, is di-appiiiiite.xceptiuf; in, WashiiiglPii,
ini;
It's'
pla.vrUiles. It's hittin.i; a nev.- biy.h in
K. C. til pace Ihe city, even heiter- lii';-t week Dili for ll'iis one. "Twii

.
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Film Reviews
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..........
George Frazier
House Reviews
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Reviews

Ni.qlU C'lub

;

f^-^^fanwunt and 20th-Fox combine
^"1 the joint distribution of Kim pix
"1
an foreign countries, except
>-anada, was
confirmed yesterday
*•'''
Emanuel Sitversldnc. Metro studios in London.
Mf^'^'r
oppositi:)n. .Mrs, Carrolls'-' (WBi. in only one
"Years."
playing
iiii;
„"7 International's homooffice rep
Company chiefs receiilly an- "KLtfj" tilso is smash in Indianapoli.-:. kc.v.. is great $5U.0»(J ui X, Y, "ThatV
°^ *c new corporalidn, ninmcccl the studios woaUl bt> rciRep). in saint.' "category.
t-. u''!^^^'
fjfw
Company ha.'; a 50^ share in: ui>ened for the lirst lime since ihc lerrilic in Cinciniiali (record .Under :.My Man"'
Unixcrsal operatipn of houj^et, siocko is okay iit N. Y, "Harold Diiidle
m-willi
.-ipring.
war some time this
UA I. also new. is fairly gt»od
Detroit, big in Loiiisvitle. and book'
iti
^I'ankel, former \-oepoe of dications that "The Secret Garden,
Pn?,'*"'"!^
Los: Alleles, with gre'il at .-ma!l-s(!ater. San Francisco house.
Continent Films, has been .^tarrinf; Margaret O'Brien, would be 'leader in
"Time Out of Wind" lU is stroii'.;
llieatres.
amed general manager
C.oel/. ,S82..'>00 in six
of the corn- the lirst film to be turned OiU.
.•\nolher newcoiner to the best 12 (111 its .N', Y, pr(>em,
wne. -pinal
arranagomcnts for clis- and his wife sail for Loudon today
(C'o»iplci<' Bo.io ice Reports
landing •'•i^'lh position in P-'iint
li.'l.
t'ibutio
^^^^^ "nt^ei' discussion
(Wednesday; aboard ttic Queen
oil Paijca ti-'J)
an* Will
-iJ
ol money done, is"S tali ion Road"!
"'a
!

5

INDEX

nival

'

.

their coin for hit pictures aiul
ing up lesser entries.

excciiti\-c

producer; arrived in New York fi-oni
ol
the Coast Sunday (6) lor a .wrics
homeofltce conferences with Melru
prexv Nicholas M. Schonck. Since
in
cliief
production
Ben Goetz. M-G
Iruni the
Ensland, also arrived
CiiaM over the weekend, it's berevolve
will
confabs
the
lieved
around production t)lans for tlu'

Jll
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aui Sllv(?rmiiii, IV»ii1(l*iii
Went 4«tU H(., NVtf York 19, N. T.

Aiiiiiinl

iWB). Others in the Golden Dozen
prepping mo.st theatres, finds busi- are 'Xate George Apley" (20Ui),
Brooklyn"
in
(M-G),
ness soaring per usual in most keys "Happened
covered by VAiirErv thi.s session, "Suddenly It's Spring" (Par). "CarEaster week, with the end of Lent
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publicity
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Wright at

fB wA Eagle-Uon Bury Hatdet;

NW AM 1^

Minneapolis, April

MoTe Towards Early Peace With U

V..Exliil)s

8,

Hobert Wright, assistant attorney
general, will be principal speaker at
convention of Noeth-Central Allied
Theater Owners, April 21-22 at

Ben Berger,
Nicojlet hotel here.
NortH^Central president, announced
strained relations between-*"
WrigHt Tvad agreed to, talk.
in
Ivan
Wright will Interpret the decree
^Eagle-Lion, tor alleged stuflio raiding, were halved this week when
for
Pic in tfeie featut«' session of the conivenTalent
find E-L patched the breafe at peace
current tUm.
Temple's
Joan
With
talks. The U-WB tiff also appeared London play, "No Room at the Inn,"
close to settlement since talks be- planned as his first independent film
tween William Scully, U's sales head, production, British pic -producer
and Harry Kalmine, Warners' top Ivan Foxwell atrlved In
York,
theatre man, are slated for later this Monday (7) aboard the Queen Elizrestored
Meanwhile,
week.
abeth and leaves for the Coast, FriUniversal newsJreels and started day (11) on a talent hunt, among
booking U's pix In scattercir spots.
He expects to reother things.
WB's armistice with E-L resulted main in the U. S. for three or four
J. Arthur Rank will $pend the first
in renewed bookings of E-L product weeks before returning to England.
theatres throughout the
few Weeks of his U. S, visit on busi»
iiy
Just out of the Ai^my, Foxwell has
country. For the past two weeks prepared a ocough, draft of the script ness and public appearances and
E-L pix had been under the threat of in collaboration with Paul Tabori. then devote the balance of his two• ban and theatre supervisors had Starting date has not as yet been month stay to personal affairs, acpiarked time pending final word set. Before the war producer was cording to Robert Benjamin, prexy
organization. He
h.o.
irom the
associated
with B.U.P. Franeais. of Rank's U. S.
WB's ruffled feelings over the Firm made "Carrefour" in 1938 plans to board the Queen Elizabeth,
Claimed unethical signing of Joan which Metro bought and filmed as May 2, along with his wife and John
Davis, his top assistant, arriving
Leslie, alumnus of the company, "Crossroads," a Hedy Lamarr-WiV
were moUlfied in huddles launched liam Powell starrer four years later. May ^ in New York.
Details of the British tycpOn^s
in the east by Al Schwalberg, E-L's
itinerary are a? foliowis, BenjaAiin
sales head, and on the Coast by
said:
Bryan Foy, company's studio chief,
The

"Warner Bros, versus Universal and

U.S, On
Eng.

Foxwdl
Hunt

WB

Hue

Gifts'

Then someone at the Fox let the cat out of the sack: Since both the
Arcadia and Pix are limited seaters and since crowds are coming into
town to see the big Oscar-winner, and since many people are unable
to get in, and since the Fox lies close to both the Arcadia and the Plx^
it figures on getting a hefty portion of the overflow.
Ipso facto, the bigger the crowds drawn by "Years," the better the
attendance at thfe Pox's "Carnival in Costa Rica," That's why, across
the bottom of the letter's ad^, manager Harold Seidenberg put the

Rank'sBusy 0. S.

New

Bear

,and Pix theatres.

'

,

'

fho

Philadelphia, April
8.
All that glitters is not <told and all that appears to be altruism.
P'rinstance, the case of the Fox theatre ads here last week, which made
Philadelphia's film row blink when it noted on the bottom the gra-.
cious plug for "Best Years of Our Lives," playing at the rival Arcadia

surprise lines:
"Congratulations to the Arcadia and Pix theattes oh their book of
the Academy Award winner, 'The Best
of Out Lives.* This js
one of the great pictures of all time and deservinjS Of the greatest
crowds in Philadelphia history."

WB

Yws

'

WB

Ob E Bendfciarf Itf

Eiglelion

WB

Leslie, who's currently wrangling legally with Warners over her

toss

U

expires soon.
the form of a
so fa)? as the
Concerned.
While the

WB

took
by
nix on all U's product
former's theatres are
Reprisal

anniversary
1. May 8—the
25th.
dinner of the Motion Picture Assn.,
as guest of honor, where he and Eric
Johnston will be pyincipal speakers.
2. May 9— address the World Sun
day School Assn; of which he is
world chairman.
Tri - power
meet among Nate
3. May 19—-journey to\Toronto to
Blumberg, Universal's prexy J. Ar- talk before the Empire Club of
thur Rank and I. W.. Schlesinger, Canada.
head of the- Schlesinger theatirical
4. May 24—continuing his Domin

breach between E^L

South Africa,

is

slated

for early in May in New York,
Schlesinger sails for the States this

and Warners has been healed there month to meet with his new part•till remains the moot point of Miss ners and to map their future course
in Africa.

Leslie's future. She's been the victor
so far in her court battle but should

Warners obtain a reversal on appeal, E-L may well be out on the
Jimb With "Repeat Performance."
There's no question but that it
would face a legal injunction against
distribution of the pic unless it settled out of court With the

WB

Studio.

Robert Siodmak Seeks

Final details on the tri-pact in
which Rank and U last month
bought into exhibition and distribution phases of the Schlesinger organization >ivill be nailed down. It's
also understood that the trio will
talk
production program for
a
South Africa. That's in the cards
Under the current deal recently an«
nbunced.
It's understood that I W. Schlesinger would like to remain in the
U. S. and turn over actual operation
of his South African interests to his

T® Establish Citizenship

With that aim, it's reported that
American scene to see
it's feasible for the South
African group to build up a circuit
Memphis, April 8.
in this country. Schlesinger was
Robert Siodmak, Hollywood direc- bora here and later emif^ated to
tor who has rung- the bell lately with the British Dominion.
"Spiral Staircase," "The Killers" and
"Dark Mirror," has. entered the
courts here to establish proof of his

k Unique Memphis Test

son.

he'll 0.0. the

whether

ENTERPRISE EXECS'

citizenship.

Action is believed to be unique in
court circles here. Through his at-

NX

MEETPRE-'ARCffPREEM

Enterprise exec staff will conclave
torney, R. L. Taylor; Siodmak asks
that chancery court order Carl in New York this week, with David
Stokes, criminal court clerk, to come Loew, David Lewis and Bill Blowitz
before it and testify so that the facts already east; Bob Taplinger arriV'
©f his American citizenship can be ing today (Wednesday) and Charles
spread upon official records. (Natur- Einfeld coming in Friday (11). They
alization was the jurisdiction of will view "Arch of Triumph," which
criminal court here until 1906.)
was brought east at the end- of
Slodmak's plea alleges that his February for editing, and stay for
lather, Ignatz Siodiftak, came to the preem of "The Other Love" at
Memphis from his home at Krakow, the Rivoli, N.Y., April 30.
Lo^w and Einfeld, Enterprise
in Austria-Hungary, on Jan. 1, 1886,
and was naturalized in the criminal pards, will confer with United Art'
(courts here on April 29, 1893, but ists distribution chief Grad Sears
that a record of the granting of on releasing plans for "Arch," while
found
Taplinger, publicity-advertising dicitizenship can no longer, be
rector, and Blowitz, top flack, will
in official documents here.
pub-ad head Panl
Several years later, the elder Siod- huddle with
mak returned to Leipzig, Germany, Lazarus, Jr.
and
Bloom,
Phillipine
married Rose
director
present
to that union the
1900.
April
Leipzig
on
8,
was born in
j. E. Cooper FonndatioB
For years, various tradepaper biographies had listed Siodmak as having
in Memphis and returned
Germany with his parents during

been born

(Continued on page 20)

.ielpria flying Across
-

Two

Actife in

Kaye

At the

With the British producer.

top of their agenda, it is understood,
are discussions of a releasing deal
now pending for product of Korda's
London. Film Productions in the
U. S..
Helprin will, also visit Korda's
Paris offices to confab with. Walter
He will be
Schmidt, French rep.

.

gone two

.

to .three

weeks

in all.

Robert Stevenson, who is under
contract to direct a film for Korda
in England, .and Leslie Mitchell,
Korda's top flack, who has been in
the U. S. learning American publicity method.s, will leave for Britain
aboard the .Queen Elizabeth tod;.y

...(yu'.e^nesday;),

,,

,

Goldwyn of

U-Ranbhci&t

For Over 21 Yrs.

,

MPA's

Knner ^ Problem

A.

•

,

About 1,500 persons can be accommodated in the baUroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. Intention is
about even-

to divide the invitations

between picture people and outincluding leading Govern-

ly

siders,

—

mental figures President Truman is
being, asked to attend—bankers, industrial tycoons and public opinion
leaders.

About

$25,000

is

being

budgeted

the dinner, with the cost-promember comrated among the
for

MPA

panies.
invite.

Admittance will be solely by
tickets will be sold.

No

Hepburn's Metro liver'

8.

Hollywood, April
Beverly Hills

,

.

J.

;

,

.

»

o

..

'

I

'

1-1 I

Herman Citron

,

.Arthur Krim

Raymond Massey
Bill Miller

Irving Mills
Sidney Mills

.

Fifed

McQracken

Jerry Fairbanks

Hal Roach
Alfred W. Schwalbe)-g

Quentin Reynolds

Monte Shaft
Barbara Stanwyck

George Schneider
Randolph Scott

Benny Rubin

-

.

Jules Seltzer

Prank Sinatra
Robert Taplinger
Andre de Tolh
Harry Warner
Fred Wilcox

Waxman

Philip
,

Veronica Lake
Dorothy Lamour
Mi-s, Lyle Latell
Frank' Launder
Gertrude Lawrence
Howard Levinson
Col. Nathan Levinsen
Harold Lewis
Dr. Peter Lindstrom
Mrs, Paul Lukas
Charles MacArthur
Eddie Mannix
Jerry Mason
William Mayberry
Booth McCra'cken

Jeny Pickman

Dorothy Stewart
Er J. Tait
.Jonie Taps
Robert Taylor
Jerry Wald

'

Burl Ives
Allen Jones

L A.

Anthony Collins
Mike CUrtiz
Delmar Daves
David Goodis
David M. Holtzinann

Max
•

Ben Hccht
Marcel Heliman
William Ross Howard
Ross Hunter

Danny Kaye

N. Y. to

Morros

i'

Carl Guthrie
Cecilia DeMille Harper

Gregory

Nate J. Blumberg
Al Braelcman
Alphonse Brisson

Hal Wallis
•

Adler,

8.

Howard Reinheimer
Robert Stevenson
.

Buddy

Owners

E.

•

Emerson Foote
Charlie Foy
Y. Prank Freeman

Carter and Horace Boos will continue galloper poliigr on Saturday
and Sunday mornings for the kids.
The Santa Monica and Hollywood
Hitching Posts will coatinUe hoss
opera policy.

Beatrice Lillie
Leslie Mitchell

j

Lester Cowan
Charles Einfeld
Jerry Fairbanks
Sylvia Pine"

8.
citi-

shorts.

W. Ray Johnston

Bori.s

Carol Brandt

Sophisticated
zens are uninterested in news or
westerns, so Bevhills Hitching Post
theatre is changing policy, Bows tomorrow (Wednesday) as the Beverly
Canon, offering "Blue Skies" and

.

Foundation
furnishes
half
of
money in campaign against juvenile
delinquency by both the Pueblo,
Colo., and the Greeley, Colo., Kiw'anis Clubs; 10 boys are maintained at Father Flannigan's Boys

Karen Booth'
Charles S, Boren

Bevhills Niies OaterS

.

•

.

Is

'

Philanthropic works of J. H.
Katharine Hepburn draws the
Cooper, who died last year, are being carried put by trustees made up femme star role in "Tiie House
of
Lincoln, Neb., business men. Above the River," slated to roll in
September
at Metro,
Cooper operated theatres in ColoSam Zimbajist w'U produce, with
rado and Nebraska In partnership
with Paramount.
Pet project of the director to be named within the
few
weeks.
next
Cooper was with 'cattle, and before
his death
he donated $80,000 to
Colorado Agricultural College to
N. Y. to Europe
improve dairy herds iu Nebraska
t.ewis Allen
and Colorado.
Leonard Bernstein
Other projects of J. H. Cooper
Jussi Bjoerling
Foundation include supporting nine
Alexander Brailowsky
young women in nursing training
Virginia Cherrill
two scholarships at School of Music
C. S. Forester
at Colorado College; two scholarBen Goetz
ships at University of Denver; four
John Grierson
scholarships
at
Colorado
State
Joseph Kazen
Teachers College.
Morris Helprin

,

awaiting start of shooting

is

Brit-

it impospic to hit

lyrics for

Hollywood, April

To,wn,.

from the

new American

one of the three major, circuits before' November, agreement between
Eagle-Lion and the J. Arthur Ranlc
interests is proving a sizeable boon
to the U. S. company.
E-L's deal
with Blank, according to Arthur
Krim, former's pre;^, guarantees
the Yank outfit that its pix will play
either the Gaumont or Odeon circuits promptly upon delivery of

on "That's

.,

For Korda London Confab
Morris Helprin, American rep of
Sir Alexander Korda, planes to London Friday (H) for conferences

father

his

Couple arrived on
Wednesday and returned over the
weekend. Trip also gave them a
chance to see their new baby.

States

Denver, April

of

New York

address the Canadian 6lUb Fine

visit,

of Vancouver.

UA

,

lllnesj

Hou^

jamblock on

'

Life," remake by Samuel prints;
Only delay allowed under
his "Ball of Fire." Miss the pact is sufficient time to build
in the midst of doing the up 'prelhninary exploitation and adthe pIft-Bhe's doing all vertising,
daughter, of them—thus the fUsh to return to
6. Thereafter visit his
Universal is also a beneficiary unMrs. Fred M. Packard, in Los the Coast
der a simUar arrangement. ConseAngeles, where Rank will see his
quently, "Lost Honeymoon" which
grandchild for the first time. He'll
Krim brought to England on his respend at least four weeks with his
cent three-week visit will play the
daughter.
entire Odeon circuit as the first E-L
6. July 17—jreturn to England.
export with its opening set for May.
While in New iTork, Bank will atKrim, by reason' of the pact, was
tend Universal board m^eetings as a
alsO able to set dates for ''Repeat
director and confer with Nate BlumPerformance" on May 15; "Out of
berg, U's prez; Arthur Krim, llagle-.
the Blue," June 15; "Red Stallion,"
Lion chief; and Robeit Young, headUniversal's pact with J. Arthur June 30; "Love from a Stranger,"
man of Fathe industries, Benjamin Rank runs fof 21 years and gen- July 31; and "Captain PasanoA^a,"
®
said,
erally
improves U's distribution Sept. 1.
Before another year .is up, the terms with the feritish outfit, Robert
Implementing E-L's deal with
British filmmaker also intends trek- Benjamin, head of Rank's U. S. or- Rank, arrangements have been conking to Australia, New' Zealand and ganization, reported last week. The cluded,' Krim said, for a compreSouth Africa, Benjamin disclosed.
Anglo-American deal is threefold, hensive exchange of talent, material
"
Benjamin said on his return from and knowledge between the two
a short visit to England, since it companies. This contemplates swapfoot'Casting'
2.5th
sets up a general partnership ar- ping stars, location and stock
rangement; provides for recipiocal age, files and other information. On
for
distribution and covert' the acquisi- request, Rank will shoot scenes
Anni
E-L and the latter will reciprocate
One of the problems that has been tion of new theatres thi:ougliout the for the British organization.
keeping the Motion Picture"" Associa- world.
While overseas, Krim also closed
"Rank and Universal will pick
tion committee on the 25th anni din(Continned On page 47 )
ner in almost daily sessions is de- up theatres wherever they can,"
termining who can be eliminated Benjamin explained, "It's their hoiie
from the list of invitees. Shindig that Universal wiU expand substanL.
to N. Y.
May 8, at which 3. Arthur Rank will tially In Latin America and the U, S,
Stuart Aaron
be a principal speaker, must be but the time, right now, isn't ripe.
Larry Adler
In the U, S. we'll wait until we see
limited by space restrictions to the
Richard Aldrich
how the decree makes out. Techni750 to 800 top people in the film inLewis Allen
cally, spealung, the deal with the
dustry, That necessitates some cauBarney Balaban
Schlesinger
interests
in
South
tious pruning to prevent creation of
Joseph Barry
(Continued on page 20)
ill-will, rather than the good-will
A. Pam Blumenthal
for which the dinner Is intended.

ion

'

to.

Serious

brought Danny ICaye and his wife,

^

interests in

sible for a

Eusheg Comedian Bast
Sylviii Fine, to
Coast last week.

terrific

playing time making

ish

Kaye's Dad's IlIpeBS

Rank

in

* With a

^Meanger Doe

contract, had been ticketed and
played for E-L in that company's
•^Repeat Performance."
stems from neWB's ire against
gotiations of William Goetz, U's top
studio oificial, for Robert Buckner,
a garner producer who's contract

lnie

Frefereitial

Youngstein
1

1

.

I.'-

'

Judith
...

<.

Woodbury

'

'
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Despite Decree s Stiy, CiipetitiYe

Rh.B»fa<'Unllh;Belht»eJ
-With a stay of the decree granted
yesterday (Tues.) toy tJ. S. Supreme
Court Justice Stanley F, Reed, the
(jljances ol distribs Continuing competitive bidding are still good; The
fact is that bid "selling, once viewed
jjjr^the majors with a mixture of
fear and dismay, has proved not to

Decree Snarl Postpones
ATA Convention a While

-

Convention of the American Theatres Assn., origlrfally scheduled for
April, will probably be postponed

ATA'* prexy Si
be the terrible bugaboo
Fabian and board chairman Ted
when initially edicted by the court
to ask for the
A canvass of a good Gamble have decided current
last summer.
uncerit

sounded

many distributioii; eJx«cs ihcUcates
they like the taste they've had of
bidding.--,:
,

distributor opinion
revealed company sales heads feeling they've really had too little experience to give a full-scale opinion
9n it, but certainly the widespread

of

Rouiiclup

several months.

delay because of the
tainty in pix selling under the debiggies figure that the
cree.
present muddle, derived in part from
the anti-trust stay, will unsnarl itself
in the nexi 60 days.

they've all made during the
past few months have proved highly
They, at least, at the
fiucoessful.
moment, think they like the new
method of selling.
Exhibitor side of the industry is
definitely not in agreement, while
some theatre operators are undoubtedly pleased at being able to
obtain product never before available to them, most of them have the
Idea that bidding is just emother
device that will enable the distribs
to extract Wgher rentals.
tests

ATA

Washington, April
tions,

selling practices

and

8.

restric-

provided in the anti-trust de-

cree were stayed yesterday' (Tues.)
until final decision on the appeal under an order signed by U. S. Supreme Court Justice Stanley P. Reed.
There were but two exceptions—the
order doesn't apply to long-term
franchises which are still out nor
does it cover 20th-Fox and National
Theatres since a special provision
was inserted for those two defendants confining their stay to competitive selling and

Ad

Reads:

Closed OM Aect
Of Pix Monopoly'

.

On- the other hand, distribs are
jnqt .denying that they've been getting perhaps 5% more rental than
Ijsual In a number of cases, although
they claim total so obtained is
meager. Exhibs as a whole, they sfiy,
reasonable, despite that it has happened in some isolated cases where
an operator wants to establish a new

policy for his house.
The greatest bugaboo anticipated
has hardly come to pass at all, say
the difficulty
the distribs. That's
that was foreseen in choosing between close bids, with the resultant
fear that there'd be a flock of Uiw-

(Contiiiued

Mm

PARDS'

:

on page

18)

POWWOW

COAST RE DECREE

l.arge contingent of officials

Paramount's
general

h.o.

see are available to us,"
Tilting with the majors, the Esquire asserted at length in its ad that
a "ruthless dictatorship" had prevented it from buying first-runs
away from the Broadway and Orpheum theatres, affiliates of the

Esquire was
Fox-Midwest circuit.
opened Jan. 22 with an announced

have

minimum

placed

attend the prices for their pictures in Cape
decree prob- Girardeau, higher than they have
ever received here and higher than
they receive in other cities of

.

similar siie."*

Par

May

Distrikt©

irilish-Made

Xraie'

Paramount may acquire the U. S.
release rights to the Madeleine, Carroll starrer, "White Cradle Inn,"
according to the film's producer, Ian
who arrived in New York

Maclaren,
Monday (7) aboard the Queen
Montague Gowthorpe, Walter tJross, Elizabeth for a two- week stay. He
pax Fellerman, J. J. Deitch and Hal, stated that, according to the terms
Pereira. "
of Miss Carroll's contract. Par is
granted first call on any outside
films she may make.
Small Sets 2 in Public
him,
print
with
Bringing
a
screened
for
Release Maclaren said it would be
'

Col.

Hollywood, April 8.
Edward Small closed a deal to
produce two films, both based on
public domain, for release
through Columbia.

.stories in

First to go is "D'Artagnan," built
en character
Alejtandre Dumas.
Second is a flUh version of the
wobert Louis Stevehson novel, The
Black Arrow."

by

.

for

Par and the company^ option

Picaflfords it 10 days to decide.
ture, in which l£.n Hunter appears
as the mafTlead, was three months
were
Two-thirds
production.
in
made on location' in Switzerland
while the remainder was shot at Sir

Alexander Korda's Worton Hall
dio.

British-Lion

is

releasing

stuin

Europe.
His hext film, Maclaren said,
would be a remake of the 1927 UFA
silent, "Blue Light," which starred
Noa-PriifilLakrPk
Hitler's favorite, Leni Reifenstahl.
Non-profit film center to produce Part of this will be made in the
ana distribute
Italiannon-theatrical films Dolomite section of the
been organized in New York by Austrian Alps while the rest will be
f??"^^entatives of about 100 na- done in Britain as was the case of
the
U. S.
in
While
"White Cradle."
°^
"^'vi*^ organizations.
» u
Delson, former counsel of the producer pointed out he'll seek
Republic pictures, is chairman of a femme lead, inasmuch as^Miss
"Light.
in
ceater-s executive committee;
ajjpear
Carroll wUlnot

m

of 122 pix during the months of
April, May and June, survey by
Varietv discloses. In effect, it means
a considerable advance Over the
the companies

UA OKs

Of that nmnber the majors' share
will be 70 films, while the four other
distribs contribute an added 52. Outand-out Yank features will total 103
pix, with the balance consisting of
four British-made films and 15 outers.
Two of the British properties,

Distrib

DealsforCoslow,

UU

tes pd

Three releasing deals with indie
producers lyere approved yesterday
(Tues.) at a United Artists' board
meeting ih: lifew York. TJA biggies
okayed five musicals to be produced
by Sam Coslow, each of which are
to cost over $1,300,000, Coslow last
completed "Copaeabana'' for UA re;

Board agreed to handle an allstar pic by Ifdward (iross and associates based on the current best'

seller, "Mrs. Mike" to Benedict and
Nancy Freedman. it's the March

opposition.

budget.

To insure prompt action in the
appeal proceedings, Justice Reed's
order provided that the stay be vacated as to any defendant who failed
to docket its appeal and file its record with the Supreme Court clerk by

dispatching to U. S. screens a total

W

which

filins

marked

for the
current stanza.

first

ear^
quarter of the

"Great Expectations" and "Odd Man
Out," both handled by Universisd,
should prove above average grossers

own

in their

right.

Film buyers should have a

fairly

juicy flock of potential heavy earners to choose from, since all majors
will release at least one top-budgeted vehicle. Among the most promising to hit the theatres in' the second
semester will be Metiro's "The Year-

RKO's

ling,"

"Honeymoon'*

Shirley Temple, Guy Madison
Pranchot Tone, Universal's "The

and

I,"

Paramount's Bing

with

and
Egg

Crosby

starrer, "Welcome Stranger;" Warners' "Stallion Road" and "The
Mrs. CarroUs;" United Artists' "Car-

Two

lease.

selection of the Literary Guild and
will also receive condensation treatment by Reader's Digest in July.
Film is earmarked for a $2,000,000

the decree's operations except
that applying to arbitration and the
separate decision is a result of that

negie

Hall,"

and 20th-Fox's "The

Late George Apley."
Two reissues are heading for general release accompanied by sizable
ballying.
They'll be Metro's "The
Great Waltz" and 20th's "Alexander's
Ragtime Band." And added to the
big pictures heading for the exchanges during the three months are

Approval was given tp a venture a number of solid grossers currently
by partners Edward Small and Roly- making the rounds. They include
ert young to tum'out two high bud- "Best years of Our Lives;" "Stairway
get pix within 18 months with to Heaven," "the Jolson Story" and

Young

First is "Razor's Edge."
starring in both.
v
based oa the novel, "The Lovers" by
Coluinbia again heads the majors
Samuel Fuller while. the second will for the number of releases planned,'
be another best-seller, as yet un(Continued on page 22)
announced.
Mary Pickford, UA co-owner, and
Grad Sears, veepee in cliarge of disSTILL
tribution, attended the meeting.
.

K

Coslow-Frank Producing'
Solo, Ditto

Monte Proser

NURTURING

ITS NO.

OF RELEASES

Metro has scheduled two new films
and one reissue for May, bringing

the total of releases since the first
Hollywood, April 8.
of the year to 14.
Two new picfollowing completion of tures include "High Barbaree," Van
(UA), indie Johnson-June AUyson starrer, and
"Copaeabana''
production in which they were part- "Undercover Maisie," starring Ann
As windup to the year-long cele- nered with Hollywood agent George Sothern.
Reissue is "The Great
bration of the 20th year of talking Prank, Walter Bachelor and Monte Waltz," starring Luise Rainer.
pictures, Warner Bros, will hold a Proser. Coslow is remaining on the
Fact that only two new films have
13-week sales drive beginning April Samuel Goldwyn lot, with other
been earmarked for May release
according to Ben Kalmenson, releases on his agenda, Frank will indicates that Metro will adhere to
26,
vice-prexy and general sales man- be his associate.
its
originally-announced plan of
ager.
WB^s Canadian exchanges,
Proser, meantime, is planning his putting out only two or three films
wliich were prevented from joining own series of "Copa Girl" indies. a month for the rest of the year;
the U. S. branches in sales drives Hersh also has other film financing Recently-announced boost in Metro's
held during the last several years plans since that is his l>articular production slate, with the company
because of wartime restrictions, will metier,
having in the works 44 different
participate in the competition.
films, had given rise to speculation
Series of regional meetings in conthat this might engendeir a coincident boost in releases.
nection with the drive Will be eon- Salesmen Negotiate
"Waltz" follows "Boomtown" as
ducted by division sales' m.anat[ers.
For Bargaining Status the second reissue of the year. This
is in line with the poliQr of Sletroi
Chicago, April 8.
sales veepee William P. Rbdgeirs to
Kussel Sues Par for lOOG
In the first move to obtain recogthe film salesman as a bar- release the oldies sparingly so as not
nition
'Cross 'My Heart' Title gainingof unit. Coliseum of Motion to flood the market and thereby
Suit for $100,000 damages, plus an Picture Salesmen of America, harm boxoffice potentialities of new
accounting of the profits, was filed headed by Arthur M. Van Dyke, product.
in New York supreme court Monday 20th-Fox, Chicago, announced here
(7) by playwright Daniel Kussel last week that it was negotiating
against Paramount for alleged mis- with three film companies to corappropriation of the copyrighted rect "inequalitl^''
in
salesmen's
title of Kussel's original play, "Cross salaries.
My Heart." Par last year released a
Van Dyke emphasized that tite orHollywood, April 8.
film under that title starring Betty ganization was not a union, and that
Worldwide distribution of "ForHutton and Sonny Tufts.
it would not become a union unless ever Amber," currently in producKussel charged in his brief that 51% of the membership requested tion at 20th-Fox, will be hopped up
Pair was guilty of unfair competi- union status, a possibility that he by dubbing or subtitles in 24 lantion. Since his play was completed was loath to admit.
guages. Studio aims at early release
before September, 1928, and has
of the picture in as many countries
been publicly performed in theatres
as possible to recover its heavy, inthroughout the country since that
vestment,
"EaUy Autumn," Louis i3r(imfield's
Foreign languages to be used are
day.
Par attorneys offered a general 1926 Pulitzeir-prize-Winnihg novel, Prench, German, Spanish, Norwedenial of the charges, claiming the has been purchased for the screen gian, Swedish, Danish, Italian, Czech,
phrase "cross my heart" had been by Benedict Bogeaus. It will go into Finnish, Polish, Dutch, Hungarian,
used for the titles of books, plays, production next fall for United Ar- Turkish, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,
release.
Afghan,
Portuguese,
Hindustani,
etc, long before the date of Kussel's tists
Deal is being negotiated by which Greek, Bulgarian, Siamese and Japlay. They claimed the plaintiff had
Bromfleld may do the Screenplay.
vanese.
no original copyright to the title-

WB'S FINALE DRIVE TO

from companies

lems now set for May 6-9 at Arrowhead Springs, Calif. Conclave is
planned as a followup on the Florida
meet last winter and Par's partners
are also expected to gather en masse.
H.o. forces will be led by Barney
Balaban, Par's prez, and Leonard
Goldenson, theatre head. Also appearing will be Austin C. Keough,
general counsel, and Edward L. Hyman, Leon D. Netter and Robert
Weitraan,
Veepees of Paramount
Theatres Service Corp. Other theatre
execs Included in the party Will be

Bomain

8.

in

policy of exclusive first-runs and,
rather than play oldies previously May 20, 1947.
shown in all houses in Cape
The order in no wise delays deGirardeau, would resort to the new
cree provisions on theatre operaopen-and-shut policy, the ad said.
tions. Big Five must, therefore, proPublicly piling complaint upon
ceed with the breakup of pools; the
complaint, the ad told the public
freeze on theatre expansion stands;
that even when a film is made
and the two-year deadline on paravailable "the price we have to pay
tial divorcement still holds.
is prohibitive and we are assured of
a loss before we show it." Apparently referring to the new competitive bid selling, ad continued, "Since
the Esquire opened, some of the

will

powwow on

Hollywood, April

Exhibitor wails of a product shortage should diminish to pianissimo if
current releasing plans of the eight
majors, Eagle-Lion and the three
minors for 1947's second quarter are
followed through.
The 12 distribs
are aiming to step up the tempo by

Samuel Goldwyn Will resume production of "The Bishop's Wife" April
a three-week delay during
which the story was revamped by
Robert E. Sherwdoa.
Picture goes back into work with
Henry Koster taking over the director chore, left vacant by the resignation of William A. Seiter.

14, after

,

Cape Girardeau, Mo., April 8,
With a half-page blast against distribs in a local newspaper as obligato and marquee signs reading:
"Closed due to' motion picture monopoly,"TTie Esquire theatre. Cape
preme Court decision.
Girardeau, Mo., has announced the
closing of its doors because of a
As to 20th and NT, the suspension
charged inability to book first-run applies only to one and six of the
Since intreased playing time is one pix. The house, ads declared, will
preceding
paragraph. The duo
ipf the basic faqtors in upping total
reopen from time to time when through their lawyer, John G. Casgross of any flim.
"pictures of the type you want to key, had bitterly opposed any delay

,

,

Goldwyn Resumes On
Wife' With Koster

start

competitive selling.
2.
Legalizes price-lixinc unthe Supreme Court rules on
the question.
3.
Permits block booking for
the time being,
4.
Restores clearance regulations to ttielr erstwhile state.
In eSect, this uiakes any reasonable clearance okay.
Removes
the rule placing the burden on
distribs to justify the reasonableness of any clearance provision.
5.
Suspends the regulation
which wonlA Mve given an exhibitor the ilght to demand a run
on written notice to a dlstrlb.
6.
Keeps the arbitration system operating up until a Sutil

Any Shortages

Diiiipate,,;^ars of

arbitration system

Consequently, ATA board mem- provisos.
bers are being polled on a postponeAs to the seven other majors, the
ment in the convention with an af- order has the following eifect:
firmative answer more tiian likely.
1.
Stalls flie oflicliii
on

Indie's

:
^

TABUS STiD
All

Distribs maintain they aire not
ijyeraging any greater income from
theatres in bidding areas, but they
are getting longer playing time on
their bigger pictures. Concessions
being made by the exhibs in their
bids is majnly taking this form of
adding a day or two to a run— which
of course,
Bijits the distribs fine,
•

122 I^i From 12 Distrils in April-Jpe

BOT THEIIE

20TH ANNI OF SOUND

Sam Coslow and David Hersh

have

split,

their

UA

On

illLoTeh

.

'

WcdiMssday, April ?, 1!M17

Loew's No. 3

Loew's Well Heeled to

R^naDce

trust decree is No. 3 in a series
devoted to the Big Five. While

Those Theatres Not §51 Controlled
Rita Hayworth's Bally
Abroad for Her Col. Pic
Rita Hayworth arriv<§s in New

York next Saturday

harder elsewhere than New York
and Loew's has already started
trimming its financial sails to meet
the demand for ready cash. That's
been done not only by the sharp
curtailment of overhead ordered at
the studios but also by the new $15^000,000 long-term loan iirhich it
closed Ipst week,
The parent organization already

days and theh

had in excess of $40,000,000 in cash
and Government, bonds which could
be called on to buy out theatre

Schenck Buys

partners. Its funded indebtedness of
$40,000,000 (plus the new $15,000,000)
is met by annual payments of $2,BOO.OOO Which is no great drain upon
The new
thie company's resources.
loan consists of $6,000,000 for eight
years at 2% Interest and $9,000,000
cf 2.85% debentuses, due July 15,
1965, neither of which should hamper
Loew's while the company takes on

the challenge posed by the two-year
deadline for acquiring the theatres.

Liquid Position
It's' fortunate for Loew's that its.
position i? so liquid—following the
profitable war years since there
are. some substantial interests, fiscally speaking, in the hands of its
In Boston .alone, for inpartners.
stance, the 22% Interest held by outsiders in three bouses iFepresents
(Continued on page 20)

—

Jiffied'si at

$750^

Yk Monogram in '47-'48
Besides Hegnkr Slate

She'll

JParis.

breakdown

Hollywood, April

Motion

Hollywood, April 8.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences announced 14 nominees

Paramount and

of

20thrPox theatre holdings. Next

for the election of four new governors, two in the music branch and
two in the short subjects division.

week RKO.

Music nominees are Louis Lipstone, MiklosRozsa, Morris St6lolf,
Harry Warren, Ned Washington, Roy
Webb and Charles Wolcott. Short
subjects candidates are George Bil-

Pars,$44|ti«

remain

there for two months, making short
trips to the south of France, Switzerland and Italy. Following that she'll
go to London.

Ik Bit Few Take

at

division will serve two
running mate one year.

AUtime record earnings for any of
major film companies was
racked up this week when Paramount reported estimated 53-week

years,

his

the

UABacUogCit^

earnings of $44,040,000 after all
charges including taxes for the year
ended Jan. 4, 1947. Company, at the
same time, turned in a fourth-quarter net Of $10,163,000 for the last 14

Kg Loew's Block

Philadelphia, April 8.
weeks which comjMres With $4vlll,Acquisition of a huge block of
for the corresponding 18 weeks
common stock by Nicholas 000
of 1945.
M. Schenck was high spot of tradThe year's harvest compares with
ing In film geeiBrities diiring the
$17,952,432 for '45,. heretofore the
month ending March 10, according peak take for Par. Included in it is
to the monthly report of fee Securi$4,840,000 which represents the comties
and Exchange Commission, pany's diriect
and indirect interest in
Loew's prez reported purchase Of
combined imdistributed earnings of
42,388 shares of lioew's, making his
partially
Owned nonrCphsoUdated
He also reported the subsids.
total 62,-727.
presentation of 1,000 shares to charity
Equivalent earnings on the 7,443,last January.
772 shares of common outstanding is
Spyros P. Skouras, 80th-Fox prexy.
$5.92 per share as against $2.39 last
disclosed that htt Sq14 42,000 of 20thyear on 7,504,272 shares, which repFox common, bringing his total resents 8,752,136 shares then outdown to 5,230 shares. The transac- standing adjusted for the iwo-for.
tion took place ^st January. .
otte stock split put through during
Activity in Warners' stock in- '46.
Employing the same basis. Par
cluded the sale of 4,000 shares by estimates, equivalent earnings for the
Harry Warner,' bringing his total to quarter at $1.37 per share against
296,000. His trust holds 16,000. Jack
55c in the corresponding quarter Of
Warner disposed Of 1,000 shares '45.
during the month, making his total
428,000. The Jack wirner trust acquired 1,500 additional shares. AlHitckoek's
bert Warner reported holding 43il,common..
OOO shares of

Loew's

.

Mjectif

WB

He

Camera

—

'

Thus far 19 state legislatures have
completed their work, leaving tlie
untouched.
Another 25
legislatures are currently in se-ssjon.

5%

lA'

20

Canada with Earl Lawson, RankOde'en topper there, concerning a renewal of the' Monogram Csmadian
which expires in August.
Commenting upon reports that for-

I^sTheatie$0wnedLess%9S%^^

Await Release

by the

&i

'

New Eick^e

m

"floppy's Holiday."

Before the cameras is Nebenzal's
"Atlantis," while Harman-Ising are
animating "The LitOe Prince."

RUSSIANS YEN

CAYIM

Russia
terest

showing a revived inin American pix and is again
is.

putting the bee on Yank producers
for new product, I. Napoli, head of
Artkino, U. S. distributor of Soviet
films, said last week.
Under recent
instructions from the Soviet government, Napoli has chosen "a list of
more than 20 films from the last
two years' lineup and has asked the
Motion Picture Export Assn. to forward prints to Sussia for selection
,

there.

,

.

Number' Around N. Y.
Hollywood, April 8.
Hal Wallis has bought for Pararepeated

Wrong Num-

CBS

suspense

which Agnes Moorehead

starred. Anatole Litvak will .co- produce and direct, No cast is set but
Wallis is seeldng top names.
Lucille Fletcher, who wrote original airer, is doing screen treatment,

outlining .woman's background before a phone call. Plans. c»l} ^pr, extensive shooting around N. Y.

Orcat

Ard.stoilil r».. .\.

50

3

Realty Co., Buf-

2

'

l.akfK

'fheatre

Uealiy & Improvement
I'o,. .Mfcw Orleans....
Silhurhan Theatre Corp., AVhite
Plalne. X. Y
Penn-Kederal Corp., Pittsburgh

43

1
1

Really Co.,

I'awlhortif-
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1
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1
1
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Sli
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AmUBenient
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Galte Theutre Corp., M.

Xh

iiiff.

1
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1
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1

(l«'-4,

Co.,

Y

Kera. .M.
Bi-oa,I,-hester

Co.,

l)uj*

t'm'l)..

mond
West KeadinK

1-

<)....-.

1

50
50
tiO
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Center Studios.

50

All of Wurtzel's indie productions
for 20th-Fox release will be filmed
on the new lot. First to go *ill be
''Roses ;Ar« OBed," starting early 'in

Co.,

.

J

Hollywood, April 8.
Sol M. Wurtzei closed a deal 'for
the rental of two of the nine soutid
stages at the new Motion Picture

m

1

Theatte
lieadini^j P^. .,

Capitol.

Wurtzei Rents 2 Stages

1

ver ......................... 1
Valentine Theatre.* Co.. -Toledo. 1
Ilhodeit
'I'heatni
Wperal inif
'4" Corp., Atlanta...............
1
.Superior Theot-re t'orp..- Toledo 1
Venetian Amusement Co.. Itir-li-

•

.

1

Ken-

Coltnn-

.

U

'

'

Yorikei-s,

<'orp..

:

1

their

choice it will be. up to Napoli, to
carry on negotintidtts on terms, etc.,
in the U. S.
,

1

Corp.,

Artist.H,
ColU)T)i*Mfi,

Toledo Op.eratiii^ Corp.,.Tole*lo.
'Coloratlo-Oj-pheu'ln Coiiv.. Den-

,\Ve.'.l

50

'

Y
Theatres
more. N. Y

Corp.,

Operating

I.oul.'<vllle

(?«.,

!

D'elken

conmion
Slate Theatre
CoIumbuiJ, O.

T

1

I-oew-l'iiileO

&

M<M'<-flall

1

N. Y..

r,e*>-Hli-hmi,n<l Corp.. N[. T.. ..
Yflnkers Operating Co., T4»n-

43

1

Caiijil

Chnpfl

T....,, ......

Xaron Amusentent

Y

Corp-,

Buiralo
Fionlii^r Tht-atre Co., BulTiilo.
fii-oiuli-o.se Thditre Corp., Buffalo

T.nuit'vlUe

make

.

.

iiioi-e

Mc-.N'aug-hton
falo

5j)

May.

"

*

The
viously serviced that sector.
company has been operating a shipping base in Jacksonville for a' number of years. There's no iwtentioH
of eliminating the Atlanta office, a
Paramount spokesman noted.
Seme of the majors, including Par
and RKO, maintained exchanges

CROP OF 20 YANK FILMS

.

Ceutury-Pai-kwaj' Carp,, Baltl-

'

.

'

Wallis to Shoot 'Wrong

strong protest against the

,

%

.

iei

Heavy backlog of features United measure was registered by natives.
had piled up a few months The St. Louis Motion Picture Theback is being rapidly whittled down. atre Owners Assn., led by Fred
While there are H pictures Currently Wehrenberg and James Arthur, regin cans and awaiting distribution, istered a vigorous gripe against the
approximately eight of them will go bill, which was designed to garner
into regular or pre-release engage- more revenue lor -municipal purments within the next few months. poses. Wehrenberg pointed out to
Reservoir to fill the hole in the the members of the Ways and Means
backlog consists of eight pix now in Committee that the Federal tax has
the editing stage. Before the cam- been absorbed by the exhibs, and
eras currently are only two films, any additional tax would have to be
one of them a feature-length car(Continued on page 18)
toon. That compares with 12 editing
and five shooting six months ago.
Awaiting release at the moment Jadsonvilie, Fla., And
are "Ramrod'" (which already has
had some pre-release engagements),
Antonio likoly 2
"Arch of Triumph" and "Other
Love" from Enterprise; "Carnegie
Centres
Hall" from Morros-LeBaron, "New
Orleans" frran Jules Levey, "CopaAn increase of the traditional 31
cabana" from Sam Coslow, "Mon- exchanges may become general with
sieur Verdpux" from Charles Chapthe majors under plans currently
lin, "Personal Column" and "Disbeing mulled. Paramount has taken
honored Lady" from Hunt Strom- the. first Step in that direction by
berg, "Adventures of Don Coyote'
orderihc the opening of a fullyfrom Comet, and "Dangerous Adven- manned exchange
Jacksonville,
tures" (Hopalong Cassidy).
Fla., .June 1. Metro and 20th-Fox,
Editing currently are Benedict it's "understood, are considering a
Bogeaus' "Christmas Eve" and "A similar move and it's likely the Par
Miracle Ca« Happen,"
Seymour action will be the clincher. Metro,
Nebenzal's "Heaven Only Knows," 20th and Par are also weighin* the
Howard Hughes' "Vendetta," Enter- addition of an exchange in San Anprise's "Body and Soul," Howard tonic,'. ..Texas."'''
Hawks' "Stampede" .(formerly "Red
Par's decision was made to save
River "), Comet's "Stork Bites Man" exhibs in Florida and thereabouts
and the Hopalong CaSsidy western, the long haul to Atlanta which pre-

..j .

.

distribution of ap50,000 cuffo postcards
ej^hibs in the lobbies of their

Artists

USSR, has not indicated how'
Loew's theatres vrhich come within the partial divorcement provision of
ownership by LoeW's is indicated many films they want to biiy, Napoli
the decree are listed here; Perc
mer RKO film buyer Harold in the last' coltliba^-^^^^^ TO analysis of the company's theatres dates back said, and that will depend on the reMirisch may enter the Monogram several
action of Soviet film ofiicials to the
years and tiicre may be a number of minor changes:
producing fold, Broidy declared that
'^""^
new crop. List forwarded to the
No. «« Loew'"various phases of production were
No. of Loew's MPEA stresses musicals and corneInt.
'Houses
Co., City or Stat
discussed with Mirisch, and a definite
Co., City Or State
Hansen % Int. dies with the films culled, in the
England Theeireii,
P<jll-New
decision will be forthcoming from
17
7S
««»:-.
Hom Hark Theatre On.. N. Y.
C-onn. and Sfa*».
main, "for their artistic qualities,"
iiO
DyrWw,joiI
Amuitenient
Co..
both parties soon." Mirisch and. the Biiiralo theairei! Co.. Bujtalo.. »
Napoli said.!
-."J.
Theatre» Co., Upper
T
(18%
1
Mono prexy had previously huddled Ki:ftalo
43
Sliernian
New Tork..
8
Amusement
The rest is tip to the. MPEA, acCo.,
in Chicago, along with Maurice Clevplancl Theatrts Go;, Cl*v«.
N. Y
1
cording to the Artkino chief, since
Chateau Amuaenaent Co., N. Y. 1
.10
land
6
.,
>,.
Maurer, who operates the Broadway
that organization must not only obcommon Itemloi-k Theatre Co.. N. Y...' 1
BO
film holdings of the City Investment
anil !1.31 liveriri-eeH
Amusement Co.,
tain consent of the majors but also
pref.
Y
1
Mirisch's brother Walter, alCo.
ship the prints to Moscow.
Once
I,«e«'s Bos<<)n Tlieatre Co.,
r^aiKlrull Heolty do., N. Y....
1
ready is a Monogram producer.
16
Oltheu, Jn<i., .V, Y. ...... ...... r
.Boston
50
3
the
Soviet
olRcjals

in,

8.

proximately
theatres

frinchise,

oft

'Tax Threat In St. Louis
St. Louis, April

«

St. Lptiis exhibs are holding their
breath in the hope that a proposed
5% aiinusement tax that was permitted to die in the Ways and Means
Committee of the Board of Aidermen last week, as the 1946-47 session
ended, will not be revived when the
board meets for the next fiscal year.

Through the

11

'

thriller

8.

disclosed

.

-

ber,"

Assn.

industry

Saul Elkins, Jerry Fairbanks,
Walter Lantz, Louis Notarius, Fred
Quimby and Ralph Staub. Candidate with the most votes in each

AUtime Record

•

Col's European staff is setting up
press interviews for each stop on
Miss Hayworth's itinerary,

,

release "Sorry,

Picture

action atjlverse to Bollywood or the
film theatres.
In Delaware, tax and censorship
bills died.
In Oregon a general 3%
sales tax, affecting theatres as well
as purchases, was passed, but this
is still subject to a popular rele^'endum in the fall.

son,

Idf^ for
Rope'
Minimum of six films from its proDaniel M. Sheaffer, Ptiiladelphia,
ducing affiliate. Allied Artists, is sold 600 teres of Universal Pictures
Alfred Hitchcock plans grabbing
tiated to be released <luring 1947-48 commonHe now holds 17,707 off a record of some sort by filming
ito
Monogram silSTcs
according
season,
""The Rope," adaptation of the Patprexy Steve Broidy, who added- that
Herbert J. Yates added 4,700 rick Hamilton play, in no more thanthe pictures are to be budgeted at shares of Republic Pictures common, 20 days. He's going to use the subFrederick jective camera technique, employ^
4750,000 each. This is in addition to making his total 44,300.
the regular '47-'48 Mono production R. Ryan purchased 1,4100 shares of by Robert Montgomery in Metro's
Republic.
elate, which calls for 48 films.
"Lady in the Lake," even more exThree officers of Monogram Pic- tensively than IVIontgomery did.
Broidy said three Allied Artists'
With that in mind, entire 'film will
pictures will be ready for release tures exercised their options to purthis year, plus some 10 or 12 regular chase Monogram 'common.' -Samuel be a one-shot which means there'll
Monogram features which are sched- Broidy added 5,000 sfaafes to his be no cuts and no panning oft the
uled t« be completed- by Oct. 1. Aside totai, making It 12,799; Edward players, .v;
Hitcticock Bgures the novel onefrom Boy del Ruth's "It Hajppened Morey, 600 «hares, total, 1,SOO; Samshot device can be used because the
on Fifth Avenue," already in release. uel Wolf, 2,000 shares.
entire action of "The Hope" takes
Allied plx marked for distribution
place in one room. To slash his
this year Include the King Bros.'
Mni.
Montez'
shooting time drastically, he in"Gangster," Jeffrey Bernerd's "Black
Hollywood, April 8.
tends thoroughly rehearsing
hisGold" and Glazer-Finston's "TsehaiDouglas Fairbanks, 3t., signed players, -before cranking a .single
kovsky."
Begarding the possibility of more Maria Montei tor Uie lemrnk lead in scene. Pie is a joint venture of
independents joining, Broidy said "The Exile," Wlilch he will picture Hitchcock and Sidney Bernstein unMono is "prepared to handle any in- .for Universal-International release. der the Trans-Atlantic FHms' tag.
Originally, British production of
Femme role calls for less than 20
dependent producer through Allied
minutes on the screen, but Miss Monr "The Rope" was contemplated but
Artists."
Broidy, who is in New York after tez insisted on taking it,- over obr latest plans call for shooting in
EteUywood.
a cross-country junket which took jectipns. of
V
him to Chicago, Detroit and Toronto,
disclosed that he had huddled in

mount

,

Acad, Lists 14 Nominees
yesterday (7) that two more states,
Delaware and Oregon, had
J'or 4 Governors Seats up their legislative sessions wound
without

shaping their fiscal policies to
meet that contingency.
Vabiety has already printed a

prepara-

(12)

tory to leaving for Europe, April 16
on the S. S. Veendam. She'll remain
abroad until July 2S, combining a
vacation with a widespread «xploitation campaign for Columbia's "Down
by more than 5% and less than to Earth," which she just completed.
95%.
Her first stop is Rotterdam for
The decree hits the company much three dfeys, then Brussels for three

Were Aimei

the final say on whether that
proviso will become law is yet
to be handed down by the tJ. S.
Supreme Court, all theatreOwning companies are already

Loew's should retain its driver's +
perch in metropolitan New York as
the top-ranking circuit despite the
threat of the decree's partial diOnly 15 of the comvorcement,
pany's houses in the five boroughs
are partially owned and none of
these by less than 50%. Of the entire tbew's chain of 174 theatres, in
and out of New York, some 78 fall
into the classification of being held

'

Many M-Aimiieiiieit Tax lis

Analysis of Loew's - theatre
standing under the partial divorcement provision of the anti-

'

'

in

Jacksonville up to seven or eight
years ago.
At that time the diS"tribs closed down as ah economy
move but the feeling now IS that
with trade screenings and other decree practices the distance to Atlanta is too far for many exhibs.

Little Carnegie's

Lease

In Litigation in N. Y.
Showdown argument oyer who's
entitled to operate the Little .Carnegie theatre, one of New York's
top moneymaker sureseaters, was
staged' yesterdtor (Tues.) before the
at>pe}late term of the N. Y. supreme
court tiittle Carnegie Realty Corp.,
as landlord, maintained that the
lease now held by Max Goldberg
and Irving_ Lesser in the name of
First JRun Films, Inc., had been cancelled as a result of the former's re-,
-cent purchase of the building from
the owners of Carnegie Hall.
Dispute centers over a clause in
the Original lease to Goldberg and
.Lesser which grants a purchaser of

the realty the right to cancel if it
acquires adjoining property.
It's the contention of the tenant?
that no such purchase of adjoining
property was made. The leaser ordinarily, wouUI haVe t'WO more years

also

to run.

Decision of the municipal court
found in favor of the landlord' and
orderedi Goldberg and Lesser to vacate the boiise. Appear/iwas filed—
hence yesterday's hearing--and a
stay of the order, pending a ruling
of the appellate term, was granted.

Walter Beck of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim argued for the tenants and David Liewis froiited for
the landlord.

,

.

%

^tiasB&Bfi April

.

:

I9^f

-RADIO TIE
Mea

Rio-Faille's IJlrnan Decries

Of Ad-Pix Spreading Into leatres

ife durpiBng
Double-bill reissue packages,

throughout the country, proved their
worth to Broadway over the weekend with the Republic theatre's
booking of "Kit Carson" and "Last
Duo of Edward
of the Mohicans."
Small productions, now being distributed as reissues by PRC, played
to' near 'Capacity at the small theatre
on Saturday (5) tnd Sunday, topping
all house records with a $7,000 gross
.

two days.

for .the

Although Easter Sunday was expected to be a good boxofflce day,
tlie Saturday crowds were considered especially remarkable in view
oi the fact that

it

inner s

Luck

Charles Maling, Who wcrlcs in
the 20th-Fox homeoflilce photo-^
been*
had.
Stat
department,
bothering the 20th radio pub:

licity staff for

months for

tickets

to some radio show. Irv Kahn,
radio publicity chief, finally gave
him a pair of ducats fsr "Give

and Take,"

CBS

audience par-

show aired across-theboards.
Result: MalUig hit the jackpot
on the show, carrying home a
53-piece Chfaiif set, (t vacuum
cleaner and a clgaret lighter.
ticipation

rained continu-

tinued until well after S p.m., the
lifte never eased, with standees still
In evidence at lfl5 a.m., only 16 minutes before tt»e boxofflce closed for

than three-and-a-half hours, according to the hdnse management, was
the only thing that kept the gross
from climbing still higher.
Two films, first of a group of
SmaU productions optioned by PRC
ior reissue, were originally sold on

(Continued on page 18)

IKO-Pafti lit
-.On

,

Isiteil

WeoingCwsl Prods.

Easlj

.

In

Or^sTooManir^C^^^

Fact the show ran more

Lensing o|

&ys Fred

Ullman

RKO's 'Closeup"at

the

new Harlem studios of RKO-Pathe
in' "New York has been indefinitely
postponed, according to Pathe prexy
Film was to
Frederic Ullman, Jr.
have been «»« first of several which
H.KO pltnntd to shoot In N. Y. and
which were reportedly to serve as
bait for others of the majors to rent
David O. Selznick's
the studios.
Jenny," meanwhile,
"Portrait
of
broke the ice as the first major feature to be lensed at the studio with
« prolog of the French-made "Man
Maurice
starring
About Town"
Chevalier Also being shot there cur-

Memphis, April

8.

"Maeomber Affair," skedded to
preem loealty at Loew's Palace
Thursday

Radio
motion picture industries, imtil only recently at loggerheads because of the fear of comaiid

Crowds began to
ously that ds.y.
queue up outside the theatre -at 11
a.m. and, although the rain con-

the day.

suddenly
over the weekend, and Metro's "Sea
of Grass" substituted after Lloyd T.
Binford, chairman of the Memphis
censor board, had ordered tliree ma^
jor slices in the United Artists piC'
ture starring Gregory Peck, Joan
Bennett and Robert Preston.
Binford confirmed ordering deletions, but declined to name them.
Varieiy learned, however, that he
ordered stricken these three scenes:
One involving a night episode in
which Miss Bennett wanders from
her husband's tent, apparently for a
nocturnal tryst with the other man;
another in which she shoots her
spouse to death instead of a charging animal; and, third, the sequence
in which she discusses question of
her guilt of murder in such a way
as to leave some doubt With audience
as to whether killing of the hus(10) , wsis jerked

.Ullman, who returned, recently
from a trip to the Coast, the purpose of which was, ostensibly to in-

mbjor producers in the studio,
declared 'Hollywood had lio particuaversion to eastern prbdtiction.
U the film's locale is laid iii N. Y.,
terest

te

(Continued on page 18)

1

(Contmued on page

22)

JAMES NASSE BUYS
GEN'L SERVICE STUDIOS
'
Hollywood, April 8.
James Nasser', north California
chain exhib and indie producer, has
bought General Service Studios for
a reported $2,500,000. Deal was announced by William Cagney, part

owner with Benedict Bogeaus.

It

involves both partners' interests.
Cagney continues tenancy and has
use of studio facilities, due to his
United Artists commitment for at
least two films annually for five
years.
Bogeaus, who denied such
deal last weSc was unavailable for

comment.

HAWKS INKED FOE

'IIFE'
Hollywood, April 8.

mum

Samuel Goldwjrn signed Howard

Hawks

to direct 'iTiat's Life," next
starrer for Danny Kaye.
Filming starts late in May, from a

moment, though understood some
may come in to have a try screenplay by Harry Tugendi

higherups

at out-talking Binford.

Censor's objection

from personal

is

feeling

as' blazes
what's comiijg to
ing any doubts in
Incident marks

guilty

said to stem
that gal is
.

of "Brewster's Millions," "The

Out

Richard de Rochemont, March of
Time producer, who pointed out that
the public has become so accustomed

Song missed the Hit Parade

when the film was first released
in 1939 because 20th gave it no
such radio promotion at that
time. By the same token, 20th
ehiefs hope the film will gross
$500,000 more as a reissue than
the $2,000,000 it earned during
its original run.

via radio to taking their entertainment with a heavy dash of cominercialism tossed in that theatregoers
no longer seem to resent the inclusion of ad-pix on commercial
screens.
Ullman, however, averred
that such was not the case. since the
public doesn't pay for its radio en-

tertainment and can always switch

Walsh and St loo lA

off a

Named

in

dues payments.

Klaverkamp is seeking $S4,82S for
himself, and Baur a similar amount.
Both are former members of the St.
Louis Theatrical Employees Union
Local B-2, an affiliate of the stagehands local No. 6.
The petition that B-2 members
were charged 15% of their wages as
dues, in violation of union bylaws,
which set up 5% aS; the maximum.

of the B-2 kf filiate, it is New York City's comptroller
charged, were not allowed to take Lazarus Joseph.
Marathon marks Satenstein's first
any job without a special permit
excursion iftto film-making. He refrom the officers of local No. S>
turned from the Coa.st, Sunday (6)
after lining up PRC's Sutherland
studios as a base of operations next
July, -Talent has not been set as yet
(Continued on page 22)

role in "Caged
in three weeks.

Walter

Fury" slated to

Wanger

switched

start

.

.

of

,

.

.

-

,

.

.
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May Make

H'wood

Pic in

British
film
producer Herbert
Wilcox and his actress-wife Anna
Neagle may come to the U. S. later
this

month

Hollywood,

to

make

according

a

picture in
Wilcox's

to

Anthony

musical, directoi:

Collins,

who returned from

Britain Friday
(4) aboard the America after a fivemonth stay abroad. He said the
pair had reC^Iy completed the
"Courtneys of Curzon Street" at
Korda's
Shepperton
studios
for
British Lion release.

.

.

,

Wilcox and Anna Neagle

from

.

.

Principally
backed by
Harry
Brandt, new firm known as Marathon Pictures, Inc., plans to make
four low-budget features starting
July 1 for PRC release. Distribution
deal calls for delivery of the quartet within a year. Heading the setup is legit producer Frank Satenstein, who'll act as producer.
Associated with him in the venture are
Pete Mayer -as director, son of
Arthur Mayer; Max Wilk as writer,
son of Warners' Jake Wilk; and Bob
Joseph as asiiiociate producer, son of**

Members

.

.

4 all@0^200€ Budgets

the union with

charges officers

.

U

whereas

PRC, Plans

Indie Via

of
illegal assessment of dues that resulted in the plaintiffs being blacklisted because of their protest against

UA

<

doesn't like,

New

week by two former members of the
H. Klaverkamp and
local, Henry
Their petition
Ralph W. Baur.

the pugilistic picture, "Whiplash," "The Lost Love" to "The Lost Molaw" and "The Southerner" (latter in
which William Jacobs is producing ment." . . . Thomas Gomez inked for
•
finally was allowed to play undei
Tru- a featured role iii "Ride the Pink
and Lew Seller directing. .
strong public protest against ban),
Kansas City, April 8,
Bradley will narrate "Rhythms Horse" at Universal-International.
man
and the deleting of many aceiies
A state board of censors is a pos- from
of the Big City" and Knox Manning , .^ Metro used 780 atmosphere playparticularly those
pix,
for "Living With ers in the waterfront sequence of
sibility in Missouri as a result of a
the
same
do
will
showing Negro entertainers In light
bill being introduced in the general
Lions," Technicolor shorts to be pro- "The Pirate."
Lillie Messinger
that Binford regards as objectionduced by Gordon Hollingshead at checked in at Universal-Interuation-Assembly by Biep. Harry Schendel/
able.
of St. Louis. Bill would create a
Warners. . . . Michael Curtis re- al as production aide to Leo Spitz
bpard In the department of educaturned from New York for final and William Goetz.
. Charles R.
.
tion to censor films as well as banediting on his first indie production, Rogers postponed the starting date
Series
Tees Off. Isl
nfers, posters and other ad matter.
"The Unsuspected," at Warners and of "Hollow Triumph" to late July
The board would' have three memto start work on his next, "Shadow
because of Scripting delays. . . .
Of Eiploilition Meets of Fear".
Joanell James gave up Harry Mendoza, former magician,
Mrs, each settling $6,500 per. year.
-Films approved would require a
Universal tees off today (Wed.) her player contract at 20th-Fox and inked as technical adviser on gamstamped certification by tlie board, on
bling sequences in "The Foxes bt
new policy of regular returned to Chicago and mother. ,
a
{ee for the- work of the board would exploitation meets for both h. o. an,d Michael' Gordon brought "Jeopardy" Harrow^' at 20th-Fox. .
.
Edward
be two dollars par
Series will be held in on the nose at Universal-Inter- Aljerson will send "The Big Cur1,200 feet of film. field flacks.
tain," RohertCumraings starrer, into
Chances for bill's pa.ssage appear three times yearly with the second nationaL
Permits granted 2dth-Fox for work Aug. 15, for 20th-Fo?c. release.
as QKhibitor* will oppt>?e the conclave already feV. for September,
"The
measure.
Officials of the Kansas The meets follow up the idea of erection Of a $19,875 set for
Sylvia Sidney's illness halted filmHarry M.
J«iissouri Theatre Assn,
-here ihdi- augmenting the company's field staff Foxes of Harrow" and to
"Love From a Stranger," proWcd they would fight the- bill. Op- with flying squadrons of exploiteers Warner for a $25,000 structure on ing of
Republic duced by James Geltcr and directed'
.
.
position is basing main attack on from the h. o.
the Warner ranch.
"The Miracle by Richard Whorf at Eagle-Lion. , ,
censorship body on the grounds that
Special plans will be set at the bought screen rights to
a novel by Herman Hack doubled as star and
J^Js Unnecessary expense si-iice cen- current two-day huddle which takes of Charles DoWn,"
which Al Santell producer of "Frontier Pardon Reads
'gfa«i> has' not been an issue in place in the Hotel Astor (N. Y.). Charles Larson,
Stephen Auer's the Bible," a IBm two-reeler to be
Misspuri in recent years,
With John Joseph, U's national di- will produce. .
production since returning to relea.sed to churches and Sunday
rector of advertiling »ttd publicity, first
Republic lot is 'The Defense schools by Scripture Ii'ilms.
the
leg
a
of
because
attend
to
unable
Columbia inked Helen Morery ior
Re-st-s;" based On an original story
eastern
Bergman,
Maurice
^Ijld Suspends 4 Extras injury,
role in "De-stiny," a Rudolph
by Bradbury Foote. ... Waltci- a key
ad-pub chief, will wield the gavel.
Brtnnan and Natalie Wood, moppet, Flotliow production, to be directed
U's top men will brief the exsigned for key spots in "Drift- by D. Ross Lederroan. ,, . , Enterwere
the
of
phases
Hollywood! April 8.
_
different
ploiteers on
wood," to be produced by Allan prise is sen din,? out :questioi1naii'es
those
Among
activities.of the
il*""^ roembers
Screen compahy'a
to theatre audiences to find a new
12.
are Dwati at Republic, starling May
^'^re handed 30-day slated to do blackboard chores
his player title Ior the Harry Sherman prosaS^
. Reed Hadley winds up
1"
for "set jumping," meaii- William .Scully, sales head; Matty
"They Pas.sed Thi.s Way."
ln»
contract with 20th-Fqx on comjjle- duction,
Vi^yed hookey on $14 Fox, exec veepiee who'll talk o» the
Mink De Ronda, carnival optall.
of his current chore in "Captain
™,e'^a'> $20 jobs on anoliicr lot. program of United World Pictures. tion
technical adFrom Castile" and will return to erator, was signed .a.s
^^ool^s Benedict, U'« 18m aubsld; William Hein^mau,
viiier ill "Nightmare Alley," to.be
a memv,»
, T;*""®
Broadwa.v legit.
Henry
division;
20tlrGuild's board of di- head of the Rank
Pine-Tliomas upped Riohiu'd Doii- produced by George Jessel at
Cors
l«sweU. Jay Mion A. Line t, eastern ad chief: and Ai
Stardom, with his fiist top Fox.
to
uiuc
*«4lwik U^^^^
a»*n»«er.
HorwlU, partem pubUcitjr
'.

it
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Ex-iemkrs

Hollywood, April 8.
Warners assigned Douglas Ken.,
nedy as Zachary Scott's bodyguard

MISSOURI PROPOSE!

show

the people pay to get into theatres
and won't go for any hint of commercialism in the screen medium.
For this reason, plus the fact that
Suit by ^
exhibs squiawk if any commercialism is included in the shorts for
St. Louis, April 8,
Richard E. Walsh, prez of the which they must pay rentals, Pathe
has been forced consistently to lean
International Alliance of Theatrical
over backwards to get away from
Stage Employees; Elmer Moran, head
(Continued on page 20)
of Local No. 6 here, and 15 members
named
dewere
of the local body
damage
suit
in
dehdants
a $109,750
Marathon Ficts,
filed in the U. S. district court last

Head'

.

Briefs Froni the Lots

and ought to get

her without leavanybody's mind.
one more in long
series of brushes UA has had with
Binford, Including outright banning

^SMFT

Makes

"Alexander's Ragtime Band,"
written by Irving Berlin m&ny
years before World War I, is
finally slated for the Hit Parade.
This is the result of the radio
promotion campaign given th^
film of the same name, which
20th-if'ox plans to reissUe in the
immediate future. Most, of the
radio publicity, of course, revolves about the song.

on both sides, have finally
cemented relations, and to the ex-

tent that the film industry has found
radio to be the most productive and
least costly form of ad-publicity.
Chief method of capitalizing on
radio advertising is the plugging: of
songs from musicals and: the recordr
shattering grosses being rung up by
such current films as "Jolson Story"
and "Blue Skies," along with the
tremendous sheet and record sales
of songs from the plx, indicates
Why the film ad-pubchiefs now smile
benignly on the idea of radio advertising.
Twentieth-Fox, for example, figures it lost $1,000,000 gross
on "State Fair" because the radio
campaign wasn't timed right with
the
film's
opening.
Public^ it's
claimed,, didn't associate the score
with the picture until six months after the film was rdeased.:
Most alluring factor in obtaining
plugs for films on the ethor is the
almost negative cost involved for
the film companies.
With guestars
now an accepted part of most top

band was accidental or deliberate.
It's indicated that Loew management felt these cuts would completely wreck the picture. However, thepublicly, simply
atre has kept
switching the booking and tossing
the "Maeomber" ball back to UA.
aren't talking at
Local reps of
the

»Alex'

petition

UA

rently.

STATE CENSORING

Possibility of high-quality commercially -spoBsored shorts eventually making their Way into the nation's theatres was scoffed at this
week by Frederic Ullman, Jr., RKOPathe prexy, and Phil Reisman, Jr.,
head of the company's script department. Mere fact that most exhibitors have consistently voiced opposition to the idea in the past, Respite
the payola some of the sponsor^ use
as bait, is enough to outlaw the suggestion, according to Ullman.
Idea was broached last week by

most

have been cleaning up beo{ which
situations
in
CKpectetions
yond

>

,

.

Wilcox - Neagle had
previously
made "Piccadilly Incident," whi?h
Metro will soon release in America
and there's a possibility that it may
also di-stribute, the "Courtney.s." Col-

makes a guest appearance on
CBS' "Invitation to Music" today
(Wednesdays and plans to leave for
Hollywood
home tomorrow

liiLs

•

his

(Thursday).'

.

I

'

i

.

.

said originally Wil-

cox and Miss Neagle had planned
to come to the U. S. aboard the
America but cireumstances forct
a temporary postpohemertt,
•

35 Pickets Convicted
In Hollywood StriK
Los Angeles, April 8.
Ma.ss trial of film studio picket? in
A. municipal court resulted it!
conviction of 35 strikers arrested for
disturbances outside the Columbia

L,

.

I

He

lot last

January.

Jury "found them guilty On four
charges: blocking and impeding- an
entrance, di.sturbiiig the peace, failure to disperse and violation of a
•
restraining order,

8
'STREET SMASH lOG,

Tai

'Crass
*Baiil

3;/Slaiii iU,

filG,

Janef Only

511, 4;

Los Angeles, April 8.
"Egg tnd I," being launched her*
in six houses, is proving a perfect
Easter vehicle, teeing off with a big
$82,500, most of six theatres being
small-ieaters. "Sea of Grass" looks

good $81,000
of

Road"

"Stallion

spots.

thrfift

also in three.

Estimates for This

lis

sighting close to $50,000 In four locavery pleasing.
Sole dud appears to be "Guilt of

Janet Ames" which
thin

is

16-65)—
"Magnificent Doll" (U) and "Vacation
Moderate $9,500,
(Mono).
Days"
Last week, "Dark Mirror" (U) (m.o.)
and "Flight to Nowhere" (SG),

(FWC)

Orpheum

$3,459,000
This Week
(Based on 22 cities, 205 theatres, chi«/Iv i'irst runs, including
N. Y.) ;
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ... ...
J^%jmjm
(Based on 22 cities, 18(1 iheotres)

New Pitt Fix, 13G
Pittsburgh, April 8.
Easter weekend -was way below
expectations and that, added to the
few days of Holy Week most of current attractions also came in under,
is resulting in a sluggish session here.

50-$l)—

(2,000;

Iraff-faude

CTristates)

16(Par).

65)—"Suddenly It's Spring"
Plenty good at $11,800. Last week,

"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G),
$10,500.

ing to write

home

about. ""That

Way

(900; SO-Tjl)—

—

(G&S-Blumenfeld)

(956;

"Fabulous Dorseys" -(UA)
(UA) (2d wk).
Gke $4,000. Last week, brisk $6,200.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Little Iodine"

"Stallion Road"

(WB). Snx^rt

eoo. Last week. "Pursued"

—

Iris (FWC) (828; 50-86) —."Egg
end I" (U). Sock $11,000. Last week,
"Smash-Up" (U) (3d wk-10 days)
and "Palooka" (Mono) (2d wk-10

—

Way With Women" (WB).

Will have
to struggle to get thin $12,000. Last
week, second of "California" (Par),
solid $11,500.

same

40-70)—"Song

as last week.

Daughter" (Col) (2d wk)
oke $11,400,

—Paramount
"Favorite

(2,404;

"Alexander's Ragtime Band"
(reissue) and "Brasher fioubloon" (20tli). Pleasing $18,000. Last
week, "Carnival" (20th) (2d wk, 9
days), slow $15,500.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
60-$l)
"Sea of Grass" (M-G).
Rousing $30,000. Lastr week, "Brooklyn" (M-G) (2d wk-8 days), $14,800.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
(reissue) and "Brasher Doubloon'
(20tb). Stout $8,500.
Last week,
"Carnival" (20th) (Id wk-9 days),

50-$l)
(20th)

(F&M)

local preem of "Best
Years of Lives," with smash biz at
Arcadia and Pix, where day-anddating.
"Stallion Road" also is
strong. "Smash-Up" looks great at
is

the small-seater Aldijoe.
Estimates for This

Aldine

(WB)

Week
50-94)

(1,303;

—

"Smash-Up" (U). Great $20,000 or
over. Last week, "Bedelia" (E-L)
(2d wk), $8,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 90-$1.80)

—"Best Years" (RKO). Near

capaci-.

ty at colossal $22,000 or close. Last

week, "Lady in Lake"

(M-(5)

(2d

run); $6,000 at 94c. top.

Hollywood
(F&M)
50-$l)—"Favorite Brunette"
Hefty $14,000. Last

$16,900.

(RKO) (3dwk) and "Millie's Daughter" (Col) (2d wk) (6 days), okay

—

'

—

—

'

—

and Chuckwajon Boys,

$8,506 in 5 days.

Paramount (far) (2,646; 86-85)—
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d wk).
Fine
Last week, giant
$29,000.
to

500.

$20,000.

•

Fox

(20th)

(2,250; 50-94)

nival Costa Rica"

(20th).

—

"Car-

'Trim

at

$27,000. Last week, "Brasher Doubloon" (20th), thin $15,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; BO-94)
—"The Locket" (RKO) (4th wk).
Mild $7,500 after $9,000 Igst week.
Keith's (Goldinan) (l,50O; 50-94)—
"Pursued" (WB) (2d run). Fair $6,500. Last week, "Dead Reckoning"
(Col) (2d run), only $"6,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 80-94)
—"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) (3d wk).
Fancy
last

$16,000.

OrpUeum (Blumenleld) (2,448: 558(S)— "Guilt Of Janet Ames'^' (Col).
Neat $18,000.
Last week, "Song
Scheherazade" (U-I) (3d wk), just

$42,500.

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (380: $1.80
$2.40)—"Henry V" (itA) (28th
Last week,
wk). Strong $5,500.

a

little

to $9,500

40-80)

(1,373;

still

—

(Rep), $9,000.

—

(Par) (1,400; 65-85)—
"Suddenly Spring" (P&r) (2d wk).
Okay $16,000.
Last week, big

United

Artists

(Blumenfeld)

86-85)— "Sin Of fiarold
(1,207;
Diddleboek" (UA). Osod gl4,00O or
near. Last week, "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) (2d wk), s»d $7,500.
United Nations (F'VTC) (1,149; «1$1.80)— "Best Years" (RKO) (4th
wk).
Solid
Last week,
$16,000.
$20,000.

(FWC)

—

WarflBid
"Gallant Bess" (M-G), Only $13,000.
Last week, "Lady In Lake" (M-G)
(2d wk),

down

(2,656; 65-95)

to $16,000.

week.

Mastbaum (WB)
"Stallion

(4,392; 50-94)—
Road" (WB). Hefty $34,000

Elus $3,500 for Earle Sunday show,
ast
week, "Favorite Brunette"
(Par) (2d wk), down to $19,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 60-94)— "Jolson Story" (Col) (6th wk). Superb

—

Tursurf |17,®00,
'Brooklyn'

Ballo;

SM |IS,O0O

will nick grosses for current session.
Best of current crop is "It Happened
in Brooklyn," at Loew's Century, and

'Egg'

itcsri 3§G,

Ymtr

IX.; Tears' Giant 28G,

XaMoriiia'Lii§liall%
Kansas City, April 8,
"Best Years of ()ur Lives' moved
'Power Saturday at $1,50 top
and will get second best total of the
week.
It may
top $28,000.. Top
money goes, however, to "Egg and I
in
the. Uptown - Fairway - Esquire
theatres, where hitting new high for
into

"Pursued," at
these three houses.
the Orpheum, and "Love Laughs at
Andy Hardy," at the Midland, both
Rainy
are having .good weeks.
weather on weekend failed to hold
down biz much..
Estimates for This Week
Esquire

-

Uptown - Fairway

(Fox
45-65)—

Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700;
"Egg and I" (U). Behind extensive
ad campaign, this looks great $30,000,

new

record lor three houses. Holds.'
Last week, "Trail Street" (RKO),
fancy

$18,000 in 8 days.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)
"Welldigger's Daugnter" (Indie) (8d
wk). Holding well at $5,500. Last
week, big $6,500,
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Love Laughs Andy fiardy" (M-G)

and "Brother
(M-G), Stout

"Happened

in

'talks
to
Horses"
$16,000.
Last week,
Brooklyn" (M-G) and

"Blondie's Holiday" (Col). $14,000,
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 4565)—"California" (Par). Big $19,000,
and sure holdover. Last week. "Per•fect
Marriage"
(Par),
creditable
$13,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

(1,900;

45-65)—

"Pursued"
(WB)
aixd
"Ginger"
(Mono).
Sturdy $13,000, and may
fqr sei^nd week.
Last week,
"That Way With Women" (WB) and
"Crack-Up" (RKO), $9,000,
Tower (Fox Joffee:) (2,100; $1.stay

$],20-$l,50)— "Best Y6ar.s"
(RKO).
01| to good start and looks colossal
Last
'"Brasher.

$28,000,

loon"

zanne"
$7,500.

^'Late George Apley" (20th) and
"Backlash" (2()th).
Best in town
with neat $28,000. Last week, "Suddenly
Spring"
and "The
(Par)
tuilty" (Mono), $24,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Dea(i Reckoning" (Col) and "13th
Mour^ (Col) (2d wk). Nice $22,000.
Last week, $29,500.
Paramotmt (M-P) (1,706; 40-80)—
"Suddenly Spring'* (Par) and "The
Guilty" (Mono). Here from Met,
fine $17,000. I/ast week, "Beast Five
Fingers'' (WB) and "Hit Parade '47"
•

(Rep), $14,000.
State

(Loew)

—

40-80)
(3,200;
(reissue) and
Moderate
(Col).

"Boom Town" (M-G)
"Cigarette

Girl"

"Dead
and "13th Hour"

$14,000. Last

ing"

(Col)

Reckon-

wetk,

(Col),

$15,000.

$4,300.
St. Franels

$17,000 after rousing $S!2,000

Baltimore, April 8.
KKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50Ideal weather on weekend kept
80)—"Guilt Janet Ames" (Col) E,nd
"Blondie Knows Best" (Col), Dull them out of the theatres here and

Last week, "Sinbad Sailor"

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844) 60-95)
—"Trail Street" (RKO) plus vaude
by Gabby Jlayes and Peggy
tided
an. Excellent $36,000. Last week,
jrzan and Huntress" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by Smiley Burnette

okay $24,500 opener.
Earle (WB) (2,78(}; 60-99)—"£asy
Come" (Par) with Bob Crosby orch.
Fair $23,500. Last week, ''Seven
Were Saved" (Par) With Jimmy
Lunceford orch on stage, only $18,-

$20,000 after

$27,000 after last week's $24,500.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G) (2d wk).

$11,800.

Big news currently is the business
being done by .'Trail Street" aided
by the personal appearance of
Gabby Hayes at the. Golden Gate,
He was only slatied to show on
opening day, which brought biggest

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 80-94)—"Stairway to Hearven" (U) (2d wk). Good

"Pursued," at the Stanley. Steady reRKz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Egg sponse also is reported for Keith's
and I" (U), Bright $15,000, Last "Suddenly It's Spring."
Estimates for This Week
week, "Smash-Up" (U) (3d wk-10
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20days) and "Palooka" (Mono) (2d
60)— "Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G).
wk-10 days), $7,ooo,
Last week, "Boom
studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)— Fine $18,000.
"Egg and I" (U), Big $10,000 or Town" (M-G) (rei.ssue), $10,200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
near. Last week, "Smash-Up" (U)
fair $6,100.
(3d wk-10 df.ys) and "Polooka" 25-70)—''Johnny O'Clock" (Col) plus
Ktiarcal (G&S) (900; 50-$l)— "Fan(Mono) (2d wk-10 days), fair $4,000. vaude. Steady $15,500. Last week,
tasia" (RKO)
(reissue)
(3d wk).
United A.rtists (UA-WC) (2,100; second of "Locket" (RKO) and "<3ay
Solid $9,000. Last week, $9,500
50-$l)— "Egg and I" (U).
Great 90's" stage revue, fair $12,800.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420;
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20$28,000.
Last week, "Smash-Up"
50-85)
"Queen Amazons" (SG) and (U) and "Palooka" (Mono)
(3d wk- 60)— "Suddenly It's Spring" (Par)
"Buffalo Bill Rides Again" (SG)
(2d wk). Starts second round today
10 days), good $13,000.
with Harry "Hipster" Gibson on
(Tue.s.) after nice .starter to $13,000.
TTptown
Slow $9,000. Last week, "Alexander'.^(FWC) (1,719: 50-$l)—
Stage.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—"Red
Ragtime Band" (20th)
"Miglity McGurk" .(lVI-G) and "Gal(reissue) and "Brasher Doubloon" House" (UA).
Nicely spotted for
lant Be.s.s" (M-G) (2d wk-8 days),
(20th),
Bri.sk $10,000.
Last week, good $9,000. La.st week, second of
okay $6,200,
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA), $4,900.
"Carnival"
i2flth)
wk-9
days),
(2d
50Orphcum (D'town-WC) (2,210;
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
$6,200.
«n—"Locket" (RKO) and "Code of slow
Vogue iFWC) (885; $1.20-$1.80)— "Carnival in Casta Rica" (20th) (2d
West" (RKO) (2d wk). Neat $12,000.
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (14th wk). wk). Holding v.'eU at $9,000 after
Last week, stout $24,500.
strong preem at $11,100,
Palace (moWn-WC) (1,237; $1- ,Stef.dy $10,500. Last week. .same.
Wilshire (FWCi) (2,2D6; 50-$l )—
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75)— "Pur"Best Years" (RKO) dlth
$1,80)
wk). Smooth $14,000. Last week, "Sea of Gras.s" (M-G). Neat $17,000. sued" (WB). Solid $17,000. Last
La.st week, "Brooklyn" (M-G) (2d week. "Beast 5 Fingers" (WB), $14,$18,800.
wk-8
days),
only
$8,500.
400.
60-$l)
(Pan)
(2.812;
Pantases
Wiltern
(WB) (2,300: 50-$l)—
Town (Rappaport) (1,600: 90-$1.50)
Ames" iCol) and
"Guilt Janet
"Blondie Knows Best" (Col), Only "Stallion Road" (WB). Stout $18,- —"Best Years" (RKO) (3d Wk).
Last week, "Pursued" (WB) Holding steadily at $17,000 after pre000.
Sl.^000, La.st week, "Sinbad Sailor
vious round's big $23,000.
(RKO) (3d wk) and "Millie's (3d wk), $7,700.

—

-

Q.

is

Pale $9,000 after trim $14,000 opener.

(Par) (3d wk).

$14,000.

off

"Suddenly Spring" (Par) and "The
Guilty" (Mono). Here from one
frame at the Met, lively $11,088 ij
neat.
Last week, "Beast Five Fingers" (WB) and .•'Hit Parade 'AT

$14,500..

'Years 22G
Philadelphia, April

Biz

50-$l)

Paramount
(1,451;

8.

High spot

$20,

(6 days),

(3,398;

Brunette" (Par) and
"Renegade Girl" (SG) (3d wk), Nice
$17,000, Last week, $22,500.

week,

(Loew-WC)

(2,000;

(RKO) (3d wk). School
vacation giving Disney picture great
niatinee Ijreak; strong $10,5()a, almost
of South"

(3d

wk), okay $10,200,
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (475;-50-85)
"fabulous Dorseys"
(UA) and "Little Iodine"
(UA) (2d wk). Near $3,000. Last
week, nice $5,100.

days), $5,500.
Loew's State

of "Jolson Story" (Col), swell $5,500.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"That

Warner (WB)

Dropping

impressive. Last week, $10,000

Fenway (M-P)

San Francisco, April

on xipbeat in Philly this
week with the end of Holy Week
and hypo of important product.

IMy;

$19,-

(WB)

Esauire (M-P) (1,200; $1.80)
"Best Years". (RKO)
(15th wk)

Majestic (Indie) (1,600; 40-80)
day since "Bells of St. Mary's," '"Lost Honeymoon" (E-L) and "It's
but holds over for whole week. Re- a Joke, Son" (E-L). Opened Sat.
(8) with fairly jobd f 10,008. Last
mainder' of city is a bit colorless.
week,
"Adviwxtures"
(E-L)
and
"Sin of Harold, Diddl6bo<!!k," playing
"Born to Speed" (PRC) (3d wk),
small-s eater
the comparatively
United Artists, looks good but not stout $8,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,800; 40-80)^
smash. "GuUt of Janet Ames" is
comparatively milder at the Or- "The Locket" (RKO) and "Singin'
in Corn" (Col). Strong $26,000 or
pheum.
over. Last Weai, "Sinbad" (RKO)
Estimates for This Week
Pox (FWC) (4,661; 85-95)— "Stal- and "Great to B« Young? (ColV (2d
lion Road" (WB). Thin $19,000. Last wk), $20,000.
Meiropolitaa (M-P) (4,368; 48-80)
(Par),
"Perfect Marriage"
•Week,

'Smash-Up

1

—

$29,000.

first

—

"Eedelia" (E-L) (3d wk).
Swell
$3,000. Last week, okay $4^400.
Guild (FWC) (968i $l-fl.80)
"Eest Years" (RKO)
(4th wk).
Hefty $10,000. Last week, $12,400.

Week

,

$36,0i in Frisco

(3,000;

'

Beverly Hills Musle Hall (G&S- With Women" is thin at Stanley,
Biumenf eld ) (&i24; 65-$l )— "Fabulous while "Carnival in Costa Rica" looks
Porseys" (UA) and "Little Iodine" only a shade better at the Harris..
(UA) (2d wk). Fair $3,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, good $$,200.
Art Cinema (260; $1.20-$2.40)—
Bruin (FWC) (876; 60-$l)— "Egg
and I" (U). Immense $7,500. Last "Henry, V" (UA) (5th wk). Near $3,week, "SiMjh-Up" (U) (3d wk-10 000 as against- $3,700 last week.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.40)—
di^s) and "Gentleman Joe Palooka"
(Mono) (2d wk-10 days), finished Best Years" (RKO) (5th wk). Easing off to $17,000 after last week's
run at $3,300.
Caethay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50- fancy $20,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,400; 40-70)—
"Egg and 1" (U). Sock $11,000.
Last week, "LockSt" (RKO) and "Carnival Costa Rica'' (20th). Got a
"Code <5.f West" (RKO) (10 days), big publicity boost from p,a. here
opening day of three native Costa
rice $9,300.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 60- Rican beauties, who grabbed plenty
$1 ) "Alexander's Ragtime Band" of space in dailies, but only $13,000
(2Qth) (reissue) and "Brasher f)ou- is likely, moder&te. Last week, jsecblQon" (26th). Neat $13,000. Last ond of "Smash-Up" (U), Okay $7,000
tvrAoIr "Carnival
**/^o»»vi tral C^nc-^n
week,
Costa Rica' (20tll) in 5 days,
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
(2d wk-8 days), fair $11,600,
Dawntovn (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— "Lady In Lake" (M-G). Got a gen"Stallion Road" (WB). Sturdy $24.- erally good press -but nothing seems
COO.
Last week, "PursiKd" (WB) to be doing much biz this week- Mild
$16,000. Last week, "Secret Heart"
(3d wk), nice $13,800,
Downtown Mnstc Hall (Blumen- (M-G), $14,500.
Mtz (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"Secret
Jeld) (872; S5-$l )— "Fa^bulous Dorseys" (UA) and "Little Iodine" Heart" (JI-G) (m.O,). First week for
(UA) (2d wk). Ftir $10,000. Last this small-seater under Loew operation, hause having just been acquired
week, slumped off to $15,400.
Etrypiian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)^ from WB. Modest $2,800. Laist week,
"Sea of Grass" (M-G). Good $17,- "Favorite Brunette" (Par) (m.o.),
COO.
Last week, "Happened' in $3,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
.Brooklyn" (M^G) (2d wk-« days),
light $9,100.
"Wicked Lady" (U). Takes more
El H«y
(FWC) (861; 50-$!)— than names of James Mason and
"Locket" (RKO) and "Code of West'" Margaret I,ockwood to overcome
(JBKO) (2d wk). Nice $4,500. Last scissoring job censors did on this.
week, smart $7,200.
Won't do $4,000. Last week, seventh

Hawaii

Fi

(Tristates) (8,000; 16-66)

;

18,400.

and

Estimates for This

Bostoni (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l 10)_
"Millie's Daughter" (Col) plus Carmen Cavaliaro orch, Ross Wyse
Wilson Bros., others, on stage Moderate $28,000, but well below fall
averages. Last week^ "Tarzan Huntress" (Col) with Phil Britb, Milt
Berth Trio, Watson Sisters, others.

.

Up

Paramount

|,

BelUMHit (fWC) (1,532; 50-$!)—
"Locket" (RKO) and "Code of West"
(RKO) (2d wk). Near $3,500. Last
week, smart $7,900.
Nothing is really clicking. Among
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1-$1.80)—
"Best Years" (RKO) OSth wk). new films, "Lady in I.ake" at Penn
Down to $6iS00. Last Week, good will wind up in lead but it's noth-

60-$l)

ton.

;:

Father" (Mono). Good $12,000. Last week, "Temptation" (U)
and "Sunset Pass" (RKO), $9,500.
ing

*'Locket" (BKO) and "Code of West"
(BKO) (2d wk). Okay $3,006, Last
week, nifty $B,400.

Four liar (UA-WC)

with the combo Holy Week and bad
weather hurting. Pickup in biz Sunday helped, however. "Late Gaoxtif
Apley," fairly good at the MetroEolitan, IS leading the town, "The
ocket" is okay at .Memorial while
Carmen Cavaliaro band plus "Mil.
lie's Daughter" is good at RKO,
Bos.

City Grosses

—"Gallant Bess" (M-G) and "Bring-

Week

(eOO;

(Tristates)

$10,000.

'Carnival' Best (tf

pulling only a

Biz
two houses.
up from retent pre-

generally is
Easter levels,
Estimates for This

ApdU»

Omaha

loclef Big Wa; 'Sprb;' 28G

Estimate)} Total Gross

16-65)—

vorce" (RKO), above average $7,500.

in

$j}7,000

Week

(1,500;

'Apiey Neat

Boston, April fl
.Most houses got off to a poor start

Key

"Trail Street" (RKO) and "Cigarette
Girl" (Col). Smash $10,000, remarkable in view of weather and Holy
Week opening, La.st week, "Johnny
O'clock" (Col) and "Child of Di-

.

tions,

(RKO)

Brandeis

.

Beissiie

"Alexander's Ragtim« Band"

27G, 2

Broaiwaf Grosses

Is

M,

at the Brandeis, film getting terrific
$10,000 at this 1,500-seater. This is
the biggest figure at this house for
time of year. "Suddenly It's Spring"
is okay at Paramount,

•

hit nice if not socko $64,000 in

to

Omaha, April 8.'
Neither a three-day rain and cold
winds nor Good Friday could check
the astonishing draw of "Trail Street"

3;

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
.$797,8*0
^BaseA on 18 theotfes)
.$732,5d«
Last Year
(Based on 16 theatTcs)

Hub Not So Hotsy But

'SPW lliC

OMAHA;

week,
Douband "Fabulous Suwith vaude, slow

(20th)
,(Hep)

(Trandux)
—Translux
"Overlanders"
and

(900;

30-74)

"Magnifi-

(XI)

cent Rogue" (Rap). Nice $«,S00, Last
"
Week,
"Capt. Kidd" (TO) and "Hairy
Ape'^ (FC) (reissues), $5,000.

St Louis Not So

Blue;

Tlilp'lright?25,000,

Vng' 24fi/Beast' MG
St. Louis,

April

8.

With the Lenten restraint removed
and spring temperature on tap,
frosses at the big house arc spiirting
his session, "It Happened in OBrooklyn" is the leader, "Suddenly Its
Spring" is a close second, but only
gSoo. "Puirsued" also is solid.
Estimates lor This Week
Ambassaaor (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
"Pursued'' (WB) and "Light House"
(PRC). Solid $19,000. Last week.
'

"Be Yours" (U) and "Beat Band"
(RKO), $18,000.
Pox (F&M) (6,00(1: 80-76)—"Sud-

neat $15,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) -"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) and
"Dark Night" (CJol). Bi« $25,000.
Last week, "Red House" (UA) and

'TWrteenth four" (Col),

$19,000.

—

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)
"Beast Five Fingers" (WB) and
"Brute Man" (PRC). Nice $14,000.
Last week, "Wonderful Life" (RKO)

and "Song of South""

wk)

(RKO)

(2d

(2d fun), big $12,000,

Orpl^eum (Loew) (2,000; 80-75) -r
"Red House" (XiA) and "Thirteenth
Hour" (Col). OHay $11,000, Last

week, "Jolson Story'' (Col) (4th
wk), $7,500.
^, .„,
St. touts (F&M) (lOOO; 90-$LS0,)
—"Best Years' (RK6) (4th wk).

Fancy $18,000
third stanza.

after

solid

$22,000

m' STROMG $16,000,
L'YILLl;

TORS' '200

Louisville, April

8,

Pleasant weather is crimping biz
now, but end of Lent is helping.
Lot of bally is boosting "Egg and I
at the National, to a strong stanza.
"Best Years," at the Strand, on
scale, looks fine.

upped

Estimates for Tftis Week
Brown (Loew's) (Fourth Avenue)
40-60)—"Angel and Badman
(Rep) and "Gho.st Goes Wild" (RfP)
Last week,
(m,a).
Neat $5,000.
"Rue Madeleine" (20th) and "Pilgrim lady" (Rep) (m.o,), $3..'iim
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200: 30-40)
—"Jolson Story" (Col) and "Bloii(ContinuGd on page 20)
(l.SOO;

WttAneaSnf, April

%

19^7
^Brunette' Tall $16,000,

P«fe; 1Sf«™i'-Pnce Hefty 6?y^
'Att«rBey«Meiiroe54G, 'Prentks'
Chicago, April 8. -t
Vtth three strong openers plus a
«t hefty holdovers, week
better than avermight have proved
the end of Lent exage because of
weather and accomcept for the bad
high
winds.
and
rain
panying
new contenders,
of
Strongest

"Suddenly

It's

Spring'.'

with Georgie

price heading the stage show at the
Chicago should hit a hefty $62,500.
"Mr. District Attorney" is being
boosted by Vaughn Monroe's band
to rousing $54,000 at the Oriental,
"Nora Prentiss" looks to do a
strong $26,000 at Roosevelt, E.ided by
"Trail
from crix.
notices
rjve
Streiet" coupled with "Little Miss
Big" at the Palace is weakest of the

new
bill

still

fine

is

"I'll

Denver, April
Yours," playing

8.

$8,500.

Despite rain Friday (4) night and
Broadway (Cinema) (X,600; 35-74)
—"Gallant Bess" (M-G) and "Born to Saturday (5), which climaxed an
Speed" (PRC). Fine $10,000. last unusually brutal Holy Week, Broadweek, "Dead Reckoning" (Col) (m,
way picture houses gener&Uy are
o.J. fair $5,000.
Denbam (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)— doing great business this session.
"Favorite Brunette" (Par). Fancy The sfecond Easter week since the
Holds, Last week, "Easy
$16,000.
war, most spots are being helped by
Come" (Par), $12,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "I'll influx of visitors and vacationing
Be Yours" (U) and "Lone Wolf in school kids.
Mexico" (Col), day-date with EsExceptions to this upbeat are theaquire, Webber. Nice $16,000. Last tres with weakle holdovers or those
week, "Nora Prentiss" (WB) attd which have been playing too long.
"Vacation Days" (Mono), $14,000.
These are being pushed around by
Esauire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "I'll stronger fare, including new entries
Be Yours" (U) and "Lone Wol£ in opening this stanza, N. V,' hj.s eight
Mexico" (Col), also Denver, Webber. newcomers in first-run locations this
Nicie $4,000. Last week, "Nora Pren- week, and 10 holdovers.
(WB) and "Vacation Days"
tiss"

*Egg Record 19G
Sets Cte^^^^

at $2O,OO0

Be

three
houses, looks to hit top coin in so-so
week here. "Favorite Brunette," at
the Denham, is .really strongest for
single theatre, and holds.
Estimates tor Xhis Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 9O.$1.80)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (4th wk). Good
Last week, fine $12,000.'

Film gross estimates, as re«
ported herewith from the vari*
ous key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
iSgures are net Income.
admission
The parenthetic
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

bills with an indicated $18,000,
being jerked after one week.

"Smash-Up"

M

Grosses Aro Net

jtring

'

i. Y. Spirts; *Staiii -Caiiway Big

Denver; Tours' Oke 23G

One of the best new grossers is
"Two Mrs. Carrolls," which is doing a rousing $50,000 opening week
at the Hollywood, making this showing in face of harsh to lukewarm
crix opinions. Another bright newcomer is "Time Out of Mind" at
$21,000 for the Park Avehde.
Big news of week are the showings being made bji- the Music Hall

(Mono), $3,500.
week at the Grand.
Cincinnati, April 8.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
Estimates for Tliis Week
"Egg and I," setting a new high "Mighty McGuric" (M-G) and "Mask
operation
for
Universal
ApttMo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Jol- under
of Diijon" (PRC). Fair $14,000. Last
of
"Caliahead
shade
is
a
Con- Keith's,
.jon Story" (Col) (I5th wk).
week, "Lady in Lake" (M-G) and
Albee
to
larger
much
at
thfe
fornia"
tinuing its ismash run but beginning
"Blondie Knows Best" (Col), good
Last week, great lead the Easter parade of new bills. $15,000,
to slip at $1'?,500.
"Best Yej,rs," in fourth week at
819,009.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 95)— "Sud- Capitol,* still is big. "Pursued," an- "JoLson Story" (Col), pftertwo weeks
with other flrstrun, is smash at the (jranS. at Denver, Esquire, Webber, Rialto.
(Par)
It's
Spring"
denly
Estimates for This Week
Georgie Price heading stage show.
Good $11,000. Last week, "Michigan
Strongest ol new entries, and looks
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-70)— "Cali- Kid" (U-I) and "Three on Ticket"
hefty $62,500. Last week, "Favorite fornia" (Par).
Good $18,000. Last (PRC), $10,000.
Brunette" (Par) '-With King Cole week, "Red House" (UA), all right
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Nora
Trio heading stage shovir (3d wk), $15,000.
Prentiss" (WB) and "Vacation Days"
7
stalwart $55,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 90-$1.50)— (Mono) (m.o.). Fine $4,500. Last
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)-r-"13 Rue.
"Best Years" (RKO) (4th wk). Still week, "Jolson Stoftf'' (Col) (m.o.),
Madeleine" (20th) (3d wk). Down
big
$6,000.
hefty
at
trailing
boff $20,000
$18,000,
to $17,000. Last week, same.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "I'll Be
95)— for third stanza. Holds indef.
(B&K)
(1,500;
Grand
Yours" (U) and "liOne Wolf in MexGrand
"Smash-Up" (U) (3d wk). Held up 'Pursued" (RKOB (1,430; 55-70)— ico" (Col), also Denver, Esquire).
(WB).
Socko
$14,500.
Last
week,
sock
$20,000.
fine
for
wdl
Holds. Last week, "L£.dy in Lake" Fair $3,000. Last week, "Nora Pren$24,090.
tiss"
(WB) and "Vacation Days"
Oriental (Esstness) (3,400; 65-95) (M-G) (2d wk), oke $7,000.
Keith's (UP) (1,542; 55-70)— "Egg (Mono), $2,500.
—"Mr. District Attorney" (Col) with
and 1" (U). Big advance bally payVaughn IWonroe orcn on stage. ing
off with terrific $19,000, and a
Bousing $54,0OQ, mostly from band's
house
record
under
Universal
operLast week, "Red House"
draw.
ation.
"Egg" also helped by Satur^
(0A) with Jan- August and Jerry
on stage (2d wk), stout day (5) opening. Naturally holds.
Lester
Last week, "Michigan Kid" (U),
$47,000.
ifor

third

•

and
Paramount;
Former,
with
"George Apley" and Easter Show on
stage,

is soaring to terrific $154,000,
biggest Easter week ever for the
Hall although now in third stanza.
"Favorite Brunette," with Jimmy
Dorsey band and others on stage, is
bringing the Par a smash $100,000
although this is for the third round.
While not sensational, "Adventuress" shapes as trim $24,000 for first
week f.t the Victoria, with reviews
helping. "Stallion Road," with plenty
of credit going to Cab Calloway band
on stage, is getting the Strand a big

-

-

;

'

,

(RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Trail
(RKO) and /'Little Miss Big"
Mild $18,000 or near. To be

Palace
Street"

tU).
ttrked after one week,

Last week,
*BedeHa" (E-L) and "Devil Thumbs

(RKO), good $21,000.
65-95)—
<Indie)
(1,700;
Bialto
"Thief of BE-gdad" (FC) and "Murder Diamond Row" (FC) (reissues).
Last week, "Scarlet
Scant $7,000.
Pimpernel" (FC) and "Return of
Scarlet Pimpernel" (FC) (reissues),
ekay $9,500.
Bossevelt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)—

Kide"

:

solid $7,000.

(RKO)

55-70)—"Mr.
District Attorney" (Col) and "Millie's
Daughter" (Col). -So-so $4,500. Ltst
week, "Apache Rose" (Rep) and
"That Brennan Girl" (Rep), $4,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 55-70)—
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G).
Modest $12,500. Last week, "SudLyrib

denly

(1,400;

It's

Spring"

(Par), sprightly

Shubert

(RKO)

(2,100; 55-70)—
(m.o.).
Oke

$16,000.

"Red House"
$5,000.

(UA)

Last week, "Stanley Living(20th) and "Les Itfiserables"

Crix liked stone"
"Nora Prentiss" (WB).
shapes strong $26,000. (20th) (reissues), $3,500.
it
this and
(WB) (3d
Last week, "Pursued"

.

wk), $16,000.
State-Lafee
(B&K) (2,700; 95)—
Still
"Yearling" (M-G) (7th wk).
lair at $19,000.
Last week, $21,000.
jnttea Artlsfa (B&K) (1,700; 96)—
Heart" (M-G) (3d wk).
^Secret
Falling off s-lso to $16,000.
Last
'

Del.

fears' |45,OO0,

15G

All Great, 'Heaveii'

week, sturdy $17,000.
'W(H>dg (Essaness) (1,200; 95-$1.80)
-"Best Yesirs" (RKO) (16th wk).
In spite of 22-hour schedule beginniiig to wane alth6ugh< this week
le$ks sturdy t28,4M)0.
Last week,

Mickey Rooney and his vaude revue will boost "Mighty McGurk" to
terrific

$45,000, or better, at the
State, crowds this week hinting that
this combo might have come near

20,ii in Pro?.

Stays on, natch!
Capitol (Loew's)

—

(Thurs.).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)

"That's

35-85)—
Do-

(reissue).

to land $32,000 in initial holdover
.session ended last Monday (7) night;
first was strong $38,500.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)—
"Costa Rica" (20th) with Connee
Boswell, Jackie Miles topping stageGetting fairly
(3d-final wk).
bill
good $82,000 in second week ended
last

week ending last
againsit $7,500 for

May

until

—"Two

Mrs.

spite crix.

holds.
la.st

thi.s

Carrolls"

one te»d

(WB). Deoff in

sock

Beat Sunday house record
(61. Last week, "Nora
(WBT (6th wk), slid tO

Sunday

Prenttss"

i

j

third.

Indpls. Climbs; 'Affairs,'

Beneke Lusty 25G, 'Egg'

Smash 15G, Tklyn' 12G
Indianapolis, April 8.
First-run biz is a lot sharper here
with stronger attractions
and seasonal Easter rally helping.
"Affairs of Geraldine" will split biggest gross with Glenn Miller band,
being week's top magnet at the Circle. "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" at Indiana, "It Happened in Brooklyn" at
this stanza,

Loew's and "Egg and 1" at Keith's,
are headed for extra good takes,

all

last

being

especially

strong

a

at

small-seater,

,

Circle

)

at 40-60C, scale.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.300; 40(20th)
of Divorce" (RKO), nice
Last
week, "California"
(Par), okay $13,000.
Keith's (Indie) (1,300; 40-60)
"Egg and I" (U). Smash $15,000,
aided by Mar jorie Main selling tick-

60)— "Shockiiig Miss Pilgrim"
and "Child

$12,000.

—

ets at
(1,499; 70-$1.10)

$10,000,
I

I

I

(5) night
30th stanza. Stays

fashion to hit great $50,000 in first
we'ek
or
thereabouts.
Naturally

.,

Joke. Son"

Saturday

3:

Hollywood (WB)

^

in

Estimates for This Week
(Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 48-72)

V

,

$17,000

—"Affairs of Geraldine" iRep with
Tex Beneke and Glenn Miller orch
on stage. Hot $25,000. Last week,
"Scandal in Paris" (UA) and "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA), thin $9,000

hitting .strong $25,000. In ahead, filth
of 'Angel and Badman" (Rep),
nice $10,000.
Golden (767; ($1.20-.$2:40)— "Hen(UA) (,32d wk). Stiffened a
ry
bit to land profitable $7,800 in 31st

:

after

Stays on,

Last week,
"Red House"
(UA) (3d wk), $14,500.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—

j

(E-L), fancy $17,000.

(594;

ing stout biz for an oldie with $10,000
likely on first week, and holds. In
ahead, "Devil Thumbs Ride" (RKO)
(2d wk), fine $7,500.
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—
"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (3d
wk). Stepping along in nice shape

first

week

'

'

On

"Tarzan and Huntress" (RKO). Kiddies helping thi.s one during current holiday session, initial week

(

"«week.

(Rep).

week ending next Friday (11) likely will hit favorable $26,000 or near.

I

,

My Man"

Holds.

—

,

70-$1.50)

Johnny O'clock" (Col) (3d wk).
Second stanza finished last (Tues.)
night fell to modest $22,000 or under; first was good $28,000. "Odd
Man Out" (U) likely will open
around April 24,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.201—

:

-

(4,820;

Brooklyn" (M-G)

in

morrow

—

^^

Happened

—

iooH

•

(Mayer)

Rialto

"Boom Town" (M-G)

this- stanza

with Sammy Kaye orch, Harvey
Stone topping stageshow (4th-flnal
wk). Drooping to $52,000 or near
on
blowoff;
last
week $60,000.
Smash-Up" (U) plus Xavier Cugat
orch heading stage layout opens to-

'

.

Week

(1.300; 95-$2.40)

Best Years" (RKO) (22d Wk).
Perkmg nicely with arrival of Easter week crowds, with strong $42,000
tikely; last week held to
$39,000.

I

S

$6,000.

rain.

Estimates for This

Astor (City Inv.)

—

'

T

— "George

'

,

S^wK

70-$2.40)

,

M0fl0,TWp'iol27G

'

(5,945;

fellers)

Apley' (20th) and Hall's Easter Show
on stage (3d wk). Soaring to biggest
Easter week here with colossal $154,^
000 or near. This bests siecond week's
big $141,000. This week house was
forced to open doors at 7:45 a.m. to
handle mob for first show. Stays on,
with "Egg and I" (U) due in next.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $lJi!0-$2.20)
—"Time Out of Mind" (U). Playing
two-a-day at $2.20 top for nights, will
wind up first week next Friday (U)
with strong $21,000. Reserved-seat
policy calls for three shows on Saturdays and four on Sundays. In ahead,
"Years Between" (U) (4th wk);

not opening against

if

Holy Week and the

faude

m&

night held to terrific $100,000 following big $98,000 second frame. Doing
six stage, and screen shows daily to
take care of Easter week crowds.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

(Tues.) night; first was $85,500
and not up to hopes. "Alexander's
Ragtime Band" (20th) (reissue) plus
Lecuona Cuban orch, Del Rios head"That's My Man" appears headed ing stageshow, opens April 16.
for favorable $26,000 at the Globe
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)~
while
"Tarzan
and
Huntress," "Mighty McGurk" (M-G) (Isf run)
Providence, April 8.
boosted by juvenile
With the pre-Easter lull out of the stanza, likely will hitpatronage this with Mickey Rooney vaude revue on
sock $25,000 stage. Sockeroo
way, all stands are spurting this at the Gotham.
$45,000 or better, es"Boom
Town"
looks
pecially great in view of conditions
week. Leading the list in its third to do $10,000 at
Ri£.lto, stout for a
session is RKO Albee's "Best Years reissue.
Thursday and Friday. I|lot new house
of Our Lives." Loew's State's "It
"Farmer's Daughter," doing well record, but plenty good enough to
insure holdover of this lineup, with
Happened in Brooklyn" is hot, as is m face of new competition,
did
Rooney obviously the magnet. First
Majestic's "Pursued." "Stairway to nicely on initial holdover
session at
line last Sunday was biggest ever lor
Heaven" also shapes fairly well at the Rivoli with $32,000, "Best
Years" Sunday here. Last week, "Strange
Metropolitan.
IS climbing via Easter week
crowds
Estimates for This Week
to hit $42,000 in 22d week, bettering Woman" (UA) (2d run) plus Jack
Pearl heading vaude, nice $28,000.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 90-$1.50)— previous stanza.
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). SurStrand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
Capitol brings in "Smash-Up" with
prising $30,000. Second sesh was sock Xavier Cugat heading
stage lineup "Stallion Road" (WB) and Cab Callo$38,000.
tomorrow (Thurs.), winding up way orch heading. stageshow. LandCarlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) fourth week of "Happened in
ing big $65,000 in first frame, and
—"Les Miserables" (20th) and "Stan- ly" and S£.mmy Kaye bandBrookholds.
In ahead, fourth week of
with
ley Livingstone" (20th) (reissues). only $52,000.
Palace opens "Trail "Pursued" (WB) and Louis Prima
Snappy $6,500. Last week, "Thief of Slreet" today (Wed.) after three orch, $45,000, albeit below hopes.
Bagdad" (FC) (reissue), $5,500.
fairly
good
weeks
with
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"The
Fay's '(Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—-"Mar- Loclcet.
"Alexander's
Ragtime "Adventuress" (E-L). Fancy $24,000
gie" (20th) and vaude. Very nice $7,- Band
comes into the Roxy next or better, and holding over. Hclpedl
.500. Last week, "Rolling Home" (SG)
week (April 16), house holding by crix raves. Last week. "Thief
and vaude on stage, $6,500.
Carnival
in
Costa
Rica" with
44-65)— Connee Boswell and Jackie Miles Bagdad" (FC) (reissue) (4th Wk),
Majestic
(Fay)
(2,200;
$9,000.
"Pursued" (WB) and 'Minstrel Days" Jieading stagebill only into third
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60(WB). Big $20,000. Last week, "Swell round.
Combo wound up second $1.20)— "Stairway to Heaven" (U)
Guy" (U) and "Notorious Gentle- week last (Tues.) night tt $82,000;
(4th wk). Pushing up to solid $19,000
the house high

Detroit, April 8.
Business is being given a shot in
the arm with a full crop of new
top films this week. Best showing
$29j00O.
is being made by the
Downtown,
where "Best Years of Lives" will
do smash week at boosted prices. man" (U), good $16,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44Wash. Ottt of ioldrims;
Next biggest is the Fox with "Egg 65)—
"Stairway to Heaven" (U) and
and 1," with a terrific Session. "Vacation Days" (Mono), Fairly good
Ysurs'
L§fly
Michigan's "My Favorite Brunette" $15,000.
week, "Wake Up,
Last
is
pacing the holdovers at a big Dream" (20th) and "The Guilty"
$10,500,
figure.
"Stairway to Heaven," at (Rep), fairish
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Hapthe Adams, and "Nora Prentiss," at pened in Brooklyn" (M-G) and "LarWashington, April 8.
Town generally is doing fine this United Artists, also are doing well. ceny in Heart" (PRC). Solid $24,500.
.week, with Lent out of way. GovernLast week, "Love Laughs Andy
Estimates for This Week
jneirt workers, far from home, went
and "Brother Talks to
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)— Hardy" (M-G)
tftthe theatre during the holiday pe(M-G), $21,000.
"Stairway to Heaven", (U). Stout Horses"
tto*. Capitol, "I'll Be Yours" and a
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—
$15,000. Last week, "Jolson Story"
fancy Easter stage bill, rings the bell
(Par). Opened Monday
"California"
(Col) (13th Wk), strong $8,000.
for top coin at single house. "Hap(7) to sock biz. Last week, "Ladies'
Broadway-Capitol
(United
De Man" (Par) and "Seven Were Saved"
pened in Brooklyn" is close second
(3,309; 70-95)— "Bed House
at Palace. "Best Years" is starting troit)
(Par) fair $14,000. In -ahead "Per(UA) and "Renegade Girl" (SGP). feet Marriage" and "Blind Spot"
w
badly due to high tariff at Good $18,000.
"Beast
week,
Last
KMfts. It's now day-date with Re(Col), $12,005.
Five Fingers" (WB) and "Brute
PUbhc, Negro house.
Man" (PRC) (2d wk), $12,000.
Estimated lor^ls Week
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; $1,„*'«'Pttel
(Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)— $1.50)— 'Best Years" (RKO). Sma.sh
'Brunette' Big ISG,
JU Be Yours" (U) plus vaude. $45,000. Last week, "One Million
Montreal, April 8.
Handsome $30,000. Last week, "Swell BC" (FC) and "Of Mice and Men"
Everything looks strong this week.
<FC) (reissues), surprising $14,000.
^1 . 'U) plus vaude, $21,000.
theatre sports a new entry.
Every
Coluiahia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
" Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d run). —"Egg and I" (U). Terrific $38,000 "Favorite Brunette" and "Razor's
Nice $10,000. Last
Edge" look like llie best bets.
weelc, "Boomer- or over. Last week, "Michigan Kid"
Estimates for This Week
ang (20th) (2d run),
$7,500.
(U) and "Wake Up, Dream" (20th),
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 35-63)— "Fa'^^B) (2,154; 44-85)— "Pur- $18,000.
vorite Brunette" (Par), Sock $15,500.
jy^^'- Strong $25,000. Last
Detroit) (1,866;
(United
»™
T
Madison
or near. Last week. "Mi.ss Pilgrim"
week, "Johnny O'clock"
(Col),' dis"Nocturne" (RKO) and i20th). .S0-.S0 $n.200.
50-60)
appointing $16,000.
"Shadow Woman" (WB). Fair $2,100
30-50)^
(1,850:
(CT)
Imperial
(1.8.S8: 90-$1.50)—
on.*'?,?''* (RKO)
in three days. Last week, "Blue "Bachelor'.s Daughters"
(UA) and
Best Years" (RKO)
C4th wk). Taper- Skies" (Par) arid "Sunbonnet Sue
Big $5,000.
'Rolling Home" (Col).
ing off to
$25,000, still big.
Early (Mono), $2,900 in three days.
Last week, "San Quenlin" (RKO)
show is now out as no
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039; and "Beat Band" (Col) (2d wk), nice
^'"^^ 70-95>— "Favorite
Brunette" (Par) $4,500.
*«C$3o,oSa'""'
and "Seven Were Sr.ved" (Par) (2d
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Ra(285;'$1.20-$2.40)— wk). Lusty $25,000. Last week, huge
"Jfe"!*''
zor's Edge" (20th), Big $1'7,000, Last
WA) (20th wk). Off to $35,000.
week, "Jolson Story" (Col), nice $13,,„
^
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,- OOO for 7th week.'
Sml, Laststill okay for long-run
™amp.
week, fine $5,000,
"H&Dpened in Brook976; 70-95)
Palace (CT) (2,300; 35-63)— "Hu(WB) (1,X53; 44-70)—! lyn" (M-G) and "Little Mister .Iim nioresque" WB>. Fancy $14,500. Last
"Gum
(M-G) (2d wk), Okay $18,000. La.st week, "Secret Heart" (M-G), okay
$Unftn°i"''''^^t A-n»es" (Col). Fancy
weelt, "Framed" (Col), weel.. .strrong $22,000.
,
,^
$13,000 for repeat .session
'••out same.
United Artists (United Detroit)
Princess (CT) (2.300; 35-63)— "Song
"Nora Prentiss,
'Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)
70-95)
1,941;
^..^v..., Story
"IW^''*
(RKO) and "Likely
ooum ^j^^^'-'/
'ti
rf South'"
Piiened
North
.of the
in
"Spouers c..
Brooklyn" (M-G).
(M-G) (WB) and "Spoilers
Strong $8,200. Last week.
iHKO)
Smash
KK.ur. suo>
'lieweek. _BeLast week, "Favorite (Rep). Sock $20,000 Last week,
ManILove^^(WB) anfl jieat^^^
B?uh»t(!?.'',"^"-

le

'

Fiffle;

'Egg' 38G, Treiiliss' 2IIG,

$65,000.

(3d wk), climbed to $21,000 or near,
after $20,000 for se(!ond.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)

fine,

—"Favorite Brunette" (Par) witli
Jimmy Dorsey orch, Pat Henning,
Jordan Tympany Five (4th wk).
Third stanza concluded last (Tues.)

_Palace (RKO> (1,700; 60-$1.20)
(RKO). Opens today
^^^^ ^ Last week. "Locket" (RKO)

opener. Last week, "Smash(2d wk). only $5,000.

Up" (U)

—

toew's (Loew'.s) (2,450; 40-60)
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) and
"So Dark Night" (Col). Fancy $12.000. Last week. "Dead Reckoning"
(Col) and "Susie Steps Out" (UA),
$12,000.

Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600:40-60)—
"California" (Par) (m.o.). Nice $7,500. Last week, "Captain Caution"
(Indie) and "Captain Fury" (Indie)
(reissues), $5,000.
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RONALD GOLMAN
in

"THE LATE

GEORGE APLEY"
with'

Vanessa Brown

Rictiard' Haydn

Charles Russell
Richard Ney
Edna Best • Mildred Natwick
Percy Waram Nydia Westman
•

and introducing

PEGGY CUMMINS
Directed by
L.

JOSEPH

MANKIEWIC2

Produced by

FRED KOHLMAR
Screen Play by Philip Dunne
From the Play by John P. Marquand
and George S. Kaufman 'Based on
the Pulitzer Prize Novel by

John P. Marquand

THE WHOLE INDUSTRY
BOOMERANG!

« 13

IS

CALLING

RUE MADEUEINE

»

IT

THE

THE LATE GEORGE

APi!

IHE UtE GEORGE APIEY"
RECORD

THE

20tli

1st

WEEK AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALt TOPS

CENTURY-FOX FIGURES OF "ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM1

UTE GEORGE

HAIL TOPS THE

APLEY" 2«i WEEK AT RADIO CITY MUSIC

20tll

CENTURY- FOX RECORD OF THE

Ist!

WEEK OF THE LATE GEORGE APLEY
TOPS EVERY RECORD FOR EVERY DAY
d

OF 1st AND 2nd WEEKS!
1

i

CENTURY^fOK

eEOReE APLEy FROM
^ ®

THE

GHOST AN& MRS. MUIR

•

THf HOMESTRETCH

m Technicofor

INTEIIIVATIONAL

18

I

Ann Todd Squawking

On U*S.

Swedish Studios on Busy Schedule;

Stockholm, March 25.
With the first quarter ot 1947
rolling 115 an unprecedenffi num-

Too Active

Birgit

Aln-ic.

;

Tehgroth,-

Bay

Based

oii

Ivar

2 Austrian Newsreel

currency allowance, given
in Holrywood.
Released them while filming
Understood the Chancellor of the
Vienna, March 25.
Exchequer is now giving the matter
Among recent Shanghai repa- his consideration, with possible tilt
are Luise and in allowances imminent.
Au.strians
triated
Julius Fleck, two of the first newsreel canieramen in Europe. As far
back as 1908 they cpvered the landing of Bleript, -when he crossed the
English Channel iri a plane.
Shortly befbre the JSTazis came, the
Flecks had ah offer to work with
Warners in Hollywood but refused,
and had to go to Dachau concentration camp. Frorh where they manParis,' April 8.
aged to get a permit for emigration
American entries at th« Brussels
to Shanghai.
r.
June film festival include Column
sufficient

Cameramen

US-iiudi^On

Gunnar
Stenberg

French-English 'Aiglon'
MuBtd by GoWlri
Paris. April 1,
dewing -reports
rights of
Maurice Rostand's "Aiglon" to Darryl Zahuck. tatter, he says, only had
an option which expired last Novem-

Mitty Goldia

Goldin

whereas

ber

dickering

witli

make

diipers to

is

currently

two ^^nglish

pro

"Aiglon'^ In bilingual.

Goldin hplds the "Aiglw" film rights
for another twetity-flvfr y«»rs, while
the "Cyrano" rights fire now public
domain,
'

^

•

.

at the

Story," ''Song

"Jolson

bia's

their

(RKO), "Best Years (jf Our
(RKO), ""Shearling" ^M-G>i.
"To Each His Own" (i»ar),: "It's a
Wonderful Life" CRKO),. "Razor's
Edge" (20th), "Egg and I" ;itJ),
"Humoresque'' (WB),, plus a film
yet uhfrom United Artists

Ahead for French

Fdm Industry

'

chosen.

Participation of U. S. film producers in the festival is .sponsored
Their
cooperation is "enthusing Belgia'ns.
Berlin, April 8.
They tre particularly heartened isy
Through their ©erhian &one pic- the forthcoming huddles of several
coming to
ture organization, the French 'are U. S. biggies who Sre
Paris to confab with Prank Mcmanaging -to get hold of the Klang Carthy, MPA's- European manager;
sound patents. Klang was 56% Elias Lapinere, RKO European flack
owned by Siemens Halske, now eliief; P. G. van Hecke, director-

Germany

Tough times ahead

,

—

"

and purchase of their gener^il of the festivals,- and John
Klang holdings win be virtually a van Gotten, editor of the fan jnE-g,
liquidated,

Cine Revue.
about $4,500.
ces.s portraying the role of Elisabeth
Only the recording system will be
Dohna.
used in France, 'fhere are three
Other possibilities include a prowhich
equipments now available,
Swiss-Austrian Teapot
ductioii of "Doctor Karin Lange" by
jlaced in.tbe Gaumont,
Sandrew Bauman Film, while ao un- will soon be
Pathe and BiUancowrt Lauei (exdisclosed Swedish producer is said
Tempest Stirred by Bad
Contihental) studies, thus avoiding
to be mulling production of "Crime
the
paying AftlGrisani .rpyalties on
in the Sun," based on Staffan TjerSynch of Music Track
recording.
neld's Swedish play. Eva Dahlbeck,
Vienna, April 2.
Understood that the reproduction
who Slarred, in the play, has been
Eurore of more thtn moderate
equipment is not as good as Amerimentioned for the femme lead.
can makes, but it will nevertheless proportions has been stirred up with
be sold for appreciated currency in charges and counter-charges flying
One Finii Fiint in Work
such countries as Switzerland aiid back and forth between Zurich and
Helsinki, IVjairch 25.
Vienna over mixing of sound track
the like.
Finnish film production is relaon "Earth," outdoor number shot in
tively
inactive
with-- "Pikajun.a
Tyrol and Vofarlberg by Tyipl Film.
Pohjoisee" at the Fenno-Filmi studio
Pic hasn't been released Were but
American Films in Lead
the lone picture in work. Cast inpremiered in Zurich last week,'
Houses
cludes Ansa Ikonen, Tauno Majuri
In Finnish
Squawk concerns fact that music,
and Liisa Tuomi while Roland at
Helsinki, March 25.
recorded in Vienna under Willy
HeU.streom is directing. Lief Wager
Of the 173 pictures opened here Schmidt-Gentner, Wc.s improperly
scripted, Touted as a find, Anja since the season started August 2,
synchronized in Zurich lab so that
Kola is making her bow in this pic. 1946, 60 ',0 were American produc- serious moments in film, particularly
Soon to roll at the SuOmi Filmi tions. There were 104 U. S. films, 22 TyEolean peasant funeral (local
lot is "Hanni" with Ilmari Unhp di- from England, 14 from France, 13 hillbillies) calls for laughs rather
recting. Script is a comedy, based from Sweden, 11 from Russia, seven than tears, insultiftg Austrian sensifrom Finland and one each from bilities in Zurich premiere audience.
on the Finnish bestseller.
Irma Seikkula and Tauno Palo Denmark and Spain. Probably the
Leopold Hainisch, who directed, is
American picture is reported planning action tgainst
top the cast. Soon to open at the longest-run
Rex theatre here is "Hedelmaton ".'Vrabi,an Nights" (U) which racked Swiss Omnia Film which did the
Puu,'' a romantic drama produced up a 10-week record.
mixing job. Pic is unlikely for exby Suomen Filmiteolli.';tius, with diAmong the ^American films to port.
rection by Hannu Leminen.
preem here since the start of 1947
are "Toiiight, Every Night" (iDdlV.
"Bring on Girls" (Par). "Frontier
Gal" tU). "Sudan" (.U), "Thin Man
PRINCESS,
Goes Home" iM-G), "Jane Eyre"
steal at

:

\

by J. Artbur Sank.
Second is th« necessity of going
for tints, whicli here are
the pioneer stage. He Kimplaced an order for 2,00b,00(r
feet of color raw stgck, and considers Eclair lab facilities sufficient
to handle five pix at the fame tirne,
due to Serraan 'cqiaipiiient Imported
during OGcupation.

heavily
stiil in

self

From the diiitribution end, he finds
business hampered, by. the mass of
poor product marketed et bargain
basement rates.. This does not only
affect domestic "sales, but exports as
well.
In several countries he finds
e^iiibs often refusing to book good
product on account of high percentage but wiillng to listen to of-

REVERTS TO CARROLL

"Moon

is

Down"

"Gilda" (Col), "Three Strangers"
(WB), "Rhapsody in Blue" (WB),
MelbQurnef April 1.
"Thank Lucky Star" fWB), "ZiegThe Fullers have bowed Out of
feld Follies" (M-G), "Valley of DePrincess theatre here on an agree"Affairs of Susan"
ment with Garnet Carroll, house cision" (M-G),
(Par) and "Stolen Life" (WB).
going back to CarroU's sole control.
Princess, former ace legiter, has
been playing films recently because
of dearth of stage fare. .It quits pi.x
for time being soon to allow "Life
London, April 8.
With Father" to come in via an ar"Animal Kingrdom," Playhouse.
raij.£;ement with Whitehall Produc" Anotnymous LoVev," York's.
tion.";.
"Born yesterday," Garrick.
.Reported that the Fullers will im"Clutterbuck," Wyndharo.
port an Italian or French opern
"Dancing Years," Casino.
troupe late' this year for Aus.sie tour.
o
"Eagle Two Heads," Globe.

Dublin, April

During the early months

of

Vienna. April !.
Stadt theatre has been linndod
back to Austrian owners here,
after having served, the U. S. forces
when called the Rex theatre. Director
Rudolf Oe.sten'oichcr and
Loube plan '"Three From the Danube" in September as first produc-

nationalist

FOR BIG BUILDUP
Dublin, April

With Robert Brennah, former

of

inferior

films

dumped

of
being' gffered for

to maintain prices or get in the red,
in a swamped buyers' market.
too
many inferior
Reversely,
French pictures are exported, killing
the
chances abroad of worthy

French prtduct.

two years at $3,200
annually, with the Conductor of the
se.cond orchestra at $2,800 to $3,200.
^he present musical directi^r. Michael
Bowies, is at) present in Europe on
a speeial'study tour.
Provision has also been made for
permanent producers, script writer^
and a repertory company— all new,

;

Launder Heading

Home

Hollywood, April

8.
since Radio fiir'eann has previousljf
relied on freelance ogerations ioT
heads most of its scripts, .With, j>roducer^
U. S. and players paid for each job and
audiences. He discussed angles on
not on ihe regular pay-roll.'
appealing to U. S. patrons ^yith upWork is being- speeded up on ^
coming $3,500,000 bjidgeter, "London
shortwave station, to be directed by
Is My Town," and "Blue Lagoon."
6. Kelly, and it is believed
He sails for England on the Queen Charles
a bigger efilort will be made to enElizabeth later this month.
Gourj'ge sgonsored programs— currently tolerated rather th%n encour-*
aged to help bear -the added cost

Frank Launder headed back east

after huddles with Eagle-Lion
on editing^ of BrilLsh pix for

2..

194(5
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British Film Briefs

Korda's Paris Seitrch
London. April

Official Value placed oh the imports was $447,1'76, as against $581.432 in '45. Returns don't shgw what

came from H.

Paris, April

1.

S.
j

production assi.stant on his .subbed for his brother, $ir AlexanArthur Krim, dar Korda, who -was detained in
"Hamlet" film
.
.
prexy of American Eagle-Lion, con- London.
with
Air Commerce Fred,
Hotchkiss stays a week here then
Walter, Wanger is to .start film gj.j^i^ we,t, managing director of
.survey
production in London early next! British Eagle.Lion, regarding the goes to Holland', where he'll
the equipment market.
year.
Hollywood studio's product made by'
"Mam From Ministry," Co'medy.
His first pic will be; "The Ballad Bryan Foy tor Krim's company.
"Xo Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
and Source," based on Rosamund Plans were being made for distribu"Now Barabbas," Vaudeville.
TORONTO MAY LEVY 2c TAX
Lehmann's best' seller, with Ann tion
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
of
the
American product
Toronto, April 8.
Todd to play the part Wanger orig- throughout the world with excep"Peace to Pcckham," Princes.
Levy of a 2c per ticket city
inylly intended for Ingrid Bergman.
tion of Britain, U. S, A. and iiStin
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
amusement tax would provide apAmerica,
'Ticcaailly Hayride," Wailes.
proximately $1,000,000 for public re'EAaiE' IN LONDON SHIFT
"Power and Glory,'" Fortune.
James M. Francy, prexy of United
lief
and hospitalization costs in
World
Pictures,
Hniyer.sal
16m
"Rom.my Love," Majosty.*!.
London, April 8.
Toronto, accordmg to Mayor Robert
"The Eagle Has Two Heads'' goes .sub.'iid, meeting with J. Arthur Rank
"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
Saunders, who has subinitted this
and Ian' ,Taval, Rank's 16m chief, to
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
into, the Globe theatre, moving over
proposal to the Ontario legislature.
from the Hayraarket when "The complete a, world-wide arrangement
"Song of Norway," Palace.
He Rsks for authority to impose this
Gleam'" quits the former house' on lor dLflribution of these films
.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
lax on film and legit house admi.'iApril 12. "Gleam" ran for four Laurence Olivier, now at work on
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
sions, niterics and dance spots and
"Hamlet,'' gained 10 pounds on hi^
"Truant in Parklanc," St. James. , month."!.
professional sports.
Reginald Baker, all
"Eagle" had to move out of the Italian vacation
"L'luler the COMnter," Phoenix.
Meanwhile, Ontario's amu.semtnlHaymarket to make room for Noel prcxy Kinehiatbgraph Renters' So"White Devil," Dutchess.
gov"While Steed," Whitehall.
Coward'.s 'Prtsent Laughter," which diet,y, goes into hospital shortly for seekers are paying the Federal
ernment 20'/o tax on tickets.
operation .
is being revived.
"WiMsIow Boy," Lyric,
1

Wanff««r
Wanger to Trv
iry 'Rallad'
15aUa0
London,

"Guinea Pig," Criterion,
".lane," Aldwych.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.

1

;

.

Olivier'.s

.

I

j

Api'il

ferred

,

i

..^

a Robert Stolz operetta.

MORE HEX. PILMHOUSES
.

Mexico

City, April

8.

.

Construction of .six cinemas in
north we.st Mexico U being readied
by Gen. Abelardo L. Rodriguez, exPrcsident of Mexico, now governor
Of Sonora state.
^

He is a big .stockholder in the
Credito Cincmatouraflco MCsicano.
the recently organised $30,000,000
iMex.) flhn trade financing society.

8.

Vincent Korda spent two days
Anthony BU-sheU. ex-actor, who is
of Laurence Olivier play here huddling with Fred Hotchkiss
producing organization, which pro- of the Western Mectric Co. regardduced ''Born Yesterday," will be ing equipment requirements. He
director

.

•

2.

Iri.sh

at

6,854.614.

films

blowing.

—

importation of films into Eire
1945 level.
Later
months, however, showed an upturn
and in trade statistics for the first 11
months of 1940. just issued by the
Dept. of Industry and (Commerce,
total footage imported was shown
at 6,835,906— very little below the
Jan.-Nov. figure of 1945, which was

biE

is

American indies who sell for been announced recently.
get, and reacts
The number of players in the staon- American business aj well as on
tion orchestra is being increa.sed and
producers here, espeoially when lat- two orchestras will be created. The
ter,- intending to do tints, will have
appointment
musical director is

was below the

propOTtion

wind

RADIO EIREANNPUE

whatever they can

the

"Fifty-Fifty," Strand

"Fools Rush In," Fortune.
"Here, There," Palladium.

Stadt Theatre Reclaimed

Thjs is believed to be a measure
inspired by anti-Semitic members of
the government.. 80 iar it hasn'-t
gone into effect, but the mere fact
that t^e subject has been fcroached
very 4<^nitely shows which way the

of

ALMOST EVEN UP

(20 th),

cartoonist, etc. This would di.'^count
the possibility of anyone's hiding
their real name under a cloak,

Minister In 'Washington, back 't6
iake over, diitee^ion of Radio Eireana
10% or 155'e instead of the normal —Eire's state-controlled radio .setup
percentage.
considerable interest is being
This is furthered by mass imports focused on changes which have
fers

EIREMlMPOm^

(20th),

by the
company, etc."

"pres'ented

Paris, April 8.
for the Ffench tiVnes.
Another snafu raising its ugly
pix industrjr are anticipated by
Pierre 0''£onnei, French producer hea(3 to make things difiifcult lor the
des acting profession is the proposal by
"Quai
("Hotel
du Nord,"
Brumes") just back, f rqm a VS. 0.0, the Buenos; Aires federal police,
First snag is the Wcial habit of leav- Ihrough its bureau of identification,
ing too much to be decided until that pseudonyiinis may not be used in
the shooting stage, in which his Argentina by any person wKatso*
i(^as are similar to those expounded ever either author, actor, painter,

by the Motion Picture Assn.

MELBOURNE,

as

dramatic

topeS! lagar refused to dodge th«
regulation by this means as he
has recently become an Argentine
citizen and now considers himself an,
Argenj.ine actor and producer. AS
an Argentine actor he, has no way
of- avoiding the nationalist angle and
as h^ found it impossible to select
and rehearse a suitable play by a
lo^al dramatist, he has foresworn Ihe
altogether and will devote
.stage
until' better
•himseW to the films

—

.

FriHo

show

Spanish

Lives"

Ktang Fix Sound

in Bueiios

Tough Tin^ Seen new

of the

South''

French Acquire

Argentine theatre

Aires tvit^ a Spanish-translated ver.
sion <yi "Lady Windermere's Fan,"
Pniro tope« Lagar has had to aban.
don his idea of presenting Jean Paul
Sartre's "Huit Clos" at the Odeon,
due t'o the ruling laid down by thf
Authors-and Artists Society that ail
national dramatic companies must
open their season with ian Argentiiie-.
auihored play,
Josefina Diaz and Manuel Collado,
who are responsible for the Oscar
Wilde production, were able to get
around this rule by advertising

:

^

It is

ma

I.

Although the Diaz-Collado Co.
was able to open without difticulty

'

With an eye to the foreign marts,
SAG'— Swensson (Wive Film) will
produce the screen version of the
British -play, "Lady Behave.'' Studio
recently wound up "Two Women,"
ba.sed on the French plctujre, "Prison
des Pemmes." Next on the calendar
is 'The Story -of Goesta Berling,"
which may be done in color.
Adapted from the novel by the late
Selma Lagerlof, it was previously'
made as a silent in 1924 by Svensk
iFilmindustri and is especially noted
as the lllm in which Greta Garbo
achieved her greatest Swedish suc-

tion.

is

that he l^as sold th«

Belgian F^tival

Lp-Jobansson's

novel, ''Only a Mother"' is also slated
to get the gun at the SF lot with
Alt Sjoejicrg handling the directorial reins. Now in work at the
same ,';tudio is a film version of the
Stig Trentor novel, "A Guest Is
Coming.'' while Gerd Hagman and
Anita Bjoerk head the cast. A.nother due for early completion is
"Woman Without Face." scripted by
Ingmar Bergman and starring Gunn

Wallgren,

:^ontevideo, April

son,

ber of picture preems, Swtuish film
producers are intent upon mahitaining an even flow of new product in
Svensk Filmindiistri's
fulure.
llie
studios in Rasunda soon start on the
celluloid vprsion of the hit Swedish
Reminder," with
'Soldier's
play.
Hanipe Faustman directing and Elof

and
Bjoernstrand
topping the cast.

Seen Snafuing Argentine Legit

Calvert, Patricia Roc and Rex Harriin their squawk against the
Board of Trade and Treasury lor in-

-

No Psendonps

1.

just back from Hollywood, is latest British, film star to
join the others, includiiig Phyllis

Ann Todd,

Finnish Production Not

MaHltt'>

Native-Play Rule,

Allowance

London, April

"

at.

.

,

.

,

.

.
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Washington, April 8.
saw a substantial

t

j^ears

number

of fllmhouses
increase in the
and in seating capacity throughout
Latin America and the Caribbean
GoWen,
motion picD.
ares, Nathan
ture consultant lor the Dept. of
Commerce, said today (8).
promises
this
a growing
of
All
market for Hollywood films in the
Latin countries,

Golden pointed out.
1947," he said, "there

"On January 1,
approximately

motion
6,331
picture theatre sin the 21 countries
of Central and South America, with
capacity
for
4,398,321
seating
total
a

pany's honieoffice co-brdhiatbr for
the British Empire.
Burger, who for years was homeoffice rep for Loew's foreign de-

when there were

4,786 theatres
of the niunber
Of seats in the earlier survey are not

was retarded by material

ttieatres

important coimtries of Cen-

1947,

we found

that there are

659 picture theatres with a total
seating capacity of 379,143 persons.

TOis is an increase of 150 theatres
during the past seven years for this

area—Cuba accounting for 110 of the
theatres in ttds increase.

"The broad situation disclosed by
such statistics may justly be called
encouraging. Markets for United
States films are plainly becoming
larger. Mor^ equipment will be de-

manded.

to Ajnerican
SKbidd be appre^

Receptivity

goods, of every sort
dahly stinMilatea."

Biggest Latin exhibition nation
liow is Mexico whose 1,369 theatres
have 1,204,525 seats. Brazil's 1,490
theatres have 936,000 seats;, and Argentina's 1,547 theatres (the most for

^

Copenhagen, March

1i)udiard

ippt

Meet discussed moving up film releases on the contihisnt after distribution of product in Anierica.
Company also plans to embark upon
a drive to push its 16m leaturos and
will especially promote a circulating
film library of nine and 16ra gauge
pix of its subsidiaries. United World
and Cai'vsal. Selection of individual
territories to be hit by releases was
facilitated
at the' cdhferehce
by
Tough attitude, of screening of the company's "Egg arid
background.
course, will hit tl. S. films hardest. I" as well as nine others including
Only encouragiing sign is fact that Paul Graetz's local made "Diable
newspapers are lambasting the cen- Eau Corp.s," which stars Mjcheline
sors, claiming that they treat people Presles, and which was favorably
received.
Uke infants.

SeenAsltt^
Paris Con^de

FRENCH UNION HEJIB

May

should

Tick-Up

(8).

Paris, April 1.
Leber, one of associate directors for
Loew's International in
»urope, has' arrived here
to relieve
"ayid Lewis,- company's
other associate director
for European terrijory.
Lewis, Who will spend one
tho
i^"'!""! prior to leaving for
-^-^ eoing back to homenfL in
wnce
N; Y.
Loew's international
no longer
f^^'^'isl
headquarters here
sin
"ice the
war, company figuring
wuopean market is SO close that it
operated
frbfti N.Y. Lober
anrt T
™a
Lewis split operational duties.
^'^^"^'^ting
in N.Y., but
ttnT^Sing their time so that at least
elsewhere in the Eui^L^ ^"^^
" territory while the other is
to^t
™«k in the U. S.
f
wiuis
.

S

W

day (Monday) and expects to

(hi Pix

London, April 1.
Tom Arnold has informed authoress Elsa Shelley that her play,
'Tick-Up Girl," is doing capacity
biz in the provinces, where it's being held for two weeks, in each
It's

makmg

this record de-

spite biz being off generally as compared to wartime period. Show is
to play return dates on entire Moss
Empires circuit, starling June 23 at
the Empire theatre, Sheffield. Arnold also is arranging for Paris

25.

who have

ficials

cently.

visited here reThese American film exec-

utives are watching developments
s u r r 0 un d ing J. Arthur Rank's
entrance into this field to see if it
will cut into their playing time. Most
of them believe the payoff will be
largely which films attract the most
patrons, and that U. S. pictures will

do okay.

The Rank buy

into the Suhlesinger
operating circuit subsidiary means
that the top British film official now
has a finger itf thq biggest opera-

tion

Tourists

in

South Africa.

The

I.

WHER lovr^s^^^
ON LONDON

PREP

London, April

"The

Other

Love,"

8.

Enterprise

overcame

Holy

Productions

film,

Week slump

in its first seven days

at the Empire theatre here to hang
a new. high for this time of the
year.
First week's business beat everything for the last 12 months excepting "Stairway to Heaven." a Brit-

up

W.

Schlesiinger eihpire is a well-operated organization that controls 128

City, April

to

.

of lush

N.Yweek on the
America.
Outside of the South African
Union, Belgian and French Congo,
Miss Stanwyck, who i.s the femme
much less coin to spend. Slump is deprived of films during the war, star of the film, and Taylor arrived
field with an ap- in N.Y. last Friday (4).
so bad that one leading local night offer a potential
proximate 9,000,000 native populaspot for which nightly grosses of
tion.
Films used there are both
Huddles "Other Love"
$10,000 were not uncommon, now has
Bill Blowitz, Enterprise Producdropped to as low as $100 per night. dubbed and superimposed titles.
tions publicity director, was in N.Y,
"This is; a reflection of the general
last Week for confabs with Loew's
trend, even chronic spenders spendSchlesinger.

These spots here are
admittedly on the decline, being
ascribed to ^fewer customers and

ing

much

PIX SRO

less.

Another factor is that there are
fewer big spending tourists, especially Americans. Explained by the
Mexican Tourist Assn. that com-

1 DMARI

International and United Artists on
publicity plans for "The
Other
Love," EP pic which preemed in
London recently.
Loew's International is handling
the film overseas and
in the
U. S. and Canada.

DESPITE STRIKES, COLD
Copenhagen, March

.

^25.

keep

Strike halted all newspapers except
two Communistic publications. New
films, 'shown sans publicity, ads or

that this lush trade
forever, did nothing to
became even indifferent

thinking
last

it

and

notices, still are playing to sold-out

hostility of some natives
to U. S. visitors persists despite the

to

it.

Open

houses.

UA

Truman during
Situation

is

good

ling biz is

French Fihn Producers

'

.

'

Douglas,

Maas, Allport to Berlin
Paris, April

8.

W. Allport, Motion PicIrving
ture Assn.'s London rep, and
manager
Maas, veepee and general

Motion Picture Export Assii.,
112'.
are going to Berlin Saturday

who made

his first public

appearance at the preem. Medium
success is seen for the show despite
the poor Ideation of the theatre.
by Stephen Mitchell
Pi-e-ticntPd

and Emile

Littler,

"Kingdom" had

previously toured the provinces.

Due

for

American 0.0.

Pierre Salard, generai liaanager for

i

'

!

Tamara Toumanova Wins
j

Paris in 'Giselle';

To Tour

Pari.s, April 8.
Tamara Toumanova made her debut last Wednesday (2) at the Opera
in "Giselle." « With many notables
in the audience, including President
Vincent
Auriol,
her bow
was
marked b>' a terrific reception and
the show was repeatedly stopped
by endless curtain calls.
Following her performance MLss
'

Big pictures doing well include
by President
Trunk"
(WB),
"Mrs.
his recent brief visit. "Saratoga
seen as adding up to Miniver" (M-G), "Bambi" (RKOi,
"Killers" (U) and "Song to Rememle.ss work down here for American
performers, most of whom usually ber" (Col,). Now that milder weathdouble in nightclubs with vaude- er has arrived and th« strike, is exend in a few days, distribrevue theatre dates. Though nitery pected to
utors aire pondering what will hapoperators are still keen for really
to current hits.
talent to draw trade, dwind- pen

cemented

cordiality

trimming all departments,
including talent. Huddles by topopening shortly.
drawer impressarios recently sought
^ack Hylton has signed contracts
of the problem.
solution
a
in
for production of "Pick-Up Girl
Australia, South Africa, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland. In Italy,
British Like 'Kingdom'
where show is now touring, prior
playing to
London, April 8,
to opening in Rome, it is
and
capacity With Ruggero' Ruggeri
Revival of Philip Barry's "The
Laura Adani as the stars, Miss Shel- Animal Kingdom" at the Playhouse
"Unley's new play will be titled
last Wednesday (2) was splendidly
be
der a Fool's Cap'' with cast to
received by a capacity house which
headed by Sidney Blackmer.
included U. S. Ambassador Lewis

of the

Upbeat

Cape Town, March

fly

the U. S., April 25. Sugarman expects to remain for several more
weeks here. Baronat, who goes to
London for two weeks there, also
wiU. leave for the U, S, He stated
that the poster artists of Italy and
France top the work of Americans
but pointed out that theii> exploitation is bad.

South Africa ip rapidly developing into an important market, in
the opinion of U. S. distribution of-

nightclubs.

ico,

town.

London yester-

beth. Daff left for

1.
theatres plus 21 tea-rooms showing
wartime pictures. I.W.S. also books 244 ish-made, and "Easy To Wed."
Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Tay-.
Only about lor, who came here
spending that brought Mexico her independent theatres.
for the preem,
booked by returned to
are not
greatest prosperity is over for the 141 .indies
last

Five Countries by Hylton would

Fayette

Time is preparing to roProduct
her?„
A the Reich would be dub™<» ,m Paris.

Africa Market

to

sociates

in Palis to
Lewis for Loew's Inti

S.

:

.

Seidelman, through with his European junket, leaves for London next
Monday (14) and returns to the
homeoflice aboard -the Queen Eliza-

Despite the printers strike that
petition from Florida, particularly
Geneva Miami, and Canada has become seri-^ started more than three weeks ago
ous. It reported that more and more and severe Danish winter weather,
Americans prefer Florida and Cancinemas here continue to draw
ada to Mexico because of heavy adcrowds in most spots,
capacity
Girl' Signed For
verti.sing both do. Cited that Mex-

MacCarthy planes

1.

today

Mat problems of American distributors would be
further complicated,

fewer
Mexico

jParis, April 8.
Motion Picture Explirt Assn; conference, previously scheduled for
Berlin to discuss MPEA territories

ally

French Gaumoht and its as
get preferential treatment
by gainijpg some 42 choice houses
throughout France which are 99%
QontroUed by the UGC, it's figured

:

Oyer;

COMBINE

he anticipated the nationalized
seswent of tVe industry would re
vert to private hands. \ However

'

The honeymoon

and British American zone mergei-,
FIX
was held in Paris yesterday (7).
Conference was attended by Irving
Paris, April 8.
Andre de Fontaine, head of the Maas, Robert Vining, Frank Macnew government-promoted Union Carthy, Fayette Allport, Arthur
General Cinematoi^raphique; stated Loew and Joe Seidelmaij,
Vining and Maas are going to Berlast week that he would be willing
Maas will make a
to cooperate with Edmund Cornig- lin for a visit.
continental trip with one-week stoplion-Molinier, Gaumont veepee over
over
in Berlin, Prague and Amsterproduction, who recently started a
dam.
He
will
attend
opening of the
concerted effort to group all French
Dutch-Americaij Astor theatre in
flhn production into one organiza
Hague and heads back for the U. S.
tion.

De Fontaine implied that eventu

in February.

Wartime Honepnoon

pTEjy^^^

;

48 which should have been started

.

MPEA MRIS MEETING

25.

censors scissbred
Kill^s," Universal release,
tiip
again how severe Scandinavian censorial bodies are on
gangster and horror pictures. Lads
with the shears ^cut so deeply into
the boxing scene and final shooting
sequence that the entire effect of
the production was niarred. New
setup here is that film censOrs in
Senmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland Work hand-in-hand, exchanging ng^es and comments on all films.
Scandinavian censoring groups.apparently are out to slash all gangster pictures ruthlessly, while horror films in the main will be banned.
Censors also have indicated they
will prune pictures, with a politico

"The

points

Long noted as the House of
Moliere, the Comedie Francaise has
been slipping since the liberation.
Aubey's departure further disturbed
a condition which was especially
Manila, March 28.
bad due to the loss of experienced
Bing Crosby will- intro the local personnel to film companies and
film production, "End of the Roaid,' private theatrical jvroducers.
based on the life of Capt. Manuel
Pierre Bourdan, Minister of Arts
Colayco, one of the heroes of the
and Letters, who placed Touchard in
Philippine undergroimd resistance.
the new post, said that, if nec«;ssary,
It was Colayco who led the U. S.
laws would be altered to enable the
First Cavalry up to the gates of Santo
theatre to regain its prominence as
Tomas internment camp, where a in prewar times. Bourdan intimated
Jap sniper killed him. The Japs held that actors' salaries would
be given a
American prisoners of war in this boost, thus solving
one of the major
camp during the occupation.
stumbling blocks to achieving amity
Crosby has consented to' sing the
in the Comedle's p^onneL
Manila
college
Ateneo de
song, "Blue
Eagle," as an introduction to the
picture, and will probably say a f«w
For
words in reference both to the production and the college. The song
was idrm&iled to. the screen singer
Mexico City Nightclubs
early this month.

872,000 seats.

s^f^^»*i'ssues in. Germany.

IrcHn Scandin^
The way the

usual rentals.

8.

North

African progress, induced by the
aggressive sales policy of its continental supervisor Harry Novaks
was further pointed up last week by
a five-day sales convention Which
teed ofi March 31 and ehded with a
farewell
luncheon Saturday
(5).
Some 30 reps of its foreign .staff
attended the
conclave
including
overseas
prexy
Joe
Seidelman,
veepee Al Daff, publicity chief
Fortunate Baronat and 16m head
Harold Sugarman.

Get Skr]! Shears

or riliDino ric

Latin-American country) have

OKAYS

Paris, April

Universal's continental and

Ui.

—

concerned

Crosby Song Intro

farts Indies Shape

Sfrong Enrope, Africa Sales Policy

.

ezuela 16f; Chile 49; Costa Bica 31;
.
and Eciiaiior 84,
'In the Caribbean area as of Jan1,

Universal's

It's doubtful if he will go to Paris
to see Arthur Loew> head of Loew's
Paris, April 8.
International, hgcause the prexy is
Threatened with disorganization
due to head back to America about
since the resignation of dramatist
the middle of this month. Loew is
Andre Aubey as its head some two
scheduled to arrive in N.Y. April 18.
months ago, Comedie Frahcaise is
Prior to going to Paris, Loew was in
expected to gain a new lease on life
England for about three weeks, and
with last week's appointment of
attended the ^reem of "Other Ldve"
Pierre-Aime Touchard as its a'dminin'Loiidon.' /
istrator. Inspector general of theatres in the Ministry of Arts and Letters, he will draw up plans for 1947-

tral and South America in which
pew theatres have been built and
the number increased during this
period are: Mejdco 540; Argentina
8S9; Brazil 180; Colombia 156; Ven-

uary

International has discovered the perfect exhibitordistributor relationship, which
involves no problems of checking, no refunds or passout. Mobody even asks for a pass to the
theatre. And, since it's a 16m
operation, it's also perfect in
that tliere's no change of conflict
with any 36m account,
The Utopia? It's the Centi-al
Prison in Pretoria, South Africa,
with which Metro has just signed
a contract for its total release
slate of 16m product and at the

ujs,

evidence.

•^e

Metro

with
chiefly
new theatre operations, likely will
visit India before returning to the

partment

in operation. (iPigures

shortages, assiuredlsr augurs well for
new theatre constructton in all markets below the Rio Grande when
ntaterials for such construction become really plentiful. It must be
borne in mind, of course, that because of the cited shortages, many
theatres have put off rmodeling until a freer flow ot materials is in

A^

N.Y. "March 18, and is being accompanied by Charles Goldsnalthi com-

persons. This may be compared with
the figures pertaining to January 1,

available, but there were probably
orie-third less thap at present.)
"T^liis increase of 1,545 theatres for
these two regions during the war
years, when construction of new

CUe^ Ta

Sales

Samuel N. Burger,, who recently
was appointed sales manager for
liOew's International, has arrived in
Johannesburg, South Africa, on the
first leg of his initial assignment
since elevated to this post. He left

were

1S40,

Hoiises

Sb^ Ina^

in

The war

Honest Count

,

South Amerka, (kibbeaB 1^

French Gaumont, and Alain Poire,
head of distribution, will visit the
U. S, during the summer on a projected tour of American studios.
The Gaumont officials will also eye
Yank, distribution methods since
their company runs exchanges in
Fraiice, North Africa and eWcwhere.
With Gaumont currently planning
10-1.5 pix for the year in the old
Paramount studios and on other lots

Toumanova was asked

to come to
the office of Georges Hjrsch. head
of national theatres, where she re-

ceived the official thanks of Pierre
Bourdan, Minister of Pine Arts, for
the international boost she gave to
Fi-ench showbiz.
Scheduled tours
abroad, beginning in Copenhagen,
are
seen
justified
in
view of
"Giselle's" fine reception.
The wife of U.S. film producerv(friter

Casey

Robih.'ion,

Miss Touma^

nova

is the first ndh-Freftoh ballerina to appear here in .some time.

She was a protege ot PaVlowa and
appeared as ballerina with the Ballet Husse de Monte Carlo at the aire
of IB. Four years ago she mado her
screen debut in "Days Of Glory"
for

RKO.
British Player for Aussie Pic

Sydney, April 3.
Gordon Jackson, Ealing player,
in France, U. S. production tech- comes here
to
play in "Eureka
nique will be studied intensively.
Stockade" for Harry Watt

:

«

frontier

Konso»J

o

shooting

no *«V->«»^";

Dodge C»y-

tiS.
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J

.
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starring

RANDOLPH SCOTT- ROBERT RYAN

ANNE JEFFREYS GEORGE
•

MADOI MEREDITH

t

STEVE.

BUOPli

•

GABBY

BILLY
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HOUil
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O
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Wednesday, April 9, X947

Molvo

Bmvs

of its horseracine theme and Don
Ameche's,- name. TiM, however, is

Hark nolnsion
proam-tion.
WllBon

Ciir.-y

fflPiiKe
Lliinfl
llariwrnovo,

l^ui'lUe

Winner

lit

James Craig,
Urenwi'; U^atun's Jiiyne MendoWB,
Anai-rson, lleiiry Stephenson, Alma

*

I.ukc, Art Baiter, Lester
Wlllia Ooldlierk.
Dlrecteil
Jifalthews.
Original sereeiiplay, Jack Andrews, Harry

KruKer,

Knyc

Kuakin-,

"imera,

si-ore,

Unvid

by

Dr. Tomiiiy ('<iaU..

"ITankee

.

Selkirk
Tcd.ly Selkirk

S(int(iril

some chance ih

Alma Kruger

"Tlwt's

K*ye Luke
Art Baker

...f

Jrfe

Di:

Hnrson.,.,

Nurse Parker
Kur.se

; .

Nell Craig

,

...... .(jleorge

Workman

.

.

.

.

.

Reed

Frank Borzage

film

"Violence" (Mono). Melodramatic story of undercover pressure groups with good chances in
the Monogram market,
"Three On a Ticket" (PRC).
Another Miehael Shayne whodunit with good Interest for supporting market.
"Shoot to KIH" (SG). Good
melodrama for the supporting
market.

lines.
"Dark Delusion" also
marks the emergence of Lucille
Bremer as a full-hlown serious actress, steering her aWay from the
musical fluff stiifE and into a part

istory

.

(Hep). Rich-

theatres.

.iiary Currier

It'll be ladies' night at the local
cinema stands when this last in
Metro's "Dr. Gillespie" (nee "Dr. Kil<iare") series opensj with a plot
heavily angled for femine tastes
along the popular "psychological"

that will heavily enhance her value
as a screen property.
Despite the boxoffice valu« of the
"Doctor" series, already established,
Metro has indicated It Will end it all
•on this fibn, which should bring
better than fair returns in all situations, and particularly in the nabes.
Emphasis has been segued, naturally,
fiiom the "Kildare" part formerly
played by Lew Ayres, to the "Gillespie" role filled by Lionel Bairryjnore.
Ih "Dark Delusion" Jahies
Craig plays the young doctor foil for
Barrymore, and is excellent in his
first film since receiving a service
discharge.
blunt young SID., Craig is
farmed out from the hospital to take
over a rich private practice tempolarily. While there he's called to cosign an order sending Miss Bremer»
daughter of a wealth iather, to the
insane asylum. Convinced that she's
all right, Craig pleads for another
chance for her and is almost success-

TJ. S.

Man"

around racetrack theme slowly
paced; fair b.o. outlook.
"The Bellman" (French).
Meller looks sock ior nr^ TJ. S;

.

Rummy

<!oniiver

My

ly dressed

.

.Lester Matthews
Wyndham (irnee. , . . .
Marie Blake
Siilly....,.,. ........... ,
.Ben Lessy
I'layer. ..
ain
....Oeraiaine Wall
SIlss Rowland.
;

Kou-

(Hep),

starred in British-made .meller;

..Warner Anderson
.Henry Stephenson

Kvaun nWrtle
Miilly Byrd
J)r.

a>c.

(color).

..Jayne Meadows

,.

,

F«Wr"

M«n Within" (GFD)
Michael Hedgrave

"The

.James Craig
Bremer

....ljUcUle

Ciulhia Grace

b(stter

tine comedy jnystery for dualer
situations.

Aiiselea, April 4, '47.
Tradei'limvn- al
Hiinnini; timi'. 110 MI>'S.
laonet Barrymore
l>r. Leonard Clllc-nie

>Tr.s.

garner

in all situations.

Oene HngKiera.

eititor,

of "Dr:

music

Rosher;

Charles

."^nell:

should
than fair returns

>fifllte»Jile» $eifies

.

Tit®

Man

Wttbim

An

an overlong saccharine nugget with
slow pace,V often lacking credibiUty.
Only portions of the flilm that generate any interest or excitement are
racetrack sequences^ but
flrstrate
these are brief and buried in,the surrounding sentimental stuRing. Judicious snipping of about 15 minutes
running time could sharpen this pic s

2.

release ol
General Film Distributors'
Stars Michael
dney Box production.
Redgrave, Jean Kent, Joan Greenwood,
Richard Attenliorough. Directed by BernScreenplay, "Muriel
and
ard
Knowles.
Sydney Box from novel by Graham Greene;
camera, Geottrey Unsworth.
At Odeon
theatre, Londoa.
Kunnlng time, 86 MIN8.
Carylylon
.Michael Redgrave
......Jean Kent
Lucy
Bli^abeth.
«.«*..,,'...'joan Qreen-wood
Andrews. ...... .....RiohaM Attenbcrough
Mr, Braddoclc. .i...,. .Francis L. Sullivan

even more

.......Paul Bryar
.......Ralph Dunn
Louise Curl'le
'••V;0«vlft Goraon
,.. Charles tlulgley
...Bouglas Fiiwley

Maee Mofgt^n.
Trigger;,..,,.;,....

...... .Noel f'rnvat

0runk. ... ..........
Jim Lacy..,.,

.Charles King, Rf
...Brooks Beneilici

Sturdy supporting film fare measuring up to market demands in all
departments, "Three On a Ticket"
has a good action whodunit story to
tell and spins it off at smart clip that
will please. Suspense is maintained
by playing and direction and production mounting obtains values better than expected from budget ex-

and fine performances, the weakness of the
Jolo—the Joshua Lowemaintained, was that "good theatre is not necessarily good film
material, and it appears the case
in this production."
The film tells the story of one
middle-class British family dnrhig England's trying period from
1919 to 1939, a sort of latter day
lauding
After
"Cavalcade."
Ne'Wton for meeting "every requirement of his tremendous
part with artistry luiown only
to an old time legit actor,"* Jolo
applauds Miss Johnson because
she "never puts a foot wrong
in an-

Hoiirke........

Fete Halterty
Hel^n Brlnstend....
Pearson...
Kurt Leroy.

directorial finesse

dive after the family splitup and his
fortune is reduced to the ownership
of his champion horse. Gallant Man,
who finally is taken out of retirement
to recoup the family losses and patch
up the domestic breach. All the tearjerking stops are pulled during the
film including Ameche's choked-up
recitation Of a poem to his child who

But the hoke

Tim

film,

whom

life

LoS

Robert Newton and John Mills.
Reviewed in London June 7,
thought
Jolo
.'44,
VabOty's
"Breed" would have to depend
on the Coward name for if*
drawing power with American
audiences. While praising the

fihn,

1

PnC release ot Sigmund Neufeld pioii,',™.
Featurcn Hugh Beaumont
tlon.
('1m™i
Walker, Paul Bryar, Ralph Dunil,
Carrie, Qavln Gordon.
Directed bv Snm
Ncwneld. Screenplay, Fred Myton; lii'iscd o„
original characlem an4 story by Brelt
day: camera. Jack Orcenhalgh; editor liol.
brook N. Tpdd. Previewed at Hollviveo,
April 1, '47. Running time, «« MIlliB.
Michael Shayne
.Hugh Beaumont
Phyllis BamUton...
....Cheryr Walker

.

Yarn concerns Ameche's., conflict,

hovering between

legit

"This

color under Cineguild (Rank)
auspices, opens at the Littie
Carnegie theatre (N.¥,), Saturday (12), via Prestige Pictures
The
(Universal) distribution.
film was directed by David Lean,
(of
Johnson
Gelia
starring
"Brief Encounter") along with

as the gambler, .between his fascination for the pari-mutuel odds and the
rolling dice and his mafttal duties as
husband and father. After nursing a
scrawny colt into a wonder bangtail
and parlaying his bets into a bigtime
bankroll, Ameche hits a snag with
he persistently neghis wife
lects for other pursuits. Filnr belabors two old chestnuts in epitomizing
this neglect; Ameche's card-playing
on the night his Wife has a baby and.
later on, his truancy from a family

is

title,

Ticke<;

Hollywood, April

Noel
hit of the
the

of

Happy Breed."
produced by Coward in Tecluii-

appeal.
In tracing the rise and fall of a
gambler, screertplay leans heavily
upon a familiar pattern without adding any new embroidery to hide the
basic triteness. Borzage's direction,
instead of contehding with this type
of script with a tight, positive hand,
tends to be diffuse and leisurely, adding to the overall prosaic quality of

the

Three ®m a

Happy Breed*

adaptation

C&ward London
same

Christmas eve party.
the
formula,
Foiiowing
pat
Ameche's gambling luck takes a nose-

-

(Color)

(BBITISB-MADE)
London, April

'This

penditure.
Plot of this latest of PRC's Michael
Shayne detective thrillers deals with
the dauntless private eye's adventures while trying to outguess a
choice
bunch of doublecrossing
Shayne and the sundry
crooks.
heavies are all after cache ot bank
loot hidden in- a railroad storage
locker. Ticket necessary to recover
loot has been torn into thirds and
holders all are trying to obtain parts
held by others, Before the heroic
Shayne has been pushed
finish,
etc.,
around,
beaten,
but comes

difficult role."

Two newcomer!^ Kay Walsh and

through with expected flying colors
to solve the case-: and make a nice

Billy Mitchell, also "turn in per-

fee for himself.

formances which should carry

Hugh Beaumont is excellent as
Shayne and his work is ably backed
by Cheryl Walker, who gives con.

them

far."

and death.

siderablc

so transparent that
the emotional effect is entirely lost.
is

to role of the private

-life

secretary. Louise
as the young woodcutter, an obvious detective's smart
Ameche, handicapped throughout comer in French films. Renee Faure, Currie makes femme heavy spot
by the faulty script, walks -through a looker who'Obviously shows strong count in final results and other vilInclude Gavin
his paces in routine style, his own theatre background, is Catherme, lains measuring up
Fame,
.Ernest Thesiger
Douglas
Gordon
and
Fowley, Paul
peaswacky
Judge
Allan Jeayes efforts adding nothing to the per- daughtfer of the slightly
Bryar, Ralph Dunn and others in
Prison Interrogator
...Ralph Truman suasiveness and motivation of the ant. She's superb. She also smgs an
David Home pic's key role. Catherine McLeod, as untitled country ballad in effective cast are good.
Dr.' Stanton..............
Hilliard
Sam Newfield has paced direction
George Merritt the over-lovirig wife, does nicely in a style. Madeleine Robinson makes the
subordinated part that requires littie rival girl, Martha, a strong ct^r^cter.* of the Fred Myton script to sustain
interest, and the well valued produc
First Technicolor picture to be thespic range. Vet trouper Roscoe
tion was furnished by Sigmund Neumade at Shepherd's Bush studios, Karns, as the family friend, registers
ful, when circumstances convince the and first one to come from Sydney
feld. tensing by Jack Greenhalgh,
Vi<»l«nee
others she's really gone. Craig takes Box since he took over Gainsborough effectively but his comedy lines ?a:e
settings, and other production ingreJier aw^ against the family's wishes, production, this adaptation of Gra- weak. Rest of the cast, including the
Hollywood, April 5.
Broff.
dients are expert.
finds out what's wrong through ham Greene's novel has much to horse, does okay.
Monogram release ot Jack Benmaxd-BerMichael
Stars
production.
Production is dressed in lavish nard Brandt
narqo-synthesis, operates on a blood commend
Most glaring- fault is
it.
features Sheldon
Nancy
Coleman;
O'Shea,
clot, and everythmg turns out okay amount of talk used. This is irritat- style with richly draped interiors and Leonard, Emory Parnell, Peter Whitney.
Mill
t&
conracetrack
shots.
everyone.
There's
sub-plot
'reaUstic
Cam^a
a
lor
Story and
Directed by Jack Bernhard.
ing when characters on the screen
Hollywood, April 5.
•cerning heart disease inter-twined go through lip movements to accom- work is excellent but inferior edit- screenplay, Stanley Rubin, Louie Lantz*
Screen Guild release of "William Berlte proskillfully, showing how it's possible paniment of running commentary. ing has resulted in a film that is, at camera, Henry Sharp; music, Edward 3.
Kay; editor, Jason Bernle. .Previewed April duction. Features RusseU Wade, Sumn
to recover from heart ailments, con- So much that should.be acted is de- the same time, too long and too 3, '47. Running time, Ti MINS.
Walters,
Edmund MacDonald, Dougliis
trary to popular belief.
Nancy Coleman Blacklcy, Vince Barnelt, ISfestor PaJva. Dl-"
scribed, thus detracting from the ex- abrupt in its transitions. Background Ann Mason..........
Screenplay, Edwin V.
Steve Fuller....,.,.........Michael O'Sheq^ reeled by Berlte.
All the standard Characters of the citement and suspense. Holds some music is compietently scored,
Sheldon Leonard Weatrate; camera, Benjamin Kline; muHic,
Fred Stalk
Herwi.
old "Kildare" series, excluding Ayres promise for the tj. S. market.
Peter Whitney DarreU Calker: editor, Arthur A. BrooliS.
Joker Robinson
and Nat Fendletom, hold up well in
Story is told in flashback while
Emory Parnell Previewed April 2, '47. Running time. 64
True Dawson
their usual roles, with JBarrymore Richard Attenborough is undergoing
Pierre WatKln
Ralph Borden.
,

A

-Felix

Priest.

Aylmer

Cockney Harry ............ .Ronald Shiner
Basil Sydney
Sir Henry Merrlraan,. ,.

.

-

,

?

'

topping. As the crusty, Jjut softhearted "Dr. Gillespie" he'll register
well with aU auds. Miss Bremer, as
tfSe psychopath, comes, up with the
juiciest part- in her film career .and
interprets solidly. Feiiame's a looker
in black-and-white as weU as color.
Broduction- wise, Carey "Wilson bows
out on a high note, while Charles
Eosher's camera work .and Willis
Goldbeck's direction add nice snap.

Yankee FaEdr

'

RepuliHc

W. Lee Wilder proflucby Wilder. Stars Douglas
AVoiJdhury, Clem Bevans;

I'elease ot

itirpi'led
.louii

Fowli'y,
features

HiinBom

.Sherman,

Screenplay,

S, Conway from story by Mindret
vuWK. J. Russel Robln.'son, Alexander
3,iiszl<i; caniera, Roljert W. PIttack; editor,
Tradeshown, N. Y.,
Josei)h ii. <'aplan.
'47.
April
Hunjiing time, (17

Richard
Li.rd;

MNS.

Yankee Davlx....
Ulary .Mason.

Shaggy

JIarile.'*.

Pnifrjwor .Xewltm

EandaU.

.

l>uke.
Sherlft . r
Mrs. Telley
.

.

Douglas Fowley
Joan 'Woodbury
........Clem Bevans
Ransom 'Sherman
.Frank Belcher
.Marc Lawrence
.Walter Soderling

Eula Guy

Mason

Forrest Taylor
...Klinor Appleton
Peter Michael

Jenny
Walker
Sej'ubwonian
Charlie

Tommy

'

.

Klspeth Dudgeon
.Slmeat Adams
Tommy Bernard

Modest budgeted comedy mystery,
"Yankee Fakir" will serve as lower-,
case fare for dualer situations. Film
mismanages use of its central character, a snake-oil pitchman, with his
natural colori'u) possibilities and gets
derailed instead into' a bog of whodunit cliches.
General production

«.

from Ransom Sherman,

his assistant Richard.
Gregory .Marshall
..Dorothy Adams
routines.
Clem Millie.
Bevan.";, as a vagrant posing as a Jockey ..................... .Fr.i nk ie T)a rro
Kcott
Hiim
1. ...i..^.
.1.
. ..Hiimpton
millionaire, also registers with a Secretary..,.
....... ... ......... John Mlljan
competent perforniattce while Joan Mnnle.H.
.William B. Davidson
Woodbury, as the heart interest, is a Rile Track Ahnouncer. .... .Joe 'IlcrniinUez
nice looker, but not given much to
do. Rest of the oast in stock parts do
"That's My Man,"' Prank Borzage's
okay. Incidental song, "Caught Like .second top money opus under Republic's banner, will pas.s muster at the
a Rat in a Trap," is straight corn.
boxoffice through proper exploitation

pitchman

'

;

.

, .

,

.

•

Mr.

Russell WmM
George Mitchell.
Susan Wiillers
Oay Forester Marian LarifdtiB.,,
Hamilton I.awrence bale......... Edmund MocDonald
.....Douglas Blacltiey
Richard Irving Dixie Logan
Vince Barnelt
Carol Donne Charlie Gill

.Prank Relcher

,

^

.Tohn

Jimmy Clark
....Wllilnm Gould

X

Gus

Miflcr

John Forsylhe.

..

.lim Forman,,-,

"Violence"

is

warning Veterans

neat

-.

Al Collins
Blake..,..

propaganda, Mike

beware of secret Ed Carter
pressure organizations whose object Smolfey
Bingo..
is the spread of civic discord. MesClem ....'.
sage is well-scripted and in addition, Blackie

Nestor Paiva
..Douglas Trowliridge
HariT Brown
Ted Itecllt

Harry chenhire
.Robert Kiord.-iu
Joe Devlin

to

.

My

the

. . ,

.

Mrs. Donahue
Dr. Chalmers,.
Latimer
Bess Taltel
Joe Donahue...

film contains plenty of suspense to
Pierre
Roger Pigaut carry out commercial melodramatic
of Gendai'me».Georges Tourrell aims. Script and players combine to
Attenborough flees, taking refuge Commandant
....Slnoel
The Old Wom.tn
in a lonely cottage the boy meets riie Village Oul.iider
Pierre Labi'y overcome lack of directorial finesse,
giving picture punch that will put it
the step-daughter of the murdered
over.
man who approves his treachery and
(In French; English. Titles)
incites him to give evidence against
Production framework is expert
This French horror meUer carries
his former shipmates. At the assizes
such
a WaUop that it easily rates as under wing of Jack Bernhard and
he is suborned by the Crown At- the strongest French-made picture to Bernard Brandt.
Pair chose cast
torney's mistress, Jean Kent, with preem in the U. S. since the war. with care, and players deliver. Flot
the promise Of a love affair if he
in 1945, "The Bellman" is rem- deals with operation of pressure
He Made
testifies against his guardian.
iniscent of those productions from group known as United Defenders, a
gives evidence against the sailors, but France that attracted record crowds front organization for all types of
at the last moment he refuses to
at arty N. Y. houses pre-war. Film violence. Outfit makes a play for disidentify Redgrave as leader of the
seems certain of big biz at arty the- contented vets, using them for the
smugglers.
atres in America, and should be okay spread of discord under the cloak of
End of story is a trifle untidy but in
certain general houses. One thing patriotism.
leaves one to assume that Attenthat
might help its boxoffice potenAction concertis Nancy CJoleman,
borough goes to a happy life, while
tial would be a new title to get across undercover operator for a photo mag,
Redgrave remains in jail.
Most mature performance comes the horror, melodramatic angle, out to bust United Defenders. To
from Redgrave who plays the gentle- which also should be stressed in complicate plot, girl is made to suffer loss of memory as result of auto
man-smuggler with a sure touch. bally,
Claude Boncompain's story is about accident, a device that pitches heroAttenborough, as the coward, who
finds courage, has his moments, but a bellman whose job is to sound a ine and. Michael O'Shea, an investiJoan Greenwood, a promising Rank bell high in the French Alps and gator, into plenty of danger before
direction
Bernard's
starlet, is somewhat handicapped by thereby assist travelers from becom- denouement.
a slow genuine Sussex dialect as At- ing lost. The closeup of this fan- doesn't take the best advantage of
Lantz
Stanley
Kubin-Louis
tenborough's real love. Jearr Kent is atical character, Lucien Coedel, jn^ the
alarmingly modern as an 1820 vamp. corporates the cruelty of the man, screenplay and consequently sense of
Redgrave and Sydney Box are his half-belief in witchcraft and a reality isn't as strong as it might
good marquee names here. But it new-born yearning for mohey so he have been, but results still come off.
might be well to hold up this picture can get away from his isolated post.
Chief heavies are capably perin U. S. until release of "The Secret But it's the combination of Jacques formed by Sheldon Leonard, Peter
Behind the Door," Fritz Lang film, Pre vert's skillful adaptation of the Whitney- and Fmory Parnell, who
in Which Redgrave is co-starring original
Jacques' match good work of Miss Coleman
Christian
and
Cflne.
With Joan Bennett.
smooth, smart direction that height- and O'Shea. Cay Forester and Jimmy
ens all suspenseful moments. 'Work Clark both spot good bits, and others

values are par with the mediocre
scripting with nothing special to
commend in either its thesping, direction or camera work.
Yarn revolves around Douglas
Fowley, an itinerant salesman, who
wanders into a western town around
the turn of the century and falls for
the daughter of the sheriff. After
That's
Ifail
latter is killed by a gang of smUggle^rs,
Rcpuhlic release ot Frank Boraige proFpwley sets about tracking down the duction, directed by Borzoge. Stars Don
varmints through
a
comphcated Anieclie, Catherine McLeod: features Roscoe
Kiu'iis, .lohn nidgely, Kitty Irish, .Toe Frisseries of ruses that fill the footage,
Steve
Screenplay.
co.
Joe
Uernanclez.
but have no relationship to the crime. l-'islier. Hl'Adley King; camera. Tony GauExpose of the varmints in the end dio; editor. Richard L. Van Enger; .score,
takes place when a local yoimgster Hani Sailer. Tradeshoivn. N. Y., April 3,
•47.
Ruiuiing time, 1»4 MINS.
simply identifle.s the killer and his .Toe
Amech'fe
Don
(Jrjinxe
boss who happens to be the town U<miiie
.Catherine McLeod
banker.
'I'oliy tlleeton
Roscoe Karns
John RIdgely
Fowley is adequate in the central Ramsey
Kitty IrW)
role and gels okay comedy support Kltly...,
(oe Frisco
Wime WagonsiaUer
in

.

Mm :'':.

Pop

.

Eddie Konier
.Frank O'Conner
...Samnry .Sli'ln
Gene Rodgeis

,

Piano. Player.

;

arrested.

(ONE SONG)
tlon,

Tiie Bellmaaia
He relates how, as
"
an orphan, he becomes the ward of
(Sortileges)
Michael Redgrave, goes to sea with
(FBENCH-MADE)
him and his crew of smugglers and
Mage Films release ot Moulin D'Or prois sharply disciplined because he is a duction. Stars Lucien-Coedel: features FerLedoux, Renee Faure. Directed hy
poor sailor. He loathes the life and nand
Screenplay by JacQues
Chri.^tla"n Jaques.
when he is flogged for ah.offense he Prevert from Olauile Boncompain's novel,
did not commit, liis love and admira- "Horseman of Rloiuclare"; camera, Louis
tibn for his guardian turn to hate. Page. At Studio 85, N. Y., starting April 6,
•47.
Running .time, 95 M1N8..
He takes' vengeance by giving him The
liUCien Qoedel
Bellmitn
away to the customs men. In the Fabret
Fernand Ledoux
ensuing fight one of the customs meii Catherine
.Renee Faure
...Madeleihe Robinson
is -kiUed and several smugglers are jvtarthe

torture in prison.

Hem.

good melodrama

"Shoot
for supporting positions. It has been
well cast, except for femme lead, the
production gloss gets the be.st from
small budget, and telling of its .story
to Kill" is

leaves no loose ends.
Males in cast deliver consistently
good performances in spinning yarn

of*crookcd politicians and crooked
gangs that operate xmder their shelRussell Wade makes a forthriglit,
believable newspaperman who is instrumental in uncovering the operations. Edniund MacDonald is equally
as good as the aspiring assistant d.a.
who nurtures the crooks.
Story concerns MacDonald, supported by and supporting the villainous workings of Nestor Pai'pa,
town gangster. Teamwork Is goin?
well until they frame a crook trying

ter.

muscle in. Latter's wife, working
under cover, gets a job as MacDonald's secretary and obtains plenty of
evidence, with Wade's help, to fix
the heavies. Edwin V. Westrate script
tells the plot in flashback and has
only the common fault of having girl
recount events in which she cotild
not have figured.
Femme lead is played by Susatt
to

Walters in not too believable fashion.
Paiva is good as one of the heavies.
Doiiglas Blackley makes his footage
count as the framed crook. Vince
Barnett does neatly by small spot as

of this team plus remarkably strong in cast are acceptable.
courtroont janitoif who is bumped off.
camera work by Louis Page, especialProduction has been given expert Production
touch adds Gene Rodgers,
ly the scenes in snow-swept high lensing by Henry Sharp, plus an Ed- pianist, for
two nitery instrumentals.
mountains, increase the potency of ward J. Kay music score that heightWilliam Berke produced and dithe more vivid passages.
ens meller factors. Brog.
rected, and got the most from budget
of
wealthy
Casual slaying
a
horse
and story. Benjamin Kline's camera
in the
who's
trader,

lost

his

way

mountains, starts off the well-paced
plot. Fernand IiCdoux is the sUghtly

demented father whose
his daughter's recovery

interest

him into the grasp of
the murderous Bellman. Pact that
his Fabret character wanders from
normalcy into insane moments makes
him an easy dupe for the brutal Bellman. There's also a valuable trained
horse who escapes the same fate as
the horse trader and finally leads the
gendarmes to uncover the crime.
Besides Coedel's magnificent portrayal and the fine characterization
by Ledoux, Roger Pigaut also rates
Star billing. He's the romantic lead
illness brings

work

U-I fteadies Tteee For

in

Hollywood, April

Douglas
Robert

Fairbanks

"The

Pink

Montgomery

producing
Horse,"

and
with

and
starring, and "The Wistful '^idow of
Wagon Gap," vvith Abbott and
Costello in top roles.

directing

Broi?.

good.

Chicago, April

8.

Three pictures will get the gun before the end of April at Uni'versalinterhational, in addition to six currently in work on the lot.
Newcomers are "The Exile," with
starring;

is

Jackson Park Delay

Oreenlight in April

from a long

s.

Long-litigated Jackson Park thehad another possible delay
Seeley, defendant attorney, requested appeals court to

atre case

when Myles
set

back brief

filing to

May

1.

Attorneys for both sides have
agreed to 15-day extension from
April 4 to file answers h> the Riverside
trust

and

IVIinnesota theatres' anti-

action to go

before Federal

Judge Michael Igoe here,

:

Recordings Alr0mdy

in Release.'

DINAH SHORE, Columbia

MURPHY

SISTERS,

.

SAMMY

hol\o

.

KAYE, Victor • HELEN FORREST, MGM
CONNIE HAINES and HARRY BABBIT, Mercury

]
\

PICTVBBS

IS

WedneBimj, April 9,

£D FAfS

House

of loc«4 theatre

who

Pay,

New Theatre Hans
Toledo, O., April

Providence, April

-

Long and varied show

8.

"

some 50 years ago

as a vaude and concert violinist, will
be climaxed by a golclen testimonial
dinner in his honor April 21 at the
Sheraton-Biltmof e hotel here. Sponsored by the Independent Theatre
Owners of Rhode Island, the banquet is slated to be attended by top
industry execs, inchiding Maj. AlWarner, Barney Balaban and
bert

Balaban and Katz is planning a
new, modem downtown house here
fo cost about $2iO(K>,(KM), to ireplace
Paramount, SiSOO-seater, on
the
which its lease expires in June next Jack Cohn,
year. The new 2,500-seat house will
Fay's acconrplishments were not
be at Jackson and Superior streets, limited to the violin. He later benow used as a parking lot, and will came a bandmaster, then built an
incorporate many new ideas, includ- outdoor amusement park in Newark,
ing large screen television facilitiesi N. J. He paid Irene and Vernon
plastic upholstered sents, a playroom Castle $2,000 for the 1914 preem of
for youngsters attended by a nurse, liis dance pavilion at Hunts Mills,
and latest projection equipment and K. I. He teed off as an exhibitor

M

acoustical treatment.
Carl Schwyn
and Associates, Bowling Green, O.,
which operates several houses in
northwestern Ohio, including the
nabe State here* took a long-term
lease on the Paramount
Balaban
and Katz also operate the Princess,

downtown

in

holdover

Toledo,

and plan remodelling

house,

this

theatre.

1300,000

Omaha

Omaha, April
Ralph
•tre

despite

(5)

downpour

Weather stopped south

t^ade
'

8.

Blanlc's $300,000 Chief the
last

South Omah'a opened

in

Saturday

side

civic

but house was jammed

day tor "jQlson
The Chief is

all

associated with the late

E. Comstring of
the past
also prehis Prov-

M,

erford and bought out a
Providence theat^s. For
20 years the showman has
sented many legit shows at
idence houses.

Prank C. Walker, former postmaster
general; Basil O'Connor,' American
Red Cross chairman; Joe Vogel, Gus
Eyssell, George J, Schaefer, Malcolm
Kingsberg, William F. Rodgers and

Tom

Story."

Connors.

Mian

liouse seattng 1,288.

atmospheric
Policy is two

chahges weeMy.

Griersou to Paris

SOO'Seat Texas S«use Opened

Houston, April

UNESCO

Ob

Fiim Program

8.

John Grierson, indie shorts proISTew 900 seat OST theatre on the
Old Spanish Trail, near Scott, Texas, ducer, who is director of mass comhas been opened. The $20,000 house munication and .public information
Nations Educational,'
is managed by J. L. McKinneyi who of the United
part owner, Others interested in
the new theatre include Ben C,
McRinhey and Mr. and Mr^^ H. S.
Procto?.
Is

flMiOeo Hoiise In Charlotte
Charlotte, April 8,
of a new picture

Construction
site of the present Imperial
theatre will- he undertaken as soon
as building restrictions are lifted

house on

accoraing to ISTtotis Hadaway, city
managed North Carols th^tres.
Only the two side- walls of present
structure 'Will be Used in the hew

Social

.&

inferstate's Dallas

Organization,

planed from New
(Tuesday) for Paris. He'll attend
the meeting there of th0 exec board
of UNESCO.
Grierson, who -heads an outfit
making a series of shorts' for United
Artists release, recently returned to

the U. S. from four Weeks abroad

gathering material for a series of
film articles for The Nation. 'While
in the U. S., he outlined film aims
at the national confer,
of
ence in PhUly two weeks ago.

UNESCO

Tax

Bills

Continued from pase (

Heose

passed onto the customer. And, with
biz shrinking, the exhibs feared the
passage of the hill would further
slash b.o. returns.
Because of the desperate plight of

the mvmicipality for more revenue
there is a strong llkeflbood that the
measure will be bibuji^t up again
at the next sessiOni of the city solons.
109

Na«e Adds Anoiher

Cultural

York yesterday

flOOiOOO'project, enlarging capacity
from about 600 to l,«OiOl^

Dallas, April 8.
Interstate
Theatre circuit will
build its largest suburban theatre in
south Dallas, within the next year.
It will be a 1,200-seater, to b* housed
in a buUding containing stores and
Office space.
Starting time will depend on the
availability of materials and the yfting of buUding restrictions.
in Ariz.

Wash. Tax

Mbed

Washington, April

A

Bill, which would hav« slapped a
Phoenix, April 8.
Harry Li Nace cir- 10% local admissions tax on all D. C.
cuit of Arizona houses was added amusements, on top of the Federal
With the tuning of Mesa theatre, 20%, was -Spiked last week by
Mesa, Ariz. 16 miles east of here. combined
House-Senate
District
House is 1,000-^eater and will play Committee working on proposals to
first-run. Town has two other thea
increase the city's revenue.
tres, Nile and Eitz, also run by
Harry L. Nace Theatres, Inc.
Delaware Defeats AmuS. Taxes

I<atest link in

.

Film company reps joined branch
managers out of Salt Lake for

Wilmington, April 8.
.Delaware legislature
adhas
journed without passing two bills
which would have seriously afifected
films. One would have set up a cen-

March

sorship

Synion's Circuit- Deluxer Opening
Butte, Mont., April

8.

25 opening of Wallace, Idaho
deluxer. The new Wilma theatr*

thrire in Symons Memorial Building
is latest addition to chain established

by

theatre firm
Missoula, Mont.

operating out

of

tures.

of drinking scene.s in picIt died in committee.

Second measure would have enabled municipalities and other local
subdivisions to enact amusement
'

taxes;

Pennsy Tax Unlikely

Metro'* Play Problem

Harrisburg,. Pa., April
Little

Has No

B.B. in Production by
<>f

Its Siairers

8.

chance for pa.ssage of the

tax on entertainment mewhich would levy Ic on every

One proposed
dia,'

10c or fraction thereof of admission
Metro is understood interested In prices, is seen by legislative leaders
acquiring screed rights but not following Gov. Duil*s Insistence that
leaking ah investment in "Com- his original schedule of levies on
mand," play which will be co-pro- beer, tobacco and soft drinks be enduced on Broadway next fall by acted at once.
The amu.sement tax plan is emSidney Phillip.s, of the company's
talent department. Partnered with bodied in a House bill, which, it is
Phillips will be Kermit Bloomgarden. estimated by its spon.sors, would
Play presents an interesting prob- raise $50,000,000 for school purposes.
lem for the Dramatists Guild on .In addition to providing for collectdivvy of the film income, sinc^. it ing the tax, the bill empowers the
was later written into a book, "Com- State Department of Revenue to
mand Decision," by the same author, license all places of amusement at a
William Wister Haine,';. and became $1 annual fee and provides for
a best-seller. It.s succoi^.s r(>sulted in monthly reports of all tax monies

the hypoed interest in the play.

7

"

"

*

such as "Jenny," it's often advantageous to shoot the picture here to
obtain the maximum of authenticity
in sets. H« declined tp state, however, whether- he'd succeeded in lining up f.ny Hollywood production
for the Harlem establishment, de-

RKO

claring that
had ho immediate
plans tot eastern production and
producers
commercial plx
that
would take over the studio next.
Cost' to independent producers to
Harlem studio is about the
as what they would pay for
space on the Coast, UUman said,
Rental is dependent- on the length of
time and amount of space consumed,
with the price the same lor both
Hollywood and commercial film producers.
UUman added that Pathe
had never been a member of the
group of eastern studio operators
who recently attempted to get N.Y.'s

rent the

same

,

at the start of World War I when
he organized the Arcadia Amus. Co,, Mayor O'Dwyer to back a campaign
which operated houses in several to get more Hollywood producers to
ea.stern key cities. Later he became move east.

Arrangements have been made for
a special train to leave New York
April 21 for the convenience of
guests. Also expected to attend are

Theatre Opened

Continued from page

8.
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^coon Edward M.

started

collected.
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Bm. Toledo;

For
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Fact that Selznick
studio, meanwhile, is

India

is

New York

about to feel the touch of the American flack. Al Margolios
publicity man, has been hired by V. Shantarani, Indian
producer

to turn out press material, heralds, cards and accessories tor his forthcomino
pix, "Journey of Dr. Kotnis" and "Shakuntala." Films are being
released
in India in both English and Hindustani. Margolies is preparing
the ma
terial only for the English version.
However, if the American-style

ouf
fery t)roves eifective at the b.o., Margolies will have it translated
anrt
prepared in New York for the Hindustani version, too. The two
Indian
pix are also to be released in the U. S. by Mayer
Bui^tyn. Thevu
"«
the first Indian flhns seen here.

S

&

-

Argosy and

RKO

are in an argument over the release date q{ "Tho
Fugitive," Argosy's first production, with Henry Fonda starring.
Merian
C. Cooper, prexy of the indie outfit, wants the picture released in
Novem.
ber while RKO insists on next February. Another Fonda starrer
"The
Long Night," is booked for release in November, and the distribution
company contends it is not good buisiness to put out two Fonda pictures at
the
same time. Argosy's contention is that "The Fugitive" was completed
two months ago and a February releasing date would mean a whole vhm
on the shelf.
'

Irving Lessor's departure as associate managing director of
the Roxv
N. Y., calls for termination of his contract by paying him his
$650 weeklv
salary for another year. Les.ser is joining his brother, Sol, film
producer
He will headquarter in Now York, handling special publicity and ex'
ploitation

on

lafter's pictures.

Prints of Walt Disney's "Snow White" are being shipped to the
Salzburtf
using the Film Festival at the request of Lt. Gen. Geoffrey Keyes, commanding
gen
expected to eral of the USAF in Austria. Films from England, France, Russia, Switzeruse by Coast land and Sweden wiU augment the Disney contribution,
is

boost interest in its
producers, although most of them
will probably wait to see what the
finished print looks like.
Chevalier
prolog, in which the French star explains the narration technique to be
used for the U. S. version of the

U. S. State Department has assigned Eddie Albert to handle
the oroduction of "The Richmond Experiment" in 16m. Fitai wiU
be based* on
made at Richmond, Cal., for special training program of police
throughout nation on handling race reUitions.

tests

film, is also expected to prove a
boon, since it demonstrates the
spacious sets obtainable.
One sequence has Chevalier singing "Pigalle" on a full-sized stage, with a
continned from page s
large orchestra in the pit and a
capacity audience Watching him suits by the losers; no matter to izing each other's problems in feel,
which side the iSlm was awarded.
ing theiti. way under the new sellfrom out front.
As a matter Of fact, distrib toppers ing form, are considered not nearly
declared last week, it has been^sur- so likely to tie a suit as Would aii
prisingly easy to pick best bids. indie.
They have not run very close at aill
in most cases. And where there was
Continued from page 3
some doubt, it often could be setmentary technique for added realism. tled on the basis of the date offered
Among the 35 locations selected last for the engagement; Distribs could
Contbiued from page S
week will be Faneuil Hall, used by justify the. reasoning behind their
Revolutionaiy patriots as a meetings choice by timing in relation to a riod of abstinenc«T-^if that's what
ad
campaign,
previous caused the boxoflice decline— was
place; Harvard University and the national
Boston Library. House in which the playdates ih surrounding cities an^ felt a lot 9>ore strongly than it has
picture's family will be depicted as other such factors.
beto tor iiuite a few years.
living is "in the shadow of Bunker
Bidding has made considerably
Certataly a major factor in the
HiU," Wald explained.
more work for division and sales- decline Which Was felt so definitely
Producer said his main effort will managers, since most companies in March was the quality of product.
be to present a major modern-day have left to them the decisions on While January and February were
problem realistically. He will show bids, rather than allowing answers blessed with a considerable number
that the current struggle of right vs. to be given on a lower level. How- of particularly strong wicket-spinleft is leaving the average man. ever, had not the Supreme Cmirt ners, the tollowing
month saw one
squeezed and confused in the mid- stay come along, plans were in the weakie after another. The powerful
dle and that he must take steps to making to shift responsibility to the grossers by that time had moved
get back to the Constitution and field.
ba(?k into subsequents, where their
One of the things making for cumulative income has less effect on
the Bill of Rights. A parallel will be
drawn between the present placid more work was the practice of the the national average than when they
lack of reaction of the average exec who piade the decision dictat- are in larger
theatres With higher
American to the dangerous forces ing a memo on his reasoning in admission
taps.
pulling at his liberty and the Ger- each case, so that if a suit was filed
Domestic rentals during March for
mans of the early 'SOs who puffed at any later time, he'd be able to
their pipes in beer gardens and recall exactly the factors involved about half the majors appear to
cottee houses and said, "it ran't in his decision.
major factor, of have held up well and exceeded
The other
course, that made decisions rela- hoom figures of 1946.
happen here."
companies saw declines of about 2%
Delmar Daves will direct the pic tively easy is the complete records
to 10%.
considerable help in the
from an original and screenplay by all companies have of business done
overall situation was the continuDavid Goodis. Daves and Goodis in the Past by most houses.
Where there was doubt about a ation of superior biz abroad in comwere in Boston with Wald. Trio returned to the Coast Saturday (5) theatre's potential and bids were parison with previous years.
Any company's income from renfrom New York. Shooting in the close enough to justify it, some disHub will take six to eight weeks. tribs made a practice of giving the tals hinges completely, of course, on
Wald said he is rushing the film to film to the untested house. Idea, of the relatively small group Of films
coinpletion to get it to the public as course, was to buijd up experience it has going through the mill at the
and prove, perhaps, that there'd be moment, so is not a very reliable
quckly as posi^ble. «»
Jane Wyman is the only.memb«r more money and fewer lawsuits if index of business. However, there
the theatre got the product.
of the cast set so far.
is no doubt
either from the standToughest choice to make, it was point of distribs or exhibs— that the
said, was in cases where a second or medium-quality films are the ones
The big
subsequent-run exhib bid for pix that are giving trouble.
for first-run. Inasmuch as there's no ones seem to have no trouble holdprevious experience with the thea- ing their own and the cheapies do
Continued from page 7
tre operating on this run, distrib what's expected of them. It's those
a flat rental basis.
When they be- has little to go by. In many cases, in-betweehers that have to fight for
gan toppling house r«cords in test just as in the situations mentioned every doUar.
engagements, Small decided it Was above, disttibs have given the pic
There's the usual divergence in
time to take advantage of a good :to the subsequent-runner in order flgm-es between what affiliated and
thing and revised the price to a 35% to find out what he could do with it. indie theatres are off.
Affiliateds
deal.
Business they're doing is beIn a situation mentioned by one show only a dip of a few percentage
ing dupUcated by reissues of most distrib, several
pix were sold to a points from last year, while indies
of the other companies.
subsequent for first;run. He didn't generally claim to be down around
In line with this, a spokesman for do well with them. Next time, pix 20%.
the Brandt circuit, which operates were given to the original first-run
Offishness has naturally increased
the Bepublic, declared it's evident account. The other fellow came in exhib thinldng about slicing admisthat reissues "seem to be what the and squawked that he naturally sion fees, bwt it deifinitely appears
people want."
Republic, formerly couldn't develop a new policy with that no slashing: has set in yet; View
operated a$ a subsequent run house, only two pictures and that it was of most theatre ops is to wait a
recently switched to a foreign film up to the distrib to keep selling him while and see what happens, .since
policy.
With reissue business so first-run until he could acquaint his business is in no sense in the alarmpotential patronage with his new ing category.
good, however, the circuit has de
Price cuts m.ny be in
cided the house will not operate on policy.
order, however, within* the next few
f.ny set policy and the management
Distrib agreed that he had a good month.s unless a gusher of .strong
now has its sights trained on "Sea pomt in that he couldn't develop the product which does not appear to
Wolf" and "Sea Hawk," a Warners' new policy so quickly. Hhwever,
be on the horizon—should suddenly
it
dual reissue package which has done was pointed out that the
exhib who make itself felt.
outstanding business to date where- originally had the flrSt-run
would
Concentration of trade at the
ever it's played.
be in an excellent position to sue if weekends continues, while a secthe distrib was awarding the prod- ondary
phenomenon-Is the continued
Heads Distrib Group
uct to another house which was paydrop in kid business. No one .sooms
ing Icsa rental.
Chicago, April 8,
to have hit on the cause— or even a
James C. Clark was elected presiIn cases ol clcse bids between reasonable facsimile thereof-- for the
dent of National Film Distributors, affiliated and indie
houses, some digression of the moppet tratlo, unInt., at Chi meeting last week that distribs
have made a practice of Ics.s it is that their parents nren't
saw Thomas Gilboy selected vicc- selling to the indie,,
since' the v feel tossing them the extra coins they
pi:fsident and Clint Weyer chOsen there's much less
likelihood
IcRal were getting when general economic
executive secretary.
difficulties that way. Distribs, realconditions were more flush.

Bidding Liked By Distrib$
i

WB-Walit

i

9

Film Bik Dips

s

•

A

A

—

Reissue trackages

,

—

#

national advertising
Lausiclied by an iotefisive Giant
Radio and Truck Posters.
jrfnes,

and promotion campaign te Maga..

M-CM's "The

Newspapers,

YcarUng-

will reach ati

impressions.
estimated total of 1,561.000,000

In Chicago

ft

broke the

State. Lake Theatre.

Cleveland, Portland.

M-G-M

record for the house, running for 7 big weeks at tha

And now watch

it

repeat next in Houston,' Washington, D.

C,

.

VeJneiBday, AprH 9. l!l47

Opera

First Full-Length

Continued Itom paf« 8

Moment"

Big

week,

La.st

$3,600,

Kenny"

<RKO) and "Return Monte

Cristo"
(Col) split with "Searching Wind"
(Par) and "Boston. Blackie and
Law" (Col), $2,500.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60 )—"Sej: Hawk" (WB) and "Sea
(WB) (reissues) (2d wk).
"Wolf"

Great

after

$7,000

initial

and via newspaper stories adding to
Last
strong $16,000, and sure h.o.
week, "Stole a Million" CU) and
"Can't Cheat An Honest Mtn" (U)
mild $6,500,
Bialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)— "Suddenly It's Spring" (Par).
Slow $12,000. Last week, "Angel and
Padman" (Rep) and "Ghost Goe-s
Wild" (Rep), sturdy $15,000,
40-60)—
•Stale
(Loew's)
(3,300;
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) and
"13th Hour" (Col). Under hopes at
fairish $14,000. Last week, "Lady In
(reissues),

'Brooklyn' Good

—

In

'

Brooklyn" (M-G)in
$15,Q00. Last week, "Miss Pil-

"Happened

Good

—

Last week, "Brasher

week, sock $20,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Love

and "Wanted for
modest $4,000.

(20th),

Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) and
"Charlie Chan Trap" (20th). Sturdy
at $9,000.
Last week, "Pursued"

«iETTr BUSING

(WB)

(m,o,), $8,000.

Lafayette

(Basil)

(3,100;

40-70)—

(U) ancl "Shadowed"
(Col). Modest $12,000 or near. Last
week, "Michigan Kid" (U) and
"Blind Spot" (Col), $14,000.
With holdovers still booming
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Miss
"My Favorite Brunette" is setting Pilgrim"
(20th)
and "Backlash"
the iiace currejitly with, a hefty (Par) (m.o.).
Last
Neat $5,000.
eession at Radio Ci% "Sinbad the we^k, "BocBiiarang" (20th) (m.o,),
:$4,500..'-Pailor" and "Best Years of Our
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
iiives" are best on holdover list,
90-$1.50)—"Best Years" (RKO) (3d
"i'albulous Dprseys" is okay tt the wk). Big $23,!SO0 after great $25,000
:Sia;te..;
for second week.
f
"I'll fie Yours''^

Mln^

here,

"

'

"

f

*

Aster

Guy"

'

-

\

Estiniates for

(Par)

Tbb Week
30-44)—"Fall

(900;

"Tumbleweed

and

(Mono)

(Indie)

U-Rank Pact

Fine $3,000 in 5 days.
"Wild Beasts at B^"
"Born for Speed"

Be

and

(PRC), $2,300 in 5 days.

Century (Ptr) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Bedelia" (E-L), Fair $7,000. Last
-week, "Les Mis^ilbW <30th) (reissue), $6,000.-

•

Continaed froin page.i

the

Africa

is

under

the-

first to

new

ss

be carried out

agreement."

The Rank-U contract boosts the
minimiun number of British pix

;

Gopher (Par) (IjOOO; 44)—"Devil which tj must handle in the U. S. to
on Wheels" (PRC). Fine $4,500. 12 yearly, Benjmin said. Origuialiy,
Last week, "Tom Brown's School
when United 'world "Pictures was
Dtys" (RKO.> (reissue). $3,<)00.
tyrle
(Bar)
5O-70>— still in operation, the number had
(1,100;
Eagle-Lion,
"Razor s Edge" (20tfi) (m.o.). Good been JBxed at eight
$8,500 to third week downtown. Which has no affiliation with U, Will
Last week, "Suddenly Spring" (Par) tal^e .on a minimum of five while
(m.o.), $6,000.

additional flUns are being idistrifouted
by U's ]^«stig» Picture iihit Flexible operations are contemipUttecl,
Benjamin added, so that Ibbtti, numBKO-Orpbeum (RKO) (2,800; 50- ber of films 'and terms can be al70)—"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) (2d tered from' time to time.'
Mild $10,000 itfter $18^000
Wk).
Technicolor* Inc., has promised
•Sener.
Rank several color cameras no later
«KO-P»n (RKO) (1,600; 9Q-$1,50)
—"Best Years" (RKO) (4th wk). than 1848, according to Benjamin,
Holding this week to sturdy $17,1M>0 and British producers will then up
their tinted pix to 8 or 10 yearafter $18,000 in third.
jix will be. turned out
State (Par) (2,30iJ; 50-70)—"Fabu- ly.
lous Dorseys" (UA).
Satisfactory this year becBi^ Of tbe shortage
fl2,5W. Last week, "Ladies' Man' of cameras.:
Par), $12,000.
On Rank'i overall production protTi>i<mn
(Par)
50-55)—
(1,000;
"California"
(Par).
First
nabe gram, 36 films -wiU roll before the
showing. Fair $5,000.
Last week, cameras this year and 40, next. More
"Miss Pilgrim" (20th)', $5,500.
than half present and future proWorld (Mann) (350; 50-99)— "Jol- ductions call for budgets in excess
sen Story" (Col) (8th wk). Strong of $1,000,000, Benjamin stated. Pro$2,1)00; las^ week sbout same.
duction costs, he said, equaled, those

Badio City (Par)

"Favorite
$20,000.

(4,000;

50-70)—

Brunette'^ r(Par), :Hefty
Last week, "Razor's Edge"

(20th) (2d wk), $14,000.

•

Oh^

;

get-together of the board and
most of the members were not completely familiar with the problems.

tm%

First

Continued from page 3
sion.

Dates

in

However,

the

\

outlying

is

—

;

Two-Pay Rep
Ends Today

CM

'

Club last Wednesday (2)
(E-L).
and "Thursday, was highlighted by.
Another innovation is the present Yates'
pitch for the company's new
booking of "Stairway to Heaven" Trucolor
process and discussions of
Winter
Garden.'
British
(U) at the
Rep's future policy cencerning B
pic was, move4 there after a run at
pictures. Yates declared the industhe' th'ree^a'-dsar Park' Avenue
.

"Adventiiress'*

'

'

at

$2.40.

Fluidity of the flrst-^run situation
is marked by such incidents as the
opening of the Cap to "IXiel" and to
Universars. ''Smash-Up."-- Loew's
showcase during the past few years
has had more than it could carry
in just trying to play oS Metro

product
Likewise unusual ii the opening of
the Winter Garden and Park Avenue
'

to

I^et'

.

-

Hodmak

;

try is presently "starving^ for color,
adding that color is the fillip which
can overcome fluctuating grosste.
He predicted that busmess wnl double when color is universally used
for films and that the boost given
the industry with the introduction
of sound would be repeated with
the introduetion of aH-color ivims:
Special mention was given to tlie
increased production costs of B pix,
but determination of any change in
Rep's policy on the modest budgeters will- await the outcome of the
Coast confab.
Second day of the
N. Y. meet was given over to plans
for the release and promotion of
forthcoming
Rep product, with
Grainger stressmg such films as
"That's My Man," second of 'the
Frank Borzage top-budgeters; "End
of the Rainbow," forthcoming Nelson Eddy-Ilona Massey starrer, and
"Angel and the Badman," first John
Wayne production for Rep release.

CThiatrt

.

,

known

that Becker's
views are shared not only by the
six board members representing the
Goetz and BrtftatoUr interests in
Rep, but by at least two of the
eight representing the Yates interit

houses are for one week only.
Adthissions will be raised right ests.
A number of directors including
along the line. Cap will not go above
reps of both Yates and (3oetz facits present $1.50 for evening performances, but will get $1;25 during tions oft the 'board—expreisised prithe day. Nabes' admish Will be- $1 vately last week great dissatisfacat matinees and $1.25 evenings. AU tion with the recently-closed deal
figures include tax.
by .which Orson Welles is to make
"Macbeth" in color for Rep release.
Cajptitol, iiwidciitally, will drop its
stageshbws during the engagement. Pic will be produced by the Charles
One of the reasons for Loew's K, 'Feldman indie group. Directors
willingness tq tie up the circuH in said that the film would present
New York for the entire week is the the same sales problem, if not worse,
fact that in the city it is far ahead that Ben Hecht's "Specter of the
It's the type
of the rest of the country in playing BOse"- did last year.
That's partly because of picture, they said, that Rep is
off product.
of lengthy runs and partly because not geared to distribute or exploit
there have been a number of book- and they were highly critical of the
ings in the Music Hall and other whole deal.
One member of the board told
houses as well as the Capitol lately,
Vabibtt: "I'll assure you that if I
spreading out the first-runs.
can stop it, not a cent of Repubn
More Day-and-Dates
finds lie's rhoney will go into it." FeJduhUsual policy"
Another
Hall" man's arrangement With ilep does
"C^arnegie
Artists'
United
preeming day-and-date May % at the not require it to make a direct inWinter Garden' and Park Avenue. vestment, but it has a stake in the
At the former it will play grind at films via deferring studio charges
a $1.80 top, while at the uptown de- for their production. Since the Stuluxer it will run on a twO-a-day, dio deferment Is well down on the
priority list for the payoff, unless a
reserved seat policy at $2.40 top.
Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur 'Ver- film is fairly successful, company
doux," (UA), opening Friday (11) at could itand to lose. It has an addithe Broadway also has an unusual tional steke, Of course, in fee it gets
aspect It 'Will play on a conibtoa- for distributing' the films.
tion grind «ild reserved-seat policy.
&il€» Meet
Mezzanine, with 2S0 seats, will be
(Wed.) in
reserved for 2:30 and 8:45 p.in.
shows, former lat $1.80 and lattef
Second of Republic's regional sales
Rest of tha hotise will grind meets was slated to wind, up today
$2.40.
at $1.50 top.
(Wednesday) at the Hotel BlackVictoria theatre will pull some- stone, Chicago, .'after two days of.
thing of a radical stunt in bringing huddles among Rep prexy Herbert J.
back "The lolsoB jStory," wWch has Yates,
sales
Veepee James H.
already played the Music BaU Grainger and southern district man(eight weeks) and the State (two agers and branch managers. Third
weeks), as well as extended time and final confab is scheduled for
on the whole Loew's circuit in New next week, beginning Monday (14)
York. Reports that Loew's would" at Rep's Coast -studios, which will
send it on another trip around its cover the western district
web were denied Monday (7). 'VicOpening meet, held at the N. Y.
toria ppmipg lollOws the Current Athletit!

UA films, since the houses are
operated as showcases by Universal.
UA, however, held a commitment
allowance
cif Hollywood and when
on the Winter Garden from a preis made lor talent which is cheaper
vious deal.
than on the Coastt "it can be readily
Neat $lt,@00
Rivoli currently has RKO's "The
seen that other costs are eiven high- Farmer's
Daughter" and is to get
Seattle; frentiss' Ills er than in the U. S."
UA's "The Other Love" April 30.
Both
bookings are unusual, inasSeattle, April 8.
much as Paramount has a priority
Biz is not too good here this week,
arrangement on the Riv and there's
with number of holdovers hurting.
Top newcomers are "Nora Prentiss,"
a sort of tacit agreement by which
«nd "The Locket,"
20th-Fox gets the second call.
Contiitued from page 4
Estimates for This Week
Not unique but unusual is the
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)— the first year of his life. Siodmak opening of the Music Hall to a pair
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (^th wk). grew up in Germany, made a record of U flhns, "The Egg and I" and
,B:g $7,000, Last week, $5,600,'
in Europe as a success&il director for "Great Expectations." Latter
bookFifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349 45,-80) pictures
starring
Emil Janhings ing is particularly unusual in that
—"The Locket" (RKO) and "Ciga- ("The Tempest"), Maurice Chevalier the
pic is British, and the first Engrette Girl" (GoU Good $10,Q00, Last
week, "Lady, in Lake" (M«-G) (2d ("Personal Column"), I'Char les Boyer lish film into the Hall since "Clouds
("the Tum'(Jlt"), pSnielle Darrieux Over Europe" (Col) in 1939.
wk), $8,800,
,.
("The Slump Is Over"), and others.
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)
UA has helped its own situation
"Jolson" (Col) (15th wk). Closing
He came to the U. S., Sept. S, 1939, by taking over the Broadway theawith big $8,000 for new long-run and has since iieen known and con- tre from the
Shuberts for Chaplin's
record. Last week, $9,600, \
ducted himself as an American citi- "Verdoux."
Hoiise is oh an 18Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
zen. Attached to his court bill is a months lease and "Arch of Triumph"
"I'll Be
Yours" (U) and "Backlash". (20th) (m,o.).
Slow $3,500. photostatic copy of an American will probably follow ""Verdoux" for
Last week, 4th Of "California" (Par), State Department letter which certi- either continuation of present polity
fies the naturalization of Siodmak's or straight rbadshowing.
Wi $5,400,
Music Hall (H-E) (2J200; $1-$1:60) father 'in' Memphis "and his own
Meanwhile, UAi— which, along
—"Best Years" (RKC>) (2d wk). citizenship have failed since, how- U seems to have profited most wi'th
by the
Tapering t'o $22,000 after smash $29,.- ever, because the Oriminal
court present Broadway situation— has its
400 last week.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; -45-80) -r- clerk informed him that the records "Macomber Affair" set for-the Globe
"Nora Prentiss" (WB)', Good $11,000. of his father's naturalization are April 19. Latter house, operated
Last' week, '"I'll Be Yours" (U) and missing, probably destroyed in the by the Brandts, has pretty much
Shelby county courthouse fire of subsisted recently on UA product,"Backlash" (20th), mild $9,100.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80) 1915 or during a transfer of the old but with the opening of Other thea—"West of Dodge City'-' .(Col) and criminal court records dating back tres to UA, it is seeking
out other
"3 on Ticket" (PRC). Smiley Bur,to 1893.
distribs' films,
jnette in person helping former pix'
Siodmak says he desires his
"Forever Amber" was tentatively
since he's featured in it.; Good $7.,r.'..
citizenship
re-established set to go into the Riv, but now apCOO. Last week, "Song of Islands" father's
pears definite for the Rosy.
taoth) and "Fool's Gold" (UA) with officially as a matter of pride.
•

An

unprecedented quota

week's meeting of obtaining

'

Trail" (PRC),

Last week,

B'way

Tears' 23G, 2d

Biiff.;

BuffUo, April 8.
Biz is not much better than in recent weeks with holdovers slowing
pace.
t5c new entry is "It Happened in Brooklyn" at the Buffalo.
"Best Years"' is" still strong in third
week at the Genttiry. :
Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;

(20th)

t>«»ubIoon"

tial

|15|M

take" (M-G) and "BlondSe's Holi- frim" (20th) and "Backlash" (Par),
2ay" (Col), $13,000.
13,000.
Stiiand (Fourth Avenue)
(1,200;
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
"Best Years"
(RKO).
fiO.$1.5a)
(Par)
(2d
"Ftvorite .Brunette"
Playihg grind policy at upped prices. wk). Strong $13,000 or over. Last
Sturdy $20,000.

110 minutes,

week's

—

Murder"

at last

Quota in N.Y.

Almost Doubles Last

ConJ^imied from page 3 asi

SB

Yr.

of

$2-

—

brisk $8,500.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
"Egg and I" (U). Plugs on radio

.

Rep's loss

First opera to be filmed in its full
length, "The Barber of Seville" is
slated to preem at the Golden the-

atre, N. Y„ May 5, following the a studio head.
He expressed com- 100,000 has been'fixed as the goal of
$6.Mthe motion picture division oi
'(Jnited
Paramount k^rW (8,039; 45-80)— current "Henry 'V", Film will be plete satisfaction with Yates' ad(20th)
"Boomerang"
and "Susie two-a-dayed with reserved seats at ministration as proxy and said the Jewish Appeal in the -metroi)olitaa
(UA). Good $11,500. Last $1.20 and $1,80 at matinees and $1.80 Goetz interests by all means wanted New York area. The total
Steps
wtich is
week, 'TavQrittt Brunette" (WB) and $2.40 evenings.
him to continue in that post. How- almost double the
$1,013,000
Excelsior Pictures is distributing ever, they wanted to see a division
raise*
(2d wk), $7,l60.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
in last year's campaigh Was s^t
the pic, which is in Italian with of the -chore ol studio: direction.
at a
"Huroprasque'' (wB) (3d wk). Fair English titles, and an entr-acte cofti•There was nO general discussion meet, chairmanhed by Bai-ney'- Bala,
$3,000 after getting oke: $4,100 last
mentary by Deems' Taylor. It run;! of thei subject, since it was the ini- ban, Which recognized the
session.
urgent

Livfsly

(Col).
"Sister

i

"Carnival JTrolios" revue on stage,

LOUISVILLE
tlie's

UJAV Film

Filmed, 'Barber of Seville'

GrosMs

Pieture

-

—

•

:

;

Is

Hd-Fii

Continued from page 7

such practice in
ing to Reisman.

America" briefie on Hawaii,

'49th

Jt

product, accordIn a recent ""This

its

titled

State,"

for instance, Pathe
took its cameras into the Dole pineapple factory for some footage. Because many of the Dole employees

wore aprons bearing the company
trademark, Reisman sai<^ ,it was
necessary to «;ut out much Snterest-

need, for large sums.
,

Balabah continues his

city hopping
organize the drive throughout
the country.
Paramount's prexy
who returned from the Coast last
week, attended a UJA meet in
Cleveland „ yesterday
(Tues.) and
then left for Detroit where another

to

committee meeting is slated for to«"
night (Wed,). Balaban was accomby Lou Novins and Sanj

panied
Shain.

Four

have

co-chairmen

been

named

to head the local industry
drive.
are Matty Fox, veepee
of
Universal-International;
Billy

They

Rose, producer and columnist; Richard Rodgers, composer; and Emil
Friedlander, prez of Dazian's, lac
Organization of committees under
these men are now under way and

win be announced

National overall goal of the
is
is

$170,000,000 of
to be -raised Sn

:

later.

which

UJA

$65,000,00a
City.

New York

Goldwyn Head* H'wood
Hollywood, April 8.
Samuel (Joldwyn was appointed
president of the Hollywood division
of the United Jciwish Welfare Fund
campaign, with a goal of $8,500,000.

Appointment was made by Barney
Balaban. natibnal chairman of thiF
drive.

Goldwyn wiU confer this week
with Dora Schary, Abe Lastfogel,
Jack L. Warner and Walter Wanger
to map plans for the campaign

among

the studios.

Laew'f Weil-HeeN
aBB'C<miUniie«''from'''|>afe
$1,000,60

or more.

Loew's

'I

invest-

ment

in the trio of flickeries (with
a 78% sUi%) Is $3v^,D0Q and theatre
values have soarieA siftce then.

In the company's New York show*
which Loew's
holds a 60% share, its investment
was ^00,080, but that bears Uttle
relationship to the theatre's present
value. In the Bu^lo sector, where
case, the Capitol, in

Loew's partial interest vests in 17
houses, the company put in some
$1,100,000 but will need considerably
.

more to gain eutright control.
The sole large circuit to be
fected by the decree, so far

af-

as

Loew's is concerned, is the PoliEngland group with 14 houses
in Connecticut and three in Maissachusetts. Here the company's interest is already '7-5% and it should not
experience any great difficulty ia
buying but tlje retnaihing one-quar-

New

'

ter.

Other important locales which fall
the partial divorcement category are Baltimore (three houses—
50% owned); Cleveland (five theatres— Loew's holds 100% of the
common stock, 9.31% of preferred);
and Toledo (three theatres—two
into

owned 50%,

onOj

T%),

UA Presidency
SS

Continued from page

3

sa

Grant, Chaplin and Charles
Schwartz, Chaplin's attorney, get together next week. Miss Pickford and
Chaplin both intend to remain in
the east for at least two more weeks,
indicating there will be a number of
top-echelon conclaves.
As was anticipated, it's no easy
ford,

successor to
finding
a
Raftery, who aims to return to his
law practice after six years as "interim" prexy.
number of candidates for the job hive been discussed, but there, is at the moi^ent,
no one even under serioiis considera-

problem

A

tion.

Mentioned On the Coast has been
Rex Dennant, .a rep of Chaplin on
finished the board, but it was authoritatively
product
stated in. New York that he ha.s abWhile some 6,000 of the nation's solutely never even been cpnsidered.
theatres, meanwhile, run minute
ads He is an insurance exec who handled
On their screens, the best place for some problems along that line for
any commercial shorts of more than Chaplin a|id Was nattied to the board
that, length, as far as
entertainment when it was reorganized several
theatres go, is expected to be
in the years ago.
newsreel houses. Trans-Lux circuit "
the top matters to be taken
m New York, for instance, has run upAmong
at the meetings next week are

mg

footage'

from

the

several of the ad-pix recently 'because of a shortage of regular shorts.

the plans for issuance to the public
of
stock.

UA

r
Wodwaday* April

tl

11>47

ROBERTHm

D..c.«.

FREDERICK d*

CORDOVA

Axk Vk9

MwM ora

in 111*

.
8y

WILLIAM JACOBS

Pr««beok now cmsibbts.

TMt Ntxr W>AR-NER RELEASE

IS

LOVf ^nd LFARNf

.

'

WfVlUBS

231

V<BdH<B8jay,
department

of

Harris

Amus.

IB Halk Feud With Goldman, Gives

Sidney Pink, former Pittsburgh
exhib now operating nine west coast
hfis organized Transinternational Pictures COrp. of Los Angeles to clistribute foreign films west
of Chicago.
Jack Kahn, until recently Warners' exploiteer in Pittsburgh-Cleveland territory, joined United Artists
in a similar capacity, covering the

Film;

Philadelphia.

-

here
exchange
Bros,
Warner'
apparently has called oft its feud
With William Goldman, independent
ixhibitor of Philadelphia. Last week
for the first time WB sold one of its
Kctures to Goldman who has been
fattllng the circuit lor first-run
Picture sold
rights in this city.
fjoldman was Warners' "Pursued"
for second-run at Goldman's Keith's.
Up until now the only outlet for
product in midtown
iecond-x'Un
was the indie Arcadia. Arcadia,
however, is a small-seater with

WB

about 700

Keith's

seats.

a 1,500»

is

News of Keys

jeater,

while Mrs. Moore is handling operation of the Plainville theatre.
Film Classics, Inc., is now operating in its new quarters here.

Rocks,
closed

Arcadia theatre, has

resigned.
He
resignation.
Charles
Bourrassa,
head of public relations committee,
is pinch-hitting until ia successor is

New

—

Hoclh. Drive-In Balks Union
Rochester, N, Y.

Central drive-in, owned by Wil!iam Tishkoff, Gradon Hodges, and
Slmer Ellis, we.s slajted to open Frilay (U) without union projectionfollowing breakdown of negotiaTheatre, which had two operators following its opening last
August, wanted only one this year
it> work along with one ol the owners, but no soap.
Rochester
drive-in,
owned by
sts

lon«.

*

Cleveland interests headed by Paul
Wintner, also will open Friday, but
ivitb two union proiectionlsts.

this is the result of irresponsible

Home

Chicago.
Chicago's third outdoor film house
looks set to open before summer.
Grading on new theatre has been
completed. Phil Smith,' owner also
of several theatres in the east, is establishing this as the first of a cross

country cham.
Other two outdoor film houses
here, " Drive^In and Outdoor, wiU
another season this month.
DMire'In in its sixth year will open
A^ril 20th and the Outdoor in its
secoild year will open A|>ril 10th.

"

Fitt nientre Olianges
Pittsburgh.
Nyah
Hot
With acquisition of Ritz theatre by
Is now opertted by M. E. Eichhorn,
who
succeeded
Mrs.
Riberdy Loew's from WB, Vince Aldert, lonetime assistant at Fenn, has been
Sweeney.Lloyd Sissel sold Orpheum and named to manage Fifth Avenue
small-seater.
HusseU Schirra
reLake theatres, Whitefish, Mont, to places
Aldert.
Mort'Fordan, WB's
John Lindsay.
Garl Anderson plans to remodel pilot at Ritz, is taking a leave of
his Kalispel Orpheum to make it absence,.
George Lefko, forma! maniager for
firstrun deluxer.
here, has joined PRC as head
Jimmy Griffith is rounding out 26
years of various exchange positions of Los Angeles brartch.
John Finder, who was a student
In this territory as
sales rep.
here at 20th-Ftox about a year ago,
named assistant manager for the
George Moore Breaks Irhigli
20th-Fox International in Belgium.
Kansas City.
Goldye Mandell Sisser resigned
George Moore, owner of Moore her booking post at Paramount and
theatre, Pltinville, Kans., hospital- will be replaced by George Curtz, an
•

RKO

RKO

who

change

staff.

Aim

recently joined the ex-

Liston,

traveling

treasurer

with "Ice-Capades" for the last two
seasons, has come in oS the road to
former army resume her forinec post in auditing

Bob Carnie thd ?

New

Hmnphroy

B06ART

Zaehiiry

SGOTT

"Hie Two Mrs,

CAB CALLdWAY
And— Ui» jumpin' JIve -Jnbllec
Plus DTOTV I"!: ITCHES;
"Open

of

AloBis
Warnei' Bros. Picture

In

ilOAD^'

In Person

Crmior

Borbarii

STANWYCK

•

SMITH

IK v/ASsmn BROS: ficvdbb

'STALLION

~

AAndt

SMITH

*

•

Grr*"'

with JJIGEL BBTICB
pireetea bj' Peter Codfrey
^roauced by Hairk BellbiEer

tlie

WARNIRS'

BBOADWAV

STftAflb

AT «TH 8TIIEET

B'way af51

St.

HOLLYWOOD

:

'

ON SCBBBN
OVKB

MICKEY

WALLACE

ROONEY

BEERY

LOUIS BASH S

The MIGHTY

loew't Sttttimen

McGURK'

DICK HAYMES
CESAR ROMERO

Plus

Ctntui-y-Ftic

TMS

PIctun In Ttehnlwlw

ON STAGE—
-

PETERS SISTEnS

Extra!

PALACE

LOREm

the film flaclteries is to spot
the appearance as near as possible
with the film's jopeniiig to take full
advantage of the plug.
left for

next

week.

Managers

BiliR¥MffiE.

SCOTT

^RADIO

HAU__

CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller Center

The Academy Award Picture I
Winofir ai Nine Aeadeniy Awards I

:
'

'

RONALD COLMAN in
;"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
Introducing PEGGY CUMMINS
TM

The

atre Managers & Assistant
Manager*
Guild, were unduly flred because
of

union

activities.

Under terms of settlement it's
ex.
pected that a 50-hour week, impar.
tial arbitration and setting of
minBetter Cooperation Now
imum salaries ($70 for managers
That brings up the problem that/ and $40 for
assistants)
will be
until solved, proved the chief thorn
granted to the striking managers.
in the side of both the networks and
film companies. Networks until recently had been consi.stently opposed
to hitch-hike plugs, or the practice
of a star plugging a picture in which

versa, according to radio
publicity
chief Irving Kahn, but that the

can

substantially implement
other. Steering away from spot

PIx Sboftagii

Ii0

British pix set.
Bepublie plans e
features, 1 outdoor musical In color

and 4 westerns; Monogram, 7 feetores, 4 oaters plus 1 special through
Allied Artists; and PRC, 11 features
and 3 westerns.
With the main distribution provisions of the decree stayed there
won't be the expected slowdown in
releasing which was formerly predicted by sales execs.
Sloreover,
diminishing extended first-runs have
jolted schedules into a faster pace to
keep showcase screens working. Several companies, including Metro and
Paramount, have hiked their releasing pace during the past three
months, and that speedup will b?
felt.

said,

It's

during the quartet

conilng up.

Marathon fiGts
Continned from page 7
stories have been definitely
off, he said, and
added that the initialer will probably have a South Sea locale. Declaring that "the industry needs new
bjood,** Brandt said that the four

and no

chosen for the tee

$atenstein

asserted

Hiill'ii«t«*| -eiBltr «llig« iliow

he'll

produce

two "The Righteous Are Bold" next fall.
Play, by Frank Carney, was done

each

com-

at the Abbey theatre, in Dublin, Eire,
land, a season or so ago.
Eddie

mercials on which most of the
other
companies have concentrated, 20th Dowling, he said, ipay co-produce,
stresses the integration of
subtle star and direct it. He's also mulling
plugs for a iilm in as many radio a revue to be offered next season
shows as it can get and, Kahn de- with his partner, Richard Kollmar.
clared,- the idea has
paid ofE. ComAssociated with KoUmar for the
pany tries ,to reach as many
shows past two years in presenting legit
to exhibit pictures, vaudeville and
as possible, including
other icmusenients of similar charthe daytime shows, Satenstein's most recent venacter.
Authorized capital stock, programs, under the assumption that ture was "The Greatest of These,"
their combined impact is
$100,000.
something which opened and closed on the
that shouldn't be sloughed
off;
road.
Max Wylie drama, put on
29.

Alexander

New PRC

A

Albany Head
Albany.

Harry Alexander, former manager
20th-I'Ox,

cream

ror Example
Indicating the type of plugs
20th
spots IS one coming up
in Ralph
Edwards' "Truth or Consequences"

with Edgar Luckenbach, Jr., and
Richard Krakeur, play is now being rewritten
and may emerge
again later this year, he disclosed.

Saturday (12) night on the
NBC
web, Show has a listening
audience
of

more

than 20,000,000, according to
the Hooper survey. Kahn
lined up
a stunt involving two soldiers
just
out of a hospital who were
taken to
see Carnival in Costa
Rica" at the

Don't discard cherished

costume jewelry because of damase. Pins,

earrings, bracelets,
pearls fixed

tilie

new!

discuss the film, with the
wives sup-

posedly being at

home

in

Pas&dena
Roney-

Instead, they're at the Hotel

Beach,
with' the
Tff'
amazement supposed to
supply the laughs. As a reward,
the

Safety catches and

soldiers

etones.Restringingand

_

replating.

stands.

cost to 20th.
that there's no
payoff to any show for a
Allied to Help Kid Mats
plug.
For exhibitor uses on local
Minneapolis.
staNorth Central Allied Independent tions, moist companies now
provide
Theatre Owners have replied to a series of
transcriptions on each
plaints about Saturday thrill films fi ra, which
the .exhib can order
with a pledge to eliminate them at along
with his other advertising
least until the end of May. Thirtyaccessories.
Disks usually comprise
one, theatres agreed ,to exhibit only
films found suitable for children by J5-mmute dramatizations from the
National Board of Review and Chil- film, along with musidal spots if its
dren's Film library.
^'"'^^
dramatization
f '?"uu^''
is dubbed onto the
record from the

work done by expert
craftsmen and unconAll

ditionally

Gerniaih

Named

Can. Prod,

guaranteed.

Kahn emphasized

ilLMIRA

SESSION^
In

Charlie Chtipnn't

"MONSieilR VERDtiUX"
Ag*Bt: .TACK

8979 SsBse*

Blvd.,

WBINBB
Hollywood, Col.

Chief
soundtrack,
however,'
it
seldom
Now SpecialhingA
Montreal.
sounds technically good.
Mo.st conRene Germain, former veepee of centration,
in Refreshment
therefore, has been on
Quebec
Products
Corp.,
elected the
'Concessions for
music .spots and. with many
president, replacing Paul L?Anglais,
stations
radio producer and co-^founder With small
playing
recorded
DRrVE-1M THEATRESy
music most of the day, this form of
Geraifcin. of QPC.
L'Anglais will .stay on as execu- transcription has been found to
pay
'
tive producer and memljer of board. off best,
[HURST etOO.
DUFFALOJiJ;;.
.

.

Mililft

started

picketing houses of this six-theatrp
Circuit when they alleged
member*
of their union, Motion Picture

NW

YOUNG

WeomN- ETHEL

feiWSKS-E50fg8"GstiifiB

LIVES'

W.

to pay for his appearance, with the
star naturally expected to plug his
current picture. Most important thing

re-

ports yesterday (Tues.). Plan
fL
settlement is set to go before
the
State Labor Board for
approval

Charter tp N. C. Corp.
Raleigh, N. C.
The North Carolina Secretary of
State has issued a charter to: Modr
em Enterprises, Inc., at Greensboro,

concentrate on exploitation.

flill STEEET

OUR

in-

Al La Flamme, soldiers join their wives at the hotel
another Warner veteran, was trans- with the latter paying all
expenses
ferred from the Ritz to the Strand for the plug it got.
"Carnival," of
to replace Rosen. With the Fabian- course also
gets plugged handsomeHelUnan Drive-ins, Inc., Rosen will ly and
at very little

JACKIE MILES

HE BEST YEARS OF

pull

man, Charlotte Warners exchange point in lining shows for plugs.
films projected by the youthful
manager, who becomes branch manTwentieth works under
policy group would run around $100,000
ner .for United Artists in Atlanta, that radio publicity is, no flie
substitute' to $200,000 each.
In addition to his film activities,
Assistant booker at PRC, has re- for regular advertising and vice

ice

BUSTER SHAVER

ROXY

Rsitdolp!)

L.

Butlalo-Albany-Hartford territory.
Leo Rosen resigned after five years
as manager of the Strand and 17
y?ars with the Warner theatres, to be
assistant general manager of FabianHellman drive-ins- and as partner
with Neil Hellman in a string of

Carnival in Costa Kica
A Mil

COHNEE BOSWELL

boxoffice

when Herman Ripps, branch mm- Chinese theatre, Hollywood.
Duo
ager, was made district manager of phone their wives on
the show to

OXHBRS

VERA ELLEN
CELESTE HOLM

•

fey

took over last
week as Albany manager for Producers Releasing Corp.
Appointment of Alcide LtFlamme
as manager of Warners Strand here
announced.
JaSP^oldberg, associated with
Metro branch office here for six
years, returns as branch manager.
Appointment fills office left vacant

IN PBBSON

,HEl,p

the

sequent advantages for only the cost
The Hull, 111,, theatte of Meyer, of the actor's appeataiice. Studio
Melton & King, sold to J. Geyer, a thus claimed the right to have a star
graduate from Missouri.
plug somebody else's film If one
of his own was not then Jn current
Boctcy Monntain Allied Setup
release.
Denver.
Allied Rocky Mountain IndependIllustrative
of the
tremendous
ent Theatres, new Allied organiza- proportions which radio plugging has
tion, has been set up here, with Joe reached is
the 20th campaign on
Ashby, exhibitor and former ex- "Alexander's
Ragtime Band," top rechange manager, as general manager and treasurer. John Wolfberg, issue on the company's current reBroadway manager, who engineered lease slate, Under the joint efforts
the organizational meeting, is chair- of ad-pub chief Charley Schiaifer
man of -board. Also on the board are and studio publicity boss, ITarry
Fred Llnd, Rifle, Colo.; Lloyd Ker- Brand, 20th, has spottedi plugs for
by, Worland, Wyo.; Thomas Knight,
the 111m during the current week on
Riverton,
Garitson,
Wyo.; Carl
Springer, N. M.; Charles Means, 10 of the top-rating shows In radio,
Grant, N. M., and Robert Spahn, which have a combhied Hooperating
of almost 200, meaning that each
MiteheU, Nebi
Here for talks at this first meet- radio listener will probably hear at
ing were Sidney Samuelson, gen- least one of. the shows,
"Lux Badio
eral manager for Allied of Eastern
Theatre" teed oil the campaign MonPennsylvania and Col. H. A. Cole,
president Texas iUUed and Te{!ional day (7) night with a dramatization
of the script, starring Tyrone Power
vice president
and Alice Faye from the film, along
Rosewald, Baehmtiii VtU^ In N.C. with Dick Haymes, Al Jplson and
Charlotte, N. C.
Dinah Shore. Since most of the highCharlotte Variety Club gave a din- rating
shows now originate on the
Ser .^ril 4 at Hotel Charlotte for Coast, the campaign was
Inaugurated
en Rpsenwald of Metro branch,
Who has been transferred to Bos- by Brand, but the homeoffice staff
ton, and honoring John A. Bach- has matched him Hooper-point for

here for

Hf«t S'way ShowlilgE

of

u

March

ROmld

RIAGAN

owned

signed to get married.
Betty Iiiat<aiell, of Paramotmt
playdate department, has resigned.
Broadway Theatre, closed for
renovation,
opened again «ii

Yorlr Theatres

.

Because

fort.

.

ex-GI,

could spot a star on a radio show.

managers against Bronx Combine
Amusements is heading for a
settle
ment next week, according to

SB ConUnned (lom mte i tehe doesn't appear. Led by 20thFox, the company which first formed with the company counting on
Ford Anderson of Laclede, Mo.,
and pix. Next in line is UA with 13
has sold his tbeatre in that town to a radio publicity department
slated.
Other majors are as followsA. .H. DeCanniere, owner of Laclede has been the chief proponent of this
type o.t advertising, the studios 20th and Metro, 9 apiece; Paramount!
Telephone Go.
M. Banks sold the Pastime, Ha- finally convinced the nets they were 8 (including 3 Pine & Thomas actioners);
rionville, Mo., to Cliftord O. Coday entitled to the plug.
RKO, 7j Universal, 6 (in.
They pointed
of Hartville, Mo.
out "that they had spent millions in eluding 2 British films); and WB, J.
The Garwin, Ghrwin, la., has building an actor into a star name,
Eagle-Lion, now operating at a
been purchased by Walter Jenner
steady
pace,
has 3 American and 2
and Dale Johnson from Jack Com- with the radio ^ow getting the con-

or

ning to refuse their product to the
offending theatres.
Guilty houses
are bemg charged for damages to
the prints,

Third Chi Outdoor Fix

|"ive-month old strike of
theatr«

7

discovered the ease with which they

111.

young projectionists and are plan-

.

too 400-Seater

in Mokane, Mo.,

Butte.
Springs, Mont.,

ized with a broken thigh and expected to spend about five months
in a cast. Requiring a private nurse
and with none available, Mary
Camie, wife of Paramount salesman

St,

1947

McCall; and the Princess in Cullom,

Mont. Bealirnments

theatre,

papers to

filed

St, Louis.

Dallas.

be^

circuit,

New theatres skedded for early
openings in the St. Louis area include a 400 seater in Gainesville,
Mo., owned by G. S. (Jrist; another

Dttvaced Prints

Local film exchanges report an inWarwick iHfotel, Hay 5, tendered
crease in mutilations on prints be
By exhibs and distribs of the area.
ing returned to them. They claim
Stanley -Warner has reopened the

theatres of Warnet circuit, is
Ailing at G^rmantown hospttat^

Shfea

voluntarily dissolve the corporation.
George Curtz joined Par booking
department. An ex-GI, he served
in Europe.

association, has
gave no reason for

dustries, exhibitors'

jit

town

by

Gould AmUs. Corp., operating the

Montreal.

a% a testimonial aiiiner

Foplar for foreign films.
A. J. Vanni, in charge of out-of-

operated

down for a couple Of weeks
new seats and furnishings

to have
installed.

Quebec Exhib Assn. Sec Quits

<»t

Continued from page

radio shows, the ad-pub chiefs soon

herent in-the star's name, the radio
Chicago-Milwaukee territory.
Orpheum Theatre iii McKees sponsor has been more than willing

Eugene Beaulac, for years secretary of Quebec Allied TheatricE.1 In-

Sidney E.
Samuelson, general named.
inanager Allied Independent 'Theatre
owners Eastern Pennsylvania, will Dallas Has Flood

ne Honored

Mean-

nurse, volunteered for duty.

y,

Strike Settlement Nea#

Fix-Raio Tie

theatres,

One

PhiOy Indie

ApgU

Bronx Theatre Managers*

Co.

here.

WJwe^y*

April

%

1947

The sensational
boxoffice power of

@IS[i(i©[#

mm
and Hemingway's most
powerful story!

Opaning

in

35 k«y »pot» starHng

April lO!

Released thru

UA

haiiio

Consemtifes In S^IC^ Prole

WNEfs Dickering to Re-air Winchefl.
Odier Net Shows, Cues
_j _
u^««.'»^ A.
Implications of a deal wherein -f
«n indie procured top network
shows for prompt rebroadcast have
result
of rea
-as
talk
trade
been
ports that WNEW, N. Y., was dicker-

ing

rights

for

to

the

rebroadcast

Walter Winchell airers.
Deal is about set, even to a starting date, announcement being held
up pending signing of contracts. But
papers have been drawn up by
Hobert W. Orr, agency for Jergens,
Winchell sponsor, with inking due
momentarily.
Station's plans involve not only
procuring Winchell, but also, such
programs as "Information Please,"
'•Can You Top This?" "Fibber McGee & Molly," and Bing Crosby. If
Hlldegarde and Judy Garland go on
wax, they're wanted too. Idea on
Winchell is to rebroadcast him at
10 p.m. Sunday nights, an hour after
his 9 p. m. net airmg, oii the theory
that thousands in the Greater New
York-, area who missed the live
broadcast would tune in for the reprograms
Other
top
broadcast.
might not necessarily be aired the
same night as on the nets, but on
other nights as well, possibly even
spotted against a weak net show.
Contemplated deal (or deals) has
of
net tongues wagging because

New
I

.

.

1

I

.

.

II

International Silver account, is in
the market for original scripts for
"'Silver Theatre," the summer replacement show for ''0?zie and Har-

fMslgTirae

18

KLZ, DENVER!"

the client's Ginny

Simms show going

off at

I

This?''
As to waxings, several transcription companies have big names like
Eddie Bracken and George Jessel Qn
ihbws, oi^ top mysteties like "Philo
Vance"- which mey be added to the
lineup the indie has in mind.
Effect on the networks, if shows
has
jire rebroadcast by
Caused comment, the general feeling
being that they'U holler like mad.
Agencies apparently are strong for
the idea. The shows are. owned by

are the voices that speak for

Meanwhile, Kenyon & Eckhart,
which is making a bid for the Borden biz, has reportedly also auditioned a show for the client built
around a "Western Theatre" idea.

'BLACKEB'S'

SWITCHEROO

Broadway producer Richard KoUmar, who is Dick in "Dorothy and
Dick" on
(N.Y.) and "Boston
Blackie" in the mystery show of
that name on WJZ (N.Y,), soon will
do botii roles at the former station.
"Blackie," sponsored by R & H

WOR

on several
'

local .prgduo-

for instance, ranking sec-

criticisms of Hearst's prize clearstation WBAL, Baltimore.

channel

Commission

serials at night.

CBS

asked

(4)

Contract Change

.

WBAL

WBAL

'

Dinah Shore's Ford Tribute
J.

Walter Thompson, agency on

the Ford-Dinah Shore CBS show, in
a last-minute format switch on the
program tonight (Wed.) is devoting
the entire .half -hour to a tribute to
This?" Segment is being vacated by Henry Ford, who died Monday
"It's Up to Youth," which has lost night.
its sponsor.
Comedy sequence will be dropped.

ABC

Beer,- will shift from the
flagship to Mutual key station May
7, moving into the Wednesday 8:309 p.m. spot following "Can You Top

Dotted D.C. Stations Setup Watched

By FCC NAB as Nation s WeatherVane
Washington, April 8.
'on the air. Station is at once a "cause
Fate of radio stations in the na- celebre" among its loyal listeners
capital—Where the number of and a "bete noire" to the ad agencies

tion's

and some of the other stations in
town Who clafan it caii't possibly
make enough money to stay in busi>

ness.

WQQW made its debut in a manner
calculated to endear itself to the
listening audience it Wanted to attract but not to the ad agencies. Station has a policy of limiting commercials to four an hour and sep'

prewar load, with still more stations arating all of them by
programs.
on the way. For Washington has a Under this arrangement,

WQQW

is

potential of 14 standard stations not as much in
the chips as some of
authorized, 10 independent FM's and the other radio
infants in the subfour video stations, all of which urbs but is "well over
the halfway
should be on the air in the next 12 to our goal," according
to manager

months.
Already the days of easy money
are past and rumors are flying toi
the effect that a couple of the new
Derr Vice Dolan at
daytime stations in town are on the
Job of assistant director of sports block. None of them will admit it,
at CBS, vacated last week by Jimmy but few do deny that some spots
Dolan, goes to John J. Derr, North are being sold for $1.50 to $3.00 a
Carolinian "who has been on sports throve and program rates on the new
chief Red Barber's staff since last daytimers have been pared drasticSeptember/ Since January Derr has ally.
Some of the newcomers are "spebeen editor of Barber's 6:30 p.m.
cializing," while others are merely
sports strip.
In 30 wartime months in the trying to divide the existing audiDerr ence. Chief among the specialists is
China-Burma-India
theatre,
edited sports for the CBI Roundup WQQW, the only new daytimer
and did a weekly sportscast for the within metropolitan Washington and
BBC outlet in New Delhi. After the the most significant operation in dayArmed Forces Radio Services was time radio. WQQW's specialty is
formed, he did several broadcasts classical jazz and longhair music,
which accounts for 80% Of its tiine
lor that unit.

noon

Friday

last

(2) by Arthur Smith, Progressive Conservative, that the opposition would this year again punch
away for the establishment of ah
independent,4)(^y to stand between
CBC and the indies that are in competition with the government net,
Smith's
statement came when
Revenue Minister McCann (minister responsible for CBC to Parliaa
ment) moved adoption of his resolution to set up for the present session
the special house committee to deal
with CBC and other radio matters.
Among the 25 named to the radio

that a three-judge court be convened
to dismiss a six-week old injunction committee under McCann's resolu*
which has prevented the FCC from tion there are 15 Liberals, the other
going ahead with a scheduled hear- 10 being divided among the opposiWashington, April 8.
license renewal.
ing on the
tion groups. Last year's radio comThe FCC last Friday (4) nixed a
Commission's point was that Judge mittee also had a majority of govrequest of CBS to wipe out its rule
Alan Goldsborough who stayed ernment members (Liberals) and the
limiting network afEil^tiph contracts the hearing a| Hearst's request had
subsequent pushing through at the
to two years. The rule was adopted no legal authority to enjoin an adend of the session without debate of
in 1941 as part of the FCC's chain ministrative: agency of the governsome of the radio committee's recbroadcasting regulations, and was ment from holding a hearing.
ommendations led to the charge that
designed to place individual stations
stems
from Blue the radio stufl was being deliberr
Controversy
in a better bargaining position with Book comments criticizing Hearst's
ately railroaded through by the
the nets.
as "overoperation of
government.
Irony of this particular request, oommercialized." Hearit claims the
The committee will be^jin funchowever, is that it came from the criticisms are unfounded and are
tioning soon after the Easter recess
CpS Affiliates' Advisory Board, prejudicial in its bid for a renewal ends April 14.
which Went on record Jan. 28 in license.
Among ,the chief things that the
N. Y. in favor of longer net conSituation is complicated by the
committee' will have to deal with
tracts.
fact that newsmen Drew Pearson
are: freedom and multiplicity oi
The CBS affiliates charged that and Col. Robert S. Allen are competnews commentators; expansion of
the two-year limit on net contracts— ing for Hearst's channel on the
overseas service; extension of bilinwith permission to enter into affUia' if^und that their operation' would
gual stations in western Canada;
tion agreements six" months prior to be more in the public interest.
state of private and CBC stations)
commencement of the contract itself WbaL's position is that Pearson and and amount of control by CBC ovei
—raises "unnecessary uncertainties' Allen put in their bid only as a rethe indies.
in station operation and in contract- sult of the Blue Book statements and
Last point is about the touchiest of
ual commitments. The stations told when those are corrected the duo
all, the indies b^v'ing claimed fo*
the Commission the present rule will bow out.
years that the CBC is taking advanputs them on a "transient basis'
In the meantime, Pearson and
tage of its dual position of Canadian
which requires frequent negotia- Allen are sitting tight and have not
radio czar and operator to use imfair
tions of affiliation agreements and entered the court fight, preferring to
competition tactics against them.
expehditures of time and energy let the FCC and Hearst battle it out
Result of dual role, indies claim, iji
that could be better devoted to im^ alone. If the injunction is dropped,
that any move at expansion is
provement of their broadcast sched- their counsel will bid for a competi- curbed
by CIbC.
tive hearing within 30 days, it was
ules.
In the past, efforts of the Canadian
reported.
Assn. of Broadcasters have brought
negligible results due to (1) lack of

stations, net or
stations has jumped from six
otherwise, in the 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. prewar to a total of 12 presently on
period). After 8 p. m. the indies the air— is being closely watched
have no programs to match the big- by FCC and the NAB as an index of
time net shows. Rebroadcast of net the changing economics of broadevening shows, however, would casting and what may be happening
give them an "in," to compete with in like situations all over the country.
the networks nighttimes and furBig question is whether or not the
ther cut down disparity between advertising dollar here can be
indies and nets.
stretched to take care of twice its

Rebroadcasts of shows isn't new
with indies, although shows from
other stations or with top names
haven't been used. WMCA, N. Y.,
for instance, about eight years ago
did two houirs of evening repeats,
rebroadcasting morning and after-

8.

FCC hopes for a court hearing
here next Monday (14) on its -longstanding fight with William Randolph Hearst over the Blue Book

KLZ, DENVER.

AM

ond among N. Y.

indies.

Tuesday

Washingtoni,'%pril

„.

'

'tion'sr'"'

net,

suggesting the possibili^ of. nets
having to own their talent or Shows
henceforth.
Indies have been doing pretty well
against the nets in the daytime

Canadian

This year CBC is in for a rougher
time than usual if events last week
in the house are any indications.
of the most significant of these
events, which points up the shape of
things to come, is the statement

On WBAL Ban

and its sponsors. Glen Martin is
ona of KLZ's choi^n voices and an,

WNEW,

(WNEW,

IS.

FCC&eksOut

Fate of Young & Rubicam's Borden billings still continue in doubt,
with the agency last week pitching
like mad to hold the account. With

difficulty

agency and sponsor rather than

hot

the

for

As important as any program on

KLZ

aVIe, enicee,

titi

members

One

"THIS

it

McGee & Molly" might be too expensive for rebroadcast, because of
labor charges, other airers might
not be. Talent item on the Winchell
show reportedly wovddn't cost
anything, Winchell apparently wanting nothing extra. No
unions are involved on such programs as "Info Please" and "Top

'

off

.

'

^

goes

weather period on June

GLEN MARTIN

would be eased. The Bing Crosby
show, which is alreaiay transcribed
and th»is >idd for, would require
only payment for an extra outlet.
On the live shows, where a "Fibber

WNEW

Replacement

position to

Haymes

riet."

Agencjr will plunk down $500 for
-•
acceptable script's in the ligh comedy
romance vein. 3Ed Duerr handling
show,-

$5,000

this

Japes

Scripters' Silver Lining
Young & Rubicam, agency on the

&

however,

of Polit^^^^

Montreal, April 8,
Attempts on the part of opposition
in the House of Commons
are again starting to put the skldg
Ruthraufl & Ryan, agency on the under the Canadian Broadcasting
Dick Haymes Auto-Lite C?S show,, Corp., government-owned radio net
has set as a summer replacement which acts as both policeman of
Parker Fennelly in lawyer Dan Canadian radio and operator in op<

r

the end of the season,,Y & R's
radio braintrusters have come up
with a summer show Idea which it
hopes will be the clincher in retain
Replacement
ing the Borden biz.
show as auditioned last week got
variety of angles involved. Station an enthusiastic okay from the Y & R
pbviously regards the Winchell deal Plans Board, and will be presented
as not only important in itself, but to the Borden people this week.
also (with its 25/26 point rating)
Agency-pvodflced program, tabbed
making the time before and after "The Big Time," was conceived by
the rebroadcast very valuable.
Lester Crottleib, head of Y
B talent
Station doesn't expect to pay any- dept, and had a vaudeville format.
one for the rebroadcasts, and re- Georgie Price emcees the show,
portedl/ will attempt to get paid with Ray Block's orch backgroundlor airing them because of the com- ing the turns. Idea is to spot an oldmercialls involved. To get the ball time vaude fave, along with a newrolling with the first one or two, comer, on each program, for a "Then
however,, it's believed the station and Now" showbiz sequence. Audi•would be willing to make conces- tioned record spots Irene Bordoni
sions.
along with Grordon MacRae. Danny
Rebroadcast of most shows hasn't Seymour is the announcer, with Ed
been feasible because the union Duerr directing.
costs have been so high. On waxed
weekly.
Show is packaged at

programs,

On Charge

Setups

'

'

.

-

Ed Brecher.
however,

Station,

picked up its
'first slice of national spot business
beginning: yesterday
(31)
when
Chesterfield signed for -18 plugs a
week. Frequently the station's sponsors, knowing the longhair music
audience which
attracts, bypass their commercials to let the
station play a concert through, without a break.
Concert Pitch

WQQW

WQQW's
cher,

is

to

pitch, according to
attract listeners

Ciiiiis

Up With Mew

'OnTap'Dramaliiations

On

Historical Events

CBS has auditioned a half-hour
dramatic show which has already
excited considerable enthusiasm and
sponsorship nibbles,
Titled "CBS
Was There," it's an on-the-spot coverage of top events in world history, such as the assassination of
Lincoln, the discovery of America,
etc., with all the modern techniques
of documentary, actuality broadcasting applied to the dramatizations. Programs hew strictly to factual data, with the" exception that

"CBS was there" with
recording equipment, etc.

modern

Becord cut at CBS last week,
scripted by Goodman Ace and Rob-

unanimity among

CAB

members

iii

deciding tactics to fight CBC; and (2)
members of fightfear by many
ing CBC because of possible increasing CBC restrictions. This year,
however, the indies will have th^
active help of the official opposition
in Parliament who will be able ti
fight the indie battle without fear of

CAB

consequences.
One point that will certainly take
up much of the committee's time is
the question of the Federal Communications Commission which, it is
charged, has failed to exercise con-

over broadcasting and allegedly
has been unable to check the fever,
ish increase in broadcasting licenses.

trol

The

claimed, is that
is
it
of the benefits for Canada of
been, or soon

result,

many
the

Havana pact have

will be, destroyed. Bands supposed
to be kept clear for Canada are reportedly being so crowded on either

ert Shayon, dramatized the Lincoln
side that receiving lieenses in hiany
assassination,
with Ned Calmer,
areas have no value.
Quincy Howe and other network
newscasters - commentators participating. Aside from ientfertainment aspect of shOw, CBS is of the opinion
it's got the sock educational format
of the year.
Series is based on Idea suggested
Two new shows being cut this
by Ace, who normally functions as week as possible summer replace;
supervisor of the web's comedy pro- ments. One, tabbed "Frankie anf
gramming division.
Johnny," spots Frankie Carle ap

Drake, 'Hollywood Story'

STORER,

ADAMS SHOWS

SHAPE

W FOR SUMMER

Johnny Morgan in
musicomedy format.
Storer package, with

a
It's

Km

half-bowr

a poutf

McGregor

directing.

Neck-&-Neck

in

Race

_

.

Other show, "Gramps," slanted in
the "One Man's Family" vein, may
go into the Amos 'n' Andy Tuesday
night
slot as a sustaining filler.
Karl Jampel is the writer, with
show based on idea by Bob 'y?'"'<

Virtually heck-ahd-necfc race is
being waged by Galen Drake and
NBC
'Hollywood Story" as they go into
the back stretch in an unusual competition to wear
Kellogg Bran's
notional production mgr. of NBC.
colors on the full ABC network.
Sponsor is testing the shows as
ACKEEMANS ON LEAVE
simultaneous 11:30 a.m. strips on
split hookups,
"Hollywood Story"
Harry Ackerman, Young & .f^^^"
going on the eastern ether at the cam radio veepee, aiid his wwe
Bre- Same time Drake is
aired by western to Jainalca April 16 for a months

who

normally keep their radios silent
during the daytime.
isn't
trying to divide the present audience
but to pick up hew listeners. Its
audience will always be small, but
(Continued on page 34)

WQQW

CBS

W

stations.

Twin

offerings

have just vacation.

entered their second 13-week cycle
with "Story" half a length ahead
Hooper-wise, 5.0 to 4.5.
Winner is slated to be picked in
June, via Kenyon &
Eckhardt
agency.

Mrs.

Ackerman (Mary Shipp)

na^

been signed for a permanent
role in the Milton Berle-Philip Mor-

just

NBC show, playing -the role or
oi
Mrs. Berle. She'll be written out
the script during the vacation period.
ris

—

,
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VS.
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M-Aroimd fiackiM Assured
The authors of th«

air,

who

sounded a booming "Aye!"

try,

Swank

this

Piclceting

Picturesgue 4®talls hinging on
the possibility o,f 8 writers' strike
in radio are already reported, to

weelc to the proposal of the Radio

Writers Guild to call a strilte against
the four major networks. In regional

wit:

Elaine litems Carrington has
offered to :&row
open her
Rockefeller
Canter penthouse
apartment as a meeting place
for oth^ soap Opera ctueens.

meetings Monday night (7) In New
York and iHollywood the sentiment
favoring a walkout waSi as expected',
almost unaninious, with like action
scheduled in Chicago last (Tues.)
night.

While there was no inuaaediate indiqatioh Irom ttWCt spokfesi&ea as to
when the actual strike call, aflEecting
sortia 1,500 writers, might come, naRoy
secretary
executive
flonal
liangham reported yesterday (Tues.)
Ifhat the guild's strategy committee
will meet next Monday nigljt (H).
''or possib^ sooner," to map further

OF

fiE

le«dt^

the script mills of the radio indus-

CBSNKohAOen

PI

^

1

nzzlts i|ade

M

It's

conceded that a station selling
or the sec-

either the first half-hour

ond half for local programming

isn't

going to iatch

on to half of the network show, unless the new series
scripted in such a manner that
Saoh half-hour would be an entity

W

in Itself
•

Just how many of the affiliates
will bypass local sponsorship coin to
tag along oh tJie houir-long weekly
network sustain** is something the
clearance" boys are trying to figure
out.

son,

bert

Open

would be

lots of

music and

TWenty-'Year
Club,
which has its annual meeting
this Friday (11) at the Harvard
Club, N.
was confronted with
a dilemma, because of the dozen
or so femme members. How to
admit the women into the sacred
portals of the strictly-male club-

nouse posed a prpblem to H. V.
Kiltenoorn, club proxy.
Latter finally obtained an okay
—but with explicit instructions

lots Of

out-of-town pickups.

how the femmes must enter
the building, i^laborate Ijlueprint has gone_ qyt to the women,
through
dgtfiping Ihg
Which they'll be escorted by the
headwaiter, at one point the
instructions reading; "Enter
lounge through door in rear of
sofa..."
as to

individuaily.

Republican bigwig, pal of HerHoover and former U. S. en-

The webs accepted this change
and meetings were set up on three

voy to Belgium. Gibson had subbed
In previous years for Thomas.

the Doot, H* V.

Radio'Sk

foregone concluvote
(a
sion) eould lead in due course to
a walkout of staff writers hand-inglove with a boycott Of networks
and agencies by freelancers periiaps
within the next few weeks. What
would happen, how the webs would
eXnect to provide program service
without Radio Writers Guild members, was described as anybody's
guess. Best prophecy was that there
strike

•

present a sock-hour-long dramatic
stanza in the ^Tuesday night 9:30 to
IO18O segment, there'j a little question of getting the affiliates to 4ear
ftinutes of prime evening time
lor sustaining programming.

,

'

strike

On

CBS

CBSToCfiprABC^

would be avoided but
frankly admitted that Monday's (7)

hoped a

To Set Netwwl ioggiis Dfezy;

:aii

GLIEilS

Around network headquarters in
Ne\V York last week the attitude
toward, a possible writers strike was
one of mixed emotions. Executives

Networks will negotiate with the
Radio Writers Guild on the question
Fred Allien will piiich-hit for Of freelance writers only when and
IjOweU Thomas; on the Tatter's NSg if the Guild goes to the National La.;
tonight (Wee'..), but the bor Relations goard and has itself
airtlaie
ftCtiOnv.
-.
Eff ect of an il\i?Q cill upon its comedian isn't gOiM to su^ for the "o^rti^ed'' as the legal bargaining
gabber oh (38. Why NBC unii This has been bluntly stated "to
ficribes to let their typewriters cool news
would be almost Iminediate in the can afford to let Allen teke on such RWG representatives. The latter,
however, are apparently of the opincase of many top network shows. a stand-in stint and CBS cannot
Guild claims the script stoppage other than that he is an NBC star- ion that this is not the best strategy
woiild ngt be long in crippling prac- has some puzzles, and others doing for them. Instead Monday's strike
<
a burn.
vot^ actually a membership vote of
tically all of the major programs.
It all dates baok to last October confidence, das decided upon even
Other Guild's Fledge Support
when Thomas and is. V- ifealtenborn while the four networks were "inAction of the RWG has the full
teamed up in a stifl-Heoked attempt vited" to sit down and talk freelance
and wholehearted backing of allied
at levity to give Allen's seasonal working conditions on the Guild's
organizations, in a threc-hpur eastdebut a sendo^, It was agreed at own claim of jurisdiction.
Y., at
ern regional meeting In
The webs have agreed to meet
the time that Allen would be availWhich more than 866 members over
stand-in for Thomas at with the Guild, and this meeting
Whelmingly endorsed the strike able as a
some later date, as a return cour- takes e^ace tomorrow Cfhursday) in
plan, pledges of complete support
tesy. Recently the eommentator has tVie jUBC board room at 80 RockeWere voiced by Oscar, Hammerstein
been touring the we§t and it seeraed feller Plaza. It may be the first and
jl, president of thf Authors' ^jeagpe
appropriate tp |eMl{,f Allen fill-in last meeting for the webs say theyll
of America (parent group of RWG)j
for ia date when Thonias Would be stick to their demand the Guild sefeiohard fioc[|ei*», prejcy of, the Dracure Labor Board certification. RWG
between stops.
kiatists' auild, and Christopher La
has been asserting for some months
Early last week the stint was
farge, proxy of tba Authors' Guild,
they have 90% of all radio
when the now that
calendared for April
find
nothing
but
"I feel you'll
freelancers in their ranks.
newsman
expected to be traveling
your
fel
support
among
It's ho secret around Manhattan
and
Chicago. Sun Oil,
imity
other guilds," from Denver to
radio row that the networks cannot
ow writers of
his NBC sponsor, gave a go-ahead,
par
negotiations
lodgers assured EwGers. ^le
open
effectively without
CSS, on which. Thomas is sponsored federal law support,
^icjilarly stressed the importance of
Otherwise
by Procter & Gajnble, also cleared they'll face widespread attacks from
guild shops in toe networks.
the deal, But 24 hours later Colum their stations, clients
and advertising
Screen Writers' Guild, via tele
bia had a change of heart. Network agencies that they .are
folding up
fram from Hollywqod, also pledged said they had expected th^ sardonie and giving the writers
closed
a
shop
00% support, declaring It would NBC fave to do a minute or two
walk-ip. Webs are still smarting
(Continued on p&g6 &e)
guest shot on-, one of Thomas' from the tongue-lashings
they took
stanzas, but had np idea of letting from
affiliates
some months ago
him take over {he full quarter-hour when they surrendered, to AFBA's
whp khows whgt so-ealled "secondary boycott" proon his owm.
'Gearance'
Allen, fast on the adllb, might pull? viso aimed at local stations declared
He might, it was ajjparentiy reato the actors union.
Bramat soned, irritate Thomas' seripus.- uiifairWon't
Honr-Ui^
Pledge "No Strike"
Anyway, CBS
minded listeners.
Meanwhile, and quite separate,
Poser to Network Execs nixed the whole thing.
The action sparked bitter gripes from the freelance issue, the nego60The new Fletcher MarWe
around Compton, agency for P&G, tiations for a term contract (the
aiinute dramatic series which bows
with CBS being denounced as duck- thk'd) covering staff writers at ABC,
in on (3BS April 26 may present
NiBC, hag beisn shaii-paclng
ing an agreement on a technicality, (Sbs and
^oMfething of a "clearance" problem.
turning thin-sWnned and cautious along for the past several months.
perWhile the network figures that
week the Guild suggested that
since the Wijliam t. Shirer hubbub, Last
haps the only way to buck up
etc.
But CB'S was adamant, final- industry-wide negotiations be
against the Hooper-leading Fibber
dropped so that the Guild could
ly, Compton ojffer^, and CBS acpnd 6ob Hope shows on NBC is to
with the respective networks
cepted, a safe substitute— Hugh Gib- meet

fiMm

Daylight Safiig Siiafi Rears Head.

;

M

Feelings weren't improved. how-

(Continued on page
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Sbw%inSept

annual billings as represented In the Inaugurating

tet,

Worn which "Hit Parade"

and

Friday

I^IJ^h^n*

is. exiting!
night X0:30-ll, which
("Maisle";
has reliti-

American Tobacco Co. on
campus stations. Deal, which

to the

26 of

of
the
Downey cross-the-board
afternoon show in favor of concen-

trating network activity on onceweekly nighttime show,
However; Coca-Cola won't return
to Mutual in the fall.
Instead the
6'Arcy agency, which handles the

its

for

a

April

fl\e-week

beginning

period

14.

Account

.

was

placed

t

h

ro

u gb

Foote, Cone & Belding with AveryKnodel representing IBS. Sale i.^ in-

$4,875,Figure for February '47 was
of American
network grossed teresting as attempt
564. whereas the
in 46.
Tobacco to aim for leadership in the
$5,072,287 during February
January billings for Columbia U/:S, coliege market with its Luckies,
repreKetited
has
Chesterfields
totalling $3,452,955, also
where
same pe- in a field
a $200,000 drop over tlie
been the No. 1 smoke.
I

riod in

'46,

I

delayed

broadcast

—

idea to feed Coast stations, Since
there's no provision in its conti'act

AFRA and the Aemrican Federation of Musicians, the network
has petitioned the union for consent
to take shows off the line and feed
the Coast stations via delayed broadcasts from a central (L.A.) point.
with

coke account, is eying Friday night
If the CBS plan goes through, It
on CBS. In addition to Downey,
plan is to pact a name orchestra for will be the network's first step
the stanza and show will travel, as toward relaxing its policy on tranin the case of "Spotlight Bands," to scriptions,
tie in with the bottlers' merchandisPrograms pushed back an hour
ing plans. However, Coca-Cola and from the 6 to 7 p,m. slot will be
not the bottlers will pay the freight transcribed for broadcast along thC;
for the full oo^t of time and talent.
Coast network of seven to 13 staReturn of Coca-Cola to the air tions between 8 and ID p.m. The
wiH inaugurate a five-yeSr expan- platters spun in Hollywood will be
sion program during which the com- fed the hookup, marking the first
pany will invest $750,000,000 in time that commercial programs air
vending machines for coke dis- along the net via wax. Same treattribution.
ment will be accorded daytime
shows in the summer spread between 7:30 and 8:15 a.m., theirrepeat
time being between 11:25 and noon.
,

MCKETT EAST FOR

Shoiis Vice Coulson

AsWHAS GoLMgr.

represents |3,'7SO in gross time sales,

covers three spots a day on each of
the 26 stations, five times; a week,

a

^ow and system, so Siat many shows hit the
three-times-a-week "Spotlight midwest and Coast at the same hour
&ands" prograin, Is iomjng back in they were -heard in the east. As a
result they're going to reprise the
September.
Coke outfit Is ptohlng a $10,000- stunt this summer. NBC and CBS,
$12,000 budgefed hali-hour night- which hold no truck with trantime musical show integrating the scribed shows, bore the brunt of
top features of both t^e f)owney affiliate squawks.
Now CBS wouldn't be averse to
afternoon show and "Spotlight."
Which megns permanent dropping yielding on the delayed broadcast
the

MCA

ing Jack Benny's Sportsmen's Quar-

m

Switch will put the Saturday 7:30period in the "for sale" column.
»wng with Saturday night 9-9.30

it.

Morton DoNvriey daytime

.

icontrasted with the
the process of sbilt- to $2,0'?4,747,
in March of
around nighttime *ows.
With; $2,442,141 chalked up
the Frigidaire
"Man Called X" show •46.
now spotted in the Thursday 10:30
CBS Feb. Biz Off
P m. segment. Camel cigarets is movCBS billings for February of this
con«ig the Vaughn
Monroe program year again took a nosedive racked
•sales:
irora Saturday
7:30 to the 8 o'clock trast to the gross time
year.
vacated by Frigidaire.
up for the same period last

m

Broadcasters brought the matter
at the NAB convention in Chilast
fall.
Subsequently the
NAB, along With other Organizations, tried to interest Congress in
doing something about a uniformity
in time. A couple of bills went into
the hopper but that was the ettd
of

LS/IFT

is still iii

;»

three-hour differential, nobody was
particularly happy about getting a
7:30 (edt) nighttime show at 3:30 in
the afternoon.

Coca-Cola, which dropped out of
ABC and Mutual, which have no
network programming some months
back due to the aciite sugar situ- prejudice about transcribing shows,
ation, cancelling Out its $'3,000,000 partially overcame the situation by

MCA

.

m

protests from network affiliate stations iri the midwest and oh the
Coast. In rural areas It raised havoc
with farmer schedules, and on the
Coast, with the four-hour instead of

(Continued on page 32)

GFs

Louisville, April 8.
Victor Shoiis, executive secretary
of the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service, Washington, last week was
named general manager of WHAS,
following retirement Of W, tee Coulson, because of 111 healtl.. Coulson is
now on vacation in California.'*'
Shoiis will assume his new duties
within a few weeks, or until such
time as Clear Channel' hearings,
which require his presence in Washington, are consummated and Shoiis
Will be available for his hew Assign-

ment

'Aldriclf

teagel

GetslJpiMto|l330O

RWG

for the decrease,
'47
Mutual's billings for February
totaled $1,850,142, as compared with
period in
$2,130,879 for ths same
amounted
'46; while March '47 sales

the additional hour
revival of daylight

of

saving in the first postwar summer
year brought in its wake a disruption of schedules and a wave of

qpgo

tem

CBS

Because

differential, the
last

up

IMi

,

STEADY NOSEDIVE

just

ning-around-in-circles semester. The
webs are antipipating plenty of
squawks, but frankly admit there's
nothing much can be done about it.

MCA, ROCKFORD WEST

34)

is

.

CocMWs

afternoons, starting at
CBS. Considerable progress was
reportedly made until the writers'
delegation balked 100% at inclusion
Hollywood, April 8,
of a "no strike" clause, a clause
Decision was finally reached at
which had been part of the earlier
last week on the transfer east
contracts for staffers. In succession
of either Hal Hackett or Mickey
that
each network informed
Rockford. The call went to Hackett
without a "no strike" pledge the new
and he le^^'^es in two or three weeks.
contract offered nothing to the comIn contrast to the lush period in.
Rockford will make a one-week call
panies in return for the concessions
early 1946 when ft vcas riding high
at the New York office and then
union.
On
this
the
negraptgd
Issue
return here permanently.
and wide with record billings, Mu- gotiations broke down.
for
Two weeks ago it was Rockford
tual's gross time sales figures
who was slated for the N. Y. staff
B'ebruary and IMLarch of '47 have
but he apparently convinced
taken a considerable nosedive. Loss
Goes to College that his importance to the firm lies
Coca-Cola
of the three-times-a-week
Intercollegiate Broadcasting Sys- in his continued operation here.
show and other programs that
exited, in recent months,: accounts
has sold a series of spots, featur-

sugsessive

The daylight saving snafu

around the corner and the service
dept. boys on the major networks,
mindful of the multiple clearance
headaches of last season, are girding
themselves for an even worse run-

New

contract

has

been worked

out with General Foods for ite
"Aldrich Family" NBC show, with

package now pegged at $13,500 a
week in place of previous $12,000.
Ezra Stone is down for a reported
$2,000 a week; Jackie Kelk for $1,000, with $1,500 allotted weekly for
the script and $2,000 weekly for
Clifford Goldsmith, creator of

show

(although he's no longer writing it.)
Young & RUbicam is the agency
on "Aldrich," which is packaged by
Wm. Morris office..
Show, incidentally, takes a hiatus
this

summer.

Away From

It All

Another radio actress in the
$25,000-$30,Obo a year bracket has
decided to quit the field to live Out
of the country. A couple of months
Mercedes MoCambridge quit
to join her husband and
child in the West Indies.
Now Leslie Woods is also scram-

back

New York

ming the Manhattan radio scene

to

spend a year with her husband, an
architect, in Italy.

*

:

It

» »»»

Indies Battle Nets In D.C. for

Washington, April

8.

WWDC

break with the bigtlnne stations In
broadcasting the hearings.
was the first independent
station to join the nets in broadLewis'
casting portions of John
testimony, before a House Labor
^

WWDC

Roosevelt Stock Switch
San Antonio, April 8

The Texas State Network, has been

coiniilained to the Correspondents!
Assn. that when permission -was first
given the net stations to bring rnikes
Into committee sessions, the independents did not hear about their
plans until too late to get in on
He suggested that whenthe act.
availe\ er committee hearings ar^
able for broadcast, the fact be fioted
next to notice of the hearings themscl\x'S on the bulletin boards In, the
House and Senate radio galleries.
F.ict remains, however, that MuItial and NBC broke a long-standing
taboo by their first pioneer pickups from the House Foreign Affairs
Committee here .two weeks: ago and
the other nets as well as the .indies
•were caught' asleep at the switch.
The Eadio Correspondents Assn.
'

.

WWDC

69.9'^, of the stock.
as' $26,784.26.

The

price

was

*»

**>!> »

*

On Love4-Kisses
By CARROLL

<

ARROLL

•

who

F.

reported

4

» » *

!

aren't the only ones
Anxious to be helpfiO

malce

and

to

.silly

'

.suggestions.

bettct'

the sales record of their .-hnws,

:

writers and artists often give merchandising, sales and promotioi-i ideas >
being nb\c to see tlio. whole
to clients which have to be discarded., Not
picture of th« client's long term thinking, or financial setup, an artist may
propose a plan that i.s obviou.sly contrary to the whole policy and purpoi^e
with
Brooks
Rami.v
wcU-omcil back
his ,Jdea is rejected, <sr- only half usecfc, lu', conWhen
7th. of the company.
April
Monday.
opening
a Eiala
stumblebum, oohM-ivilted,, to the horsecar anil the
and if "the customers are always siders the client a
right,", then Randy and- his "Mu.si- Welsbacl-i burner.
And often the client makes suggestions to the artist that, would force
,-ul Broiiklcts' arc IX.
r.anB- Worth's 400-MtaMon tran- him to change his entire style and pcr.soaality. When the, arti.-;t rcluiics,
scription not applaud renewal ol to do this the client thinks the perforji-ier a -temporamental op:i«isl. And
Uandy's contract ju.st .signed by Vy so the conflict rages. While in the fire, a better radio .show is tempered
LanKlois, LanK-W(.ivth'K Prosiaeiit.
client throws restrictions around artist and artist whets hi.'; wits to
YORK as
LANG-WORTH, INC.,
find ways to circumvent them.
Yet is "circumvent" the right word? A client cii-iploys the radio people
he thinks hjj^ve talent that will benotit him. Isn't it ridiculous, then, lor
He niay not fully",
Bessie.Beatty,VetWOR
thi.s talent to assume that the client is antagoni.'.-tic?
understand them, but why should he fight his own braintriisf.>
When the average client makes a su..sigcstion, he's -usually hopin.u; to .get
Commentator, Editor,
,

RANDY BROOKS

;

,

IlDlpl I'onUKylvania's ("al'e HouKe.

GOP Asks Time Vs.

,

,

authorized by the FCC to acquire
control of the Alamo Broadcasting
CO., operating KABC here.
Permission was granted for Elliott
Roosevelt; his former wife, Mrs.
Ruth G. Roosevelt Eidson; Charles

Subcommittee last Thursday (3).
WWDC news chief Fred Hoffman or

MM t»M*
'

Texas Net Gets Alamo On

Roeser and S. W. Richardson to
transfer to the network 699 shares,

»»*

Hollywoodhealthy misundorslanding
There is an almo.st con.stant flow of good
sliow. And it's liiKbly
between the sponso'r.s and' the creators of a radio
bickering.
probable that the whole of radio is benefited by this
to a Hooper.
But it's
Not lh#t Id caic to call conflict the highway
po^Mble that the lack ol it can loute a show -into the bog of medioculy.
tiy to meet a
Because conJhct piesouls a challenge. And we alway.s
challenge with our best effort.
,
,
These radio wuleis and artists who approach their work on the bastes
questioning Hi.s Majesty'.s august
of "the-client-wants-it-this-way," never
disservice. Revin-.';oly,
iudgment do themselves,- the client, and tlie public a
the .same offense.
those .Who cOnsLslently ignore the client's wishes commit
The trick is to argue. Out of argument comes .growth.
right.
And clients
Clients aren't always wrong. Arl'usls aren't always

t

bring•With all bars now down on
ing radio mikes into Congressional
committee hearings and the nets
breaking their necks to air verbatim
testimony o£ hot sessions, indie
called on the Radio Correspondents Assn. last week to see
equal
that the independents get an

«>
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On Congresaonal Hearings

Points

considered the

Vantage

,

,,

.

:

'

.

.

,

,

jeff Day Airing
Washington, April 8.
Carroll Reece, chairman of the
Republican National Committee,

NBC,

warned

ABC

and

Mutual

yesterday (7) that he will expect
free time for the Republican Party
comparable to that given" Saturday
night to President Truman for his
speech at ;the DemoGratic Jefterson
Day $100 dinner here. Reece did not,
recommen- however, make immediate formal

:

:

NEW

,

a better one in return. Before 'arbitrarily h<>olilg Ws hints into oblivion
There
it's the job of the arti.st and, ,the writer: to examine them closely.
generally are, important grains of gold to be refined from the ore of a
The.se are brought out only by argument.
client's suggiestion.
Talent mu.st remember this: When the boss say.s, "I don't like the
show," he's not just being a stupid .so-and-so who doesn't know good
from bad. Artists mu.stn't for.ijet the client wa.s .smart enough to recog-

-Author, Dies at 61
femme commenta-

Bessie Beatty.
tor

for

WOR,

last

N.Y.,

week had

planned a fortnight's junlcet to London and Paris in May to air interprovided by views with statesmen and plain peo- nize their ability and to back it with his money. So when he criticizes
old- p'rohibition
the'
webs but, as long as they ple. But the trip won't be made. their work, it's interested comment from a vitally interested, party who
broadcasts from the shoveled it out to the deserving Sunday (6) Miss Beatty, or^e of the wants the artist tp proye himself worthy of a very real confidence.
ag!.ai.st live
Hill has broken down so completely Democrats, the GOP should get a best known women in radio, died
'Tfaur Best Frl«!nd's A Client'
in the past two weeks that Sen. Ar- slice as well.Maybe the client doesn't kiiow why he didn't like the show. But maybe
.suddenly while visiting friends in
Mich.) felt
(R.,
tliur Vandenberg
"It has seemed to me for many Nyack. N. Y.
the artist could fipd ,out if he'd stop thinking the client was crazy, even
obUged to apologize recently when years past," Reece declared in a
Although 61, she was apparently if he sometimes seems to act that way. The client, althou^li the artist
Foreign Relations Committee letter to the net presidents, "that in robust health, and her unexpected repre.sents an entirely different point of view from hi.s own, can't think
Jiis
hearing moved for • one day to a such free use of radio time for the death deeply shocked radio circles. the artists, or his writers, crazy. If he did he wouldn't hire tliem. And
room which was too small to aceon}- avowed purpose of raising campaign Monday 'WOR devoted Miss Beatty's they usually confuse him just .'-s.much a.s he perplexes them.
iric.f'ate radio .equiprnent.
funds constitutes an abuse of radio usual 10:15-11 a.m. air time (She was
And still it is wrong to hope that the client will ever understand the,
Ai, the same time, the verbatim facilities for which 1 am liot inclined
heard five times weekly at this artist or that the artist will ever understand the corporate Wnd. Should
pickups have raised problems for to bold the brpiadcasting companies hour) to a memorial program. Par- they even begin to understand one another- each will iobn be comprdthe stations on allocation of equal responsible.
ticipants included her fellow femme mising with his own ideas and thinking a diluted version of Ihe other's
and Miss thoughts. Then, instead of having productive conflict, based on dcfiiiite
time for all points of view. Sen.
"It is, in my opinion, one of the gabber, Martha Deane,
Glen Taylor (D., Ida.) took to the many heritages from the days when Beatty's announcer, Dick Willard. points of view, we'll have the sort of bi-partisanisni that diiUs the cutting
NBC ether last Friday (4) at 10:45 public office was considered private Miss Beatty joined WOR in 1940 edges on every point of view, leaving opiriiphs to bo hTOuldcd by the
'
p.m. <EST) to attack the President's property. I feel confident that the following a guest shot on Miss two-way stretch of appeasement.
Greece
proposed $400,000,000 loan to
broadcasting industry must regard Deane's program.
A perfect example of this is the result of bi-partisanism in government.
and Turkey. He was given, the time this not only as a nuisance, but as
In private life the veteran news- When Democrats try to thiiik like Republicans and Republicans try to
•When he pointed out to NBC earlier a
very expensive nuisance. I am paperwotnan, editor and commenta- understand Democrats, it'll only be a matter of time before the cats and
of
testimony
that since it had aired
informed that the normal cost of the tor was the wife of 'VSMlliam Sauter, mice get on this same basis. When thi.<! happens, we're going to have to
protagonists of the loan, it should radio time utilized would be ap- actor, who was- "Bill" on her broad- look ai'ound for someone to invent a better mou.setrap.
do the' same thing for opposition proximately $30,000.
gained
first
Same wajf -with our radio set-up.
Beatty
Miss
ca.sts.
•witnesses. Since NBC didn't air bulk
"However, this use of free radio prominence as a "globe-trotting re"Whe'n no, one stands so strongly for his side that he'll fif>lit for it
an
'as
testimony,
of the opposition
time has come to be accepted, and porter for the San Francisco Bulle- against an opponent who feels ju.st as .strongly that he's right, we're all
alternative it gave Taylor himself so long as the present Administra- tin in World "War I days, when she ready for so'rhe character to come along wlio's .stronger than each of
loan.
time to attack the
tion remain? in power, I see no 'pos- covered battlefronts, and later for them_ and anxious to push them both out of the way and take over.
sibility of any change in that situathis way artist, sponsor and the public could lose competitive comGood Housekeeping and Hearst's
tion. I believe I would be justified International magazines.
Still later mercial radio to something much more one-sided.
Violence Threats
in asking on behalf of the RepubLefs keep scrapping!
was editor of McCall's. She co^
Airer lican Party that an equal amount of she
Charleston
authored a play, "Jamboree," which
Raleigh, Aprirs.
free time at a comparable period be ran on Broadway in 1932.
The threat of personal violence to allocated to us. I assure you it would
Participants iri the WOR memorial
K.C.
Groups
Sets
an elderly Charleston woinan si- be used for proper political purposes breadcast Monday included Alfred
lenced a radio program built around, —not as an excuse for extracting re- J. McCosker, board chairman of
The lijctant campaigtt Contributions from
For Final Action on
the ancient GuUah dialect.
Harry Hershfield, Walter
WOR;
broadcasts, being presented by Mrs. the pockets of oillice-holders.
Kansas City, April 8.,
Hampden, Dorothy Thackery. pubMaria Ravenel Gaillard, Were canLast minute signing of a new Wage
"I do not at this time make that lisher of the N. Y. Post, and Bill
Program, Standard Codes
celled by John M. 'Rivers, owner of request, butvl think in all fairness
agreement by KMBC last week
Sauter.
Washington, April 8.
WCSC, at Charleston, when it be- I should let you know that I do not
eliminated any po.ssibility of a strike
Martha Deane as Successor
anonymous
The NAB Standards of Practice
came known that several
foreclose that possibility if fliture
Martha Deane probably will be of four radio stations which had
threatened
Committee
is now stripped tor actelephone callers haddevelopments should, in my opinion, permanently assigned to the WOR been threatened by AFRA. Union
tion
on
a new code, the details of
Mrs. Gaillard.
justify such a request."
(N.Y.), spot left- open by the sud- had voted a strike at a meeting lield
which will be presented to an NAB
One caller, when told that she
den death of Bessie Beatty. The earlier in -March and, had anboard of directors meeting in May.
planned a broadcast Saturday, said:
station, meantime, will seek a new nounced it would be pi,it into effect
meetdo,
If
you
"Well, you better not.
Bradley Praises Radio
woman commentator to take over at WDAP, WHB. KCKN and KMBC As result of a code committee
ing in N. Y. last week, Robert Sweyou will get your mouth slashed."
Miss Deane's 3-3:30 p.m. five-days- unless new wage agreements were
zey, Mutual veepee and chairman of
Programs consisted of stories and
signed by -April 1.
For*4,700Peturii'0ii
weekly chore.
announced
dialect
the
GuUah,
of
in
the
NAB
code
group,
legends told
WHB,- KCKN and WDAF comFor the present, Miss Deane will
formation of two subcommitteessome Low Country Negroes, espeVeterans Investment assume a heavy schedule of air pleted new contracts the week pre- one to draft commercial standards
xially those on*t"he sea islands off the
time, handling, both her afternoon vious with a regular wage for ancare of proSouth Carolina aiid Georgia coasts.
Washington, April 8.
half-hour and Miss Beatty's 10:15-11 nouncers set at $80. The agreement and a second to take
It contains some Aftican words, and
The radio industry won high praise a.m. stanza. Her daily double stint with KMBC, where the top previ- gram criteria in the new code.
language scholars have traced its from Veterans Adniinistrator Omar started yesterday
Members of the subcommittee ';on
ously had. been $75, calls for the
^8).
growth from African slaves brought N. Bradley in his recent t<^timohy
Martha Deabe is a house name same scale. In addition an increase commercials are John M. Outler,
here during pre-Revolutiohary days. be^ore the House Appropriations which has bee» worn since 1941 by of
Harold Fellows,
Atlanta;
about 25% In fees was worked WSB,
Neither Rivers nor Mrs. Gaillard Committee,, details of which were Marion 'Young. Her predecessor in out
WEEI, Boston, and Eugene Carr,
for members of the KMBC
could offer any reason for the released here last week.
The Artists Bureau. It was the working WPAY, Portsraoxith. Program .standyiis role was Miss Beatty.
threats.--''"'^':
Bill,
Bradley explained that VA had original "Martha Deane" was Mary out of provision? for these per- ards will be drafted by Edgar
formers which had delayed negotia- WMBD, Peoria; Wilson Gray, CBS,
earmarked $109,821 for purchase of Margaret McBride, now with NBC.
and Walter 0amm, "WmJ, MilwauStation hasn't indicated whether it tions at KMBC.
recording equipment, platters and
111
Jobn
As at the other stations, writers at kee.
for 25 public-relations men to pre^ has any prospective femme gabbers
"^Pittsburgh, April 8.
-" yet -for the afternoon strip. KMBC ar'e included in the new conpare scripts and the like. In return in line as
At the same time, Swezoy urged
Application for still iahother radio for that investftteht, he said, "the
tract; a regular wage of $65 per
all broadcasters to submit code recstation here has been filed by -John radio industry has already contribPhilly's 'Mr. & Mrs.' Owl Show- week was set for the scribblers.
ommendations to the NAB hcattH, Harris, head of Harris Amuso- uted $5-170,889 in time and talent for
The new cdhtracts run for a year quai'ters in Washington.
Philadelphia, April 8.
inent Co., producer of "Ice-Capadcs" veterans broadcasts. This represents
A new "Mr. and Mrs," show, feat- and are retroactive to March 1, 1947,
arid owner of local pro hockey and a return of 4,700% on bur original uring Jerry Gaghan,
Philadelphia Don Roberts, executive secretary of
basketball teams, and group of asso- outlay. At no time," he told the com- Daily News columnist and drama APR A, said about 5!S people are afA&C's Benefit Disk
ciates.
One of them is Tom John- mittee, "have we IVA) spent a single critic, and his wife, will go on the fected by the wage hikes.
Abbott & Cfostello have recorded
son, part-owner with Bing Crosby cent for time on the air or for talent air beginning next Monday (14) over
on
their baseball routine, "Whos
da'.ion for advance notice on
jnitice broadcasts at a meeting
ye-.
•

erday i7).
eanwhile,

com- demand
here

for time.
said he did not believe such

He

free
the

time

should

be

.

.

-

,

]

-

'
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KMBC COMPLETES
NAB
AFRA PEACE BY PACT

Up Two

New

:

.

^

I

1

—

I

'

and others of Pittsburgh Pirates.
Remaining members of would-be

broadcasting .syndicate are IVtead
Mulvihill, president of the State
Brewers Assn.; Daniel and Michael
equipment
construdtion
Farisb,
.K. Parker, in investment
dealers;
bu.siness; Austin Sigler, owner, of
Allied A.sphalt, and Dick Cook,
KQ'V newsca.ster and publisher of
newsmag
Bulletin - Index,
local

N

•weekly.

of

any kind."

WIBG.

The .sow, tabbed "Midnight at the
Using info .supplied by "VA radio
chief Charles A. Dillon, Bradley Gaghans," will start at that hour.
:went on to say that the recorded •The 15-minute program will include
series "Here's to Veterans" is now theatrical rieviews, chats with peron 9(56 local stations and ha-s been sonalities, and go.sisij) about Philaaired a total of 5,000 hours for the dclphians.
Show sponsor is Al Berman clothfirst seven rhonths of this fiscal year,
"Assignment Home," a program ing store, and producer is Milt
sponsored by CBS in cooperation Sliapiro,' who recently set up a radio
with the 'VA, won the award for the packaging company in Philadelphia.
Zibman agency placed the program.
"Best Public Service of 1946."

First?", on a single disk for Enterprise Records. They've also prepard
Hollywood, April 8.
a special disk for radio presentation,
Angelas now has its flrsl and are olfcring same gratis to prolocal government-controlled
radio gram directors for airing on stations.
station in the making. The FCC has
All proceeds from sale of recorn
granted a construction permit to the in stores go to the Lou Costello Jr.
in
School Board of Santa Monica, part Youth
founded
Foundation,
of L. A. County.
memory of CostcUo's young ft>n to
Call letters of new educational FM _
aid in battling
„ juve delinqu'iify.
outlet wiU be KCRW and it will Release date on the radio di.sk w
probably be ready in six months.
April 14.

S(;hool Board's

FMer

Los

.

,

I

I

I

Wednesdigr, April

%
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SOIPSiDGiS IHvi^lews on Shire^
iip
Radio's

MoUliie

two camps

in Opposite

during

little

boys turned out en masse
Thursday (3) to hear their spokesman, iRAB prexy Justin Miller, intbne that the industry can get along
without a czar, thank you; it is already doing a better job than the
Government, schools, churches or
newspapers, On the other side of
all-rlght

the

firing

line,

the

radip-is-in-a-

dangerous-mess faction called a for-

mal

mobilization to "combat the
current drive iigainst progress in ra-

dio."^

;,

'

,

The

latter forces, ioeaarheadedi

by

the radio division ol Hie NeVir York
State chapter, Progressive Citizens
of America, with Norman Corwin as
division head, will hold a "Crisis in
Badio Conference" at the Hotel
Speakers
Capitol, N. Y., April 19.
Commissioner
include FCC
Will
Clifford Durr, radio commentator

Frank Kingdon, PCA national cochairman Walter White, lyho is
president of -toe National Asgociatiori fbr the Advancenient of Colpred iPeople, and Mrs. Sidonie M,
Gruenbe^gi director of <the Child

Study Assn. Announcef Ben Grauer
also will share in the meeting's 6arly
program.
Two central topics of the session,
which will run from 1 to 6 p.m., will
be "Whose Air?" and "What Are We
Special
Going to Do About It?"
subjects will inqlud* treatment of
lalior and minorities on the air, network handling of news, radio's cultural efforts and the- launching of
/

liberal Stations'

CaB for the conference

treats ra-

as an accepted fact, dehas been heightened lately
high rate of mortality
among liberal commentators, the
menacing attackis of the FCO, the
one-sided assaults on labor over the
air, the unrAmerican glances now
being cali; at the industry by Jtahkin,
et a]., and the intet^ified economic
pressures on radio writers, actors,
dio's "crisis'

claring

"by

it

the

directors

and

technicians."

'Action Program'

Corwin will project "an action
program" for consideration by tiie
soil representatives of
radio labor
groups and civio organizations expected to attend,

i

The defenders of radio-as-is heard
Judge Miller slap down the czar
proposal at a N. Y. Radio Executives Club luncheon.
On hand to
hear him express their sentiments
were so many broadcasting biggies
that the affair hqd to be held in the
Roosevelt hotel's biggest ballroom.
"My present judgment is that a
czar technique in radio is not desirable," said the NAB chief.
"A
measure of self-discipline is indicated," he admitted, but he pointed

NAB even now is starting
work on the drafting of new

out that
to

Ca^

standards of practice. In summation
he concluded: "I think we can take
sufficient

steps to continue in the
American way."
He felt, however, that the drafting
(Continued on page 36)

TO BBC POST

III

the

Running

W

has at least one American script
staff at all times.
Ctemaadden had acted for BBC
hegotiations
with McConnor.

wwter on the
.

Is Fomr Defense of Web Recalled
WKq

'

Truman lough'

Slant Confusing

HBC

InRdlime Sale

Workers

Buy

Eye

UEW

prov

sition it's not within the web's
ince to turn down the union's bid for

KEYSTONE STATE MAY GO
INTO BROADCASTING

BE

Harrisburg, Pa., April 8.
There's a possibility that the state

of Pennsylvania may go into the
The commentator spot was re- radio businesS^if the Legislature,
portedly offered to and turned down now in session, approves the idea.
Under a measure offered in the
by WiHiam L. Shirer, who quit CBS
health House, the state would sponsor a
last week.- Latter is in poor

sponsored time.

"School of the Air" on its own stateFM network. Minus advertising commercials, the network would
be established under the jurisdiction
of the dept. of public instruction to
educare- broadcast programs of "an
of WKY, Oklahoma City, has
throughout
di- tional nature" to schools
signed his post to take over as
pro- the state.
rector of press relations and
Rep. Robert D. Fleming, AlleKMBC.
for
motion
gheny, sponsor of the measure,
Ructer succeeds Ed Shurick, who would appropriate $825,000 to finance
Peters
has' resigned to join Free &
the program.

TOM

Eng

m

Whom

Censors

An

ironic postscript to Uie
William L. Shirer afifalr at CBS
concerns Freda Kerchway, editor
of The Nation, who was a member of a committee that came to

upon William

call

Paley and

S.

Edward R. Murrow. Committee

CBS had

protested that
sored" Shirer.

"cen-

The very next week The Nation omitted Lou Frankel's radio column for the first time, allegedly because he handled the
Shirer incident from a point of
view not unfavorable to CBS.

•

wigmally it had been planned to
plans entering the hospital.
nave the CBS
writer take leave and
ffom April through
October or NoKUCKEE TO KMBC
^""W have coincided
nfS *°«
Kansas City, April 8,
London production of Mc«*«ee play, "A Joy ForTom Rucker, promotion director
uncertainties at the

is

'

I

York, to go to London for
a temporary
trick with the British
Broadcasting Corp. The latter usu-

NBC

giving serious consideration to the question of breaking up
/ Baltimoire, April 8.
the lon»»run of daytime serials. It's
'NBC's broadcast of the: 57tfa
pretty much agreed that a continurunning of the Preakness Stakes
ous run of 16 soap operas for four
a.t Pimlico May 10 won't include
solid hoOTS is overloading a good
the traditional pre-race words
thing. Network execs, it'S" reported,
of greeting from Maryland's
have been won over to the need of
if
the
governor—
racetrack's opreforming the daytime schedule and
erators can help it.
present plans call for a break after
The new governor, William P.
every third program.
Lane, Jr., has gone on record as
Such a reshuffle would inean the
opposing horse-racing and the
substitution of musical, comedy or
Pimlico crowd is afraid hizzoner
other types of shows, and how the
might consider the Preakness
sponsor reacts to such an alignment
airing a good opportunity to get
is not one of the pleasant prospects
in a few licks against the sport
facing the web hierarchy. Serials
of kings. Up to the moment,
are- among the best merchandising
however, there's no decision one
movers on the airlanes and liieir
way or the other whether the
cOst rper thousand listeners is profigovernor will be invited.
tably low.
Bill Stern and Clem McCarThe whole question of daytime sethy will handle descriptive and
rials and
other program reforms
race-calling
chores
on the
have been kicked arovmd at a.U stops
broadcast, which will be sponduring the past month in the crosssored for the second year in a
country tour of NBC execs, who
row by Sterling Drug, a Balto
have been meeting With affiliates of
outfit, for Bronkoi: Seltzer.
the network, with programming
topmost on the discussion agenda.
Final determination of the problems
and sentiments gathered on the tour
will be resolved by NBC and its
affiliates at the September meeting
in Atlantic City, two days before the
annual- NAB conclave.
The censorship libt potato was also
tossed into the laps of the
execs on their nationwide tour by
the station owners, with indications
that NBC's cleanup squad is going
to work. It now looks like what's
coming up in the way of purifying
Wasariiigton, April 8.
pet routines and borderline gags
The White House's drastic purge will, send a shudder up the spines of
of Communists and "subversives" in the web's comedians. The question
Government, coupled with what ap- of what to do with comics who skirt
pears to be a new drive by the the edges of good taste was brought
Communist Party to buy time on up at virtually all meetings.
radio Stations throughout the coimAs the NBC junket moved across
try, has some licensees in a stew, the country the
complaints conit was learned here this week.
tinued to mount and the chain, brass
Several radio lawyers reported decided something would have to
that they have received letters and be done to placate the protestants.
wires from clients asking whether So when Niles Trammell and his
they should give or sell time to the official family return to their New
Communist Party in view of the York base later this month some
Administration's new "get tough" means of reforming the offenders
attitude. At the same time, some of will be worked out and a general
the station men report requests "desist" order go out to the zanies.
from the CP to buy time on a regTo Suffer Alike
ular contract basis. Seldom, if ever,
Most of the affiliate station owners
they report, is the CP asking for
were pretty much in agreement as
handouts of time. One lawyer said to which wrists
should be slapped,
that his clients believe the CP is
bui NBC can't afford to single them
starting its radio campaign now in
out, so' the just and unjust must
anticipation of next year's elections.
suffer alike. It's no secret that Bing
The lawyers are advismg the sta- Crosby's recent "Hell''' crack on the
(Continued on page 36)'
Jack Benny show didn't help to
soothe matters any and was frequently mentioned as one of the
(CIO)
Elec.
overt acts.
Another Innovation on the puniLeiand Stowe for Gab; tive side wiU be the chastisement of
comics who let go with a blue gag
Affiliate Reaction or otherwise abridge network policy. Instead of fading out the audiUnited Electrical Workers (CIO) ence for 10 seconds after the inhas brought Mutual time for a 15- fraction is caught, an announcer will
minute weekly commentary which be standing by at anotheir mike to
the
back
to
will bring Leiand Stowe
explain why the show Was disstanza tees off April solved.
airlines.
23 in the Wednesday evening 7:30
This, the network believes, will
segment, but there appears some serve a double purpose by letting
how
as
to
execs
doubt among Mutual
the listener in on why the show
many affiliates stations will hook up show was faded and ah ignominious
for the commentary.
blow to the ego of the offender.
Mutual notified the stations of the Knowing that such offensive tactics
UEW-Stowe program oyer the week- might impair his audience, the
end and says it will have a good comic will think twice before adto libbing any questionable cuties.
idea by the end of this week as
station reaction. Web brass is inclined to think some stations won't
like the idea of a union sponsoring

Not

^_Mtet some months. of transatlantic dickering,
the deal is off for VinMcConnor, staff writer With the
a commentator.
°»v^»Oh of Program Writing
«,
At any rate Mutual takes the pom New

J?

DUE FOI

of thinking t)e- +

more sharply divided
the past week. The radio-is-

came a

end resulted in McConnor dennt 1*^** ""^w time pwiod would
not
at in With his own commitHe'll string along at 485
Madison avenue.
in

New

York.

wide

Pro-and-con debate in i'affaire
Shirer continued unabated last week
in Manhattan radio circles.

William L. Shirer resigned from
CBS news staff, ending a 10year assdciation duirlh{! which h*
wrote his beSt-selKng book, "Berlin
Diary." The end came after s. seven*
day furore when Shirer,: reacting to
his removal from the Sunday afternoon news spot, long sponsored by
J. B. Williams, but now dropped by
that company, sounded off In newspaper interviews which charged
CBS with arriving at its decision
because of advertiser pressure. Joseph Harsch, accounted in the trade
as "liberal" aS Shirer, was appointed
to succeed him in the Sunday niche,
the

now

sustaining.

The mcident produced a

'Flying

Squal

.

CBS.

umm

nial

'

Washington, April 8.
will be unable to fulfill its
pledge to process by May 1 all the
bids for new
stations which
were filed before Feb. 8—when tffe
Commission slapped its three-month

FCC

AM

freeze on new applications in a lastditch effort to catch up with its
heavy backlog of station requests.
According to reports here, the
Commission hopes to have decided
or at least set for hearing all the
complicated engineering cases by
the May 1 deadline. However, this
still leaves about 400 bids for local
channel operation and daytime stations which will be largely un-

touched by May.
As FCC promised

the
earlier,
bids will be lifted

freeze

on new

May

and newcomers

1

be given

will

an equal break with those applications which have not been either set
for hearing or granted by FCC at
that time.
This means that any
standard broadcast bids not decided

May

by

1

lose

priority

their

standing.

up a general Clamor against the network. It succeeded in part, although
feVlow-commentators
shied
away from the fuss, seeing it as a

many

"cause celebre."
CBS had
Stressed that Shirer was still an employee, w<>nld be reassigned, and
had not been removed but transferred.
Shirer finally resolved this

weak

oddity by quitting:
he's

applicants this week and will have
taken some action by the end of the
month on all 300 of the more complicated engineering bids before it.
About IDO of the total will be set
for hearing and the other 200 given
grants, it was reported.
The 400 requests for daytime or

channel operation

still

will get the attention of

pending

a "flying

It's

understood

been In poor health anyhow,

and plans entering a

hospital.

Those around New York with long
memories recalled that when Cecil

m

Brown le-t CBS three years ago
a clash with Paul White, then head
of the CBS News Dc. artment, it
was Shirer who stood up at an
Overseas Press' Club luncheon and
defended

CBS news

ethics against
for-all attack

policies and
what had been a freeby various commen-

tators against the web. Shire finally found himself in a strange box

when he himself invoked the sympathy of his colleagues and publicly
rapped his bosfses.
Efforts were made a week ago
to

According to present plans, the
will release the first large
batch of grants tp fuUtime station

FCC

local

series of

statements from
"These amounted to a flat dethat the decision was based
upon advertiser pressure or bias.
But meantime various efforts by
friends of Shirer were made to stir

carefully-worded

organize

a

picket

line

at

485

Madison avenue but nothing came
of this plan. The radio commenta-

own

professional association
was due to air the case, presumably
with Edward R. Murrow, his whilom
boss and longtime friend, facing
Shirer in person. As reported. CBS
takes the position that Harsch as a
tors'

"working"

newspaperman

»

would

the Sunday afternoon
which had been too much a
rehash of the N. Y. Times and N. Y.
Herald Tribune.
Shirer's
defenders have made

strengthen
session

squadron" of top FCC engineers
and lawyers beginning in mid-May much capital of liis rating, 6.9, which
or early June and are expected to is just ahead of "Harriet and Ozzie"
be decided by August 1 at the latest. on the schedule. They have also

Sponsor Wants Newman,

pointed out that Shirer was one
of the few commentators lately opposing President Tcuman's Greek

CBS, however, sticks to its
statement that the only criticism
against Shirer was based on the
liis talks, not their con lent.

policies.

So

Bill

Berns Exiting

WORAMiteDisk^b
WOR's
chore

who

is

(N. y.) all-night disk-gab
going tp Eddie Ifewman,

recently

lias

been handling a

similar stint over weekends for
(N.
for
son)

Y.K He has

also

WJZ

spun platters

WAAT (Newark), WPAT (Paterand WBYN (Brooklyn).
It's not a case of WOR being dis-

Style of

Analysts Group lulls
Editorial

Proposals

For FCC Submission

Radio coihmentators, through a
job being done by special commltte(* of their As.'^n. of
took over the old Radio News Analysts, are mulling
Barry Gray stanza several weeks a list of proposed recommendations
ago.
But the 2-5:45 a.m. segment to be submitted to the FCC for conrevision of the
has been sold as a package to Alda sideration in any
Products, Jersey plastics firm, with Mayflower decision. ARNA group Is
the sponsor given a choice of disk headed by George Hamilton Combs,
jockeys. And Alda wants INewman; of the WHN (N. Y.) news staff. Other
Newman, who takes over the £how members arc Cesar Saerchinger,
April 20, will soup it up with wire- NBC newscaster, and Paul Schubert,
satisfied with the
Bill Berns, who

recorded spot pickups, guest inter- until recently with

WOR

(N, Y.).

Recommendations drafted by the
three-man committee wUl be given
a once-over by the assoclatiori.'s
Washington contingent before being
filed with the FCC. perhaps within
Hartford Co-Op Eyeis
a week or so. The proposals will bear
Hartford, April 8.
particularly on the editorial attitude
Hartford Consumers Cooperative Of radio analysts. Specific recomAssn., has revealed plans for an FM mendations are not expected to be
station here, to be operated by the disclosed, however, until the day
Consumers' Broadcasting Corp.
they are submitted,
views, quizzes, etc. He'il start stanza
sustaining, with sponsor to .pick up

tab in the near future.

FM

'

«

rm

As you know,

But

accimaplished.
couldn't

not a

man

to look barit, to re track, to dream,

about the what-niight-have-bcen and what has been

were,"

it

-

a £«ffer written by Ted Collins to Kat^ Smith on the 9th Anniversary of her program^ 'Kate Smith Speaks*)

(E:««erpf«'/roiii

as

.

.

this

morning when we got the "Off-the-Air," I

help but reminisce a

little bit

.

Yon know, Kate, your show "Kate Smith Speaks" is, think, one
unique things in American radio. Surei rye said that
before and p;uUed out surveys to prov«E it. But this morning I
%uire out
Let

me

why.

tell

-Here you

you what

I thought

.

.

to mention a 15-time leader among
shows—a woman heard by more Americans than

the nation's

radio—not

sonality in

ten

most popular

»ny

woman

Why? A

in history.

«« that Question,

Anierican way.

lot of

hut here*s wliat a fairly

for

All the time

smart people have worked
simjplc Joe thinks

something as basically Anierican about you, Kate, as apple
know. I've stood in the doorways and among the crowds when
thousands and hundreds of thousands clamored— and still do— to sec
you and hear you. And I've heard old women and young men and
i'ttlft

giris

say one thing always,

yon give the

it

was, and

is,

as

if

it

in a real

you were saying ta

Let's fix

They're just mistakes."

it.

what the people vtrant, Kate; a deep-down, good-humored
belief in the country in which we live, in their language. Somebody
to fix what we have, when it needs fixing, not to find a substitute.
Somebody who says, "Gosh, it's a grand land and if people mess it
in a while, let's fix

People like

And
show-

that.

It's

it."

American.

They

and frou-frou. If you ask me,
They know they can always turn to your combut it seems that most of them don't.

don't expect ''names''

petitors for that kind of stuff
I

You're America, Kate.

they like yon because they can sense the "rcalness" of your

they'd resent them.

, .

I

.

listened to

That's

There's

pie.

I've

something stupid, but, Gosh, you did

man's seeding's no good.

up once

after nine years, the highest-ranking daytime per-

are-,

Government heck

a neighbor, "Look, Charlie's lost three calves this year and the hired

.

of th« inidst

to

Yet, you're no Pollyanna.

called.

think General Foods

.

.

—and

.

its

agency

— sort of

they picked you long ago to launch and
'products'in

sell

felt like this

when

16 of ihe LcBl-known

America today,

•'Oie,^ she's like us?*^

.'''As-*vct,
J

*n

think that's

the land

1 don't

'nto

it,

Kate.

and the air of

It's

this country of ours

think there's a cure,

words

when they

^mti boys and

girls

be
a contagious sort of thing that must

Part of

said that our

won

and you caught

it,

and

tried to put
it is what newsmen
Army, Navy, Marine and Coast

#irin^
the hearts of the World's miUions

tte War.

You're a sort of nice
toixed-up ideologies

. . .

dean hir^ey Katej

in a world of pretty

thinking
or whatever inosl^^'advanccd^^

is

A^ofe: "Kate Smith Speaks." featuring Kate
Smith and Ted (Collins, will be broadcast
Gousi-to-coast by the Mutual Broadcasting
System beginniny Monday, June 23rd.
>

Weihtcgday, April

RADIO REVIEWS

80

Wolf soMi Hester

iMartin

gfaard, others

Sonaer-

Sustaining
N. Y.

WOR,

Barry Gray is now on a five-aWriter: Howard Bodmatt
week quarter hour each day at 4:30
Director: John Becker
p.m. Bill Berns is in Gray's former
Producer: Robert Heller
all-night spot, from 2 to 5:45 a.m.
60 Mins! Pri. (4), 10-11 P-«nBoth are answering phone calls.
Sustaining;
Both are working for the same staWCBS-CBS, N. y.
Both are getting nowhere fast
CBS on Friday (4 put on the sec- tion
regarding importance. But on the
ond in its scries 61 liour-long docu- basis of these two show's Berns has
.

)

Bill Stern left
left

third,

than Benny
him. Only this time it was

and higher and
ever

Odminent|

Greenberg on
drier

Jimmy Demaret and

the final, round
Stern's

of the Masters' at Augusta.

NBC

mobile unit had Demaret
pegged on the 17th green where he
had a 5-footer for a par which would
either slam or leave the door open
Nelson who was behind
Byron
for
him and still had a chance. So what
did Stern do just as Demaret was
to take
about to putt? He cut
the mike away to headquarters where
he had a couple of pros lined Up for
questions. Oh, boy! Vic Ghezzi even
told him how important that next
putt of Licmaret's was and still Stern
didn't catch on. Yes, he finally an-

%

194,7

MAN OAtLED X

MEET CORLISS ABCHEB

BARRY GRAY AND Bltl. BBBNS
tIFE AND MERRY ONE"WOR's Corn Exchange"
(CBS Documentary trnit)
JlFofliiw-iip
With Van Heflin, John Randolph, "The Answer Men"
Grace Coppin, Karl Swenson, Day and Night

LONG

With Janet Waldo, Sam Edwards,
Shields,
Fred
Tedrow,
Irene
Dolores Crane, Bebe Young, Kenny
Godkin; Bud Dant orch
Producer-Director: Sterliog Tracy
Writer: Fred Cramoy
30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.

CAMPBELL SOUP
WCBS-CBS,

N, Y.
(Ward Wheelocfc)
If you've met Corliss ("a typical
teen-age AU-American girl") belore
you know what to expect. She's still
at it, as breathless, noisy and giddily
teenish as ever. Hei' holy-cowing boy
Iriend, Dexter Franklin, is still baying at her— like a banshee, as CorMr. Archer is .still
liss' pa puts it.
alternately moantag or exploding
over his Irislcy daughter's high jinks.
Mrs. Archer is understanding, It's
all wholesome, 11 rather strenuously
enacted, family entertainment.
For the record, the show Replaced
Hildegarde last weekend (6) find this
is the third time Campbell has picked
up this series. Janet Waldo plays the
title role she created when the program first hit the air in 1943. S4m
Edwards, as Dexter, and Irene Tedrow and Fred Shields, as Corliss'
parents, also were in the previous
airings. F. Hugh Herbert first created
the Archers and their friends in a
Good Housekeeping "mag story.
Cast knows its roles well and hanDirection and
dles them adeptly,
script are par. Commercials were refreshingly concise and noh-lrritating.

With Herbert Marshall, Leon Belasnii.
Johnny Green orch;. Wendell Nilra
'
announcer
Writer: Mlltott Merlin
Director: Jack Johnstone
30 Mins.; Thdrs., 10:30 n.m. "

FRIGIDAIRE
WCBS-CBS, N.

'

Y.

(.Foote, Cone & Belding)
That perennial summer replacefavorite, "Man Calle'd X," has
a permanent regularseason berth, the Frigidaire division
of General Motors having bought
the Herbert Marshall starrer as
successor to its "Hollywood Star
Time" pix adaptation series. Frigidaire, in fact, has cut itself in lor a
whole new deal, not only switching
from a top-coin show to a modestlybudgeted "rating stealer," but mov
ing over from the Saturday 8 p.m
segment on CBS to the web's 10-30

ment

now found

time cancelling out the Letter chance.
in order to
In his matinee 15 minutes Gray
prime evening time. listens as bored, bothered, and beWh£.t else, with calls
wildered.
On tiiis occasion the networlc con- coming in from 10 and 12-year-olds.
cerned itself with the health of the After all, from almost four hours
pres- every night to only 15 minutes in
nation, and in a fact-paclced
"A the afternoon is quite a change, Yet
titled
appropriately
entation
a switch as making
Thursday slot.
Long Life and a Merry One, the it's hot as big
seem like four hours.
CBS Documentary Unit drove home 15 minutes
The chances are better than even
no use kidding about it. As
the story of the nation's deficiencies There's
that Frigidaire has a better salesLike
it stands, the program is a waste of
nounced that Demaret had m4de it,
cure.
and
in both prevention
man in "X" than in its previous
lor the statioi* and Gray. The but the mobile unit had spotlighted
delmtime
juve
the
Brood,"
Eagle's
'The
wrapup of pix properties and perl£.tter can whip up something bet- the whole tournament into l^at one
dueiioy program which was the first
sonalities. For the Herbert Marshall
was ter than this but it's got to be in the putt—and Stern gummed it 'up. It's
In the series, "tbe workmanship
sleuthing is now standard stuff, hewoven more than a quarter of an remarkable what some sports ancompelling.
fine and the production
ing close to that surefire formula
0
nouncers Can do when they presume
in hour.
and technique that pays oft in audiCBS had a tough nut to crack
negBerns is answering a lot of phone that their x<?ice is the big event.
ences.
this one. For even though the
queries nightly. Still, not so many
The writing and direction, even
lect at ai nation's health can acliieve
learned
hasn't
he might for he
listeners expected to glean an
the musical cues, are as standard as
the same Frankenstein proportions as
when to turn the ba4 ones loose. inkling to Joseph C. Harsch's politithe suavg, sophisticated fronting of
as rampant delinquencies, the, fact
is the paradQx of cal leaning when he took over WilMarshall's "Ken Thurston^" but it
remains that in translating it to The consequence
lot and saying little. liam L. Shirer's Sunday CBS spot
talking
his
a
as
to^
itself
lend
all
falls into a groovy pattern that
didn't
radio it
how to hang on to the (5:45-6 p.m.) last Weekend, they
has a peculiar fascination ^or a sizdramatic a documentary. Neverthe- Knowing
the were disappointed.
Indeed, there
emerged as a vivid and good calls while getting rid- ofsoon
able segment of today's listening
it
le.<s,
weak opes, quick, will help as
was- not a line in his script to bear
public.
arresting compilation of facts repreas he can do it.
out the contention being wafted THE ECHO
Frigidaire commercials are terse,
senting the entire health picture ol
of
The records Berns is playing are around by CBSers that "Harsch is With Everett Clarke, Myron Wallace, compact, with its thematic "you'ig
the nation. The perfect blending
Patricia Dunlap, Maurice Cope- twice as sure with two great na|Qe$'^
narration and dramatic episodesjiid inconsequential although the best even more liberal than Shirer!"
land, Charles Flynn
linking the product to the parent
much to overcome the dulling effect thing he's doing is reviving some Harsch has retained the "Meaning
4
former
around
of
night
of
the
News"
handle
his
disks
esvery
Producer:
Sherman
Mar^
old
real
statistics.
General Motors.
of necessary
Rose.
he's gracious enough late-evening stint, but his opening, Writer: Boh Piatt
The question of whether such a a.m.hisOtherwise,
callers. Actually too much so. appearance in the 5:45 period, far 20 Mins.; gun., 9:30 p.m'.
«how could entice and hold for 60 to
him for any length of from disclosing any of the real
FINAL JUDGMENT
BRAU BREWING
minutes the listener who had pre- Listening to like having a stick of meanings he must see In affairs, was MEISTEE
With Norman Rose, nari-ator
VWBM, Chicago
time becomes
viously been unaware and therefore
If it's, devoted in toto to a straight, if well
in your mouth.
New whodunit is blatant copy of Producer: Leon Goldst-ein
uninterested is something else agam. peppermint
there lOHg enough your stomach may dressed up, rewrite Of the day's
"Whistler" which was jerked 15 Mins.; Tues. & Fri., 9:39 p.in.
for not all vital issues lend them- start to turn. But Berns can take news, with s: little backgrounding. the
several weeks ago when show was Sustaining
spotlighting.
dramatic
to
selves
remember when sold network 'alter running up a WMCA, N. Y.
can
care of this by sharpening up his Listeners
Particularly when it is necessary to
not
and
Harsch
definite
so-called
calls
aired
some
discrimination
the
on
Slotted into the segment recently
local
17.0 Hooper.
Local "Whistler"
ol
a
encompass so m?ny phases
push
for a name mention "liberal," views but in recent months was the same show that was broad- vacated by WMCA's notable "New
being
a
episodes
individual
problem. Many
any hamburger hacienda or he has steered steadily nearer a cast earlier on a Pacific CBS chain, World A-Coming" dramatic seriesi
were highly effective in driving from agent.
Being everybody's middle-of-the-road, less opinionated, with platters flown here and studied this program is cut down to a oniehome their point, yet CBS was ob- press
but apparently safer course.
He by Sherman" Marks, present "Echo" man job of straight narration from
friend is hard on everybody.
viously cohlronted with a herculean
producer, who then put show on Victor H. Bernstein's book on tlie
And still the queries come in, on evidently intends to stick oh it.
task in maintaining sustained tenwith local live talent. New chiller- Nuremberg trials, "Final Judgment."
both shows, as to whether thephone
sion.
Revival of the burnt-cork era on thriller carries same sponsor, same Readings, to be spread over six
They're
calls are authentic or not.
The documentary was based on an authentic, e.11 right. That's what's the Bing Crosby show (2) on ABC, time slot, and same format, which sessions, follow the straight reading
exhaustive first-hand survey made the matter. They are coming Irpm with Al Jolson 'and John Charles is tops in appeal for Chi radio aud technique employed for the broadby Howard Rodman. The scope of lay people and who, more than Thomas as guests, was one of the apd has shown a 12.0 Hooper in cast of John Hersey's "Hiroshima."
his delving disclosed that we are
stronger packages delivered by Der special study taken March 24.
Narration chore was handled in
radio, better knows how many imdeficient in research; do not have
Basis of title "Echo" is voice of superb taste by Norman Rose with
interesting lays there can be in an Single since he espoused the cause
enough doctors in rural districts; audience? So Berns has got to pick of transcriptions. The informality, criminal's inner soul and on episode Bernstein's book providing sufficient
that no Negro doctors are accepted
and reject faster and firmer. Gray knowing humor and sophisticated reviewed show was about man who material to sustam a degree of inin hospitals; that poor living condi- hasn't got enough time to make and yet respectful ribbing of min- killed his best pal; married pal's terest.
Rose overcomes the handitions, inadequate housing and lack of
strelsy by a set of experts (ireated a wife and then drivmg over a cUff cap which the bare setting of the
much difference either w£.y.
proper nutrition and food defeat
mood that warmed oldtimers who
For Gray this 15 minutes is an have memories qf Doekstader, Prim- when he thinks that method of mur- program presents by a reading which
what little medical care a large segder has been discovered. While it is forceful and modulated, though
ment of the population can have. aimless and endless session. Other rose, et al., and gave the youngsters was strictly melodrama stuff, writer quiet and unmelodramatic. ProSaturday
weekly
this
he
has
than
a
overwhelmmg
There were other
a look-see Into
theatrical form Bob Piatt kept suspense up without gram's appeal is limited, however,
period with that's long since a
truths. But above all, Eodman ac- afternoon two-hour disk
gone.
telegraphing endhig ahead of time. by its basically undramatic quality
cented that proper knowledge of guests, and there's also a Monday
Mixture ol oldtime tunes and whowith which
Same cast that did "Whistler" and the politically speculative bias
preventive medical care and treats night half hour on
was - that - lady - you -was-with-lastof the book, which unlike Hersey's,
ment is beyond the reach of 80% he may or may not still have some night cracks hit constant buUseyes plays ;.'Echo" with Everett Clarke is neither straight reportage nor a
doing title role.
But speaking profesconnection.
Myron Wallace,
of the people in the country.
as
far
laughs
as
and
sentiment
were
Patricia Dunlap, Maurice Copeland, tion segment. Sheridan and Heed
sionally, it could be that sooner or
That's a big chunk of info to sell later Gray is going to wish he were concerned.
The duets, trios and Charles Flynn do satisfaetory job sensational best-seller.
Herm.
solos by the participants produced that is a
in one dose,, yet CBS' Documentary back in his all-night spot
bit
over-dramatic
at
times.
the essential nostalgic atmosphere, Music background
Unit injected a maximum of showis done by Frank
TOM SCOTT
manship and sales talk. For the role
and even Ken Carpenter's commer- Smith.
of
brunt
the
cials took on the mo6d of the rest
Producer-Announcer William Strauss
of narrator, who bore
THE BIG STORY
Open end commercials are o.k., 15 Mins., Mon., Wed., Fri., 11:4S ajn.
the 60 minutes, the network brought With Berry Kroeger, ttobert Sloane, ol the show.
but half way ad breaks illusion of Sustaining
in Van Heflin. He and the remainder
Michael Artist, John Gibson, Jim
show and makes it hard
actors WQXR, N. Y.
of the cast did an excellent job.
Boles, Ann Seymour, George PetAn adult treatise on tolerance high- to recreate suspense tfaeaiie.for
New morning series by Tom Scott,
rie; announcer, Ernest Chappell; lighted Sunday's (6) edition of
Credit John Becker, the director,
Musell-styled American Troubadour, is
Vladimir Selinsky, musical direcand Rodman as the scripter with
tual's "Exploring the Unknown" with
*
Rose.
a pleasant interlude and a novelty for
tor
fine, inspired jobs.
a hard-hitting presentation, "Fury of THE BPTTEB HERB
producer: Bernard J. Prockter
Man." A. S. Ginnes' script built up With Raymond Massey, ex-Gov. Her- pre-lunch listeners. Oldtime folkDirector: Harry'Ingram
the premise that bigotrj^ and intolerbert H. Lehman, Bryna Raybern, songs are not only a change from
•THE SON OP
Writer: Allan Sloane
ance are outward manifestations of
Teddy Rose, Bonnie Jacoby, Betty usual morning fare, but in themselves
With Berry Kroeger, OBieoiore Os- 30 Mins.; Wed., 16 p.m.
an ailing society. To get rid of the
Cains, liOn Clark, GUbert Blsck, quite varied by Scott to make an
borne, James Goss, Rod Hendrlck- PALL MALL
appealing quarter-hour. Openin| proevil, social and economic treatments
Maurice 1!arplin, Don Frederick
son, Greg Martin
WNBC-NBC, N. Y.
gram Wednesday. (2) crammed in six
are necessary.
Producer: Jock MacGregor
Producer: Guy deUa Ciopp»
numbers, including a Shawespearean
(Foote, Cone &,BeldtnB)
Story was built around Paul Lukas Writer: Morton Wishengrad
Adapter of Text: ArcWhald Macrecitation, and otherwise comprising
30
Mins.;
Wed.
(Z),
8:30
pju.
This is Pall Mall's replacement for as a refugee professor in a college
-'Leish
old English, Scottish and Irish songs.
Sustaining
surrounded
by
a poor neighborhood,
60 Mins.; Sun. (6), 1:S0 p.in.
the Frank Morgan show. The series
The numbers were alternately seriwhere students of foreign extraction WOR'MBS, N. Y.
Sustaining
and light, for further contrast.
is based on actual story-getting adand Negroes are continually beaten
Under American Jewish Commit- ous
WCBS-CBS, N, XScott sang them well, with flavor
,
ventures of newspaper reporters, a by neighborhood toughs. The pro- tee auspices, Mutual presented a
inspiring
an
essence
was
in
What
and style, his guitar accompaniment
fessor, having fled that kind of per- timely Passover program last weeijt
Easter radio service, was CBS' pres- $500 cash "Pall Mall Award" being secution
being in good keeping. His intros
in Germany, organizes over (2) in this dramatization of a true
entation Sunday (6) afternoon of its given each week to the newsman
were
a little stiff and stilted, but
faculty opposition research parties to story, the breakup of a Germanhour-length Passion Play, "The Son whose .story is dramatized.
Berry determine the
perhaps couched for His particular
causes of the beatings Jewish family in 1938 under the
rather
or
Created,
Man."
of
Kroeger, stage and radio actor cur- and documents his findings to the ex- Nazi terror, its tasting of "the bit- audience. Friday programs will be
adapted, by the noted poet and
further specialized, with songs and
tent
ter
that
herb"
the
school
of
exile,
legiter
"Joan
Lorrently
the
of
board
and
in
votes an
its final,
Librarian of Congress Archibald
poejns aimed at pre-school age kids.
program was_ a raine,*' acts as narrator; remainder appropriation to continue his works. muraculous reuniting in the U.S.
the
MacLeish,
Bron.
Show wound up with a' fervent plea after the war. Deportation of the
clever, beautiful integration of Bible of the cast is to be varied according
for eradication of the eonditions that family originally to Poland, where
text and Johann Sebastian Bach
lead to bigotry.
it celebrated the first Passover' in
music for a perfect re-telling of the to the dramat's needs each week.
LAWYER Q
Preem airuig'Iast Wednesday <2),
Lukas gave an excellent perlorm- exile; the father's trip to America, With Karl Swenson, Sonny Llss.
latter days of Jesus, of His betrayal,
erant him entry in
torment, crucifixion and rise again. titled "The Kid and the Box," high- ance while the show was produced
Joe Julian, Eleanor Audley, Nell
^r^J."^^'
Program was rarely Static, and more lighted 'the experiences of Joseph to highlight dramatic as well as prop- the U.S., Cuba or South America;
DennU
O'Malley;
announcer;
removal of the sons to England,
agandistic values.
often than not highly dramatic,
James
v^ith the mother left in Poland— all
while at all times it retained the Garretson, police reporter lor the
Producer - Director - Writer: Aaron
this made moving stuff, a second
religious quality and emotional ap- Cincinnati Enquirer, in cracking a
Sifeiner
E-xodus.
peal ol both the Gospels and the murder case ahead of- the police. A, SUNDAY BEST
30 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.
With Johnny .Atkins^ Bl>y
sacrfed mUsic.
.
,j'^"i,-^^*-''°"Sh Raymond Massey Sustaining
^
kid shows up at police h.q. with a
Quartet
(doubling as narrator and as the WOR-MBS, N. ¥.
What MacLeish did here was— box he found in the river. In it are Writer:
Jeff Selden
father), and the other participants
A practicing attorney who has
except for the introductory re- two human hands. Police beat news- Director:
Labour
enacted their roles well, the pro- made a hobby of recording oddities
marks—to confine himself strictly to hawk Garretson, to discovery of the .SO Mins.; Bdb
Sun;,
1
pjii.
eram had a prosaic quality and was in the law and unusual court cases
integrating passages from the New remainder of the murder victim, but Sustaining
a little disappointing. The scripting not only has made his flies available
Testament with Bach's traditional Garretson, through soine diligent WMCA,
N. Y.
was couched in familiar dialog and for this new. show, but appears in it
music, using no original text of his clue loUowing and sharp deduction,
Johnny Atkins, newly added sequence; the production seemed as a sort of legal Dr. I.Q. The netown. The poetic art lay. rather, in tricks the killer into confession.
WNEW's live talent only average, and the result undis- work explains that, because of his
Production, as always with news- crooner to
the integration, in the weaving of
spoken Gospel, chorus and orchestra paperman stuff, on Screen or. on the roster, rides this half -hour musical tinguished, The choral interludes, professional connections, his identity
Actors who por- air. was a little stop-the-pressy; session with a pleasant relaxing vo- instead of helping the mood, seemec cannot be revealed. The show is a
to great effect.
trayed the four Evangelists, Mat- Garretson, as portrayed, was more calizing style. They won't set the rather to mar the emphasis, in dis- mixture of giveaway (cash), mfo
please (legal only) and whodume
thew, Mark, Luke and John, related ol a film character than you ever town on fire but Atkins' pipes are tractmg fashion.
What was most stirring was ex- (actual court cases).
However, it deep and romantic with ah out-door
the accounts of the Passion by read- meet in a cityroom.
^
On teeoff stanza (»), Lawyer «
ing the New Testament passages, was listenable suspense fare, lor the western flavor ol sulficient appeal to tjovernor Lehman's three - minute
which MacLeish chose with great most part well scripted and directed, garner a following. His in-between speech to close the program, where- a fellow with a Southern accent ana
like
skill and which the actors read with and capably, acted. Musical bridges patter, however, is corny and should in he appealed lor a haven for the an easy manner remarkably
pPs, pointing out bluntly that U.S Kay Kyser's, quizzed seven from the
deep conviction. At times the Gos- Could be a little less fortissimo and be sharpened up or dropped.
On the preem session Sunday (6), immigration quotas had not been studio audience. .each question ilpels held the stage; at others the the commercials could be considerthe vocal numbers were old time filled f9r years, and that
of draraat,
Jreat church music swelled to the ably less long and repetitious.
these BP'S lustrated by a light piece
Production -wise, it was the
The series can do more, if the pro- laves including "Begin the Bcguine," (a majority of them n.oh-3e^h) such as a guy and gal sitting on a
foi'e.
perfect radio tribute.
ducers choose, than present drama- "For Sentimental Rea.sons," "Gotta could be admitted by a little re- Central Park bench. He tells her,
supplement- Get Me Somebody to Love" and "If arrangement of the quota lists with- "I c^n't live without you!" Lawyer
The music came from Bach's B tized airings ol Sunday
that be
I
Be
One
Hour
out
Could
With
can
reporters'
good
You."
increasing
Q asks, "In New York,
immigration
Minor Mass, "Matthew" and "St, type crime cases;
Roy Ross quartet cut the show nicely It was responsibility of the totals held a proposal of marriage? it-orJohn" Passions, which the Columbia deeds in uncovering civic corruppublic and chipped in one instrumental
In a brief second
fathers were immi- rect ans; yes!)
Chorale and CBS Symphony Orches- tion, political chicanery and
^r»ntt and
grants
its weakest
both piece, "Sometimes I'm Happy."
and
could
made
stanza—
be
phase
of
the
hoodwinking
persecuted
nlayed
Semler,
people,
to
tra, under Alexander
Herm.
help, he said.
exciting and infotmative listening,
Brim.
Bron.
« (Continued on page 36)
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Tine Sluts fake Mot liown Yet,

Tele

W

'Cream

Is Claim;

Ageney

SI

m Show

Vs. Tele Chiefs Battle

Hanlifig Brought to Head by 'Juve;

Ability to sew up a franchise on-*
television time slot— ati idea
a cream
which the broadcasters have been Circus
'

using as their prime bait to lure topcoin advertisers and agencies into
video at this stage of the game— represents a lot of bunk in the opinion
chief s. Nobody
of several ad agency
cah, predict at this early a point in
.television's development what will
cvantuaUy be the best air time, they
In addition, the fact that
p)int out.
Standard BranjJs spent almo.st $2,-

Airing Put

By Henry
Death

Monday

Ford

audience

tele

tlie

Co. Puts In

entertainment qualities
say that the family
might. act want. to, stay home. on Sa.turday iilghts. by their tele -sets.?
Brands
has never gone
Standard
jhto detaU on wliy it bowed piit; of
Thursday flight 8-9 slot on
.the
y.)
after investing
,WNBT (NBC. N.
so much money in lelevlsion, except
to say that it thought it had asquired
to wait for
experimentation
enough
a larger audience. But the very fact
that the firm gave up its franchise
money
into it
sinking
so*much
after
implies that; other sponsors might
very well do the sanie thing, acchiefs.
agency
to
the
cording

VideoStatioB

j

'

j

Two

8.

of

1

They are located

Poor Working
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t
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it's

will

be

LA. Asked

crews prosenlcd intei-e.stiiig.tracksicio
intei'views
with
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authorities,
showed the parimuluel board with
showed the pari-mutuel board with
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Hollywood, April 8.
Los Angeles City Council has been
asked by television trade leaders

.

programming
for beaming to "Wilson station. From
there programs will be re-beamed

By KSD

here

,

to

eitact

'

Boigcson,
cjjvision of

j

^,

;

,

!

of

in

of

persons

dis-

In addition to

Barry Wood,
Raymond Scott. Bobbie .Meeker and
appear
other nilery entortaiuers to
enlisting

was the

of

before the camera.'!.

has produced a minimum
weekly
20 hours of tele programs
inaugurated its station
:.vinc(>
it

of

KSD

,

Feb.

8.

moilferator;

Scl:^Bob

'

ing

Hollyw(5od, April 8.
regularly .scheduled

Company
proaramming.
picked up the 8-9 p. m. .slot on
CCpntinufd on page 34)

the

but pointed out

Faramounl's

KTLA

covering.

Sta-

,

Daylight

ball,

which

is

the coin

cameramen.

hypo the sale of reeeiver.s. particularly among lavern.s and bars,
will be covered four times weekly.
Game of the Angels versus Portland. Ore., was the initialer and
games of Stars will cdnimence in
to

I

tirely

j

I

.studio

:

i

two weeks.
Next year, however, with po.ssibly
seven .stations operating, and
all
with Dorothy Thackrey's already
claiming an exclusive contract far
1948— which the ball club may yet
disavow— Situation should be hot.

bet\veeri

the-

staff

Entire system, accord-

ing to Craig, represents an almostunbreakable chain of command for
which there's no particular reason.
Fact that "Jury", is almost en-

expected

i

I

that,

the ever-present staff director,
through whoni all orders must be
transmitted. In addition, there's the
technical director, also a netwcirh
man. through whom the web director transmits his orders to the
is

tum has rights on all local games
of the Aiigels and Stars, though
neither side will divulge
consideration involved,

cameraVnen overcomplimented the
crew on its work

agency producer and the studio

Coa.sfs fir.st
on television gunned with
the .season's opening, April 1, with

ba.--eball

'

n. y.

iBen(o» & Bowles)
"Juvenile Jury." radio version of
which is aired over the Mutual web
Sundav afternoons, marks the entry
live
of General Foods into television

certain

Craig
As Coast Uague Opens heard.
NBC technical

I

m.

had been in charge.
At one point" in the rehearsal,
Craig said, he wanted to tell the
cameramen something, but the rule
prevented him from doing so. Only
way he could get around this was
to .shout the orders over to Jack
Barry, moderator, On the show,: rnak-

•

Video Baseball Bows

Wade

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.

throws in

director

many

.

genek.\l foods
wnbt-.nbc,

»'

five hours of retime gratis with its $750
per hour time charge but, becau.se
B&B splits the" G-F hour with
Young & Rubicam's two 15-minute
shows, if was necessary to buy extra
rehearsal time. B&B used several
hours at a cost of $150 each but,
according to Craig, could have done
the job in half the time if its own

Correctly installed and operated,
such machinery wtll emit wavelengths that do not interfere,

jury

panel
Producer; Herb Leder
Director: Ed Sobol

NBC

hea'rsal

ment.

JUVENILE JURY

With Jack Barry,

'

show.

Downtown stores have protested
that receivers cannot be demonstrated properly. Interference comes
from many sources, among them unregulated use of diathermy gear,
found in abundance among the
medicos in Los Angeles.

nece.ssitates almost
that
rehearsal time
recjuired if the agency
permitted to handle the

the

would be

man were

RCA, and W. L. Stickel,
Meyberg Co., RCA dis-

'

number

double

tributors here, ask.d i^.t such regJje mcorpOrated in existing
ordinances affecting electrical equip-

I

Frank
by
c()nducted
interviews
diEsohen, the .station's news events
rector, the garb worn by the strollWilers was described by Mar.jorie
feature
son also a stafi'er. An extra

exist.
Even
more important, the idea usually
more
co.':ts the .spon-sor and agency

.

;

played their finery.

Craig,

money, since, it

the Council, L. G.
manager of the service

:

greatest

to

which actually doesn't

will

In a letter to

j

,

|

Barbara Boothe, freelance writer,
and William
Cowan, talent agent,
were married
in Hoboken; N. J.,
March 29, and have set
up shop not
.omy domestically
but professionally,
ineyre packaging programs for tele'^^^^
simmering cur»2,'ti"'
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
M'
MISS: Bhothe
was formerly with

that

'

:

Cowans P^ickage Team

legislation

i

Forerunner

•

according

idea,

aura of mystery around telcx'ision

T'' qimrtei -mile "of control the use of diathermy equipment and eliminate interference
,«he( ted rain to pick up the starting
aate and the fact they were able-to with television, operations,

;;it-oss''''ai™^^^^

Of Huge Outdoor

Craig's Attitude

Whole

absurd and represents an attempt
Of Video Reception isonlhc
part of NBC to build iip an

iienisel ves bu.sv

wor.st in
especially useful in the' coverage of M rack hi.story: with a continiial downpoiw of rain turning the turf into a
It will pick up
remote pickups.
Cameras, po.sled atop
")<;'"•
from remote locations

Curb-

Diathermy Garbling

Weather was probably the

|

department

m

as they're paid

NBC

.

Y/ijj^^^verti.sing'

•

Focal point of the argument is
contained in NBC's "Guide to Commercial Production Procedure," a
brochure which it issued to agencies

j

nod as against integrated
sponsor messages. Fans also turned tp studios of various operators for
thumbs down on cpniTnercials in tlje interpolation of commercials or get any kind of a piciiise at all represents an acliiovement for the suother "editing" processes.
middle of the prbgrani.
pei-sensili\e image orfhicon tube
Children's programs were heavy
Pie uiT wa.s blun.v for the most par
favorites,
with preferred listening
hours 4 to 5 in the afternoon and 7
Z^^^'HiJ::^ as Ih^ hS^l^s
^
Ogled
Bonnets
Easter
to 9 in the evening.
Drastic change
the far turn and headed into the
in listener reaction as stacked up by
xti-eich.
in
Of the conimenf'ators. NBC had alt
the poll was 'that most video prothe
with
vet
narthe
better
of
deal
grains for adults were found good
Clem McCarthy, The guy probfare for the moppets, too. Newscasts,
Plans ratoiably knows more horses by their first
while rating high in public favor,
St. Louis, April 8.
names than any other commentator
brought forth the interesting point
extant and his clipped, .staccato voice
parade
in
Sunday
Easter
first
The
that news spielers should have visadded considerably to the excitement.
this city to be televised was con-" CBS tried the novel experiment of
ual material along with their newsducted Sunday C6) by KSD, owned using the sam,(? commentator (Joe
easts rather than depend on mugging,
Y. fiferald Tribune
Forty-five minute and hour- and operated by the St. Louis Post- ypgf^er of the
long shows rated a nifty isro in the bispatcti (Pulitzer), and marked the sports staff) for both its radio and
poll as against a fantastic high for
forerunner of extensive outdoor tele tele pickups, but it .iust didn't work
30-minute shows, with
15-nunute
and Sunday ^^h^,^
shows a fair second.
ed next Saturday
were perfectly visible to the
:'J2)
in a telecast of the basebau city ,g,g audience. At the photo firiLsh,
Sports, headed by hockey, boxing
and wrestling, were tjie .odds-on fa- series between the: Cardinals anq.^ he was undecided about the winner.
although the cameras posted almost
° vonte, while dramatic shows rated
Browns.
directiv
across from the tape fur4^„„ 400
inn ..o^otxMiiff
"•g. in terms of appeal
ece.vm^ cpts
With more than
to television
nished" better than a photograph for
set owners.
It was pointed out that
now in the city. KSD. the last ne^''- viewers.
most dramatic shows were of little paper-owned station in the U. S., has
All in all. though, the twin telereal value due
to the inability of the revised its schedule to enable a easts marked another .vtop in telestation to spend
the kind of money greater number of natives to see the \ ision's forward progress, as well as
necessary to put real shows together,
new shows. For the Easter broad- a boon to. the working bookie,Stal.
one of the surprise demands for
the cameras were set up at the
new programs was in the comedy cast,
entrance to Forest Park, where the

Cowan once worked

-

it pat.

!

i

getting the

'

4.^'s
.-iet

on
and is exp(!Cted
up a minimum,

broadcasters

all

behalf of the
evcnttudly to

tion

last year when it first announced its
fn ^""^
„p,.nvi-Hprt
work in tele
iplp
P^,'"""*^^ *°
ther assessment .so long postwar commercial rates. Brochure
who creup
their Individ- states that for ad agencies
ual
unions.
Move, according to' ate and produce original program
Heller. repr<>.sent7.V' definiteliep' by "lattrial for live television broailthe 4A's to enter tele now and he
assigned by NBC subject, to ap*
pi omi.sed there .would be no further
acceptance by the agency
procrastination. Tele, he said, is no P''°^'f.'
"^'^^^^ producei.
longer considered in the experiDirector is to execute the orders
mental stage and the 4A'g refuse to
of the agency producer but "his resit any longer on the sldelineis.
Additional meetings will be held isponsibility will begin when the production is brought into the
in N. Y.. as well as in Chicago and
on the Coast, with no final statement studios." In, making the .transition
from televisibn ,script to visual prostates, the
each ot the cities have had a chance duction, the brochure
gate.
"agency producer will define the
CBS is to be commended on its to coordinate their ideas. Alfred client's requirements to the director"
novel iii,lroduclion of the" telecast, Hardin,g, a.ssistant to the president
latter
"act
as liai.son
will
which comprised a series of film of Equity, has been nariied exec sec- and the
between the producer and the
slioi'ts
dealing with horse racing, retary ol the committee.
production unit assigned to the procame on the air half an hour
indicates
that
earlier to pick up the fourth race as
All
which
gram."
of
well a.s' the handicap event. During
the agency man's control is out
to
the jockeys weighing-in process, both
when' the .show goes on.

The

tele
company'.s
atop Mt. Wilson
Hearing completion now
failures.

The

1,071 tele-

field.

.

NBCs

,

considers absurd under the assumpthat a web director hasn't the
same knowledge of the show that
the agency staff has, wliich haS:
sweated over the script uiitil it ha,s

execuHvo .secretary of the
American Federation cif Radio Artists,
is
working now to secure a
Heller.

'

higli

.station

20^!

iO.&'.'o

,

|

turn.

Poll

tii
hand
Kd Sobul.

,

hours and wages .scale.
Committee decided last, week, that
shadow .members of each of the. talent
"'J^' PPV'-'I J,"?"'"'
of a doubt that if a sports event is i,ni„„j.
ippi-esonted
In
the
4A's

on the beamer will be eliminated.
Pix may thus also be carried over a
cable pair with the aid of amplifiers.
The audio portions Will, of
course, always be carried via cable,
but there will also be a short wave
radio relay for that too in the event

which canvassed
set owners, had a

best liked,

r.ji'ced

direcliU-

.

coiifraet

An auxiliary cable is also being
laid through Pasadena and up Wilson's .shank, so complete dependence

.

Survey,

NBC

WNBT

that night audiences
were double the daytime Viewers,
with Sunday and Friday the leading Hooper days. Remote shows got
BOS In listener preference, with 30%
of the
audience voting for live

with

was

Craig

the leins to

Latter, through an inadveiieul error,

'

week

trailed

the:

loii

spocifiC rule that its

overlapped a live studio piekup durSeries of huddles to establish the
ing the .show with a liln> eonunercial
tnlent luiidn contract for television aie currently being !ipid. ;nV"i snch a 'way that nobody knew
N. Y. by ri'presenfatives of the Asso- V what. \vas:g()ing on fpr a full niinule,
ciated. Actors and Artistes, of Amcr- Mistake, according to Craig, is tlie
ruling, which he
ien.
Commitfee, chaired by George result of
lirst

Bell subsidiary by
in the
interesting enough ni it.seli, it reprein the exsent.s almo.st ideal tele fare.
frequencies beyond the
Feature Paumonok handicap was
color bands. A .shielded lens trans
loicked up by bcilli WCBS-TV (CBS,
mitter, the latest development of
Y.) and
(NBC, N. Y.i, and
the Bell Labs, which will be used, iiUho'ugl-i a "comparispn of the work
is now in the final check stages back of the two crews is iii order, the almost equal deftness with which thoy
east.
It can be Installed at will,
handled the event rules out such a
it's stated, or just as soon as cusprocedure. CBS cameramen, worktomers warrant.
Though having ing under the able direction of Heronly three-iciuarters watts power, the bert Bayard -Swope. Jr., did manage
shielded lens allows an antenna gain to pick up more interesting shots, inapproximating 1,000 watts for beam- cluding a front \'iew of the horses
ing video portions from mid-Holly- pounding down the homestretch, but
NBCs crew, under Burke Grotty.
wood to Mt. Wilson stations.

treme

In one of the most comprehensive
television polls taken to date.-Capt..
Bill Eddy of Chi's 'WBKB revealed

Films

1st Video

"Waller

Television had its own day at the
races la.^t Saturday i.'i) with the
opening of the 'Jamaica, N. Y.. track

megacycle range,

4,000

may

own director take over the controls
B&B
show's airin.n.
durnig
the
viepi'C over radio and tcievLsinu

Union Pact

Video Like Jamaica's

commercial opera-

the

to

the FCC.

f<t

Eiui re-

the wurks.

showdown

a. tihal

Under NBC's

of

Bookie Seen In Track

channels already have been

licei'Lsed

-..Sports, liditu
Chicago, April

Boon

Though the
of the SouthCalifornia Telephone Co.'s will
not in ihe strict sense be a station,
it will, in effect, be one to service

seven other,
tors in prospect.

Tebiewers Yen

vteioii

On

tlK-

Benlon

[

on
Gower Gulch:
planned transmitter

tlie

'

:

wci'k phiyiHl liy
rniVi'd Slalfs.

"Juvenile

of

by

a

broadnight

)

,
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shows.
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Television Reviews
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Hollywood. April 8.
Hollywood will get an eighth television station and right in its heart

who can

here last

;iny

Management

WltLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

liaiidle

actual

afring

proriut'ecl

.

about
problem. .:

Huddling

best

vi.sual

as films,

Own

foi'

to

is

its

Bowl(»,s- for Geiiefal F(.)Qd.s

Marcl\

.wcll-tmt.
AiiliiUlo (l>clroil
AssiiciiUiuny
larKcsi
())]cni

.MiUuilu in

same

..

a

j;riisK

radio time, the
a,(jency chiefs point out, but only becail.se the best sliows are aired on
Tuesday nights. Baiikrollers, by the
sanje token, only buy time on Saturday nights becau.se that night is usually considered the family's night
Since the family usually goes
out.
to a film theatre and tele ofl'er.s the

.

l.'ilh

civic

.Syni|)l)iin,v I'dut'ert

(Jeterrnine

sidered

Jury."

br.itVg.

4As

LANNY ROSS

o.CaL Telephone

.

(luring

the

(lm-in,g

.

time

best

show

east erupted last Thiirsday (3

siiltvw^hioli js;st|li in

Dclroit

i.s

tele

who

over

ageneiC'S

:

the
Yp.rk .studying

was

to conie.

a
will be ihipossible to
whether the best radio
segments, al.so represent the
times for tele programming.
Tuesday night has usually been conavailalsle,- jt

.

it

New

in

is

television production preliminary to
breakiiig into the video pictvu'e.
Navarro has: been directing for-,
cign pix for Metro.

.

;

months

larger

Until

silent days,

Ford tompan'y will sponsor, a telecast pf the circus at some later date

on video programming and during its run at the Garden,
then .i?ave up its .so-called franchise announced.
•by bowing out indicates that whatever are the best time slols will be
;

Navarro Into Tele
Ranum Navarro, fihn star of

night 17) resulted in an order fromthe motor company to WCBS-TV,
tp cancel the tele airing tonight (Wed.) of Ringling Pros, circus from Madison Square Garden.

Due

between
Long-.'^inoldering
fipht
teleyisiO)) chiefs and .the ad

NBC

.

N.V„

500,000

available for

Final Showdown Is Now Believed

Back

Ford's Death

Henry

of

|

1

1

1

'

adlib

makes

it

especially

tough for someone to handle who
hasn't .sat in on the original conception and axecution of the script.
Craig also pointed out that B&B
produces the same show on radio,
which makes the agency especially
well-acquainted with it and better
equipped to handle its final production.

—

;

MAmm
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WedffidBday, April
which has been waxed for airin? by Georgia stations. .. Radio writer Tex
Weiher; on a five-month tour with his wife, is in New Orleans—next stop,
Mexico.... It's "you Bing-me-and-I'U-AUey-you" with Crosby and Fred
Allen to swap guest shots. Allen goes on for Crosby May 4. .., Armed
Forces Radio Services once again picking \ip Red Barber's and Connie
Desmond's.WHW-Dodgers play-by-play reports for occupation forces overseas..,. Bob Houston being groomed lor his own 19-minute show on WHN
and' Thelma Can>enter may also get her own spot on the Metro-owned

%

1947

.
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»

»

Prodn^
4

<
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Itafian

Needs

Fall Revampii
Rome, April

•tadie.,,-

Baby boy (seven pounds) born

to the Earl Mullins

(ABC

Doctors hosp yesterday (Tues.).
* n *
ggl Slater apparently set as permanent emcee of "Luncheon at Sardi's"
Second record of the Jack Paar show being cut by Foote, Cone & Beld(WOR). Saturday afternooner probably will be expanded into a five-a- ing for submission to American Tobacco before contracts are signed for a
Righard
KoUmar
.Producer-actor
slated
another
month.
..
in
week strip
summer spin in the Jack Benny niche. . .Thorapsonites of Hollywood and
to lecture radio class of City College of'N. Y. on "DifEerences of Acting Detroit are tinkering with the Dinah Shore show to make it more acceptTechnique on the Stage and Radio". .. .WNBC rfeoeiving requests from able to the Fords. Simuner replacers are also being scouted. .. .Texaco'S
booked
"salute"
list....
Jean
Sablon
station's
be
on
put
puttying cities to
special ratmg for Tony Martin's opener came up 10,5, a rise of 2.1 over
for guest shots with Eddie Cantor April 17 and on Chesterfield Club May 1 Eddie Bracken's closing figure.,.. Tom Luckenbill and Hay McClinton
Arthur aodtrey's morning scions on WCBS to be handled by Harry around, but both deny it has anything tb do with the new Garry Moore
23.
month
starting
April
lor
Marble while Godfrey is loafing iii Virginia
show for next season. Both have shown an interest and nothing definite,
Godfrey's similar stint on tW'OF (Wash.) will fail to BilJ Jenkins.... however, beyond feelers. Moore win shun quiz Or audience participation
Anterican Public Relations Assn.'s " Aavil of Public Opinion" a ward won format in favor of a variety type of ishpW with him as the ringmaster
of
for
their
Bates'
agency
job
Emerson Fbote caine to town oh sundry business and parley with Hubbell
by Benson Inge and' his flackery at fed
coulerred today (9) JRobinson and Bob Biallita, who moved 0V6r from Ruthrauff 8c Ryan last
launching Dennis Day's NBCJ show. Citation will
at Waldorf luncheon,
week.
NBC has approved the "Philip Marlowe" adventure series for a 6 p.m.
Art Ford appointed chairman of disk jockey cominittee for Greater N. Y.
Fund
Radio singer Vivian della Chiesa singing lead role of Madeleine airing in the Bob Hope spot this summer after a long hassel. Net would
in "Andrea Chenier" for N. Y. City Opera Co. at City Center, N. Y., tonight shunt that type, of program to the late night hours so as not to contamCharles Oppenheim, WINS publicity head, back inate the kiddies.... Harry Flannery back on KNX with his commentary
(9) and Friday, April 18
at his desk after week of virus bronchitis. .. .WNEW mulling series of after a siege in sick bay. .. .Just for the record, Amos *n' Andy have been
transcribed talks by Joshua Loth Liebman based on his religion-psychitary renewed. If they weren't it would have been hot news-.., .Harry MaizUsh
Frank Capka of the CBS wtiting
bestseller, "Peace of Mind"
Anthony CoUinSi musia director for Herbert back fr(»n im esBtern business safari,
Wilcox film productions in England, who arrived last weak in N, Y. for a staff pulled out to join up in ah agency partnership with William Kennedy
and Alexander Duke, the latter formerly With Foote, Clone & Belding...,
visit, will cpndiiet CBS' "Invitation to Mtisic" tonight (9).,.. Jay Jostyn,
Boyer appearing in special Tom McAvity, radio head' of Famous Artists, is building an adventure
Jatt Feerce, Jessica Dragonette and 1^^
progfaih tinder auspices of American Canter Society on ABC net, April 12. show around Max Miller's one-time best seller, "I Cover the Waterfront"
.Lew Weiss passed along to Don Searle the prescription he' received for
Jos^ is heading the eastern artists' conunitte* for the ACS 1947 fund
. .Bob Longdrive, .i .Happy Felton, laid low by ah attack of food poisoning, takes his good health and longevity: "No fury, no hwry, no worry"
first vacation in eight years from Mutual's "Guess Who" show. Eddie Dunn necker was forced to relmquish his production duties on Mutual's "FamiW
.Nilfs ']rrgmmell
pinch hits beginning with the April 12 stanza.
.Jack Barry being feted' Theatre" because of other duties pressing on his time,
by the N. Y. Veterans club, April 22, at the Hotel New Yorker for his help denies there's any deal in the works for NBC's purcha^ of KME>C from
"Dick" Richards but otheir sources report otherwise. NBCrs currerlit affiin finding homes for vets on WOR's "Daily Dilemma" alrer.
liate, Kfl, is not for sale at any price, and that's the final word from
Walter Lurie, Mutual executive producer, in hospital after taking sud- Owner Earle C. Anthony. .. .Tliere's talk around that the Andrews Sisters
denly ill last week,.. .Doris Smith back at job in iCenyon & Eckhardt may be permanent fixtures on Hit jparade next season.
.Brian
b^cpme
mother
of
a
boy.
continuity
after
taking
leave
a
radio
to
SulUvan, male singing topper in "Street Scene" legiter, may headline a
radio package. .. .Alice Frost and Ginger Jones; Into CBS' "Strange Romance of fivelyn Winters".'. .ABC to offer WJZ's Nancy Craig show,
Shaeaffer World Parade program will originate in Chi NBC studios for
"Woman of Tomorrow," as a network cO-op program, across the board at May 4 airing. .Jane Dutton, publicists combo of Dutton-Lippold, coiumn1:15 p.m., starting Monday (14).
.WOR Tprexy Ted Streibert spending a ing for 20 community papers and (ianadian fan njag, Radio 'Vision....
fortnight in Bermuda. .. .Phil Klarnet, .assistant director of publicity at Eddie Hubbard, WIND platter turner, doubling in the College Inn, iherGompton, leaving agency next Tuesday (15) to head-^p a public relations man hotel, as m.c
"Curtain fime" adds 13 stations on NBC starting
program for .a group of manufacturers. .. .Jim Gaines to Chi for May 8
Judith Waller, public service director N§C Cgntral Division
NBC Central Division huddles. .M:6rty Becker and bis wife, Barbara celebrating her 2Sth anni in radio at same thne that
does on April
feline, to Florida for a couple of weeks.
.Shirley Mtchell, who was one 1.3. ... Don Elder takes over Fair Store ijewscasts twice daily.
.. .Garry
of the most in-demand femme stooges on Coast aomedy shows, before Moore coming to.town for AFRA Antics May 11.
coming east, back to Coast, "Gildersleeve". ,. .Radio composer-conductor
KerrviUe, Te^it.. Junior Chamber of Commerce, throwing a "Johnny
Curtis Biever has new Columbia kiddie album of "Red Hiding Hood" just Olsen
Rodeo pay" July J;..,Jp!m
over woiusive fep.for WSky
out
WiUiam Spier, beard- wearmg director of the "Sam Spade" show Kansas-City this week. WIND Blair took
.
—
1
shortwavih^
of Navy
basketball
finals to
in Hollywood telegraming frantically to N. Y. for fresh' supply of favorite all Navy posts.
.Murray Forbes on second bpok, "The IWaze," a satire on
y
tonic which, credit it or not, is called "Hair Fertilizer"
.Toby Rowland radio
.Mylo Products sponsoring "Who Is It?" nev quiz show on W^Fn
has gone to work for the Sara Jaffe agency. ...Wtthin four days of his daily. .Bing Crosby with BUI
Murrow, Groucl^p |larx and Skitch Henarrival from Toronto to take up his duties as a CBS dljeotor Fletcher derson in for
two cuttings at ABC this week.
3lHl televised "Passion
Saarkle was down with stomach flu at the Algonquin, , . .Bret Morrison Play Easter Sunday.
.. .Jack Benny and Fitch Bandwagon broadioasting
Joins "Helen Trent" cast. ...William Quinn to "Backstage Wife"....H8iila from; Eighth Street theatre
May 11. .Lorrame HaU, long time woman
Stoddard and Alan Hewitt join "Stella Dallas" players while John Stanley cpmniMitatbr^on WJJD,
WIND, seriously iU at St. I^ykes here.... toy
and Sizab^th Morgan are added to "Front Page Farr^^
ScheJ joins Chartpc-Coleroan_jranScription outfit as southeastern sales rep
.Franklyn McGormack at Wesley Merhorial hosp with laryngitis.
Criterion Radio -productions (Wiff Roberts arid Ted Corday) taking over
*s producer-director of Gab Heatter show, "A Brighter Tomorrow'' (MBS),
starting Sunday (13).
.Actor Phil Clarke has aequired ?.a-foot cabin
cruiser—and christened it "Thp Mike"
Wynn Wright, indie producer,
Lima, O.—Guy F. Zwahlen, forhas taken over direction of the Mutual-American M«4i«al J^_^n. airer, mer epmmercial manager of stati(jn
Daylight Savliif
"Stephen Graham, Family Doctor." Wright's package show, "Under Ar- WLO5 here, has joined the pred(isaa Continued from page ii^
rest," to fill in for "Shadow" on Mutual this sumni^. . .Margot O^ayle, erio W. Ziv Co., Cinoy transcription
Should there fte additidna:
Nk Y. freelancer, has scripted a documentary series, "Georgia At Work," firm, as account exec.
because of union regulations the
coverage will be pro-fated between
the network ajid the sponsor. #hne
the plan Is. ttntative, it has been
accepted by the chaip's aftiliates.
.
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authorities

situation looks

Network

operation

1,
d'is.

ig

^

witli

hesitant

to make the
Stations are over,
especially
in
musicians'

changes needed.
staffed,

while on the other hand the
cmaiity
of scripters and actors is poor
1*.
cause of low pay. Limited
radio
budget is a handicap, also thti

smaB

amount of time allotted for commercial programming hinders
prog,
There

ress.

is

definite tall for coin-

plete reorganization of the ItalisB
network.
Duplication in station operation
is
a problem. Each of the 23 stations
in the Italian network is almost
an
independent setup, with its own stafl
of newscasters, actors and musicians.
Situation is a result of the war
when part of Italy was first captured

by the Allies, and the network split
into two, with north and south or.
ganizing
by themselves.
jSetu*
hasn't been
altered much.
The
structure still remains toptoeavy with
over^affmg. fiach station could be
on the air by itself without being
part of the network. Reform would
mean doing away with half the setup, throwing a lot of people out of

and .no one wants

Jobs,

mend

to recom<

this,'

There are 800 musicians, for in«
on the 28 stations, and gov•rnment policy forbids firing any.

stanae,

One

.

WMAQ

.

couraging. *

strong need of basic reforms,

.

IN CHICAGO

.

radio

Italian

m noiMWOOD

flack chief) at

. .

.

. .

instead gl the 28 orchestral en*

sembles eould serve Just as well.
Big problem is fact that the radio
budget can't be budgeted physically,
Jhere are only 2,(j00,000 sets in use,
on which licenses are paid, and
revenue is insufficient. Dramatis
programs are poor because limited
budgets prevent hiring good writers
or aetors. It is difficult to enlarge
the Usten&g audlanae becauw seti
are expehiive. People are eontjnentoonscious and won't buy small gets
with limited range; they want big
sets capable of tuning in all Europ^,
But big sets ar§ expensive, ^nd most
people can't afford them. Hence the
stymie.

.

.

"

ANOTHER
Presenting the

ZIV HIT!

f licomporaiile

Musk of

.

Advertisers in those slots are still
to be sounded out but the network
is 'hopeful of a complete
acquies^

VARIETY:

cence.

FCC Again

ISjeUten Bute
Washington, April

WE THANK you/
(or 3 tributes within a

8.

Bowmg to the complications of
daylight saving time for network
sohedules, ICC yesterday (7) relaxed its rules so that the nets
do
not have to Identify as transcribed
those chain programs which,
during
the summer months are
rebjroadcast
an hour later in areas not observing
the fast time.

month

ABC

Mutual and
got this permission last year and made
the same
request this year, with the
result
that Commission wrote
the permis*^
sion Into its rules.
'

vnn^

'JS'^pnoimcejnent permission,
8PPly
an o«fby an individual
if^?',^

^

network

ffJ^w
'^f'l^dcast

Latins

one hour later by

BnyingMnchoUl

OWAYNE

KINC AND MIS ORCHESTRA

OnANW

EVANS

^

WTOD
1000 WATTS

OlARRV

D0U6l«S

OfRANKIYN MmCORMACK
PRODUCED B/

f^^Sf' *]*o'^
;^> naUon«\ ««|,enl W^^^^^ job

^"e^^'fer'vo

fees

Mout $17,oS"|!Sh^^-S
^«
IhS°vet'T'l.^'^
this year by the
Latin

rt

"^-S-

Biggest

*°

F

is

American

r

$6 000 000. Mexico%hrdrake\to°u
160,000 receivers while

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY UNIVERSAL RADIO SALES

Chils

Jhr,,,iA

and Cubr60,000
Mexico
T*T^'

LarS

94,000
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ZIV

figured to co.;;

tb,

buy
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purchased
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Department of Commerce

demand
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Aj^ril 9, 19411

as
Housewife Angle oe iiz

Qassroom Use of Radio Pomted Up

New WIC£

Teaser

Bridgeport, April

cQUcluded

by WCHS, CBS

W,

Charleston,

to

Va.,

outlet in

boost

24

the

Stations

"School of the Air" series, radio's
potential as. a valuable pedagogic

was

tool

By

U®sed

Nat'l Safety

solidly demonstrated in a

Group

Chicago, April

experiment

classroom

controlled

8.

Merit

from

the

National

Safety

Council here last week. <!ouncil
noted that very few stations gave
regular program time to safety and
last weekend (4-7).
pointed out that, with the rash of
In a' detailed report on the ex- fatal accidents, broadcasters might
periment, Gladys P. White, faculty devote more time to combatting the
member of the Clendenin High accident rate.
school, indicated the special educaStations getting the kudos were:
tional benefits derived by backward KFXM,
Bernadino,
Calif.;
San
students through planned utilization ESC J, Sioux City, Iowa; KPH, WichOlder ita; WBAL, Baltimore; WQAM, Miof- suitable radio programs.
students with reading levels of third ami, Florida; KANS, Wichita; WINN,
and fourth graders reacted positively Louisville, WFDF, Flint, Mich.;
to serious programs aired by the WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.; KMMJ,
•'School"
classics

on history and literary Grand Island, Neb.;
which they had previously bus, Ohio, WING,

in printed form. Radio, according, to BJiss White, has opened

ciation with Bridgeport Brass Co.;
Borck & Stevens, bakers, and Bodine
Corp., machinery makers.

For broadcasting regular safety
Wives Of employes of Bridgeport
programs for the last five yiearis, 24 companies will tour husbands' plants
and give microphone report on what
radio stations received ithe Award of

prize- winning
by
conducted
a
Charleston school teacher. Latter, together with three pupils chosen for
bestwritten
essays
on the
fheir
"Schodl" programs, Were awarded a
three-day trip to New York over

dodged

8.

Housewives - to - housewives approach in selling Bridgeport industry and business will be used in
"Round the Town," weekly 15-minute show on WICC to be sponsored
by Chamber of Commerce in asso-

By-product of a contest recently*

WHKC,
Dayton,

ColumOhio;

KOIN, Portland; KSTM, El Paso;
KFTZ, Fond du Lac, Wise; WIZE,

they've gandered.
Idea,

suggested

by

Last Lap «d Clear Qiamiel Hearings

For Superpowo- Set by FCC
Washington, April

FCC

8.

resume the final lap of
its long-winded hearings on clear
channel broadcasting here June 2,
with spokesmen for the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service skedded to
bulwark their claims for superpower
up to 750 kilowatts. The Commission
announced Friday (4) that FCC
Commissioner Rosel Hyde would
referee the sessions along With any

Bridgeport other

will,

FCC members who

could at-

p.a. Harold Dow, is believed tend.
be innovation in Chamber of
Meanwhile, indications were that
Mbrt FCC had dropped earlier plans to
broadcasting.
Friendlander comes in from N. Y. to come forth with a blueprint 'of its
direct series.
own on clear channel operation

Brass
to

Commerce

:

'

Obla. Femnie

Lowdown

Oklahoma City, April 8.
Oklahomans are finding out stuff
they didn't know about their industries in a 26-week series of remotes
being done by Julie Benell on her
"Woman's World" program over
WKY. Miss Benell takes the? microphone to manufacturing plants and
with the help of the foremen and
workers, tells her radio audience

Motor Club Puts 20
Chicago, April

8.

Chicago Motor Club inaugurated
week one of the first industrial
FM in this area. System,

last

uses of

in Jiine

which was to be offered to the
industry a month in advance of the
final hearing date.
Commission hag
until

May

2

to

make good on

ttio

threat.
The FCC at one time was
reported ready to okay power over
50 kw to some of the clears in the
Rocky Mountain area but not to go
along with a blanket boost to 750 kw
for all the bigtime stations.
When hearings open, CCBS director Victor Sholis will detail economic reasons why the clears should
be given 750 kilowatts power if rural
areas are ever to get a choice of
reliable radio signals. John DeWitt,
the clears' engineering consultant,
will handle the technical arguments.
The networks are not expected to
add much to the testimony already
in the record on their behalf,' -

At one point last week, the clears
were ready to ask that entire
FCC bench sit through this final
stage of the hearings, but were dissuaded when it was learned several
commissioners were due to spell each
other In June at sessions of the
World Telecommunications Confer-

which will be used to answer distress calls in. bad weather, consists ence in Atlantic City.
iiew; fields in reaching students han- Springfield, Ohio; KXOK, St. Louis; how flour, cheese, etc., are produced. of 20 mobile units operating with
Full FCC bench will hear final
dicapped by' beirtg "ear-minded" WHIO, Dayton, Ohio, KOAC, CorThe special feature hits the air two-way equipment which will en- arguments from all parties to the
rather than "eye-minded."
tow-trucks to answer calls clear channel proceeding at a spevallis, Ore.; KABR, Aberdeen, S. D.; Wednesdays at 11:30 a.m. The series able
In addition, report pointed out WLOG, Logan, Utah; WGAL, Lan- is receiving close cooperation from without returning- to a garage or cial "oral argument" at close of the
State newspapers.
central point.
hearings themselves, FCC said.
that teachers could "noticeably in- caster, Pa.; and WORL, Boston.
fluence boys and girls in their selection of programs for home listen,

ing."

Through a series of incentives,
were steered to; the ap-

students

proved type of juvenile programs

by the "School" series.
Soon, the report stated, "there was
unanimous endorsement of the prothe standpoint of enfrom
grams
joyment." Some students began to
complain in class that other memthe
family insisted upon
of
bers
listening to soap operas and juve-

typified

style cliiShangers listed at the same
hours.
In conclusion, the report stated
" 'The School of the Air' " is of definite advantage to the educational

The OUEEN's audience

.

program.

Boys and

girls are

can be yours,

going

'tjuw;ii for

to listen to radio, just as they are
going to attend movies, and it would

:i

Driy'

if...

•

ItmKnim-prcm Hired a

seem' to be re^onsibility of those in
charge* of radio offerings to give the
youngsters the right kind of listening fare. This I feel CBS is doing."

As a promotion stunt, the "School
of the Air" contest paid off to
by giving the programs the standout
Hooperating of 11.8 in the Charleston area. On basis of the results,
Leon Levine, CBS producer of the
air school, is distributing the report
on the classroom experiment to all

WCHS

carrying the program.
Meanwhile, CBS educationial heads
huddled with represMitatives of f our
outlets Monday (7) to discuss preliminary plans
next year's
for
"School" series, as well as to review
accomplishments and criticize pro
grams of the 1946-47 season. Robert
Hudson presided. Others present
were Levine, Lyman Bryson, coun.
sellor on public affairs; Fred Garrlgus,
WEEI, Sostoii; Mrs. Ruth
Miller, WCAU, PhUadelphia; E. W.
J^iebarth, education director of CBS
Central Division and WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul; Mrs. Hazel K,
Markell, WTOP, Washington, D. C
and Dick Unkrum, WTOP program
manager.
affiliates

&I Extra Hour

Pluggers

But

Stilt

Need Passport

To NBC Hollywood Studios
llollywood, April 8.
NBC went through much ado without giving much new this week on
the demands of song pluggers for
increased consideration.
'iTie nct^
work met the plugs half-way on de
wands for increased time in which to
their trade in its hallowed halls,
That is all.

The second
Desire*' (a

m
.

As we

Under "new" rules the plugs get
circulate— on the

featl

c'

".j-(-.r.„<'s

Mutual-Ra^

Mm-

Previously stated

about "Qsjeen for a Day/* we

wee hours daily to
first

floor of the net building only.
They'll wprk from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30
».m.
Formerly allowed two hours

only,

from

11 a.m. to

^

do not believe th*t "Heart's
Desire" will be long avail-

one p.m., they

had

aslced for four hours.
Visits
also be made to the music
wgnts department on Tuesdays and
*ndays from 10 a.ni. until noon.
Regulations still standing limit

able.

roay

For the

full

siot^^jM,

men

to the first floor,
studios, dressing

bar visits to
rooms and client or
on invitation;
that they carry identificarPA'^ards issued by the net and pro-

control booths except

demand
nibit

lo

congregating outside artists'
^^"^^ before or after hours al-

N y

1 unt-!"

April

2, 19'J7

BROADCASTING SYSTEM

.

IIAlilO

S4

Pbtter
Ik

Wii

Elaborate, Higlilrow

Chicago, April

8.

Big boys o{ the transcription companies are missing the boat with
elaborate musical presentation and
picture names without story ideas.
In contrast with large companies
that are moaning the blues« several
small companies are making sizable
indents in the so-cailed tailing Held.
Just returned from a survey of
over 59 stations in the northwest
area, Ben Coleman of Chartoc-Colman, transcription house, claims
that there is plenty of biz and that
stations are eager to buy transcriptions those that they can use. Crying need exists for good commercial
shows, western, poetry, mystery, and
Where the majorE
Story tellingi
miss the boat is thait they either
make their presentations too elaborate or try to talk down to the small
station listeners with hillbilly or old
scripts.

Sponsors are looking for shows
that will tie in with product and are
tired of pop record programming,
Coleman cites case of large sale of
transcriptions with Intros individualized by naming the town or

Isk

ing losses and that heavy pitch will
made by the sales force.
Shep Chartoc, other top member
of the firm, is touring th« southerji
states and reports that reception to
individualized platters is brisk. In
the south poetry and story shows go
Well. With 1,400 stations listed, duo
feels that over 85% will buy transcription services if—-an(J that's the
catch-^if it fits their needs.

ba

Airer
New family

m M FroMems

soS

Barry, are a show in themselves as
far as the visual angle is concerned,
with their grimaces, gestures and

ACTORS' SUR?I¥AL YEN

mm mi

flack biz

Chicago, April

8.

Mass exodus of radio actors several years ago created a curious
situation here flackwise. Following
departure of the Tom Fizdale agency
about 10 years ago, radio actors
shunned any support of a purely radio talent publicity agency. However, with the general upheaval in
the ranlcs of actors during the exodus of the past two years, those
who decided to stay here realized
that if they were to maintain their
positions they would have to turn to
publicity, among other things, as a
means of entrenching themselves as

among

much

actors just that

keener.

One of the dangers of the
company in the transcription

srnall
Result is that for the first time
biz is in 10 years a radio talent publicity
the sparing rate of sales costs that agency is again operating successcost of series prohibitive to fully in Chi. Starting with six radio
Several of actors and limiting its drumbeating
averagSe small watter.

make
the-

shows that Chartoc-Colman

sell

are independent productions which
are handled with platter company
huddling with producer who finances
show and agency taking 25% off the
top before production costs. This
insures that that backer bas no sell-

H

'•

CO.

0.

IMiins

Continued Irom page 24

BrSoher points
income groups.

is,

bbk!

out, In the upper-

Station offers "opposite programs"
to WINX, Washington's other good
music station, so that when WINX
has a talk broadcast,
is sure
to have music.The station's Other
specialty is children's programs, with
plenty of mail to show- that Carl
Green's
"The
Hour"
Children's
(9 a.m. Sundays) has the kiddies In
th^ aisles.

WQQW

same with name or semi-name
personalizing the platters.

Continued from page

\mT^

by bpot-and-saddler Tex
Package show producer says
Other unique features of WQQW
any other outfit can do the the town's top talent. Loss of many include its "Guide to Good Evening
talent
shows wSS also making competition Listening" in which the station

product
ilitter.

that

Television Reviiiws

gg,
program starring fllmRoddy McDowell, titled "The Thursdays over WNBT (NBC, N. Y.), When Miss Victor vralked in i,«
World and David Lee," is being which was rwently^ dropped by aver the show took on the samblan™
offered agencies by National Con- Standards Irands, with "Jufy" top- of a ladies' sewing circle with iS£'
cart & Artists Corp.'s radio division.. ping the layout, and followed by ing to be heard bSt a lot'oFwomen^
Half -hour pirogram discusses kid James Beard's "I Love to Eat an^ ga!,, which could hardly
appreciated even by the distaff
Book,
problems, on more-or-less serious Harriet Van Home's 'Guest
view,
ers.
Mrs. Thornton was
DretT;
side.
Show will be staged on the latter two for 15 minutes each.
enough to attract interest, but
Jh{
"Jury" stacks up as a fair flrster, wasn't seen
Coast, with Kay Christopher, film
^ *"*
often enough.
which could be Whipped into a
starlet, playing opposite McDowell.
Bjrdesye commercials were
show with a lithan,
Producer-writers are Carroll Col- highly entertaining pacing and pro- died adequately
and were unoljirn
tightening,
man and Ted Maxwell, Joe Biarnett, tle moreeffort.
sive,
although
on
the
the
mistake
Single
stunt ol Tt^^k
duction
NCAC's N.Y. radio contact, and part of the NBC production staff, up a ''Birdseye" hat for Bain to
Norma Reinhardt, NCAC's Coast rep, though, almost ruined the preem. must have made the viewers weal
are
handling,
with show being Five precocious moppets who form as much as Bain did.
StiS;

actor

pusheU largely as a summer replace- the jury, working entirely ad lib
inent.
under the barrtering guidance Of Jack

—

comedy

NCA€'8Wiyi€i®wel

Fim Claiins Biggb Umi

locally In the begimilng, agetlcy after one year has expanded to Include
20 actors, getting coverage from
coast to coast in dailies, tradie and

national magazines.

CBS

Airen Nix

CoiKUnoed ttom page ii
ever, later last

asked

CBS

3

week when Coinpton

run a line Into the
Headliners' Club dinner at Chi next
Friday (11) to pick up Thomas' talk
before tbe group, rather than having
him duck out on the dinner early
to do his air chore from a studio.
Agency argued that P&G had spent
around $50,000 on the gabber's goodwill tour through his CBS listener
areas of the west, that it would cost
to

highlights nighttime radio offerings
as it goes off the air at sunset, "News

and Qpinion Roundup" ties up top
exclusive stories in a score of newspapers around the colintry, with full
credits given. "Collectors' Corner'' is
a 15-minute program of rare records
station from private col-

lent the
lections.

No

singing commercials, no
serials and no giveaways are aired

by WQQW.
The other newcomers

to Washington radio so far have all set up shop
in the subiirbs., and primarily do a
"commuhity" radio job and aim for

the local retailer's dollar. WPIX,
Alexandria, Va., the oldest daytimer,
is becoming less of a "comrnunity"
operation, advertising that it "serves
the greater Washington area." The
station depends on local retailers,
has no longhair music, and goes to
heavily for "mpod music programming" and plenty of Jive, ft has no

particular specialty.

WARL,

Arlington, Va., pegs itself

generally unrestrained performances.
Answers and suggestions to Some of
the questions should draw plenty of
snickers from the sophisticates, as
well as the kids' parents.
Format follows almost exactly that
of the radio show. Kids are seated
in a jury box; with Barry in the
judge's chair and a special witness
box devised for visiting moppets,
who present their individual problems to the jury. Barry bandies the
ahow well, although he was apparently conscious of the cameras staring him in the eye constantly during
the preem show. Way he refrains
from patronizing the kids evidently
brings out their best answerji, thereby adding plenty to the show.
WNBT-stages this one in its studio
8G to take advantage of the studio
audience its regular tela studio can't
accommodate, which necessitates the
use of image oVthicon cameras. Pact
that NBC director Ed Sobol had to
cut down to the film projection room
caused the big mistake. Sobol cued
the film cut-in almost a minute too
soon, with the result the film overlapped the live pickup for an unforeiveable error.
Commercials plugging Gaines' Dog
Food Were overlong, comprising the
usual opening and closing filmed
shost, plus two inserts. Latter could
have been grouped into one at the
halfway mark foir better results. In
all, though, the show gives promise
of eventually being better on tele
,

•

Tele

Foiiowup

Love to Eat," 15-minute package featuring gourmet James Beard
"I

constitutes

second

the

General Food's

new

talk

7

tainer after Borden's dropped it several months ago indicates it has attracted cohSidertble viewing interest and, with Young & Rubicam

handling both Borden's and the G-f
accounts, it was a natural for G-f
to take over.

Baard runs the entire 15 minutes
by himself, with tlie format unchanged since its inception. Beard
stationed In a neatly-designed modJ

em

kitehen, demonstrates the correct techniques for cooking up vtrit
ous dishes to suit the gourmets'
palates
Although the guy stumbles
rather badly at times in his lines,
hes adept with the kitchen utensils
and keeps the show perking. I'hia
program Will really come into its

own When

it

oan be slotted

into the

early afternoon hours, since it's
%
near-parfect piece for hausfraus.
Beard integrates the Birdseyt
commercials ifito his running com*
mentwy and naturally uses tht
product in his food.

than it is on radio, and registers an
okay preem performance for Herb
Leder, producer for Benton &
Bowles.
SteX.

GUEST BOOK
Wltb

fiarriet

Van Horne; SaUy Vie-

't.or,
Donald Bain, Mri.
Thornton, guests
Producer: Wes McK**

Director: Soger Mulr
IS nfisis.; "fhurs., B:4S p.

Walter

m.

only $50 to $75 to pipe his

from

the. Headliners,

•

What makes

these

CBS

actions

the air

"with

name

talent already

even less understandable, it's point- well known in the Washington area."
ed out, is that ABC is pitching hard Unlike some of the other indies
for the Lowell 'Fhomas-P&G pack- around town, WEAM is backed by
age for nextseason. Some are won- wealthy real estate and theatre men.
Its starting rates, however, are rock
dering—doesn't CBS want it?
bottom $50 an hour and $3.50 per
100- word spots sold on a seasonal
Seattle Dick Crombie, KJR news
basis.
WOL-Mutual, for example,
room chief, has resigned and accept- sells similar spots for $10 apiece,
ed a job as manager of KBRO, new while NBC and CBS have
a stiffer
station in Bremerton, across the
rate.
Sound. B6b Ackerley takes over the
Maryland Way
news job at KJR. Gordon Strunk is
Over Maryland way,

—

—

new

production manager at KOL.
Gunning has been upped from

Bill

the transcription dept. at KJR to producer, replacing Ru Lund, who now
heads the radio dept. at Strang
Prosser agency.

&

WGAY,

Silver Spring,

most

is

in the chips

Montgomery County area.
was copping

biggest feat to date

.

.

while photogenic enough, lacked sufficient sparkle to imblie a series of

dull interviews

With any degree of

Interest.

Format is one of those tried atid
found wanting by tele projttammers
years ago, but which Has stuck
around to plague the industry because of its low cost and simplicity.
Miss Van HTorne simply sits in a

simulated living room and talks
things over with what are supposed
to be interesting personalitias
who
drop In. For the preem show, the
Golumnist had Doiiald Bain, radio

sound Effects man,
makes with
more the eerie bird calls, who
and hat designer
^•i" brought along Mrs.
S?^?
Walter^IS.*'"''
Thornton to model her latest

than some of the other indies and
is
doing an overall community
broadcasting job. This station brags
it has music to listen to, to shave to
and to sleep by. Its news coverage
hits the national stores but specializes in local items covering the entire

^eG4ti by

Easter creations.

ThiMs were tough enough when
Bain
had the floor, since the guy.
though adept at his particular voca-^

tion, IS

not a personality In himself.

POnilTiAL DISC JOeKIY
AfAILAILE

m <Mm

IS«on-tla« or nwi-tlme, I'll t\it y»»r tamntk* *ltli tha |»t<tr anH vUtMi'
rMlo ititlsn. MiiAy
•x»Ki«»«« In utim-tfilni (esfy.
^Iimilnt,
».
eb.) ajifl wrltlHf wntlniiltUs fir •onilt
•trigi
aonil
HnH> (from Jokoa to bkiki or wlNm,

tttri
(«r Miiti

am

UMM

latirait,

tfrlOoro.
iailo it..

y most

BUyiNG Ark-U-Tex
for

Avoi labilities

—

Its
off

benefit.

WWDC

tribution to Washington radio by
airing several shows a week for the
colored audience.
It is in fact the
No. I station choice among colored
listeners here.
If Theodore Granik, moderator ol
Mutual's "American Forum of the
Air," wins his bid for an
station
hero, Wa.ih'
-n will have its first

AM

;

in

dally forums

••Our bat boy ttsina

mo-

of re-

lilglfist STew York referWrite Bdk .188, Variety, 1JS4
West 4Sth 8tr<«et, New York (9, W. ¥.

ences.

Meanwhile, the network stations
here say the addition of the new stations hasn't affected their revenues
much. Oldtime independents WINX
and
are less positive on this
score, since both have noticed pressures from the daytimers.
continues to make a play for the
teenagers and to make a unique con-

^

radio »»-

—^tejowledge

buclCKrSund

Bethesda, Md., is anothei
suburbanite which has gone in heavily for community operation.
The.
station has particularly endeared itself to the teenagers in its community with special quiz shown and a

of civic interest.

m,

OF NIW YORK
bI1)&1

oSi-dinKfi

WWDC

Write

Room

FOR STATIONS OUTSIDf
ToUDg wuman. New York

former Sec. of the Interior Harold
Ickes as a station commentator.

giveaway show for their

in the

ote.).

pjerlence; i>n>Kt»mtnlni;—rxiiellent

WBCC,

St«Um

ol
ses-

as "the Family Station," Is strictly G^mw^h rOODS
community-minded and noted for WNBT-Nfc, N. Y.
its easy, folksy style of programming.
(YouTiB & Rubicam)
The newest Arlington, Va., operaHarriet Van Home, N. Y. Worldand that
the resulting publicity and press tor is WEAM, which made its de- Talegram's radio editor, made an ingoodwill certainly would be worth but 'Mon. (7). This "daytimeronly" auspicious television debut in "Cuest
Book,"
third
stanza of General Foods'
the small outlay. Nevertheless, CBS station advertises that it "serves
new Thursday night session on,
couldn't see It. (P.S.-<;ompton will Washington from ArJinigton" and WNBT
(NBC, N. Y.). Show suffered
dig into its own pocket to pay the goes lignt on the "community" idea. particularly from
it?
Unoriguiality
Its gimmick "is that it is going on and the fact
line charge.)
that Miss Van Home,

CBS

ffrnti

stanza

hour-long

Thursday nights on WNBI"
(NBC, N. Y.). Fact that the sho*
was picked up by WNBT as a sussion

on WheatiM,

tool"

8S

B

many

cidental ratings so low that sponsors riun

So we told Beman-^aiid now we tell
you'^that you can no longer afford to
hamstring your clients and yourselves
(and radio as a medium) by continued

for cover.

use of outmoded yardsticks which can't

email's* agency,

successful

prQducers

radio shows,

inevitable failures

still

oi

suffered the

— programs

with coin-

measure audience size, audience qualmarket ctwerage (Cumulative Au-

But Beman's faith in many of these shows
was unshaken. "They just can't he that

ity ,

bad," he confided to us at Marketing Research Headquarters. So

dience) or countless other factors of equal value.

we

For

studied one case thoroughly^ and found:

AUDIENCE

1.

the true average audience was 7.5%, pec indisputable

records—or
2.

79%

—How

NRI

AUDIENCE QUALITY: NRI

many

—^How many

use of

NRI

facts:

advertisers

have

lost a rare

chance to gain sales

—great power in

agencies, artists

and creative radio

men have been

unfairly criticised—ei«» jftred—-for shows appealing to large

revealed a valuable quality

in this program^

but unmeasum^ audiences?

reaching

small town-rural markets^buried treasure

Many

any advertiser who wants to invade

for

makefuU

at low cost?

(See Chart.)

ftigfter/

failure to

—How many valuable programs have been cancelled?

SIZEi Condemned by a coincidental of 4.2%,

of the smartest radio people, seeing these vital

truths, have recently climbed aboard the NRI bandwagon!

these tremendous but hard-to-reach mar-

How much

(Only NRI measures audience quality,

kets.

to leave

MARKET COVERAGE:

8.

gram

for

show. (Revealed by "Cumulative" audience

NRI

This pro-

actually reached, in 4 weeks,

all radio homes— amazing market coverage

9«^\ ^^^L
W ^Kl
IH

21% of

one modestly -priced

—another

exclusive

them

efforts

shprt'dianged-^

utterly defenseless against

attacks based on incomplete, wholly in-

adequate information—to allow the true
values in your creative efforts to remain

hidden from the world?

feature.)

We

"How

long has this been going on?" demanded Beman. ''Why

didn't

somebody

tell

for

THE TRUTH ABOUT BEMAN'S
HOMES

stand ready to place instantly at your disposal the
finest, most complete research facilities ever developed

me?"

any advertising medium.

It's

your move!

SHOW
NIELSEN RADIO INDEX

COINCIDENTAL RATING

{mom

longer can yo« afford tO have

your best creative

reveals these opportunities.)

4.2%

IN 33 113 Cl?iES|

BIG CITIES

A

Comp/efe Research Service

(based on accurafe electronic

ONLY

recorders) which provides^ on

MEDIUM

I^H,

CITIES

continuous basis, the vital facts

HATINGS
(PHONE & %
PHONE) I $MALL TOWNS & RURAL

needed

and
TRUE TOTAL (PER BDCST)

I

CUMULATIVE*

\ ^Number
*Not

his real

2101

of

d/ff«rei>J

a

ONLY

2hQ%

(4 BDCSTS)

in

solving fh0 problems

capitalizing the opportun-*

ities

of programntingf time buy-

Ing,

time selling of Radio*

homts Moc'aed

name, but you know him welU
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Mixed State-Private Sebv Bnitted
For Pdhed-Ab(Hit Argentine
Buenos Aires, April

Everybiie has a plan for the reorganization of Argentina's radio
system, and behind the scenes the
various* factions are currently busy
doping out details to try and get

own

their

particular schemes

Ra£o

Continued from page 30

put

;

The Radio Control Board, which
operates under the: postofftce admin-

grams.''-:''."

has a p&n of its owia which
eventually eliminate all but

fatration;

would

broadcasting from
Buenos Aires; leaving only three or
four hig networks, one of these
state-owned and operated. The state
network: would be financed by "contributions" from the three commercial networks.
Certain private interests have been
trying to induce the government
to accept the idea of a mixed state$ind-private-enterprise -^ similar to
the deal arranged recently with the
The
Intepntitiohal Telephone Co.
^Olltlcos have been trying to put
over nationalization of the entire
industry, inspired by their ambition
to use the ether-waves for political
purposes only. The present government has not cottoned to this proposition, rightly believing that it is
much more advantageous to continue the present system whereby
the networlcs pay the piper and the
government spokesmen grab all the
time they want.
Newspaper-owned outlets in the
provinces have been given fair
warning that any anti-government

Ssripters

foiir of the outlets

(Conttmied froni page

10

:

;

,

adopt

"punitive measures"
any riiembers attempting to

against'
sell material to the radio industry in event
•
of an
strike,

RWG

Mystery Writers of America likewise agreed not to furnish material
goes out.
if
Vote by N. Y. session, including
mailed-in proxy ballots, was 413-to11 in favor of giving the g^-ahead
national
to Robert Newman's
Pete Lyon,
committee,
strategy
eastern regional veepee, presided and
outlined the guild's demands of the
networks. Well known personalities
participating Included Henry Morgan, Gertrude Berg, Hector Chevigny, Ann Seymour and Elaine Car-

RWG

to the nets

RWO

,

rington.

Hat passing for the sixlke fund
quickly won heavy cohtribs, more
than $20,000 in cash and pledges being counted within a space of 10
'

minutes, leaders reported. Many of
the writers tossed in checks for $100
editorials in print will be met by
or more.
icanceliation of the broadcasting conBy last night the total strike fund,
cessions. This occurred in the cases
including Hollywood contribs, exof Radio del Norte of Santiago del ceeded $40,000.
Estero, Radio Aconquija of TucuHollywood meeting turned in a
man and Radio Aconcagua of Men- •vote almost identical to the N. Y.
doza. <nie various newspapers con- tally, with 434 for and only 17
nected with these, stations had been against the action. Sam Moore, naattacking the iPercin regime. As a tional
prez, handled, the Coast
consequence the stations were closed session, at which Eddie Cantor apby isovernment order. There was peared to offer his personal support.
some uncertainty "at first as to the
Clu meeting sOlated last night was
i;easons for the shutdowns,. but once

RWG

the offending papers had softened
the anti-government blasts, the shutdowns were reconsidered" and the

Ugt.

LOU CLAYTON

IWday— CBS—9:S0 p.m., BST
M-CS-lMh—"Xliis Vinie for li<><^l>s"
"It Bwpeneil In i(roc(kl.vn"

expected

.to

put about 200

writers of the
record solidly

midwest region on

RWG

behind the
program.
Slim Chance To Vlug Gaps
Question is xmderstood to have
arisen in the N. Y. meeting as to
whether the advertising agencies
could plug up the script gap with
backlogs, of unused or old material.
It was felt such afforts wouldn't get
far, particularly toward feeding topical comedy shows.
Feeling on part of many an RWGer

was that the solid front presented
by the guild and other allied groups
of the writing trade would put the
nets on notice that the group means
business. Networks very likely have
been nolding OfE
offer to njegotiate with RWG until they saw how
imited the guild stood on the strike

Although the Radio Directors
Guild has not yet officially gone on

.

cities

and

But

states.

must be

it

said that the program, entertainingly different; presents bits of legal
info either useful or interesting, and
avoids the usual giveaway session
sillyisms such as wh&t's your name,
where d'ya live and whattya do?
Also, quizees don't get cash "and a
big hand anyway" for not being able
to remember their names on the
The brief
spur of the moment.
"trial" caters to pop interest in crime
shows. In. fact, what with its" duke's
mixture of fave radio f £,re and its

capably handled production throughout, the package should pick off a
better than passing rating.
•Show is heard on Mutual Thursdoing a
day nights at 8, with
delayed, broadcast SundE,y after-

WOR

•

noons.'

.

GIBL MEETS BOT
With Carol Reed, Phil

Sherjidan

Froducer: Joe Derbyshire
30 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m.
SustaininsT
KYW, Fhlla..

This show

is

reminiscent of "Blind

Date" but has a gimmick all its own
which makes for nice listening.
Idea is to get three gals and three
guys who are intei'viewed by Carl
Reed and Phil Sheridan the ques-

—

tions bringing out the personality of

the interviewees. Sheridan takes over
questioning of the femmes; Miss Reed
liandies the male guests.
jury is
chosen from the audience which decides which guy is best suited for
Which doll. When caught the contestants were students from Jefferson
Medical College. The femmes were
secretarial workers from the Standard Oil Co. The medics were quick
on the trigger and questions brought
reactions
which were good for
chuckles.
Prize is a date at one cf the local
nlteries. With a little more polishing

A

Tramaii 'Tough'

S

RWG

t» Coos^

Launching of "The Big Story" series for Pall Mall Wednesday (2v ntoM
was heavily exploited by WLW, which outlets the programs here and h»
the cWy Enquirer, whose Joe Garretson, former star reporter and' fio™
a columnist, was made the hero-rep6*ter of the initial crime-solving show
A part of the promotion was Garretson's guest appearance on WLW-i
'•Crossroads Cafe'' series the same diay, several hours before ''The
°»
Story" was aired.
Dialers who heard those two programs had opportunity to reason the
unlimited boundaries for radio scripters. On the "Crossroads Cafe" nro.
gram Garretson answered a lot of questions about the murder featured in
"The Big Story." Facts that he told were scarcely recognized in the radte
dramatization for which Garretson was awarded $500 by Pall Mall.
France M. Raine, Times-Star radio editor, commented on the scripters'
liberties in his column, explaining that the whole thing sounded entirelT
foreign to reporters and[ desk men Who worked on the murder story.

This is anni week around Boston radio. One of the Oldest teams in
radio, HUhi and Strum, observe their 23d anni as
personalities. Got
their first fee ($5) for a three-hoUr broadcast. Names are iviax Zides (Hum)

WBZ

and Tom Currier (Strum), Their act Is bid time harmony dUets with
ukulele accompaniment.
Also a WBZ personality, "Happy" Herb Lewis observes 20th anni this
week. Mother was Peggy Lewis, coloratura soprano, and father was
Lewis' act is songs and
"Irish" Billy Lewis, former stage comedian,
chatter. He began as a big-league ball player, switching to radio when
he Injured his foot. Started with blackface routines.
Several of the new stations throughout the country have been reported
receiving letters from radio station brokers, who apparently hope to make
a killing on commissions when the going gets tough and more and more

want

licensees

C<>»tioued

from psge

27

^

tions that there is nothing in the
radio act which requires them to give
or sell time to the Commies when-

U

ever they ask for it.
they are
seeking air time to argue the merits
of some controversial public issue,
the lawyers usually advise the stations to give time for a forum show,
in which the Communist Party and
other groups participate equally. In
alawst every case, the stations are
being advised to give rather than
sell the time.
Soijie of the requests for time
have come' from the CP in Michigan,
Illinois, New "Siferk, the New England
states and a couple from the south.
During political campaigns' the
Communications Act Teqsiires stations, if they make time available
'

candidate,
including those whose
names arc "written in" on ballots.

This has frequently been a headache for stations but has assured
that the Commie candidate got his
right to buy time along with other
party men.
'

The FCC decision

last

summer

in

to sell their properties.

The brokers are concentrating their fire now on what looks like over*
saturated radio m.arkets.. Their letters .start out by saying, "I represent a
client interested in buying your radio station" or words to that effect,
Attached to this letter is another in W;hich the broker states tliat before
he enters into negotiations with his client the: station owner ,mvist sign a
document giving him .exclusive brokerage rights.
Joker is found in the fact—as several licensees have discovered'^the
brokers actually have no prospective buyer in Qji5d, jhut nterely yse this
as bait to get themselves some potential business, and to tie up the station's hands on other deals.

John Sinn leaves N. Y, for the Coast within a week to resume waxing of
the transcription series which Ronald Cojman is doing for the Frederic Ziy
Co., and on which Sinn is overall producer; First two shows of the Series,
scripted and directed by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, have been
done. Sinn will spend most of his time now on the Coast (he got in a
week ago) working on the series.
Series, titled "Favorite Story," are half -hour, onc«-a-week dramatizations, with Colman narrating each, and acting in those stories he considers
right for him. His wife, actress Benita Hume, will, however, not act in
the series. Colman reportedly signed a five-year- deal with Ziv, latter
claiming he's the biggest star ever inked for an open^end transcription
series to date.
Cobnan will work steadily oh the first 32 shows of the
series, on "favorite" yams picked by such fellow-celebs as Alec Temple*
ton, Lowell Thomas, Jennifer Jones, Sinclair Lewis, Shirley Teihple, eta
Claude Sweeten is musical director.

;

Continued from paee 27

of a suitable code is "not a job that
can be done quickly.
We can't
promise a new code tomorrow. I
think we'll, be working on it for
some years to come."
Radio right now is simply the
public's whipping boy. Miller asserted, and in a few years they'll
find a new one and "take broadcasting for granted." For the present he
saw "very great danger of our suc-
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compon

forcement. Since the Governmient is
bound up With radio on the licens
ing end, tliey argue the Truman

ernment

better!

controls.

As

for the

czar idea, the

NAB

prexy wondered just

who would apwhat his scope of auwould be, and how he would

point him,
thority

enforce his edicts? Lot of room for
differences of opinion there,' he
cited.
"Don't imagine I'm saying
there isn't any possibility at all in
this.
I'm merely giving you something to chew on." As he saw it,
thoiigh, the proposal was a Utile too

much

to

swaUbw.

hands."
Offenders, they said, include "certain newspapers . , ;
(which) themselves observe standards of good taste far below those
of the radio industry.'^
.

Singled out particularly was
a
speech made by Mrs. Eugene Meyer,
wife of the Washington Post's publisher,

get air time. This applies both to
the reputedly fascist groups and
tliose on the far left.

tion of the public mind."
The
committee pointed a iSnger at a syndicated article, in the
Washington

in Los Angeles last week in
is bound to have some im^
pact on radio and the ease with which she attacked the radio and
which allegedly subversive • groups films "for a progressive vulgariza-

NOWalong wttli
**Ilie 'I^sas Rangers'*

A

sure-fire give-away
seH-liguidating offbri At-

tracSive48-pagc8 of Ori^infli

Songs The Texas Bfm^er*
Sing and scrap-book allrttwProvided sponsors of "Tlie
Texas Rangers" ap cost!

NAB

Post

Befina, Sask.— Art Kennard, an.
at CKCK, Regina, has rC'
signed to Operate a farm.

best

"I personally feel that one of the
greatest needs of broadcasting is to
achieve the same freedom of editorial opinion that the press has,"
Miller declared.
"Logically, radio
belongs under the First Amendment."

purge

nouncer

Making tRe

indulged in "spreading criticism of
radio,;' has persistently resisted gov-

.

Umm%

«.

cumbing to demands for government
control in order to get out from under criticism." He pomted out repeatedly that the ,press. Which has

'

that stations cannot just close
their mikes to this particular group.
However, the station managers are
naturally wondering what effect, if
any, the While House's crackdown
Will have on FCC policies and en-

—

to meet the situation." Such stuff,
said the committee, would not be
broadcast by any station in the
country.

the Robert Harold Scott case in
'Unclean Handsr
which it ruled that atheists should
On another sector of the critics
not ipso faclo be- barred from the
air and the Commission's general vs. defenders front, NAB's program
policy that stations, mantain a well- executive committee came out of a
balanced prograih format and air all two-day huddle in N. Y: last week
sides of irapdrtaiit controversial is- with a dap at faultfinders wjtiO "do
sues are generally interpreted to. not come into court wtih eiean

mean

~

f

Radio-As-ls

show has

definite possibility
for an enjoyable audience participahandle their assignments well.
Shal.
this

record supporting the writers, a liaison set up two weeks ago between
the directors and
has scheduled a joint meeting for next Monday (14) in N. Y., at which it's be- to any political candida'te, to sell
lieved the directors may express e equal time to all other
qualified
stand favoring the writers' action.
nominees. FCC regulation has interpreted this to mean any bonafide

Sfaning in

'GRAND MARQUEE"
NIC—poain

ele-

exceedingly

Final act has 12 {.udignce members
in the jury box to hear a capsule reenactment of an actual court case;
if the jury decides as the "actual one
did, the jurors share in a cash jackOtherwise, the pot carries over
pot,
to next week.
Show is not intended, it's expUined, to give out legal advice.
And many of the laws cited are local
oddities, not applicable in other

member up

idea.

OlAN SOUUe

of

g

mentary questions—the show adopts
an I-have-a-lady-here, doctor technique and passes out a few bucks.

posts and telegraphs, who controls
radio matters-, is on a junket to
Paris to attend the Universal Postal
Convention as Argentina's delegate.
Meanwhile, mysterious forces described as "superior ordeifs" Continue banning the country's star aet^
ing talent froi^ vsuriirtUs r .dio pro-

over.

because

part,

commercial broadcasts on the three
outlets were resumed.
Oscar Nicolini, administrator of

1.

hak Stnff-Ra^

Radio Beviets
-

same day Mrs. Meyer's talk
was published which "dealth for
full column with the
sexual- probi

lems of a middle-aged couple
and
gave advice to the couple
as to

how

». CHUUCH
PROBUCTION

AN ARTHUR

.
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97
ceiver sets (by dealers and distributor.s> in the difJferent clubs an(J private dining rooms throughout the

CIRCLING THE KBLOCYCLES

city

in

which

Civic ciub luncheons

Swed^ Rndl at Rh^ Pri^amming,

are held.
rector of WJH, Detroit, and still has
a sports review over WJBK, Detroit.
is operated by the owners of
the Detroit 'News, 'who siso own

jpittefcireh—Virgil Miller, formerly
with American Airlines, has joined

Lamintr, Mich.—Howard Finch was
recently upped as WJIM veepee.
With some 16 years in radioj he rehis career last year after a
four year stint in .the Air Force.
Along with his new duties he'll handle organization of a new affiliate,

WWJ

nSf WCAE, reMacCosbe, who reK. E.
departsigned to go with the sales
Tom
manufacturer.
ment of a radio
Keefe, announcer at WCAE, h^s re-

the engineering staff
tjlace

WENA-FM

and

Detroit.

WWDT,
.

telS»

both

,

Denver—JFranlt Hardini formerly
WGST, Atlanta, has joined the
announcing staff of KLZ, Denver,
handling news and variety program
announcing assignments. Richard

signed to |)efcotne jurogtam director
nearby Conof 8 new station in
nellsvUle, Pa.

WGFG,

.

of

Toronto— Don McLeod, who formerly headed his own sales organ- Hopper added
British Columbia, has
in
ization
been appointed commercial manager
of CHUM, Toronto. In station's new
plans,
CHUM has also
expansion
taken on two new announcers: Verne
Hill, formerly with CHML, HamilHamilton,
formerly with
ton; Larry
CJKI-, Kirkland Lalce.

to

KLZ; news depart-

mentj ^assigned to editing newscasts.

Dallas—The Conro Manufacturing
Co.,

Is

presenting a

show which

new

half-hour

originates in the stu-

WFAA- here and is aired by
member stations of fhe Texas
Quality Network, WOAI, San Antonio and KPRC, Houston. Broaddios of

:

Kansas City—Contest aimed at casts feature the "Workman, a fivedelinquency pieca cowboy combo, and the songs
eombating
iuvenile
h«s just been completed here under of Jeannie McDonald and Eeg Moresponsorship of the Ararat Shrine land, it's heard each Saturday.
Jacqueline
and
WDAF.
Temple

.

Shivers won the first place 'award,
e $25 bond, for the best letter on
the prevention of juvenile delinqenoy. Contestants wrote their letters following instructions given out

Charlotte

now heard

— WBT-FM,

Charlotte

is

seven hours daily, from

10 a.m. to B p.m. continuously. Present broadcast schedule allows for an

hour's break—being ofl the air from
1 to i p.m. Addition of WBT-FM's
noon-ho\ir broadcast wrs suggested
by the need of various civ organiElmlra ^New additions to WELM, zations for good luncheon music
Elmira, are Ross H. 6eatty as sports during their noon meetings. Present
re-editor and Herb Graham as an- plans include the placinE of
nouncer.

on WtoAF program* conducted on
the subject.

—

FM

Shenanigans on Radio

Political

Stockholm, March

sumed

at

Kalamazoo.

state-owned and operated station has

begun

Fonnded by H'wood Pros

to

meet a rising

discontent.

Listener

City—Kenyon Brown,

Name

of

WNEWS

—

I

City—Tony Williams- has
been added to news staff at KCMO,
coming up from KFRU, Columbia,
Mo. Mrs. Hanna Stewart has joined
promotion and publicity department at KCMO. Lou Kemper,
announcer, has returned to his first

staff of

stand as « member of the staff of
WHB. He had rece^ly been doing

Oalbreath is
addition to announcing

latest

the

new

Of

Staff

lust

— Ed

Winston- Salem

Statesvjlle

(N.C.) sta-

tion WSIC, which will open around
AprilW.
-

.

.

.

Uetrttlt— Bing Crosby will come to
BetToit April 22 and aing over
f>r cwner G. A. "Dick"! Richards'

WJH

birthday.

• • •

Albany—Carl Mattison, "WOKO
announcer, has been apand
pointed general manaeer of AVGLN,
iiew jrtation in Glens Palls, N. Y.

WaBY

San Antonto
Igcen

KTSA

Who

and the

City'

wenf

New

College of

York's*^

Replaces Kermit

KPET, Lamesa,

S.

station's promotion of the Ujulj^

fight ttroadcast received not only

Conn

the highest awards

in their

respective

categories of Gompetitlon, but also

the plaque as the outstanding

entry-

regardless of category— received from

Ashby,

eny radio station

as general

manager.

We
Rian,

J.
ttfamcapolis-rCUflord
\yTCN news broadcaster, tendered
Ms' lesiBnatton from Minneapolis
city planning commission, but the
xesfghatton "was nixed. Commission
voted to change' meeting time to
br«adcasting
'accommodate
Rian's

in

WFIL's power

clasi..

are deeply appreciative of this

valued recognition of WFIL's constant
planning for perfection

'

schedule.

KECK

Odessa, Tex.—
has taken to
the air here operating dtytime hours
with 1,000 watts on 820 kilocycles.

every phase of

in

radio

programming and promotion. The

same

attention to detail, the

same

desire to

do an outstanding

job that brought

WFIL

three of the

Station

is owned and operated by
Ben Nedow, local retail furniture
dealer. . Jan
King, formerly of
WEDO, McKeesport, Pa., is general

nation's top radio awards goes into the

manageir. Bill Chambers is assistant
Jnanager j,nd program director, com
ing here., from
Don Lee-Mutual

and plan of promotion.

Hollywood and
Crewe,

Va.

building of every

It

is that

regard for the tastes of our Hsteners

— WSVS,

and the needs of our advertisers
1,000- watt

opened last week, with
Crewe, Blackstrine and
Farmville; WiU use AP news, World
Library.
No network affiliation
Claims to be only 1,080-watter in
town of less than 3.000 in the coun
studios

WFIL program

NBC, New York.

daytimer,
•

top national awards

the

prosf«iii5. WFIL's"Teen Age Time"

—

joins

in

and promof/ort of roc//o

here.

Clainvicw, Tex.—Rial L. Campbell
bas been -named gales manager of

kvflP.

WFIL

anaual competition for the creation

Pratt has
and Ranch Direc-

Application has
San Antonio
been submitted to the FCC for «
new standard station to operate daytime hdurs on 980 kilocycles with a
BOwer »)f liooo -watts. Applicant is
the Beitar BToadcasting Co., which
Is i partnership of Tex Rltter. cow
boy iUm.-star,.antf W. K. McCauley.
.

inrw
to

— Ernest

named Farm

tor of

that attracts both to

WFIL-

in

)

.try.,

>ittsburEli—Tom

Keefe

has

re-

igned as staff announcer at WCAE
become program director of
ril-BI, new station
'
in nearby Con
nellsviHe, Pa.

Detroit-Loren Watson

Wmed

BSO

S^m^ ON YOUn

DIAL

NfCKfSrNTfD HATIONAUY »Y THt KATZ AGCNCV
has been

publicity director of WWJ,
iWrort, replacing the late Bud,
"""•er, nrv/is lbrmcrTr^fi«m'-dii

tide of dialer

opinion

is

Hollywood, April 8.
clearly in favor of more dance music
Radio Industry Forum and better dramatic and comedy
KOMA veepee and general-manager; has been selected by the self-ap- shows hut the bureaucrats overlordWho recently resigned, has been re- pointed
improvement ing radio persist in feeding a diet of
program
placed as g.m. by Joe Bernard, na- groups now functioning among Hoigymnastic programs, cla.ssical music,
tional sales manager of KOMA and lywoods' professionals.
At its .first
KTUL. KOMA last January was formal meeting the Forum also' book reading and religious maupped to 50,000 watts, city's first named committees to serve in vari- terial.
and only maximum watter.
Despite talk of starting a second
ous functions, and announced that a
prosstatement of Its aims and purposes program service in Sweden,
remain
'oim SERVICE auiz' will shortly be forthcoming to the pects for its actual launching now
in
slim with the goveriynent
trade
and
press.
"Civil Service Quiz," new quiz
the midst of an economy wave. Posprogram with a public service-exIt's very probable that an attempt
staserviceman tieup, will be aired by will be made to set up an Academy sibility of commercials on the
quality setWNEW, N.Y., starting April 22. Half- of Radio Arts and Sciences similar tion to pay for a higher
cards for
hour p.rogram, going on Tuesdays at to that of the motion picture indu- up is definitely not in the
the near future.
9 p.m., will employ tests previously try arid with an awards system.
Another reason for listener»gripeg
used in civil service exams. Use of There's a definite move afodt to requestions actuall;^ utilized lor pre- vive the long-briiited and NAB-killed is the political use to which the
vious exams is expected to be of radio academy idea, with likelihood radio station has been put. Before
great help, as well as a big draw, that w.k. Lee & Losch plan original- the war, there was no political disto those expecting to take civil serv- ly proffered
cussion on the air but during the
as its nucleus.
ice tests.
last few years, forum programs have
Program wiU be run like a quiz,
been innovated for the airing of all
with money prizes.
Last three
Phoenix George T. Emerson, for- shades of opinion. It appears, howminutes will consist of a news .spot, merly with N, W. Ayer, has joined ever, that the rulin'g Social-Demolisting all the civil service jobs for KRUX in an executive capacity. cratic government is favoring itself
which applications should be filed One-time RuthraufT & Ryan veepee, by granting disproportionate slices
for that week.
Emerson assumes new post April 15. of time to its side.

Oklahoma

KajBsa*

announcing work in paUas, and
season was with KMBC here.

27.

Hadio programming by Sweden'*
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Radio Indistry

.

.

.

.
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Kapp

'

Sheet

.
.

Music sheet Sales took a rather sharp dip again iii the past two weeks.
fublishers and jobhers leel that thjs slump may have been due to the
aster holiday period, and are keeping lingers crossed against the pos-Sibility of a continuance of the dip beyond the holiday week.
At the moment, only the two top songs, it's claimed, are marking
up any sales figures. And those two, "Anniversary Song" and "Heartaches," have felt the pinch.

Shines

Washington, April 8.
Senator William Langer (II.,
N. Dak.), who started out with

Kapp he insisted on having lunch
with him at close of a Senate
subcommittee hearing here last
Saturday (5).
Kapp, who made a clearcut
statement on Decca's policy of
encouraging GI's in the disk biz,
took the ball and carried it for
the industry throughout the
.

Inle Diskers Seen Having Better

hearing,

Cha^

'

As new

With Nofdlfei Stmiards

recording firms -t:
Spring up, the tendency among them
to Besnnae
have
9 to avoid the pitfalls that
waylaid so many antecedents who'
Maestroingr at Pitt
have attempted to compete with the
Pittsburgh, April 8.
talent s^nd «producti6a of maior
Lang Thompson,, back in the maeititinufacturers.
]Newer l&dies' idea
biz again, will launch his new
now is to go only into standaM aiid stro
band April 14, at William Penn
novelty material, indies feeling that
Hotel's Terrace Room. It's the same
record distributors and dealers will
spot
where
Thompson chalked
|iave much less objection to hanup his biggest hit with a baton
dllngtitems that will not go put of
years
ago.
Won't inseveral
lavor before they're rol<d) as dOes
terfere with his other assignment as
the pop disk.
m. 9. of Wilken's Amateur Hour,
Newest outfit with that idea* in aired every Sunday over 'WCAE by
inind is Monarch Records, into local jewelry firm.
Which, it's claimed, a considerable
Until signing with Wilken's last
fimount of coin is being poured. For fall, Thompson was working in bandthe present, the flrin is devotiog it- booking department of Frederick
India

Lang Thompson

Penn

after heai&g Kapp
liked everything about

Lahger,
tell

it,

Deooa except the fact the company had no pension system for.
employees. Kapp promised to
do some thinking about it.

Its

<

Dec^a prexy was accompanied
by economic conaultant Joseph Borkih, a former
Assistant to the Attorilpy Genat the^hearing

'

yown

Choir" of 100 voices.

Another indie

past three months.

restricting itself to

Standards and' novelty material is
the new Bainbow label, originated

by Harry Fromkes and Herb Hendier, latter formerly with Cosmo.
Plant OB the Coast
Rainbow, incidentally, will bring
^ut its first album this week, which
Chicago, April 8.
ihay remotely be classed as a pop
Mercury Records bought the Keywork, but actually is not. it's a
note plant in Los Angeles, disposed
book of four sides of tunes from the
"Brigadoon" score, made with Al- of when John Hs-mmofid, Jr., took
fred Drake, of "Oklahomal" and over the latter firm from Eric Ber-

Outfit consists of 10 pressing
a rolling mill and plating
equipment. They will be put into
shape to work for. Mercury as soon
as possible.

nay.

''Beggar's Holiday."

plants,

Duchin

in Eeliini

Mercury last week changed its
name from Mercury Radio & 'Tele-

" To Recoring f§r Cel

'

Pianist - Maestro
Eddy Duchin, vision Corp. to Mercury Record
who hasn't cut a record since be- Corp., at the same time shuffling its
lore his entry into the Navy during executive lineup, irving Green Is
the war, resumed work for Colum' president; Berle Adams, chairman of
bia Records last week.
He cut a the board; Arthur TsJmadge, v.p.
batch of sides in collaboration with in charge of advertising and promosinger Buddy Clarke, who, by virtue tion; Jimmy Hilliard, v.]g. in charge
of clicks such as his "Linda" and of recording.
"Glocca Morra" has become one of
Firm also intends consolidating its
Columbia's newest sales hopes.
Louis and Chicago pressing
St.
Duchin and Clarke worked only plants. Which of the cities will be
With a rhytiun section.- Disks were used as home base isn't certain yet,
made in New York Friday (28)
but it probably will be Chicago.

CcM

business history. With no plugging,
either of the tune or the recording,

became • big diskbox

_

"2

big name in the band business. He assured that a great many
has also become a big man In busi'
"^"^
would""
ness, inasmuch as he hasi almost
single-handedly kept Majestic thrivyreddy Martin comes through
ing. The other night we replayed week with a Victor

Wr

,

"I Can't Gat
to Kiss You"

Up

the

(Freddy

"Beside You" (Eddy
"Mam'sejle" (Art
ljund), and "Time Aftet Tune"
Martin),

Howard),

.

(Frank Sinatra).

facturers enlarge capacity

to catch

up with popular demand

for their

product, heads of four major platter
companies testified before Sen. William Langer (R., 'N. Dak.), chairman
o' a Senate Judiciary Subcommittee

here last Saturday

(5).

Commit-

tee is investigating monopoly charges
against the major companies.
Langer told the disk men Of several complaints
from GI's who
wanted to retail RCA- Victor records

but were turned

down by RCA

dis-

tributors.
Victor distributors allegedly restrict their product to bigtime, established dealers, he said.
Langer's principal gripe was that
any dealer Who wanted to should

be permitted to market any label in
the record biz.
Langer said tne committee had no
complaints against Columbia on this
score.
He praised Decca's Jack
Kapp when he testified that vets
actually get first preference in Decca dealerships and .that the company has set up a special counseling
service for GI's

who Want

to open

record stores. (Decca is the only
one of the big five companies which

owns

its

directly

own

distributor outlets and
controls who gets dealer

rights.)

Hot Jazz—"New Orleans Jazz"
(Kid Ory).
Novelty-^"Brave Son of ^er^ca" sind "Gravel tSJertl*"

(King

Hbudinf) and "Don't Shoot ihl
Bartender (The Kora Kob«
biers).

iS

6nto -Nerve." Here is great
sh^w!
manshlp. It's a superb job
and if
dogsn't cresh plenty
it
diskboxei
we'll eat Martin's saxophone
"iieiiea

(meQ

down).
Kid Ory and His Creole Jazz Band
reaUy deserve a little mention. No.
body's going to put them on
Jukei
and nobody's going to make them
best-sellers, hvt we think it
no more
than fair to mention that their
Col.
umbia album of "New Orleans Jan*
is

distinctly not run-of-the-mUl

man named George

Dance—"Quien Sabe?" (Jimmy

went

'The Light Turned
Green" (The Korn Kobblers),
"jE Can't (Jet Up the Nerve to
Kiss ?ou" (Freddy Martin), and
'Beside You" (Eddy Howard).

fault

Porsey),

Instrumental

I

Itiss

Ballad—"It Might Have Been
Different S 1 0 r y**
(Buddy

Nerve

Washington, April 8,
There will be plenty of opportunities for GI's to set up as record
dealers as soon as the disk manu-

thi.

Seeburg sensil
of "Piano lortS
Up the Nerve
You." Forget about "Piano"
because it really stinks, but

and "I Can't Oet

Clark),

AtDeCLHesonig

nnt!.'

rather obviou ly n b*^

as

not,

Best Beto

Heads Cried

mdeed, seems a great juke

tiaUfcjr. It's

hit. It vrap the Spike Jones fans, but
it\1/l'
*
one realizes in retrospect, lot of fun for everybody.
an especially good record, but it pre
Dave Rose is another M-G-M nosentad a personality and, what is as tnbutor this week and,
on the whote
important, it was part of a postwar he more than earns
his salarv wi
trend toward sweeter music,
recording of "Misirlou"
In th^ something-les5-thanr-a-year vocal-is schmaltzy, and
ratKef
since, Howard has become a fairly pleasant. It would seem
practicaii;
it

a

self strictly to

-

By George Fnuskt

W

iot MajeS' weeks before, us. We
Eddy Howard's 4rs{
must, in »ii
was 9 song called "To Each His fairness, however, report that thJ*
Own." The rest has become music is fine screwball stuff^'Bartende?*

tio

eral at the Justice Department.

'

albums «£ religious Bros, in Chicago and upqn ooming
and novelty nature, such as "Life of here originally was to haye opened
phrist," narrated by Monsignor Ful- a branch iocally for Fredericks. That
ton J. Sheen, with an intro by deal fell .through, however. At TerCardinal Spellman, and a book of race tloom, Thompson wiU replace
disks by Father Flanagan's "Boys Marty Gregor, who's been there lor

JockSfJukesand Disks

a chip on his shoulder against
the record companies, took such
a shine to Decca prexy Jack

— "Mistriou'*
"

(Dave Rose).

every Howard disk in en effort to
determine What makes him popular.
Beyond the fact that he has a
whispery intimacy, we don't pretend
to know the answer. This week he
is out on Majestic with a Ooupling
of "Woujd You Believe Me?'V and
"Beside You'' and they sound like
juke box hits.

Howard band, lefs face it, is
nothing his old boss, Dick Jurgens,
couldn't give the downbeat to (which
is obviously ending a Dick Jurgens
with a preposition, which is obviously just what he deserves.) But
the Howard band, like Howard
clothes, has mass appeal. He has a
boudoir appeal in his voice. It may
not knock us out, but it Is showmanshijf). AH of which it to report
that this new Majestic— espeoklly
"Beside You," which Is from "My
Favorite Brunette"—will. sell.

M-G-M Records' Leopold FriedArt Lund, who is hunk
a man
man explained to Langer that his and not much of aa singer,ofhas
an
companjf has been in business less M-G-M
of "Mam-selle" which you'll

A

Avaklan, who
to Yale, (which is nobody'j
but his own, since he w5s 2?

supervised this date and
Whiftenpoofs and everybody

?^

the

else owe him a great debt of
grati.
tude. It's a fine album. It is
mus%
and old-fashioned, but we know of

few things which do more

to in-

terpret the origins of jazz. Dry's
singing of several items in French
patois Is pretty stirring and a sizable
contribution to the problem and tli»
solution thereof as to just where
jazz came from,

Puddy Clark, an old favorite of
this department, does handsomely by
"It Might Have Been a pifterent
Story" (Columbia), but

we

didn't get

much boot ouj of his "If I Had My
Life to Live Over" on the backside.
So it can be expected to be a smash,
since the tune looks like a hit.
"Story" has considerable virility and
fll his great delivery, but ''Life"
sounds high-pitched tod not altogether convincing.

Frank Sinatra, who Is an even
older favorite, is out on Columbia
with two more extracts from "It
Happened In Brooklyn"
"Time
After Time" and "I BeUeve." Tfi*
former sounds like a big hit. Latter,
a rhythm tune, sounds just so-so to

~

us.

than a month, has three releases be hearing
a lot. It is certainly the
D.C.
(9 disks and an album) on the mar- most
acceptable, performance Lund
ket and welcomes "as wide distribuhas yet delivered and, all in all, it
tion as possible."
BANDS
deserves
attention.
Fact that the
1. Hetirtaches (5) (Leeds). . . . ., . ,
Ted Weems V* Decca-Victor
ttOA'S 15% GI's
tune is growing will help. Backside
Washington, April 8.
Murray pointed out that "15% of is the oldie,
2. Anniversary Song CW) (Mood).......„
"Sleepy Time Gal." If s
Casino Terrace, newest bistro t«
RCA's 10,000 disk dealers are GI- okay, but no
"Mam'selle.''
make a bid for town's waning nitenr
owned and RCA has had no com8. Things in Glocca Morra (7> (Crawfori)..
Jtmmy Dorsey also provides biz, preems next Thursday (10)
plaints from vets that distributors
|
night, with Carmen C^vallero and
were squeezing them out of the pic- M-G-M with a real hit this week.
f Clark-Noble ... . . .Columbia
his orch doing a one night stint for
4. Linda (6) (Oxford) ..................
ture. RCA's distributors make these His "Quien Sabe?" cannot miss on
\ Chaiflies Spivak; . ., . .Victor decisions,
the occasion. Terrace, with an outhe said, without reference
door seating capacity of i,400i Bad
to the company and are governed by
......
.6. Guilty (7) <B^i^)
900 indoors, is an adjunct of tn*
their own thinkmg. RCA will inSuggested!
Washington Country Club, •
vestigate any cases which Langer
6. Managua. Nicaragua (14) (Blne,«e). .....
• (An
all-Eddy Howard probership club owned by National
knows of, Murray said. He mengram just to determine what, if
Airways of Ohio.
tioned that in one city alone 60 GI's
anything, he's got on the'^all.)
7. I'U Close My Eyes (7) (Maurice).
Nitary, which has been added t?
had recently gotten okays to handle
"Adobe Hacienda" (MajesUo).
Country Club at a cost of $40,000,
Victor records.
"Old Fashioned Love" (Col-r
will be managed by John Price
ill^at'sHtowMueht^
Though little mention was made
umbia).
Hoberman, manager of the club for
of it, the Senate Judiciary Com"Paradise" (Majestic).
past five years. Hoberman has consonata (14) (CM*^^
mittee wanted testimony from the
"Jealous" (Columbia).
tracted with MCA to supply name
record men on a pending blU to
"How Deep Is the Ocean?"
bands for the suburban spot. Namt
(Continued on page 42)
10. For Sentimental Reasons (20)^ (^^^^
(Columbia).
band policy, without shows, wiu
"Good-bye, Girls, I'm Through"
prevail.
Club will operate Thurs(Majestic).
days to Sundays until May 16, wh«p
"To Each His Own" (Majestic),
it goes on a six-day schedule, wiW

10 Best Sdlers

cm

NEW

NiTERY

WIU

FEATURE NAME

.

S

hSSJ^."A^^?S^
.

«^

Program

^fS^^-Zxi^

[^Si/Sind::^^^^^

{SS^;^>-t^^

t

Want To Thaiik Your Folks '(6xf<>rd)

That'*

My

My Adobe Hacienda
You

Cari't

That's

( Perry Como
Victor
) King Cole Trio .... .Capitol

Frankie Lane

Mercury

Eddy Howard,..,..

(Peer)

See Sun (Simon), ;.„......i...

Where

Jalotisie

.

Deshre (Mills).

1 Caopie In (Robbin8)>

. . . . . .

Vaughn Monroe;
(Jo Stafford
I Perry

.Majestic

. , , .

.Victor

Capitol

Como ......... .Victor

(Harry James...... Columbia

(Harms) ..................

Away If^

tariff

- Hartford, April 8,
Marsala,
outstanding Jazz
musicians who has been devoting
most of his time recently to the
manufacture and sale of a children's
game, has resumed playing locally.
Marsala and a friend have been
staging Monday night jazz sessions
at the Materese Club, West Hartford, the past few weeks,
ustog
name instrumentalists as guest stars
backed by local men who are for-

Joe

Herbie Fields.
Victor
Dick Haymes. ... ..... .Decca
Larry Vincent. 20th Centiffy
.-.
I Do Do Like You (Harms)
i ;
Johnny Mercer. .. ... .Capitol
mer members of ftationally known
Feet's Tbo Big IPor Bed (Criterion ).....,..,
Stan Kenton.
.Capitol bands.
Freddy Martin ....
.Victor
Marsala has brought here, or will
S$nta Cataiina (Spina) ;
...
.
J Eddy Howard. .... .Majestic bring in the next few weeks,
such
Nobody Here But Chickens (Sun)
Lotiis Jordan
Decca men as Rex Stewart, trumpet; Roy
Eldredge,
trumpet; Jack Teagarden,
My Bel A.mi (Bourne)
Dinah Shore
Columbia
Bill Harris, and
others.
Marsala
Preacher and Bear (Harris)
Phil Harris
... ..........
Victor works out
with the group on clari pferry Como.
Victor inet. Spot asks a $1.20
Xbat's Begiiming of End (ABC)..,...,....
person ad{

Mam'selle (Feist)
If 1

Had My

Life

v.......,.....*;...^

To Live Over (GenerW).
.

.

.

.

'

I.

. . .

.

. . .

(King Cole..........

.Capitol

mission, plus drinkst eats, etc.

for

non-members

at

|1-W

"guest fee" and $2 minhnum for
slow rhumba, it's both dinner and supper.
sung by Dee Parker and Bob Carroll
in an approximation of the idiom
estabUshed by J. D.'s former vocallelnniiiig To
ists, Helen O'Connell and Bob
Eberly. Musically, it's okay but
showwise,
it's terrific. Reverse is "Time
iiisic
After
Time,"' which Carroll chirps comHollywood, April 8.
tne
petently. Tune seems to have possiMartin Block Is headtog Into
the Wurlitzers.

A

^

Moel

bilities for sales.

Korn Kobblers

is

a group

that

you presumably don't beg to come
home^to dinner, but you might be
attracted to them if you run a riecord

M

music publishing bushiess again, »
was disclosed today by Larry Taylor,
tnai
Block's manager. Taylor stated
Block is looking for a tune before
makhig his second debut into flew,
and please—no "Open the Door
Richard" ditties. Block's pub houses

company. It isn't likely, Jor example,
that L. B. Mayer has them to
his
house too often, but it's certain that were
suspended, but not dissolvea.
venture
his M-G-M label cherishes them;
beIn his last publishing
cause of M-G-M's absurd goings-on,
Block hit with "This Is No L?"?"*™
the rest of the country has heard
the Matter," "Waitin' For the
Ko]tblers"'The Light Turned Green" Come In" and "I Guess I'll Have lo
and "Don't Shoot the Bartender" Dream the Rest."

®B€ng§'imA§.Mirsi€

AFMV Free Ccme^ on Disk (^^^

3 Strikes—And Not Out
Jack Meakin, musical director
of "The Great Gildersleeve" and
the Joan Davis show, last week
chalked up the third synchronization-right sale for his ttine,
"Out California Way."
Republic first boui^t it for an
cater, then bought the title for
the film in which it was used.
Now same studio has bought the
film rights again for Roy Rogers
to croon in "The Hit parade."

Ahiiost^
Methods being used by th« American federation of Musicians to distribute among membera the coin acfrom its percruing to itoe
record-sold royalty deal with record

AFM

manufacturer-s conflicted last weel£
ior the flrst time with the regular
operation o{ the band business.
AfM's idea is to pay its members
in various locals throughout the
country to stage free concerts, completely avoiding, of course, any interference with regular band business schedules. Last weeic, however,
the Consolidated Edison Co. of New
York came close to dropping its seasonal staging of open-air-dances in
N. Y. paries and playgrounds on the
belief that N. Y. local 802 of the
would use its allotment of record-royalty coin from the national
body to do the same thing. Since
these paid dates by Consolidated
have done the band business a lot
of good in the past five summers,
providing one-nighters for bands going through N. Y. from one section
of the eastern seaboard to another,

AFM

_

etc., the loss of them would have
hurt.
C^ns6U(iUited agreed to continue
the allocation of its coin for 54 dates
this summer only, after it was assured in writing by 802 that no free
dance dates would be scheduled
With the record royalty "coin. Local
explained that it intended to use its
allOtUient solely to stage concerts.
On that basis Consolidated agreed to
continue banlcrolUns its park dances,
(yhich also require no admission.

MCA

faiv(^es

AFMRdi^Vs.
Music Corp. of America's dislike
for the new Mus-Art Agency, set up
several months back by ex-MCAers
Jack Whittemore, Russ Facchine and
Lyle Thayer, with Howard Christensen remaining out of the circle for
the time being, is apparently taking
concrete form for the first time.
MCA has invoked the Infrequentlyused .American Federation of Musicians rule which gives an agency the
right to refuse to do business with
any personal manager to whom it

Record Lending Library
Being Studied in South
Memphis, April 8.
Latest development in the, recording field is the establishment of
record borrowing libraries.
Number of regular old-fashioned book
libraries in South are experimenting
with establishment of record departments from which card-holders can
borrow discs for a Umited time just
as they do tomes.
Jesse Cunningham, head of Cossitt library here, is already making
preparations to include a recording
department in an expansion program for :ivhich bonds were recently
voted In ii special (elects

lenton Cais

Embassy Asks

Of %mim to Diskid

Partial

Dismissal in

%9

Hollywood, April 8,
Stan Kenton signified an intention
last

Song Suit

-

week

of tempcvairily disbanclihg

due to poor healthy and
came aa a bPihbsheU to
General Artists Corp,, his booker;
location and ballroom owners who
have signed contracts for his services up to Aug, 2, and rival agenthereafter
a
Immediately
cies.
action which arose prior to 1943 due scramble started--GAC to tialk the
to the statute of limitations.
maestro out of the idea and the
Decision was reserved by Justice rival agencies to cop dates he iis
Louis A. Valente. Previous motion scheduled to play.
to dismiss the entire complaint was
However, due to pressure from
denied by the court. Suit deals with
GAC and people who had him
an assignment' of rights to "Blue cooked, Kenton has decided to keep
Blaze" by its Writer
Oliver. Both going until Aug. 2, the point to
Washington, April 8.
Embassy and Denton 4t Haskins
for bookHearing the latter part of this claim to have been assigned the song which he is-aJrcady signed
in gxiarmonth or early part of next month by Oliver. Also named as defend- ings that represent $150,000
antees. Then he will vacation. This
has been promised for the two bills ants in the action are Embassy ownavailable for onehim
make
would
which would strengthen the copy- er Tommy Dorsey and BCA-^V'ictor,
nighters and locations already set,
right laws by preventing free playsuch as Frank Dailey's Meadowing of phonograph recprds for profit
brook; Convention Hall, at Asubry
by radio stations, jukeboxes, etc.
Park; Eastwood Gardens, Detroit^ et
Measures were introduced last
ai, all spots where he has done well
January by Rep. Hugh D. Scott, Jr.
at the b.o. duirihg past dates and
(R., Pa.) at the request of Maurice
which are more or less depending on
J, Speiser, general counsel for the
him to repeat
National Assn, Of Performing Art-

SPEISERBlLLSOli

Partial dismissal of the Denton &
Haskins infringement suit over the
song "Blue Blaze," brought recently
against Embassy Music, in N.Y, suprenie court was sought by the defendant last week. Court was asked
to throw out all allegations in the

BIHEARD

his orchestra

the news

:

Pub, 3 Others

ASCAPPacl

lamed in Song

ists,
(American Society of Compos
ers. Authors and Publishers is also
conclusion is iexpected to be interested in securing revenue from
reached by the committees repre- disk boxes for publishers and songSociety
senting the American
of writers, but claims it is not backing
Composers, Authors and Publishers Speiser's bill; it will wait until his
and radio interests on a new con- move is concluded one way or antract until at least September, when other). Senator Edward Martin <R.,
the National Assn. of Broadcasters' Pa.) was asked to introduce the bills
annual convention takes place in in the Senate, but has taken no acAtlantic City, \ Both sides are prob- tion thus far. Bills will be heard by
ing issues which tnust be resolved, a House judiciary sub-committee
via sub-committees, and it'll be at headed by Hep; Earl R. Lewis
least September before anything is (R., C).
done on a contract to replace the
First of the bills would simply
current one, which expires in 1949.
strike from the Copyright Act of
So far only two of the sub-com- 1909 the section reading: "The repromittees liave had huddles, and the duction or rendition of a musical
all-important television committees composition by or upon coin-operwere not among them. Even after ated machines shall not be deemed
ASCAP and tlie networks complete a public performance for profit una final draft of a new contract and less a fee is charged for admission
sign it, ASCAP's job will not be to the_j>lace Where such reproduccompleted. It will then have to line tion or rendition occurs." Knockup individual stations, using the ing out that sentence would ailtoterms of the network agreement as matically make rendition in any
busine.ss
place record machine a
a basis of negotiation.
"public
performance" and hence
subject to fees to th« copyright

No

'

SintbyOsborM

Maestro Will Osborne has begun
action in New York supreme court
against the Campbell-Porgie firm,
JHughie Prince, Dick Rogers and
Mickey Addy, writers of the song,
"It Might Have Been a Different
story,"
C-P's current plug tune.
Osborne claims that the song is his
and that Rogers misappropriated it
for his own use. Rogers at one time
was Osborne's vocalist, later becoming a 'maestro himself.
Papers in the action' were .served
on the publisher and writfers early
this week.
Addy, now working for

Shapiro-Bernstein, had been with
at the time it accepted the song
and had done considerable repair
work on the tune, as a result of
which he was listed as a collaborator, Howeveir, when he left C-P he
signed away hie rights to a third of

Kenton wanted to xtreak up May 2
following the Hippodrome theatre,
Baltimore, and rest until Aug. 15,
then resume. He had been warned
by his doctor tp vacation as soon
as possible or face a possible nervous breakdown.
Incidentally,
whenever Kenton
does take his rest and subsequently
reorganizes, his entire current group
has signified that it will be back
under his baton.

Mis

In

Set Indk IraL

C-P

'

the time.

MudcPobFvm
Mills Music plans to set up a London publishing affiliate aliout the

first of June,' according to Irving
Mills, who returned Friday t4) from
a three-week junket to Britain.
While the British government is unH.R. 1270, aims at
.
derstood to discourage the esteblishregistration and copyright of all
ment of new business ventures there
acoustical recordings and transcripby foreign companies. Mills pointed
tions. This would stiilen the law
out that he's been advised by his atand also prevent radio stations from
torneys that it's okay to proceed
•objects, and the jJtand has involved
playing phonograph records
and
MCA with Christensen and the
with the new branch which will
transcriptions without the
Long hunt for a fuUtime president handle the regular Mills catalog.
Wben it flnally works its way into electrical
in a bitter hassle.
permission of the copyright owners, for Broadcast Music,
Inc., is ended.
Cbristensen recently was called in the northeastern territory late this composers and
While three U. S. music firms
performing artists.
by Tfed Weems to handle the man- month, Harry James' orchestra will Protection here would extend not The $35,000-a-year job, dangled for Leeds, Irving Berlin and E. A. Mormonths
before
Paul
Porter,
former
agement of his band, which has be- play only two or three of the ball- only
ris
have set up English publishing
to records but also to wire re- FCC chairman, before he
finally recome a big b.Q. property via his disk- rooms it played during its rather
house.s, the last two in a.ssaciation
cordings, film, tape, etc.
For
the
jected
it,
accepted
last
was
week
year.
Planby
ing of "Heartaches."
has so far disastrous trip east last
with Louis Dreyfus and Leeds with
first time the recording artists would Carl
Haverlin, Mutual's veepee in
refused to do business with Chris- ning of the tour this way is delibPeter Maurice, Mills said that his
have a firm say in the matter.
charge
of
station
relations'.
as
He'U
tensen on Weems' future dates, erate so as to avoid as much
ASCAP's interest in Speiser's bill actively take over the .assignment organization is not contemplating a
despite the leader's insistence tiiat possible a repetition of last sumsimilar dsaL
His 'Bxm will be a
and moves of its own is due to cen- within a week or so.
be wants Cbristenseni to handle him, mer's b.o. failures, which were sure from
straight branch, owned and opforeign
performance
Haverlin said he will "direct a erated.
and also in the face of the fact that caused partially by bad weather
rights
organizations,
which have
and
parband
continuation" in present BMl polithelatter's contract with Weems has which dogged the
MllLs' trip overseas primarily concomplained
bitterly about the use of
guaranper
night
cies, many of which he had a hand
been filed with the
and ac- tially by his $4,000
cerned ttie disposal of a flock of hot
their member's compositions in diskin laying down during four years
tee, which forced admission prices
cepted by t'lat body.
jazz platters to Electrical Musical
boxes here with no royalty returns.
with the organization prior to going
MCA's attitude seems to be based up too high.
In lihe with his record
Industries.
to Mutual three years ago. ImmediJames' dates are being sold at
on the knowledge that although
activities, Al Brackman joined the
He
u.sual
60%.
against
the
effect
ate
of his acceptance of the
Christensen isn't at' the moment a $2,508
Mills staff this week, shifting over
Deeca Will
presidency will be to free Sydney
part of Mus-Art, he is, in fact, a starts Friday (.11) in Los Angeles,
from his spot as head of Robbins
Ariz.
Tucson,
to
way
Kaye,
who
has actively headed BMI
member of the new organization. working his
Music ad and exploitation division.
as executive veepee, to devote more
MCA's reason for its stand against (14), then through Texas (he plays
Brackman, along with Mills and
time to his private law practice. In
Cliristensen's association with Weems Beaumont,. his home town, April 24).
a reshuffling of titles, Kaye will be the latter's son, Sidney, general proThese dates are booked by Music
For the
is expressed as a fear that in his
fessional manager of the Mills firm,
office,
Dallas
named
v.p.
and
general
coun.sel,
America's
and
contacting of that office on Weems Corp. of
Decca Records will for the first
entrain
for the Coast tomorrow
Y.
the
N.
to
prexy
over
NAB
Justin
Miller,
who
him
also
business he will pick up leads, etc., which hands
time distribute disks carrying a
wore the title of BMI president, will (Thurs.) for huddles. Both Mills
that could be used to advantage if headquarters April 28 at Mobile,
label other than Decca through its
men expect to stay a month while
become board chairman.
Thereafter,
he comes UP various outlets.
Ala.
relayed to .Mus-Art.
circulate
It will
Brackman
will return in about 10
VirCarolinas,
the
Porter was one of several oilered
Christensen has not become active through Georgia,
the Commodore series of jazz redays.
Howard Richmond, former
With Mus-Art for the simple reason ginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania. lea.'ies, which find a rathfSr larjge tiie BMI po.st. Another was Paul
head of the old Robbins Artist Buthat he has personal management While he has been in Texas before, market among iazzophiles.
Milton Morency, general niaiiager of WTiC,
reau,
moved
into Brackman's old
southeastern
played
Hartford, Haverlin, who was v.p. in
contracts with Jimmy Dorsey aiid he has never
Grabler, who joined Decca several
spot at Bobbins.
several other maestroes, and in order dates, hence figures to blaze brightly years ago as a recording director, charge of station relations when he
™ step into Mus-Art he would have in the area.
originated and own.s the Commodore left BMI, has remained on the orhis
has
office
Y.
While MCA's N.
«> forego those arrangements.
Record Co., selling them first from ganization's board of directors while
and had particifules deny the right to be a personal itinerary set, there are several conhis own retail disk .store in New serving at Mutual
manager atid an agent at the same flicting items which must be re- York and later franchising the Lib- pated in the eflorts to line up a man
time.
moved before the tour can definitely erty and other record shops in for the presidency; When fellow BMI
play
will
James
directors
recently suggested that
be locked up.
N. Y. to handle them.
After
locatioas.
Haverlin
himself
ought
Wayne Varnum, head of the
nor
to toke the
neither theatre
Decca's deal with Gabler via
he finishes in the east, MCA's Cleve- which the former's 42 U. S. dis- a.ssignment, ,he waved them away. Columbia Records publicity departhim
He was happy at Mutual, he said. ment in New York, resigned 'last
land and Chicago offices pick
tributors, plu.s foreign outlets, will
one-nightfinally
prevailed
brief
But
he
was
upon.
week
to go into business for himself.
for
up in succes.sion
handle the Commodore disks, inback to
Immediately BM.I announced "ap- Christine Edwards, with Columbia
er strings. He may then go
cludes an option by which Decca
Stevens Music, set up last year by
Coast via more one-nighters m can purchase the firm. Whether it propriate step.s" will be taken to Cor some time both in N. Y. and
maestro Charlie Spiyak and Jack the
Bridgeport,
the home of See, replacea.
Texas.
will pre.ss Commodore di.sks is not increa.se the number of directors of
JJsteld, formerly with Morris Music,
BMI, ill order to relieve Kaye of She was formerly with Gohscilidated
disclosed, but it probably will.
may be sold within the
Radio Artists. Seena Hamilton will
next couple
WinTiing Amateur Fight
(jablcr founded ConnnOdore in his preiient responsibilities and also
weeta. Osfeld. who experienced a
will work in N. Y., her
a.s.si.st
She
pos.sible for M.utual to con1938. making his disks with various make it
Amsterdam, March 25.
Pnysieal collapse around
activities coming under the superthe first of
jazz musicians avail- tinue to be represented on the board.
.ine year on
Long campaign that the Nether- outstanding
vision of .John Birge. who lieads the
the Coast, i.s unable to
time he .schedules a ses- Havcrlin's successor at MBS has not
Wntinue handling both tlic business lands Organization of Musicians and able at the
combined
and publicity divisions.
ad
*
extremely suc- Ijocn named.
waged against the prac- sion. He has been
Returning with Haverlin to BMI
Varnum takes Beryl Reubcn.s, also
°5 P'j'fe.s.sional. end o£ the new firm. Artiste has
project
amateurs and .scmi- ee.s.sful with this
.several deals have been tice; of hiring
liis .secretary
o£ the past seven from the Columbia .stalT, with him,
is
bearing fruit.
a^scusfsed for
the .sale of Stevens. pros is at last
for
.vears.
Chetkin.
Mildred
She's the along with Marvin Dragcr, Columbia
Duke Kllington orchestra set
municipalitie.s now pro.8 probable that
OsfSd would slay " Some
two weeks at Giro's Hollywood, si.stor-in-law of Arthur Simon, g.m. photo editor. The three form a partiof WLIB, N. Y,.
nership,
"'^^"^
.
.opening ,^ay ,2a at ^,000 per,

holders.
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10 Best Sheet Sellers

Opbeat

(Week

Anniversary Song.
... .'.
Heartaches
Linda
Glocca Morra
Managua Nicaragua
It's a iGood Day
I'll Close My Eyes.
.

.

.

Mam'Selle

You

.

.

.

.

.

How

.

.

.

ute Keynote disks in midwest

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

... Rocky Carr farmed put Blue
Moods vocal grbup to Loii Capone
Group of outstanding pazz musicians and vocalists has joined various jazz critics in denouncing Es.

.

'

.

•

.

,

Jack Egan,
lornier Tommy Dorsey flack and
later Alvino Rey manager, in N.Y.
on Spike Jones biz.
Apollo Records inked songster
Billy Daniels and William "Cat"
Claude HopAnderson's -band
kins newly organized quintet with
femme vocalist Rena Collins, waxing
for Diamond Records, open for season.- May 29 at the Ausable Chasm
hotel. Ausable Chasm, N. Y.
Ralph Melendez rhumba outfit into

Warren Pearl

split

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Leon

&

Eddie's,

N

Y.,

April

.

.

18.

new

orchestra debuted at Horace Heidt's Trianon.
Zito cut short his rehearsals last
week for five-day honeymoon with
June Haver. .Frank Stacy
bride,
talking of forming a small combo
here for d is k i n g. .Red Norvo in

Jimmy

Zito's

.

.

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

engagement since becoming a
Bill LeRoy band
network star
se;t to open Decoration Day at Pines,
where maestro was featured for long
.

down

for the

.

is

summer

Donohue's Mountain VieW; N.

J.

taking ho more chances on arousing the commercial

for all guest soloists
ire of temperattental artists. It has set a uniform fee
ones. Followmg
that will hold for the forthcoming searon and subsequent
fee given Jascha
the- wrangle caused last year over the reportedly upped
Under those
Heifetz it was decided to proclaim a standard fee for all.
conditions it is Very probable that Artur Rubenstein. one of last season's

annoyed will appear again— after reportedly declaring last season during
oral
the Heifetz incident that he would never again play the Bowl. An
agreement has been reached with him and all that^ remains is for the
artist to for-ward

a written contract.

Additional data on the Ted Weems "Heartaches" disk: At the time the
was made years ago the writers of the tune were very unhappy
with Weems' rendition. They felt he ruined whatever chance the disk
which
niight have had then by doing it at the peculiar rhythmic pace
success.
has been more responsible than anything for the disk's current
They felt he should have done it as a ballad. Too, according to Ail
Weem.s, General Artists exec, who played the trumpet solo on the di.sk, it
was a "filler" on a record date. It was done as a fOurth tune because the

disking-

band had nothing

.

years.

Uruguay, smallest of the markets,
has an average year's demand for
only about 60.000 record.s, say Connmerce Department, with the U. S.
and Argentina as the principal
sources.

^

•
,

.

Sam Goldwyn okayed a Briti.sh song in.spired by his Academy Award
Song, which carries the .same title
film. "The Best Years of Our Lives."
as the picture, has been bought by the Chappell group. It will be making
its debut in a few weeks under the Sterling Mu.sic banner and is iiow
airmailing its way to New "York lor U, S. publication.
Jack Fishman. news editor of one of the biggest Sunday,.newspapers in
(They recently
London, and songwriter Peter Hart, wrote the tune,
teamed up to write a musical show.)
'

Spike Jones, currently on a one-niglit "concert" tour with his "Mu.sical
Depreciation"; unit, which has grO.ssed more than |225,000 (after b.o. taxes
in 27 dates in the midwest, apparently doesn't miss a fiiiahcial bet on his
booking.s.
His crew sells souvenir programs with pictures, biographies,,
etc., for 50c apiece; hawl!:s miniature saxophones stamped with his name,
small popgunsi, also iabel.s. and a host of other to,v.Si etc., which may have
some connection with his outfifs kilchenrtype instrumcniatioh.

ByKirstenHagstad
Philadelphia. April 8.
When Kirsten Flagstad appears
at the Academy of Music April 22
for a scheduled concert, thei'e will
be a protest meeting against her
going on in another part of the
building. Foyer ot the Academy has
been rented by a group of liberal
organizations for a rally against La
Flagstad. In front Will be a picket
line with representatives of labor,
veteran and liberal groups, who
have invited Waller Wirichell to address their meeting.
John Lewi.s, president ot the
Academy and a noted liberal leader
Philly. has promised that the
in
picket line in 'ront of the Academy
"will not be interfered with." However, he refused to rescind permission for the concert to be held. Flagstad's appearance here is under the
aegis of George Engles, of Consoli'

dated Artists in

A

—

At any

"April Shower.s" is the second time ffolting a revival ride via tlie "Jolson
Tune, written by Buddy DcSylva and Lou Silvers, was published
Al1921. It is from the musical "Bombo" in which,Al Joli-on made it,
though tunc has had a slight surge in April for years, Waxings by Jolsoii.Guy Lombardo, Dennis Day and Sammy Ka.ve are this year pusiilng it into
hit proportions, Sohg has hit the top fifteen in Britain as well as in this
country.

rate,

Brooks' new

Ryan, who's been knocking about
as a single in theatre and nitery
dates since his service exit as well

outfit is

excellently attuned to postwar needs
it should go far with, as was
said above, the' proper push. It works

and

as handling an enterprise of his own
an unbelievably easy dance —the Sapphire Room, in Jackson
beat, which probably can be at- Heights, L, I., is a personable leader
tributed to the fact that it is not so who spares no opportunity to iise his
overloaded with musicians as to get sugary tenor to sweeten pop ballads.
in it.s own way; uses smartly modern, Fullness of sax section is emphasized
but at the same time commercial ar- .while two of the- reedmen occasionrangements; never blasts uncomfort- ally dOuble on clarinets. Handled by
ably (apparently having had a ceil- the Frederick Bros., band is set here
ing placed on bra.ss writing), and all for five weeks with options. Its small
in all
endowed with more class size reflects an obvious attempt to
than has been heard in a new band hold down the nut.

with

i.'S

in

months.

EDDY HOWARD ORCH.

Another unusual angle to this band
IS that on opening night, with most
of a hefty house composed of music
tradespeople, there was a constant
tendency to stand around and listen
to
individual -arrangements.
Miss

(14)

With Jack Osfeld
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
Eddy Howard, who hit the top of
- coin-machine meter last year
the
with his "To Each His Own" recording, prior to which he was more or

Stanley, etc. And a constant readiness to applaud
ordinary dance
tunes; In the latter, however, there
is one fault that can be corrected to
improve the outfit further; its ballad
efforts arc too slowly plaved for

a Chicago territorial favorite,
a fine buy for just about any type

less
is

of -spot outside

which

of jump

now few and

-are

locations,

between

fair

(bontihtiea on page 54)

New

York.

R^^^^ AudieiKes
Peatman, Director.

A

Sunday Kind

April

Survey Week of March 28-April 3, 1947
of Love. ...............
, ,
. .
....
.
.

,

,

Song— t"Jolson Story"...
....... Z'.
Showers— t"Jolson Story".....,,,..,..,.

Anniversary

Beware

My

"
.

Petfer Maurice
.."ivrood

Harms

.

.

Heart

"

'peist

;

^"=^1 You

;

,

.

.

.

"

:

:

Do You Love Me Just As Much As Ever;
Love You For Sentimental Reasons

;shapiro-B

.Goldmine

I

,

Duche.ss

,

,

Guilty.

Fgj.i

Heartaches
How Are Things In Glocca Morra--«''Finian's Bainlww^^^^

Leeds

This Isn't Love-~'*"Pinian's Rainbow". ...............
I'll Close My Eyes...........

If

Takes Time

It
It's

a

Good Day

,..

Linda

...

Managua Nicaragua
Maybe You'll Be There
My Adobe Hacienda
(There Is)
Oh, But I

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.Maurice

...... .London.
....Capitol.

.Morris

.

Encore

."'

Triangle
.Southern

'

•

No Greater Love.

.World
..Witmark

Do^f "Time, Place, Oiil"..... .. .....7.
Oh Why Did I Ever Leave Wyoming?. ..,,,.,',.».

.Feist

Sonata

Where

I

Came

.Ci*awford

.,,

In

.

,

.Oxford
..Bobbins

,

This Lstlie Night

GALE AGiiCf MAPS

.Jefferson

Too Many Times

ON THE COAST

OFFICE

I^est

The top 30 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coverage Index Survey pj Popular Music Broadcast
over Radio Neivsorks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G.

That's

Gale Agency intends to set up a
branch office in Hollywood later this
month, if office space can be found.
Billy Shaw, one of the partners in
the agency with Moe Gale, its
founder, and frere 'Tim Gale, goes
west April 19 to look for the requirements.

Who will staff the Coast branch
it it is established i.s not
yet decided. It will be the first attempt by Gale, incidentall.v. to set
up another office: heretofore, evoryhas
been handled out of New
thihg
York.when and

.

We

.......
Could Make Such Beautiful Music
.

.

.

.

,

.

,

Am 1 Gonna Do About You?—t"Ladies
When Am I GOnna Kiss 'You Good Morning

What

Advanced
..BMI

......

.

,

Man"

..Paramount
..Martin
..Morris

You can Take My Word For It Baby .............
You Can't see the Sun When You're Crying,

.George Simon

.

The reviaininci 22 sonys of the week, from the copyrighted Avdience'
Coreruge Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast On Radio Networks..
Published by the Office of Research. Inc., Dr. John G, Peatman. Director.
A Rainy Night In Rio— t"Time, ,Place, Girl'',
.Witmark
After Graduation Day
Among ly^ Souvenirs.
Ahbther Night Like This^.
Girl That I Marry^<-"Anni©. Get Your,
.

.

,

.

Chappell

Gun"

Believe— t"lt Happened

I

Can't Believe

I

Gotta Gal I Love— i"Ladies Man''...,,.,,
Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode Away ..

I

Weems, Mercury Sign

,

Brooklyn";.,.
Was All Makc-Believe. .

It

Chicago. April

Ted
hasn't
years,

8.

.Weems
had

a

orchestra,
which
rocordiiig contract in

in

Want To Thank Your Folks
It Might Have Been a Different Story
It's Dreamtime

sighed, with Mercury here
is for an undisclosed
term. Firsi records will be made
within the next few weeks.
Interest in Weems, who has been
working the College Inn. Sherman
hotel, here, was heiglitened by his
hit recording ot "Heartaches," which
he made for both RCAr Victor and
last

week. Deal

Al Wilde. Moe Gale agency press agent, i.s rosponsilile for trumpeter
Erskine Hawkins being slated to do a Gabriel today (Wednesday) at the
openhvu of tlie Ringling circus at Madison Square Garden. Hawkins is
supposed to toot in the lion cage during the opening performance. The
Dccca.
lion.-, are just supposed to listen, like everybody else.

,

My

Pretty Girl
Pos.sum Song

. .

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

,

, .

,

.O.xford

,

.

.-.

.

t Filmiisicai.

*

Lesyit Mitstcol.

.

Republic

.H. Warren
Cra ford
..Bartoti

.

,

.Sanlly-.To.y

.

,

.

.

.

.C-P

.

.

.

Old '-Devil Moon— ''"Fiijian's Rainbow";
,.
Roses In the Rain
..,
,
That's the Beginning of the End.
To Me— v"Fabulous Dorseys"
Who Cares What People Sav
;....
Why Did It Have To End So Soon.
You'll Alwa.vs Be the One I Love.
You'll Know When It Happens.
;
.

.BVC
.Famou.s
,Robbins.

,

.

.......
,

.Berlin
-Sinatra

,

.

.

,

,

Harms
Marks

.T. B.
,,

,

I

I

-

,

comparatively remote Class

thi.s

—

'

Story."

(9)

blonde, and Harry Prine's baritone, dine and dancery in the farthest
reaches of PlatlJUsh. Leaving Kaye
whicl" 's oonvinciiig.
iBaek When Brooks started iii^ own in 1943, Ryan fronted Blue Barband, he had the same ideas which ron's band for six months before
sidemen-turned- going in the service for a two-year
nunieroiis
other
Hence, he's no novice at
rhaestros had developed— a penchant stretch.
batoning./
fOi' prbving; to the, righteous '( jazzopliiles to ybu) that his band coViW
Here at the eOO-.<!eat Rdadside,
blast, 'em over with the best. He Which Maksik started as a hot dog
.struggled and starved,
Now, he's Stan* nine years ago, Ryan has asgotten smart and in' the pi'ocess ap- senibled an aggregation of youthful
parently found out what five brass, sidemen who need plenty of refotn- sax and tHiee thj^hm could do hearsing. Comprising four reed, two
instrumentation comparable with brass and three rhythm, band's style
the old Benny Goodman outfit which is definitely on the .sweet side and
many consider the greatest band ever it takes no tune detective to note
the similarity to Kaye's style.
put together.

Songs With

ToPitePhiByDate

else to cut.

iii

TOMMV BTAN OHCH

Ben IVIakslk's Roadside, Brooklyn
Former vocalist with Samniy
Kaye, Tommy Ryan debuted a new^
ly-organized combo recently at

Liberal Orgs Plan

.

Inside Stuif-^rdiestras-Miisic
Hollywood Bowl

Ecuador has been importing some
U. S. records but our product runs
into stiff corhpetition with the cheap
Laf in- American output. Brazil, Chile
and Argentina are tire chief producing nations .south of the border,
with
Argentines
muscling
the
strongly into the market in various
Latin nations during the past two

.

time before going into service
Jack Olsen orch, just flnished with
two-month at Club Belvedere, playing some dates in the territory beat

aboiit i,400i00(l records,
52'; are produced from

.

.

local

,

Of

which

light Brazilian mu.sic.''

.

.

8.

imported
matrices.
In
addition
about 400,000 records are imported.
Chief demand is for "dance and

.

Ouitarist
the Mercur Music Bar
"Frank Scharbo has left the Buddy
Martin unit to take a trio p£ his
o"wn into the Club LuMarba
Skip Nelson back singing with his
old boss, Piccolo Pete at Johnny
Brown's Club, for a while
Eugenie Baird back to the old home
town, at Terrace Boom, for first

fore settling

.

:

duction

.

.

.

Hollywoodl
*

.

Washington. April

Joe Mooney Quartet opened fourweek run Monday (7) at Ankara,
alternating with Jimmy Spitalny
Harry Walton doing piano
band
solos at Hollywood Show Bar while
rehearsing new 12-pieee dance outused to have a foursome at
fit. He
.

(a) is obviously cheaper
to operate (b) sounds like a larger
band (c) looks smart, (d) works
beautifully and (e) is equipped with
an excellent front line in Brooks'
great trumpet talent, the selling and
singing of Aileen Stanley, Jr., a cute

which

.self,

Brazil,

.

.

-

•

.

Record sales are on the upbeat in
Ecuador and Uruguay, reports U. S; Department of Commerce.
Department Officia].s say
Brazil has kn annual domestic pro-

.

.

;„

.

Pittsburgh

quire mag's recent Jazz book
Diamond disk firm marks its first
S6nny Dunham
anni this week
and personal manager
orchestra
.

.

.

Are 01 Upbeat

•

.

.

,

A. Disk Sales

S.

after closing at Blackhawk April
Cab Calloway On one night
8
stand at Savoy Ballroom May 16
Teddy Phillips takes over helm at
Aragon for month'starting May 13

for start of Columbia picture chore

.

.

,

.

erick Brothers' stable split six weeks
summer booking at Omaha's
ol
Rvfss Carlyle does
Peony Park
midwest one-nighterg all of April

Boogie" writer, in charge of pop, recording for Continental Records

.Simon

.

Witmark

.

Herbeck, George Winslow, Billy
Bishop and Ray Peai:! all of Fred-

Tony Pastor orchestra flies to Coast
from Washington, D. C, April 20

.,

.

.

,

.

.

.

General
Life to Live Over
That's Where I Came In. Bobbins
.Barton
Roses In Rain.
Feist
Wyoming
No Greater Love. ... ..Republic;

Will Osborne moves into Last
Frontier for two-week .stint beginPhil Levant, Ray
ning April 15

.

.

Showers...,

April

Chicago

.

.

Disk jockey Fred Bobbins (WOV.
N.Y., and Columbia Records CBS
showX filmed lor Columbia "Thrill
of Music" series with Bay Anthony
orchestra. and Johnny De.smond
Vaughn Horton, "Choo Choo Ch'-

......

it's

Miss Stanley, seemingly a new
comer, does an excellent job Com

'

Nat Brandwynne
Keynote records, recently taken fic Northwest
over by John Hammond and Robert starts stand at Flamingo. Las Vegas,
Benny Carter ha.s reorMcKinney, has named Max Lipin, of April 24 .
dicker is on for
execuand
here,
as
Detroit;
ganized
Allied Music Sales,
.Tames Wilfiam Morris to- rep IV-man .crewtive v.p. in charge of sales.
H. Martin Co., Chicago, will distrib,

Maurice

•

..Feist
. .Feist

.

.

Baby."

.

For Sentimental; Reasons, .Leeds
.Peer
My Adobe Hacienda
"
,ShaiMro-B
Blc.-'s You.
Feist
Egg and I

.

Mulliner set for stand starting April
Memphis. .Dick
Claridge,
at
l8
Webster, GAC coast booking chiefi
made veepee of agency.
Morris'
William
Jack Archer,
Coast band-bpoker, afoot again after
Bobbout with virus pneumonia
Pacithrough
gigging
Sherwood
by

,

-

'

there.

pletely uninhibited, she sells novel
ties like a veteran. Prine ably carries
the ballad load and looks well too
She is, incidentally, the 18-year old
daughter of Aileen Stanley, the one
would pull the band business from time vaude singing headllner.
the b.o. morass it has been anchored
This band has all the ingredients
in chiring the past six or eight necessary to, help itself and the band
months.
busittess fienerauy. It needs only as
Brooks' qualifications are tlje.se: a mentiohed above, the chance.
Wood,'band composed of 12 men plus him-

Capitol
. .

complete comfort. Otlierwise

{IX)

Jr.

Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y.
This is the Ideal postwar band.
Given half a chance via proper
recording and exploitation push—
with the emphasis on the formerit can go a long way toward sohdifying a trend already started that

Ma.yfair

Crawford
Encore

S'icond JO

.

Coitio later ; vNqrman Granz' "Jazz
at -the Philharriiomc" unit will do
six dates at. Carnegie Hall during
the summer as part of the Carnegie
Eddy Arnold,
Pop Concert series
wrote
'•The Tennessee Plowboy,"
Much i tipye Yflu,
"That's

.

Can't See Sun.

With AUe«n Stanley,

Lee4s

Guiltv

.

BANDY BROOKS OKCH

.Mood

.

1M7

Band leviews

April 5)

Eiidingi,

town, sporting btight orange' chin-

New York

piece... Jan Savitt into Ciro'."s FriDel Coui'tney o>'chesti-a .set for
Edgewater Beach, Chicago, Aug, 1 to day (11). ..Al Donahue set for string
"JVIusical of spring proms in Texas col11... Spike Jones'
Sept.
Depreciation" unit heads into south- leges... Chuy Reyes' rhumba crew
ern one-nighters in May. .Sammy h.o.'ing at Mocambo for another twp
Kaye interested in the Johnny Both- stanzas. .Henry Bus.se will play
well orchestra and may back it Wa.shington State Prom. April 26,
flnaiicially, ..Bob Che.ster orchestra and has-been set May 16-24 at RainThen
shifted from Music Corp. of America bow Rendezvous, SvM. Lake.
to General Artists. .Boyd Raebuvn band
jumps to Chi's Edgewater
orchestra into Paramount theatre, Beach for seven weeks' stand, startMerry Macs now
N. Y., May 21 with Buddy Clarke ing June 13
find Marion Hutton. .Sonny Dun- vocalizing with Tommy Peder.son's
ham works the Par behind Perry new orchestra on Coast gigs. ..Dick

.

...

VfclneBjay, April 9,

40

'

. .
,.,
.

.

.ABC

.

.Doivey Bros.

.

.Harms

,

.

,

w

,

.

.

.

.Berlin
.Sinatra

Bourne

'

Wednesday, Aprfl 9,

1^7
Ind. Promoter

ASCAP Pub Oasdlbtioii Gnwp
To Meet Weekly
Publishers classification comnuttee-t
American Society of Com-

of tiie

jiosers, Authors and PubliSherss has
at long last begun- the re-measuring

all

ivaUability ratings of publisher

members. Meetings of the last two
weeks prepared tor the oft-promised
problem of straightening out avail-

to Iron

Indianapolis, April 8.
Lorin H. Kiely, Evansville, Ind.,
crinnnal lawyer and former theatrical promoter, - pleaded guilty to a

Ratu^s

mounting in popularity due
admission tax money covering seven-

that's

chiefly to the

month

period, but protested through
attorney the amount was incorrect

poser,

Case referred to- court probation
officer for further investigation by

Helmy

Judge Sobert C: SaltzeU,

BASIE EEIEWS

.
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WIU

mi 3 YEAES

Count Basie, who has during the
months been variously
reported as having signed a publishing deal with Bobbins Music and
Burke-Van Heusen, renewed an
agreement with Bregman, Vocco &
Conn last week. New deal is for
three years, and while the details
of the arrangement 'are undisclosed
it's claimed to be better financially
than his last pact, which returned
Bobby Mellin, general professional the maestro between $8,000 and
manager of Broadcast Music's own $9,000 armually.

Mellin Sets

of all availability points among 14
publishers, while gome 171 hold the

remaining 24%, will be arranged so
that squawks will be fewer.

past several

Spivak B.O. Which

Smnmer

Own BMIPub

New York

new

and
least
confidence
at
have brightened the outlook someiwhat. Biggest shot in arm biz has
received was recent one-nite trek up
and down Coast by Stan Kenton.
Orchestra played 21 spots and on
18 went into percentage. It has been
about three years since a crew regularly di"ew such attendance everywhere. After setting a customer
high at Avodoh ballroom here with
month stand during February, Ken-

«eds

Maps New

ASCAP Rate Move
Leeds 'Mu^ic,

rebuffed

the

for

contact staff, breaks away
Basie's prior deal with BVC had fourth time by the American Society
from the parent organization May 2 expired in 1943 and since then he of Composers, Authors and PublishHolland Pressing Plant to go into a publishing venture of had been unaffiliated. However, ers in its quest for a higher availhis own, financially backed by BMI.
during that period he had continued ability-point rating, apparently
Continental Records, one of the
He 'is setting up Mellin Music with to give BVC all material developed hasn't given up. Firm officially was
indie
firms
in
the
New
York
many
a song titled "There's That Lonely and recorded by
him. With the new notified that its latest argument for a
area, reveals it is preparing to conFeeling Again" on a deal somewhat
contract, everything tossed to feVC raise, made two Weeks ago by owner
struct a pressing plant in Holland
similar to that of many other pubto serve Europe. Emery Rozsa, na- lishing firms that went into business during that time legally becomes the Lou Lievy to the Society's publisher
firm's
property.
the
firm,
is
classification committee, had been
manager
of
sales
tional
with BMI assistance.
rejected. And it algeady has begun
pkedded to leave for Holland within
Mellin is taking with him, from
laying plans for a new angle of attwo weeks to solidify plans for a the BMI staff in N. Y., George Lee
tack.
factory to cost $75,000 with a month- and Julie Chester.
Jerry Lester, Avodon In Sweat To
disks.
of
50,000
production
ly
Leed.s is currently at 750 points.
who had been headquartered in N. Y.
Where Continental wiU get the for (Freddy) Martin Music, has left
It had been raised to 1,000 twice beReplace Chas. Barnet fore by ASCAP's appeals board and
materials to put up a factory in -war- that post to cover Chicago for MeltBm Europe isn't explained.
subsequently booted back to 750 by
Hollywood, April 8.
No replacements have been
lin.
Avodon
ballroom
it
has
no
finds
the Classificatiph committee.
named as yet.
Mellin's move, which he has been band this month and now is>scamperJantzea Beach, Portland, anxious to make for months, was ing around to grab one. Charlie
finally okayed last week during a Barnet had been pencilled in for four

To Feature Name Bands

Portland, Oregon, April 2.
Under Boy Carpenter, new manager for Jahtzen Beach Park, the
Northwest*s $1,000,000 playground,
name bands will be featured in the
Golden Canopied Ballroom during

coming summer season. The
park opened April 5 for weekends
with daily operation after May 1.

meeting of the

SCHWARTZ

BMI

director board.

mm

week

10OG

2OTi

Los Angeles, April 8.
Schwartz lost his $100,000

Jean

20th-Fox,
damage
suit
against
The Pacific northwest's only large George Jessel, producer, and Mrs.
amusement center. Jantzen's has Irving Netcher, his former wife who

new rides and renovated the old ones. Additional parking space, badly needed last year,
has been provided.

Tk® ti®w®%f release of
this beffiafiful baiSad

MY GAL SAL
MILLS BROS,
on Decco
Available

All Material

PAULI PIONEER MUSIC CORP.

WATCH

THIS lALLAO!

WAT'S MY DESm
--—

—MIUS—

NEW 'COMEDY SOM@

HIT

BAGIAGALOOP
(Makes tove on da StMpI
-Mills

•

Prasjram

with

th» Standard

NOSTALGIC

HELLOt

MAGIC

SWAHEE HELLO!

MILLS MUSIC,
1i19 Brooiiwdy.

'
^

Hem

IBS.
Yorh If

ABE OLMAN

weekends, teeing April 11, but when
breezed in from east last
to form a crew for date, he refused to play Sunday matinees unless given extra coih;
Barnet contends Mu^ic Corp. of
Amerida did not apprize him that he
was expected to appear on Sunday
afternoons.
Avodon contends that
MCA should have told batoneer, as
agency -was aware mats are policy at
terpalace. Barnet request' for extra
money was summarily brushed off
by baUropm, and now spot has no
band set and Barnet no Coast "
Jjookleader

'DOLLY' SUIT vs.

the

added several

achieved note during her stage career as Roszika Dolly, of the Dolly
Sisters.

Schwartz, a songwriter, declared ing as yet.
the defendants had. damaged him to
the extent of $100,000 by leaving
him out of the 20th-Fox fllmusical,
Darryl F.
"The Dolly Sisters."
Zanuck, studio chief, testified that
Schwartz had been paid $2,000 for
his rights, and that the studio Was
within ite legal rights in employing
dramatic rights in filmihig a biographical picture. Judge Campbell,
in L. A. federal court, directed a
verdict in favor of the defendants.

'Fabulous Dorseys'

...
ilOEBIHS

eral weeks, providing TD
that long at his terpalace.

London, April

tinue to open up On weekends only.
Palladium, incidentally, is m;iking
an unprecedented bid for biz by
free admission from 6-7:30 p. m.
nitely along with purchase Of the
$1.50 dinner.
.

One-nite
promoters
definitely
show no interest in bands seeking
high, guarantees. They wctle forced
to this expediency months ago When
most found they were losing with
established names and realized they
could buy any oatune troupe for
?500.

Bob

Wills,

Spade Cooley,

Bishop Snags Plum

In
declaring judgment against
Hylton, court declared that provisions made by Hylton to his wife
were On a '^generous icale.'f

Name bands obviously are going
have to shrink asking prices if
they want to compete out here.

HEAR THE
SENSATIONAL

GOOD LUGK SONG

8.
|

at
Billy Bishop orchestra, current
Hotel Peabody, landed a choice plum
connection with ttie visit ot
in
Mississippi
the
to
Truman
President
Delta early in May.
Bishop band, which will be
flown
Chii;ago at that time, will be
:

m

i

"MA-H-Z-E-L
AILEEN STANLEY
Manager and Coach

Personal

1619 Broadway,

New

York

.

it will
to Greenville, Miss., where
reception
play for the presidential
and banquet at Greenville Country

Tex

of the gate.
to

|

Memphis, April

T.

Tyler and half a dozen otlier cactusAfter a threeeday trial, suit by chanter crews have been getting all
Florence Ennis Hylton, wife of the the dates they can handle throughproducer and former band maestro out the state, and in the Hollywood
Jack Hylton, was decided in favor area western-stomping halls here,
of Mrs. Hylton. She claimed moneys which now total nine. Not only is
due her by the impresario under an $500 tops for any such crew, such
agreement termed "spendable in- as Wills', but Tubbs has been playcome."
ing for no guarantee and but 50%
8.

Of SENSATIONAL

lingers

spot hereabouts save Ca.sino since
he and T, D. bought .spot several
years ago.

8.

SCORB

1 SIT FDR SUPPORT

being slowly restored by ohe'hight
runs .such as Spivak's and Kenton's
things are looking up a bit. Biz may
bloom tliis summer, or so it's hoped,
but it's not likely to touch peaks of
past years. In San Diego, Mission
BeaCh won't uise names, and rival
Pacific Square ha.s Saturday-niteonly plans: Here, Trianoii and Meadowbrook still labor along with local scale crews over weekends, and
have no plans at present to restore
name policies. Tommy Dorsey plans
to take over himself at his Ca.sino
GarderCs through the hot months,
and the Avodon owme^s will con-

APOLLO RECORD

The JD booking long has been
expected, as Palladium panjandrum
Maury Cohen has been angling for
BooJcing
band for some time.
marks first time he has played any

May

,"

Big

Kenton followed closely a good
tour by Charlie Spivak who, when
he closed at Palladium here in midFebruary, undertook 19 Coa.st dates
at $1,500 against -60% and went into
percentage takes six times.
Agencies liave been having a grim
time of it. However, with confidence

SENSATIONAL

months at spot, the two crews would
be poised against each other for sev-

Club,

'

MRS. HYLTON

Still

hit the highways at $1,750
guarantee per ($1,500 if any promoter linked up three dates running.) Band averaged about $2,000
night per take, in Portland snagging $3,749 as its end and $3,723 in
Seattle. This has had cheering effect
on ops and whereas they were niici.
ing agencies roundly on almost all
name crews for relatively high coin,
the terpalace potentates at least are
now lending an eaiv

ton

MURPHY SISTER

Hollywood, April 8.
Possible boxoffice battle between
the bands of Tommy and Jimmy
Late last
Dorsey looms here.
week J. D. wa» finally set for
five weeks at the Palladium, starting
Since T.D. is planning to
Sept. 2.
reorganize his orchestra here around
mid-May and restore his Casino
full-week
to
ballroom
Gardens
policy, staying approximately four

|

Mmie

Presage

On

Opposing L.A. Marquees

I'M IN

The h/i^j
FOR LOVE

May

Spurt; Oaters

Hollywood, April 8.
Although name-band playing time,
on both one-nighters and locations,
doesn't look good in Far West for
coming summer season, events of
past few weeks have given operators

Up

•

Planning

Continental

by Kenton,

criminal information charging failure to report Federal amusement

Frankie Laine Recording tax receipts in Federal Court here
last week.
Kiely, who sponsored
Revives Another Oldie name band and sports events at
"That's My
fcesire,"
an oldie Evansville and in Kentucky, was
charged as delinquent on $4,173 in

Frankie Laine (Mercury) waxing, resulted in its comBerlin Music staff arranger
Kresa, being called on the
carpet before prexy Berlin to learn
will be conducted virtuajly every
why he didn't give his own firm first
weeli for as long as necessary.
crack at it.
Job the committee, composed of
Kresa, with Berlin some 22 years,
the 12 publisher members of ASCP's explained he'd
written
"Desire"
director board, is facing isn't easy
som^ 16 years ago with- Carroll
since the line of demarcation be^
Loveday, and it was originally pubt ween just another pop song and a
lished by the old Sterling Music Co.,
so-called "standard" song, which inwhose catalog has since been abcreases the value ot individual catasorbed by Mills.
logs and decides their etVaUabiiitypoinl value, is extremely difficult
However,
when
comthe
to draw.
mittee completes th§ job, it's hoped
that the current distribution of 76%
ability affairs and alleviating the
plethora of beefs the Society has
withstood tn the past year, iVIeetings

Qmd

Snagged

On B.O. Tax Delinquency Coast 0|)s

Harry Moss Agency For Theatres and Clubs

:
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ORCBBSTRAS-BIVSIC
British Best Slieet Sellers

Pligfers laMe"

(Week-Ending April

.

.

Payola Racket

.

I

Call

Zip-a-Dee-Do-Pah
,

BoM

BiuKl

.

2.72,')

3

725
825

2,900
21,190

21

&

17,150
20,700

Eiaine

.

Sun

Chicago

.

.

,

.

.

.

r,

.

.Victoria

well; slight increase to 4,400.

Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 405; $2-$2.60 min.).

made

Holy Week

inroads; slipped to 3,100.

Iferbie Fields (College Inn. Sherman; 900;' $2-$3.50 min.). Ted Weems
and Dorothy Lewis closed Thursday (3) and Fields bowed in next day4.300, slightly off.

;

.

Sooner or .Later.
Dream Again. ...... .Box
.

MPCE

,

.

.

.

.

.Sun

& Cox

iaii Agcys. litlass
;

lacli Oiler Ii Coast

such a hot potato

(CWcasfo)

Friday

Location Biz Piracy
Hollywood, April

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Kuss Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500;4.$2-$2.50 min.). Final week down to 3,500.
Don Davis (Chez Paree; 650: $3.!50 min'.). Gay Claridge with Eleanor
Powell down at close Thursday (3) to 4,700. Lena Home and Don Davis
heads new show, which opened Friday (4).
Easter week gave .slight
Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2i50 min.).
downward trend to 3,700,
Buddy Moreno (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). George Olsen held firm with
16,500 up to closing Thursday (3 ). Buddy Moreno, local fave, took over
»

(4).

Benny StrdnK (Trianon;
with

15,000.

'

$0.90-$1.15 adm.).
Held up jvell on last week
Followed by perennial fave Art Kassel Elaster Sunday,

8.

Winter-long slump in band biz
has stimulated agencies into making
to Use DX-ers
wholesale raids on each others' locations, and in the melee no holds
To Soviet by
are barred. As the largest bookerj-,
Music Corp. of America is far more
Benny Goodman's recorded shows
East I® Reorg Orch vulnerable
than any rivals and prob- to be beamed at the Soviet by the
Ina Ray Hutton is due east soon ably as a consequenc it has had its U.
S. State Department beginning
to reorganize her orchestra. She has standbys considerably slimmed.
next Monday (14) will be used
been spt at the Strand theatre, N. Y.,
In. late February, General Artists daily on WNEW, N. Y., starting the
opening May 2i ^with singer Phil
Corp. eased MCA out of St. Francis following week (21). Programs will
Brito:
setting Hal get a daily IS-minute.slpt.
hotel, San Francisscb,
Miss Hutton has been resting at
Goodman was named corisultlng
Pruden orchestra tic 20 weeks. MCA
her Hollywood home since last fall,
retaliated
by muscling William director of pop-music shows being
when she disbanded due to poor Morris out of same town's Palace shortwaved to Russia last week. He
for
the
health. She had been dated
hotel, which Morris had had for five and assistants will oversee the seout
Strand before that, but backed
years inking in Casa Loma. But lection of disks and writing scripts
of the cpHtract becausb It called for
Morris' Jack Arrfher, who has nearly for the six-weekly broadcasts. He'll
only a two- week rim.
doubled agency's Coast biz since he speak on the initial show— in Rusassumed charge of bookings here sian. He's being taught the lingo.

Ina

62,025

1,225

GriifWniiains (Empire Room, Palmer House; 650; $3.60 min.). Holding up
....

Hi- Jig- A- Jig. ....... .Box & Cox
Things We Did ........... Morris
.Gay
Laffo a Dream.
Wriglit
Accordion
Whole World gingingF. D. & H.
Keith, Prowse
Harriet
.Mac.
When You Make Love.

extent.: Xiatter indicated (a)
the possibility of tiie Czar idea (b)
the question of eliminating two rules
in
bylaws forbidding gratuities of any kind in return for plugs,
or (c) the calling in of the Treasury
Departm'ent, since' mo.st gratuities
are not listed on income tax returns.
Replies were favorable only to the
idea of eliminating control of the
rules forbidding payoffs.

ent.'

On Dnu

2,425
2,17S
1,275

* Indicates Floor Show at Waldorf with Tito Guigar, Fred
•
•
Barry; lee Revtie at New Yorker.

Maurice

i

,

Total
COTeni

Week
25
8
14
2

,

..
Emil Coleman*,.. Waldorf (400j $2)
,
Frankie Carle. ... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$L50)
Clwck Foster*...'.New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50).'.
Lawrence Welk. , .Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2).
,Tack Edwards. ...Commodore (400; $I-$1.50). .........
.Tohnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50),.

.Mac.

You Sweetheart. Dash

To Each His Own.

that nothing at all \yill be done on
the problem, at least for the preS'

L

.

. . .

Second 12

tain

is

Reasons,

Sentimental

May

members, dispatched a few
months ago, were favorable to a. cer-

That angle

Yale
Southern
Morris

Go Home
Rickety Rickshaw
Five iviinutes More

China Boy, China Girl.

and

M

.Wood

Don't Fall in Love

Music Publishers Contact Employees union has iridefinitely tabled all
plans to find a means of curbing the
payola racket indulged in by pubii-shers with artists. Union has had
a negative reaction, or at least an
insuliicient number of answers, to
its letter regarding the possibility of
establishing a czar to supervise the
workings of the industry.
understood that most o£ the
It'.s
replies to the MPCE letter to pubs

at Hotel„ B.O.'s
CoT«n

.

Plansto Control

Bands

2)

London, April 3.
Anniversary Song ..... Connelly
Old Lamplighter. ........ .Dash
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Open the Door, Richard. .Leeds
Chappell
April Showers
How Lucky You Are. .Kassener

.

Forst Does Operetta>Bevrite

PEW

Ray Mittoo Doe

Goodman

Vienna, April

1.

Willy Forstj film star and producer, switched- over to librettist by
writing a new version of Jacques
Offenbach's operetta "Orpheus in
der Unterwelt." State opera will
produce it in Volksopera to start
the season this fall.

Willy Schmidt Gen Iner, composer,
re-orchestrated Offenbach's melodies.

TOP HITS OF YESTEROAy

—

^

1

SYMPK DEHCITS

inSIDEE

PIEE

Torotito, April

8;

.

With chief topic to be ways and
means of wiping out symphony orchestra-deficits,

representatives

of

late last autunvn^ slipped in under
the
guard and set Raymond
Scott for seven stanzas^ starting
Aug. 26, and Henry Biisse for eight,
starting Nov. 13.

MCA

•

Women's Committees for SymPelt most ^acutely by MCA is
phony Orchestras will hold a three- Morris spotting of Busse into Jant-

Click Despite

STANDARDS TODAY

Good Friday

Los Angeles, April

the

s

GREAT POPULAR

Romberg's *Evening,'X.A.,
Some

people

1,600

turned

Fnnt thi

t

out

SUNDOWN
]

Words and mmie by

Revival Hill

SUGAR
tint AbxtNUlcr

-

coniers are In-fightiHg for biz.
has been trying to pry into
practice of turning out more single
the Aragon, but aside from setting
records.
Desi
Arnaz a few weekends,
Export of U. S.-made di.sk."? was
has
held
on. However, of the four
also probed in connection witli Sen.
Wayne Morse's anti-monopoly bill orchestras set in future for Palladium only one. Gene Krupa, is MCA(S. 72.1. now- before the Senate Judiinked;
set Tony Pastor, Frankie
GAG
ciary group. Murray testified that
Carle and Jimmy Dorsey.
RiC:A-Victor disks are exported principally to Mexico. Company ha.s factory outlets in Brazil. Argentina,
Canada and China. E'riedman said
Raiig®'
M-G-M expects to expand outside
the U. S. eventually but now has
State
only one plant at Bloomington. N. J.,
Kansas City. April 8.
capable of turning out from 35.000.KfHisas legislature, heavily Ee000 to 40.000.000 disks a year.
piiblican. is on the way to adopting
FTC Asked for Inf.
Federal Trade Commission will "Home on the Range", the favorite
[supply the Seriate Judiciary Com- sonfi of the late President Roosevelt,
mittoe this week witii full info on as the state song over the writtor
protests of musicians In the stiit".
all acquisitions and mergers of record numufacturing compiuitcs since who claim the .song ahi't music.
A bill makingf "Home on the
1920.
The data was called for by
Sen. William LanRCr (R.. N. Dak.i Ran,go" the official state melody alin hearing last Saturday (5) on a ready has been recommended by thbill to forbid sale or purchase 6t House of Represontatii^s. So*ig v. asset.s by companies in the .same Hue written by
Dr. Brewster H'
or related lines of business.
neac Smith Center in 1873.

PHI'.

«

Stc-;:r-

The

New

all

up production they will return to

L

tHivaim

AT

'

E

X. Ittiin

"THE FARUP,OUS DORSEYS"

,

Hearing

H

Cfi drtis

8.

day conference in Toronto', c<)m- zen Beach, Portland, Ore. to open Friday (4) night to spend "An H!vening
with
Sigmund
Romberg."
mencing April 15. "
season at resort on May 2. Spot had
Delegates from the United States, been virtually an MCA exclusive Despite the fact that it was Good
Friday and first night of Jewish
Mexico arid C&nada will be heard.
since 1933. There seems good reason
Passover, Romberg drew a packed
to believe Lyle Thayer, who quit
house for opening date of local stand.
MCA on Dec. 26 to become Coast Apart from nostalgic b.o. lure,
rep of- newest national hand-bookP. C.
concert stacked up as first class enery, Mus-Art. had a hand in helping
tertainment.
Composer has assemContinued from page 38 ;
Archer snag this date for Busse,
bled a fine 60-piece Orchestra and
amend the Clayton antitrust act to since 'Aayer always was closest to given them excellent arrangements
forbid a company from acquiring Jantzcn among MCA bookers.
with which to work. Soloists are all
New Agency, Old Tricks
assets of another 'firm in the same
standouts and all had to beg olTbusiness. All four disk m^n denied
Thayer meanwhile has also cut
Romberg's own music naturally
having ever made such acquisitions into MCA by settting new band of keynoted evening's program, but
and "said they would welcome the Murray Arnold (who is leaving time also was given Strauss, Lehar,
legislation. Federal Trade Commis- Freddy Martin's piano to form own Kalman, Gershwin,
Berlin, Grieg,
sion economist John Blair explained crew, following path, blazed by Jack Mascagni and
others .and the mixthat increase of competition in disk Fina one year ago) into Claremont ture of operatic, classical,
semimanufacturing would .probably re- hotel, Berkeley, for 17 weeks, com- classical and pop stuff was well
sult in greater competition and ex- mencing May 27. Claremont long has handled.
pansion of dealer outlct.s.
It was been an MCA strongpoint.
Composer's informality cued the
pointed out there was plenty of
Frederick Bros, early in March performance, his gestures and his
room for expansion since record seized the Adams hotel, Phoenix, brief speech all punching across
sale totals continue to mount beafter spot had been MCA-serviced theme that audience was spending
yond last year's 275,000,000; this for moje than Jour years, and now an evening with him rather than atyear's is expected to reach 400.000,FB has further dented MCA by slip- tending a formal concert. He con000. Blair and James Mulalley, asping Ray Herbeck crew into Last ducts from small platform at stage
sistant to the attorney general, asFrontier.
Las "Vegas, for seven left, so that his baek is never to the
sisted Langer at the hearing.
weeks. Dick Mulliner is injced to audience.
Langer also took out a ter the follow for added stretch.
Sole jarring note was caused by
Herbeck
disk men for packaging most rechas been further set at Jantzen Philharmonic Auditorium's P. A. sysords in albums, comparing it to the
tem, which was unneeded by soloists,
Beach for stand. June 3.
"vicious practice of block-booking
and
which carried voices and instruMCA continues to cling tightly to
in
the motion picture industry."
ments too loudly. Ork too was oVer(Langer is author of a bill to outlaw its exclusive at the Cocoanut Grove loud
at times, but there were no
here and also seems to have Biltblock-booking.) Kapp and Murray
complaints.
more
hotel
under
conti'ol, Otherwise
explained that as soon as they step
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New

Mnsie Notes

Disk Outfit

Fox

Planning to spec^lize in music0«or8i« Joy and Tommy Valando, Santly- Joy «xccs, Irom N. Y. on narrative albums, Tiffany Productions, Inc., was launched thi« week
to»»t for ooniabu with Dav» Bernle and Bill Coty, Hollywood r«p«, re- by
a group headed by Jack Byrne,
.Pied!
Piperg
.and
Ollford
Music.
waxing
S-J
..
for
of
Capitol
fn«otiV«ly,
former American Broadcasting prothii«.W«ek....Piok Farn»y, Brazilian baUad«er, sliced his first four jidee gram supervisor.
Associate* are
ior M»ie*U*> '«'Saw>»ny Cahn and Jule $tyne cleffed "Don't Care If It Alice Lodyga as secretary-treasurer;

Guys From
by Black

&

the

Steinberg Barred FVoni
Buff Guester by AlFM

.

,

.

.

Pact Today (Wed.)
Music Publishers Pi"oteotive As.sn.
Songwriters
Protective
the
Aasn. resume committee meetings
in

New York

an effort to conclude details of
a new contract between songwriters
This is the first
and" publishers.
meeting of the two groups in a
in

month, weekly confabs having been
temporarily called ort because, too

So

principals

.

were vacationing.

the two committees have
at hOthxng. importan.t.-

far,

arrived

A

nuinber pf minor details 'have been
ironed, but the. majority of the work
There have been
'is still to be done.
four 30-day extensions of the old

which expired Dec. 31, and
more are likely "before the gew contract is ready, to go into eflect.

pact,

Music song, "You Grew Up
Some Saby," was banned from
networks last week until a change
was made in the lyrics.

have been
If

I

Record
Lyric Rtscord Co.
.

428 Vins

St.

riiilsdel|).!iicl.

fa.

Make Heap
To
first

show,

Last -summer's strike called by
local 802 of the American
Musicians
against
Federation
of
N. Y. hotels for a .scale raise set the
local back $80,000. This was noted in

annual financial report,
released last week and covering all

publisher's.

Brown Asking Less

and

Hollywood. April

Songs Involved are "Five Minutes

More" and "Old Lamplighter."

Symph Breathes Again
business

8,

men

huddled one afternoon last-week and
came up with $40,000 needed to tide
Memphis Symphony Orchestra over
the season. Something -still must be
done to provide operating funds for
next year.
Fourth concert comes off tonight
f8) at iEllis Auditorium, roli|iding
out fltfst year for Vincent de Frank
as regular conductor

of

Waring's
Syria

at

long-hair

nitery op Bill Green andagent Ralph Harrison are going in
for another promotion before th*

end
i

of

booked

the -season. They've

Paul Whitcman's 60-piece orchestra,
with Earl Wilde, native Pittsburgher,

of 1946.

if"

i

.

best

remedy

tice

is

to

to

pay

Oasis.

wipe but this pracbands oil the air

by Alstone-Drake-Shirl

such as- the BBC could have halted
Les Brown's reorganized orchestra
the songplugging racket at any time
is asking considerably less coin in
they actually wanted to.
guarantees for dates following its
current six-week stand at the Palladium Ballroom. This circura-stance
Keynote Sets
is -following the trend by most top
Keynote Records, strictly a jazz
name mae.stros recently. Brown has
lowered his former $5,400 weekly disk producer since its inception by
payroll considerably with his reorg Eric Bernay, who recently sold out
and where he once a-sked up to to John Hammond, .Tr., and Robert
$2,500 nightly in guarantees is now McKinney, is launching a classical
quoting from $1,000 to $1,500 per, music line. It signed Igor Stravinsky last week to conduct a full symagainst the usual 60*^ of course.
Brown leaves the Palladium, April phony orchestra. First disks will be
27 (Tony Pa.stor opens the 29th) and cut later this month.
Stravinsky, who once was signed
does a week of one-nighters into
Jantzen Beach, Porttahd, Ore. Then to Cblumbia Records, will work
another week of school one-nighters with Keynote on an exclu.sive basis
into Rendezvous Ballroom, Salt Lake on certain compositions. He will be
followed by Lakeside Park, free to do an occasional conducting
City
Denver. Thereafter he continues oast. job with other outfits.

"
-

LATEST

SONATA

8,

,

|

>

British Music Publisligrs also contends that an important organization

%avinsky

local

home

music,

local's

higher fees.

Guarantee Payoff

Publi.shers lieen.se.

50

venture with Fred
as co-impresarios

Mosque, local

New York

the

Big Plans

Clip Longhair Biz

Pittsburgh, April 8.
Flu.shed with the success of llieir

REVEAL HOTEL STRIKE
COST N.Y. AFM 80G

London, April 8.
Peer vi.sited Germany, France,
Briti.sh Music Publishers Assn. reBelgium, Italy, Spain and Svvitzersents the tendency of BBC toward
land, as well as Britain and Scanplacing blame on it for alleged
dinavia. In most of those countries
songplugging graft, which has been
Southern had set up subsidiary com- going on for the last 10-12 years.
panies since the war.
As.sociation has suggested that the

Action claims Paradi.se g^ve public
performance for profit of two tunes
which it was not licenced to use
since it does not hold an American

of

Tyro IiKpresarios

Pitt

Pub

C, April 8.
was the dein* two infringement actions
by Shapiro-Bernstein and Mel-

Group

Shellac Qualify

lornia corporation.

not accessible for (luestioning. As a
result of the revocation of the permission originally given, it was necessary to cancel the concert which
wa.s to have been held at the Albright Art Gallery,

Taking Blame

>

to capacity.

Charlotte, N.
Paradise^ Club here

Memphis, April

SINGS AVAtiABLE

No reason for the revocation was
given and officials of the union were

«
Long, detailed and involved, the
one-nighter
report .shows 802, one of the richest as piano soloist; for a
not the best-hecled branch of the May 1.
AFM, as carrying an overall surPair al-so have skodded Waring for
plus of $1,140,230 as of Dec. 31, '4,5,
a return date in October and set «
compared with the previous year's tentative date for a concert by
surplus of $892,600. Three categories
Hazel Scott at Mosqtie early in the
are presented in the above—the gen- fall.
eral fund, relief and medical funds.
ances Is particularly evident In
Green isn't the only local nitery
As of the end of 1946, the first carStockholm and Copenhagen, said
impresario.
turning
ried a ca.sh surplus of $542,406, the entrepreneur
Peer. In Sweden everyone flocks to
relief $594,349 and the ihedical, $2.- Len Litman, who owns Mercur Muballrooms and dance pavil?ons while
sic Bar, is bringing Art Tatum to
475.
ballet at Copenhagen's Royal Opera
Mosque April 26 and is also preHou.se
is
phenomenally popular.
.senting him in two other tri-state
Assn. Resents
Latter spot gives matinee and eve- Brit.
town."!,
Tatiim recently playpd a
ning performance daily, invariably
fdr Payola week for Litman. at; the latter'*

fendant

Society of Composers, Authors

BUDDY

number 37302.

^

Pub

.

New York

Ushers he represents..
Since Birwell is a California corporation, the receivership move was
made through Peer-International,
one of the publishers to which Bir.|P-I is a Calir
well is in arrears.

local.

Involve Charlotte Cafe

iviusic.

Pan-American label, operated in
Los Angeles Sy'tha Birwell Corp.,
be put into receivership in an effort to collect- more than $4,000 in
royalty money the firm owes pub-

clude performances with other organizations tlian the .Philharmonic
without specific permission of the

BBC

Hurtful to Small

CLARK'S Columbia Record

who

Song Programming As

Song Infringements

rose

haei listened to

was barred from appearing in a
chamber mu.sic concert here recently when the American Federation o£ Musicians Local 43 revoked
its permission for him to- play two
piano solos. Union regulations pre-

'Vladi-

with

Ralph Peer Blasts

in
bringing
either
Stuff
Smith or Red Saunders.
Bistros are handled by Buddy
Winefield, who is beating the drums
for a revival of svyiiig a^iainst; sweet
trend.

filed

a different story"

by

deals

alphabet

.

Miller

to be

hfiight'

the

.

month

2

"It

is

Album

SWEET TREND

and

tomorrow (Thur-sday)

Selinsky.
letters of

withdraw from the other characters.
"Alphabet" was written by Byrne,

GO FOR

Renew

Marathon Talks On

many

'

William

While there's an escapist trend
everywhere in Europe, the tendency
of most people is to patronize film
theatres and ballrooms for entertainment rather than spend their
meager coin on sheet music. That's
the opinion of Ralph Peer, head of
MILW. BISTROS
Southern Music, who recently returned from a four-month .junket to
JAZZ VS.
the Continent, accompanied by his
Chicago,; April 8.
wife.
Music business overseas, 'he
While Chi's Loop area is free from said, is bad and won't improve imtil
swing, except for small combos, Mil- general economic conditions change.
waukee is going hot and heavy with
Sheet sales in Britain a^e espeNewest swing club to cially
a vengeance.
in the doldrum.s. Peel' pointed
blossom iff the Continental Club, out, adding that much of the slump
with John Kirby orchestra set for can be attributed to the policy of
two weeks starting April 7. Back- the British Broadcasting Co, to reers, of new spot. Dirk and Bob strict airings
of pop music. "Seven
Paliaflto, have also signed 6harUe or eight plugs a week
is considered
Ventura band with Dave Tough and an amazing showing for a plug
Buddy Stewart for four weeks start- tune,'' Peer declared. "Especially
Other bands to follow hard hit' are many of the smaller
ing' May 5.
are Louie Jordan, Charlie Shaver, publishers," he says.
and Roy Eldredge. Aliotas bistro
Public desire for live performalso starts new jazz policy this
.

to

mir

.

,

SPA-MPPA

Musical acCDmpaniment

.

Buffalo, April 8,
Steinberg, -conductor of
the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra,

,

sided "The Revolt of the Alphabet,"
with narrative by Ruth Chatterton.

four

Harry Fox, general manager of
Music. Publishers Protective
Assn., and ag^ht anO trustee tor
publishers in mechanical and synchronization riiatters, has begun his
first legal action against a recording
firm for failing to pay recording
He has asked that the
royalties.

+

D«tmi« Morgan to warblt in WS'is upcoming "Two James A. Smith and Jack Stevenson
are eastern and western sales heads
hoMer Zeke Clements y
respectively.
White.VV.Sammy Stept due oh Coast April 21. It's doubtful if
Firm's initial release.^, is a fourTexas'^.;i rHiUbiUy

he will open an office there, as deal coolcs for Mac Green, of Spina-Green,
Hollywood pub, to rep Stept, Inc., in west. Stept firm g.m. Joiinny Green,
Coaster. ,, ,Ike Carpenter orchestra inked to year's pact by
is brother of
Franklin Cort,
Modern Records, guaranteeing crew 16 releases annually
national sales chief of Exclusive Records, jaunting ttirough Pacific NorthHe will open regional office tor firm in San Franwe.'it on distrib check.
cisco. .. .Gene Aiitry cutting a brace of biscuits this week for Columbia
label. .. .Martha Davis signed for 12 sides by Ben Pollack's Jewel Records
/...George Diming will score QoUunbia pic, "Her Husband's Affairs."
Lester Young and Illinois Jacquet combos cut disks for Aladdin last
week. /, .Oatuner Terry Fell squiggled by Four Star plattery. .Burke-Van
Housen Music to publish two tunes from Robert Riskin's forthcoming film,
"Magic T6wn." Ditties are title tune by Mel Torme and Bob Well.s, and
Eddie Heyman's "My Book of Memory" ... .Happ,y Goday, of Leeds Music,
.Leighton Noble band cutting series
back in New York after Coast trek.
.Harry Myerson, M-G-M Records' waxing
for Standard Transcriptions,
.Basin Street Boys cut
chief. Coasting late ih April for flock of cuttings.
.Columbia Record-s' Joe Higgins
four new sides for Exclusive last week.
in Hollywood, confabbing with Bill Richards, waxery's Coast rep, ...Page
Cavanaugh Trio sliced two for RCA-Victor on Coaiit la.st week. .. .Jimmy
Scribner waxing another albjim for Enterprise.

Pai4^ Bisk Ca for KoyaWes Pii

^

Bainls All i^fight" fbr

.

Ms Receiverslup for Coast §

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.
George Joyv Pres;

IVIANAGEII
Large>Ne^ England

BALiRpOM
Mu<t be axperianced. CapabI* of

ALVIN ALLEN, 78
bridge,

Mau,

NOW PLAYING
TRIANQN BALLROOM

VOGUE REtORb
Echo Said

No— Adobe

RELEASIES

Hacienda

No. R785

Love You For Sentimental Reasons
Sooner Or Later
Nou R781
!

Ut's Get Married-Touch

Me

Not

falc-

ing full charge. State salary and r«fercncei.
Apply by MAIL ONLY to

No. RrSO

Whiffenpoof Song— If That I*hone Ever
Rings And It's You
No. R770

Irviiig

tt.,

Cam-

;

VAmmnoMM

44

AGVA

VtilnBsday, April 9, 1947

Martha Raye Set For
Las Vegas Hotel at 6'/2G

Jan« RnsseUs 15G

Collects

Martha Raye has been signed for
Nevada Biltmore hotel, Las

the

Claim Vs. LQ; Cafe Gets Refund
Controversy between Jane Russell,
film actress, and E. M. Loew, operator of the Latin Quarter, Miami, on
holdout of the former's $15,000 salary lor a week's engagement at the

failed

to

union

appear,

ruled

in

bistro was settled this week when favor of Miss Russell by default.
During the fracas, Walters claimed
American Guild of Variety Artists
Union AGVA in general and Fox in parcollected her full salary.
previously rejected a compromise ticular had a personal animosity
offer of $12,250, demanding the en- toward
him and were, unduly

lioew finally agreed
and forwarded check for the full
amount Music Corp. of America
gave Walters a cheek for $2,750 as
tire

£.mount.

,

previously agreed.
In the

compi-omJse

oflEer

was

it

wderstood that Miisic Corp. of
America, which booked Miss Bussell
into the Florida spot, was taking the
SUdhg. However, from other sources
it
was reported that the actress
would take the cut rather than incur
the expense and loss of time to plane
in from Coast to arbitrs.te the matter before the imion.
Settlement came as a finale to
heated arguments between AOVA

ment

Both

of Miss Russell's salary.

Walters and Iioew contended she
had breached her contract with them
by participating, the night before
her LQ opening, in the awards to
"Miss Miami" contest winners- at
I/ord Tarleton hotel, Miami. Also
that she did not wear "syfflciently
reveaUnie 'costumes" in her -nlt^
:

Union ruled the Tatleton

afEair

1 Act

CHINA, STOCKH()Ii,GETS
Stockholm, April 8.
return to vaude made
every spring took place at the China
theatre last Wednesday (2) when
the house dropped its film policy,
in effect the balance of the year,
in favor of live talent. Owned by
the local film company, Svensk
Fihnindustri, house's season will
cl(?se the end of September.
Handling the theatre is Bengt J.
Sterner, who recently arrived from
France after a talent hunt. He's
booked French singer Edith Piaf to
appear in Ma^ and later the French
clown, Grock, and singer Charles
Trehet are to appear here. Some

Annual

'

American acts are
the summer.

ialso

booked for

With a Nod to Mark Twain
Nada Say^ It Auti*t So
Detroit, April

8.

Nadell, now in his 18th
the local Northwood Inn,
^bserves, "I guess my being so long
in Detroit may have given people
the idea I was dead,"
This is in reply to Recurrent rumors that the nitery eincee had
been killed (1) in a gambling joint
and/or (2) in an auto ccackup. It
was heightened by publication in a

Henny
week at

Aiiticx'

Currently

Broadway column.

PARAMOUNT

TOUDO

Lyons Repping Trenet
Parodies ! Special Songsl Bits
it

Draw from oar

A

Showbis!
1947 Cataloe FBBIS!,
nmterlal Our qMbtltVl;

moat

largest,

library,

oae ol the

camprehetiglTe

In

it BxclncdTe

&

H» KLEINMAN
25-3I>K 30lh Road, iL t. Cly 2, N.'
TetolilMHWt AsURiA 8-6MB
i.

Salaries

smaller takes. Beer is more popular
now than it ever was in cafes atUie

Bo Business

Still

What none of the dallies accents is that, with the Jiizz off the
peach, the same goes now as it always did in ihow business:
attractions will do business. Give 'em a Luclenne Boyer, Brissbn
Hildegarde or Tucker> DeMarcos or Lewis, Berle or Olseu
Johnson, or a,hy other topflight stellar draw, and they'll respond
at the Wickets;

^

Now something new

being added among the thinking nitery
clan. They recognize that potent name draws can be counted on
both hands, so it's essential that the in-between spots get and
The reasoning that the nitery
give more for their money.
proprietor deserves a break on talent budgets makes sense. So
^loes the logic that prima donna-ing Is a thing of the past, circa
1941-45. No more doing your stuff and rUnhing put. Mixing with
the customers pays big dividends.
is

Harry Rlchman was a past mastet of the con—"I'll be right
back and have a drink with you"—as he got lost, but the
customers found themselves sailed Into the second show. Today
Morton Dowhey does Jtiie same thing; his mixing unquestionably
paid off big dividends #hen he was at the Wedgwood Room
(Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.), this past winter.

late shows, and liquor business is
also off at the dinner shows.

This give-and-take must work all around if the joints are to
to sfay open and acts and bands are to 'get work.
J.bel.
$4 average per -customer
prevalent under the minimum policy
has dwindled considerably.
New
average, so far, hasn't been deterIf. Y. Paramount Signs
mined, but indications point to the
fact ,that the no ininlmum policy
SEPT. !
Carlo for
spots wiU be imable to support
shows with top names, and no act,
Sam Salvin's Park Ave. restaurant
Yvonne Da Carlo, film actress ha»
however great the pull, will be able in the new Tishman Bldg. (Univer- been signed for the Paramount theto earn back for the operators their sal Pictures Bldg.) on Park«isnd 57th atre, N. Y., starting May 21,
Shell
currently inflated salaries.
street, N. Y., is being delayed by precede this stand with an April 24
As it is, business under the no building material shortages. While opener at the BKO theatre, Boston;
minny setup is so geared that even the structure may be ready June 1, and stands in Cincinnati and Cleveat capacity business some spots still
c
the two-floor eatery wUl probably land,
stand to lose money,
Bonifaces be stalled until September.
Further dates are being lined up
clairn that a bad break in the
Salvin's Park Ave, will feature for her by the William Morris
weather can result ^x^ a losing week.
,
Another factor militating against table d'hote on the street floor and agency.
The Paramount has set Boyd Raethe no minny boites is the nearly a la carte on the second floor, each
complete loss of expensive wine room to have around \250 capacity. burn orch for the show with Miss
trade. f::arri^6 ctis^mers are stiU The. basement houses kitcbens, etc. 4e Carlo. Others on the bill wiU
loathe- to .mix With ihe small-spend- ttjs is the spot the 21 crowd wanted be Buddy Clarice and Jan Murray.
ers,
consequenUy tii^ diampagne but Salvin got better terms than
Virginia Maison,
singer-pianist,
Charlie
crowd are likely-to take their busi- originally offered Jack
makes her New York debut at the
Co.
ness elsewhere.
Axe Heady to Fall
Mansbach (food markets) money Hotel Klysee's Monkey Bar April 17.
Operators believe the effects on is backing Salvin, who left the
talent prices will be felt within the highly successful lilonte 6arl0, N. Y,,
next two months. When lists of acts operation,
at top prices are passed up by several spots, chances of employment
dwindle, and''acts will- more readily Potsen's
Halte
respond to suggestions of lower
"

The

did not constitute a public performIn previous years "Miss China"
ance since she merely made the
awards, and therefore she had not was the top draw at the house but
violated the contract.
Also th£.t Sterner pointed out that she'll be
there, was nothing ' in her AGVA supplanted this year by the Russian<iphtract Stipulating what attire she born actress and dancer Klisaweta,
should wear and further that she who'll also handle the emcee chores.

'Comedy Dance

Ml? Caii» Slash

.

:

sUnt.
,

No Minny Policy

harassing him,
He made these
charges in a letter to Matt Shelvey,
head of AGVA, sending copies of it
to the trade press. Last week, Fox
replied to his charges by stating
personal animus never entered into
Talent agencies believe that intransactions With Walters and that creasing trend
toward the no cover
his tiffs with him, now and previno minimum policies in cafes will
ously, had been occasioned merely
beat down act salaries as no other
by the course of duty as an official development to date.
of the talent union,
shelyey said
The spend-what-you-please policy
he saw nothing but of line in Fox's now current at the Vanity Fair, Zanendeavors to cbllect salary due a zibar and
La Martinique, N. Y., has
member of the union.
resiilted
in more customers but

and Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarter, N. Y., who had been
in charge of Uie Florida spot at time
of Miss Russell's engagement. Two
weeks ago, D£.ve Fox, head of N. Y.
local of AGVA, leveled on Walters
in New York and held up the Latin
Quarter, N. Y., show until Walters
posted security guaranteeing pay-

Vegas, starting April 25, at $6,500.

Spot has recently been taken over
by Frank Barbaro, operator of the
had completed the week's engage- Bowery, Detroit, who plans a conentitled to her full sistant use of names.
salary.
Arbitration was set up at
AGVA on AprU 1. When Walters

ment and was

Attractions

The dailies of late have been making considerable copy of the
nitery downbeat. This was actually something foreseen in the
trade with the war's end. AH the oldies atoout Monday blues
rainy Tuesdays, cheap Friday night collegiate crowds ("who'
sit over a coke for hours"), and all the rest of the bad biz aUbis
>
were a cinch to get re-scripted.

Charles Trenet, French singing
import, who closed this week at the
Embassy, N. Y., has switched to the
A. & S. Lyons "agency on a temporary » authorization.
He was previously on a similar arrangement with
the William Morris agency, which

SALWSPARKAYLJX,

TO OPEN AROUND

YfonneDe

May

.

.

&

&

COMEDY
PATTER

Tax Esp

Takeover of

salaries.

CM Cafe

Meanwhile dropping of minimums
is likely, to spread.
Policy has already caught on in Miami Beach,
and cafes outside of N. Y, are considering following the trend.:
Op»
erators declare this to be merely «
merchandising policy while the economic heat is on. Newer method of
operation is likely to spread during
the summer, and may be dropped

Chicago, April 8.
Indictment of Mike Potsen for
alleged evasion of $162,166.44 in income tax for years 1940 to 1943
halted his purchase of Colosimo's
nitery, for which he had given
boniface Irv Benjamin a substantial

in the fall if business picks up. In
the event of a general business pickup, operator^ believes they'll have

who

.

Um.

bond

at

$10,000.

$20.00 Per Vel, or
$SO.O0 tot 3 Volt.

$29,838.66

in

"HOW T© MASTEt

Charges

194Q; $57,835.18
•

•

10 Sock Parodies for %\fim

.THE CEREMONIES"

aUege that Potsen evaded payment
of

@

8 Vok.

(Bnw

to Ba an BInKca)
$3.06 P«r Copy

in

the

Inasmuch as

GAG FILES
@ $1.00 eaeb

It

"BOOK @F FARODliS"

Potsen indictment was returned
before Federal Judge John P. Barnes
set

thru

1

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUT$"

deposit.

high budget problem. 1941; $14,170.43 in 1942, and $60^17
it will be difficult to
in 1943.
get the bonifaces into a spot where
According to J. Albert WoU, U. S.
they'll raise -the salary level to district attorney, defendant's income
boomtime heights.
during four-year period came, to
$321,113.70 derived from bistro operation,
gambling
expired in February.
activities
and
Saranac Lake
other businesses.
Trenet is likely to play some theaWell estimated
Potsen owes government $275,000 inBy Happy Benway
tre dates after his Embassy stand.
cluding penalties and interest.
Saranac Lake, N. V., April 8.
beaten

Far All Irofldiet of Theatricals

PUN»MASTiR

No

C.O.D.'B on any mnterlall
I( en
route, also eendl pormanont address.

PAULA SMITH
20Q

W.

54th

New

St..

Vorb 19. H.Y.

"

V.

Easter

Dm

Fniiikiri tnftrtalnen

Inil-

NOW BIGGER «

ktlnt.

BETTER.

Sunday marked a three-

month siege of bed for Sig Mealy,
who's fighting off a severe setback.
Garry Vandermast skedded for
the Munaldi operation.
Thomas J. Curry Jr. and his frau,
en route to Canada on their honey-

NEED NEW CAOSr

Contain
gngi,

oflglniil

monoloBuas.

new

parodies,

bant]
patter. Five dlffer12,000
lliuei. $1.00,
Query me
words of fun.
raatcriai.
for Individual
Don " Fran)(ei, Detlt V.
Ave.,
1503 So,
(Ionian
Ciiioags 23.

NVA 'Benefit Apii 20

ntfvel-

tlej,
lint

Annual beneftt of National Variety
Artists has been set for the Majestic
theatre, N. Y.,' April 20.
Proceeds
doing a will go to its welfare fund.
George Jessel, recently elected
nice comeback.
Charles Dowe, after a year here, prexy, will be honorary chairman
(For
SALE ON COniEOY- MATERIALI
left for N.Y.C. to resume the "cure". of the Entertainment Committee.
Radio, stage, etc.)
PUNCH LINES Nos.
If
1,
2,
3 original gag flies written by ton
Bill
Garzke motored in from able to get a respite from his progagmen, $1 each
50 sureltre COMEHempstead, L. I„ for a weekend and ducer chores
BACKS TO HECKLERS, brand new and a
at 20th-Fox he will
taking his frau Edith Garzke back
must for every comic, $2
Parody: "My
Old Man's
Liver,"
,
Preparing;
$1
with him. She beat the rap with plane in from the Coast for the
COMEDY TEAM CROSSFIRE Joke collection,
affair.
flying honors.
%\
laKfiIo collection of bollylaffs, $I.
Local radio station WNBZ now
has three half-hour programs, "Expert Table" with Arthur Alverez; Jazzists for Zanzibar, N. Y.
Quiz program in local store with
New York OHy
276 W.. 43 Si.
Zanzibar, N. Y., which last week
Bill Larner as Quiz master, and
inaugurated a no cover no minimum
"Dinner at Durgans" with Eddie
policy, IS planning to become a
Vogt as emcee.
Sam Schulman (Tribune theatre, Broadway version of the §2d street
N, Y., staffer) elated over his first spots with a consistant diet of jazz
real good clinic reportnames.
Birthday salutations are in order
^'iTHDmr
Spot has booked Dorothy Donegan
to Helen Pelechowicz and Isabelle
to open Apnl 17 following current
Rook, both RogeriteSi
run of Art Tatum Zanzibar teed off
I
Joseph
Vaughey.
ex-p.a.
and with EkJdie
Hey wood's orch, leader
author, back
circulation after
LEONARD
AGENCY, inc.
beating flu.
Former Long Islander of which frequently 88ed on 52d
street.
now resides in Denver.
139 E 57!h St., M. ¥. C.
M- 9-7470
The Leonard Grottes' mitting the
gang, at the lodge after a month furlough in Baltimore.
Barney Illion (Earl Hart) is

moon stopped

Tom

off to visit his father

(lATSE) Curry, who

is

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

xn^^ms

uniimiTED
,

:

m

mVi

progre.ssing nicely in his downtown
.
cottage.
Edna(Legit)
Hagan limping
around minus her crutch since her
successful foot operation and again
enjoying all up privileges.
<mite to those who are ill.)
,

Curry, Byrd
Direciiau

Le Roy

''SEOUM IN TffE iUUR(H>M''
ONTOUi
KAvn SOSS3N
m.ltt-lMk'mi BARBX «KEBH

'

Vgdn^ay,

%
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VAIJPBVIIJLB
Court Refuses Injunction
In Stork Club Infringe

Toronto s Lli

Ncw^^l^

Seen As

Talent

Toronto, April 8.
-ttime in 30 y«&rs, hard
liquor by tiie glass 'went on sale in
Toronto and, may make this city a
nightclub stand for orchestras and

For

th'e first

,

CM

floorshow talent.
Decision, to make liquor drinking
jn public legal, was made by Preinier George i?rew on the pre'mise
that civiUzed cbiintries elsewhere
sell spirits openly for public consumption and that' this avoids the
abuses of illegU drinking.'
"Of the 128 bar applications applied
for by the April>l deadline, 31 were
tossed out, 90 were re^rved for further decision, seven were given the
green light They^re called bars: but
you still have to sit down to dr'hk.
IVhether or riot they have -received
their licenses, most of the bistro
bonifaces are waiting to see wiiat
the other fellow intends to do, this
also the decision of the city's hotels.
Of the .seven to get the first licenses, the only two to get going are
.the Club Norman and the Silver
Rail, the l&tter Ijoasting a 90-foot
bar with stools. The Club Norman
is the neare^ approach to a New
York nitery. It has a floorshow, a
^over charge of $3 a couple, drinks
from 55c to $1.60. ^
The Royal Xork hotel, largest
hostelry here, Was dry^except for
beer— but will shortly serve liquor
in the diningrooms and has plans
for drinkery privileges, plus £.ddi-

floorshow

^ional

attractions" in

^nd

Chicago, April 8.
nitery to missionary center
to plush-trade nitery is history of
near northside spot recently leased
for 10-year period at $18,000 per
year by Charles, Bert and Harry
Jacobson, operators of Rio Cabana
here.

latter

for

Rain Soaks Expected Takes

name throughout

ef operation within

its

of Variety Artists,

American Guild
drew the fire of

-

r

But Good Easter

la.st

week when

grosses

biz.-

accruing $71,000 indebtedness, since

Lahr, Caesar, ^mpkins

Jraht to

pi)id

Nitery operators, who during war
years boasted that Holy Week would
never asain mean the worst week
in .'.howbusiness. foulid out different-

(iff.

"Now

AGVA

that

is

.strong

afjain.
rtnaiu'ially
and (itherwise,
Ihe.v'd like a soft seat on the gravy
.

.

wreck

it

agKin," he added.

Piscussing the 10-point compUunt,
Shelvey pointed to the forthcoming
AGVA convention as answer to six
points of the complaint on having a

Will Tt)ur Vet

slumped

to then- lowest .point in years. Both
Stem and. castside boites were affected.

Two

statement
p*r*

'.,'

remained liiiused for some tijne. Under JacoUson aegis, place, is being
given swanic remodeling at cost of ly

Guild Mulling

:

nitery

ff.'S'.

formers, complaining! about methods

In Atlantic City Bistros

Plenty Holy Wk.

it

'$100,000.

Operation
imsigried

Atlantic City, April 8.
Malt Shelvey, head of tlie union,
Rainy weather Saturday (51 cut
upon his return to New York this
the expected crovi'd here Easter
week from a field survey. Pnssoiit
Sunday. However, with fair weathhad been sent to N.Y. dailies and
er Sunday (6) crowds paraded on
trade press.
Main epinplaint had
the boardwalk to shdw' off Easter
been on lack 6f eloetions and aefinery.
eotmling on finances.
Hotels and niteries s\i(Torod SatShelvey also rcct^ived a copy and
urday night because of the weather
but reported biusiness better Sun- flatly denied allegation.s contained
day, when the "down for the day" therein. He charged it 10 a "niinor-*
ci'oWd started to KoH iiite the resort. ity. subversive group" that had pracMost did good but far from Capacity tically wrecked" the union in 1942,

being under death sen-'
murder.
With cafe's

was converted into New
Tribes Missionary Center, supported
by various Protestant denominations.
Religious group vacated and spot
closing

nine-page

purportedly fr6m

Nitery izfiived

Julius "Dolly" Weisberg,

arid

with
tence

ACVA
A

4-

the nation.
In the action brought by the New
York Stork club, it asked the injunction plus $3,000 damages.

Place was formerly occupied fey
Hi-Hat Club run by Jjouie Falkenstein

to 'liiioriV Grciiip

li Its Attack on

,

Koof Gar-

thf>

Reverts to Niterf

'

Sklvey ieples

San Francisco, April 8.
An injunction sought by the Stork
Club of New York to restrain a local
nitery from 'Using the same name
was denied Friday (4) by Federal
Judge Michael J. Roche, who held
that Sherman Billnigsley's famed
bistro did not have exclusive right
to the

From

.

Iipperiar Boom
den, the King

Missionary^

49

Dice in the elections.

"They'll get

Bert: Lahr is 'slated to go on a that opportunity
at the forthcoming
it's reported that few cafes made
lour of veteran hbspitals for USO- convention," he added.
"So that
expenses
and
mo.st
underwrote Canip Shows as soon as his Icgiter,
answers lliat. A.s to flnanciai statijs
heavy Icssos. In most spots, there "Burlesque." closes.
Other names of their union, both trade press
and
were never more than a handful of slated to lour circuit include Sid
National Convention cu.stomer.s, and frequently the bistros Caesar and Arthur Lee Simpkins. the AGVA monthly bulletin house
organ), contained financial reports
Modus operandi o£ forthcoming had more people on the staffs than No definite dates are set on them.
from time to time.
If they don't
Meanwhile, the purple-heart cir- read 'cm tliat'.'? not our fault."
convention of American, Guild of at the tables.
Variety Artists, which had been tenHowever, the weekend including cuit has had a considerable pickup
''^^ *'" P^'^sent officers of AGVA,
tatively slated for this month in Easter Sunday saw .business bounce in performer employment In recent
".'''^ """'^ ^nd-hasn t boon smce
Chicago, will postpone national con- back.
weeks, due to tire activity of the
'tVith Ea.ster shopping ended
si'^-onomy ^as^^^^^^
bookers committee which
fab until a later date, according to and hotels filled to near-capacity, vaude
^^"^ A s in 1942. Shelvey
Matt Shelvey, national head of the cales did their biggest business in somt week.s ago .started to recruit "^^^
the national
-;'^^^''''
union.
week,?.
Largest takes were regis- performers to entertain hospitalized
'board of the Four^^f?
As has been govShelvey explains that two modes tered at the dinner .session on Sun- ^.gjj.
'^'^^P"of operation in setting up the con- day and supper crowds were much
Among those now ittaking theif""'^ ^^'^'^,
;'"'l"";V«i by the >our A.s I'm
have
been
mulled
at bettor than usual.
rounds:of, hospitals are three. Swifts,
vention
'"-^ end, .wed with the dictatorial
AGVA's national headquarters. He's
Operators feel that the next few Gene Sheldon, johnfiy Ddwns, Joe
^^'"'1'
disgruntled few
calling together representatives of weeks will
and Jane McKenna, 'Walter Dare f°'^'^':'^
determine. whether sum
would have one believe. I was put
"Wahl. Hal Sherman, Harry Martin,
all branches of the union for pre- mer closings
will be the rule.
Dein charge of AGVA affairs in 1942 by
the Kemmys, Ross and Stone and
convention talks in Cincinnati, April cider will be the weekend
business.
the Fonr A's and I'm still their emRoss arid Dean.
17, 18, 19, where he'll submit and Bonifaces feel that
with a §ood Sat
ployee, deputized to do the best
There are currently 22 units on
discuss both plans for convention urday and Sunday,
they can plod
possible for the membership.
I'm
the circuit, and shoiys are so geared
setup and will have the reps go back along' until better
business condicontent to stand on my record of acthat they spot a sjiow every two
to their respective locales and place tions prevail.
complislimenl?.
Records of AGVA's
weeks in the 187 Covernmept hos- .strides since
the mati^er before their member1942, I believe, speak
Busine.s-s over the pa.st Sunday wa.
pitals.
ships.
Whichever plan is adopted
more
eloquently
than
the mumblings
heartening, but few are certa'ih it
will then be submitted by Shelvey
of a disgruntled few.
You can't
will continue,
for approval to the national board
please everybody all the time. ProbMiller Angling Film
of the. Associated Actors and Artconvention wiU iron out
»T
**' '
c
XT T "^^'y
Cafes Sag in Northwest
istes
America, parent ' talent
of
in J. things to the satisfaction of even the
JNameS tor
Portland. Ore., April 8
union.
Miller, who's
opening the disgruntled, few," he 'concluded.
Bill
Show biz has been ofC throughout
Original plan had been for memRiviera, Ft. Lee, N. J.,. May 13,
bership attending 'convention to se- the entire north>vest, Portland being trained to Hollywood. Sunday (.6) in
the only spot where there has been
lect nominators from the floor, who
any real activity.
With five class an attempt to pact film ngmes for
in turn .would nominate candidates
his
nitery.- H^'s angling for Keenan
niteries operating floorshows nightly
for president, vice-presidents, secand four others having shows on Wynn, Lena Horne and Ann Miller.
retai'y. treasurer and a board of diMiller, who has a commitment
Slate selected would then wcekend.s, local city is the entertain'
rectors.
Harry Richmah for the openfrom
ment center of the Pacific northwest
have been put to the membership for
right now. Seattle has no first rate ing show, is attempting to get a
:

Plans for Setting

Up

i

i

I

Edward h'otel plans
drinking facilities in. its Vanity Fair
Room: the Metropole hotel in its
Paddock Room.
So far, there's no rush on the part

'

i

,

i

,,

,

or contemplated nitery
of hotel
operators; although, for the iirst two

!

.

that did open, the Silver Rtfl had a
two-block line in the rain and the

Club Norman, capacity <iOO, is reputedly sold out for the fortnight.
Other bistro operators, however,
who have the facilities^ but ^rg leary
of expensive decorating bills, are
'shrewdly
'

at>praising

possibilities

from the

ticularly as

m^ny

taurants will
licenses

oiice

business

th'e

gidelines, parof Toronto's reseligible for liquor
the legislative ma-

be

chinery gains inemenium.

!

'

.

:

!

Kmera,

i

j

I

vole.
'Those attending Would have
balloted on the spot and those unable to attend would have filed absentee votes. Members would also
have been called upon to vote oii
vatiflcation of constitution, bylaws,

lineup comparable to the RichmanSophie 'Tucker- Joe B. Lewis .show

night

club-.
Vancouver, B. C, and
Spokane can boast only a couple of
spots apiece.
Under the Mayor's edict, all gaming tables have been relegated to
the scrap heap, and night club revrule.f and regulations, etc.
enue has suffered. 'To compensate
Other plan is to hold membership
for the lo.ss of gambling, the better
branch
meetings in areas of
clubs are booking name acts to draw
ofl'ices and have each branch elect
the crowds.
The ^udden suc(ifess of
its delegates, with latter making the
the
new King O' Clubs,- which

which made

yours"

nominations

HAL FISHER
BETUHN ENGAGeillENT
LOOKOUT HOIiSE
COVINGTOM,
Dir.:

opened

at the Colonial Iiin, Hallendale, Fla,

month, has

convinced
tlie other operators that they will
have to biing in top talent to meet
last

AfiENCY

!

j

!

Donn Arden has been engaged to
do the production, with co-sturaing
to consist garb ysed the past season

Xazar With Hawkins
Hank Lazar has resigned from

for the convention, Shelvey stated.
competition.
Until this is settled and the Four
'With the Rose Festival coming up
s approves, machinery for the conin June, the national Elks booked
vention cannot be set in Hiotion, he for
July, and numerous other conadded.
claves on the Chamber of Commerce
roster, the outlook for a profitable
season is fairly bright but it le
doubtful jf Portland can continue to
TERRIFIC
support the large numbe* of isntertainment spots which sprung up
during the yeiars when the town
was full of servicemeh and shipyard

Frederick l^M- cocktaij <jgpt.
be road maMger for Ershihe
Hawkins.
Lazar is the bfother of Irving
Lazar, execy^.
.-,.,.„. to Sryan
\v&. feTstfint
the

"The

to

A

KY.

WIKUAM UORRIS

convention.

the

at

Whichever plan is agreeable to the
membership will be the one adopted

the .spot in

opening .show.

AGVA

"mnmit

histoi'y at

Boniface is al.so angling for
1940.
Jackie Miles and Eleanor Powell for

—

IDAI.r.AS
C. A.

—

^-M.

foy, Eajie-X^i^]} |*l?tnte§ h^ad.

smsi.

Thrilling

Cumintly at

Voice"
tlie

BAKER HOTEL
TKXAS
AWTISTS. Ltd.

TMi THREE

MURPHY
'

SISTERS

OFiN APRIL

'

LOOKOUT HOySI

.:"':'V/'';.

Covingfon, Ky.
Watch for new sensational Apollo Recording 'MAHZEL'
Direction: HAI5RY MO|S AGENCY
Hotel Uneoia,

New

AMERICA'S SINGING STAR

workers.

9th'

Yorli

City

Benny Fields Follows
Ruth Ettin^ at Copa, N.Y.
Benny Fields has beep signed for
the Copacabana, N. Y., for t'wd
weeks, starting April 17.
Switch was made' necessary by the
fact that Carmen Miranda, origl-

JERRY WAYNE
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

W

!

nally .slated to open at that time,,;
asked for a two-week delay. Miss
Miranda will open there May 1.
Fields succeeds run of Ruth Et-

,

Week

ting.

VENTURA
CHARLEY
AND
HIS QUINTETTE

,

NoW

Breaiilns AirBox-Officfi

I :At til*
;

ttlimrinii

Recor*

THRlEE DEUCES. N*w^^^^^^

close early next
headliiier is available.

may

era, spot's operator,

is

Close

of

May

1

St

LOiW'S STATi, JN«w York,

Inn, N. Y..

Management
Circle 5.652*-7.«

N

week if no
Rocky Camtrying, to get

name to follow current run of
who winds up Sunday
but so far tie's haij no luck.
Spot has had a profitable run with
Mi.ss Rand and would like to. continue into the -summer, but will not
is
do .so unless, a drawing toplincr
obtained by the end ef the week.
.Sally ftand,

HARRY Moss AGENCY
UneolB, Ifcw Vwli

May

The Greenwich Village

^

Persoiwl Refit-esentation DEL IMETEEtl

a

RecoMlnflW
on Important Network and Local froqronw
Exclutiy* Bookinq

G.V. Inn, N.y,,

Excluslv« Bookinq

ManagcmeBt

li.'l),

HARRYMOSS AGENCY
Noi«l LmcolM, lM«w

Yo^

<^lirel«

Y.

,

vAvmvwm
LanuMiret, Freneh y«iitro>
Pacted for Roxy, N. Y.

iitish Hdidirf

did) Review

Robert Lamouret, French novelty
;

As; Large-Scafe Tafeit Users

,,IIp,

'

By HARRT BEGENSBEBO
Londbn, April

Camps look

Butlin's

ing into one of

tlie

ajres,
3.

like develop-

biggest,

if

Eric Whinston, Ronnie Munro,

Nat Temple.

not the

biggest, purveyors of entertainment

England and tive rest of Europe.
Butlin cams here before the war
from Canada and has at present five
deluxe holiday camps in England,
Scotland and Wales. These are a
6,000 capacity camp in Skegness; one
in

in Pwllheli, Wales, and another at
Filey Bay, Yorkshire, both with similar capacity; and camps at Clactonon-sea and Ayr, Scotland, each ac-

SEaflizlbar»

ventriloquist, has been signed for
Lhe Boxy theatre, N. Y. Turn's date
hasn't be^n set yet inasmuch as arrival in U. S. isn't definite,
Monte Proser, operatbr of th«

Copacabana, N.

Y.,

An
Hotucll

&

H* Y*

rhelnio, Corgankf.
Sotojsr,

Tafum,

Mm

pom

1>^!M«
PeetUM fcr^^etfe,
prch (6>, CtticR Mornsoil OrcR (5)
has an option on no couer or nti»tWM*»».

commodating

with

2,500,

all

having

for extensions. His sixth, due
to dpen nejct year in bublin, Irelandj
will hold 3,000.

.

Camps operate 30 weeks each
year, doing capacity trade -throughout ihe season, which means a total
clientele of 690,000 ahnually: And
when the Dublin spot begins opera'
tions, the paying customers
will
amount

to another 90,000.

Entertainment includes such at'
tractions as San Carlo Opera Co.
booked at $14,000 a week; London
Symphony Orchestra, costing $10,
cop;;

opening

BaUet,

Xnteriiationial

end of May for three weeks season,
iat $8,000 a week; the Old Vie Co.,
booked for three weeks in June at
$8,000 a

week—and

touring revues,
top vaudeville acts.
Acts and shows are booked for
two nights in each camp, playing
twice nightly, covering entire popu-

name bands and

lation in each camp, with management running two attractions con^

m

l^nds

Favor

'

wW

There is a regular pool of vaudeville units to augment the big band
attractions, ^Uch as the Squadron-

m

,

Miami

'

WITCHES

ROXY,

currently.

one

as

|4j[

OatStraiglilOrcliinMes

.

room

The PayS641

i

°

Scottish oamp in Ayr, within Lamouret when he arrives in the
thougHt Sna production. Impresi
one and a half miles of Robert. U. S.
New all-sepian sprmg show at the for Strong bowoff,
Lifts and Ini^
Burns' birthplace, will have a specZanzibar mai-ks the inauguration of
tOP-aPaw^r <v%'fr« blendlnni
ial attraction; th« only one of its
fh? <aub's no oover, hi) i^imimuni the seqyepoM smartlj achieved.
policy and the good-sized , crowd
kind, which wiU run throughout the
present last Friday (4) nigW. deseason, and will bf accessible to the
spite wet weather and the holidays,
outside public. This is a special
indicates it might pay off. As wai
pops, though
opera on the life of the Scottish
to be expected, however, thit^ were
obviousHnervoi« approach hS.,4- ,
,
poet, written and produced by T. G.
far more beer bottles hi evidence
der$ eiiect
ifTect on
oiji aCtd.
of Latin
voice is there
In
Fairburn, who. has staged many big
on the tables thtn the harder stuff, as is material, outside of tendenc|
Aftermath of the past Florida sea- so whether the policy
benefit
musical pageants in England and
intro songs with overlong ta„„
son is the breaking out of the -boniface Carl' Brbe in the way .of With ^pore experience should
America, such as "Hiawatha."
as in- otey for intime spots.
Other big attraction? are top ra- rhumba craze in Brooklyn. Many increased grosses as wejl
creased crowds is something lor
Richirfd B:3;^an tees oft things
dio shows such as flMA, "Merry- Brooklyn spots, including Oetjen's,
time to tell.
with a harmopica stint that diowi
„
J
Go-Round," "Much Binding in the have taken on Latin outfits to cater
Show, starring Art Tatum and flmr for stowraanshio and virtu'
Marsh" and "Men at Work," for to a new set of rhumba fans that Thelma Garpenta-, is a good one but ^ityj^ Socks with "Rhapsody
in
which average cost Is $1,000 a day. learned the dance in the Miam.i the way it was hanjjm the night
Ihow is backgrounded in fair
These are only available for odd Beach bistros and are continuing it caught brings up the interastlng
point of whethe? such a club can manner by Michael Selker's orch
days, due to their radio commit- in there native heath.
Brooklyn operators have so far benefit more from word-bf-mquth which could use betttr sideinen
ments.
generated than are on tap., Ojl the dancfe sid4
Top vaudeville names already found installation of the rhumba advertising or the interest
a qoast-to-coast radio broadcast the get-them-on music is nea^
booked are Laurel and Hardy, orchs to be profitable inasmuch as by
from the room. Show teed oft at done.
LaVy.
Charles Chester, Issy Bonn, Peter thS clubs are getting patronage that 12:38 a.m. but, since the Mutual wep
Kavanagh, Geotgie Wood, Hiatton formerly went to the Manhattan picks up the Doles Dickens music
jUft^F'rliavis',
and Maniiers, Bob Wilton, Arthur spots. Because of the lower priced from the room at 1:18, time allotted
Mtqmi Beach, April 6.
Prince, Beryl Orde, Peter Waring, policies of th^ Brooklyn, clubs, many each of the act? was held to the bare
Tommy Dix, Sa$cha Leonoff, feddi*
Albert Whelan, Peter Brough, customers hit cafes several times a minimum, to the considerable chag- White, Johnny ConrdS.
§ Co. (6),
rin of many of the customers. DisCharles Kunz and Leon Gortez. Ne- week.
Jirrmu teed^, iVieolle, >Johnwj/ SiU
for
the gruntlement was especially pro- ver$ Orchi minimum $2.
Biggest
expenditure
gotiations are also pending for big
nounced when Psewee Marquette,
American names, such as Andrews rhumba orchs is Oetjens, whiQh the midget who eifnoees the show,
Now that most.iiof th^ seasonal
Sisters and Mills Bros^ and local install«d Qatalino's band last week. stopped the applause lor Miss CarAmerican acts like Bob Bromley and Other spots are using around five penter by pr(5hiising she'd b? back, spots have closed this year round
pieces., .-.v-'
but the restricted time prevented *oom comes into its <iwn with meHal Stone.
dium budgeted show? whicli, on an
The increasing popularity of the her from retiurning.
Butlih is prepared to book any
Old-time mjnstfel Eddie Bettor avCVagej add up to satisfying enterattraction, regardless of cost, and is Latin terp crews is likely to cause
with a soft-slloe talnpiSfat parlay%. Current package
reported dickering for "Oklahoma!" elimination of the orthodox orchs. opens prooeedihgs
is good Illustration.
stint that tipight have been lifted
after it finishes it? ru|i at the Drury As it is, the regular crew is forced from
Tommy Dix socks with his bary
Dockstader's
one of the lat^
Lane, which wiU libt be tilt late to provide a liberal mixture of productions. Demonstrating the vet vocalizings, aided by an easy deliv«
rhumbas during its turns.
next year.
showmanship touch, he givfes a good ery and engagingly boyish manner.
Management has not yet experivocal §oing-over to 'Tda" aijd fdllows with some intricate terpmg for
mented with straight shows, but is
top
response.
Wihdup, via the
wiiiing to listen to a proposition;
M. ¥.,
"sand" routine, is pleasantly iiostal- nifty arrangements of "Temptation"
"Anniversary
Song."
His
gio.
Bert Howell and Buddy Bow- §nd
ser follow with their versatile com- "Buckle Down, WiiisOQki'' follows to
patter
•eliciting the make for a reoeptiqn that ^rings
edy
and
songs,
S@l
Jackie
Booking of the reissue "Alexan- required yocks in tnfe right places. him baak for a siicprise reMjtioh of
der's feagtime Band" for April 16 Material, including several parodies, "Eili, Eili" for a begoft, Combo of
fey Delfont at the 6oxy theatre, N. Y.. has neces- is none too new but they sell it showmansliip and talent clicks all
and Howell's virtuosity on the way.
Upon, completion of ojgrrent stint sitated flie booking of a new -stage- cleverly
Sascha Leonoff is an act ^^'^ ^9'^
a mUnd^e uke Is tops.
with Jackie (Sooner ha. "KUroy Was show. Layout with wjp consist of
Miss Carpenter, with a roster of the tfrea, ks ^SH as ah enteffainw|
Here" being made lor Monogram re- Lecuona Cuban Boys, Three Swifts pops, is standout. She opens with a one.
big guy* with a fbhust Hi^
Jackie Coogan 'will go to and the Del Eios.
lease,
bouncing "Good Day," then achieves
^-^^(Cojn tini
onj^g^^
Show with Hazel Scott, Henny a nice change of
^^^^^^^
pgce with "You
London unte the management of
Bernard fi^ont, WhoTl present him Youngman and Carl flavazza was Keep Coming Back." In both of
' ?s
rJi^''^^'"-^' ,ion a vaude tour there slated to open originally slated to follow current these, she keeps her h^nd§ demurely
her but, despite the lack of
May 18. Booking w%s handled layout topped by Connie Boswell behind
gesture?; she Drojects her persoiiaUty
through the Roy S'ox and Will Col- and Jackie Miles. This display goes admirably. She does bring in the
in aft« ''Alexander.''
'
lins offices in Lopdon.
\
gestures with "S.A., Take It Away"
In addition to Coogan, act will in-and winds with v nifty rendition of
clude Ann McGormack (Mrs. Coo
"One of Those Things'^ JfOr the

The

ACTS FOR 'ALEXANDER'

For

Coogan

London Tour

tHiRE'S ONLY ONE

A

FRANCES

"-

%

"Taft, former
gan) and wfllkm
Juv« lead in Suite Todd's musical

M.e^

%p

Trio will
to Central f^rk."
leave May 6, possibly on the Mauretania and vm. fee abroad for 34
weeks.
AoJ §i»Df«ts tp preero in
tha Midlands bie«Sr« eorhini to London.
Previously it had been reported
that Coogan and Coopej- WQuld team
together. tto#ever, mat's been temporarily abandoned,

Bav* Boge's Zander %
Dave Rose orchestra may play

STEWE i¥AliS
OffeffSns

Mux MOMiNTS

HAPPY TIMES &

CarrentLv

MAJESTIC, rATOHSON*
DIB.: BIAXXX BOSEN

its

m

fte east at the
first vaude date
Capitol theatre, N. Y., in Septem
ber. Deal is cijrrentty being nego
tiated by Sidney Piermorit, Cap

booker.

W-A Starlight Roof, NX,
Skedded

to

Open May 15

starlight roof of th^ Waldorf-Astofia feotei N. y., is slated to open
May 15. Preem show Is still to be
set.

MeanwhiU, new layout
for

its

is

slated

winter operation, the Wedg.April |l, with Mary

wood room,

Raye and Naldi and John Sebastian.
Dance team is current
the Copa-

#

cabana, N. Y.

his accoriipaniment.
Tatum closes the

individuali^ied treabneht to' the classics and then to "Man 1 Love," in

%

will hinge
commltnaentei.

on Rose's

film

CAC

Mi98 Desmond's Cap Date

ARTpS
Y0^^ STUW0
RADIO

5»b Sfr*^

Florence Desmond, current at the
Blue Angel, N. Y., has been booked
for the Capitol theatre,

-
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Cnrrently

HENRY GRADY

Hom

stances to the average guys who go
out once a week. He^s much too
flip and fast for them.
That he can
get yocks is evidenced in sequences
which they understand, such as his

mm

a

date.

Miss Desmond

slated to return

is

England after her nitery stand,
and will return shortly before She
makes her Capitol appearance.
to

SABIOFS
PHOME CiRCU

BOSTON STUPIO

E

or cover,

.^Current package will probably be
last seen under the Barken
aegis, the vet operators
having leased the swank spot to
New York interests, who plan to
run it as swank dinery .sans showor music.
Topliner is Lenny Kent. One of
the by now small group of "hep"
comics, his stint adds Up as satisfactory for the inveterate nitery
goer from the big cities, but one
which means nothing in many inthe

brothers'

Bureau.

t54 West

38

Miami

CAC

.

HARRY

Gate theatre. Sin Francisco.
Ftve O'Ctoeb,
Andrews have grouped Les Paul
Mami Beach, April 2.
Trio, Allen Karne, Vic Schoen Orch
Lennu Kent, James & Beverly
and Sensationalists, roller skating Paysee, Richard Hayman, Gloria
wauis, Michael Sellier Orch (7) : no
team, for the bill.

resigned several weeks ago from the theatre
dept. of General Artists Corp., has
joined the Continental Artists Corp.
as th^tre dept. head.
is a new outfit .recently set
up by Milt Deutch vrith several of
the bands and acts formerly booked
by Jafii Bobbins American Artists

NiVi^

I

of April UA»
©OlSBN ©ATI

tWteh

;

t)eal

-

SISTERS

his

almost-imparalleled planistics.
flis
imnfovisations, in which he runs tiie
melodic strjiins of several tunffS together, are' sock stuff and the dissonant ohording is strangely earcaressing.
Guy demonstrates ooinplete control of the 'keyboard in the
short time allotted him, givhig his

minvrmm

ICBEill

show with

which he intermingles a "Pbrgy and
Be§s" medley. It's another begoft.
Dickens' five-man combo cuts the
show weU and alternates for dancing
with Chick Morrison's crew, also ^
quintet. Both outfits concentrate on
Hollywood, April 8.
the oldies in the 52d street tradition,
Andrew Sisters wUl pull $15,000 meaning the
floor's crowded most of
plus split oyer $34^000 for one week the lpm*.
Stoi.
beginning April l6 at the Golden

to
Max Tishman, who

-

ftHBREWS I

above-mentioned begoft.
Garland
Wilson aids her considerably With

Andrews Sisters Draw 15G
Plul
For Frisco Date

Fisliiiiaii

STMi

^^

tBE

FAYE
DiraeHm:

^

3FEISC0

TAKE

Jean Sablon, French singer current at the Palace hotel, San Francisco, hung up a new record for the
spot with a personal take of $3,561
for his first week. Singer went in on
deal calling for $2,000 guarantee and
a percentage of the covers.
Spot is negotiating fOr the DeMarcos to Idllow.
'

April 9, Londfon Arena, LondsR, Out.
April 1 0, Masicy Hall, Toronto. Con.
April 11-12-13, Palme. Ywngstowm

Mgl.-UNIVERSAl

MS

Fifth

ATOACTIONS

Avenua,

New

Y«r*i

.

4f
Longliair 6. V.

light Club lewiewi
Miami

ner, he gab» with an overlaid Hussky
accent that gets laughs as he itialAtrops the language. Work on accordion and piano ia angled nipel^r
for good returns. Features Bouma-'
nian and Russo classics in modern,

Variety Bills

Beaucoup In Black
When midtown Manhattan boni-

Continoea from pa^e 4<

Bitty B«vi8V

Ni^^

TTEEK OF APBIl,

9

&

despite th« billing, and get off with
nice returfas.

Th^ Morales orch

faces- find out about Don
Elsie's
Music Box in Greenwich .Village,
N. Y., there's liable to be a revolution in the nitery biz. Here's a 100-

Komenili in coiuuetlon with

abaw

bill* below Indlcat* openfaic ttmt at
nrnether full or split ire«lc

is probably one
I«tt«r In pnreMilcsIt indi«ats drontt: (I) Independent i (L) Icoewi
of tho best LatiA terp crews around
0^) Fuamonnt; (B) BKO; (W) Wu^
Paced by the leader's. ivorying, they seater serving expensive meals and
impart a lively bounce and instill in enticing a considerable wine trade
Bigiianos
Alomas HawaUnng 4 Baaulres
many non-rhumba addicts a desire that would^make the plush uptown" XBW YOKK ClTir
The ChanteurS
Orivntnl (I) 10
Joe Sater Trio
Capitol (I.) 10
full style.
for a course of instruction at the spots envious.
They do it strictly Xavier Cugat Ore
Barry Bros Oro
Ted "weems Oro
Blo Cnbanii
Johnny Conrad and his troupe Arthur Murray salons.
CopaeaDanit
NTG Revue
Bonnie Baker
Jose.
with longhair -talent, and an enter- The Garclas
B[arry Savoy
Ruth Bttlng
Radio Aces
Betty Kellly
(New Acts) are okay in their colortainment nut that could hardly buy Martin & Lewis
cIeveland
Raye
& Naldl
Gloria King
terpings.
staged
Comic
Eddie
fully
SSowmam Itoom, IS. Y. the costume on a sparsely draped Music Hall (I) 10 Palace (B) 10 Steen
& Tasher
Romona Lanf
White is another new face for the
Paul
Wlnchell
Guy Lombardo Oro
Machtto Oro
Lucile CummlnKs
(HOTEL BILTMORE)
chorus girl in a plush uptown joint. Itrunhllfla Boque
Bill Shirley
Pitchmen
Jose Curbello
urea, though he has obviously been
Ron Perry Orch (6), with Lee
Julie Wilson
Kulkeskl
Bob Hopkins
Rnban Blea
around., Fatter is okay and his
Surprising is the fact that even to Charles
AMlchael Dufso Ore
Harlan; Phil Wayne Orch (7), with
Pryde & Dave
Glen Burrls
Marlon Bruce
special song material has a fresh
COI.BMBl'S
Fernando Alvereis O Vera Massey
Kathleen Quinn; $1 cover weefcdoys; non-longhair fans the Music Box Arnaut Bros
Diamond Itorseslioe Bernie George
Palace (R) lt-16
AcromaniacB
twist. Added dialect stories get him
provides
$1.50 Saturdays.
thoroughly
enjoyable
sesa
Prof Backwardfl
C Cavailaro Ore
Tho'Bs & Vertznlle
additional howls to make for a
Kirby Walker
Sir!
Rockettea
Prot. LambertI
sion.
The
singers
there
aren't
faded
Cedrlo
Wallace I
healthy bowofl.
Herman Hyde
de Ballet
J & M Nagle
Wally Blaoker
This
hotel eatery-nitery com- oldtimers, but young and talented Corps
Turner Twins
DAVENPORT
Sym Ore
Jimmy Leeds emcees in affable binationlush
Versnllle*
has been operating on a newcomers, some with definite conI'nrnmount (V) 8
OrPbeum (R) 10-13 Rosebuds
manner. NicoUe purveys a mixture fixecl policy of name
Carl Brlsson
Billy Banks
Cldye McCoy Oro
bands. With cert and operatic engagements for .limnw Dorsey Ore
Grant
Oro
Bob
French,
Spanish
and
American
Tables Davis
Of
(two to tny
L Jor<ton Tym 5
even the smaller combos difficult to
Panchlto Oro
DETROIT
Beoald & Rudy
songs to teeoff proceedings. Johnny book now because
the fall.
All are
accomplished Pat HennlnB
VllloKe VnnKuiii4
so many have
MtclitKtlia (P) 11
Jack Mathers
Lyn Shirley
Silvers and his unit play a top show folded
R Bycr-Bennett
Frank Fontaine
Noble Sissle Ore
BoJcy <I> 11
under increased operating pipers with hep concert deliveries
Muriel Gaines
and make dance music that gets costs, the room's management
Vaughn
Monroe
Bd
Syd
Strange
Bos\Yell
Oro
Connee
nearly
and
ready
to audition for the
was
Gwen Tynos
Zlogy Talent
EI Chlco
•Tackle Miles
hary.
ihem on floor.
forced to take a chance on two com- Met's Edward Johnson.
Dick Styles 3
KoBita Rlos
Jonhny Mack
Buster Shaver
Don Frye
Mieuel & AlbalclB
O Georg-e & Blch'd M'oonmaids
paratively unknown outfitSj both of
There's the case of Frank Wenner- Peters Sis
VonUy Fair
Alice Farrar
HARTFORD
which gained most of their reputaGertrude Nieaen
Bob Turk
State (I) 11-13
State (L) 10
Clieas Paree, Clii
tions in the midwest. Fact that the holm, who sang with the Royal Mickey Rooney
Hotel PennsylTanb- Jan Murray
Frankle Carle Ore
Bob Williams
Randy Brooks Ore
Baron & Bernay
Chicopo, April 4.
Ron Perry orch and Phil Wayne Opera in Copenhagen, and who was Jane Harvey
Nelle Fisher
Hotel Pierre
Johnny Morgan
The MarveUettes
Gloria Gilbert
Lena Home, De Marios, Paul orch please the Bowman Room's brought to this country for, a part Will Mastln 3
Dave Apollon
HOI'YOKK
Boyd Saeburn
Yalley Arena (I) 13 Chester Dolphin
Cray, Wolter Long, Don Davis Orch customers, consequently, is a mild in the film version of "Up in Cen- Abllgall & Buddy
Oinnle Powell
Chas Reader Ore
surprise and a tribitite to the show- tral Park."
Smith
E Lawrence Ore
He qualified vocally, Canfield
(10), Don Chiesta (4), Line (10); $3
WIvol
Cass Harrison Ore
Strand (IV) 11
Sammy Birch
manship of the two crews.
und $3.50 minimum.
Bob L*e
but since that musical is strictly a Cab Calloway Ore
Hotel Plaro
(tour to liin
Bands alternate on the stand,
Hlldegarde
Kay Carole
MIAMI
pOf Americana, he wag no go Busty Fletcher
Hal Kannor Oro
Stuart Langley
playing continuously from dinner bit
Olympla (P) 9
Miller Bros & Lois
Peggy Palmer
Terry & Ralph Bio Monte Ore
Opening of Lena Home here to- till closing. Perry combo is prob- otherwise, in the meaiitirtie, he's The Ravens
RooBevelt
Hotel
D'Qulncey
& OiT'ni
BRONX
Bon Bice
night (4) was a terrific letdown af- ably the better known and, with a been signed by W. Colston Leigh for Vflndsor
Zanzibar
Lawrence Welk Or
(I)
W-IS Harry Stockwell
Hotel Tntt
Art Tatum
ter her successful run at the Chez a better jump beat than the Wayne a September tour— and since opera Los Aces
Comllle's Dogs
Vincent Lopez Oro
Tbelma Carpenter'
year ago. La Horne jiist didn't haVe crew, rates the most appreciation. singers have to eat, so he's here. Payne & Foster
Johnny Barnes
VValdorf-.lstoiiA
Eddie Hector
PAIVERSON
Hanlon
the elegance, the timing,- the cos- Comprising only one sax, the usual His rendition of the Prologue from Tommy
D Dickens Oro
Tito Gulzar
Ruth Wells
Majestic (1) 10-13
tuming or the eleihfentg that go to three rhythm, plus a violin and ac- Pagliacci and
Zimmerman'*
F & B Barry
Diike Art Jr
"Le Veau d'Or" 3 Osmond Sis
Emit Coleman Ore
Gene Kardos
tiiake a great entertainer, which, cordion, the band dishes up a neat
BfiOOKtVN
Marie Lawlor
MIscha Barr Ore
Janczl JUakuIa
J Blair
Were so apparent on her last engage- repertoire of pop tunes and oldies, from Faust, indicate a set of lush Flatbush (1) M-W J
Zslga Bela
Little CInb
Kaye
Georgie Kaye
ment. Weather which reached gale mixing in enough rhumba rhythms and powerful tonsils with a terrif G6jprgie
Betty Lou Bortney Paul Arnold
4 BlEflns
Marcufl Troupe
Sinclair &. Aids
proportions was a definite factor for to keep the Latin Airterican fans savvy on delivery.
Cass Harrison 3
Ann Barrett
M-10
Helen Wenzel
Bojrers Corner
Doris Ruby
Andrews Twins
the half empty house opening night happy. Perry himself handles the
Another
niga Orlova
Don Baker
bary,
Lloyd
Harris, Jackie Sc Tulty
The Workmana
but it still could not' account for violin and alternates on vocals with
The Fantlnos
SUEENS
Miss Horne's so-so performance.
Lee Harlan, the bass player. Latter, played one of the major parts in
ca (I) 9-12
(miCAGo
(two to flll)
Lee Davis
PKIUlDELPHIA
Show opens with ballet of 10 with a set of solid baritone pipes "Madame Butterfly" in Washmgton Well
H Edgewoler Beach
BInckhawh
&
Fayes
_ Carman (I) 10
dancers featuring Vivienne Clark which shun any semblance of croon- the; night previous to show caught. Adams & Vaugn
Stephen Kisley Ore
Phil Levant Ore
Lou Barriason
His ^'Catalog Sottg" from Mozart's wally Dean
Al Gordon Sf Beta
-with ponies wearing brief multi- ing stye, is standout.
Lenny Gale
Cliez Pare*
Shyrettos (3)
Beau Jesters
Wayne crew, with three reed, "Don Giovanni," and a Victor Her- Catherine Harris
Lena Horne
colored net costumes. Walter Long
Song Stylists (4)
Russ Mack
Smith
Page Paul Gray
rhythm and one brass, is bert selection, shovi^s him ready for Chuck
contri'bs soft shoe tap to "Tea for three
Dorothy Hild Beer*
Paxton Bros
Earlc (W> 11
J.on^g
Walter
Hotel Slierman
t'wo," followed by a specialty and slightly more addicted to the ricky- bigtime.
Florcs & DeCordoba Count Basle Ore
Don Davis Ore
Carl Marx
good
Pattl Crawford
Son & Sonny
tici, businessman's bounce, good for
closing with a whirling tap to
Don Chiesta Ore
Jayne Walton
AKRON
Apus
Estrellita
&
Lucy
comAdorables
(12)
who
Kelston
is
extremely
Gray,
two-step
youthPaul
a
but
little
else.
Outfit
deception.
Herble Fields Ore
Talaoe (1) 10-18
Shorts Davis
Colosimo'*
Jan August
bines song and comedy, is definitely pleases the room's clientele, though, ful and needs additional training in Charlie Spivak Ore
READING
Jack Mann
Harmonlcats
Rajah (I) 10-n
a comer due to hiS decided flair for and mixes In a quota of novelty phrasing, but vocally she's ripe. Frank Marlowe
Helen Carter
Eddie Hubbard
Clark
Hal Mclntyre Ore
ad-libbing plus a baritone voice numbers to keep things perking. Eleanor Knapp is a young mezzo of Buss
Jay Howard
Hotel Steven*
Mack & Desmond
Dolly Bawn
Betty White
attractive blonde
fiiat is top-drawer in its appeal to Kathleen Quinn,
Don McCrane Oro
BALTIMORE
George Prentice
promise, while Janice Davenport
Sol Feola Ore
The Craddooks (W
Hippodrome (I) 10 Coley Worth
Mitery customers. Tunes were "Dark songstress, handles the Wayne vocalColosimodels (6)
Frankson
HOCKFORn
selections from "Vagabond istics competently, shining especially gave a mature interpretation of "Ah Prltchard & Lord
Eyes,','
Copacabana
Boulevar-Dears
3 Arnauts
Palace
(I) 11
Fors
"Girl
e
Lui"
from
"La
Traviata."
Rudy Vallee
on the ballads.
Stol,
King," special arrangement of
Latin Quarter
Jean Carroll
Carl & Arlene
^
Jack Burant
Ted Lewis Ore
That I Marry" and "Chloe," all of
Dolly Reckless
However, stars of the shows are Jerry Wayne
D'Angelo & Vanya Geraldino Du Hot*
Royal (I) 9
Elsa & Wiildo
which added to a begofif. De Marios,
.\rnle Barnett
Paul White
the operators themselves, Don and L Armstrong Ore
E.a B'fartiiBiqiie, N. *¥.
Tom O'Neal
Panchb Oro
terp team, do a nifty on a ballroom
Blroy Peace
& Sweet
5 Skating Earls
Carrillo,
Brett
Morrison, Elsie Showalter, both with consid- Slim
Leo
Copa Cover Girls
Corwln Sis
ballet followed by apache to tune of
Chuck & Chuckls
Paul Walker Ore
Worth
Sol Klein Ore
Knowles, Line (7) with Chris erable concert and operatic back- Hop Skip & Jump
SAN ERANOIsro Buddy Gnylord
*St Louljs Woman" and close with a Allen
.Sky Riders (4)
Kerrigan, Ernie Stewart and Mar- grounds.
State (I) 10-1«
Golden Gate (R) » Janet
They'rei bonifaces. of a
Palmer Hons*
iangr
Hotel Bismnrcii
2 Texans
Johnny Scat Davis Joseph
celino Guerra Orchs; no cover, no high
Grltt Williams Or«
Budy Ore
type, on a thee-and-thou basis Bpb Johnston
Tim Herbert
Miss Horne, gowned in a soft blue minimum.
Dorothy Shay
Georgle Gobies
The RudelB
with most of their patronage, and Norman Nassar
Artlnl & Conanelo
off-the-shoulder evening gown over
The Martinis
A
&
Fanton
C
Peggy
Byan
C & A Jones
Lenore
silver cloth, warbles "Sometimes I'm
who take a turn on the floor them13-X6
J & M Mulcay
almost
Abbott D'ncers .dS)
After
being
closed
for
two
Norma
Warner
You
Can
Where
J Gladmore Co
.SPRINGFJELD
Happy," "Love Man
Rio Onbiina
weeks because of lack of names and selves. Both are affable hosts, and
Pariaii
Court Sn (I) 10-13 L & G Cansino
Dinning Sis
Be" and "Do I Love You" followed a commensurate lack of business, La Don, at the drop of a piano player Linda
Eddie Fens Oro
Tedd Morgan
Daniels & Daye
Irwin Corey
Hotel Blnckstone
by "The Man I Love" and "Honey- Martinique finally managed to latch Will take
& Charles Jim Jamae
Copsey & Ayers
off on an aria,
while M Louise
Morton Downey
BOSTON
suckle Rose" for an encore. It's a
Danny Drayaon
Don Bradfleld
Ramos Orch
the: dialectic film hosting.
Keiths (R) 10
Hanlon & Clarke
moot question as to whether the onto Leo Carrillo,
Lovelies (6)
The
Hotel Congres*
its
reopener.
It
was
a
Herzogs
comedian, for
The Martins
Cee Davidson ore
The Musip Box is probably the Bedell & Mataon
Joe Vera Ore
singer's opening night performance
The Del RIos
desperate booking—no doubt about
Sam Barl
Vine Gardeni
suifered because of a slim audience
only instittition that's a self-support- Marlon Hutton
TOLEDO
Larry Ross
Hotel Continental
it.
Lenny Kent
Param't (P) lfl-13 Bel
or whether Miss Home has lost the
Renee
Phil D!Rey
While
Carrillo has considerable ing cultural unit. When the Met is 3 Flames
Glenn
Miller Ore
the
appeal,
.Vlai'lanne
la»
Ktsh
Ore
sensuous
Fedel*
languorously
BROOK Tex Beneke
charm and savvy, it's too much to in the black it's because of chunky B.Ol'ND
Sheldon Beed
Mel 061* Ore
ability to sell a song and slick sense
Brook <I) 12-13
Artie Dann
The Music Paxton
ask that he carry the entire load on financial contributions.
Sis
Helene & Howard
of timing which made her an over(Film player Patricia Box, however, does all right with- Kate Bllen Murtah
his shoulders.
UTICA
sight success here on previous date.
(three
fill)
14-16
to
Stanley (W)
Morison was supposed to be on the out outside philanthropy.
Jose.
CAMBBN
Johnny Long Ore
Line closes show with colorful bill, too, but the deal fell through.)
Towers (I) 11 -IS
Ray Bngll.ih
number, which, while Carrillo's dialectics aren't enough
Tyrolean
Andrews Twins
J L & M' Caltes
Staged neatly, still left much to be to get by with the nitery sophistiD Richardson Co
WA.«iHIN<iTON
s Continued from page 3
Fank Cook
Capitol (I.) 10
desired.
cates, though in the family-time
Morey & Baton
Ted & Flo Vallett
original
the
himseU and
E-L's Raiik
Don Davis orch which replaced vaudeville houses the veteran per3 Gobs
The Mack Triplets doing
CEBAR RAFIDS P & W Brian t
which he hopes to make a "really
Gay Claridge does a bang up job former, who's garbed ala Mexicano,
4
from
page
Continued
Iowa
(R)
IS-lt
Eddie Peaborty
In playing show and, on the strength can do the same type of routine and
accurate biography to end all mu»
Clyde McCoy Ore
WOONSOCKET
of the applause of the dancers be
get by. The Hollywoodian has been with French Gaumont for distribu- (two to fiin
JJew Park (I) 13
sical biographies"; and "History of a
en
long
has
that
CHICAGO
rate
"revue"
a
with
a
Alston
tween shows, should
surrounded
& Young
Stradivgrius," the biog of a fiddle,
tion, and exhibition of E-L's pix in.
Cliirago (JR.), II „
Doris..Afeb<itL v ^eiK^.
tagement here. Don Chiesta orch little merit beyond an tinbilled, .tune- FrSiice, North Africa, Belgium and Georgle
Price
^SSSIne workshop of the famous
Martin & Florenz
s the rhumba band does as well as ful score.
Harold Barnea
Lou Nelson
maker in the 18th century through
Gaumont as a Rank Roily
it can with four people, but sounds
Bolls
Brett Morrison, in tails, is a bari- Switzerland.
(one to flll)
the various hands into which it
light for the size of the room. Hunt.
tone who does well enough solo and partner will hancUsf the American
passes down to the present.
in production numbers, while Allen Company's produClT under the"same
Knowles is a young hoofer who like- terms as he doeis Rank's, Krim said.
Buchman has been in Cuba shootthe
from
fflfflvaraa Madrid, N. Y. wise can't extricate himself
Since Gaumont has over 50 French
ing scenes for "Treasury." He left
Chris
poorly conceived "libretto,"
for there March 28 on the S. S.
Corlos
Romirez, Noro Morales Kerrigan, from the line, does some houses, the most important chain in
President Monroe with Dick Powell
Orch, Teddy Rodriguez & Phyllis, specialty worlc, and Ernie Stewart's France, and 14 film exchanges in
that country, Africa, Belgium and
Sttcassai Orch; mMmtttns $3 a«d $4.
and a camera crew. They shot conand Marcelino Guerra's orchs handle
NEW toss
Switzerland, E-L should do well unsiderable footage on the ship and
the show and dancing neatly.
Kahn.
der the deal, Krim believes.
continued as it passed through the
Angel Lopez has gone heavily on
Bltie Angel
Leon It Edaie'p
Wally Boag
Eddie Davis
Panama Canal, heading for CaliThe new Yank company has now Phil
headline material for this show, and
Gordon
Sonny King
for^iia.
Buchman diisembarked at
Ellis Larkin 3
eonsequently lor th«! run of this layThe Amorya
Clab, Portland definitely -decided on releasing 14 Joan
Clover
Nichols
Narda
Havana to meet a seeoBd crew for
out has dispensed iwith line of girls
films in the U. S. in 1946, its prexy
Portlond, Ore., March 31.
Stuart Ross
Rosalllianoa'
|nd is using only two acts, Carlos
the Cuban lenslng and is due bactc
Cafe Boc^etj
Harriet Lane
Polly Baker & Harry Carroll, Irene said. Of these, seven will stem from
Ramirez, and Teddy Rodriguez and Vermillion,
(Downtown)
Russ the Hollywood studios, headed by
Pablo
in New York this week.
Dart,
Kerinit
Miller
Olivette
Shepard
Chorus
Phyllis,
Graham Orch (6) no mimmum, Bryan Foy, and the other seven from Connie Sawyer
Principal shooting on "Treasury"
Art Waner Ore
Once the Holy Week hurdle is 8,5c. cover, $1.50 Saturduy.
Rank. Agreement with Rank is for Cliff Jackson
was completed in 65 days at the
Monte Carlo
Josh White
over, business should be on the upDIcB Gasparre O
10 years with a minimum of five pix J C Heard Oro
studio, but additional footage is beIn
beat at the Havana-Madrid.
Roberto
Cafe Socletj
Polly Baker and Harry Carroll are set annually.
ing shot not only in Cuba, but
Maya Ore
Ramirez, the spot has a performer topping new show at the Clover Club,
(Uptown)
OM BomnnliiR
Shanghai, Kgypt, Beirut, New York
Krim planed to the Coast yester- Luclepne Boyer
Who can lure the Latin wine trade,
Jai'kie Phillips
Miss Walker's exuberant naturalDave Martin 3
and San Francisco. The Shanghai
and Morales' orCh should, bring in
expressive day Tuesday (8) for a short stopover Edmund
Sadie Banks
ness, fast comedy, and
Hall Oro
Nina Dover
crew just wound up arid is starting
the rhumba addicts.
from to talk production plahs for 1847-48
Carnival
gestures get sound support
Joe La Port* Orr
& Johnson
home, Egyptian gang recently left
Ramirez is one of the most pol- Carroll at the piano, and his tunes, vvith Foy. He'll be joined by Al Olsen
(i'wicli Village Inn
Kay
Beatrice
Sally Rand Show
and has two to three months work
ished cafe pipers with a vigorous which he plays so expertly, are all Schwalberg, E-L sales chief, who Sallol Puppets
Trojans
Gal
& T Valdez
btry that's plenty okay in operatic old favorites with the payees.
ahead. Buchman hopes to have it all.
leaves over the weeknd. Max Young- C
Lou Ashe
Blackburn Twins
arias as well as pop tunes.
In cur- coaxes the crowd to join m on ine stein, ad-pub head, and Jerry Pick- Michael Edwards
Chavez Or«
assembled for fall release.
By me
Ned Harvey Ore
Ore
rent stint, Ramirez ^ sticks to Latin Trail of the Lonesome Pme,
Budget is almost $2,000,000, he
man, publicity chief, are also flying MeMunus
Held Oro
Havann-sindntf
fare with "Yo Te Quero Mucho," Sea" and other CarroU-wntten tunes,
said.
China Doll
Carlos Raralrea
Thursday (10) to set campaigns
Corozon" and does "Beguine" as a and "the customers love it. Her ren- west
Luke
Keye
Kodrkiuez
& Phyllis
the on the next few pix, They're due to
.
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concession to non-Castilian elements.

Singer could have remained on the
floor much longer than he did.
Rodriguez and Phyllis have a
strong terp assortment built around
LAim items, doing a samba, tango,
rnumba and paso doble. Dances are
well executed containing considerawe grace and some good lifts and
spins.
But according to routines at
Show caught, mUe half of team
Snows no reason for the type bill™g used, inasmuch as the femme
ffi^ws as much potency as RodriThe pair funijtion as a team

John Tio
"Old I Get Stinko at
Moo Song
Fran Yang
Jadlne Ll Sun
the
Tai Slngfi
^"irene Vermillion dances to
Embassy
KING ANKLING CHI FB
accordion accompaniment of Kermit
Yvettc
flops
flip
Ore
Dart She does back bends,
Johnny King, of the Frederick Joso Mellla
Font Or
and splits with equal abandon. Dart Bros, agency Chicago office, has Ralph Iceland
changes,
costume
solos between
handed in his resignation to be ef- Milt Britton Unit
Latin Ounrrn
Russ Graham and orch set the
next month. King is in the A T.ee Simpkins
tempo for the shows and customer fective
Jack Cole Dcrs
FB theatre and cafe dept.
Francis & Grey
here
''^LeSfn lull was apparent
Before joining Frederick Bros., Pierre Cartier
WeekHal Raywin
with half of the tables empty.
King was with General Artists Cecil Lewin
.at^this
end crowds are al>yays heavy
Chick Qtadke
the Al Borde office.
and
C!orp.,
barona
traditional lair of the lumber

dition of
within three or four days.
Club Savoy" always brings down the return

,

'

Noro

Morales

Roslt.-i .Segovia
.Safasas
Belniont-Pluieii

Kay Vernon
Bd

Hotel BlUmore
Phil

Wayne Oro

Ron Perry Ore
Hotel Commodore
Jack Edward Ore
Hotel

New

Corker

Chuck Foster Ore
i^larion Spelman
June Arnold
BlBsell

A

Tes& Diamond Back
Tess

Ooii Tanrten

Oerrl Gale
Eddie Stone Ore
Nlrio

Farley

Diamond, who resigned as

of Hollywood branch of American Guild of Variety Artists to align
with Ed Fishaman Agency on Coast,
is back with
again.

head

AGVA

She's been given post of coordinator in the national headquarters of
the union in New York. Prior to
going to the Coast she had been Itt
charge ot agent control at AG VAo

'
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$M.irancl, N. IT.
Collowau Orch (18)

Cab

Jones; Miller Bros. & Lois,
*a»et»s (4), ioustw Fletcher; "StalH<m Road" (WB), revtiioei »n
Variety, March 19, '47.

Jonoh

Gab Calloway, the
back

perennial,

is

Strand for the umpteenth

at the

WgdaeBday, April 9, 1947

house,
Calico"
Mickey Rooney with Marvelettes
Olick, %lues of (6),
and latest
8st jufce
Wtll Jfostin Trio, Canfleld
the R«cord Man," as whdered by the Smith, Jane Harvey, Abigail &
Mello-LarSs, fflaw an extra hefty Buddy, Louis Basil's House Orch;
response. Garry Stevens also gets "The Mighty AfcGurfc" (M-G), replenty of enthusiasm with bis solo viewed in Variety, Woe. 20, '46.^
work in "Speaking of Arifiels" and
"Guilty.
Band's nappy combination
Here is a stage bill highly geared
and new tunes includes for youngsters, with Mickey Rooney
of old
'Eighteenth Century Drawing Room" the special boxofftce lure. Layout is
(Beneke is smooth on the tanor sax), a Rooney package at $12,500 plus
'Anniversary Song," "Don't Be That 50% over a $42,000 gross, and if
Way," and "Serenade in Blue."
there's a void in the playinj, for
Both extra acts bolster the biU adult consumption, it at least has
nicely with comedy rontines. Helene its measure of adolescent compen& Howard begiii with stately grace sation in this week of the Easter
in a convehtibnal •waltiS number then school holiday.
For the kids Rooney can do alswing into a snappy bit of jitterbugging that olicks, Marshall broth- most anything and get away with
ers have a diverting line of imita- it. For adults he's not contributing
he should. He's in
tions, poking fun at radio commer- as mightily as
cials
and such personalities as and out with the other acts, does a
Crosby, Sinatra, Boyer, Heatter and little offkey warbling, has some bits
with a couple of the acts and
Loi're.
generally
indicates
a casualness
Biz, aided by kids out of school for
with his long years in
Easter vacation^ was okay when that goes
pictures. But at the kind of money
caught
Corb.
he's getting, Rooney should be doing more. To some extent his impersonations of showbiz notables are
a

•ver out 9t

risf

flia mir
with AmoBg 1^
juke

flme, with "Stallion Road" and three
While his almost every move
nets.
ton be anticipated—after 15 years—
ttiis guy is still delivering entertamBient. And as for the b.c, his name
by neiw can be classed with the best
iti 90 far as circulation of it is conHe's jvurt ibout an institu<jerned.
tion.

'this
stytl, ''ftal in

|&

Working with one standard dance
Bros. & Lois— and a
quartet
and Dusty
vocal
one of the kds who can
fbr "Open the Door,
Richard" if anyone is looking for a
scapegoat, Calloway puts on a very
pleasant show. It won't knock anyone from a seat, but it will satisfy
them nicely.
Following the usual bandshow pat
tern; Calloway opens with a heavykanded arrangement Of "Sumrnertime"-^or at least that's what it's
Chicago, April 4.
iaid to be. Calloway hasn't another
Georgie Price, Jayne DiGatano
name for it, but he sure has another with Adam, Harold, Barnes, Roily
However, it serves. He Rolls, Lou Breese Orch (14); "Sitdhielody.
follows immediately with an old denly It's Spring'' (Par).
writing of his, titled "Sunday in
Stvannah," a semi-serious piece
Easter parade at Chicago is fastnicely staged and performed. Later, paced presentation.
the band, a spirited, satisfying
High wire stepper Harold Barne.s
tombo 6t eight brass, five sax, and is class in appearance and performfour rhythm, puts on an excellently ance. Lad sets self on wire and with

turn— Miller

new

Jrietoher,

be 'blamed

'

forked out portion

"A Good

of

ay," with Jonah Jones voealling.
alloway or the band doesn't take
another shot at the Spot until fhe
feeder's "Hi-Di-Ho Man" and "Ol

^rampaw"

tricked

up

via

a

'47

suit on the leader. Whole
one of his iavorite standbys
clicks solidly.

model zoot
idea

And

is
it

&

jLois have been
Bros.
around fo.r years, "rhey do tap pat
terns on the floor and astride the
?latform which spells out "Miller",
'heirs is a flashy turn, they work
herd, and get strong appreciation.
Ravens, ai^>ar«ntly a new quartet
of bdys, do a switch on the Ink
foots and various ottier vocal groups.
fSiey use a deep bass voice to carry
lyric and melody on some items,
and a cross between a soprano am,
tenor, which Can be driven uj) to s
falsetto
that's
almost legitimate.
With this equipmet^t they do a good
job, the deep-down bjiss voice often

Miller

orawing giggles.
fhe
They
work on
"For You," "Sentimenftal Reasons"
*nd "Ol Man River" and could have
done more. This' orowet went for

them

plenty.

Dusty

Fletcher

almost

does

same

the

act he's been doing for yearsit the Apollo, il. v., Howard,. Washington, D. C, etc.
It's a driink bit
and in it's lines one can easily discern the origin of the "Richard"
ideaHe doesn't do the tune
Mielodically until the finale with
pwiftway.
He gets good reaction
here. But, it's not entirely on the
basis of his connection with "Richard" although that's the sole reason

it

gets audience hold that keeps to

bow

oft

routine,
mitt.

with baUet tricks, rhumba
and back flips. Gets hearty

Adam

\

click
Jayne Digahto with;
in ballroomology. Femihe is decked
out in white saquined gown that is
split half way up front to show

beg

series of

Sky,"

'

'

Trio, colored hoofers; Canfleld
ventriloquist, Abigail and
hillbilly singers, It's a spotty
supporting setup that has a couple
of entertaining acts early in the
show, while the closing portion is
distinctly weak.

approach to

tin

Smith,

Buddy,

The Marvelettes open, and while
their varied stuff is standard, they're
fast

and have enough stunts with

which to get over, Mastin Trio has
the Slightest of the threesome the
shapely gams. Jfele is husky lad gacer with some nifty taps and acfowith warm stags manner. Pair open
atic dancing. Smith gets plenty of
with ballroom stint that glides guffaws with the wooden dummy.
smoothly and -tlien quicken pace
Miss Harvey's vocaling is disapwith upbeat tempo with both twirl- pointing with poor phrasing and an
ing furiously. Close with bofl fade exaggerated lyricizing that's particthat sees gal on male's shoulders as ularly evident in her handling of
he twists with iilcreasing speed. Duo "Glocca Morra." And that business
spot material wisely for good re- of keeping her hands behind her
turns.
back throughout doesn't enhance her
Lou Breese points up own and personality. Miss Harvey is okay
band's talents as be solos On trui^jiet visually, but she's here to sing.
Abigail and Buddy's hillbilly-type
and then outfli chimes in for sock
has no
. it
rendition of "Come Back to Sor- instrumental-singing
business being so close to closing.
rento."
They're another disappointment.
Pianist Holly Rolls tees off with
Kahn.
serious "Hachinaninofl Prelude*' that
breaks off midway into farce with
picking keys off board and finishing
Orlentol, Chi
with sticks poundin%, out melody
Chicago, April 3.
that puts audience in high spirits.
Vaughn Monroe Orch. (23) with
Comes back to group Chopin melo- Ziggy
Talent, Moonmaids (5), Bettj;
dies from pic "A Song to RememNorton, Frank Fontaine; John Mack,
ber." Closes with take-offs on variCraddocks (3); "Mr. district Atous types of pianists including
torney" (Col).
sophisticated, disdainful performer
with accompanying facial expresTop budget shows continue to presions. Sneaks in a short boogie beat
with Vaughn Monfor a

along with the Bobcats, as of old.

Using Gershwin's "Summertime" GLORIA KING
as (^ening and closing theme, the Songs
Crosby group give out with "Sioux 7 Mlns.
City Sue" and "Girl That 1 Marry," Bio Caban», N. X.
with maestro assisting on the vocal
Gloria King, who has had
end. Putting vigor into the bill are bits in films before her current small
Ray Badue at the drums and Ward ern trip, impresses as an okay eastErwin at the bass, for a snappy ver- sufficient to hold her own on singer
a cafe
sion of "Big Noise Prom Winnetka." floor.
Voice is well groomed
The Dunhills offer a tap routine, personality frequently registers and
but
and Eddie Rio, a personable chap not sufficiently to catapult
her into
with a good, comedy delivery, con- top brackets.
tribs
gags,
comic impersonations,
Looks and garb are good, but she
and a series of dance satires on a
buck private, a corporal, a top ser- needs a more sapient song selection
and further polish on the fine points
geant, a second lieutenant, and a
of the game. One major fault is the
hungry-for-dames sailor.
The Town Criers, two guys and building of her routine to point up
two good-looking gals, harmonize "Re Bop" which has long passed its
with Crosby on "The Girl That I popularity peak, but one that she
Marry," and run through their own felt she must reprise inasmuch as

"By the Sea," "Buttermilk she did a bit of it in Goldwyn's
"South America, Take It "Best Years of Our Lives." If made
she
Away," and "Open the Door, Rich- a minor part of her routine
"
would fare better.
'Jose^ :
ard."
Finale act has entire company dofacesavers, especially his clinjactic
takeoff on Vaughn Monroe. Other- ing takeofts on radio's singing com- JOHNNlr CONBAttt^ CO, (8)
mercials,
funny
personaliin
gets
spots,
but
the
wise, Rooney
by oh
on
Dancer'.
ty; and fortunately for him in this whole more tiresome than entertain- 8 MIns.
week of school's out, personality ing, as this sort of thing is getting Kitty Davis', Miami Bieach
kind of stale. Biz fair when caught
seems plenty good enough.
One of the better tapologi.sts to
The rest of the bill comprises rainy Saturday (5) afternoon.
have hit town this season, Johnny
•
Jane Harvey, singer; the MarveliShat.
Conrad impresses with his graceful
lettes, sextet of girl acrobats; Mas-

'

.

fact Crosby ii a Uttle on the rusty
side from his layoff during the
service, and, if so, then all he has
to do is get into the groove again
and really go bob, bob, bobbin'

.RIKO, Boston
Boston, April 4,
Carmen Cavallaro Orch, Whitson
Bros., Jack & Marylyn Nagle, Ross
Wyse with Peggy Wolnack; "MiHic's

Daughter" (Col).

Carmen

Cavallaro

band,

never

flashy, turns out some distinguished
stuff nicely scored and finely done.
The band clicks all the way and
makes for a smart session. Cus-

tomers like it fine, only there
weren't any too many of them at
opener, day before Good Friday.

in the instrument, gives it additional
brilliance against the rich scoring

for the band.

Vocals

'
'

stint

to

tings
spins.

-

,.

highlight mid-routine mit^
her excellent

and point up

by Leslie Long, a
Can fill the dance spots in family
looker, who warbles "Good Day,"
vauders and the less plush cafes.
"Glocca Morra" and "Italian Street
Jose.
;

Song," the last named n.s.h, "Black
Magic," "Guilty" and "Anniversary
Song" are neatly handled by Bob

,

Allen.
Specialties, nicely spotted,
are Whitson brothers in acrobatics
plus
chatter,
Jack and Marilyn
Nagle in a nice tapperoo whose ef-

Selznick Scoffs
Continued {rom page

3

fect

British Pix Balff

A

"

.LANG'

are

rides high in
Price's contrib, with lad, recalliftg Craddocks, aero team, presentation
Womack to wow the audience. Had
Gus Bdward days that saw stage is all Monroe's.
to beg off.
Ette.
Large band does prime job with
(or the booking. Act can stand on birth of Cantor, Jblson and Jessel.
Latter
three
prove basis of Price's instrumentation of 4 trumpets, 4
its Own in e.ny hpuse that can use
their
performance
he
duplicates
as
violins
and
6
sax,
trombones,
5
4
its- type of comedy.
WooC
voices, and manners with masterful rhythm.
It does only one instrutouch with Jolson takeoff proving mental with rest of time being spent
best of lot. Trys to close with Rich- as accomp to Monroe package. Do
£S Continued from page I ss
man min^e but is called back for hopped-up version of "Margie" that
Miami^ April 4.
more. Gets off- with doing straight
Ray English, Rtgotettb Bros. & of "Breezin' Along With the Breeze" has customers tapping rhythmic production and distribution organiAimee Sisters, 4 Enons, Walter Wol- that has maestro Breese chiming in beat. Violins add mellowness that zation. Towers of London, Ltd., he
upgrades outfit markedly. Trumpet
ters, Jr., Les Rhode House Orch:
with horn. Material wore well 10 section occupies top roost with mel- has completed transmission arrange*it's a Wonderful Life" (RKO).
years ago and is still socko with low touch that gives soft feel to ments for a British drama series
solid hit.
audience.
bounce tunes. Standout orch mem- titled "London Playhouse." This
Brief
layout
current
features
ber is drummer Eddie Julian, who series of 52 half -hour transcribed
«taBd»rd vande turns which add Up
does nifty on skins for slick returns. programs features dutstanding Britto. satisfying fare, thoiigh none is
Five Moonmaids, forming decora- ish stars in half-hour adaptations of
outstanding.
Ray English t<n>lines with his
ErsJcine Hawkins Orch (18) with tive vocal frame about Monroe, tee- famous British films of the past and
comedantics.
Stuff includes falls, Ace Htirris, Jimmy Mitchell, Laura off with "It's a Lazy Day" to warm present. Such artiste as
Anna Neapalming.
Gals return for "It's
mimicry, pants and stories for a Washington; Harris & Scott, Btedger's
gle,
Patricia Roc, James Mason,
melange that earns a good share of Afro Ballet Dancers (6), Spider Dreamtirae."
Lockwood, John Mills
Slim, blonde, Betty Norton cuts Margaret
laughs and reaction.
Bruce,
Vivian
JohiTt'rtj/
Vigal
ik
recorded shows, and many
Evans family teeoff proceedings Harris, Jim. Vfong Troupe
(4): fancy figure with tempo twist to have
"Rainy Night in Rio" and encores other top film stars will follow.
with their contrasts in dance, old "Secret of the Whistler" (Col).
with "Let's .Get Married."
Gal's
and new. Routining is neatly deTransmission arrangements in Can-,
vised to show talents of boy and
Eskine Hawkins band is the main chirping is sharp and gets good re- ada have been made through Towers
girl, with the oldSters coming in for event on the current bill at the sponse;
John Mack taps out trick routine of London in Toronto and their Cahealthy palmwhacks in their se- Apollo, N. Y., and consequently the
to "18th Century Drawing Room" to nadian associate, John Adasfcin.
Quence. Quartet combine foi: a sock joint is jumping - again.
Hawkins'
well known Canadian advertiser is
finish that gets, the house.
previous appearances at the sepia audience satisfaction.
Mixture of hokum- and corn adds vauder had kept the turnstiles whirlThe Craddocks roll on with leap the sponsor, and the program opens
to good recei>tion for the Rigoing and judging from opening day frog gimmick and then go into transmission from 32 Individual staJip
ettos
and Aimee sisters. Males attendance, despite being Good Fri- shoulder-stand with topmost mem- tions this
month.
throw all the comedy angled magico day, looks like 'he's as popular as ber doing a shimmy as audience reIn Australia, the 2.U.E. Sydney
bits at the- aud, with femmes tumsponds. Break off with a face slapever here.
li^! in a neat assist job.
Top stint
ping bit that's really brijtal but net work will carry the program at
Band, comprising four rhythm, five audience loves it.
With a musical boxing bit that is
'Threesome are a peak hour from all their principal
reed and eight brSss, including Haw- right in groove here.
hovel and an applause getter.
stations and transmission is skedded
Ventro work of Walter Walters, kins' trumpet, grab the major porStepping up front from sax sec- to begin in. two iponths' time. Ar|r., goes nicely.
Utilizes two dum- tion of the 60-minute show and the tion Zlggy Talent chirps zany spemies for double-voice throwing that audience loves it. Teeing off with an cials "Why Did I Teach My Girl to rangements are also being commakes for solid reaction. Les Rhode unidentified sizzler and following Drive" and "Vitamins" that adds up pleted lor the shows to be broadcast
in various other territories.
and house orch background show through with "ICilroy" and other to dick comedy.
jump tunes, it tops everything with
"London Playhouse" is an open
neatly. Biz good.
Lary,
Frank Fontaine, mimic, does first"Hawk's Boogie" for a sock finish. rate takeoffs on Robinson,
Cary end transcription, and although at
Ace Harris, pianist, gets spotlight- Grant, Boyer and
the moment is not skedded for doMonroe's
vocaliz4 'lE-e|e,. IndlpSs.
ing on the latter with Hawkins adding that registers.
mestic transmission in Britain, 34
Xwdianapolis, April 5.
ing
torrid
a
trumpet interlude.
British Forces stations in various
Tex Beneke & Glenn Miller Orch Jimmjr Mitchell, bary and Laura
parts of the world, including Ger
with Garry Stevens, Mello-Lorfcs,' Washington, sultry songstress, hanEiirle; Fbilly
Morsliaii Bros., Helene & Howard; dle the vocals heatly.
many, Italy, the Middle East, Ceylon
PhiladeljphiOi April 5.
''Affairs of Geraldine" <Rep).
Bob Crosby Orch with Toum and Japan, will be teceiving the
Three other acts and trio of house
comics
arc
sandwiched between Criers. Ray Badue, Ward Erwin, program under a deal completed
The band's the thing this week at band numbers to round out a well- Dunhills, Eddie Rio; "Easy Come, with the War Office.
the Circle, where the Beneke-Miller balanced layout.
Harris & Scott, Easy Go" (Par).
Towers has extensive plans for
outfit is getting another fine recep- male duo, click for comedy both on
further program series and is curtion. Reversing recent tendency to gab and eccentric hoofing. Bledger's
This session marks first Philly
push mu.sic into the background Afro Ballet Dancers, two gals and appearance at Bob Crosby since he rently supplying programs not only
while acts take over bulk of show, three men, give out neatly with folk hung up his Marine uniform, and to the British Dominions, but also
to
Europe in French and other
Beneke and the band furnish S0% of and tribal dances to appreciative re- show, it is sad to state, lacks zip.
Although Crosby is engaging in languages.
the show. The only extra acts, Mar- sponse. Spider Bruce, Johnny Vigal
*haU Bros, and Helene Howard, are & Vivian Harris keep 'em happy personality and manner, emceeing
Towers expects to be over in
more the acts as well as fronting band, America some
with' their
hurley
skit,
help 'ul in their turns.
time this summer, on
Tfie old Miller arrangements in sapolioed than usual, but still good the show stacks up as just another
Jim Wong Troupe, Ciii- routine affair with nothing out- his way to Australia, where he is
wt!ic-h the orch specializes still sound for howls.
fresh and up-to-date. Perennials like nese gymnasts, score with their Standing enough, to excite the cus- forming a marketing company similar to those he has e.-itablished in
tomers.
"Tuxedo Junction," "In -the Mood" Oriehtal aero and balancing stuff.
This may be due in part to the Paris, J^ohanhesburg and Toronto.
Sdba.
getting a^ big
and "Meadbwland"
'

BOMONA
'

is somewhat diminished by the
none too big impression they make
roe orch and package toplining cur- with a song for an opener, and Ross
Georgie rent stanza. With exception of three Wyse,
still
manhandling
Peggy

off.

^.

Making first nitery appearance,
the good looking lad is accompanied
by a line of gals (5) and male singer.
He shows aptitude for teaming with
gal partner, if necessary, although
the member of line: used Was not
too light. It is in the solo end tiiat
Conrad really_ socks. Looks ready
for ariy class medium.
Laryi

Band .begins with "Lullaby of JOiance
>
Broadway," a nice tune well dis- 6 Mint.
played with strings and muted Bio Ckbana, N. y.
brass.
Does, among other things,
Romona Lang, personable tapster,
"Oh Bjut I Do" to warm up the has a set of fetching tap turns that
customers a bit, and late in the show nets sizable applause. She shows a
Cavallaro does a lew piano special- good choice of music and has approties like "Warsaw Concerto" and priate routines to match.
"Anitra's Boogie." Mike, well-placed
However, she could tighten .her

vail at Oriental

Nostalgia

imaginative ballet-tap
routinings. His tap terps are clearly
defined and set the palm whacks
coming. Some ga.sp-bringing leaps
and spins go for bigtimey effect.

.

'

A

has been indicated as in the
making. Korda rep said ye.sterday,
however, that another distribution
arrangement was being set which
did not involve: Selznick.
yhere are no negotiations With
Hal Roach for release by SRO of his
Selznick
streamlined
comedies,
spokesman said on authorization of
the producer.
He stated that SRO
was aiming only to handle six or
eight outside films a year and it
wasn't felt that the 50-55 minute
features made by Roach would be
suitable for Selznick type of disdeal

.

,

tribution.
As for negotiations on selling out
Selznick's indie interests, it is understood that entailed was an estimate

of the residual income

You Went Away,"

from "Since

"I'll

Be Seeing

You" and "Spellbound," with estimates also to be made of what might
be expected from "DUel in the Sun"
and "The Paradine Case." On the
basis of these estimates, amount Of
payment to Selznick would have
been determined.
Selznick is currently in New York,
since "Portrait of Jennie" is being
shot there. Work is expected to be
finished in several weeks, at whicli
time he'll return tp the Coast;

.

&

:

val
lafztturg Fsstival
ss. Comtlttued from page
element's unalterably opposed to any
move which would lighten their
right to censor and control at all
Austrian borders. Other three powers won't act unilaterally in such
•
matters.
List of conductors for this year's
Festival concert is to include Sir
Thomas Beecham, Erich Kleiber, Sir
Adrian BouU, Josef Krips, and maybe Stokowski or Bruno Walter, manSoloists not
agement's anttounced.
yet listed but hoped to be of higher
On the
quality than previously.

dramatic Side Salzburg in August
will present traditional revivals of
"Everyman" and "Servant of Two
Masters" under general direction ot
Helene Thimig (Mrs. Max Reinhardt), and operatic productions of
Mozart's "Cosi fan Tutte"- and "Don
Giovanni'" with Vienna Opera and
Vienna Philharmonic joining with
local Salzburg faient.
,

l^cdeieeday,

A^M %
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Wni Blig%^ As Eqitf Seniors
Equity will
of ttiem being required to 'aippear
pirefessienally for 50 w«elis, they
wity qualify after playing 80 weeks.
That is the recommendation of a
committee which has been considering moderating the requirements.
Its report was sub'rriitJM last week
to the council, which adopted it
However, it will
without change.
toe necessary to amend Equity's cohetitution before the revised regulation for eligibility actually

Lineup of celebs beading for Lon-

senior

becomes

whieh

classihcation,

Kas voting privileges at the completion of the 30th week. Stipulation

of "Okla-

was required

stein II.

:

Latter, with Why te* who will return pronto, are getting to work on
their next musical, "Allegro."

Experinieiital

$175,000 for

^Idng Next October
Preliminary arrangen^ents for the
road edition of "Annie Get Your
Giin," which will be the stage feature of the Texas -State Fair, Dallas,

have been virtually

completed^ Mary Martin, currently
appearing In "Pacific 1860" (closing
this week) at the Drury Lane, London, where the British production of
"Annie " with two American leads,
will open next month, will play the
Ithel Merman part in the touring,
or 'so-called national, conipany over
'
_

Dallas fair committee has post^
as a guarantee to the mu-

The summer lineup

not inclusive of production costs, are
defrayed, profits will be divided be-

tween R.&H. and the fair.
"Annie" was presented on Broadway after an Investment of $330,000,
SOfh-t'ox having backed the show in
total.
And it's stiU getting the top
ffosses of the current list.
It Isn't
escpedtfed that the Dallas presentation will be as costly, although the
road and Knglish productions are
Expected to be xeiilicius of the orig-^

is more or
A dozen attractions
list loplt reasonably
playing through Vacation
time, with not more that eight more
figured to have a chance to stick.
Only a few of those expected"- to
survive the summer are among the

th^ American

of

:

National ^Theatre and Academy Monday (6) activt^ of Ejxperiinental
Theatre was wdotsed lor next season.

ET

ule

completes its five^play schedwith "Virginia Heel" Sunday

(18).

is

It

figured that the experi-

$6,000 in the red,

to

West Coast operetta as top comic in
L.A. Civic Light OpwS's pro"Rosalinda."
April 28 in San

fiuction of

_ Musical opens

«>so

new

Los An-

19.

Bkck in

N.
former D'Oyly
Met Opera soprano who

Dickson,

appeared in Broadway musicals,
into N. Y. Monday (7) from

^•ngland, interested
in a

musicomedy

pfier.

'is

latter

vice-

first

A

second

Puccini
When

play

and

may develop

who

rectors

ANTA

Bill

.

West Ind

this

License fix

8.

been profitable every week since it
opened at. the St. James on March
31,

1943.

,.
.

After "Oklahoma!" had completed
it.s first anniversary, there were odds
it would play five years
on Broadway, and it's now in the
second Week of the filth year. While
during the
grosses have varied

that was submitted last week

called

who

for

licen.sing

must
which they buy tickets; from whom
at
bought, and to whom sold and
what price. Tickets must have prices
.-tprvR-p
printed on them and the

not
charge shown. Six-bit charse i.s
tiekot.s,
graduated, but applies to all
price. Brorcsiu'dlp.ss of admi.ssion

mu.M

ako

list

events

a prominent spot

(har!J,(>s in

place ol business.

officer.

it

ami

in their

'

j

known £howmen.

while the possibilities are
Girl,"
"Lute Song" and
There are also plans for

"liarvey."

"Brigadoon" and "Finian's Rainbow," probabilities for next .season,
along
with
''Carousel."
English
showing of the latter three musicalf
later . may dei>eHd on how "Oklahoma" and "Annie" are received.
There are four American attractions on
London's board.s, "Bom
Ye.'^terday,"
"Song
of
Norway,"

"Animal
Kingdom" and "Fiftywhich was known over her*
"All for All.", It stars Harry

Fifty,"

as

Green, but on Broadway Jack Pearl
was o<i-starred with Green. "Caviar
to the General," another American
play,

was put on

last

month but

flopped out.

Zorina To Speak Title

Role

in

Cantata Preem

Vera
comedy

Zorina,
Broadway musiballerina, will speak the
role in the American premiere
of Arthur Honegger's ''Jeanne d'Arc
au Bucher" ("Joan of Arc at the
title

Helen Hayes won an acre of land
on a mountain near Abingdon. Va.,

Stake")

Virginia ham, as this season's
Barter Theatre of Virginia award
winner,
Award was given actress
'•tlic outstanding performance by
an Antrrifiin actor on the current
New York .stage." Misi 'Hayes had
received another honor, an Antoinarid a

was Holy Week.

r.'-,

"Dream

Helen Hayes Cited

season,

Guild i.s hopeful of a five-year
confident
ipRit record but hardly
that the ,':how, which already has
e«fnbli.«hed a record for musicals,
That
will actually turn the trick.
celebration
recent
the
explain.'upon the consecutive
oark.^tage
four-yoar accomplishment. "Oklaho14
nu!'""ha.'- been a bonanza for the
who include Jomc well
l,i:i'k<

Turtle,"

ation.

attendance invariably
bounced back promptly. Last week
wa.s an example, when the boxoffice
count was $3,000 better than the
previous .^cven days, even though

past

Statute calls for $100 fee for each

«S0 to

Army

dealers

individual or company, and hooks
each
lliem for an additional $50 for
Ducat-passers
branch or office.
and
will have to post bond of $1,000,
keep hooks .showing price at

kers
Britisli

of all

resell tickets.

Set for London are "Annie Get
is a show
Your Gun," "Oklahoma," "Lift With
and he has Father" and
"The Voice of the

Puccini's music is published by G.
Ricordl & Co, in Milan and New
York, the firm representing Puccini's heirs.
Office in N. Y. was
taken over during the war and a
Government' appointee is still acting
head of the firm. Amount of cash,
if any, in connection with the deal
was not indicated btit Washington
stated Shubert did not buy the
rights but secured a license to adapt
the PUcCini music, or parts of it, for
show purposes. American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers may become a factor in the situ-

anticipated that there

will be seasons of touring

Latest bombshell against ticketscalpers was hurled by State Senator Elrpy Sandquist, who introduced

life

the legal right to adapt the music
of the composer.
Transaction, it's
believed, will ^deprive Puccini's heirs
of considerable sums of money.
Protests have been made to the
State Department by the Italian Ambassador, while operatic authorities
and notable musicians, including Arturo Toscaninii have violently Objected, some messages of protest going to the White House,

.

Chicago, April

•

work is prized.
Young Shubert's idea
based on Puccini's

There are additional stage plans
"Oklahoma!", Theatre Guild's
most successful attraction. When it
does disappear from the Broadway

.

Sbws

Up

for

list, it is

the
selections,
choice.s
being
for "outstanding contribution to the
in

In some quarters, however, it was
pointed out that the music of Edto 7 E'way
vard Grieg was- adapted for "The
Song of Norway" (now touring and
Seen Possible for iites
in London) without any repercussions.
Also that the works of other
In London's
foreign composers were used in
modified form, such as Bizet's "CarThe influx of American shows in
men," adapted into "Carmen Jones," London, of which there may be
and Gilbert and Sullivan's scores in seven this spring and summer,, is
"Hot Mikado," plus other musicals regarded with high optimism by
based on their "Pinafore"-^all with- Broadway
showmen
concerned.
out protest. However, as one music They
state
that Britishers; have
critic put it: "Puccini created a spe- plenty
of money with little. t<j spend
cial musico-dramatic method of his it
on except for amusements, which
own. No other composer has done explains the reports of goodly
atwhat Puccini has done to this form," tendance in the West End, whers
which indicates how the Italian's most legit shows
are spotted.

by either
one or two companies and repeat
Resellers engagements on Broadway for a
month or more annually. It has

WoiiM

J.

WMCA

mLA/HA& PLANS

show

Olbeis

J.

Custodian, there was considerable was interrupted so that the citations
furor in musical circles and on could be broadcast, that part of the
Broadway. Such a deal was pos- program going on the air for 15
sible because the peace treaty be- minutes starting at midnight. Over
locally and the Mutual nettween U. S. and Italy has not been
While Meyer Davis' orchesratified,
(Dperas involved are "La work.
Boheme,
"Mme. Butterfly," "The tra backgrounded with the Canteen
Gurl of the
Golden West" and
(Continued on page 50)
"Tosca."

planned to resume at the Center.
In Central Park" will return for
a pop-price engagement at the City
Center starting May 19.

did hot devotf time to

men. They were named "Tonys" by
Brock Pcmberton, chairman of the

grand opera music of Giacomo Puctheatre" during the season of 1946cini from the U. S. Alien Property 47,
Following the dinner the show

"Up

were dropped.

Music

last week committee. With whom Miss Perry
nephew of Lee was associated in stage production.
There were no "firsts" or "bests"
Shubert, had secured the

was announced

rights for operetta purposes to the

"Love,"

better outlook

it

]

that Milton Shubeit,

is

ton Campbell is chairman of the
board, newly named being Harry
(Dallas),
Brandt, John Rosenfeld
Robert Breen, Sam Jaffe, Blevins
Davis, C. R. Kase, James Sauter,

_Singcr returned to England a year

marry a

musicals

of Memorial Day but only one
vice prez, while Gilbert Miller and side
Rosamond Gilder are again treasurer new musical is slated by that date,
skating show, "Icetime,"
and secretary, respectively, G. Law- although the

Bill

we

liariel Dicksott

the

showings will be around
which is supposed
be paid by the presenters.
"Born
Yesterday"
heads
the
Theatre, Inc., which sponsored the
straight-play group that looks cerfcpst play: ("The "Wanhope Building"),
tain to go past the summer, with
paid off about $1,200 of its Joss; "State of The "Union," "Harvey,"
whereas the statement showed the "John Loves Mary," "Happy Birthtry cost nearly |2,000 more than its day" and "Years Ago" rated having
chances among others,
share of the subscription money. the best
Theatre contends that some of the while "Life With Father" will coast
items charged against it should be into June for a new run record.
allocated among all presenters, as Other possibilities include "All My
the same accessories were used for Sons," "Burlesque," "The Voice of
the four other shows. Loss attend- The Turtle" and "Another Part of
"Love For Love,"
ant to two other plays is said to have The Fore.st."
which will follow the capacitybeen |300 or less each.
drawing "The Importance of Being
Vinton rreedley was re-elected Earnest," may be present, if
not the
president of ANTA and Robert E.
repeating after

mental

Sherwood was named
president. Helen Hayes

Tickets for the affair wer«
and attendance was excellent,
more than 1,000 occupying tables,
but the Wing was satisfied to break
even. The Antoinette Perry awards
'were in the form' of sterling silver
compacts for the femme "winners"
and solid gold money clips for th«

war.

$7.50,

legislature
a house bill in the Illinois
liinitihg ticketbrokers to a 76c com.quoted that
on all amu-sement ducats.

•. Los Angeles, April 8.
.Hugh Herbert makes his bow in

Muriel

are

"This Is the Army."

On the stage was the backdrop
Msed for Stage Door Canteen radio
programs, which Aetted the Wing
considerable funds throughout the

Heavy Proteds

"Finian's
Rainbow" and "Brigadoon." "Barefoot Boy With Cheek"
was expected to be a sure thing,
and it may yet turn out to be a bellringer after being greeted with disappointing notices after Boston went
all out for the new tuner. "Annie
Get Your Gun" still is top grosser
and is sure to span a second summer. ''Oklahoma" should roll past
its fifth summer and the chances for
"Carousel," which just completed its
second year, are fairly good. "CaU
Me Mister," which has started
its
second year, should turn the
trick easily and "Sweethearts" has a
good chance, too.
"Street Scene"
may make the summer grade but
"Chocolate Soldier" is doublfull.

ANTA Appnofal
At a meeting

in

'

convalescence.

1946-47 product.

mission

m

^^lie and

Waldorf-Astoria, Sunday (6) evening under the auspices of the
American Theatre Wing, overall

hoiipital,

sur^- of

Outstanding

,

to

and Ear

at the

on the current

Peggy Wood, Blanche Yurka and
Reelected
sical's producers, Richard Rodgcrs George'Savage (Seattle).
and Oscar Hammerstein, for the en- to the board: Vera Allen, Sherman
gagement there. Coin covers three Ewing, Emil Friedlander, George
Arthur
Helburn,
Theresa
weeks' salaries, royalties and trans- Freedley,
portation costs. It's imderstood that S. Kleeman, Jens Frederick Larson
Webster. Former diafter promotional and other outlays, and Margaret

shifts

is

indefinite.

less

nS.COO

May

Menken

since last June. Surgery Irving Berlin's "I Lost My Heart at
last week to correct a the Stage Door Canteen." The Cannerve condition that accompanied teens were organized by the Wing in
New York and other cities and were
the second operation.
Miss Menken is expected to be hailed by men in uniform all over
the world. The song was a standout
fully recovered after six months of
pitalized

:

seles

Eye

Manhattan

over; Lawrence Langner, Thea- with few replacements, according to
Guild co-director, and Jerry indications. Wot only does there
Whyte, Guild's musicals supervisor. seem to be a paucity of spring
Theresa Helburn, other Guild direc- premieres but showmen are hardly
won't
go over, nor wiU authors optimistic oh the summer for the
tor,
RiehMd itqdgers or Oscar Hammer- main stem.

juniors want. to become
Desprta criticism by fellow
they figure that by not applying for senior rating, thisy thereby avoid being solicited to sign petitions >nd «]so can remain aloof
from dontrovelrsial issues, slrice they
Juniors are often
do not vote.
proselyted into Signing petitions, but
such names, are stricken out when
their classification Is detected by
checkup.

Francisco and

what is to be annual dinand citations, in memory
of Antoinette PexTy, was held at the

Op

Helen Henken's
Actress Helen

tre

all

here.

NY. Awa^
First of
ner, show

clicks that doubtlessly would be able to play into
next season, will definitely withdraw
before the start of the suivimer,
"Joan of Lorraine" closing in a

fly

seniors.
players,

starting Oct. 4,

preem

for the

:

cludes

that juniors, regardless of age, must
loe in good standing for at least two
years after-being elected to membership still applies. It is quite possible
foir juniors to have belonged to the
association for & miich longer period
before attaihihg the 50-week mark,
for which reason it was deemed that
the lesser Bumber' of appearanceweeks to be more equitable.

Not

First Affliiial

;

at the Drury Lane now inmonth and "O MistressHIine" ring- N. Y., resting after an operation to wartime theatrical organization. Of
Howard Heinheimer, Kodgers ing down May
Before that date relieve an ear infection. It's the which she was the guiding spirit
& Hammerstein's attorney, who will there will be a 31,
Theme song for the evening was
number of dlosings, third time the star has been hos-

homa!"

Before the amendment
goes onto the boolts a referendum
jnay be necessary.
s
Juniors who happen to land in a
Jong-run show soon alter joining
Equity will not be permitted to step
to

May

iJon in

'effective,

wp

Im Perry Posisniously At

Two Broadway

senior

to

iiMir

OiSiEDULE

juniors to be
membership in
be modified, and instead
Ot

Quallfictiiipns
eligible

:

PHOES

FE

J^^

^^^^^^^^^

ette

Perry

Award,

Sunday

ntxt sca.son.

adults

I

I

Gov. Willinm -M.
the award,

madf

Tuck

of Virginia

Louis

Calhern

it

ia!-;t

year.

chortists,

will

"The Magic Touch" will be among
the spring productions,
date being May 13, at

fir.st

tryout

Erlnnger's,

Play by Charles Raddoek
Chai les Sherman will be pre*
lifntwl by John Morris Chanin.
Bu/Tiilo.

cind

j

won

and children

be conducted by BrUno Walter.
]

I

j

be given by the N. Y.
- Symphony
Society
~

Mu.sieal cantata, employing .speaking part.s- and singing roles, with

i6).

Barter award wa.s made yesterday
iTutP.) in N. Y, at a luncheon.

to

Philharmonic

for

—

—

:

"

so
.Ballit leipresaiios

M

;

;

Fid

Big Ikits

bifHile

BdxeffEr Eeceipti jif 1114?

for Ballet Theatre's N. Y. booking
late this month), impresarios are
taking stock—and finding big dents
in their boxoftice receipts.

XOISPIMCF CHAEGii'
SEGREGATION SUIT

,.1N

Washington, April 8.
companies have just
The trial to test the National thecompleted spring seasons in N. Y.
Where the Ballet Russe de Monte atre's right to bar Negro patrons is
expected
to
wind
up tomorrow (9),
Carlo, in its six- week season last
year at the City Center, averaged Case opened a W|^k ago, and after
$:!I4,000 receipts a week, this year it an all-day session jumped to yeisteraveraged $18,000, (Capacity is 131,- day (7), when the theatre put on its
OOO weekly, for eight performances defense case. Suit actually involves
efforts by seven persons to get reat a $2.40 top.)
The Original Ballet Russe, which funds on tickets they purchased and
last season did three weeks at the turned over to Negroes who were
•Met, this spring played only nine refused admission.
At a $4.80
days, 12 performances.
Counsel for the National argued
top ($6 opening night), company that those seeking refunds sought to
-grossed aboutt $50,000, well under "force upon the theatre the admisC^rnpatiy sion of Negroes."
season's average.
last
He added that
didn't seU out on weekends, as it the purchasers entered into a "conBallet Tiieatre, spiracy to restrain the trade- of the
did last year.
on the other hand, coming into the National theatrei" and said that
City Center April 28-May 18 at a when the tickets were bought the

Two major

.

The

top for the first time, after
years at the Met or the Broadway
at $4.80 tops, may do business.
Both Ballet Russe and Original
Ballet Russa just about broke even
did itoc same this
in N. Yi
TO
Generally
season OH the road.
speaking, tlje two troupes did 25%
less business on tour this season than
The Ballet Theatre has lost
last.
heavily this year, in its fall N. Y.
season and since on the road, it being estimated that losses for the
season will run to $250,000.
$2.40

i

Company had to cancel a booking
Galveston because of the very
small advance —somethiiig uiiheard
of in pallet circles. Ttt also had an
extra week's layoff on the road

'

i;i

—

imprecedented
for which it
pay its troupe. Company met
with good houses only in Los An^
geles, San Francisco and Chicago.
One of the three companies has
already asked its soloists to take a
20% cut in salaries for next season.

.also

had

Waits BB Pari Ruling

delayed
ruling

further

is

made,

decision, which
action until the
was taken after

Frank

S. Helms, chaimian of the
project committee, noted the commission had funds earmarked for
maintenance and construction, but
none for this type of reereational
functions.
'

A

iflso

brought over "Les

OK

$24,000

8.

appropriation for

the

Colony," found clear sailing before
the House Appropriations Committee of the Nonii CaroUnft General
Assemblb''^

Gat in 'HnMwteersV
Pittsburgh, April

"Madronos" and "Vir

8.

CJivic Light Opera Co.' will give a
ginia Sampler," but these were small
local gal a break for the first time
in expense, in cast, scenery or coS'
'tuntes;
Original Ballet Rj^'se' piit' this -season when Mary Martha
on a three-character "Pa? De Trois" Briney, Pittsburgh opera and radioand revived "Pictures at an Exhibi- ite, sings the f emme lead in al fresproduction of ."The Three Mustion."
Its "Camille" was paid for co
by Ballet Associates of America, keteers" week of July 21.
This, show replace*' "Rose Marie,"
Ballet Theatre staged the threecharacter "Facsimile" and restaged for which the rights couldn't be
cleared. Season opens- June 2 with
"Giselle," this last costing a bit.
It
'

Irom

London

its

E. J. Tait

on

E.

direction of "Finian's

BainbOW" the

walked

'

;

author of "All

by reading a poem by former Sgt.
Kermit Schafer and dedicated to the
^members' of

show business ivho

War

gave their lives in World

11

and

who are still carrying on their
ceaseless effort to bring sunshine
into the hearts and minds of thousands of veterans Still in hospitals;"
It read:
those

Eight out of the 10 regular candidates for Equity's council named last
week have never served on the control body. That is unusual, Up to now
at least several retiring councillors have been chosen as candidates, but at
least one among the outgoing group declined further office.
Raymond
Massey and Elliott Nugent are those: renaffled and are virtually certain of
election.

J.

Tait,

seriously

head of Williamson

ill

since his arrival from
ago, <md wiU

London two weeks
take off for

home from

tiie

Coast

neither received' consideration. Neither attended the next council meeting after appointment. Ewell had. a publicity assignment on meeting di^
(he's in "John Loves Mary"), while Marlowe was rehearsing in 'tatira,''
and as that show is going out of town, he may never make it.

—

'Heads or Tails," announced last year and occasionally this season, is
rehearsing, dated to debut late this month oh Broadway. Managerial
setup indicates that there bay be 3,000 backers, technically a record. In

however, everyone buying tickets in advance i^ supposed to get
a share of the profits. "Heads" is said to be a farce, written by H. J,Longsf elder, former Viennese author, and Ervln Drake.
Management asked Equity to exempt the show from guarantees because of "former GIs in the cast; but no dice. Last week $3,500 was posted
to protect salaries.
Reported that the cost of "Heads" will be around
$75,000, probably higher than the original budget, partly because of the
long delay in fetting the^ow on the boards.
this case,

°

Investors in "Mary Had a Little," Which closed in Boston before Christmas, received checks last week which gave them a total return on their
investment of 95%. Show is due to reopen and the backers have the
privilege of putting up 50% of their original investment to get in on it
again. It cost $30,000 to stage originally and is being capitalized at $15,000
to relight.

theatre..

Brian,

Is

big dipper.
a gallant troupe on a Lisbon Clip-

E^penmentanj

ing N. Y, for Aussie today by .boat.
Tiltoii
has sung leads- in severalShubert operettas out of town but
hasn't appeared in N, Y.
"

in

Chicago, April

Acting

group

composed, of

CM
8.

bit

players,

-

•

of-

Participating at

Of that we are certain.
With a show thot's eterrtal—
With no final curtain^

:

"

aijd libretto director, will have
Jphn Kelly as stage director. Al
Evans is to be musical director and
conductor, with Richard 'Valenti as
assistant musical director. Cavl Randall takes over as dance director.

slated to reappear.

understudies and minor
characters of three long-run legit
Read all about it in' the press' dead shows are banding
together to stage
file
series of one-acters to give unknowns
With headline* bylincd by Clapper a chance
at meatier roles and others
ond Pyle.
opportunity to realize directorial
Yes', the boys are well (afcen crtre
ambitions.
per.;

Webb

'

is

'THE LOVE WACON' GETS

.

Bucer

-

Al Rosen, who produced "Mary," plans to reopen in Santa Barbara
east, but not before there's a definite commitment on a Chicago
Virtually the same cast, topped by Edmund Lowe and Maiy

and tour

,

'

Tilton, baritone who will play
the male lead in the shoW, and Carl
Randall, who will stage it, are leav-

'

now

-

'

,

'

stitute

.

'

.

"Three Indelicate Ladies" title had to be cleared, and a tentative subwas "Morgan's Murders," which has been dropped. Jessie Royce
,ioorrior* who gave their Landis, who is staging the melodrama for Hunt Ettromberg, Jr., and Thomas
Spongier, had suggested another title, and for its use she was to get 1% of
the picture rights, if and when sold. Stromberg told Miss Landis that
Those veterans of oreosepoint—
Ladies" was definite but he promised her the same share of the film
Still going <>tt loith the shows
For the greatest audience of all— rights coin anyhow. Actress-director is keeping her suggested play title a
secret, figuring she'll be able to use it another ttaie.
A gang of purple heart Joes.
Greeted by the greatest Officer of
There is a limit of 34 standees allowed for "Joan^f Lorraine," the Ingrid
the Day by far—
Bergman starrer, but no matter the weather there are that number of
The genial, smiling FDR.'
And the table to the left, eanteen hard" tickets sold for each performance. Standee admissions go on gale
at 10 a.m. Last Wednesday (2), for instance, there
angels galore—
was continuous rain,
Wonderful guys like KeUy, Bong but Oiere were no more "hards" for the matinee at 10:05, and by 10:S0 all
standee admissions had been gobbled up for the night performance.
and dozens inqre.
On hand alimms—mAny immortal
Notices and great public" reception for touring "Call Me Mister" at
names of stage ujiA tetf eh—
Welcoming the lads to Heaven's Nixon, Pittsburgh, last ^eek put a smile back on the faces of the players
and management again. Company had gone to iSmoky City pretty rium.
Canteen.
a
Look! There's Leslie Howard doing bunch following Toronto engagement, where everything fell flat because
Canadians didn't get the typically American slant.
hi» bit ond
Carole Lombard, a hostess making
0 terrific hit.
Yes, Music to satisfy each G. I.
Bit Flajers To'-Pr@du€e-

—
For gallant
share—
then

April 18.
Miss Stewart's trip will also in- Yes, festivities will be gay and
.
clude search, for an actreks to play
merry
Annie in Williamson's production of Can't you see ioH&s rufuAnn " the
"Annie Get Yoiir GUn," ^ue to
show,
preem in Melbourne end of June. It's Antoinette' Perry!

Me!;nphis, April -8,
Memphis Open Air Theatric has
iip "some 20-odd' principals and
• revamped production staff for its
eight-week 10th anniv.ersay jubilee
season of summei' operettas starting
June 30 in Overton park.
Victor Morley, returning as pro-

lined

,

,

could a*fc for better—than good
old Glenn Miller!
„

Septuagenarian showman has been

$um

,.

:

Recently Tom Ewell and Hugh Marlowe were appointed as replacements to the council though it was only six weeks before election, It was
anticipa'ted that both would be named by the nominating committee but

And'c.oming in winging post heaven's

Theatres, Australian .legit chain,- is
leaving N, Y. by plane tonight
(Wed.) for the Coast/ accompanied
by his N. Y. rep, Dorothy Stewart.

lEiPfflSAlTRESCO

;

Beck theatre: Agnes, de MlUe,
dance direction of "BrigMoon" (she
was out of town); Jose Ferrer, for
performance in "Cyrano De
Bergerac"; David Ffolkes, designer
of
"Henry VIII'-' settings; Helen
Hayes, her performance in "Happy
Birthday"; Mr. and Mrs. Ira Katzenberg,
for being inveterate first
nighters; Elia Kazan, direction of
"All My Sons"; Michael Kidd, dance

his

.

"season.

-UP

courtesy in the boxofflce of the Martin

fciller-diller

Leg

First

Of Australiaii Return

disappointing biz, how
looks like there will be three
major comi>anie,s touring again next
it

LINES

The Winnahs
Lucinda Ballard, costume designIngrid Bergman, for her performance in "Joan of Lorraine";
Dora Chamberlain, for "unfailing
ing;

Who

stay.

De.spite

ev^r,

'

"Desert Song."

iPatineurs'

In other .seasons, however, the
companies put on large ballets' costing $45,000 each to produce.
.

re-

Alphabetical-

CANTEEN IN HEAVEN
We know there is a canteen up

ZiG for 'Colony' Site
Raleigh, N. C, April

Roanoke Island Historical Assn., to
be used to Improve the site of the
annual historical drama, "The Lost

of the three companies, un^
like previous seasons, invested sub'
stantial' monies in '^productions this
season.
Ballet Russe put on two
ballets,

:

8.

The commission s

None

new

originally announced.
ly they were:

My Sons"; Patricia
Neal, performance in ".Another Part
Approval of a lO-week summer of the Forest" (her first time on
program of dramatic and tnusical Broadway); Vincent Sardi, Sr., for
productions at King's lElun Dell, in his restaurant, "a transient home
suburban Haddon Heights, N. J., is and coinCort station for 20 years";
in
pending a ruling^by the solicitor of David
Wayne,
performance
the Camden County Park Commis- "Finian's Rainbow" (one of Miss
sion on the legality of expending Perry's finds); Kurt WeUl, for his
park funds for such entertainment "Street Scene" score.
and recreation.
Lytell emceed the show, starting
Philadelphia, April

=

'

Jim Sauter introduced "rony

with canes,- feet being
(former
broken) ; Burns Mantle
critic), for his annual "Ten Best
Plays" publication;" Jules J. Leventhal, season's "most prolific backer
purchasers knew that the Negroes
and producer" (his name never used
wpuld be turned a.way from the
in billing) ; Predric March (who also
door.
recently won an "Oscar" ior perfonhance in the film, "Best Years of
Oul* Lives"), his performance in
Years Ago"; P. A. McDonald, buildJersey Summer Setup
ing of production for "If the Shoe
Fits" (which flopped) Arthur MiUer,

to

Noticeable this year, in addition
to hiz slump, have been .two other
leatures -r ft definite tendeiicy to
smaller Size companies, and a downward trend in new productions,
Where the major troupes formerly
contained 50 dancers, this season
they averaged 36. This was an obvt
ous move to cut expenses. It pared
tlie troupes down to a minbnum,
however, causing embarrassment
when illnesses, etc., meant hurried
replacements.

Pemberton, Bert iMtll and

tune,

There
were 20 awards, two more than
eipiehts at the microphones.

With the ballet season in N. Y,
«nd on the road almost over (except

Stnif-Lej^

Clarence Derwent, Equity's president, wrote an open letter, printed In
the N. Y, Thnes Sunday (6), addressed to Marcus Hehnan, operator of the
National, Washington, D. C, asking him to eliminate audience segregatioru
He asserted that actprs did not want to force the house out of legit; "Equity
strives to keep the National tiieatre open, as it strivea to keep every legiti.
mate theatre from the hungry maw of the radio and' movie industries. It
endeavors to augment its audience by the inclusion of a group (Negro)
that has a right to legitimate entertainment as undeniable as its right to
breathe the same air of its white neighbor." Derwent Indicated that actors"
must make up their minds whether they will continue to appear there 5.
the color line continues to be drawn.
Recently Eugene O'Neill stated that hereafter nope of his dramas will
play Washington unless Negroes are admitted. That followed a petition
among the players Ih his "TOe Iceman Cometh" in protest to the National
date but the booking contracts for the house had been signed weeks before
that time by the Theatre Guild, who produced the play, Publication of
the protest did not affect the big business drawn by "Iceman."
Guild was nonrcommittal on the National situation, although authors of
some of its plays have thumbed down Washington because of segregation.
At the capital the Guild has 15,000 subscribers, making the town a highly
profitable stand for its attractions not hampered by anthprs' avowals of
boycott. Understood that the GvQld had received oh^^^
letters objecting
to segregation from D. C. subscrH)<ffirs,

On Ne^ro

Gr«>iip> Slced

American Negro Repertory Playnew legit troupe set up by National Concert & Artists Corp. to
ers,

mugical

stock

tryout this

Milburn, N.
direction of

J.,

Monday

(7) under'

Frank Carrington, who

has been operating the Jersey spot
for

years.

Book writer was

not

credited in the billing, but the music

naothent are three
members each from casts of "Lute is by Harriet Ware, Stock status of
Song," "Three to Make Readi^" and the house is maintiiined by Carriiig-

"Born Yesterday."
Present setup ton, who has at least six players to
incjudes temporary^ steering eommit*
the -permanent company.
with twij members' froni leach
cast participating, and Aaron Frankel, assistant stage manager of "Born
Yesterday,"^ serving as temporary

tee,

Dorothy Sandlin, who has ap-'
peared in many stock mn-sicals at

Milburn, is given top billing for
"Wagon." House has been operating
Committee has chosen George Ber- cpntlnuouBly this season but was
nard. Shaw's "Man of Destinyi' for
dark 'during February. Second feainitial effort, and will select director
who will cast' play. Place for re- ture billing in the new show is given
hearsals aiid play preems have not Clarence Nordstiom and Davis Ctmyet been determined.
Tentative ningham.

chairman.

'Pvt. Lives,' 'Angel St.'

First

is "The Love Wagon," whi«h
opened at the Paper Mill Playhouse,

season

..

.

Robert Chisholm, originally slated
tour its lecture circuit, has selected plans call
for readings and tryout in'
and assi.s't in directing on the
its fir.st two play,!;, "Private Lives"
theatre basements and players' apart-,
,"Auiue," has bowed out. But
and "Angel Street," and will start ments. Costs
le.l't
will be kept, at mininevertheless foi- Australia
its tour of the west and south in
mum, with no expenditures planned Joe £. :BroM^' E<eceives
Saturd^ay^ (5) .to visit his h.omefolks,
Septembei'.
politan; 'Edward Roeckei", ROseiiAarife
for sets, cpstuming or advertising.
planning to *etnrn in September.
Son's .Posthumous Honor
Brancato, Charles Yearsley. MarMilton Wood will direct and play Admission to all performances
will
Chicago, April *
garet Spencer, Frances Watkins, Lee
leads, supporting company to in- be free by invitation
of partipipants
Joe E. Brown, currently starring
Dixon,
'VioletCarlson,
Evelyn
clude Jacqueline Levy, Geri Bryan, to their companies, friends
BltLAS 'SHOW BOAT'
and those
Wyckofit, Billy Sully, John Cherry,
in Chi "Harvey," received postRichard Nolley and Sandra Jones. who appreciat* experimental
theatre.
Dallas; April 8.
Kent Williams, Elizabeth Houston,
Troupe will tour all next- season,
humous award of Defense Medal in
Starlight operetta lO-'week season visiting schools, clubs,
Charles Hamilton, A. J. Herbert,
churches, etc,,
Starlight Theatre Openac
behalf of son Capt. Don I. Brown
Davis
Cunningham* 'RomoJo de ^^his summer kicks off June 19 for wiUi the various sponsors selecting
Pawling, N. Y., April 8.
on April 7 in ceremonies at City
Spirito, Earf CoVerC Erie Brother- two #eeks with "Show "Boat.'^
tine play they want to see. Group Is
Starlight theatre, owned- and man- Hall marking Army Day Services.
B'^---nl'(kT
•on. Helen Lemay,
A $800,000 budget has been allo- believed to be first all-.Negro reper- aged by. Isobel BoseJones* opens a
Nasel,
Brown's, son died in California
'tated for the 10 weeks.
*nd Gene'Roperj
toiy troupe to do an all-season tour. 12«-w«ek season June 2*.
plane crash in 1943.
;

to act

Talent roster includes Macii Hart«n, J^-anoes Greer, Marita Farxell
iiiid Johri;.Gurriey, all" of the Metro-

Aus-'iie

he

'

,

'

'

.

'j

.

.

Wednesday April

9,

1947

51

Monte Carlo

Ci Weaiers, l@May;

Sug' Big

liite

Ballet

Toronto, April

lale

$22,51,

Ready' Strong '22^G

Chicago, April
Legit houses here weathered
week with only a slight dip in

last

llSTEr BUILDS TO

biz

week the revue, "Three To Make
Beady" was quite satisfactory, also
with $22,500.

"Beggar's Ho]i4ay" opened Saturday (5) at the Shubert, and "Fatal
Weakness," on Monday (7) at the
Selwyn to bolster the present legit
array to six productions.

Estimates for Last

Me

Week

"Born Yesterday," Krlanger Ceth
wk) (1,334; $3.60)—No complaints

^

[

Should shoot several grand above
that figure for the closing

week

$12,500

at

In 1st

the

since

advance is big and word-of-mouth
has been good. Furthermore, "Mister" is the ftrst musical the house
has had since "Oklahoma!" nearly

ances. Despite upset reception, tak-'
ings for first-half of the week ap-

proximated

By Holy Week; Rofflberg
Draws 13G

—

Moines

Des

Aud.,

Omaha
IndJanapoliSi April

Mo^iroe 'fctennihg, starring Estelle
Taylor and Xyle Talbot, preerped at
EogUsh hert April 3-5 With meager

«i $3 top. Press gave it
the brush-off all around.
Plenty of advance interest re$S;000 take

ported at boxofficc in return of
"Veiee of turtle," April 14-16, and
first engagement of "Bleomer Girl,"

— Shubert, Chi.

(7-19).

"Blackouts of 1947"

— El

—

12); Cass, Det.

(14-19).

"Blossom Time"— Aud.,

Mem.

(7);

CpntinneA from pas*

Hutchinson

(10); Aud.,
Little Rock (12); Coliseum, Evansville (13); Aud,, Louisville (14); Cox,
Cincy (15-19);

"The Eagle Has Two
(5).
Heads," "Craig's Wife" and "Icetime"

for 2 Niles urday

finale this week;

who

—

"Dear Bnth" American, St. Louis
Wash. (14-19).
"HamJet"
Nat'l., Wash.
(7-12);

(7-12); Natn.,

—

are now eyelftg
The specialized,
that's what is

—

"Fjnian's Rainbow" and "Brigadoon," the Broadway season's out-.
standing new musicals, will recapture their investments in comparatively brief periods.
Latter ?how
should start registering actual profits

"Hailibbw" beirtg
figuil^.. to he oa the right side of the
ledger ia a few more weeks. Neither was costly,
comparatively, to
produce and neither has special

riter its 17th weelf,

.

name draws, their respective grosses
lieing close.
"Brigadoon" approximates $43,500, with "Rainbow" about
less,

the

difference

arising

house capacities.
'Briar' Cost $m,500

«Ut of the

"Brigadoon" cost $134,500 to produce, has guarantee deposits of $21,5S0 for salaries and had road losses
«f $14,800 for a total outlay of about

and

it Is supposedly netting
Disregarding the
it should be in the
about four months, with
"Bainbow" figured to be similarly

180,000,

flO,W0 weekly.
guarantee money
clear

in

"

well off financially.

New

Haven.

'

It \*as claimed
tral Park,"

that "Up, in Cenwhich cost less than

either.

"Rainbow" or "Brigadoon,"
back its production cost
laster than the
latter duo.
Current
J-all Me Mister" is also said to have
sta,rted earning
actual profits very
earned

tt^^r}^'

too.

'Mister'

W0,000

cost

about

to produce and about $90,profits have been paid back
•"tn plenty
additionally in reserve

^m

comparison

there's

Playhouse, Wil. (14-15); Rajah, Reading (16); Lyric, AUentown (17); McCarter, Princeton (18-19).

"Lute Song"
(7-19).

R"

.

Studebaker, Chi.

—
—

one; over $45,000.

week)

mL' -32G IBiSTON
Bbston, April

Quietest week so far in
attractions but biz for both

mense
Week.

considering

The

it

,

"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (4th week)
Sells out all per-

of

openpr wa.s

parties

"Message

(7) to

put

shows back on the rialto,
"Anna Lucasta" at the Plymouth

four

off

; „

^

'Weakness' Hit by

"Annie

Get

gross of

$1>'),000.

"leetime," Center (R-2,994; $2.40).
Final and 43d week: skating revue
has scored another excellent record;
will go up this week, with extra matinees, from $24,000 mark; will resume
late in May.
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (20th
week) (D-l,3,'il;$4.80). Top straightplay grosser continues to limit of

and takings are actually
over $32,700, rain or shine.
standees,

"John
(9th

..

16)

$20,000.

;

Mem.

"Wizard

Dayton

(lT-19)of 05t"--Aud.,Det, (7-13).

Hall,

m

Toledo Legiter Vacations

Toledo, April

,

perk

8.

"Louisiana

'

this

week,

dated

well

K*"' wade

"State of the Union," Hudson (73d
(CD-1.057; $4.80)— Also still
money arid despite some
early 'last Week claimed

over $22,000.
"Street
Scene,"

Shelton.

;

;

i

summer.

,

$21,000^

EXFERHIISNTAL

—

"Virginia Reel," Princess Final
the five experimental pla^s;
written
by John and Harriet
•Weaver; debuts Sunday (13).
of

Psaly

t»

f23,Sil;

leragerie'iiaf l^-G;
Philadelphia, April
Philly's two active legit houses did
well during the traditionally adverse
Holy Week period alHioagh the h«ldover attractions at both inu.«!es e».sed
off

somewhat from previous week's
'

figures.

"Up in Central Park" was again
leader with^ $23,500 for the second
week of its third engagement here.
This one is at the Shubert, where the

musical

played in January, and
the current week is the finale for the
Romberg-Fields tuner.
Show has
shown most of its strength in )a.st-

minute window sales.
"Glass Menagerie" got okay $19,000.
in its .second of three weeks at the
Locust on ATS sub.icription. Pauline
Lord, star, resumed 5h the leading
role last week after five diiys' Illness.
Forrest, made dark last week by
cancellation of second week of "Cyrano" due to .Jose Ferrer's illness, relighted last night (7th) with "Statfe of
the Union." Lindsay-Crouse comedy
played two sellout weeks when it
preemed at the Walnut last season.
Present cast is the one .headed by
Conrad Nagel, and engagement is indefinite, with five week,-! indicated.
Walnut, also dark Holy Week, relighted
la.«t
night with
Theatre
Guild's "The Iceman Cometh," on
ATS sub.scription for two weeks.
Both "Union" and "Iceman" started

with good advances, former having
nearly $30,000.

Wasy^n

a seljgut.

'

Adelphi
(13th
week) (M-1.434: $6 1— Slightly improved last week when takings approximated $25,500, which should
i

is

the

business but the week's takings

approximated

-

variation

Ziegfeld, where it
plenty, however, dur-

wUk.-m'^"^'*^*™^"* and

ADDED
Maurice Chevalier, Miller (4th
week) ($4.80)—Good Friday saw ofi
fish

into

have netted Some

profit.

"Tenting
Tonight,"
Booth
(1st
The Moiintains"r^
In
"Miracle
week) (C-712: .$4.80)— First nishters
Town. Hall, city's only legit hou.'se.
Archer King and Harrison Woodhull. didn't go for this new comedy and
has closed for the season.
''The Barretts of Wimpole Street"- first five times $6,000 indicated: good
Town Hall has been without a Katharine Cornell.
repeating
start
fhis
week.
[Sunday
but
a
swi^'^^gadoon," house end being manager since mid-February,
"The Voice Of the Turtle," Morosco
"A Youn^ Man's Fancy"—Henry
be as profitable as for the new manager will be named during
(I56th week) fC-939; $3.60). Dipped
*
Adrian.
r
,

BW

$4.80 )~Final and 9th week; around
$7,000 and not enough; "Mii*aclB in
The Mouhtains" due late this month.

in the real

"Heads or Tails"— H, j. Lahgsfelder
and Erwin Drake.
"Laura"— Harry Clay Blaney, S.P.
and Roy Stcckler.

variance in business opcratiiig to
goodly profit weekly; $27,000.
"Craig's Wife," Playhouse (D-865;

summer.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (48th.
in
week) (CD-I,082; $4.80). Announced
Washington, April 8,
to finale end of May; one of the faIn second and final week at the
vorites that more than held their
National
here,
Eugene O'Neill's
own: $22,000 quoted.
"Iceman Cometh" batted near-ca"Oklahoma!" St. James (208th pacity
over $28,500.
(M-1,505:
week)
$4,80).
Champ
Maurice Evans' "Hamlet" moved
and although somewhat variable, last in yesterday (7) for a one-week
week taking."! improved to $23,500.
stand with advance sales practically
week)

in Rehearsal

Lady"— Hall

"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort(2,5th
week) (C-1,064; $4.20)— Has
announced closing after another two
weeks; is out in front and management retains that advantage; $14,500.
"Sweethearts,"
Shubert
(11th
week) (M-1,382; $4.80)— Fine business' from start,
and while some

$24S6§

!

,

l^ws

"Burlesque," Bela.sco (15th week)
(C-1,077: $4.80)— Still getting goodly
somewhat alfected
by pre-Efister slump; claimed $18,000 approximately.
business although

"Lite With Father," Biiou (38.M
week) (C-613: .$3.60). Getting by at
around $7,000 and will probablv

,

—
—

Loves Mary," Music Box
Rather
(C-979: $4.80).

week)

big for laugh show that moved from
Booth: last week's count approached

—

Philly (7-19); Ford's Balto. (14-19).
Hanna,
"Voice of the Turtle"
(14Cleve. (7-12);- English, Indpls.

For

46th

week) (CD-I, 160; $4.80). Picked up
over previous Week; approaching sixmonth mark; over $27,500.
"Harvey," 48th St. (127th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Laugh show will be
here when most attractions on list
have dropped out; making goodly
coin; around $16,000.

Crix praised the

,
Ready"-^Black- piece and the cast.
"Dear Ruth." Norman Krasna's
Shu- comedy, moved into the American
"Three Indelicate Ladies
Sunday (6) for one week and is bebert, N. Haven (10-12); Wilbur, Bo.st. ing presented for the first time here
<14-19).
,
pop prices. The 1.70Q-seat house
at
''Trouhle for Rent"—Shubertj Lais scaled to $2.44 and advance has
fayette. Det. (7-19).
J
been heavy,
Shubert,
"Up in Central Park"

Rainbow,"

Street
(M-1,319; $6).
Hais
(13th week)
earned back more than half the production co8t; sells out all times, with
standees; S42,000.
"Happy Birthday," Broadhurst (23d

,

to Make
stone, Chi. (7-lS).

Plymouth

to

"Fittiali's

St. L.

"Three

Head.s,"

$13,000; "Message
Malrgaret" next attraction.

—

—

operating to profit;

Two

mostly accounted for takings, which
-slipped

Holy Week, $15,000
"The Glass Menagerie"- Babcock,
St. Louis, April 8.
Aud., Bismark (8);
!7);
Holy Week in this highly popuFargo, Fargo (9); Aud., St. Paul (10);
burg played havoc
Catholic
Eau
lated
Chateau,
(11);
Crcsse
La
Aud.,
Claire (12); Palace, Rockford (14- with the b.o. of one-week stand of
George Kelly's comedy. "The Fatal
15) Davidson. Mil. (16-19).
Walnut. WeakneS.s," with Ina Claire, Kathryn
"The Iceman Cometh"
and Howard St. John. Play,
Philly (7-19).
„ , Givney
Shubert, Bost. scaled to $3.66, wound up eight
"The Bed Mill"
performances at the American the(7-19).
„,_,„
,
with an estimated
"This Is the Life"— Locust, Philly atre Saturday (5)
(14-19).'

is still

$4.80).
Final and fourth
(less three days); advance sale

week

Billings

;

"The Chocolate Soldier," Century
(4th week) (M-1,712: $4.80)— Doing
fairly well with some aid from
parties; dropped under $18,000.

(51st

up, $26,000.

"Eagre Has

000. sock.

Locust,

Being Ear-

—

slated to clean up;
at full price;

Mister,". National

(D-l,0€3;

Selwyn,

—

musical

went

and "Cyrano de Bergerac" at the
Opera House, both with okay advances. Second named is in for one

—
—

"The Glass Mcnafferle"

"The Importance o

nest," Royale (5th week) (C-1.025;
$4.80 )
Great businc^-s commanded
for Oscar Wilde comedy with John
Gielgud; up further over $26,500.

most nights

"CaU Me

week) (R-1,104: $6). Has completed
year's .stay and still Way up in the
money; last week was beUr>-. $30.riUfl.
"UaroiiscI," Majestic (103d week)
(M-1,667; $6).
Has completed twoyear run, and although business is

me

—

tional (CD-I, 172; $4.80). Last attraction under American Repertory
Theatre auspices; opened Saturday
(5) very favorable press,

$43,500.

for Margaret" at the Wilbur, a ."ihow
that caught mixed but on the whole
favorable notices and immediately
started to do biz on strength of
cast draw. "Red Mill" of course,
remained Very big with only a .slight

—

Weakness"

Sometimes
$4.80),
in gallery but
difl'erence in gross,
approximates $21,000.
empties

little

is

which

8.

line

—

(19).

1st 5

to $7,500; playing Sundays now and
should perk during the .spring.
"The Whole World Over," Bilt-

(C-993;

are

there
there

was im- (M-1,626; $4.80).
was Holy formances and is

—
—

"The Fatal
Chi. (7-19).

My

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
week) (M- 1,427; $6.60). There
are always exceptions in slump
periods, and Broadway's leader is

week only. Opening tonight (8» is
"Everything's On Ice," ice
Met Opera Co.
Opera Hse., with Maribel 'Vinson and Guymusical
Owen.
Cleve. (7-12); Opera Hse.. Blooming- Opens at the! E. M. Lbew Center,
ton
(14-15);
Opera Hse.* Mpls. formerly
the
Globe
burlesque.
(17-19).
Ahead are "Three Indelicate
"OkUtaoma!"
Conv; Hall, Tulsa Ladies," Wilbur. April 14; "Ham(7-12).
let," Colonial, April 21. and Ballet
Davidson, Mil. (7- Russe
"Pygmalion"
de
Monte Carlo, Opera
12); American, St. Louis (14-19).
House, same night.
Pinney,
San Carle Opera Co.
Estimates for Last Week
Boise (7); Aud.. Pocatcllo (8); Aud.,
"Message for Margaret," Wilbur
Ogden (9-10); Univ. Utah, Salt Lake (1,200; $3.60)— Powerful fern
City (11-12); Aud., Denver (14-15); draw on strength o; marquee apAud., Omaha (17-19).
peal, but play proves satisfactory
"State of the Union" F o r r e s t, and word-of-mouth plus the genPhilly (7-19).
erally strong notices makes this
Erlanger, one secure here. First week did an
"State of tl»e Union"
Buff. (7-12); Royal Alex., Toronto estimated $14,000, very big for Holy
(14-19).
Week. Final week current.
"Student Prince"—Biltmore, L. A.
"Bed Mill," Shubert (1,790; $4.20)
(7-12); Aud., San Diego (14); Aud., —Holy Week failed to stop the biz
Long Beach (15); Aud.'; Marysville here last week, with estimated $32,Boston (7-12).

'^''I'ch will take a year
May) t!» get back its $330,.foduction nut; also"Show
which played a year and
Iri,'

Lw'ivending

^

.

,

(Musical),

"AH

(47th

lARGARET'

"Harvey"—Harris, Chi. (7-19)j
"Laura"-Aud., Hartford (15-16); drop over previous week.
Two came in last night
Shubert, N. Havem (17-19).
"Magnificent Yankee"
Geary,
Frisco (7-12); Biltmore, L. A. (14-19).
Wilbur,
"Mesaase for Margaret"

'

O (Operetta).
Sons," Coronet
(10th
week) (D-1,095; $4,80). Dipped to
around $15,000, lowest figure to date;
claimed to be on right side of ledger.

Philly (7-12).

"Brigadoon" gros^d around $64,000
when it played two weeks in PhilaaelpWa, but was only able to net
12,800.
That was accounted for by
^bearsal expenses and transportation costs.
Show had an operating
ttd.of $11,000 in Boston, where it
started slowly, and lost
$5,400 for a

spln^^ek in

—

Estimates For Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D {Dramn),
iCornedy-Drama) R (Revue),

CD

M

'

"Born ITesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.

Bost. (7-12);. Nixon, Pitt. (14-19).

1

low-budget tuner
being sought these days, as against
the former type of extravaganza.

$1,S00

Joseph

"Call Me Mister"— Nixon, Pitt. (7Hanna, Cleve. (14-19).
"Cyrano de Bergerac"^ Opera Hse.,

Not Musicals

by producers

St.

Salinas (8); Aud.,
Arcadia, Wichita
(9);
Okla. City (11); Aud.,

Hall,

12);

thfe.form of legit.

Capitan,

Hollywood (7-19).
Blaokstone— Geary, Frisco (14-19).
"Bloomer Girl"
AUd,, Roch. (8-

To-

"Another Part of the Forest," Fulton
week)
(D-968;
(20th
$4.80).
registered $7,500. Magician's stint Slipped to around
$12,000 and should
earned him $6,500 for last four days be profitable at that level; slated
of stay, winding up with $24,000 for
into warm weather.
two- weeks.
"Barefoot BOv With Cheek," Beck
"Anna Lucasta," which opened in- (1st week): (M-1,214; $6). Out of
definite stay at Belasco Thursday,
town this musical was rated a sure
chalked up an even $7,000 by Satur- click but reviewers were anything
day night. Actors' Lab, winding its but hot tor it; however, $18,500 first
stay at Las Palmas theatre, grossed four times was capacity.
$4,100 for full week of "Volpone."
"Bathsheba," Barrymore (2d week)
Last four days of previous week drew (CD-1,096: $4.80).
Seems to be in
$1,900 for $6,000 total.
doubt; but with little agency call,
chances not so good; around $14,.'500,
however.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (62d
B!& 14G;

(7-19).

weejt of April 21.

r

Omaha,

tl4>;

(15).

"BeEgar's Holiday"

8.

"Trouble tot Rent," Frank Atha
production Of comedy mystery by

"Tenting

$18,500.

night" was socked by the critics.
"Alice in Wonderland" opened Sat-

—
—

;

6G i»

'

Broadway attendance as the previWith exception of "Raymonda," ous week, and there were some gross
ballets did not draw, at the box- increases. Good Friday (4) eve was more (2d week) (C-920; $4.20). Fir.st
office and resulted
in
change of dated the same as Passover, and full week around $8,000 claimed^
program for remainder of first weA takings dipped, while a very rainy hardly enough, but nriay improve
and the schedule for the second Satytday didn't help, rior did a moist this week.
"Years
Ago,"
Mansfield
(18th
stanza;, 'but latter will be much bigWednesday.
week) (C-1,001; $4.80)—Holding to
ger and Monday night (7) was sold
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek" was fairly good money and claimed to
out on standard ballets early in
not received with the cordiality ac- have
approximated
$17,000
last
week.
corded it in Boston. Notices were week.
mild.
Show had a good advaiice
REVIVALS
and sold out the first four perform"Alice In Wonderland," InternaLA. Grosses Unlnirt

Skws
—

'TROlMll MEAGER

M

Notfeesr^^^T^^

Los Angeles, April 8.
four niOnths ago. Nixon gets Jose
Holy Week lailed to dent legit biz in
Ferrer in "Cyrano de Bergerac" next
"Harvey,"
Harris
(35th
wk)' week, and then "Up iti Central Park" town, with tills resounding merrily
dip but for a fortnight.
(1,000; $3.60)—Felt slight
to the clink of silver. Leading the
stilly holding with healthy $15,500.
parade was Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947." which breezed through
"Lute Songi" Studebaker (11th
its 250th stanza at El Capitan With
wk) (1,246; $4.20 )—Making an exits usual $17,000.
Current
cellent showing with a big $22,500.
Sigmund Romberg, opening on
"Three To Wfake E*ady> Black(Period Go«ering[ Apr. 7-19)
Good Friday for two-night stand
(8th
stone
wk) (1,358; $4.80)—
«Accidentally 'S'ours"
C u r r a n, Philharmonic Auditorium, played at,
to
Strong $22,500 in spite of serious Frisco (7-19).
packed houses despite combination of
,
.Tjreek. ;
"Anna Lucasta" Plymouth, Bost. Christian and Jewish holidays, draw(7-19).
ing $13,200 for the two performances.
"Anna Lucasta"
Belasco, L. A. Romberg's "Student Prince," which
(7-19).
checked into Biltmore for,la.st three
31s
days, following Blackstone's stand,
"Barretts of Wimpole Street"

Road

Waverag

18^2^^, Ifespite

4,

Week before Easter was not accompanied by as much a drop in

registered with a fine $21,000.

,

,

new

bell at

cellent' $24,000

in sliow business,

fair

$3 top.

Pittsburgh, April 8.
Mister" rang the Holy
the Nixon, grabbing exfor ftrst half of engagement. Playing at $4.20 (including tax) top, .musical got off to a
slow start but began to pick up just
as soon as the unanimous rave reviews hit the street and was moving
into capacity down the home stretch
despite tlie proverbially worst stanza

"CaU

Week

shoppers. "Lute Song" came through
with $22,500 and for the solemn

a

stead of a Monday night for the first
week of the fortnight's engagement.
House U,525) was scaled at a light

mSBURGH

$24,000,

Holy Weelc. iSome aid came in an
unexpected rush at ticlcet windows
matinees
by last-minute
during

hf SRO

larefcM)t

8.

Royal Alexandra for seven performances, with baggage transportation
situation in the jump from the City
Centre, New York, to Toronto occasioning a Tuesday (1) opening in-

8,

despite the anticipated sloughofi for

B way Spo%;

Fair 12 '/zG in Toronto
With Holy Week hurting busiRusse de Monte Carlo

ness. Ballet
gro.ssed just

22G, Balto

'State'

Baltimore. April

8.

"State of the Union" played a second round at Ford's here last weekand kept Up the strong pace set in

heat when subscribers to American Theatre Society and "Theatre
Guild helped.
first

Reached

out

for

a'

surprisingly

.strong $22,000 in spite of Boly Week
resistance. Currently 'dark, with "Up
in Central PaS-k" set for next weeE

Wednesday, April

UBcniiHyiTB

52

were

right.

Plays 00 Broadway

night'/ any
'tweerier.

9,

194?

Principal backer took

over but couldn't

make "Tenting To-

better

than an in-be-

Park

who spent a year in British jails
Had the author worked on the
Iiiin«
in
was picked for his hulking
disobeying an order during tte for
he might have landed
London, March 28.
physique. Solett Burry looks the part script longer
wa/
his play in the money. Story is top€h«elt
of. the radical editor of a school sheet,
Henry Sherek production of new pjay In
skill, and judging by
dealing with the return- three acts
Geort^e Abbott iiroiluctlon of musical com- Jimmie Lane, one of the Abbott ical enough,
the
by .Tames Parish. Dlrectea by with
their Parish. At St. James' theatre, London.
and
housing
shortage
vets'
edir in lw» acta (six sopnes) with book bjing
alumni, is okay as a wise waiter.
.Julian D'Alble
Miix Khulman-, niualc by Slilnoy Lippman
universi- Philip Conway.
the
for
free
study
in
right
Ibee.
aiia lyrics by Sylvia Dea. H'catm-ea N'ancy
...Lilian Bralthwaite
His central character Is a
ties of their choice. At times the per- Countess of Lyndon.,,
...Felix Irwin
Walker, Billy BsafleW, Ketl Butlons, Ellen
youn*
Rlggs,
awaiting reprieve from
formance is comic, with plenty of Earl of Ijyndon..
Peter Coke man
Hiniley. Philip CoolWge, ISiUie Lou /(X ntt,
thi
Alice in
Shirley Vaii, Jack WlUlams, Jerry Auaten,
...Faith Brook death sentence in the condemned
laughs, through mostly in bunches, Louise Packard.,,
cell
set'Tommy Fan-ell. Staged by producer;Bars.Roland Young He IS a hkeable kid and
John"
and
Yet, such a screwy play should be
his laile«
Byrne
tings, Jo Mielziner; dances, Kichard
,,,
Cecily
Saycliftc,,
Ariadne
and prison companions aU show
There are so many
tow; costumes, Alvin Holt; vocal arraiige- THBOUGH THE LOOKING GLASS more hilarious.
...Brian \('orth
Simon Ricketts,..,
a
frePhilip
slightly
self-conscious comnasSnS
charaqters in "Tonight" that it
jiientB, Hugh Martin; orchestratloM,
Mrs. Flshwlok
.Gladys Henson
Rita Hassan aiil Ameflcati Repertory quently becomes muddled.
for one they realize is due
liauff. Opened at Marttn Beck, N. X.^APrll
Carroll's
for tha
produetion of. lewis
Theatre
8. '47; $8 top.
and 0 Scene is the living room of Peter
Wonderland"
"Alice
In
The blithe spirit of the late Earl of high jump. His reprieve fails, and
....... Jad'. Williams stories,
" he
Roger Hailtellow
pays
the
in two parts,
penalty.
Looking
Glass,"
Buttons
the
.....Red
"Through
the
in
a
professor
Park
Lane
in
Fiscal,
....
youngish
in
Lyndon, arriving
ehyster
t
RoSsrts, a
...Ben Murphy adapted for the stage by Eva Le Gallienne
But the interest for most
Van Varsity. .. ......
college. Group of GIs en» body of a tobacconist, ^ives Roland
audi,
Loren Welch and Florida Freibus, based on the Tennial smalltown
Charlie Convertible, ..
ences is wider than the fate of a
.....Patrick jCingdon drawings. Stars Miss Lo Gallienne, Mar- rolled in the school invade the prof's Young an opportunity to take a trip
Freshman
single criminal. It exhibits the
place, and as he and his wife, Leonie, in a Topper role. He is very welcome
wholi
Asa Hearthrug...... ...... ..Billy Reaneid garet Webster, Richard Waring, Philip
Benjamin Miller Bourneuf and Bambl Linn; features Ray- are soft-hearted, the boys are al- in London and his appiearance with routine of prison life, the buiiyZ
Flna PHIilkkiinnonn.
Eugene
Manning,
Jack
...... BjlUe Lou "Watt mond Greenleaf,
Koblesse Oblige.
to put up cots and take over. Lilian Braithwaite produces a power- tactics of the jailers, the petty Kraft
Ellen Hanley Stuckmann; staged by Miss Le Gallienne; lowed
Clothiiae Pfefterkorn..
for cigarettes and small priviffi
..Nancy Walker ficenery designed by Robert ROwe Paddock; Phil, one of the lads, goes on the ful team. But the play, though it
Tetta Samovar
Philip Cooildge costumes, Moel Taylor; masks'««nd marl- make for Edna, the Robertses niece, has its amusing moments, can't quite the jealousies of ^conBned men. We
Professor Scliultz
longing for freedom and tbe 'elril
Shirley Van onets, Remo Bufano; orchestra conducted and not in the right way, either. Joe live up to its distinguished cast.
Jpeggy Hepp
Jerry Austen by Tlbor Koznia choreography, Ruth WilKermit McDermott......
takes bets
In comedies of this sort, one readily they left behind.
Solen Burry ton, At International, opening April 6, '47; is a race handicapper and
Boris Fiveyearplan
The types arejvell chosen-schook
guy
freakisai
Elliot
sappy
over
phone.
is
a
accepts
the
convention
of
the
Marten
Sametn
$1,80 top.
Playwright
Bambt Lmn who is principal gummer-upper.
Alice..
spirits occupying other bodies If the master, bigamist, shoplifter and ao
bartender
...William Windom
on. Each has a good story
Jommy Jfa"e}l White Rabbit
Muskte Pike
to teS
Joe has a friend, one Janowski, a trick is amusing or convincing
(Julie Harris)
First Ban* Member....... •^Harrls GondeU
are obvioulSf
Henry Jones liquor dealer who, with a bunch Of enough. What i^'t required is ex- *''.^/,.^£'"^,?,S?;'"P^**^>«s
Second JSand Member. ... .Nathaniel Frpy Mouse
with the shiftless or lost souls he^«
..... ............... .John Straub gambler hoods, takes over an aban- planation, and all that business of the
Dodo,
so closely observed
Angus Ca irns
V ..,
Lory
doned building with the idea of es- dream and mystery at Shepherd's not sentimentalize though he does
ICeegan
.Arthur
Eaglet.
over them And
George Abbott hasn't been ringing Crab.
.Don Allen tablishing a nightclub plus a gaming Bush, serves rather to destroy the that is the strength
of the plav
Other
the bell for the past seasbn or so but Duck
Ell Wallach joint. Those dice-shooters are among illusion than to build it up.
..Theodore Tenley the unnecessary characters. The com- explanations are either left with Though lacking the artistry of John
his latest collegiate musical, which Caterpillar
....Ed Woodhead
loose ends or do little to advance the Galsworthy's [Justice," it Can stand
seems to be his forte, should get Fish Footman
Robert Rawllngs plications that evolve find ultimately
Frog Footman....,
comparison with that masterpiece."
story.
An
the
little
blackexample
is
across.
going
awry,
the
"nightclub"
plans
Raymond Greenleaf
Buchess
With the axceptiori of Tristan
.Don Allen and it becomes a dormitory for GIs mailing Incident in which awkward
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek" brings Cook
Rawson and Julian Somers, there ar»
Donald Keyes who can't find living quarters while fact? are hushed up for money.
Cat
on new authors, some new, youthful Cheshire
...Arthur Keegan
March Hare
What is left is an entertaining por- few names in the east, but the level
faces, several click melodies," s"ome Mad Hatter
.Bilchard Waring absorbing higher education, It's Joe's
trait of a countess by Lilian Braith- of acting is high throughout. The diexceptional ensemble and specialty Dormouse
Don Allen idea, and he becomes a hero.
rection
of Colitt Chandler Is effec
waite, and a number of chacacterf'
An adaptation by Max 5 cit Spades......... ; . .Robert Rawllngs
stepping.
It's the boys' play, with the femmes
.Donald Keyes
of Spades.
......
who remini us of the Park Lane five. Film prospects are iavorable.
Shulman of his novel of the same TQueen
.John Becher on the short end, although Jean Muir manners of Frederick Lonsdale with., ...
of Hearts.
'..Ebet,
"Barefoot Boy" is amusing, King of Hearts,
title,
Eugene Stuckmann is attractive as the professor's wife.
out
his
wit
dramatic
skill,
or
brilhtly costiimed and plenty speedy, Knave of Hearts.
..... .Frederic Hunter Richard Clark does well as the prof
........Jack Manning
A romantic sub-plot gives some
Whereas Abbott's "Best Foot For- Gryphon.
Angus Calms but Joshua Shelley, as the GI who sentimental opportunities to Peter
Mock Turtle...
clicker,
ward," his collegiate musical
handicaps the ponies, gets most of
... ......John Behney
3 of Clubs.'.
Coke, as the new earl, and to Faith
Lficatloii iliostiiig
.... Bart Henderson the laughs. William David plays well
;
had a mythical school, the new show's 3 of Clubs...
Brook (Clive Brook's daughter) as
John Straub
locale is the University of Minnesota, 7 of Clubs
straight part, that <rf the college
Continueo froitt lage s -fThomas Grace a
his American fiancee. 'Hiese opporof Clubs
^
^
"Forward" had the standout "Buckle 0Red
Dean Harehs, as the rapid tunities
Chess Queen... ....Margaret Webster head.
are nicely taken,
Ebet.
Down, Winsocki" number, and "B6y" Train Guard...;...,
Hollywood is that tha pictures that
.John Straub wooer; Michael Road, as a former
.>
.Hoherl Rawllngs captain; Henry Lascoe, as JanowskiJ
;
,
has a similar number in which nearly Tweedledum
can be best made on eastern loca.Jack Manning Jackie Kelk, as Elliot, and June Day,
...... .... .
the whole company participates. It's Tweedledee.
tions are by their very nature pic
Gallienne
Le
....iKva
White.
Ghess
Ou»en
called "Star of the North Star State" Sheep. ..4.......,-...i:. ..... .'Theodore Tenlfiy ton, as Edna, do as well as they can
tures that cost comparativ«|l?:, littla
London, March 28.
but favorable coHiparison with the Humpty Dumpty .
.Henry Jones in the confused going. Hudson FausEnvoy Productions presentation (in ossn. to produce— whether on the lot
or
Philip Bourneuf sett, the stager, evidently couldn't with Arts Pouncil) ol
White Knight
other number would be premature.
new play In three
thr
on location. They're stories about
acts (eight
j^enes) by ran
teenes)
Ibee,
Ian Hay. Directed
do a thing about It.
Direct'
The- book satirizes campus com
by Anthony Hawtrey, At Bimbassy, London. everyday people in everyday surtricky
tomatoes,
the
mies, college
The American Repertory Tlieatre
Harriet' Beecher Stowe.
.Mary EUla roundings.. They require no
expeamanipulsrtion of fraternities, football has teamed with Rita Hassan for an
Lyman Beecher
.Beckett Bouia
if
Catherii
Beecher.
heroes and boogie-woogie. Alpha auspicious presentation of the last of
Joan Sanderson sive costumes or elaborate sets—at
Henry Ward Betcher.;.,. Anthony Nlcholls least no elaborate sets that ean!t
Cholera, for instance, is the name of its repertoire of 1946-47 plays in a
Plijf lit of [own
be
Carvlp Stowe
#nto"n jt'osmer better shot with
the' frat. There are bits of question- production of Lewis Carroll's chilthe real thing.
Captaijd Sam Foote.,,..
Patrick CarglH
able taste but, in general, "Boy" is dren's stories, "Alice in Wonderland"
While pictures have been photoJohn Raoldn
Julian Dallas
Lord Palmerston
ga*' and diverting.
Kynaston Seeves graphed On locations since the day
and "Through the Looking Glass."
'Aroiibte
Abraham Lincoln
Stephen Jack
Standing out in the comedy depart- And yet, while this is a magnificent
Ducheas of Sutherland.'. .....Isabel oiim§ad Edison cranked his first camera, the
Indianapolis, April 4.
ment is Nancy Walker, who was in production, it can hope for only a
Mrs. Beecher......,,..;,,,
Beryl Edo way to the present-day trend was
"Forward." She hasn't been funnier. limited boxoffice interest because of
F. P. Athri* Inc., production of comedy J4piah IIen,son,..,.
AugHstus Sewton undoubtedly led by Louis de Bochein three acts by Monroe Manninj;.
Eliza Stowe
As Yetta Samovar, she's chief prose- the nature of its theme. It has a con- myatery
...Roslftt Cusains
mont with the trio of pix he turU^
Stars Egtelle Taylor and Liyle Talbot; fearacidals.
mainly
beter
College
There's
interest,
ly
for the
siderable adult
tures Carol Hughes ar>d John Shay. Staged
This is a biographical play of the out for 20th. They were "House oi}
a bit with Billy Redtfeld in which she cause of its adult type of presenta- by Monroe 'Manning. At EjfgHsh theatre,
ife
of America's heroine-novelist 92nd Street", "13 Rue Madeleine"
changes a story he wrote to "party tion; but, by and large, the Carroll Indianapolis, April 8, '47; JpS top.
line" lingo that's laughable. It leads stories are for the youngsters, and John Anderson
........John Shay dating
(somewhat
unnecessarily) and "Boomerang"— each a comparaCarol Hughes from day o£ her birth and going tively low-budgeter and each a treinto their number, "1 11 Turn a liittle at $4.80 top it's an unlikely lure for Marion AV'oodc-ock
OltScer Belahanty.,
©ave Ward through her career
®
Cog," which cues into a Bussian en- moppets.
as schoolmarm, mendous moneymaker for the cpmPete Durkin
Raymond Bond
semble right in tune with the satiric
....Estelle Taylor abolitionist zealot, wife and mother pany.
Everything about "Alice"—and that Helen Durkin
motif, and it's highly amusing.
V .
Ly le Talbot until her meeting witji Abraham Lingoes mainly for the titular lead, Al
More Savings
Morris.
.Charles Jordan coln in the White House,
Otto
when she
Redfield
freshman
plays
Asa Bambi Linn—is ultra. And no less J. H. Tasker......
George J. Spelvin
De Rochemont saved coin by
gets
him
to agree, to the emancipaHearthrug whom Yetta makes a hero. of the ultras is the staging by Eva
*
many such tricks as using mostly
tion bm,
She's one of three girls in the co-ed Le Gallienne, who did the adaptation
As depicted by Mary Ellis, Hattie unknown flew York actors, but the
college" hankering to get his frat pin with Florida Freibus. It's a repeat
This deserted-house number, rebut the winner is Ellen Hanley, a presentation by Miss Ee Gallienne, plete with secret panel, preemed here IS a creature of charm and forth- big saving was more basic. It was
right integrity. Her struM<f to help in the simplicity of concept of the
sweet newcomer, the show's prima who a decade and a half ago dedonna. Her warbling of "I Knew I'd lighted her Civic Repertory audi- Thursday (3), first unveiling at Eng- support h^r young family by writ- stories themselves.
They were by^
lish since Katharine Cornell and Lau- ing, cuUninatlng in her decision to
Know" tabs it the show's hit song ences with this artistic novelty.
nature documentary in type and this
midway through act one. Miss HanAll the characters that one must rence Olivier came out in "No Time champion her eailse through the hie- not only gave them added punch,
ley was one of hundreds auditioned surely recall from his childhood read- lor Comedy." Any comparison, un- dium of print, results in the worldbuf
diminished
cost.
wide
interest aroused by "Uncle
by Abbott, and her only previous ex- ing of the Carroll stories are easily
Louis B. Mayer was so impressed
pedience was in the chorus of "Annie conjured in the unfolding of the fan- fertunately, is odious. "Trouble for Tom's Cabin." She is lionized in EngGet Your Gun." Her other vocal con- tasy. There are excellent perform- Rent" proved to be what might have land and nearly causM a Dolitical with "l^oomerang" he borrowed a
crisis, but glides gracefully through print, and
tributions are "Everything Leads ances not only by Miss Linn, but happened if bunch of energetic ama
made attendance al a
Ri.«!ht.Back to Love," with Redfield, also by Miss Le Gallienne as the teurs got together and said "let's put all difficulties uptil her final meet- screening a "must" for the entire
and "When You Are 18," a solo.
White Chess Queen; Miss Webster, on a show." It exploits almost every ing with the President when she Metro production staff. He used it
Redfield, who did so well in the Red Chess Queen; Bourneuf, the trick known to its type of laugh wins him over to her side.
to demonstrate a frequently redisSupporting roles are excellently
"Snafu," the producer's straight play White Knight; Richard Waring, the thriller with dud results.
done by Milton Hosmer, as her de- covered thesis: a film doesn't hav«
hit a couple of seasons back is much Mad Hatter, and Raymond Greenleaf,
Performance needs sharper timing voted
husband; Kynaston Reeves, as to be "sprinkled with platinum dust"
in evidence. He's best in the male the Duchess.
and faster pacing of talkie sequences, Lord Palmerston;
Anthony NichoUs to pile up tremendous profits at the
department and his "The .Story of
For Miss Linn it's her most ambi- but stuff just isn't there. Play brings as the most famous
b. 0.
of
Carrot" lyric, is another amusing tious performance in her three-show situation up to date
by making hero preacher brothers, giving Harriet's
"Boomerang" went down on the
just the
contribution. Red Buttons is active Broadway career.
Previously,' she a war veteran in search of place to
right balance between fanaticism and Fox books as costing $1,100,000.
throughout, giving over strongly as a came to attention in "Oldah'oma!" live. Visits battered old
house, pre^ egotism.
Remainder of lengthy cast However, a substantial portion of
conniving senior snaring freshman and "Carousel,"
as a dancer; "Alice" sumably
long
abandoned,
with all win laurels in
suckers with coin into the fraternity. is her first dramatic part.
their respective that was "studio overhead."
That
She
has charming rear estate agent, well set
He and Jerry Austen 'figure in "Who all the elfin qualities that one asso- up lor romantic angle. They iljid characters, and produc;tion leaves was in accordance with an old
Do You Think You Are."
nothing to be desired. But it is Mary
ciates with Alice, and her wide-eyed place occupied by queer gink who
Hollywood custom, despite the fact
"Alice in Boogieland," handled by charm
Ellis' evening.
captured the opening-night claims to be caretaker, and his daugh..
at the
shot
not
a
foot
of
it
was
Tommy Farrell (son of actress Glenda audience.
In
spite
of
general
aU-round comter. whom he is obviously hiding
"82nd Street" was ticketed
Farrell), who knows his trapdrums;
pstence, there is the feeling that the studio.
There are tendencies for the shoiw' from something. None too friendly story would be better unfolded on in at around $900,000, with a portion
Shirley Van, Buttons and Jack Wiigroup soon is joined by taxi driver
liams, leads to a corking ensemble to sag in the first part, but the secscreen, but this is no reflection of that, of course, also "studio overwanting to
who called for a the
number, one of Richard Barstow's ond has pace and movement. Con- Cab (there's know
on the workmanlike -job turned in head." "Boomerang" will undoubtno
telephone)
and
pi:best dance directions. Miss Van's spicuous are the masks by Bufano, vate dick
on the prowl for bank rob' by popular novelist, Ian H«ty. within edly turn out to be one of the comWhirling style of stepping was hailed and it was no small trick to conceive bers known
the narrow confines of the s^ge.
to be in the vicinity.
pany's top moneymakers of the year.
by first nighters. After Loren Welch ihasks that at the same time would
Clem.
Some erudite Hollywood observer*
Since the hero had just been fired
excellently baritones "After Gradua- allow the performers to make themby the burglared bank for a cash
view the present towering production Day,"' starting the second part, selves comprehensible in a large-ca
Iliiraliltiss
tion costs as a blessing in disguise^
"There's Lots of Things You Can Do pacity theatre such as this. Robert shortage, suspicion is spread all
London, March 28.
With Two" is warbled by Miss Rowe Paddock's scenery and Noel around. It goes on from there, amid
since they are forcing this swing to
costumes
are
Tom Arnold and Llnnlt ft tSuntee, Ltd., more simply conceived pictures.
likewise shrieks and ba(ikOuts, mysterious asWalker. Buttons, pretty BiUie Lou Taylor's
saults and disappearances and other production of Boltqns Theatre'* new play
Kahn.
Watt, and others, cueing in a deliri- Grade A.
the whole art
synthetic effects until the hectic third In tlfl-ee acts by wmia'A DA«ilj« Home.. They see it changing
ous ensemble number, with the stuDirected by Colin Chandler. At VaudeviUe form of the film in a few years to
act in which the villain finally over- thf atre, X/ondon.
dents garbed in eccentric collegiate
everyTeiadlBig Tonight
plays
Officer
his
hand,
Klhff
Stanley Beard put emphasis on realism and
Bnish
Is
wild
not
but
manner.
Smith....
Saul Fischbeln production of three-acl exciting.
.....dwen Hojaer day
life,
rather than continual
Specialty dances are sometimes larce
tirown
>.....
(one scene) by Frank Gould. Features
Stanley Rose phantasy.
Thus, with more variety
Play, steering a safe course down O'Brien.
worked into the ensemble numbers, Dean Harens, .Tean
Mulr, Jackie Kelk,
itVin Somers
Rafry Qua«hio in types of pix, they 'see « laW'
principal steppers being Leonard Joshua Shelley, Michael Road, Henry tas- the middle, misses as both comedy Anderson
,
Barry Phelps audl«nce for them.
Claret, June Graham. Ellen Martin coe. Staged by Hudson Fauasett; setting. and mystery. Laughs are few, and Spencer
"
Roberts
.
Jonotban l^ackwooii
John Root. Opened at Booth, N. T., April not all of them
and John Laverty. Miss Walker's 2.
planned that way., Medworth.....
Selznlck's ciirrent New York pro'47: W.80 top.
...... BaAli Olardon
funniest number is "Yetta's Gonna Peter Robert*....,...
...;Peter Doughty duction
"Portrait of Jennie.
.Klcbard Clark Husky-voiced Estelle Taylor strug- Richards. .....
is
.Richard Longman
Get a Man." Philip Coolidge is a Bdna Roberta
.June Fayton gles with caretaker's daughter, evi- Tufnell
will be 'UP
Omoer
Jones......
....Percy
Lester
Walsh Wald's Bdstoh venture
Pringlo
i., Michael Road dently meant to be an emotional role.
professor and is amusing at times.
Onicer Jackson.
Leonie Rol>erte
..David Duncan Till Now", presenting the problem
.Jean Mulr Talbot, as taxi
His monolog late in the showlo the Phil Alexander.
driver who knows OftSr Oale.....
Richard Foat of tha av«rage man squeezed be.Dean Harens
effect that he gets little salary doesn't Stanley Fowler.. ............ .Ralph Brooke more than he wants to tell, bogs GoviThor...
Tristan feawaon
Walds
,
DenU Webb tween political extremists.
Betty Oaulfleld down under excess of foolish stage Chaplain
seem to fit, nor his sloppy makeup Sue Fowler
Joss Clewes also planning other films for eastern
Ethel Remey business. CarolHughes and John Shay, Chief OfTicer Webb
for the bit, Benjamin Miller as the Tbeda Henderson,....
Kitty
Marvin Henderson.
i....jm Bennelt production.
....William David as the girl
and boy; Raymond Bond, Robinson
.
Elliot Smollens.
Jobn Ijawson
Jackie Kelk
/
Hellinger
coming up with
is
Joe Woillnskl. ......
.BJaa Palmer
Joshua Shelley the caretaker, and Dave Ward, the Mrs, Brown
Yock Janowski.
.....Henry Lascoe dick, give the work What little per-,
"Homicide", to be mad« largely in
Sherman
Michael Lewln suasion they carry.
This remarkable play of prison life New York police headquarters, witn
Harry Nash
Forrest Taylor, Jr.
Lesser
George J. Spelvin makes a convinc- drew an enthusiastic press when first Barry Fitzgerald starred.
Billy Herternan
Kdwarrt fle Velde
Musical farce comedy titled "It Never
given at the small Boltons theatre,
Sammy Foley
..James Fallon ing corpse.
Corb.
Happened" boob, lyrics and copyright
pic, "Harness BuU", will also feature
Kensington. It deserves a wider auby Ben ffllilelds iiutlior o( "In the'
cops.
Bracken will make '."SO
(food Old Snminer Xlme."
Zolotow's three-part piece dience, for here is a well-observed Smith", a baseball yarn to be shot
Two ambitious femmes (Judy Abstudy
life in the raw with a shrewd
of
Tallulah Bankhead.
"Alabama sense of
GreenMRS. REN SHIELDS, c/o KIELY
bott and Mary Mason) produced th'
theatre and of character. in Brooklyn, Central Park,
the Saturday Evening Author of
very farcical comedy but didn't thinjV* ornado,"
136 Third Avsiiti*. Itinslk,
J.
the play, son of the Earl wich Village and the 82nd street
it was ready for Broadway.
They Post, starts today, (Wed^);
of Home, is an ex-Guards' Officer nitery belt.
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Lippincott, ghosted by Harold
tanye, of Rhinebeck, N. Y.

LiierGti

Third book of

Eionli Sobel's Book
Around Random House they

of '47 carries his "Continent at
call the
Crossroads"
as
its
feature
Louis Sobol "Horatio Nostalgia, Jr.," length, 20,000-word report. Article
publishers
get
the
Hearst
is
the
an expose of Peron's activities in
since
columnist's book, "Some Days Were the other Americas where Josephs
was for almost five years VARirixsr
Happy," Into type.

primed for August publication
an autobiographical reminand
isbense by the N. Y. Journal A-meriwho has been coverscrivener
«an'
Broadway beat for over 20
the
ing

correspondent.

It's

is

years.', •

l^ylor, Erskine Join

,

Under a deal

just set,

Frank Tay-

lor will; 1?e a roving editor for RanHoDise, digging new mss. in
University towns and the like, and
Albert Erskine will headquarter in
the homeoffice, working with Saxe

Commins, RH's editor-in-chief. Both
and Erskine recently left
Reynal & Hitchcock, with Ted
Amusson, ex-Rinehart & Co., shifting over to B&M.
Random House prexy Bennett
Ccrf, on his recent cross-country
junket, discovered there are a lot of
writers in these United States and
Taylor

,

the moment it is publicized that a
publisher's representative is looking
for scripts they'll flood in. That will
be Taylor's Job.

Norman

radio dramas, via Holt,

is

Corwin's

an3 Other Radio Dramas" due April
Same Arm also brought out its
second ballet . book, "Isadora
can," edited by Paul Magriel

on

looks forward to expanded publication, revitalized and
supported by the d^ce field itself.
Its new editor is Helen Dzhermoreplacing Ezra Goodman.
linska,
Rudolf Orthwine is the publisher.
It

tions of hotelkeepers

to-,

guests and

problems

encountered. Angled in
the satirical vein, with foibles of the

many show

biz personalities

who've

stopped. at his resort featured.

stern Appeals 8G Verdict
Counsel for J. David Stem announced Monday (7) that appeal
would be made to the U. S. Supreme
Court against ttie decision of the
specifically Pennsylvania supreme court sus-

Dance's policy switches from a
amueeinent
a
general
policy '»hic!i did not wrk* out to
the satistaction of its principal support, 'the dsmce profession at large,

and Will concern itself
with the dance field.

who

taining

the

The vote sustaining the lower
demeanor, punishable by fine or imprisoament, was vetoed Monday (7) court's verdict was four to three.
Albany; by GoyVThonias E. i?ewey The suit was based on an editorial
as unnecessary and as a possible in the Record on May 18, 1941, dethreat to "invasion of personal libor- nouncing O'Donnell as a "Naziphlle"
for a story in the N. Y. Daily News
ty."
The Governor's long memorandum and the Washington Times-Herald,
was taken by some Capitol Hill ob- in which the correspondent reportservers as indicative of the stand edly alleged the U. S. was secretly
he might have assumed were the
Wilson film advertising censorship
measure ever to have com6 across
his desk officially. That bill, which
the Motion picture Assn., Civil
Liberties Union, newspapers and
others attacked as dangerous to the
constitutional guarantee of freedom
of the press, was killed by a lastminute amendment, after it had been
held at the Assembly, desk for a
month. Gov. Dewey's stand on both

000,

and subsequently

to $8,000.

In the dissenting opinion of the
Pennsylvania supreme court. Chief
Justice Maxey, who wrote the minority opinion, stated: "The defendant
(Record)
rendered
praiseworthy public service in informing

of legislation was closely
watched, in vieW of his presidential

its

pieces

readers as

to

Lowe

Dunking Old Dunkcl

and
Hugh Marrow

Indeed the safest candidate is one -who has never done anything in his
The opposition certainly cahnot twist what he didn't do into something only underworld characters dp. He earn boast that his record is
blameless and not be committing perjury either, since he has no record
to point to. I have even seen voluntary fingerprints, acquiesced to by the
candidate when taking his automobile driver's test, later tossed around the
streets, as proof of his criminal past, as "Dimkel's Fingerprints!"
It may be argued by some that our campaign issues are not as superficial as those advanced in "Of Thee I Sing" ("Let's put love hi the WTiito
House"), or as low as. "The Great McGinty" ("Two men met in a banana
republic. One had been honest all his life, except for one dishonest moment; the other had been dishonest all his lite, except for one honest moment. They both had to leave the country"). The highest we ever got
was "Out of the gully with Scully or into the ditch— with the other guy."
For those touchy defenders of our broad land, I suggest "The Farmer's
Daughter" as a compromise candidate. It is the fairest representation of
how America's political economy operates, which so far has come off the
entertainment line. Naturally the sets and all that sort of thing are on the
lush side, indicating that Glen Morley, Sr., the old senator, must have
clipped the peasants plenty, but in the main it is a reasonable character
reference. And, in any case, it's a good picture. I'd be proud to be associated with Katie's party.
If 1 only knew wWch party it was.
life.

Just when
the East

89,

I

thought that P. S.
Misery High School

Truman.

"Truman viewed 'Bascomb,' new
oater,

at

a D. C. showcase,"

"and
Prexy's
gander
wrotes
hypoed to b.o. for a boff 40G."
Mr. Curtis B. Shrdlu, a very narrow-minded character who also happens to be my managing editor,
what Inhuman and didn't seem to appreciate my effort
I

For Mother** Day
"Cary Grant is SO interrated," writes Erskine Johnson, "in Goldwyn
Karen X. Gaylord that he calls her mother once a week. . .."
And how does die like being called mother o.a.w.?

Girl

practices
this
man to saivc newsprint for the East
(O'Donnell) blatantly and shameless- Misery
In fact, he
Daiiy Bugle.
Like the Wilson act, the McGowan ly sanctioned."
inquired in a most impolite telesailed through thc» Legislature.
gram just what the ding-ding I was
Its sponsor was Assemblyman FranCHATTER
talking about.
da McGowan, N. Y. City Democrat.
Pete Martin in Hollywood to inAny V.*BiETT reader, of course,
Gov. Dewey said the' danger in the terview more film names for Sateve- would know that I was writing that
bill was that it made "private writ- post.
President Truman saw a motion picings of all persons, great or- small,
Jersy Mason in Hollywood to ture entitled "Bad Bascomb," a new
whether obscure or not, subject to round up a series of studio Inter- Wild West opus by the Metro-Goldthe scrutiny and the opinion of some views for This .Week mag.
wyn-Mayer studios, at a mid-city
public official as to whether or not
Ed Bodln, lit agent, has a new Washington theatre owned by the
it is obscene.
mag "Spirit World," for which he producing company and that the
Gov. Dewey commented that the will write, as well as edit.
President's appearance encouraged
numerous persons to attend the same
present law "appears wholly adeDudley Nichol.s and Fritz Lang are
picture, thereby increasing box o'ffice
quate to punish anyone who writes
contributors to Cinema, a new mag
receipts to $40,000 for the week
ilhproper material for publication,"
devoted to the artistic side of moand that there had been "no showwhich is, to put is briefly, simply
tion pictures.

uncivilized

aspirations.

Absent Bot Voting
Producer too ill to attend preview sent stand-in to go around slaj^ping
everybody's back, with his compliments.

bill

•

•

ing that this law was ineffective'
or that "its effectiveness would be
increased to a degree commeiisurate
with the grave risk of- invasion of
personal liberty."
'

Sawasdi Nitibhon, Siame-se technical adviser on "Anna and the King
of Siam," has written a book about
Hollywood in his native language.

'^M^rnvrhiXs Zolotow's biographical
*^bulotis Billy Rose", which ran
!enaUy in CoUier's, is being readied
for publication
in the fall by Ran.
dom House. Rose is currently add
ing to his other
accomplishments by
inakmg his stamp as an editor. Zolo
tow declared "Rose is a neat editor
and he's not the kind of
guy who
lakes things out
because it doeSn't
good on him."

•

•

For the Becord
If it's true ihat warmup shows, notably Fred Allen's, are so hot they
practically ieduee the subaectuent wired pertormance to a deep freeze,
Why not transcribe these programs and sell the records to us underprivileged persons?
,
erators urged that lh(j bite be cut to
the old 10 per cent, while, nitery

for a reduction Of the tax on records."
much better it would have
been if Mr. Shrdlu had left it the
way I wrote it in the first place, to

copies.

wit:

Farrar,

Strau.s

Levi,

cocktail-partying

author

of

"Cliri.st

I've

just

meld and folderoo."

Broadway.
For example, the

How

j
I

Assi-stant SecPeople would still be able to atretary of State for Public and Cul- tend session of Congress "cuffo,''
tural Relations would be "State's meaning for free, but a major- desuper- flack." The White House press bate attracting large crowds would
secretary woiild become "Proxy's be referred to as a "heavy turnstile
flack."
"Flack," as you must have spinner." If Senator Joe Ball should
gathered by now, means press agent. discuss the intematiPndl situation on
In.stead of learning that "the Hon- a radio program advertising coffee,
orable James F. Byrnes, Secretary he would be doing a "mocha stint,"
ot Slate, flew to Pari.s today to sign
Obvipii.sly, the Washington corresa momentous treaty with high Rus- pondents, or
"D. C. hacks," 'would
sian officials," the nation's news- ;hav€ a great deal more freedom in
paper readers could just as Well be humanizing their subjects if they
told that "Jimmy Byrnes planed to could write this way. In fact, they
Paree today to ink a pact with Russ would liave only one restriction:
toppcrfe."
As far as Mr. Byrnes is they couldn't return favors from
concerned, at this .stage of the game new.s .sources with back-scratching
we .su.spect he would be deliriously articles, Vsmtrtx, in some disgust,
happy to greet the correspondents, palls th^t ^'the payola."
, .
i

Ray

Josepbs' Jackpot
.flay Josephs, off soon on another
_
;

•iw.ces

in national^ mags.
.

May

UiSi.

;

i

I

'Show biz repp beefed
Tho EUery Queen combine has an
Senate Finance Committee
heir now, EUery Queen, Jr. Under

to

the

today
against the lingering 20 per cent adthat byline will, be introduced juIndie film house, opmissioiis lax.
issuQ venije crime books, published by

American trek, hit the jackP?J this month with series of Iqad

,

.

;

pacted

biggies also called for a new deal,
the discaptains complaining that the
platter biz was having its throat cut."

Senator Taft Would no longer
"complain" that OPA was ruining
the country; he wo\ild "squawk."
boff.
"Boff," as any initiate is well
It seems to me that news, from The Secretary of Commerce, instead
aware, is one cut above ''sock,"
Washington is the victim of dull of reporting that car-loading indices
which in turn is somewhat superior
co'v'erage by stodgy (K»rre.spondents had risen sharply, would brag that
to "click."
who insist upon writing muscle- the country was on "the economic
On the subject of taxes our story bound
English, not to mention fat- upbeat," and that things were disin the Bugle read:
head editors such as C, B. Shrdlu. tinctly "perky" or "solid," President
"Spokesmen for the aiiHiS^ent inIt would be so ezsy to unstuff a Truman's program for merging some
dustry tes'tlfled befbre the Senate
few shirts in the Nation's Capital government agencies and liquidating
Finance Committee today in favor
w ith some well-ehosen gems from others would provide for '"the big
of reducing the high wartime excise

Stopped at Eboli" next Thursday.
Boole, originally published in Italy,
has .set a record for Italy of 57,000

Carlo

smooth an imaginary wrinkle from
his impeccable frock coat and an-

owners said they'd have to shutter if nounce: "Boys,
the gouge wasn't eased.
Diskery Molotov."

Virginia Vale is now writing her
syndicated column, "Star Dust," for
the Western Newspaper Union under her real name, Iric2 Gerhstrd.
Ben Ames Williams finished hew
Representatives of the indepresent titled "House taxes.
novel; at
pendent motion picture theatre ownDivided," about Civil War. Author
ers protested against continuance of
spent some months down South for
the 20 per cent admissions tax in the
exteniiive study.
po-stwar period, while night club
Mrs. Claire Corbin, ex-Haire Pub- owner.s said their establishments
lication.s, (Surtis Publishing, Macy's,
were being particularly hard hit and
Gimbel's. Bamberger and Namm, might be - forced to close in many
now merchandise editor of Today's instances. OfTieial.s of large phonoWoman mag (Fawcett).
graph record companies also called

Zolotow'g Jack Benny Btog;
Because of the tieup in the Radio
Writers Guild, Maurice Zolotow may
delay his trip to the Coast to collect
material for a tiiree-part piece on
Jack Penny for Cosmopolitan mag.

Nominee

Philadelphto Inqutrer

Satia-day Eoenirig Posit

M-G

.

But our hero, J. Gotten, ferrets put the truth and forces his own candidate to withdraw. Katie wins hands (36wn and she «md her Joe go up
the Capitol steps together, as two congressmen. He carries her over the
threshold and lowers her into the lower house. That means they are
going to get married, as if you didn't know.
Who's Hooey For Congress
The wiping of the mud off her before the election instead of afterward
is the only part of the story that seemed like 100% hooey to me. I shouldn't
like our friends, groping abroad for a better way to run their affairs, to
believe democracy runs as smoothly as it docs in "3t>e Parmer's DauiBhter." Myself trapped several times into listening to iiie voice ot the people,
I can assure even Greeks that once they succumb even to being "drafted"
they will be deserted like rats and forced to carry on practically alone.
Their home life will be reduced' to a shambles. Their children will hear
and read the most unflattering tales about their once beloved parents.

and an abortive visit to old Trauma
U. had taught me the English language, I have to run across Variett,
the trade publication of show business. Folks, 1 have to confess right
here that I have a lot to learn. This
is something of a handicap in my
work as a newspaper edrre^ndent
convoying British munitions ships. in Washington, but don't think I'm
By terms of the jury verdict Jan. li, not trying.
Today, for example, I wrote an
"46, the Record was ordered to pay
$25,000 to O'Donnell, but this was experimental story about -an imaginlater reduced by the court to $15,- ary visit to the movies by President

lii

i

election will be over.

Sime Slanguage
Is Discussed by
Lowe, Morrow
A.

mm mm m »»

we

First

C)

By Herman

«

(

If it were released along about neirt Thanksgiving I would bank on its
winning an Academy award, if not for the picture itself at least for the
performance of Loretta Young. She plays a SwedLsh servant girl, accent
and all. and when I teU you that she makes it believable and holds her
own among such seasoned troupers as Ethel Barrymore, .loe Cotten, Bill
Harrigan and Charlie Bickford, you begin to see her Oscarian possibilities.
The only thing which might confute foreigners, Iwt couldn't confuse Californians, was that you couldn't tell whether she was a Republican or a
Democrat.
Here we have Loretta Young, acting as a waitress in the home of Congressman Glen Morley, played by Joe Cotten. Some months later, a
fellow congressman drops dead, arid in the special election which follows
Katie doesn't like the party's choice. The opposition gets her to run against
the party's choice. She is doing rnarvelously until the rats decide to hit her
with some scandal, figuring that by the time she removes the mUd the

(From 'The Gold Fish Botul,' O/^cial
Publication of the National Press
Club, Washington, D.

verdict in Phila-

libel

Scully

>

Cross-section, Cal., April 5.
are trying to sell the "American way of life," to coin a muchneeded phrase, to those countries which have lost their way completely, I
can't imagine a better package deal than "The Farmer's Daughter," "The
Great McGinty" and "Of Thee I Sing." Sold as entertainment, they contain plenty of entertaining propaganda. As "Of Thee I Sing" is still too
hot for pictures, maybe we'd better substitute "Louisiana Purchase" by
much the .same people.
Of the three, "The Farmer's Daughter," being the newest, will probably
be the most familiar to Europeans, as it derives from a Finnish play by
Junni Tervataa. I think over there it was referred to as "Tervataa's
Moustache," which probably finally got around as "Your Father's Moustache"
before the whole movement was forced underground. That Tervataa will
ever recognize his finnan-haddie by now I doubt. Dore Schary produced
it for RKO as "Katie For Congress," and it must have had' a lot to do with
his being upped to v.p. in charge of production. It's a clean picture about
politics and, oddly, the politics do not seem so terribly dirty either.
If

Bennett Cerf s "Try and Stop Me,"
"Anything for a Laugh" and "Laughing Stock" being translated and
edited by Victor Skaarup for Danish

delphia
county courts by John
O'Donnell, Washington correspondDewey'a McGowan Veto
ent for the N. Y. Daily News,
The MoGowan bill, which brackagainst the Philadelphia Record Co.,
eted authors in New York state with
former publishers of the daily and
publishers and distributors of obSunday Reeord in Philadelphia,
scene material as guilty of a nils-

* # « * « »4-» 4»f»t »

By Frank

Dun-

"Nijin-sky" last fall.

i

policy.

•

24.

dittoed

# »<
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»
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SCULLY'S

"Untitled

Cover feature of current This
Week, national distributed Sunday consumption. The Dani.sh publishing
house, Mailing, to bring out the
supplement, was his "Siesta's Over,"
based on three-month jaunt to tomes as two book.s in the fall.
Lewis H. Conarroe's "Off My Sea
Mexico. Current Tomorrow carries
a Mexican political report, and -At- Chest" (Holt) postponed until June
lantic
Monthly has a piece on 13 because Collier's is serializing
part
of the book late May or early
beaches in Latin America with emJune. Holt also deferring another of
phasis on the roulette casinos.
Current Pageant's lead article, its publications, Robert (Life mag)
"Slightly Out of Focus."
Capa's
"Are You Properly Packaged," while
Horace McCoy whose "They Shoot
it
has nothing to do with Latin
America, resulted from an idea Horse;;, Don't They?" was his last
gained
while
lecture
touring, published novel 10 years ago is reJosephs' top interest during the verting to books at his Connecticut
past season. He's shoving off soon house this summer and will be pubvia
Random
exclusively
to do another book for Random lished
House, "Latin
American Diary," House. McCoy has been in Hollybased on click of his past "Argentine wood since:
Unusual four-cliaracter, two-set
Diary," which did extremely well
thriller
called
psychological
here and in England.
"Shadow of Fear" being mulled by
Michael Curtiz for Warners. Script's
Walter Jacobs Torna Scribe
Newest addition to writer ranks is the work of Richard Hill Wilkinson,
scripter
("Murder
Is
My
Walter Jacobs, Lord Tarleton hotel radio
(Miami Beach) boniface. Currently Hobby," "Danger Dr. Danfteld,"
engaged in scrivening an article for etc.) and short story, writer. Deal
handled
being
by
Mel
Shauer.
the New York Times magazine titled

Dance Mag's Folicy SwUch
Dance magazine has had a shake- There's No Business Like Hotel
up involving change of editor and Business" in which he limns reac-
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SAG members

all

and will be

dis-

cussed tomorrow night (Wed.) at a
special meeting In the Hollywood
Legion Stadium. Other demands to

BIOHABD iFOY
jRichavd Foy, 42, son of the late
BdMla Foy, vaud« and musicomedy
Mar and brother of Bryan Foy, ofEagle-Lion Productions,
of
fiaal
died in Dallas, April 4, tollowing a
heart attack, He liad recently been
i theatre manageif in Dallas. He
"Was also a brother of Charles Foy.

.

Itoliy wood nitery operator.

When a youngster, he had toured
vaude in an act headed by his father
and including his brothers and sisters, billed as Eddie Foy and the
Aeven Little Foys.
Two weeks ago on a N. Y. radio
•how, Richard, the bachelor of the
iamiiy, joined his brothers and sisters in their first reunion in 20
years. Appearing on this program
jointly featuring his brothers, Eddie
foy, Jr., and Eddie Duchin, he recalled the days of the old. vaude act.

eral

62.

Mrs. Gorodetzer

IN

the National
has declared his engineers "will Assh, of Broadcast
Engineers and
not work with scabs," it was pointed Technicians rejected
a 3% escalator
out that NBC and ABC as well as wage offer
made
by
'the
S Continued frgm page I ;
WOR, key Mutual station in N. Y., ABC network affiliates, NBC mid
immediately to a projection machine have contracts with NABET carrying
Notice of the rejection is enroute
no-strike clauses,
for screening.
to
the New
York headquarters
Pawley In D. C. Huddles
where; after other chapters report,
In its technical aspect, process
NABET headquarters in Brooldyn- a strike vote will probably be taken
utilizes a
combination of heated
chemicals and special heat resistant reported Pawley went to Washing- to back the 10% wage hike demand.
film. Chemicals, heated by approxi- ton, Monday (7) to confer with the James Brown, local chapter proxy,
mately 125 degrees, are made to flow union's attorneys but a spokesman is due to return to It. Y, at end ol
continuously through the tank which declined to indicate the specific rea- this month.
turns out eight feet of fllt-i per sons for the trip.
CBS engineers are affiliated with
minute, Advantage of this system
over the one currently in use is the International Brotherhood of

KYUM,

station

Widow

ley,

two

and

Tete-Nx Boon

HABBIS OORPON

P&Uadelphia and was iollowed in
tsath fotir hours later by his wife,
also

of

Harris Gordon, 60, stage and
screen actor, died April 2 in Burbank, Cal., following a heart attack.
In his early days Gordon appeared
in several legit plays on Broadway
and worked in films with the old

Meyer Gorodetzer, 62, for many
leadeir of the Walnut Street
ftigatrp orchestra, died April 5 in

years

ebecca,

manager

Phoenix, Ariz.
children survive..

GOBOmSTZER

MEX^ISR

t4EMORIAM

'GABRIEL L.
April

Telephone Strike

Conttimed from v^gt 1
be discussed are:
were no help, since this
of resorting to shortwave in' event
avenue
Mlniinum of $100 a week for bewas jammed, too, due to the strike.
lines failed,
A veteran in the sales field, Kuttnauer ginners signed to a term contract. long and transcontinental
but it
reasons,
other
or
for
natural
last
August.
since
had been with UA
CBS
Suburban Extras' Jammed
and
and
sixNBC
that
three-month
pointed
out
Abolition
of
was
RKO
salesPrior to that he wait an
lease
under
are
and
substitution
laciUties
month
options
ol
shortwave
Louis
.J"°"yW'>P<'.
April
la.;
St.
man in Des Moines,
8.
^r
In
face of. the phone strike
iEo Washington, arid the State dept.
manager and saSesman for Republic one-year options.
Cen
them tral Casting has relaxed rule 'which
All time expended by an actor at would be unlikeljr to make
and St. Louis salesman for Parastrike- prohibits calls for anyone excent
mount.
the eniployer's request to be con- available lest it be ftceijged of
specific person
phoning.
breaking.
Outfit
His widow and two children sur- sidered work time, including time
is
now okaying group calls since extras
spent for travel, malceup, publicity,
•vive.;
In Washington, FCC and NAB
in suburban points are unable
still
photography, promotional ac- officials carefully watched developto
get through.
GEBALD E. AKERS
tivity, interviews, story conferences, ments in the strilre and their posSame
situation
prompted
broadcastgeneral
manauditions and recordings.
Republic
Gei-ald E, Akers, 55,
sible effects on network
to arrange broadcast over KPI
ager of radio station KSAN, died
ol
Three-year limit on personal terra ing, but declined comment f<>r the weather-permitting
location calls at
April 3 in San Francisco following a contracts with studios for actors time being.
6 a. m. Broadcast will inform
heart attack.
paid less than $1;500 & week in any
Thus far there was no indication to be either at Portuguese extras
End' or
Akers, who had bfeeri with KSAN year of the contract.
that radio engineers afl'Uiated with at the studio.
for the past five years, was former
No loanout to another studio with- the National' Association of Broadgeneral advertising manager for
and Technicians
Engineers
cast
out the actors' consent.
NABET Rejects Escalator Offer
Paramount west of the Mississippi
would stage sympathy walkouts. AlHollywood, April 8,
for 18 years and for two year.s genthough the union's prexy, J. N. PawLocal chapter of

'Imerleaii
Workers (ATh) which
fact that where it took 45 Electrical
minutes to develop a single frame of thus far Hasn't threatened any move
i Continuea irom page i
16m soundfilm, this process cuts in support of the phone walkout.
The nets, of course, can not set up went its pof^var revival in' strength.
British patrons' tastes, now distinctly
Kepresentatives of ABC empha- remotes i-equiring lines riot already in favor of United Kingdom
prodto last
Tbanhauser and Famous Players sized that the systern
was still in an installed, but this fact up
uct, has been increasingly coblVtb
companies.
experimental stage and said that the night had not forced the webs to the more modest U. S. pic.
Surviving is his widoW/ Kathryn technique will
or alter any programming
cancel
probably complement
Bottleneck of Playing time
Clark Gordon, seci^ary of Walt rather than replace present
plans, they claimed. Main worry was
methods
Chief factor, however, in the deDisney.
of processing used in both the tele- that failure of long lines might force
mise of Bs in England is .the bottlelocal outlets to run in programs of
vision and film industries.
Paul
neck on playing time. The thrcie ma-.
LEO COOPER
Mowrey, director of ABC television their own in place of net shows.
Leo Cooper, 47,' former musician operations, originated the idea to
Phone company execs reported jor circuits in Britain— Gaumont,
and more recently operator of a apply the process to television for they had enough supervisory em- Odeon and ABC— can't possibly handle all the British product along with
musical instrutnent repair shop in demonstration purposes. Films
from ployees to keep network relays that of the U. S, Wliich means that
Chicago, was idund dead in the the plane were .shot by
cameramen operating but admitted the possi- the smaller Yank pic la getting the
rear of his shop Siaroh 31. Death from the
bility of some rerpotes getting into
Emerson Yorke

1.4,

6's

shown by

If40

j

'

time down to 45 seconds..

bad been seriously ill at her home
and did not know of her husband's
•

death.

Gorodetzer conducted the Civic
gymphony Orchestra at Robin Hood
Dell in 1932, and was well-known
a music teacher. Survivors in9,s
elude five sons, all musicians,' Harry,
« cellist with the Philadelphia Or^
ehestra; pernard, Joseph, Samuel
and Arnold.

:

SIGUBD WALLEN

was believed

gigurd Wallen, 63, Swedish stage
f nd screen actor, diecl in Stodc-

holm March

i20.

He started his career at the Royal
Dramatical theatre in Stockholm
«ome 40 years ago. Among his best
was that of Arinand in
roles
character actor, he
"Camille."
frequently appeared in pictures and
won accladm for his portrayal of the
police chief In tt»e 1946 Swedish film

to have resulted from
natural causes.
Surviving are his mother and four

.

Frank Lang, 01, one of the oldest
members of the Chiwgo Federation
of Musicians died in Chicago April 4.
He had been a clarinetist with John
Philip Sousa and served under the
late Theodore Thomaf, onetime director of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Surviving are three sons.

Continued from page 40

L0V1N» MEMORY

I

FRANKLIN LUNDQUIST

LEONARD

H.

Sitter,

Miltlier,

HOlEi
BreHier

DANNY. SHEILA and
EMIABETH
.

|

Franklin Lundquist, 62, one of the
founders of radio station WCFL, died
in Chicago April 3. He had been
with the station 21 years. He started
as business manager^ and then became head of musical progi'ams.
Survived by widow and daughter.

FERDINAND ZECCA
Ferdinand Zeoca,
version of Dostoievsky's "Crime and
Punishment."
Surviving are his widow, actress
fdit Wallen, and a son, Lenhart, a

tm

director^

March

93,

died in Paris

26.

-

He was former

art

director

of

French Pathe Bros, and a pioneer
pix director.

.

Father, 87, of Theodore A. Vieh*
man. former Broadway legit direcMINNIE WOODFORD
Mr.s, Nat LeRoy, 86. retired vaude tor and now head of Little Theatre
perlormer who had been known pro- in TuLsa, Okla., died at his home in
fessionally as Minnie Woodlord, died Pittsburgh last week. He leave."; anat her home in Astoria, N. Y., April other son, two brothers and two sisS. Her husband and vaude partner ters.
died' in 1938. Both had retired from
the stage some years ago.
Mother of David Bprger. manager
Mrs. LeRoy had been in vaude a of the Adams theatre. Newark, died
number of years under her maiden Sunday (6) at her hbme in New
name and later teamed witli Lei-oy York.
in act Icnown as LeRoy & Woodford.
After subsequent marriage
Mother of Burman Bodel, legit dioouple billed themselves as the Le- rector, died April 3 in Los Angeles
sleys and toured for many years on
the Keith and Orpheum circuits.
Mother, 69, of Sid Harri.s, Chicago
Survived by daughter.
agent, died in New York, Mai-ch 21.
;

P. CABLETON
William P. Carleton, 74, stage and
„

WILLIAM

^

SIG Seeks

screen actor, died in Hollywood
April 6. succumbing to injuries reContinued from l)agc 1
ceived last week wlien struck by an players to be hiked from the current
auto near his home.
minimum of ,$35 to $100, when liircd
Carleton had been a legit actor by the day, and from a iniiiimum
for many years before going to of $115 to 1350 when hired by the

Hollywood.
He bad appeared in week.
Mary Young,
productions
with
Prupo.sed SAG contract also palls
Blanche Ring and others, Earlier in for players' right to work pending
career he had been a member of appeal of court judgment on eonAugustin Daly's New York stock tracts to prevent actors from being
company and had also appeared in kept off screen for long periods
several London production.s. includ- during litigation. If old agreement
ing "Floradora." During the past 10 had included such a elau.sc, Olivia
DeHavilland's
and Joan Le.slie'x
years he was in fllms;
-

•

'

fight

KCTtNAUEB

against

Warner

Bros,

wolild

have prevented them from
working while waiting ruUng.

not

LOUIS V.
Louis V. Kuttnauer, 49; salesman
Propo.sal.s contained in a 25,000<9r United Artistii, died iafter a heart
ettack in "V^ndWia, lU., last week, word document, have been mailed to
:

;

anyway. Leading a combo of five
brass, five sax, three rhythm, which
mdicates a businessman's beat. Howard does a job, musically and show-

'

IN

studio, 3,
trouble.
.cominercial" film outfit.

Band Reviews

FRANK XANG

.

A

New York

children.

wisely.

Not

for the hepsters, outfit plays

studios

the transmitter at
Port Washington, N. Y.
pumber of N. Y. and New Jersey
stations yesterday were airing paid
spots bought by the phone companies
to urge subscribers to use phones
only for emergencies.
.Onjy airer reported having underto

A

well together and has no trouble
gettmg patrons on the floor. Its arrangements are all well done, from
the straight music performance to gone a change of format as result of
the strike is Barry Gray's WOR
novelties, chorus work, etc,
And,
what's just about as important these- (N.Y.) strip, "What Can T Do For
days, the orew looks clean-cut.
You'.'" on which he normally spends
Howard himself is excellent as a time gabbing with phone callers.
frontman.
Good-looking,
impec- Stanza has reverted to a straight gab
cably attn-ed, he tosses those tenorlike vocals as though he was at
one time under the influence of
Tommy Dorsey's trombone, so silkenly are they delivered.
Too. he
seems to know the value of goodpacing, bandstand lighting to fit the
beat-pace, an art that seems lost to
too many maestros, etc.
Howard's combo presents only one
jarring note— he uses a boy singer
to complement his own work. That's

"

go-by.

An NBC official pointed out that
standby equipment was available in
many cases in event of local line
breaks. WNBC, the net's N. Y. flagship, for example, could use its radio relay to transmit programs from
the

•

session for strike's duration.

Under the present
product,

majors'

division of tlie
playing
is

ABC

Warners, Metro and half of Colum|

bia,

on

Odeon and Gaumont

RKO,

Paramount.

are taking
20th-Fox,

United

Artists, half of Columbia,
Universal, Eagle-Lion and Rank's
own product. All three circuits are
jammed to the ears and without them
there's only scattered playing time
available to a distrib.
Republic, for instance, with a big
picture such as "The Angel and the
Badman." has been hard put to
snatch anything but sporadic dates.
UA and Columbia are up against an
exceedingly rough problem to keep
in the running. Unlike the Big Fiv^
they have no Arherican hdUiies so
there's less inducement to play their
pix.

The

circuits

and their

parent

orgs are taking the attitude that one
Hooper's Chicago ofifice was prehand washes the other and neither
paring to augment its Stall 'in event
UA.nor Columbia have counter-inthe strike continued into the next
reporting period, April 15-22. Dial ducement.s.
Even a number of A pix and some
phones aren't affected by the strike,
on the borderline have been relegated
but as there are no separate listings
to second feature poisition because ol
of dial subscribers, checkers would
to sechave to make many more calls in the jam. A switch from top
ond featiu'e automatically means a
order, to get an adequate sample. In
minimum difference of SS.OOO pounds
Uke Benny Goodman .splitting solos the Chi area, phone operators be- in the film's present earnings in Britwith a sideman. A girl would be long to a local hot oh .strike and ain, it's said. Tlie tail-enders only
more advisable. Otherwise. How- only suburban: calls and downstate
get fiat rentals and a circuit booking
ard's a iine bet.
operations have been hit.
Wobd
on that basis will bring in from 8,600-12,000 pounds.
Larger Agencies Hit
Yank pix he^iiding the dual bill are
The strike is slowmg up opera- good for a minimum of 100,000 pounds
Mr. and Mrs. David Wald, son tions of talent agencies considerably.
and a maximum ol 300.000. With the
Pittsburgh, April 3.
Father's with Deals which can be consummated in growing appetite for British films, a
theatres in Pitt.
a few minutes over long-distance native pic does between 200,000 and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brinkman, son, phone how necessitate several 350,000 pounds if it's wortli its salt
Hollywood, April
6.
Mother Is rounds of wires, latter now being at'sn..
.slower
because of added burden
Jeanrie Crain, screen actre.s-s.
placed upon the telegraphic system
Mr. aiid Mrs. David Miller, daughby rush of busine.ss Usually traiister, Santa Mdhica, Cal.. March
29.
Virginia Field to Howard Grode,
acted
by
phone.
Mother is the former Frances BaeBride is a
Offices mainly affected are the Carmel, Cal.. April 5.
burn; father is a screen director,
larger outfits such as Music Corp. of screen actress; groom a composer.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Duggan. son
America,, William Morris Agency
Mary K. Hubbard to Stove MenHollywood, April 1. Mother is Lib- ahd
General Artists Corp. The gcr, San Ahtonio. Marcli 27. Bride
bie Block, novelist; father is
veepee Morris agency is doubly, handi- is in charge of music library at
oC Samuel Goldvvyn Productions:
capped because of reliance upon the KYFM.
Mr. and Mrs. Frajik Waldecker. teletype system which isn't working
Lois Schroth to George Klceb,
soil. New York, April 2.
Groom's ,on
Pittsburgh, March 29.
Mother is during this crisis.
Lillian
Curli.s.
dancer; father is
However, local business is not af- KQV stair.
,
radio announcer.
fected because of the fact that dial
Gloria Jean Bailey to Jack Beutel,
a
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Keatc. daugh- phones are working during the Los Angeles, April 3., Groom ,is
screen actor.
ter, Montreal, April
.,
3.
Father is strike.
Lee Blair to Max Steiner, Las
Band Booking Hit
bureau chief for Time mag and
Majority of the booking of bands Vegas, Aprir ,3. Bride is siiig«;
former Variktv mu'^i< h "Vancouver.
on one-night dates in far-flung ter- groom a musical director.
Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Coyle,
ritories, controlled by
Dorothy Vernon to Capt. Clinton
branch ofdaughter,
Pitt.sbiirgh.
March 31. fices
of various agencies, is done M, Hoose. Frankfurt, Goiniaiiy, reFather's with Hcrhian Middleman
l>y phone, and tlie strike's continucently.
Bride is head of tiie Army
orch,
ance can just about cripple ac- Special Services Civilian, Actress
Mr. and Mrs. Fredd.v Caslle. son
tivity.
program in Germany.
Pittsburgh, March 23.
Father's a
Such dates are set far in advance,
Allison Holman to Edgar A. Fitter.
Pitt bandleader.
but quite frequently there are many Jr., Greenwich. Conn., April »•
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Norman, daugh- small details comjdeted just bcfoi-e Bride is daughter of Ru-sseU Iw'ter,
Hollywood, April 3. Mother, dates are played, ahd, tht.s is where man, eastern production niaiiaKe'
Blossom Marks, ajrd tathey are di- bookers were hurt on the flr.st day for Pai:arnount; groom i-s \yith li*'
rectors at Geller Theatre Workshop. of the walkout, Monday (7>. Wires in New Orleans.

BIRTHS

WB

.

MARRIAGES

,

1

,

,

;

V<;dhBOTd«y, A|tril

%

several weeits' vacation in the east.

Ben Washer, Goldwyn

has
Cros-

flack,

new midget

•jey car.

Mike Homanoffl back to the Coast
following

(Wed,)

today

a aulckie

:,visit east. /

Russian Tea Room, 57th

St.

music-

ballet hangout, celeliratihg its 15th
anni this month.

S5
Didn't like the big city and i* returning to th* Coast.
Banshees' luncheon on April 22 at
•the Waldorf-Astoria will honor newspapermen at the annual American
Publishers Association convention.
Sophie
Tucker,
Ethel
Merman,
Jimmy Durante, Olsen St Johnson
and Bert Lahr to entertain.
Richard M;
Walker, Syracuse,
N. Y., attorney, is attempting to
learn proper name of Connie L.
Allen, latter tag having been used
in showbusiness. His widow believes
that some persons who knew him
could supply this information,
.

Philip R. Benjamin a'nd Dons^d S.
Mel Blanc, Hollywood comic, brings
young son, Noel, 8, herein August Freeberg have written the bnicial

his

centennial song for the College of the
City of New York, which is curArthur Askey, British comedian,
rently celebrating its 100th anniverjust arrived on holiday with his
sary, The tune, tagged "Beaver Fight
Vile and manager.
Song," Is being published by ShapiroJonie Taps back to Columbia

ior a piano

Bernstein.
Dorothy Vernon, who helped organize the Civilian Actress Technicians
(CATs) for the Army, married
numbers for open air operettas at Capt. Clinton
M. Hoose in Frankfurt,
Memphis this summer.
Germany, recently. He's been overLouis Prima rounds out ©ne-nighter seas with the Red Cross for three
tour April 16, opening' the next night years. They plan extending their
Hotel
Corampdore
the
here.
at
European stay another year.

studio

plots

setting

after

,

film-

musico tieupg east.
Carl Randall will Stage production

Eddie Aaron, Metro

assistant ?ales

Central Art Galleries, April 15-26.
Katharine Cornell and Guthrie
McClintic farewell-partyed British
playwright Terence Ratigan last
Sunday.
Don Dickinson and Tony Jason,
Long Island summer stock producers, Coast ward to do a rewrite
Of the play "Life's Greatest Gifts."
Carol Brandt, Metro eastern story
head, arrived from the Coast Mon-

Weeks of studio

(7) after three

huddles.

Harry M. Warner due in town next
week accompanied by Milton Sperson-in-law, and head of U. S.

ling, his

Pictures.

Over 1,000 applications for John
Golden's annual auditions have been
filed, S. Jay Kaufman again to be
supervisor.
Legit p.a. Nat Dorfman is prepping
a tome on Hollywood humor. Publication and distribution are already
set for the fall.

Oscar Levant due for another

WB

"Romance

in High C," via Michael Curtiz, reporting at Burbaiak
in June. Gets 40G per pic.
Practically half of the paid ads
in the Paris edition of the N. Y.
Herald Tribune are for American
cigarettes and food packages,
H. M. Hichey, Metro exhibitor relations chief, returned Monday (?)
from Auburn, Ind., where he attend
ed his mother-in-law's funeral.
Beatrice Kay partying Wally Ward
and Mitzi, vaude duo, who are taking
off with their own USD unit, featur.
Ing D'Artega's gal band,- for Tokyo.
Shirley Strickler, who for SVa years
handled national and fan mags for
Goldwyn press department^ has resigned. She's going to become aide
to her husband, a dentist.
Peter Donald, the comic, confining
all future appearances to in and
around Manhattan for a month at
least the reason: wife, Jo Janis, exradio emoti-ess, expects the stork.
Mose Gumble (Warner Bros,
music interests) who "revived" the
Oldies, "As Time Goes By," '"Paper

pic,

.

•

—

Moon" and

"If

Johnny Firman to Paris for week
to look over the mu$ic biz there.
Gillie Potter has given up playing
vaudeville and studying law as new

By Hank

Cloldenberg

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Goetz at Villa
Hermoza.
Margaret O'Brien and mother at
Ingelside Inn.
Rudy Vallee and Carol Hertzf eld
dining around town.
Olivia De Havilland and husband
sun-basking at La Quinta,
Sol Lesser has bftught home here
,

•

;

and is now a pernaanenl weeRender.
Harold
Lloyd and daughters;
Gloria and Peggy, have fec^ened
house here.
Charlie Parrell, Spencer Tracy,
David Niven and Hedda Hopper reported ^aiming an exclusive yacht
club at Catalina,
San Francisco exhib, Joe Blumenfeld and family unable to cfa^h his
Wonder Date G»Meh Guest Rlinch,
forced to lease house for April.
Screen
Guild producer,
Sam
Decker and family greeting friends
on Main stem- Djttb AlJ^n Warshauer, Warner Bros, advertising

The Music Hall program of the
comes off during summer
months to give place to full-length

Broadway shows.

plays.

Abe Aronsohn expected here from
California in May, Was due here
month earlier, but; staying over on

exec.

orated for Circus Week
of seti^n Agril 13.

Villa,

markii ^
Parades,
ties,"

and

x'l

''Villaae

Vmi-

Theatre highlight

at

program.

.

Sam

'

Spiegel,

John Garfield and Jack L. Warner
dining at adjacent tables at the Doll
House. Also Washington's Governor
Wallgren and missiis dining with
Mrs. Charles Skouras, Ditto Cornel
Wilde and wife (Pat Kiiight) l3ick
Haymes, Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Martin and youngster, Joan Caulfield
and the Henry Gittlesons.

-

:

Wasliiiigton
By Florence S. Lowe
Martha

Monday

Raye

Club

into

Cairo,

(7).

Revival of "Les Miserables" good
week at Lust's Hippodrome,
Eric Johnston skedded to address
D. C.'s Advertising Club, April 15,
on films in advertising.
Merle S. Jones, WOL-Mutual's
the 1947 goal.
Franklin P. Adams (F.P.A.), for- general manager, in N. Y. past week
mer columnist, will bring book of after days of negotiating with AFRA
George M. Cohan's "45 Minutes From and IBEW.
Broadway" up to date for revival,
Oscar Bluraenthal, office manMickey Baron having secured pre- ager Of Columbia's locar exchange,
sentation rights.
resigned past week, with o succesRussell Holman, Paramount's east- sor named as yet.
ern studio rep, escorted his daughter,
Webb Heck, stage manager at
Ahson, at her wedding Saturday (5) Warner's Opera House in nearby
In Old Greenwich, Conn., to Edgar Frederick, Md., holds company recA. Fitter, Jr., associated with Far in ord of 87 years in same theatre.
Its New Orleans office.
^
"Way of Peace," religious pic
«* J ° Katcher, former eastern story which Lew Ayres narrates, pre\ ed for Disney, and Dee Lowrance, viewed here last week by press,
, ' former Metro p.a., who were recently
with brasshat preem skedded for
."married, are out in Arizona and both
lA.'Di'il 23
Writipg books. Claim they're not
sportsTony 'Wakeman,
studio.

Douglas Gibbons, realtor, named
chairman of the publishing, entertainment and professions committee
for the Greater New York Fund's
10th annual campaign for $32,300,000,

for a third

.

;

•

mfirdcage"- by

conjpany

officials,

,.*atap

Loew's State building.
w Station Radiodiffusion
ancaise,
-rfaris,
wiU -""--"cvc
shortwave a special
Sophie Tucker broadcast to America

'•i*'

May

4,

the day the Jewish Theatri-

'''.^.."Uild

will

honor Miss Tucker

caster,

holding

.series

,

,

Saturday
,

of

'

featured.

Sid Rogell and Byron Haskins to
"It Happened On Fifth Avenue"
preemed at Mayfair- theatre here, Cuba to scout locations 16r "The
with all proceeds to American Can- White Swamp."
Vera West resigned after 20 years
cer Fund.
head of the women's wararobe
Bart
and
Jan
heads for Las Vegas

Harold

engagements after en- department at Universal;/
James Craig and Cameron Mitchell
gagement at Grossinger PancOast
to San Diego for the opening" Of the
this week.
Milton Wolf takes over as summer yellowtail fishing season.
James J. Campbell awarded the
manager for Mickey Michael's
Army
Bronze Star for rescue work
Cadillac hotel, with Jimmy Hitz
Galveston

/

going north to Lido (L.

I.)

"Nobody Ordered Wolves," play
adapted by Jeffrey Dell from his
novel, which was produced by the
Repertory Players in West End for
Sunday night show, has been .bought
by Jack Hylton for West End pro-

in the Pacific Island sector.

Club.

colony joined by the Arthur Lesmanager)
Leo Cohen, iKieW booker; Phil Foster,'
Joey Adams, the Joseph
(Loews)
Hymans,
with Charlie
Moscowitz and Herman ("Call Me
sers (Chevalier's personal

duction.

Norman Marshall has taken over
the directorship at the Arts Theatre
Club from Alec Clunes for a year.

April 18 featuring George Tapps and singer
Monica' Lewis.
Stage for Action tossing., party for
of
"Born Yesterday" and
casts
"Beggar's Holiday" April 12 at International Relations Center.
Steve Hannegan in town last
weekend to deliver Jack Benny's
signed contract to John Balaban

,

,

:

resting

at

,

songwriter,

at

24.,

Robin

local talent in floor

Hood

trying

shows with

re-

ported success.

Laura Wells,

'

Foster

Sk.ylar,

Dyckman's

,

.

.

Enterprise

traveling rep of
Productions, here gar-

thc^ nering publicity.

^

.

-

•

'

,

Vienna
state Opera's Lorna Sidney going*
for series of 38 con-

tp Australia
certs.

Paris Comedie Francaise Bnsem'
ble recently appeared here in "The
Barber of Seville" and "Un Caprice."

Vorarlberg F'lm Co. winding up
production on, ski film, "Girls in the
Snow," with Traudl Stark aiid Rudi

Mildred Bailey opens at Curly's
nitery April 18.
"Glass Menagerie" into St. Paul
auditorium April 10.
North Star Drama Guild presents
"The Jest" April 24.
John Boles' run atRadisson hotel's
Flame Room extended.

orch April

Martha O'DriscoU tbout town with
Preston

Whitty named sole heir

pate in series! of benefit; concertF
here in October.
Austrian State Opera trekking to
London in October to present "Don
Giovanni," "Cosi Fan Tutte," "Fidelio" and "Salome."
Vienna's June music festival has
pacted Paul Hindemith, Otto Klemperer,
Olivier Messaien, William
Walton and Maschfi Predit.
Motion Picture Export Assn. intends to release older American
films here, concurring with local
opinion th£.t the oldies are the bet-

hotel's Minnesota Terrace.
Oscar Levant in concert at auditorium April 14, Paul Whiteman

'

Bob Preston.

Dame May

Matt in leads.
Opera diva

Rancho Vegas.
(Bud) Benjamin, former
E. C.
Alex Montoya now greeting folks Warners exploiteer here, handling
Astor^
attend school there
special exploitation for UA.
at Club Mondoray.
^
Louella O. Parsons commuting to
Alexander Kirkland and Mrs.
Myrus- held over at Rancho Vegas
Ray Niles, southern Minnesota
g*l"more where her husband, Dr. Anthony Bliss, the former Jo Ann
district
manager for Minnesota
with Bert Wheeler headlining.
Martin, underwent surgery Sayres ("My Sister Eileen ) here
Nye replaces Johnny Amus. Co., in for conferences.
li?!^!,
Carroll
wst Thursday (3) at Johns Hopkins. past week to address a meeting of
New Western Airlines route links
Moloney as Flamingo show director.
OK. Miss Parsons WUl local chapter of National Society of
Rubinoff doing a Las Vegas thea- Twin Cities for first time directly
S-lli
"^"linate at least one miore broadauspices
of with LA, expected to spur coastunder
concert
tre
the
Behind
«ag from N. Y.
^'|ol"m»s" 'Man
ward travel.
^
praised in local YMCA.
tt™'''^y Mines, former film crick on Band," Bob Knight,.
Religious Films, Inc., filmed Good
Ernest Pagano, Mike Fesier and
gave for
"^tvis and Paramount unit press for one-man show he
Howard Benedict sunning at the Last Friday services in several churches
niilv
lJUDiicist, who came east about four
moppets of D. C.'s Deaf anS Dumb
for inclusion in special production
„. „
,
able to feel Frontier.
Institute, with juves
t°
Rank
Kell
Housseis
join
and
Arthur
for
JSalmon
release to churches.
lit.
Ray
steel guitar.
press staff in
jjew York, has quit. vibrations of his
testimonial dinner at Hotel

Trotti in from Manhattan
collected material for "The
Rider's Wife," which he'll

guaranteeing Benny's appearance at
Chicago theatre May 9.

Nicollet

W\io the Last
,

Circuit

script for 20th-Fox.

Morton Downey off to French Lick
with touch of flu, had to bow out of
Mayfair engagement.
Irwin Corey being held over for

Sunny

,

Robin

where he

new Rio Cabana show

las Vegas

.

wife,

Ruth Etting set for Copacabana to the estate of her late husband, Ben
Webster, who left $6O;000 in Califorshow following Rudy Vallee.
Mary Pickford looked in on local nia and more in England.
Bob Karnes going into strawhat at
U.A. office on way to New York,
Joe Glaser, Associated. Booking Cragmoor. N. Y., when he washes up
Corp. head, spent few days with current filifl chore in "Scudda Hoo,
Scudda Hay!" at 20th-Pox.
local office chiefs.

By Brigham Townscnd

.

and

in town after a
bruised but not seri-

back

Freddie Bartholomew to St. Louis.
Charles Arndt- moving his family
his farm near Rpget Sound for

Lamar

Chicago
Burl Ives visiting friends here.
Joe Frisco into Tic Toe, Milwaukee, this week.

Mary Beth Hughes in town.
Terry Twins into the Players.
Dean Jaeger trying his luck about
,

Lynn

crash,

ously hurt.

to

other
Hylton's
Fund.
National
show, the "Crazy Gang," opening at
Victoria Palace in April, also has
been booked for the same fund.
Jack Hylton importing two acts
from France for his new show, revival of the Crazy Gang, coming to
Victoria Palace April 17. They are
Janik and Christian Arnaut, who
starred in the last Casino de Paris
revue, and George Andre Martin,
who played English vaudeville before the war.
There's a possibility of the revival
of Montague Glass's "Potash and
Perlmutter," with Harry Green as
Potash and Bud Flanagan as Perlmutter. But it will not be done for
some time as Flanagan is due to
open in Jack Hylton's "Crazy Gang'
in April at Victoria Palace and
Harry Green is still doing biz with
his Firth Shephard's "Fifty-Fifty"
Show at the Strand theatre.

•

motor

the summer.

The Marchioness of Reading has
booked "Romany Love," the Jack
Hylton production for June 26 as
the chanty show to aid the Jewish

.

try House.
Jeffrey

Chandler,

Mister" producer) Levin expected.

production will be "Less
30, adapted by

Than Kind," April

Sir Basil Bartlett from the French
of Francois Mauriac.
Grand theatre, Fulham, which has
been bought by actress Ernestine
Shirley and her brother for $65,000,
is to become educational and arts
center, with headquarters for theaWill
trical and ballet companies.
open early next year as tryout spot
for pre-West End productions.

.

:

'

tjr->"SHieetheart

Ray Herbeck orch

.

The Harry (Columbia) Cohns vaHollywood Beach hotel weekend
show policy a click, with Flamingo cationing in Phoenix. Henry (Par)
room featuring most of the top Ginsberg jtjst back from there.
Fortunata
Countess
Delegouro,
names in area through the season.
Policy may be extended to full week wife of the Chilean film producer,
in town to buy studio equipment.
shows next season.
Harry Morton, personal rep for
Al Jolson to Guay mas, Mexico, to
Eddie Shaeffer, will file charges iyjok some big fish before he goes
with Special Material Writers Guild to Louisville for the Kentucky
against Lenny Kent, for use of song Derby.
supposedly written by Rogers and
John Charles Thomas put on his
Prince for Shaeffer.
annual Easter Sunday concert 'for
Lord Tarleton hotel show biz residents of the Motion Picture Coun-

Mine" at the Victoria Papce, although he quit some> time iago. Also
for announcing him on the «u? when
it was broadcast, although he Was

town.

from his

in

Ruth Nordli recovering from emer-

,

to arrange for the company to come
over here sometime this year to appear in series of plays in Yiddish,
Including "Hamlet."
Jock McKay is suing Lupino Lane

Frontier.

Harry Brand clippered
Honolulu siesta.
gency appendectomy*

.

which has been acquired bjr
Bernard Delfont.
Zvi Friedland, head of Habima
Theatre Group, Tel- Aviv, in London

screening.?

campaign.
Mine. Zinka Milanov, Met soprano, married here last week to
Gea. Ljubomir Iliac, Yugoslav rep
at
in Latin America, in ceremony
Yugoslav Embassy.
^ ,
Helen Gahagan Douglas
Rep.
(D Cal.) off to her California borne
husband
to spend Easter recess with
Melvyn Douglas- and kiddies who

„

opei'ator

,

oline,"

WWDC

of
of sports films for juves as part of
local anti-juvenile delinquency

closed

new

,

-

.

ever coming back to N. Y.
Loew's International cocktail
,J3»'Pwtyed Barbara Stanwyck and Rob,'j»'6rt Taylor Monday (7) in the execu'1sf.a? ,dining room, now dubbed the

legit

Vic Perry into Kitty Davis, toLee J. Cobb building a home in
(9).
Joe E. Ross heads new show at North Hollywood area.
Club Bali.
Joan Fontaine and WUliam Dozier
Lillian Hellman, playwright, at vacationing at Yosemite.
Boca Raton Club.
Kay Kayman to Mexico Citar on
Bill Crouch shooting backgrpunds business for Walt Disney.
for indie pic here.
John J. Jones to San Francisco for
B. S. Pully and Gump liead tiew Screen Guild sale§ huddles.
show at Paddock Club.
Michel Bernheim in from Paris
DeCastro Sisters, Lani Worth and for huddles with Charles Einf eld.
Nana into Clover Club.
Leith Stevens bought the Edgar
Mai Halkin orch set for summer Rice Burroughs home in Tarzana.
at new Martinique hotel.
Hedy LE,marr going to New York
Chez Paree, shuttered all winter, in June, her first visit in seven years.
being prepared for early opening.
Bing Crosby to Chicago to cut
Five O Clock club, sold recently, several transcriptions for his air
will be turned into straight eatery. show.
Henny YoUngman headed north
John Sutherland in froin New
for engagement at Blue Mirror; York after coiifabs on commercial
Newark.
films.
•Beatrice Lillie, Clifton Webb and
Viveca Lindors reported for work
Terence Rattigan vacationing near at Warners after visiting the folks
Palm Beach.
in Sweden.
Copacabana ops offered $250,000
John Joseph walking On crutches
for spot by New York interests not
after two week? in the hospital with
connecte^d with nitery biz.
injury.
Club 'Bali, with new money, a heel
Samuel Rheiner in from New
changing name, policy and room.
York for production huddles with
Continuous enterrainmeiit will be
Boris Morros.

who

first

Chicago on

night

collaborated on "The
Lisbon Story," are back again with
new musical tentatively titled "Car-

His

Quarter

Club- 22.

out.

Joh ny peyer, Jimmy Ritz and the
p'steins.
Al
Easter mob at Racquet Club:
Veronie^ Lake and A,ndre de Toth,
Harry James and 9*tty Grable, Ken
Murray, Ann Sothern, the Samuel
Goldwyns, WiUiajn Wyler, David
Rose and wife, Mrs. Frank Sinatra,

concentrating on "April Showers."
The Joseph Bambergers returned
aboard the America Friday (4) after
a several months? stay in Xondon.
He's a retired film director who ante
held an interest in Britain's Elstree

By Larry Solloway

Mikey Grasso

soon.
Ballerina Margot Fonteyn returns
to the Covent Garden ballet April
14 for three-week season, after
which she takes a long rest on doctor's orders.
Wartime tap dancer, Enid Mary
Hignston, aged 27, has become a
Justice of the Peace and youngest
English magistrate in England. She
sits at Bath.
Beatrice LlUie's house in Henley,
which she ha.s let to Phillip Hargravfc Australian pianist, while she
6 in Hollywood, suffered extensively
frcim recent London floods,
Ninette
De Valois, creator of
Sadler's Wells ballets, has prevailed
upon Leonide Massine to teach at
newly-found Sadler's Wells ballet
school which is being set up In West

him

to

Roosevelt aired in from
York.
Walter Mayo fractured his left
ankle in a fall.

James

Gene Tunney making the rounds.
Latin

14.

billing

with bron-

laid u'

New

(5).

Suit between Jack Hylton and J.
Arthur Rank over the ownership of
the Winter. Garden theatre comes up
for hearing in the House Of Lords

for

Mike TOdd

1^

^^^^^

Yugoslavian singer, named Viera,
whom she has booked for her nitery,
the Cocoanut Grove, opening April

and

Goodwin

business.

'
orders of his doctor.
Leslie Henson, absent from the
West End since 1945, returns to the
Seville theatre in revival of "1066
Apd All That" end of April.
Louis Dreyfus denies holdup in
next Liondon Coliseum show "Annie
Get Your Gun." Sez show will be
ready to stage around middle June.
Diana Ward has diseovered new

Purcell,

Bill
chitis.

.

BBC

Kensington.
Harry Parr-Davies

Hollywood

Walt Disney to Palm Springs for
Reggie Dvorak, Eddie Troy and
Jack Martin have shifted to Stor"k a week.
Club froom the Cortez.
Jane Withers laid up with inSarah Lee Harris, Mrs. Richard fluenza.
Stadelman pacting actors to hes,d
Joan Davis on siesta at Palm
theatre group designed to put on
Springs.

Career.

'

"

Palm Sprinp

•

Had You," now

I

building a nightclub in addition to
their El Cortez hotel.
Ken Murray pinehhit for Abbott
arid Costello tX the Flamingo while
they did their air show.

Lonfa

/

inanager, back at his desk aft<!r several weeks' vacation in Miami,
John Wenger, stage designer, exhibiting his water colors at Grand

day

'

1947

Metro director Fred' Wilcox; in
fcom the Coast for a short vacation.
Van Heflln back to the Coast after
acquired himself a

;

Lotte Lehman, currently in the U.S., slated to partici-

ter pix.

Robert Stolz writing the music and
Eric von Stroheiffi starring in PEN's
"Miracle," first production Of new
film company set up by writer Ernst
Neubach.
Karl KoeStler, opera singer and
director, appointed secretary of the
Film Artists Union and presiding
officer of the dehazifieation court of

the union.

Newly founded Sascha Producing
Co. will make "Mandragola*.' by
Macchiavelli, with Alfred Stoeger
handling direction and Alois Melichar writing the music.
Austrian film industry will participate in the Italian film biennial
to be held at Venice Aug. 23. Amateur pic producers Will tttend* at
"Unica" in Stockholm the same date.

,

yytoee(|jifi,. April 9, l<fcty

JUST HOW PHENOMINAL CAN A
DANCE BAND 01 IN ITS FIRST YEAR?
Thh % mark report
Is ffie €mswer!

Ii

OHOSIN BY 'LOOK' MAGAZINS
AS THR BANtt OP 19471
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FEWER PK A CURB ON NEW
Ice Show Producers Find U.S. Skaters

Better

Tbn Fweip talent Doe

Ice show producers, who prewar
oMained most o£ the skating talent
fvom Scandinavian countries, Austrja and Switzerland, have marked

WOR'sliipetDiskM

.

.

—

U. S, standards.

Walter Brown, president of the
Arena Managers Assn., producers of

Need for New Scripters

Gapades," together with Eddie
recently

made

a

trip

to

Spurs Goodman Ace Show

Europe to gander the situation and
reported a dearth of acceptable

Emceed by Groucho Marx

They

believe that U. S.
blades artists are better show -wise
ioV U. S. shows.
general
Norman Frescott,
manager, bore out Brown's and
present
contention
of
Shipstad's
superiority of American skaters by
Citing the fact that two Britisli im"Ice-Capiades"
portations used in
skaters.

CBS has been talking with Groucho Marx, recently ift N. Y.. on the
heading Hp a half -hour
conceived by Goodman Ace
tabbed "Gag Writers Revue," which,
auditioned, will be dangled to
if
agencies for sponsorship.
contemplated
the
Idea
behind
He also recalled
didn't (fan out.
series is to unearth new comedy
(Continued on page 48)
writing talent by spotlighting ma-

AMA

,

.show

Admits Reds

Wmd Bit Scoffs

In

would-be comedy

scripters,

such as monologs, gag routines, etc.,
with Marx giving it specialized treatment and also ringing in guest talent
who would be peculiai'ly suitable for
specific material.

Tkir

-At

Iiifkence

Behind

projected series is the
feeling of Ace that "the answer to
Washington, April l.*).
Picture radio's needs today doesn't Ue in
Erie
Johnston, ^Motion
talent,
but in new
new
acting
Assn. prexy, speaking today (15) be*
fore the Washington Advertising Club writers.''
admitted the presence of Commun•

.

Hollywood but, reiterated that
the. industry had successfully (ought
off their influence. Speaking before
a 'packed session of iilm industry
le.aders, Johnston pointed that the

tlie

ists in

RIVIERA TRES GAY AS
IN

The Riviera
old

page

standards.

'

is

15.

almost back to

A

program

of

its

re-

fashion shows,
galas is being organized for the
summer season. Many acres of land
in a quiet secluded valley around
Mougins. a small village six miles

gattas,

explaining operation of motion
<Cotttinu«fl on-

'

CABON

Cannes, April

dustry.'In

THE GOOD OL' DAYS
By LUCETTE

Daily .Worker attacked Hollywood
tiiii himself every day, and that foreign Communist groups also joined
that campaign, This Was proof
positive, John.ston Stated, that the
GKmmunists did not control the in-

2)

Irorse-racing,

Wai Also;

IMO Album

Seller

"Ttie Jolson Stoi'y" album will be
first 1,000,000 album seller in
record history, according to present
indications.
The Decca album has
sold 660,000 sets and has 123,000 in
back orders.
It's been constantly

the

100%
After

N.Y.

Sur-le-Cuff
restaurateur

Toots

Shor recently completed a montlx's
cufl'o stay under Mark Hellinger's behind on production.
Decca prexy
aegis on the Coast, the producer- Jack Kapp predicts the 1,000,000writer arranged for the stewardess eopy mark in two months as the picon Shor's return flight to hand him ture continues to snowball.
$5 when he boarded the eastbound
The ,$3.85 retail price is a factor,
plane, with the explanation.
making it the lowest-cost album.
"Just to make it 100% IR-Hjase you "Oklahoma!" is a $5 item and has
gone 550,000; Bing Crosby's "Sanfahave to' tip at the airport.'''
Claus Songs" album is nearing 750,000 albums, but has taken two Xmas
seasons to do it.
Fashion Designers Stqke
Decca is also ballyhooing a One
Million Club to kudos artists who
of Alms they'll turn out this year,
Pay Dirt in Free\T8le hit 1,000,000 platters, Louis Jordan
their requirements for new talent
is on«| Carmen Cavallaro is another
have become correspondingly fewei-.
with' ftis "Polonaise." The A,ttdrew8
Since most sales executives have emPlugs as Sales
Sislo- 1 Mjjjs^ Bros., Dick Haymes,
phasized that the slice in production
Proof that television pays off in' Ink apSfe it^^
Ella Fitzgerald are
means each feature will have to play
the way of increased prodlict sales, others, Al Jo^to's single platter of
(Continued on page 54)
despite its present limited audience, "Anniversary
Song," like the "Joland that, it may eventually become son Story"'^lb\im, is set for 1,000,-

Boom

the best advertising, medium yet de- 000.
ping
vised for the fashion industry, wa.s•^made -tiie

!

pos-sibility of

terial of

j$lin§to!i

the First

f
talent scouts, who have
drawn consistently on the Broadway
stage and niteries as one of their
Add a moppet to the growing list most fertile fields for discovering
of disk jockeys. Robin IMorgan, fivenew star material, have signed fewer
year-old girl member of Mutual's embryonic marquee
attractions in
"Juvenile Jury," will make her bow the last six
months <than in any simin the platter twirling field Satur- ilar period
in the last few year's.
day (19) on WOR, N. Y. She:U have Situation, according to homeoffice
the 15-minute segment at lOyiS a.m., tale'nt cliiefs. is due more to the fact
Saturdays in which to chatter and that the major studios are in no
spiii her fave rebords.
great need of new talent than to the
Child can read, but is expected to paucity of good actors available!,
be allowed to adlib a good deal.
All companies are still covering
Platters she'll select won't be entire- the field thoroughly, according to
ly from the children's shelve.s her one h.o. chief, but with most of the
favorite wajyir is Spike Jones. .
studios having reduced the number

M

ghlpstad,

He s

to^^^^^
Hollywood

those countries as a supply
off
soured for several years. Crop of
skaters in those countries has currently proved disappointing, while
is. S. skaters have increased in quality during the war years.
One of the reasons marking the
decline of the European ice talent is
those cbiihthe lack of shows
With
tiles during the' war years.
incentive lost to exctsl on ice because of lack of shows .and meets,
brand of skating is not up to the

''Ice

Jolson Does Comeback on

[TITU

Certain U.S. Stars

direct mail campaign conducted by
a N. Y. milliner whose hats and
gowns were featured in a recent
sustaining
show over 'WCJBS-TV

B.O.Poi^n Abroad

(CBS, N. Y.) proved it,
Milliner was Florence Reichman
who, on her Own initiative, mailed
1,153 cards to set owners in and
in, great numbers searching for suitTo date, there has
around
N., Y.
able IIollyv*od talent, are being
been about a 12% relwn, far above
surprised to find out how the Eurotiie usual direct mail return of about
pean public is reacting— or, more
and, the viewers were almost
2%,
strictly, doesn't
to some w.k. Ameriunanimous in praising 'the show.
can stars. Although apparently still
More important, however, is the fact
favorites in the U.S.. tliese stars have
that at least 20 new customers have
taken a steep drop in appeal since
Some actually are purchased hats since the date of the
prewar days.
show, claiming they first saw the
"boxofEice poison," keeping patrons
hats and liked them on television.
away from cinemas in droves.
designers who didn't
On the whole, however, American Other clothe.5 direct
mail campaign
resort
to the
films are stil! well-received here
after their merchandise was featured
despite the nearly unanimous opinin CBg shows also have discovered
are
for
nition that "their stories
the medium pays oft in product sales.
wits."
Situation in Fi'ance is conIllustrative of the responses from
trasted with Germany where, owing
the mail campaign is a card from
to the fact that Holly wood oldies are
mostly being showfl, the British films one viewer declaring that "my fam(Continued on page 48)
(CoBitinued on page 34)
Paris, April 15.
Representatives of U. S. film companies, who are converging on Paris

of

catejt,i)ries as for the ,.brbader 1,000,OOOyplatter sellers.
There are only

S-^<i

Decca

artists in" this

league.

STUDIO TO GET TRIAL
Hollywood, April

"Rampage" •at KFWB
studio Suaday (20). Cast of 15 from
radio, pit, waived salary lor single
presenting

performance 'but retained paxticipating rights on co-bp basis II play
continued or bought for radio at

,

is

pix.

Cast will read from script as on
air

to

keep

cost

budget to $500.

Will use sound to heighten action,
with no scenery. Billy Bryant, vet

showboat
Blbckl

sk i p per,

directing,

co-autliored,

Audience by in-

vitation.

IXB

LOOP BISTRO GAMBLING

Chicago, April 15,
from Cannes, have been bought by
Bistro bonifaces who were rubpicture companies. They plan to
bing hands together with complebuild "The Cinema City," which

;

B.O.

Euro- tion of Chi mayoralty election, expecting to get "go" sign on gambling
pean Hollywood.
operations, had rude awakening last
All the sun.shine and glamour left week when Mayor-elect Martin H.
in Europe are concentrated on the Kennelly announced fi-om Asheville,
Riviera.
N. C, retreat that gambling and synHarry Pilcer is back after seven dicated vice must go.
If Kennelly's edict stands some of
years in Hollywood. He runs tlie
Brummel; the only nightclttb in Chi's better knoWii cafes may find
younger.
years
quick need for change, in highHe. looks
Caniio.'i.
parties
sharp paring
policies
to
forma!
bud,get
After all galas and
downwnrd, Thou.ijh ops have heard
mtnnate.
:7<='^V?
r;^^!!'
very IntimaTe
is tty
same tlieme before, they were evenalmo.^pheie

may be

BUT STADIUM CLUB NG
BEK6MAN

@y UAVntCie

.

Gol. Larry Mae!Phail, who proved
that all show business is not behind
the footlights or on
the screen,
premiered his 1947 edition of a well
cast production yesterday at the
Yankee Stadium with 70,000 critics
oiy

hand

to

tell

him what's wrong

with his ball club
MacPhail's production is in for a
long run and. from
iudicalions.
not even the bellowing ghost of Leo
Dm-odier, who wa.s probably hurling

k

,

3i;wes at the
|he attraction

mg.

Colonel, can ijrevent
from being a solid b.o.
•

Serine

Lifar,

the

new

dancer,

al

hai-

]

l^<-'>"

al^^e

la^'

!

wilhout being booed.
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able to remove lid'i when
lessened. But new mayor-

sup- elect. wi'Ii large personal fortune
campaign promise'-,
have baen a Jit^e too and cle;ir-ciit
lo
P'.scd
guns. Uncertsunty is
ho riirty slick
H'iendlv with the Germans Novi.
maiiivt cuu.shv; big time ops to indulge
foruive...'. He i.s creating
is
huddling.
plenty
iCoiitinuod on page 34:>

He was

Charm
Orchtstm and

ConductttI by

jjresi-'ure

1

•

.'Repeating hi.* cute coun of
(Continued on page "54;

the birth of a

1

*

15.

Fritz Blocki is undertaking breakin of a stage play in a radio studio,

'

YANKS' PREEM OK

has

course,

MYBREAKININRADIO^

—

NEW CI MAYOR

GrE|sby,

TW5 Million and Three
Million/Club mark, although there is
no semi-official designation for these

t

.
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Case Od 'Baby' Meds AH Show Biz
-4-

^isus baa been

new^ show what

inported from' Europe and
financially may top that
last year, claimed to have set a
record, because in addition the production end of the RingUng, Batnum
Bailey show is just as glittering as
du'^ing the war years.
Around the front office it's pointed
cut tliat the prices have not been
tilted, yet at six bucks top, that's

&

may

af-

Opening night at Madison Square Garden, N. Y., last Wednesday (9), attendance was good but
Mot exceptional and the top shelf
was virtually a sea of empty seats.
Next afternoon the place was paclted
to the girders and had the big top
arrived for Holy Weelc it would have
gotten a running start. As it is, RBB

fect business.
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—

|
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Aftarmath of the Frank SinatraMortimer brawl in Giro's,
e
.s'liywa it!
itery, last week, is the
tearst pieia' vendetta against the
.i'ooner for slugging its N. Y. Mirlor film and nitery columnist. Be!

s-

t

.

i

,

s-.ies playing up Mortimer's version
the fight, in which he claims
Mimeone held his arms while'Sinatra
socked him, the Hearst papers have
with an annual obit ad in
Then Runyon threw away to dug up every detail In Sinatra's life
Winchell a line, "<Mi well, the most that's damaging or could be made to
I can ever wish for^ I guess, is that appear so.
Spearheading the attack, the N. Y.
someone wiU remember me once in
Daily Mirror has been headlining
awhile."
Winchell thus disclosed at the 250G Sinatra's alleged association with
presentation ceremony that Runyon's Communist fronts and underworld
Report that the House
greatness was thus manifested with toughies.
this modest hope, and so the Runyon subcommittee was calling up Sinatra
as witness in its investigation of Bed
Cancer Memorial Fund was born,
Brigadier-General John Re^d Kil- influence in Hollywood -was that
patrick.
general chairman ot the much more grist in their mill. The
N. Y. City campaign, among other Mirror also has been playing up the
'

,

j

national officials of the American
Cancer Society, medicos, et al.,
kudosed Winchell for his djnnamic
spark-plugging of the Runyon wing
lor the Memorial hospital, N Y.,
where the late writer was so long
a patient. Winchell revealed that there was
over $300,000 in the tiU; that all sorts
of gala benefit shows, sports events,
regularly endowed funds for the
Sunyoil Memorial were in work.
Onfe of these was a potential $1,000000 gate wJiich Los Angeles Bxamitteir sports writer Vincent Fiaherty visualized for some time in
the fall at the lOSjOOO-capacity L. A.
Coliseum, to include a Bob Hopeemceed aU-.star show, alternating
with an exhibition- pro football game
between the L. A. jifflM
and the If Y.
"
Yankees.
Dan Parfceif, N. 'S^ Mirror sports
editor, is presiclent 6t the Runyon
Fund, with WincheD ti^easurer and
Leo Lindy, the restaurateur, secretai-y. Gno proviso calls for free caro
for bonafide newspapermen stricken
•ivith cancer in the Runyon Memorial
Wing and in other Runyon Memorial Wings possibly to be endowed at
the new Univerrity of Chicago's
Cancer hospital, on the Coast, in
the ^outh, and southwest;
.

'

on

Men On a Horse." iosica!

fride'

weighed by Federal Judge John
Bright in TSt. Y. The basic show
qusstioa no-v^ posed to the court in
suit at Shapiro, flernstein & Co,
against Jerry Vogel Music Co, over

rights to the oldtime hit tunc,

"My

Melancholy Baby," has never been
directly passed on by the Federal
courts, legalites in the suit say, and
the chaneea are good that it'll rid*
as high as the XI.. S. Supreme Court.

Judge

Bright's

consideration

of

the puzzler follows recent directions
of the Federal circuit court that he
mull over the pros and cons. In
response to a move for clarification,
the three-judge court said: "The
question of whether one or two joint
owners of a copyright can have an
accounting against, the other merely
because the other has used the copyright was never discus.sed in tJi»~
argument of Hie appeal. It is a complex and difficult question which -wf
do not wish to determine without
benefit of an opinion by the district
court."%

Rounds

it's

Out Judy feflaifs 4ft

2

-

21-¥mr-0M

Brook

:

»H'

thor had remarked
cruising around in
tv
(chasing police calls fo*.
tissement) that he (Ba
•>• !
long been struck by the
rf
Ben Piazza [the RKO PictIng director] in remembf *
late Paul Armstrong, the pla.y'.v'i ,>.

.

opening home
learn, in honor
of
iir y will be there for
ii.ding moral support
le as co-owner and

\m.'

now

late

"Bingsday"

Pittsburgh Pirates

Come,

same lines, at a
corrected him again
the pronunciation of some
I

word, and he said, "Go ahead—
educate me and we'll both be
out of a job!"
Garrv Moore.

,

If Kaye okays deal, film will be shot
in Technicolor. According to previous reports, Kaye was set to star in
HKO's picturization of George Pa-

tiB),

Eddie Jackson and

Along the
later date,

-

his partner to declare hJJii In on proceeds of its sale
licensing is
or
currently being

''in the current "Melancholy" case,
a question of one party writing
the lyrics aaid the other, the music.
Because of the obscurity of the law
Years in i-Ci Lineup on the point, tunesmiths and playwrights
have been
particularly
"Anyihing Can
book,
pashvilli's
Hollywood, April IB,
harassed, it's said, when a copyright
Happen," but that's unlikely now.
No unemployment is in sight for comes up for renewal after 28 years.
Warners' production of "Three
Men On a Horse" will niark the Judy Garland who currently is defi- By then, it's noted, more times than
fourth version of the comedy in both nitely set for stellar roles in four not the original owners no longer
hold the copyright and the relation'
the legit and screen media. Original
future productions on the Metro lot. ship of trust between
collaborators
Broadway hit was done with Sam
Currently she's in work on "The has ceased to be an element.
Levene and Teddy Hart with the
Gene Kelly,
co-starring
Neve* OK'd by V. S. Court
Marx Bros, starring in the straight Pirate;"
the S, N. Behrman play in
based
on
Under patent law, show bii lawscreen adaptation.
Legit musical
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fon- yers say, one joint owner can
which
version of the comedy was titled
sell
appeared for the Theatre without the other. The N. Y.
Stat*
"Banjo Eyes'.' with Eddie Cantor taine
Guild. Cole Porter did that score.
court, as far back as 1874 (Carter
heading cast.
Playing part of an artists' model vs. Bailey) ruled that copyright
in Greenwich Village, Miss Garland's regulations w«re similar
but tli«
next will be the lead- in "Easter Pa- Federal benchsitters haven't secPeter
rade," with Kelly, in role of vaude- onded that decision.*
Irving
yUlian, again opposite her.
Should the present suit be decided
Debuts Stratford Fest Berlin
is scoring the film with six
that way, there'll 'be no question
Stratford-on-Avon, April 5..
or seven of his oldies and a few that a co-owner can sell or license!
The annual Shakespeare Festival originals, script being written by Al- take the coin for the deal and leav^
at the Memorial theatre opened here bert Hackett and France? Goodrich.
his partner in the cold.
"Melantonight— a rainy Easter Saturday
Guy Bolton originally was on it.
choly" action has already travelled
with a color-drenched, vigorous proThird film will be the screen ver- to the circuit court once when th«
duction of the Bard's "Romeo and sion of "Annie Get Your Gun," also three
judges ruled that Shapiro,
Juliet,"
directed
by 21-year-old a Berlin score, re-creating thfe Ethel Bernstein and Vogel were co-partprodigy Peter Brook. Thanks to a Merman role. Miss Garland is also ners of the copyright. QuesUon now
magnificent performance by Paul sert fOK a musical version of Jane presented
squarely is whether that
Scofield as Mercutio, and dazzling Austen's novel, "Pride and Prejumeans one will have to account to
sets and costumes by Rolf Gerard, dice," for which Metro producer
the other for profits.
Among 01there was a feeling of southern heat Arthur Freed is'currently trying to
ganizations vitally interested in thf'
and passion throughout the evening. get Richard Rodgers and Oscar suit
is the Songwriters Protective
Brook has a healthy lack of respect Hammerstcln 2d to write the score. Assn.
for Shakespearean tradition, and at- Latter are expected to undertake
Milton Rosenbloom, of O'Brien,
tacks the play from a new angle: chore as form of payoff to Metro for
DriscoU,
Raftery
& Lawler, It
Borneo and ixis lady are two children having released Jan Clayton from handling
Vogel's end while House,
in Jove, caught In tragic external their legit musical, "Carousel," for
Grossman, Vorhaus & Hemley repcircumstances.
Alas,
Laurence "Show Boat" which Metro financed resents Shapiro-Bernstein.
Payne is an undersized, flyweight /to tune of $300,000. If team agrees

version of "Three

'

ive-;\
\r

session at

former's

-

•

.

to

"Hey, Jackson!
said,
look at endeavorl"

ment to Samuel Goldwyn, Danny
Kaye may be nabbed by Warner
Bros, who want him for the musical

.

hilco's
;

.

N. Y„ of the initial ."w '^f
the American Cane:
ter Winchell revealt
remark by Damon !•

campaign for a

Hollywood, April 15.
After winding up his last commit-

.

he turned

FOR MUSICAL 'HORSE'

When the Brooklyn Dodgers
played the Yankees in a -preseason ball game last Thursday
(10) there were 24,000 fans at
Ebbets Field, an estimated 14,000
That's the day
being- Negroes.
Branch Rickey announced that
Jackie Robinson had been signed
'Oidgers, he. being the,
b
>{orea ballplayer in the
-

.
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JIMMY DURANTE.

,

Dana Point, Sanoff
Wed. (9). Actor, who was
abroad, and crew passed the
night waiting for. rescuers.

"i

the

"BLACKOUTS OF

D'iego,

o

I

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.
it'a
tenlfie, It's KiKantic,
"It's
colossal.
Boy, -what a show!"

schooner Swift,
owned by James Cagney, to send
out a distress signal to the Coast

Guard

"endeever." And I said, "Jim,
don't mispronounce that word,
Say it
it'll louse^ up the joke.
say 'endeavor'.,." His
right
eyes bugged out of his head,
and he said, "Is that endeavor?"
.And pointing to the script,

it

WEEK

KEN MURRAY'S

.

auxiliary

f'

tailery

One of the lines
first time.
went, "I shall endeavor to do so,
Junior"— only Jim pronounced

252nd

Right of « oo-o-wner in a copyright—*a it a fong, play, fllm^or

novel—to compel

story concerns
Jamesperson,

I had
(N02zle-Nose) Dumnte.
brought him « hunk of script
that wetk'» program and
Jim was reading it over for the

'

foot

Favorite Story

favorite
favorite

for

an unpopular gag around Hollywood.
Engine trouble caused the 125-

-

OF RUNYON

.

when on the;
Incidentally
some years ago, the
Coast,
thespic Lytell fell for a horsenaming racket when an also-ran
nag, entered at Aqua Caliente,
was so named in his "honor"
of
for a ^complimentary fee
$500. He later found out ^hat
track clippers always
the
changed the horse's tag ior any
actor for the same donation. It
wasn't long before this became

missed the first three days of Ea.'iter
Week. Season of 32 days (iinale Hay
11) is shorter than usual, and it's
just as wesk judging by spotty attendance early this week.
John Ringling North, who took
over the performance end of the
show iust after it opened last season
through Rins;ling family manipula'
tion, went abroad on a talent hunt
and came back with most favorable
results.. Few fam&iars are in the
rings, platforms or in the air but the
first
night was somewhat ragged
mostly because some of the foreign
turns having arrived only a day or
two before the show opened. At least
one wa& on time but the equipment
was delayed in transit, while another
kc y performer failed to get a visa.
Nerviest femme newcomer is Rose
Gould, raven haired aerialist from
France. Working high over the center ring with two men on a suspended grid, she drops to a trap heldby them. If ,she misses, its curtains
(Continued on page 48)

In making fori 'A
Wednesday (9) a., s:

My
my

the fighter, won
Bert
at St. Nicholas arena, N. "5f., last
week and Bert Lytell, the actor,
radio reporting
the
to
listened
of the contest. Alter the match
the boxing Bert over the mike
name of Lytell
the
liked
said he
and so did his mother, which is
why he adopted the moniker.
mentioned
that
also
Scrapper
publicity given his win would
Latter pichelp actor Lytell.
tured the colored pug as a sleek
mulatto but after the fight his
hair looked like a fright wig.
Lytell,

„i,on

nothing to brag about and

My

Sports Shorts

/as without fresh
i, going iti 1X0! proien the lack. For X947
lUally

JksaSi 16, 1947.

Romeo, and Daphne Slater, 18, and they will start Work after their lat"appearing by permission of Herbert est show, "Allegro," opens in OcWilcox," is little more than a com- tober. Vincente Minelli, Mrs. Garpetent highschool girl trying to play land's husbimd, will direct "P&P."
Juliet, and thus the two central
characters of the great romantic
drama diwindle info insignificance.
It

is

"Romeo and

Julie*"

the lovers, in fact— it

is

Juliet" without love.
The Festival, which

September, and

is

"Homeo and

Washington, April

.

revocation of' Sinatra's gun license
in California as well as a series of
insinuating reports about Sinatra's
visit
the
Fischetti
brothers,
to
Golden, Paul Scofleld, produced by
cousins of the late Al Capone* durWalter Hudd. Later on, "The Teming a recent -visit to Florida.
pest," "Richard II," "Pericles" and
Meanwhile,
Sinatra
been "IPhe Merchaiit of
has
Venice'' will' be
sticking to his side of the story
presented.
about the Giro fracas in which he

contends
Mortimer
called
him
abusive names.
Fact that Sinatra
as well as the radio serial, "Super-

man,"" were granted awards by the
in
Council
Against
Intolerance

Hollywood, April

week

In J' wood

SIS COntinuea troni I>a(*

\5.

1

ss

Hand.s adro.'^s the continent were
extended by the Friars Clubs of New
last Sunday <13) was not
York and Hollywood, through an
reported by the Hearst press,
arrangement
made by Harry Suber
Other facets of the press have
of the Manhattan group with the
rallied on Sinatra's side just as
Coast board of governors.
vociferously.
Visiting Friars, east or Ave^t, will
be granted sixraortth guest member-

picture industry as a mass circulation medium, he said it looked for
truth instead of propaganda. He said:
"I think the best propagarida is no
propaganda at all." He contrasted
his opinion with the attitude in Russia where they have a ministry of
cinematography with a cabinet status
ships.
to see that the Russian people view
Returns
"the right iaims." He said that in
Sulkies
at
H'wood
Park
Hollywood, April 15<.
some sections of Russia, food ration
cards are withheld until the populiiHollywood, April 16.
Charlotte Greenwood returns to
Trotters and pacers crowded the tion see the required propaganda
the screen IS one of the stars in gallopers oft
the track at Hollywood films.
"Driftwood." which goes into work Park and will pull their sulkies
Digressing from film industry acMay 10 at Republic with Allan there for 27 days under auspices of tivities. Johnston lashed out at the

the Western Harness Racing Asso- speeches being made abroad by
ciation,
Henry A. Wa-U'ace. Comparing WalPreviously signed for. the picture
Bernard Kearney, gieneral man- lace and Aaron Burr, Johnston said
were Waltef a^ennan, .Jluth' Warriclc, ager of the meet, anriounced a total (the comparison was
in the- latter's
of $416,000 in pui'ses.
Natalie Woods andv Dean Jaigger.
ifavor.

Singer

recenw
at

the:

Trenet, who recently switched
from the WUliam Morris agency to
the A,
S. Lyons office, is being
subnnitted for other vauders.
State has also set Leo Carrillo. current at La Martinique, N, Y., start-

&

ing

May

22.

ONE-KIS^ FRANKIE?

j
I

I

Hollywood, April 15.
Metro assigned Laslo Benedek as
Frank Sinalrathe
of
Kathryn Grayson co-starrer, "The
director

Ki.ssing Bandit."

.

I

•

.

15.

completed an engagement
Embassy, N. 'V,

'

producer and director.

May

starting

Greenwood

as.

at State, N. Y.

Charles Trenet, French chanteur,
will play his first major vaude date
in the U. S. at Loew's Slate, N, Y.,

America

Dwan

in July.

Trenet, Caririllo Pacted For

May Batea

Reds

Friars leciprocity

$6,500

go into the cafe upon completion of
her date at the Capitol theatre, N.Y.
Miss Home was originally slated
to go Into the Cap June 5, but theatre will drop stagcshows that date
because of first N. Y. run of David
O. Selznicli's "Duel in the Sun,"
which will day and date with Lo«W
nabe houses throughout the city.
Singer -Will go in with George
Paxton's band at the theatre, ^at a
date tentatively set for (he first

16.

Americans can now get tourist
visas for France within three days.
French, making a pitch for American dollars during the summer vacation season, are easing restrictions
to the extent of making the visas
valid for a full year and entitling
the holder to as many eiitries into
France as he desires.
Only gimmick is that no stay shall
be for more than three months and
that no bttsiness activity is permitted on the tourist visas.

until

drawing custom-

from all parts of the globe, includes three productions from last
season: Marlowe's "Doctor Faustus,"
"Measure, for Measure" and "Love's
Labour's Lost." "The fiirthday Play,
April 23, will be "Twelfth Night"
with Beatrix Lehmann, Michael
ers

COM, NX, AT

Lena Horne has been set for th«
Copacabana, N. Y., at $6,500 weekly,
some time In July or August. She'll

French Relax Visas
For Yankee Tourists

without

lasts

^

LENA iOEii' SET FOE

1

Picture goes into work May
with Joe Pasternak as produeen

Si

'

.

.

wwmmm
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rods; MONEYMOON OVER
LiEsi mm
Paramount's 23 Heads the
Hollywood, April

15.

List

+

of completed pictures in
Hollywood studio vaults shows a
total backlog of 189, the biggest in
more than a year. With longer runs
in eftect and the same policy scheduled for the future, the chances of
iiny rush of increased production

Roundup

mmm
With

New A-C
new

Contract

Universal-International
pictures annually for

two

deal,

three

years.

Pact is effective at conclusion of
current contract, about 10 weeks
after winding up "Wistful Widow of
Wagon Gap."

Heading the backlog list is Para23, including the PineThomas contributions, "Albuquerque," "Fear in the Night," "Junmount, with

gle Flight," "Danger Street," "Adventure Island" and "I Cover Big
Town;" Cecil B. DeMille's "Unconquered"; Crosby-Hope Production-s'
"Road to Rio," and Hal B. Wallis'
"Desert Fury" and "I Walk Alone."
Rest of the Paramount films are
"Variety Girl," "Perils of Pauline,"
"Dear Ruth." "The Emperor Waltz,"
"Welcome Stranger," "Golden Earrings," "Blaze of Noon," "Calcutta,"
"Saigon," "The Imperfect Lady,"
"Wild Harvest," "Where There's
with
Life"
and
"The Trouble

Women."

Sears Plans Raiik"

Second in the parade is iVIetro
with 18 new productions and two reissues, "The Great Waltz" and "Captains Courageous." Newies are "The
Hucksters," "Song of th* Thin Man,"
"The Birds and the Bees," "Dark
Delusion," "f'iesta," "This Time for
Keeps,'! '•The Rich, Full Life," "Higlj
Barbaree," "Green Dolphin Street,"
"Living in a Big Way," "Song of
Love," "Tenth Avenue Angel," "Merton of the Movies," "Romance of
Rosy Bidge," "Summer Holiday/'
"Uftflnished Dance," "JMy Brother
(Continued oil page 18)

HuddieiiiU.S.On
Better

Cutto$1.50Toi)forChapliBinN.Y.
•

UA Terms

Grad

Sears, United Artists v.p. in
charge of distribution, pushed oflf
this week for the third time his
to
England
scheduled
trip
to
straighten out UA'j booking difil.

culties with the J. Arthur Rank-controlled Odeon theatre circuit. Pressure of business :at the h.o. caused
the. canceliation, despite the fact the

financial

Gable's

by

uncertainties
both domestically dnd abroad, indie
production has fallen to the lowest
ebb of the past three or four years.
Coincidentally, there are a larger
number of distrib outlets for indie
production than at any time in the
film industry beset

past.

One a Year

Hollywood; April 15.
Gable's working schedule

Clark
through 1949 at Metra will consist the pic's Friday (11) opening prices^
of three pictures at the rate of one At the same time, UA erased the
per year.
250-seat reserved section of the mezOn this year's program is "The zanine which carried a $2.40 evening
Hucksters." currently in work, to be tag and a $1.80 nick for matinees.
followed by a four-month vacation.
Goldwyn had cut his $2.40 top to
"The Homecoming of Ulysses" will

Schedules show only three films
in work that are being
be made in 1948 and
made fully independently. They are Gentleman" in 1949.
Seymour Nebenzal's "Atlantis" for
currently

United Artists release, Enterpi'ise's
"They Passed This Way" (Harry
Sherman), likewise for TJA, and
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Bishop's
Wife," for RKO.
Indie production appears to be in
a transitional period from the heyday it enjoyed a year ago to the
more stabilized position in the industry it is expected to assume a
few years hence.
During the
changeover, a large number of independents who quality more as

—

—

promoters than producers will undoubtedly find, it they haven't already, that all that's celluloid is not
gold.
That applies, too, to a lot of
actors, writers and directors who
turned producers to take advantage
Of capital-gains tax provisions, or
who saw in the new setups freedom
from, studio domination.
Some of
them, out on their own, ^suddenly
discovered that "domination" wasn't
entirely without reason.

Public's price-conscious stance was
further verified this week when
United; Artists, paralleling the course
taken by Sam Goldwyn for "Best
Years," sla.shed its scale for Charles
Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" from
'

backing getting increasingly diflficult to obtain and the

Hollywoodj April 15.
Abbott and Costello are set for

this year are slim.

rice-Minded Public Cues Adnish

"Angel's Flight

$1.80 when the public refused to go
lor the higher rate. Other straws in

wind which indicate that Broad-

the

way

'Extreme Left'

And

IxtremeRighfEar

know

operators

that th*

public'.")

thinking in numbers is recent sti'ess
via ads phAced upon the 50c opening
price

Loew's. State and Robert

at

Weitman's decision to cut morning
scales at the Paramount. Weitman
claims that his pared-down .scale
<55c) has more than doubled the

Par'amount's early business.
In the case Of "VerdouXi" slash
bring.'i down the scale to a $1.29
weekday top and ,$1.50 for weekends
fi'oiij starting rates of $1.80 top and
$2,40 respectively. UA claims that
Washington, April 15.
Motion Picture' Assn. president the pic in clicking at, a moderate
Eric Johnston is slated to leave pace but concedes that business is
Washington for his home in Seattle not up to expectations.

Pix Abroad

U. S.

Reserved seclion, it was said, was
He'll stop
at the end of this week.
in Hollywood for huddles with stu- doing better business than general
dio toppers before returning to his admissions but was eliminated, noneeastern
headquarters early next theless, because aids itemlKing
Rank setup has continued to deteriserved prices had confused the pubmonth.
orate and is now at the critical point.
Present plans call for his going lic. It was the public's mistaken imScheduled to accompany Sears on
abroad in June to attend the Inter- pression that the reserved, scales
his "Kieparture Monday
was
(14)
national Trade Conference in Geneva applied to general admissions,
George Ornstein, recently named his
New Crop Aborning:
and to continue the European tour
assistant.
Matters requiring Sears'
Out of the transition period is ex- whicli was cut short by his illness
attention in
New York include pected to emerge a group of solid in London last fall. Explaining
at a
formulation of release plans on indies, with the qualities of pro- press conference here
Sunday (13)
Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Ver- moter, artist, businessman; execu- his reasons for his visit
to the Condoux" and other important films and
(Continued oh pag« 18)
tinent, Johnston said he vas going
an impending reorganization of UA;
to try to break through' ^vo "iron
Deal by which Univertal-InternaBritish difficulties stem from the
curtains" blocking Amer^Ki films tional last week got screen rights^to
distrib's inability to get bookings for
abroad. They are:
Frederic
Wakeman's fortheoming
its product on the Odeon uireuit, de1. Leaders
of the "extreme left," novel, "The Saxon Charm", is
a
spite the iaet that thr6Usfh direct
principally Russians, "who don't like straight leasing arrangement with
and indirect stock holdings it has a
our democratic brand of Ideology." no strings.
U-I can make the pie
large flnancial interest in the chain.
2. The "extreme right," who argue
only once and Wakeman gets full
Stock, however, gives it no voting
that foreign exchange, instead of rights back at the end
of seven
(Continued on page 20)
being
spent
for
entertainment, years. That's slightly different from
"should be conserved for food, ma- Metro's ai^rangement with him for

company's

with

relationship

tlie

WAKEMAN^S lEASifi

DEALOFNOVETOU

Dec^

Kg

Industry Fete for

R^

With much of the world suffering
from famine and mo»t of the major
studios faying off help under a reti-phchlrieht policy, it was decided

week that the projected 25th
anniversary dinner of the Motion
iPicture Assn. would be a bad public
Cancellation was
relations move.
ordered, therefore, following a meeting in Manhattan, of Nick Schenck,
Eric Johnston and othet Industry
toppers, of the May 8 shindig at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
Instead of the 1,500 glamor names

last
.

of the picture industry. Government
and big business, British pictureiniaker J. Arthur Rank, who was to
iiave been principal speaker, will be
entertained on ttie satne date at a
small private dinner of 20 or so film

execs.
In addition

to the feeling that
there might be unfavorable reaction
abroad and among studio employees
to tlje $15-a-head foodfest, a number of other reasons entered into the
dinner deletion. Among them was

.

•

(Continued

ori

page 20)

ARTHUR LOEWmiBACK
Ito FROM EUROPE 0.0^^

WB May Resume

¥PicProdu€ti0n
Hollywood, April 15.
Warners, in order to meet chang-

chinery and essentials."
"The Hucksters," which gives the
studio an option to buy oul; Wakeis talking reman's lease at the end of 10 years.
(JARFIELD'S SYMPH CHORE
U-I paid him $200,000 down, in
sumption of B pictures. Talks goHollywood, April 15.
addition to which he is to get 10%
New York indie circuit operator ing on some time were discontinued
SI Fabian appeared this week to be
John Garfield will do the Narra- of the gross until a ceiling of $400,recently but understand secondaries
a pronoinent candidate for the United
"Saxon Charm", to
tor's role in a performance of Marc 000 is reached.
although any may be resumed later this year.
Artists presidency,
Blitzstein's Airborne Symphony at be published by Rlnehart in the fall,
such appointment is far distant from
Warner flack Alex Evelove says Beverly Hills auditorium May 23, is -a novel of modem New York
with 8 theati'ii-al background.
culmination.
Most that could be "nothing to it." but plans were dis- wlien Franz Waxman will conduct.
learned was that Fabian'^ name has cussed by studio toppers for a series
Orson Welles did Narrator's role
figured c^nsiderfibly in discussions, in the lower budget bracket like when symphony was preemed two
with a UA board member adding: those once made for Warners by seasons ago by Leonard Bernstein
"It can be said at the moment that Bryan Foy, with average shooting with N. Y. City Symphony in New
there is no leading candidate."
time of 21 days.
York.
Fabian declared concerning the

SI

FABIAN ADDED IN

UAPREZ SWEEPSTAKES

ing exhib conditions,

.

'

UA

Trade

post: "I'm not interested in a
job; I am interested in ownership."

He

said he hadn't yet turned
any offer because none liad

down

National Boxoffice Survey

been

made,

UA

planning to expand the
is
number of shares outstanding and
the next prexy might well be handed
a chunk of the one-third interest in
the company represented by stock
now in the treasury as result of
iContinued on page l8J

Arthur M. Loew, prexy of Loew's
is slated to return to
Spingold's Retirement
the U. S. Friday (18) by plane after
a six weeks' onceover of Metro exHinges on
changes and theatre holdings in
Nate Spingold. CpUimbia v.p., unPrance. Italy, England and Belgium.
It's believed that Loew
also con- der whose aegis falls the publicity
cluded a deal for the purchase of a and advertising departments, reportFrench circuit but homeoffice spokes- edly may make his impending remen declared verification would have tirement effective following a trip
to the Coast from New York at the
to await his return.
During his trip, Loew attended the end of this month. Plans to retire
preem of "The Other Love," Enter- hinge, however, on Col's locating a
prise production which his company successor fo Spingold. No satisfacupon
is distributing abroad, at the Empire tory candidates have been hit
vet
theatre in London. He also was as yet. With the result that the
present at the opening of the new exec may be forced to remain in his
Metro theatre in Antwerp last Fri- post indefinitely.
Spingold. howevei*. has been takday (11). House, formerly named the
Scala, was seriously
damaged by ing a considerably less' active: role
Nazi V-1 bombs during the war but recently in the operation of the
Loew'sihas completely revamped it. company. He spent mo.st. of the past
New theatre gives Loew's nine winter on a tour of England and the
in
vacationing
and
Owned-and-operated houses iii Eu- Continent
International,

feess^^

rope.

Florida.

David Lewis, Loew's International
regional director for Europe, Nortlj
Africa and the Near East, returned
to the homeolflce Monday (14-» after
» year's sojourn abroad.

Alt Schmidt has been mentioned
for the spot in collaboration with
Ben Serkowicti. incun>l>ent N. Y.

pub-ad

head.
pul)-ad liaison.

Schmidt

is

studio

Biz

Off

From Big

Week

Easter

—

'Years,'

Hope,

spots

w&m

weather

is

cutting into

Outstanding featui;e o;f the
way holdovers fared Wax the heavy
dip taken this stanza as compared
with opening sessions.
Still
the leader,
"Best Years"
(RKO) is far ahead of its closest
money competitor, "Favorite Brunette" (Par). Ability of the Samuel
Goldwj'n Academy winner to hold
near sock opening weeks' figures
plus the fact that it is playing this
stanza in
18
cities
covered by
Variety is accounting for its contakes.

tinued leadenship as ace grosser.
Others in the Best 12 list, in order
of biz done, are "Stallion Hoad"
;(WB »y "Trail Street" (RKO I, "Carnival Costa Rica" (20th) "Egg and
(U>,s "Sma.sh-Up" "(U), "Johnny
O'clock" (Col). "Macoraber Affair"
(UA). "Pursued" (WBi, "Happened
Brooklyn"
(M-G) and "Song
in
Just mis.sing
Scheherazade" (U).
this classification are "Jolson Story"
(Col), "Sea of Grass" IM-G.) and

I"

"California" (Par).
Brightest new (biitry thig

"Macomber
ings made

Affair," with best
in Providence,

showwhere
due to

leader, and Baltimore.
It's
open at the N.Y. Globe this week.

"Egg and I" continues to rack up
sma.sh biz but largely via second
irounds currently Jn; six keys. .Although in its secon(i iframe in six
L.A. houses, it is leading the city at
$63,000.

Universal

_

moved another

into tlie Big 12 class
mainly because of big showing by
"Smash-Up" in N.Y. Picture is getting smash $97,000 at the Capitol
there.

of

its

films

"Farmer's

Oaughter"

(RKOl.

playing only in N. Y.. moved up to
sturdy $,39,000 altliough now in its
third week.
"Guilt of. Janet Ames"
(Col) continues to coast thi.s round,
showing in Buffalo being little
better thari in San Francisco. "Angei
and Badman" is faring nicely at two
L.A. spots.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"
(20th>, now on national reissue, is
not shaping too strongly on playdate.5 handled this week.
It opens
today (Wed.") at the N.Y. ROxy
where it has been given an elaborate advance buildup.
(Comp/ete BoKOf/ice Reporis
.

-iweelc is,

0(1

Pages H-13)

Registered

srttSGRIl'TION
Annual
Bingle

'Road,' Trail,' 'Carnival,' 'Egg' Leader*
Grosses in most key cities are
holding up remarkably well in the
current week considering that many
theatres are in holdover from the
big Easter Week and that in other

aiarlc
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Aiid C(Mie«ilrate on 24 Odier Theatres

PiAics,fiutGetIiieiisffide
By HEBB GOIDBN

-f

Chaplin emerged with
Chaiples
•urprisiufily 'lew scratches ftom Jthe

RKO

$5,mm Payof

Welles'

traiQ{> eOBaedi«n—gainst the strong.
Objcnci^oi^ ol tJnitea Artists. iHaclis
"-'held. a mass press interview at

-

.

•whieti lie oSfered to
ciuestions.

answer any and

inquisitors
his new picture "Monsieur Verdoux" or his
plians, but- concentrated on bis alleged Communist sympathies, his

As anticipated, his
showed little interest in

CaUure to lieconie an Anerioaa

himself.

line

-to

^

citi'

years' residenoe in the
tjnited States, and hi^ lack ot publicized activititffi on ftehali oiE the
•war effort.
Although showing signs of ex-

be handed down by the U. S.
Supi-eime Court, all theatre-owning companies are already shaping their flscail poUcies to meet
that ctmtingency.

He explained, however, that
Welles had originally suggested
the idea of his playing a "Bluebeard" character and had received $5,000 for the conception.

aU

sea after 30

Erandts

Burton in VARIETY said "Always
a Braooth performer
number of
fine singing voice
clicko stories . .
, surfcare for old and new patron.

Mayfanr,N.Y.

-

'

,

m

question, "Are you*" a Communist
of May. ""Duel" is slated to open at
Sympathiaer?'', got a less emphatic
and, although its
xep^, Chapliffl statfa%: "Dtxr^ tiie the Capitol May 7
stay at the house is dependent on a
-vracr t'vtm sympaiiteitic iMIli flie Buscontrol figure, the amount of intersinans who were holiding tike front. I
est generated in the film via the rebelieve we owe iier thanks and hi
cent censorship squabble is expected
that «ense I was sympatoetic."
Chaplin insisted he was an inter to lead to «ai «3ctended run.
Metro, meanwbile, will probably
tiationalist, tluus had not become an.
book its first run product into either
ABicxican citizen; that he was a beth^ State or Criterion until after
lisVier in no system of politics, had
»sver «0ted and was a member ijf "Buel" finishes its run. Top picture
on M-G's release schedule lor May
no poUticat pafty; and that his is
"High Barbaree," Van Johnstonideology consisted of a defense of
June AUyson starrer, which could go
"the littae man ^his light to have a
in the Criterion, ljut Metro execs
iwot over his head and to work said
may
decide to hcM it for a Capitol
xelsc a {amUy."
,
opem^Asked to be specific about his war
iCfintijaued on page 20)

—

.

Coi'c $1.0fi 0ivvy

sponsorship

in

revere! stock.

Uivvy is payable May 15
"My Favorite Brunette,"
Bob Hope starreT, was side- holders of record May 1.
this week in a" running fire
,

Paramount's

to stock-

swiped

of criticism from Arthur Godfrey,
early moining radio commentator
over WCBS. Panning of "Brunette"
h;^ the iiever-niever touch because
Ck)dfe*y is partly spomfored by
Paramount and has been for the past
few years. Tlie radio gabber's switch
from pat to siap baisn't got Par worried, company spoitesman said, and

KKI Iliiies

age

.

.a.

.

.

fine stooTiyman."

ioeWS STATE, NEW YORK
WSEK APRIL 24

iirtiii It

.§r

Fourth title dispute in as many
teeks Ms broken out with Warner
Sen €oetz fettisg Olaj
Bros.' dains that it owns the handle.
The Iron Ciartain." Accordilag to
Fir i-€ Moppets O'Briei, Jade L. Warn», studio -Vas been
secretly working on a screenplay
JafrmaM to Work ii Eng.
under that lab^ Since it registered
Ben Goetz, Metro production chi(?f
it with the Motion Picture Assn. Jan.
in England, who returned to Jjondon
Jait -Week aboard the ^Queeiri lEliza- 7, IJWfl. Apparently it was too much
beth, is expected back in the U. S, of a ^ret, because 1b« MPA "Htle
in about six wedaj to map, out final Registration ^Bureau in New "yorfc
plans with homeot&ce and Studio has a letter from 'WB, dated March,
officials for the resumption of Brit- 1846, in which it' voluntarily withish production.
Metro executive drew claim to the moniker.
producer E. J. Mannlx, svho had
Tempest was stirred when Darryl
participated in huddles with Goetz F. Zanuck last week announced he
and company prexy Nicholas M, was making a picture under the
Sdienck in New Yoik last week, title.
Ho'wever, Gotlnmbia, which
meanwhile, has retumed to the istU' hasn't said a •word in the disptite bedio.
tween WB and a)th-Fox, is owner
During his current stay ih Btog- of the label, according to MPA
It registered it in Decemland, Goetz is expected to seek per- records.
mission from the British government ber, 1946. Zanuck didn't officially
to allow moppets Margaret O'Brirai ^ut in his claim to the MPA until
and Claude Jarman, Jr., to work in last Thursday <10). WB followed the
"The Secret Crarden" in that coun- next day by reinstating its registraPresent English child labor
laws would prohibit me duo ttom
working there. 'tSarden" is tenta'
tively scheduled as the first Metro
film to be shot in England since before the war.

try.

'

move

afoot to

yank

'

turre.-itly playing, is telling tlie follcs

that "there's a great stage

show

at

the house and .you have a wonderful
lounge in tlie lobby to sit out tlie
picture.'* In even harder language,

Godfrey has said that "client or no
•

client, the tiicture'S; terrible."
It's 'the first film Par 'has put out
teat the commentator has grilled in
his se\«eral years' service. Sighting

through their rose-tinted

lens, Par's

flacks opine that Godfrey's praise of
future opuses will carry all the more
convieiion aviih his lih'tenfii-s.by -rea<Hf the current lambasting
'
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RKO

it's

understood,

board meetings that the

cash beeatse

One of

'of i^brtial

tor ready
divorcement.

the prime necessities would

be to hold tight t» the Palace. BKO's
New York bouse, in which Hie
outfit now has a 51% slice: That
stake is a bookkeeping entry at
$197,000 but, then again, there's little
do ubt that "the
is worth rriuch

top

more.-

Marmount

Frank Sinatra
Milton Sperling

Barry Sullivan
Magnar White
^

Ted' Wich
I.' Ai lli.'Wyli«

Hea

in

li^l^^Case

turned down by the district court of
appeals and will be carried tn the

supreme

court.

Meanwhile, actress has«established
headquarters on the General Service
lot for her new indie company.
Culver Productions, to prepare for
her iirjit production, ''Rich Girl
oo.j.Makcs Good."

'

Y. to L. A,

:

,;

V

There's been talk,
at

company must look around

Bill Miller

Walter Mirisch
Ridiard Ney
Paul Osbom
Quentin Reynolds
David Rose
Artur Rubinstdn
Phil Schener
Walter Seltzer

Han §

Los Angeles, April 15.
Warners' petition for rehearing
of the Joan Leslie contract suit was

Califorhia

,

'l'llf•!^^l'l^,

its Butterfield

Garsou Kan in

DSC* Fowell StJfll Hosped
Hollywood, April 15.
Dick Powell, still hospitalized for
penicillin poisoning, won't be out
for at least a week, po,stponing resumption of "A.ssigned to Treasury."

."iyrii-

ITnllcrl 'I'lieslw.s <"o., riuviniiiti
l'«li<*'fj 'J'Iiiw.li-^K

KKo
ilKO
UKO

fif

,Wi

does drop

XKO

S3

8

•

RKO

^%

w

The-

If

stake for hard cash, its take from
those theatres would go a long way
tOTvards picking Ujp the 24 other
houses. Its depression interest of
10% in 72 Centres is on the books
for $2,5S8,«0G vriabt its 33% share
of 17 Butterfield Michigan houses
has a pre-war evaluation of $454,800.
Multiplied by 2%, as most property
is in the currwt lush period, RKO
should lie able to sell out for something close to $7,000,000.

,

Iirt.

Brw>i**\vH'k,

mark.

SlIDro liBOItSMRL

0^

HvmseS %

wk-h

days. With inflated values now in
existence, the corresponding halfinterest held ootside the company is
estimated at close^ to ti-iple that

often routine to cancel some in bank and Government bonds and a
order to get others in under the report ^wing a |IS,<0O(M)OO pr-oiit
fttr 1946 or therealMwts is expected
maximum clause.
The Zanuck announcement ex- shortly. Consequently, the company
plamed that "The Iron Curtain," now has approximately $20,000,000
aimed against Coromtnastic activi- iji ready liquid assets (exclusive of
Meetings in Washington and New ties, had
been inspired by a speech inventory) and the drive for tlie two
York last week of company prexies by J. Edgar Hoover,
FBI cMcf, be- dozen houses isn't (expected to pJace
and Motion Picture Assn. officials
too great a strain on the RKO cof(Conlinued oti page 20)
was an e:Sort to find a solution to
fers.
tlie kmg-drawiifout Hollywood strike
Aside from Michigan and New
of units of the Conference of Studio
Jersey, the two keys where partial
L. A. to N. Y,
Unions, it has been learned. There
divorcement hits hardest are SyraBenedict Bogeaus
were no results arrived at.
ctise, N.
and Ctolrnnbns, 6. In
Karen J3ootb
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO prez, and
the
former, four HKO house.'! are
Allen Boretz .
8
Charles Boren, recently named MPA
owned under the S. K. E. O.
Carol Brandt
labor contact, came east for the
Operating Co., while in Columbus
Jerry Bresler
mseUflgS; They were held with £ric
two
arc
held and one, 33%''.:;..
55%
Roy Brewer
Johnston In Washington when RathFlexibility will be the rule in thesie
Gene Fowler
von, Paramount chieftain Barney
two ^ts as ia others in bargaining
Michael tjordon
Balaban, and Metro president Nick
with
partnras,
but flierC^s little
Noel Gurncy
Schenck went to the capital to in4wd)t that
will be on the pnrTom Harmon
vite the President to the MPA's
iSiasinfi end wiless sellout demands
Ben Hecht
anniversary dinner, and were conare
in
the
exoibitant
bracket.
Burl Ives
tinued in New Vork later in the

,

CHyorSte-te

eight Trenton-New Brunswick tlieatres. The company's 50% present
equity has aa
capital investment of $383,000 but that's at an
evaluation made during depression

las*

.

Co.,

shbiv-T

ON

Ibcstres whicd] fan within the partial •divorcement section of the
anti-trust decree are listed here. Percentage of interest held by RKO. is
indicated in the last column. IThere may be a number of minor changes
in HiEO's tliea^e status since analysis of the holdings^tes back a namber
;~
-.y:'.'
bf years.!
.V'-.
-t-

nu«f i-tU'la

Palace

Reportedly, JEtkQ officials are
anxious to take full possession of

RKD's "fcash position has made
MPA
it tremendous strides met the recent
war years and its present borrowing
power is the highest yet enjoyed
SJE^eb gave no
since
the fold iinto the Federal court
reason ior Withdrawal of its claim.
However, each company is allowed for reorganfaatiop. It started 1946
to hold only 100 origuaal titles and with |15,OO0,<H3O of money-in-thf-

WB's iMter

RKO's

IJuK; ifltla JWiihissu THfiit««,
..-.17
ilHli
Ttif^Bnuif.wu'k
Trt'iiUtn-KltW
5
iitws 4'"., Trenlun, N. .t. . .

BKO

flickeries i[incltidiiiS Its

case)
Ihan S(5% held in th^
metropolitim diaih Of 33 houses.

it is

MX ANi M. MEETS

his

G«dfrey in his spiel oh the Para
motint theatre, where "Brunette" is

U. S. Supreme Court sanction. By
cutting the ties on 89 Butterfield
houses, the company will have rigged
a flnancisl springboard to gather in
the 24 other theatres in which it has
an interest currently subject to the
anti-trust decree's strictures against
co-ownership. As for its New York
City standing,
comes through
virtually tinscaJhed since only three

tion, but, according to
rules,
must go befairad Col. and 2Qth.

.

there's no
contract.

Imiicatioiw «re strong that RKO
haul out irom its fractional
holdings in th« Butterfield circuit
should partial •divorcem^t win
will

RKO

4-Ply ScraraMe

new

ingredient should place
him in front rank consideration as
singing star for stage and screen
.

week.

Quarterly dividend of fl:^ per
share has been declai^ by Colttrobia's board of directors oh the company's 1^35 cumulative preferred
Here's

.

.

:

vious line of questioning, Ghaplin
Harry Brandt has Boosted h"is
«ain« thr<»i^ wiUi ahswers-^olten
string of houses in the Times Sq.
Uieeven
gave
(eqtdvpcal—fljat
area to 'an even dozen with the leasHearst, Sdripps-Hciward and Pattering of the Mayfair, it was disclosed
son boys little leeway for flngeryesterday (Tues,). Brandt theatres
pointing, as was evidenced by the
Btories
in
yesterday's
(Tuesday) tal(i» over operatipn of the tonse,
Even such professiDiial located at Jilh aviMtie «»d 47th
Spapers.
Commie-baiters as the Hearst Jour- street May 1 "whien Ijoew's steps out
of control. Loew's had operated the
nal-Americati's Howard Ru^more
<who used to toe on the Baily Worker Mayfair since June 10, 1935, as a subunder lease Irom WalJjimself) evolved nothing more Jhan sequent run
tl leased the house to
ter Beade.
« rather tame story.
Rather inflated attention centered Braridt presumably because it feels
on tiie interview was evident in that its no longer nei^ssary to operate a
second rent bouse so close to its
74 reporters and photogs, representing everything from 4h^ "Worker to iiiree other Broadway theatres (CapAustralian News S^vioe tarned up, itol, State aiid" CriterioB).
MajflEair is the second Broadway
WNEW, N. Y., recorded the Sft minutes of give-and-take and r^rosai- showcase whi^ Metro has dropped
oast it lat^r in the day. Session was in the -last couple of years. Comheld in a private dining room' of fflie pany -was edg»i out of the Astor
•Grothatn hotel, Chaplin having come when Sam Goldwyn and David O.
Its con-east the previous week for the open- Selznidk snared the lease.
ing of "Verdoux" at the Bfloadwaj trol of the Criterion was also threatened for a time wtoai the -owner;
theatre JFriday (U) night
the iBond Clothing intereirts, ponPrepwred ^ntSTvieweis*
d«°<sd ^ostruction of a new buiildFireworks were started early toy
ing.
James W- Slay, who claimed to repIt's reported .that Brandt wants to
resent T?he Catholic War Veteran, a
convert the Mayfair to a plush first
-{HdAicatioli, atoa ^ KewTwcM County
When first built, the
run hftjjse.
commaii^ter of the Catholic "War VetMayfci .,,'was a premier theatre in
erans,
He isead from a prepared the tK^^isda belt Brandt's other 11
script wiiat bore considerably more
theatres ih the Times Sq. sector aie
t«semblance to a speech than questhe Globe, Gotham, Republic, New
tions, castigatuig Chaplin's record,
York, Pix, Selwyn., Apollo, VitAory,
liater in title «tanza, James Agee,
Times Sq.. Liberty and Lyric.
suitien picturie «iStor of Time luag,
Metro MIdbg Fla^bip SraHeat
reversed the prwiefluwa i>y deliverWlib David O. Selznlck's -"Duel in
equally speech-lilce question
_ing
the Sun" scheduled to follow the
'.in Chaplin's defense.
current "Smashup" (.Universal) into
Querying produced an unequivocal
the Capitol, Mf.Y^ Metro for the first
"No!" from Chaplin to the quesaon,
time in years will be without* its
*Ar<e you a Conmaunist?".
Uext flagship house until at least the end

the

Varibtt has already printed a
breakdown of Paramount, 20thFox and Loew's theatre holdings. Next week Warners.

€EOR€E GIYOT

'

treme nervousness before wTiat
seemed lilce a rather weak and ob-

.

No. 4 in Analysis

Analysis of ,EKO'« theatre
standing under the partial divorcement proviso of. the arititrijst decree is Na 4 to a series
devoted to the Big Five. TOle
the final word oh'wbetber that
provision will become law is yet

Queried conceniing a report
that Orson Velles was burned
because he vid not get screen
credit lOn "Moilsiear Verdoux,"
Charles Chaplto MWJiitey (14)
declared" he had written every

Moaflay <W) afternoon fii
Which, as he put it, he threw himThe former
self "to the wolves."
session

16,, X947'

RKOUMyM

Ck^'s

Id

Apni

Hollywood, April

JS.

Slilton Piclcman, assistant to pre.sident Harry Cohn at Columbia, raisy
resign when Ms contract expii*es
Sept 1 (or earlier if it can be. arranged) to join the Nat C. Goldstone
agency. Negotiations are now in
progress, it &s tmdei^tood, which
w«Uld give ItUn a sat^ntial interest
in the busine^, partnered
with

Geoige Winner and Charles

Goitl-

would
assume a chairman of the board postone, brother of Nat. Latter

BiU Blowitz

sition,

Bill Danzinger

Stein at Music Corp. of America, al-

Lynn

lowing him more leeway without
attending to detaSs of day^.to-day
"
operation 'of the agent^r.
Pickman has been with Col siiSce
released from the Army in Jul.'^,
1S45. Part of the time wa.<! spent as

Farnol'

'Frei^erick FbxV
'Geoqse'Liait...'

Milton Pickman
I^onte Proser
Louis Schonccil

sinalar to that of

Jale.'^

C.

Jack W.-Votion

ea.^tern studio rep, with the lest on
the^ Coast as aide to Cohn. He has

Ben Washer

had agency experience, having bfcn

C. J. Scollard

Robert

Wolff
Charles Yates
S.

Europe to N. Y.
Adricnno Allen
Al Dafl
Mr. aB(i Mrf. ,Ioe Seidelman
GetU'ge Wellner

with

MCA

back in ,1936, before Wikmanagement of Ted Lewis.
Dorsey, Lairy Cliiition, and
brchs and artists.
Pickman is currently in New York
On business while Cohn isn't due
back from his Phoenix holiday tor
another t-wo weeks.
ing over

Tommy

fitlier

WechieBcIay, April 16,
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With the deorM atay now one week old, up-to4he>moment stance
each'Ol -ttie majore on future sales practices is as follows:
Colutnlbia

Company has continued to sell season's product in most situations
in one block. With the green light iCrom its lawjr*rs, will maintain
block booking in almost all instances;
Metro
continue selling competitively in the 50 situations in which
currently engaged! in that practice. Doesn't intend' expanding the
S. Supreme Court.

It will
it's

technique elsewKere pending decision by the U.

Paramount
Sales department huddles currently under- way at the h.o. to de*
-termine future (^juwe. ^ar sold competitiveljy ih tough situations in
ttie pre-stay period and indications are that it will continue to do so.

RKO
Will continue

jjellina

•

competitively in the hot spots in which

RKO

has already launghed the new technique. Sales confabs during the cur:.i*ent week will determine the future course otherwise.
.JOth-Fox'

Under the terms of the stay, 20th must carry otjt all terms of the
decree except oompetitive selling. As to that section, company will
use bid method in any situation where an exhlb makes such a request.
United Artists
Company was deluged with letters from exhibs asking for competitive bidding and pushing their own ideas of what competitive areas
should be. UA has j^t to use competitive sell^g and there's no ^present
Intentioo to do «o. wadual start of neW^
Vn'vereal'
Company iaten<cU selling under old method* except where siri exhibitor request! Titgkt to bid for a film. In that instance, highest bid>
der takes all.
.

.

Warners

Company is the only one of the Big five to have laid off competitive
selling to date. VfS'B decision has been to continue the old-type distribution vintii the decree made a change mandatory. With the stay
now in effect, Warners will not use the bid sales method.'

Damap Svti InhereiKt in PrdD^r^
for,

an^

last-f

week

in the changes
received, a
of flhn selling procedure Imposed by
ttie anti-trust deeree, are ^nijr fooling
tiiemselvea and jpostponihg the inevitable, acaording to a 80th-F6x
That's the
|ipokesm$m this Vfs*^.
reason, he dedared; that SOth asked
Bpeciftoally for a stay or only two
joints, that on the mechanics of

Amba, New
Hollywood, April

Amba

Productions,

new

IB.

exeeutive^s believe they'll

ne laying themselves open to a raft
of civil

damage

suits

from exhibitors

they operate away from the spirit
of the anti-truet deeision. Opinion
handed down by the three-man statutory court last June outlined what
ives Qonsidered illegal Im sales practices, and the fa«t that the decree
provisions have now heen stayed
fioes not alisolve the majors from
charges of illegality. If they revert
to their pre-decree selling procedures, he averred, they'll still be

SkwizUnHms

iuilty of violating su^ti-lnrust laws.
Specific provisions of the court's
opinion that the other majors asked
to have stayed were those termed illegal and the U. S. Supreme Court
hasn't said yet that the lower court
was wrong, signifying those practices

re

considered illegal. Supreme
moreover, can only review
(Continued on page 48)

still

eottrt,

WARNER^

Wary (rf D£VNew

Anti4abr

Bloc

With anti-labor sentiment gaining

momentum

in

Washington,

film

trade union leaders are glumly
speculating on the future of their
organizations if restrictive legislation is passed, iiike the labor movement in general, iUm trade imions
stand to have their claws cut close
by the wiping out of National Labor
Relations Act, the general objective
of the Congressional anti-labor bloc.
Chief worry of the white collar
unions in the field, the Screen Publicists Guild and the Screen Office
& Professional Smpldyees Guild, is
the possible withdrawal o? protec-

sum

in exeess of $200,

toioldnuiin (Philly) IPrecedeht
Peskay, who clalrned he was
squeezed out of Greenwich, Conn.,
took a beating originally because
the court ruled he had failed to
prove damages. The Goldman win
in Philadelphia came along on the
very point of damages, and Peskay

(Continued on page 18)

Warner

Bros.'

ban of

tTniversal

WB

Strained relations were originally
based on a
charge of studio
raiding by U.
It was negotiations
by William Goetz, U's chief studio
offlcialj for Robertl Buckner, who's
pact with
expires soon that
touched oflt the altercation.
Warners' differences with EagleLion which also had originated in a
claimed studio foray were ironed
out some time back.
In that instance,
resentment was over the
use of Joan Leslie in E-L's "Repeat

WB

WB

WB

and
Miss Leslie
Warners are waging litigation over
a disputed contract between the two.
Performance."

International .Alliance of Theatrical

4-

Nelson to Mexico
Hollywood, April 15.
Donald M. Nelson, ohief of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, flew to Mexico City
in President Miguel Aleman's private plane for a series of conferences on industrial relations north
and south of the border.

Nelson was accompanied by Frank
Alstock, formerly an executive in
the Office of the Coordinator of

InterrAmerican Affairs,

Fin

Co.

Stock

:.

Relalifely Firm

MO and

Unusual aspect- of the deal, expected to be announced this week,
by which the Liberty Films unit is
to be amalgamated into Paramount
will sbe Par partnered, in a picture
with RKO and in another with
Metro.
That's as a result of Par
absorbing the Liberty inteirest in
"I Remember Mama,*' which Liberty pard George Stevens is making
for HKO, and in "State of the
Union," which Frank Capra ia producing for Metro release.
Pending amalgamation of Liberty
into a major studio setup has been
reported for some time. Negotiations
were entered into with a number ol
major lots, first of which was Par.
Deal cooled, however, until about
two weeks ago, when Par again became leading possibility. Acknowledgement that it was about to be
consummate^ was obtained over th»
weekend from sbiirces at both Liberty and Par,
Of the four partners in Liberty,
only Capra, Sam Briskin and William Wyler are expected to go over
to Par. Stevens said he is not participating because he is definitely
committed to the indie production
principle. Those making the switch
will get the same salaries as from
Liberty—$3,000 each a week for
Capra and Wyler and $2,500 for
Briskin.
Par, in effect, takes over
their contracts from Liberty.
Deal entails Issuance to Liberty
of $5,000,000 in Paramount stock in
(Continued on page 18)
.

Heavy sellofl of the stock market
(14) and action yesterday
(Tues.) was viewed as continuance
of the bear market started last summer. Surprising feature of trading
on Monday was the ability of film
shares to hold comparatively firm.
Only Columbia Pictures and 20thPox, among the common stocks,
lost more than a point, bulk of picture shares confining their loses on
that day to fractions.

Monday

Disappointment over failure to
adequately handle the unsettled

Cape Girardeau,

labor problem and growing jitters
over a threat of new strikes were
listed as reasons for the stock dropj

Campaign Spurs D.ofJ.

Film, Video Confab May

Bring Cnrrent

To^^.T^^

Hollywood, April

The motion picture and
met yesterday
what is thought to be the

15.

television
(14) for
.

first time
on organized and official grounds,
represented by the
Independent
Motion Picture Producers Association and. the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences, tot'o. discussion
of the use or, as it appears, nonuse of films in" video. Mohammeds
met the mountainous preblem at
IMPPA's regular monthly meeting
at Brown Derby.
At a meeting of the Academy last
week, Dr. Ferenz Fodor, head of
Audio Productions, during a heated
sessioii on why and wherefores of

—

—

quotations for film- issues than for to the attention of the majors
some time. Amusement; shares per- through the mails With the signing
formed in creditable manner during of the original consent decree but
trading in yesterday's marlcet, the dropped the system when it refew losses largely being confined to opened the anti-trust suit.
minor fractions.
First of the new pin-pricks came
Market analysts believe that the last week as result of high-powered
lows of last fall likely will be tested bally by the operator of the Esquire
in the current sell-off before there theatre. Cape Girardeau, Mo. Letter
will be any general rise in the stock to all distribs, signed by Robert L,

associate
Inc.,

and

producer,

producer with Telefilms,
also connected with 16m
Oliver Drake, and an

Academy member was appointed

as
best equipped; td state and debate
the problenis, fears and needs of
botji

sides.

competitive medium. If necessary,
(Continued on page 20)

See Frances Manson Back
At Col. Vice Eve Ettinger

-

,

market.

Further decline in Wall
Street will be taken to mean that
business, in all lines, likely will
a downward trend for a

.suffer

longer period than some had hoped.
The bear trend started late last
summer currently is being reflected
in a dip for several businesses, bearing out the familiar axiom that the
film inavailabilities, invited Edgar stock market almost invariably reBergen, Academy president, to send flects actual business conditions six
a rep to the meeting. Russell Furse, to eight months in advance.

Podor stated that Audio is preunion members granted pared to 'release both its 16m and
to
under the Wagner act. At present, 3Sm product to video, disregarding
bugaboos advanced by other
active union members are safe- the
guarded against discrimination and producers anent possible subsequent
film uses and
dismissal esceept for legitimate cause, litigations on new
even older fear of abetting a
but repeal of the Wagner act, in the the
opinioh of union execs, will leave
their memtoeM wide open to all
forms of retaliation.
Outlawing of the closed shop is
expected to drastically affect the

Pards Vicariously With

To Action Vs. Distribs
Showing hy film stocks recalls thai
last May- and June picture company
Government practice of needUng
issues more or less for^ecast the sub- distribs via round-robin letteris into
sequent heavy d*e'4njp in the market investigating individual complaints
generally. Pictu.'Ji'ssfiares have been of exhibs has been renewed again
Trailers sluggish for several months, and after a full year's pause. The Dept.
current market prices of industrials of Justice had started the habit of
now are more comparable with calling claimed distribution abuses

tion

product faded out last week
the
theatre chain renewed largecale bookings of U's pix in all situations. Lifting of the nix on features came one week after Warners
restored Universal newsreels irt the
company's theatres. The greenlight
to company bookers in the field and
Ending of the tifl followed reconsideration of the Original ukase b^
Warner's studio heads.

ikrlyPixIateciferlafc

it

industries

ft

iCTi

good insuraiiice to do so.
Other majors are stiE lh huddles on
the extent of competitive selling but
not on the question Itself.
The treble-damagers, once lightly
regarded, are furrowing plenty of
distrib
execs' brows.
Faced by
pending suits which total more than
$20,000,000 in potential damages, the
majors are fighting, an uphill battle
recent
in view of the
strinig of unfavorable decisions. Only recently,
in a hush-hush nmove, the comsanies^
settled the anti-trust suit of Edward"

indie film

company, was formed here with
Karl dalbraith as prexy, Frank
Norris treasurer and Gordon W. Le^
voy gearetary,
first film will be "On Your Way,"
Competitive bidding and the ban on
based on a ecireeripley toy Maigr Mcthe 1940 arbitration machinery.
Release outlet is under
Cartlify.
Twentieth broke away from the
nagbtiation.
rest of the majors in petitioning for
« modified stay, he said, be^u^B

pompany

make

Peslsajr for a
000.

Mh Sez; H^e Modified Stay

Saks,

Majors who asked

KE! TO

Regardless of the anti-trust decree
stay now in force, tough competitive
situations will get the competitive
sales treatment by almost all majors.
Key to the entire future conduct by
distribs lies in their determination
to avoid expensive triple-damage
anti -trust suits by antagonistic exhibs, a post-stay survey by VARtBrr
discloses. Consequently, competitive
selling in hotly contested locales
will be continued by almost all
majors.
There's little doubt that the course
will be taken since the legalites, in
most instances, are doing the. steering for the sales departments. Some
companies, notably Metro, 20th-FQx
and Universal, have already made
the decision to offer pix competiwhere legal complications
tively

I

JOHNNy BECK STEPS UP

Wright, special asst. Attorney general, asked the recipients look into
the case and rectify matters if the
situation

warranted

action.

The Government's action apparsome expert showwhich accompanied the
shuttering of the Esquire by its
ently followed

manship

A

owner.
half -page advertisement
in the local gazette and marquee
signs reading: "Closed due to motion picture monopoly" spearheaded
an attack on the majors by the
exhib. The ad which was forwarded
to the
of J called on the ptiblic to
join the battle.

D

Newspaper notice

also said that
house, first opeiied Jan. 82,
would be operated from time to time
Hollywood, April 15.
when "pictures of the type you
John Beck, Jr., v.p. and general
want to see are available to us." Atmanager of Universal-International, tack
who came to organization with Leo Fox was leveled particuluarly at the
-Midwest circuit since two of
Spitz and William Goetz, has comits
houses,
the
Broadway and
pleted studio reorganization and beOrpheum theatres, are located in
comes executive aide to Spitz, UI
Cape Girardeau.
board chairman.
Most of Beck's
duties as g.m. will be taken over by
Edward Mull, with the studio since

AS EXEC AIDE TO SPITZ

Laemmle days. He started as head
of the contract department.
Beck, one of industry's youngest
general managers outside of Carl

the

DOS QT ON S.A. BALLY
F0R1)UEy IN BRITAIN

London, April 15.
Hollywood, April 15.
Laemmle, Jr., began with Cliff Work
Bowing to British temperament,
Frances Manson, Who headed the as booker fov the RKO Orpheum David O. Selznick's flack brainCircuit.
trusters in this country have decided
to
soft-pedal
sex angle in selling
the
Nasser Plans 2 Indies
"Duel in the Sun." Decision was
Service
Yearly at
niade after a nationwide quiz by
Fete Next Wed.
Britain's Gallup Poll of top newsHollywood, April 15.
With a sellout crowd assured for paper chiefs and film critics on the
James Nasser, new proprietor of
General Service, will produce pic- turned in her departure papers ef- the Associated Motion Picture Ad- best way to launch the film showed
tures on his own, in addition to con- fective May 1. Sources close to her vertisers 30th anni dinner-dance at open hcstility to the Sexy publicity
His pro- said there was no reason except her the Hotel AstOr, N. Y., April 23, the used in the U. S.
ducting a rental 'studio:
affair this year is in the nature of a
Daniel H. Songster, Selznick's rep
gram calls for two Alms annually, desire to leave the studio.
Miss Manson, since departing Col, salute to the film company presidents here, who is directing the publicity
with Howard E.stabrook signed to
has, at various times been with who will be honor guests along with campaign, is the man responsible.
screenplay the first, still untitled.
Goldwyn, Peldman-Blum all picture stars visitin|: N. Y. on that Handling of "Duel" Is his first exNasser will add a sound stage to Samuel
the studio, making it possible to pro- agency and Republic. She recently date. AMPA is leaning on this affair perience with London and the Britduce three pictiires simultaneously. returned to the Col lot, reportedly to bolster its relief fund, one of its ish public, and the quiz was h.is way
most Vital activities in the industry. of playing safe and making friends.
The current setup permits only two. to become a producer.
Stagehand
•

Employees

which

has

(Continued on page 20)

Genl

Columbia £tory department from
1930 to 1932, is understood set to return to that post with the resignation of Eve Ettinger. Latter, with
Col for 14 years, of which about 10
were spent as eastern story ed,

AMFA

-

PmSV DATi NX HOLUrWOOD IS KHOCKII
MY-AFTER-DAY IN ITS 3RD THRILL-AFT
SET IT UP FOR YOUR KILLING -WAi

Wednesday, April 16, 1947

G EM mXlYf LOBBY UNES, lOBBY LINES

BROTHER SHOWMEN
NERS ARE READY WITH IT NOW.^
R-THRILL WEEK.

.

.

..

..,

;

'

.

Vedaeiriliy,

Monsienr Verilonx
ITnitMl Artifits celease of ("hailtB Chaplin
(iiudtidtan starring, diraclecl, written by

and music composed liy (lhaplln. Features
Wartha Itaye, Ifitfliel Blsom, Marilyn Nash,
Bobart T^wla. Associate dlwtms, Bobert
fUitti-, Wheeler Dryden; iwmem, Holand
Wallace Chewing;

asst. dlceotor,
•Ilex I-ailey. editor, VVilUird Nl<'<); niusl« orlanKed and (iliwted lij KiKluIiih Kcbraser.
At Broadway, M. Y„ lipenlnK April tJ, 47,

'r«theroh,

cwmlilnntion jfrlnil run with reserved roe»zanlne neat*, inata and eveK, !ill.80-|2.40.
Runnlnic tlin*,
f"»uirl«« Chaplin
1-lenrl Verdonx......

m

ll'Ionfi

.

I'eter

.

.

,

.Mudy

..VHiKon

Alanrlce Rottello....

Mnrtha.
Annivbella Bonhenr.
Annette
Marie Grosnay. . .
Her Maid

... ,i

.i...,

is disjointecl also on occaalthougli perhaps the natural
enough result ol a leisurely production schedule which ranged up to
Ave years. Chaplin's score, however,
is above par, fortifying the progres(Here,
sion in no small measure.
again, the producer-star-director-aucollaborative
thor-composei:
gives
credit to Ruaolph Schrager for ar-

Dryden)

rangement and

Martha Raye
.Ada-May
.lii(il)el ELsom

.

.Marilyn. Nash
Jrving. Bjioon

,

.Edwin Mills

Jean.
CarJotta. ...........

nena

—

Phoebe.

.Virwlnia Brlssac
Alniira, Sessions

;,,

......

,.

.

Riila.

Morgan

.

"A

'

Mevina Tanev

Mul Raj

...

Cunningham...... .....John 'Whitney

Fong

Comedians who yen to do tions.
"Hamlet" usually wind up with neoProducer-writer Seton I. Miller
tragie results, and "Monsieur Ver- lays action in the Far East and uses
doux" tuns aecording to form,
^-modern day airplane pilots whose
Chaplin is an all-time great as a Characters closely parallel ]pop comic
pantomimist. His yesteryear two- sbrip heroes.
This is not a disreelers are masterpieces of the art advantage for such high romance as
of slapstickery. Not for naught are film tells, and these production
they the treasured possessions of accoutrements, give igood b3(ckin£ to
many home projectionists. Film mu- the adventuring.
seums and revival houses alike exThere's enough in story, despite
fierience a hull inarket when.thc old action aim, to attract the femmes.
C!haplin escapades are unmothballed. One cincher for distaff side is
The sum and substance are that sequence in whick Ladd slaps Gail
Chaplin and comedy are .as much an Russell—not once. But several times
affinity as ham and eggs, Pat and
as she's exposed as baby-faced killer.
Mike, or Park
Tilford.
Ladd is flying the Sir route between
But now comes Chaplin in a Blue- Calcutta and Chungking as one .of
beard story which, by its very prem- trio of pilot pals.
SMekicks Jire
ise, is a false liote. Comedy based cb
Bendix and John Whitney. When.
the characterization of a modern lait^ is mysteriously killed, Ladd
Parisian Bhiebeard treads dans^ and Bendix take time off to track
shoals indeed. Even if the accent were dowii murder.
more effective, the fundamentals are
Plot carries them through plenty
unsound when it's revealed: that
heroes are
Chaplin, has been driven to marry- of dare-and-do before
justice Lowell Giling and murdtering middling mes- able to bring to

&

dames

in order to provide for his ailing wife and their «on of 10 years'
marriage.
Oia^n generates little sympathy.

His broad-mannered' antics, as a
many-aliased fop on the make for
Impressionable matrons; the telltale
technique, a hangover from his bankteller's days, of counting th« bundles
of francs in the traditional nervous

manner

of rapid finger movement;
the business of avoiding Martha
Kaye at that garden party, when he
finally woos and wins Isobel Klsom;

the neo-"American Tragedy" hokum
In the rowboat-on-the-lake scene
with Miss Raye; the iftixed bottles of
(wisoned wine lagain Miss Ray«, with

;

incidentally, is

on the

a considerable

stage-w<iit side

period.

Foiled

but not easily identified.
Chaplin's endeavor to

"common man"

get his
ideology into the film

militates against

comedy

values.
Story is rather strong sociological
medicine with an allegorical basis
throughout. Point that Chaplin is
making, of course, in exaggerated
form, is that depre.ssions in our economy force us into, being ruthless villains and murderers, despite the fact
we are actually kind and sympaits

:

Chaplin also rings in another 6f his
favorite tbemesi his strong feelings
against war. In one speech he forthrightly states that wars are brought

"The Barber of

seeifteis,

hotel

clerk role that helps fulfill
directorial intentions of John Farpliiyers capato advantage,
and keeps story, on the move.
John F. Seitz did exjiert lensing

and Far Eastern motif is well carried out in kit directifin by Hans
Dreier and Franz Bachelini Editing
is tight holding film to 73 mittutes.
Brog.
.

lI®ii®yMi®®n
(SONGS)

RKO

'

-•

•

to

b.o. appeal,

(Mu-

"Born

.

Mur-

(RKO).

to Kill"

der meller okay
general situations.
,

boxoffice

in

"Banjo" (RKO)l Family trade
feature of femmfe moppet and
her dog, in tear-jerker tradition.

..:•»-.;•

'.

"'TwUleitt on
(Rep).Gene
oater,

not

Crande"

tite Itie

Autry

,

musical

up

with enough

to standard but
stunts to get by ok.

Screenplay,
by William Keijfhiey.
Michael Kanln based on atoi-y by Vicki
Baum; soufis, I.ieigh:Harline, Mort Greene;
camera, ^l^dwarcl CronJas:er; editor, Ralph
Dawson. Tradeahown N. T., April 11, '47.
Running time, 74 MINS.
.i?hirley Temple
Barbara
Flanner.
Franchot Tone
Phil
, ,«uy Madison
Raquel
..X^lna Homay
.Gene I^'khart
Prescott
Corinna Mura
Senora MendeKa
Crenshaw. ...
Grant Mitchell
. *
Senor Mendnxa.....
lulio VilUirejil
Registrar
M.anuel Arvide
Doctor Diego...Jose R. Goula
lected

.

.

Aimed

directly at the Latin-Ameri-

can market, "Honeymoon" is a good
neighbor taffypull thiat won't have
any repercussions either diplomatically or boxoffice -wise. In catering
to the presumed tastes of patrons
succeeds
south-of-the-border,
film
only in inverting the typical Holly-

.

a trifling interference,

Robert Newton, who has almost as
important a role as the head of the
house, is also a superb presentation
as the steady, earth-bound but intelligent Britisher.
ity

is

the

Actor's versatil-

more mark«d when

eon-,

Andrew

Stone's fast direction is
in hiding many im-

instrumental

plausibilities in the plot
He succeeds in having Bracken clown his
way out of situations where the
slightest letdown in pace would have
destroyed the logic of the story.
Miss Lane, -who's been absent from
flhns for some time, Hiv^ a good

down and wdcomes baek
chUd.
Best handled, perhaps,

.a

repent-

ant, sinning

is

the .«eene

where a daughter breaks to the pareuts the news ©£ the death of two
other children, the set being abso-

lutely emijty JBor a few moments as
tent upon romance with her soldierthe news is told oSEstage before the
boy fl-iend, or any eligible substitute,
stunned parents ceme in. There is
registers as a charming miss with a enough performance which should
one perhaps unintentionally funny
clear talent tot eomiedy if jjiven the insure her work in more pictures.
chance which this pie rarely does. Tom Conway shapes up well as rival moment when a Britisher complains
Her ivarblinfv. however, is only so-so love-interest for Bracken, while fur- he can't make -out what aii American
and the numbers, "I Love Gerani- ther comedy is by Allen Jenkins and is sayitti!.. (CSiarles KinK singing
ums" and "Venaqui" are cut-and- Arttiur Treacher. Fritz Fold con- "Broadway Melody" from flash ef "the
film of that name), when .several
dried pop tunes. Tonci a very good tributes a pair of laugh-provoking
if
somewhat neglected performer bits as an eccentric pianist as does times previously British characters
have talked so fast it was difficult
these days, is entirely miscast in a Lester
Alien,
the former legit- to make them eut.
slapstick role of the U. S. consul but comediah, unheard from in
a long
There's a lei in tfaii film, direction,
nonetheless accounts for all the high time.
Jose.
camera and jpradluctien matching
moments in the film. MadisOn, as th®
story and acting for a sujperior job.
soldier, steams through his part in
Bron..
This
Breed
over^vigorous style, while Lina Bo-

Happy

'

may

does nicely as the aristocratic

Mexican

girl.

Midway

in the film a

Stars Barbara Hale, Bill Wilfeaturee I,anny itees. Sam Ijcvene,
Tobin, Nesler Faiva.
IDirected by H.

clu<>ti<in.

liiiuis:

Dan

Written

by Bess Taltei; sug'
Kested hy a story by Alexander Kenedl
camera, Roy Hunt: music. t,eiffh Hartine;
editor. Hany Marker.
Tradeahown April
IS, '47.
Running lime, 8S MINS.
Vickie Norlh
...Barbara Hale
Bill Baker,
BIH Williams
O.

i'dtter.

Jamie

Lanny Hees
...Sam I.evene

r.oule

vm

(Color)

(BRITISH-ItfADE)
Prestige Pictures (llnivei'sal) re.leafie of
Noel l^oward-Cincgnild (Ranki production.
Stars Robert Newton, Colia Johnson; features John Mills, .Stanley HolLoway. Directed by David T.ean. Screenplay, Ronald
Nea^n*, David I-.ean, Anthony HaveloekAllian, fi*om play by Noel Coward.
Camera, Ronald Neame.
At Tiittle Carnegie,
N. I., April 12, '47. Running time, 116

mm.
Frank Gibbons....

......Robert Newton

Bthel CUbbOa*.....

........Celia Johnson

Blilir 'Mitchell.

...........John Mills

,

. ,

Queenie Gibbons.,

..Kay Walsh
....Stilhley Hollowny
...Amy Veneisa
.:«,..

(CfMn^mg -coriiditions, emphasi-2ii»#
new ualucs not donvinojit oripinMllj/,
hence alterinq the boxoffice appeal,
have made tt loorti^tehile to rereview this yilm orioirtelljy reviewed hy Jolo from. London In
Variety, June

7, '44.)

Tbe Burlier

®fi
(Musle)

lievllle/

:

(ITAUAN-MAM)
mxcelBlor Pictures i-«l«ase of Teapi (Mario

and Dko TrombetH) production.

FerBob Mitchell
rucio Tagllavini, THo (iobbi, Nelly C*xMrs. Flint.
,
radi.
Directed by Mario Cmta. Opeia .by
Aunt Sylvia. .
Alison T.eggatt (rioaoehlno RosRini;
librftU* by f>«aM BterVi...i
...... .Eileen Erskine bini; story sequence,
lyeems Tifyior; camReg
..........Tohn Blyihe era. Massimo Tersano; sets, T.U»ero Petiassi:
Sam I.eadbitt*r.
.Guy Veryney costumes, Giorgio Foeldes. Previewed N, Y.,
Edie
Merle Tot tenham April 1», '47. Rnnnins
time, H« Mima
Phyllis
Betty Fleetwood Count Almavlna
Ferrucio TaB-liavinl
Figaro
'ri*<i ««ikSl
Rosina
Nelly Corrudi
The new-found American sweep- Don Bartolo
Vito de Tarrant*
Ilulo Tajo
awaystakes the lush tJ. S, market Don Baslllo.....
Berla
Natalia Nicolinl
newly risen for better British films- Fior*Ho
Nino Mnaialotti
has found another fine entrant in Rome Operai Hause chwiHt and mrchestra
.Stars

.

—

"This Happy Breed." The" Noel Cownntler Ciuinrppe Merelll
ard name, the presence of Celia
("Brief Encounter") Johnson, a mesiln lUiVumi English Titles)
Tremendo
.Henry Kuliiy sage peculiarly
apt to the restless
Ticket Girl
."The Barber Of Seville," Rossini's
.Bobin Raymond
Utile Old Lady
.Mary Toung present-day world, as well as an es- most tuneful ef operas a stage treat
sentially superior prodlictioh involv- in N. Y. or Naples, at the Metropoling excellent story line and char- itan or with a Miami High School se'A Likely Story" crams in a lot acter portrayals,
will make this pic nior class production comes off as a
of fun to prove out as nifty escapist
a good b.o. draw.
distinct d&appointment in its new
film fare for all audiences.
Best
Produced in London three years Italian film version. Its boxoffiee
playing level will be outside de
ago,
but only shown in U. S. now chances look limited.
luxe situations due to lightness of
because
new
releasing
Opera enthusiasts, who would be
.setup (Prestige
marquee names, but cast delivers
Pictures- Universal) has been able to sold in advance on seeing the pic for
'
strongly to keep farcing swift.
handle the new-found' market, film its music, will be let down and hardly
There's a load ol fun developed has an added appeal for
U. S. film- likely to help by word-^f -mouth. The
from smart direction, |>laying and goers it might not have had
original- presence ©f Ferrucio IStgliaVini, Mettopnotch scripting, all elements com- ly. Miss Johnson's work in "Brief ropolitan hij^ily-touted teBor And*
bining to keep action fast and light, Encounter" (released
the past year may draw some of the curious. But
p. C. Potter peppers story with deft in the U. S.) made her a candidate the general public will have to be
directorial touches that pay off and for an Oscar award and
a draw with sold heavily, and there aren't cneugh
Bess Taffel's screenplay wraps amus- the public. The story of an average talking points to sell.
Pic suffers
ing situations and dialog around es- lower-class British family trying to from various production
defects, aiid
sentially light story basis.
find stability for itself during the is at all times static and slow. In
Plot chiefly concerns efforts of ex- troubled days between the two World short, it's a big bore.
Wars
is
of
Pic
special interest today, as
is one of the rare instances ef
soldier to die so a struggling femme
artist and an ex-mobster can col- families everywhere try to hold an- bringing a complete opera to the
lect his insurance. Believing he has chor in an uncertain time which may screen (although not the first lime,
a fatal heart condition, soldier has also be a period between wars again. as claimed). It is handsomely mounttalked gangster into insuring his life
Aside from that, the film stands, ed, in Costumes and sets, and peopled
and giving girl some money imme- on its own merits. Based On Noel by some fine singers from the fount
diately.
Laughs spring from sol- Coward's London lejjit hit, it soundly of opera, the Royal Opera House in
dier's efforts, aided by mobsters, to captures the spirit of the twenties and Bome. I^oducers have been faithful
bring about his early demise. Need- thirties, reviving the era ot the Brit- to the letter in following the stage
Probably
less to say, he only gets healthier, ish general strike, the jazz dress style, version for their film.
love blooms and trick ending takes the Charleston, and the depression. It they've been too faithful. By photocar? of the gansters.
touches on the troubled sphere ol the graphing a stage production, not tiving Camera, opportunity to roam
Barbara Hale and Bill Williams class struggle and labor strife, aland fill in an actionless story with
smartly
fulfill
all
demands as though it has a dubious note once or outdoor or
contiguou.s scenes, they've
artist
and veteran, respectively. twice, such as in an apparent demuffed an opportunity that wouldn't
Miss Hale gets the best from as- fense of strike-breaking. But it is so
have spoiled the spirit of the show.
signment and Williams is solid as much more the hi.story ol an average
U. S. distribs have gone out of their
slightly pixilated vet. Backing young British family, with its pleasures and
way
to
help
pains,
the film, but in reality
whose
counterpart
lives everyleads with strongest support ik Sam
have missed out. Film has ample
Levene as contact man for ex- where, to make this the paramount English
subtitles. But to- Inisure the
gangster Nester Paiva. Latter also interest.
Film is a bit episodic and choppy pic being completely cemprehensible.
shows up well. Lannjr Rees, Miss
Excelsior added Deems Taylor as an
Hale's young brother; Dan Tobin, at the start, as it unwinds in cavalentr'acte commentator, to i-elate the
would be suitor and insurance sales- cadish fashion, but it settles down plot of each
unfolding.
man, are capable and adds to laughs. soon to a°n absorbing chronicle. Color This sounds act before its
like a good stunt, and
Others rating mention include Max work lis handled deftly, to be of great Taylor's
remarks are as literate and
help. Camera work is also superior,
Willeni, Henry Kulky, RobiA Raywitty as they are infeirmative. Bui
with
some
unusual
shots
and
angles
mond and Mary Vouhg.
that stand out on their owij, a.side his three appearances slew down a
Richard H. Berger's production: from the plot. Production is ample, slow play that much more, to defeat
under executive supervision of Jack although ^rocst of the story is con- the purpose. Subtitles alone are *iif'J. Gross has given film excellent ap- tained within one
house arid garden fieient to tell the thin story.
purtenances. Camera work by Boy ("an: IBlgliShraan's
The story, of course, is silly at best,
home is his
Hunt leiids gloss to good art direc- caStle") in lower-class suburbs.
showing how a COuist in Seville distion by Albert S. D'Agostlno and
Film's excellence comes mainly in guises himself first as a drunken solField Gray and other technical ends the performances. Celia Johnsoii, as dier, then as a mu."fic teacher, to get
are equally bright.
Brog.
the mother ol three grown children
(Continued on page 20)

Dan Tobin
Nestor Paiva
.......Max Wlllenz

Bright

Tiny
Mr. Slepott.,...

,

release of Warj-en Duff production

.Stars Khirley Temple, Franchot T4)ne, any
MiKllson: feature.^ jjina. Homjiy, Gene T.ocl%Dihart, Corinna Mura, Grant Mitch*sji.

deadpanned by his buxom affair befere he brings his two
charges together in a marital clinch.
Miss Temple, as a lightminded
Robert Florey and Wheeler young jitterbug from the State? in-

spouse, played by Audrey Betz.
Chaplin's direction (associate cred-

Seville'!

sic) (Jfaliani).: Static version of
th4 Rossini opera, with limited

beginning but
trio of visiting American Congressdevelops
as
audience men, headed by Grant Mitchell, ap
finally igets wise that Miss Russell pear on the scene with unintended
is not the nice girl she at first ap- farcical characterizations. What will
pears' to be. Sprinkled through plot Latin-Americans think when they get
are a number of choice characters, a_load of their absurd caperings?
principal of which is Edith King as
Production mountings are solid
a flowzy art shop dealer.
with good camera work and smooth
Theire's a double femme romance editing.
Berm.
angle. Ladd is portrayed as love-'em
hero who goes for both Miss Russell
and June Duprez, nitery singer.
Gavin Muir is good as police inHollywood, April 15.
spector and there is an uncredited
RKO relea.se of Richard H. Berg«r pro-

wood formula by making all U.S.
citizens inane and unreal and all
on by big industrialists, who are the Mexicans intelligent and equally unonly ones who profit by them. Later reil.
he points out that while the miirderer
Story is a hair-thin, unihventive
of one person is a villain, murderers comedy of errors plodding through
of millions are heroes.
with a periodic repetition of identical
The scripting essays a touch of situations and no buildup to any sort
realism with news clips of the Hit- of climax. Pic ends by merely falllerian aggression, headlines about ing off the merry-go-round. It will
Spanish loyalists being bombed by take all the marquee lure of Shirley
FVanco, Clips of the 1929 Wgill Street Temple, Franchot Tone and Giiy
tlebacle, and the like. There is a Madison to give this effort any play
questionable scene in the gaol pre- at the wickets. Its brief running time
paratory to Chaplin's guillotining of 74 minutes limits, in any case,
When he pointedly asks the padre its firstrun possibilities in the keys.
"wh.at can I do Im ymi?", and further
Overlarded with a heavy spread of
accents that by asking the cleric Spanish dialog, yarn revolves around
wher« would he (the padre) be if it a U. S. consul in Mexico City- who
weren't f«r sin.
plays Cupid in trying to help join
The casting is all Chaplin, perhaps two American kids in love but di.too much so, but Willjam Frawley vided by a series Of' leg^' barriers
registers in one scene and Bernard J. and
personal
niisundeirstandings.
Nedell is clTective as the prefect of Consul, who is himself affianced to
police. Robert Lewis, as the pharma- A
high-born Mexican gal,
runs
cist-friend of the many-aliased Henri through a mill of compromising situVetdoux, is teUing in a couple of ations that, nearly break up his own

its

(Color)

Coward

interest

by

brighter moments. But here, too, the
technique, from creative -comedy to
camera, seems disturbingly dated.
Marilyn Nash, the touted new
femme, has yet to be sure of her dialog, but she looks well. The real
looker ot the film is a knockout of a
natural blonde who plays the flower
clerk in- that scene where Chaplin is
campaigning for the wealthy Miss
Elsom. She's Barbara Slater, billed

thetic.

a smooth
Script has

cloudy
a
gradually

the .a^fessively eager and amorous
Miss Baye, these are some of the

,
"

Russell,

pair of jewel smugglers.

Ada-May row. Latter handles
the blowsy buxom blonde bly, showing them
star

of a maid in support] and all the rest
of it is only spotty.
When Chaplin does a backward fall
out the window in an early scene
they IsUgh because they're hungry
for a snicker. The forepart footage,
for

more suad'^ss

marquee.

Noel

(U).

(British)

1947

ily

trasted with his job as the cowardly
braggart Pistol in "Henry V," Kay
Walsh, as. the flighty daughter dissatisfied With her lot; John Mills
Eddie Bracken's' comedies put suf- (hero of the forthooming "Great Exficient laughing matter into "Fun on pectations") as the loyal sailor in
a Weekend" to lift an improbable love with the errant daughter; Amy
yarn into a passable programmer. Veness, as the crotchety grandOpus will go w«Jl with the juve mother; Alison Leggatt as the whin*
trade and will retrieve its keep in ing sister-in-law, and Stanley Hollothe nabes.
way as the nextdoor neighbor, give
Yam might have been 'catapulted fine support. The whole cast, in fact,
into the cTass of satire, but lacks the is well chosen. Most of them are
necessary deftness. As it stands, it's plain looking, vtWtt nsty a typically
a few shades above routine comedy. pretty Hollywood face amona them,
Film is based* on the get-rich- but this plainness will impre.ss the
<»Jicic theme With BraCken cast as more because of its closeness to realpehnileiES milquetoast character with ity.
grandiose ideas. He meets Priscilla
An unusual number ef scenes
Lajie who has sufficient gall to put stand out for their humor, pathos or
Bracken's ideas into practice. They special interest, such as the riotous
first exchange
their clothing for scene when the fanoily quarrels just
bathing suits on the premise that in before going off to a wedding, or a
that type garb they can't be dis- simple kitchen scefte of mother and
tinguished from wealthy socialites, daughter discussing their problems,
and come 'near accomplishing their or the highly emotional moment
ends.
when an outraied mother break*

cavaloade-yarn with Gelia Johnson, should do well at b.o.

....... Gavin ilutr
....,'.BeiiEan

on

light

Happy Breed"

"This

Edith King
..Paul .Singh

young Chineee clerk..

.

marquee.

T>upre!c

.Lowell Gilmore

Malili

Inspector Kendricks,..
Bill

June

,,,

Eric Lasyer
Mrs. .Smith

total.

(Weeks) as

...Alma, KviiKCr
..iRu.isell Hli'kfl

Friti Fcid
Seraef .StronKJiriuff
Mr. Covvperwaithe. ..
Richard Hagenian
StoORe at I.unch Counter
I.,68ter Allen
..Bill Kennedy
Bin Davis.

(RKO).

"Fun on a WeekeiKj^ (UA).
Good: quota of laughs with fiddie Bracken, Priscilla Lane for

...William Bendix

Pedro Blalte

Story"

likely

lun-packed

although

ms».

.

As the

musicomedy

Oulgley Quackenhuah
Mrs. Van Orsdw ie . .
John SIddle

farce lively
entertainment for all situations

Fast,

Pulp fiction treaWient gives "GaU
quintuple-threat cutta" adventure flavor fliat should
audience.
hefty
action
combo producer, star, author, direc- attract
tor and coniposer, Chaplin has the Kames are strong, led off by Alan
whole two hours' running time in his ha&d and William BesiUx, so relap S00%. And it's not a happy sum tuyhs should please ih: most situa-

oldtinne

Afthur Treacher
,., Clarence Kolli

B. O. Moffat t

Latin-

pitch for
trade; dim b.o,

strong

American

Chaplin will have to carry this «ne.

And how.

Eddie BrUclten
Priscilla I.ane
.'Tom Conway
.Allen Jenkins

p. P. Porterhouse III..

Nancy Orane
Van, .
Joe Morgan
.

with

Hollywood, April 12v
Paramount release ot Seton I, Milter prbStars Alan
Written by Miller,
duitlon.
fjadil, Hail Russell, wnilam Bendlxj features June J>«prez, Loweir Gllmore. Kdlth
King, aireited by John Farrqw, Cnmera,
tiordon
F.
Seitz;
.special .ellects,
.Tohn
J'enninga; score, Victor Toung; editor, ArTradeshowu April 11, '47.'
chie .Marshclt.
Running time, 78
Alan Ijadd
Neale Gordon
VirKiilia Aioore
, ......Gail Russell

.

.

m

Alan
good

thriller laid in Far East.
Ladd tthd others assure

"Honeymoon" (Songs) (RKO).
Dull romantic comedy of errors

.Bernard J. jSled«ll
Prffect, of PoUee...
t'harleg Evftn«
Detprtive Morrow..
«lheis in the cast; Williau) Frawley, ArHohl, Frlti I-eiber, Johii Barmon,
iliur
iarbava Slater, Vera Marshe, Christine Ell,
.ois Conklin.
.

(Chap-

boxoffice^

Abel.

dirjecliOTi).

Correll

Boddan

Uohert T,pwis
.Amlrey Betu

,

,

Yvunne
J-ydia Floray..
The Girl............
IMeiTe. ..............

Verdoux"

"Monsieur

16,

revolves, presents a masterful,
poignant portrayal. Her makeup and
dress as a middle-class matron take
tures Tom Conway, Allen Jenkins, Arthur away some of the smartness
.shown
Paul
Tre«cher. Cnmera. Paul tVRno: «ditor,
Pre- in "Encounter," so that at times she
We*ttiovwasi.i music, Ludeo 'Culllet.
viewed' N, r., April 8. '<T. HunninK time, is plain; almost ugly. But an inner
MINS.
glow and warmth wash this away as

lin-UA). Chariot will have to
carry this one.
"Calcutta" (Par).
Adventure

-

ApeU

and the rock around which the fam-

tinlted Artists release of Andrew Stone
pr«<lu«tl«n directed and written by 8tone.
Sldra EddiS Bracken, Priscilla lianei fea-

'

......
Bennett
. Mfirjoiie
llelene HelKb
.iviiirKii vet Hoffman

. .

Fun on a Weekend

MiniatHre Reviews
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M0VEFOR3DN.Y.THEATR
Oi^ Wiy

Trim

to

Proiucliiiii Costs

1

fe te Save

TiB^

production costs, ZOtB-Fox
rising
to
feels that one ot the best ways
trim costs Is to save time, and that
time-saving can best be effected by
getting a iull fay's work: out of
studio, according
assistant
to Lew Sehreiber, executive
to 20th production chief Darryl F.
at the

Hollywood, April

15.

Lionel Toll, chief of Knsign Productions, closed a deal for the release of the indie company's pictures through PRC.
First film will be "Blonde Savage,"
a tale of pirates and jungles, based

on

t.'

story,

by Gordon Bache and

May

^

19.

lous,

hesaid.

Sehreiber

New York

week

huddles and

last

arrived in
for homeofflce

some Broadway plays, but denied he was in on a talent hunt.
He's slated to return to the studio

to see

today

iWednesday)

Re

or tomorrow.
hopes to turn

stated that 20fih
out about 22 features this year,
pointing out that the general cut in
the number of films to be produced
by all studios stUl calls for longer
(Continued on page 22)

RKO
past

First major attempt to exploit the
field of non-theatrical films in behalf
of
labor and civic groups was
launched in New York last week at a
meeting of a provisional executive
committee for a national film centre
attended by representatives of leading trades unions and civic organizations. Although plans for actual
film productior> were held in abeyance, the group is currently drawing
blueprints for a cooperative, nonprofit center to operate its own film
library and distribute, available sub-

on public affairs.
In announcing plan for the centre,
Robert Delson, attorney and project

jects

has been revived during the
weeks.- Idea has been
at numerous times during

such a setup

London, April

establishing

—without violating anti-

the major circuits can overcome
the problems of competitive bidding
provided the Supreme Court okays
that portion of the decree the indies don't see why they can't do the
same. Theroiis no intention bf amalgamatfilig 6wnershlj> of the houses,
but only setting up an arrangement
whereby a distrib could be assured a
certain number of theatres and
dates which would guarantee him
income equal or better than that of^
If

—

:

—

100 tor cresting piclcet Unes. They'll
dusted unless they pay fines or
posrt: them pending appeal, says business agent Herbert K. Sorrell.
Seven members were fined $20,300
«ach, one $15,000, rest $12,000 each.
They have 30 days to appeal.

HORIE-ffiUTSCi

ICKER

FOR JOAN FONTAINE
story

Carpenters union prexy William
Hutcheson says members won!t participate in new fiermanent studio or

(Continued on page 20)

,

has not been utilized in the promotion of public awareness of social
issues. Heretofore, there has been
no concerted attempt to utilize for
education in public affairs the great(Continued on page 48)

Productions

is

understood

negotiating with Joan Fontaine for
lead in "This Side of Innocence."

man.
U's two-day

.

.

.

.

lot for

et

"In

more than

10 years.

"King of Tinpan Alley," life story
of Jean Schwartz, written by Jack
School, is being offered for filming,
with composer's song hits included'
. >
, Edward Nassour broke ground
for an administration building, costing $250,000, on his new rental lot
Vladimir SokolofI, inked for
.
"Atlantis," played the same role in
French for Seymour Nebenzal 15

.

Paramount

at

the Lots

on the Burbahk

Hollywood, April 15.
Billy Williams checked in at Columbia to make his screen bow as
singing lead in "Smoky River SerJulia Faye, former star,
enade." .
signed for at role in "Tlie Big Clock"

Fred Brannon and

-

.

.

.

(Irisson)

.

Set to I9II in August
Hollywood, April 15.
August shooting date has been set

be made
under its

.

.

.

.

"

RKO. Frederick Brisexec producer of the Rosalind
Russell-Dudley Nichols outftt, discloses that the tour productions will
carry a total budget ot $e,(»d,O00.
Initial film, "Luckjr Pentiy," marks
Miss Russell's return to cOmedy after
three years. Yarn is an original by
Mindret Lord and Jack Rubin. Al-

contract with
son,

.

.

.

.

.

«

I

.

i

i

the

Goetz Give
'Jolson^ Suit Testimony

Hyde,

Penny," Russell returns to the
let for her final film under
a five-year deal.
lA's second will be a Dudley Nichols oriainal with Rivkin producing

Bill

Suit by the Shuberts against Columbia Pictures, On depiction of the
Winter Garden. N. Y., in the Col.
film "The Jolson Story," last week
and Nichols directing. "Wilh shont- .saw final written testimony taken
wg scheduled to start in February, down from Johnny Hyde, Hollywood
company wants James Mason for the head of the William Morris agency,
Wp role. Third pic, "Velvet Toucli," and Bill Goetz, producer. Hyde and
is «
melodrama by Annabel Ross Goetz countered te.stimony by Monte
which is being "scripted 'by 'Wa^
N. Y. Copacabana boniface,
Keiily for Rivkin production and who
that he had been
testified
Jack Gagfi direction. lA wants either peddling a story based on the WinBarbara Stanwyck, Olivia de Havil- ter Garden. N. Y., owned by the
l»nd. Joan Crawford or Claudetle Shuberts.
Damage suit is based on
Colbert for the lead.
alleged negated values of the theaFourth film is another Russell tre's film .story becau.9e of "JolsOn.
the
comedy. IA will use RKO's lot and
N. Y. supreme court hearmg
atrts releas-,,.'
case will now lake briets from
facilities. Indie has two
wier pvoriuctions slated for later torneys to both parties, which are
and
weeks
three
within
aimitif.'. "Madly
filed
in Love" and "Van- to be
*ly H," both
decision.
a
render
then
will
originals.

Columbia

I

:

1

1

'

:

'

1

Bob
"Bodyguard" at RKO
Clampett completed "It's ai Grand
Old Nag," starting the first series of
.

.

cartoons
Republic.

Triicolor

by

.

ever distributed

Gladys George returns to Metro,

where she made her film bow 13
years ago, to team with Wallace
Beery in the Nat Perrin production,
Gentleman."
Cyd
"Ahas
a
Charisse was assigned a.s a gypsy
dancer in "The Kissing Bandit" at
Garson Kanin turned in
Metro
the final script on "Imagination," to
be produced by Michael Kanin for
Universal-International with Ronald
starring ... James
S.
Colman
.

.

.

.

.

.

Burkett bought screen rights to tlie
Alfred Noyes poem, "Dick Turpin's
Ride," for indie production.
Arthtir Collins, iormer Warners
director now in Australia, was hired
by his old studio, via Trans-pacific
cable, to direct "Down Under," a
to be produced by Gordon
HoUingshead. Collins has not been

short,

EXIB ASKS 4S0G

PITT

IN

ANTI-TRUST SUIT

Pitt.sburgh, April 15,
David N. Green, owner of the Beacon theatre in Squirrel Hill district,
sued last week in Federal Court,
claiming $450,000 damages from 15
film distributing and theatre operating firms, which he accused of conspiracy to prevent him showing
Green, bringing
first-run pictures.
his action under the Sherman and
Clayton anti-trust acts, asked for
treble his claimed los.s ot earnings
of $125,000, plus $75,000 lor accrued

interest and legal lees.
Exhibitor contended that because
of priorities given theatres owned,
leased or operated by defendant
companies, he could not obtain firstrunners until after -they had been

shown

downtown

in

chain nabes.

houses

and

,

Defendants Green named included

WB, 20thi-PO3f, Par-Piiblix,
several
John UA, M-G, RKO-Radio and

screenplay

Jenny" for David O. Selznick.

exploiteers,

slash
line

.

.

for the first of four films to

meet of

week, was called with the budgin
mind, Bergman said.
with our savings in ads,
we're going to place considerably
greater emphasis on. exploitation of
the on-the-spot tyjie,'' he added;
"Because the war caused a general
letdown on field exploitation, ads
haven't done the work they should
(Continued on page 20)
last

From

Briefs.

Spencer Bennett are co-directing
"The Black Widow," cliffhanger,
Hal Horne and Armand Deutsch produced by Mike Frankovieh at Restarted the talks following the fail- public
Peggy Let makes her
trip
York
New
ure of their recent
film debut in "Midnight Serenade,"
male
top
Mason
lor
to lineup James
a musical featurette in Technicolor years
ago
Agnes Moorehead
role.
at Paramount, with Alyin Ganzer checked into Universal-International
the
liked
reportedly
British actor
directing his first picture ... Gor- for a 105-year-old grandmother role
script— which was fed to him page- don HoUingshead produces "Let's
in Walter Wanger's "Lost Moment."
Leonrevised
by
it
was
by-page as
Sing Grandfather's Favorites," fifth
Republic assigned Alfred Santell
ardo Bercovici—but felt it inadvis- of the Melody Lane series at Warable to make a commitment for a ners, this week, with Jack Scholl to produce and direct its recent purchase.
"The Miracle of Charlie
Hollywood film while the; suit directing
Edgar Kennedy is
.
Dakih,"
which goes into work when
is
pendDavid
Rose
against him by
winding up tlie 17th year of the
Negoti- "Mr. Average. Man" series at RKO Santell washes up his current chore,
ing in California courts.
"Sea
of Darkness". .Cyril Endfield
John
aide,
Mason's
With
ations
and starts the 18th in autumn .
will direct his own yarn, "The Traireached
have
to
said
are
Monahan,
Enterprise optioned a story by Jack
tors," for Triangle Productions ..
such a considerable stage o£ bitter- Briggs, based on the Robert BrownJacqueline De Wit draws a feaness at one point that Deutsch ing poem, "Pippa Passes," aimed as
walked out, followed in a few days a starrer for Briggs' wife. Ginger tured part in "Something in the
Wind," Deanna Durbln starrer, at
rapprochelater
a
with
by Horne,
Rogers. RKO assigned Theron Warth
Universal - International. .Kobert
ment by Horne and Monahaii.
to produce "Mr. Whiskers," a tale of
Pre.ston plays the heavy in "Whispurchased
recently
In addition to the $50,000 he got racketeering
pering Smith," Alan Ladd starrer,
reBercovici
script,
the
tox
from Erwin Galsey.
directed by Le.slie Fenton at Parareol
for^bvo
signed
20th-Fox
Caspary
by
oeived $2,500
Vera
^
These were to script the Sam Engel production, mount. .Harry Crocker, columnist,
visions in New York. ^^f
inked for a role in the Seymour
done while he was east working on "Letter to Five Wives." Robert Wise
of draws
"Portrait
of
responsibility
on Nebenzal picture, "Atlanti.s."
director

theatre construction.

len Rivkin, now under an exclusive
produeer-writer pact with Independeni.
doing the screenplay with
Laura Kerr and will produce the
comedy as his first for the new outfit.
lA is currently negotiating for a
director as well as with Dana Andrews; also with David O. Selztiick
for a loan of Robert Mitchum for
lead opposite Miss Russell.
After

15.

:

f

—

be.

Artists

cording to Maurice Bergman, U's
eastern ad-pub chief. "We're getting
away from the extravagances of the
war period," Bergman saidi"toltoiyPilippo del Giiidice, managing di- ing a suJ'vey of the eftectlveiie^ of
rector of Two-Cities Films, resigns the various mediums of advertising."
his post this week by mutual ar"We've found, and other comrangement with J. Arthur Rank. His
panies know this too, that 80% ol
spot. Rank has told Variety, will be
a film's take comes from iS metrofilled by Josef &)mlo, presently aspolitan areas," Bergman explained.
sistant to del Quidice. Somlo takes
"It's therefore much more effective
control uiider "Supervision ot Rank
to concentrate on daily ads in those
and his No. 1 man, John Davis, with sectors and intensive exploitation
Dr. Sacha Galperson- staying on as
than to use the diffuse penetration
director of the company.
which magazines afford. Sinee there
Pact of del Guidice with the Rank must
be savings by all companies,
organization had two and one-half
the niags are going to be hit hard:years to run and it's understood that
est."
the agreement to part company with
predicted that the maBergman
the British filmmaker calls lor payoutlay to national mags
rnent ot $100,000 involved in the tin. jors' 1947
would dip several millions from the
expired portion of the contract.
shelled out to them last
$8,000,000
under
superDel Guidice,
whose
vision such top pix as "Henry V" year. Bullet ads of the day-and-date
were made, will go into indie pro- type in which exhibs would be asked
duction.
He plans four films an- to take a greater part in cooperative
are planned to pick up
nually in England, France and Italy. expenditures
from reReports of his impending "resigna- some of the slack stemming
duced budgets, according to Berg-

RaricilOtiasCo.

trust laws.

—

in the

Universars budget, for instancej
now set at $4,000,000 plus an additional $1,000,000 for the j. Arthur
Rank lineup of pix, reptesehts a
pared-down figure compared with
the original blueprinted outlay, ac-

ered by Loew's and RKO.
The two majors with houses in
chairman, said: "Hollywood motion
area, of course, would not welpicture industry, with 'its hundreds the
come the competition, but the other
of millions of dollars invested annudistribs
particularly those without
ally in production and two and onetheatre affiliations would be highhalf billion dollars invested in thely elated if the indie circuits could
atres, believes that it cannot profitget together. Distribs are faced with
ably make film with social signifitremendous
problem of getting
The genius of American a
cance.
(Continued on page 18)
directors and technicians

Hollywood, April 15.
Eighteen members of Motion Picture Painters union were fined $277,-

by Independent

:

buying power"
for

-

that

feel

with the consent decree pending,
this would not be a feasible tinie for
establishment of a new icireuit,
others queried during the past week
are of the opinion that the chain
could be put together without creating any legal problems. They maintain tliat it would be possible for indies to use "mass
the chief reason

'Angel'

Angel," a yarn by I. A. R. Wylie,
and turned it over to Edwin Knopf
for autumn production.
Author was inked to do a screen
treatment but refused to move to
Hollywood. She: will do the job in
her New Jersey home.

cuit chief.

some operators

New

Hollywood, April 15.
bought "Quarter for an

Metro

few

the past 10 years or more, but never
reached actuality. Now, as then,
heading the list of those who would
like to get the scheme into operation is Fred Schwartz, Century Cir-

writers,

Mie Misis

Metro's

broached

'While

Labor andCiyk

those that occur in the usual course
Sehreiber also scoffed at
o£ events.
the idea of cutting down on the running time of films to cut costs,
averring that it's necessary for a
film to run as long; as it tafces to tell
the story. Cut In the running time
that might impair the story is ridicu-

General wave ot economy

major circuit in New
to compete with Loew's and

to create a third

York

industry which has already
lopped heads at the studios is now
cutting into major company advertising budgets. Magazine, radio and
billboards will take the brunt of the
down-scale revisions under plans
which see a 20% slash or thereabouts from peak 1946 expenditures.
Newspapers and trade publications,
still regarded by top flacks as the
backbone of film selling, won't be,
more than scratched by economies.
film

Talk ot an amalgamation of indies

Zanuck.
slated to start
Sehreiber refused to state whether
20th had considered docking "the pay
at anyone caught loa&ng oh the job
but emphasized that costs can only
be saved if time is saved. "To do
this," he declared; "there must be a
hapi>y combination ot everybody
He
pitching in to do the worlc."
denied that 20th had effected any
big slash in studio personnel, as had
been rumored in Coast r^orts, declaring th'e only disinissals had been

Cut by Fix in Line With Econondes

VS. LO[W'S. R

With all Hollywood studios cur--trently concentrating their efforts on
irethods of combating the steadily-

everybody

iags-Kaio-Bibari Baiy to Be

11 [S TO PIIL

Argo.sy
Pictures
signed
Wayne and Henry Fonda as male
toppers in "Massacre," a piorieer tale
authored by 'ames Warner Bellah.
Merian C. Cooper and John Ford.

Argosy

produce

chief,^,
will
direct respectively...

the

screen,
starrer,
"Time of Your
Lile." . . . Columbia will use 75
stuntmen in battle and ffre scenes
for "The Man from Colorado," costarring Glenn Ford, Wiiiiam Holden
:

affiliated

firms.

Farnol, Waslier

and

long aksent from
returns for the James

James Barton,
Cagney

Loew's,

West

To Set litty'
Lynn

Bally

Farnol. advertising-publicity

for Samuel Goldwyn, and
Ben Washer, top flack, planed from
New York to the Coast yesterday

director

(Tuesday) to begin lining tip the
campaign on "The Secret Life ot
Walter Mitty," Danny Kaye starrer.
and Ellen Drew
RKO bought Film has been in the can for months,
"Race Street." newspaper yarn by but with concentration on publicisMaurice Davis, as a starrer for ing and booking "Best Years of Our
George Raft ,., Oscar Levant signed Lives," there has been no mention
for a comic role in the Michael up to this time of preparing "Mitty"
Curtiz produetiop, "Romahcie in High for release.
C."
"Heartaches" is the new
Farnol and Washer will be on the
handle on "Can't Get That Gal" at Coast about a week. Arnold Stoltz,
PRC
Maurice Conn gave the go former PRC pub-ad head, who has
sign to "Dark Bullet," his first indie been aiding Farnol for the past four
production for Screen Guild release, weeks at the h.o. and on the toad,
with Leslie Goodwin directing
quit as of last Friday (U).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,
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he wily
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to the greatest

number

every ntoni

of American movie-goers

available through any national magazine
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H.O.*s Slow Down Balto;
*TraiF-Vaude Fine $17,000

Weem^Bakerllii'WakeUp'TallSOe
In Chi;

Ue' Wow 2^ 'CM! 216

Plenty of holdovftrs h«r« tWa
week, and they're faolding up in surBest new
fine fashion.
anti-y is "Wakft Uj£> and Dream"
which is being boosted by Ted
Weems band and Bonnie Baker on

EstiiBKtes {or

Apollo »(B&K) (WOO; f5)~.'Jolson .gtijry" (Col) (im wJO. ftUBWing to $15,000 after $l7jmim£ uriek.

ClUcaeo (B&K) (3,900; p)—"Suddenly Spring" (Par) with QMrfie
Price heading stag© {2d wk). Good
$50,000 or better. laasl -weeJj, stout

liMtt

fewr

week.

last

95)—

Grand
(B&K)
(1,600;
-Smash-Up" (U) (4th wk).

©otog

stanza with

$18,000

okay in

final

After sock $20,000 last

week.

OHenlal (Essaness) (3,$00; 65-95)
—'•Wake Up, Dream" (5*«i) with
Ted Weems oreh, Bonnie Bakpr

Iham

WaMngton,

April 15,
olieMng niaely in the
consid«riible

a

sector,

Week

(«r Tliis

'kstiiiisifes

)

(3,434; 44-§.0)—
T jHouse" (tJA) plus vaude. Stout
00.
La|t w6ek, 'TO
Yours"

with vaude, only

jMigBJlbia

rm).

44-70)
(Far)
(2d

(1,283;

fanelte"

Nice

|ll OOP.
Last week,
(20"
(20th) (2d run).
'

""Rue MMSleine*^
fair

»

$23,00().

(Loew's)

—"Favorite
^»0O.

Earle
sugt"

(WB)
(WB)

44-86)—"Purwk).
Moderate

(2,154;

(2a
$17^00p ffter big $24,000 first Stanza.

&<im» (RKO) (1.638; 96-$l.SO)—
"Best Years" <RJ60) (5th wfi). On
Solid $50,000 upbeat at $28,000 aftffl: nice
stageshow.
$25,00^
Last week, "District At- last fsjanz?. Continues.
or near.
torney" (Col) with Vaiwim Monroe
lifttle (SJillgr) (265; $1.20-*2,40)—
orch on stage, rousing $55,000.
7" (UA) (23d wk). 6kay
?fS?y Lagt
$4,5tfO,
95)—
"Trail
Palace (RKO) (2,500:
weeJs, 4ittq.
ltietropoUta,n (WbV (1.153; 44-70)
Street" (RKO) and "Miss Big" (U)
"Bedelia" (£-L). Rousing $12,000,
Showing
wk).
surprising
(id
strength to hit around $32,0t)0 on not so bad since thrown ih at last
Last wegk, "Guilt Janet
holdover stanza after stiu-dy $24,000 rnoment.
Anngs" (Col), $13,fi00.
opener.
Petejie (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)—
Blalto findie) (1,700; 65-95)— "Sea
Yearling" (M-G).
Smash $80,000,
Hawk".(WB) and
Wolf" (WS)
(reissues).
Great $19,000 or close. Md holds L§st week, ''Happened in
Brooklyn" (M-G), ,Po,Q06
Last week, "thief of Bafijad" (fC'
Bepnblle (District "rheatres) (1,knd "Murde.r Diamond How" (^C)
250; 90-$1.50)—"Best Years" (RKO)
(reissues), $7,000.
Last week,
fh^.J^'m.
95)— i«S
Roosevett (B&K)
(1,500;
h'g ,|l*-0»»Theatre outers ex^Iu'Wora Prentiss" (WB) (id wk). s'Vel^ to Negro trade and.
is the £rst
Strong $22,000. Last week, $26,000.- of ^that type to
t^ke on "Years" deySt«te-Lkke (B&K) (2,700; 95
with
aate
another house on an ex"Galifprnia" (Par), NIpp $i'?,000 or perimental 'basis.
better. Last week, "Yearling" CM-(Sl)

—

!fth wk), $19,00ft.
Unltea Artists (B&K) (1.700; 95)
T^"Lady in Lake" (M-®). Looks to
hit big $24,000 or 86*^^^ Lasrt week,
"Secret Heart" (M-fe)
(3d wk),

:

\

$11,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 85-$1.8.0)
—"Best Years" (RK<3) (17th wk).
Styl hefty at $27,00'Q, ajid stays on..
Last week, practieally the Same.

Seattle

George Cohan,

Jr., Tilts

'Rose' Big lOfi, Prov.;

Strong at

'Affair'

24G

Providence, April 15.
State's "Macomber Affair" lead.s
the list of new fitos. Strand's "Califernia" is nice. Debut ol George M.
Cohan, Jr., on Fay's stage is upping

Apache Rdse" to gre&test

'

bic.

in

years.

Estimates ior VMs Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 90-$1.50)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (Ith wk). Still
hot at $23,000.
Third was woW
,

$30,000.

^
(Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
Rides Again" (U) and
"When Daltons Rode" (U) (Reissues).
Happy $7,()00. Last week,
'Les Miserables" (Mfti) and "Stan-

— Carlton
''Destry
ley

Livingstone'^

$6,500.

(gOth)

(reissues),

.

„ Fay's

<Fay)

(1,400;

44-65)—

':Apache Rose*^ (Rep) and George M.
Cohan, Jr.. heading vaude.
The

Cohan name

is

packing them in to

give this house a strong $10,000, best
years here. Last week, "Margie"

111

and vaude,

(20th)
_

Majestic

(Fay)

$7,500.
(2,200;

M

'Stng'

Lusty at 156; 'Chas*'

(h^

SG, 'Band' Slow at Sf G
Seattle, April 16.
Best new film tliis week is "Song
of Schaheraeade." Flook of holdover,-! and reissues will dull overall
total and new.pietures generally are
not holding up. "Jolsoa Story" ran
19 weeks at the LibiK'ty, a record.
Estimates for This Week

e

gi-E) (800; 45-80)—
(WK(J)
and "(Cigarette
(m,o.>. (md $5,000. Last
wiek, "Favprite Byunette
(Par)
(5th wk), neat $8,000 in 10 days.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
iHoiise

(TSol)

—

'^Alexander's

Bapd"

SagtfiM

(apth) (reissue). Sl.ftW 03O<f- tast
week, "Lpcket" ClSgO) and "Cigarette

Girr

(Col). $10,500.

—

Libemtr (J&vH)

(1,650; 45-80)
"•me Ghasg" (UA) and "Bjondie's
Holiday" (Col), fairish $8,Ql)0. La.st
week, "Jolson Story'' (Col) (15th
wk), solid $8,800.
Music Box (H-E) (800; 45-80)
"Boomerang" (20thl Snd "Susie

,

V

•

>

(W|), $%iOOin 3 days.
mdmin (Uniter Detroit)

—

"Ladies'

Man"

vatJghn Monroe orch on stffie, "Ter$48,{R)0. Last week, 'Faiv.orite
Brunette" (Par) and Seven Were
Saved" (Par) (2d wk), ly.sty $25,000.
Palms-Slate (tjnited Detrmt) (2,rlSc

S76: 7Q.-95)

—

"gtallioo Road* (WB)
in
the Nilght" (Par).

and 'Tear
Fancy $"^1000,

Last

week, "Hap-

peiied in Brooklyn" (IVt^©) and "Little Mister Jim" (M-G) (2d wk), fine
$18 0^)&
Uqited Artists tUnited Detr(jit)

70-96)— "Nora ^'rentiss" (wB)
and 'Spoilers of iSfbrth" (Rep) (2d
Okay $14,000. Last week, sock
(1.941;

wfe).

$2'0,oqo.

larrij^e' $12,500, Mont'I
Montreal, April 15.
Holdovejcs predominate here this
and
Marriage"
"Perfect
'ffScturne"
both wHl shape up

staiizi!.

weD.

30-50) —

I

(.2d

wk),

$3,400.

(2,300; $l-$i:50)

(R^

m

Imperial

(CT)

(1,850;

"Ai'izona" (Gol) and "Texas" (Col)
(reissues). Trim $4,500. Last week,
(UA) and
"Saiihelor's Daughters"
-Rolling Home" (Gol), nice $5,000,

$16,000.

—

—

Last

week,

great $20,000.

_Mclropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44(—"Stairway to Heaven" (UI) and
Vacation Days" (Mono) (2d wk),
Not bad $10,000. First week hit nice
6o

'

—

.

,

35-85)—
t2d

Nice $7,000; first was tall
$10,500, both especially good.for an
oldie. "Fear in Night" (Par) opefts
next Friday (18).
wk).

mv<M (Oa^Pw)

(2,092;

60-$1.2M

—"^Fanner'* tSaiathter" (RKO) (4tn
wk).- Doing mighty well in view of
eomoetitioa, pushing ahead to st-alwart $39,000 in third frame eiujejl
last Mo&diQr |14> night as against
^!,(KIO for siecond.

Stay-S bn.

Eexy (20th) (5,886; 80-$l,50)—
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" ( 2&th)
(reissue) with Lecuona Cuban oroh,
3 Swifts, Del Bios heading stagebm.
Opens today IWed.). Last weeK,'
"Costa Rica* (20th) and Gohne*
BoswelL Jackie Miles l^eading stage
(3d wk), not bad at $80,000; sacdnd
was $^,06O.
St»Se (Loew's)

48-$l,10)—

(8,450;

"Mighty MeGurk" (M-G) (1st riifi)
with Mickey .Rooney and his I'eViie
on stage (2d wk). Gi-eat $81,0(11),
unusuaBy Strong £*r holdS'ver ooAjbiJ
here this We«l; first hit terrifit!
$45,000.

Strand
"Stallion

CMoway

(WB)

75-$l,60)—

(2,756;

and

(WB)

Road"

Gab

orch heading stagesHoTV
(.2d wk).
Continues I'&irly strong
with $50,000 in sight for initial holdover frame" after big $64,000 opener.

—

Vietorta (Maurej-) (720; 70-$1.20)
"Adventuress" (E-L)
(2d
wk).
S|ill in chips with tall $17,000 likely
this session after irijn $22,000 opener.

here two weeks longer,
with "Jolsoa Story" (Col) due in

L(i)bks to stay

nest.

Winter Csrden (UA) (1,312; 60$1,29)— "Buck Privates Gome Home"
For first week ending ifext
(U),
Thursday (17) looks to do fatrly
nice $21,000, In ahead, fourt!) week
of "Stairway To Heaven" (U) was
$17,000. "Frivates" is in here for

three weeks.

117^
In Cincy; 'Caraival' 136,

16G

'Egg' Terrif

iii

2d

Gineinnati, April 16,

The bpxofliee oddity here
week is that "Best Years." In its
week,
!,

this
fiftji

topping the wity new firatr
Fai^brife Brunette"

is

"My

Estimates for
Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-70)— "Gar70-$l,50) nival in Costa Rica" t26th).
Fairish
Xavl.er $13,000.
with
Last week,
'^Californra''
Cugat orch heading stegeshow. On (Par), big $11,000,
first week ending today (Wed.) looks
Capitol (REP)
90-$l,5(M^
to do smash $97,000. one of better "Best Years^' (RKjQ) (Sth wk). Sook
recent figures at this house, and $18,000, topping fourth rbunrs s&at
holds naturally. La.st week, fourth $17,000, which extended into Moty
of "Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) Week,
and Sammy Kaye orch, fine. $67,000
Gfand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)— "Purand way over hopes.
§ued" (WB) (2d wk). Moderate $7,Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25) 380. tost w^k. terrif $14,000,
—"Johnny O'clock" (Col) (4th-flnal
Ktm'a (RKO) (1,545; 55-70)—"Egg
Staying up .strongly, with and
wk).
(XT), Phenomenal $10,000 on
thirij week ended last (Tues.) night heels of $19,000 first week, for a
doing $22,000; second was $24,000. house record under Universal man"Odd Man Out" (U) opens April 23. agement. Hp.lda again.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
tyric (RKO) (1,400; 5S-'?0)— "Con"That's My Man" (Ren) (2d-final gorilla" findie) and "Baboonja" (Inwki. Dipping to $17,500, ^nd makes die) (reissues), Sjnash $'8,000. Last
way later this week for "Macomber week, "District Attorney" (Cbl) ana
Opening week good "Millie's Daughter" (Col), mifd $4;Afflaii^" (UA).
(Loew's)
—Capitol
"i^jnash-Up"
(V)

(4,82.0;

am;

r

-

.

.$'23,000.

Gotham
— "Tarzan

money

was

(Brandt) (900; 70-$I.4p-)
Falare (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)— "Faand Huntress" (RKO) vorite Brunette" (Par), Sotoy $17,to $15,000 but Still aOO. Last week, "Love LaifgKs Andir

Down

(2d wk),
li\

for

Sturdy

tto smali-seiater; first
Holds third
$23,000.

.stanza.

Golden
V" (UA)

Hardy" (M-G). limp

$11,|00,

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-76)-^
"Boom Town" (M-G) (rejssue). All

(l,20-$2.40)— "Henry right $7,000. Last week, '^led
wk),- Climbed to (t;A) (nt,o,), bright $6,500.
rousing $11,000 on Easter Week
crowds for week ended last Satyrday (12) night; 31st round was $7,800.
(101)

Hollywood (WB)

—"Two

House"

(33d

Mrs,

(1,499;

Carrolls"

70-$1.10)

(WB)

Me'

IIG

in

(2d

wk). Dropping back from fast openweek pace but still big at $35,000;

ing

"Liady

the

in
in

Mild

Omaha

Omaha, April IB.
Lake" looks best

an otherwise slow week,
week sock $48,000, Continues.. frqss.er
xhibs blamj the rain and wiad.
3.5-67)
Loew's
(CT)
(2,800;
Palace (RKOi (1.700; 60-$l,20)—
sion.
However, "The Locket," at ffie
(20th)
wk). 'Trail Street" (RKO)
'Razor's Edge"
(2d
wk).
(2d
Orpheum <H-El (2,600; 45-80)
Brandels, is okay.
"Song of Schtteraza.de'' (IT). Great Sturdy $14,000 after wow $16,000 First week concluded last (Tues,)
Estimates
tor This Week
ni.ght struck good ,$30,000 but not up
Nora Prentiss' opener.
$13,000. Last week,
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)Palace (CT) (2,300; 35-63)— "Per- to hopes. Ill aliead, "Locket'' (RKO)
(WB), $10,^00.
"-','fflr
"The Locket" (RKO) and "Beat
PalOMftr (Sterling) (1,350: 45-80) fect Marriage" (Par). Good $12,500. (3d wk), okay $21,000.
Band" (RKO), Satisfactory $£,p&0.
—"Devil on Wheels" (PRC) plus Last week, "Humoresque" (WB), —Paramount (Par) (8.664; 70-$1.50) Last week. "Trail Street" (RKO
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) plus
vaude. Good $'6,5CiO. La.st w6ek. ^3,000,
and "Cigarette Girl" (Col). hu,gj?

35-53)—
Princess
(2.300;
(CT)
"We^t of Jiodge City" (Col), and "3
oh Ticket" (PSC) plus $B)iley Bur- "Nocturne" (ftKO and "My Dog
lliep" (SG). Stout $8,000. Last week,
nette heading vau^e, $8,5.00.
Paramount IH-E) {?,039; 45-8.0)— ^OBg of South" (RKO) and "Likelv
(Rl^O),
Stoy"
$7,a(|.0.
H^rdy"
(M-G)
'Love Laughs Andy
(Col).
"Alias Mr. Twilight"
Jind
$1.-),000,
Thin $6,U00. Last wesk, "Bjiomerang"
Grdss«i Ar«i N«t
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— MaiSffith) and "Susie Steps Out" (UA),
Film gross estimates, as recomber Affair" (IJ-G) (UA) and okay $11,000,
,
^
ported herewith from the variPUgruTi Lady" (Rep).
Hoosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80 )—
Nifty $24.cities, are net, i.e., with-'
key
ous
000.
Last week, "Happened In "Nora Prentiiis" (WB) (m.o.). Good
Bi-ooklyn" (M-G) and "Larceny in $4,000. La.st week, "Humoresque"
out the 20% tax.
Distributors
Heart (PRC), nice $24,500.
share on net take, when playing
(WB) (m.o.), fair $3,000.
jSlrand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-05)
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800:
persentage, hence the estimated
'California" (Par).
SedOnd wc'k .?!5-,^0i— "Undercurrent" (M-G) and
figures are net income.
p.uU
opened Monday (14).
First wcok •MiA5 Pilgrim" (20th) (3d run).
parenthetic
admission
The
}vas
Last week, -"Time, Plate.
nice $ 1 5,000.
wePk. .$2,500.
La.st
prices, however, as indicated, in*
„Udie,s' Man" (Par) and "Seven Girl" (WB) and "ShOw-Off" (M-Q)
elude the U.S. amusement tax.
Saved' <Par), $14,000.
1,3d rum, $2,700.
at

good

first,

(reissue)

first

:

44-65)—

Pursued"
(WB) and "]Min.sti-el
Day,s'- (WB) (2d wk).
Holding up
splendidly

jmm

'

tinues,

(4,039;

(Ijf) with

—

wk>.
•%est Years"
Giant $16,000 after $21,000 last ses-

frame;

this

below hopes.
(Mayer!
(594;

$18,000 but

"Boom Tiown" (M-G)

—

Steps Out" (UA) (m.Q.V. Nice $5,000.
Last week. "I'lJ Be Yours" (U) and

"Back Lash" (20th)
Music Hall H-E)

under

or

•

Estimates for This Week
Capitol iCt) (?.700; 35-63)— "Fa(2d wk).
von'fe Brunette" (Par)
F'ine $13,5S& after big $15,700 first

—

3^ Eadi; A.&C. 21G

feeling

week session at most theatres. State
Street" (RKO) plus income taK deadliht, a rainy Monvaude. Nice $17,900.
Last week,
"Jojjnny O'clock" (Col) plus vaude, day (14), publicity over smallpox
steady $15,600.
spread and end of the Easter school
KeWli's (Schanberger) (2,46(H 20- vacation all are cdntributmg to
6»)---"Song of Shehei:aza.de^
iVh slight and not surprising decline.
Opening today (Tttas.) after two •Holdovers
and longruns that were
weeks of "Suddenly Spring* (Pat}; hypoed by Easter week crowds es5||<^ was nice $9,800, sind first was pecially are feeling the affiah tone.
However, this is not keeping
Sl«yf»Jr (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— "Red
"Smash-Up" and Xavier Cugat band
House" (DA) (?d wk). Holding very heading stagebill. at the Capitol,
well at $6,000 after tasty $8,800
from landing a smash $87,000. And
opener.
it is not hurting another newcomer,
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-80)— "Mons. Verdoux". to any great ex"Carnival Costa Rica" (20ai> (M
New Charlie Chaptitt vehicle
tent.
wk). Okay $8,000 alter bright $930 looks to bit fahrly good $30,000 or
second fr'aBRe.
near ox>ening week at the Broadway,
SfaiBleyTwiB) (3,280; 25-75)—"Pur- formei- legit house.
sued" (WB) (ad wk). Holding well
Another new entry, "Trail Street."
at $12,000 after trim $18,400 first will do a good $30,000 at the Palace.
stan:^.
"Buck Privates Come Home," n^ew
X9va (Rappaport) <l,600; 90-$1.50) Abbott-CosteRo comedy, is eoly
Tr-"B«st Years" (R^O) (4th wk). fairly niee With $21,009 at th* WmStea^ $16,000 after $17,0iHHast week. ter Garden,
Standout again is the Music Hall,
with "Late George Apley" and Easter stageshow. In fourth round, it
oohtinues big with $140,000 this
week and stays one more. "Egg
and I" is set to open on April 24 at
the Hall. Paramount will show
strong $80,000 for fourth week of
"Favorite Brunette" and Jtomy
Dorsey heading stage show. House
brings in "Calcutta" on AprE 23.
Detroit, April 15.
"Farmer's Daughter'' climbed to
Boasted by Vaughn Monroe band sturdy $39,000 for third round at the
on stage, "Ladies' Man" at the Mich- Rivofi. But holdovers at tte Strand.
igan is fpr ahead of any other combo Park Avenue, Globe aod Hollywood
here this week. At the fiowntown, were con.siderably off from previous
"Best y^s" is hdildiMt over with week's totals.
stroijg business, as is "Egg and
Stale held to great $31,000 or betat
the Fox.
ter .for second week bl "Mighty
McGurk" and Mickey Rooney and
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-96)— revue on stage, making giant $76,000
"Stairway to Heaven" ttj> Cad wk). for the two stanzas,
Roxy brings in ''Alexander's RagTepid $10,000. Last week, strong
tune Band," reissue, today (Wed.)
$15,000.
Broadway-Capitol
(United
De- after nearly three fairly gQpd weeks
with "Carnival in (Costo. Rica" snd
troit) (MM; 'tS-95)— "Fworite Brunette" (Par) (m.o.) and "Bed Rouse" stageshow headed by Connee "Bos(UA) (2d wk). Stout $16,000. La.st well,
"Red House"
Visek.
(UA) and
Estimates for This Week
"Renegade Girl" (SG), loud $18,000.
95-$2,40)
Astor (City Inv)
Dowfitown (Balaban) (2,683'^ $1- "Best Years" (RKO) (1,300;
(Sfrd wk). Still
$1.30)— "Best' Years" (RKO)
(2d strong at
cas|Buag in on
$43,000,
wk). Soeko $30,000. Last week, Easter Week crowds; last week, big
smash $.46,000.
$44,000, Stays on.
fox (F6x-]Michigan) (5,100; 70-95
Broadway (UA) (1,895; 70-$1.50)—
—"Egg and f' (If) (2d wk). Good
(Siaplin
"Mons. Verddux" (UA).
$17,000. Last week strong, $38,000,
Madison (United tjetroit) (1,866; teed ofl* with gala Invitation priSem
legit
50-60)
"Notorious" (RiteO) and last Friday (11) to return this
faifly
''Susie Steps Oiit" (UA). fine $2,50O house to films. Likely to strike
first
not
bigfor
good
alb^t
$30,000
in, 3
days. Last we4K, 'Noeturne"
and
(Tj^KO)
Woman" week endiijg next Friday 118). Con"Shadow
M-$l)

/

we

the pineh of several advers(» business factors this week, the result
being a dip frflm the bullisH Easter

,

CaMtot (Loew's)
..

first^runs

25-70)-T-"Trail

heading

.

Broadway

Pleas-

'

theatres)

share coming from the tourigt trade
which has been big during the past
weeli. » "Yearling" is smash »t the
Palace to paee the town.
"Red
HQUse" ulus \»\nie also is bu(. "Best
YjBirs" Will hit strong $36i000 tEi two

85)—"Rue

(800;

(4tli wk).
B'dling oft to $14,000 after fancy $17,0?5O

,

......|%*5,5M

onti

cBofe<t

$58,000.

GarJiek (B&K)
Madeleine" (20th)

Traff

Week

mg $16^000, Last week, "Ifeppened in
Brooklyn" (M-Cr), not quite up to
hopes at $14,d00.
Bipp*droiB« (Rappaport) (2,240;

#o«k ...... .,...|rt5»,5M
(P(um on 19 theotres)

TearBng'

Week

Tliiis

(3.000; 20-80)

Aca holdovers are "Trail Street"
with $22,000 at the Palaae and "Nora
Prentiss" with same amount at th«
smaller Roosevelt. "S9a Hawk" and
'''Sea Wolf" two rei33ues, are surorisingly strong at iO.OOO for «te
Bu<i)aess
Hialto. "Suddenly If* Spring," with
Ge6rgie Price heading stagetoill, is downtown
looking for trim $50,000 or better »t
the Chicago for second week.

loew's

Affair," at

(Loew's-UA)
—Centary
"Macomber Affair" (XTA),

ted Total Gross

Ksi

stag* to a solid $fiO,OQO at th»
briental. "California" 1« barely nic«
with $27,000 at the Stat«-I*ls« but
"Lady in Lake" looka to big f^QOO
at the United Artist*.

'Smash^'-Ci^at Socb $97j

combo Hippodrome,

Century, are drawing some trade, and
of the repeaters "Red House" is taring unusually well at the IMayfiiir.

prisingly

Estimates, for

Street," at the

and "Macomber

Ohioago, April IS.

Tapm From Easter Splurge

'way

Baltimore, April 15.
With most of the downtowners
holdovei% business here is neverthel<te3 steady. Only newcomers, "Ttail

Jimmy Dorsey orch, Pat Henning.
Jordan Tympany Five (5th-final

$10,000,

Fourth stanza ended last
(Tues:) night hit solid $80,000 albeit
considerably off from smash <fl()O,000
done in third week. "Calcutta"
(Par) opens ApriJ. 28.
Radio City Diusjo Hall (Rocke70-*2,40)— "George
feller.s)
(5,945:
Apley" (20th) and Easter Show on
.stage (4th wk). Easter week crowds
helping to land big $140,000 after

house,

giant $154,000 for third se.ssion, latter being new Easter week record
here.
Stays fifth week, with "Egg
and I" (U) opening qd April 21.

OPO.

wk).

Park Avenue (U)

—"Time Out

(583; $1.20-$2.40)

of ftlind" (U) (2d wk).
Falling off sharply to hit mild $8,000

Omaha
"ScB'ttdal

Bowery"
.$8,000.

unusually

sock

ior

9iis

(Tristates) (2,000; 16-66)—
in Paris" (UA) and "The
(20th
(reissue).
Liifht
Last week,
".Magnil(fetU;
i

(U) and
(Mono), $9,600,

Doll"

week,

Last

"Vacation

"Gallant

iTays"

Bess"

(M-G) and "Bringing Up Father"
(Mono), $12,000,

Paramount

66)— "t/ady

(Tristates)

(3,000:

16-

Lake" (M-G), Olwy
Last week. "Smidenly It's
Spring" (Par), nice $11,500.

$11,000.

in

;

11

ycdacfldar,

Apya

i6,

1947

THESE ARE REAL DIAMONDS!
After seeing some of the future

M-G-M

productioiis neariag completion at the

w

Studio

we

was

genuine diamonds. Xike the jewels

in

decided the only adcquate^

are priceless
Jbox-offices

gems

in'

M-G-M name

{above)

the photo,,, the subjects' on this page

destined to attract millions of fans and their dollars to the

of America.

iK $yMiiER

display the
'

^

HOLIPAY

^flllS TIME

Orechmcohr)

Wm KEEPS °(T.cM<^)

Merry, romantic, melodic, spectacular. Esther Williams,
Jimmy Durante, Johnnie Johnston^
Xavier Cugat and orchestra. Dame May Whitty, Sharon

Perfect blending of song and story in a Big Attraction!
Mickey Rooney, Gloria DeHaven, Walter Huston, Frank
Morgan, "Butch" Jenkins, Marilyn Maxwell, Agnes
Moorehead, Selena Royle.

Lauritx Melchior,

McManus.
'

^LIVING IN A BIG

-^HIGH BARBAtEE

WAY

Music, fun, dancing and romancing. Gene Kelly and
Marie McDonald plus Charles VTinninger, Phyllis
Thaxter, Spring Byington.

on

the

Bounty." Van Johnion, June Allyson, Thomas Mitchell,
Marilyn Maxwell, Henry Hull, Claude Jarman, Jr.
•

$ONG:C>E'i®¥i

^THE UNFINISHED DANCE iTechMor)

;

One of

Drama with

the greatest! The romance of the composers
Clara and Robert Schumann. Love, pathos, laughter,

Thomas.

devotion, and marvelous music. Starring Katharine
Hepburn, Paul -Henreid, Robert Walker.

music. Behind the scenes of the ballet.
Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny

"3^

;

Thrilling romance by the authors of "Mutiny

PliSTA

lir

iTechnkolor)

A

fiesta of entertainment, romance, melody, adventure
of Mexi«^o. Esther Williams, Akim Tamiroff, Cyd
Charisse, John Carroll, Mary Astor, Fortunio Bonanova,
•nd introducing sensational Ricardo Montalban.

lArTHE

BIRDS

f KEEN DGLPHIN SrilEET
Prize novel, best-seller, exciting, swash- buckling, romantic. Lana Turner, Van Hefiin, Donna Reed, Richard

Hart,

Frank Morgan,

Sdmund Gwenn, Dame May

Whitty, Reginald Owen,' Gladys Cooper.

AND YHE BEES

By popular demand in a Big musical romance following her
triumphant singing tour, Jeanette MacDonald co-starred with
Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell and EdTvard Arnoldt Harry Davenpott.

—

)

W«diietiday,

ApM

Irwip

!€,

Stint

mcvvmm «®ssbs

194T

p5,P'ii Two

SIilrts^'Song Fat
+
Boston, ApM

JOMB

ii!

SMASH

Ml 'Par^

the

is

way

is boosting "Fear
smash week at the Buf"Sea of Grass" also is big at

Spike Jones' band
falo.

Estimated Total Grosit
This Week
$3,196,*0S

on 22

(.Based

cities,

197 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, titcludina

K. Y.)

(RKO) plus Marian
names, others, on

.

I^ast

Heat Wave Bops

.

Estimates for

Wonderland"

week

this

New Films Slow in Mild LA.; Second

15.

TIi(«

Week

(Indie). CJood $28,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)—"Stalweek, "Late Oeorge Apley" lion
Road" (WB) (2d wk). Sad $14,and "Backlash" (ffl)th), $26,000. 000. Last week, fair $19,000.
(2,900; 40-80)—
Golden Gate
(2,844; 60-95)
"Happened Brooklyn" (M-G) and -"Trail Street" (RKO)
(RKO) (2d wk) plus
"Blind Spot" (Col). Best all-around
vaude
by Peggy Ryan and
draw at stout $28,000. Last week, Johnnyheaded
"Scat" Davis. DuU $15,000.
"Dead Beckoning" (Col) and "13th Last w^k, with vaude headed
by
(Col)
$21,000.
2d wk),
Hour"
"Gabby" Hayes
Ryan,
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)— rousing $36,000. and Peggy
"Ea.sy Come" (Par) and "Shoot to
Orpbenm (BlUmenfeld) (2,448; 5SKili (Indie). First run bill lor this 85)—"Guilt of Janet Ames" (C<>1)
wedt,
house, okay $16,000.
(2d wk). Meagre $9,500 or under
- (Par)
— Last
i<C„H,1
aild "The
Spring"
Suddenly
Last week, pleasing $17,S0O.
Guilty" (Mono), $18,500.
Patsmonnt (Pai ) (2,646; 65-85)—
Si^ (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—"Hap- "Favorite Brunette"
(Par) (3d wk).
and
"BUnd
Sened iSrooklyn" (M-G)
Still okay at $18,000 or near. Last
Last week, fine $29,000.
Nice $16,000.
(Col).
pot"
week, "Boom Town" (M-G) (reisStogedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80
sue) and "Cigarette Girl" (Col), $2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (29th wk).
$13,000.
About $3,5O0. Last week, strong $S,
Translax (Translux)" (000; 30-74)— 5<M)
"Overlanders" (tl) and "Magnificent
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 55-85)—
Rogue" (Rep) (2d wk). Nice $5,500 "Suddenly Spring" (Par) (3d wk),
after $7,000 for first.
Down to $11,000 but still soUd. Last
week, oke $16,000.
Cnlted Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207
55-85)— "Sin of Harold Diddlebock'
(UA) (2d wk). Paltry $9,000 or less,
Last week, good $13,500.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; $1 to
$1.80)—"Best Years" (RKO) (5th
wk). Moderate $12,000 or close. Last
week. $16,000.

Los Angelas, April 15.
It's still "Egg and I" way out in
front with its second week here,
behind
dropping
other
pictures
mamly because of competition from
heat wave and beaches. "Egg" is
initial
in
for
hefty
batting
$63,000
—"Sea of Grass!" (M-G). Stout $19,- hdidover stanza after bettering
000 or near. Last week, 'Favorite smash $86,000 in first .week, a bit
Brunette" (Par) {2d wk). big $15,000. over hopes.
"Johnny O'clock looks 'likely to
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) (m.o.). hit $51,000 in five theatres to lead
Strong. $10,000 or better. Last week. the new bills, "Angel and Badman."
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) in two Paramount houses, shapes a.s
and "Charlie Chan Trap" (Mono), neat $41,000 while "Trail Street"
is shooting for $32,000, also in two
$11,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)— spots. "Sea of Grass'- is, fair $38,000
'Guilt of Janet Ames" (Col) and while "Stallion Road" is just $34,000,
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col).
Fairly both second frames, Rei.ssue of
"Alexander's
Ragtime Band" shapes
good $13,000 or near. Last week. "FU
Be Yours" (U) and "Shadowed" as dull $12,000 for final three days
after fair $41,500 in first seven for
(Par), $12,500.
four houses.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Love
Estimates for This Week
Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) and
"Charlie Chan Trap" (Mono) (m.o.).
Apollo (FWC) 1600; 50-$l)
Trim $5,000. Last week, "Miss Pil- "Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Bullgrim". (20th) and "Backlash" (Par) dog Drummond at Bay" (Col). Neat
(m.o.), $4,700.
$5,000. Last week, "Locket" (RKO)
SOiji Centwy (2ath Cent.) (3,000; and "Code of West" (RKO) (2d wk),
9a^$L50)—"Best Years" (BKO) (4th fair $2,700.
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)
Wk). Fine $15,000 after strong $21,000
"Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Drumlast week.

Orphenm (Lock)

"

Big money holdovers are topping
the town and "Egg and I," in three

Tox Midwest

houses, will lead everyIhlng in its second round. Film hit
record for three house combo on first
week and is still sock this session.
"Best Years," at the Tower, and
"Calitornia," at Newman, also are
big in second weeks. Of the new
Alms, "Maoomber Afiair," at the
Midland, is only average. "Stallion
Road," at the Orpheum, is moderate.

Ii

.Upk;

%g'

"Macamber

Aflfair"

(UA)

Indianapolis, April 15.

threat to their predominance

stanza at Keith's after biggest first
week at this house since on straight
film policy.

Estimates for 'This Week
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 40-60)
—"Sister Kenny" (RKO ) and "Sweetheart Sigma Chi" (Mono). Mild $8,
000. Last week, "Affairs CJeraldine'
(Rep) with Tex Beneke and Glenn
Miller orch on stage,- sock $25,000 at
48-72C ^cale.
Indiana, (Katz-Ddile) (3.300; 40^60)
—"Wonderful Life" (RKO). Fine

among

'SiiiW Tasty $18,

'

(Mono) and "Tumblewood
Daxighter" (Col). Average $15,- Guy"
Last week, "Love Xauglis Andy Trair (PRC), good $2,500 in 5 days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—"I'il
Hardy" <M-G) and "Brother Talks to
Be Yours" (U». Fair $6,000. Last
Horses" <M-G), about same.
(E-L). $7,000.
"Bedelia"
45week,
Newman (Paramount) (1,900;
65)—"California" CP«r) (2d wk).
Gopher (Par) (1.000; 44)— "Beast
Solid $15,000 and may stay a third Five Fingere'- (WB). Trim $4,000.
"Devil
on Wheels
week,
Last
week. Last week, terrific $19,000.

OOo.

•

First-run bijs spotty this week, but
no spots are tod bad; Heavy rains
are doing some damage., "It's Wonderful Life" is hot at Indiana, "Egg
and I" is still going strong in second

Rkh $12^
Mpls^^ion^

the trio of major newcomers being
"The Locket" at the Orpheum.
Stallion Road" Ipoks in for
State's
"I'll
Be Yours"
a sturdy week.
shapes at fair figure at small-seater
Century.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Vaca^
tion in Reno" (RKO) and "Torture
Ship" (Indie) (reissue) split with
"Cigarette Girl" (Col) and "Phao
Vance's Gamble'' (PRC). Okay $2,and "Mil- 800 in 9 days. Last week, "Fall

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)
Road" (WB) and "Tlie

!2li,

2i Wk.

•

lie's

"Stallion

'Affair'

Fancy 14€,

(PRC), big $4,500.
(Par)
(1.100;
Lyric

—

„„,
50-70)
(4th wk).

Louisville, April 15.
is

shaping for

—

,

—

,

'

(»

50-$l)

(3d wk), $15,600.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,50-$l)—"Angei and Badman"
-

!

•$11,300.

BKO

Hillstreet

SOrflO)—"Trail

(RKO) (2,890;
(RKO) and

Street"

Beat Band" (RKO). Passable $17,000. Last week, "Guilt Janet Amen"
(Col) and "Biondie Knows Best"
(Col) (9 days), dull $14,400.
Bit* (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l

)—"Bgg

and I" (U) (2d wk). Solid $10,000.
Last Week, sock $14,'2C0.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Egg and I" (U) (2d wk). Fancy
$8,000, Last week, record $10,400.
united Artists (UA-WC) (2,100;
50-$l)—"Egg and I" (U) (2d wk).
Smooth $20,000. Last week, great
$27,700.

Uptown

(FWC)

50-$l)—

(1,719;

".Mexander's Ragtime Band" (20th>
(reissue) and "Brasher Doubloon"
(20th) (2d wk). Off to $2,000 in 8
days after slow $6,700 last week.
VoEOe (FWC) (885; $1.20-1.80)—
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (15tli wk).
Good $7,000. Last week. $10,100.

(Col). Sturdy $8,500. Last
week, "Locket" (RKO) and "Code
West" (RKO) {2d wk). $3,200.
WUsMre (FWC) (2,296; 30-$l)—
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1-$1.80)— "Sea of Grass" (M-G) (2d wk). Near
"Best Years" (RKO) (16th wk). $10,000. Last week, oke. $15,000.
Solid $7,000. Last week. $6,000.
Wiltera (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- "Stallion Road" CWB) (2d wk). Only
Bliunenfeld) (824; 65-$!)- "Fabulous
$10,000. Last week, oke $15,000.
Dorseys" (UA) and "tattle Iodine"
(UA) (3d wk). Down io $2,000. Last
week. $2,900.
Bruin (FWC) (876; 50-$l)— "Egg
and I" (U) (2d wk). Smart $6,500.
Last week, smash $10,000.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50$1)— "Egg and 1" (U) (Sd wk).
Hefty $8,500. Last week, big $11,509.
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2,048;
"Alexander's
Ragtime
50-$l)
Band" (;20th) {reissue) and "Brasher
Philadelphia. April 15.
Doubloon" (20th) (2d wk). Final 3
"Best Years" continues to play to
days fell to $3,000. Last week, slow
virtwally capacity biz at the Pix and
$10,700 opener.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— Arcadia, being in Its second week at
"Stallion Road"
(WB) (2d wk). both spots. Holdcivers will dUU the
Near $14,000.
Last week, below overall total at major spots this session, with only three openings, "Red
hopes' at $20,900.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- Hous4" "Perfect Lady" and "Fear in
feld) (872: S5^fl)— 'Fabulous Dor- Night."
Estimates for Tiiis Week
seys" (UA) and "Little Iodine"
Atdine
(WB) (1,303; 50-94)—
(UA) (3d wk). Weak $4,000. Last
'^Smash-Up" (U) {2d wk). Okay
week, light $8,100.
Egyptian (FWC) (1.538; 50-$l)— $16,500 plus nice $4,000 for Sunday
"Sea of Grass" (M-G) (2d wk). at Earle. Last week, great $21,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 90-$l,80)
Near $10,000.
Last week, okay
—"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk).
$15,000.
El Key
(FWC) (861; 50-$!)- Sock $22,000 after abotit same last

—

rear-Da»erme

—

-

.

"Johnny O'clock'' (Col) and "Drum- week.'"

mond"

(Col).

Nifty

$8,000.

Bpyd (WB)

La.st

(2,350; 50-94

)—"Stair-

week, "Locket" (RKO) and "Code way to Heaven" (U) (3d wk). Mild
West" (RKO) (2d wk), nice $4,300. at $15,000. La.st week, $19,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-99)— "Fear
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)
Slow in Night" (F^r) with Count Basie
(m.o,).
—"Locket" (RKO)
orch topping stage show. Fine $25,$3,000, Last week. "Bedelia" (E-L)
000. Last week, ^'Easy Come" (Pat>
(3d wk), only $2,700.
with
Bob Crosby orch. $19,500.
OnUd (FWC) (968; $l.$l.eo)— "Be.st
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94 )—"CarniYears^ (BKO) (5th wk). Steady
val Ckjsta Rica" (20th) (2d wk). So$9,000. Last week, $9,600.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenl'eld) (956; so $16,000. Last week, husky $26,000.
aoUman (Goldm^ ) (1.300: 50-94)
50-$l)— "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA)
and "Little Iodine" tUA) (3d vAO. —"Sinbad SaUor" (BKO) (4th wk).
Slow $2,500. Last week, scant $3,000. Mild $14,000. Last week, solid $17,000,
Karlton ((Joldman) (1.000; 50-94)
'Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$!)—
—"Perfect
Lady" (Par). Neat $18,000.
"Stallion Road" (WB) (2d wk). Thin
Last week. "The Locket" (RKO) t4th
$10,000. Last week, $17,000.
pale $7,500,
HoUywaod Music Hall (Blumen- wk),
Keith's (Goldman) (1.-W0; 50-94)—
(475: 50-85)—"Fabulous Dorfeld)
"Boomerang" (20th) (2d wk). Mild
sevs"
(UA) and ''Little Iodine" ish $7,000. Last
week, "Pursued"
(UA) (3d wk) Light $2,000. Last (WB) (2d wk),
$6,000.
week, $2,400.
Mastbsnm (WB) (4,390; 50-94)—
Iris (FWC ) (828; 50-85)— "E-I.e and
"Stallion
Road" (WB) <2d wk). Down
I" (U) (2d wk). Strong $10,000 or
to thin $19,500 after big $32,800 last
record
$12,500.
week,
-near. Last
L«ew State (LoevK-WC) (2,404; 50- week.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94 1— ".Tol$1 )—"Alexander's Ragtime Band" son Story"
(ColT (7t)i wk). Wow
(20th) (reissue) and 'Brasher Doub$24,500 after terrific $28,500 last
loon" (20th) (2d wk). Final 3 days week.
only $5,000.
Last week, $17,000,
Stanton (WB) (1,47:"); 50-94)— "Red
okay.
•House" (UA). Good *HS,000 or near.
(2.097:
Los An?eles (D'town-WCi
Last week, "Mighty MeGwk?' <M-G)
50-$l)— 'Sea of Gra.«s" (M-Gl (2d (2d wk). $8,800.
wk). Full $18,000. Last week, oke
j

S

a nice session

at the Rialto as is
Affair" at Loew's State.
"That Way With Women" also is big
at the. Mary Anderson. '"Egg and I,"
at the National, is still sock in second

"Macomber

week.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's) (Fourth Avenue)
(1,200

;

(20th)

40-80)—"Stanley Livingstone"

and

(reissues).

"Angel
"Ghost

'"Les Miserables" (2Qth)
Fair $3,500. Last weisk.

and Badknaii" (Rep) and
Goes Wild" (Rep) (m.o.),

$5,000.

<j

$28,500.

Loyola

(FWC)

(1.248;

50-Sl

)—

Kentucky (SwitOw) (1.200; 30-40) "Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20lh)
(reissue)
and "Brasher Doubloon"
precedmg —"Jolson Story- (Col) and "Blon- (20th) (2d wk). Last 3 days off to
die's Big Moment" (Colj {2d wk).

(Mono). Moderate $11,000. "Razor's Edge" {20th)
tigst week, "Pursued"
(WB) and Fast $6,000 after big $7,000
"Ginger" (Mono), $12,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
Tampico (Dickinson) (750; 65)—
"Heart of New York" (Indie) and "Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d wk).
"Neath Canadian Skies" (SG). Opens Rousing $16,000 alter: sOcko $20,000
initial canto.
tliis neighborhood house as first-run
RKO-Orphcnm (RKO) (2,800; 50operation. Looks so-so $4,500. Last
"Locket" (RKO). Well-re70)
week, subsequent-run.
opposition
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; $1-$1.20- garded picture has HlUe
starters and
$1.50 )— "Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). from other, current
'week, SinFine $15,000. Last week, great $20,000 looks fast $12,000. Last
(RKO) <2d wk) $9,000
and huge ihoney lor this house albeit bad Sailor" (RKO) (1,600; 90-$1.50)
KKO-Pan
way belbw hopes. Third Week likely.
—"Best Years' (RKOt (5th wk).
Strong $14,000 after smash $15,000
fourth week.
.
„„,
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—"Slallion Road" (WB). Fancy $12,500 and
Hollywood, April 15.
may hold. Last week, "Fabulous
Alexis Smith and Ronald Reagan Dorsevs" (UA), mild $8,000.
50-551—
JolVvtown (Pari (1,000;
are set for Warners' "Sunburst," a
nabe showstory by Aleck Block and Dietrich son Story" (Colt. First
Last week, CaliV. Hanneken, with Ruth Brooks ing. Huge $5,500.
fornia" (Par), $4,000.
doing the screenplay.
World (Mann) (350; 50-9p)— "SmFair
Picture will be the first producer bad Sailor" (RKO) (rn.o.).
Jolson Story
.tob for Ranald MacDougaU. reiently
$2,000. Last week,
Upped fi-om « writer berth.
(CoU l8th wk), nice $1,800.

Trap"

'AffairMSG

In L'vie;

"Sinhad the Sailor"

(Col)

(3,398;

451;

mond"

Wmi&M |13,60ll

tie'

(F&M)

(Par). Solid $15,000. Last week,
"Favorite Bruiiette'' (Par) t3d wk),

—

$13,000.
Last week, "Miss Pilgrim"
and "Child of Divorce"
(20th)
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85
(RKO), $12,500.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
Keitii's (Indie) (1,300; 40-60)— "Egg
(reissue). Only $16,000 or less. Last
I"
and
(U) (2d wk). Fast $14,000
week, "Gallant Boss" (M-G), pallid after wow
$18,000 opener. Set for
$13,000.
run until April 29.
Loew's (Loew's) (2.450; 40-60)—
"Macomber
Affair" (UA) and "Blon
'Locked
In
die's Holiday" (Col). So-so $12,000.
Last week, "Happened in Brooklyn"
Stiirdy
(M-G) and "So Dark Night" (Col),
about same.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600; 40-60)—
"Ladies' Man" (Par) and "Big Town"
Minneapolis, April 15
(Par). Oke $7,000. Last week. "CaUHoldovers are still occupying the f ornia" (Par ) (m.o ), $7,500.
boxofftce -top.' rungs here, the single

Rrtimjites for "IW* Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest* <820, 2,034, TOO; 45-65)—
"Egg and I" (U) {2d wk). Jamming
them in about as well as in first
week. Socko $22,000. I^ast week set
a record for this 3-house combo at
$30,000. Third week certain.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)—"Welldigger's Daughter" (Indie) (4th wk).
Pkay $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
Mldlknd (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

— Paramount

"Angel and Badman" (Rep) and
"Pilgrim Lady" (Rep). Good $15,000.
Brunette"
Last
week, "Favorite
(Par) and "Renegade Girl" (SG)

—

"

City, April 15.

$63,(i)-

"Biondie Knows Best"
days 5, feeble $14,000.

.

(20th )

Kansas

Tops at Hefty

the Lakes.
Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
Fear in Night" (Par) and Spike
Jones orch on stage. Band is the
magnet, with many packed houses.
Smash $30,000 or better looms. Last
week, "Happened in Brooklyn" (MG), $17,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)

Last

\,

Week of

in Night" to

^otat Gross Same Week
lASt year
. .$2,981,000
.
week,
(Based on 23 cities^ 184 theatres)
Nice $29,000.
stage.
"Millie's Daugher" (Col) plus Carmen Cavallaro orch, Ross Wyse, Wilson Bios., others, on stage, $28,000.
(M-P) (1,200; $1.80)-^
Bsauire
"Best Years" (RKO) (I6th wk).
About $9,000. still impressive. Last
S9 500
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Easy Come" (Par) and "Shoot to
Kili" (Indie). Fresh bill for this
moveover house with usual $10,000.
San Francisco, April 15.
Last week, 'Suddenly Spring" (Par)
Unprecedented heat wave is leavand "The Guilty" (Mono), same.
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)— ing biz cold in most theatres this
Honeymoon" (E-L) and "It's Joke, week, with nearly all grosses suffering,
which opened last
pictures
Son" (E-L) {2d wk). Okay $7,000
week to nice to big trade are melted
after nice $10,000 to flist.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)— down to meagre takes in many in"Song Scheherazade" (U) and "Jew- stances this session. Of new entries,
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" is disels Brandenburg" (U). Twin $24,000.
appointing at Oie WarfieW. "Favorite
3Last week, "The Locket" (RKO) and
Brunette" and "Suddenty; Spring"
"Singin' in Com" (Mono), $25,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80) appear to be holing up best in face
heat.
of
—"Pursued''
(WB) and "Winter
"Trail Street"
Button, Three

news

Big'

IS

'

$a®M BUFF.
Buffalo, April

:15.

M«w- product in most slots is hypoing biz in a general post-Easter
Jump. "It Happened &i BrooWyn"
day-date at two Xjoew. sjpots is standout. "Pursued" looks good at Met
and "Song Scheherazade" is trim at
Memorial. "Trail Street" with stage
show shapes okay at .RKO Boston.
Estimates (or "SbSs Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—

USB TEAR'

Fine $3,500

aftier

initial

week's big

$4,500.

Mai-y Anderson (People's) (1.100;
40-60)— "Wav With Women" (WB).
Sharp $8,000. Last week. "Sea Hawk"'
(WB) and "Sea Wolf" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk), big $7,000.
KaUonal (Standard) (2.400 40-60)
—"Egg and I" (U) (2d wk). LooIjs
;

.«)ck $16,000 after last

week's better

than anticipated $18,000. also great.
BlaUo (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40601— "Sinbad Sailor" (RKO). Strong
Last
week.
"Suddenly
$18,000,
Spring" (Par J, $12,000.
State

Spot"

Marcal (G&S)
tasia"

(RKO)

Pleasing $5,500.

(900;

$13,000.

Last

(D town)

(2.420; 50-

week. "Queen of Aniaxon.s''
(SG) and "Buffalo Bill Rides" (SG)
(6 days) with Harry "Hipster" Gibson on stage, slow $9,000.
Last

'
.

,

Palace (D'town-WC) (1.237; $1week. "Happened hi Brboklyn" (M$1.80)— "Best Years" (RKO) (12th
G) and "13th Hour" (Col), $14,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; wk). Nice $12,500. Last week, neat

)— "Best Years" (RKO) (2d $13,400.
Fantaites (Pan) (2,812; 50-Sl i—
Increased prices scaring some
patron's away, but still satisfactoiry "Trail Street"
(RKO) and "Beat
at $9,000. Last week, potent $12,000 Band" (RKO). Light $15,000. Last
but under hopes.
week, "Guilt Janet Ames" (Col) and
90-$1.50

wk).

16G

Denver. April 15.
141h wk>.
Good weather is accounting
week, sniart fine batch of biz this week. for «
Top
go
"Boonifrang"

(reissue)

85)— "Johnnv O'Cloek" (Col) and
"Drummond" (Clol). Okay $6,500.

Last $11,000.

24G,

fiaiyei; *Trail' Ilot

50-$l)^"Fanr

$8,300.

Million Dollar

Skrp

'ioiinieraiig'

week, light $6,700.

Orpheum (D'town^WC) (2.210; 50)— ".Tohnnv O'clock" (Col) and
.tl
"Drummond" (Col). Good $23,000.
40-60)— La-st week. "Locket" (RKO) and
(3,300;
"Code
West** (RKO) (2d wk). nice
(UA) and 'Blind

(I/)ew's)
Affair"
(Col).
Nice

"Macomber

$2,000,

La.st

coin will
to
playing in three houses. "Trail Street"
also shapes as solid at tliejii-pheuin.
Estimates for Tlpis Week

Aladdin

(Fox)

(3.400:

35-74)

—

"Brief Encounter" (U». Fair $4,500.
Last week, "Best Years" (RKO) (4th

wk)

at 90c. -$1.80 scale,

good

$8,500.

Bluebird (Fox (572: 35-U>~"j0lf
son Story" (Col). Big $5,000. Last
week, a subsequent run.
)

Broadway (Cinema (1,500; 35-74)
(M-G) and '•'BoM
Speed" (PRC) (2d wk).
(Ws
i

'—"Gallant Bess"
to

$8,000.

Last week, fine $10,000.

Oenliam (Cockrai)

{1.7S0;

35-74>—

"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d wk).
Fine $12,000, and holds again. Last
week, sock $16,000.
Denver (Fox) (2.525: S5-74>
"Boomerang" (20th
and "Cigaret
(Continued on page 22)
•
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London, April 15. +
going into the horse-

opera film business. J. Artliur Bank
is planning a series ol large and

Pomeroy Pays

London, April 15.
Jay Pomeroy, Who jumped into
showbiz .from the liquor trade, has

produced

'

with. Associated
clo.sed deal
Theatre Propertie.s, of which Prince
Littler is the chairman, for purchase of the Cambridge theatre,
which he how has on lease. Deal

just

'

:

A

longterm plan for ArigloiAusproduction has been decided' following conferences in Lon-

-..V

.

:

Dootorg, wh<»!. ar« not named,
say their inquiries are "private,
and unofficial," but if the' results confirm their opinion that
queueing is a caus6 of phthisis
(tuberculosis), they will submit
to the government's
a. report
,Dept. of Health,

$1,000,000

For London's Cambridge

scaie in-the-saddle pictures
in Australia and Canada.
Siiccess of the Harry .Watt AustraUai^jade "The Overlanders" ha?i started
the ball rolling:

smjall

Mex Pix

Down

Famows

CaE

,

PlayerS'

.

Hit Profit

(

'

1^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^

"

Toronto, April 16.
Reflecting, excellent business of
the film Ittdustry in lOtt, nfet profits
of feihoUs Players Canadian Corp.
for Jast year reached the highest
point in the company's history,
showing $2,834,958 after provision

Wolf Call Halts

-

AustrialkJad

mentioned.
; But RanKs horseropera j^lans are
jnauch further advanced than "he has

:

,

Vienna, April

Concerted action by

Britisb Exhibs Jh

7.

all local film

On

dividends,

was

this

(Ostrer-Gainsborough),

Stew

London, April

,

'

-

:

;

,

'

-

:

,

,

'

:

higher taXes would have been
starring, and Gordon Jackson and
merest drop in the bucket fo"
Jack Lambert going put from this
municipalities while ruinous to tlie
country. This Will be followed by
figure"

•

Guitry, lifar,

Cortol

-

"Robbery Under Arms,"

atres.

They

higher

income

would
to

have

meant

exchanges,

but

Some of the Australian products
Wolf felt longrun effect wouIS be
will be made specially for the Rank
adverse to industry in general.
children's cinema clubs, but wherever suitable, they will fee marketed
generally as well.
Canada
Rank also has his eyes on
as good in-the-saddle film producCO.
tion ground, and negotiations are
well ahead for^action stories set in
Buenos Aires, April 15.
that Dominion." 'This is his big bid
Arrival of Spyros P. Skouras and
to overcome Britain's climate limi- Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox and
tations, and get in on the outdoor 20th-Fox Int'l prexies, in Buenos
fiction fllto market.
Aires last week, will be followed by
other junketeers. Dr. Renato Gua-

Bi. GITS JUNIETEERS,

OTISi

DISTEiB

Get2dMsian().0.
And Come Off Better
Paris, April

Contrary

to

what

might

T^ms

(Ml

a

$1,63

Ralph Smart., lyho, was distribs (ejccept Russians) under sharp, on 1,73'7,072 shares of common
revealed.
associated with Harry Watt in the inStigati'oiii of Wolfgang, Wolf, Aus- stock outstanding, as compared with
ihaking of "Overlanders," is already trian-Motion Picture Export Assn. the previous, year's net profit of $1,at work in Australia as independ- boss, has apparently nixe.d atterripts 594,973 •*/hich paid 91c ti share.
ent producer with Rank" backing. He to jack admission taxes in Austrian
Early Ui 1946,^ a new capitalization
went into action quietly and with- provinces as high as 40%. Taxes re- plail saw <FPC subdividing the oorhraaiil at present figures ranging fro,m
out any 'publicity.
\
mon stock on a- basis oi three new
His first solo product is already 10 to 20%, '*hich" sU concerned with shares for one old, Of^ this issue,
high
industry
feel
are
enough.
In the can awaiting sho^inig.- It's
750,000 shares w.ere taken lup on the
Procession toward higher impost market and a further
titled "Bus"h Chrjstmas" and fea70,500 sharps
was started in T-fpper Austria where acquired by certain officers of the
tures some of th^ iOverlahd star
enabling law CQpipany: This
debt, amounting to
team including Chips aaflerty. This municipalitieg, under
parliament
anpassed
provincial
by
over $5,500,000 as of Dec. 31} has
picture Is at present due'for' a late
April
1
raises
effective
nounced
been entirely paid off.
fall release.
Smart was in London
in case of Linz, Austria's, secFitzgibbons announced at the anrecently and flew back to Australia which
ond city, would have made figure nual meeting that FPC has 10 new
•with a contract for at least four
theatres in construction and that
more pix in his p6cket. He'll work 40%. Styria and Garinthia followed
re- further,
•with
raises
to
and
30%
20
suit
erection of other houses
in cooperation with Harry Watt outspecljively.
Since
film tentals here across Canada would be started as
fit lea.ving Britain this weekend.
are assessed on gross b.o. pifice in- soon as building materials' are availTo Train Key Men
cluding tax, these moves looked able, this in addition to plans for
.Eric Williams recently left for serious to exhibitors.
substantial alterations and ImproveAustralia as general manager, to
Wolf called meeting of all distrib- ments to a number of existing
plan production. 'Hie Watt ujiit will utors, including semi-official Rus- houses.
consist of a jiudeus of key tech- sian, French and British agencies,
The 1946 operating profit was $5,nicians from this country who, dur- and won agreement that all would 599,284 as compared with the preing the first year's; prograni, will stall distribution starting April 4 if vious year's $5,123,790; dividends rewpric .with Aussie technicians and tax raise went into effect. However ceived wete $330,968 against $238,train them before returning, to this when copy of -agreement wa8 sent 906. Depreciation writeoflts for 1946
country. Some, of course, may stay next day to Sovexportfilm for sig- totalled $680,252 as against $699,605.
their Income and excess profl|s t«xes
changed
nature,Russians
in Australia.
Among those going are Leslie minds and didn't go .along. But Mos- were $2,135,000 against $2,713,000.
After
dividends
of
$1,138,550,
Norman, as associate producer; ,Wal- cow's product doesn't cawy enough
ocqupaof
Russian
weight
outside
earned surplus as of Dec. 28, '46
ter Qreenwood, author of recordremained totalled $11,362,113 as against $7,.breaking play, "Love on the Dole," tio.n zone to count. Status
of AprU 4 with 798,266 for the previous year. Curjand
other novels and scenarios; quo until very eve
their
municipressuring
exhibitors
'46
rent
assets
on
Dec.
28,
were $8,Julian Spiro, at present directing a
palities.
current
456,242,
liabilities
were
film 'in the West Indies; Charles
Final result was decision to hold $471,814, this indicating net working
Woolveridge, Ealing art director,
"in suspension" and capital of $7,884,428 as against
tax
law
new
expert.
$2,and Ton Shenton, make-up
impose the higher figures. In 544,192 as of Dec. 29, '45.
First Watt assignment is "Eureka not
ao
was
time
no
playing
end
the
gold
Stockade," story of Australian
lost,
Looal economic expeirts
rush of 1850's, with Chips Rafferty fually
,

gUild),. "Rake's Progress," "Cavavifn"

.

for $2,138,000 in Income and excess'
profits taxes, according to J. J. Pitzgibbons, FPC president,
,

'

°

Depression has dipped general biz Bernstein's (Jranada Circuit
only
about 40% from what it was this one American picture, ^'Tbe
Lost
time last year. Cinema construction, Weekend," placed among the
feaprominent feature of the building tures voted as the six best
films
boom in Mexico that began in 1935, while a reader survey carried out
soon after the leftist Cardenas, gov- Ijy the Daily Mail failed to place
any
ernment took over, and bounded U. S. pix in the top bracket.
during the six lush war years", has
(j-ranada jjatrons
termed "The
slowed down to almost a ."itandstill.
Way to the Stairs" (UA-Two Cities)
Pix, most popular public diversion "The 'Seventh Veil"
(GFD-Sydney
in lyiexico, are feeling the depres- Box), "The Captive Heart''
"Eagle
sion, and cinema builderis are study- Lion-Michael Balcon).
"The Wicked
ing situation befot^.' going :ahead Lad-y" (Eagle. Lion-Gainsbovough),
with their program fdr more cine- "The Rake's Progress" (Eagle
Lionmas, >Large private banks are now Individual) and "The Lo.st
Weeklaying off- loans for building cine- end" (Par) as among the
year'.s best.
mas, .vijaiting resultis of the bigtime
Daily Mail's jNatioha], Film Award
'
builders' survey.
for the secphd year bi-oifght laurels
in that "order to Herbert Wilcox's
"Pictiadilly Incident,"
"Wicked.
Lady," "Seventh Veil," "Captive
Heart," "Brief Encounter" (Cine-

;

tivities \yill be based on a tripartite
arrangement between the interests

,

-

don between Rank and John Bavis, involves $1,000,000.
^
Of Rank office, and Maj. H. P. Baker
Pomeroy has also acquired Empire.
and. Michael Balcon for Ealing Stu- HoUoway, suburban spot, previous"Overlanders." ly owned by Moss Empires, for
wliich made
dios,
Australian link sf the conferences around $160,000. Theatre was ex*
xvas Keti Hall, acting for Norman tensively damaged by bombs during
IB^dge of Australia.;
the war a;i|d will take ?ome time
before given, permit to rebuild by
S'irst step' is the irnmediate re•eduipinetjt of the t'agewpo'ii and the Ministry of Works.
Clniesound, Studios in Sydney, at cost
Wheii prodviction
of, over $326,000.
modern
well
under- -way,
gets
'studios and laboratories to. -whieh
the new .equipment will be trans-,
fecred will be built. Production ac-

London, April is.
Indicating the strides British films

Building Is

have made In the"homeland are the
results of two picture polls
to Siesta last week. In an anmysis revealed
Slowed
of audiMexico City, April 15.
ence likes undertaken by Sidney

,

laralian film
.

.

m Horse-^eras

Anglo-JbsaePlan
Britain

.

Queueing up for ciijemaisf' 'Iti
bad weather is a menace to
health, according to a group of
Irish doctors who are now conducting research on the "men-

8.

be

thought, many Parisians don't consider either Sacha Guitry nor Serge
Lifar as definitely tabu because of

British

15,

exhibs are at odds with

Teddy Carr, managing director of
General Film fiistribiitijr's and chief"

"Theirs

Is

the (Slory,", documentary produced
and released by General Film Di,strlbutors;
"Magic Bow"
tOsilrerGainsborough), and "The Overlanders," Michael Balcon - Ealing
Studios Aussie-made film.
.

Based

on

3,200,000

entries,

four

times' as large as last year's. Daily
JThey claim" Mail's balloting voted James
Mason
asking exorbitant tprms for as
the top British actor for the secBritish pictures, and threaten to ask
ond successive year,
Runners-up
Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the.
were Michael Wilding,
Stext'iirt
Board of Trade, for an investigation.
Granger, Rex Harrison, Michael RedGrievance began some months
grave,- Eric Portman, Trevor Howago, and while Carr was absent in
ard, Ralph Richardson, Roger Livc"if. S.
at the beginning «f year, exsey and Robert Donat. Heading the
hibs saw his chief, J. Arthur Rank,
femmes
for the second year runninij
who compromised by introducing

of renting department,

Carr

is

was Margaret Lockwood who was
clauses in contracts.
followed by Anna Neagle, Ann Todd;
with the working of
Phyllis
Calvert,
Gelia
Johnson,
scheme, exhibs allege harsh and
Patricia Roc, Jean Keftt, Deborah
unfair treatment and plan to seek
Kerr,
Vivien
Leigh
and LilU
Government Interventipn^
Palmer.
Carr says he's only asking terms
In leading the male thesps. Mason
that pictures deserve, fife maintains

sliding scale
Not satisfied

.

this-

•

polled close to 200,000 votes, gome
in the past
when it was impossible to give a 120,000 more than he received la.st
year. Miss Locltwood racked up a
British picture away on any terms.
hefty
180,000 ballots, three times
Now an average British film is grossing twice the average of an Ameri- what she garnered last year. In the
can film and Carr is denaanding what poll, as a whole, more than 250.000
entries were rejected due to failure
he says exhibs would have paid
American companies If position was of the voters to abide by the conreversed. He cites ease of one im- ditions of the poll.
Cjranada patrons voted as their
portant exhih who, in the past, paid
favorite stars James Mason, Stewart
five times as rnuch for American
product as for British, and would (Sranger, British-born Ray Milland,
Bing
Crosby, John Mills and Laustill like the same terms today..
rence Olivier. Margaret LoeKwood
led the opposite sex with Ingrid
Bergman, Bette Davis, Greer Garson, Patricia Roe, Vivien Leigh and
Jeanne Grain next in, order. Mcst
of the runnors-up are either British
or Briti.sh-born.
London. April 10.
Replying to a question .as to
Percentage d^al for 90 reissues of
whether they had thought British
Universal Pictures product started
films had improved .since prewar
by Jpe .Seidelman while here reday.s,
Granada
customers
emcently
has
caused
stampede of
phatically agreed
they had, while
bidding.
only i'/o differed. Another 26';c- exFirst to make offer was Arthur
pressed the belief that U. S. picture?
Dent, former director of Associated
had also improved.
British Picture Corp. in the John
MaxwelV regime.
He has been
closely followed by Hyams Bros.,
"indie pix theatre owners, who reBucharest
cently sold out to J. Arthur Rank.
Involved in this deal is also the
Attest
Of
acquiring of the Anglo-American
Pictures exchanges in London and
U.S. Pix Still
key cities. A. A. exchanges are for
disposal due to company twhich was
Attesting to the fact that U. S. lecrecently acquired by A. B. P. C. tures are as popular today in Rufrom Lou Jackson for around $750,- mania as before the war, 8 crowd
000) being absorbed by Pathe Pic- of impatient
patrons broke
film
tures, an A. B. P. C. subsidiary, with through a cordon of police in Buchbuyers of U. P. reissues in need of arest, smashed windows and unexhanges to handle the physical hinged the lobhy doors of the EforiS
distribution.
theatre in its -eflorts to hu;^ ducats
Deal, which is being held up till for Paramount's "Reap; the Wild
arrival of Seidelman from Paris, in- Wind." Patrons -started to form a
volves over $500,000,
line for tickets at 7 o'clock in tH«
moi;ning,
two hours
before the
house opened, acc03-ding to Nicjiolas
Cazazis, Motion Picture Export As.'-»».

exhibs are

living

still
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Rough

Fans

Prewar Draw

Nazi-collaboration taints.
Trouble
about Guitry is that he is no more
young and may be too old before
people have forgotten about, him,
even if they forget fast. Also he
doesn't thrive in an
atmosphere
where he can't feel himself adulated,
^
lino, veepee o{; Lux Film of Rome,
which he currently lacks.
•
will touf Argentine distribution cenGuitry really never did anything
First Theatre
ters with his local rep. Dr. Manlio
very bad; never gave anybody away;
Marino, as guide. Lux Film's Italian
thought the easiest way to reTryouts sound pm are sub-titled in Buenos just
Sponsor
tain his* easy iiving was to play
Aires.
Lux's picture, "The Bandit,"
pretty to the Germans. He certainly
at
the
Metropolitan
good
run
had
a
Set
liy Londoners
is no hero, and never was a strong
early in the year.
character, even if a very talented
London, April 10.
another British distribution
one. He certainly lost all personal
London has many theatre clubs setup
is coming into the market,
where new plays are tried out, with Nioolas Di Fiore and associates haiv- pride to iasure his comfort, but if hlladium-s 'Here, Tkere'
manager.
most .successful of these being the ing formed British Films Selections all those who did that, and worse,
Strong advance
were to be dealt with severely, tliere
on the picLindsey, which already had four
is distribute for Pathe Pictures and
like London Hit ture, \vhieh was bally
climaxed by a
shows in the We.st End to its credit, Anglo-American. Their first release would be plenty apartments free
London, Ajjril 15.
preem the night before the regulai
here. What Guitry has most against
inchiding Elsa Shelley's "Pick-Up will
Be "Piccadilly," directed by
"Here, There and Everywhere," run, attended by members of the
B ut Herbert Wilcox with Anna Neegle him, and which damned him, is first
Girl'? as the most successful.
none of the^e elvibs has ever catered and Michael Wilding in (he leads, that many people were jealous of his new musical opening at the Pal- Rumanian ministry, is held secountsuccess wl}ich turned him from an ladium and starring Tommy Trinder, able for the widespread intere.";! in
to the lighter form of entertainment
British Films will eventuiilly go into
picture. Since new American
interestiii,g guy into a conceited one was cordially received by a capacity the
sucli as revue.
production as well as distribution
who had to be sal upon now and house. Outstanding hits were .scored films— were allowed to enter HuFirst club to take a hf.nd in thi.s in
th*e Argentine market.
then; and secondly that he gave loo by three U. S. acts, newcomers m;inia, damage to theatre property
type of show is the newly-formed
much publicity to hi.s various mar- Mabel Lee, the Ma.sterkeys and Wil- from overflow crowds has been 150
Cabin Club, run in association with
Lutin
riages when everybody know.s that son, Keppel and Betty.
Century theatre..
Twentieth
the
George severe that Bucharest auihoritif's reCampo and the Zofis, latter a cently passed an ordinance forbid(Continued from page 16)
Alfred Crown, foreign salesmanSponsors of this venture are
French adagio noVefty, were also ding exhibitor^s to sell more 1)cl<els
Claude Hiilbert and his wife, Enid ager for Samuel Goldw.vn, left New
well liked. Show, laVi.shly moiinted than the theatre's sealing capacily.
former York Monday (14) for a month's,
Mills,
Annette
Trevor;
and artistically produced, looks an
dancer, now. successful songwriter swing through South America. First
OTHER FOBEIGN NEWS
as.sured success.
George IVeltner, Paramount forand sister of film star John Mills: stop is Rio de Janeiro, going from
"Power and Glory," transferred eign chief, sails from London todsiy
Avril .'Vngers, revue st{.r: Michael there to Buenos Aires April 27.
Page 1«
from the Lindsey theatre club to
Route home will be via stopovers
Wed.) for the U, S., aboard lb*
Howard, radio actor, and Adrian
in Santiago and Lima.
the Fortune, lopks a fair bit.
Queen Elizabeth.
Brunei, film director.

Paramount
.

Ckl To

Revae

-

Up

I^ks

'

:

Crown's

Swingeroo

m

I
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SbwUz Takes Worst Eai^ in Occupd

Imk
German

and

SeUIIing-Upg

Urougii

By JOSEF ISBABLS

II

Vienna, April 3.
Austrian showbiz

Gordon's Multi-Lingual

Hollywood, April 15.
are wondering how much
Two Continents Pictures will
longer gravely unhealthy economic
"Delirium" in Paris next
.situation of amusement industry can shoot
keep up without utter qollapse. This month in English, French and either
particularly applies to low earnings German or Italian.
Paul Gordon, producer-director,
of actors, musicians and artists of
These are underpaid sails on the Queen Elizabeth May 8
all categories.
and underfed to a pitiful extent, with crew and some cast, rest to be
even, in contrast to generally low signed in Europe. .French cast will
pay and living standards of all be headed by Iiouis Jouvet.
workers In occupied territories.
In estimating the worth of salaries,
note must be taken of contrast between official and "black" worth of
The Austrian schilling,
money.
while standing officially at 10 to the
dollar, same as the German mark,
sells this week in the black bourse
at 80 to the dojlar, while the mark
is around 300. Therefore the monthBerlin, April 6.
ly wage of a middle class actor in
Interviewed recently by Radio
good theatre, 500 schillings, must Berlin, Krnst Lindemannr of DEFA,
l.e considered in buying power as German Him enterprise, and considss than $7 rather than its official ered a leading authority in his field,
i.'juivaleiit" of $50.
said Berliners take a "more critical
and skeptical view of 'Hollywood
Cockeyed Valnes
One trouble, is that salaries in im- films, which recently had been so
There is, he saidj great
portant theatres and on Kavag, popular."
j-:mi-gbYernmental- radio monopoly, interest in the "high artistic staiidne still based' on prewar value Of ard, admirable technique and strong
marks: (later converted- at I to I human appeal" in French films but
lor schillinBs> when schilling -w&s Berliners rejected "their negative
about -4 to the dollar and- there were approach to life."
things to buy in food and clothing
British Alms also registered some
shops besides.
major hits but generally speaking,<
Therefore today's absolute top tiindemaun said, "Berliners miss in
salary in Vienna's Wo.'l legit house, them tfie genuineness of the. French
schillings
a
Burgthealeri at ,3,W
and boyish, happy-go-lucky attitude
month, "fades from prewar magnifi- of the Americans. At the same time,;
cence to a MS47 equivalent buying their good- taste and good acting are
power of under $30. -A pack of U. S. appreciated."
20
Austrian
an
costs,
cigarettes
FoUowing the outstanding success
schillings, a pound of black market
of the. Russian films in pre-Hitler
meat 60 to 100 schillings ana.one egg Germany. Berliners awaited' the
four schillings. Sug^r is 50 schill
Russiati product with great hope, the
pair of shoes,
ings a pound.
producer said. The first selections
rarely obtainable at all would cost
were "not' very good," but product
1,000 schillings and a man's suit 1,200
such as "The Youth of Maxim
to 1,500.
Gorki'* met with great success, and
Nevertheless, the 3,000 schilling
The Vow" and "life of the Bees"
salary represents a big raise on
arounsed considerable interest. The
paper from Nazi time salary top in old German films (Unterhaltungi^e)
more
But
no
of
2,000.
theatre
same
were also still popular, but interest^
drawdozen
players
are
tiwn'half a
was mainly centered now on the new"
ing €b»tJkind of ittoney. Average German pix.
player in the state subsidized theliindemann said the widely heratres here is getiing 500 to 1,500 a
alded film ''Murderer Among Us"
month. In pri-vate theatres it's an
haii &e«fn shown to audiences in the
average of 25% less. Despite, fact
1,400 theaters in the Russian zone,
that in most cases it's a yeaif- iround appfoxiinating '4600,000 people. He
wage^ it-S not a living.
said DEFA has adequate materials
Fees * in gov^wiHmt subsidized for film production but that there is
Vienna Statr-<^ta are somewhat ai shortage of good playwrights and
top conductor gets
better.
pi-oducers who can "give the GerExperischillings monthly ($56).
man industry Tviiat it needs so that
enced ballet people draw 1,000 to it wHl not have id depend «>-heavily
2,000 schillings, but have it extra on foreij^ films.**
hard to get enough food' to support
strenuous exercise of their jobs. Pit
musicians at opera and in orchesGets
circles

LOE&a, April

Hont'ffivideo,

"Eagle "Sws tSt&Ss," Globe.
"FIftF-FKiy," Strand
"Here, There," Palladium.

"Guinea

Pijf," Criterion.

"Lafiy Frederick," Savoy

i

fmim Evow Ministry/' Comedy.
Herbert Fletcher has been named
"Ks R«em at tout," Winter Gai^^icn.
by Wolfe Cohen. Warner Inter"Now Earabbss," Vaudeville.
national vice^prexy, to manor's
"Peacs to PecKhssuj," Princes.
post in Peru.

"Percbance to 35?eKm," Hipp.'.
"PiccnaiHy EsyrISs," Wales.

"Power and Gtety," Fortune.
"Jiassaay Love," Majestys.
"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
"SSaap Sly Cwmer," St. BSqrtins.
"Song of Norway," Palace

iiriiirsE|eII.S.'

Adnish Rollbii

"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.

^^ptically'

"White DevU,'' Dutchess.
"Wbtte Steed." Whitehall.
"Wlnslow -Boy," Lyric

Halts Brazil Biz
Despite- a 40% slash in flrstrun
business as a result of the government's rollback order, film revenue
in Brazil is holding .about even With
a year ago, according to S. E. Pier-

.
.

•
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I
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'

'
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A

£.

lane's learf

tras of Philharmonic calibre are.
getting 600 to 2,000 schilling topequivalent of $8 to $22 a month.
London, April 15.
Pay in radio, both at jRavag and
Fresh from a provincial tour and
U.S. Army-operated Bed-White-Red
network, is so pitifully smaU that slightly doctored prior to its debut,
better show people are refusing Clemence Dane's "CaU Hdrne the
preemed "njursday (10)
Officials Just shrug and en- Heart"
jobs.
vdrbdse first
gage others from plentitul supply of at the St James.
unorganized musicians and -actors. act was followed by a sprightlier
radio .iob varies from 15 schillings second and the play in- general was
to 100, depending on importance of well received.
A domestic drama, Miss Dane's
spot and including all rehearsals.
leading woman on a 45-minUte dra- play deals with the dilemma of a
matic spot did seven hours of re- young matron, Lydia Fraser, who's
hearsals and the performance for 70 in love with a man other than her
The fee woullln't buy husband. As. Lydia's mother Dame
schillings.
half a decent mfeal in a black mar- Sybil Thomdike -(vaS outstanding
while Valerie White, who portrayed
ket restaturant.
Lydia, handled her role adroitly.
$325 Wage "top Per Pic
run for "Heart" is antici-^
In pix, top wage is currently re- Moderate

Warm

London Welcome

A

A

U-^Rank

Fonng

point,

16m

Bistrib Co.

London, April 8.
Neither llniversal's United World
Pictures nor the J. Arthur Bank organization will distribute I6m nontheatrical films in parts of the world
other than the United Kingdom and
the U. S. For that purpose, its been
decided Here, a new company -wiH
be formed jointly by U and Rank
to handle the narrow-gauge prod-

Turns

"World
stars

per
•

can't

pic.

get

Most

Backwards."
over

($225)

20,000

Leads have been accepted

recently for as little as 6,000 schillings (under $100). Players would
rather play and starve than starve
in -idleness.
Taxes of approximately 30% are

pa ted.

RKO

Latin-America Shift
Gomez Switch

Includes
Phil

Reisman,

RKO

veepee

in

charge of foreign distribution, has
realigned several spots in his Latin-

American

division,

most important

being the elevation of

Max

Gopiez,

deducted at pay window from all
general manager in Mexico, as fefigure.? quoted here, making takeOsserman
home money even more pathetic. cial saleis -exec under Jackworjc
calls
in latin'
America. New
Despite small nut in theatres and
for Gomez to handle sales of Ramex
studios, managements are squawking
productions
and
Pathe CSnema
they are losing money. One factor
the Latin - American
averaging 8 to throughotit
;

price of seats,

is

10 schillings, with opera going as
high as 16 schiUings.

Beyer to Olivier

"French-language

London, April
Elsie Beyer, general
.for

many

leaves company
Lajirence
join

end

this

M.

is.

Olivier's

for
years,

year

films

made

in

Paris.

manager

Tennent

H.

market for RKO. Ramex films' are
the Mexican productions made at
the Churubusco studios neat Mexico
City, while other cdmpai^'s pix are

to

newly-

Harry Davis, former manager in
Colombia, moves over in charge of
Mexico, being replaced by Ricardo
Canals, formerly in charge of Peru.

legit producing organization. Ned Seckler, iHtnama raanaiger, is
Will go with Olivier and Vivien being movid to Brazil^ where he will
t>ei^ When they leave for Australia be RKC manager in tliat imjtortant
«nd New Zealand «arly next year. territory.

formed

'

.

Internatioiial dis'

conclusion. They've replans \trhich envisaged the handling by HVTP of theatrical distribution of 16m prints,
That idea has been dropped after
Considerable njuUing and it's now
been decided that th^ parent companies, both Rank and U, will take
on their own distribution ot narrowinitial

B,

week

last

and each <«ie feSghlights the extreme
nationalist iendfncy vehich distinguishes every act of the Peron government.

In the first place, Congress has
practically approved and made law
the famous protectionist decree No.
21,344 forcing the country's l,60o"
tWatres to exhibit Argentine pix on
a. preferential percelitage basis. Exhibitors, wlib- stand to lose coin on
the local product, have been trying
for three years to stymie this decree,
but prodncing interests has been too
strong for them. As the Peron faction holds a' majority in Congress,
which customarily acts merely as a
rubber stamp for the government,
the bill was 'lorced through at one'
readingv and Is now held up merely
by a Senate rejection on a question
of details.

Second development is the rehashing. Of an old decree obliging
theatffts to eathibit Argentinemade newsreels, those of Emelco,

all

Cinematografica Pan-Americana and
Sucesos Argentines. The latter is

'

-

distrib

vamped

industry in the

.

sid.

important

tina's film

indication of how healthy -business subsidize*' by 'the government. This
was forgbtten for a time,
is for American screen product at decree
Brazilian theatres. He, said that ren-, after an .investigation disclosed that
raw stock allocated by the governtals were- up (for Parirg{«mt> 30%
in 194S as against '%5, bncC -that only ment to, (me of the newsreel prothe Brazilian edict rolfing back ad- ducers, ior government propaganda
missions is preventing: ,sfa- increase 'shots, was 'being sold on the black
this year.
maxi^t- at ..big prcJSts..' Now that
Brazilian exhibitors "-stili are-:' try- Alfredo.BoIognesi is once again head
ing to adjust themsel-yes;to this re- of the ISntertainment Board, the
alignment in- admissiori-;'scaIfiS, he newsreel 'decree is to be enforced

IT, Rank and UWP, O's subAgreement to organize the new indicated. Generally the admittance
has been reached at confer- price was frozen at the -si)afe exist<ences between James Franey, XJWP ing four years ago. This was done
last October even in the face of a.
prexy, and Rank officials.
Conferees alsb came to another 100-350% hike in the cost of living

uct of

once more.
.Third, the church is to be given
a hand in the censoring of all pix—
and this would mean that Itollywood's Rita Hayworths and .liana

•

there.

r-i
Turners would have t,o be draped
Hov/ever, subsequent-runs:; were* ia stuklosth before their pix eould
allowed to. boost their amission Sa&t on Acgentine screens.
prices under the scale adjustment,
with grind houses, maiifly patronized by the poorer dasi^ getting as

much

aS;

a ;30% boost

TftJs

gave

'''8Hltf)r,yfar

hikes in admissim to ;:1d^d, and
~. Codtlnnect fkan.itatfe 14 ss
fourth-ran houses of BrkdI. while,
holding back atCmissionS lli 'Hie first- for' him' marriage
gauge theatricals.
is merely a gesture
runners.
without implenientation,
Consequently, there'll be no joint
Film industry in Brazil how is
Lif ar is another case of the same
distribution of 16m prints for theapproaching the government for re- kind.
accepted German dominaatricEtf purposes.
Wherever either lief, showing tfiat
tfe. ,'rottteek is tion
a* if they- were the Messiah and
company maintains exchange fox discrimioatory and
»ot'' iieiS>ii»g the lost nothing
by it, but never did
the release of 35m prints, those expeople that the' gove«i«ni^ -souglit apyihSrig.
personally to harm the unchanged will also take on the 16m to atid in battling
the toSt *dt living.
versions.
With the jurisdictional Under present regulation^ Pieir- derdog. He <Btill has a great many
admireiw and ytjfltwishers here, and
question settled, Joseph Seidelman, point cited
one odd 'Ttsle -which if
it were not "Ijhat the curr«it govU's foreigr^ dept. head, lias already forces non-air-conditionfed' theatres
erament would never let him return
given the green light to 16i» opera- to cut admissions
40% wfiile air- to
a cwnmanding position a* the
tions throughout the Continent. Dec!
conditioned spots are' forced to trim
Opera, he would not be there a
sion to confine
to non-the
only 25%.
week that they would all eat from
atricals was made because Its felt
his hand. He is neither a hero nor a
that there would be too many comtraitor just a mere weakling.
plications in handling both theatres
and educational and home narrow
For
Cortot and Rossi
.

_

'

.

UWP

;

.

—

Mes Tkatre Usks

gauge

outlets.

•
to be formed by
Universal and Hank will operate
Mexico City, April 15.
with the extensive library of both
Closed for a month's reorganiza^
organizers in the educational and
tion after presenting six weeks of
religious fields. UW|» will act in a
a scheduled 11-week season, the
similar capacity in the U, S.
Amtatixm

theatre at the Teatro Iris

to

reopen tomorrow
(Wednesday) under the direetiim
again of Martin Holman, Melvin
Parks and Sam Pearce. Trio had
been oflering selected American and

fs

British Film Briefs

slated

British plays

in English.
London, April 3.
Set for the teeoff is the Katheriae
Hal Wallis's
by Joseph Shear- Dunham dancing troupe of 28. Company
was originally booked to open
ing. Film« was originally titled "For
Her To See." Costaning with her today (Tues.) but stalled baggage
is Ray Milland, with. Ann Richards cars in which its props -wMe being;
and Raymond Huntl^ in support. trSnspcwtod was t^e caiise Of the.de^
lay.
Advance
sales i|idiieaite a heflgr
Shooting to start May 11 at Denham
Studios ... American film distribu- gross for the preiemi
tors getting plenty burnt up with
Dance venture is the first of its
J. Arthur Rank for haying some of kind in Mexico and interest appears

Ann Todd

"So Evil

Odeon

is

.

rather con-

He never did any great harm
out bi politics
holding stich a title permits. He
played with the job like with a doll,
iastituting exams to obtain a piano
or melodeon teacher's license, and
such tommyrot. Being very. pompous,
he certainly enjoyed the honors going with his new dignity and maybe

title.

:

and^ept reasonably
if

and resent it.
His only crime is having stecepted
a job from Petain, which is merely
technical, but the leftists will never
permit him, to stage a comeback on
account of it; Could he go abroad
and give recitals there, he would
dick on his merits, but not here.
Tino Rossi is a different case.

let others feel

to star in

(formerly Regal), Marble Arch. Spot
was originally intended as secondrun West Ender. Currently playing
Hitchcock's
"Notarions,"*'
<BKORadio), with "The Shocking Miss
Pilgrim" (20th-Century-Fox) skedded to follow .
Clayton Button's
play "Power Over Glory," recently
produced at the Lindsey Club
theatre, then transferred to Fortune
theatre, West End, April 5, is beingdickered for by Hitchcock for film
Herbert Smit, exec in charge of
production for Two-Cities Films,
given another five year contract
Edward Dryhurst building film
studios in Torquay in the autumn
Frank Harley has been appointed

who

was greatly flattered when
General Petain made liim Minister
for Music or some such Grand Vizir
ceited,,

My Love,"

their top films ^witched to the

;

Alfred Cortot,

fcirge

The new company

A

ported as 30,000 schillings, drawn by
Hans Moser, comic, for recent

Paramount

manager for Brazil, Argentina,
Urugiiay and Paraguay. He
arrived in New York over the last
weekend for home 'o'Sfi&fef,huddles.
Pierpoint regarded this- as a clear
trict

Cliile,

April

There h».v« bean a number of
developments important for Argen-

Pepper to Puerto Rico
James A. Pepper/ fojfmerly
Warner Bros; manager in.P^ru,. b»»
been transferred to Puerto Rico Sn
similar capacity. He succeeds Jack
McHugh, resigned.

Aldwych.

"JTane,"

-

Bx

15.

"Animal K.lnfSwsa," Fisyhouie.
"Anonymons tvnt," York's.
"Born ycslierd»r," Garrick.
"Call Home Heut," St. James.
"CUitterbuck," Wynditam.
"Dwaeinc Tit^v*,"' Cssino.

Among

the things against

him

is that

hewas known' as a friend of yOiilig
and beautiful (at the time) Mireille

sufficiently strong to insure the success of the American theatre's resumption of legit shows. Tariff for

BalUn. Her nartte is mud now because she fraternized so with the

the opener has been scaled for 25 Nazis.
pesos <$S45> then dross to 20 pesos.
There are other French stars
Duration of the teip cntt^pany'sf en-^ who fraternized with Germans. Only
gagenjent depends on the basiHess recently on* such femme told court
a
done.
that it 'v^as true she bad a Gertnah
lover, but that love has no country
at»d that ft would have been con'Rebecca' Reissue In
sidered
he had been an
if
Baglishman or an American. The
Foiur-Way Paris
case of another femmc is somewhat
Paris, April 15.
different; she was tied up with some
Reissue of "Rebecca" is going into o£
the very cruel guys, kiiew of their
four firsfrun houses here. Booked
doing and voluntarily accepted the
by Paul White, film's four-way
situation.
preem is setting a local precedent.
The perfect heel ts a certain
Three of the housies will use, chanteur, click or no click. He realmanaging director of Paramount dubbed prints wiiile the remaining ly didn't harm anybody by loosing
Briti.sh Prod., with P. D. Cornwell theatre will screen a titled version.
the Gerrhans on them, but he's supjoining the board of directors, re- Picture will be released through posed to have a Jewish mother and
placing C. F. Karuth, wlio tecehtly Erance by. Selzniok by means o£ a never mi.s.sed
a chance to decry the
resigned. Parley was for 40 years a local distrib, but the deal as yet has Jews, behaving with them in the
Par continental rep.
not been Qnatized.
tesost insulting way.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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LADD'S
Moving

in

on a

Plunging into

While two gorgeous

AUAH

new
tlie

girls

kind of

tides

CALCUTTA!

IN
of

menace

the Orient's mystic underworld

treachery

that swirl where East meets

go gunning for him

one with her

lips,

the

.

West

.

.

.

other with a gat!

WILLIAM

GAIL

LADD RUSSELL BENOfX
**T\\'0-Years-Before-The-Mast' thrills
topped by the same director
'

OHN FARROW,
and

.

aramount
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ibs Deflate Politicos' Estimates

Of Grosses
New York

m Battle Again^ S% Tax

Tax Cortimission and
Mayor William O'Dwyer ^reportedly
weighing the added 5% nick on fliokfore the State

eries, metropolitan theatre men are
out to deflate exaggerated estimates
by politicos of potential returns on
tax boosts.
Oversized guesses on what the
5% tax, if adopted by the city,
stemmed originally
woiild bring

the year, with New York
City kicking in a $14,900,000 chunk,
is^ the basis of the computations—they're made on $82,805,0(© total returaed ixom the New
Yditk State district to the Federal
Government fof the year on the 20%

The joker

,

from Walt Disney,
"Fun and Fancy Free." Completed

;

Toughest thing
is

si

up against now

tude of the banks
the

financial

would-rbe iridie
aiid
the firm atti-

is

—which

basis

their reticence.
is

for

provide

true

inde-'

Their cautjousness

marked by much closer scrutiny
background and qualiflcatlons

of the

the potential borrower, as well- as
the setup he presents.
In the meantime, there has been
a great upsurge in possible outlets
for ind^endent product. UA, leader
in distribution of indie output, six
months -ago was acting very tough
(Jf

way

S

assets

at

releasing arrangement
with
tliat called for three pictures at the minimum rate of «ne a
year and an option for a fourth.
'Life" is the only film delivered under the deal.

a

RKO

Tl\ere lias been no disclosure of
attitude on losing the quartet
of topflight filmmakers.
There's a
possibility, of coufse, that the two

EKO's

remaining pix may still bo delivered
under the arraii'-jcment to be made.
It is understood, however, that one
concession has already been given
BKO by Liberty in anticipation of
such a flea! as i.s now set. T liat's the
loanout
of
Stev%ns to produce
"Mania" for the studio, since this
will be an RKO. not a Liberty film,
latter
merely getting a percentage
for Steven.s' service.s,^

pending
confirmed the
a spolicsman for Par
who refused to be qiioted Until
were
Plans
are inked.'
papers
mapped at huddles on the Coa.st la.st
week of Par's Edward Weisl and
Jack Karp. and Jules C. Stein, head
of Music Corp, .of America, It was
with Par prcz Barney
di.sou.sscd
Balaban durin,? hi.« vi,'!it to the Coast
the previous week.
as did

i,

releasing

In

the

cutting

Susie."

Stiiff--Mrie$

Exploitation stunt engineered by Metro veepee over ad-publicity Howard
in which film critics were given actual title to an acr^ of land in
the New Mexican desert, .has received more reaction than, almost any
Metro ballyhoo deal in" recent months. Nearly every critic and columnist
who received one of the warranty deeds gave It spaee. Whole idea was
a plug for Metro's "Sea of Grass,"
Best thing about the Stunt, according to Dietz, I? tic' feet that the total
cost to Metro w*s about $770. Company bought SOO acres of land from
the Santa Fe railroad at $1 per acre, with th^Test of the money going to
assessments and taxes, Land, incidentally, is currently valued at le.ss than
|2 per acre and, under terms of the deeds, U gold or oil Is ever discovered
1^^
on the land, aU rights belbnig to the state
Difetz,

«

Latest gripe of one group among U. S, occupation troops in Germany
the fact that the Army has not given soldiers in tfee European theatre
a chance to see foreign films. Answering, the Special Services declared:
"Entertainment motion pictures shown in Army theatres are primarily
for the enjoyment and pleasure of the U. S. mUifary personnel, and are
selected on the basis pf popularity in Army theatres. Foreign language
films are not generally poptilar with American audiences, Proof of this
is that they are not shown in the U. S., except in larger cities where
a
reasonable amount of foreign-speaking patrons are available. A very
small proportion of Army theatre patrons would enjoy foreign laiiguaEe
is

-

films."

.

At 20th-FOx, "Captain from Casis in the editing process and
eight ready for distribution, including "San Demelrio London," mad&.
in England
Others are-" 'The Home
Stretch," "I Wonder Who's Ki-ssing
Her Now," "Bob, Son of Battle,"
"Mother Wore! Tights," "Miracle of
34th Street,"-*'Moss Rose" and "The

tile"

—

Ghost and Mrs. Muir."
Eleven completed at Warners are
"Life With Father," "Woman in
White," "Escape Me Never," "Cheyenne," "Cry Wolf," "Love and Learn,"
"Possessed," "My Wild Irish Rose,"
"Night Unto Night," "Dark Passage"
and "Deep Valley." In the cutting
rooms are "The Unsuspected" and
"The Unfaitliful."
On ice at United Artists are "MonOnly
Verdoux,"
"Heaven
sieur
Knows," "Arch of Triumph," "Body
and Soul," "The Other Love," "A
Miracle Can Happen," "The Macomber Affair," "Christmas Eve,"

Hollywood's glamorizing stratagems, including star photos jazzed up by
typical Yank cheesecake, are borrowed freely by the J. Arthur Rank or
ganization in its British Picture News, a 30-page slick mag to be circulated sporadically iji U. S. trade circles. Brochure makes a direct appeal
for the reader to "see a good British film," and lists a number of current
and ^future releases,
.

Rank's hopes are apparently heavily weighted on the distaff side since
BPN's buildup is almost exclusively devoted to femme personalities. As
for James Mason who sometime back lashed out at the British tycoon, his

Rank pic, "Odd Man Out." gets a play in the mag but the centerpiece
Robert Newton in a subordinate part, not Mason.

last
is

Trek of the 14 "Favorite Brunette'' contest winners to the Coast wound
up in a blaze of publicity— the wrong kind—last week. First of all, Battling Lee Mortimer, film crlUc of the N, Y. Mirror, was on the receiving
end of blows from one-punch Frank Sinatra at a Hollywood nitery, Circs,
The same night the Santa Fe Super-Chief was derailed near Raton, New
Mexico, wijh some 17 injured, but none of the "Brunette" contestants
aboard was hurt.
Mortimer figures in the "Brunette" contest wfamers' trip because, in
Hollywood, he escorted some of the contestants.
•
,,.

'

Samuel Goldwyn has developed a virulent case of Oscaritis and is sending out 200 replicas Of the gilded statuette to plug his Ostar Derby winner,
"The Best Years of Our Lives." Stand-in Oscars Will be, displayed in colleges, high schools and other public places hitherto fre(i from
motion picture ballyhoo. This is the first time the Academy has permitted duplication of Oscars for publicity purposes. Each is numbered, and will be
returned to the Academy when the campaign ends.

"New

Orleans," "Carnegie Hall,"
"Vendeya,"
"Personal
Column,"
"Dishonbred Lady," "Copacabana,"
"The Sin of Harold Diddlebock,"
"Red River" and "Fun on a- Weekend.-"

Columbia sales execs currently estimate that "the Jolson Story" will
gross close to double the $3,750,000 velvet of "GUda," heretofore that
company's record pic, With "Jolson" showing remarkable staying power, it's
now figured that the film will do between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000 domestically and an added $2,000,000 overseas.

17 for Col

addition

In

to

two

cliffhangers,

"Jack Armstrong" and "The VigiColuijihia has 17 features:
"The Lady' from Shanghai," "The
Swordsman," "The Corpse Came

lantes,"
;

C. O. D,," "Down to Earth," "Keeper
of the Bees," "For the Love of

Rusty,"

"The

"Three

Were

HusBed"Swing- the Western Way,"

men,"

"Gunflghters,"
"Sport of Kings,"
"Prairie Raiders," "Raiders of the
Lone Star" and "Stranger from

Ponca

City."

Waiting, release at Republic are
'j!nd of the Rainbow," "That's My
Man," "Hit Parade of 1947," "Blackmail," "The Trespassers," "Winter
Wonderland," "Yankee Fakir," "Bells
of San Angelo," "Web of Danger,"
"Wyoming," "Homesteaders of Para-

inde-

dise

Valley,"

all.

N.Y.'s Third

Millertown
Case,"
Thoroughbreds,"

"Little Miss V Broad way," "Her
ijand's Affairs," "Last Of the

"Rustlers

of

Devil's

quents in New York generally approximate that from the Loews
but top films.
or RKO circuits—if in the renegotiaDoubly complicating their prob- tion of the contract the pic is lucky
lem in this respect Is that the indies- enough to get booked at all.
who follow after Loew's and RKO
Among the indie webs said to be
pattern their double-bill combina- interested in setting up the third
tions and exhibition policy on that circuit along with Schwarfi
(37
of the tW9 circuits. So if a pic gets theatres),
are said to be Julius
relegated to the short end of the Joelson (17 houses), possibly Harry
five-day and two-day segments into Brandt -(who books more than 100
which RKO and Loew's apportion houses). Island Theatres (55 houses),
the week, it will be deprived of vir- and others, Fabian circuit is not intually all New York .playing time in volved, at the moment, anyhow.
the indies, except a feW isolated situations.

Indie circuit contracts now provide that a pic at the bottom of the
double bill in the long-end of the
week or any film booked for the
short end by RKO or loew's. can

be

renegotiated.
Frequently that
means they are renegotiated right
out of all bookings in the subsequents, since there isn't enough
time to play a lot of them except
in houses having
three or more

are "The Dark Web,"
"The Slave Girl," "Pirates of
Monterey" and "ISie Vigilantes Re.
tum."
One dozen at Monogram are
at Universal

"Ivy,"

"Trailing Danger," "Violence," "Six

changes weekly. Otherwise, with the
pick of the product coming from the
two major circuits, the indies use the
long-end dual bill for the long
end of their own splits and the
Ldew'i long-hall pair for their short
half.
Since Loew's pays more than
RKO, in the fiiml tally a distrib
winds up with about the same income from whichever of the two
circuits he plays.
How It Figures
Top-billed pic in the long end of
the w«ek is always played percentage, by RKO and Loew's, with the
distrib getting from about $100,000
up to around $225,000 for an exceptional film, such as "Jolson Story"
(Col) recently. A pic that gets equal
billing on a dualer earns about half
of what it would get as top film,
Lower-half of a twin-bill always

Tide,"

RKO

i

gets a top flat rental of $18,000 from
or Loew's on the long end ot
the week. On the two-day segment,

RKO
the

I

—

I

may

amount

^

t25,000-$30.000.
Lower-billed pic on
that end gets $3,000-$4.000,

!

;

topper

get percentage oaflat-rental, the percentage occasionally working out so that it would be
more advantageous to have been
second-billed on the five-day portions of the week. This income, however, can
to 'as high a."

|

|

;

time and income
York area for anything

playing

New

from

Practically ready for distribution

Gun Serenade," "High Conquest,"
"Hard-Boiied
Mahoney,"
"High
"Land ol the Lawless," "Sarge
Goes to College," "The Big Scoop,"
"Louisiana," "Kilroy Was Here" and
an untitled "Cisco Kid."
Allied
Artists has three— "The Gangster,"
Symphony" and "Black
Sidney Buehman-.Iay Richard Ken- "Tragic
nedy unit at Col, and "High Tide," Gold,"
Eagle-Lion has two completed,
which Jack Wrather Jg producing
"Lost Honeymoon" and "Repeat Perfor Mono.
formance," and one editing, "Love
from a Stranger," Ready at PRC are
"Philo
Vance's
Secret
Mission,"
"Philo Vance's Gamble,", "The Return of Rin Tin Tin," "West to
Continued 'iroin t»ec 3
Glory," "The Big Six," "Frontier
David O. Selznick's recent departure. Fighters," "Thunder Gap Outlaws,"
Gap," "Shootiri'
It is not believed that oWners Mary "Raiders of Red
Pickford and Charles Chaplin will Irons," "Panhandle Trail" and "Code
part with any of their own holdings. o£ the Plains," Editing on the same
Fabian would take the place of lot are "Stepchild," "Too Many
Edward C. Ral'lery, who aims to re- Winners," "Killer at Large," "Heartturn his full attention lo his law aches," "Pioneer Justice" and "Gas
practice.
It was hoped to line jjp House Kids Go West."
Raftery's succe.ssor .by the time of,
Four on the Hal Roach lot are
tlie annual stpelvholders' meeting ih
"Curley,"
"Fabulous Joe," "Who
May. In the event that proves im- Killed Doc Robin?" and "Here
possible,
which is hishly likely. Comes Trouble." Screen Guild has
Raftery will coiUimie in the post five finished "Bells of San Fernanpending uppoinlinrut o£ hi.s succes- do," "Buffalo Bill Rides Again,"
.sor.
Cliaplin iind Mi.ss Pickford are "Bii.«h Pilot." "The Hat Box Mysdetermined, however, lo get a can-' tery" and "The Ca.'-'e of the Baby
didate set in llie next few months,
Sitter." .
j

Major Circuit

Continued from page 9

proper

Creek,"
Trail
"Oregon
Scouts,"
"Saddle Pals" and "Twilight on the
Rio Grande."

only three purely Independent pix are beltig made at the moment, there are another seven before the cameras or editing which
fall partly into the indie category
but don't fully qualify. Selznick is
making "The Paradine Case" and
"Portrait of Jenny.'f but they are
for release by his Own company.,
Three plx for U release are being
They are
financed by the studio.
Walter Wanger's "The Lost Love";
Lang-Joan
(Wanger-Fritz
Diana's
Bennett) "Secret Beyond _the Door"
and Mark Hellinger's. "Brute Force."
In a similar category is "Assigned
to Treasury," being made by the

of

was organized by the
(Briskin served as exec
producer and business agent of the
unit) a little more than a year ago.

Brhskin

in

Knew

WhDe

Liberty
four men

deal,

interested

"Desperate."

rooms are "Indian Summer," "Born
to Kill," "The Cong Night," "they
Won't Believe Me," "The Bachelor
and the Bobby Soxer," "Out of the
Past," "Crossfire," "The Fugitive,"
"Under the Tonto Rim" and "If You

pendent films. Eagle-Lion and PRC Canyon," "Springtime in the Sierare understood to feel the-Siame as ras," "That's My Gal," "Spoilers of
U and Coli if they take any indies the North," "Marshal of Cripple

the indie outfit.
Par wUl receive
Liberty's residual in the Capra film,
"It's a Wonderful Lite," now in re
lease by RKO. That's in addition to
Liberty's
percentage
interest
in
"Mama" and "Union."

made

11

has 11 ready for release. 10

.

Par-Lrberty
capital

of

contribution

Contiiined from pate 3

•

all

Women

tive and showman that the job re- are
"Honeymoon," "Men About
And some of these will be town," "A Likely Story," "So Well
quires.
found to be the same solid indief
"Woman on the
citizenry who were producers befcuFe Retaembered,"
setting up your own coinpany be- Beach," "Riffraff." "Magic Town."
came a Wallingford rage.
"Banjo," "Seven Keys to Baldpate"

Hew

Continued (rom page

page 1 s

Own,"

RKO's

•Govenior JDewey and the legislature reached their estimate, it's
noted, by taking the traditional 90% in mating new deals, in light of a
as films' share and dividing by four. superfluity of product.
The fact
Exhibs,' however, intend pointing that only one film is currently beout the misleading nature of the fore the camei'as for its release may
Federal figures. JFor one, it's said, be fairly assumed to be .softening its
many larg« tjjeatye chains such as attitude a bit.
Loew's and RKO Ijave tKedr homeA new factor, too, is the entry of
York and pay their Republic, Monogram and the Selsioflicfes in
entire taxes to this Federal office on nlck Releasing Organization Into
theatres both in and out of the the market for indie producers. Rep
metropolitan area. That fact alone is seeking such deals to build up its
has ballooned the New York take schedule, partially as a result of
far above it's actuality.
pressure from stockholders on presiExhib tax specialists also contend dent Herbert J. Yates. Studio rethat the 90% allocation to elm cently entered into an agreement
houses on total Federal amusement with the Charles K. Feldman group
Mono Set up a subsid,
while accurate elsewhere, of indies.
taxes,
can't be used in metropolitan New AUied Artists, to handle mediumYork. As the chief nitery and legit and high-budgeters from indies, as
center of the country, the revenue well from its oWii organization. And
from those entertainment sources is David O. Selznick was forced into
greater than 10%. Moreover, it's organizing SRO as a result Of his
said, returns from sporting events battle with UA.
make up a sizeable part of the figEven Metro Takes On Indies
ures.
Even Metro has taken on an indie
./
_
As one exhib leader put it: "The in its deal for- distribution of Frank
Capra's
(Liberty Films) "State of
gave
game
alone
Dame
Army-Notre
the Govemmeot #9,000 In' taxes. It the Union," with Spencer Tracy's
takes an awliil lot «f small theatres services. Involved in the negotiations.
which
has been second only
RKO,
think
lequal
that
sum.
I-egislators
to
in terms of the Broadway houses to UA in number of indie releases,
with their fat admissions. They dpn'l is still in the market on a large
realize that the average ticket 9>rice scale. Universal and Columbia have
in the smaller houses is a little over some swni-independents, but are be*
lieved not willing to make deals un30c."
provide financing
Fred Schwartz, Century * circuit less the studios
jirofits.
U, inciexec and head of the Metropolitan and share in the
would make one of the
Theatre Owners Ass'n, will appear dentally,
attractive distrib outfits for
most
before the State Tax Commission on
now,
since its tieup
producer
any
this Week's hearing. feWbs have
Rank insures Britbeen asked to testtty on the lhanner with J, Arthur
ish playing time and probably conin which the new tax legislation
The .statute, tinued, intioilie from Britain, even
should be applied.
should
freese, be imposed on exa
passed this session by the legislature^
empowers cities and counties to ex- port of coin.
Paramoimt, Warner. Bros, and
act the 5% admission bite.
20th-Fox are believed to be in no

exchange for

fii^Bi

in various stages of editing and one

Indie Proilucers

no less than Governor Thomas pendent operation. High costs and
JS. JDew^, it's pointed ouf He figforeign
tmcertainties
concerning
ured the "State's overall take at $23,- markets arts the chief reason for
800,<|00 for

Coni^tiea

RKO

IroMi

Xt

My

theatre officials are re-,

shaping their strategy in the w&xing
battle dver local admission taxes.
With a hearing set lor this week be-

Ue

t8e-PiiBa@kSo|
as

Talks to Horses" and "A

.

1

Rental

return

from

the

sub.se-

Biffs

Stay

Contlliued from page S

promptly appealed his

action.

With

a virtual certainty of reversal came
the settlement by the majors.
Industry legalites are telling sales
chieftains that while the stay frees
them from following the decree, it
doesn't stop damages from running
in private suits nor does it exempt

from

distribs
claims.

under

liability

new

Only sound out for the
is to offer pix to all comers
in sore spots throughout the country and to base the award of a fihn
to the highest bidder.
Then, if a
majors

suit is filed, distrib

market conditions

can point
as

a

to

open

strong de-

fense.

More Roadshowlues

Oh other points, the slcy 's the 1 im It,
Four- wall leasing of theatres, for
which broke out in a rf..«h
while the price-fi^cing ban was effective is no longer necessary with the
stay. Distribs can put through deals
in which a price-boost is one of the
terms without worrying .about Government reprisals. With the strings
cutj a nuinber of distribs intend g<iirig into extensive roadshows on big
instance,

pix.

Recent deal between Loew'.s and
David O. Selznick on "Duel in the
Sun" was only possible because t'le
decree's regulation of selling practices was suspended.
Loew's agreed
to preem "Duel" day-and-dale in 37
houses and the Capitol. If the de-

cree had operated, Selznicfc \v(iuld
have been compelled to offer "Dutl"

each competitive area to H'C
bidder and the bifUikft pi^i't
with Loew's would have beeii ilUti'J-

in

hi.^liest

by the same producer, with the same
for the

same

great

-OR

BETTER -business

star,

now

and

piling

up

everywhere for Hunt Stromberg's presentation of
f^edy Lamarr in "THE strange
HUNT STROMBEflS
STROMBERe

p..sent.
p.tsenti

L'AMARR
HEOY tAMARR

woman"

"DISHONORED

LADY"t».»la..mg

DENNIS O'KEEFE

and

JOHN LOOER

».th

WILLIAM LUNOIOAN

.

morris CARNOVSKy

(
PRODUCED BV MCK CHERTOK

Directed

by'

Robert Stevenson.-

Scwnplay by Edmund

H.

Norths A Hunt Stromberg Production

#Thi5

is

money-in-the-tank from

UA

a

"

n

m
Cwcert

Series

Qass

Bool^

NSS' 2i

Ilea f&n

Mes

British Pix

to attend. National Screen
Service's second annual international convention gets under way tomorrow (Thursday) for a Hiree-day

Men

:

scheme aimed

at non-regular film-

has shelved and probably
dropped the idea entirely. With the
now on ice, Blaine Wayne, who
headed Prestige's concert promo-

goers,

plan

tionsi'

cuit did l^e

'

Heading the homeoffice contingent
Herman Robbins, George
Dembow, veepee in charge of
sales; William B. Brenner, veepee iti
charge of operations; Joseph A.
Wolfe, newly named treasurer; and
Harry A. Samwick, Burton K. Robbins,
Melvin L. Gold, Lou F.
are prexy
F.

same.

Meanwhile/

has stepped out.

exhi'b officials dispossibility of offering

cussed

Sad attendance showing In Read.>
ing when the JL booked "Brief Encounter," J. Arthur Rank fllm, to*
two shows in March scuttled hopes

theatre lobbies to munidipal authorities as emergency vaccination stations.

Schwartz,

of

playdates, failed to pay off rental of
the bouse and advertising expenses,
Following booking of Prestige's ''I
Know Where I'm Going," which the
League planned to put on in April
has been cancelled.
The League's femmes, apparently,
figured "Brdel" would pull patronege in similar fashion to concerts
and shows. Consequently, aside from"

announcements,

initial

^

'Certain

;

been on the beachheads
Europe. He said he had made
numerous speeches advocating the
second Front and Allied unity.
As for his failure to entertain veterans, the comic explained that he
••felt I had done what I could do

Hollywood, April

of

he explained, when he first presented the scenario it had been
nixefi. H« made a fe* changes and
weiit ahead without further consultattjSil with PCA until he presented
the 'finished film lor review, when

^

4 sjs

was- okayed in toto. He said also
that the Legion of Decency liad

Committee on UnI^rch 26 and
asked no cuts.
that filming would start in midsum"I've got some ideas in mind and
mer. The story will be based on discoveries made by the Royal Cana- hope to have another production in
work in. a y^r," Chaplin said conjslian Commission last June, involvcerningi
hii plans.
The "tramp"
ing various Soviet agents in eifotts
to obtaitt swret iaformation about might toe- revised, he, stated, if an
the «tom bomb. Tlie story idea, the appr<^at» idea' presented itself,
but
h&
made
prospect
sound
the
Dnneiinceinent addecl, h«d iiot ^been
~
dianissed with the W. S. Department rather unlikely.
A bit of the edge was taken oft
ef State nor with the MPA,
interview
session
Monday
theby
a
What trend tho Warners version
will takie is still a mystery. With 15' with foreign newsmen last Thursday
montiiE of research already done, it (10). -Stanza was set up without
is presumed that the Eurbank pic- knowledge ol the domestic press deture will deal with phenagling in partment at ^United Artists and came
iffpuset

American

Affaiirs on-

-

when

Associated
|i|irtaston
ehar«hill back in W46 Vfitm he Press put the dispiSftch, designed for
called attention to Joe .StaUn's iron consumption abiroad on. its American trunk. It Was carried by papers
curtaiti.
throu^out the- country, including
two in New Yorlc. The interview
Rapgied
Ca«wa» ptfineipal^ confined to three
which Ed Sullivan,
'Iron Curtaisi' questions at columnist,
had been
N. Y- News
Toronto, April 15.
hammering.
These were pretty
Council for Canadian-Soviet much the same as those Fay proFriendship yesterday (14) wired a
pounded at the- Monday interviewprotest- to Darryl F. Zanuck against
Sullivan was 'not at the- interview.
his aiming of "The Iron Curtain,"
-which deals with Russian espionage;
activities in the United States and
Canada. Council understands that
Z^nuc* plans to incorporate material
Continued from page 9
from the Canadian spy trial of last
June plus activities of a Royal Com- have. The point is that only after
mission which investigated the .publicity
has made a film known to
handiijg over of confidential informathe public, do smash ads announction to Russian agents.
ing the picture's opening carry any
Telegram to Zanuck stated that real weight,"
the proposed spy picture "could
U'* conclave of bollj ft^bdmen and
only embitter needlessly relations
h. :0 staffers was a ibrum lor the
with the U.S.S.B. and hinder the announcement of a complete
study
work qf the United Nations," and of all key cities in relation .to newsthat
the
Canadian government's papers and radio which the company
official report of the spy disclosures
would imdertake . within the next
was "a dlseredited document" in the three- months.
While the entire
opinion of the Council;
eastern ad-pub departments would

Hurope,

as

to its atteitition

portrayea by

Zsmmk

ttie

C«ntinuea from page »

whether Rank has revamped production plans in favor of
^[Uestioji

magnets such as "Wicked Lady"
which racked lip record grosses in
England last year.
Argument of
the del Guidice forces has been that
films of the "Henry V" and "Great
Expectations" genre were good lor
eolid grosses and had the added
b.o.

value of enhancing British
prestige throughout the world.

film

Continued from p<>se

dinner.

light.

Wooden

by most

acting-

ot the par-

who

ticipants,
are in reality opera
singei's first and actors tiieoretically
after, doesn't help matters. 'Tagliavini is prettjr stiff and expressionless. In fact, in singing as well as in

he has the show stolen from
him by Tito Gobbi, playing the bar-

as is lensbjg
.

Hand-some, with a

ber Figaro.

flair

B_asilio,

gives a rousing rendition
The cast in
Song.
members of the

Alumny

entirety, being star

by

Jlobert de Grasse.

B'asifo-

•

HoUywood, April

]?.
release ot UUie Hajward pio»luction.
Stars .Sharyn Molttttj features j,icqueiine While, Walter Reed, Una O'Connor
Herbert Evans, Louise Beavers, JErneat
Whitman, Banjo (Canine).
Directed Viy
Richard 0. Flei-soher. Original s<!reeni>lay,
T.iUIle. Haywar*:
camera, George E, X)\!ikant; music, .Alexander X,aazIo; editor, i.tn
MIHUiook. Tradeehown April 11, '4J. Run.
ninB time, er MINS.
pat.,
..i
..Sharyn Moffelt
Ellt^ftbeth
Jacqueline White
Dr. Bob
Walter Hied
Harriet
Una O'Connor
.leffrles
Herbert Evu as
Iiindy,
.. . .
,
,
. , ...... .I.,ouise
Beavei a
.Tasper
Krnest 'W h ma
Ned
>......;. ..... Usnny Hee»
Exodus. . . . . .. . . ........ , , .Theron J-ui-Hson
Genesis. ......... . ;
Howard McKetly
"Baiijo"

RKO

.

i .

.

. .

, .

,

.

,

.

1 1

.

;

i

"Banjo" pulls

acting,

for the role, Gobbi brings style and
sparkle to his acting, while in his
great "Largo al Factotum" air, gives
a brilliant vocal performance.
His singing (as is all the film's
music) is marred by the sound track,
which throu^out suffers from beThis
ing too shrill and grating.

Royal Opera. House in Rome, lives
as the industry test case.
up to its standards for vocal excelTelevision can serve as an ex- lence. Recording spoils the effect,
cellent means of previewing films, though. Guiseppe Morelli, conducting
the Opera House's chorus and orsays Fodor, bringing films directly

up

to

its

all stops in living
tearjerker classilieaticn.

Theme

ol little orphan girl and her
dog is fully exploited for the general family tradfc
Lillie
Hay ward produced from
her own script and makes full use

of weepy situations to show off decided talents ol little Sharyn Moffett.
Plot is loaded with tried and
true cliches necessary to carry the
story, along.
Miss Moffett is orphane'd when "her lather is killed in
fall from horse.
She's sent from the
Georgia plantation to her aunt in
Boston.
The aunt doesn't understand her or her setter. Banjo. The
dog is sent back to Georgia and the
little girl runs
away.
The aunt
sees the light, takes chase and
there's a weepy reconciliatjon when
the dog saves his mistress from a

dangerous swamp cat.
Performances of younger set and
the dog aid in carrying the picture
Miss Moffett makes excellent
use of her talent as the .young girl.
Two Negro playmates come through
cutely in the persons of Theron
Jackson
and
Howard McNeely.
Louise Beavers and Ernest Whitman
•

along.

are the intelligent, adult, true-to-life
Negro servants on the old plantation.
Script does a good job on
portraying

two

these

roles,

therai

without

caricature.
Jacqueline
White, the aunt, and Walter Reed,

yeoman work throu^- her doctor - fiance, handle older
The well-known overturej' by romance. Una O'Connor and Her-

chestra, does

into homes for unafllected reaction, out,
instead of the usual theatre preview- the way, is noticeably cut
Bron.
He- adds that a trailer system might
be devised by use ol five,. 10. or 15B«Nr9t t« Rill
minitfe exoierpts Irora films and he
Hollywood,
April
14.
intends bringing the matter to aRKO release of Kerlnan St-blom (Ski Rohead before the IMPiPA to break the gell) production. Stars ClHlre 'I'revor. La-wstanding thumbs-down attitude' -that renie Tiera»}-, Walter Rleiak; fe»tiire«
Phillip Tertjr,
tioitKi
Directed by
has reduced television to exclusive Robert Wis?, Auatsy
fiwiea on t>ov« by James
use of ancient films that hurt both Gunn; Bcreenpl*.y, Bve Green,* IMclwra
Macaulay: camera, Robert de Cir»se.&t asst.
Such a step would make dlreotor,
media.
.Sam Human; editor, Les Miilbrool<;

—

tm

stations

while serving a purpose for
he concluded.

pictiires,

program

costless

filler

eKecta.

.special

A. <;ully; ma«lc,
director, C. Batealeinl-

dialog director. Anthony .Towitt. Previewed April W, '47. Running time, »2

iioff:

...ClaJre Trevor

Walter Slezak
.Phillip Tcrrr
Audrey Long

"eofsMa
S

Marty

„'

I>.iury

BKsha Cank.
Palmep,

;,

Kraft .....
sewed up the bulk of backstage legit Mrs.
<'i'ace
workers and screen technicians in Danny
closed shop agreements. According ln.«pector Wilson

observers of the labar scene,
forced liquidation of the closed shop
will result in chaos with long, hardlought renegotiations of present contracts in sight.

Film labor leaders are generally
concerning the proposition
ban jurisdictional strikes but
ol them see such legislation
as merely coyer for more deepgoing
interference into union aiSairs; Richard F. Walsh, lATSB prez, expressed
the prevailing^ opinion necently When
he stated that: "I am not opposed to
legislation
banning
jurisdictional
strilces if it can be made to work
>•
and I don't think it can:"
neutral
to

some

-

Stars-lank
Continued from page 3

ss

power and the Rank organization,
which holds control, is charged with
prejudiciously

against

the

UA

execs and producers
is the allegedly
favored treatment being given HKO
and other companies which hold no
stock interest in Odeon. Rank is expected in the U. S. May 7 and Sears
may talk over the situation with
him then, although it is understood
tha

British tycoon's trip is mainly
nature of a vacation.

in the

Partiality charged

by

UA

is

part

Of the larger situation ol British and
American film rivalry in England.

Also involved, however, are believed
.to -be

certsin personality

idifficlilties

between personnel of the American
and British companies. Situation is
very

UA

producers are
losing a heavy portion of their po
tenlial revenue by not being able to
play off their pictures in England.
seriou.'. since

Twlll^rt: o«i

Murder

Jr.

Hollywood, April

County Boys

Isabel .Tewell

Donald.

Directed by Frank Mc.

<»).

Original

screenplay.

Dorrell

and

Tobias and Nat Simon. 'Smiley BurnHle,
Uirry Marks and Dick Otiarlfts, .tack BIJkitt.
PfP'-'l^wert April 10, '47,
Running llm*.

;.Grandon Rhodes

Aulrj-

.

.

,

.

iGerie

AiUiy

..HtM'Ilnjt Moll.iwny

Klena Del Bio
'Dusly"

Henry Blackstline

melodrama

12.

.Stuart H. IWcGowan; camera, William Prailtoi-iT-;
editor, Hurry Keller: aon((s. Chailes

Gene
xonv Barrett P"kie

;

Bio «rilnde

(SONGS)
Republic releaae tif Armand Schnefer tnoductlon.
ataM Gene Autry: features Sterling Holloivay, Adele Mara,
Bof Stetle,
Charle.'!
Bvan.s.
martin Gerrnliiea. (lass

Knther Howard
Kitthryn f'ard

'.-

to

cast.

Richard O. Fleischer's direction
keeps script on the move and does
expertly by its standard ingredients.
Brep.

Lawrence Tierncy

Hel«n
Afneit

Continued from page

s;

bert Evans are caricature white
servants
on the Boston estate.
Lanny Ross completes good credited

Ruseell

Paul Sawtell: music

Sarti

What has

the apparent impossibility of getting
the glamor names desired from the
Coast. Most execs and stars queried
were unable to attend for one rea
son or another.
Likewise, a contributory factor
was proximity of a number of other
industry events. Variety Clubs are
holding thrif, national convention
On the Coast May 15-18, while all
Paramount execs and partners will
be huddling at Lake Arrowhead May
5-9 and Metro is holding a sales
meeting in New York that will probably last through the date set for the

beacons—

of their stage versions. Italo Tajo, as

particularly incensed

the Rank organization ovec the type
of films which studios were turning
«ut, Several months ago it was reported that del Guidice had won his
Sght fer pix stressing quality rather
than boxoffiee appeal.
Walkout by del Guidice rai.ses the

real
that they stand out like

of the

;

he stated, Audio's *etion oan serve

der executive supervision ol Sid Bogivejh film excellent mounting,
'aid Sawtell's music score is good,

fell

girl's

cockatoo expressing surprise at a soprano's aria, or the soprano flouncing
behind a screen to change dress as
she sings. Tl-ie opera's libretto shows
up feebly under a camera's cruel

Don
Continued from .page S

company.

;

his

,

acting

feree*.

,

tion haTe been making the rounds
-of British film circles fpr several
yesrs because of dtfferencesr within

into

'

'

work on Btmk product handled by
U, a j^iecialked unit would he devikopea to 'stress pro}ects for the
fiteitish pix, Bergman told the con-

Gtttdiee

(Continued from p«K« S

Seville

o>f

over the Coronet theatre here for piercing recorded quality
is further
the showing of regular programs of affected by bad synchronization, it
outstanding features, documentaries being too apparent from the indifferent vocal em'otings that the singing
and experimental subjects.
already been recorded before
First dozen will be "Camille," had
the filming. Photography at times is
Dollar
"Million
"Love
Parade,"
dark and indistinct.
Legs," "Mutiny on the Bounty,"
On the credit side, in addition to
"The Cure," "Italian Straw Hat,'' CJobbi's acting and singing, are some
"Variety," "'The Passion of Joan of choice vocal numbers b.y Tagliavini,
Arc," "Carnival: in Ilsinders,'' "Kam- and excellent presentation of the
eradschaft," "Brotherhood of Man" "Una voce poco fa" aria by Nelly
Corradi. Latter is an unusually atand "'The Maltese- Falcon,"
tractive Rosina, and one of the
brightest figures in the film.. Other
characters look grotesque on screen,
although being faithful reproductions

by

Group on

M

15.

Hollywood Film Society, a nongtoup, headed by John Houseman and Paul Schreibman, took

-proftt

it

lore the

Seymour

Non-profit Group
To Screen Oldies

whom had
,

members

I^'

Drexler,

Continued from p%ge t
contributions, Chaplin pointed out
that ha had four children, two of

best in giving .speeches. Giving floor
failed to drive for ticket sales with
shows is not my business and I'm
bally required by most pix. Prestige
not very good at it. I left that lor
officials believej if they return to
those who could do it
concert distribution in the fall,
Asked about reports of a battle
they'll lay out a regular buildup
procedure to be followed by organi- with Joe Breen's Production Code
Administration on "'Verdoux," Chapiatioris seeking subscriptions.
said there had not been one cut
lin
Meanwhile, eompahy's going to
stick
of made and that Breen had "thanked
to
orthodox liandling
me for my cooperation." However,
product.

sis Continued froin

Elias

Donald L. Velde, Hal C.
Young, Paul Mooney and Sam
Gershwin,
Peyser,

extending the special bookings
tc other chapters of that national
organization, Pic, which is a sturdy
moneymaker in its regular art house

Film Riviiws
The Barber

house and woo her
away from the pompous guardian
who wants to marry her himself.
meet at Chicago's Drake hotel. Action is confined to the square in
Agenda will deal chiefly with stdes front of the house, and to two rooms
and service problems for the com- inside, and what activity there is
ing year. Reps from some 31 concerns itself with frantic runningsbranches will be on hand as well as around as soldiers, villagers and sunout of the
London co-managing directors J. R. dry kids bounce in and Count.
The
house on the heels Of the
Mcpherson and Arnold Williams.
moments ol humor ai^e so few

Pix Cos. Inoculating
Almost all film companies,
concerned ovfr the t]ireat of *
smalipoK opidemic in New Yorlj,
have posted «igns urging theil
employees to submit to vaccinao
tion. Paramount let up facilities
in lt« home office fnd ofiCered
the needle gratis.
Century cir-

Comsli
CM

pected

In Pa.

PJan for unorthodox distribution^,
ef pix on special concert playdates
•which called lor backing of women's
organizations and civic groups has
a bad tumble^ Following one
trial
run backed l?y the Junior
League of Reading, Pa., Prestige unit
of
innovator
the
of Universal,

Wl

This Week
Op@ns in
With more than 100 staffers ex-

Adele Mora
R!„|r,

Steele

Charles Kvimn
for thriller
Pe«)e
-Martin Garialana
fans is okay boxoffiee in general situ- JVIucho
Jake fthart.......
Howard
Nenley
ations although not of top calibre.
Captain Gonzales
Oeoige J. Lewm
It presents Lawrence Tierney in Torres
.Vacho Galindo
another of his tough guy killer toles. Jm......
Ttx Teiry
fe'asa County Boy»Cast names surrounding Tierney also
are stronger, with Claire Trevor and
"Twilight on the Rio Grande"
Walter Slez^ co-starred to aid its
chances.
Film injects psychiatric amounts to filler product -in the
overtones and a lot of plot, which Gene Autry- group. Burdened with
means character motivation is not al- complicated story, saving spots are
ways clear. Otherwise it lives up to sight stunts that will please the kidthriller intentions ol depicting ma- dies but tax adult credulity. Producniacal killer who cooly bumps off tion crowds in six oatune.s. including "The Old Lamplighter" and title
anyone who incurs his displeasure.
Hole played by Miss Trevor is number, lor those who like guitar
equally unscrupulous, script having and vocals with outdoors heroics.
Plot concerns Autry's efforts to
been based on the novel, "Deadlier
Than the Male," by James Gunn. find out whaj's behind the murder
Both stars are equal to the demands of his ranch partner. Seems there's
of tljeir unsympathetic roles and get a plot by a border attorney to mulct
refugees
of family jools and then
considerable out of them. Walter
Slexak, shady private detective, is in smuggle them into the U. S. Irom
keeping with unsavory mood of prin- Mexico. Plot is mostly laid south
cipals as developed by Robert 'Wise's of the border and presents an okay
picture of Latin sleuthing. Before
direction.
Story opens in Reno where Miss Autry IS able to round up all the
Trevor is getting divorce. She comes clues and bring justice to the wrongon double murder shortly after Tier- doers he, and others, are target*
ney has fled the scene. Pair meet Of knives and other weapons.
on train to San Francisco and recogVisual stunts used to help pick up
nize kindred souls.
She's out to pace include a number of running
marry Phillip Terry lor 'his money, leaps- on horses, jumping a horse
so Tierney marries her rich sister, into the bed of a racing truck and
Audrey Long. Slezak enters plot such that will draw favorable nod
when he's hired privately to find the from juves. Otherwise there's too
Reno murderer. Not too much sus- much plot mixup for Frank McDonpense develops as he tracks down ald's direction to overcome. Autry
Tiemey, which is one of the factors' smgs title tune, "Lamplighter," "I
that keeps film from top clas.siflca- Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode
tion. Tierney commits another
mur- Away" for his contributions t-o score.
der before MisS Trevor turns on him Cass County Boys (3) provide okay
and there's a shoot-'em-up finale in musical and vocal spots and Ariel*
which both get their just deserts.
Mara does well by "Pretty Knife
Script by Eve Greene and Richard Grinder."
Macauley loses ground by attempting
Sterling Holloway works bard at
to explain a little loo thoroughly comedy chores
and helps. Martin
what motivates the two leads' actions Garralaga shows up nicely as an uiiand several other characters are on dcrcover Latin Ingutance agent and
-the vague side. Terry and Miss
Long George J. Le-wis is good ».«: Latin
do their best with colorle.ss spots police Captain. Miss Mara dcei- as
Ehsha Cook, Jr., Isabel Jewel], Esther well as could be expected with her
Howard and others try hard to make assignment as fiery singer but ha.*
characterizations count.
shown to better advantage in other.
Production by Herman Schlom un- films.
Brvg.
. .
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THE GREAT G EORGE APLEY
GROWS GREi\TER EVER^^^^
;:at:;RAi?ro

1st

ci^

WE EK-New 20th Century^

2nd Meek-Tops Re
3rd WEEK-Tops BOra

4th WEEK-Matches Record

And 5 th

GRMA7,

TOO

GREAT WEEK Starts Toniorr^

CLEVELAND POUTLAND - ROCHESTER
OKLAHOMA CITY
MILWAUKEE
Myerywherel

BOSTON

In

LOS ANGELES

3rd!
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VfedaagAiy, Aprfl 16, 1947
committee were elected from a slate
selected by the representatives of

ilftTO Mew.Cklit 1iti

the industry's
others are to
senting the
and the other

Xcknga News

iisesit Outset;

$

III.,

various branches. Two
be named, one represmall town exhibitor
the theatre employees.

Louis.

Curbed fcy^^Hone Strike

Contimied rroin puge IS

With most of the majors contimi.
ing to sell via conipetitive bidding
current long-distance phone, strlk*
has considerably complicated thomechanics of the system. Each ol
the companies, ^considering bidding

DENVER

Iowa Theatre Deals
St.

Hollywood.
Sol Lesser, one of the founders of
the Fox West Coast circuit, has announced the formation of a new circuit. Standard Theatres, Inc., organized to build and operate filin houses
in California and the northwest
Company has bought Calietates.
fornia sites in Burbank, Bellflpwer
VbA lUiilio fpr three housesi. ^lach to

Picture Grosses

Girl" (Col), day-date with Esquire,

The Community, Macedonia, la., Webber, Good $15,000. Last week,
sold by Bowman Brothers to Martin "I'll Be Yours" tU) and "Lone Wolf
Leishman are touring in his native Fetch, who plans lace-lUting job.
Mexico" (Gol), good $16,000.
Scotland and England. They sailed
still in an experimental stage,
Manuel Saurez purchased the Rex
havs
35-74)
(Fox)
(742;
Esquire
last week on the Queen Elizabeth on
demanded that all bid.s must be forin Depue, 111., from Peter Banick.
and "Cigaret
their six weeks' trip.
The tag of the shuttered Blue "Boomerang" (20th)
warded to the ho-meoffice for a final
Oscar J. Perrin, dean of Albany Mound, Blue Mound, 111., changed to Girl" (Col), also Detiver, Webber.
Last week, "I'll Be say on which exhibitor was. to get
managers, transferred from War- the Biz theatre and relighted by Nice $5,000.
Yours" .(U) andr "Lone Wolf Mexico" each picture, but with the phones
ners' Madison to the Ritz, while
Maurice Bugg of Assumption, 111. (Col), $4,000.
tied up, all such communication
Sherburne
J.
Hutchinson,
with Bob Bankson is manager.
Graphic circuit of New BnjSiand beOrpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— must be handled by letter. Latter
have dboiit liSOOrseat capacity.
Irvin Davis, Industry, 111., leased
fore the war, has been named to the Gala, Table Grove,
'Trail Street" (RKO) and "Crime
method, of course, has slowed the
111., from Leo
.rf«w project, tesser stated, will
take his place at the Madison. The Martin and will operate the house Doctor's Manhunt" (Col). Fast $16,- process considerably.
not conflict with "his current filmMoGurk'
appointments followed the promo- six nights weekly.
000. Last week, "Mighty
xnalur^ activities as chief cf Thalia
Majors for the most part have
(PRC),
tion of Al t/A Flamme from Ritz to
BiU Sehlei«er, World War 11 vet, (M-G) and "Mask of Diijon"
«nd Sor Lesser Prod ufctions.
ruled out the possibility of conduetStrand.
414,O00,'
now> manager
King theatre, Albia,
P«r»inount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— ing huddles on bids via telegram ai
la.
Eai^Ie-Lion's Additions
Eagle-Lion continued expanding
personnel last v/eek with the
addition of three more staffers. Pe^
ter A. Lewis was tapped for the post

manager and purchasing
Rhoda Rich, former as.s't pub-

office

fgent.

director on Federal Films'
"Girnegie Hall," joined up as a
Sneaiber of the he-ivspaper and magcontact dept.,
while Ann
lizine
icity

Weingarten was named

assistant to
Patrece Snyder, E-L's radio publici-

ty manager.
Lewis vacates his post as head .of
investigation d«pi of the N. Y.
f»e Btod of Trade
to tiake over
ilm

naw

bis

Prior to 1935,

chores.

when

.

Jolson ilcissu* Scores in Pitt
Pittsburgh.

Ij.o.

of

"Jolson Story"

is

proving bonanza

in more ways than one. Max Shulgold, who operates Crown Films,
indie exchapge, has secured booking
dates for "Hallelujah I'm a Bum," an
oldie starring Al Jolson and which
he's distributing in this territory
under a new title, "Heart of New

York."
Harold Zeltner, Metro salesman
here for the Itst few years, transferred to company's Chicago office.
Harold S. Dunn, one-time
exchange chief here and Jap prisoner
for several years, named assistant
sales manager tor PRC.
A party of at least 100, including
number of wives, from local Variety
Club will ttke in eo;nvention in
'

WB

enlisted with the Film Board, he
swBved in sundry locales' for the
Cosyright "Protection Bureau.
Bob Young has been added to the
firess book dept., to work under ed- Hollywood in May.
Committee alYoung for the ready has lined up special cars.
toE Jonas ArnoM.
Arthur M»rkey, recently added to
fast three and one-half years has
eea ass't to the press book editor Warners exchange booking staff, re-

he

£aid.

.«{."'W'<a£n<ei«.:'''

signed.

Another Drive-In theatre being
Schlne Showmanship Drive
planned for the district, this one on
Albany.
main highway Route 30 four miles
"Eop men in the Schine Circuit outside of East McKeesport.
iuive r«tur»ed to the homeofflce in
CrloversviHe after attending regional
Kincey'$ Foundatian Post
managers' meetings in Rochester,
Charlotte. N.
April 15.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Wilmington
H. F. Kincey, president of North
*nd SlovetsvjUe, to map plans for a Carolina Theatres, was elected
Drive.
Showmanship
is-week Schine
chairman and national trustee of the
FHin men of the Albany district Carolina Motion Picture Foundation
have been invited to a luncheon at an organization meeting held
<in April 21 to launch the Motion yesterday (14).
Kincey explained
ficture Foundation in this area, to the 80 ;film industry representapeakers will include Leonard Gold- tives that interest from thetlO.OOO,ensoH, of, Paramount-Publix Thea- 000 to be raised ih two years would
tres, and District .Chairman Saul J.
be used to assist needy persons in
tJlhaan.
the industry and far education and
®. Douglas Leishman, personnel scientific development.
^irecter for Schine Circuit, and Mrs.
Fiftsen members of a l'7-m&n
'
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Frank Galluzzo, national secretary
last
of Theatrical Mutual Assn.,
week ordered 46 members of St.
liouis lodge to return $12 each which
they received on dissolution of organization six months ago. Galluzzo
said the split-up of the treasury was
"illeaal" in his letter to the loCal
menibers.

TexM

mm

Rousea

and State

I »£

&

%)bb

ft Slaton. from Berschel
-on plans iitiii»r«vements

State

Rowley

and Texas

Circuit bou|9it
theatres at Big

Springs from Gene Hendon and
BichaEd BuU. Circuit will clcise the
TeX'Ss and use the State as a second-

run house.
Charley Weisnberg, whe operates

two houses at "Tulia and one In Seafoville, plans to }»uild a thiVd one
there.
Ev«refi 'Aikci So.

CaroUM

l^eis

Charlotte.

Everett Enterprises of Charlotte,
N; C, will take over the Parr and
Imperial theatres at Lancaster, S. C,
June 1. These two houses have been
-operated hy George Parr, former
president of Theatre Owners' Assn,
of North and South Carolina.
W. P. White, manager of Wil-Kin
Theatre Supply house here, resided
after over six years, to take enect
.

May

1.

John A. Bachman, who recently
announced he. haA resided as Char
lOtie branch manager for Warnars

V* 'U^

Smleu SoiiStSe
Twe-day meet of Uttiversal's dis
triet sales managers wiU be held in
Hew Y«rk over the weekend (lS-20)
to £hape sales policy for ITs "The
Egg and I" and othor producti<^
set for release within the next few
.months.. With "E^' setting U
grosses in initial runs, stafiers wJ
he briefed on selling and booking
taetica.'

William ScuUy will chairman the
meet. Others attending are Maurice
Besitman, A. J. O'Keefe, Fred Mtarers, C. X Feldman, F. J. A. lie.
Carthy, E. L. McSvoy and nine dlS'
trict manEgers.

Sebrslber-'
Conttnucd from pace >

ilJBY?

Questioned as to whether 20th
plans to shoot a greater number of

away from tbe.,studio. such as
"House on 93d iStTeet" and "Boom

The Academy Awmrd'I'HAmmt

THE BEST YEARS OF
A

In

LIVES' ft»2f

.

Apr. 17

MlllMlil

Barbara Stanwyck

Jo* BE$SER

BoUiy BRiEN

ARREN A
^RODERICK

CHARLiS CHAPUN

'MONSIEUR VERmUX'
Motion Picture That Will Stortb Youl
Unlttil Artitta

BROADWAY THiATRE
broapWay

and Washington.
H«^«rU^

0|}«n 9i30 A. M.

CITY MUSIC HAU
Rockefellfer Center

Te4'lii>l<'olor

RelMtid thru

BOM ]CHm

___SADIO

Sf REKN

Rny

A

erang," Scbreiber declared the only
pictures to' be lensed Oh the actual
location ot their stories will he those
that can benefit in that way through
added authenticity. With "Kiss of
Death" currently winding up production work in N. Y., only two fibns
planned for actual location Sfaooting
at this time are "Norfliside VT?," to
be shot in Chicago, and 'Ttron Curtain," which will be done in N. Y.

IMEITA imiB

*f^l Wlaasf of Nine Mcudtmy Aw»rts!

ON

(878;

Rialto

good

Webber

court's decision to enforce industry-

wide bidding, then a doci.sion on the
bids will subsequently be farmed
out to the jurisdiction of branch
managers. That procedure, for the
Cigaret time beln«, though, is still something

$4;500.

—
.

(Fox)

"Boomerang"

SB44)

(750:

and

(2»th)

.

Girl"

for the future.

Ifequire,

$8 .000.

H©w

y

,

C«uld Anyone
Be Mayor ?

Mm

Crawford. I

films

Tlmrii.,

90c.-$1.50)^—
(Fox)
Years" (RKO). after four
at Aladdin. Big $9,000. Last
week, "Nora Prentiss" (WB) and
(m.o.),
(Mono)
"Vacation Days"

weeks

at both houses.

run.

TUIiL SZaEET

IMIFOiA'

ber, Rialto, $11,000.

"Best

Stellas.

s

7th ATe. &
Both St.

PALACE

OUR

too costly, since the involved ip.
formation sent in by each exhibitor
oflterihg a bid WotUd mean a very
lengthy wire when forwarded (o th*
homeoffice. 'If the U. S. Supreme
Court eventually upholds the loWer

(Col), also Denvw, KKiuire.
Oaod $4,000 or
C. D. Leon, head ot circuit bearing ^Tli Be^ours" (W and flohe Wolf
his name, has purchased the Palace in Mexico" (Col), «ame as Denver,

Le«B. Bays 3

playing time for each film in each

I?

and "Strange
(U)
"Temptation"
Journey" (20th). Stout $12,000. Last
week, "Jolson Story" (Col), after
two weeks Denver, Esquire, Web-

St. Loui-s April IS.

'Swg' &iiartJ|l2^

Rowe B. Carney of RoUa, Mo,, lOO
miles tsqm St. Louis, has unusual
-distinction of belnc the owner of
motion picture theatres in four MisSt. Louis, April IB.
With Spring tomparature, on tap souri towns and mayor-elect in »
fifth.
(3ai-ney's
principal
pictura
"Song of Seheherasade", is leading
theatre holdings include the Rollathe big cinemas her-e eurrehtly at
nno, a 750-seater, and the Uptown, a
the Ambawifldor. "Love Laughs at l.oeo-seater both in Rolla.
Andy Hardy" is tho rimnerup and
Carney who attracted attention
The St. Louis
also big at Loew's.
has hiked itjs scale and now all several months ago when he purchased the entire town of Arlington,
first-runs have tho same prices,
Mo.,
for $10,000 at a sherifl's sale,
BsKBsates for TbJa Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; BO-75 was elected mayor «f Arlington by a
—"Seng Scheherazade" (U) and 540- vote margin April 1.
Sewell
<*'ep).
"Mflgptficent Rogue",
$24^0. Last^week, "Pursued'' (WB)
and "Light House" (PRC). $19i000.
Oiffksrs
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-76)—"CarHollywood, April 18.
"Backnival Costa Rica" (20th)
Screen Sbitras Guild nominated
Last
NijCe $21, OM.
lash" (20th >.
week, "Suddenly Spring" (Far) and all its incumbent officers for r*.
election witit no sign of opposition.
"Fesr in Night" (Par), $24,000.
Officers are Sdd X. Russell, presi50-75)—
(3,17-2;
loew'ji (Loew)
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) dent; Riehard Gordon, first veepee;
Dulce Days, seeend veepee; Franklya
fad "Two Smart People'' (M-G).
LsBst'weak, "Hap- Farnum, third veepee; Harry JSvaiis,
Snoy $25,000.
Ufned to BrooSflyn" (MWS) and "So reeording secretary, afad Jeffrey
Dark Nii^t" (Col), ta,00».
Sayrc, treasurer.
'

SEG

Unopposed

md

'

MisM«rl (F&M) (S.«tt; 90-79)—
Wiai tS Pin^rs^ (WB) ai)d

"Be^

Man"

"Bruts

(M

(i»HC)

:

wk).

B%ncy

$15,000 after solid $1^,000
opener.
©t^pfeema (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
"Gangs, Inc." (Indie) and "Men of
Sten

6uentin"

Mst

|i2,<M)0.

(Indie)

Last

(UA)

House"

and

Q:,

;

NOW

f'f^tNGt

f

FOR

fmE WORKS

(re-isBues)

"Red
ww„
"Burteenth

Hour*' (Col), $8,500.

teals (F&M) (4,000: 60-75)—
"Stairway to Haav«»" (tj). Fancy
Last week, "Best Years"
IfiiOOO.
St.

(UA) (3rd Wk)

H.M

W« era cKtlriiMitpn for avsry T
bind of firtwoffce; «rtering t»
ioUMnt «nd

fetei!

eutls^i.

HmOLESALE ONIY.

$16,00<>.

A6MiiALISC0..lM.
T—Box

^ Dept.

Station

I>

AtUttta. G*.

Twhnlcslsr

PLUS ON BTAGE—
CONNEE BOSWELL - BUSTES SHAVES
PETERS SI8TEBS • Extra! lACKIE HILES

If
__„__I*l#.<*li. I

C. E. Gordon, -West Plains, Mo.,
sold his Villa, Xiovilla, la., to Harold
Sieverdihg, Bieilvue, la. •

after eleven years, leaves shortly for
a new film connection.
Helen O'Neill, former Charlottean,
who has returned h^e after «sv«i
years singing with bands over U.
has joined the John Mattiiews bajad
at the Ship Ahoy's '!tJpper Deck."

YorJf Theofres

Renald

—

'

'

at sati St.

RONALD COLMAN i«
"THE LATE fiEOReEAPLEY"
Iiitrednerii« PeseV CUMMINS
A «0tli Centarr-XVn Pletuw
Mmle

i.Th<

Hall'a

firMf

batcr Staia SiiawH

Honscniui H*!b» 'I'M* ves'
HoHy wood, April IB.
RKO assigned John E. Houseman
to produce "Thieves Like tJs," based
on a novel by Edward Anderson.
Filming will start early in June,
witl^ the cast still to be selected.
.

Kapidly-acGelerating infiltration of
top British pictures into the Ameri
can market should be considered a
healthful factor for the U. S. industry, since any good picture seen by
American audiences reflects to the
benefit of the motion picture medium, Schreiber said. At the same
time, he decried the current prac-

Pittsburgh, April 15.
Ibcpected post-Iienteh piidcup hasii't
New films are
no baUi of fire, best appearing to be
"The Locket," at VIFamer, and sure
of second stanza.
EstimateB for This Week
Art Cinema (280; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Honry V" (6th wk). Announced to

dose April

28,

eight weeks.

wheii

it

Around

will

have done

$8,000.

Same

week.
?B!t«M (Shea)
(1,700; 00-$1.40)—
"Best Years" (HKO) (idth wk). Beginning to show its aiw at near |16,ow. Last week, about same.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
"Johnny O'Clock" (Col). Trim $12,000, but not strong enough to hold,
tost week, "Carnival Costa Rica"
last

(20th), $14i500 in 10 days, pot so good.

Penn (Loew-UA)
"Happened

in

(3,300; 40-70)Brooklyn"
(M-G).

Thin $14,000 or less. Moves to Eitz.
Last vrettk, "Lady In Lake" (M-G),

mild

WARWICK.

N. Y.

—

serlixled. l.Hrgt" Cape
y«ar-ro»n<l. Bnllt 1041, all
Atm KV«"t
ioiptoventdirtii,
hamfte, nboot !t9 aercK.
Hisli rlenntion. maenlflceiit view. bro«1ti). <>•>««
r«ai!s, oSocMent hojr. muot be art'o.

ComiCry home

Cod typo.

moAem

np<m
York aiy.
^etslls

reqnest, SS

Mei

Stvt

nill«>H

$20,000

Write Box MS, one Anrlrly
104

w.

4sth

St..

n. y.

DESIRABLE HOME
Ho%waod,

exrhiuiKo

one

m«aern hiUsldo otudhi home.

J'«"'

Two

bedrooBiB, sindto, UvlnK-dinixK rdoin.
hitchtn, ii-«ar garnxr, n«irly one
View of valley, nray KindlUR.
fbtchanse houM or anaclnient In Kmv
Vorlt arm. Write
(JBA PHICR.
acr«.

miM

lOS-U Roosevelt A voniie. New Tw"-

$1&,500.

B««

(Lcew's)

(800;

407O)—"Lady

in Lake"

(M-G) (m.o.). Doing well
enough at $4,000. Last week, "Secret
Heart" (M-G) (m.o.), $3,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
'Carnival Costa Rica" (20th) "(m.o.).

of film critics and even officials
Bai-ely making franchise at $3,000 or
<jf the industry in lining up. British
less. Last week, "Wicked Lady" (U),
films against those turned out by $4,500.
Hollywood and theii terming the
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "StalBritish product superior.
lion Road" (WB). While $18,000 is
"A good picture is good in any not very strong, it's a pick-up over
country since it builds up the desire recent films. Last week, "Way With
in people to see more films," he de- Women" (WB), $12,000.
Wsrner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—
clared. "If they see a poor picture,
however, they might think twice be- ""Locket" (RKO). House doing well
fore going to a film next time and under new fir.^-nm policy and this
cashing tor solid $15,000, and holds.
instead decide to sit home and listen
Last week, third of "Song of South"
to their radios."
(EKO), about $9,000.

tice

FOR 8ALE-SACRIF reE

developed here yet.

SESSIONS
In

ekeMa

CMpiia't

"MmHSKUS VERKOUX"
Aeentr .IA€K WIOINBH
S979 Sumet Blvd., Hollywood. Col.

'
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MATCH
RADIO SNIPERS
Th« kiok-radio-ln-tho-pants boys appear

to bs out In full.
iTako. for example, Phiilp llVylle's column in
Post, in which he took up the cudgels
last Saturday's (12)
ttii. behalf of hla fellow hate-radio tribesmejj with what was perhapii the most completely off-base blast of the year. Inspired
fey the recent orack of Mrs. Eugene Meyer, wife of the Washington' publisher, who called American radio "vulgar," Wylie went
|»er one better, with a categorical condemnation of the whole

foEOS thesa (Jaya.

Said Wylie: "Radio Is as brash as a peanut vendor In a
feotiire hall; it's as cheap as a popcorn hawker at to opera; lt'«
\ beep at vespers and a burp in an anthem."
Wicdium.

Perhaps of all the accusations t«ssed radio'i way, this one of
Vulgarity which Wylie ao vehemently supports, shapes up as the
6r« with the least foundation. As a matter of fact, radio ha»
been hemmed In by hidebound restrictions that have been dictated by plain common sense, even more so than films, newsbajiers and the stage. Radio's very accessibility to old and young,
to the illiterate end unthinking, to the bifoi alid the^rude,
gbriously has created a self-imposed censorship more restrictive
than that imposed by a more selective oiieBteif.

ad that when Wylie saya radio is vulgar; he makes it tihnecesfary to chime in virith hia admI«ision1^at 'I biive never had the
Bheer brass, the eallousneas . /v to h*r4«ne^^
It's a
t)0 listen to mdlo for nlore thlLii a few mlriut«s at a tiitie."
pei9Ul}ar coincident that the whole tribe of wily Wylies which has
taen taking potshots at radio has always put as Its preeminent
ttu«U«eation the fact that it wouldn't be caught dead listening
fo ;the"'stuff

Trying

.

laugh

off radio at this stage of the game is nothing
a throwi>aok to the scoffers of the'airplane, the steamboat and the wireless. iBut scoffers aren't necessarily critics,
and, as In everything else, there are good and bad critics In radio.
There are, for essaiaple, the Charles Seipmanns, the Llewelyn
Whites and others who criticize and analyizs radio's many weaknesses with the mottve of correcting it and helping it mature.

to

jihort of

from perfect; In fact in many respects it hasn't
found itself, and constructive oritloiam of the SelpmannWhlte variety is essential to its growFh.

Pftdio is far
jr?t

But there

that exclusive coterie of in tell*ctuals which
is out to do a
on radio. With their hafl-truths that are
teUcd Iti clever
and barbs, they are J^ely to gather some
new adherents. But ft la very unlikely that ih^ ©an do radio any
1« also

g^M

mlharm,

•

•

Jttoie.

Smokes L^it Up Dayligbt Scene As

Mm C^s Ain
&

Corte

Selidinjg

!iho getting set to take

daytime radio in
Mthme customers.
Hto

iASIS,

111

IDEA

There's been some viewing-withalarm in recent weeks around the
agencies^ in New York over what

some fear may develop

among

For Fennie Market

+

radio sponsors wrappiiig up

new programs. This Is the reported
offer made in recent weeks by a few
bankrollers, who have come up with

.

supervision of
auditioning a
haU-hQUr program starring the

of determining

how much

WOR Nixes Stowe;

forijiat, FBB agency has
been exploring web prospects for a
IS-minute strip. CBSj with lots of
afternoon time on its hands, is
making a desperate bid for the biz,
When Leland Stowe starts his
which would swell its coffers ity weekly Wednesday evening 15-minmore than $300,000 annually, but
ute commentary oh Mutual, April
there's no agency-sponsor decision
23, for the United Electrical. Radio
as yet.
that ^""^ Machine Workers of America,
Meanwhile,
reported
it's
other ciggie outflts are eyeing the program will be spotted on 55 stadaytime
picture,
among them tions— but not on WOR. the web's
Haleighs, which figures it has a N, Y. flagship. Station, it's reported,
natural in the *!People Are Funny" takes the position that it has more
shate pi gabbers already,
type of programming aimed at po- than
tential femrne customers.
Oddly enOUdh, the union, which
says its decision to sponsor the com-

ticipation

'We're Overgabbed'

•

|
'

,

%

1

^

1

I

Of SunuMrSub

the

Hollywood, April 15.
Show is approved
by American Tobacco as summer replacement for Jack Benny, the latter
win ba listed in the fiscal credits
as package owner. In that capacity,
however, he'll take no active part
and relegate his interest to MCA,
which negotiated one of the most
If

the Jack Paar

I

;

——

'

j

,

]

•

|

j

'

,

R08«^, S«'*«*%°'
seen as Miss Wilder's findings resigned from the
coming liome to roost,
placement
'

is

|

"^""no
No

station.

the

(Gamel'ji);

unique deals in recent years.
Reasoning that inasmuch as Benny

Lineup

Procter & Gamble-Campbell
Soup deals on tap at CBS hinging on subsequent reshuffle of
network's early evening roster of
shows Would result in the following Mon.-through-Fri. pro*
gram sequencing.
•

-

6:45—Lowell Thomas (P&G). '
7:00— New Program (P&G).
7:15—Jack Smith Show (P&G>.
7:30—New Program (Camp-

bell).

7:45— Bob Trout (Campbell).
Gamble's cross-the-board programming and provide the solution to the

controls his NBC Sunday time, he P & G-CBS snafu on where to spot
should ba paid a reasonable fee for LowellThomas. I<atter is scheduled
its use by another show,
fol- to move over from NBC in the fait
lowed through and pressed its deThe Campbell - P Sc G expansion
mands on Foote, Cone & Belding. shapes up as tha biggest commercial
After days of jockeying, FCB final- deal in radio in months, partially
ly gave in and tile option papers
(Continued on page 32)
carried
the Benny participation.
MCA ahd -Benny, it is reported, will
split up $25,000 in commissions. Although generally believed that the
NBC-Benny time deal involves only
a moral obligation on the network's
part, it has been vouchsafed by a
reliable source that the transaction.
It
Without precedent in radio, is in

MCA

DiVM-pwt s CBS
Husb-Huih News

Safe,

writing.
the Paar

For the past couple of months
Russell Davenport, freelance author
and formerly an editor of Fortune
magfizine, has been on the payroll

No

re!
re-

hgml

be tstken on
American To-

action will

show

until

officials pass on the recorded
audition cut last weekend.

bacco

Amusement Enterprises, Inc., was
Hollywood, April IS.
organized to legalize the package
Jack Car.son is taking no chances
arrangement. Benny is merely listed on being set adrift in mid-season and
as a stockholder and the new outfit to that end is having his agent offer
is launched ostensibly to produce him around.
Still under contract to
shows for radio, television, transcrip- Campbell soup for another season at

CBS in New York. It's all been
very undercover, with most of the
CBS staff unaware of his connection
or assignment, save that he reports
to Edward R. Murrow, CBS veepee
o£

tions and pictures. If American To- least, he'll make an issue -of the rebacco exercises its Option on Par newal which comes up in May if it
It now develops that Davenport by April 16 the program will be is sectioned off in the usual quarterhas been given the job of discover- produced by Amusement Enter- ly segments. Should the soup canings ways and means to handle prises.
ner pick him up for 13 weeks in the
news programs. This stemmed from
fall after a summer layoff of equal
Murrow's convictions, which he
duration and then decide to let him
brought back from L.ondon, that"
go, it would leave him out ia the
radio should open up new techcold world siround early February
understood that the
It's
niqiues.
and that prospect Is not very comDavenport experiments have gone
forting to him.
on behind scenes (including some
What makes his future association
trial balloons on the CBS station in
with Campbell perilous is the purBoston, WEED, with their possible
chase of five night-time half hours
eventual influence, if and When
on CBS to be filled by Bob Trout
Minneapolis, April 15.
okeyed by top management, amountA. E. Joscelyn, general manager of and Perry Como or B'ob CrOsby. Aling to a fundamental modification of
though ''Corliss Archer" is intettdeA
CBS' owned-and-operaled
CBS news policies, which go back to here since 1942, when he succeeded only as a summer show to hold the
around 1-936, and have been but lit- Earl Gammons, is checking
out of time, Carson has no assurance that
then.
tle altered since
either he and/or "Corliss" will be
the station on Ma/ 1 to become veepee in charge of sales for Northwest continued after the half-hour strip

in chargie of public affairs program.s.

R^ns

Joscdyn

.

WCCOiOiAs Radio
WCCO

gets going.

Linseed Co.

;

cigaret sponsors to invade
virtually untapped daytime mar-

Hawk show

Monday night

Campbell five-times - a - week halfhour deal, but would pave the way
an expansion of Procter &

j

I
ket

Bob

the

New

radio show, as against other media,
contributed toward the sales figure.
Those familiSr With the iwy-onthe-Hooper-basis see it as another
offshoot of the "ratinjj evil" and
what they term the "exaggerated
emphasis placed on the Hoopers."
Among radio's, top talent, there
are a few, including; those with top
Hoopers, who pay less attention to
the rating their show has registered
than to the client's sales charts. One
of them is Fred Allen, who has long
argued that the payoff lies in one's
effectiveness as a salesman for one's
sponsor.

mentary was prompted by a desire
IMiss Wilder Survey
^^ counteract the growing imbalGurrent entry of cigaret spon- ^^^^
of "liberal" and
aors into the dttftime iBeld has its
..(.oj^^grvative" spielers on the air,
roots m part in the exhaustive study
expecting the opposition from
Of daytime radio made some time
qya^tg^g other than WOR. There
ago by Frances Farmer Wilder unwas considerable speculation wheth- Goodwin Airef To Back
aer CBS aegis.
er WGN, the Chicago Tribune-owned
It was Miss Wilder's penetrating station and Mutual's strong midwest
'Hit Parade' Opposition
analysis into the whole structure arm. would take the program. But
of daytime programming from a WGN is among the 55 affiliates that
New Bill Goodwin half-hour show
eommercial viewpoint, with its at- are going along with the Stowe built by CBS programming dept, on
the Coast goes into the Saturday
tondant study on untepped mar- staiiza,
'-^^
K«ts far sponsors, the breakdown:
night 9 o'clofek segment being vaof aconomic levels ef iemme listencated by "Hit Parade," which moves
_ _
« I
,
over to the Saturday at 0 niche on
etc., that was to » targe dfegree
W| IR RAtreitcheS fUrtlldr
Wl UlCl
NBC,
responsible for the new concept in' ffUO fteUBlJWlCa 1
Goodwin show is scheduled to tee
thmking among bMllsroUers and
The New York Post's WLIB indie
agencies.
retrenchments are continuing, with off April 26. Announcer-turnedas a well-meaning
Miss Wilder spent many month.s three new*men dropped in recent comedian is cast
guy with a genius for getting be^
making presentations of her findings weeks. They are Jerry
^^"y^.^f
He'll be supeight-ball.
to agencies, as well as to organi- Kosut and Hal Tuerkell. News broad- hind the
ported by Peggy Knudson. Larry
Mtions around the country. Decision casts by
'"""""^f*
Berns is producer-director of series.
ft the
taken directly oft the wire U^^^^
'

:

'

segments

for

<i

way

time

Tuesday night "American Melody
Hour" (Bayer) and, the Thursday
night "Mr, Keen" (Kolynos). It the
sponsors are in a cooperative mood,
it
would not only allow for tha

BpiyCutiiils

far. In the few instances in
sucli deals were advanced,
the talent has chimed in with a nix.
In at least one instance the star of
a show countered with a proposal
that he'd ba willing to gamble, not
on the Hooper, but on the sale of
the product stemming from^,his halfhour show. Sponsor in turn said no
dice, on the basis that there was no

In addi-

CB^

point.

Thus
which

slots.

tion the soup company is moving
into the daytime radio picture with
a
half-hour crosSrthe-board
show on tap.
It would involve moving into otlier

yanked from under him?

'

.

to 8 cross-the-board

Carson Playu$

Gypsies.

fhough reportedly it isn't interested
In either the serial or audience par-

programming which will perinil
Campbell Soup to take over the "JtsA

search of a sponsor. If client is
found, it would obviously entail
subbing a new format.
Which poses the problem for
CBS: how will the sponsor -react
ii)
having his original fprinal

Mansion on Fifth avenue same
across an old Atwater itent
model and tuiwd it in. Swears ha
got Harry Horlick's A & P

agency is
plunge
bid for

la

Stroud Twins.
Idea of shpw, likely to be
tabbed "Sponsor Wanted," is
built around a couple of guys in

CoHycr Addlenda

{i

under

Goodman Ace

CBS has art approximate' |S,009,-'
000 billing.s windfall in the oiring;^
but most of it hinges oh whether
th« network can get together witii
the sponsor-agencies to maneuver a
wholesale reshuffle of early evening

—

'Sponsor' Sponsor
CBS comedy programming

division

idea of paying off on the basis
of the show's Hooperating.
Instead of pacting.a package for
the usual flat talent fee, these clients,
known, have propbsed deals
it's
Whereby they would plunk down so
much per point in rating, with, of
course, the show's cost varying with
the rise and tall of the ratings.
Thus, if a show racks up a 5.0
Hooper, the sponsor proposes to pay
in accordance with the pre-stipulated flgure a^ireed on for a .9.0, etc.
Sum reported most freiqiuehtly mentioned has been $1,000 per Hooper
tlje

N. v. eop helping to clean up
debris at thj Langley Collyer

tiiii

As in the case of Philip Morris,
American Tobbaco is also angling
for
cross-the-board programming,

..

Cainpyi Roup's Pay, Ight Spliffgi

into a trend

•

"On th« heals of Philip Morris +
pasUng the two Mutual daytime
glvsaway ahowis, "Queen for a Day"
and "Hearts Desire," American
1?obaaoo
(Lucky atWke> tlirougff
Foote,

piiyiioow

NX

Joscelyn's resignation, which reportedly came as no surprise to
execs, terminates 10 years of
service with the network and
years in the radio industry.
Meanwhile in New York hdqs. web
execs were mulling Joscelyn's successor.
Decision was expected by
the end of the week, with indications
it will be. someone trom within CBS,
Joscelyn began his career in the
advertising business in the N.Y. office of the Chicago Tribune as an
advertising salesman. In 1938 he be;
came eastern safes manager for CBS
Radio Sales from which he was
transferred in 1940 to become manShow is among the list ot CBS ager of WBT, Charlotte, then owned
house-built "commercial availabili- by CBS. In 1942 Joscelyn was named

ties."

,

\

CBS

H

i

'

'manager

of

WCCO.

With

condition.s as

they

are, Carson is not so hopeful ot running as a supplementary to the news-^
musical eross-the-boarder.
Granting that his agent turns up
a potential sponsor for next season,

Carson will be implemented with««
wedge to either force a 26-week renewal or release from his contract.

DAVE BAYLOR TO WJMO
Cleveland, April IS.
First of Cleveland's new post-war
Stations has nained its top officers.
dipped into the pt^sennel
ranks of
to pluck Dave B»y-

WJMO

'

WGAR

lor,

program manager,

him manager.

and name

Irv turn, Baylor asked
Shipley, engineer, to come
along to serve as chief engineer of
the new station.

Larry

RABEO

24
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FCCsWOKODeathSentenceSpurs
Caffing Carroll
Invites for

Channel

By ARCH OBOUER

4

>

44

«

Hollywood.
Washington, April 15. -f
Several companies are expected to
bid for the radio channel now occu"
Benson's
Post
pied by WOKO, Albany, as result
Mutual's George BensoA has taken
of FCC's ultimatum last week that
on a slightly familiar title ejastern
the station must wind up its affairs sales manager, newly created posi-

In a recent issue Carroll Carroll, who appears to have taken upon himthe role of apologist for commercial radio (a position which even the
paid propagandists have found untenable, as witness the gradual retreat
of numerous presidents' and vice-presidents from- their previously held
positions that American commercial radio was the best possible, and how
dare you sirs!) draws certain conclusions and asks us certain questions,
In his argument against further castigatioh of an 'over-eommercially
approach to radio broadcasting, (Carroll, unfortunately, points to the newspapers and films as examples of purely-fo'r-entertainment-and'-biisinessindustries and. says, in essence, that if the others don't, why should radio?
I said, before, that the argument was an unfortunate one, because to use
the shortcomings of one group to justify one's own misdeeds leaves one in

New MBS

—

and

go" off the air

by Aug.

31.

It is

only the fourth time in its history
the FCC has resorted to so drastic

tion in the web's setup. He had the
same title at the Blue (now ABC)
network just before he went away

WOKO, an ABC basic to war.
with three kw
He has been' with MBS' sales orpower, has been on the air 18 years ganization since December, 1945.
and probably would pull over a $1,000.000 sales ticket in the normal
Shows U|; In
Lonely
course of events.
^

an action.
station operating

Man

FCC. concurrently, invited other
to file for WOKO's channel
June 1, 1947. On that date, the
doors will be closed and new bids
will be heard in competition with
the Van Curler Broadcasting Corp.,
which applied for" WOKO^s" facilities
©ver a year ago. PCC Commissioner
Clifford J. Durr dissented with the
majority and voted to give
only a 30-day stay until May 9 to

bidders

Gabbers

Riisli

for

WOrs

until

WOKO

a most unhappy

WINS PROMOTION AWARD

LEE FONDREN
For tlxe most effective promotion
of a public service radio program,

Bessie Eeatty 60€ Spot "KLZ Farm Reporter," KLZ was
recently given a CCNY Award of
Death of veteran woman com- Merit.
To KtiZ's promotional

mentator Bessie Beatty signalled a

flood of applications to WOR, N. Y.,
for the lucrative spot left vacant.
The list of aspirants, which quickly
mounted into the dozens, includes

spajrk-plugf,
credit.

Lee Pondren, goes the
KLZ, DENVER.

Bat Touch

Durr also liewspaperwomen, femme gabbers,
wind Up its affairs.
thought that FCC should imrnediate- actresses, models, school teachers
ly hand over the station's channel and others, fr4)m all parts of the
waiting
for country.'
to Van Curler without
•
other bids.
A,mong those reported under conThe FCC's action followed two sideration, eithet upon their owh
years' litigation and a Supreme application or at the suggestion of
Court deciiiion backing up the Com- interested persons, are Lee Carson,
inission's right to refuse to relicense newspaperwoman - wife
of WOR
stations guilty of misrepresentations. newscaster George Carson Putnam;
"WOKO's fault lay in concealing from Betty Brainard, syndicate writerWashington, April 15.
FGG that 24% of its stock was actu- wife of H. H. McClure, head of the
Under certain conditions you may
ally held by Sam Pltifeard, a former McClure
Clementine sell liquor in a dry state and operSyndicate;
CBS veepee. The concealmeht Was Paddleford, food editor of the N. Y ate slot machines illegally^ and still
(Continued on page 32)
Herald Tribune, and Alma Det- win FCC approval to own a radio
tinger, well-known WQXR (N. Y.) station, a majority of FCC members
decided last Thursday (10).
commentator.

'lips

FCC Re WlOX,

,

'

,

Nets

OK Sodaiist

mie v§.

irunp

A number of men's names also In a surprise ruling, the Commishave been submitted, including that sion reversed an -earlier finding and
awarded the WLOX Broadcasting
of actor Alexander Kirkland. Out
of-town applicants include femme
gabbers on stations in Philly, Minneapolis

and

Detroit.

WOR

execs are in no great rush
looks like the Socialists will however, to pick a successor to Miss
get the jump on the Bepublidans in Beatty, whose 10:15-11 a.m. across
xeplying on network time to Presi- the-board chore reportedly netted
dent Truman's Jefferson Day address. her in excess of $60,000 yearly. Acr
ABC and Mutual have agreed to tually, the time slot will go' to- the
givei the party free time. NBC, which station's Martha Deane (house
name
got a similar request,' hadn't de- for
Marion Young)
and Miss
cided what to do about it up to Beatty's "successor" probably would
last night (Tues.).
take over Miss Deane's 3-3:30 p.m
Barry Flelschman, secretary of segment. For the time being Miss
the Socialist Party; said he wrote Deane is doubling in both stints
th^ three nets last week asking for While the station doesn't want her
iime equlvalenj to that given Tru- to have to carry this load bverlong,
man. (No request was made to CBS it's expected the aftei'nDpn stanza
because that web did not air the (said to pay about $35,000) will not
President's talk of April 5.) Mutual be assigned for about a month.
replied that it would give the So
Word has gone out that
top
cialists the same time billing Truwhile not entirely opposed to
man 'had jf they could provide a pers,
considering women air gabbers for
speaker of equivalent importance or
the spot, would prefer to sign
public interest. The Socialists settled
"someone with a background of
for 15 minutes (Truman got 30)
achievement in journalism," either
Deal with ABC went similarly.
on newspapers, wire services or
Fleischman said he sent the remagazines.
quest for NBC time to Carleton
Smith, manager of WRC, the net's
Washington station. Fleischman also
said he had time for party speakers
SIIDS
on several New "Vork area indies,
Including WINS and WAAT.
It

,

WOR

'

WJZ rUTS

ABC

will give Norman Thomas,
chairman, of the Socialist Party's
naitional action committee, a quarterhour at 10:30 p.m. next Saturday
to talk on "How To Stop
(19)
Russia." Mutual will pick up Prof.

ON

WNEW AIRING WINCHEL

Angle qf a station not owning a
program, yet having final say on its

use or rather rebroadcast despite
wishes of atgency or sponsor involved, stood out sharply last week
Maynard G. Krueger, member of the in N. Y. WJZ, (ABC) put its foot
partjr's national executive commit- down definitely on rebroadcast of

Walter Winchell airers on WNEW,
K. Y., indie, an hour after WJZ carried the program.
had contracts signed with
Robert W. Orr, agency for Jergens,
Winchell sponsor, to re-air Winchell
Sunday nights at 10, an hour following the WJZ program. Hebroadcasts
were to start May 4, with Dryad,
another Jergens product, to be
plugged instead of the w.k. lotion
Then WJZ heard of the deal and hit
dent. No formal request for time the roof, meantime unearthing an
was made, however—and still hasn't old FCC ruling forbidding rebroad
been.
cast 0* a program without permis

from Chicago at 7:15 p.m,
Thursday, May 1, to air a talk entitled "Heading for Chaos?" Both
Thomas and Krueger will tell their
party's atl4(':ude on domestic and
foreign problems discussed by Tru
man early this month.
Republican Party notified the
three networks immediatejy follbwing Truman's talk that it would
expect the webs to offer free time
comparable to that given the Pre.si'
tee,

FCC

at FulI Slrength

Washington, April 15.
P(3C is now operating with full
complement of seven commissioners,
with Edward M. Webster, newest
member, sworn in last week, Webster took over the FCC .slot vacated
by former chairman Paul A, Porter.
His term expires June 30, 1949.
Webster, a political independent

and former FCC

a.isistant chief

en-

WNEW

sion of the originating outlet. And
although agency' and sponsor had
been perfectly agreeable to the rebroadcast, they agreed to abide with
old rule, while
decided not
to make an issue of it by appealing
to the FCC for possible modification.

WNEW

15.

is

Co. a permit for a neiy local waiter
president
in Biloxi, Miss.
James Love is the proprietor; of the
Buena "Vistsi hotel 'where he' rogularly sells liquor and maintains slot
machines
in
defiance
of
two

WLOX

Mississippi laws.

The Commission, which first disLove on this count, exweek that It had modi-

qualified

plained last

fied its position "to distinguish be-

tween

the open and unconcealed
activity Of the sale of intoxicating
liquor and the maintenance of slot
machines in the OToxi area and the
concealed
activities
of
so-called
bootleggers, racketeers and gamblers." FCC said that "with the approval of the community such laws
are apparently not enforced" and
cited testimony from leading Biloxi
Citizens to the effect Love's reputation is "beyond reproach."
Like others engaged in selling
liquor in Biloxi, Love has regularly
paid taxes to the state in accordance
with another statute imposing a tax
<Jn all articles sold illegally. Mississippi makes it unla-wful for a man
to have liquor in his possession as
well as to manufacture or distribute
it.

Commissioner

-

trate

on the N.Y. area.

position; one would hardly attempt to condone, for. example, the failure to give one's community a healthful 'Water systeini oh
the basis that a neighboring town was also negligent.
Even if one ignores the fact that radio broadcasting, unlike the newspapers and' the film businesses, is licensed as a public service, certainlyone must consider ethical values. One likes to believe that the sacrifices of
the late war liave taught us that each of us has duties to one's community
which go beyond the business of profit-making. Being a good citizen is
no longer idealism; in a world on an atom bomb it is simply a matter of
seeking to stay alive.
And the price of that seeking, it begins to appear, is not going to bei
either personal or national maneuvering for self-advantage; it is going to
be finding a basis wherein the other fellow, and the other nations, have
equal advantages under the laws of nations—and of personal conscience.
Mr. Carroll asked "Any questions?"
Here are a few:
Granted that American radio gives' to the American people the greatest
variety of listening pleasures, is it not a fact that in tljese critical times
the mere pleasure of laughter and escapisni is not enough?
Is it not true that unless we are informed, beyond the news and beyond!
the onoe-over-lightly commentators, we may gain a belly-laugh but lose

a world?
Is it hot a fact that the American public is the most amused group and
the least informed group of any of the Big Four? I refer you to various
surveys which indicate, for example, that, in spite of the news blaists
every 15 minutes, and in spite of years of war, one out of three adult
Americans did not know that the Japanese had occupied the Philippines;
less than 4% had the slightest conception of the shattering statements of
our scientists, before .Congressional committees, in regards to our questionable -security behmd atom bomb stockpiles.
«
Tricklets of ;KnowledKe
Equally small is our national knowledge, to choose a feW mdre vital
subjects at complete random, regarding such matters as essentially important to our future political and economic existence as the revolution in
British postwar thinking, the basic differences between the political phil-'
osophies (if not the particular applications) of Fascism and Communism,
and the nature of the final awakening of Asia's peoples, their refusals
ever figain to accept a status quo position, and the implication of this mass
movement to the static democratic ideal of our professional diplomats.
Our future as a people, it is obvious, depends on our getting along with
other peoples of other nations. How can we possibly do so if only an
inflnitestunal percentage among us has the knowledge necessary for functioning upon an intelligent international level? How can we possibly do
so if the leaders of our greatest source of mformation, the radio, persist
in mistaking news dissemination for political education?,
A last question—is it not true that if a larger psroeiitage of the same
cleverness and ingenuity which goes into entertainment was diverted mto
an education of our people, we would soon have an alert, informed voting
majority which would make democracy worfc on all levels, and thus fill
the terrible vacuum in our national life, a void which can never be filled
by ephemeral entertainment or an increase of deep-freeze refrigerators
or television receivers, which must be fiUd by giving a greater
percentage
of us the knowledge, and the opportunity, of being
of service, in peacetime, to our nation and to our world? .

Banks Flocking to N.Y.
Indies

Durr

J.

liquor are irrelevant. As Durr saw
it, it is not the ..FCC's functioh "to
review the judgment of the Mississippi legislature."
Commissioner E. K. Jett dissented
in favor of a grant to
Broadcssting Co. in preference to WLOX.

WGCM

The FCC majority ruled out

WGCM

its principal, Hugh Jones,
owns a station 12 miles distant in
Gulfport and there would be considerable duplication of service from
the commonly-owned transmitters.
Jett preferred
because William Jones, brother of Hugh, said

because

WGCM

he would move from Gulfport to
Biloxi and run the station independently.

to

Plug

Loans, Check Accounts
New York indies report a resur-

than

but,

to

as

versed

Gets FM'er Sod

regular

airers.

Washington, April 16.
Contenders for fM outlets in
Philadelphia last
over the William

week jumped an
Goldman Theatres,

Banks in recent years haven't been prospective buyer of WDA8,
f<?i
too heavy radio advertisers, using
that company's attempts to stave on
direct mail, newspapers, streetcar
an FCC decision on Philly I'M until
,

ads, etc., instead. They've apparently found these media strongly com-

with rival banks running
concurrent ^ds, whereas on radio
the competition isn't as direct or
petitive,

gets its own hat in thfe ring.
Goldman asked FCC either to con*
sider testimony from
in sup.
port of an
grant as his own or

it

WDAS

FM

to

contiguous.

reopen the hearing record

to let

him bid for an FM channel as «ew
Banks are concentrating on plug- owner of the station.
ging two fields, the small loans and
International
Ladies
Garment
the 5-&.10c checking accounts,

WHAT

and Workers' Union,

feel spots are best for these drives.

They're, however, finding some difficulty in getting spots, certain indies
not having the available time anymore. One bank that had been
solicited for 15 years finally came
around to one indie, but wanted only
spots, which
this station couldn't
accommodate, being full up. Certain

originall^ir pro- banks are settimg on programs indeny both bids for BHoxi, stead of spots.
happens very seldom, reManufacturers Trust, N. Y., is reon the final ruling.
ported buying on as many stations

The Commission
posed

'

Soldman 8 Bid

as' advertisers, with
most of them seeking ad outlets on

rather

'

Small

gence of banks
spots

Clifford

voted to deny the "WLOX grant,
arguing that the Commission's own
views on the morality of selling

lin

and Frank»

Broadcasting Corp. promptly told
to make Goldman wait until

FCC
July
at

1,

the

when he would
reserved

FM

get a shot
channels. He

made

the deal to buy 'VifDAS two
weeks before the FM hearing record closed and had -plenty of time
then to enter the FM race, FCC was
told.
The three bidders, plus
Patrick

Joseph Stanton, will all
off with FM. grants if Goldman's Uth-hour petition is denied.

come

itself

Bask Homer
Boston, April

Unique

15.

experiment with Basic
English is under way Currently on
Lowell Institute Cooperative BroadWNEW's program director Ted casting Council series,
"Your Ideas,"
Cott admits, however, he's .still try- over
WHDH. It's the first radio
ing to get other top net shows for version
of Homer's "The Iliad"—
rebroadcast, and says he'll offer time using
560 of Basic's 850 words.
to any bigtime show which feels the
Show was inaugurated by Dr. I. A.
added time will help them.
Richards, Harvard professor of Englii!h. and foremost authority on the

expected to join FCC
KEARNEY TO MBS CO-OP
Commissioners Charles B. Denny,
Jr„ and E. K. Jett at the World
Mutual co-op program sales deTeiecomhiunications Conference partment has added Don Kearney,
opening in Atlantic City, Majj 15, former sales exec of the Katz agenand skedded
to meet through Oct. cy, as an account exec to concen•
gineer,

'

self

as it can. Modern industrial (Morris
Plan) is looking for spots. Union
Dime Savings is now buying indie
time. Others are following with inquiries.

MORE KMBO EXITS
Ran-sas City, April 15.

Exodus of hands at KMBC which
began recently with departure of
Ed Shurick, promotion manager,
continues with John Battison, who
leaves spot as development engineer.
subject Of Basic English. He is also Battison joins the Federal Telephone
chairman of the "faculty team" from & Telegraph Corp., New York, as a
Council member institutions which design engineer.
has ju.st completed a cycle Of 30
Warren Rodat, who had been asbroadca.sts on Plato as first "Your sistant to Ed Shurickj
also is mo^Hing
Ideas" seriesi
out of the promotion department.

MDIO STOCK SETUP
LIKELY

FROM CBS SHOW

CBS programming dept. has ambitious plans for the forthcoming hourlong Tuesday night dramatic series
which will be directed by the Canadian-imported Fletcher Markle,

Out of the series, which tees ofl.
April 29 in the 9:30 to 10:30 segment,,
may come a permanent stock company of radio performers. Format
of program will be loose enough
to embrace adaptations frbm legit
plays, novels, etc.
Web has set as

"Studio

new

One,"

novel,

set for

with

title

of

series.,

adaptation

of

"Uhder The Volcano,

preem.

.

1M7

Wednesday, April 16,

Sh! Mustn't

Say Peabody Word

FCC

th« Paabody Awards will b« .presented At n
tfhe fte^io IiiK«ou*
given under th« auapioG*
gets what is, oi course, wid«lj' known around Stsn»
tives 6lub.
hattan at this mom«nt, but ths pres* ha« been hamstrung by that
Cavorite «neiny of journalietio enterprist ^thft release datf.
vari.et'^.
for one, observes this release date with distaste for the devi«« whjitj^
bottles up an obvious "trade story" of eonsiderable piquencjr In coA*
nection with the award« this year.
In advanee let it b« said that the Feabody saleotl^n^ fov 1047, oa
^ tt3
the whole, are good one*, This has not always t>*tb ^^fi
selections are better, so obviously Is the deo'isip^ tp ^.os '^J ^S?^^^
banquet which -during the y^ers it W9s operat'ed gMuved lotf n««ll th^
...
^
...
-Tijj feett afeofp
reputation for bekit 9 stambakf
variably uneonvlitemgly old hat.
\xi lun^eoh mee'
wlU remove pact of wat ourse,

Tomorrow

luncheon

In'

(Thurs.)

New
Who

HYIi

ABC,

Daily News,

WMCAJLGWU,

—

—

•""hope* to set forth the survival
ohanees of hundreds of new broadoasters who have set up shop since

v»J Say, 9nd to spell out th« odds on
feseplng tha wolf from the door for
thd ljundreds more with pending ap-

Biui-Bookdi Radio B§tt^, Sez
'
'^^^^

lit

:

^

Baek

cess?" There was liitie argument.
U. S. broadcasting, they agreed, was
a success. It had a few shortoomings,

but

a n^wsciist reiefrlnk to tKji
w.k, labor law as "thii vahgnst
In

act."

The School

da.y Review of Literature. Program
was "What's On Your Mind?" with

BaoK

Radio may be spared furthlf
embarrasunent Urn the i^ltint
«ase of a wQXR, K.
n&nouhdjtt

would improve.

it

participants
Panel
were FCC
{Commissioner Clifford fiurr, Carl
Haverlin, new president of Broadcast Music, Inc.; John'1?'. 1*. Hogan,
president of WQXB, and Albert K.
Williams, ra4lo editor of the Satur-

to

nique,

'S.

record album caUe4 "Ora Lssilcon" as guide to anhouncgrs oi)
standards of pronunfiiation of
olassicat musioaV names
and
terms and ot}i4rwls9.
Milton
Gross has done the musical con'

tinuity.

Conto^

Moore In

«

broadcasters in every case would
regulate themselves properly. He did
not feel, he said, that what goes on
the air could always be left entirely
to the discretion of the broadcaster.
Haverlin said a "lot of broadtasters would sleep better" if they

(Continued on page 32)

,

filMBEL'S

3O0G OUTLAY

FOR IIP EXPANSION
Philadelphia, April

A

$300,000 expunsion

WIP was announced

15.

Status Ihich'
status of Perry

Moore

Como and Garry

provoking lots of trade
speculation, with both the comedian and the singer on "lend-lease"
to networks other than those to
which they are under contract.
Moore is breaking 'away from the
Jimmy Durante-Rexall-CBS show in
the fall to go on his own.
CBS
would like to keep him within the
web fold but he's still under contract to NBG, which had signed a
"waiver" when, five years ago,
Moore was projected into the star
spotlight for his CBS teamup with
the Schnoz. But now that he's going it solo, any sponsorship deal will
have to "reckon with NBC's first call
on him.

On

is

the

hand,

other

Como

is

a

program for CBS

yesterday (14)

by Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president
and general manager, to include five
new studios, one of which will be an
auditorium type with seats for 200
persons, and a stage and dressing
rooms for studio productions.
Almost half of the projected ex-

"property,"' similarly given the
"waiver" treatment for his

NBC

Chesterfield show.

much

very

like

Now CBS

would

recall

him.

to

Campbell Soup, for one, wanted him
projected cross-the-board
There's
early evening show.
some talk that, if Como or his
sponsor refuse to hold still, the case
may go to arbitration.
for

its

CBS

immediately,
Gimbel said, improving the
William Morris agency signed
facilities tod providing for addiMoore to a two-year contract last
tional program requirements of exweekend arid said it was working

penditure

panded

Is schedijled

AM

FM

operations.
Included on the "immediate" list
is a new master control room with
the latest type multi-channel "preset"'
program
Western
Electric
switching and dispatching system.
Also set for immediate construction
are three "speaker" type studios,
and 235-feet high
tower for the
42roof of the Gimbel building.
feet high antenna on the tower will
give the structure an overall height
Of 520 feet above street level.

FM

A

new show

on

for

It

With Musk

Ted Husing, WHN, N.
jock, provided his

comment

own

Frank

on

editorial
Sinatra's

Lea
battle
with
Mortimer, N. Y. Mirror amusecolumnist.

After making a news an>
battle,
o£
the
nouncement
Husing m>un The "Vwce's record'

ing of "Tlry a Little 'Tenderness."
Ill

I

nil

him

new

project

Applicants

for a fall

:

Broadcasting

to Exfieriment

With

'Artist' Entr'acte Series
For the final four weeks of the
Sunday afternoon N. Y. Philharmonic concerts, starting April 20,
which will be on sustaining basis,
C^S will experiment with a 10minute intermission series tilled
"Portrait of the Artist." Dwight
Weist Will be narrator, with MarLewerth as scifipter. Subjects
be Brahms, Renoir, Lord Syrian
Hnd Dostoievsky.
Reaction to series may determine
whether they'll be expanded lor
l>iogramming next season.

garet
will

ToNLRBinNet

FCC

WE'VD, Frequency
Bernard
Fine,

Sprapted Broadcast System (CIO),North jersey Radio, Inc., Radio Proi*
ects. Inc., and Radio Corp. of the
?oard of Missions of the Methodist

Labor Hudies

Church.

In making the proposed grants,
from the Radio the Commission found itself split on
met last Thursday' a number of decisions with the
the NBG Board Room In Daily News grant among the win«

delegation

Writers Guild
(10)

in

of

the

It's understood the Guild told the
networks straight out that they posi-

tively refused to go to the National

Labor

Relations

"certification."
this was not

result

Board

and
argued

Guild

seek
that

necessary an'd would
in delaying
tlie
issue six
to a year mihiihu'n. Webs

months
had previously

ners the chief target for criticism,
WLIB (N. Y. Post), among

and with

the losers, copping the consolation
prize.
majority of the commission voted to strike out the testi-

A

mony
ish

given by the American JewCongress against the News dur-

ing the hearings last July. Clifford
Durr dissented, jleclaring the

J.

AJC

testimony should be given
weight and voting against the Daily:
News okay on grounds that the
paper was controlled by the Chicago Tribune, a non-New York resident company.
Charles R. Denn.y, FCC commissioner, concurred in the grants to
WMCA, North Jersey and ABC, but
said that one of the other two Should
go to Newark and the other, to

WLIB. Commissioner

E. K. Jett con-

curred on all grants but expressed
an opinion that WLIB should have
been favored over Unity Broadcasting.
Ib the opinion of soine obGuild proved it was entitled to
servers, WLIB lost out oh its bid bespeak for freelancers.
cause of its one-week withdrawal of
Latter are, in trade practice, often
its application last fall when Mrs.
classified as independent contractors
and not employees. Webs contend Dorothy Thackrey, N. Y. Post-WLIB
owner, temporarily decided to drop
the Wagner Act does not cover
out of the television and FM picture.
"suppliers of material," The Guild
has argued that a writer was a
told the writers
union, informally, that they would
negotiate only when and if the
-

writer and lliat freelancers in the
aggregate were entitled to the beneof collective bargaining.
Mutual network, which has ho
Guild contract (other webs do for
staffers), was represented at last

FCC Delves

Into

WNCA

fits

Proposeil Sale luting
'License Trafficking'

week's meeting by Phillips Carlin.
Washington, April 15,
Meanwhile, the negotiations between
Pointing to what looks like "tx'afthe RWG and the three networks
flckiiig in licenses," the FCC! Friday
FCC concern With overall future with
stall: contracts have been susthat
of radio does not mean
Com(U) tabbed for bearing the proposed
pended pending the freelance issue
mission will alter its present "hands
sale of WNCA, Asheville, to the
which has developed No. 1 priority.
off'' attitude in deciding how many
Jacksonville
Broadcasting
Corp.,
stations a community can support,
licensee of WPDQ. Jacksonville.
it was believed. Both NAB and FCC
Commission raised its eyebrows
strongly agree that Government has
when the six owners of WNCA put
no obligation to make such deciin a sale bid after only six months
CBS on the air at a price which would
sions, despite the fact that many
broadcasters have been crying for
CBS has added to its staff Ernest net each of them an approximate
some curb on station expansion.
Walker, of Audience Response Anal- $9,500-$10,000 profit. Station cost
Big 'question is whether the ad- ysis, to help on building or analyz- $24,000 to construct and, with assets
vertising dollar can be .stretched to ing its comedy programs.
acquired since, i.s being sold for $80,caution.

WALKER TO ANALYZE
PROGRAMS FOR

a.
accommodate twice the number of
He reports to CBS programming
Moore was formerly under
standard broadcast stations on the veepee Davidson Taylor,
National Concert Artists Corp. manair before the war, along with sevFor last two yearis 'Walker, who
agement.
eral hundred FM stations, plus the invented an electronic device to
fax and television transmitters for cheek audience response arid script
which authorizations have already laugh material in comedy shows, has
BID been issued. Report will also explore recorded and analyzed about 1,200
opportunities for drawing on new laughshow broadcasts. He was with
advertising sources in competition Harvey -Massengale agency in Atlanand magazines ta for several years, and with
with newspapers
Washington, April 15.
which have normally hogged the re- WNEW. N. Y. sales depfc 1941r45 beRobert Bartley, director of NAB's tail advertising dollar.
fore branching out into his own busiFM department lost out last week in
ness.
Construction Hypo
his bid for a new standard broadFor example, number of
liCommiscast station in Houston.
censes
and construction permits
sion, in a proposed finding, okayed a which stood at 912 in 1944, has alD.C. Horror
Nix
competition,
to
Bartley "s
grant
ready leaped to 1,630, with FCC curWashington, April IS.
W. Albert Lee, a resident of Hous- rently speeding decisions on anWashington's new National Counton since 1920 and own?r of nine other 3-400 bids in hopes of releascil for
Youth Entertainment has
hotels there.
ing them by May 1 expiration of pledged an all-out drive against raFCC said Lee's longtime local the three month freeze period on dio crime and horror programs.
residence and fact that active man- filliiig of new standard station re- Group will oppose programs which
agers of the station are to be Hous- quests. If FCC does not extend the "create a reaction of fear or immoral Impulses In the minds of
ton people favored him.'' Financial freeze— as some industry men have
backing for Bartley came from four urged— another healthy batch of ap- juveniles." according to Mrs. George
Massachusetts men who had no in- plications is expected. Some fore- F. Hanowell. head of the council.
liMrs, Hanowell said her committee
tention of participating in station or casters expect a top of 1,800
has already received more than
censes by 1948.
moving to Texas.
At the same time, FCC Chairman 350.000 signatures to petitions callFCC Commissioner E. K. Jett
ing
Charle.-! R. Denny. Jr., has predicted
upon radio stations and webs
because
Bartley
grant
to
a
favored
vice- 700 FAI stations on the air by end not to broadcast v^jn^e and horror
of his experience as a former
shows,
of 194T,
\.
president of the Yankee network.

100 plus. oP''ofits. before taxes, for
the past six months were $7,000.
Some FCC members questioned
whether
should npt be called
on to "show cause" why its license
should not bo revoked. They pointed
to the fact that station was licensed
in September. 194C. and entered into
the sales agreement with
on

debui.

WNCA

BARTLEY IXED ON

WPDQ

FOR HOUSTON STATION

December

—

AM

23, "46.

BBC Prob^ Up Again
London, April 15.
Recent investigation of charges of
bribery, corruption and partiality
against Brltisli Broadcasting Corp.
:

Program

'

FM

for

denied by the
Corp.,

WLIB, iieople's Radio Foundation
(Communist Party), Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp., NMU-CIO, Amal-

AM

CBS

whose bids

ohanfielj were
wei'e
WBNX,

ffii

came N. Y. with representatives

tions, ft was stressed that it contemplates no change in FCC's present licensing policies, it is exploratory only and for the purpose of
guiding the industry and protecting
investments of those newcomers to
broadcasting who may have been
lured into the field by tales of lush
war profits, without realizihg the
extent of present competitibh for
spectrum space and the npt-soelastic advertising dollar.
'Green' or 'Yellow' Book
Industry men, according to reports, will welcome the overall predictions
which
the
Commission
liopeS to make on the dollars-andcents future of broadcasting. At this
stage, the study is incomplete on
just what those prospects are, with
the result that the survey may tuni
out a "Green Book" giving a clear
go-signal to further expansion in the
broadcast field. On the other hand,
it may become the "Yellow Book"
of radio, standing as a signal for

its

N.J.

'iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii

Writers Nix

A

FCG

proposed gi'attts
to five applicants out of l7 bids for
FM channels in the New York area.
Applicants winning tentative apprdv%l include the News Syndicate
(M. y. Daily News). WMCA. 'WJZ
(ABC network). Unity Broadcasting
Co. (International Ladies Garment
Workers Union), and the North
Jersey Broadcasting Co., Paterson,

onef-punch

ment

15,

lights in broadcast annals, the

announced today

Y., disk

on top industry fom- national networks and formally
men for economic Info and leads on presented their demands to be recadvertising execs who oould bul- ognized by the webs as bargaining
wark ql?ta already In Commission agents for all freelance writers, susfiles.. JPCC ofilciflls refused to talk taining and oommercial. The meetabout progress Of their work but ing lasted several hoUrs and ended
did not deny the project was receiv- with the networks promising to get
ing priority attention. Whether it back to RWG in one week, namely
will be published is still unde- tomorrow (Thurs.) with some sort
of a reply which would either open
termined.
Although the economic repoi't the way for further talks or throw
may turn but of Blue Book propor- the ball back to the union.

year

''impression is that things are quite
bit better." He thought broadcasters probably were thliMng more
now about better prograniming and
more willing to'carry the better network public service shows in prefer(jnce to mediocre local programs.
He'd like to see the radio industry
self-regulated, he added, but "unfortunately there is no guarantee" that

fears is that
fOHEiewhert in the not distant future
radXo's rosv prospects may temporarily gp through tha wringer with
toov«t
little fellows squeezed dry
and oijt of business.

ably.
First hint of the
when f55 called

for Radio Techhas Just put out a

Alice Pentlarge as moderator.

Has broadcasting improved in the
since the Blue Book? Durr
dodged a flat answer, but said his

Wha^ Commission

while the present boom has
turned up enough advertising to
hTv» almSst everybody enough dollar t6 keep in the black, the FCC
is ooneerned with the time when
thf Moogi aomes ott the rose and
the small stations may no longer
h^v* trie business to operate profit-

'

WQXR

Say

Winding up one of the hottest dog-

^loatlotis

Pk^-Al .|(l^

+
Several of the bftter known
w<iH of the radio industry came fie«
fore
(N. V.) microphones
resterday (18) for a haif-hour Qf
oundtable gab on the q[uestion. "Is
Our System of Broadcasting a Suc-

(kants

Washington, April

Washington, April 15.
It 1^ still top secret, but FCC is
pr«paring a voluminous report on
%ft fiituF* aoonomics of the broadcast Industry, it was learned this
w«9h. The document
wliich may
b<c'6m9 the toonomio bible of radio

—

...

X

FM

North Jersey Get N. Y.

lif'ork

.

which apparently came to
an end several weeks ago. may begin
anew. Following informal huddles
staffers,

with member of I'acliament Geoffrey
Cooper, BBC's chairman Lord Inhas invited tlie former to bring
further complaints Which Cooper
clai.ms he has- t^incp received.
Original graft probe wa.s largely
prompted by Cooper's efforts. At
that time Parliament assigned Sir.
Valentine Holme.';, prominent lawyer,

man

to

investigate all

charges.

He

re-

ported that the allegations Were
without "solid; foundatioi^"

—

,

wtAVm

VdlneaJay, Apira 16, 1947

%l 01 Air w Scram' liase Jmd k
Fi Wiipeiits

;

From the Production Centres

Seek FCC Crackdown
Mew

1

tween the FCC and its liaison committee on "hip pocket" licensees in
Washington Friday, (18).
HoEheinz said somie AM operators

In$50§,§0eDeaIforTwo

permits until they
keeping
think time is ripe to proceed with
operation,
modulation
frequency
meantime letting the "pioneers" bear
the burden, tears and cost of exRadio licenses are
perin)entatipn.
."irom the people" and should be
operated lor sthe people's henellt. He
told Vahietv he did not care to esti-

Raleigh, N. C, April 15.
Ownership changes for' both of
Spartanburg's radio stations are proposed in a deal involving more
than $5OO,O0Oi iaccoi'ding to Walter J.
Brown, Spartanburg radio exec.
Brown said that former Secretary of

.

the number of "laytiacks"
the 737 pending, but hinted
He declared they
quite a few.
should obtain a station as he did in
Houston and hit the air with less
po\sfer, building UB later Avljen big'
ger transmitters are available. Hpf-

mate

and

fine singer of the difficult Gilbertian lyrics." Detroit Times.

WILLrAM MORRIS AGENCY

Radio m

WSPA

AM

the

WORD

and
Ihe

.

are being filed

is

requests

Houston station summer.
expanding in both AM and
According

is

approval of
expected in early

ville for

.

Breach

approximately $450,000, Sta-

St, Louis^

.

.

.

.

^,

•

:

1

'
-

to
>

Unlike
arose..
ference situation
"other" trade organizations, it did not
use a "baseball bat."
He reiterated that a "good cheap
set" would "key the unlocking

Louis

FCC and

Brown, WSPA, the
station,,
commercial
state's
first
Hoflieinz stressed the FMA had which also bpef ates ah FM-unit,
and would continue to cooperate WSPA, would be sold by the Sparwith the FCC, citing results obtained tanburg Advertising Co. to the
in six weeks after a Syracuse inter- Surety Broadcasting Co. of Green-

FM.

St.

Me

Applications for
of the stations.
transfers in ownership of stations

,

.

.

Audienoe'.s Top Plaudits."
Memphis Press Scimitar.

P. Byrnes is among
in
a
new company
which would become owner of one

with

—

';From Folk Songs to Beethoven

Win

State James
stockholders

among

heihz owns an

LANNY ROSS
Nanki-Poo
'•Lanny
Ross
as
proved himself an excellent actor
and

>

Radio Writers Guild winds up its heavily attended' current work-shop
series at Midston House, next Tuesday (22) with a panel session on radio
documentaries headed by Michael Sklar, former script editor of "New
World A-Coming" and noW a writer on "Inner Sanctum." Panel will be
made up of Robert Helleir, GBS; Wade Arnold, NBC; Jack Turner, ABC,
and Sherman Drier, package producer of "Exploring the Unknown".,..
Walter Lurie, executive producer at MBS, out of the hospital after taking
suddenly ill, planes to the Coast Friday (18) to supervise first airing of
Herb Rice, MBS producer, .sunning
"Johnny Madero, Pier 23" April 23
in BerMuda. .; .Arnold Moss to play lead role in script he's sold to Molle
Mystery Theatre, titled "To the End of the World." Gets April 25 perfoirmance.
.Fred Coll, In lU health, to Florida for three weeks.
.Sybil
Trent, ArthUr Maitkhd and Bayid Gothard join east of "Katie's DaughNancy Douglass and Joe Boland to "Backstage Wife" players...
ter"'
Susan Douglas and Martin Blaine added to "Stella Dallas."
Formal announcements last week disclosed the marriage ia.st Dec. 20 of
DeLancey (Tony) Provost, program mapager of WNBC, and Scrafine
.loe Field, former publicity, director of SOS i,SupFallah Baumgartner
plies for Overseas Survivors) and ex-PM editorial staffer, naihed assi.stant
flack chief of Compton agency. ,. .Ray Morgan, oWnet of "Heart's Desire",
and "<a»een for a Day," in from Coast for parleys on new; Philip Morris
.Bud Collyeir, "Superman" on the air,
sponsorship of two Muttial shows.
Victor
^pointed supervisor of the High Hidge. N. Y., Sunday school
Moore had top billing in CBS airing last night (Tues.) of "Before Their
Time," which won National Safety Council award for broadcast la.>;t Jan,
D. W. Thornburgh, CBS veepee in charge of the we,stern division, acHarry Ranch, Young & Rubicain's
cepted avvard on this week's stanza
chief /^adio flack, slated to address the Publicity and Advertising Society
."Dr. Christian" (CBS) maltes an?
of City College tomorrow (Thurs.)
nual trip east ne?ct month, with five airings from May 21 through Jime 25
to originate in N. Y.
NBC television's' national director Norah E. Kersta recuperating at
Doctor's Hospital folio-wing an appendectomy ... .AV Barkei, "Terry and
the Pirates" scripter, leit yesterday
15) for a three-weelt vacation in
Bermuda. .Elaine Rost now the ingenue lead on the NBC sustainer,
"Frank Merriwell". .. .Thomas C. Flyim. formerly with CBS, joined VIP
Service radio staff
Radio actor Jack Lloyd doubling in Columbia Pix
filin, "The Story of Miklos Gafnl".
.George Sanders, who arrived in N. Y.
last week, has been signed fcir radio guest shots on "Kate Sniith SingJi"
program ApMl, 20, "Theatre Guild pf the Air" (27) in Galsworthy's
"Escape" and for "Information Plea.se" April 30. Actor then goes back to
Coast for month, returns to N. Y. in June, then goes to England for
vacation. .. .Saul Carson named radio ed of New Republic, with mag
prepping promotion campaign.
.Nancy Craig, ABC femme gabber, named
"Foster Mother of 1947" by international reps of the Foster Parents Plan
for War Children.
.Bill Lewis, Kenyon & Eckhardt radio v.p„ who
has been on the^^oast pitching for new Borden biz, planed home hur,

Spartanburg Stations

'

FM

Di'e

"

m fim lOM

Albany, April 15,
delegates attending
en organization niieeting of the
Berlli
Halley's
Assn.
at the Ten Eyck
Regional FM
hotel, Monday
14) , heard president
Mark Halley has been named to
Ray Holheinz call tor the FCC to the staff of the New Entertainment
grantee
every
scrutinize
"closely
Workshop to take over organization
who has a conditional permit or and direction of a newly established
final construction permit in' his hip radio division.
pocket." FCC should require him to
He will handle production aspects
60
or
days,
within
30
show evideneei
of the riew recording technique
thSt he is making a legitimate 'effort
which he has worked out for story
to get on the air or withdraw his development.
authorization and give it to someone else acting in good, faith.
FMA's directorate decided Monday
a4) night to seek a meeting be- Ex-Sec. Byrnes Involvei

Two hundred

Aprit

15.

Failure of newspaper pressmen to
report for work yesterday (Mon^),
following the refusal of the pubhi.iers of the three daily papers, PostDispatch (Pulitzer), Star-Times and
to meet a wage inc; $9.50 per week, re-

Globe-Democrat
crease

demand

svilted

in the three papers resorting

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

WORD, presently owned by to radio fo? the second time wit^n
Smith Davis, N. Y. newspaper bro- two years to disseminate news,
Last week, wheii the $9.50 hike
ker, and Joe Bryan of the JefferFM
.Elsie Dick, Mutual direc»
son Standard Life Insurance Co., was proposed^ the publishers coun- riedly last week owing to illness of his wife.
of the whole problem." , He menwould be sold to the Spartan Radio- tered with one of $4 and an offer to tor of education, to discuss "Irifluenee of Radio on ChiMreh" next Wedtioned a 50,000,000 set goal and precasting Co., the new firm, for $85,- submit the row to arbitration. The nesday (23) before PTA at Croton-on-Hudson.'. ..John H. MacDonald,
dicted it would be reached in five
pressmen
declined. KSD, owned and NBC v.p. in charge of finance, a new grandpa. Son was born Saturday
000.
years, probably two.
Post-Dispatch,
operated
by
the
(.12)
to
his
daughter, Mrs. James E. Fifield of Hartford.
The Surety Broadcasting Co. is
Major Edwin H. Armstrong, inone 30Radio actress Adelaide Klein wed.s New York attorney Norman Armenthe Liberty Life In- added one 15-minute and
veiitor
of frequency modulation, associated with
minute newscast to its regular sked berg tomorrow tThurs.) in Gotham. Marriage grew out of a meeting in
of Greenville, and WIS
talking on "development and future surance Co.
Columbia. Francis Mi Hipp is its and wiped out ft soaper "Backstage Italy when Miss Klein was touring in "Blithe Spirit" for the USO and
of FM," stated: "I don't think you of
program. groom was with the' Allied Military Government after particvpating in the
Wife,"
an
NBC
p.m.
have to worry about the set prob- president.
KXOK, owned by the StaY-Times, Mediterranean campaigns.
lem."
He mentioned the proposed
likewise added to its newscast sked
present rate of 1,000,000 yearly, and
to keep natives' informed of local, fiV
.
.
.
probably 4,000,000 by the end of the 'Paris Rendezvous' To
national and interhatiohal happenyear. The inventor estimated proHorace Heidt and Alemite are getting together again and may euphonize
ings.
duction should r^^ach its maxiinum
a reunion in the fall
.Carroll Carroll, head of the Ward Wheelock HollyIn addition, both stations aired
Get Manhattan Airing
He rewood
potential in "five .years."
office, has ultimatumed the "Corliss Archer" packager that the w'or<i
death notices, retail food prices and
In an exchange deal with the
"stinker" is out hereafter. It Was used five times on the openhig tarbadfrained" from saying "anything can't
The Globe-Diemocrat,
the comics.
cast and startled the trade, knowing Of the Catnpbell aversion to impure
be improved" and observed: "You French broadcasting system, WMCA,
only a.m. sheet and without a
language. Carroll w^ould also tabu such uglies as "loused," "jerk" and
who have li4ened and have no N. Y., starts a new series of quarter- the
station, made deals with KMOK
"drip"
John McNeil, onetime mana,s!er of WJZ, New York, looking
doubt as to its ultimate commercial hour shows covering Parisian night(MutuSl outlet)
A similar show on tCBS outlet), KWK Louis,
around to buy a radio station
implications, you don't need an in- life April 21.
Kay Kyser cut a new format last week
and WTMV, East St,
for airing
ventor to tell a Jausinessman where N«w york nlteries, to be produced
and shipped the platter to Colgate. It's a comedy of errors in which
the news.
the .studio audience gets prized for nailing the boners. .. .Petrol firm
to go." Armstrong said a continental by WMCA, wiU be ready for airing
Should the strike fast any length bought a quizzer for the Don Lee net which
network,
described
by Everett in France tliis fall.
will originate at the filling
"Rendezvous in Paris," of time the departrpent stores' are stations, which is another way of getting people
Titled
Dillard, president, of. the Gominfier
to tiie point of purchase
cial
Radio Equipment Co. and French series of platters will feature expected to sell their merchandise ... .An extra on Hit Parade one of these Saturdays will be "Delia," from
KOZY, Washington, D. C, embrac- topname Parisian talent frqm the via the ether. This was done in the facile pens of Bernle Wayne and Ben Raleigh. It will naturally be
ing more than a dozen station-s, is not theatre and nightspots. Series was August 1945 when newspapers fought sung by Andy Russell since it was dedicated to his frau of the same
produced by the North American recognition of newspaper employees, name
Don Lee's Lewis Allen Weiss made the gesture magnifique to ad
(Continued on pagei 32)
division of Radio Diffusion Fran- a point they won after 19 days, dur- agencies la.st week by offering them
use of the net's teletypes for contact
caise and includes such entertainers ing which the pressmen refused to with their New York offices,
their own being muted by the phone strike
as Yves Montand, Edith Piaf, Louis cross picket lines and tied up publi- Norton Mogge, who recentiy
resigned as manager of the J. Walter Thompcation by the three papers.
Ferrari and Lily Fayol.
son agency downtown, and John Privelt, Jr., opened their own commission house.... When Charlie McCarthy broadcasts from Denver 'May 11
the ducats will be priced from $5 to $2.'). Proceeds go to American Cancer
Society
Ivan Ditmars, organist, and Thomas Freebairn-Smith, narrator,
have waxed' a series of musicals tabbed "Date With Melody." They're for
local sponsorship and platters start making the "spots" late this month
Mel Williamson takes over permanent direction of Mutual's "Family
Theatre." Heretofore top producers have rotated at the controls
Fort Worth, April 15.
Ivor
Cooper, one of the top execs of Lever Bros, in London, being towed around
Radio should continue to develop
the firm's shows by "Corny" Jackson.
Commentators
whose variety of
.Emerson Foote finally got off for
N. Y. after several false: starts.
viewpoints brings a wide range of
.Bill Thompson's character of Nick De
Popolis on last week's "McGee's" Was the one he broke in with on the
editorial opinion to every station,
show back in '36. .. .Betty Russell, ABC chanteuse, hospitalized for neck
Mark Woods, ABC network prez,
tion

.

.

. .

BOLLYWOOD

.

, .

.

,

.

Woods Woos Free

i

Air Expression

.

*aid here In a talk to station managers of ABC' affiliates in Texas, Ok-

surgery.

lahoma and Kansas.
Speaking on "Should Radio Stations Have an Editorial Policy?,"
Woods was honor guest at a liincheon
here with doings broadcast over
KGKO, local ABC outlet, and over a
regional web. It preceded a biz
meeting held with station ;ma;nagers,
discussing
network policies and

IN

WBBM

.

.

THE 4 KMGHTS
A little over a year ago, four native Carolina boys, anssSverlng to the
of "The Southland .liibilee SinKt'r.'!," came up Xovlh from Charlotte
clas.sUied tlunn "taleiued but unknown."
After a change ot iisme and following exploitaUoii over the Laiig-Worth
Transcription .Network, a, ircnK new style was born. Deoca ileoords
name

— Broadwa.v

becUoned and "THE 4 KNKniTS signed.
Fovu- hundred Lang-Worlh affiliates report "audience renetlou stamps
THK 4 K.N'TGHTS an America's next kre«t Negro act." This statement
uncompromising dogma if) amply supported by <'onKinner demand for TUB 4 KNK3HTK' first
single
accept
harder to
a
Decca relefthes.
M.
LANC- WORTH, INC^ NtW YpSK
oiie
side,"
purpo.se philosapby of
it

WGN

NBC actre.ss married Tristan Meinecke, artist, March
21 here. .. .Catheryn Coryn, WHBF, leaves soon on six months' trip to
Belgium to visit her sister.
.Harry Can field NBC press left last week to
join up,...Marjorie Ross of WDGY, Minneapolis,
continuity staff married Jack Nosbush last week.... Kay Turpin, for four years with ABC
promotion department, Chi, resigned to go with Schoenfeld, Hiiber &
Green agency last week. .Jerry Henrikson, member of WDGY staff orch
leaves for Norway in May for concert tour with Minneapolis Norway
Chorus.... Allan Wallace, Needham, Louis & Brobry, and Jack Simpson,
Ruasel M, Seeds, bgth radio directors, were awarded certificates of appreciation by Veterans Administration at last week's
meeting of Chi Radio
Management Club. .APRA ANTICS lineup for annual party is heavy on
.star name with Garry Moore, Don
McNeill, Jack Owens, and Breakfast
Club gang; Two-Ton Baker, Nancy Evans, Herbie Mintz, Dave Bacal.
Party set for Medlnah Temple. May 11.... "Dr. I, Q." wiU move to KGW,
Portland, for six weeks starting April 15 with
an $1,800 kitty. ...Jack
Bnckhouse, one of busiest sport announcers in town with his tele stint
^^^^'
baseball scoreboard on WIND; inside sports strip
vimo^" plus a ^^"^
on WBBM;
transcribed sport show expects another strip in several
days
Donald A. Gpetz joined .«ales staff of WGN coming from A. C.
Nielsen. ...Libby, McNeil & Libby renewed
"My True Story" for 52 weeks
oil ABC
Marilyn Hare, songstress and daughter of radio pioneer. Ernie
Hare, married Joe Parker, producer of Rudy Vallee
radio show in Chicago.
April 13,. .."Quiz Kids" guests of Joe
X. Brown at Saturday matinee of
Harvey ....Robert Jones, station relations man for ABC off on two
week swing of net affiliated broadcasters.
.

"

to accepting

or Hiake

.

Angel Casey,

pi-oblems.

"Unlike the pi'ess, radio broadcasting does not have two centuries
behind it," Woods continued. "Today
broadcasters are molding a tradition
which will either bring Americans

.

.

Gene Autry will broadcast from
May 11. .. .Holland Engle takes
a turn with the platters from 9:15-9:30, five-a-week on
in the morn

"A radio franchise ihouJd not be
used to serve the private opinion of
the licensee," the ABC prez said.
"It is a short step from private editorializing
to puhlic propaganda.
Freedom's road lies in the direction
«f ftee access to different opinions."
Woods pointed out that cditorialfcing was built up by the newspapers
and that the law protects the pubUsher's right to exercise his opinion.
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W«AnMMdiir*\iA^^ l^' 1947
LET'S BALANCE THE BOOKS
With Louis Vntermeyer, Mn, Adria
%amztW* K. 3. Kakm, Jr^ Heairy

With M»i*e Wilson, Cathy Lewis,

.Hwrtom

vn^ VtM

39 iBiH.,

-pm,

WCBS-CBS.

N. T.
Out of Holly wood last Friday
night (11) came wl»t shapes up as
Hie top comedy show dewoped fliis
assorted networks* proyear by
siannnine mahottts. The CBS piocramming i>o;rs spent many months
prepping "SSy Friend Irma," which
bowed in as a siisttmier in the slot
vacated'-.by "Irma's'' ill-iated co«nterpart,

"SJaisje,"

socked over the preem and the
q^onsorship nibbte should come
and fast
Surprising asi>ect of this situation
comedy ^xow is the way Marie Wil^
son. previously of pix and le^t
Murray's *iBIackoats" on doast),
projects herself before a mike. She's
« natural for the dumbdora "Iraia"
role she portrays and with continued
gooA scripting and direction, the
teamup of Miss Wilson with the vet
air performer Cathy Lewis could develop into radio's handout femme
comedy duo,' That's a tall order, but
4hat'& how- good the initial stanza
lacked up. ,
'the cowedy payoS was there, with
Cy Howard, the scripter, bypassing
the usual cliches and overworked
gags to-^give the program unusual
element of freshness. Aside from one
or two excursions into sentimentali#, Howard stuck to the business of
gettiiig laughs through his brace of
tenune characters who are roommates, and their boy friends.
Fortunately, he's SlteMeded in endowing (hem with a wmnth and a
«3rini>aUietic treatment that's bound
to brins back the audience next
1^16 Novel device of Miss L«wis
»-as the caustic one doing a running commentary is cleverly integrated into the script.
John Brown in a supportinjg boyMend lole does Us umal good Job,
extracting full comedy values.
Sportsmen are spotted midway
(probably until the commercial ar-

'

charade aian

literary."

If

this

'

NBC

comment,

made the occasion as
as Thomas" ill-fated stab
at levity in guesting: last fall on
Allen's teebs,
obviously had
no taste for last week's substitution; the flack department was ominously quiet about it. When tiie
Sunoco stanza went on the air, -the
announcer reported that Thomas
;

NBC

was between
tour
star

cities on his: western
and that Allen, "the famous
of screen and radio," was

filling in.

;

As Alien gravel-voiced the day's
events ^the phone strike. Congress'
doings, the Greek situation, etc.—
listeners waited expectantly for a
typical Allen whims* or quip ot
flash of sarcasm—or for Portland
." But
Hoffa to say, 'Mama says
Allen had all his brakes on. Only
two sly asides came through. On a
matter before Congress, Allen remarked, 'To paraphrase a saying of
Ethel Merman's, you can't defeat a
bill without votes." And On Baseball
Commissioner Chandler's suspension
of Leo Durocher, Allen added that

—

.

.

in Brookhapw ... I don't believe even
Lowell ThOHias would have been

Chandler "made no one
lyn

able to resist that one." The stanza
might just as well or better—have
had a regular news staffer subbing
and saved Allen's time.

—

Mach ado

about n)uffln8 about
sums up performance of "The Importance of Being Earnest" on Theatre Guild of the Air Sunday (13).
Brittle, artificial and very British on
the stage, the Oscar Wilde comedy

—
and
— came

E. J. iECahn, Jr.

through
interestingly
individual
comments.
Tone ot the material

Elliot Bergfeld,

Lambert Kai-

Sexton, Mareella B«(«nt, Andrew
Leii;l>; Del Kinf, uarrator; Sesh
Greincr, »esic
Pradueer-Director: Ted Wescatt
Writer: K«asiac«r Jones
39 mns.; Man. (9K «:«• p.lll.
•

refused. But the way Allen
was tied down ta a deadpan recitation of the day's news, sans nary a

awkward

With

UNION ELBCTBIC OF MO.
KMOX, St. Loals

Another episode in the lengthy
series of historical

events in this
Missouri metropolis was a nostalgic
review of 25 years of broadcasting
that began with crjfstal sets and the
"radiomania" that swept the cbuntiy
in the early 1920s.
A step-by-step story of programming from locally-originated piano
solos today's great network, shows

Was graphically told b,v an o.k, cast
corralled by Ted Wescott Included
in the sock program was the narration of the founding of
by
a group of civic and business biggies of the burg, who pooled $100,000
for the purchase of machinery and
apparatus, etc, and tlie dedication
of its newest 50,000-watt transmitter
at StalUngs, 111,, 10 miles from St.
Louis.
KMOX, With 5,000 watts and the
original tag of "The Voice of St
Louis," began its first continuous

KMOX

.

side,

ters in a

hit

tunes

of

those

The broadcasting of the DempseyTunney fight from Chicago's Soldier
Field and Col, Charles Lindbergh's
solo flight across the Atlantic were
among the first big news events
broadcast over KMOX, Later in his
narration King told of tlie station's
coverage of the Charleston, Mo,,
flood (lisaster in 1937—as a public
service and the timely radio warnings that saved countless lives, Harry Flannery, Don Phillips and Jerry
Hoekstra were the station staffers
who remained at the scene for 13
days broadcasting to the nation and
remained until the. high waters receded. Six months later they returned for another series of broadcasts that told of the farmers returning to the scene and cultivating

—

'

.

:

vored
posed

'

it.
it,

fof Striking?"
that Councilman

Listeners

Rager faAssemblyman Clancy opand the two frequently in-

terrupted each other, arguing the
matter pro and con. They told some
of their reasons for their stands, and
listeners got some idea of the issue.
Main 'ault of the stahza was that
Dreicer failed to guide it sufficiently.
A minute or two before
time was up, he could have summarized the opposing arguments
and adroitly wound up the Inning.
Conceivably, he wanted to let the
Jirptagonists go at it as long as possible, but the result was that he had
to break them off in the middle and
hastily do a signofl' without even
a tentative

wrapup

of the situation.

The program's general aim i.s commendable. However, its title is misleading (it has nothing to do with
cigars, other than that its
participants are supposed to be puffmg
them contentedly) and
tno

it is

slated at

usual too-late hour. It's hard
enough getting people to listen to
this kind of progi-am without pitehWg it, at them when, if not already
asleep,
they're thinking of little
else.

Spohsots are ProgressO Spaghetti,
Reveiac (Paints) and Termo Seal
(insulation).

Show

is

ably pieced

together by Gil Babbitt
events director of station.

THE LIVING MEMORIAL
With Warren Bryan,

terest; that the advertiser's
of programs and time had

Jeff

emphasis; that radio is and should
rejnain a private business: that there

special
Shal.

Morrow,

Will Kulova, Wallace Dunlap
Writers: Paul Lovett, Gcorre Ma^ee
Producer-Director: George Wallach
15 Mins.; Sat. (12), 10:13-10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.
The American Theatre Wing radio
workshop put a highly reverent
rote into the occasion of the second
anni of FDR's death with its production of "The Livins Memorial'
on Sat. (12). For a 15-ininute proworkshop did more
gram, the
than deliver a .sermon on the ideals
promulgated by the late president.
It projected the keynote of the late

ATW

I

I

'

!

I

'

I
'

commander-in-chief's philosophy in
dramatic term.s which contajnod

punch and

drive.

Story centered about a wounded
lapses into dclerium in
fancies he's waiting for

GI who
which he

control

harmful

!

should be freedom o( expression on
radio without Government interference; that the Government hSS the
responsibility of seeing that it {Gov-

ernment)

doesn't

interfere;

.

CO.

N. Y.

(Bvde, Richord

St

Pound)

A

melodious little package, t'
stanza made its debut last week p
should pick up listeners right alo-

•

Jean Tighe and Bob Whitlow, \
latter a newcomer from the raidw;
share top billing, each piping ti-

pop

Jon Gart's Group
and harp^does a nt •

selections.

organ, violin

arrangement midway throe

elty

the format,
Jean Paul King,
emcee, keeps the gab breezy
brief.

Commercials also are

a'

easy'

take.

Miss Tighe teed off with "Som body Loves Me" and followed wi''
"Babaulu," latter in Spanish, U
piping had an Intimate touch and s"
disjDlayed nice control and ran-.
Whitlow, who chose "Anniversar
Song" and "Glocca Mort-a," was
trifle xiheven, possibly duo to no
vousness, but on the whole offered
listenable performance,
voif
his
having a full-bodied duality. Gi"
trio did a clicko accompariiment ji
and turned in a nifty arrangement <>,
"I Get a Kick Out of You,"
•

'

heart, Everett Slaane,
sey, Chwek Webster,

parallel roles for the negative. Before a 12-person jury selected at
random from the studio audience,
Gaeth and La Cossitt op'ened with
brief statements on their respective
attitudes, then plunged into searching, unsparing interrogation o£ the
two .scnntoi-s' points of view.
No evasion, ambiguity or doubletalk by either Johnson or Flanders
could stand up under the cro.ss-ex-

Alice

Rein-

Jimmy Tan
James Vat

»yk, Lewis Whitematt
Writer-nlreetor-Producer: PhilHpi; M,

Lord

SO Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.
Sustaininr

WJZ-ABC,, N.

Y-.-

,

Li.steners
who go for erlmedoesn't-pay stuft' with an authentic
touch, .such as "This Is Your FBI

'

and "FBI in Peace and War," nov
have still another to look forward to
each week. This one, based on th'actua! crimebusting adventures ot
the V. S. Treasury Dept.'s T Men.
is well enough done to attract its
share of such listeners. It has the
tough competition, however, of the

high-Hoopered Lux Radio Theatre
on CBS.
Stanza got off to a strong start
Monday (14) with a doubte-barreler
object lesson;

and dogged

T Men

1,

are cleve-

running down tax

in

evaders, 2. Race hatred organizations hbve been promoted in somr
cases for the sole obiect of makinf
easy money. Dramatized case from
Treasury files told how T Men closef"
in on, trapped, arrested and exposed
—for income tax evasion, because
they couldn't get him for anythinf

else—a wily schemer, prominent

in

public affairs, who secretly "sold
hate the easiest thing in the world
to sell" and got rich at it b,y forming and fosterlvv" pseudo-patriotic
societies around the country.
Joe
Lincoln, famed T Man. nosed as a
fanatical race-hating hireling of the
man to get the goods on him.

—

EUner Lincoln itroy, retired chief
cooi?dinator of «ll law enforcement
agencies In llie Treasury Dept.. Is
impersonated in the intro and signProduction

off.

is

roumh

in spots,

some episodes are chopped a
closely.
too,

but

Scripting

Is

and

little

a bit episodic,

moving and wastes

last

is

no time. In the preem

session,

the

villain of the niece r(jde the menace
oedal heavllv with his sardonic
ehU(^Ie.
Acting and direction on
the 'whote were- standard.

OF THEE

WE

SING

With FMiharMffiic Glee Club, EifritSa
Smtlifer Wright director;
6«r«Se» Heath, guestar; John Conley, announcer
Producer: Clifford Burdetle
Writer-director: Milton B. Kaye
15 Mins.; I^urs., 10 p.in.

WHN,

N. Y.

;

This is a promising show. Its possibilities, though not realized, were
clearly shown in the premiere program to make this one worth watching and listening for. Program is
one of music and poetry, angled to
Sing the praises of America, with
musical selections tied up with readings from various poets. Using the
Philharmonic Glee Club, a chorus of
21 male Negroes, as regulars, and
various stage figures as guest stars,

producer

(ilifford

Burdette has an

interesting idea and one that should
when the rough edges are

appeal

smoothed away.
First program,

Gordon Heath
Oe.id in the Broadway legiter. ''Deep
Are The Roots") as guest narrator,,
had Heath reading from Walt Whitu.sing

man's poetry while the chorus interpolated .several numbers. Heath
has a good, dramatic r(;ading voice,

and the ohnrus is an excellent vocal
Government regulation could-be conensemble. But the -first program,.
ducted within the framework Of the aminatiori procedure from the opposing side. The dialer, as alwa.ys. Thursday <10), got under way slowly,
Fir.st Amendment. There was more,
the prograhi idea emerging indispays
money
his
and
takes
his
choice
pertinent,
stron.g
more,
all
much
tinctly. First vocal selection,^ and
of sides l)Ut at the end of thi.s dostuff, for an absorbing quarter-hour.
bate, at leaf t.
he know precL^ely fir.st readings, were undistinguished.
what he was buying. Partisans of Then program moved into higher
both sides were put on their best gear, as Heath's reading picked up
entrance into heaven. Noticins prep- mettle by the program format and in fervor and the choir followed suit.
arations for entrance of a VIP, he the
debate,
consoqucntly.
raced Heath recited Whitman's picture of
learns that FDR is due and .seeks, to along with vigor and pa.s.siOn. If was a polyglot, melting-pot America, its
.join in welcoming the president But
portentous present, its stirring past
a firstrate half-hour of adult fare.
'since the GI isn't due to check in as'
Jury's opinion on the debated and future.
yet. he's given a me.s.-.agt' to take
Music sung by the chorus was a
question was poHed at 11 to one 'or
back to earth.
original
drama,
Paul
Lovett'b
adapted by George Magee, includes

some poetic moments which were
heightened by the expert enactments of the cast, Production an('
direction by George Wallach were

i

1

that

WNBC,

Farm,"

•

lessrnod

MAYTAG ATLANTIC

days included

"My Sweetheart," "Easy Melod,v,"
"The Re4 Red Robin" and "How
You Gonna iCeep 'Em Down on the

•

Penalized

.te:

Producer-Director; Jnles Albert!
Writer; Stella Roth
IS Mins.; Mon. 7:30 n,m.

from tramped quardowntown hotel on Xmas
One of the featured musicians in that period was the late
Gene Roderaich, maestro of a combo TKEASUBY AGENT
theatre and restaurant orch, and the With Santos Ortega,
broadcasting

'

.

With Jean Tijhe, Bob Whitlow,
Paul Kirie, Jon Oart'a Group

eve 1925.

of manners Is all the more so on
was entirely on the light and frothy ttie air. Or so it sounded Sunday,
and several novel devices were despite the efforts of redoubtable
employed to good effect. One was a troupers like John Gielgud, Pamela
Dodger ball fan, unable to get into Brown, Margaret Rutherford, etc.
Kbbets Field and somehow shunted Show was unusual in being an air- their lands.
^BBit i»QTE£ ammf
The narration continued with
vWk Ooyie, Honey Breaaaeis <t«in- into a nearby public library, telling ing of a current Broadway legiter.
his wife later in strictly Brooklyn Otherwise it was only mildly enter- awards copped by KMOX for outlet, Harry KOgea Oreh; JactclLesfashion the gist of three stories he taining, with a few sciattered laughs, atanding contributions to radio and
ter, aansaneer
read at the library. Guest authors but with little action or suspense. wound up with a description of the
Writer: Macte Brown
fiessed, Correctly, that the plots the It had little drama to carry it, or n6w transmitter which now enables
Blreetor: Hnnter Heynoias
roo&lyiaite reduced to local par15 Mins.; Mon,, Toes^ Wed, 8:1S p.m.
the light fooling of a Lunt-Fontanne the station to serve approximately
lance were "Hamlet," "Tale of Two
SiistiUniiis
team to intrigue one. On the whole, 25% more radio homes than heretoCities" and "Count of Monte Cristo.'
fore, an increase of 542,582 from
WJS5-JmC, N. ¥.
a disappointment,
2,171,032 to 2,713,614. The Stallings
Favored with three cr«im night- In another sequence, the author
panel
tried,
rather
unsuccessfully,
to
property covers 40 acres and the
time spots a week on tlie ABG net,
"Honeymoon in New York," aired new tower is 470 feet high. More
young romantic baritone Bobby interpret tabloid lieadlines based on five
mornings weekly on NBC, has than 95,000 feet of copper wire have
Doyle is being handed his big chance nursery rhymes.
new emcee in Ed Herlihy. vet an been buried underground on the
Program has the virtues of perk' anouncgr,
to crash into the charmed circle of
and a new singer in Eve
the nation's topflight crooners. Al- ing pop interest in the classics and Young, Spieler Herb Shelton is a tract to permit better radiation.
Program was well paced, hold inthough what it takes to make better current lit, and giving listen- holdover from the time in which
bobbysoxers squeal" In rhapsody Is ers familiar with these a chance to Durwood Kirby paced the half-hour tereiit throughout and was one ol
not exactly known, Doyle at least has guess against the guest authors. Less program of interviews, with give- the best presented in the weekly
series.
Sdhu.
tinje,
however,
could
taken
u
be
the necessary pipes and a sock style
aways to recently married couples,
to go along. Mellow, masculine, and with going into the studio and wit!
those soon to be married and vetfloKible, Doyle's voice rates along trifting questions pitched atn Susie
erans in tjbe marital field. It is a OPINION- AIRE
With the best on the airlanes in his Glutz^ level.
listenable morning stanza, despite With Sen. Edwin C. Johnson, Sen.
genre and is in line for a strong
Ralph E. Flanders, Artbur Oaeth,
elements of sameness and of seembui)dujE>.
Henry Ia Cossitt; Bill Slater, modingly forced exuberance. The visuQuarter-hour show runs along LET'S TALK IT OVER
erator
als show great willingness to laugh
straight lines spotlighting Doyle's With Frances McOijiire
at and with the couples— as though 30 mins,; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
singing with incidental aid from the Prediicer: Gil Babbitt
Sustaining
they fully understood the laughable
Mins., Mon.-thra-Pri., lt:OS a.ni.
Honey Dreamers vocal quintet and S5
WOE-MBS,
'N. Y.
courtship
details
of
embarrasing
if
Harry Kogen's orchestra. On the Farticipatiiig
Mutual's special events depart*
and marriage: There are also some
presm show (14), Doyle had to buck WfSN, PfeHly
evidences of "acting" for the benefit ment has hit upon a dynamic format
'Here's a novel kind of woman's of the onlookers. With pantomime, for the debating ot current public
« fiat scripting job that did nothing
to enhance his personality.' Unless a program with a tdaily roOndup of business and stunts that mean little issues
in
"Oplnion-Aire,"
Novel
singer of this sort is given iresh and events and interviews live, and plat- to outside listeners. Heriihv displays twist ot attempting to gauge natered, interspersed with comment a fairly amusing line of chatter, al- tional
opinion
fittiiai! lines to speak,, it's better to
on the question
|kip the gab entirely. Doyle~saved and chatter by Frances McGuire, though he and Shelton appear to under discussion was unfortunately
the day, however, with renditions ol head of WPEN'.s women's program talk over-loud.
Miss Young sihas snafued by the telephone strike on
"While I Have You and Your Love," department. Miss McGuire spends pops nicely and enter.s merrily into the preem (8), but other merits of
the program 'are morc' important.
his signature song, "You Can't Sec her time prowling abotit Philly with the kidding.'
a portable wire recorder^ picking up
Chief among these is the fact that
the Sun," and "Dreaming bf You."
on-the-spot stunts which' are edited
courtroom style of presentation
Herm.
Robert D. Leigrh, director of the the
and woven in with a program of live
the with its direct and cross examinainterviews at the .studio. Result is a Commission on Freedom of
tion of the principal speakers is not
CIGAB FOBITM
Press, was guest on Lyman Bryson's
With Maurice C. Dreicer, New York lively and interesting show.
CBS show Sunday (13), repeated the only dramatic but le&ds to the
Miss McGuire and Don Frank, findings of the commis.^ion as pub- sharpest and clearest posing of the
City Councilman Edward Eager,
State Assemblyman Wm. Clancy staif announcer, split the commer- lished in its Fortune mag article and issue in hand.
For the initial stanza, the topic
cial plugs between them, with the
Writer-Director.prodncer: Drelcer
Llewellyn White's book. But they wa.s of momentous national import,
former skillfully weaving in com- in
15 Mins.; Fii., 10:30 p.ni.
were explained simply. cJearlv in "Should the United States 'Use Its
mercials with her factual material.
Snstaininc'
talk, so thai those Funds
Abroad To
Stop (ComWhen caught, sliow included plat- man-of-the-.«[treet
WWBL, N. T.
who v,rould never bother to read mag
J.Long Island indie WWRL launched tered interview in kitchen of War- or book would be enlightened. And munism?" Sen. Ralph Flanders of
Vermont appeared as witness tor
wick hotel with chef; a round table
thjis weekly forum series, featuring
enlightened they mu.st have been at the affirmative with Henry La Co.sprominent New Yorlcers discussing discussion on the teachers' salary
in
constant
such familiar (though
sitt acting a,s defense attorney while
controversial local issue.s, with a dis- problem with a parent, teacher and
need of repetition) points as that Sen. Edwin C. Johnson ot Colorado
cussion Friday (11) of the question. business rep taking part; an on-thethe present FCC setup was essen- and Arthur Gaeth were cast in
"Should Civil Service Workers Be spot Tecordiug of a fashion show,
tially sound,, .serving the public in-

rives) and Lud GIusUq's orcfa gives
able background accompaniment.
.••.I Rote,
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PATTERNS IN MELODY

RADIO IN REVIEW
jnan, Wufiiun F. Milter, Virirlnla

»t»» l"«-»' »M" «

CBS

editors).

Henry Morton Robinson

t'

letter's
news conunentating
It must be j»id £hat
at
least let Allen do the fllWn, while

Untermeyer, albeit a littie f roggyvoiced, handled his premiere chore
capably, injecting nice touches of
humor. His guest scribes
Mrs.

Adria Langley,

<

the

in pathos, tragedy, love,
comedy, music, dancing, adventure,
etc.
It's- a tendency all too eommon, too, in radios programming. In
'this case, apparently someone suggested that "books are fun to talk
about," So they are, for quite a few
people. Itoen 16 other people jumped
in vi^th angles for souping up the
formula so it yould cater here and
there to certam known prevailing
tastes,
Eesult is a bookish potpourri of quiz te£hniqUe^^-»ot, however, without some engaging moments,
Autisor-poet Louis Untermeyer is
ringmaster of the stanza, in which
the Saturday Review of Literature
gets eo-bilUng for supplying talent.
Each week three other authors are
guest quizzees. Angles include; listeners submit questions, receiving
SHL subscriptions in payment; guest
authors "forfeit" autographed copies
of their books for failing to answer
literacy "puzzlers"; a N. Y. high
sdiool student gets to serve as a
guest quizmaster for one question
eaich week; the studio audience faces
a traveling mike at the tail-end of
the program, correct answerers receiving eopies of "the book sleeper
of the week" <a potential best seUer

by SRL's

< »«

stint.

ringing

selected

«

rCBC, and particularly SUn Oil,
would seem to have missed some
kind of an opportunity in the way
Fred Allen was made to play it
straight last Wednesday <9) when
he stood in for Lowell Thomas on

is

hard to understand, so is the exact
purpose of the show, as judged by
its preem airing Sunday (13>, It's
quizzy and it's bookish; beyond that
it's as hard to deSne as one of those
all-encompassing motion pictures

—

^

N.

Advance publicity described this
program as "more of a literary

»»«««

»

^fiitow-op'ienne!
ff «

Saataiainy

WNEW,

but a few more

belt with the saine sponfreshnesa and humor that

under the
taneity,

SMbuM

Write: 9«ss Seliea
Direct: B>1k L»l^nr
^ca^lwiw: Te4 Catt
tS Misa.; San„ 6i3S

RADIO aBVIEWSi

»

topnotch.

.

Jose.

the negative. Value of such a minute sampling is dubious, and the
jury concept lends a concluding note
to what .should be a continuing public discu-ssion. Results of a wide telephone poll embracing Several tiiou-

sands of listeners, however, should
provevof interest
H'erm.

heavy, too sei'ious: only the
middle number, "Soon I Will Be
little

Done," had character., of its 'own,
better choice of selections will go
far to boost the program. So will a
simpler statement of the show's aim

A

in

its

opening announcement.
Bron.

STORY OF AMERICA
to

ik l-rom Cliristopher Coh.mbus

Admiral Byrd...from George Washington to General

Eisenhower

Waltz

.

.

.

.

.

from

.

from Yankee Doodle to the Missouri

U92

to 1947.

Cavalcade of America sweeps from the Atlantic to the
Pacific,
It

.

from the Rio Grande to the Canadian border.

moves with magk

facility

through time and space,

feteHing the stories of a continent

and

its

people from

wilderness da}'s to the twentieth tentury.

Cavalcade of America's
brightly as those in the

Monday

American

tiight stars shine as

flag.

Since

its first

cur-

tain rose in the

autumn of 1935, most of die great names

of radio, screen

and

wide marquee

stage

— Gregor>'

have blazed from

its

contiiient-

Peck, Irene Dunne, Herbert

Marshall, Helen Hayes, Robert Young, Ida Lupino,

Humphrey

Bogart, Jean Arthur —are only a liw.

t
-

,
.

i

.

AMERICA'S NO.

1

jYETWOJtK

I

Wednesday,

How
lives

A^prll 16, 11N17

to (iraniatizc America? \\'rite°thc' stoiies from

of the nation's millions, great and small, Avho

contributed something of the essence that
great.'

Cast the production witli

tht:

h'A\t.

makes ^America

tlie finest talent a\ ailable.

Send the caA alcade of great drainas and great talent caravanning to ex'cry part of the country
facilities

of the

NBC

the other great stars

^

.

SriviirofSadio

.

Network.

Put

it

\

ia

in

the powerlul
the parade

oi'

heard on XBC. Gi\ e the production

.

the

the sponsorship ol a company that for

many

pr<Mluced "Better Things for Better Lix'ing
(^hemistry," for e\'er>'Oije
Ik

Company,

Inc.

'ilie result: a

— the E.

Let die vast

I.

NBC

in

.

)

ears has

.

through

duPont dc Nemours
audience

listen.

dramatic experience bringing to millions

ot Aujericans a rene\\ed responsibility

pride

.

and an increased

playing their loles in the never-ending

the Anierican storv.

National Broadcasting Company

drama of

mmm

i—fc»—

Wiiimii&f^

Quick, Watsoiiii th« Ne*ill«

Tim^

Ratii$$,

iwit

ratings

nfiSigg^

a

in

those

fluctuations

were going to be soundly evaluated.
If I were an account man^ I would
not bear down too heavily on weekto-week ratings, because some day
oae of them might jump up and
hit r&e in the face. If I were an advertiser, I <woi!ld insist upon a com-

"rating-

a malignant disease"

unless

an American Marketing
Assn. luncheon in New York Thursday (10). The radio industry has
developed a hypochondria over mon sense interpretation of ratings,
ratings which could be cured, he and feed sometiiing antipyretic to
declared, "if we get back to funda- the fever-ridden account men sufmentals," And "^fs high time," he fering from ratingitis. It that didn't
said.
do any good, I'd have a ratingAltogether too much importance is ectomy."
placed on the week-to-week rise
Aside from the need for less daily
and lall of program ratings, said concern over whether a program is
Crossley. "Why talent stands for this "a Hooper~droop'or a super-duperblind worship of ratings, I don't' Hooper," what somebody must proknow. I suppose if you late high vide and what .advertisers have a
you don't want to kick, and if you right to expect is a great deal more
r.'«te low you don't dare
People comprehensive program of radio regasp for ratings almost like a search, Crossley believed. "The first
thirsty man in a desert, and when essential ... is a true cross-section
they get them, pretty often they of individual men and women in the
gasp even worse. Is all this gasping United States of all ages, locations
worthwhile?" Ba fliought Jiot He and economie levels .
The second
was not for abandoning xaiangs, but essential is a sound approach to the
he felt they could bemused a HtHe research program in the light of
talk before

.

.

.

Br. Benjamin Waterhouse to totroduce the vaccine into AmedcA
with latter^a help.
Title is "The Doctor and the
President."
Douglas Fairbanks,
r.,

tiser.":

Pbime

strike is

an

ill

wind th«t may blow

mm gwd

tfe«

waiy oi gabber-

new "What Cm I Do Step YaaT' daytime
strip OB WOR, N, Y.. on whfeih he chattered ^t|i lst«tk^ phoning in, was
barely launched when the strike was oUed. Hbm stiusm was ofl to a »o«i*
disk jockey Barry Gray.

tDs

-

will play the doctor.

Ws4-Way Pop Singer

start

anyway, so Gray pushed the phones aslie and Just gabbed.
is he has had an opportunity to convcal; the stint Into a sort
ot
of the air wWdj, if the phone JgbtSkg! lasts long enough

Result

Broadway column

to sell WOE brass <m lettiiiig him continue, rhi
way some observers see it, Gray's "answer Exan" effort was headed for
an early fadeout, while his strike-borne chatter airing gives him s new
lease on the WOR spot

he may have a »*ance

Samuel French is planning- publication of 'script in pamphlet form for
Hirst at present is scripting tor "You Arc An Artist"
Friday {18) by school's dramatic society. Balf-hour script runs 45 minutes
stage, however.
Still selling his one world' theme via entertainment, actor-scripter
Don

further college use.

on the

iasliWith60-Min.Sp»i^
indie, is muUmg a
Monday - through - Friday
with four topname pop
each to star separately in
quarter-hour segments.

V/HN, N. Y.

full-hour,

stanza

whose "War Is the Enemy," was iirst done on WEVD., N. Y,, and
recently 'on ABCs World Security Workshop, will have the script
done as a stSge presentation, without change, at BrooMyn College, N, Y
*
tele program on W^BT, N. Y., sponsored by GuU.
Hirst,

more

singers,

Freda Kirchwey, editor of the Nation, claim!! Lou iBVankel's
on
Show is lieing prepped by WHN William' L. Shirer was not dropped because Frankel's point ot column
view was
program manager Raymond Katz favorable to CBS, but because fast-moving cvcait? »,'oided the
column's
and wiU be slotted in a cream ever timeliness. Frankel's piece was sharply critical of CB^ at several
ning period, po^bly at 9. p.m. Joel
Herron's orch will back Up the
chirpers.

Exact format is yet to be determined, but it's not unlikely that one

crucial

points, she says, .although Frankel believed. Shirer >3rasil't gagged or censored. Miss Kirchwey maintains that CBS did .not intend to take Shirer
off the air. "The dispute," she says, '^noae from his (Shirer) unwUl^.
ness—justifled in my opinion—to accept an inlerior spot, and their explanation of the change."
'

.

emcee

Stress will be
stmgsters, with

—

%

"First of all," he suggested, "if I
Avere a radio player, J wouM hesi-

progr«m

will work the four segments.
pop piping by the
a minimum of g«6
between numbers.
real needs not bigfa-pDwered salesStation wiU oSer the stanza to
manship: but help to the .adver- sponsors either in toto or by 15'
,

sensibly.

situation is

Program, slcedded weeks ago
for the series, discusses efforts of

ReseaFchwr Arehlbdd M. CroMl^, tate a long wldl« befiwe 1 sieaed a
hasn't jif^unded ofl iti nuinths contract bas^d on fluctuations in my

more

\9tfl

M-Radb

Inside

eofncldence wiQi cur«

cine.

who

on the subject of xadio
broke out a naw attack on

NX.

next Uonaday (21) of '*Cavalcade of America" (NBC), discussing story of smallpox vac-

-k^B^em! Depress tiiyey

as

1(5,

.

Rdb s HjpdhiMBAia

itis

ApM

iiii

FCC Easing Oat

d hmdd Rob

jpinute periods.

On Dupfication of Co?erage

Areas

Washington, April 15.
dual owneiship in FM would be was
The PCC has abandoned any plan evident in first batch of gnmls liist
week to IG of .some 60 companies
to follow an ironclad rule in decidwhich had been tied up by the ajuling how much duplication of cover- tiple-ownersMp rule. FCC,
for exage areas will be permitted com- ample, okay.ea' thi^e FM stations to
monly-owned standard broadcast, the Dairyland Broadcastimg Service,
in Stevens Peint, Marshfield and
Fit and television stations, it was
Wisconsin XUipids, Wis.—two of the
announced last Friday (11). Com- towns only 12 mites apart.
mission said it will weigh each case
Other FM grants went to KCKN,
on its merits but indicated that it Kansas City, whidi holds an FM
was pretty unlikely «ny one outfit permit in nearby Hopeka; Binghamwould get two stations in the same ton Press Co., with other grants In
town.
Elmira and Rochester; Fort IndusThe FCC's new statement of policy try Co., in Ijima and 'Toledo: Valley
followed oral argujnent here in
February, at which a majority of
the FM and television industry
recommended just this procedure.
ConunissioiiY abandonment of any
attempt to set engineering limits on
the amount of overlap between sta-

under single ownership came

tions

as no surprise since FCC has been
granting new
and FM stations
right and left regardless of engineering duplication.

AM

Commission said

it

would

con-

sider the following factors: (1) extent of overlapping service area,
(2) degree of common ownership or
control, and (3) such things as location of centers of population, location of trade areas, metropolitan districts,

political

boundaries, news
broadcasts, sources of programs and
talent, nature of programs, coverage claims, listening audience and
location of

.

Publishing Co. in
Brownsville, Tei:.

-

Harlingen and
In two cases,
'

where same

.outfit was bidding for
in Seattle and suburban
Everett, Wash.; and in Pennsylvania,
where J. Hale Steinman has bids on
tap for York, iR«ading and Harri*burg. Commission set them all for'
hearing.

FM stations

factor for FCC is
stations are now.

Complicating
fact that

most

operating on low-power.
Whers
there is considerable overlap now,
situation is.liicely to be much worse
when staUons move
to top powir
latet on.

@wlf

WTA6

Ctntraf

H«w

emett

Esigland.

main and secondary stu-

dios.

how

g"s<^

liberal

FOC's policy on

NYU SUMMER WORKSHOP
LINES UP GABBER LIST
New York
nual Radio

University's

llth anbe-

Summer Workshop

gins

its
regular six-week course
June 30 with Robert J. Landry, CBS

There's

a

lot

oi truth to the atortement that

a

director of program writing, again
m. charge. Faculty will include the
following;

radio station is bo better

.

Writing—Lawrence Menkin,

who man it and the policies thot guide it. And .WINS
no exception! With this in mind, initial steps toward improvement
have been made. Currently WINS personnel has been increased
21% while payroll's up 60%, thus providing a mor^ adequate sijse
and quality of staff.. Programming, too, has progressed. Rpptoydi
mately 48% of it 'represents new and improved shows. Also, a SOkw
than the people

transmitter is being installed.

...to

make

listeners

it

a

All efforts continue to improve

better entertoiiiment

and an honest,

resultiul

and information

medium

free-

'

lance.

News, Publicity— Leon
WMCA, N.Y.

is

Goldstein,

—

Educational
Burton Paula,
Minneapolis.
Script Seminar— Millard Lampell.
Acting— WaUace House.

KUOM,
The

••THERE'S
•

BUSINESS
0H\0

gifest lecturers lined

up will
be topped for the fifth season by
Frank Mullen, exec veepee of NBC.
Others will include Davidson Taylor,
CBS program veepee; Harry Ackerman, of Young & Rubicam; Arnold
Hartley, of WOV. N. Y., and a twoperson symposium on radio acting
by
Joseph
Julian
and
Connie
Lembcke.

WINS

vehicle for

for advertisers.

Arno Huth's Big'time Lineup
Heavyweight lineup has been set
for Arno Huth's course on international broadcasting at New School
of Social Research. N. * Y., with

NEW

Walter S. Lemmon, prez of World
Wide Broadcasting Corp. which operates WRUL, Boston, speaking next
Tuesday (22) on international broad-

YORK

casting as a

CROSLEY

BROADCASTING

new

force in education,

and Edward R. Murrow.
on week following C29j

CORPORATION
J

new

developments.

CBS
to

v.p.,

discuss

WEED & CO.

Nationol B«presem««'»?«

OLAN SOULE
Slarring in

"GRAND MARQUEE'
NBC—<Coait

Itt

C«Mt

Royv* Cmib* Simnpoo

Vcdnewlay, April 16y 1947

SI

PAcmc
S$iSMm/!:/m^0^!/i$i

gets

MJ^ ca¥^^

et costs Less than

on the
1A
2

Pacific

network of 31 strategically located

West Coast Stations.

No other network gets better coverage!
In eleven Metropolitan districts on
the Pacific Coast are:
70.5% of population

.We'repassmgalo^g

that

•
72.6% of retail sales*
75.5% of radio homes
77.6% of Effective Buying Income*
ABC Pacific covers these and eight other

Metropolitan markets from u)ithin-*pluB
surrounding owteide markets. Total coverage (primary areas):

94.6%
92.5%
*Sale>

of Coast daytime listener*
of nighttime listeners

Management Survey of Buying Power,

May 10,

1946

3

One half hour evenings $972.00.
Quarter-hour daytime strip (5 times
per week) $280.00 (per broadcast).

6.7
SPOT SALES DIVISION

ABC

merican
NEW TORK
33 West •IZnd S(re*t

Civic Opera

Co mpany

roadcasting

CinCAOO
ituildiatf

SAN FRANCrSCO
\hS Mouigoniery Street

I.OS

ANGELES

H40 Highlcnd

Avenue

DETROIT
Stroh

Buildi<i)(

8*

WHB Takes

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Kansas

—

"Corn" reached an
high at the KRNT Radio
here Sunday night (6),
Jiimsejf an^
other record for the seasoft with the
4,200-seat auditorium packed tb the
top of the crib at a $3.66 top for a

Des

Moines

Rain Check

all-time
theatre

when Spike Jones got

$11,600 gross which equaled
his "take" for the same show in the
same house lest thatt two months

round

ago.

Memphis—Harry LeBrun, former
joutheastisrh station relations supervisor for the Mutual network, Was
been named station director and
comtneroial manager of WMPS. His
addition to the staff is part of the
station's preparations for boosting
its power to 10,000 watts days, 5,000
watts nights, and a switch in frequency to 680 kc, by summer.
:

Raleigh—-Vf. E. WaUams, ot
Claj-ksyiUe, Tenn,, lias been, named
of WFRG, ReidsviUa.

manager

Montreal—Thomas

Ga-

Archer,

zette music crick, lined up by CfiC
to script new series "Canadian Perspective," to starf about May 1.
Scripts will be used by CBC's Internationa]. Service: and aim la. to
tell the story ol Canada.'^ tjevelop*

FCC All-Comers Bid Buzzes

On 25th Anni Hoopla

Washington, April IB.
Reasons for FCC's unusual procedure of giving all comers a chance
to bid on the WOKO, Albany, channel has industry circles buzzing

City, April 15,

WHB, pioneer broadcasting outfit
world power
sung by here, is observing its 25th anni this
month With emphasis on the soft
Reason ' for the quietus is
pedal.
Des Moines—Iowa's first FM state that WHB expects soon to have full
police station may be ready to start time broadcasting, and is saving up
operation this month if the work on for a real hullabaloo this summer
the station and 325-foot tower near When its new transmitter is put to
Maquoketa can be completed as work on nighttime broadcasts.
planned. Work is under supervision
One observance devoted to the
of Don T. Moermond, of Storm Lake, anni is the April issue of Swing,
who will be in charge Of th'6 station station's monthly digest-si«e magament from colony
illustrated

by

Canucks.

to

One report i that Commission may be using this technique to
the Gannett Publishing Co.'s subsidiary, the Press Co., file
for
facilities.
As it now stands, the Press Co. holds 2S% of
and is one ol the "innocent parties" which got the axe along
with those wh» encouraged the stock ewicealment. Press Co. has
application pending to take over control «>f WABY, Albany, and
to
drop all its stock in WOKO. However, the Gannett subsidiary has
already indicated it would prefer chip-heavy
and intends to
compete for the wavelength.
Complication arises- in fact that Gannett, who owns several other
radio stations (WHEC, Bochester, WENA, Elmira; part of WHTH, Hartetc.), and a chain of newspapers, was denied a standard broadCtel feanctoise in Bingi^amton, receitiy in favor of a newcomer to
radio. Reason for the denial was that multiple press-radio holdings
Of thft Gannett empire tended, toward "monopoly in mass communication." Question radio raep are asking is, does Gannett's minority
slice in
give him an equity on the channel in FCC's eyes?
They point out that if usual FCC standards are invoked, a small, toitH
company with no interests outside radio would be preferred over th»
publisher.
Another reoort is that FCC refused to band over the
channel
to the; Van Curler Broadcasting Corp. (which bid for it a year
ago
and even went through hearing) because of the sizable interest in the
companjf held by SI Fabian, owner of a powerftd string of pix houses
in upslsfe New York. Idea here Is that FCC likes "diversity in
media
of mass commUnioation" and thinks another- bidder might be
prefer^
able, Tke Pjess Co., of course, has same drawbaek on the
"monopoly"

folksongs

here.

'

after its completion.

Pittsburgh
signed from

become

—Lee

:

WOKO's

WOKO

WOKO

tm^

zine.

has reannouncing statf

Phillips

WCAE

*GetOttAir'

program

director
of
111., which was
(iontliiued froiii page Z6
recently purchased by Oliver J.
the answer to nationwide
netKeller,
former editor ol Ppstwork.
Gazette here- Phillips Is being reMorris Novik, formerly director of
placed by JaGH. Beattie,. eX-WCAE
and now radib consultant,
spieler, reioining the station with
his transfer from Univ. of Illinois threw a bombshell into the closing
hour session with a frank and realto Univ. of Pittsburgh.
istic appraisal of the situation facing
Newark, N. J.— Bloodhound Club of FM. He disagreed with Saifiger's
America is cooperating with WAAT, "separation" of the aiidience into
to

WTAX,

,

let

.

WOKO

Springfield,

FM

.

WOKO

WNYC

AM and FM listeners and also "duin a special broadcast of
plication," as a, ctuick and. easy solustatioa's "CofEe* Club" today
tion to- FM problems. He insisted
(Wed ) in whicb yarns about bloo
hound*
be ceiEated. James Qg" "no one had an answer in radio;"
there was no one answer.
den IS club's prexy.
Newark,

Normally,
channel,

tl}at

was

FCC

hasn't held the door open to all comer.<i when
a
vacated. For instance, many applicants seek a channel

contingent on an»th«t hroadcaster''s moying off it or shifting
studios
to another town, to no case has .Conasissto insisted that
evervbody should have a: chance at the «iK»ted |fet., AU of which
leads

wM

No.vik insisted FM stations will
the belief there are special reasons twf JtrC* trealm^iit
of the
be adequately staffed and everyone
wavelength.paid "including talent." He warned
the use of amateurs can be financially disastrous.
Tlm^' has passed
when musicians and others can' be
paid in publicity. He said no local
Continued (loin page 24 aa
approach to AFRA or AFM has ever
failed, "You'll get to first base, if perpetrated over a 12-year period
not home-." Nbvik underlined that with the knowledge of
staradio, once a "gamble,," is now tim manager Harold Smith.
fii a last effort to keep its license,
a "highly pro^tabla business." Gam"innocent
ble was in FM, which had newer the
stockhpl^fer,"
in
.
I
recently asked FCC for the
blood to, replace the older, It might
be advisable alter 10 years for radio right to continue on the air "under
to "retire and let the kid brother new management." They bought out
take over."
Novik strongly ap- Pickard's stock for a top price of
plauded and congratulated Fritz $108,000 and proposed to relieve
Updike of the Rome Sentinel and Harold Smith of stock-voting privilpredicted "neophytes from news- eges and active participation in stapaper business would contribute to tion .affairs. The FCC majority conradio," because of their expert cluded, however, that "WOKO is not
qualified to receive a renewal of
knowledge.

Da^inifi Radio

WOKO

Makiiig the

a

Newest HIT Show
(A Buy

Ja^

Sell the

best

WOKO

AM

Women)

to

WOKO

WOKO

.

;

better

^
:

.

FM

,

Heense."

.

The,FCC

said "dictates of fairness"

should give other bidders a chance
to file for WOKO's channel in competition with Van Curler.
So long
as litigation was pending, Commis-

CtotUiued from page 25

required to renew their sion said, uncertainties as to whether
licenses every two years.
He saw or hot WOKO's slot would be open
no grounds for uneasiness expressed may "have deterred other persons"
b-y Durr and WilliaiBS regarding the from applying.
Durr argued, however, that FCC
influence irf a^vfertisers on broadcasting; detteiag he had "never enteed its final decision yanking
s litense over two years ago
known a case where an advertiser
weren't

WiUie Bryant, hottest MG in
rad$9.pji»ts

HHC— "Harlem

MoapiteSty CJlnb"—'gives
frestmeaB

sad

it

great, appeal.

TopvocalistslikeLeeRichardSQsn guest on 9h«(w bringing
smart mnssical iateAvdeai to
ga.y audiences pactidpation.

WOKO

and everybody has had ample time
over a
to file for the frequency. Van
Curler
was the only applicant who actually
preferring the pursued
the advantage and should
U. S. way to BfiC, felt that broadget the istation, he said.
casters are inclined "to go back to
FCC Commissioner E. K. Jetf, in
the
advertisers rather than the a
coneurrmg opinion that is actually
listeners" for guidanee in programa dissent, urged a second
chance for
ming, whlla Etor saw a danger in
the innocent parties" in
Jett
"too much emphasis on pleasing all
powted out that this wotild "serve
the people all the time" and felt that
adequately to give notice to
Hceusees
"advertisers move in that direction
and applicants aiat leniency in dealpredominantly." People "need to be ing
with false statements- and
con*
offended sometimes" for their own
cealments of fact can no
longer be
good, he declared, hut sponsors shy
expected from the Commission
and'
from topics that need to be discussed.

had
1

complete

domination

broadcaster."

Williams

while

NOWaloi^with
I«!^s Rangers"

WOKO

A

HHC

Actress Butterfly McQueen known to movie fans, is an
comedy higbspot; Maceo Birch,"!;ecrelary"of make-beUeve
Club-on'-the-air.addaowa brand of droUery.Variekysaya program has * ^uninhibited qjiaiity raia oa tha air„' ' rates it high.
,

^

OBS

flew Biz

Continued from, page 23

ofCsetting the recent $8,000,000
of four-network cancellations.

Tesuis RaKgers" «t

Write for

cd»t.'

jfiiU details.

AN ARTHUR

1.

eHURCH

Pit@eyeTioN

Here's

m

At-

!

Songs The Texas Rangers
Sing vad scrap-book album.
Provided sponsors of "Th«

Offenses haiva been
committed and
licenses have been
renewed without
question.
Jett also pointed to
the "highly
sat,slactory" program

wave
service rendered by WOKO
and the mild
how it would resolve itself: language of the Supreme Court oninloa which said this
Campbell Soup has put
was a "hard
an order
^/e^^
^'oncluded: "Certainly,
for the two quarter-hour cros.s-thethf'
board periods from 7:30 to 8, with the public interest of .listeners in the
P & G, which now occupies the 7 to Albany area does not require the

offer

tractive48-page8 of Original

I

I

sure-fire give-away or

Belf-Iio[a.ida^g

^^""^
preserve
believed the answer to from ^
destruction the interests of
the
better radio lies in a properly bal- innocent parties
and of the listeners
anced "blend of entertainment, edu- who now receive
WOKO's service"
cation and aellina." Ko station can Jett, whose point
was well received
survive if it gets too lopsided in any
^ «en here, said he agreed
ot these factors, he said.
tha^"vrp
tnat
I'CC shQul(i not condone
misrepresentations.
He pointed to a
dozen cases where simUar
or greater"

Hogan

PICKWICK

Hem, KANSAS

CITY 6/ MO.

,

7:30 slots, also acquiring tht 6:45 to
7 time. Bob Brout now fills the 6:45-7
pei-iod for the soup company with
his
news program and he'll be

moved
Ijoumel Morgan instruinental and vocal trio is another musical bright spot in Harlem Hospitality Club. This galaxy, plus
gay studio audience and new twist in 'participation" shows,
results in 30-min. of wonderful setting for sales story.
'

HARLEM HOSPITALITY CLUB is heard on Mutual
Monday thru Friday, 2:30 p. m. Catch this show:
ask us &r mail-pull story. There's- something here.

Mutual Broadcasting System

into the 7:45 to 8 slot. Client
is still shopping around for a show
fo put into the 7:30 to 7:45 niche. It

wants a musical 'stanza, with Bob
Crosby reported far out in front as

deletion

WOKO

of
the oidy
proper basis for denial of
WOKO's
icense would be our
conviction that
there IS no other way to
insure the
integrity ot the reports
which we
receive from applicants and
licensees.
believe there may be
another ef.

.

.

SSNOMC COWBOY

WAN
For rccWdt, redio. personal
pc«rantet. Scnd'pKofographi,

,1

fective
at

means

of accomplishing this

lieity. etc.,

this particular time,"

the candidate.

Lowell Thomas would move into
the 6:45 slot being Vacated by Trout.
That's the same quarter-hour segment he currently .occupies on NBC.
(P &
wanted Thomas to go on
CHS at 7, but networj: nixed deal
bocau.se of Trout's 6:45 broadcast,
refusing
to
permit back-to-back
.

G

oP'

pw-

to:

CAVANAUGH & MARTIN
Lonisville— Ted

WHAS

Grizzard,

former

1528 Walnut

"Man on Street," is back in
the Bluegrass .state as manager
of
WKLX, Lexington. Left
several months ago to do audience
show on NBC, Chicago.
trekked to California on a new

WHAS

2, fO'

WANTED

Hen

show which didn't jell, so he's now
ncwK programming. )•
back on homo soil. Phil Sutterfleld
P & G will put a new program in also ex-WHAS.
Grizzard's assistat 7. with' Jack Smith staying put
ant.
Dewey Long., who has been
at7;13.
manager of the station, has left.

St.. ttttta,

room Of la«ger opt.; preferably
furnithed; east side above 50th or
Village neor Wash. Sq.; sublet OK.
1

i.s

WORLD'S LARGESr NETWORK

I

Call Walter

Gorman, PL 3-0700

RABIO
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FCC

WCAU

WJBK

Sets

Series

FCC

Windup
FCC

To Eenor HeadersoiB
Philadelphia, April

Washington, April
its

unofficial

WCAU

15.

sanction

is

windup

into

15.

when

—

WJBK,

Detroit, to

Commander

N.

present holdings if the Commission would okay its purchase of
WJBK. This would leave the comits

WJBK,

but a majority of FCC'ers
fojr consolidated hearing on

Jjoth transactions.

SOhe

of iPCG's worries is price of
$698,285 being paid for WJBK. This
is highest price ever paid for a 250-

watter

this

show,

transporting

and represents a stripped to Philly

WCAU

the town

for a

virtually
of Millville
is

"homecoming day"

to

of $550,000— exclusive of station's cash on hand.
Nearest sales
ticket was $500,000 paid by Eugene
Meyer's Washington Post for localwatter WINX, Washington, in 1944.
Commission is also concerned that

Henderson.

Ft Industry is proposing to sell its
Zanesville station to grbupi Which
publishes one of two local newspapers. Right now, WHIZ is only
local station on the air in Zanesville.

All that is star material doesn't
glisten as far as Mutual bigges are
concerned.
So, starting April 21,
guest stars will be dropped from
Erskine Johnson's Hollywood air

iprice

-

Baltimore

iSan

arid

was explained that for

all

•

cities,

able.

The new

FM

allocation,

FCC

new

Louis

St.

Cues

Beer

'Dizzy's'

Rivalry

Revamped

Home & Away Browns Sked

plan.

St.

Louis, April

15.

mitter crystals and recalibration of
Rivalry between the Griesedieck frequency
monitors.
One
FCC
Bros. Brewing Co. and the Falstaff spokesman said the changes would
Brewing Corp., buyers, of more radio cost $100 in most cases.
OnBurlington(N.C.) Outlet time for sportscasts than any other
Some fancy juggling was necessary
reached
new
firms
in
a
west,
the
to fit in the same number of FM
Burlington, N. C.
high last week when the latter suds
When "Kate Smith Speaks" pro- maker, announced that Jerome Slots in prize, rijarkejs like Ne^ 'York,
Chicago, Boston, etc., it was reported.
ems June 23 on the Mutual network,

"Dizzy" Dean, former star hurler for
a noonday, cooperatively sponthe St. Louis Cardinals, and Johnny
offering, the program WiiU
O'Hara, staff gabber at KWK, will
have 600 sponsors on- WBBB, local travel throughout the season with
MBS outlet.
the St, Louis Browns and broadcast
Unusuaisituation—believed unique every gamej both at' home and
sored

;

Hollywood, April

15.

.

show.

in

the country

by several

—grew

retail

'

out of bidding abroad;

merchants

buy

to

the show locally when it was offered
for co-op sale recently. E. Z. Jones,
g.m. of WBBB, solved the problem
with a Solomon decision: let the

This is a hew departure in local
radio broadcasting, as until Falstaff

announcement road games
made
of the two local major league teams
were broadcast on ticker descripAssociation tion.
Several months ago Oscar
its

,

Johnson had a long-distance teleClients Explore 'Exploring'
phone conference (prerstrlke, that
Although Mutual's "Exploring the is) with the eastern byass last week
loses its sponsor. Revere which resulted^in the decision. While
Copper & Brass, June 8, indications the Coast rating for the show illusare that the show will continue.
trated a good appreciation of the

Unknown"

NBC is reportedly trying to clear star-studding, the rating in the east,
the right time for an auto firm iiv according to the brass, was less
terested in the program, and an in- gratifying.
surance outfit is understood to be
To please a greater segment Johnconsidering "Unknown" for a CBS son will now become "more contro«lot if suitable time' can be found. versial" and dust off the stardiist.

completed full antenna construction.
In most cases, therefore,, FM broadcasters will hSfve only the expense
of returning or readjU-sting their
antennas. Expense will be limited
usually to that required for trans-

Kate Smith's 600 Sponsors

as

Johnson Props Stars

the governrnent's attention.
FCC explained that only 50 of the
200 FM stations on the air have
'

will not give additional
channels to Boston, Bridgeportj
Philadelphia or Los Angeles.
Therefore decisions in these cities will not be aflfectod by the
said,

following Thursday (24), Millvillg's No. 1 citizen, Leon Henderson,
will be the guest of WCAU's "Career
Forum," which has brought leaders
in all fields of endeavor to the mike
to answer questions of school kids
on vocations and career. Henderson, as. a leading economist, will
seek to give the answer to what the
U. S. faces economically.

For

would remain

except for Cleveland-Akron and Baltimore, the
new \ FM blueprint provides
enough channels to take care of
all the qualified applicants.
In
Baltimore and Cleveland-Akron,
one more channel is made avail-

On

pany still
wholly-owned stations,
With this understanding, FCC duo
of Charles R. Denny and E. K. Jett
voted to okay the purchase of
held out

It

these

in the future.

with no more than six

able for use throughout the country

dianapolis, Providence, Atlanta,

J.,

stations with minority interests in iSouth Jersey nianufacturing
center,
two other outlets.
is featured
on the final show of
FCC consolidated in the same the "Looking Ahead" series, which
hearing proposed sale of Ft. Indus- dramatized the history, background,
stations
WHIZ
and
try-owned
present and future of the towns in
WHIZ-FM, Zanesville, O., to the the area. For this show, WCAU has
Southeastern Ohio Broadcasting Co. hired a bliiinp which will circle
Ft. -Industry, knowing FCC's un- over Millville, while the head of the
six
ceiling
of
stations
to a city's planning
official
division gives a word
customer, had agreed to unload one picture of what Millville will be like

of

The number

Akron, Dayton, Springfield, InMansfield,
Diego.

Philly.
Millville,

Washington, April 15.
plained, is proposed to cut down
of FM channels avail- present and anticipated interference
between FM stations under th«
existing channel separation. Trouble
the. same but FM
was that only the mdst expensive
stations iii the same town would FM receivers were able to sift out
operate further apart on the radio so-called "drift"' interference froni
al-.
dial, as the result of a proposed FM transmitters operating on
FC(i reallocation Of FM channels ternate channels in the same dom»
last
Thursday
(10). munity.
announced
Acting on the recommendation of
Public hearing on the proposal,
the FM Assn., FCC proposed to spot along with new standards, is set for
a metropolitan-type FM station at May 8-9 in Washington. The inevery fourth channel in the same dustry is expected to go along with
town rather than On alternate the proposal since existing FM
channels as originally planned.
broadcasters
and engineers first
The new allocatibh plan, FCC ex- brought the interference^ problen» to

,

will

the station, especially in the small

fl Allocaticiiis to Cwt

Interference on Present Oiannels

changes, if- and
they are finally adopted,
increase the number of
metropolitan-type channels in
the following cities: Cleveland-

proposed

the

putting a novel twist
of two public service

George Storer's Fort Industry Co.— towns surrounding
already outright owner of six AM
On Sunday (20)

FCC s New

Burlington Merchants
sponsor the program and give

all

A

the 600 local businessejs in BlVf
share in the show.

Of Zahner,

a
;-

set and promotion is in
the works for the 600 "sponsors" to
plug the show with window displays,
24 sheet posters, letter enclosures
and pictures of Kate Smith in individual merchants' newspaper ads.

Deal was

A

"Kate Smith Day" also

is

contem-

v.p;'

of ttuthraufl

& Ryan,

a march on his rivals by tying
up the Cardinals to- an exclusive
contract with Harry Caray and
Charles "Gabby" Street to do the
play-by-play. Zahner has a Missouri-

"stole

Illinois

ry

the

Browns
staff

web

of eight stations to carb.b. stuff'.
That froze the
out of the picture until Fal-

made arrangements with WIL

to carry the

plated.

Browns' games.

Commission's new plan also contemplates
interspersing
Class
B
(metropolitan) and Class A (community) channels, rather than lumping all Class A slots at the top of
the
spectrum as is now the
case.: Jt calls for minimum separation of 400 kc between Class
and Class B stations operating Itt
certain adjacent commimities/
At the same time, the new allocation allots FM channels to a few
towns which were overlooked in the
original blueprint. In a few instances, additional channels may be.
made available In the non-congestea

FM

A

areas.

The FCC's plan to reserve some
channels in both categories for
use after July 1, '47 still holds. However, Class A channels to be reserved are now in the 224, 240, 272
and 288 slots instead of those orlgl'
nally tabbed tor latecomers.

FM

wor Mracted
m&m

homes with mdim

fmm

a.-®0 4111 1& i2seQ, Midnight,

through l^eeembOF, $946, than any other major station
In

Now York.

WOR
'^tM p&we8''fnil station

* according to the Nielsen Radio Index Area Reportt
for the 78 comty, isiate

New

88

FM

FM

against more than six stations to a shows next week. Shows "Looking
PdC last Friday (11) Ahead" and "Career Forum"—have
customer.
cdUed for public hearing on the pro- been credited with building up an
posed sale of foreign-language wat- enormous amount of goodwill lor
ter

Wait

allocaa result of the new
tion plan, it will defer decision
of
applicants for several
major cities. FCC explained that

And Jersey Hometown

Open Hearings
Invoking

to

Washington, April 15.
announced today that as

York area.

at

i440 Broadway, In New York
nutiual

Wedmcaday, April 16, 1^47

S4

Du Mont Suffers $1,472,270

Net Loss

BLACI-WITE
CBS

h M; Outlook Briber
DuMont Labs operated at a net
loss ot $1,472,270 for the fiscal year
ending Dec. 29, 1946, with most o£
the loss incurred in the cost o£
sales for t^le products, accordirig
to the .company's annual feport
issued this weelc to stockholders. Net
loss tor the company before the refund of income and Federal taxes
totaled $2,293,702.

orders for transmitting equipment
presently amount to $479,440.
Pointing up the obstacles faced
by all tele broadcasters at this time,
DuMont declared that the "industry's delays in producing receivers
restricted the television audience
and the broadcast rates for advertising,"
which resulted in less
revenue than anticipated. Company
spent $704,051 to operate its N. Y.
.

Although no further breakdown, of
the cost of- sales item was listed, station WABD and Washingti^ staprexy Dr. Allen B. DuMont indicated tion WTTG after deducting the
In his report that most of the money total income from advertisers of
went into product^designing, en- $71,184. "Net cost of operating our
equipment, television transmitting stations in
ggineering and testing
since telis products are something 1947 will be considerably lower than
entirely new. He pointed out the in 1946, due to the steadily increasproduction delays caused by strikes ing audience and the economic level
and a shortage ef material, but pre- of current operations," he said.
As for the current FCC ruling
dicted a much better return in 1847.
During the entire preceding year, against licensing further, stations
shipments of t-ele products totaled either to DuMont or Paramount;
until
the companies d issolve their
only $562,101, whereas DuMont has
already shipped i^l.OOBtOOO worth in common stock holdings, the DuMont prexy reiterated that Par and
the first 10 Weeks of 1947.
DuMont
are "not under common
Statement furnished no figures on
the number of tele receiving sets control within the meaning of the
produced by the company to date Commission's rules;" Only tiein, he
declared,
was in Par's holding all
but stated that on March 10, DuMont
had total back orders of more than the Class B common stock, which
$3,000,000 worth of sets at retail gives the fllm company the right
to
elect
three
of BiiMiont's eight
prices. DuMont has developed a
line at lower priced sets than the directors, but Par is "unable de(>resei»t series, lowest Of: 'which re- cisively to influence the policies of
DuMopt.'.'
that "there are
He
added
tails at $795, and these Willv probably go on sale ia the fall. IPotal no contracts or other arrangements
or understandings between Paramount and DuMont with respect
to any matter whatsoever and none
are contemplated."
Despite the company's

mW

television, which has
its
activities to black

and
fined
white programming' exclusively since
the irec nixed its color video bid,
will cotitihu* on that course foT the
present, according to CBS prexy
Frank Stanton. Web chiefs are still
studying the situation but, Stanton
said,, will
probably have no announcement to make in the immediate future.

CBS prexy denied any decision on
the question was awaiting the next
Of the web's directorate, scheduled for May, declaring the problem
was not up to the board to decide.
CBS, meanwhile, will "continue to
paddle our black and white canoe,"
Stanton declared.
meet

Isss» Continued froni pac* 1
ily atwi I mjoyed your program very
much, ybur hats and dresses were
\

we

truly beautiful and

shall stop in

soon at your shop to see more of
them."
Another viewer declared.
Your program was very interestthe hats were very lovely
ing . .
.

,

have to come

X shall

in

and get

one."

Malei Also Snsceptlble

Male viewers also go for tele
fashion' shows, according to the responses, although, as one card put
"they were more interested in
it,
the pretty models." Proof that male
interest also pays off, however, is
contained in the fact ttiat an en-

that the FCC has denied the
bid for color video.

CBS

man

gaged

purchased

from' Miss

Reichman

a three-way bridal hat for
his fiancee that he claimed he had
seen featured in the tele show.

Ben
Kiam"

of
'iOmar
dresses,
also
his
products

designer

Reig,

gowns and
foimd that having
plugged via video pays

off.

Accord-

ing to Reig, at least 20 sales within
the week following the show were
"Teletraceable directly to tele.
vision represents undoufhtedly the
best direct form of fashion advertis-

To Make

;

Reig

ing,"

irai^

though

Kraft Foods, for years one of the
top radio bankroUers,. is scheduled
to enter television for the first time
May 7. Company has signed a year's
contract with NBC television for
the 7:30-8:30 slot on Wednesday
nights. J. Walter Thompson is the
agency.

said,
"because even
audience is presently

the

.TekfiM
f«

Reviews

»

*

fmld

%

»

i;

limited, no fashion salon can hold so
large an audience as watches a television show."

WliF

strations yet staged
potentialities,

NBC

of

television

re-

new and hitherto unpredicted
ases for video in naval warfare last

vealed

ilt

mtn

(till

Ixndil •! Hie kn»w-

•r!allnat«d

Mahly

<»-

•rganizalitn.

th«!

ftfi>RESENTATIVES

compfin

MEW y(WK-IOSTON«CHICAGO*DiTitOIT'$AN FRANCISCOATUNTAHOllYWOOD

is cbhfihed to the web and the
agency. G-F, therefore, will not intervene at present, leaving it up
B&B to work things out as best tff
it

can.

with the

^

WNBT

transmitter.

Show opened with Rear Adm.
James

whose appointment
commander for the Atlantic

Fife, Jr.,

as sub

was

announced during the
speaking from the WNBT

telecast,

studio on the 47th anni of the Navy's
first purchase of a sub.
Terming the
implications Of the show "tremendous," Adm. Fife declared that "visual communication between submarines in enemy harbors and bombers
attacking those harbors," as well as
target data transmitted from One
submerged sub to another without
either submerging,
wei'e demonstrated by the telecast. Jordan then
cut over to the Navy Yard for the
viewers' actual tour of duty inside
the sub.

NBC

With

'

announcers Bob Stan-

ton and Ray Forrest handling the
interviews, the audience was intro-

duced
about

to crew members who toldtheir, work and demonstrated

UTAH'S

group has plugged

choreography and action directly with the fashions displayed,

sets,

Stowman WFIL Director
15.

.Kenneth W: Stowman, assistant to
Roger W. CUpp, general manager of
WFIL, has been named director of

Stowman, a vet of 20 years in
Philadelphia radio, will concentrate

rtno

lem

B&B chiefs were far more pleased
with the second stanza of "Jury,"
staged last Thursday (10) night, than
first, declaring NBC staffers
transmitted from the submerged sub had shown more willingness to covia coaxial cable strung through the operate; wiih the agency producers-'
spare periscope to a mobile unit on but still iindei- the ekisting rule.
the dock and from there by microwave transmission to the

television for the station.

RADIO
STATION

entirely on

tlie

con;:tiuction and intele station for

auguration ot the

which a cons.. H'jlion permit
been granted by, the FCC

has'

;

'

tele is that

lated torpedo attack l)efore surfacing.
With three image orthicon
cameras inside the- USS Trumpetflsh and another on the dock beside
it at Brooklyn Navy Yard, N. Y.,
producer Noel Jordan handled the
show expertly, with interest sustained at a high pitch for the entire
90 minutes the program was on the
air.
Signal for the tele pictures Was

Winston jewelry in a show, with
models demonstrating diamonds actually
valued at $3,000,000, plus
clothes of several other designers.
Secret behind the success of the
shows, according to Belanger, is to
integrate the script, camera work,

Philadelphia, April

.

chiefs

show

Since then,

«imI ^Kparisnca af Ihit

^

;

Consensus among other ^geiuw
who've had experience wim
NBC might have mora <^
a point in the argument than BatB;
Reason for B&B's decision to congetting a ringside view directly over tinue with NBC is believed to lie
in
the crew's shoulders as the craft sub- the feeling of General Foods, which
merged and went through a simti- sponsors ttie telecast, that the prob-

I

Ma*

time.

factors involved, though^ the telecast

Fleet

V

r«

JVKIF

Jtif itniihU^
Ullill « CO
I

'

continue staging "Juvenile Jury," at
least for the time being, over WBNT
NBC's N.Y. tela outlet. B&H oflU
cials
are reportedly still pianty
peeved over the NBC regulation
however,- so that the argument might
erupt into the open again at aoir

Thursday (10) night in the first telecast from a submerged submarine.
Even more important than the naval

,

tmt\t •(

Tilf

television

ad agency over whether an agency
Goes Under Water or network producer is to handle »
Marking what was undoubtedly television show during its actual air*
ing
subsided into a minor rutnhU
one of the most remarkable demonthis week as the agency decided
to
television's

m

Evory l*am hat its start, but •v*n all-star
4*arm ncvd c*«nKnati*n I* tuccMil. Th*
ttamwkrk of W««ii «nii Campany givM

InW

Last week's blowoff between NBQ
and the Benton jfe Bowlei

Anew As

Despite the fact that viewers re- the living and eating
conditions inferred to the programs as "your'^ side the craft. As Commander Kenin answering Miss Reichmah's neth G. Schacht ordered the sub to
go under, Jordan cut to a camera
oariib, the entire series to date on
WCBS-TV has been sustaining, with placed directly, behind the sailor
the milliners Involved merely lend- handling the air control, with all
gadgets -and the numerous dials pering their merchandise to add atmovisible.
At 58 feet, Stanton
Shows will consist exclusively, at sphere, getting paid off by having fectly
took, over to interview Commander
least in the beginning, of lull-hour the commentator
tell
where the Schacht during the simulated
attack,
dramatic programs, with special em
gowns can be bought. Idea was the with the only thing missing being
a
phasis to be placed on adaptations brainchild qf CBS television's pro- view through the skipper's perlof
Broadway .hit
productions. duction triumvirate, composed of scope.
"Double Door," three-acter penned director Paul Belanger, set designer
Despite the very close confines of
by E. C. Potter and George Halght Jim MoNaughton and cameraman the sub, the cameras presented probwhich had a lengthy run on Broad- Howard Hayes. Trio struck upon ably as much as possible of the boat's
way in 1933, is slated as the first the idea of integrating fashion workings. Jordan spent more than
production. Cast has not yet been modeling into their programs while a week at the sub's home base in
New London', Conn., before the show
set.
trying to develop a suitable form of
supervising the
Second show, on May 14, will be variety programming for video. throughout theinstallation of tracks
corridors
"Merton of the Movies," starring Sines then, CBS staffer Lucille Trtlmpetfish on which the of the
cameras
Eddie May eboff, late of the Stand- Hudelburg has been assigned to line could dolly back and forth and swing
Glass"
from one room to another. Informalard Brands' "Hour
tele show. up designers for the shows.
ity of the affair, traceable mostly
Fact that Metro is releasing a new
to
According to' Belanger, fashions the
wsy Stanton and Forrest con"Merton" this year starring Red were incorporated into
the early ducted the
interviews, added conSkelton and yet has cleared the shows in the series, titled
"Saturday siderably to its appeal;
script for video indicates a growing
Night Review," without the realizaEvery once in a while television
willingness to cooperate with the tion that they would
"become as im- will come up with a show
like this
new medium isa the part of the film portant as they now are." It
was one to revive interest and enthusiindustry.
not until the third show that the asm
even the most jaded of video's
CBS staffers struck upon the pay constant viewers. It's to be hoped
that
more of sinOlar calibre will
dirt idea— integration of the fashions
into the script.
Slol.
This was dohe by .follow.
inventing "camera business" for the
models to go through, instead of
having them just parade around and
8
4
7
show oif the garments. As Belanger
puts it, "Somehpvf, with carefully
planned camera examination of the
clothes while the 'business' was being performed, we achieved a true
television fashion feeling.''

ON TARGET

PnhremTrDce

jbp^

sEdncI

Video-

»

pointed up video's value as a means
of education.
Viewers were let in on the actual
working conditions inside a sub,

FasMsns

Tela

|.

con-

;

operating

loss for the year, the whole tenor
of DuMont's mes.sage is considered
optimistic
for
the
future,
with
special emphasis laid on the impetus that Will be given to tele now

Kraft

TAiDUE

CES JUST

Mgt.'

UmTBD

LOU CLAYTON

RBXALI. DKOO CO.

Friday— CBS—9!80

p.m., EST
for Keoiw"
"It Happeni-d In Brooklyn"

M-G-M—"Xhta Time
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That'*

T-Day Brings 2i,0iD.C'ersFr$t

Washington, April 15.
to Washington with a
(14) when approxiBCA table-model tele-

Utately fiOO

vision

sets

and

WMierg's

Transfer of a .show from radio
presents unique
television
problems, as Benton & Bowles
In
ad agency has discovered.
staging "Juvenile Jury" on the
Mutual radio web, producer Dan
Ehrenreich operates on stage,
naturally invisible to all but the
studio audience, where he can
control the pace and correct the

in

Siant-size U, S. Television

number of

fecfeivent lor taverns, nightclubs

Inc.>

Southern

-V

Harvard Theatre
Says

the;

Collection,

reason

is

public demand.

actually being expanded

tsntil*

than 30 hours

Trweek with mpre
bt

television

,

home audience,
Agency
stumped.
solved the problem by
putting Ehrenreich in a cop's
uniform as a "court attendant,"
so that he can move around the
set
unobsti u.sively during the
show's airing, signaling moderator Jack Barry whenever possible—When he is but of camera
range—and also; controlling the
seen by the

B&B

was

finally

'

Oianndb Now

New York became the first ^ify in
the country to have all seven available ielevision channels filled today
(Tuesday) when the rCC handed
remaining four grants,
out the

Md

extensive television research and
already set up tele staffs.
Neither the News nor Debs had previous tele experience but the FCC
declared it gave the nod to the News
on the latter's assurance it would
get on the air quicker. Debs plaUhed
to go on the air gradually and said
it would have no facilities for remote broadcasts until much later
than the News.
In addition. Debs
in

15.

had

|

|

i

j

were ABC awarded
Channel 7; Bamberger Broadcasting
with Channel 9; Bremer Broadca-sting of iNewark, N. J., Channel 13.
and the News Syndicate Co., Chan-,;
was found to be financially weak,
nel 11, with the bid from the Debs
since its bid was predicted on a
Memorial Radio Fund turned down
$500,000 loan which would extend
NBC, CBS and DuMont have been it.5 indebtedness over a 14-year
programming in N. Y, since before'

Lucky

winner."!

!

1

]

\

j
!

j

Tele version of the show is
broadcast Thursday nights over

WNBT

iDumont, with help of NBC network
shows out of New York and plenty
«f talent contributed by the Evening
Star station WMAL, also a tele permittee here, will program IrOni 1:30
to 3'.30 p.m. in addition to its regular

(NBC,

l«I,y;).

^period.'

the war.

Bottt Bamberger and ABC are exIn announcing the grant.<;, which
have been hanging fire almost since pected to get oia; Cfte air as soon as
the war's end, the FCC declared the they can complete C<>nstruction of
the
1 r
stations.
Bamberger anfour winners apparently have rebuild its
sources that "better enable them to nounced yesterday it would
transmitter at 444 Madison avenue,
establish a prompt, satisfactory teleN.
Y„
of
at
a
cost
$650,000.
ABC.
vision service for the entire N. Y.
Itive
which
programmed
over
had
metropolitan area." Majority of the
Commission voted to strike from the other tele outlets between N. Y; and
Chicago
while
waiting
its N. Y.
for
record the testimony offered against
,

Philadelphia,

ApHl

:

15,

A

group of repfesentatiyes from
all fields interested in the growth of
television last Thursday (10) Organ-

ized the Television Assn. of Philadelphia at a luncheon meeting at the
Electrical Assn. headquarters.
Purpose of the organization, acT-Week got its program start with cording to Ken Stowman, newly appointed WFIIi tde director Mvho was
telecast <of the opening ball game yeselected temporary chairman, was to
terday between the Washington Seneicchange ideas and to keep abreast
ators and the New York Yankees.
Video
Game, called early by rain, was of new developments in the
UponiEored on
by RCA-Victor. industry.
Attending the first meeting, were
drama critic Jay
Virhe' livening
reps of ad agencies who are enCttridfidy .and cartoonLst Dick Mansgaged in tele production, manufacfield, are also skedded on other afterturers of television sets, distributors,
noott shows this week.
tele broadcasters—both those in opSijggest volume of sets received
eration arid poteiitial—and utilitieisr.
were the $250 small-screen RCA
.ta!»le models. Smaller number of the
RCA $375 table model, also direct- 500% in Manhattan. These models
view screen, were available. Both sold in mahogany for $2,SS!0 and in
prices «re exclusive of tax and a leather for
$2,680 and had large pro|W-9SS Installation «nd year'A aerv- jection screens, approximately 1%

cv«ning schedules. (NBC hopes to be
4>n the air with video next month
is planning a fall debut.
and

WMAL

WTTQ

\

by 2

feet.

Home model, known as

the

Oil Out oilier «nd i|i th« price lail- ''Tele-^mphenic," came in SheratOB
v. S< Televiision ^pped down inahpgahy or walnut for fancy price
eeveral demonstration units of its of $3;fi30. Both sales tickets included
"Tavern-Telesyraphonic" floor model tax and installation fees. The traffic
receiver for restaurants and clubs, was much brisker in the RCA modjbealers were ready with facts and els, but dealers reported lair number
figures to effect that telesets have of orders for the more expensive
beemed nitery business as much as units.

«ler,

WMdi
0

Washington, April

kids.

HfltLYlil R^^^^

pro-

gramming—a new high for the capital—skedded on Dumonis WTTG.

IciiMt fee.; :v-'r

All Se^en

to

where

In television, however,
all is

'

Producer spoke on television before an audience of students and professors at Harvard Univ. this week
under sponsorship of Dr. William
Van Lennep, curator of, the famed

Wholesalers,

moppet jurors

the mikes.

video in the next few years that'll
the sudden expansion of radio
fllmis in the late '20s a "mere

echo."

ians got their first view Of television
In action at over 66 dealers' Outlets
in a single day.
is

position of the

15.

boom

and

estimated 200,000 Washington-

T-0»y
jhtd an

figures on a

make

and

home ust made their first appearance in dealers' show windows. RCA
distributor,

Video Burst
Boston, April

John Wildberg

undetermined

an

35

. .

to

T-Bay came

toang yesterday

No Actor

;.

for

thoday

T«ie

Net

h

Sight

the News Syndicate, owners of the
N, Y, Daily News, by the American
Washington, April 15.
toward formation of a Jewish Conigre-ss and to deny the
AJC petition to have its testimony
network
television
by at the recent FM hearings incormidwest
Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.
was porated into the tele record.
taken here last week when FCC
Only dissenter was Commis.sipner
handed the company its third video Clifford J. Durr, who voted for the
franchise in Dayton. Company algrant to Debs instead of the Daily
ready holds permits in Cincinnati
News. In its decision, the FCC
and Columbus and has an bptjon to pointed out .that each of
the proacquire 49% of KSTP, St jPaul, also
posed statioris would serve approxia television permittee.
mately 11,000,000 people, although
FCC's grant of the Dayton station Bremer, which operates radio statipped off a new liberal policy of tion WAAT in Newark, will propermitting considerable overlapping gram primarily for a 3,000,000 audiservice from commonly-owned tele ence in New Jersey. FCC declared
staiiens.
CJrosley's Dayton station that aU but Debs would serve the
will dip Snio a part of the audience needs of the entire population, but
prbpMied to beyserved by Ijoth the that Deha had sought to 'devpte oner
Cfocy and Gblunnbus outlets.
third
its
time
to
foreignot
Company will spend $300,000- language programmliig for two
$400,000 on its Dayton operation and minority groups.
operate with 50 kw picture and 25
Commission gave special conkw sound transmitters on the Mo. 5 sideration to the fact that both
tele slot.
Program plans are still Bamberger, owners of
(Muundetermined^
tual, N. Y.)', and ABC had engaged
First step

WOR

grant, recently went off the sir te
save money for constructien and,
according to prexy Mark Weeds, is

now

set to establish its tele
in N. Y., Detroit, Chicago,

network
An-

and San Francisco. •
While jceeping definite plans, for

geles

its
N. y. transmitter site under
wraps pending actual announcing

ABC

its grant,
television's national
director Paul B. Mewrey recently
announced the web's N. Y. station
could be on the air within four-six
months after the construction per-

mit came through.
Present plans
call for
Y. station to be finished
first.

Holly wood, April

18.

KTLA

will premiert
Paramount'ii
the first independently produced
television show to air here on April
20.

Show

is

"Adventure

Is

My

Hobby," the property et Robert
Oakley, formerly with Bergen-Cunning.

>

.,
.

..
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Coast AEil Rules Seek to Spread

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

(Weefc Bndinfl April 10, '47)
liondon, April 11.
Connelly

Anniversary Song

Dash

Old Lamplighter,

Employment by Limiting Side Jobs

Stars Will Eemember, .Feldman
Open the Door, Richard. .Leeds

By George

,

Frazier

.

Hollywood, April

15.

-t"

April Showers

Musicians local 47, which Iqi" upwards of lour months has b^en tryDiskery's Platter Show
ing to spread available work hereHollywood, April 15.
abouts in order to make for more
Peerless Discos, label dealing exequality of opportunity among its
in
clusively
soutti-of-the-border
members,
drawn
has
up
new
13,800
a
list of regulations which draw more melodies, solely for Mexican market,
stringent quotas on possible earn- is making a pitch for local Mexican
ings of a musician here. A generalr trade and also American rhumba
membership gathering will be held artists.
DIskery is hitting the' airwaves 15
on April 28, at which members will
give final vote on proposals already minutes a day, five days a week over
approved by local's board; of direc- KFOX. Program spins only Peerless
label and plugs distributors of same
tors.

How

Disks Seen

jammer who

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

,

.

.

Sun

You Sweetheart. Dash
To Each His Own. ... .Victoria
I

Call

.

We

Things

.

Did. ....
.

Morris

.

.Wright
Accordion
Lasso a Dream. ......... ...Gay
.Victoria
Beginning of End
..Sun
Sooner or Later
You Make Love.,.. Macmelodies
Each Little Hour. .Cinephonic
.

.

For Vending MacBnes
Washington, April 15.
Phonograph recotds may be among
the items sold via vending machines
in the not-too-distant future, U. S.

Department

of

Commerce

Decca^ 110

Alhiin,

_

work come small

per week on any transcontinental by the

1950's.

but

have to make

it'll

it

the

hard way. Practically every label

is

rushing out treatments of the Mack
Gordon-Edmund Gioulding number,
This week there are two more.
The Pied Pipers, for example,
throw their arms around one another and, as is only fitting for a
"Razor's Edge" selection, give the
barbershop to "Mam'seUe" on CapiLet it be noted without further
tol.
delay that they do so very, very

Best Bets

My

Home of
(Texas Jim Robertson),
By Starlight"
Het-^"Stella
Butterfield) and "South
Side Shake" album (Dan BurHillbilly— "A

Own"

By

—

"Mam'selle"

"Mam'selle"

Bloeh).

ABEIi-GBEEN:

:'

Jack Kapp and Decca Records are
making show business as well as
disk biz history with the just-released "Our Common Heritage," a
$10 album of "great poems celebrating milestones in the history of
America," to quote from the subIt's
caption.
all of that.
And
newsworthy as the mo^e practical
transmutation of audible education,
it's

.

investment,
enough
modest
whether it's a $10 album, or less,
program o£
visual education, meaning 16m classroom films, comes into fullest use.
"Our Common Heritage," as Louis
trntermeyer edited, this album, and
as Brian Donlevy^, Agnes Moorehead, Fredric March, Walter Huston,
Pat O'Brien and Bing Crosby read

"Tangos"

Littee).

Ballad

'

—

Latin-American

(Ramon
Pipers),

a

Among tjie items which may be
dispensed, in addition to recordings,
could be cool canned beer, and for
those who want to do a little marketing after the evening perfornlance, even such things as milk,
frozen fruits and vegetables, frozen
meat, cosmetics, perfume, lipstick,
drug sundries, butter, eggs, cheese,
Survey adds that Britain
fish, etc.
is far ahead of the U.S. in the use
with ballroom and nitery' biz far off of vending machines to sell a vagoods.
pace of wartime years, 47 quickly riety of
has realize^ work must be spread
One interesting angle, it is pointed
arouiict among membership or bread- out, could be the use of outdoor
lines may develop; and 47 well re- vending
machines at amusement
members the soup kitchen it had to parks and public recreation centers,
during
set up
the bleak, years of the which would deliver box lunches,
depression. In no event, however, fruits, sandwiches, napkins, paper

airshow. Members who habitually
earn between $25 and $75 a week
cannot work on more than two
TCs per week; those who earn regularly less than $25, may accept
three siich jobs; those making more
than $75 steadily, can accept but
one.
Of the large number of cardcarriers, on 47 roster, not more than
4,500 are regularly employed, and

be,

ley).

a

in

Art Lund's "Mam'selle" (M-G-M)
will- probably t;irn out to be the
terrific seller everyone expects it to

(Billy

repoi-ts

beto possible that theatre lobbies may
fry merchandise marts

men

hours'

,

.Box & Cox

Zip-a-Dee-Do-Dah

Amoiir

volume in the nation's
called in. Further, men
steady engagements cannot accept theatres and amusement spots to
casual dates in off-hours save radio, dispense candy and soda, but, according
to
the vision laid open by
recordings and symphony jobs.
Proposed rules tighten up on radio Commerce Department, it is quite

two

. .

,

.

Second 12
Hi- Jig- A- Jig

May

Flodi of Products Due

working mounting

limiting; all

:

.

Whole World Singing... F.D.&H.

survey which predicts gross
annual sales of as big as $3,000,^
day week. Most danceihalls and
000,000 for the machines within the
niteries here are open that many
next decade.
nights a week, but for a full-time
The coin units are being used in
spot, subs at pro rata pay are to be

considerably,

,

.

.

is regularly employed
in a job outside the studios at $75
Of mor« cannot solicit studio parttiSBie oi" iull-time employment. James
C. Petrillo, prez of American Federation of Musicians already has
given his blessing to these proposed
regulations governing employment,
on the flhn lots.
Local 47 further. proposes that no
musicisin can work more than a six-

cuiiittlativ^ total of

.

.

.

in this pountry.

quota precludes
any fllni studio musician who earns
more than $133 weekly for accepting any other work, and any wind-

Chappell
Kassner

,

.

•

iiiew

—

Don't Fall in Love. ...... .Wood
Rickety Rickshaw . , , Southern
.Yale
Go Home. ... .i;. .
China Boy, Girl. . .Macmelodies
fi. Sentimental
Reasons .Maurice
... .Morris
Five Minutes More.

^

In essence,

Lucky You Are

(Pied

(Ray

»

Rbj'thm— "It's So Nice

^
to

Be

(Monica Lewis), "You
Nice"
Don't Learn' That in School"
(King Cole).

Novelty— "The

Frog

Song"

(Geechie Smith).

Dance

—"I

Wonder, I Wonder,
and "Ask Anyone
Who Knows" (Eddy Howard)
and "The Man Who Paints the
Rainbow in the Sky" (Prankie
I Wonder"

Carle).

until the long projected

the 16 sterling poems (8 10-inch
platters), is an anthology of inspirational canned history that belongs in

The palsy-walsy, let'sall-have-chocolate-malteds
vocal
quality which has made so many of
the Pipers' disks j.oo sticky for our
taste isn't present here.
They sing
effectively.

with restraint and taste. As usual,
they are handsomely accompanied
by Paul Weston and his ensemble.
Clearly, this is something for the
jukes, jocks and home consumers.
But so, for that matter, is its backside— the Pipers' treatment of the
Sammy Cahn-Julie Styne "It's the

ing, however, is that a thing
like
this or "What's the Matter With
the
Stove", which backs it up,
can
"make" a Geechie Smith oirernight

The Wurlitzer wardens should

inJ

vestigate them.
Eddy Howard's week-after-week
appearance in this space is beginning to bore us, too, but as long as

continues to issue his
Majestic
things, one after another, we'll
ay
just have to be fiercely brave. i(
they happened to be inferior commercial jobs, we wouldn't waste time
them.
"They
are
not,
on
ho\yever

This week, 'for example, Howard
does "I Wonder, I Wonder, I Wonder" and "Ask Anyone Who Knows,"
and they're both full of mass appeal.
The side to heed, though, is "Wonder." 'The tune is going places, and
Howard's treatment will help it
along considerably. We've said before (and shall doubtless say again)
that it's impossible to deny Howard
a sizeable measure of showmanship.
Texas Jim Robertson and xhe
PanhaAtlle Punchers aren't likely to
be booked into the Cocoanut Grove
in L. A, (as Howard is), but they
have a definite commerciai appeal
in the Victor of "A Home of My
Own." Robertson, whose voice is
wonderfully deep and virile, sings

enormous feeling and

witli

is

fur-

ther helped by one of the most sensiUve hillbilly backgrounds we've
heard in ages. It is probably presumptuous for us, here In the fastness of Manhattan, to predict what
the cactus counters will favor, but
we don't see how "A Home of My
Own" can possibly miss, "We earnestly suggest it to every jock, rural
and urban alike. The backing is the
friskier "Ida-Idaho." At this point,
we would like to digress a bit. The
fault, to our ears anyway, with most
disk jockeys is the deadly monotony
of
their programming -— Sinatra,
Crosby, Stafford, and so forth all
the time. An occasional change of
pace would brighten their shows
tremendously.
And such a pace-

every classroom, home, educational
changer is "A Home of My Own"
institutions, corrective institutions,
and, a few weeks back, Wilmoutb
and kindred environs where these
Houdini's magnificent and highly
inspirational readings are a certainty Same Old Dream" from
"It Hape amusing calypso tribute to Sinatra
to do so much good.
pened in Brooklyn." All in all, this
As a disk item, strictly from the vocal group witli orchestra (as they
economic viewpoint, it's to the credit say on the label) acquits itself with
has the union lowered its quota of plates, towels, soap, sunburn lotion, of Decca and Kapp, who have done distinction on this disk.
"King of the- Bobby-Soxers"-^
musicians in any spot, nor has the and even firewood and charcoal for so much in pioneearing other worthRay Bloch also does "Mam'selle"
while milestones in the record busiWilmoutb Houdini (Apollo).
ecale in any situation been lowered. the insertion of a coin or two.
ness.
Among them is the idea of (Signature) this week. Aside from
"Ivy"—Jo Stafford (Capitol).
The Commerce article adds that full scores of hit Broadway musicals the disconcerting fact that Signature
"Shotgun House Rag''—Dan
TOTOS
coin-operated machinery may be with their original casts, which have takes matters into its own hands
Burley (Circle).
Amsterdam, April 3.
used as a substitute for clerks and been patterns for others in the busi- and spells it. "Ma'mselle" on the
"A Home of
Own"—Texas
"Skymasters," pop Dutch band af- attendants at snack bars, club rooms, ness. Certainly, if shortages and- pro- label, there's nothing wrong with
Jim
Robertson (Victor).
filiated with
Broadcasting swimming pools, bowling alleys, duction problems were not the domi- this versions It's schmaltzy and
"Baciagaloop" Louis
Prima
Co. of Hilvetsum, Holland, slated for billiard rooms, dance hialls, skating nant issues the company might be highly commercial, and the vocal by
(Majestic).
Jeffrey Clay is not in the least unshort Belgian tour.
ritiks, etc/ ih 4h0 future.
assured greater yields by pressing
"Mam'selle"
Lund
Art
pleasant.
extra thousands of some hot Crosby
(MGM).
Monica Lewis' "It's So Nice to Be
item.
(It's long been a trade gripe
"Am I Blue?"—Muggsy Spanthat shortages choked off sales of .Nice" is on the reverse of the Bloch
ier (Disc),
so-called
"popular" items which "Mam'selle." Miss Lewis, who must
(PROOKAM NO. 2)
could be stretched beyond their certainly be one of the most prolific
"Linda"—Ray Noble (Columregulated ceilings').
But certainly girls on wax, has a nice rhythm tune
bia).
1. Heartaches (6) <Leeds)
Ted Weems . . Decca-Victor here the sacrifice—
to work with and she manages to
if sacrifice.it is—
"Stella
By Starlight"—Billy
!A1 Jolson.
Decca is worthwhile. So happens that, bring it oft with grace and friendButterfield (Capitol).
2. Anniversary Song (11) (Mood)
Dinah Shore...... Columbia despite the $10 package, a fancy fee liness.
Bloch provides 'the back^'Honeysuckle Rose"—Mildred
( Clark -Noble
Columbia indeed for a collection of nori-enter- ground. The lyric, incidentally, has
Bailey (Decca).'
3. Linda (7) (Morris)
.Victor tainment platters, the orders are ex- a number of r.ather "cute" historical
( Charles Spiyak. ....
"The Man Who Paints the
facts brought into play and, for all
Rainbow in the Sky" Prankie
( Buddy Clark.
Columbia ceeding expectations.
4. Things In Glocca Morra (8) (Crawford)
From Joaquin Miller's "Columbus" we know, this gimmick may become
Carle (Columbia).
Decca
( Dick Ilaymes
If so, the
(Donle-vy) down to Huston's reading something of a trend.
"Feudin' an' Fightin' "—Doro- ( Margaret Whiting. .
Capitol
of Vachel Lindsay's "Abraham Lin- Wurlitzers will be spinning this Sig6. Guilty (8) (Feist)..,
thy

BUTCH BAND

,

Suggested Program

BELGIUM

My

AVBO

—
—

,

i

Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

,

.

,

.

(4ijhnny Desmond.

8.

My Adobe

7.

Managua, Nicaragua

Hacienda

(Peer) .....

(1)

(Encore).

(iB)

. .

Eddy Howard.

.
,

{

..

.

Kay Kyser. V.

Victor

.Majestic

.. ...

Freddy Martin.

.

-

...

;

.Victor

At Midnight," the hisruns from 1492 to 1914.
In between, in sequence, are Joseph
Rodman Drake's "The American
coln Walks

torical span

nature face.

Kingr Cole Trio does another tune

which utilizes history—You Don't
Learn That in School"- on its latest
Capitol. "Venus was a woman who
had a lot of charms. Got so much
huggin' she wore^ut both her arms"
is the sort of thing we mean.
The
trio takes this at a faster clip than
its usual one, but still manages to
sound good. The number is by Roy
Alfred and Marvin Fisher, who provided Cole with his sturdy "The
Best Man." "You Don't Learn That
in School'' sounds like it might be
another] such wow. At any rate, it'll
get a big play on the coinolas. On
the other side—"Meet Me at No
Special Place"^the trio resumes its
customarjr slower beat. This is an

Columbia
( Dinah Shore
.Cblumbia Flag" (1777), read by Donlevy; Miss
8. I'll Clo^e My Eyes (8); (Maurice).......
Moorehead doing "Landing of the
.Victor
( Johnny Desmond.
Pilgrim Fathers" (1620), by Felicia
King
Coie
.Capitol
lErio.
....
Hemans and John Greenleaf Whit9. For iSentiniental Reasons (21 J** (Leeds) V. j
I Charlie Spivak. ... .. Victor
tier's
"Barbara Frietchie" (1862);
10. leaf's toy Desire (1) (Mills).'....,.. ..
Prankie Laine ... .Mercury Fredric March's two-part, reading of
Longfellow's "Paul Revere's Ride"
Coming
(1775); Walter Huston doing John
Pierpont's poem, "Warren's Address
Clark Dennis. ...... .Capitol
Peg O' My Heart (Feist) .........
to the American Soldiers" (1775)
......Universal
I Harmonicats
coupled with Ralph Waldo EmerRoses In the Rain (Barton ).....
Columbia son's "Concord Hymn" (1775), and
.
Prankie Carle
You Can't See Sun (Simon)/.,,... .... .
Victor on the back is Huston again with
Vaughn Monroe
"Hail Columbia" (1798), by Joseph
( Frank Sinatra .... .Columbia
That's How Much I Love You (Morris) '• *
Decca Hopkinson.
I Bing Crosby
Pat O'Brien does "America" (1776)
T.Victor
(Perry Como.
I Want To Thank Your Folks (Oxford)
by Samuel Francis Smith and attractive job, but this should
.Capitol
Trio. ..
( King Cole
"Sheridan's Bide" (1864) by Thomas scarcely be news. One of the most
Johnny Mercer...... Capitol Buchanan Read.
J Do Do Do Like You (Harms).
...
..
Crosby handles baffling parts of reviewing disks
Mam'selle (Feist)
Dick Haymes ........ .Decca Francis Scott Key's "The Star week after week is the problem of
.. ..
Margaret Whiting. ,. .Capitol Spangled Banner" (1814) and "reads finding something fresh to write
Beware My Heart (Peist).
....
about a group like King Cole's. One
it as we believe Francis Scott Key
Victor
( Freddy Martin
it"—to quote from Kapp's letter of the country's consistent bestCanfa Catalina (Spina). . . ..... ...... "
"\ Eddy Howard ...... Majestic felt
to his customers—paired with "Old sellers, it rarely makes a bad platter.
Victor Ironsides" (1812) by Oliver
(Perry Como
Wendell
GeecUe Smith and his band have
Sonata (Oxford) ....,.,...,t... .......
Decca
Carmen
Cavallaro
Holmes. Miss Moorehead's "Nancy a new Capitol that' has enormous
J
Victor Hanks" (1783-1818), by Rosemary possibilities as a novelty.
Phil Harris.......
....
Preacher and 6ear -(Ilarris) ./
It's a nonVictor Benet, is backed by another Huston sensical number called "The Prog
('Freddy Martina)
Moon Paced, Starry Eyed (Chappell).'.
.Capitol reading, "Lincoln, Man of the Peo- Song"— based, we seeni to remem(Johnny Mercer.
ple"- (1809-1865) by Edwin Mark- ber, on a childhood verse
about
.Columbia
Harry James.
ham; and Huston completes the al- "What a funny little bird the frog
jalousie (Harms)
Victor
( Herbie Fields
bum with "Oh Captain! My Cap- are. Him ain't got no tail at all."
.
Stan Kenton. ...... .Capitol tain!" (1865) by Walt Whitman and Smith sings
,
JPeet's Too Big Por Bed (Criterion)
and the band plays with
Oh, But I Do (Witmark). ........ ..... , . Margaret Whiting. .Capitol Lindsay's "Llncota Walks.'*.
» lot of verve. What is worth notI
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from the

Alley

(Capitol),
(Vie-,

"Marie"—Tommy Dorsey
tor).

(PROGRAM NO.
(.Different

3)

tfeatments of the same
songs.)

"Why Shoudn't
Us?"—Hildegarde

'

Happen to
and Buddy

It

Clark (Decca).
"Why Shoudn't It Happen to
Us"—Prank Sinatra (Columbia).
"Paradise"
Russ Columbo
(Victor).

"Paradise"
(Columbia).

—V

.-^

:,

Prank

"Paradise"—Claude

.

Sinatra

Thornhill

(Columbia).
"China Boy"—Bennyr Goodman
Sextet (Columbia).

-

"China Boy"—Jimttiy MacPartland (Decca).

.

.

.

.

Shay (Columbia).

"Across

Alamo"— Stan Kenton

. . .

.

.

.

.

called "King of the Bobby-Soxers'
(Apollo).
Frnnkie Carle, like the King Cole
Trio, doesn't make many errors in

commercial
week, with

judgment.

So

the: release of his

this

"The

Man Who

Paints the Rainbow in the
and ^Unless It Can Happen
With You" (Columbia), we can't report much beyond the fact that they
iSky"

are accorded Carle's usual slick,
Marjorie
danceable
treatment.
sings both sides pleasantly.
(Continued on page 42)

Hughes

;
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See Agendes
In Posffidi

Fdbwing

opejiatioM to th« extent that maMorria handmen aee taking
road on selling "expeditions.
Other ageBciea claim that the wire
service* are filling current selling

jority ol

to the

needs, but with Morris music peddler* 'taking to the road, it's likely
that they'll do likewise just to keep
up with the competition.
In most offices, the one-night busi-

ness ha* dojved down considerably
because of the comparative slowneas
Of selling by wire. JPrequently four
telegrams are
or ftv* exthan^ of
necessary before a sale Is consumv
mated.
^
With personal aolieitation, an
sgent can line up several dates with
one promoter, and by working in
adjacent territory, complete routes
lined up.
in B nearby vicinity can be
jPersffliSl solicitation coming during
the telephone strike would aid offices long after the phone strike is

many

cases,

dance

promoters haven't been

visitisd

by an

In

it's felt.

egent for |«}me time, and agencies
leel that with the current decline in

a
business,
touches would build

bind

Morris Lead

Getting

Sc&g MngPhrae Strike

Telephone strike hai hampered
William Morria ag«ncy'» band d«pt.

over,

San Jose Palomar

few personal
welcome good.

Kiip|>'s Crosiiley
Washington, April IB,
Resent Senate committee hearing of the large recording firms
In Washington pointed up the
fact that the industry lacks a
spokesman and united front for
such matters as Congressional

Okay Biz

San Jose, Cal., AprillS.
Palomar ballroom, which teed off
here March 4 with a |lM,0od leyout, has been garnering, okay grosses
with semi-name bands. Spot has
been using Clyde Appleby band on
weekends, Tex RanjlaU putflt on
Wednesdays and .Doug Vaughan's
combo on Thursdays.

Modern ballroom with 7,500 sq. ft.
of dance floor is owned by Attractions, Inc.,

Charles
leader

inveetigations aiid q.ther Government oontaots in Washington.
Such a front man appears ready
made in Deccs prexy Jack Kapp
who made tha best impression
of those testifying before the
Senate comitiitte* aisd who handled himself smoothly in answering qtuestions by ttie sena-

headed by John P.
and former

Silvia,

band

Silvia

Thomas Coakley.

Musiciais

1km

In Eegland Wins

.

tors.'

•

Comments on him; were very
favorable among the press; also.

AFM Ddws On

London, April 8.
Private report to be issued to its
in May will reveal that
the musicians union in Bngland has
scored a victory against disk manufacturers here. Although agreement
was signed, sealed and settled in
June, 1946, announcement will be
ihade nearly a year later.
Agreement is between the musicians union of Great Britain and

members

SidemaBM^

Petaio Sconb Fdm Empl^ymeBt
For Musiciaiis m Eastern Shooting ;

AFM

Iwr^^^iants

:

Winners of a N. Y, federal court
for ownership of the song,
and Coca Cola," calypso
singer Lord Invader (.Rupert Grant)
and his assignee, Mohamed H. Khan,
fight

"Rum

received a .setback last Friday (11)
when Federal Judge Edward Conger
granted Feist Music, orchestra leader Paul Baron, comedian-composer

Morey Amsterdam and

singer Jeri
Sullivan, all defendants, a stay from
enforcement of an injunction and

Bennett
plaintiff
July 19,
1946,
charged that Gauraont had violated
the original agreement, whereby he
was general manager of the Arm, by
forming the threerway partnership.
^Uit asked the coiirt to declare that
he pwrts one-third of the capital
stock, and also seeks an accounting
In addition Bennett
(Of the profits.
Wants the court to appoint a temporary receiver to carry on the
business, or in the event that's not
possible, he asks a $50,000 judgment

accounting providing they prepare
a quick appeal.

handed down last
month, Federal Judge Mortimer H.
Byers held that the "Rum" version
published by Feist was a "deliberate piracy?" of an original published
In

scale

for

sidemen-vocalists,

which would most likely be at 50%
above the usual gldemen's scale.

lies

lisicraft

Iwm

on the

mk¥ km SUIT lY

Musicraft Records, to which Mel
Torrpe is bound for more than two
years on present pact, has refused a
request of
Records that singer
be allowed to cut several sides in
Jack the "Good News" album, which the
Dismissal
songwriter
of
Lawrence's N. Y. federal court suit Metro subsid will issue to exploit
brought last February against the filmusical of same title, in Which
American Society of Composers, Torme is being lensed.
Authors and Publishers was asked by
is grouping Peter Lawford.
defehdant in answers filed June AUy.son. Ray McDonald and
the
.

?mm

Al Jolson and Bing Crosby have
waxed two for Decca in the same al
fresce style that distinguished the
former's gue.st shots on the CrosbyPhilco show.

They'r* titled "Alexander's Ragtime Band" and "The Spaniard Who

Bli^ted

My

Life."

Abe Burrows Pui>lishing,
IMskin^ His Unique Songs

that the society's fixing of classifications' are final and conclusive.

Papers also noted that Lawrence
had applied to become'a member in
1933. The following year he was
elected. As an example of how much

Lawrence had advanced under

15,

appear before the committee, however, until after the Supreme Court
rules on the so-called "anti-Petrillo
act." Passed by Congress last year,
its purpose is to prevent the
from ordering standbys, etc., for
broadcast stations.

AFM

"We have made an

agreement,"
said Hartley, "that as soon as Petrillo
signs a statement that he will accept
another subpoena, the present one
The- next subwill be withdrawn.
poena will name a date for his appearance after the Supreme Gourt

PAN-AM. RECORDS

GRANTED BANIIIJPTCY

its

Hollywood, April 15.
classification system,
Pan-American Records has had
in its answers mst the writer rose
bankruptcy petition granted against it passes on his case."
from Class II in 1934 to Class BB in
The House committee wants to
with George Gardner named receiver
in
prizes
won
addition,
1946 and, in
and Benno Brink court^appointed quiz Petrillo on featherbedding by
1939 and 1940.
the union and also its policy of barto referee the proceedings. Petition
Lawrence, who has sought an "A" was filed against the waxery by ring scholsiStic bands from the air.

ASCAP

before

classification

the'

cited

Society's

attorney Jerry RoLiiton, Coast legal

Blue Eyes."

firm was on its blacklist because
Attempt will be maJe for the first
label grew delinquent in paying off
sell Burrows' unique brand
musicians for disk .se.ssions.
Meet
Delay
popular consump°
meeting
tion.
board
Regular executive
Other titles coming up are "I
Frew Quits Glaser
Said Hello to Winston Churchill," of the Mu.sic Pubhshers Contact EmArt Frew last week resigned from
Monday
for
scheduled
^Waukesha Natural Bridge"' and ployees union,
the band dept. of Joe Glaser's As'Walking
Down Memory Lane (14), has been moved back a week
Booking agency, probably
sociated
of
inability
to
i21)
due
'witbcjHt a Damned Thing on My to Monday
be to open his own office.
Mind)."
recording the organization's attorney to

^_

time to

MPGE

of song-satires for

•

.

,

also

profits

N.J.) said yesterday (14).
Subpoena prevents Petrillo from
sailing for Europe April 27. Hartley
said his staff had searched for the
musicians union chief several weeks
before serving him. Petrillo will not

usual fashion.

Appeals Soard and Writer? Classi- eagle for Harry Fox, trustee of the
Committee several times Music Publishers' Protective Assn..
fication
Ab# Burrows' songs will be pub- without result, feels that the present who has been unable to collect
lished by Frank Loesser's recently method „ of
evaluating a writer's about $4,000 in royalties long o'wed
organized company in a continuation worth to the society is "too vague."
a number of publishers by Pan-Am.
of the colleboration started when His suit proposes that ASCAP's sysThe Birwell Corp., which bought
the two, with Ed Gardner, wrote the tem of classifying writers be elimthe label about a year ago, made
^ng "Leave Us Face It" for "Duffy's inated and a new plan of distribu- no attempt td dodge the bankruptcy.
performances
Tavern." First song to be published tion based wholly on
Three rrtonths ago the American
will be "l^he Girl With the Three be substituted.
Federation of Musicians ruled that

Burrows

accounting of the
also held in abeyance.

Washington, April

a general denial

@N FAIR Fit ii€CA

de-

James C. Petrillo has been subpoenaed to appear before the House
tabor Committee and testify on operations of the aFM, committee
chairman Fred A. Hartley (R.,

Gaumont.

JOLS^-CEOSBY

appeal,

PETMLLi SiBPQENAED
ON 'FEATHEBEDDING'

MGM

MGM

;

j

make an

LAWREMCE BE KAYOED-

is

Prior

this

an album of four platters for Decca
summer to, tie in with publica-

present
Conclave

tion of bis songs.

or less routine.

if

expected

10'

be more

to

going with

eigi)t months ago;
eral Artists (iorp.

Associated

Frew was
band dept

In

Gen-

%

the east, Jerry Wald will do a film
in Boston shortly and Sol Lesser,

Mark Hellinger and Eddie Bracken
among others, are contemplating
film to be made in the east.
Pickup in N. Y. Local 802 coin
has been considerable. There- are

two film scales fftr muProducers who are part ot
pooling system in HoUyweed,
and who contribute weekly to a
permanent film-scoring unit, get a.
scale of $39.90 per man per session,

presently
sicians.

the

platters.

'

pending

15.

Thursday (10). Plaintiff's action Joan McCracken for the wax job,
sought to Ohange ASGAP's method of however,
each
duplicating
with
Defendants made
classifying
its
writer - members. their vocals of the pic. In nixing
to Bennett's allegations, contending
ASCAP made a general denial to Torme's inclusion, Musicraft follows
the
that Bennett had mismanaged
firm. They also charged that Ben- all allegations charged by Lawrence. course of Columbia label, which remaking its reply, ASCAP fused to let MGM use Frank Sinatra
In
nett's employment contract cut him
out that Lawrence had in its "Till The Clouds Roll By"
in for s one-third share of the net pointed
agreed to abide by the bylaws of album. "News" will differ from
profits only.
the society when he signed an "Clouds" in that latter embraced
a«reement to become a member. It clips of film's .loundtrack. and upwas further agreed, ASCAP said, coming work will be recorded in
•gainst

tune,

Meanwhile,

fendants have put up $8,000 bond.
Appointment of a special master to

'Good News' Pic AIIihi was
Hollywood, April

:

:

Trinidad in 1943; Written by while those not belonging to a pool
Grant, the song's lyrics formed the are charged $75.90.
basis for the infringement suit inasTootlers will get another filmmuch as the music is in the public employment boost when newsreel
domain. On a 1943 Trinidad visit, firms complete a contract with the
the court said, Amsterdam appropri- AFM. New agreement will call for
ated the song and Baron and Miss live scoring instead of cueing music
Sullivan later collaborated with him out of stock library soundtracks and

Im M-G-M iisk

L@anaai

a decision

by lower court.
Meanwhile,
musicians'
employment in films around N. Y. is considerably on the upbeat. Films such
as 2Qth-Fox's "House on 92nd Street,"
"13 Rue Madeleine" and "^emerang" have been scored in N.
In addition, David O. Selznick's
"Portrait of Jenny" is being done in

in

it.

rate

lea Aet

ASCAP's Canadian Eep

-

In the event of passage by the
membership, it's likely that the
union would have to set up a sepa-

to

James C. Petrillo, American Federation of Musicians president, ha»
ordered a survey of musician employment based on current Holly^
$ii«s Toronto Exhil) wood trend to shoot away from th«
Toronto, April 18.
studios. Reasons for the survey is
Damage claim of $1,000 has been partly based on employment piokug
filed in the 'Toronto civil court by in New York and
other eastern
the Association of Composers, Au- cities due to scoring of films j^mt
thors and Publishers of Canada, Ltd., in that part of the country.
Canadian collection agency for
Another reason ascribed for the
ASCAP, against Otto Polenske for survey is said to be the possible
alleged infringement of qopyright.
application of the Lea act to films.
Operator of the Fori; Frances, film
pfcxy feels that if con,<>tHH-«
house, defendant, is charged with tlonality of the bill which forbids »
playing 'Old Man River," "Make Be- union to force radio stations to emlieve," "The Last Time I Saw Paris" ploy more musicians than it need»,
and "All the Things You Are" during is upheld, featherbedding restrictions
film performance breaks.
contained in the measure could be
clamped on to films. Petrillo, consequently, is exploring every passible avenue of argument to defeat
the measure when it comes up before the U. S, Supreme Court. Act
has been declared "unconstitutional

(Mfy

per week. Later, Bennett
ilOO
charges Gaumont induced him to
rearrange the setup inl? a threeway partnership, and Philip Bobbins >vas brought in.
Stating that he was not paid after

U

Swrey Seen

Action on a resolution which
would have forbidden a musician
working in New York to double as Photographic Performances, Ltd.,
a vocalist was deferred until the which embraces all disk manufacnext, meeting of New York Local 802 turers in England and has three imof the American federation of Mu- portant clauses as follows:
Court to
sicians.
Action was postponed at
(1) Musicians Union is'tb get subMonday's (14) meet of 802 because stantial rakebff from all disks made
of lack of a quorum.
by PPL.
Countercharges of mismanagement
Resolution is so worded that it
(2) Special clause preventing the
were hurled last week in N.. Y. su- would be impossible for any side- use of disks for public entertainprenw court by the heads of Coronet men to engage in dialog or sing. ment where it conflicts with inHecords, inHie plattery. Muddle was Consequently many arrangenients, terests of live musicians.
such that George J. Bennett, one of such as glee club numbers, would
(3) Reduction Of hours per week
the firings organiaers, asked the have to be dropped by bandleaders. used by British Broadcasting Corp.
court to declare the rights of all Bands would have to abandon any for airing commercial records.
parties.
pieces of business and comedy numContract is for three years, with
In an action brought by Bennett, bers using song or dialog,
Only first year calling for reduction of
he claims that in l94« he founded exemption would be musicians doing from 42 hour.e to 30 hours; second
and started Coronet along with Irv- a single or a duo.
year insists on further reduction
ing Gawmont. Original agre«nent
resolution, it's believed, has from 30 hours to ,28; with third and
The
stipulated that they were to share
final year from 28 to 26.
little chance of passing the general
equally in the new company. BenNew agreement is understood to
membership meeting, inasmuch as
i>ett was to supply his experience,
the looat's executive board at a pre- be worth at least $500,000 to the
Gaumont the capital. Pact also pro- vious meeting acted unfavorably on union.
vided that Bennett was to raseive

JI.

87

This newly found aveniie of employment for bandsmen is giving
Local 802 the biggest employment
bonanza in sometime- inasmuch as
this avenue was virtually unknown
to the local's membership.
California

Xea

Act'

Sacramento, April IS.
A State "Lea Act" has been introduced in the California Legislature. Introduced by Assemblyman M.
Philip Davis, it would revise part
three, division two, of the Labor
Code relating to coercive labor practices and would, in effect, be v«iry
similar to the "antt-Petrillo" (Lea
Act), now Federal law and in contest before the U. S. Supreme Court.
The bill declares: "It is unlawful
for any person, group, or combination, by use of express or implied
threat, or use of force, violence,
intimidation, Suress, or any other
means, to coerce, compel, or constrain or to attempt to coerce, compel or constrain any employer to
employ or agree to employ, in connection with the conduct of his
business, any person in excess of the
number ef employees required to

perform actual services."

The bill also states that the determination of the number of em'
ployees required for any job Shall
rest with the employer.

N.Y.

SYiPi PtAlS 2D

litEJMRIOili
The

N.
Y.
Philharmonic-Symphony, whose pic b«w was in "Carnegie Hall," has recorded for its secHaramersteiii, Eoigers
ond film, RKO's "Memory of Love."
Orch, under baton of Eugene OrSoEig Bosks After Berlii' mandy (Philadelphia Orch maestro)
Simon & Schuster, which is bring- and with Artur Rubin.stein as piano
ing out a 40th anniversary Song book soloist, recorded a short concerto
of Irving Berlin's cavalcade (around composed by Leith Stevens.
Work was done at Carnegie Hall,
jBO members, including a surprise
original for the topper), will also do N. Y. Music will be used as vClimaX
one titled "Lyrics by Oscar Hammer- of yarn cancerning a blind Gl who
stein 2d," This may overlap, in a win.s a national music eonte.<!t. Rubsense, with another S&S proposed in.steip will also play a dramatic
book on Rodger.s & Hart .song.s, since role in the film, a.s him.self.
Dick Hodger.s has been Hammerstein's collaborator since the death
St.,rsuil Concerts Set
of Lorenz Hart.
Minneapolis, April IS.
Hammer.stein, incidently will do
St. Paul Retail Merchants' 1947-48
the foreword of the Berlin anth
concert course will include James
ology which will be primarily an Melton, Cincinnati Synvpbony oritem for the piano, meaning it will chestra, Nadihe Gdnner, THomaa L.
be bound "open'face" foi; practical Thomas and the National Male
(playing purposes.
Quartet.
I
!

i

I

'

I

'

'

i

.'

.
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WetlneBday, April 16, ISHT

Danaltue Waxes Patter
While Touring Orch

Lewisok Stadinm (N.Y.) Concerts

Hollywood, April

Ai Donahue

In Toii^lier Going to Rsuse Backing
Staclium Gdnceifts, N. Y., faces
tougher going this year than last to
raise money for operations, according to Mrs, Charles S. Guggenheimer, concerts chairman. Where
last season's budget was $258,000,
this year's will go over $265,000.
Musicians pay is $110, up $S over
Boxofifice ihen are up.
last season.
4lO. Union scale iwevails throughout Lewisdhn Staaiuui, where concerts are given.
Season's

deficit,

season but saying

which

and film composer, will make his
Stadium debut as conductor this

A

the

KFVD

Sigmund RoWberg night

is

slated.

Out of town several weeks.

Flagstad Picketed

By

l|i Norsemen
Chicago, April

Kirsten Plagstad,
in concert here last

Music Notes
Vic Blau, veepee of Music Publishers Holding Corp., in N, Y. on quarfrom Hollywood for confabs with Herrtian Starr..., Joe %
sliced "Gin Rummy Song" and "Simple Little Things" for
Decca....Last week in Hollywood, Tony Martin gut his last two sides
for Mercury and first pair for RCA. Victor Young crew backed him for
Victor..,. Margaret Whiting sliced four faces for Capitol last week
White, May 2. Bob Hayward
Carl Ross etches kidisfc album for Black
warbles four sides for same diskery, April 21. . . .Lee Penny, head of Mercury label's hillbilly dept., on Coast from Chi prowling for oatune taleni
....Pied Pipers, Clark Dennis, Ernie Felice had disk sessions at Cap last
week. .. .Cyril Smith inked for eight Enterprise sides. .. .Sidney Mills
Sammy Cahn and Jule styne
visiting family firm's Hollywood outpost
signatured to score Warners' forthcoming "Romance in High C".
.Alfred
Joslow now Coast tune-tout for Jimmy Dorsey's Harmony Music Co..,
"As Long As I'm Dreaming," newest Burke- Van Heusen composition, set
for waxing by Blng Crosby, Andy Russell, Tex Beneke, Harry James
Anita Ellis, Murphy Sisters, Bobby Doyle and Twilight Three on eight dif^
ferent labels.... Eli Oberstein, RCA- Victor veepee, back in N. Y. offle.
after flip to Coast. .. .Page-Cavanaugh and Al Viola, member of Cavanaugh Trio, sold their tune "Vine Street Hayride" to Crystal Music,,.,
Lee Finburgh, Coast chief of Bregman, VoccO & Conn, on tune-touting
trek through Pacific Northjyest... .Bascom Lamar Lunsford inked to cut
album of folk songs by Eagle, Coast odd-label. .. .Hoagy Carmichael has
cleffed a newie, "Who Killed 'Er?" which he himself will intro in RKO's
forthcoming "Memory of Love". . . .Miklos Rosza pacted to score Mark
Hellinger's "Brute Force," now befoie lens^es at Universal-International.
-ill
I'l
„—
:_
terly jaunt

platter show Lewis has

while on the road with his orchestra.
disk jockey is making
a tour of the southwest and will be

Season, witH' N. Y. PhilharmonicSymphony players constituting the
orchestra, will run eight weeks,
June 16 to Aug. 9. Season will include unusual items. First of special events will be a Grace Moore

year.

15.

transcribing

sum would have Leader and

to stretch five- years,

Memorial Night, June 21, with Dorothy Kirsten and Eugene Conley as
soloists. Oscar Levant will be soloist for the Gershwin Night, July 7.
usually Bernard Hermann> CBS conductor

runs around $60,000, is expected to
touch $75,000 this year, with efforts
being made to raise that sum in private donations before season opens.
Money isn't as free as in previous
years, Mrs. Guggenheimer reports,
one patron who donated $5,000 last
^ear do mg ^
this

patter for his

is

15;

who appeared
week^ though

warmly received by newspaper reviewers, was picketed by 30 of her

Pierre Monteux will conduct first
four concerts, with Leonard Bern- Norwegian countrymen at Orchesstein, Alexander Sraallens, Dimitri tra Hall, whefe she sang.
Mitropoulos, Richard Korn, Hans
Protests were against her alleged
Schwieger, among other conductors, Nazi affiliations during 'hostilities.
and Marian- Anderson, Helen Traubel, Joseph Szigeti, Mischa Elman,
Flagstad Lirille Flurry
William ICapell, Alec Templeton,
Louisville, April 15,
Jan Peerce, Giusepp'e de Luca, DoroConcert scheduled tonight (15) by
thy Kirsten among the soloists. Sea- Kirsten
Flagstad at Memorial Audison will be Stadium's ?0th.
torium has Icicked up quite a flurry
of protests, taking the form of telephone calls to W. H. Camp, manager
of the "aud, .and swastikas and the
J.,
word 'nazi" painted on posters in
front of the Auditorium, town's cultural center. Gamp stated he had
Wildwood, N. Sr. -April 15.
no way of knowing, but Imagined
Hike of the local -tooters' union that the defaced posters were the
scales has resulted in a switch of work of a "bunch of bad kids^ who
intest the neighborhood."
policy for Hunt's Starlight ballroom

&

—

,

.

•

\
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,

PETRILLO'OrsaCAIDE
AFTER KEMP INCIDENT
Howard

f

A

M FOX

tkmmmo,

P

SWITCH

ON BALLROOM POLICY

been placed on the tmion's unfair
list for two days. Action followed

THE HEATHER

a Sinnott call to T. D. Kemp, Atlanta
one-night booker, submitting bands
to that booker, who's been on the
verboten list for several weeks because of an article he had written
in an Atlanta paper rapping James
head.
C. Petrillo,
series of explahatiohs to the
AS"M chieftain satisfied the union
head that the Kemp Incident was a
mistake.

ALMOST

from semi-name and local
bands ^booked in for one and twoweek stands to a weekend (Fri.-

here

Sat.)
teeofl

name
is

policy only. Starlight's
slated for, litemorial Day

with Vaughn Mojiroe.
According to Starlight manager
Bin Dry, the local union scale has
been consistently^ raised each year
to a point where it has become unprofitable to operate the spot for a
full week. He also points out that
Hunt's 'Theatres, Inc., terpalace'S operator, is also financially squeezed

OK

Charlotte's Flagstad Date
Charlotte, April IS.
Parks Ritch, commander-elect of
Stonewall Jackson Post, Veterans of
Foreign WSrs, said that as far as he

knew

the Post had made no change
in its plan to do whatever possible
to prevent Kirsten Flagstad's ap-

pearance here.

The

VFW

members

I

Kg Si NTS

songs froa

General Artists
Corp. one-night booker, is back in
the good graces of the American
Federation of Musicians after having

WILDWOOD, N

.

.

S^nnott,

AFM

A

Levy's London Trip
declared that Miss Flagstad hadn't
been sufficiently cleared of Na?i colHoUywoQd, April 18.
laboration accusations to suit them.
Lou Levy sails for England aboard
He
"T, D. Kemp, Jr., who is hahdlihg the Queen Elizabeth on June 16.
the Wagnerian soprano's concert will be gone six weeks on checkup
in instances where the fSrMi must here April 27, said that 'Uie oontpact of British and continental opewtions
bid for outfits against other shore had been signed; that he knew of no of Leeds Musiq. and three affiiates,
resorts which have lower union charges against the singer, and that Amrus, Peter MaiUrice and Duchess
scales in effect.
she was clear of guilt.
Music.
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EUNGTON SNAGGED

On The Upbeat
New York

St. Irfiuis,

April

BiAiis

Cal.

6N$T.L0O BOOKING

Bill Millner has defied tune-title for
VV.iiners'
upcoming "Night Unto

to Make.'Counties

IS.

Imppirios f ©r Oprai, Dramas,

Failure of the Antonelli and Nixon
Guitfre
NiHin"
pic. .Jimmy
lias
have
joined Tommy Pederson's crew as Presentations of Kansas City to
4Hollywood, April 15'
tenor horn. .Ike Carpenter out- admish ducats on hand for the perThe counties making up c;,]},
lit
set tor month of weekend.s at sonal appearance of Duke Ellington
That's
Horace Heidt's Trianon and will
fornia may, in' effect, become
at the Henry W. Kiel (municipal)
imone-nite hereabouts on off days.,.
presarios.
It says so right
there in
Harry Jamei had a big waxing ses- Auditorium last week resulted in Feist Piiid $S,a00 Advance «n Tune
in town alter two-month tour of
Sacramento where a new bill
sion for Columbia before teeing off several hundred bobby soxers being
putFfaiiitia Claims He CO'AuUiored
south and midwest. Moves into the
ting them in show busines.s hag
his one-nitc cross-country tour... turned away, the shindig a flop and
been
Paramount, N. Y., Wednesday (23)
Hollywood, April 15.
Starr has come out of long layintroduced in the State Legislature
...Formerly with Eai'l Hines, bass- Kay
threats of a suit for damages, etc.
off and is chirping at the Morocco. .
Songwriter Sid Silverman filed Tagged Assembly Bill 987, it
would
ist Lucille Dixon and her Starliners
Debby Claire and flve-piece combo The band coneert was to have been suit in superior court here late last add Section .4041.5a to the Political
current at Newark's Three Deuces
followed by a dance, and when the week, alleging he was eased out Code and Section 26153 to the
making
Red
Feather
stand.
.Bobby
...Golden Gate Quartet set for ParGovByrne has had option lifted for footers were all prepared it was an- partnership in composing new pop ernment Code, "relating to
amount. N. Y.. April 23. .Ella Fitzthe
weekends
at Tommy Dorsey's Casino nounced that the absence of the novelty," "Mahzel," which is now power of the boards of
supervisors
gerald makes her New England deducats and persons to sell them had credited to Artie Wayne and Jack to provide operas and other
Gardens until May 11.
but Saturday a9> at the Olde TaventerBill Millner has grouped new crew, not arrived the Whole thing was Beekman.
Inc., bought the tainments."
Feist,
ern club, Brookfield, Mass. .Elliot
with Linda Stevens larking
Re- tossed into the can.
recently, plankpublication
for
tune
Dailey's
Speciflcally, the bill provides the
into
Prank
Lawrence
cently formed Tommy Reed band
authorization to boards of superMeadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. .1.,
The tooters waited for 30 minutes ing down a $2,000 advance.
going east in May
Joe ReichSilverman claims he concocted visors in counties of 1.000,000 or
April 29. .Chuck Foster band clo.ses
after the dance was skedded to start,
man back in town after 10-week then repacked their instruments and idea of tune, title and at least 16 over to furnish
at th«? Hotel New Yorker, N. Y,. May
operas, symphonie.1,
stand at Royal Hawaiian, Honolulu.
clefWayne
lyrics,
with
14 and preems at Bill Green's. Pittsdeparted. Louis Wagner, the audi- bars of the
dramatic shows, concerts or other
north for tWo-monther at
burgh,
May 16...0rger Donley, Jumped
torium auditor, said that John An- flng the notes. He says Beekman, entertainments. Additionally, it alSan Franci.sco's Fairmont hotel
Spike Jones' bass player, and Bruntonelli, one of the promoters,' had 'Vui^nf^ agent, had no part in .com- lows them to charge for the offerCarlos Gastel traveling with Stan
injunction
get
asksf
no
elda Ha wfcns, Detroit Symph bassist,
telegraphed that he could not
position. Plaintiff
ings, in effect, setting up a govern,
Kenton orch, and will hove into
Apparently, Wagner, IgalnSt distribution of song, but ment Chautauqua to add to the sum^ucats.
to wed early next month.
New Yoi'k before return to office the
said he couldn't get sellers either. Wants equal partnership in l?roiits, nier doldrums an dother headaches
The cost of the auditorium rental, credits on sheets, accounting of of showmen.
the
Peggy McCall, ex-Alvino Rey lark,
vocaled
Wayne
proflts to date.
Sonny Dunham has prom date $525, was paid in advance.
The < bill states: ''Such entertain-'
two
now slicing records for Black St with U. of Misisouri students at CoAi Celly, Ellington's manager, de- novelty on Hucksters label here
ment may be provided by contract
White as member of Elo-Quints vo- lumbus. May 10
Tony DiPardo clared he would sue for the guar- months ago, and tune caught locally, with any person, flrni or corporacal combo... Gene Norman,
moves into Claridge Hotel, Memphis antee and also for damages. Elling- leading to Feist buy and waxing by tion. Such contract shall provide
disk jock, will produce a Jam con- May 9 for three weeks
Guy
by
Chuck ton has appeared here before and majors, including a cutting
that the manpgement and control of
eert at Pasadena on April 23; with Foster cheeks into Bill Green's
has always brought out a big mob. Lombardo for Decca.
such performances shall be under
Benny Goodman, Red Norvo, Benny Casino, Pittsburgh, May 18 for two
the supervision of the board of
Carter and Peggy Lee tabbed to top- week.s
King Cole Trio and Ersupervisors.
Such contracts may
line... Anson Weeks opens season at nie Fields orchestra pair up for week
also provide for the reimbur.semeiit
Lagoon Park, Salt Lake City, May of April
at Paradise theatre, Deof the county; insofar as pojsible,
29... Dick Baldwin, vocalist with troit
Ray Anthony bows into
out of any net profits derived thereiDenny Beckner, will leave orch Lakeside Park, Denver, for twO'
The top 30 songs of the week, based on the copv^shted Audience Cov- from by such person, firm or corwhen it closes at Aragon ballroom weeks starting May 16 ..
Desj
Radio Networks. poratlou," BiU would be in effect
shortly ...Al'KiUian now leading Arnaz while summering away from erage Index Survey oj Popular Music Broadcast over
combo at Billy Serg's. .Batoneer Bob Hope show bows into Chicago Published hi/ the Office of Research. Inc., Dr. John G. PeotmoiV D*''«''"t<"'- for Ave years, under present wordinST.
Suivev Week of April 4-10, 194?
Theatre beginning June 20 for two
Remick
Calico-^^f'Time, Place, Girl"
In
Gal
A
weeks
Griff Williams, current
.
Berlin
••
Empire Room maestro, planed to U. Alexander's Ragtime Band
....Mood
Song--t"Jolson Story"
HIT OF YESTERDAY
of Wisconsin at Madison to select Anniversary
.Harms
Story".. ....
queen of military ball .
Monica Aoril Showers— f'Jolson
...Harms
Lewis, chii-per, cancelled out of cur- At Sundown— f'Fabulous Dorseys" ...i..
.Duche.ss
...
rent College Inn show, into Rio Ca- 1 Love You For Sentimental Reasons. ..........
^fist
....
Guilty
bana April 18
, Earl Hines took
....Ifeeds
over ownership and orchestra lead- Heartaches .'.
....Crawford
ing chores with opening of his El How Are Things In Glocca Morra—*"Finian's Rainbow"
Famous

Louis Prima opens at the Comtomorrow
liotel.
N. Y.,

.

Etc.

modore

(Thursday) for six weeks. .Dizzy
Gillespie orch booked lor three days
at Washington's Music Hall starting
Friday U8)- .Duke Ellington back

first
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GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY

.

•
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Grotto nitery.

Gol;ta

1

My

Love-^t"Ladies Man"
Eyes

I

It's

.

WtnTt and Minic if

new

F(r
f

guitar, his brother

Salltwi/

Johnny

PHIL

and
phone
Mo-uae'^

foptCj

oftisf

angemcnts,

o'

writ.,-

KORNHEISEP,

Slondorci

Exnlo-.toti'.--

Yor'.

;

9,

•

Ot-'
i-:

VVy

Bob on piano and

Vance

on

ba.s.s.

.Phil

.

into Bill Green's on Friday

(18)...

Pee Wee Lewis band, with Lorna
Doone on the vocals, into newly reopened Don Met-/' Club Casino in
Oakland. .Len Litman. who owns
Mercur Music Bar, promoting Arl
Tatum concerts here and in Altoona
and Youngstown, 0,..Deno Belli on
accordion has joined Herman IVJiddleman band at Carousel, replacing

W«l»ir Wliieihen tut*'
"Riehord">Hai
"SlsWr"

Guitarist Joe Negri.

UNUSUAL NOVELTY

HIT!

BY: CI-iRKNCK GAiSKltl,
Coplsl Avciilqble

band booked

PAUU-PIONEEH' MUSIC CORP:
New

Yoik 19 N. Y.

iiito

Plantation here for a night dance
Also set following for two
dances at the Texas' A&M. Tommy
Reed orch are booked for a week
into the Plantation and will be followed for a six-day stay by Alvino
Ray crew. ,
The Adolphus hotel
Century room will inaugurate a new
poUcy for the spring aiid summer
season by closing Sunday,
Jam
session will be. held each Sunday
afternoon by: the Hollywood All
Stars at BiU Martin's Supper Clulx
session.
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Another Night Like This
Bless

...

—

....Marks
....Shapiro-B

I

Miller
Egg and I -f'Egg and 1"
\
"
Girl That I Marry— '"'Annie Get Your Gun"
.Berlin
I Believe
t"lt Happened in Brooklyn"
...Sinatra
I Can't Believe It Was AH Make-Believe,,.. ........... .... BVC

.

.

I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode Away
.Robbing
Want.To Thank Your Folks. ............................ .Oxford
It Takes Time
.v.. ...................... .London
Mahzel (M'eans Good Luck)
.Feist
Oh, But I Do— i"Time, Place, Girl".....,
... .Witmark
Old Devil Moon *"Finian's Rainbow"
Crawford
Sonata
Oxford
This Is the Night
Jefferson
Too Many Times
;.
..... .
. ...
...... .. Advanced
When Am I Gonna' ICiss You Good Morning
.Martin
.
Would You Believe Me ... .......
.... Remick
Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah— t"Song of South'". ............
:
,Satitly-Joy
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It

listening to BUDDY
CLARK'S Columbia Record number 37302.

AFRICA'S NEXT BIG BAllAD

NOW

Mm* fmt mn

*ltf»Mm»M TOOAVI
20

reTuatniiio

Tlie

(PcatmOTit.

(^11 Maferldt

^-

Wr»;

.Bourne

;

,

civaiiabi* to

In photograjshic equipment ... including ih« n«sv; stroboscope
lights that stop action at
I /5000th of a second! Spacious studio... large stage...
unusual props and setting!.

Barton

Came

I

now

Is

you! The latest

.....World

Could Make Such Beautiful Music

York's most modirii

studio

.

Roses In the Rain
That's

N*w

—

Dallas
Stan Kenton

CLOSE THE
DOOR DORA

16i7

.

f

....Encore
Triangle
Shapiro-B
Southern
.Burke-'VH
.. .Melrose
Republic

Penn Tavern for summer nui... What Am 1 Gonna Do About You?— fLadies Man"
Harry. Cool orch follows Art Jarrett You Can't See the Sun When You're Crying.

.

N"-.-

. ;

.

by McFARLAND

Worns
....Feist

,

Cavezza band has gone into William

O'

Santly-Joy
.Smatra

.

(Baal loai Baai)
ni

....Capitol^

.

.

.'.

'

Minni|iriili, f<mtf»y

..

...

engagement at
It's
on May 5.
He^l replace Jimmy Spi- Linda
ialny, who then goes back to Vogue Mam'selle
Terrace. .Art Jarrelt's band at Bill Managua Nicaragua....... ................. ..
Green's had added new girl singer, Maybe You'U'Be There
Mel Carter, from' Yoiingstown, O... Midnight Masquerade .........
I
Meade Lux Lewis moves to Club 413 My Adobe Hacienda .... ..
when he closes four-week stay at My Heart Goes Crazy—t"My Heart "Goes Crazy"
Mercur Music Bar on Saturday (19) Mv Number One Dream Come True.
...New Joe Negri Trio at Holly- My Pretty Girl .;
Wood Show Bar consists of Joe on (There Is) No Greater Love
definite

.

Maurice

..

Good Day
Dreamtime
the Same Old Dream.

a

It's

open inClub Ankara
to
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I'll

Pittsburgh
Don Bestor hooked
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Score Has EVERYTHING!!!
JOHNWY BUmtE

'^y^^®*

Music by

JAMES VAN HEUSEN

Starring

BURKE
New

Yors

Chicago

.

AND

VAN HEUSE N, INC.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS

Cincinnati

Hollywood

OBCBESTRAS-Ilf IISlC

It

'

-•.

'

Inside Stuff-^h^cbstraS'Miisic

Week Ending

Heartaches

Man i»g iia
Ifs a

.

.

. .

.Capitol
Feist
,

,

Mam'selle

,

Crawford
I'll Close My Eyes ...... Maurice
You Can't See Sun.
.Simon
Gloi:ca

,

Moi'i-a

.

2.3, pianist, MinneOlympia, Wash.; Kermit D. Moore, 19,
Akron; Norman Carol, 18. violinist, Philadelphia; Seymour Lipkin,
20. Detroit (who has been a guest conductor of the Detroit Symphony and
Philadelphia Opera Co.), and Adolph S. Herseth, 25, trumpeter, Bertha,
Miim.
Othef winners were Russell Smith, 19, Alexandria, Va., and Gordon
Playman, 25, Minneapolis, both composers; Adele Addison, 21, Springfield,
Mass., lyric soprano, and Stanley Kimes, 25, Nokomis, 111., bass.

Six instrumentalists chosen were: Mariearol Hanson,

.

.

.

.

.

Second 10

apolis; Lois Schaefer, 23, flutist.

Bles.<!

'cellist,

"Bless This House," theme song of the Prudential Hour, is being backed
Berlin's "Help Me to Help My Neighbors," the latter
being the semi-official theme of the National Conference of Christians
and Jews. "House" is a big religious hit," hence the record company
thought both a natural coupling. Kenny Baker did both.

Nicaraguii ...

Good Hay.

..I«eds
.Encore

...,.;>

. .

;

;

Bands

April ii

Anniversary Song,. ....... MooA
Linda
, .Morris

Names of 10 student winners of. the Tanglewood music scholar-ships
«flered by the Boston Symphony and i{s ABC network sponsor, the John
Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co., were announced last night (15) ou
the orch's next to last concert of the seasbn under John Hancock's batmer.
Six of the winners announced by Dr, Sevse Kousscvitzky, symphony
•conductor, are young' instrumentalists; iwo are conipo.scrs and two
singers. They'll get tuition and expenses for two months" study at the
Berkshire Music Center in Massachusetts starting June 30. More than
1,000 students submitted entries in' the competition.

[•MeSi^K^my,

'

•

SMMers

10 Best

at

Aiwpjl.

Hotel

1$, 1 .947.

B.O.'s

EmilColejnan*'... Waldorf (400; $2)
."26
Frartkis Carle.,., .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
9
Chuck Foster". .. .New Yorker (400; $1-*1.50)
15
La wrcnceWelk... Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)
,.
3
Jack Edwards.. .Commodore (400; $141.60 )..,....... f
Johnny Pineapple .Lexington (800; $l-$1.50)...,
ii

2590
2235
1460
1470

10

w't^
iiolt

'ggo

965

* Indicates Floor Show at WalMtf With Tito Guitar, Fred
Barry; Ice. Revue at New Yorher.

&

Elain,

Shapiro-B

Yoii

Showers
My Adobe Hacienda
Egg and I
Lite to Live Over
•Wyoming
Roses In Rain

April

"Witmarlc

Peer
.Miller
(Seneral
Feist

Barton

What Gonna Do

.. ..i.. .Famous
Thank Your Folks. .... .Oxford
Time After Time. ......London

by Decca with Irving

.

Whiteman Opens Series
Of One-Niters

Chicago
Herbie Fields (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Fields'
"
exnerl
saxing is apparently catching on with boost to 4,500.
Stephen Kisley (Marine Room, Edgewater; 700; $l.S0-$2.50 niin )
With
Lenten edge oK biz picked up to hearty 4,000.
JDon McGrane (Boulevard Room, Stevens;' 550; $3.50 miti.'i.
Pallim,
*
slightly from la.st week's tepid showing to 3,100.
'

'

"

'

Ramon Ramos (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50-$3.50 min.'i. Permanent Morton Downey replacement harpist, Robert Maxwell, is catchinic nn
* "
fast with lift to 1,800.
JFoieph SaSy (Walnut Room,' Bismarck; 465; !|i2-$2.50 min.). Showing
some
improvement from last week's Easter holiday to 3,400.
•

in Buffalo

Spike Jones qrchestra is being oCfered to Philly radio stations for guest
Paul Whiteman orchestra hits the
shots at straight union seal? as a means of giving the outfit publicity spring concert trail Friday (18),
buildups in connection with its one-nisjhteis in the area next month. Offer when he opens in Buffalo, first of 14
i.s being
made by Dan Hollywood of General Artists in a round-robin onG-nigl\ters covering eight states.
letter to program directors of the local outlets.
Comprising 60 musicians' and vocal-

Whiteman's unit will feature an
all-Gershwin program. For dura-

.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $141.50). Easter week proved
no
great boon anywhere in town, but this ever-green spot chalked un sm\i,i
2,400 tabs.

,

Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $l-$l-50). Unseasonable warmth kept
'em
fact felt keenly here; 1,800 covers; okay.

from the deep-dowirtown. and

ists,

Two maestros getting nostalgic kudos 'this week, Dick Gasparre's fii'th
year at tlie Monte Carlo, cla^s N. Y, nitery, being feted' today (Wednes- tion of tour, Whiteman will fulfill
day) and last night (15) marked Emif Coleman's 30th year as a band- two rafto stints on the ABC nets
leader.
The Waldorf-Astoria where he is currently did it fancily with via one out-of-town pickup and another one-night hop back to the
press interviews 'n' everything.
^
N. Y. studios.
'

Black and White Records is subtly campaigning to get its "I Gave Her
a Gorgeous Gruen" officially banned on the air, Since banning is virtually
certain to create a demand for the risque platter, B &
regard step as
best possible publicity stunt lor setting sales, Diskery execs have hit a
soft spot though as there isn't a jockey "around who will air the ditty so
that it can be banned.
,

W

Itinerary includes Buffalo, Columbus, Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis,

Qes' Momes, Minneapolis, Davenport,
Pepria, South Bend, Dayton. Pittsburgh, Altoona and Harrisburg,

-

Birmingham Trek

Mills'

prexy of Mills Music,
today (Wednesday) to attend, the Southern regional
meeting of the Music Educators' National Conference which starts a
i'our-da.y huddle in Birmingham to»
morrow (16). He'll be accompanied
by Mills' general sales manager Jack

Jack

MilLs,

New

leaves

THIS

IS

THE TRUTH

"Vork

Location

Ms,

Net

in Hotels

(C/iicoffo)

Don Davis (Chez Paree; G50; $^.50 min.). New Lena Home stanza doihit
'
capacity business with 6,000.
Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.).
Holding steadily to 3 700
Phil Levant (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min. Sat,). Phil Levant rolled
in
April 9, replacing Russ Carlyle who left preceding day, boosting
bk to"
smart 4,000.
;

Buddy Moreno (Aragon;

.$0.90-$l,13

Showed

adm,).

Band Review

1

f&lt

BILL COOPER

mu-

With Christine Scott

Y

Essex House, N. Y.
Previously at the nearby Tavernon-the-Green and the Claremont Inn
with :« smalt caihbo. Bill Cooper has

f

the convention is expected to
hea<Js of other publishers as
Following the coticlave Mills
twill go to New Orleans on a business trip, in all he expects to be
away for two weeks.

draw

well.

ORCH

Tht

They're both nice tunes and it's
tough to pick one side over the
other, but just as a guess, we'll name
''Rainbow,"
Billy Buiterfield comes through
with the instrumental highlight of
the week with his accomplished

trumpeting in "Stella By Starlight."
This Victor Xoung-Ned Wa,shington
number is based on a theme irOm

"The Uninvited"' film. It's a pretty
thing,
and Butterfleld's playing
it sound even prettier.
The

makes

is tho
more conventional
You'll Be- There," which Pat

backing

"Maybe

O'Connor

nicely.

sing.s

all

AHiums
There are a few albums, among
the latest releases which should be
of intere.st to the jocks.
One is
Capitol's "Music Out of the Moon,"
a

compendium

of six sides in

which

the theremin provides the predominant mood. It may give you some
idea if we compare them to the sort
of ethereal stuff played in pix like

"Spellbound" and "The Lost Weekend."
Sonora's "Carnegie Hall" album is
a batch of the things from- the "C.
H." picture. They're played by a

good

MY
HEART
Aatdt

''Two Hearts," the latter in German,
Comprising three sax, three rhythm
and a trumpet, outfit is vaguely 'reminiscent of Cavallaro's style.
Pat Dixon's pianisticS are cut in for
nice effect on most numbers, while
saxman Al Formachella's occasional
violining adds to the general sweetness, Johnny Shanahan's skinbeating
in

nicely,

but a few from hearing her pipes.

L'viUe Syinph Seeks
150G 'Progress'

mi

Muiit by

Som (oilow

• H«w Yoik.N. 1.
LINK, G«n, Prof. Mgt.

1619 8rosd»oy

mm

GiOKGBbAUN.Frof.Mgr.

Sung by Deannci Purbin

"m
,

Fund

Louisville, April 15.
Louisville
Philharmonic Society
has launched a Progress Fund Driv*
for $150,0d0, intended to finance for
one year a 40-piece; fulltime professional orch which will tour the
smaller communities of Kentucky,
Southern Indiana and Tennessee.

DBEAMTIME
SANTty-JOY,

Inc.

TOiM

Am.

rr«f. Mgr.

band under D'Artega, who
Tschaikowsky in the pic.
ptrform super-

o£ the soloisfe
latively.

Ramon tiitee's set of ^'Tangos"
tCuda"* is very worthwhile lor any
jock on the hunt tor somie stylish
Latin-American

HERBIE FIELDS

items.

;^'vANP HIS ,;„;

MURRAY BAKER

Victor RECORD»N0 ORCHEStRA

SUG&iSTS FOR YOUR Prj>eRAM

CURRENTLY

I'M IN

PANTHER ROOM, SHERMAN HOTEL

THE MOOD
FOR LOVE
JIMMY Mems&m
ROfeBiNS

CHICAGO'

^.

FXCLUSiVE MANA(?,fMfNl

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER.
745

Filth

Avf.^
PL,

New

5-5572

in

BE YOURS"

(Unlversal-Internationol)

portrays

Some

'

m

BEWARE

Cavallaro and Al Donahue,
Cooper is a personable leader who
fronts the bartd well. Has a pleasing
tenor which-he uses to advantage on
such tunes as "I Kno-w It's Love" and

blends

|

Thi brii

frottuctisn "Cornegic Hall.

men

also

lit

(Aorms-Win, li Soron fedorol Film)

slightly augmented his original outfit
for his cm-rent stand at the Essex
House's sidewalk level Ca.sino-on-

Christine Scotl, bvunet chirper
w'lo's been around at the smaller
N. Y. hotels, may have a good voice
out__ a faulty p,a. system prevented

HIT!

r»p Son)

Only

tive college set.
Formerly -featured saxist with Car;

/l

(1)

the-Park, Band's subdued arrangements are in'keeping with the atmosphere of this' deep-carpeted room,
chiefly frequented by.-the conserva-

Continued from page 36

to 16,500.

'

pop

sic

lift

(Los Angeles)

Denny Bctkner (Aragon. B, Ocean Park, 7th wk). Heat drove
ten*
addicts beachward; stout 6,000 customersi
"
s
Les Brown (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 4th wk). Lacklustre
14,000 admissions.

Ecoff.

Reflecting greater interest of
music publishers in educational

.

nice return from

Holy Week stuff off to 18,500.
Art Kassell (Trianon; $0,90-$1.15). Doing prime pickup with

fork 22

Pres.
54

W,

R-andolph

Chicago

\

W«diw>d«yt Apyfl 16, 194?

4S

NIW MEMBER DECCA
MILLION RECORD CLUB

HITS A NEW HIGH
ON DECCA RECORDS!
Carmen Cavallaro joins Decca "1^000,000 Club"!

Over 1,000,000
«o

far!

records of "Polonnaise" sold

Currently selling over 50,000 a month!

Decca congratulates Carmen on joining
fellow

members Bing Crosby,

Sisters,

the Mills Brothers, Ella Fitzgerald, the

the

Andrews

Ink Spots, Dick Haymes and Louis Jordan.
like other best

sellers.

Carmen Cavallaro

^mL.

I

i

is

44
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'

PUips

Hanie llSO-Caip Slows

to

De Maiw. Set f®r-K. Y.
¥hm-B Peisian M«om

Delfont

Part Time Basis; Joins

Do Mont

'

television. Phillips •will contihue to
devote part of his time to the soldier
outfit until its dissolution Dec. 31.
Phillips organized the live entertainment program of the Citizens
Gommittee for the Army and Navy
in April, 1941, and became executive veepee of USO-Camp Shows

when

Citizens
Committee
merged into the USO group. He's
been instrumental in organizing upentertainment
wards of 400,000
units since he started.
Phillips will double between the
DuMont's Passaic plant and their
N. v. executive offices and will devote a few hours each day to Camp

the

Shows

Potter's Field for burial Monday
(14^ when his boss, Sammy Fuchs,

heard about it via the Bowery
grapevine and took it from there.
'

He's not only lifting the tab for the
funeral, but also for a Requiem
plot at Calvary
Cemetery.
Gerard had been pianist at the
Bowerj' bistro for past three years.
Despite steady Income he is reputed
to have given most of his earnings
to Bowery unfortunates, poorer than
himself. No one had kncfwn Gerard
was ill, according to Fuchs and his
co-workers at the Follies. He had
asked for a three weeks leave of absence and it was figured he was go
ing on a vacation.
In palmier dajrs Gerard had
played for many years in vaude in
what was termed iil that era a
"piano act " wherein he sang topi
ckI songs of hjs own composition
along with pop numbers. It is said
he had been frugal in those days
but outlived his nest egg and re
turned to performing at the 'Bowery

Mass and burial
'

affairs.

JESSICA DRAGONEtTE'S $3,500
Jessica Dragonette, for many years
featured singer witli the Cities Service air show, is being submitted for
vaude by General Artists Corp.

Asking price

-

is $3,500.

.

TEX

¥1

GLEHN MIU»
ORCHESTRA

Follies.

m

,Curf«»Hlf

ORIENTAL

Booked
E.

57th

,

The Palace theatre, N. Y., onetime shrine of vaudeville's top performers, and the ultimate aim of
every performer, revived vaude for
a single day Wednesday (9) as part
of the exploitation lor the RKO release, rrrail Street."
It

ft

Laurel
Hardy Being
Pacted for Paris Vauders

Monday

(7)

N

York,

named Allan Wal&er working on a crowded

Y.

Ydar of Gonstcnitive Bookings!

America's Most Vers«til0 Sanee Orehestra

*

BILLBARDO
And

his Music

Jusf Coffeliidfed!

12

Weeks

COMMODORE

stage.

at the

PiiRY HOTEt, TOLEDO

FoHowed by MUEHLBACH HOTSL, Kansas Oty
•CURRSNTLY-

ClAKIDGE HOIEl, Memphis-

Tierney.

to better shows as seasonal bu.siness
picks up. Featured now are Gloria
WalUs, Vivian Francis and Bernice
Claire with lEtenny Morris band.

Club Nomad reopened Monday
(14) with Steve Gibson and the Red
Caps and Roy Branker. The Paddock brought in a floor .show with
Lou King and the Willie Dennis
band.

Hardy,

There's also the possibility
they'll play the Iddo In Paris.

that

Sarasac Lake
By Mmppy Benvmy
Saranac Lake, N.

Y.,

April

15.

The Easter holiday handed many
Ot th«( shutlns a thrill and a bit of
real happiness. It Was opien house
all day, with a special picture Aow,
and a few of the strictly in-bed
patients were allowed up for an enjoyable repast, which all enjoyed

and

as,.

Babettes, one of the oldest niteries
here, booked in a floorshow over
the past weekend. With a policy
of
no cover or minimum the plans are

States.

unmensely.
Dr. William Stern, Rogers medico,

Some

-

year. Bia
convention biz due from now
unm
the middle of June should help
taktt
plenty.

Casinos and gaming rooms will be
comics cur- definitely out again this season.
Steel Pier opened Easter and will
touring England, may play
open weekends witli five acts of
be
the Cirque d'Hiver, Paris. Undet'
vaudeville and name bands in th«
stood salary will be flO.OOO weeldy, ballroom until regular
season gets
but hitch is guarantee of remitting under way.
S0% of their salary to the United

and

Laurel

There
in the Palace.
that could be done by
Jadksoh, yet vaude booker,
who set ih6 layout He got the call
from the HKO film exploitation delast

left for St. Petersburg, Fla., for

STEVE

In keeping with the pic's atmosphere, the performers wore cowboy
garb in which^jiione of the performers felt comfortable.

EVAm

OSetlme

JOLLY MOMENTS
Wkm TIMiS
Opvubac M*y
ft

•

•

Jut

bdrpodromI:, Bi^m-tioBB

UATTS SOSEN

DIB,:

a

month's vacation.
Dorothy Martin and Ivy Ritchie,
who made the grade here, have gone
back to respective homes and plan
,tO resume work.
BarlLarrimore, who vacashed here
,

and made things pleasant for many
of the patients, now touring in "The
Iceman Cometh."
^Holiday visitors were numerous,

among them Ernie Benedict and Julius Cook, who came in from Ho-

However, the vaude pace has ^sburg to chat with Princess EldS
changed since the old days and most Benedict, who has been upnsd for
of the Hardey crew haven't kept up all occasions; bandleader Richard
With it. With an all-vbca- prbgS'am Meoin was. visited by his family.
there wasn't any variety and the' Charles Kaufhold had a visit from
his frau, and William Lalis had a
profusion of vocalists that ordinarily enhance things at the Hardej''
boite couldn't produce the ilo$tAlgic
air that was hoped for.

Season

rently

especially

partment

Up for

&

better to let

wasnt much

&

0vlr

would have been

the hallowed memories of the old
Palace remain undisturbed. It wasn't
the type of show that would have
been put on by John J. Murdock,
John Ford, George Godfrey, Charles
Freeman or Billy Diamond, who
painstakingly fed the old Palace
such nam^ as Jolson, Cantor, Bert
Williams, Nora Bayes and other
truly great performers.
Instead, -the house got a hurried
bill made up of performers current
at Bill Hardey's Gay Nineties, an
eastside
bolte
playing
oldtimer
shows. It was a saloon show not
suitable for transplanting to vaude,

were good—others nsg.
Among
them were performers who worked
that house under the old regime.
BUly Xorraine, Harry Donnelly,
Jack Ryan, Ethel Gilbert and Jim
Phillips. Most of them were part of
Bobby KroU, Buddy Arnold, Ken teams. For example iJJrraine partHecht and Cy Baron. Max Welsman nered with George Burns (& Allen).
was appointed counsel for the group, Miss Gilbert worked with SoBy
Ward, and Ryan was part of Ryan

ROMM

New

Weak Cck d

Wy

It's

Palmy Days

as its first president. Other officers
elected are Al Siegal, veepee; Al
Spcoul, secretary, and Marty Koth,
treasurer.
Board of directors will consist of
Abnei^ Silver, Julie Oshins, Siegal,

fa/

A.

St

hi

booked the Hardey gang the same
special Material Writers Guild, day on an extremely limited budget.
organization of gag and maShow was a succession of singers

terial writers,

38

Fie,

16.

through, ha will use his own Saville
theatre for that purpose.
Currently negotiating for a vast
importation of American stars, Delfont
has already Dooked Jackie
Coogan whose act will include Ann
McCormack (Mrs. Coogan) and William H. Taft. Other U. S. talent that
may come to Britain are Gloria
Jean, Peggy Ryan, Virginia O'Brien,
Ink' Spots, Jimmy Durante
and
Martha Raye. Season is slated to
start either the end of May or early
in June.

NX falace tmw$ Vaiiie

Inc.,

{Two Wa«ks»

HARRY

Plaza run.

T# laMy

AprU

to the success of spasmodic
vaude. seasons In the West End,
Atlantic City, April is.
Bernard Delfont is dickering with
As an indication that they ara
Firth Shephara to lease the Princes
banlung on a big season, night club«
theatre as a permanent West ISnd
are booidng in floorshows and openvaude house. If the deal falls ing earlier than ever this

7,

Hildegarde goes into the StaQer
hot^, Washington, May S with Hal
Kanner's orch. The Kanuer band
backed Hildegarde throughout her

Billy

.

Walker Heads ^pteB

iHBMRi

W

Sammy

Poles'

Buries Former Pianist
Frank Gerard, 65, former vaude
performer and recently pianist at
Sammy's Bowery Follies on N. Y.'s
Bowery, died last week. Remains
had lain in the city morgue unclaimed and was about to be sent to

Xjondon,'

Due

started a record4>reaking run at that

spot Nov.

Lawrence Phillips, executive vee-t
pee of USO-Catnp Shows since its
inception has resigned to become
'Bowery
management consultant for DuMont

who

Hildegarde,

succeeding

1,

M

Londonrfor Vaiidevie

Da Marcos start, at Ob* Pwrsian
room of the Plaza hotel, N. Y., May

Oi

Seek

HEENE and HOWARD
*<^«i|r Ooace Antki'

ORIINTAL. CHICAGO

surprise call from relatives.
Ben Schaffer, Sam Schulman and
Oscar Price out of the san and having a hoUday in the downtovm
colony.

12
•

Madam Luzan

Riane, former legit
instructor, who is doing nicely at
the Rogers, auditioned over
a IS-minute French-language

Dir.!

WEiKS)

vuaxt V/aem

'

THERE'S ONLY ONE

WNBZ

m

"TraU Street" brought In a lot of
juve t»ade, who, Of course, couldn't
appreciate the atmosphere of the old
Palace.
Frankie Wheeler, in the

grogram

emcee spot, became offensive wlttb
profuse profanity.
Withal, the Palace theatre showed
it can handle stageshows.
Changes
haven't affected the house acoustics.
Many working far from the mike
could be heard in the far reaches.
The theatre still retains its intimate
quality and, but for the high price
of top shows today, the Palace could
still make an artistic go of flesh
shows. But, with 1,700 seats, high
costs
of
putting
on stageshows

ed house mailman and downtown

sponsored by the local
Craft Guild.
Sam (RKO) Lefko, who staged a
«» recupe progress record, appoint-

tudy

Sc

FRANCES

shopper for the shutins.

Among

the lATSE lads checking
out of the Infirmary department *na
upped for meals are Tom Curry.'

John Binkley and William (Whitey)
Mathews.
Fanny Mpntana planed in from
N. Y. to visit her brother. Dr. Francis Montana.
'
Write to those who sr® 111.

FAYE
Consentlr Featareil

ai

the

KQOSEVEiT HOTEL

Wm 0RI-EANS.

eirMtioMs M.C.A.

couldn't be retrieved.

Week

April 21

— Lake

Hotel,

Gary

•

Startinq

April

2S—Taneiewii

Wednesday's two shows were the
put on since October, 1935.
would have been better to retain

first to l>e

It

Ballroom,
(return

City

•

St.

•

Louis

engagement)

StartihQ

•

May

May 30

lOr'oConon: Cianilval, Memplii*

tlirtt

—Hotel Utah,

Sept. 7

Followed by a return engcfgeinent;

Hotel, Toledo, thru

New Yean, 1948

.•

And

Chicago, April

SOLI
N«w York 22

BOOKING

Committee headed by Jack Rose,

Pres.

S4
<

15.

ex-Mayor and Mrs. Edward J.
Kelly for superlative job they did
in bringing best of showbusiness to
Windy City's service men's an'd
women's centers during war years.
Afl'air staged by the Chicago Variety
Club tent will be held in the Hotel
-Continental April 28.

Managemant

JOE GiASER,

Sncfi

W. RandMph
Chicago

to

toogia

JANE

JOHNSON
New

York

R*r,.:

EODIE SMITH

AGENCY

GUEST
eMe<ig» 9mp.: PHIL TYRREU

to

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
PL. 5-'S572

Fete CM's

George Jessel will emcee most
elaborate banquet that Clii has seen
since pre-war days in paying homage

COUNT 'EM UP BOYS

745 Ftffh Av«..

Io

Ex-Mayor for War Work

Claridge Hotel, Il4emphl< (indef.)

Exclutlv*

Jose.

Kanmhitl

Yariety C!mI}

Return enmemements In

January, 1948, at MuehH>ach Hotel, Voktas City aHd February, 194S,

THAT'S

old illusions.

Salt Lake

the Commoiiere" Perry

cit

the.

St.

Chief Bafker, has literally every top
show name in Chicago pledged to
be present at affair.
Balance of
committee includes: John Balaban,
of Balaban & Kalz; Jimmy Coston,
of Warner Bros, tlieatres; Bill Hunt,
of VARiBi-rj Thomas- Flannery, of
Whiteway Signs; Jack Kirach, of
Allied theatres ,and^Eddy Silverman,
of Sssaness theatres.

CHESTER DOLPHIN
SOCIETY'S FAVORITE JU®&tlN« HUMORlSt
CHrrently Ap|s«irl!!g

OOTILLION BOOM, Hotel fi$rra«llsw ¥ork
BARRY

KILBY and CHAItiES READER

PJR.: ©ErJEilAL

AiTISTS CORPORATION

Tfeanks
:

to

VAUDETIIXB

Wednesday, AprM 16, 1947

6-Week Nitery

Stint Tees

Cole Trio's Coast

Summer

Hollywood, April

Agents Hope fieraiys

4S

NX Roxy Take

16.

King Cole Trio will spend summer

Paris, April

'

Leroy complains that

all report considerable activity. Last
back on the job, but not least, is

veteran Betty Stern, at her desk
again after spending three years in
German concentration camps. She's
getting her accounts back though
her former secretary, Mme, Yvonne
Richard, who during her absence
went into business on her own.
Together they handle the pick of

difficulties

huddles

to a short time policy. For
the present, no agency is producing
shows for tours abroad as was done
before the war by firms like Rotten-

bouvg and Goldin, except Matt Duffin for the Army clubs in Germany.

Wash. Hotels Would
Lose Liquor Permits

.

asking $1,500 per again.st

now

are on for threesome
to discharge this chore during a
hiatus in one-nite schedule.

amounts

with corresponding salaries.
Tavel agency, with which Matt
Duffin is tying up (he produces
shows for German tours at Army's
request) has Nordic boolting.s served
is

Lure Other Pix^RaioNamesto Vau^rs

M

Weekend Biz

Nitery biz pickup over the past
weekend, the first two-day stretch
of warm weather on a Saturday and
Sunday, has heartened cafe owners
extent

they're relying
trade to
boost nitery biz into the profit column. Both Broadway and eastside
spots had the biggest weekend of the
year, much of it out-of-town trade
lured in by the balmy climate.
Cafe operators declare this indicates a good summer season. Now
that travel is considerably easier,

to

the

that

Washington, April

Mayflower, Willard, Carlton, HayLee-Sheraton and other

though with difficulty, to carry on
business during occupation. He ha.s
Edith Piaf and her Nine Copaniohs
de la Chanson playing Oslo in April,
booked for May at the China theatre, Stockholm, and for June in
Denmark. Crock, currently in Paris
Rt Audiffred and Coupan's Cirque
d'Hiver, has been booked by Tavel
for four weeks in June at Circus

Adams,

hotels would be among the spots losing their liquor licenses under a bill
introduced in the Senate. Bill, according to _ D. C, officials, would
shutter about .48% of the town's
•
taproohiii
'..

'

would ban reniewal and

transfer of liquor licenses of «stablishments located within 400 feet of
property
occupied
by churches,
schools, colleges, or public/ instituPresent law has the 400-foot
tions.
ban, but permits present license
holders to renew and transfer their
It

theatre, Sfocfthplm.

Planning id send torchsing§r Leo
iJafjane to N. Y., Tavel is importing American acts, namely Bellao
and Elaine, Cordano and Corinne,
Rigoletto Bros, and Don Agel.
Estelle and Leroy are booked for the
summer in Deauvllle.

Again, a greater number of conventions including the
American Legion confab to be held
in August, will be instrumental in
boosting takes.
However, bonifaces are resigned
to fact that takes will not be high as
those prevailing last summer. Pattern since business started to slump
is lower individual checks. Whereas,
the boom years had the aveirage
cafe patron spending $4, amount

be coming

15.

To

gagement

Switcliiiig

N. Y.

FE Agency

Buddy Howe, of the/Chicago ofGeneral Artists Corp., is slated
for transfer to the New York cafe
department. He'll be .succeeded by
Johnny King, who recently resigned
from .Frederick Bros, Chi. agency.
Howe was formerly of the act
His wife, Jean
Carroll & Howe.
Carroll is currently doing a single.
GAC's N. Y. cafe dept. upon
Howe's arrival will total three stafHarry Kilby heads the nitery
fers.

fice of

sector with

George Burke

assisting.

Sharpshooters Cleared
In Accidental Shooting

on the .summer vacation

DUt-of-towners unable to visit
Under New Measure many
New York during the war years will

a Swiss, managed,

in.

now has slumped

to

around

$3.20.

Of Musician

in Mpls.

Minneapolis, April

County

attorney's

office

15.

here

cleared the Shooting Johnsons of
criminal responsibility in the death
of Curtis Erickson, 23-year-old mu-

which occurred during their
markmanship act in the Spoi'tsmen's
show at the local Auditorium. One
of their bullet.s went astray and
struck him above the heart as he

sician,

sat in the pit. a member of the poses. Expense of writers, travel,
agency commissions, clothes, and inshow's orchestra.
Nick Kahler, producer of the show, cidentals which generally run high,
however, canceled the act immedi- leave the gtar a high net.
Thus far, the percenters have'
ately after the fatal accident and
they returned to their home in Wis- made pitches to virtually every top
consin when absolved of criminal name ih the field using these argu^^
ments.
Many are near to making up
blame by the authorities.
Johnsons are a husband and wife their minds on that point, but ar«
markmanship team employing live waiting on Jack Benny's Roxy gross
before
dellnitely giving the go-sign.
ammunition in. their act which

.

the no-minimum pqlicy is insti- they've performed in Vaudeville,
sportsmen's shows.
tuted in more clubs, spending aver- circuses, and
age may go below the latter figure. Lane W. Johnson, male member of
Nonetheless, cafe owners will wel- the team, also has been employed
come as many $3.20 spenders as the since 1932 as an expert by the Remlicenses.
club can hold. "They figure that they ington Arms Co., sponsor of the
can hold their own with that kind present act, and he said that in 40
Equally busy are agents handling
Lenny Kent has been set for the of checks and besides it's better than years of marksmanship practice he
local directors and talent for pic- Strand theatre, N. Y., May 2.
empty lables.
had never had an accident before.
.

"Wonderful Voice

.

.

Talent agencies are relying upon *
super-gross for the Jack Benny enat the jRoJcy theatre, N. Y.,
starting May 22 for two weeks, to
give terrific impetus to personal appearances by top film and radio
names. Benny has been set at the
record-breaking contract calling for
$40,000 weekly plus a split over
gross of $135,000.
Should Benny hit the jackpot with
a take that will bring him a pcssible
$75,000 or more for one week, it's
figured that other top stars will attempt the vaude routes.
Agencies point out that, aside
from the personal satisfaction of
breaking records, many top names
need the extra money to be made on
personals to take care of taxes, ete.
Pitch that agencies are throwing
at the acts centers around the fact
that most top iiames in films started
on standard studio contracts when
they were making nominal simis. By
the time those pacts ran out or were
adjusted upwards, the war and sub^
sequently high taxes in the upper
brackets eliminated any chance of
the star to put away sufficient -dough
for a rainy day.
Prime example of this is Frank
Sinatra who despite fabulous, earnings is reported a few notches beliind, come financial matters.
It's also pointed out that the money made from personals takes a high
exemption rate for income tax pur-

4-

Buddy Howe

customary 60% privilege;

A

translated in European figures,
agent besides providing transportation has to take care of Equity
guarantee, whirch add.s to a considerable advance payment when booking even a line o£ girls. Also local
unions don't feel that they care for
opposition of too many acts, meaning that they give the green light
only for acts of international rep,

is

The Cole crew is conuniited to
Paramount for a picture shot, and

revision of the agents regulations is due in May, and until then
agencies can only operate on what

importing American acts here are
Apart from high salaries

who

Gastel

the business. Some agents, like Olivier, are acting
on the per.'!onal
management system with a very
limited number of stars like Marlene Dietrich and Jean Gabin.

when

Tavel,

flve-week

Blanche

many.

up,

starts

stint at Bocage nitery here on June
3, at $3,000 weekly guarantee
and
and stage, Olivier Devalde, 50-50 split of receipts over $5,000,
Montel (forihei; actress), and then starts Coast-length trek of
Paulette Dorisse, recently in U. S., one niters for which manager Carlos

tures

5.

Resumption, though on a limited
givscale, of international ttsfvel is
ing the tenpercenters here a chance
Felix
to get back in their stride.
Audiffred
partner,
Marouani, Emile
where he
is just back from U. S.
shepherded Tino, Rossi. His brother
Daniel, in Nice, handles the Riviera
bookines.
casinos and nitcries
George Leroy, also baclt from
U. S., booked for a long engagement
there beginning late in 1947 of the
French act Lamouret a;id his duck
Dudule, currently a hit in London.
Xeroy owns the 'act in partnership
With Lew Grade of London.
in

Combo

on Coast.

luNigb(^^

Stride^

If

June Darlitis Join*

week.
t<infi

'

resigned two weeks ago.

Looks Like a Million Doilort oh Stage."

.

•—ID iULLWAH, Famed Broocrwoy eoiumnbf.

.

BOBBY
BREEN
"Juil

of

cut

Ihrcugh

in

Chicaos

,

's'*

•

•

>

Army,

ceniM

BrMii

Chw PnrM,

(at

Mor* f»\t« tlian tvtr b«@o«<l sklivery and fin* dicrion.

No reman
cil

th«

fin* faihian
.

.

"31>y*«rk«ld Bobby Broon (cored a imoih
hif

with hit vocolixtng

with him

,

.

*

p«*l<«

had tbo crowd

. . .

• bundl* of ^yna-

mifo In hit work."

—Andrew

that the l«d couldn't htadlino

VVibon, Dofroit 1im*t.

— Vorioty.

any flan tpot."

ptrformtd with Bobby Brttn ot tho
Chtx Part* and Bcachcombtr, Miami, and
toy ho't tho grtatttt vp-and-coming
I

''I

"Cliclwd with «

good

going p*rfonalily\^ .

<

Voico'

should

.

.

.

hup

•a*ycliinb-

-BiHboord.

ing,"

ttar of thorn all."

-SopWo Utktt.

RECENT ENGAGEMENTS
Chez Peret. Chicago, Held Ov«r 14 Waat<$!
V*achcomb@r, Miami tS«ach
Bowery, Detroif

Copocabana, Havana
Glenn RendeivoHS, Newport. Ky.
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Gbie'ago, April 15.
.Tune Darling succeeds johnny King
head of act department, of Fred?^
erick Brothers Weal agency this

as

(APRIL 17)

!

VAUIIiSVIHJS

NiglitXIiil
Latin Quarter

j,

KT.

Y«

Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro,
Young, Gail Bennett, The
Debonairs, Chick Gladke, Cecil Lewin, Hal Raywin, The Chadmcks
(2J, Eddie Schaefer, Vincent Travers' and Buddy Harlcnpe Oreh; mini-

Ralph

vmm

$4-5.

W^ttoe^day, April 16, 1947

Eewwi'

On

biz have only enhanced her boxoffice value.
There are such other performers
on this bill as Eddie Schaefer (New
Acts), comedian making his Broads
way cafe debutr the Debonairs, with
their novelty hoofing, and the Chadwicks, with their standard lifts in a
ballroom turn. But they're strictly
the framework for a layout built
arouiid the headliner.

40 years ago, Sime, in Variety thought that Sophie Tucker
More and more, as the years go
would develop. The assumption, of by, Ted Shapiro, Miss Tucker's piano
course, was that Miss Tucker would accomp of the past 25 years, has bedevelop into the headliner she has come a vital part of the act, and
been for years. If her development here he indicates a particularly keen
has exceeded the scope of Sinie's awareness for reading a line. Added
original notice, put it down to one to which is the fact tha'; he's one
of the best accomps 'in the biz.
of the most unusual successes in
show t^iisineiis .history.
The Cha4wicks go over in their
The last <5f the red-hot moinmas stunting baUrooin stuff, the trick
remains an object lesson in show- stuff seeming to be an increasing
the
vogue these days among the ballmanship. She's still purveying
hot songs that have dotted her room teams. 'The Debonairs, with
career, and if some of them are their travesty oh the mechanical
deemed a little too risque for even age, produce laughs and novelty.
nightclub audiences, it at least must Ralph Young is a good-looking probe acknowledged that only she can duction singer who does well enough
for the small chore that he has.
ge.t away with 'em.
The current Latin Quarter revue, Chick Gladke and (Miss) Cecil
of course, is built entirely around Lewin are okay specialty dancers,

Some

high gear for tWO shows A niiiht.
his
He's since b««ij Ordeued out
medicos for a four»we«k rest. Bob
Kennedy, the productioh singer, is
Eisqii® Binge
now handling his spot.
The resin rtfugees make like they
Willi Salty Singars were cotnics and do it effectively.
They are an unconsqipus satire on
During the past year, bonifaces the suave emcee. Their brushes
b.o.
poten- with politesse and gentility are
have become hep 'to the
tialities of the risque special mate- fodder for sophisticates.
It may be
singers,
rial
and have suddenly that an unhep crowd won't view the
started uprooting singers who ap- act from that angle, but there's sufparently made lifetime engagements ficient gag material in their act for
out of one spot.
no - minimum wad - watdherg.
the
For example, the Bagatelle got Their parodies on "You're the Top,"
Dorothy Ross but of the George "Girl That I Marry" and "All of a
Washington hotel's 23 room after Sudden My Heart Sings," carry a
five years.
Management promised high laugh content, and unlike twlr
her an apartment, which seems a last N. Y. nitery .appearance, at the
good enough reason, and now Fred- Club 18, the material they use is
die Lamb, Club 18 operator, suc- generally clean. A'couple of theoffceeded in snagging Charlie Drew out color things they do should be

,

.

'

Miss Tucker, and the $5,000 she's
reported to be getting will undoubtedly be well worth bonif ace Lou
Walters' outlay. Forty years in the

Kdhii.

'

Chos, Reoder Orch
(2);
(vocals by Stanley Worth), Joel
Shaw's Latin; $2 and $3 rninimum.

Dotphin

Dave ApoUon

surprisingly effective in a nitery, his heretofore broad
style lieing refined to good purpose
in the confines of a cafe; particularly
a class

JJx.

tlio

5fst—31. C. A, ABTIS1S,

I.t«.

BBOMLHY
Now
in T2th

blontii

London

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
* Draw from our library, one Of the
*
ii

most

comprelienBlve

101} Catalog VRtSEl
Exclusiv e material onr
J.

like the Hotel Pierre's

For
Gustafson,
all the legitimacy of mairy of his
arrangements, Apollon is the showman first, musico-dramatizing his
whether it's- Chopin, Liszt,
stuff
Heifetz or traditional Russian folk
stuff like "Dark Byes."
The Apollon technique and its
audience potency points up anew the

LaVerne

BOB

Inrgcst,
Sliowblai

room

is

Cotillion.
His mandolin virtuosity
is more legit than ever, aidM by
Lois Bannerman on the harp (also
.doing a specialty on her own) and
pianiste

VoJc«"

In

specialty I

& H. KLEINMAN

Charlie

Drew

is

room work:
The Donn
up

stacks

Corinne
vocal

(New Ron

customers Could conceivably know
their titles is previous visits or word
Consequently an established sophisticated singer nabs a
sizable following thrOugh a long
term at a cafe.

Arden production
well, with Kennedy and
Anderson providing the
Suzanne Graves and

lifts.

Fletcher

hold

.

the

specialty

growth of so-called middle-brow
music. Radio has so conditioned the
masses that you don't need a Freddy.
Martin to syncopate Tshaikowsky or
Grieg to make 'em palataible. When
he mentions the Heifetz arrangement
of "Horra Staccato" Apollon Is already on familiar ground. Not that
it's all in that IdiOm for he opens
with Porter and intersperses Gershwin with the classics, the gypsy

IlMfoam Bleu,

v.

(fOLLOWlH")

,

•

,

Big jtem'in Theodore Mele's
cubf,
supper club bow otiml
lyn Cantor, the eomio's daughtK
a st|in| which shows her ofi
S
her best manner to date,
ghi>i
pixigressed oonsideraWy since
prelmed ior N. ^. audiences shl
mor!
than a year ago at Lon
& Iffit
cle j5 the

With her iinprovement, she's
takel
on the family name, and is likepfS
attract conslderabk amount of Sel

^
patronage to te Suban Bleu
A greater turnout of Broadwayite.
would have been evident it Zf
preem (14) but for the Latin Quari
ter opening of Sophie Tucker
'
th»
same

night.

Miss Cantor has
greater

amount

still

to acquire a
but al

know-how

of'

she shows possibilities
moderately good projection and <
good ohoice Of songs.
She sfiowV
greater possibilities on the specffl
material, fier Hollywood plaint
and
"You Can't Get a <>irl With a Gu^
show her to best advantage.
Rest of the show is mainly in th»
comedic vein, with the exception of
Marion Bruce (New Acts), who im.
presses with warm, pipes. Leonard
ElUot and Irma Jurist, comedy sona
it

MS

is,

and

piaiio

team (New

Acts), get reV

peated calls for encores, as 3o the
Ruban. Bleu reliables Day, Dawn
and DWsk, the Negro singing comedians, who have never failed to
please at this spot.

The Cedric Wallace trio supplies
musical session and Walll
Blacker emcees and takes a turn at

the

the piano;

Policy switch to smaller bands and
talent seems to be catching on with
bistro enjoying nice trade for Opener,
Herbie Fields clicks with the jazz

hounds with sax playing that has
Lamb is fairly confident that his long been absent from College Inn
spot will have a hefty clientele, once hUis,
yet
tempered tunes for
publicity on the fact that Drew is on dancing that saw youngsters and
tap hits the general public. He says oldsters alike taking part.
he's watched Drew operate at the
Fields and crew teeOff with "Air
Taft for months, and each night
Mail Special" with maestro hitting
there were a minimum o£ 200 in the stride on tenor .sax.
Jumps from
room. He jDelieves that the IMt's sweet to swing with complete ease
customers are still going to Drew's and competence, getting boflo backformer stand believing that Drew ing from band with instrumentation
is still the attraction.
Drew has been of three sax, two trumpet, four
replaced by J^axc Starr at the Taft, rhythm. Compact crew is definitely
Sociologists claim that sex is on on upbeat but tones down for conga
ati upbeat during wartime and post- kick. Fields walks off with top honors
war periods, as witness the return of as he leads band on horn through
nudity to cafes, and stiff fights put hypoed versions Of "Jealousy," "DarUp by the varied societies for sup- danella" and "Beguine.'' ft-onter is
pression of vice on an increasing equally adept with either alto, tenor
number of issues. However, the or soprano sax and gives satisfactory
risquee baUadeers have been popular turn on clarinet, too.
long before the war and Drew's pull
Eddie Hubbard, who emcees show,
is a matter of eight years, and Miss is short on stage presence and timSoss had a big following before ing. Comic, material fails to click
Pearl Hajfbor,
Jose.
more because of delivery Itoan sub-

Jose.

COMEDY
PATTER
Ml

For

Brandies of Thecitrieah

PUN-MASTER
Hot.

1

thru 22

FILES

@

$1.00 each

"BOOK OP BLACK.OUTS"
a Volt. @ $20.00 Per Vol., w
$50.00 for 3 Voli.

"BOOK OP PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodiw for $10.00

"MOW TO MASTER
?Hi CEREMONIES"
(Hnw

to B« ail lamcee)
$3.00 for Copy

U

C.O.n.'i on any i^aterlall
en
route, also send penunnent adiUcni.

PAULA SMITH
200

W.

84tb

St..

New York

-

19,

NX

stance.

Jayne Walton, attired in white
seqijined gown, makes tepid entry
Portland, Ore. April 7.
with "I've Got Rhyttan"
foUoWs
Stan Early, Gene Straub, Taras & with "Little Bit of Heaven." Picks
Masters, Eddie Flenner's Men of up nice response with "Gal
in
Note (5); no minimum; 85c. cover, Calico."
$1.^0 Saturday,
Riding crest of popularity on
strength of "Misirlou" and "MalaIn the intimacy of this smart club, guena"
recordings, Jan August does
Stan Early's comedy and mimicry return engagement
that sees him
go over well, Sis takeoff s of Ed and hfs three rhythm
still doing suGardner, of "Duffy's Tavern," and of perior job.
Give treble accent, as
the Three Dead End kids probably always, to
"f»^k Byes," "'Tea for
being high points of act and garner

€l«nd Room* Portland

wd

_

.

m^dley and the rest of it.
Two" tnd "Misirlou." Talent is
Opener is Chester DolpWn, aided nice response.
especially revealed by dexterous use
by his personable wife with the prop
Gene Straub, vet banjo player, of higli notes with rhythm crew
bottles, hoops, balls and Indian clubs
that he juggles, vertical or upside opens show. Working in full dress, subtly supplying bass emphasis that
down beating a staccato on the his ''Poet and Peasant Overture" gets gets unanimous vote of approval
hefty
hand
does
his
imitation
as
from house.
drumhead. Withal it makes for an a
unique juggling specialty, a bit of a of two banjos.
Harmohicats, threesome who are
Taras and Masters, ballroom team, at moment enjoying good take with
novelty for a staid room like this.
with their

Couple's Vitacoustic recording "Peg 0' My
Otherwise maestro - conferencierimpresario Charles Header dispenses lifts and spins are effortless, and exe- Heart," are personable lads who
^sai' going over
sprightly dansai«tion and the new cution extremely graceful. An adap»
alternating rumba combo, headed by tation of the "Continental" brings ijie on 'Holiday for Strings" and music
best salvos.
box version of "Lpng, Long Ago" for
Joel Shaw, does its stuff well,
Business fair at show caught. Eddie solid returns.
Abel.
Play near-classical
Flenner's band does its usual good rendition of "Rhapsody in Blye" that
breaks out with boogie beat that has
job.
house rocking. Trio then wrap up
audience with boff job on "Peg 0'
My Heart."
Vainlty Fair, N. Y.
click

25.31-K 30th Road, I. I. Cify 2, N. Y.
Teleplione: Astoria 8-6005

of

Harlowe in of mouth.

Cotillion IKooan, W. Y.
Dave ApoUon with Lois JBO-nnerman & LaVerne Gustafson; Chester

Currently at

Review

the other new headliner here, and displays his usual
proficiency
in
comedy juggling,
while Pierce and Roland make a
pleasent impression with their ball-

Ben Beri

'

as usual, With Buddy
for the interlude music.

BAKER HOTEL

The
their own.
tourist trade eager for a session of
smaller
in
what's not available
towns, give these spots a consistent
play On their trips to New York, and
again there's a liberal sprinkling of
natives hankering for .the type material not done on the radio.
all

;

dance spots.
And the Club hag a
and Hal Haywin has a fair novelty Acts) at the 18 indicates that- major- large, lush-looking
Jose,
lui«.
while doing some ity of the patronage are repeats.
Evein among the sparse crowd conHenry Tobias has written a cute gregated at this spot .on the night
/.College Inn, Chi
production song, "Sophie Tucker for caught, there was a consistent flow
(HOTEL SHERMAN)
President," and the entire presenta- of cards to the singer requesting
Chicago, April 11.
Inasmuch as his
tion is staged briskly &a6. has con- specific numbers.
Jan August (4), l5o;^tJ Huhbard,
siderable color in the costuming. type numbers are for obvious rea- Jayne Walton, Herbie Fields Orch
The girls, on the whole, are beauts sons restricted, the only way the (9); $2-$3.50 TOtnitnuTO.

draw the ahs from the customers.
Vincent Travers batons a neat show,

"rfie .Thrilling

evident that the salty singers

have a draw

•

eliminated.

bit of violining
hoofing.

to

MANCY DONOVAN

of the Tap Room o£ the Taft hotel
after an eight-year run.
It's

Le

iX lleries

Intime

Mef«|idai|

and Vooalist

CLOVIR CLUB
OaieON

PORTLANid.

terping.

AUTHEXni;

lEOMRD GREEN AGENCY,
139

!:.

mh

St..

inc.

N. ¥. C.

(FOLLOWUP)
The Allan Jones-Mbxie Rosenbloom-Max Baer card at the no-

minimum Vanity

Fair looms »s a
powerful bid for the waning niterv
trade.
With the ex-pugs, Joe
Howard and Carl Erbe have a
combo that should snag the sporting
elements, while Jones should hold
his own end with the lay spenders.
Show opening night was somewhat rough despite the holdover
production numbers.
There were
some serious drawbacks -in spotting

and staging that were instrumental

We Jake

in

Announcing
the associatim of

in dissipating the layout's applausewinning aspects but, by now these

undoubtedly have been ironed out.
Rearrangement with a production
number between Rosenbloom - Baer
and Jones would make each act
stand out for greater entertainment
values.

As

M lams

(Formerly

Wm.

Morris Agency)

presently

constituted, Jones
gets the worst of the deal. He impresses with sight and name values.
'

The once powerful pipes now show
a greater reliance on technique. He
.showed
some faltering with a
variety ,of tunes including "The
World Is Mine Tonight," "Beguin^,"
"Sonata," "Lord's Prayer," and the
inevitable "Donkey Serenade," which
mishl have resulted from the flrstnighf jitters. Starting off as he did
as an afterpiece of the comedy offering, he had an uphill battle, but
he eventually collected the crowd.
It's a question of pacing with him,
since "punching" as he does on all
songs isn't Conducive to staying in

Directing and managing act department.
Servicing night clubs, theatres and hotels.

Mutual Entertainment Agency
203 Wabash, Ran. 6990, Chicago,

111.

^Wednesday; Agrit

|g4|
Panie

kntid

Mey FSes 50Mi Defamatkm

by Quick

ActioAinCiiii®l@iFire
Chicago, April

IB,

SuitV$.WAGVAP]lylo€al

Seventeen hundred guests of Hotel
Montreal, April 15. +
Despite slump in businesi the last
lew months,, hotels, theatres and
Astaire's Pro Aides
preparing for the
all
are
niterles
Fred Astaire has added a group of
biggest tourist trade in history.
show business personalities to his
Plenty of Ihe latter is expeoted this
new
dance studios. Charles (Snow
summer.
1
,
Top spots like the El Morocco and &) Columbus and Paul Haakon
Normandie Roof have upped talent (pamed to supervise the ballet
gcnttg in for classes) are on the staff.
budgets, with the
Deal for Astaire to absorb the
Current headtop entertainment.
WilliB Shore D'Avalos rhumba school also is in
liner^ is AJ Bernie with
the works.
Charles Casanaye is
set tb follow. Its cocktail lounge
opens at 12 noon, and dining Astaire's general manager.

Sherman
scare by

from steton shaft

tors

'

sult

oame

of

so that there
or injuries as re-

guests

fatalities

although

fright,

biz is socko.
Latin Quarter is prepared to up

damages

is avail-

Iriee Looms In

a strictly Francaise spot
and should click with the tourists,
Most of damage was confined to
several other spots are set to open
shaft and carpeting in corridors
if they can get licenses. Besides this
linked to it. Water was responsible
there's an extensive Jewish nitery
for much of $10,000 loss.
biz being done by Sloppy Joe's and
The Bucharest where top Yiddish
Dispute between "rebel" Philly
talent like Jennie Goldstein and Leo local of American Guild of Variety
Fuchs are set.
Artists to nudge out national AGVA
Hotel biz is Slightly down, but in that jurisdiction boomeranged
they're packed. New hotel is coming last week when Dick Jones, exec
ready until fall.
ifp fast biit won't be
secretary of the Philly group, was
Laurentian resort hotels like the served
with notice to, vacate offices
swanky Manor House are planning in the Shubert Bldg, jNtiohal, AGVA
to continue use of entertainment On has set up offices in the same buildthe U. S. borscht style. Spots lil^e ing, using part of
Ritz Bros, have been signed for
a suite leased by
the Mount Boyal, Hltz Carlton, Wind- Jack Cohen^ agent.
the Hiviera,; Ft. Lee, N. J., starting
sor and QueenS hotels have convenJones immediately called an May 15. Dei4 Svas Set late last week
tions booked far in advance.
The Gayety, only vaudery, has emergency meeting of the local and by Bill Miller, spot's operator, who
boosted its budget bringing in talent asked an okay from other officers has been on the Coast lining up taland governing board to negotiate a
like Keye Luke, Steve fivans, Buster
West & Lucille Page. Film houses loan of $5,000 to carry on the light. ent for that spot. Reported salary is
however, $12,500 plus a bonus if business warare getting solid business' but expect Proposition was tabled,
confirmation on the salary
heavier boxoffice once tourists be- when Jones' would not state where rants. No
he intended to borrow the money was forthcoming, but if reported
gin to arrive.
or what he'd give as security. figure is correct, it's the highest. cafe
salary
ever paid outside Of Miami
Doc Irving and Harry Lewis, who
have been active officers of the Beach.
resignations,
local, tendered their
With good business, the Hiviera
but this, too, was tabled.
can pay that kind of money inasrecognized
On another front the
much as spot seats upwards of 800.
agents groups. Variety Managers
Miller is lining up other acts and
Ben Lerner, former assistant to Assn. and Entertainment Managers
Lou Walters at the Latin Quarter, Assn. held, meetings and resolved is believed to have abandoned the
N. Y., has opened his own talent to recognize national AGVA, rather idea of using Harry Eichman on the
agency in Detroit under tag pf Na- than the Philly local, as bargaining same .show. Rlchrnan will play the
spot later in season, V/
He's
tionwide Theatrical Agency.
agent for performers and will do
booking band and cocktail units and business with that body from now
Miller returned from the Gbast
last week, where he attempted to
setting talent exclusively into the
on. Both groups comprise most of
^Town Pump and Cafe Burgundy, the agents in that area, with ex- line up film names. Among those he
Detroit.
dickered for were Lena Home and
ception of a few club date bobkers.
Lemer, at one time, was booker
Upon forwarding of the findings Keenan Wynn. Latter was offered
for UiSO-Camp Shows.
and pledge of allegiance to national $7,500 a week, but doesn't want to
by the agent groups, Matt play cafes.
able. It's

CliiMulls3%

Shelvey's brief charges the local

,

Philly

Ro^

Union

RitzBros.

&t

For Rivierar^l^^
,

LERNER HEADING own
" AGEfiCYlBETEOIT

Amiipsent Tax
Chicago, April is.
Three per cent amusement tax on
pic

Shelvey, national director of

BARON

FHANKIE CARLE
And His QrchiBitra

here.

San Diego, where the circus

played six days last year, will be
whittled down to one day.

MEA

Harris Shift* to

Chicago, April

Currently at

TKmbs

15.

Sid Harris, formerly associated
with William Morris office, Chicago,

R,K p. KEITH'S
Boston

for past six years, has

become

to make more efflcient opin garbage collection and
street departments. Lindell pointed

needed

Exclusive Monagemenl'

talent rep selling acts to spots and
for club dates.
He will also continue to supply
talent for the Latin Quarter and Sil-

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

ver Frolics, which he has handled in

fliut

Leonard

Xomm

;

the past.

Mil

One-NigKl Concerts

Both groups

filed actions in

a

:190

Foreseen

were

two

amusement

One would place a flat 3%
on gross revenue or on individual
ticket sales while the other would
place a tax on sliding scale from
I to 3%, depending on ticket price.
Latter alternative was suggested to
avoid taxing moppet admissions,
bills.

CARNIVAL,

NX, REilWS

O&J SHOW UNTIL JUNE 30
I

Olson and Johnson, current at the
Carnival, N. Y., have had their options picked up by bonitace Nicky
Blair until June 30. After that Blair
will pick up options on the shew «B

which proved stumbling block in
previous considerations of amusement tax.
Ifour week

stretches.

10 A.

Mgt.-UNIVERSAl
565

fifth

M/

small fraction of original cost
NEW STYLSS eY TOP DESI€ll«ERS

Modeled by BILLY HOSE'S AMERICAN BEAVTIE9
EVERY SIZE FIIOM 1© to 44 • LIMIT 3 TO A CUSTOIMER

NO MIN ALLOWiD
7h@ m&st semMlomI bathing suit mllmtlea
0vet assembled In New Y@rk. Be here early I
1

11

TIRE St

li

FLOOR

NEX
AnRACTIONS
New York

Avenue,

Com-

mon Pleas court which have since
out that many large cities today de- been referred to federal district
The new suit
rive a large share of revenue from court for decision.
amusement tax. He then advocated was latest climax in the series of
legal actions.
increased license fees also.

THE INK SPOTS

From April 1$ to April 20

arrested but case was dismissed.

eration

THURSDAY
at

s full

partner with J. J. Levin and Jack
Russell in the Mutual Entertainment
Agency. Harris will head act department and will also function as

to Harry Kilby

New

issue new franchises blanketly to the
agents within these organizations.

Los Angeles, April 15.
Current circus business in the
southwest is in a slump, with the
Clyde Beatty show reported to be
$35,000 in the red on its route from
the Texas opening into Los Angeles.
Show covered the same territory
last season-to the tune of $47,000 in
the black.
Outfit operates on a $3,200 daily
nut and travels in 15 cars. Understood Beatty will trim some of the
acts after his Los Angeles stand and
curtail his bookings after leaving

With

enter-

AGVA

BERNAY
NOW ON TOUR

athletic
of

gave Freddy Dale, union's national
in Philly, the green light to

CLYDE BEATTY CIRCUS
REPORTED 35G IN RED

America's Newest

admissionsi

and other forms

rep

AND

Dancing Sensaiions

theatre

events

with defaming him and his associates in an effort to drive them out
of
the entertainment and labor
field in order to set up "an unreasonable restraint on commerce and
to levy tribute on the national entertainers who from time to time
perform
Pennsylvania,
in

tainment that would bring city an Jersey, Maryland and Delaware."
Named as defendants with Jones
estimated annual income of between
are James Evans, Doc Irving, John
$4,000,000 to $6,000,000 was revived Tay, Mickey Alpert, nitery emcee;
here last week by Alderman Clar- Frank Richardson and Harry Lewis.
erxe Wagner, who reintroduced bill Co-plaintiffs with Shelvey are David
Fox, Richard Reisman, Emil JiiOwe
as first order of business at last
and Max Bernstein, all of New York,
meeting of city council. According and Frederick Dale, of Boston, all
to Wagner, it is one of few sources AGVA national reps.
When national officers attempted
Of revenue yet untapped by city
fathers.
to take over local headquarters in
Although current budget is work- the Shubert building Jones and
ing out well, budget director Arthur other local :>ofllcers charged them
They were
Lindell feels that further funds are with forcible entry.

,

AGVA

Philadelphia, April IS.
$500,000 damages against

Richard Jones, secretary-treasurer
of Local Six, American Guild ol
Kansas City, April 15.
Variety Artists, and six members of
the local's board of directors, was
1947"
out
closed
"Ice-Capades of
filed Saturday (12) in U. S. District
gross.
with
$90,000
a 10-day run here
Court by Matt Shelvey, national
Following local date, icer shoved
director of the AGVA, and five asoff for a week in Ft. Worth, Tex.,
''
sociates;
and five weeks at the Pan Pacific,
The Suit alleges defamation of
Hollywood. Company is due for nine
character and falise arrest and was
weelcs in Atlantic City before the
outgrowth of dispute over control of
siunmer layoff.
entertainers
appearing in Philly
niteries and other amusement places
which flared into open last Feb, 17,,
when Shelvey ordered all local
unions dissolved and replaced by
branches of national office.

Ice-Capdes' 90G, K.C.

to $10,000.

Fire broke out on 15th floor of
buildiijg: and was quickly reported to
house detective by elevator boy who
first detected smoke. Fire department responded within few minutes
as operators quickly got on phones
to advise guests to stay in rooms
until advised otherwise.

room

such talent

quieted

were no

now

if

A suit for

into the 23 story

but quick action by Are
department and switchboard operabuildings'

M

talent budget

were given momentary
smoke and Are that poured
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Boston, AprH 9.
Continued from page X
Lawrence O. Lasky production ot Ice
raVtte In two acts starring, dim'ted and
The Ward-Bell fliers
net. Miss taken down.
conceived by Marlbet Vinson and Guy Owen, for there is no safety
with slwUng direction by Lillian Tribby. Gould works in bare feet, better to were the best, with double twisters.
Nnm«i«l« in coniieotioo with htlls below Indloaf* optniiw liar at how
Bonald
costumes,
Gilbert;
Kdward
Sets,
wbetlier full or »plU Week
webbing, also part of The Sambiassis were an import out"
McRae; inusir, Selene Harmon! lyrica, Lea grip the single
show,
of
the
while the Mexican
Morris; muaiea! dli-eotion, Sammy Ersen. her routine.
_
tetier In p»<«»fl>es?» toaie»«o SJlfeWtiri*)
With Lillian Trlbby, Heinle Brock. Chet
An English turn billed the Great B&quedas displayed a girl flier, one
Nelson, Honny and Boots Roberts, Jimmy
feature re- t)f the heaviest ever noticed.
Kelly, Valerie Fortune-East,' Bpic and Span, Alzanas is the high-wire
Two perch acta were on the first
Romoha l^ansr
tOWMBl'S
Leon » ntdM'*
Buddy littlonde) Ralph Emory, others, At placing the Wallendas and in some
KK.W YORK CITTC
VSShlto pro
Palaro (K> Sl-SS
the Center. Boston, Aprll S, '47; $» top.
Bdiiie Davis
«'j>|>lt<>t
(1.) it
aspects a better thrill turn. Harold night but Upon- complaint by thg
Jo«8 Cttrbello
Haintny Kaye Ore
Sonny Kinir
K.ivicr ('liB»t Ore
the wire walking Society of Prevention of Cruelty to
Tho Amoi"?*
Olaon & Joy
Bnban Blea
Locally produced jce sftiow proved Alanza ascends to
Narda
Paul Regan
Marion Bruce
Hctiy Bellly
_
a parasol 'Children, the Thomroens were forced
surprise at opener here. About half up a slanting rope, using
RossilllanoS
hah'Cfobd
Slairlin & I<ewis
Marilyn Cantor
down that out. It's a Swiss father and son act,
Harriet Lane
(I)
SM« Tucker
ftlimi.i Mali
(M
Saiy Dawn £' Dusk of it stacked up as entertainment for balance and comes
Ore
Pablo
TiMnmy
production
Lucille runmvlngra
BlUot 4L Jutiat
expert
smooth,
witVi
It was erroneously reported latter being 13 but a very small
ly.
Shepard Choru»
I'he CUarloteera
BruBliilaa Kpnue
Cedrle Wanacs 1
incubation
Which, though still in the
Art Wanor OrO
that he has hooks on the soles of his fellow, who however has been an
Ray BnKliali
Clwifles jpulkeskl
WaHy Blacker
Monte
Paul Bemos„„
period^at opener^ompared with, out- slippers but he only uses rubber acrobat since he was four. In the
Burrta ..
HOI-yOKJB_
Dick Gaaparr* O
Arhttut Broa
of-town efforts. The other half, how- strips. Another eye-arresting stunt display too are pedestal and ladder
Oarl Brisson
Vafltr AiPe»» (1) SO Roberto
reand
down
Oro
the
show
Grant
brings
Bob
ever,
Thornlim
O
Maya Ore
Claude
at Visrtzuua
skipping rope on the high wire balancers, also Ted and Flo Vallett,
Panohito Ore
veals the basically semi-pro approach is
(tour to unv
Old Komaabm
„
It was ironic that so experts with ^atons and Swiss flags.
rniaers VanBUura
Jai-kie Phillip*
furpa lie Ballet
to the job. Might do all right in the sans balance.
Ciieele (1) 17
should trip The feature juggler, Francis Brunn,
B Dyer-Bennett
Sadie Banks
S.vin Oi-c
.1.
stix fit toured, but never'd make in sura-footed a performer
Muriel Qatnes
Nina Dover
Pxriunonnt <Pr »• ChMllB Splvalc Or
on B'way.
over a rink bank after taking bows. was scratched, from the show when
gweto Tynes
Port*
Jb*
Jimmy T»araey Ore Frank Marlowe
5.
ick Style* S
Ru»8 Clark
An ice revue Ihemed with a micro- He laughed himself. Alanza's wife unattle to come overseas because of
Havann^MnAi^Id
I. .t«r<lMi Tym
Don Fry«
MacK & Desmonil
Pal HBiiniiiK
the
Carlos Ramirex
uses
show
the
scopic love stoiy,
and two other girls complete- the passport trouble. In the reassemMIASM
Tanttr fair
I.yii Shirley
Rodriquez & PMyllls
Rosenbloom & Baer burley technic of having singers off- turn. Another acrobat appears as a bled
juggling
display
are
the
Kn^' (I) 16Jforo Morales
Ben Berl
stage carrying tbe "plot" br singing
I^'^ptona Cuban 'Ore T.ittleiohna
Rosita Segovia
laonkey, climbing a perpendicular Chiesas, Ray Nelson, CanestreUi and
Corione Anderson
(Seoe Sheiatm
I Mwif ta
Saeasas
familiar tunes stiggestive of the
Fleioher it Grave
Ntcte Lone Ore
toe grip. He's billed the PerezoHs, an old time comedy
Rim
Belnutnt-FIan
action. This consists only of a movie rope with a Jap
Dave Dennis Oro
Raye & Uarflo
r^riy flanielii
Kay A''ernon
producer "briB^ing his star to Ice a Natale and is Favetier, son of Max duo.
Monehilo
BBla Oilli
»*«t» (I.) IT ,
"Don Tannen
Sarnum
BBBFOBD Gerrl Gale
Acrobatic display okay but not
wivel
Kidd who appeared in the
M T.«u!iw * Ctiarles >'»W
Valley, falling TOomentarily for
Karic (1> l»-2»
Bob Lee<Sw>r«e PmitK'e
Kddie Ston* Of*
unusual, one act being Jap though
flashy kid on skates, and picking up circus.
& Broderlck B Carlell «fc Rosa
Kay Carole
Nino Bd
again with the star. No dialogue at
Stuart Langley
f(anion S: Cterke
Wild animals are back in three billed as Chinese and there were
Botel BlUmore
I'age Morton
PoBijy Palmer
all, and only one or two social tunes
J oft Bfaser
Pl<il Wayne Ore
time since the disastrous two Arab groups but not dressed
D'QuInoey & Oiv'at by Selene Harmon with lyrics by Lee cages, first
M;>«rU>e & Maryea l»el earlier
Ron Perry Ore
Konselman
Among the high trap
Zanolbav
that way.
Hartford Are; William
2 Jaciv»_
Htrand (%V) 1»
Hotel Commodora *
Morris.
PAISBBSOK
Art Tatum
CaJ» {'aMoway Ore
Jack Edward Ore
replaced Dorr's turn, turns ar» Ira Milette now working
Majeotle (I) Mr?* Hotel Now Sorlwr Thelma Carpenter
Result is a series of ice specialties. and polar bears
l>in»4y I'letClier_
Bddie Hector
Ktariets ot '47
UHler B Si I^a
Chuck Foster Ore
Those involving Maribel Vinson and Prosky's tigers were a replacement with his son Jimmie, doing head
«1-«S
D Dickens Ore
Vhft Kjivena
Marion Spelman
CJuy Owens, who staged the show, but attention was drawn to Damdo dancing acts. There are around 76
ZfamnerniBn't
I.euis it Oliver
June Arnold
jagare sock: They pull all the stops on Dhotre's leoi>ards, pumas and
clowns, with Kelly still the head
Douglas
Oene Kardoe
WMbtw (l'> li'tO Dorothy Betes
Hisaell tc Parley
Janczt Makula
Borr &
iheir blades and click every time. uars. Dhotre is an- east Indian who ma(i, one of the new stunts being
4 Rsduires
Zaisa BelaRey Douglas
Ann Barrett
Joe Sater Trio
Top specialties are by Rohny and looks like a Negro. He know? his "Adam Buster," which is where tha
Kicliard-Adair Dcrs
Paul Arnold
D*Ti» Rabby
Riu (jabana
Boots Roberts, whose acrobatic ice stuff,
lWI.ai»Bf.P«IA
Sinclair & Aid*
<N»ie"Waner
NXG Revue
having been with Alfred midget comics come in. There three
Belen "Wenzel
OariBsn (1) 11
work is solidly pro in every respect. Court's bunch of trainers but not al- unicycle and bike acts billed as imGewrBle Kaye
Radio Aces
Olsa Orlova
Peggy Taylor S
Gloria Kins
A brief turn by Valerie Fortune-East ways seen in the Garden. Animals ports and all good.
Barney Oimnt
reveals her a good performer too.
.Tuai Manners
Sylyfa »la««r- fo
No jumps, no races and not
One comedy session by Heinie Brock are the same u5ed by Mae Kovar,
The CraaOoclis.
Vhv Crawfftrda
I3a«* CM') IS
C'tiaa St«*rl Co
mildly amusing, but other perform- who was recently seriously clawed missed. Elephant turn with all tha
H Edcewater Beach
Blacklmnk
Spike Jones Ore
Bnbhr ttoIlHw
Stephen Klsliiy Or<- ers, though adequate, never manage by a lioness in Australia."
ensemble girls in the arena is the
Phi! L-^vant Ore
•tC*KFA'.S
Helen Greco
AI Gordon & Pels
i;ti« Pare*.
to maintain a professional level.
Jamttira <•») !«-»»
Kins
There are three imported: wire finale, with elongated clown gadgets
Shyreltos (3)
J.ona Horne
The Slielterettea
rriie- Givat l-ester
20 boys and girls are in the
About
latter
Stylists
acts, two tight and' one slack,
symboUe of the circus being hauled
Sow
Betty Jo Hustim
Paul Gray
Srleon Sis
Dorothy Hild Dcers chorus line, not' enough of them too being the Joanidis and good.
Walter Lon«
All 'upright from containers, Out too is
Aileen c^rlyle
4 BeU Ai eH
«ecute on
ice, but tliey look good
:."<»»
RKABINC
The DeMarios
MliKiinS
Hotel Sitermtta
Don Davis Ore
Rajati (1> IV-ia
and are V(?eil-cOstUnied. The off-stage have One member doing the real the concert -music but the band is
(Ave to liln
Carl Marx
0on Chiesta Oro
Ray Anthony Ore
Jayne Walton
singers don't make any too much of work and the turns include juggling still under Merle Evans leadership.
Adorablcs <12>
Steel Pier (W 19-2© r'hil Brito
Herbie.Pielils Oro
Ss
an impression, either, though the in their routines. Standing out
Miles White designed for the Brooks
Cnlosinan**
TUti "Martins
Bick & Hot Bemy
Jan Atigust
music is nicely chosen and well- Lola Dobritch, said to be a Swede, costume plant, Esther Junger the
Rvan Bros (3)
Joey Biahop
Big«lftto BrOH
Hannonica.t9
ROrKFORO
Tamara &, Thomas
Ahiiee HlH
scored. Main trouble is the show who principally works on her toes, choreography and Albert Johnson
Hotel S»ev«ns
l-alae« (1) 1»
Ann ftuter
IJi IM Jm ii tc I>ame
Don McCrane Ore
fails to maintain the pace of the first
Paul Walker Ore
Sol Peola Oro
(t-wo t» fl)H
a tight wire feat not seen over here the art_direction. Gargantua is still
Pranlcson
act, the second proving to be merely
Colosimodels (S)
:\I»ke & Doke
Dears
Boulevarin
dOwnstlTirs
with the freaks and
Copai'tHyiiua
Hi|>:i>iiAnHR» (I) 11 r>:d\rar<ls His
more of the same only not "quite as under the big top. The Keverhos
Latin tismrter
Rudy Vallee
Rusa, Made & Page Danclne: Byerp(ti*a
good. Plenty of tightening and pol- the center spot attracted attention other beasts and there's a lp"6"
Ted Lewis Ore
Jack Durant
I.enny (S»1e
,'irme Morris
Geraldine Du Bols
ishing under way, of course, and too.
haired Ttiinb but even Bey KeUey,
D Ansrelo * Vanya Paul
Bi>h .|i,i«erly
Sinsrinf;. Weavers
White
Arnie Barnett
MistilMt A«er
Ann BUHer
show will do all right here. Any
The Idalys working at the top of hijad press agent has no interest in
Kiroy Peao»
Pancho Ore
Htnte (u n-ia
more
need
ambitious
plans,
however,
Gorwin Sis
the Garden have necks stretching trying to curl It.
iloSiIen Gate <R) 19 Medel
Dori>thy nouKlas
Sol Klein Orc^
plenty of scanning.
f^opa Cover Girl*
Andi-ews Sis
accomplish stunts while
R<»y BouslftH
as they
Sks Biders
Production of Lawrence Lasky hanging head down from a circling
Buddy Worth
BiPharil-AOair Dcrs Srnsalionalists
Palmer Unuae
Jani-t Gaylord
Vic Whofn Ore
80-2.1
suitable to tlje needs of a local effort,
Jack PIna Oro
switched to. the
Hotel Bismarck
Xjc-h Paul
Graham Bis
with sets and lights by Edward Gil- bicycle. Turn was
Herb Shriner
Ji>aei>h SuOy Oro
Alan Carney
Jac4c FlOHSo
,
2illi's.
bert okay. Show appears to be bank- number four spot, allotted to thp
Susan Reed
SPKIStilXKO)
OeoKBie Gobies
Warty Barrett
tli)
D'nccr»
Abbott
Coar* S«. (1) J<-iO The Martinis
Jell i>oolev Co
rolled by
M. LiieW in assotiiatiori Cimses who have an aerial motor= Contlnned from page 5
f.enore
The Herzoes
Rio Cabana
with Laslcy 4nd otliers. Center thea- cycle turn.
Equipment did not
^Jorma Warner
Keaton & ArnOelJ
Botiton ((M It
GeorRie Tiippa
of fact,
tre' is I-oew's latest acquisition here arrive
L & G Canslno
from France so the first matters of law, not matters
FranUIe t'ai-le Ore I>uke Norman
Irwin Corey
Hotel BlBelWton*
and recently remod6lted as another nighters missed that thriller.
B»rmiv K-I'riiay
Andrew Twins
Monica Lewis
so that the lower court's opinion that
Morton Downey
Flake & Trama
Vl'e-U 'A Paiste
Don Bradiield
will relegiter.
Bite.
a illegal acts were committed
Ramos Orch
Tiebor's seals are back in
Sons Purple fsaue
Houi«» .lueooK
The T.ovelies" (6)
forthcomHotel Congres*
the
despite
iirnok (1> t»-m
sa; rsn.
effect
in
main
Gee Davidson 'Ire
trained animal display, having- oppoParamount (P) 18 Joe Vera Ore
J (3reene, * Bel^
Latter,
ruling.
Vine Gardens
Sam Bari
Clyde Mi-Coy Ore
sition from- Guerre's, with the seal ing higher court's
Alexanili^v KiuUoB
,
Larry Ross
on whether
.Hotel Contlnentnl
Ja<'lc Jjponaril
(tlH-ce to 11 in
S.
"Chariot" trying to play mouth or- he said, will decide only
Plvil D'Rey
Del Beni-e
S.vbil
Bowinan
law corJou Ktsh 'jOro
Mniianne- F«del»
gan but the standout in the group is the lower court applied the
Kathy Mo<»re
CbiOflKO
lt>
Continued from page 1
Mel Ool« Ore
changes
HUi-lilon Reed
the
VXIO\
up
Ve!»!!
Ynhimla.
setting
in
rectly
Vargas' chiinps, designed for and
Stanley (W) 8I-«a
Jean (^arri*ll
that in the recent skating exhibition getting laughter. The monks are called for in the opinion'.
C»-rlti>n Km my
Claude Thornhill O
Boh Bupont
Oriental (i) 17
at Stockholm, Barbara Ann Scott, dressed, including shoes, eat at table
Twentieth; sales ehiefs and attorRoss "Wysi- Jr
Tp^ Beneiv'e' Ore
of Ottawa, won first place in the with spoons and ride bikes.
Best neys, consequently, believe their
WASHINGa-eN
Arlit* Oftnn
women's division and Gretehen Mer- simian walks a tight rope and while position is more realistic than that
Hi'Icni* So Howrtnl
Cnnttoj <i.) 17
Ki-Kal {!•)
The Cerneys'
1
rill, of Boston, took second place,
trom
pae«
CUintinued.
working screamed at a photogra- taken by the other majors, whose act
Kup3
I.ttonai'fl
First prize in the men's section was pher who came close.
Frank Conville
Cy Oliver Uil
Pat Valdo in asking for a full stay they comRimKier MiH
Brieklayera
are riinning away witl» aU the «uc- taken
by Hans Gershweiler of the general director noted the audi- pared to putting off a trip to the
Cliui'lc & ('liiiefcleE!
Howanl (I) 1»
Switzerland.
However Stockholm ence glee and ordered that bit be dentLst.
IToneydrippers
''1\CINXATI
Whether or not they 11
Xlbff (B)
Hoi-elana Co
French
newspapermen
decried, that deci- kept as part of the routine.
i»f
resurgence
Postwar
benefit from their separate course of
T.iwnhanlo Ore Cat Anderson Ore
Ou,'
stating that. Dick^^ Button, an
Piti-hinMi
Allen B & Shortv
Nostalsic VagfOiat
action remains to be seen but they
show business has thrown up a num- sion,
Bolt Hniililiia
WOONSOOKMT
American,
should have won the top
Spectacle "The Wedding of Cin- plan to take seriously what the lower
Pr;
New Park (I) SO ber of leading personalities which
S- l>«ye
award.
«'i KVm.AfSBnanlels * I>aye
derella" is sixth on the program cbBrt has already decided by trying
PalorA (R) It
Jay Kirk
have attracted talent scouts from the
Simultaneously, U. S. skating tal- and it's one of the best of produc- to follow the spirit of the decision
Stridon & Joyee
C <'»vallar». Ore
Chief among them are H. G. ent is very much in demand abroad. tion numbers, nostalgic and amusing as nearly as possible.
Fact they
Prof T.»ml>erti
Kiza Morrow
U.S.
(one to fill)
J & M Nagle
displays now playing London all around. John
Clouzot, director of "Le Corbeau," a Blades
Murray Anderson spent so much money in fighting the
have a liberal sprinkling pf Ameri- staged it, with Terry Duhaine a court action proves they didn't confilm made under the German occupacan talent, many of* whom are in pretty girl from the Bronx appear- sider their former selling method*
tion and now banned in France; headlining
positions.
Negotiations
ing as the name character. There to be illegaL Now that the court
18-year-old are- currently on for Freddie TrinkBlanchar,
Dominique
otherwise, however,
are as many showgirls present as has decided
daughter of actor Pierre Blanchar, ler, Adele Inge and others.
in past seasons, their main coirtri- they'll
take their medicine, the
However, American ice producers butioti being an "Aerial Cancan," spokesman said.
currently appearing in legit producCITY
tion, "L'Ecole Des Femmes"; and a dgclare that in a few years Eusome 42 lasses working on single
Twentieth will continue to accept
I'opean talent will be on par with
15-year-old girl, Anouk.
webbings, that numlaer being staged bids for its product, despite the stay
Blue Aoffel
Bill Shirley
Wally BoaK
Julie Wilson
Rosselini, brilliaiit director of the U. S. skaters.
by Vander Barbette, former vaude granted the company in instituting
Phil GiMdon
Michael Dttrso Ore
recently
impersonator.
In the
to competitive bidding, the company ofcenter
Bllis Larkln it
Fernando Alver*"/. O Italian film, "Open City,"
niBmond lSl»^9>'^slMl•' visited Paris and turned down all
Joan Nichols
dress the display is Chyrsis de la ficial said. He pointed out that 20th
Sloan Ross.
Prof Backwards
He' inoffers to come to America.
Grange mostly on a webbing, she did not ask for a stay on Sect. 9 Of
afo mwiiety
iHIS
Siri
sists upon sole control of his piciBotvntO'vn)
Herman Hj ds
like Miss Gould also being bare the decree, which enjoins the deTurner Twins
Continued from page 9
Jaciine.'* i*a'ssy
tures from subject-matter to treatfooted.
fendants from arbitrarily refusing
Rosebuds
W.-n-y Lou Williams
ment and doesn't think he would be est weapon in the arsenal of demoBilly Banks
Very little bareback riding in the the demand of an exhibitor in a
Ann Hathaway
Tables Davla
J C Heard uio
granted a free hand in Hollywood. cratic education
the motion pic- show this season, Neare.st to it is competitive area for a specific film
Renald & Rudy
Ciile Sut'lety
another
completed
just
Rosselini
has
Jack
Mathers
the
Bostocks,
with
Marion
Siefert, and run. Stay has been granted only
trptou'ul
ture medium."
NoblO Sissle Ore
Lncienne Boyer
film. "Paysans," reputed to' be better
Key distribution offices will be but she is only a kid. An attractive on the inauguration of the mechanSvd Strani^e Ore
Dav» UarMn 3
Hotel Commodore than "Open City," and is currently opened in New York, Detroit, Chi- di.splay of carriages, mostly phae- ics of bidding outlineil in the decree,
BSdiHuiid Mall Ore
Ore
IjOUIs Prima
working with author Max Cplpet on cago and Los Angeles for the screen- tons with the .show's lookers accom- which 20th attorneys deem too comCariilval
PA Clilvo
Olsen. & Johnson
ja film dealing; with the Gerinah probI'.oyjta Rios
ing and catalo'ging of existing films panying "British royalty" two gen- plicated and on which they want
JBeatrice Kay
Misuel He Albalcln jlem.Salici Puppets
on public affairs. Center will also erations back, supposedly going to more knowledge before putting them
Aiico Farrat
e i T Vuldcz
Among the plays currently on tlie handle mass purchases of projection races for the coronation stakes. into practice.
Boh Turk
Blackburn Tnina
HqI«I Ijexin^f on
Michael Uduards
hit
acquired
have
boards,
only
few
a
equipment for the member groups Hitching a ride on the rear of
Company, consequently, will conMcManus Ore
Alomas Hawaiian*
are
"Authese
Among
proportions.
Chanteurs
Rejd Ore
The
and a regular guidance service is to equipage is Emmett Kelly, the tinue to honor the most favorable
China Doll
"B^nry Bros- Ore
pres De Ma Blonde," the Marcel Ar- be set up for the planning of educa- mournful clown
who Works all -bids for its product, giving exhibiKeyi* Luke
Hotel Po>t>«»yi»'«»t'
starMichodiere
the
through
the
at
chard
smash
programs.
.show
again
Job
Tin
tional film
ftitndy Brooks Ore
tors notice of availability through
Mi*i* Song;
Hotel Pierre
The "Royal Ascot" driving is a the tradescreening. Course should
ring Yvonne Printemps and Pierre
Among members of the proviFrwn Tans:
iMve Apolton
Fresoay; and, the revival of Moliere's sional executive committee are Vic- prelude to the menage or dressage prove acceptable to exhibs, the
Jadine I.I iiun
t'h-ester Bolphln
Ti*! yittgs
Chaa Jteaaer ore
"LJEcole Des IFemmes." tor Huether, United Automobile riding in the three rings with (Miss) spokesman maintained, since the latr
coimdy
Kntlwiutf
Ijasa Harrlwin Or*
"Ambiance" at the Tabariii is shap- Workers-CIOj John D, Connors, Claude Valois in this center ring ter have always demacded ari equal
YveCteHoM PInza
Jose Mellls Ore
Hildecarde
ing up as the best revue in town and American Federation of Labor; Glen and Joe Moeser""and Louis Gautier right to bid for the product. of any
Ealith Foot Or
Hal Kannei Ore
is to be used for the new film, "0ne
Mile. Valois' is an company and te prove their hou.se-'?
Burch, American Assn. of Adult on the ends.
ifniami
Monte Ore
Hotel Rnoitevpit
Milt Britton Unit
Nuit au Tabarin," starring Jacquel- IBducatioli; Prof. James Jehring, Cor- excellent rider and quite a looker. are best fitted to play the cream
i(>ti»rli>>
I,.awrence Welli Ot
l.iiliit
ine Gautier.
are three liberty horse product.
nell University; Mark Starr, Inter- There
No sales meeting is con0otel Tnfl
Soirhia Tucker
Vincent Lopez OnWorkers
groups,
tiddie- Steiwief^r
Garment
one
Ladies
handled
by Gautier and templated by 20th officials for the
national
offered
Metro is reported to have
»Vnltl«rf-Aiiitnrl«
i'lmdwicks
* Di*ln*uairs
John Sebastian
$60,000 for the film rights of the Unions, AFL; Steve Ripley, Ameri- another by Gena Mroszkowski, who immediate future, since the company
Raye & Wald
Charmakes
Guild;
S.
M.a
kittenish
entrance.
Balpb Twn*
Newspap&r
Colere,"
{execs
can
believe
their field sales staff?
legit play, "Les Nuits de la
Emil Coleman On
Kal Ra> win
Four flying acts were programmed have been slhl'iciPnl iv briefed on llieif
starring Jean-Louis Barrault and tok, Cinema liOdge, B'nai Frith;
MIsclia Borr Ore
Cecil Tiewin
Uttle Clnl>
Chirk UlAdka
future course of action in the two
•Madeleine Renaud, But the author, Justin f elawaii, ifttKneiricah Veterans but only two w«ht on first night.
Betl.v I.ou Bonnvv
C»|<iiii')iiH*na
numerous
other
guy
wire
and
supporting
holdCommtttee,
the
'.meets
Bailees
held
since
the original oP'»"
Arniatid Salacrou, is said to be
Cass Harrison »
Benny Kielila
rigging snapped arid the nets were ion Wts first handed down.
KoKer-A Corner
APL arid ClO uoioas.
Steen « Tasher
ling out tor $78,000.
Don Baker
Paul Winchell
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Cspftol, S, ¥.
Xavi^r Cugat Orch (21), with Luis
del Campo, sextet; Betty Reilly,
hean Martin & Jerry JL,eu)is, Garcias
"Smash-Up" (l/>, t« viewed in
(2)
;

Vabjety, Feb.

5,

'47.

49
ever, with all of the cacaphony it
adds up to some highly effective results, considering the mate-

and the customers, young and
but mostly young, received it as
it were the staff of life. The
studded with comedy out of
the denths and if there is one bit
of burlesque business that Jones has
forgotten to include, it's just an
oversight.
Olsen & Johnson are

rial
old,

though
act

With most of top name bands currently retrenching in personnel bee»use of the wpped costs of maintaining a large crew, the nut involved in Xavier Cugat's 21-pieee
combo, along with, his seven vocalists, is probably the highest extant.
Colorfuf staging and the maestro's
along
with
showmanship,
top

"Smash-Up" on the screen, led to

standee biz at the Capitol over the
weekend. Indicating that Cugat is
more than making ends meet with
his king-sized outfit
Stage b01 is niftily

geared and
paced tor a pleasant 5S minutes of
Stertainment -^Whether the audience is Latin-minded or not, it will
go for Cugat's intricate and novel
arrangements of rhumba pops, and

Cugat's offhand remarks in his emcee chores add to the divertissement.
Band has the first part of the show,
oiiening with a fast rhumba leaiuring vocalist Lwls del Campo and the
mixed sextet and following with
"Jack, Jack, Jack," latest .of the
hit-paraders.
Twin xyloXatiiM)
phones lend a neat touch to this
alrraBgement. Cugat winds his porstandard
his
"Linda
tion: with
featurmg the maraccas
Mktjer,'*
player in an in^rovised terp rou'

tine.

Gareias (New Acts), a young
rhumba team, follow, giving way
Heilly, who practically
show. Attractively gowned
in White to «at off her blende looks,
the American lass, who gives with
the I.atin nunibers better than most
«outh-of-the-border natives, is standout with her unrestrained delivery.
Teeing off with a fast rhumba number, she seques into a Mexican cowfcoy song, replete wHh yells and
to Betty
steals the

seH-aecompamment on a guitar. For
an encore fiillip, she does her bois
itsrous "I Want a Groom," the Yiddish lyrics coming from her evoking
It's a be^ofi in
plenty of yocks.
«v«ry sense of the word, wath applause preventing her .from even
{hanking the audience.
^srry Lewis and Dean Martin
cls'se proceedings, on a raucous note
with their slapstick comedies. Boys
have built their act into a top double siace first teaming while playing
«in#y at tlje, Havana-Madrid. N, Y.
isAm, along with his Sue arasc Of

Earle, Pliilly

still

is

tyros compared to the shotgun, dead
animal, water-squirting routines employed in this poisonous knock-'epidown-and-drag-'em-out revue.
The ensemble's riotous rendering
(sic) of "You Always Hurt the One
You Love," "Holiday lor Strings,"
"Liebestraum,"
"Hawaiian
Chant" and "Glow Worm" are certainly the zaniest and most uproarious preseiltations heard in the semiclassic entertainment environs of
the deluxe Buff.
Betty Jo Huston is a fine acrobatic
dancer and Bill King contributes
several striking juggling bits. Doodles Weaver leaves th-j crowd in
tears
with his comic broadcast

War

and the Slickerettes and
Eniis hang up the hoofing
ot the run-off. Helen Greco

travesties,

Ward
laurels

one of the niftiest of the season's
diantooseys and if her "What Do
They Do on a Rainy Night in Rio"
is an indication of her potentialities,
she's due for top time.
The five show sched is a killerdillCT and should set some sort of
record.
At the conclusion ol the
first day's first perfbrmance, Jones
had to plead with the youn^ters to
unglu* themselves from their seats
to make room for the next breathless contingent.
For musical aspirants Uie lesson and the moral is
*wKy practice?"
Burton.
is

Apoll®,'
Joe
Littie

M. Y.

Lipcins' Honeydrippers (6),
Miax Comshuck3, Clarke Bros.,

Jirnmig' Biitts,
Pigmeat
"jDevits Playground" iUA).

&

Co.;

Joe Liggins*- Honeydrippers spark
75-minute £how, which is otherwise so-so.
West Coast recording

^Acb

Philadelphia, Aptilll.
Co««if Basie Orch with Paul GonShorts Davis, Ann Baker;

salves.

Apus &

EsfreHita, Bob Bailey, Jimmy
Rtishing, Son & Sonny; "Fear in the
Nighf (Par).

This

session
emerges
and lively in the customary Basie manner, with probably enough beat and boogie to
all-sepia

brassy, noisy

drum

out a satisfactory return at the

cash register.

Program gets off to A jumping
start with a torrid version of "Mutton Leg" by the band,

and featuring

Paul Gonsalves on sax.
Another
good band number is the novelty,
"Free Eats," the Basie crew's latest
Victor

G£:ORGE M. COHAN,

EDDIE SCHAEFER.
Mim.

Jr. (»)

u

Song and Dance

Cvinedy

15 Mini,
P»y's theatre, Providence,
nostalgic turn which will pack
them in tor several reasons. It's an
attraction for the old folk, for whom
many memories will be made more
vivid, and for the younger generation its a peeic backward into the

'

'

Latin Quarter, N. T.

A

Young comedy performer who

f»

getting wljat is probably his top
date so far at the Latin Quarter,
Eddie Schaefer, is ruh-of-the-mill.
He shows little originality in anything he does, and that includes nn

legendary past. It will need some- apparent tendency to copy one or
new to keep it going after the two of the successful names who
flush of success, but young do the same type of comedy single.
Schaefer projects well enoughj
Cohan shows definite traces of the
flair which brought success to his particularly because of his careful
father, and it should stand him in Brpomihg, but some of bis material,
thing

first

recording.
If not familiar, is Inclined to be too
Holding forth in the boogie de- good stead.
Looking very much like his father, blue. Where Sophie Tucker, on the
partment, Basie runs through ii hot
same bill, can get away with the
keyboard arrangement bf "Red Bank youn^ Cohan has all the mannerisms. indigo because of
her long years of
Boogie," which is loud and fast Thanks to John McLaughlin, his
father's pianist, the song inflections showmanship and ability to sell;
enough for the customers.
Schaefer hasn't acquired the savvy
In an arrangement of "Old Man add to the illusion. The dldtime
chance that type, of material, even
to
River" that Kern probably wouldn't songs, "Yankee Doodle Dandy," "It's
though it isn't nearly as risque as
a
Grand
Flag,"
"Give
My
Old
Rerecogn ize as his "Show Boat" clasK«h«.
gards to Broadway," "Mary Is a Miss Tucker's.
sic, the Basie boys play this one
for all it's worth, with haM the time Grand Old Name," "Harrigah" are
and spotlight going to the drummer, all there, and further help put the CMAKLIE DREW
Joe Jones, who really pounds it out. audience in the mood. It tends to
Concluding band number is an get a bit heavyj. when young Cohan 18. MfDs.
old favorite, "One O'Clock Jump," referred to his father, but pleasant ClBb. W, N. v.
performed in true Basie fashion, memories are stiired among the
Although Charlie Drew had a
with no in.strumenta] holds barred.
people with whoril the elder Cohan marathon run at the Taft hotel's
.

Basie handles the piano throughout, in addition to introducing the
acts,
beginning with tap dancer
Shorts Davis; vocalist Ann Baker,
who warbles a sultry version of "It's
a Pity to Say Goodnight"; comedy

got

his

start

so

many

years

Tap room, N.

ago.

Y., he's a

stranger to

Able support is given by John the New Act files. He's an exponent
Mclaughlin, and both do a very nice of the risque song art and as sueh
job with Coiian, Sr.'s, last unpub- is whispered about in many hinterlished song, "Musical Comedy Man." land households after the kid? arc
Young Cohan sums it up neatly in put to bed.
team of Apus and Estrellita, wiio closing—-"We've stolen everything
Now at the Club 18, Drew siipws
get most of their favorable audience else from my father, I may as well the reason far his long term at
reaction from a rhumba number; .steal his curtain speech, too—
my bis former stand. He's »a infectious
Bob Bailey, soulfully vocaliung mother thanks you, my father
personality who aoeamps himself en
"Danny Boy" and "I'll Get By"; (pointing toward the sky) thanks the ivories during lengthy risque
rotund comedy singer Jimmy Rush- you, my sister thanks you, and I material sesaisns. The numhens »re
ing, with "Lazy La'dy Blues," and
fairly clever and material is fresh,
thank you."
MdW.
Sen and Sonny, who offer a tap
and he has a knowiq^ .knaefc ef
routine, plus .a but of singing.
emphasizing the points i^f bis liedei
MAKY SMALL ft VKI
Bia ftiit When caught Friday (11). Songs
without being offensive.
ShaL
He's alrea^ established his draw
Z9 Mins.

mZXV

as a personality, and should pull
Jose.
business at his new spot.

Veg:ue Roaoi, Bntfiilo

Mary

this

Ted

Wce«*.s

Cfiica#o, April 10.
(14) with SlUrUy

Orch

Small

and

husband.

Vic

Mizzy, are currently making their
dual appearance at the Vogue
room in a turn consisting of half a
dozen songs by Miss Small, projected with the able assistance of Miz-

initial

GABCIAS it)
'Cat" Anderson's combo, maldng its Richards Bob Bdwartls: H«rrv Savoy,
DiHSlDC
Harlem bow, tees off the bill with Bonnie Baket, Ruth Daye.
7 Mins.
sonfe frenzied jive and paves the
Capitol, N. X.
Nostalgia is -having its inning at zy's top-drawer accompaniment Naway lor the Clark Bros. Latter are
Garcias are probably one ol the
two ladis who work hard with some the Oriental this week with Ted turally he also features some of his youngest rhumba teams on the
f^ir
tajpology that elicits a mild Weems orch enjoying a popularity own tunes.
boards today and their youth is eviDistaff end of combo makes a rerebirth on strength of wide interest
band.
in an apparent lack ef exdenced
fre.shingly
unsophisticated impre.':Jimmie Butts, introed as "The in old recording, "Heartaches."
perience. Couple is attractive and
Face," warbles a ieoUple novelties, -Band leans heavily to sweet side, sion, due partly to girlish appear- well-costumed but their routines
featuring own talent package that ance and naturalness of demeanor.
need further polishing to bring them
comedy, is -a top crooner and dees a "Pfo Sttiam, No Hot Water" and
Tanner
singers Vocally, judged in the light ol her up
includes
Elmo
«nd
"Couldn't
Else"
Get
In,
Couldn't
standards. Gal looks
"Somebody
Get
Out."
bigtime
neat selling job on
Bob Edwards and Shirley Richards. more recent network airings, she too to
much at the audience instead of
and a hok«d-up "O Marie," latter Slightly on the blue side, they reg- Cr«w
does well with custom'ers de- -sounds under par, with the fault at her male partner in an obvieus
hi italisB. Lewis joins him to bur- ister well here. He .also strums a spite
use of long-used tunes that probably largely due to defective effort to please, but it giiv*s Ow «et
lesque "That Old Gang of Mine" bass and closes to okay reception.
Teeing-off
with
"Good
p.a.
system.
stamps outfit as dated.
a c^y quality that couM better tie
the duo elicit constant bslly- Anderson crew follows with a noiStanza is overboard on singers, Day." she segues into "Anniversary eliminated.
laughs with their impersonations on some "How About That Miss?".
then whams "South
Working with three rhythm, five five in all. tending to underempha- Song" andacross
Terping is good although a little
IsajpersoBatiotis. Individualized touch
for neat returns.
America"
size particular qualities of each. But
jerky in spots. 'Hiey open with s
given "Donkey Serenade" .and "Old sax, four trombones and four trumFollows a medlej; of Mizzy's outgets semblance of balance from
a
fast beguine and follow with
Man River" ar« crowd-teasers, sig- pets, Anderson's band is plenty stint
compositions, including of
strong en rhy^im and overboard on stuttering comedy of Harry Savoy standing
speedy rhumba in which the taoy
nifying another begoC
course, his "hit parade" attainment,
and class cleatin.? of Ruth Daye.
balances a glass of water -en his
-Oreh backs the show neatly, in- volum«. Leader cuts himself in for
Song.''
"Whole
World
Singing
My
Band opens with "Avalon" in
bead while spinning the girl around.
i(rsp«nBing a couple of other Latin plen^ of hot lidus on the trumpet
Medley
is the outstanding contribuactempo
throws
heavy
pace
that
They please here without any 8r«liumbeis, meluding a novel arrauge- and jit times his stentorian blasts
cent on trumpets and winds into tion of the act.
SUA.
»ent tt '^Chiquita Banana" for top come close to drowning out -the ef- "Lady
Mizzy at the minipiano deadpans works.
of the EveMng" that more
forts Bf his mates. With more attenStat.
l^pensc. i
it all the way, but turns in a thorsharply^ displays its talent. Outfit
tipn to the melody and less noise in
ough musicianly job which is spe- MARION BRITCB
^the brass section, Anderson's crew then gives sugar coating to "Annihandling
o'
cially noteworthy.
His
RiKflt,
Songs
,may develop a wider appeal. At versary Song."
Miss Richards, decked out in flow- the keys leaves no room for ques- 10- fiiins.
'^present tliere's nothing particularly
Boston, April 12.
tioning his talent. Routuic stresses !.« Ro ban Bleu.
ered, fuU length gown, is youthfvd,
N. V.
eutstandifig.
"Mr. and Mrs." angle of the
itfarien Hutton, The Herzogs, 3
Marion Bruce, a cafe-au-lait col"Pigmea?' Marfchdm, per usual, fresh songstress who scores with the
fimntSi B«detl & JUEatson, Lenny tops the bill in point of applause "Spring Is Here" and Ci^lypso "Do setup and the informal, youthful, ored lass, is another in the Jong line
K«nf "Trail Street" (KKO).
Baritone Bob Edwards unprofessional atmosphere created of sepians wiio have made good at
»
with his standard comic antics. Aid- Do Do."
by the couple helps materially.
this spot. She stacks up nicely in
ed by George Wiltshire, et al, his' does neatly on "Linda" and "Night
the
more
for
package
nice
a
It's
Young" for nice reception.
comparison to Maxine Sullivan and.
Wow variety show, :one of the best hurley routines are gettting bluer Is Miss
Burt.
Daye, in knee-length white- intimate hoites.
Muriel Gaines, who come back to this'
inafs come in here for month's than ever, much to the audience's
sequined gown, taps out semi-classiboite at frequent intervals, but withal
tacked by the house orch under delight.
Then switches to up- slick job of making suggestive parts has something different to offer.
Little Miss Cornshucks, barefooted cal number.
Larry. Flint.
of song inoffensive even to most
beat rhumba for solid returns.
in
short
Her pipes have a warm .and intisinger,
out
blues
is
togged
Gets off to a scorchy start with
Bonnie Baker sporting blonde sqeamish tastes.
the standard aerial stuff of the five .dress, hair ribbon, bloomers and a
Castle Sisters, in a fast t<>rp act. mate quality ideally suited for small
Warbles "You'll tresses and while, scores with such make better curtain raisers than .rooms. Her choice of songs is excelchapeau.
Herzogs, whose speedy acrobatics iit" straw
perennials as "You'd Be Surprised,"
lent but item of greater interest is
a limited space remain a thrilling Never Know the Way I Die" and
most.
Half
team,
of
Elaine
Oilman,
.sells
Gal
Johnny."
"So Long" among others. Punctuates "Billy" and "Oh rings the bell with is daughter of general manager of her inclusion -of a FVench sorig duraffair no matter how many times
well but really
ing her turn. The Gallic number not
ttey come around.
Lot of their her delivery with wistful mugging
"Good Little, Bad Little Bobbins Music <Jo., and is making a only provides a change of pace, but
Meks on swings over audience's pours on the tears and in general special
bid for a place in show biz on' her
Her enunciation, how- Lady" for sock results and garners own. Both gals show promise in gives her a peg upon which to differsells Well.
heads, always good for a gasp.
plenty palmwhacking.
Garimprovement.
stand
entiate herself from most of the colever,
could
Bedell and Matson follow with
Harry Savoy closes with stutter- precision work, and get hefty mitt ored chanteuses.
ners solid palmwhacks.
action
Spanto of singing stars to phono' acing delivery that throws off gag^
closing spot, Honeydrippers
is her second trip to this spot.
In
The Sriants. in their familiar, This
companiment, adding variations and
,
,
,.
^
^
.
,„
with machine gun rapidity. Would
her work indicates that shell
impromptu biz ,which finds plenty maintain an infectious rhythm with do well to inject new material. tramp aero routine, get laughs here
and two sax. Open with
become one of the Buban'S Sesulars,
ef audience favor.
Marion Hutton, four rhythm
Present routine is cobwebby and and there, but audience reaction is
"It's the Boogie," chorused in unison.
Jose,
in ace spot, does "Pig Foot Pete,
spotty.
Those who go lor this pair
oc- falls short of mark. Audience, bowan
with
melody
the
carry
Saxes
A Rainy Night in Rio," "No Doubt
ever, gave him a near- warm wel- of vet troupers and their slapstick
About It," and otHere in a plenty casional segue to the '88er, who's come.
Got
*
vigorous fa^ion and .sells herself pretty sharp. Follow with "I've
'^^^'it^^r?^
a Right to Cry," which the ivory
;»fll the walkon.
Lowe.
sits 60 their hands.
Has to beg off.
"PeacemSy
4:aiiii«il,
ieniiy Kent, pulling a novel re- tickter vocals to good returns.
Woshiapton, April 11.
sume of the show for latecomers, nut "Vender" is soloed and piped- by
O'lyittjpfia,
JMftiiini
toots
a
It
also
Rob^
Bleu,
n.
y.
He
Castle Sisters, JHacfc Triplets, Th«
wngs off a surprise finish that bills one of the saxmen.an over.sized sax
Miami April 11,
Leonard Elliot with an occasional
few measures on
Brionts <2), Eddie Peabody; "Red
the custwners, leading into it with
Harry Stockwell, Don Rice, Johnny vocal and piano lift from his partner
House" (UA).
an okay routine of chatter and gags, in the closer, "Jump for Joy.'
Barnes, Tetry & Ralph Rio, Carnille's Irma Jurist, impresses as one of the
whae the Three Flames, calypsoing
Canines, Les Rlwde Home Orch; different comics to hit the nit«ry
Open the Door Richard," etc., .set
Capitol's bill this week probably,
"Easy Come, Easy Go" (Par).
•scene. He stacks up as ia Dianciy Kaye
™e house
adds up to a better than average
for a wow curtain.
Bailimere, April 13.
for the carriage trade, -with smart
layout judging from reports of audiNothing
flashy
about
current lakeofls on language numbers. His
*;J° unquestionably a comer with
Jean Carroll, Pritehard & Lord. 3
FJfnw of jtresh material and presen- Arnault. Jerry Wayne. Felice lula ence response lo banjoist Eddie package, but it adds up lo neat satire is excellent and delivery is
Peabody, just returned to vaude vaude parlay marked by balance and
sapient, but he's for chi-chi metroHouse Orch (12); "Trail Street
from a five-year stint in the Pacific. pacing.
politan spots at the moment inas<RKO).
However, at show caught, Peabody
Topliner Harry Stockwell rates much as work doesn't have a suffiwas blacked out by sudden iHhess, the spot. Scores with his barying of cieit mass
basis.
He's been around
Good standard layout plays v?ell to audible disappointment of fans hits from "Oklahoma" with which but not in the Variety files,
just to hear him.
came
who
Jones'
CarOreh
loith
he
is
identified
(12)
Jean
by
emcee,
as
well
by
paced
artfully
r>
Elliot ribs the folk l«r« of a variety
and is
uoodiej
Standout of remaining three acts as adding "Glocca Morra" and "Ol'
Weaver, Betty Jo Huston.
««M King, Slickerettes, Helen Grece, roll as a f emcee and potent slot are the Mack Triplets, eye-lilling Man River" for pace changers and of countries. He has a French double
talk
jargon,
a
Russ
number and rib
cometeam of song stylists. Gfals, a local healthy reaction fronj audience.
"'^^"'^
Night" holder on her own. A smooth
of the old English ballad. He also
(Pffi-T
dienne of practiced presence with product, always go well here, where
Dora, Rice's emceeirig and working satirizes
the oratorio and burles4|ueS
plenty of know-how and a regular they have a custom made audience into acts gel them on neatly.
In the oriental dance. His gestures ai^e
repeater here, she scores her usual eager to show approval, but should own spot his pantos, drunk and in
the broad manner and be abanB-S^ye calling this current Jones wallop and keeps thhigs moving do equally well anywhere. Since trombone bits i^arner plenty laughs.
veaicle
dons subtlety in the double-talk se"Musical
Depreciation."
swiftly. Audience goes t6t her In a last appearance, about a year ago, Trimming of seme of the ftoiliar quences.
But there's little complaint
f™f ^..over-rating it. For the most big way.
chantooseys have definitely come of stuff would help in tightening and.
frorn the smart; patronagej who at
musical mayhem, and for
;
Sb rest
Pritehard and Lord open with age in the bu.siness. Team has ac- adding to solid effect.
.«how caught .recalled him I«ir twc
pandemonium. Some doubt
Terp section has; loose - limbed encores
tango quired polish and poise, and dropped
i!Si,^Wressed beforehand by the smart ballroomoiogy featuring briglit
and
several bows.
which
mannerisms
the
of
most
Johnny
Barnes.
off lo a
Routines
are
Miss Jurist chimes in occasionally
as to its propriety and send proceedings
fnir ti?*
fid- slowed tiiem down in past performblended nicely to garner him full with
.start. The Arnauts contrib their
^® Shea showcase, but at the
a warm contralto, and does an
12-M
flirtation for ances here. Arrangements are well returns.
Camille and her pooches expert jqb of
'and they're doing dling and whistling bird
accompanying.
fi«»
beep them happjr -with their collecis next suited to their talents, and exceedCaroU
Miss
returns.
solid
Jose.
house was over«6wi,?„ t V,
.sing- ingly kind to harmony-lbvihg ears.
tion of standard tricks.
Drills, pole
Even the with shaip chatter and comedy
asW ^ Patrolinggunwhales.
out with Gals do a trio of numbers, in straight climbing, etc., gets laughs and apUnprecedented sellouts rtt "tSithe aisles to keep ing. Jerry Wayne gives
th. J*
and jive versions, of which "Irish preciative palm pounding.
Nicaragua,
selle,"
«eneration in the stalls vocals of "Managua
starrii«!
ballerina Tamara
m2J
particularly
impresses.
EnTerry and Ralph Rio were out of
wcmed to enjoy it as much as Ihe "Heart Aches" and "Warsaw Con- Lullaby"
Toiimanova,
in
Paris
have
prcpnpted
which
poaM
with
novelty
.show
a
caught,
core
due
to
paying guests.
talente<i
illness,
Les
certo." Solid cHncher to a
answei to "Everybody Likes It," and Rhode and house orch back acts in the Opera lo move back its ineat en«.„'?*aW.y the les,s .said of Jones' lineup.
*
try, "Coppelia."
gtis i«o£ lai.'-iiig re,-!ponse. Trio do top style.
Biz fair.
-Burm.
Lary.
orchestrations" the better.
Biz all right.
Hqwsextet

is

a

polished

aggregation.

MA

-

Boston
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'
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Wash.
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Hr«idne>a»y, April 16,

lalmyWeiierQiasiiili-^tweeBers;

1lttth^Fatter$MlO|G

Week

In

%miml Boy

:

locally

Easter Week on Broadway was
plenty all right lor the good things,
including some stayers, while in-he-

at St: Louis

St, Louis, April 15.
Krasna's comedy, "Dear
Ruth," with a New York cast, didn't
do so well at the b.o. in its one-week
stand that wound up at the American theatre Saturday (12) although it
was presented for the first, time

Norman

Smash $M,5fi| llice

materially by playing. Sundaj'S, and
still indefinite.

at

pop

prices.

The

piece,

'Wellness !?G,
'PRINCE'S'

With a top scale of $2.44, was presehted nine times and grossed an
,

estimated

LALEGITS'SWIEEI

critical

despite

19GMRIS

"The Whole W»rW Over," Bilt- plaudits.
Los Angeles, April 15.
tweeners slipped. Late last week saw niore (3d week) (C-920; $4.20). DisPopularity of Gert Lawrence with
Revival of Sigmund Romberg's
balmy weather, temperatures being appointing so far but may pick up; natives assures a profitable week's "Student Prince" drew top business
higher than expected at this time. gross approached $9,000.
engagement
of "Pygmalion," which in t6wn for its first, and only, lull
"Tears
Ago,"
Mansfield
(19th opened at the American last oight
That should chase off the list those
week as Los Angeles legit houses
shows that have been just getting by week) (C-1,001; $4.80). Some im- (Monday).
went over the $50,000 mark for the
or playing foi" picture-rights money. provement, here, with takings estiweek's take.
State tax payments probably affected mated at around $18,000; rated
.."Prince," which wottnd' Saturday
among the season's better, shows.
business.
night at the Biltmore, grossed a very
RE.VIVALS
'TBarefoot Boy With Cheek" piled
"Alice in Wonderland," Internanice $19,000 for the full week to
up a corking.gross the first full week.
bring its 10-day total to $25,500. It
No openings last week. There is one tional (1st week) (CD-1,172; $4.80).
Protected
b;y
was
followed by "Magnificent Yanadvance sale, but first
this week, none next week, but three
kee," with New York company,
are carded for the last of April, week's ts^kmgs were great; in 10
which opened a three- week stand
"Bathsheba" (James Mason) is among performances,- which included two
Monday (14).
the attractions skidding and flops out extra matinees, gross was quoted
Sat.
On the Other hand, "Okla- around $27,000.
Right behind "Prince" in grosses
"The Importance of Being Earhoma!" jumped $7,000, "Sweethearts"
was Ken Murray's "Blackouts of
1947,'?' which sauntered through its
leaped $5,000, and "Carousel" scooted nest," Boyale (6th week) (C-1,Q25;
$4,500. "Alice in Wonderland" had $4.80). It's a party for the English
251st frame with the usual $17,000
troupe,
which
is
selling
out
all
great start. Maurice Chevalier also
pouring into the till at El Capitan.
times; $26,500.
bows but this week.
"Anna Lucasta," in its first full week
"The Chocolate Soldier," Century
Philadelphia, April 15.
at the Belasco clocked
$J.0,500

Ollcemai

17^'

Estimates for Last Week
(5th week) (M-1,712; $4.80).
Has
Philly's lone musical entry, "Up
Keys: C (.Comedy) D (Drama) been fair so far but, after a spurt, in Central Park," fell oif sharply
(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), business dived; last- week up,; $20,500; last week, but inasmuch as Michael
(Musicol), O (Operetta)
starting Sunday performances.
Todd's tuner was playing third and
"Burlesque,"
Belasco
Week)
(16th'
"AH My Sons," Coronet (11th
last week of its third local engageweek) (D-1,095; $4.80). About held (C-1,077; $4.80). Slated into Slay; ment (eight and a half weeks in all),
profit;
its own; said to be netting actual laugh show making operating *^
there couldn't be to much complaining.
"Park" got $19,500 in its getprofits now acd may enter summer $18,000.
"Lady Windermere's .Fan," Cort away stansia at the Shubert.
period; $15,000,
Leader of the week was "State
"Annie Get Tonr Oiin," imperial (26th week) (C-1,064; $4.20). Closing
Also a repeat
(48th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Now in after another week; one of the re- of the Union."
^Val
moneymakers;
around
$15,500;
.(though with different company)
12th month and stijl selling out all
this Lindsay-Crouse comedy comtimes plus standees; approached "Heads or Tails" booked to follow.
"Sweethearts,"
Shubert
(12th mandeered a rousing $24,500 at the
$45,500.
"Another Part of the Forest," Ful- week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Slated mto Forrest and looks set for five or six
ton. (21st week) (D-968; $4.80). One summer; started with virtual capaci- weeks. First-striflg crix naturally
of this season's shows now using some ty and still excellent; improved covered "iceman" but "State" got
markedly at $31,000.
good reviews.
cutrating; went up to $13,500 last
ADDED
'The Iceman Cometh" got $17,500
week,
Maurice Chevalier, Miller. Final in its first of two weeks at the
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," Beck
and sixth week; extension of date Walnut. Last couple of performances
(2d week) (M-1,214; $6), First full
slipped materially last of week were solid sell-outs but
week saw gross of $34,500, close to cancelled;
week, when takings were estimated opening pace was a little disappointactual capacity despite in-and-out
around $17,000.
ing,
O'Neill play is sixth and final
notices.
ATS subscription offering of year.
"Bathsheba," Barrymore (CD-1,096;
Figures to up biz this week, al$4.80). Final and fourth week; eased
though lowered subscription scale is
:oiI last week and closing Saturday;
course
holding down gross totals,
of
rated less than $11,500, off over' $3."The Glass Menagerie" got $14,500
000; did well ilrst two weeks only;
«i its third and final week at the
•'The Machine" and "The Telephwie,"
LocUst. Three weeks'' run was unnext' attraction,
doubtedly profitable, although not
"Bora Yesterday ,»
,

CD

M

.

,

$16,000.

At the smaller housfe, "Papa- Is
All" drew $5,000 in its first six days
at El Patio and has another week to
run.
Second full week of Actor's
Lab's "Volpone" at Las Palmas registered the same, $5,000, an increase
of about 5% over previous week.

Lab ends

Lyceum

(63d

season; $21,000.
"Brlgftdoon," Ziegfeld
(M-l,62fi; $4.80).

Some

(5th

week)

grvimbling

from patrons charged hi^h prices by
henefit party people; sellmg out at all
times; $43,500,
"Call Me Mister," National (52d

week)

(R-1,104: $6). Comparatively
little change in takmgs for run. revue but materiallly improved to
nearly $32,000 last week.
,

15.

Group

of Selzniok stars, including
Joseph Gotten, Mel Ferrer, Jennifer
Jones and Gregory f>eck has formed
an actor-manager company to open
a strawhat at La JoUa, Cal.
Sked calls for a minimum ot six
we^eks' operation, each appearing in
at
least
one play along with
giiestars.

lO-Week Gretna (Pa.) Season
performances; $42,000.
"Happy
Birthday,"
Mt. Grena, Pa., April 15.
Broadhurst
(24th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). Like
Plans for opening the Gretna
the
better
attractions,
business Playhouse for a 10-week strawhat
snapped up to nearly $29,000 for one season beginning the first
week in
of season's standouts.
"Harvey," 48th St. (128th week) June have been announced by

standees always; $32,700.
"Jobh Xioves Mary,* 'Music

Box

(10th week) (C-979r $4,80). Claimed
to have bounced back to virtual capacity last week when takings bet-

tered $22,000.
"Life With Father," Bijou (388th

.week)

(C-613;,.$3.60). Improved materially last week^ when the count

was around

$9,500 for run leader,
for Margaret," Plymouth

atre.

Baylor Strawhat
Waco, April 15.
Following the original program
which it used in its two previous
seasons, in 1940 and 1942, the South
west Summer Theatre wiU have its
first postwar seasoh from June 10 to
Aug. 22 on the campus of the Baylor
University here.
Paul Baker, chairman of Baylor's

.

St.
James (209th
(M-1,505; $4.80). London com-

week)
pany has

left,

and road company

nourishes, while this outfit continues
to make plenty, too; biggest jump last

week

.

to $30,000.

"State of the Union," Hudson (74th
week) (CD-1,057; $4,80). They are
bringing in both, road companies soon
to permit original to have vacation;
still excellent; up $24,000 quoted.
"Street
Scene,"
Adelphi
(14th

week)

(M-1,434; $6). Has done
better than first indicated but

mer chances are not

much
sum-

clear; $25,000.

"Tenting Tonight," Booth
(2d
(C-712; $4.80). Very doubtful
of staying; using two for ones, and
gross negligible; $5,000.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Moroseo (157th week) (C-939; $3.60),
Jtumped last week to $9,800! helped

week)

for Ina

tSf
cifi

S
SjS

and.

$17^00 fS

first SIX days.

its

"%hree to

Ready" appears

to be the
of legit parade in town with
for Its ninth week at the
BlacSstaoe
Estimates for This) Week

stroS
'

"Beggar's Holiday," Shubert

wk)

(Isl

gS

(21,000;

$4.20).
Fairly
opening althougii critics divided;
full week, $2,000.

S

'

"Born Yesterday," Erlanser

i

^I'^^^^^Tf" Harris (36th wk)
$4,200.

Improved

mj.

ExceS^S!

$3.60).'

(l.OOO-

to a

good Slvonn'
"Lute Song," Studebaker (12th
wk) (1.2«;.$4.20) Dipped sl^y
"
but still brisk at $20,000.
"The Fatal Weakness," Selwyn (M

Wk)

(1,000;

«

All crUics

$3.60).

aci

claimed Ina Claire. First six dws
showed .a goodly $17,000.
"Three to Make Beady," Blackstone
(9th
wk)
(1,358;
$5,40)
Strongest of t he fold with $23,500.

Current Roa J Sliows

no

Hub Week,

In 1st

Covering Apr. 14-26)

(Period.

—

"Accidentally
Yours"
Curran,
Frisco (14-19); Aud., Oakland (2021); Aud., Stockton (23); Aud., Fres-

l^ano

(25).

Big

Ply'nouth, Bost.

(14*6)'*

E

Boston, April

"Anna Lucasta"—Belasco,

15,

Three openers

week, to make
houses Ugiited,
"Barretts of Wimpole Street" -~ put the rialto back in the running,
Aud., Des Moine:: (14); Omaha, all five of them doing good biz and
Omaha (15); Mayfair, Portland (21- a couple of them doing great. Old
L.

A.

(14-26).

Temple, Tacoma
Vancouver (25-26).

23);

Lyric,

(24);

//.I^^x**""'" *'">"''»y"-Shubert, Chi.
(14-26).

reported

last
a total of five legit

standby "Red Mill" at the Shubert
continued to set a hbt pace while
"Message for Margaret," at ite Wilbur, has promise.

'

considerably

"Bloomer

rewritten

and restaged

since first Boston tryout. It opens at the Ldcust tonight
(Tuesday, 15th) for two weeks' stay.

Next Monday, Ruth Draper

starts

a single week of her character
sketches at the Walnut and house
has skedded "Trouble for Rent"
with Lyle Talbot and Estelle Taylor
there for two weeks, starting April
On this same date or shortly
28.
thereafter another comedy try-Out,
"Open House" is skedded for the
Locust. The Shubert will be dark
until
May 12, when "Louisiana
Lady," new musical with Irene
Bordoni, is booked for tryout. After
that there is ohbr "Oklahoma!"
(Forrest) oh the horijMn* probably
in June.

Time"—Aud.,

(14);

//.'Sr^V

(14-19);

Temple,

Mister"-Hanna, Cleve.
Aud., Cincy (21-26).

—

Bergerac"
Nixon,
Hanna, Cleve. (21-26)
"Dear Enth"
Nat'l,"Wash. (14-

—
— Playhouse,
Rajah,

"Hamlet"
15);

SELOUT

20^

McCarter, Princeton

(17);

Song"— gtudebaker,

(14-26).
r "^*??Fo*'^?*
L.
A. (14-26).

.

Chi.

rwitee"— Biltmorl^

Draper, Wilbur, April 28.
Estimates for Last Week
"Anna Lucasta," Plymouth (1,200;

A

$3.60).

of

lot

interest

in

thift

26).

— Music

Hall, K. C.

Paramount, Omaha (21-26).
/i/,^,^'"?;"""";r-'^"i^''ican, St.
Louis
(14-19); Cass, Det. (21-26). "

(14-19);

San Carlo Opera Co.— Aud., Den

Aud,, Omaha (17-19);
^^IJ};^'}^}'
KRNT Aud., Des Moines (20);
Pal

ace,

Albany

Ene (24); Aud., Roch. (25-28)
"Student Prince"
Aud., San
Diego (14); Aud., Long Beach (15);
^?7^y'"/ "9>: Orpheum

Shea's

—

(21);

Aud,, Denver (23);

Mu-

K, C. (25-26).
Weakness"
Selwyn,
Ch?'(14-26^'
„ "The Glass Menagerie"
Palace,
Rockford (14-lS); Davidson, Mil

—

15.

-

—

be presented for at least lour performances in the first week's engagement.
In Toronto, troupe
grossed $32,700 for the two weeks'
engagement as compared with $27,
..
*!.
ii
J .r:j.
similar
the ,1
period
lasj

BaltO., (14-19):

Nixon, Pitt. (21-26),
"Voice of the Turtle"
English,

Mem. HaU, Dlyton

-

I

production aspects and did about
three-quarters capacity biz which, at
scale, amounts to estimated $19,000,
very good. Ice revue hopes for a
run.

"Message for Margaret," Wilbur
Star draw remained
potent enough to keep this one up
to its initial $13,000. "Three Indelicate Ladies" here now.
„„.
(1,200; $3.60).

.

"Bed Mill," Shubert (1,590;
Fourth week of this staunch

,

$4.20).

attrac-

tion jumped back to estimated
000 as biz p i c k e d up after Holy

Week.

(22).

phi!r(i«^).''''"'""''-^°"'^^^*
"State of the Union"— Roval Alex
Toronto (14-19); Coloma{' Akron
Park Youngstown (22-23);

^"^a'
qgden

first

'

—

Met Opera Co.
Opera Hse.,
(14-15); Opera Hse.
Mpls. (17-19); Opera Hse^ Chi. (21Bloomington

sic Hall,

season.

which is excellent.
"Three Indelicate Ladies" replaced
"Message for Margaret" at the Wil*
bur last night.
Coming up arS
"Hamlet" at the Colonial, AprU 21;
Ballet
Russe
de Monte (jarlg,
Opera House, same night, and Ruth
<

Wil.
(14Reading (16); Lyric, Al-

1 mm.

Buffalo, April 15.
"State of |he Union," final AOPS^
Guild offering at Erlanger for eight
week, polled
last
performances
highly satisfactory $22,000.
highly satisfactory $20,000.

House with fair to good response,
and "Everything's On Ice," local
production at the Center theatre,
about three-quarters capacity biz,

making for an impressive $15,500 on
week. Second week is'current.
(18-19); Colonial, Bost. (21-26).
« "Cyrano de Bergerae," Opera
Harvey"—Harris, Chi. (14-26).
"LanrB''---Aud., Hartford (15-16); House (2,900; $3.60). One-week stand
^
went to okay $17,000.
Shubert, N. Haven (17-19); Victory
"Everything's On Ice," Center
^^^P^^Jence 21); Court Sq., Springfld;
Acad. Music, Northampton (1,500; -$3). Opened Tuesday to get
o!;^^^=
lalrly good press considering local
(24); Lyric, Bridgeport (25-26),
lentown

Smash |20,20§, Toronto
Toronto, April

Louisville

(15-19);

t.-*r''fff
(14-19);
Pitt.

ionle Carlo Balkt Does

mV DRAW

Cmcy

M„^o°/."

CALL, 30G IN 2D Wl.

performances were sellouts. Nixon
currently has Jose Ferrer in "Cyrano
de Bergerac," gets "Up in Central
Park" for two weeks on Monday
(21), with "Voice of the Turtle,'!
which played here for fortnight just
a couple of months ago, coming back
for a week on May 5.

(14-

(21); Aud., Montgomery (22); Erlanger, Atlanta (23-26).
"Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi.

,

healthiest showing since "Oklahoma!"
played here more than three months
'
ago.
^
Musical got $4.20 top (Including
tax) and built steadily right through
engagement here. Could easily have
stayed another stanza since final few

Cox,

Birmingham

'

'MISTER' GETS BIG PITT

Girl"—Cass. Det.

19); English, Indpls (21-26).

While ballet troupes are generally (16-19);
Shubert^LafayetCTet, (21showing a 25% djrop in the gross
this season over last, the Ballet
Walnut,
Russe de Monte Carlo came up with PhU^' (M-lST
321;
Shubert, Bost.
a smash $20,200 at the Royal Alex- n?^^. '^•^
"Bloomer Girl," which has been andra on the second week of the (14-26).
cleaning up in eastern split-time fortnight's engagement,
Carroll*"—
With 1,525- A,"^'",^*'^*,
Royal
stands, played^ Rochester, N. Y., last seater scaled at a light
Alex., Toronto (21-26).
$3.60. top.
week, the gross being close to $32,000 Previous week, company did a
Wfe'fe-Locust, Philly
(14^26*)
at the Masonic Auditorium With a meagre $12,500.
"Three to Make Ready' -Black$4.20 top. That stand rarely books
Much of second week's success was stone,
stage attractions for a fijll Week.
Chi (14-26).
"Th>ee Indelicate Ladles"—Wil
Only other attraction to stay „ due to "Raymonda," a new ballet
week there in recent seasons wa^ Which received amazing press and bur, Bost. (14-26).
public response.
Ballet Russe has
"Trouble for Kent"— iShubert La"Oklahoma!"
already been booked into the Royal fayette Det
(14-19); American, St,
Alexandra for another engagement Louis (21-26).
"Up In Central Park"
Buffalo next spring when "Raymonda" will
'State' Neat
Ford's

mOOMER

week.
"Oklahoma!".

last

SL

$21,000 infllS
splitting erffi^

after

Openers were "Anna Lucasta,"
"Blackouts of 19«"—-El Capitan, commg into the
Plymouth with a
One newcomer this week. That Hollywood (14-26).
nice advance and clicking; "Cyrano
BJIaokstone— Geary, Frisco (14-26).
"A Young Man's Fancy," which
de; Bergerac" back at the Opera

Pittsburgh, April 15
Charles F. Coghlan, director for the
"Call Me Mister" got big $30,000
past two seasons. Coghlan is pres.
in second and closing week at Nixon,
ently winding up his first season as running gross for fortnight well up
director of the Memphis little the- over 50 grand to give house its

"Message
department of drama, will direct.
(CD-1,063:
$4,80).
Presented
by
Stanley Gilkey and Barbara Payne in
Waynesville Season
Henry Sherek; EngWaynesville, N. C, April 15
lish drama written by James Parrish;
'
"Theatre In The Sky" opens here
opens tonight (16).
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (49th July 15 under direction of Maurice
week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Another Geoffrey for a seven-^Week season
show that could go through summer
but exits late next month; in the
money right along; up over $23,000
association with

is

'

"

(C-920; $4.20). Laugh-show stayer
also turned the trick, takings bettering $17,500; excellent pace at this
time.
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (21st
week) (D-1,331; $4.80). Only three
more weeks after this; closing May
10 but could doubtless play a year;

week

'

IS,

Hollywood, April

"Carousel." Majestic (104th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Getting 70% of posLeases Tardley Theatre
sible gross, plenty okay, and last
Edgar Leyy, newcomer to legit,
week jumped to $30,500.
will operate Yardley theatre, YardFinian's Kainbow." 46th Street ley, Pa., for
summer stock. Opening
(I4th week) (M-1.319; $6). Demand
is June 16.
for tickets among locals and visitors
increasing, and standees drawn at all
•

showmg with

vote.
"Fatal. Weakness"
relit
Selwyn. winning raves from rtl
Claire
a good

tenancy at house this

sensational.

week) (C-893; $4.80). Last year's
smash Comedy is still in that classification and looks set -well into next

miia

last

Week.

-

Seknick Stars

its

Post-holiday bPz"fs*?«'t»l«.
upsurge, with two new confrSl
bolstering th? overall take
ft*
gar's Holiday" at. the Shubert

(17-19); Virginia, Wheeling (21-22)
§J^*?',p8'"*>''ldge (23); Hippodrome,
Marietta (24); Aud., Newark (25)
Wallet, Zaiiesville (28).

WHAMMO

'HAMLET'

$27,500 IN WASH.
•Washington, April 15.
Maurice Evans' streamlined ver"
sion of "Hamlet" rang the bell on

return last

week with

$27,500 for iK

ttie
single week's stint. Suit agawst
National, currently pending .m M«
nicipal co^rt here, in whicn k"
racial issue is being well airea,

irsn't harming biz.
"Dear Ruth," with road caf, oe
gan a fortnight's run yesterday
top,
34) at pop prices, with a $2,20 »«.
Elisabeth Bergner, in "Two
Bo""
Carrolls," follows on the .28th.
shows are repeats for this situation.

parently

Three

.

•

t

Indelicate Ladies'

Wea^^
New

at

Premiere
Shubert

Haven, April

I?.,,]

Ladies
of "3 Indelicate
(1"-**'
last weekend

yawns from tne a^^
dience and ciphers from the W)x«'
fice. At $3 (tax Incl.) top, four-P«^

drew a

series of

formance

gross
estimated $3,000.

Current

last

sUpped

"""
„

half has the

«,

vamped "Laura" (17-19). April 24
gets "Iceman Cometh" and 10110*^
stanza brings preem of LouisuwLady."

.

;,

,

WgdtBi8rf«y» April 1<N
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%l^m MwsaMity 4 lieitre P»ties
argument oveft;'
The pro
otherwise of theatre
the merits or
again in Icetime'
patties has cropped up

Wow

Broadway managerial

New

circles.

Those

such ticket-package deals
contend the practice insures attendconceded
ance altfcoutfhi if s generally

Finale;

in favor ot

parties. Regm-dthat hits ijon't need
ol opinion,
less of that diflerence
howeA'er, 'it's likely that producers
who make party deals will stipulate-

on the amounts exacted over

ceilings

the boxoffice prices,
Claimed that a wumbeir of organizations, beneficiaries of parties that

are called "benefits," are exceeding
the limit in "prices." Result is that
St least a percentage oT those "blackjacked" into paying exeessive- rates
are more or less disgruntled. Not infrequently those playgoers pan the

show eve» though

it

In

"lc6time,"*'in

$50,000 In
Edition Due

its

closing

week,

which ended Saturday (12) at the
Center, Radio City, grossed around
$50iOOIO, which practically doubled
the previous waek's takings. Schools
being dut for the Easter bolidays
accounted for the upped attendante,
daily matinees being given, all perforrtiances having a $2.88 top.
Skating revue is due to resume
with new features on May 30 and
will probably be called "Icetime of
1948." Center will bouse the San
Carlo Opera Co., starting next
Wednesday (23) until May 4, it being a seasonal spring date.

(tf Ballet

Co.

his tribe to

ty's annual election. Objection is
not posed against the candidates
personaUy but because at least re^-

cbiinciilors were not placed
on the regiilar iiel^t,
Customarily the nonninating committee names four or more incumbents for another five-year term on

tiring

accom-

will

take care of

the council, but Only two, Raymond
and Elliot Nugent^ were

details.

Massey

understood the star accepted the assignment because it
offered the opportunity for the
family's being together.'
She's

selected.

It's

A third councillor who has been
on the body tor many years advised the committee that he did

said to be getting 10% off the
top, a la Ethel Merman's Broad-

tliat are definite
are class A units,

way

care to serve longer. Tho.se
the ticket saiuawkcd beChase, Frances Heflin
MacMalion, whosisf terms
expire next hionth, were not renot

critical of

deal.

cause

one covering open-air
musical stocks while another pertains

named.
Peggy Wood, one of the nominators, wrote a letter to the council

drama schools which aim to give
two or three plays and are npt peir-

setting forth the committee's ideas
in selecting the new ticket, it being
in response to certain objections.

mitted to do tryouts. As last year,
there will be some newcomers among
the operators in the sticks, including
one or two from abroad. Casts for
open-air musicals are said to be
virtually completed.

BiL Ob

ment by arrangement with Ameri-

She contends that the reason why
councillors w^re not
chosen again for oft'ic© was to prevent the council becoming dynastic,
Miss Wood declared the .selections
were made in a thoroughly dem.ocratic manner. Understood that .six
on the ticket were named imaninsously, others getting onto the

more outgoing

Firlfew Yerk

There are 56 stocks listed up to
now, including those scheduled by

j

Eugene O'Neill's "A Moon for the
Misbegotten" closed as planned by
the Theatre Guild after several tryout engagements.
Although it's
slated for Broadway next fall, there
appears, some doubt whether it will

I

ticket
j

j

all.

'

I

i

.

hag already notified the actor that nominators, a majority of whom
the option will not be exerci.sed. appeared to hav^e given weight fo
"Moon" was slated for recasting but letters fro'm ttiembers sugesting
Dunn's performance was lauded.
candidates.
(Cbntinued on page 54)
Midwest critics dubbed "Moon", as
Rules stipulate that independent
"the Irish "Tobacco Road,." although nominations muirt be filed within 20
it is scened within and outside a
days of ejection, and as that is d»te<l
shabby Connecticut farmhou.se. Re- for June !2 the opposition slaie is
vealed that O'Neill cut 20 minutes due by or before May 13. Those
from the script after the drama decrying another ticket argue that
opened in Columbus, although he such a move would hardly be cornrefused to delete any part of "The plimentary to the nominator, espeIceman Cometh," overtime drama cially in light of the fact that
which went to the-rqad froin Broad- former Equity president Bert Lytell
The legislative, committee of the way last month. J. M. Kerrigan, is on the committee.
Associated Actors and Artists of who played Tad in "Moon," was not
America, parent union for the talent satisfied with the part and was reKerrigan
groups, has called a rally to be held placed by Rhys Williams.
Irishman
that
an
Monday (21) at the 46th Street the- complained
wouldn't say the lines that were
atre, N. Y., to protest to Congress
which were cenpending measures to restrict labor written, .some of
union.<t.
Four A's people state that sored when "Moon" was in Deiroit
Atlanta will have opien-air op"Iceman," Which drew close to
talent
the
numerically
although
eretta for the first time, a %we«k
is in its .secunions are small in comparison to capacity in Wa,shington,
Philadelphia after which season opening June 16 arid conthose in mining and manufacturing ond week in
An tinuing uittil Aug. 24, performances
it Will play dates until June 1.
fields, the same restrictions would
:

;

|

,

|

|

29.

j

Since that time, however; de Basil
h^s kept troupe on a day-to-day
basis, with instructions not to leave
town or get other jobs, as he plans
sailing them to Barcelona for a seaRon.

of ballet.

j

j

!

Aii-Lakr law

Group was suppo.sed

25
on a Spani.*
according to reports,
neither the Barcelona engagement
nor the sailing is definite, and there
are no further bookings mentioned
beyond the Spanish one.
Meantime, with the season over,
dancers are not. on salary and don't
know if there is another one in
Some dancers have left,
prospect.
but mo.st are sitting around, since
their passports have been taken up
make sailing arrangements.
to
Those who are staying have no
to

sail

April

freighter, but.

.

'

is

no control over theatre party agent.'j,
who, however, are not the real
factors in excessive benefit prices.

money.

Hurok's

responsibility,

I

I

i

|

mm mmmk

extensive

apply.

show next

in show business are
and one sent telemembei\s warning tbem

Other unions

of

also

ceased with, end of season
March 29. matter now being de
Dancers claim they've had
Basil's.
ho nibney or advances from the latter to keep them going, as well as
no definite assurances of further
employment other than the vague
Barcelona booking.
course,

SUIT

to

dent, senators

the

for

is

ter of the
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Dorothy Claire has been named
standby-alternate for Ella Logan in
She succeeds
"Finian's Rainbow."

and Congressmen.

IMISTMNTS
BACKON

Kitty Kallen, who resigned that spot
early this week.
.

^

^

,

^

,

Mi.-is Logan is expected to do a
personal appearance tour iri; vaude"Brigadodn" had played but four viUe bouses, and^bas an _offer frorn^
and a half weeks up to Monday (14), Mdnte Proser who s prod^^^^
mu.siwhen checks were sent to the
forthcom mg "Ziegf eld Follm:^
eal s backers for iO% of the amounts

I

!

I

P"^ musical stock
""""^erf^,

i

i

.season is being
by local capital. With the

'^""""ft'O"
"'^"t store,

°' Davidson s .departwhere tickets will be on

,

tn v.
There will
be guesti

^"l^i,

'

!

.

stars,

and

jhe en.sembles will be localitesv simija, iy
the St. Louis Munioipal
Co. and other outdoor op'«f"sa! of the box(Continued on page 52)
outfits.
Xtl ^""^^S
Already engaged 'or
oitice
to redeem the ducats at the
o^e or more shows we Allan Jones,
mi minute. H the court should rule n %
r
.
.
"
^
-Margaret Spencer, Marita Farell,
,ior the seven
Distribution reprethey invested.
a preeedent would be / liUyrSuCet
Walter
i
Casse),
Dorothy §andlin,
beset which would
and
never
sented around $20,000,
iito ^Antr' AUaience
\nAumt>»
make it unprofitl^Ute
Lansing Hat«eld, Norma terris!
fore have angels gotten their hooks
•''^,*"r the house to ban Negroes.
Meli.ss» Mason. Alexls Rotov, Mary
l!IIttsk»I& f^^
in
Srowteea
Pifmeipai witness last Wednesday
on any part of the money they put
Hopple,
Charles
Year.sly, Patricia
™»B Cyril H. Grody. veepee of the
15.
April
Hollywood,
Chicago, April 15.
into shows so quickly..
Bowman, Edmund Doryay, Edward
Street Theatre Corp., of New
^•iShe Like 'Em Handsome," muCheryl Cirawford, who produced
Smoke of undetermined origin
^Jfork,
owner of the National. Grody sical comedy with book by Stephen the hit, inserted a laconic me.sf.-age which arose from vicinity of or- Roecker, Davis Cunningham, Sybil
Bowan,
Eric
OIlie
^rotberson.
Mid the management
Sammy
decided early Longstreet and songs by
with the checks reading: "Don't be- chestra pit during lirst act of "Lute Franks.
Morton Bowe, Niria OliCahn' and Jule Styne, will be lieve all you hear about the Scotch," Song" at Studebaker theatre here
{" December "to take steps to protect our
Broadway by the "Briuadoon" i.« set in the highlands last Thursday HO) taw theatre vette. Roy Atweil, Eleanore LuttoDj
on
business" after groups of launched
Harry
Stock
well
and
Evelyn
Wycfc-.
with
to 40 persons sought refunds in Shuberts
Proser,
and Monte
of Scotland. .Show .should earn back gradually emptied of 80% of its off.
Stock players include Richaird
November and December. On Dec. 4, rehearsals scheduled for July 12.
total cost of around ;$I90,00() occupants before smoke .subsided.
it.'!
Clemens, LeHoi Operti and George
""e posted a
Another Longstreet book musical, within fourVmonths;
sign announcing no
With first act .still going on and Young,
by
Wftinds. after 7
p.m. In addition the entitled "Roxanne." will be done
smoke dimger over, a few venturePhilip Fein will be director, with
are
songwriters
wkets were stamped with
and
a notice Nelson Gros.s
San Antonio Revii*
some souls began to filter back to Cliet O'Brien as -stage^ manager,
inat no
refunds would be made to now "being lined up. Meantime Calm
.eeat.s
San Antonio, April 15.
with' results that full 80',V Staff also includes: John McManus,
Warpersons failing
to conform to the and Stvne has been signed by
1947.'' revue fea- of
evacuees were back in short musical director; John liionergaii,
Known policy" of the theatre. Un- ner Bros. 10 score "Romance in [ "Discoveries of
With curtain's fall at end dance director; Ernest A. Southern
turing harmonicaist John Sebastian order.
^et
production
Curtiz
Michael
cross-examination, Grody said High C."
."inger Belind? Richnnond. will of first .stanza, company manager and William .Jordan, .scenic designand
we, management
attempts
After
Carson.
considered a printed .starring Jack
Garden John Charles Gilbert appeared on ess. and William Kemp, soenebuild'otice explaining
and MGM'.s be presented by .Sunken
that Negroes would to sign Bettv Hutton
er.
Harold C. Jacoby will be manAttraolion.s. Inc., June 18 and 19, at stagc to thank audience for orderly
failed
picture
the
for
°«
admitted, but decided against Bettv Garrett
lv°,;
tested j Sunken Gardens I4ieatre, Breckt;n- retreat and subsequent reappear^ fisiing director and' Fred Schader i«
^'^suse it was felt it would unknown girl* are nov b^ng
in charg* of press relations.
ance.
bridge Park.'
«n»|onfee the colored population." for the lead.
\

floor.
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.
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if-

be given in the amphitheatre of
North Fulton park.
Spot which
about seven miles from th» cencity, was bililt by the
Works Progress Admin .'stration and
completed in, 1840, but other than
a few local affairs it has been idle.
to

j

OF

tickets and whose Negro des Champs Elysees, returned to
were turned away from the Paris- early this month, bitter about
The seven are suing for re- the "deal" given his company. Lat-

mapped

j

that "anti-labor legi.'ilation threatens
to nullify all gains your union has
won, even its very existence." They
were asked to protest to the Presi-

Bitter About Deal
Roger Eude, owner of the Ballet

tour is
season.

prote.';ting

grams

«>iight

guests

)<-

7-2 or* 6-3.

1

play's

i

with a nine-day stay at the N. Y.
Metropolitan Opera House ending

but are set forth in printed
matter sent to purchasers.
Some
years ago the Treasury Pepartment
legaided the donations as part of the
price necessary for admission and
therefore subject to the admissions
levy but that ruling was reversed.
It
has been proposed that the
League of New York Theatres consider party deals, and it's expected
that managers will agree to place a
limit on the amount ol donations, as
excess amojmts are felt to adversely

u-

by

!„ response to the objectors Alan
Hewitt Cornelia Otis Skinner and
Myron McCormick. also nominator.-?,
street, N. Y.
five-person cast to have a run-of- are reported to have written
to (he
Chapel Playhouse, Guilfnrd, Cdiin.
the-play contract with an option on council asking that a majority
of
;L.ewis Harmon, mgr.; S45 Fifth avhis services for next season is James that body sign a
petition for an
enue, N. Y.
Dunn.
Option is dited to expire opposition ticket.
Ivoryton,
Conn. Milton Stiefd,
June 1 but it's understood the Guild
Objections
were
a
surpri.se to the
mgr.; Henry Hudson hotel, N. Y.

Greenwich Playhouse. Greenwich,
be shown to New Yorkers at
Herbert Kramer, mgr., 234 West 44th
The only member o£ the

!

Theatre In The Dale, New Milford.
can Guild of Musical Artists, union
•
not desiring to sign directly with de Louis- TO wn^end.
Company finished its season- Westport Country Playhouse,
Basil.

March

Ilka
Alitie

and

to

de Basil, comprised a group of 40
Russian, Mexican and South American dancers who were brought from
South AitieriCa last fall by de Basil
to tour the U. S. in bookings by Sol
Hurok. HUrok paid company's salaries all during the VS. S. engage-

tickets

Washington, April 15.
Trial involving the National the»lre's (legit) right to refuse admittanoe to Negroes resumes tomorrow
(18) after a week's delay. Suit ac™«lly involves seven persons who

summer

&

CpocffiKs

which have the privilege of trying
out new plays. There are other

Ter^ss Terpers

ternal Bevenue
Department.
The
prices obtained are not printed on the

There

pany

Most of the stocks
for the

HaUiday,

Richard

The state of ballet, muddled all Equity. They are:
season, has been further complicated
Elitch Gardens, Denver. Arnold P.
by the recent status of the Original Gurtler, mgr.; George Somnes, dir.;
Ballet Husse.
iBMith Van Cleve, casting; 444-, W[adiCompany, owned by Col. Vassily ;Son avenue, N. Y.

parties for the musical are
scaled exceptionally high, one school
party having a top of $10, but managers opposed to parties object to all
deals that require excess prices. They
argue that not only do they possibly
result in dissatisfaction Over the performances but diminish the playgoers' spending capacity tfl attend
theatres, so that other attractions
lutter thereby.
The excess money is not subject to
Idmissions tax, being classified as
donations by the beneflted organiza^
tiops, Without dbjection from the In-

in general.

Mary Martin

f or

It's reasonably sure that an opposition ticket for the 10 council
posts will be balloted upon at Equi-

classifications,

all

Broadway

EptyJNiot^

It won't only be Mary, but
virtually "The Four Martins" in
the road compaiiy of "Annie Get
Your Gun" hOxt fall. Mary Martin's i 5-year-old son and fiveyear-old daughter win be in the
cast with her, while husband,

W^e

De Basil in Dbktte

tickets.

affect

summer

mately two months. lAst summer
there
exactly- 99
strSwhat
troupes in operation;

;

Not

high in rural

legit
stock companies is anticipated for
this season, and estimates are for 125
casts before the end of July. Up to
early this week 33 stock nnanagers
had registered with Equity, and 12
already had made cash deposits to
guarantee salaries. Earliest sitarting
date is late May, and although the
summer stock season will moimt
during June, most outfits will not be
in action until the end of that month,
a majority being slated to start during July for a season of approxi-

be an acknowl-

edged standout, accounting f of an adverse word of mouth that could affect
the length of engagement.
Current case in point is "Brigadoon," for which a flock of parties
was contracted. There were so many
applications for similar package dfeals
that the management decided to CurUil the number. Stated that the
prices charged by organizations are
as high as $50 for front rows, while
the average for the lower floor is
$37.50. The actual b.o. price is $4.80
($9.60 for two). Some patrons have
paid as high as $100 each for "Briga^
doon" but for a charity event, and
they Were not lorced to take the

Ticbt^^I^^^

+-

new

A.

si

I

I

^

j
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i
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Give Legit Public a Break
The Chaoins' announcement of new legit theatre construction
points tip the need for many theatre refinements, sortie so
essential that many in and out of show 'business have frequently
expressed themselves surprised "that in the face of all these
handicaps there is a flourishing American legit theatre today."

3 Indeltoate
New
Hunt

Slroniberg,

I^iaies

Haven, April 10.
Thomna
anil
Jr.,

(In assocltitloli Willi irv'lnK ( ooiier)
iiroiimaioii o( myaleiy fuire In thres
Stars Beliv
torn- scenes, by Hugft Kvana.
I>fiei'le4 by Jessie Royco liandls;
l.ugosl.
and lighting, Stewart X'hnneyi jtro-

SpenKler

HoUywoodites and the growing, crop of visitors from abroad,
attuned to the aesthetic in show business, are particularly
shocked at the stodginess of the theatres themselves, insolence of
house attaches (from boxofCice, if there's a hit, to ushers), the
softdrinls concessionnalres, and
lilse. Contrasted to the so-called "Boxy service" of ushering,
free checking, and the like, the show bunch is surprised that the
selling
of
programs and compulsory tipping of the
ushers hasn't been piled on. in the winter they'll check your coat
but you must carry your hat; in the summer they'll grab your
hat. Never Is there a liatraCk under the seats.

money-grubbing coatroom and
the

French idea

wm,

seiiinK
duc tlan apsocbUe, Tfcoraas. Klwelt. Oirened
at Shuben theatre, New Haven, April It),
:

P

_

47;
tul>.
Kelly ..........

,
,
.-.•••'ay" Fovtner

.

Koberts. ................

•••Klalne

Mux

Ml-.

A If reil
Haro
.Toe

1

Alexanaer Clark

Hoy Walston

l'lieli>3.

The Hwirt
O'Rourke
Henrietta Brook

Jack Arnold

>..-.

Mela Ijugosl

Franc'la X.
Mr,i.

Ki-rnlce

Frani-en Brandt

W

made over

there.

*

,

,

.Kathprlna Squire
Charles Mendlek

Beaos..

(.Jus

Police Sergeant......
Paul Anstln, , . ... ......

haviorism, especially at benefits or similar large theatre parties,
is something beyond managerial control, the basic values from
within the legitlniate end of the business niuist be better
regulated. It is hoped that new theatre construction will §weep
Aheh
Clean many of the chisels and annoyances.

"3
as

the gripes are aired chiefly against the

Thomas

-

Iroolj

musty
But above
theatres, tiie generally uninviting environment—and the uncouth
.mannerisms of legit theatre-goers. Granting that public beall,

Strltch

•'"'s;..*''^'

Morgan..

Cost of producing "Annie Get Your Oun" for the road will probably h.
considerably less than the original, still selling out on Broadway witl.
Sthel Merman starred. Aotusil cost of the original settings and coslumw
was $260,000, added to which was $40,000 in try out red and a simiC
amount occasioned when the show's debut was delayed by a defective
backstage gridiron girder. There is a damage suit pending over the
resulting from the postponement, case being Rodgers and Hammerstein
show's producers, versus the Shuberts, who contend the weight
of th*
scenery and lighting equipment caused the beam to buckle.
It's expected that the cost of the road "Annie," which opens
in Dalla
Oct. 4, with Mary Martin starred, will halve that of the present show
sin?e
there Will be no tryout losses. There will be a saving in building
th*
replica produetion during a slack time in scenic studios, and the
sam»
may apply to the costumes. English prodWctions Of '?Annie" and "Okla
honia" will pispbably cost much less than the originals also, both bein»

The motorized tour «[ "Life With Father" has terthlna ted after heinK
.Stratloii WftlUng
out for 23 weeks. With two ex-GIs, James Kling and David Jones, hancUini
the show. TSiey went into the red for a modest sum but expect to
take
Robert Scliuler

,

Hinterland ballyhoo on tryout of to the road similarly next season with, a play calling for a lower operat<
Indelicate Ladies" has it listed ing nut. Traveling 23 people, 18 in the cast, plus a crew, they playeS
"headed for Broadway." For the 129 stands, including a three-day date in Miami, the other dates being
on*
time being it might be Well for it nighters. Show played New England and then went south
running into
to slip quietly off the train at lasth abnormally chilly weather,
using a bus and trailer for transportation.
Stree,t and let it go at that.
High sehOol auditdriums were played principally, with arotind 10% fceintf
As of its breakin, play is just one theatres.
'
'^v^''^:":
'v
of
those theatrical flowers that
Civic bodies and climbs siponsored "f ather," which played at $3.60 ton
bloomer in the spring.
However,
with proper cultivation along re- Which appeared too high in smaller communities, when meeting lyith
vised lines, it looks like a fair locals while booking the shOw, it was discerned that only two
or three
gamble for a fall replanting. As is, out' of 12 on committees had heard about "Father" though it
is apprQacIi«
there are too many weeds in the
year on Broadway and has toured for almost
setup—lack of bellylaughs, light ing the end of its seventh
Weight plot development, question- that long.
able casting— to rectify the mistakes
merely by pluckitig biit the negative
American Theatre Wing's first annual dinner in memory of Antoinette
items,
Perry, its former director, went into the red for around $1,500, which
The idea oi tliree, femmes who producer Brock Pemberton assumed, costs being higher
than anticipated,
find
themselves inadvertently in
More
awards (Tonys, a la Osoar) were given than were originally listed,
the distaff - detective business has
comedy iJotentialities worthy of and that item amounted to $700. It's possible that tickets, which were
propagation.
That the present at prioed at $7.50, including gratuities for the initial dinner, at the Waldorf*
tempt fails is due to a combination Astoriaj April 6, Will cost slightly more hereafter, but- the basic iiet h
of cnaracter underdevelopment, plot that the event be non-nroAt.
confusion and a lack of sock comedy
Two managements acknowledged the Antoinette Perry "Tonys" awaits
to
offset
implausibility of farce
*
by inserting extra-space ads in the dailies last week for those cited in
foundation.
Play's title is a misnomer. There's conneotion with "Another Part of the Forest" and! '"A^ My Sons.'' lbs
nothing Indelicate about the trio— space went to Patricia Neal, Who Js making her first ^rogdway appearthey are merely the victims of
anoe in "Forest," also to Arthur Miller, author, and JDUa Kazan, direelot
series of screwy circumstances.
A of "Sons."
more appropriate tag might be,
'

QUEENIE SMITH NAMED

iiami to Binld

2%

^

Miami Beach, April
Legit,
sarios,

ward

COAST GUILD SCOUT
Hollywood Has

Theatres
15,

concert and ballet impre-

among

others, can look for-

to adding this lush winter re-

sort to itineraries in iiiture seasons
this week of bond
issue to build a $750,000 convention

fllrn talent scouts
New York but the Theatre Guild
the second legit outfit to establish
quarters in Hollywood to secure talQueenie
ent for Broadway legit.
Smith has been appointed to the
Coast Guild 'post. Leighton Brill is
also there for Rodgers and Haiijmerstein, who are closely associated
with the guild

in
is

with passage here
auditorium

announcement by

and

private interests of a projected $1,000,000 theatre to house these phases
of entertainment.

Long-needed auditorium will take
shape this summer if production apThat the
proval is forthcoifting.
okay will come se^ms a foregone
con"lusion, what with the building
a necessity for the economic development of the hotel industry
here, which is seeking to build sum-

Heretofore

Hollywood

to

managers have gone
survey studii) tal-

.to

ent for legit shows and have appointed Coast agents to represent
them but only one (R. & H.) opened
offices for that purpose. Miss Smith
will be on the hunt for people not
only for .Rodgers and Hammerstein's
"Allegro," which the Guild will produce, in the fall, but for replaceinents to "Oklahoma!" and "Carousel," Guild's current musicals.

:

.

;

'

"Gumshoes,

Inci"

When "Oklahoma!" opens in London standins for the ohOrus will be. on
the payroll, that being an added operating expense not figured upon when
the arrangements were madte. Average pay to Ainerloail ensemble people
overseas is $65 weekly, whereas British chorine pay is $23 per week.
There will be 29 standins and it is figured that all will have Joined tha
There are two former femme mu- murder instruments involved in show within six months, Ameriean chorus
returning within that period
sical comedy names on managerial famous crimes. Girls are broke and,
,F=
"^f"
Ijryi biz.
^Jjg t'01'<.
in desperation.
Morgan runs what so that double income tax will not apply, Amerioans are permitted to
staffs, Mitzi Hajos, with the Shu';-•>:
she thinks is a blind ad soliciting work ip Bngland for 183 day* without the British taw being applicable,
i»f the aud'iorium
berts, and Lina Abarbanel, with the clients.
...
,..
Coincidence has a fresh same going for English eiti«ens over in the U. S.
.,
»<.*•.'.; n,s "iir
f.
Owight Deere Wiman office for murder tallying with the ad, and
>'•
Standins will not apply to the Bnglish showing of "Annie Get Your
,->;.;)• '.
i.ih:
r.irise,
years.
subsequent
complications
involve
•>
Gun," which will have an all-flifitish. cast With the excent-ion. of two leads,
..;jia auu aeveloped by
trio with a nutty killer who softens
herb Elisburg, former Chi fllmup for Morgan because she is "the nor will they be necessary for the tryout date of 'miahomaf," wWcft
only
starts
Friday in Manchester,
person
who ever trusted him.'
hoiise operator, and Sam Swerdloflf, Irene Selznick Pacts
Action includes the customary body
public relations man from New
Williams Play falling out of the wardrobe, the shot
York, will seek' to raise the million
Bookmg of Trudi Schoop and her oomic ballet Into the Ziei^eld, N. Y,
from nowhere just as a character
necessary via stock issues to be
Irene Selznick has acquired Ten- is
about to disclose the m.urderer's for two performances iSunday (20), for troupe's first Manhatlan appearanca
handled by a local bank. Plans in- nessee Williams' recently completed name, and the familiar chest where in eight years, was
a lasf-minute setup. Swiss group had done 16 weeks
clude an arcade for stores) dressing play, "A Streetcar Named Desire," the menace hides "because it's the of touring tr.
S. under Sol Hurok booking, with no N. Y. perfownanw
rooms and living (Quarters for visit- for production next season. She'll only place where the cops never planned (it played
Brooklyn recently, however), and was to sail April 21
look."
ing companies, seating capacity Of place it in jrehearsal in August for
for Zurich.
If
they
paid off on the basis of
in Seiitember;
1,500, plus all the latest improve- out-of-town preem
Accommodations, however, couldn't be arranged, so sailing was put off
effort,
this
cast
would go far
incnfs in thes^tre building.
and then bring it to Broadway.
to tha 28th. Since Hurok had guaranteed a 21st sailing, he had to fill up a
VSfilliams first
It's
sinqe "Glass Troupe goes through more gymnasHouse will hi offered to producers
tics than a pug in training but unweek of engagements on the rush. Two dates were set at tha xTiegfeld,
lor pre-Broadway tryouts with a Menagerie" and has a. New Orleans fortunately all that comes of it is two more
in Montreal, and two others elsewhere. Company of 1«, headed
locale.
Playwright
spent a year in physical exhaustion for the cast and
two-week minimum guarantee via a
l5y Miss Sohoop, will present letter's
newest choreography, a nine-scene
an allied weariness for the audience,
subscription group already being that city writing it.
Bela Lugosi attempts to shoulder dance-eomedy titled "Barbara."
organized, with original-cast touring
the
incongruous
burden
of
a
Huncompanies also to be included in
garian accent tied to an Irish charHerman
Levin,
co-producer of "Call Me Mister" with Melvyn Douglas,
boolungs. Competition with ttie civic
Slierek
to Eogknii
acter named Francis X. O'Rourke,
rates the revue as having cost less to produce
than any mtisicBl on the
auditorium will be avoided via eoBritish producer Henry Sherek is who was born in Finland. The par
Broadway list. He states "Mister" only cost $129,000, while another $25,000
oparative dating.
lay overwhelms him. Added is the
slated to fly back to London (after
op deposit with unions represents guarantees. Profit of $90,000 has been
Only previous attempts at bring- the opening tonight (Wednesday) of fact that he is given no opportunity divided among backers
to date, after $101,000 was paid i!or the road com.
to capitalize on, the horror angle
ing theatre here was made last sea- his "Message for Margaret" at the
which established him as a heavy. pany production. There is $50,000 in reserve. Attorney-manager Levin
son by Boojhbay (IVIe.) Players, who Hyniouth, N. Y., produced in the Ann Thomas is okay as
the slightly estimates that when the road "Mister" settles down in Chicago the profit
didn't come back this year because U. S. by Stanley Gilkey and Barbara dumb Morgan, and balance of large on the
two companies will approximate $14,000 weekly.
of lack of suitable house for presen- Payne, in association with him.
cast runs from fair enough to so-so!
tation of stock repertoire, and the
Staging has followed a graph of
Upon his return to England,
iU-iated Gant Gaither Little theatre Sherek will catch up with "Edward, humps and hollows in parallel with
script
built in pre-war years and which is My Son," new play by Robert Mor- the
itself.
Given better thusiastic audience than on previous
occasions were on hand for the bownow a Christian Science Church. ley and Noel Langley, which Mrs. scrivening support, the outcome
out.
Hotel interests are solidly lined up Sherek is curren,tly rehearsing in direction , department could have
SS5 Continued from page 51
Play, while having some wellbehind both civic and private proj- Leeds. Play, whicli stars Peggy Ash- been different.
Single setting shows macabre as- drawn characters, lacks pade in spin- ter was to be presented in N. Y- ani
ects, as well as winter residents who croft, is scheduled to open in Lonsortment of murder weapons in of- ning yarn, which upon more than one elsewhere by Michael Todd ttiis
come here from the big cities and don June
occasion glows up to a walk.
after a tOur of the fice of late
detective.
througn.
One more
falling
Who will make up the bulk of the provinces.
reason why "Ladies" should be held
Old Man Hawkins, tippler and more spring, bookings
there'd be no
subscription groups.
off for revision is the fact that those polished edition of "Tobacco ftoad's" when it was apparent
weapons might be too much of a Jeeter Lester, operates a rundown business for the ballet, which
temptation for Gotham crix if play country store in Virginia. His daugh- known in the U. S. Sets and c^'
Reviving 'Pastures'
"
ter Creed has shouldered the burden tumes had been shipped to
Jean Dalrymple will revive "Green were taken in In present Shape.
of keeping him out of debt and de- and five people were here for *
. Bone.
Pastui'es," in conjunction with Marc
laying her marriage to a town dandy
of
StNCiC 1830
Connelly, who adapted the legiter
who d rather play his harmonica un- month, awaiting settling
had »»'
from the Roarlc Bradford stories.
der a shade tree than work. May ments. French government
Play, Brokers and
oi
Play on
Belle, another daughter, returns after vanced $30,000 for transportation
New production will contain a speAuthors' Representatives
an eight-year absence, hinting some 40 dancers as .a goodwill gesture
cially written prolog which has been
^est
45tli
85
Street, New Vork
of it has been spent in "fancy houses " money being used to take sets ana
approved by the National Associa811 WtBt 7th Street. I.oa Anselea
which add* to complications, 'They five people back. Eude left, blamVirginia Ilool
tion for the Advancement of Colored
and other natives are hepped up on a ing
7rxi)(>i-imi'ni,-\l
Theali-c'iH
iD-esenlalion
of
Todd for the fiasco, and threaiPeople, and which removes the forboom that will bring
I.i>(mai-il Field's. proilacUon of iiUiy In llirce
to the ening a boycott of American baiiei
mer NAACP objections to the play. nets (f»ip Hft> by John nnil Itni-i-lPlt Weaver. town Everybody sinksindustry
his all in land
Canada Lee may have a leading role. Dlrei-ted by Gerald Savory; sot, Uk-hai-a and Hawkms decides to doll up the companies in Paris as retaliationRoi-nslein; liffhllnjf, iiei-bei-l
At
Hurok has contract to present
Original ;shdw was produced by T'vhuess IheaU-e, N. 1'., .^jirilBroilldn.
* P^?"-^
although
13, '4T; $8
the bottom falls out of everything Original Ballet Eusse again in «?«
SET CONSTRUCTIONIST
Mib.st-riptlon.
Rowland Stebbins in 1930.
OIil Mim Henry Haakins
It all ends
.\lnn MuoAteer
well and Creed lassoes U. S. next season. If, however, 0B»
STAGE MANAGER
Itiilb .l(iy I'omfrltt....
.liin.W'y .Sumera
her guy.
Euae
doesn't return, he may sign
Ct-O'-cl li,1.sl^^n^.,.,.
.T*,;n-l,ara I.eed.^
for reputaMe summer theatre liear
Despite lack of motivation, there Champs Elysees group, or the new
.Ti)hn J.arl( In
.Don. MiK-l.ausblin
New Tforls. Write, stating <iuillUirnRehearsal
in
lhil)e
Kelvin
tionn, to Tarietjr, Bos 415. 184 AlVdt
lames Daly are sotne splendid performances
by Grand Ballet Russe- which MarquB
Keen
Sim-era
Philip
Ymilnans
Kith St.* New Vork W.
Kemer
the^
cast. Barbara Leeds is attractive
"The Medium*' and "The tele- The Widow ('ni-ti«..
Kela Sba-W
de Cuevas is organizing in F^^""'
and
lends
piquant
charm
w
phone"
Chandler
Cowles
and Mmie nnmk
as the faithI'.ni,,.,
l-linlmrdl.
or both. Marquis, who headed
.Ma.v Belle TIaskliia
IVeminKer f>-'i.?^"Shter., Rita Shaw clicks as the
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
coj
'I'uek 1..V..,.,
lenry.
Rif.linrd Shanlcland
giddy
4
*«,
SUMMER HOME FOR RENT
,» -r^
-J T _ on the make for an- ill-fated Ballet International from
Portrait in Black"
David
Lowe Tm, .Movers, .r. .T. IMr.'!,,ii>., Williiun Tregoe other widow
Famous artists' Bucks County home,
husband. Alan MacAteer is seasons back, will pick dancers
and Edgar Luckenbach, Jr.
lienutifullj'
furnished, Hv1«k rooui,
okay as Haskin.s, and Jetti Preminger his old group and Others to combine
ibmrj', dining room, iiowder room,
"Virginia Reel." by John and Har- does a nifty job as the
"Love For Love" (revival) John
erring gal with group at Monte Carlo. Marqu^^
fchen. 107 acres tarra. C'aretiikor
riett Weaver, as pro,ie<;ted by the Ex- Robert Emhardt keeps
C. Wilson and Theatre Guild,
2-cnr
nd srardener on promise.'!.
things merry who was artistic director of
perimental Theatre at tlio Princess as the political-minded lax
(jaragre, four hedrooms. three batlis,
"Louisiana, Lady" Hall Sheltofl,
collector. inal
Ballet Russe earlier this seas^/
theatre. N. Y., Surtdny ni^hl (13) Rest of the cast also do
Kindio liouse with room, htvatory aAd
well. Ger"
"Heads or Tails"
H. J. Lsngs- seemed a far
showOT.
from Msj- Ist to Octohet
is no longer connected with itfrom hapuy valedictory ald Savory ha.s done the best he could
felder and Ervin Drake.
1st,
Wynne .lames, .Tr.,
ffUMO.
of i .
choice. It was the final iiroduction of
Ri'^hard Bernstein ."iianed as general director
Main Street, I»o.vle»lo«u. I'a.,
^''i^-rr'^'i"®''*'*'"in
the MoantalnS"— thfr five-play serie.s, and probably the and
"Miracle
Herbert Brodkin rale a nod for now Grand Ballet Russe for
I>0)-IeKt0Wn 214 or 4S19 (oiwii SumArcher King and Harrison Woodhull. nujst tedious. A sparser and less en- settmg and ligliting,
years.
Eiba.
Kelly, Roberts and Morgan are respectively secretary, receptionist and
file clerk in the office of a recently
deceased private detective whose
hobby had been the collection of
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of the higher-paid employees."
Case is now in arbitration, alone
with those of the N. Y, Times, Herald Tribune, Post and PM, -which together have fired 76 people to date.
N. Y. World-Telegram has also dismissed four employees but the Guild

dred Pierce" and currently "Life With Father," has been « major contribution to the company's solvency.
He came originally to Hollywood to make the life of Napoleon. But the"
ilrst thing the studio told him to try his continental culture on was this
"Girl From Chicago" thing. At least, that's what he told me, though the
studio
boys list "Tenderloin" as his flrst. Could they be the same thing?
*
>
««4
*««« » r
^ f» » «
Frank Scully
I thought the Tenderloin was south ot Herald Square.
Well, anyway, Mike's next one was "Under a Texas Moon." After that
Psljn Springs, April B.
he
made
73 pictures for Warners and never got around to Napoleon in
telephoning
wife
Writsr,
hts
about
note:
a
luncheon
»pring
Optimistic
any of them. By now he is pretty tired of the mere idea of Napoleon.
it cam* out.
date h« I'S'' with a producer, Mvi» sske'd how
For "The Girl From Chicago" he knew so little about girls, or Chicago,
"Oh, flfty-flftyi" he s«id,
that
he
decided
to look up the sheriff and have himself planted in the can
he
added:
detail*,
Asked for
for a week. The result was that by the time they shot the picture he knew
"I rtiowed up and he didn't."
more about criminology than the technical advisor.
For
"Under
a
Texas Moon" he was; even smarter. He did his re.<!earch
Service With » Smile
In the public library. I guess the moon shines more ^here than it does in
'^Spring being now accept«id as ollicial, even by those who still use the old
Texas anyway.
Russian calendar, we should lee a general loosening ot good will all along
He Wants To Make Haym
but
better.
only
ba
feeling
better
acting
To
the line. People should not
At present Mike i§ enjoying the la.st of his four freedoms.- He has full
help speed this era of good feeling Scully is going in for leading with his say on stories and
doesn't have tg do more than two pictures a year on
kindly light amid all this encircling gloom.
his new Warner contract.
In Daily Vabikty, for instance, it is noted the Satevepost's Pete Martin
I asked him if he had a favorite story he'd like to make; and he said
low in Hollywood for Milie Curtiz and can't find him he'd like to do "The Patriot." not the one Emil Jennings did but the
is hunting high and
Haym
Curtiz has gone L,A. to N.Y. It is
for some data he needs on account
Salomon story from the American Rovolution.
also recorded that Gene' Fowler has gone L.A. to :N.Y. for intimate notes
I wanted to know why nobody makes an honest biography; as honest,
Finally there's a squib -that Danny Kaye
concerning Jimmy 'Walker.
tor instance, as Frank Harris's biography of Oscar Wilde. Mike countered
«eeni8 desperate for material, particularly some triple-^plated lyrics which by_ reminding me that motion pictures are not completely an art. He
make a hit every place where language is still misunderstood. In brief, pointed out also the inevitable censor troubles. I countered with a^ crack.
everywhere.
"Why bother about individual state censorship? For instance, if Memphis
Since it's spring I intend to. should object to one specific subject why "shelve a whole magnificent idea
It 'so happens that I can help out all three.
In fact I feel so good that if long distance phones were not having spring because of that, when you had the rest of the world market at your feet'.'
fever of their own I'd call Fowler in N.Y. and offer him anything he wants Why not just say 'Memphis would bring us so much. Okay, we write it
from a trunkload of Wallterisms I have in the garage of Bedside Manor. off and forget about releasing it in Memphis, and if any solvent pea.saiit
Kaye, too, is going to be disposed of in a jiify. I discovered a lyric there wants to see the picture, we will advertise in southern papers that
•which deals with Russia and Turkey, and it is, if possible, more confus- he will have to go to N. Y. to sec if." I .had hardly got into my subject
dng than if it had been composed by the -State Department. I don't know when Mike's thinning hair bur.st into flames and he rushed to the tele-who wrote it, but it must run back into the last century. It's old, but for phone to tell his story editors all about it.
It runs like
timeliness it's about as out-of-date as tomorrow morning.
You take it from here, Pete.

Billy Rose's anthology of his BellHorseshoes"
"Pitching
syndicated
columns, via Simon & Schuster book
publication this fall, may stymie
Random House's publication of his
Billy
"The Fabulous
biography,
Since
Rose," by Maurice Zolotow.
its recent Collier'.s serialization, 'the
luiexpurgated version for book pub*
lication is being held up by Base,
with result RH may find itself outstepped and eclipsed by the "Pitch*
ing Horseshoes" book which Rose
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Bergman on Hosses

wide
u.sual, has broken the story
The horse-player, daring exponent open in its issue of March 26, and
of the free enterprise system, could something simply will have to be
"
gain both classical and practical edu- done about it
\
cation from Dan Parker's tome, "The
Film story editors becarne aware
of Horse Racing," which Ran- of the device whereby, for around
dom House considerately "put Into $.'5,000, judicious buying-up of copies
circulation while all of us.nose-to-the- of a new book could. make a respectchart-philes and breed researchers able position among the .Top 15 in
are masterminding the spring meets. the N.Y. Times and Herald Trib's
The erudite Mr. Parker, who con- bestseller lists, and thus entice Hol-

Ivardit^ovaSanilik

Danerik
Varagobhot.

Turk was

.

.standing

upon the

'

now seems

.

sgobrossGetflnpravadiKligekoladji

amuses N.Y. Daily Mirror
readers with his sports comment, has
turned out a very readable thesis
embracing a bit of history about the
breed, the turf, and all the other
things that have brought horseracing and betting up to a position in
the social scheme that makes it a
sistently

Grivino
BlividoJenidkoosk!''

So they stood like brave men long and well;
•And they called each other their proper names.
Till the lockjaw seized them, and where they fell
They buried them both by the IrftPsho""iV'-.T"s
Kalatalu-stchuck
MischtaribusiclupBulgari--

'

.

foundation include for 1947, among
122 named, John Hales Whitney, Hol-

lywood film experimenter who will
carry on work in the field of animated sound films; Charles Edward
Weidman, dancer and choreographer
working on a choreographic inter-

James Thurbcr's "Fables
Our Times"; and Beaumont Hall,

For the I.iOve «f Mike
Curtijs's case is, however, a little bit more difficile, and will take
longer to solve. He is neither dead nor in the public domain, and
a question whether Pete Martin would get very far with Xlurtlz in
one or two Interviews anyway. Most people take at least three conferences to understand what Curtiz said in the flrst.
Nevertheless, I have a whole flock of notes oh him which 1 think might
help Martin and the Post.

M^e

It Is

-.Ulcets ot Iron

Some look
in-between. He

like

actor.s who didn't quite make it. jVlike is sort of
is a
pleasant, open-faced fella, with* rosy complexion, blue eyes and preciows
little blond hair.
He's thin enough to have ulcers, but his general di.sposition belies this.
Anyway, a guy who stays 20 years on t^ie samie lot ei^thef

owns it or has -ulcers of iron.
Twenty years away from continental Europe, and even longer from his
native Hungary, he still retains his old world charm. He still bows from
the waist on being introduced. Alt Wein stuff.
There's something incongruous about a guy named Mike bowing from
the waist, but I guess that's because I posses."; the completely erroneous
idea that it's an Irish name,
Romanoif does it, too. So did General
Mikhailovitch. In fact most of the boys in the Balkans do. I suspect it's
one way of ducking the bullets.
'

interest.

writer preparing book on
the history, economics and esthetics
of American photography.
Total
money grants to the 122 award winners this year amounted to $310,000
to be u.'jcd by scholars and artists for
specialized,

It's

comparable

non-commercial projects.

On

the Button

The Time boys got one

of those

timely
ouch!) breaks with their
Durocher cover and .story the same
I

week suspension of the
manager was announced.

Dodgers'

CHATTER

to

Vanguard Press bringing out a
the odoriferous "drive" in Tin- Pan
Alley where, by subsidy or other- book version next fall of "Tubby the
wise, sometimes the most mere- Tuba," hit kid album.
tricious tunes get on "the .sheet"—
June Truesdell finished a ttew
log of radio plugs— and enjoy a novel, "Scatter the Stars," lor pubvogue beyond their true worth.
lication by Dodd, Mead.

How ''the drive" works in the book
business has still anotlier Hollywood
twist.
It concerns a current novel,
not particularly worthy, which one
studio had purchased as a theoretical
"liot property."
Came casting time
and one of its stars .sorely needed
to bolster the weak story purchaserbalked at the assignment.
Whereupon he was cagily taken to lunch,
once in the Hollywood & 'Vine zone,

Mr. Parker writes that "America
to get along without horse racing for a century and three-quarters
after its discovery."
Columbu.s, he
says, had no idea he was discovering
the greatest horse-playing country
on earth. I really don't know how

had

JPttuch

Most directors look like old Cadillacs, or Characters.

llywood

billion dollar folly.

•
.

..

"

to favor.

Among Guggenheim Winners
Recipients of fellowships from the
John Simon Guggenheim memorial

.

ABC

shore,

Right where the terrible Russian crossed.
And he cried: "Bismallah! I'm Ab-El-KorBazarou-Kilgonautosobross-

DulbarySagharimsing.

were

firings

New York

'

There was a Russian came over the sea,
Just when, the war was growing hot;
And bis name it was Thalikavakaree-

A

the

Rose Vs. Rose Books

for

RUSSIAN ANO TURK

investigating that ca.se to de-

termine whether
legal.

—

Jay Dratier's novel, "Pitfall," Will
be tran.slated into French and Gernian editions by Crowell.
Dan Parker dedicated ''The

ABC

(Random House)
Mark Hanna.

ot Horse Racing"
to his agent,

Inez Wallace in Hollywood on her
annual news gathering tour as film
editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
the folks got along all these years
Eda Edson, Republic drama coach,
without this fun.
But of all the
reported an order for 50,000 more
expert information in this little gem and another time in the Beverly copies of her book,
"If Yoa Want to
none will be more resented than Mr. Hills shopping center and "accident- Act."
Parker's advice on how to beat the ally" shown bibliotheque windows
Holiday's May issue devoting a
ra'ces. He sums it up in three words: with large displays
of the book in sizable section to Chicago, contains
"Do Not Try."
question. Under misimpre.ssion book a Baedacket of the niterty industry
Being a realist, he points out that stores across the country were sell* by George Frazier.
no horse player wants to learn the ing this book like French postcards,
Look's current piece on Milton
truth "about his favorite diversion, the star acquiesced to the slory as- Berle calls
him "Million Dollar
signment.
di.straction or obsession."
He takes
Clown.''
Article includes e.\cerpts
a nice rap at the breakage laws and
Irom his 'V.WKETy columns.
he minces no words about the I9th International P. E. N. Conijress
Myron L. Boardman, manager o£
phoney touting services, But he does
The 19th Congress ot the P.E.N.. Prentice-Hall's tradebook division,
recognize that legitimate information World's Writers Association, will be named a veepee of the company and
can be obtained from handicappers lield in Zurich (Switzerland), June will continue to head the divLsioft.
whose services could not be afforded 2-6. Delegates and guests from all
Anita Colby has joined the authorby the average horse player. He (Countries, except Russia and includ- ing brigade: preparing a book on
knows all about the rackets includ- ing Germany, will attend. The New beauty, fa.shion and personality for
ling "doping" and "fixing" and he [York P.E.N, will be fully repre- Prcntice-Hall
publication
r^fejtt..,
statistically covers everything that sented. as next year's Congress will spring.
should be of real interest to every be held in N. Y. in June.
Gene Fowler has just olcayed to
bettor.
Each P.E.N. Centre .will send two Random House that he will do the
foreword
lor Louis Sbbol's "Some
The book is well organized, con- official delegates, and there will be
cluding with a very comprehensive a certain number ot guests of honor. Days Were Happy," autiibiog due in
McCarthy, president of August,
glo.ssary.
sure all of us "breed- Desmond
Frank Taggart has returned .to
improvers" could learn a lot if we the London P.E.N., will attend, as
put our p.sychology in Col, Park- will Hermon Ould, the international Fawcett Publications, after more
than three years in the Navy, as
er's hands, but then we would miss [.secretary, and a number of di.stinall the pleasure we have trying to ^'uished
English
P.E.N,
members editofial art director of Mechanic'-,
Illustrated.
'.uch as Storm
outsmart all the experts.
Jame.son,
I^hylliii
Forrest J. Ackerman opetis a new
One thing 'm omitted from the Bentley, H. F. Rubinstein, Robert
book.
Parker fails to explaiij wliy Lantz, Sack Lindsay and Arthur literary agency in Los Angeles, devoted exclusively to fantastic and
most of us patrons always say "Who Calder-Marshall.
win the last race?" I'll tell you. W.e
Members will discuss a number of weird fiction. He partly edits a fan
just have to ignore the pa.st tense resolutions, and will hoar various mag called Fanews.
George Frazier completed chapter
The real honest-to-God horse- lectures, among them one by Thomas
player only lives in the prcient and Mann on "Nietzsche," There will be on Irving Berlin which is to be inofficial receptions and excursions to 'cluded in his book, "The One With
future.
Not a bad philosophy.
Basle arid Lucerne.
The Congre.ss the Moustache is Costel jo," schedOne more point. He quotes the ends Jtine 8 with an official, dinner uled for September publication by
Random House.
adage that "all horse players die and dance.
broke." I thinks it was, Damon RunThe Herbert Stanley Rentoh colyon who sajijcly added "So does nearBronx Home News Fires 17
lection of 1,450 books on the theatre
A new outbreaJt in the wave of has been acquired by the Indiana
ly everyone else."
firings on New York daily newspa—Maurice Bergma-n.
University Library.
Renton, New
Ed. note^The writes, otherwi.se pcrs occurred .last week, with the Rochelle, N. Y., inventor and colhandicaps
Universal - International 5ronx Home News leading the par- lector, spent more than 20 yean.?, colPictures as its eastern ad-pLiblicity ade by dismissing 17 employees. Pa- lecting books and literatiire dealing
Whipcracker)
Iper is an affiliate of the N. Y. Po.st. with the theatre. He died in 1939.
which bfgan the wave. .4.nvon,cr tho.se
Oliver Daniel.s, CBS staff director
dismissed ..yrt the 'sheet are P. W. and authority on mu.sical ameriThose Phoney 'Best-Sellers'
publishers
"Several
liave
been Tell, legit and film critic for the last cana. si,!;ned with CrowcU Publi.-^htryiuK to (llid ways of putting a '26 year.-;, and Sol' Cohen, advertising iiig to do a book on tho history at
stop to this flagrant corrttption of manager for the paper's, amusement American miLsic for •'Grovvtli of
the bcsl-sfllor li.sfs fbr some thne," sictioh tor 21 year.s.
America" .series. Tentatively titled
Home News' publi.shcr.s attributed "Mu.sic in America," the vulume vvill
writes Bennett Carf in his Saturday
Rcvilw, of literature column, "but, tlie firings to inconvpctence, but the cover
i8th
Centurj'
indigenous
pendini! a pos.sible .solution, havo Anu rican Newspaper Guild termed .American, mu.sic, centering around
such reasons "phojiy." declaring the WiUiam BilUng.s, Oliver Holdcri and
uci'i: ltd to make a public announcement. Now V!\Ruici, on the ball as dismi.ssals are an attempt Ui "get 'thtir contemporaries.
.
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j
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The New Freedom
around Warners, Mike- has attained most of the four freeespecially freedom from want, and freedom from fear, but he is still
working on freedom of speech.
I asked him at
a recent interview how long he'd been a oitlxen and he
;«aid he had applied for citizen.ship immediately upon his arrival in
America, and had become a citizen five year.s later. I asked if lie were a
Rungarian, and he said "No. I'm an American." And. when a guy says
that andsert of puts up his dukes in .saying it I believe him, 100 'i- accent
or no accent.
He wants no part of Hungary. He had poor pickings there. His father
^as a carpenter. There were four boys and four girls in the family. Tliey
In 20 years
dt)ms,

.

.

nad tough going.
He said be pulled out of Hungary at the age of 10 and went to work in
Sweden. The Ulygilders over in the public relations department list him
«s son of an "architect" who became a second lieutenant in the Hungarian
heavy artillery and spent mo-st of his time on the Russian front until he
was wounded. This reduced Mike to making Red Cross newsreels giving
n™ a foothold in the picture business and from, there he worked out of
Hungary into UFA in Berlin and then to Denmark and from there to
Norway and Sweden, and finally to Franco.
In these Wanderjahren
he had met Lubitsch, Stiller. Seastrom. Garbo

among other.s, and he i.s credited with having, written, directed
•"^^Produced 60 pictures.
wis isn't as formidable as it sound.s. Almost every director in Europe
.
w those days did
He
all or nothing at all, and Milte was no exception.
was squeezing one
cans in Pari.^ when Harry Warner eausht his
8nd"Veidt,

ipto the

.

''ked it and signed him for .seven year.s.
fnis turned out
In Paris Warner asked him
to be a lite .sr-nten.oc.
now much he was making. Miko said 4;i,000 fn-.ncs. So H;iriy Warner
^«d he'd give him 150,000 the lir.st vtar, (iO.OOO the second 'yoar and so on.
When Mike turned his flrst check into dollars in Hollywood he found he
malUng
to direct cultural items like "The Girl From Chicatio,

%m

tenderloin" and "Noah's Ark." On lhal t;iko-homo pay lie couldn t afford
wrand had tb hop a bus to work. Of courro. Warners has mort ihan
D:.ndy
differrnce .since. a.«! Mike, with "Yankee Doodle
%age City," "The. Sea Havvk," "This Is the Army," "Cnsablanca, Mil-

«
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Coast for a test on New Year'n pay
and the homeofflce was advised this
Marilyn Hare to Joe Parker, Chi- week that the test was sutscessfW
cago, April 13. Bride is film song- and that he's been signed to a term
stress and daughter of radio's late contract. So far as is known, he's
Ernie Hare of "Happiness Boys"; the only one signed by Hollywood
groom ia Eudy Vallee's radio writer- from the nitery field since last fall.
producer,
A Metro spokesman declared his
Rosalie Fleming to Bay Craddock, .studio has many stock players who
Las Vegas, April 5. Bride is a secre- have yet to appear in theii- first
tary at Republic; groom a music film, with so lew pictures being
•
cutter.
made. Under such conditions,- he
Alma Wiese to Philip Nipom, implied, what's the use of signing
unless it's
Atlantic City, April 10. Nipom is on .a batch of n^w talent
good? Others of the
professionoutstandingly
nitery performer known
majors, such as 20th-Fox, haven't
ally as Phil Nipp.
entertainer
or
actor
single
signed
a
Hose Marie Petrillo to Stanley
from Broadway in the la^t six
Reed, Chicago, April 12. Bride is
music director, months, and for much the same
daughter of
reasons.
Caeser Petrillo and the niece of
James Petrillo, prez of American
Federation of Musicians.
Sheila Rogers to Dr. Monroe. Engelberg, Los Angeles, March 29.
t'ontintwd. from page 31 s
Bride is vaude and nitery singing
comedienne,
Conn, Lawrence Langner;
Mary Lou Howard to Joey Kearns, Westport,
Armina Marshall, H. Manulis, castPhiladelphia, April 12. Bride is
53rd street, N,Y.
bandleader. ing; 23 West
singer; groom is
Surry Playhouse, Sin-ry, Me,
Peggy L. Mayer to Walter John
McGraw, 2d, New York. April 16. Charles O, Carey; 64 West 56th
Bride is a radio scripter; groom is street, N, Y.
Fine Arts theatre. Bar Harbor, Me.
a director of NBC shows.
Charles O. Carey.
Boothbay Playhouse, Boothbay,

MARRIAGES

OBITUARIES
JOHN

J.

ClAKK

leaves a widow,
three children.

sister,

brother -and

John J. Clark, 70, former stage
Ettling was identified for 34 years
imdi film actor, died April 12 in with the shows provided annually at
Hollywood.
San Quentin prison.
career
The saints and sinners, San Fransween
Clark's stage and
had planned to give
embraced more than hali a century cisco, which
him a testimonial dinner on May 1
as an actor and director. On the has announced the event will now
stage he had appeared in companies be held as a memorial.
,

Creston Clarke, Louis Jame.s
Eichard Mansfield, James O'Neill
CHARLES NORDHOFF
and George M. Cohan. He also apCharles Bernard Nordhoft', 60. copeared in "The Prince ;of Pilsen," author with James Norman Hall ol
"45 Minutes from Broadway" and "Mutiny on the Bounty," which was
successes.
comedy
other musical
basis of the film of same title and
at hi.s
He entered films in 1907 for the other novels, died April
late Sydney Olcott, playing for the hime in Montecito, Calif., following
old Kalem Company, opposite Jean a heart attack. He was working on
Gauntier, popular femme star of that a new book when tlie end came.
Although born in London. Nordei-a. Since that time he played in more
than 200 productions and directed hoff was reared on a California
ranch where his grandfather settled
many of them.
his widow
During a three year leave from in 1946. Surviving are
and six children
fiUn.s in the early 20 s, Clark was
ol

H

\

in.<!tructor

of dramatic arts at Villas

DONNA WOOD
nova College, organising a "dramatic
Donna Wood, 29, singer, who for
workshop" and producing the mystime had been vocalist with
tical play, "Vision." About the same a
time he staged a pageant, "Charity." Horace Heidt ;.nd Kay Kyser orchs,
with a cast of 600 persons, which died in Hollywood April 9 of a heart

Survived by widow.

SAMUEL

J.

DEMBOW

care

,

;

125

itrawfiats

KYW

Me, Sherwood Keith.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Moon,

Mr.

and

daughter,

Mrs. Hal Roach,
April
Hollywood,

Kennebunkport Playhouse, KenneMe, Robert Citfrier.

port,

Orgunquit Playhouse, Ogunquit,
Me. Wrs. Walter Hartwig; 78 Dart-

57th street, N. Y.

Sr.,
14,

Lakewood theatre. Skowhegan,
Me. MelviUe Burke; 70 East 48th.
Hilltop theatre, Lutherville, Md.
Don S^yann, Jr.; 907 St. Paul street,
Baltimore,

Beverly

Mass.

Beverly,

theatre,

Leonard Altobell 8e Lawrence Slade;
1775 Broadway, N, Y.
Center theatre, Boston.

Altobell

Sc

Slade.

Mutual Hall, Boston.

Altobell.

"

news

bulletin

which

circles

daughter,

AUGUSTINE

IN

Of

Oilit

IILOtEB

ftlSSIt BEATTYj
HiR STAFF!

;

Hollywood,

April

8,

FIERRO

'

Slade,

Cambridge

theatre,

Cambridge,

Father is a scx'eehwriter.
John HuntingtMi & Lee Falk.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Schneer,
Fairhaven
theatrp;
Fairhaven,
daughter, Hollywood, April 8, FaHe was well-laiown as a publicist in ther is an associate producer at Mass, Tom Farrar,
Cape Playhouse, Bennis, Mass.
Chicago, handling many niteries, Columbia.
among them the Glass Hat of the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rosen, son, Richard Aldrich; 63 West 44th street,
Hotel Congress. Prior to his death Albany, N.Y., April 2. Father is N,Y,
Af.

Augustine A. Fierro, 45, former
press agentj died in Chicago April 8^

MiMORY

he was the editor Of the Northwest 20th Fox manager in that city
News.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Eckhart, son,
Survived by widow and son.
Chicago, April' 7. Father is prexy of
Chi local F-45 lATSE. and chief
the Times Bldg. in Times Square
booker for 20th-Fox.
which he erected in 1928. He had
LE
ROY
BEVERIDGE
OLEN
in
aisfli tatlilt many co«5mercial si^lns
Mr. and Mrs. deoige Franz,
Glen LeRoy Beveridge, 62, legit
that area.
April
daughter,
8.
PittsbUrsSEh,
actor, died April 6 in Chicago.
Veteran of many summer stock Father's with Bruce Carlton orch.
Reilly had also taken occasional
flings at legit producing. In 1932 he shows, his career began in 1903 in
produced the musical, "Cash and such plays as "Time, Place and the
Carrie" and "When in Rome," star- Girl," "45 Minutes From Broadway,"
ring the late Hal Skelly. In 1927 he "Breakfast in Bed," "Littlest Rebel"
produced "Pickwick," a mu.sical and "Law of the Land."
Continued Icom pigt 1
"Pickwick
Dickens'
on
based
Survived by widow.
longer in each situation, the com•Papers."
panies are not so ready to gamble
Survived by widow, son, sister and
LORRAINE BAKER
on new faces as they once were. To
brother.
Lorraine Baker, 25, nitery enterforestall the possibility of mi.s'sing'
tainer, died April 7 in Ijos Angeles
out on any good bets, though, and
after a iHrief illness.
JOHN E. INCE
also with an eye to the future, mo.st
her
Surviving
and
are
mother
two
John E. Ince, 68, pioneer Of moof the majors are still interviewing
children.
tion pictures and brother of the
fre.sh talent constantly.
Current slump in business being
late Thomas and Ralph Ince, died
HUGH HON
suffered by N. Y. niteries and sbme
April 10 in Hollywood of pneuHugh J. Donahue, 69, known pro- of the legit shows has nothing to
days,
three
ill
monia. He had been
fessionally as Hugh Don when he do with the situation, the spoke.sman
traveled the Keith circuit as a said. Search for talent, fie declared,
Sui-viving is his widow, Ethel,
Beginning his career at the age of blackface comic, died April 9 in has never been a time-clock propoProvidence,,
sition that runs in sea,sonal spurts.
nine, Ince continued on the stage
Instead, he pointed out, :the talent
for 25 years, taking prominent roles
LEO DWYER
seekers may look for months and
in such plays as "Madame Sana
Leo Dwyer, 63, owner of thtf Lake not turn up anything interesting and
Gene" and "Midsummer Night's
theatre, Celina, O,. and in the thea- then suddenly enjoy a landslide of
Dream," He moved to HoHywdOd
-

New Faces

in 1913 and was active in various
capacities in motion pictures, as
producer, director and actor, until a
week before his death. His last effort before the cameras was a small
role in David O. Selznick's "The
Paradine Case."
'

ter business for 40 years, died there

recently.

Survived

by widow, son

Present situation, thereshould not be con-sidered mori-

material.
fore,

and daughter.

Lake Whalom Playhouse. Fitch
burg, Mass. Guy Palmerton; Hotel
Wellington, N.Y.

Charles Faunce,
performei-, died in

April 11.

83, retired

vaude'

Kansa^ City, Mo.,

He and

his wife, Jean-

hette, who died in 1940,: made up
the dance team of Faunce & Faunce

and were active in vaude for 35
years until their retirement in 1928.

Faunce was a one-time partner of
Fred Stone, He was a native of
Ertingham, 111., and took up professional dancing when he was 16, He
married Jeannette Pierce in 1893
and formed the dance team. Faunce
made specialties of the buck and
Wing, the clog and the sofe-shoe
dancing.

•

HARRY ETTLING
Harry Ettling, 59, stage manager
of the Golden Gate theatre, San
Francisco, since its opening 25 years
ago, died of a heai t ailment, at his
home in that "city, April 12. He

hot

th»

grandstands to the luxury fee
and
social standing of the enlarged
"ev
elusive" bar and restaurant, has
the
distinction
of
being overcrowded
wini members who don't mind
dis.
comfort as long as it isn't cheap In
this respect the Colonel has
learned
thing or two from the entrepreneurs of Broadway and let it
be
said to his credit that he has jnaflj
effective improvements and created
a little more room so a scotch can
a

be taken without too many elbow
resting on a square inch. Last year
at this time scotch had to betakoa
straight— there was* no room l(ir
water,

On opening day some wit with a
mathematical turn, of mind remarked that the Stadium Club could
accommodate 800 guests but could
easily "seat 2,000 midgets.

The waiters in the Club don't
seem too interested in the general
proposition because as soon as

the

ber the best in service. However,
the food is good and the environment is in character. Whereas, last
season most members cared mor«
lor the prestige than for the refresli^
ments, irt this postwar shopping-Jor.
value era the service had better )»
better— or else.
The show in general is about the
same as it always was and alwap

V

There was tlie usual razzing,
more than the usual cheering, and
the umpires looked about the same
in the same old blue serge.
will be.

Among

the cast, there is a newis aptly called "Yogi."
Honus Wagner.

comer who

He

is

built a bit like

His last name, which already ha*
been discarded by the bleachers, is
Berra. Like show business the play
is not the only thing and this new
personality

will

undoubtedly

tickets, especiall.y if business

sell

is bad.

There is no doubt that the Yankees
have a good team but much will deLitchfield, pend on DlMag's return to the line-

Litchfield Playhouse,
Conn, Leonard Altobell,
Northshore Players, Marblehead,

Lawrence Washburn.
Harbor Playhousei Marion,- Mass.

Mass.

Cledge Roberts,

Red Barn theatre, Westborough,
Robert Daggett & Robert
Haag; 161 East 48th street, N, Y.
Worcester
theatre,
Worcester.
Guy Palmerton,
Keene theatre, Keene, N, H.

Mass,

up.
It's

a comforting thought to

realize

although nearly everything
changes, baseball is the traditional
show with an audience that faith,
fully attends even if no one seenn
to care about making the fans a
little mora comfortable. Those seat*
still make you turn the other cheek
and the soda has a temperature re-

that

flecting the Luxor Baths rather than
the Stevens cooler. At Horwitz, forFreeman Hammond.
Cape theatre, Csipe Mayi N, J» mer \ baseball writer, said that
under
T. C, Upham
9 West 67th street, Stevens was keeping the soda
wraps all winter.
N. Y.
For those who are interested in
Paper Mill Playhouse, Millburn,
the statistics of the game rather
N. J, Frank Carrington,
.

Greenbush
N. Y.

theatre.

Blauvelt,

Harry Rosen.

than the spirit surrounding
may be reported that 40,000

«

it,

televi-

home.
theatre,
Cragsmoor, sion owners saw the game at One
Costa; 201 West 54th Now there are only 39,999 Sets,
a
of the television audience threw
street., N, Y,
protestSail Lolt theatre, Germantown, Pa. .bottle through his set while
Lou Danis; Mrs, Murray Phillips ing a decision.
Oh yes: Tlie Yanks lost.
casting, 1674 Broadway, N, Y,
John Dr.evv theatre, East Hampton,
Francis Cuytis,
Van Wyck theatre.
Fishkill,

Cragsmoor

Martin

N, Y,

Da

G9y Riviera

Louis Tappe,

Green Mansions theatre, WarrensGene Frankel,

burg, N, Y..

-

•

CHARLES FAUNCE

Larry's saloon, the Stadium
Club

which enhances the value of
a
dog from the low bracket of

bund, this h,o, chief said.
Subway -Circuit. New York, Jules
Small Broadway Crop
Lcventhal, 229 West 42nd Street,
JESSE STAFFORD
As in previous year.s, the curieni N, Y.
Jesse Stafford. 54, former band- crop of hit Broadway musicalii has
Sayvitle theatre, Sayville, N. Y.,
leader, died April 8 in Oakland provided what feW new faces have .Joseph Kramro,
Cal,. following a heart attack whilo caught Hollywood's fancy. Metro, for
Spa theatre, Saratoga Si«-ing.s,
'
playing golf.
example, has signed both Betty N, Y,. John Huntington.
Gavrett and Jules Mun.shn> from the
Suffern Playhouse, Suffern, N. Y.,
Victoria
Hulick,
foui-year-old .star roles of "Call Me Mister." Mis,s Gus SOhirmer, Jr.; 28 Sutton Place,
daughter of Wilbur S, Hulick, known Garrett has been on the Coast since N. Y,
as Bud of the radio team of Stoop- the first of the year but so far has
White
Plains
theatre,
White
nagle & Bud. died of drowning in not been assigned to a picture, Mun- Plains, N, Y., Robert Seheiner, 500
Miami April 1.. Child had been liv- shln, although signed to a term con- West End Avenue, N. Y.
ing with mother and stepfather and tract, is still in the "Mi.ster" cast.
Woodstock Playhouse, Woodstock,
wandered from latter's houseboat.
Paramount has also come up with N. Y„ Michael Lillienthal, 509 Fifth
a potential winner in Mary Hatcher, Avenue, N. Y,
Mather of Edward G. Robinson current lead in "Oklahoma!" Par
Buck.s
County Playhouse, New
died in New York April 9. Star thouglit'so much of" the gal that it Hope, Pa., Theron Bamberger, 1430
planed in from Coast and was at gave her star billing in the title role Broadway, N, Y.
bedside at time of death, Foin- other of the forthcoming "Variety Girl,"
Lycoming
Country
Playhouse,
sons survive her,
Right now she's back in the "Okla- Williamsport, Pa,, King ft Woodhull,
homa!" cast, indicating that Par, 745 Fifth Avenuf^-'M Y..
Enid Kemjier, four, daughter of witi) the retrenchment in pi-oduction,
Theatre By The Sea. ItJatunuek,
Charles Kemper, serpen actor, tiicd himn't yet found another film for R. I., Eddie Gould, Chamberlain
April 9 in Hollywood, as a result <if her.
Brown, casting, 1*5 West 45th Street,
a motor accident.
Of the potential film stars un- N, Y,
i»M-thed in-N, Y, niteries, Metro lias
Newport Casino, Newport, R. 1,
Mother, 80, of Richard Dcrr. come up with one of the few this Sara Stamm, 1674 Broadway, N, Y,
.»creen actor, died April 8 in Holly- year in Paul Vlllard. who chanted
Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va.,
wood, Burial services were held in Hp» ditlle* at Lb RUban Bleu, N. Y.i Robert Porlerfteld, care Players
Norrlstown, Pa.
laMt winter,
Vlllarfl
went to the Club, N. Y,
.

Sfa

Yankees leave town, the club is
mouth street. Forest Hills,- L, I,
closed and they have to pick up an
Greenwood Playhouse, Peaks Is- interim job. 'This means a lot ol
land Me. Norman. Brace; 154 West turnover imd doesn't get the mem-

Samuel J. Dembow, 80, owner and Father is film producer.
FRANK C, BEILLY
operator of the Media (Pa.) theatre
Mr, and Mrs. Edward J. Reiily,
Frank C. Reilly, 59, president of and in the theatrical business 40
son, Flashing, N, Y;, recently. Father
the New York outdoor advertising years, died April 12 in Atlantic City.
is assistant to William J, O'Connell,
He was the father of Sam Dem- Parariioum home office manager.
firm bearing his name, and builder
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Taylor,
o£ many spectacular electric signs bow, Jr., veepee in charge of sales
Another son,
for Federal Films.
on Broadway, N. X-f d*?* in New George, is veepee of National Screen daughter, Los Angeles, April 7.
Father is Paramount British rep in
York April 10.
Service, and another son, Hatry, also Hollywood.
Probably his best known is the Philly exhibitoir, suhrive him.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Diamond,
electric

tS

seS

In o*der to raise
ovei

half -million even before Jo*
DJMa»
glo's heel is thoroughly restored
t
the pasture nearest the bleachers

WCAU

BIRTHS

1

merchanS.

-efllicient,

Colonel has again
the year's nut by

dium Club,

~

«

Contiiinea from page

the
af

boxes and memberships in the

WBBM

twin sons. New York, April 12.
established new records at the Phil- ailment.
Father is 20th-Fox district manager
Besides vocalizing with orches^
adelphia Metropolitan Opera House.
in N. Y.
He also wrote and produced a dra- ti-as, she had organized a vocal reMr. and Mrs. Norman Foley,
matic and musical pageant, "Colum- cording group and had been em- daughter, New York, April 14.
bus," which, with a cast ol more ployed by several film studios.
Mother is the former Gwen WilHer husband, Lee H. Hackler; her
than 1,000, was staged at the Philliams, ex-radio vocalist; father is
adelphia Academy of Music for the parents and two brothers and sister professional
manager of Miller
survive.
Knights of Columbus.
Music,

;

Yanks' Preein
B
year,

martian

•'

,

continued from page 1
himhallets but not performing
self any more than he has to.
Henry Cotton, English golf chamtuP,
pion, Captain of tlie Ryder
;

new

"S"
has invented a new game; he
bought a dozen rubber lifeboats ttW
ano
used in planes during the war

has theih floating at various »^
Accuraw
tauces from the shore.
golfers
uouMic,?
caddies

fry

to

hit

thero,

i"""*
boat

s
.
in
ill
small fisherman
aiiiaxL
BUss
gather the floating balls that
the objective,
tviht
'

,

,

.

Americans wonder where

all

1947 automobiles have disappear'™;
bee"
all here. They bave
Swis
by; Belgians, Dutch,

They are
bought
etc.

Many Americans have

some

over,

too.

Only

orouj,i

Frenchmen
How-

are not allowed to buy any.
ever,' they mu.st have very
friends as they are often
driving them.
, „,(,.
The natives 'in their Katterea P";"
war RenaUltS 01' Citroens looic
a j
with envy. The foreign tourists
amount
allowed a reasonable
om
gasoline tickets. The natives,
*
There
four gallons per month.
quite a few new Italian cai-s:
'

1

Bm

and Alfa Romeos, but
French cars are exportea.

tts

all

!
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Broadway

rice Chevalier for a, concert at Syria
later in the spring.
David Carey, son of George Carey,

Julian T. Abelen' flu.
Aithur Schwartz east for a fortnight seeing shows, etc.
Jimmy Savo out of the hospital
after a pneumonia ftttaok.

Beaucoup voluntary smaUpox inshowbiz circles.
Dor* Schary, RKO production

jections in

May

head, due- east

home

9 for

of-

powwow.

fice

Morris L. BrOst, attorney and auafter gall^
thor, on road to recovery
bladder operation.
Louis Lurie in from San Franprincipally to see Barney
cisco,

Klawans and dig up new gags.
Jim Witteried, U. S. talent agent
who operates abroad, sailed for Europe yesterday.
^
Morris Jacobs, general manager
for Rogers & Hammerstem, planed
to Miami Beach for week's change
.

of pace.

.

-.

,

;

Grace Houston, who designed
duds for .•several Broadwaj^ shows,
engaged by Universal-International
as costume designer.
for EagleVictor Seach,
Lion, currently staging his own art
exhibit at the Laurel Gallery. N. Y.,
with seven canvases.
Sonny Werblin, MCA. N; Y., head,
due back at his desk today <Wednesday) after a week's siege of flu
artist

London

Mosque

:

brought on by overwork.
Ned Deplnet again circulating
first editions for the philatelists, this
time the 100th anniversary 3c stftmp
in honor of Joseph Pulitzer.
RKO homeoffice publicity staff
gifting Rutgers Neilson, company's
.

publieity chief, with sterling silver
bowl on hl9 25th wedding anni tomorrow (Thurs.).

After years as vaude headliner,
and Florence Hin Lowe at Vogue
Terrace with Jimmy Palmer's band. Nellie Wallace transfer r e d to
Artie Sachs, with Selznick studio, straight role in revival .of "The
came home from Coast with ailing Ghost Train,"
Port of Harwich is to build, as a
father, who had been visiting him
war memorial, a social center inout there.
Byron Bentley in town ahead of cluding a theatre. Project will cost
"Cyrano da Bergerac,'' and Dick Wil- around $140,000.
liams here drum-beating "Up in CenMary Hinton and Sheila Sim cast
for new Sean O'Casey play, "Oak
tral Park."
Donald Steinfirst, Post-Gazette Leaves and Lavender," which comes
music critic, narrating "Tubby the to the Lyric, Hammersmith, after, a
Tuba" with Pittsburgh Symph Sat- brief provincial toUr in May. Ronald
Kerr will direct,
urday (19).
Jackie Heller has gone to HollyMusical-comedy star Carole Lynne,
wood for a couple of weeks to house- wife of show producer Bernard Delguest with 'Dave Ross, his one-time font, gave birth to girl.
accompanist.
Jack Train, who plays Col. ChinSun-Telegraph gang tossed big strap in BBC's top feature, "Itma,"
party for Staffwoman Marion Leslie makes his first trip to America
and Oscared her for Playhouse per- June 25.
formance in "Macbeth."
Charles Cochran's new show by
Ursula Halloran, Pitt sieniOr in
A. P. Herbert and Vivian Ellis, who
.iournalism, local winner in Bob
collaborated on his last show, "Big
Hope's "Favorite Brunette" contest Ben," opens at the Adelphi next
and now in Hollywood.
week, titled "Bless the Bride."
Phyllis Dixey's house in Epsom
was broken into by burglsrs, with
peeler being stripped of her mink
Stockholm
coat valued at $10,000 besides $2,000
Swedish radio opening new studio in cash and same amount in bonds.
in Orebro in October.
Les J "en to Denmark, ^Sweden,
Boulevard theatre reopened with Switzerland, Belgium and. Holland
Herbert Grevenius' "Sonja."
for five-month tour^ starting in July.
Actress-singer Alice Babs decoLarry Adler's first London recital
takes place at the Albert hall, Saturrated by the Finnish president.
Actress Elsie Albiin mulling a day (19) under Harold Fielding's direction.
Hollywood offer from Paramount.
Florence artd Bob Ballard added
Casino theatre's "The Gentle Flies"
attraction in Tom Arnold's ice show
celebrated its 250th performance.
Walter Hautzig, young American at StoU's, Kingsway.
pianist, currently on' a Scandinaviaii
"Idfe With Father" goes to the
tour.
Savoy after short season of ShakeBritish film, "Henry V," shown at spearean plays by Donald Wolflt &
.^
the Erlksberg Cinema with great Co.
'

•

.

success.
J'udith Sander, American opera
Singer, recently appeared at the Concert Hall.
Actress Hioerdis Petterssott slated
nicknamed "Dusty."
for appearances at Gothenburg's City
(Metro)
Harris
finally
Curly
theatre next season.
(>aught "Copacabana'! .(UA) which
Actor Alf Kjellin. recently pacted
marks his fiancee Dee Turnell's by David O. Selznick,
leaves *oon
screen debut. She's since shifted to for
the U-. S. via England.
Metro, dancing with Gene Kelly.
Ingrid Bergman reported planning
Larry Graburn, pub-ad head of
short visit here while making a
the Odeon Circuit in Canada,' in
nlm
in London later this yiar.
from Toronto last week for conFilm actor Stig Jaerrel dickering
sultations at Opldwyn h.d. on cam^
with David O. Selznick and may
paign for "Best Years of Our Lives."
Producer Oscar Serlin signed 13- soon leave to appear in U. S. pix.
Singer Johnny Bode recently apweek pact with Pixad, outdoor film
spectacular on Times Square, to peared at the Concert Hall, his first
plug "Life With Father" via a full chore since discharge from hospital.
Carl Brisson, tocompanied by son
color cartoon produced by Triangle
Fred and latter'g wife, Rosalind
Films.
Russell, expected here late this sumJ. Arthur Warner, Wall Streeter
and part-owner of Suffolk Downs mer.
Jean
Debrix.
veepee
of
the
faipetrftck (Boston), pledged an an.
nual $10,000 donation to the Damon French "L'Institut des Hautes Etudes
Runyon Memorial Fund, which wai- Cinematographlque," lecturing
'

Evelyn Koleman, Republic pubmanager, planed to Hollywood

licity

to act as godmother at the christening of Roy Rogers' son, Roy Jr.;

Miami Beach

shuttered for season.
State American Legion convention
here hypoing biz in niteries.
Jackie Wmston headed north for
Club Charles (Balto) engagement.
B. S. Pully and Gump packing
them in at Paddock cliib and held
over.

DR

Denes Experimental Theatre headby Harold Young, producer of

ed,

film shorts; Gyula fienes, Hungarian
)laywrlght; and Dr. S. Russo, diector of Trenton Vets Service Bureau, to stage four dramatizations on

(felinquency

Juve

at

Washington

Irving High School April 29.
Virginia Haskins,- who's been shut
tling between "(Carousel" and City
Center, sings again with latter*
N. Y. City Opera Co. in "Ariadne"
April 23.
She also now takes lead
In "Carousel" every Monday night,
in addition
to
retaining former
status as alternate for other nights

Bob (Mammy's) Feinstein air-expressing shipment of sturgeon to Al
Jolson in Palm Springs.
Tommy Nunez orch renewed at
Club 22, markmg beginning- of second
year in the all-night spot.
Tommy Dowd joined long held
over Charlie Farrell-Jack Prince
show at Park Avenue Club,
Kitty and Danny Davis celebrating 20th wedding anniversary at
their Allison Island home with big
party.
Kitty Davis' Cancer Fund benefit
Sunday night (13) was sellout at $10
per ticket, with every act in town

Britain's Glasgow Orpheus Choir,
composed of 59 persons, slj.ted for
appearances here this month under

Norway.

X>ater goes

•

Donizetti's "L'Elistr D'Amore" was
recently given in Italian at the

Royal Opert- House with Lamberto
GardelU conducting aijd Ragnar

Hylten-Cavallius directing.
Preem of "Jens Manson in Amer- participating.
Karole Singerj former Vincent
ica" starring Edvard Persson re
Lopez vocalist, into Ben Gaines
ceived cool reception. Part of the
room, joining Lou Vogle
Europa film was made in the U, S. Blackamoor
Jackie Small.
while Persson was in America last and
Blackamoor Room's Benny Gaines
fall.

Offered $100,000 for lease on place,
plus $25,000 yearly rental. Spot has

Willim

Bendtz, Eagle-Lion Swedchairman, now in Britain with
screen tests of three Swedish actresses.
Reported a possibility that
a Swedish actress may be starred in
Eagle -Lion's
forthcoming
"Red
ish

Bert

By Hal Gohen
Steam back on the Job again

after recent illness.

Sonny Mars and

new

lining

floor

Myra Jean head-

KQV

newscaster,

mumps

for several

Shoes."

"Voice of the Turtle" coming
back to the Nixon for a week on
^

5.

Gladys Schnutt, Btiihor of "Da vid

the King," plotting
cal novel.

another histori

Jan Murray,

who opened Carousel
comes taacjc May 5 for
two weeks.
Nixon Cafe hajs Guilll Guilli,
goney & Bay and Dolly Barr in new
.

in November,

floor show.
.Billy Catizone
pital getting a

in the

Mercy

recurring

hos-

ailment

Cleared up.

Jimmy Spitalny has added Mar'^'"S, songstress, to his band
at the

Ankara.
Hasty Heart" a big dick at Play
.

iBouse

and

extended

being

run's

through May 3.
Jerry and Turk coming to Carou
next week for first engageiBent
-

m

m

six years.-

-

By Les Rces
Sigmund Romberg

Orpheum

into

April 29-30.
North Star Playhouse presenting

"The

Jest."

Curly's ha.'! Mildred Bailey start
ing April 18.
Hotel Radis.son Flame Room has
"Modernaires."
g
Paul Civic Opera offering
St.

"Merry Window." May

1-8.

St.
Paul Auditorium has San
Francisco Symphony orchestra
April 26.
Sue Ryan into Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace with EHsviforth &

Maurice
Gainsborough
director
Elvey due here soon.
George Hamer. Odeon circuit
bookmg manager, here on vacation.
Agent Barney McGinn, Linnitt &

"Glass Menagerie" played one
nighter return Twin City engage-

here.

Work

Auditorium on Minnesota, campus
scaled at ,'iOe to .$2.50.
After attending Broadway pre-

Dom

Tri-

1,300-seater

nitery.
to start next month on complete remodeling of Lyceum, legit
house, at cost of $100,000.

Hour

«P for another fortnight.
Barry Wood joined locSl tent of
variety Club during brief engagement at Bachelors Club.

^Johnny Vance quitting

—new

cinema

—opened at Cork.

Pappy Trester's "Screwballs" and
Jerry Abbott held oVer at Happy

ment

changed name from Metropole

Odeon

Allied Cinemas to
Ltd.

Ray Nazarro in from Shanghai.
Mayer tO Honolulu on vaca-

&

J. G.
tion.

(Ireland)

Palace theatre, Cork, celebrating
50th anniversary of opening this
week with special vaude bill topped

by

pianist-singer

Peggy

Dunfee, to London

after

vacation

Actor Shamus Locke back to Abbey theatre after film work with
Rank.
Harry Brogan to leading role in
Abbey play, "They Got What They
Wanted."

at St, Paul Auditorium.
.
University Filtn Society oftermg
'Ivan the Terrible" at Northrop

,

,

'

Boy With
"Barefocit
of
miere
Cheek," author Max Shulman back
home and, afler month's vacation,
novel for
on fourth
start
will

Pianist

Jan Smotcrlin inked for
at Theatre Royal,

Chopin recital
next month.

unit to join Joe Negri Trio Doubeday.
„,
-r^
_
**;HoIlywood Show Bar.
Arthur Sircom. North Star Drama
Berle coming here Sunday guild director and dramatics ,-mslruotor at local .-(chool. leaving next
'i<^adline Night of Stars shoi«
wr -Unjtcd Jewi.sh Appeal.
month to return as Cape Cod Play\om and Bill Beegle angling Mau- house, Cape Cod. Maf.'=.. resident diireftinf;
rector, .scli-cting ca.-t and ,f
P(.-nn .stagehand, with Frank
eighth sea'»«iarbu unit at Club LuMarba.'
10 play;!. It will be his
'
wJwe, Hlfe & Stanteyi Roger Hay son there.
.

•Rrrone
Springs.

.

j

•

•

Author

Washington

Manhattan.

Florence S, liOwe

Palm

Marquand

Joiin P.

Jimmy
ih last

Carter
at

Hill," to

London

Film critic Kenneth G. Gi"ay Is to
produce his own play. "The Wise
r

Want Love,"
(

in Dublin.
to start shooting

Michael Powell

Durante

in

from

vacationing

at

up with a

laid

Henry Ginsberg returned from his
Arizona vacation.
Vincent Price to St. Louis, where
his father

delia."

back

falm

Springs.

Lenore Aubert

"

iU.

is

Caroline Leonetti

Barron, Loew manager,
desk after a Florida

baCk to work

after battling, flu.

his

Francis Lederer in town' after a
year on the stage.
Julian G. Murphy, local lad, apDick Powell recovering from
pointed sales promotion manager at
pehiciUln poisoning.
WTOP-CBS.
Gen. George C. Kenney guesting
WWDC-FM debuted April 7, with with
Jack L. Warner.
majority of station's
programs
John Haggott returned to work
to be FM also.
after a week's Illness.
Robert Roth, formerly of KIST,
Vivian
Blaine returned from an
Santa Barbara, CaUf., new staff aneight-week stage tour.
nouncer at WMAL-ABC.
vacation.

.

AM

.

,

Raymond Massey

in
hattan for film chores.

Cherry
Blossom Festival past
week end brought greatest influx of
.

.v

from Man-

'
,

Charlotte Greenbaum and Freddy
Briskin to wed April 27.
Jean Hersholts celebrated their
33rd wedding anniversary.
Sidney Buchman returned from
location shooting in Cuba.
Bill Van Sleet in from the Broadway stage to talk film deals.

visitors in town's history.
Party at Italian Embassy past
week honoring Met star Ferrucio

"TagUavani after his concert.
'Austine (Bootsie) Cassini, local
columnist, preemed as a radio commentator over WTOP-CBS April 15.
Exhibitor Sidney Lust held his anLouise. iSowdney filed suit in Reno
nual party for the trade at opening
divorce William R. Deering.
day of the baseball season past Mon- to James
Stewart will pay his first
day (14)
visit to Mexico City next week.
Oscar Neu, Neumade Products,
Dorothy Lee McEvoy inked as
Inc., here from the Coast to set the
Rogers' personal press agent.
scene for TESMA convention in Roy
Pearl Bailey heads the new bill
D. C. next September.
at the Hotel Flamingo, Las Vegas.
Loew's Gene Ford wrote the theme
Ray Lemucchi, northern Califorsong for the Cherry Blossom Fes- nia exhib, huddling at Paramount.
tival which his secretary, Connie
Run Run Shaw, Malay States cx»
Krueger, eang for the event.
bib. inspecting product at Columbia.
Eva Le Gailienne will receive
Albert Lewin in town after sevachievement award in the field of eral weeks in Europe and New
creative art from Pres. Truman in York.
behalf of Women's National Press
George Wasserman, Washington
Club next Sat. (19).
exhib, inspeCTing product at ParaCharles S. Dublh to direct Olney mount.
Theatre, local strawbatter, for comN. Peter Hathvon returned to his
ing season. Dubin is former assist- RKO desk after New York business
ant to Moss Hart and 1946 director huddles.
of White Plains (N.Y.) Playhouse.
Ernst Jungen, mayor of Goten"
Clara Dare, star of film, Julie borg, Sweden, gandering production
Haydon, June Harrison, Del Casino, at Metro.
director Harold Young and soripter
Paul MacNamara returned to his
Harold Orlob on hand for brass hat Selznick desk after two weeks in
preem of "Citizen Saint", Saturday New York.
(12).
W. Lee WEder to San Francisco
Lester Isaacs, chief projectionist to arrange a preview of his producfor loew's, in town on a national tion, ''Complex."
survey of company theatres, with
Donna Reed and Tony Owen tradRobert Lucas, Loew's head techni- ing their beach estate for a house
cian for Australia, along as ob- in Beverly Hills.
•
server.
Ross Sutherland in from New
York to prepare a series of commercial cartoons.
George Murphy delivered a lecture on picture making at the Los
Paris
Angeles Yale -club.
By Maxiiue, de Bei:^
Bernie Wolfe leading a group to
Kiki writing book on Mohtpar- Chicago for the National Screen
nasse.
Service sales meeting.
»
Jack Forrester at Plaza Athenee,
Louis Jourdain learning to play
from "Madrid.
croquet in Palm Springs, with Dar-

'

Frank McCarthy

Col.

fast' polish-

ryl

ing up his French.
Ian Forbes' Eraser,

American Library

Zanuck

as his teacher.

Janis Paige crowned "Miss

Dam-

iite" at the dedication of the $180,in Oregon.
000.000 McNary
Canada Lee laid up with two
broken ribs as a result of a screen
fight with John Garfield in "Body

director of
in Paris, getting

Dam

a Legion of Honor.
Sacha Guitry and Genevieve de
Sereville divorce case postponed
again by the presiding judge.
"North Star" playing Champs
Elysees stand with credit to Lewis
Milestone, but no releasing credit
on posters.
Lacy Kastner now in Beyrouth,
Syria, and not due back in Paris
from Eastern territories survey for
another two weeks.
Ray Ventura prepping a North
and South American music gala at
Champs Elysees theater with orchestra boosted to 80 musicians.
Elen Forster, fashion expert for
Ladies Home Journal. Sydney Sentmel and Christian Science Monitor,
at the Noctenbules with Priseilla
Kastner.

and Soul."
James Cagney and his auxiliary
yacht had to be towed into Newport
harbor by the Coast Guard when his
engine broke down.

Mabel "Thopas
The Marshall Fields clippered in
for a long rest.

Beulah Bondi at the Halekaulanl
hotel for a month,
Lloyd Pantages' having a grand
time at Waikiki Beach.
Nautical Hawaiians, Bill Lincoln's
group, at Queens Surf.
Ray Andrade and hand playing at
the Royal Hawaiian hotel.
Randolph H. Hearst and wife prolonging their Hawaiian stay.
Hawaiian Islands getting another
radio station on Maui, KULU.
Joyce Moss, of Photo Play mag,
spent three weeks at the Royal.
Bill Nelson in second year at Club
Blue Lei featuring Irene Knight.
Kyle Palmer, of the LA Times,

Barnes Circus opening at Chicago
Stadium, Friday (18).
"Lute Song" run has been extended to May 10.
Horace MacMahon, film heavy,
and wife, Louise Campbell, will motor back to Coast next week.
Met Opera opening here for one
week, beginning April 21, is checking irj with large advance sale.
Norman Kassel, former Essaness
press chief, joining Samuel Goldwyn's publicity staff on Coast,
Robert Maxwell, harpist, has replaced Morton Downey at Mayfair,

and his wife Betty due here in May.
Buddy and Ramsey Nast forgetting
Hollywood busines."! and toUrihg the
Islands,

'
,

Ralph Fitkin and Web Edwards of
on mainland for business

KOHN

room because of latter's lai-yngitis.
Rudy Vallee was guest of honor at
cocktail party last week to.sscd by

confabs.

Clara Inter

closed

the

at

Royal

and playing short engagement at La
Hulu Rumba.
Gypsy Markoff and hubby winding
After an absence of five years,
Aaron Lebedeff is Iwck at Douglas up long tour on the USO here,
Park theatre in new Jewi-sh operet- then off to N. Y.
Evlynn Smith, stunt gal frorri
ta. "A Wife With Conditions."
Bror Dahlberg, Chicago industrial'

ist.''-'

•

:

'

Sonja Henie's and Arthur Wirtz'

win

pearances here.

at

Mexico City on

sprained ankle.

:

offer

star of "Hungry
after personal ap-

to

vacation.

week.
Oscar
Levant concerts here
April 25.
Max Miller, Eagle Lion flack, in
town past week to promote "Be-

phony

orch.
Price,

Power sunning

George Tobias

Dell.

Kerry Vaughn checked

By

Swiss conductor Robert S. Donzler
here to conduct Radio Eircann Sym-

DennLs

55

Hollywood

-

By Maxwell Sweeney
Capitol

Fairchild.

Meade Lux Lewis has had his
option at Mercur Music 'Bar picked

Danny Spruce back at Club Lu
warba lor his third engagement in
little more
than a year.

dinner of new
Organizational
Greater Miami Tent of Variety
clubs at Ritz Plaza drew packed
Col.
Bill
McGraw chief
house.
speaker, with Don Lanning emcee,
Joey Adams devoting vacation
here to raising money for Damon
Runyon Memorial, Fund, with party
at Copacabana raising over $3,500
via' stints of Tommy Dorsey. Dean
Hudson, Phil Foster, Buddy Walker,
Don Rice, Karen Cooper, Joe B. Ross
among others helping raise the
dough.

Minneapolis

days.

May

most strategic location on Beach.
Olympia vaude engagements set
for^ Buddy Ebseii, Connie Hames,
Evfrett Marshall, Paul Winchell,
Nick Lucas and Harry Savoy in. next
few weeks.

show at the Carousel.

Dick Abels, the

down with the

he'll

Crosby held over at Bar of
Music, with Beth Challis back after
Clover Club stint.
Fiesta De Las Americas pageant
at Orange Bowl this week with top
Latin acts_ featured.

"Antigone" next on Schedule of
City theatre, Malmoe, while Oscar
Winge is mapping a revival of the
"Desert. Song" at the same spot.

to

closed at Kitty Davis'

Ann

Sweden.

Hu|3i Robertson's baton.

.

Tommy Dix,

and headed Coastward where
join the wife.

...

ter Winchell is sparkplugging, bejides the proceeds frOJh a regular
race.

.

By Larry SoUoway
Juan Pineda's orch mto Ciro's.
Arthur Childers' Little Palm Club

Irish story, "Paddy the Cope," on
location in County Donegal soon.
Rank organization in Ireland has

of

$3,000,000

for

If.

i

I
I

lish story

on nation's

win point up

will soon

passetl rigid
instructor.

pub-

lii.stro bit.s.iriess,

I

'

Me

Hawaii and Garden
will be locations for

Brashears, hotel prexy.

Time mag, which

Hollywood,

swimming

Drake hotel

here has been turned down by Ed-

they
June.

make

tests

of

for

Kauai

M-G-M when

"Robinson

Crusoe"

in

that Chicago's Chez
.Ian orograms are again ,on the air
places in country, has over the local .stations., t-ikini:, plenty
been lea.st affected by nitcry slump, of time. Chinese programs coming
with reieipts dipping only 10 to 15 jback also, but the Japs by far load

Paree. of

per cent.

all

I

j

'

On daytime

slots.

y«hMW&»y, AprM
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^REPERTORY THEATRE' FOR RAD:
GONlEii REPRISE Tame Legit Siting for Broadway,

Allefl'sD^d Aff' Hod(CiKs(3SBid;

NBC To Swin^ Mop Freely as More
1. W»li«r inhomiMioii execs saidt
(l^nM.) tfent OBS was
preparing: x pressniittion in s bid
woo Fr»d Allen over jroin
ifMC is the walie ot tiie current
controversy
eensersiiip
"and
don't be surprised if ttiatt's wliat

yMterday

Im^pens In the

+•

CBS

fall."

It Ain't Neat
Current trend toward nudity
in nitery costuming has been
halted temporarily by the current smallpox inoculation campaign in New York.
Majority ol, gals have been
forced to add band-aids bit arms
or legs where they've been vac-

.

.)(

Aii«n'< original aiAUDlni; cronni
web would consider it a
feather In iti cap if it could ^rab
liim «ff^ It's iugt a question of
ftuitable time, however.

»lid the

The Frei AUen-NBC censorship
that's
been cropping up

S^2iC Release

last

throughout the season-

new high

tooUitig

point

(20) when Allen
tlie air for a half-minute.

Sunday night

Wa.s cut

olt'

li Puccini Coin

Otfshot o£ the incident was that
Allen burned; NBC said, in effect,
it
wasn't ludding— and still
means business about comedians
•Who kid. the network oh the air, and
the trade was debating who's right.
Despite ail previous snarls, it was
the first time in his 15 years in radio
that Allen was cut 'Off the air because
that

rehearsal for
the Mutual one-shot, "Trojan
Women." aired for the Y. M.

treatment."
Such a pro.iect is under serious
consideration at CBS, where some of
the programming execs are directing their energies toward setting up
a regular time period in which to
reprise the heavy backlog of stand
out programs, which, it's felt, should
be exposed to additional millions of

would concede Or give in.
"If you don't stop," Miss Cowl
finally blurted, "I'll hit you over
the head with a broomstick!"
"You mean," cooed Miss .Reed,

would

iithltaly Treat;
is

Washington, April 22.
Signing of the Italian peace treaty
expected to release upward.s of

$200,000

of his material.

to

the

heirs

of

Sucfr a move by
the wholehearted

win

CBS
en

dir.'iement of the Fedei'al Conimuni
cations Commission, which has long
expressed the need for radio to and
a solution to its peculiar pattern of
operation that automatically tosses
into oblivion a notable show after
its

single presentation.
in Washington the

Only

last

idea

was

Glacomo week

NBC gave the Allen show the Puccini, Italian operatic composer.
"dead air" treatnient becaiuse he re- Sum has piled up in royalties in the
toed to delete or cliange a gag Office of Alien Property Custodian.
Word here is that the family's at(Continued on page 20)
torney in this country has been
busily licensing worldwide rights to

Ptuffie

Considered one of
needs in radio, a
repertory theatre," which would
permit re-slottiiig of notable air
shows aimed at mass education and
ehlightment, rrtay soon become a
The project Would thus
reality.
eliminate the "bne-Shdt brushofJ

listeners,

'

—

Who'. Witch?

the long-Ielt
coast-to-coast

cinated.

fiasco

periodically
jceached a

With Biz Slip Siwwing, Production Off
By GEOBGE ROSEN

.

iigain

At

a

One show arrived

of

"Zeus."

week and

last

dropped right out. There are three
possible premieres next week, %
fourth having Stopped at tryout,
while May doesn't figure to be any
more prolific! ihan April, La.st year
"Call Me Mister" enlivened th«
spring, and two years ago "Carou'

World Youth Fund last Wednesday (16), legit actresses Florence Reed find Jane Cowl disagreed vehemently over pronunciation

With business slipping and production tapering, it now looks tnote
emphatically like a tame spring on
Broadway.

studio^

.

iN^either

did likewise. Several musicals
are slated for the summer, but there
a score of tuners being lined up
for the autumn,
Complaints this week were that
many cancellatiDns are coming from
out of town, vi'here the smallpox
scare was played up in hinterland
dailies.
Fact is no cases have tjeen
reported in N. Y. for the past week.
Tailc of lowering ticket prices

sel"

i.<!

'

"the one you're sittJns on. dear?"

Photogenic Prez

,

heard in amnsemcnt

looms- Necessity

musical

gircles.

One $6

{"Carousel") has already
top, but that show is in

dropped the

and

the. rnanagement
considered slicing a yeVr ago. Producei-s feel that prices should come
dpwn next seasoni It has been re*
peatedly pointed out that straisht
(Continued on page 54)
a

Under Television

kicked around by the FCC,
(Continued on page 54)

large house

Republican Presidential nortiinee
for 1948, besides liaving to possess
a good radio voice, for the first time
history will need all the photoijn
Field Ogles Winchell
genic qualities of the most glamorous Hollywood star if he's to influPuccini music, licenses to take effect
Offer;
ence an estimated 2,5,00.000 television
immediately after the signing of the
viewer,?.
Reason is that the
treaty and the release of tiie PucYearly national convention, scheduled to
cini compositions by tlie Ui S. gov*
•
open June 20, 1948. in Philadelphia,
,ernment.
B? ABEL GKEEN
will be televised for the flr.st time
Issue is interesting because of the
Ronald Colman is tabbed for
Mar.=hall Field III is flirting with
(Continued on page 54)
row between the Puccini attorney
$150,000 plus percentage of sales as
Winchell, guaranteeing him
and the Alien Property Custodian Walter
his share on the open-end tran"blind," accordover hitter's licensin.g the rights to ,$200,000 "per annum
scribed
dramat
show,
"Favorite
the Chicago Sun Syndicate's
ing
to
Puccini music to Producer Milton
Story." which Frederick W. Ziv Co.
This dicker discloses
spokesmaji.
Shubert for an operetta based on the
is selling up in a 52 half-hour .series.
that, for the nr.<it time in his 17 years
composer's life.
Ziv is going all out on the series,
with Hear.^t, I'lie columnist ha.s been
with John L. Sinn, gen. mgr., actin.s!
This is as of Nov. 1,5
,>!ans contract.
Robert Garland, drama critic for as
producer, and company riiiainij
last. Winchell's present deal is $1,200
the N. Y. .Tournal-Amorican, may
in showbia top names as selectors ot
a week for .six daily columns in the turn actor thi.« summer, planning aptheir "favorite stories" for dramaN. Y. Mirror: with syndication his pearances in summer stocks with
tization.
Show is looked on to have
gro.<s i.1 $100,000 for his newspaper
(3ueenie Smith, his- ex-wife. They
a three-year pull, with option.s set
Agent Jerry EtoseW makes a policy writing."!.
are due to appear in' "Brief Moon it for two more years aftar that.
newspapers for
tlie
Jei'gen's pays its No. 1 new.scaster ment." the S. N. Behrman comedy,
reading
of
Colman will narrate all and act
"freak" headiincrs in the Willie $7,500 a week, a .$2,500 boost over the which introduced the late Alexander
in some.
He'll narrate first two,
Ilammcrstein tradition. Upon learn- $5,000 for his 15-minutc .stint that Woollcott to the boards.
playing lead in the thii-d, "Cyrano
,,
,.
„
,,
„, would
ing that Lorraine De Wood wa.'s "La Winchell had been drawing for sevplay the Woollcott
Garland
Bergerac." and fourth. "Lodging
Tirana" ("The Tyranical One") in eral years. The boo.st came when part, that of a wit who speaks satiric for
the Night."
First two will be
the life of Jo)i"ii L, Mee, who vi-as Kversharp'.s Martiti Strauss 2d had lines while reclining on a sola. Mi.ss
Lens" and
"Little
fatally 'shot aboard hi.s yacht at Ha- oftei'ed Winchell lOCx. The coliiiri- Smith was recently appointed taient
Women." Scrlpters -directors Jerry
vana last week. Ko.=en booked her: ist-commentator's annual gro.ts in- scout for the' Theatre Guild in Holly- Lawrence and Bob Lee are doing the
Green vvicli Village Inn, come a.s of now is $502,000. a.s sal- wood but plans to spend her vacainto-' th6
adaptations on the Coast.
PermaN. Y., to open toni.^ht (Wednesday) aried 1o the Mirror (Hearst) and tion in sticlts, stocks. Tliere's talic of nent casst
includes Janet Waldo, WilMi.'^s-De Wood's regular Jergcn's. This peJhaps.jnalce.s hun Garland and Miss Smith'*' re-mafi'yat $1,2.'50.
liam Conrad, Edmund. MacDonald,
lop individual straight payroll em- ing.
(Continued on paye 16)
Ben
Alexander,
Norman Field,
ployee in the world, .since the Louis
Frank Lovejoy, Joan Loring. Pi-ank
B, Mayers, et al. flgiu'e their fancy
Lil'
West's
jGr.nharn, Earl Robinson, Adelo Longincome via stoclt dividends and the
mire, Jeff Corey^ Joe KeaWiis and

loUoB^dbrs

sIMdi

Cofanan

Wii $200,000
WW's 502G

Strikes

GOP

Aud i

Disk Deal

.

j

The telephone strike has accounted
for a sharp drop in Broadway ticket
agency business, last week especiall.v

I

GARLAND TO LEARN HOW
THE OTHER HALF DIES

bein»
the "worst"
according to
brokers.
Agencies have a considerable volume of patrons living in suburban
pommunities, and all such calls have
been eliminated since the strike
started, Only strictly
calls are. okay, since

local

LORRAINE DE WOOD

"Diamond

AT EY. LAJIN QUARTER

Broadway

spot.

anything

Taice

season,

when

ttiou.<'ands of spcnder.s

hit the Stem.

of N<n-.

On

The Lecture

M^e

Circuit

jlike.
'

Herein lio.s tlie rea.son for Win(Continued on page 54)

IL

1943.

Ted

Le'.vis

held th(f second po.sition.'wilh $10.tContinued on page 47 >

'Diamond

Slated for London in Aug.
Harry

Fo.'-ter,

London, April 22.
head of Foster's

Agency here, will fly to the United
during Which he'll alternate
Heifetz's 2-Year Leave
States May 3 to finalize a deal with
with two programs.
Los Angeles, April 22.
Mae West to open at the Casino theOne. titled "An Eve)iin,i> With Ed.Tascha Hcifetj; plans a two-year
dio Dowling," will be a program of
atre,London, in "Diajnond Lil."
from concertizing, ad vis.«ongs and characierizalions, includ- sabbatical
Show is slated to open early August
from several of his ing that he's faking a rest until under auspices of 'Tom .\rnold. pro\nt>' scenes
Broadwav hits. Other, "Behind the 104!). 'Violinist flnishcd his current ducer.
fai-ew.'']! concert here
Scenes With Dowling." will bo a season with a
16 1, breaking local boxFo.ster will at^y in New York for
poi-soniil expeii- Ja.61 wc'.'k
rs^trait-'ht locfm-e oil
two days, spend .>.,,-eral -days in
rt>^-ords witli a $7,600 ti.kc.
cnces in the tiiealro. with anecdotes otl'ice
Heifet:'. now 46. is celebrating his Hollywood, and plans to fly back to
with
tibout play\vri,i:hts and actors
*
England May 12.
401h year on the concert Blatfonn.
worked.

Pe.g/4y

Webber.

METRO'S BUILDUP IDEAS

.reason,

i

'

I

Previous
Latin
record
of
the
Quarter wa.s .$42,000 chalked up during run of Belle Baker on a combniation football and holiday f.>r

week

Eddie Dowling

Eddie Dowling tias signed with
Columbia Concerts Lecture Bureau
lor a tour of the gab circuit ne.^:t

of

recorded

during the war in Lou Waltor.s' spot,
and is better than any take nabbed
on a holiday or during the football

i

I

Sophie Tucker's first vifeek at the
Latin Quarter, N. Y., has resulted
in the highest gross ever taken in
exceeds

,

,

SOPi^S $47,000 RECORD

this

I

1

,

curtain" to neeeive or lay oft beis.

at

i

FREAK SALARY HIKE

(dial)

they don't require the services of an operator.
Racetrack "commissioners" who op«rate in Jersey and other points outSide the city limits have been temporarily forced out of business, unable to break through the- "nickel

147.000

i

j

FOE BEATRICE
comic

talents, .providing

scripts
result

t..-'

i

!

1

bi-iUis

the^ right
This is the
Coast

can be found.
wl":

sti^-W-iKi"*^'"''
'
,

•

:

i

whom

he's

,

LILLIE

Metro's Arthur Freed has Beatrice
Lillie on the agenda for a buiidup
in several pictures, for her .special

Metro diroctoi
(Coutinwed
.

"

Uenne and
with

"'#nelli,

ari'paesis

4T»

—
-

MISCBIXANY

Wednesday, April 23, 1947

Coast Js Ont as Video High

S^ Sez

A

Royal; High Costs BecUii^ Factw
Home

on

operate

such

terms,

•

ginrummy. Between shuffling
Lyons spots this or that celebrity
or upcoming' celeb; whispers to
.

jr.,

253rd

"BLACKOUTS OF

Si! Mot

1947"

.

tution."

,

•

'

'

,

.

-

i

off their

operations in N. Y. has also given
the east a foothold on the industry.
With advertisers seeking the greatest market area for their tele spending, they've naturally concentrated
on N. Y. to dates. Which indicates that
Chicago might beat out the Coast as
the next spbi ift. the nationwide expansion.

WOR

night (Wednesday).

Ward Wilson

is

slated to .sub 'for him tonight, as he
did on Saturday, but Laurie will be
back on the show Saturday (26). Xrays taken of his head revealed he
did not suffer a concussion.
Comedian also was forced to miss
a guest appearance on "Leave it to
the Girls" last Friday (18)— as well
as

postponement to this Friday

its

and

a

special

testimonial

the

at

Dewe; SigiK

^

Dual Wedding Ceremony
Agnew

took a French bride
at a very hush-hush double ceremony on his farm at SouthbUry,
Conn., April 12, it has been learned.

Ambassador

'

:

Albany, April.

22.

Long fight to effectuate a uniform,
state-wide astern for 4;he appearance of children under 16 in stage
performances, motion pictures, cirradio,

television

programs

and the Wee, reached a

successful

end when Gov. Dewey signed the
.

Mahoney-Finch bill.
Measure provides for

issuance, on
a fixed-time basis, of permits by local boards of education or desig-

Wonderful

'Fliancial

Res^ii^

Met

Cancellation of .Paul Robeson's
concert In Peoriai 111,, last Friday
(18) 'was for "purely financial reasons," according tfli Columbia Concerts, his managers, and' not. for political
reasons,
as claimed elsewhere. Cplumbia did the cancelling;
Robeson was not bsjrred by the City,
.

munist-iront organizations.

Raps for Lekr
Vienna^ April

"

•

,

,

7.

,

dapest

A

warmed sobn

spite 45 'years' residence in Vienna,

liberal political views, a local columnist started a- .campaign a few
weeks ago against his appearance, on
grounds he was^ a CIO sympathizer.
A week ago Cannon approached Cocharacterized Lehar's action in terras
veepee Fred Schang, Jr.,
ran^g from "cultural disloyalty" to lumbia
with fears that the charges would

have

brought
unsparing critical
blasts on aged operetta composer,
living in Zurich. 'Vienna press,
without reference to party politics,

now

"stabbing his native Austria."
All here assume Lehar's change in

make

the concert a financial failure,

and Schang consented to cancel, remotivated by desire tc pry turning the deposit.
Austrian authors and comCIO groups got permission to hold
posers association, loose from hold
on his accumulated Swiss and U. S. a reception in Robeson's honor at
royalties which must otherwise be Peoria City Hall following the canpaid into
and transmitted in cellation, but permission was later
withdrawn
by the mayor when vetform of Austrian schillings. Since
eran and other groups protested.
citizenship change •follo.ws closely on
disclosure in Switzerland of corre- Robeson had intended appearing in
spondence with Gestapo, in which the city to protest wliat be called
"being
branded
a subversive withLehar refused to come to aid of
out trial," but was persuaded to call
Jewish colleagues, his popularity-

status

is

AKM,

AKM

Roadshow

'

j

,

;

idea

off.

Pickets at Kirsten Piagstad's re-

j

j

AKM
AKM

'

'

to

at first, the diva
her singing, and

proved the superlative singer she
was when she came over in the middle '30s to put the Met back on the
financial map.
She sang an unhackneyed program of BeethoVeii,
Grieg, Brahms, Wolf and American
songs with the same warm, power-^
ful, vibsant voice and old-familiar
tingling,
challenging fjuality. Artistically she rated her reception, if
patently it was intended as something else.
This was the siitth concert in a
lO-concert spruig tbur. The Chicago
recital was SRO; the Boston one not
quite sold out. Southern attendance
was bad. Singer goes back to Europe shortly for engagements in
Paris, London, Zurich and Holland,
returning to the U. S. in rnid-summer. Consolidated Concerts Corp.,
managing her, reports strong inter-

New York Sunday (20) in- est in next season recital bookings
cidentally called attention to fact already, as well as requests for apthat the American
Robeson was pearances with symphony orchesdenied a chance to sing in Peoria, tras. No opera bids, from the Met
while the Norwegian Mme. Flagstad or the San Francisco companies
(with whom she sang before) or
was permitted to sing in N. Y.

cital in

other opera gi-oups, have been made,
however.

RobesoD Defies Peoria
Chicago, April 22.'

Furtwaengler Whitewashed

Berlin, April 22.
Dr. Wilhelm Furtwaengler, noted
conductor, has been acquitted as a
Nazi collaborator by a German corn™i*s'0"> an acquittal ratified, by the
Allied Kommandatura, Reported his
first performance Will be Wii-h his
(Continiied oh page S8)
his

Paul Robe.son appeared last night
(21)

before

a

cheering,

overflov;

crowd of American Youth for Democracy at. the south side Du Sable
High School here to di.scu.ss the
Peoria affair. He said that he intends
to I'eturn to Peoria
(where civic
protest caused cancellation of
concert) to speak and sing, if
the last thing he does,

I

'

it's

Men

Quiet,
Driiiing
Robeson told audience that Amer.
Is still healthy and free from
Sacramento, April 22.
fascism but that fascism is growing
Now there's a soft pedal law in
in rnany American towns including the works here. It would be added
Peoria. "But you and your organixa- to the Health and Safety Code, retion," he said, "will be liere fightin;? quiring
all
commercial e.stablishas long a.s there is an America. My ments such as bars, cocktail lounge.s,
son, Paul, Jr, is one of yOu and .so, etc., which feature radio, phonoyou see, I have a flejih and blood in- Sraph and, presumably, television,
terest in your organiiation,"
jukeboxes, etc., to .soundproof the
ica

^

,'

•

t

'

'

big-

'

a tumtilto us reception, in

fobt«stamping punctuating each of
her SubseQU^Ot song numbers. Every
number was applauded, ecstatically
without regard for individual merit.
Aude was a mix of the plushy, the
concert-world and the curious, while
scattered conversation bits overheard suggested a strong pro-German tone.
couple people turned
tickets back that afternoon when
noticing the pickets outside the hall
but otherwise the audieijce disregarded the latter.
Dozens of jwickets from the musicians chapter oJl American Veterans
Committee^ Progressive Citizens of
America, and other groups paraded
both the 56th and 57th street entrances for two hours before and for
some time after the concert, carrying placards denouncing Mme. Flagstad, and chanting "'The Voice of
Quisling in Carnegie Hall."
Cops
were Outside ,and in, but there Was

Singer-.actor
was booked six
months ago for ,th(> concert, to be
managed locaUy by AUeh Cannon, a
Announcements in Berne and Buviolin .teacher on the Bradley Colthat Franz Lehar, "Merrylege
faculty.
Cannqn ^guaranteed
Widow" composer, has sought and singer $2,000, of. which $500. was no dlstulflJance,
Palpably nervous
obtained Hungarian cjtizehship depaid. Because of Robeson's known

Critical

'

Marjorie Reynolds

'

star

an extended opening ovation stand"
ing up, with bravos, whistling and

CtteCaticelli^

From

'

gest taxpayer and proud of it. Local
to Join Troupe
daily, New Austria, .says: "When the
Marjorie Reynolds is taking time Vienna opera was burned out and
off from her film chores to join the ration dropped to 1.200 calories,
Boys
Bt-nny'.s vaude troupe w.hieh opens Lehar, forgetting the public who had
Bing Crosby and his touring side- May 9 at the Chicago theatre, Chi- launched most of his world successes
iago, and moves to the Roxy, New to acclaim, took his foreign money
kick Bob Hope have hit the road
York, May 23.
with him and moved to the comfort
again, this time domg a 15-minute
Previou.'ily
booked
were Phil of Switzerland. One lives better
„ „
^,
recordmg for the U. S. Trea.sury j.j„^.rjs jj„chester and the Sport.«men there, that is certain. But there are
savings bond drive, appropriately Q,.artet.
duties beyond the value of a good
titled "Road to Security."
Rochester will go out a.s head of a dinner. Au.';tria desperately needs
Talceoff on their typical "Road" vaude package after he winds up Lehar's financial help today and we
Benny.
Sepian has
been see no excuse but money for his dep(x, program is one of Treasury's with
including a hooked for the Re?al theatre, Chi- sire to get 6ut -of the
series,
Star'*
''(3uest
at any
chdruis and. BennisAgay's orchestra ca';o at the head of a sliow, rest of price in self i-espoct."
Supposed here that
will fight
in a Quarter-h<i|gi*<raTfecng and ban- whi'.-h in still to be .^elector). Rochesin
Hollytc's
no-al
recently
date
call.s
for
the
Lehar
action
$8,500
plu.s
in
coui't.s
but
made
inDii!k,
ter.
torvenin.c; Eai?ter
holidays delayed
wood, will be onihe air about June- .')0'; f t»),c take over S20.0no.
OUu-r dales to ue lined uj)!-^
formulation 'of xilans.
July.
'

a

doorman, Leonard!"

nated officials, where appearances
are not considered injurious to the
child's physical' or moral weU-being. although the Peoria City jCoimcil
Church, school and amateur per- psissed a resolution, a week ago opfoirmances aiie exempted.
posing his appear^ince as "an avowed
or active propagandist for un-American 'ideology." Council claimed this
^curing Citizeiisbip
on grounds that the House UnAmerican Activities Committee had
accused Robeson of supporting Comfinngary Snares

AKM

wedding.
Also married at the dual ceremony
were radio producer Fred Uttal and
radio actress Joan Barton. Uttal has
a farm next to Agnew's and an office in the same building with him;
the double wedding apparently making their neigbborliaess complete.
Agnew was divorced from actress
Arlene Francis about two years ago.

,

—

,

make

is still

her triumphant Carnegie 'Ball recital
in N. Y. Sunday (20). Veepee of one
|of the largest booking managements,
deelkring the soprano made a misi
take returning to the U. S. music
scene, stkia bjs company wouldn't
even now take lie* on, nptwithstanding her current successful tour.
That the diva's return was a b.o.
success was attested by Sunday's
Carnegie sellout— a concert that admittedly could have sold out twice
over. SRO at $4.20 top wasn't Mme.
biggest Carnegie
Flagsjad's
gate,
however, since in prewar times she
had stage seats filled with listeners.
Sunday's concert singer's first in
N. Y. since she returned to her native Norway in 1941 to be with her
(Quisling-traveler husband, who was
accused of doing a $25,000,000 lumber business with the Nazis— was
one of the s^angest in music annals.
It had niore ihe aspects Qt a political
raUythftn a recital. The
audience was a fanatical, non-concert-type in the'main, whipped tip to
a frenzy. Mme. Flagstad to them
was a Cause. They gave^the former

Benny

Selznick distribution cWef met his
future wife, Henriette Viseux, while
on a business trip to the Continent
last fall. Siie came to the U. S. about
six weeks ago, preparatory to the

'

Some-

'

'

On Moppet Actors

cuses,

to.

etc. All of which impresses Billingsley: to the extent
of free' chamt>agne, perfume,
etc. But the topi Hooperafing he
could give Lyons for his perspicacity was the time he said
admiringly,

"Gee, you'd

Lambs Club that was to have been or lack of it— in Vienna has ju§t
Jendered him. Daft Healy and Taylor About hit bottom.
Amount of dollars and Swiss
Holmes, titled the Twirling '20's. Men
who attacked him and Cohen were francs involved is unknown here,
held in $500 bail in felony coiurt after but since Lehar suffered no financial
or property losses during war years,
the fracas.
when he was Hitler's "favorite com
poser" despite his Jewish wile, it's
Heads Talent
assumed he doesn't need the money
badly. He's been living in lux
For Texas City Benefits too
ury in Zurich's best and most expenHollywood, April 22.
si'vie hotel, Baur iau L'ac, since shortly
Jack Benny and Phil Harris are before end- of the war.
Both
due to fly to Texas after their and Austria generally badly
need
broadcasts next Sunday to appear the foreign exchange.
Lehar has
in a pair of benefits for the Texas been
an AKM member for 45 years.
City survivors. Galveston on Mon- Although born in Hungary
in days
day and Houston on Tuesday are of Austro-Hungarian monarchy he
the dates.
assumed Austrian citii:enKbip with
Bid tor Benny came dii"ectly from residence in Viemia
after World
General Eiseuhower. The Comedian War 1 In 1938. at time of Nazi
grab
v?ill round up the Hollywood talent.
of Austria, Lehar was Austria's

Neil Agnew, Fred Uttal's

next
where,"

RANDOLPH SCOTT.

•

Neil

'.

El Capit^n Theatre, Hollywood, Cal,
."It's the fun spot of Lqa Angeles.
Really a permanent laugh insti-

FuHy Eecoverel From

umnist, on a New York street last
along with Efdliywood's idea oS cbsts,
Wednesday (16) night, were sched
theh talent will go wherever the
uled
f6r
arraignment ;yesterday
stage is, which Royal predicted
in N. Y.'s feldriy court,
would be New Yorlj. He envisaged, (Tuesday)
Laurie himself, who is presently reconsequently, an eventual migration
cuperating at his home in Forest
ol top talent from t;he Coast back to
Hills,' N, "fv trom cutis over h'is left
N. Y., where costs'can be kept to a
eye and on hiS right knee, which reminimum, even if the actors ''have quired eight Stitches
to close, was
to get along with less sunshine.'
unable to appear at the hearing.
Other N. 'Y. tele of ficials have also
Laurie and' a friend, Clarence A.
scotfed at the idea ol the Coast's ("Chick") Cohen, a fdirkier Tucson
eventuaify becoming the video center sportsjwriter, were walking up 8th
of the nation,' but for various other avenue in front of Madison Square
reasons. Chief among these is the Garden when they were jumpeij-by
fact that the inajority of top sports two layoff cabdrivers, who admitted
events are staged in N. Y„ which to they'd "had a few too many" and
date have offered tele its nlost ap- frankly told the police were "looking
preciated programming fare. N. Y. for trouble." The coniedian was
^udiences will become so aceus- laiocked. to the ground, where he
lomed to tuning to their local sstst'- Struck his bead on a curb and suftions-by the ;tiine the coast-to-coast fered consid'erable loss of blood.
coaxial netw6rk is established that Cohen tangled with the pair and
N. Y. broadcasters will have a toe- succeeded in holding one of them
"•hold On them. In addition, the rest until the police, arrived. Other man
of the country will be forced to ran down; the street, where he enlook to N. V, for its sports pro- tered a free-for-all then in progress
gramming.
and was stabbed before being picked
Steadily-increasing renascence ot up by "cops.
Laurie and Cohen Were taken to
film production in the east is also
expected to be a prime factor in" re- Polyclinic Hospital for treatment of
taining .Gotham's hold on the indus- their injuries, when the second manbrought in and promptly identi-'
was
try. With felm production costs in
Hollywood so high, as Royal has fled- by Laurie. Latter, incidentally,
pointed out, the Coast's leadership wanting to avoid publicity on the
storj'j
told the hospital attendants in
for tele in that department is almost
answer to queries about his identiHegligible. Enough .independent film
ficatibn for the record, that his name
producers are now operating in N. Y.
"Jimmy
was
Jackson." "CSsay, ,Joe,'
cost
to provide for tele's needs at a
j,-^
, ^,
tj ,4«-f .i^
o_f_^the mediCos said. '"Just lie
acceptable, to the new industry. In
back and relax
addition, RKOrPalire's new Harlem
Bocau-se of his injuries, Laurie was
whatprovide
studicKS in N. Y. will
forced to miss last Saturday's broadmore
for
ever facilities aria needed
cast of "Can You Top This" over the
elaborate motion picture work.
NQC network and won't be able to
Fact that the majority of broad- appear on the, local "airing of -the
casters who will eventually have show ovei'
(Mutual, N. Y. ) to-

network ^etups have teed

jfaount's

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

:':As§aiill®fa Week Ag@
Two men who beat up Joe.Lauriie;
duction costs would be the deciding
Jr., radio comedian and VAWErr col
If tele can't go
factor: iij videtf.
-

'fthat gal is .faranew find, 'artd it would,
be a good idea to be nice to her
now, as she's sure to be a great
star one day and will remember
your thoughtfulness when shf.
was an unknown"; or "this
bright young diplomat is our

Billingsley
'

Hbyal

Joe Laurie,

a Concert

far ftrom clear of the political woods
is iJrevalent in music circles despite

witness Sherman Billingsley's
columnist Leonard
crack
to
Lyons, wlith whom he indulges
in a nightly windup game of

radio "Quij; Kid^!' prognim,
Coast touters have played up the emptied a 38-oaliber revolver at two
fact that the best production, as well burglars in his home4iere last night'
as acting talent is currently cen- (Mon.).
tered in Hollywood, but the treOne got away. Police fouiid the
wendpus costs involved in staging other one dead of a bullet wound
Hollywood's idea of a goijd show, in his neck in Kelly's backyard. He
pegged as they are tO film produc- was identified as H^irold G. IFrantion techniques, rules out the Coast sen, 25-year-old ex-cohvict".
center possibility?, Siince tele can't
Conceding" that the amount of
talent available on the Coast was
one of the prime reasons for Hollywood's having become so importarnt
to radio, Hpyal declared that pro-

Ihp

Belief that Kirsten Flagstad

Stork Man's Top Ili|ting
Every man to Ills racket, aS

tele.

thinks.

Pohtkal Rdly

like

»y AUtnVK BRONSON

Hollywood, which has' long been +
touted by Coast televlsioii otflcials
as the coming centre of the video Quizmaster Joe Kelly
uidustry, will never attain that disSlays
in
tinction, in the opinion (A John P.
Chicago, April 22.
Royal, NBC executive veepee over
Joe W. Kelly, quizmaster of the

Thug

SR& More

FlagstaiTs N. Y.

-r-

—

f-^—

_
Thomas PacinC

—

premises.

.

.

CoiicertS

Hollywood, April
tr^h^

Fridw
certs

rhr,r.i^,

22.

tpi,„™„,

for . nli7^?1fnnv^l^^^^^^

It states; "Sound deadening ma^^"'^^ i^W^t be effectively used in
walls and ceilings of each and every
-commercial
where
establishment
phonographs or other .sound

nexl week.
next
we»I
;

Fhes

to

Au.st:aiia,

senes of 30 concerts.

May

3 for a

amplifying devices are v.oC. Neglect
or failure to comply with this remisdeconstitutes
a

nuiremeht
imoanor."

;

;

,

,

Wednesday, April 23, 1947

PICTI.T18KS

MOVE MAY

CUT
(kmgresdonsd Stance,

Mov^ Cue
Hollywood's

M

jurisdictional

AR and LA.

to Sludio

bbor Row

TO IL

strike

which has dragged on for the past
seven months may reach a solution
Leigh's 17-Year-Old Sub
as a result of developments on three
London, April 22.
Events occurring
fronts til is week.
With Jean SimmonSj 17-year-old J.
tlie
past
seven dayfi which
in
Rank actress inked for
Arthur
promise to clear the way to a finale
Ophelia, Laurence Olivier's "Hamon the inlernicine row are:
let"
is now slated to roll at Denham
made by Con1. RapiS progress
the starting June 25. "(''ivien I^eigh was,
bills
outlawing
gres.sional
originally intended for Mi.ss Simjurisdictional type of walkout that
role but Metro refused to rethe Gonference of Studio Unions mons'
lease her from her contract.
pulled.
Deal for Miss Simmons' services
by American Fed2. Disclosure
eration p£ Labor prexy William was ilnalized Monday (21). Actress
Green that studio unions will will appear oppositp Olivier who'll
huddle next month to work out a portray Shakespeare's melancholy

and representatives of the Carpenters Union in the hop^ df solving
the longrwinded strike.
Step No. 3 was brought about by
an invitation telegraphed to J6seph
Cambiano, international veepee of
the Carpenters, by Joseph Boren;
recently appointed chairman ol! the
(.Coutimied on page 18)
•

Dane

Nix Duke Millions

22.

May Jam Is 01

New

Yorjc investment banker,

may

never be cbnfirmed as ambassador
to Poland. According to one influential member of the Senate Foreign
Relations committee it will take
strenuous action by tlie White House
and the State Dept. to get the committee to act favorably on hi» nomination.

Trouble centers about a remark
Griftis is said to have made several
years ago at a private dinner party
in
York. Foreign Relations

New

hearings at which persons
attended the dinner have te.s-

closed

who

1

releasing outfits.

mmi supi SAYS

200 prominent educators and industry leader.?. Dr. Kersey said;

.

Bad

|
'

Grass" (M-G) and "Egg and I" lUi,
h^ins' miric
Sliowing by "Egg''
7..*^.,'
v..
although in third week in all .six
covered by 'Vakiety where
cities
goes
Picture
.playing:
currently
into N. Y. Mu.tic Hall tomorrow
,

;

'

,

(Thia-s.

I.

OUuM's
films

.RclciisI

thi.-i

in

list

week

of

12

are

top-gros.sing

"Smash-Up"

(Pan.

"Stallion
Boad" iW^i. "Boomerang" i20lhi.
".\li'xander's Ragtime Band'' i20thi
irci.^suei. "Favorite Brunette'' <Pari
,'uul "S(mg of SchoheraMde" (U).
lUi.

"California"

'

its

San Fran-

"Imperfect Lady"
Pl«ydate,
Par), another new. entr.v. is doing
fairly well in several keys. "Love
CWBi isn't showing
arifi
Learn''
enough in Den"er to hint what it
may do elsevvhere'.;"Calcuttii" (par),
which opens at the N. Y. Parartiount
loday iWed.). rates only a good
week in Frisco. "Calendar Girl"
(R<p>, with a band assist, is smash
in Cincinnati.
Rei.ssues are spotty. "Band"' being
no gr£at shakes genei-ally and being
yanked after one week at N. Y.
Roxy, But
combo of "Sea Hawk
I

I

development and
probably he Unalizcd when
''Affair" is measuring up to its
Skouras and Silvcr.stone retiu'n to
14.
Emanuel Sil- pi'omisc ot last week with. fancy tak- and "Sea Wolf" is plenty okay in St.
Dore Schary, veepee in charge of talk things over with
20th-Par out- ings in several keys. "Grass." another Louts.
production for the company, plans verstone prexv of the
(C'o?upl(!/,e
just getting around,
Boxofjice Re})orts on
newcomer
cnihbme's
to arrive in N.Y. on May 5 from H.t ahd Dan Frankel, the
Pugex 12-13.)
^ leader in Baltimore and Denver, and
the Coast.
general matiager.
*?ho'

returned to the Coast 10'. days
due back in N.Y. about May

will

WB

i.s

:

SI.MK .Sir.VKRXI.VN

WrvUjr

[>}• '»'.i»«^lXX,
Hiirernian, PrpsUlent

NVw York

IS,

I"<--

N, T,

KfUlSC)

.

(UA) win be mild on

.Sifl

^5^ We.^t 4Slh Kh,

'Smash-Up' Pace Field

j

Br

T'-OfN-DKI)

'Apley,' 'Affair,'

Several keys admit a slight reac- especially strong also in Louisville
tion this stanza as compared with and Philadelphia.
Strength shown by ,"Apley." with
recent improved grosses. Unusually
only some nine theatres,
cold weather, sijo-w and rain is dates in
lake a close second to
cutting into northeastern cities and enabled it to
latter is playkey spots along the Atlantic "Years" although the
22 houses. Academy
seaboard. In other localities. .sprin,<; ing more than
beginning to
weather and weak product are Award winner, too. is
However, taper off in several spots. 'This
blamed by exhibitors.
third Week that "Egg" has
per usufU. the strong pictures are makes the
(ini.shed sixth or better in national
doing about as expected.
standings, not a single new playdate
Exliibs can find no fault with the
helping the picture in: it.s: current
being displayed by the
.strength
week's showing.
Big Five film.*!. These are. in order
and Badman" (Rep) is
".'"ingel
yeai'.^;"
"Best
collected,
coin
of
pacing Providence and also nice on
r20th i,
iRKOi. "George Apley"
L A. holdover. While "Ramrod"
"Macomber Affair" (UAi. "Sea of

.

ago, is

recommendations for televi-

RKO

vs.

Hollywood Filnis

Many Keys— 'Years,'

'Grass,' 'Egg,'

Am.

still

Squawk

l>iil>li!ilinl

Influence upon children. . Our
experience, "as well as that of leadwelfare
social
criminologists,
ing

company.
combine are

1

National Boxoffiee Survey
Biz Droopy in

tive

joint distribution
ing plans for the
in the process of

No,

'

workers, oilier educators and parentteacher organizations, has shown that
United Artists owners Mary Pick- motion pictures are not a significant
ford and Charles Chaplin are hope- (actor in juvenile delinquency. Most
ful Of announcing the new president of the ci'iticism of Hollywood in this
of the company in about 30 days, il regard is without justification."
has been learned, as result of almost daily meetings being held
among them, their attorneys and advisers.
In addition to other point.s Skouras, Silverstone's
.settled, thoy have determined that
Findings
the new prexy whoever he is, will
So.
have carte blanche to reorganize the
Twenliclh-Fox prexy Spyros Skouoperation of the company and its
ras and Murray Silverstone, 20lh Inpersonnel as he sees fit.
to re.slated
ternational prez. are
Although the present discu.ssions
turn to the homeoffice over tlie
ai'e covering a wide agenda of topics
weekend after a six weeks' tour of
having to do with the future of UA,
AmerLatin
20th offices throughout
it was said there would be no final
Both executives were accomica.
decision on anything pending choice
panied on the trip by fheir wives.
of the president. Since it is anticiBesides a general onceover of the
pated that he'll have some ideas of
Latin American situation, it'.s bi'his own on pei-sonnel and other rclieved that Skouras and Silvei'slone
organizatipn, decisions will he withalso scouted potential 16m nlftrkets
lield awaiting His participation.
with an e.ve to teeing off operations
ISm
for the new 20th-Paramount

Rathvon, Schary East
Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy,

SMPE

sion channels, but since then Eric^
Johnston, Donald Nelson and
have applied for the same frequeri-'
cies that SMPE felt should be alio-,
cated to the industry. Larsen pointed,
out before the FCC that television is
motion pictures and that unless FCC
allocates channels to the industry,
the same fate that happened to
vaudeville by the supplanting of motion pictures, would hSppen to. jnotioii pictures themselves,
FCC has
made nb decision yet, but action is
expected within the next month. II
(Continued on page 18).
,

,

To

30 PAYS

N.

Booze lusiiess'

faiger

FILMS GOOD FOR KIDS

16m

to enter the video field because of
the direct competition television will
give it.
Prior to the FCC hearing on Feb.
4, the film industry did not support

and Do

should be shelved and nothing done
''The
motion
picture
industry,
about it unless there is considerable through its own system of self-disciAdministration pressure.
pline, is doing a fine job of eliminating scenes that would have a destruc-

PRESIDENT

Allied.

As

Los Angeles, April 22.
in an effort to find what he
Films are good for children, acreally did say.
General agreement is that Griffis cording to Dr. Viei'ling Kersey, superintendent
of Los Angeles city
and
spoke warmly on the efficiency
This opiiiion, at variance
ability ol the Nazi dictator. One schools.
witness, however, told the committee with thai of varicTus sharpshooters
who
have
accusing Hollywood
been
"the
Hitler
was
that Grifl'i.s claimed
wisest man" he knew of. Griffis of encouraging juvenile delinquency,
denied this, stating that he said Hit- was ex;pressed daring the national
convention
American
city school
of
should
be
was
and
ter
very smart
superintendents.
At a motion picwatched.
At any rate there is enough con- ture dinner, attended by more than

EXPECT TO NAME NEW UA

by

Break

tifled

fusion over the matter for the committee to feel that the nomination

ing pressed

OiilMrCu€s9llc-$l25,'

producing company. Before closing
with RKO for financing relegse, lA
held negotiations with several other

Li.

and Industry, without notice or pub- son, on leave from Johns Hopkins
lic hearing, has banned use of the
University to supervise a Naval repoppers in all theatres in the state. search project, claimed that thi- theAn appeal from the ruling is be- atre industry had no alternative but

was keynoted

similar- attitude

on theatre television, said' that for
tlie first time the motion picture industry is standing together in support of theatre television and, if
given FCC channel allocation, will
be ready for the public within two
years, or by 1950 at the latest. Lar-

'

obtaining a particijjating interest in
lA.
Understood that the proposed
Duke deal was turned down because
the estate Ol the tobacco tycoon
wanted too large a chunk in the new

committee has held three or four

a drive to enlist exhibs in
a fight currently under way to settle
the fate of the poxjcorn machine.
The Penns,vlvania Dept. of Labor

begun

Warsaw

a

Philadelphia; April 22.
,
Allied Independent Theatre Ownof ' Eastern Pennsylvania has

opened

by one homeoffice sales chief. Who
declared the public has apparently
Excessive tippling is the No. 1
to resent the fact that' mo.st
other industries have started a price- squawking point of the American
cutting campaign to boost profits public against Hollywood films. At.
whereas film executives sit idly by least it is far and away the item
bemoaning the business letdown.
which draws most letters of protest
"Quick -glance at retail ads in any to the Motion Pictiu'e Assii., chedk
daily newspaper will show what I revealed last week.
mean," this spokesman declared.
According to a recap made by
'Here's a store advertising 'spectac- Kenneth Clark. MPA public relaular sale;'
another says 'wonder tions chief, into whose lap fall the Loew-Sefeiick's Tests
values;' another,
I beets received by the Association,
'special
buy.'
know it's always been said that the gripes against glass-hoisting outfilm industr.'yi' is different from other number the second largest cause of
(Continued on- page 21)
complaints by about six to one.
Probable Top Prices
No. 2 squawk is that films are a
With increasing indication of puljcontributing cause to juvenile delinlic resistance to exces.sively jackedquency. That's rather broad clasAll 5 Newsreels
up
admission prices, Loew's and the
sification into which the MPA tosses
Selznick Releasing Organization are
a wide variety of complaints.
running two test engagemetits this
on-tbe-Spot
Pledge
Objections to excessive drinking
week to determine a price policy for
in pictures reached such a peak a
''Duel in the Sun." which open.s in
Shotr of Texas Disaster few months ago that they became about
70 Loew dates May 7. Experi(Continued on page 16)
Long standing agreement aitiong
mental bookings are at Loew's
the five newsreel companies not to
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y,, and
issue special editions was mutually
Loew's State, Syracuse, N. Y.
broken last week for the first time
Urges Million
Tap in the two hbusas is 90c. Until
when spot news films of the Texas
5 p.m. and $1.25 thereafter.
That's
City explosion disaster were simulBallyboo apparently not considered too high
Offset
taneously released by' all firms
by theatregoers hi the two towii.<!,
Hollywood. April 22.
throughout the ea.st Thur.sday (17)
because the pic is doing recordrelaAnnual industry-wide t>ublic
followed by complete national dissma.shing biz in both spots.
It's
million
co.sting
a
tribution by Saturday (19). Original tions program
likely, as a result,' that the .sa'Aje
pact was -the result of a 'wartime dollars has been suggested by Walter tariff Will be set for the other enarrangement by the reels where Wanger in addre.ssing the Hollywood gagements on the Loe\y and other
would
campaign
eaclT agreed not to scoop the other. Ad club. Proposed
circuits.
With regular staffers augmented present the indu.stry in a fair light,
''Duel'' is holding over for a secby freelance men, most companies ofTsetting propaganda.
(Gontinued on page 18)
Wanger said that he doubted it
had crack lensmen on the scene
as
explosions any industry has been maligned
first
the
after
soon
done
and
has
yet
aboard the French freighter Grand Hollywood has.
it.
so" little about
(Continued on page 21)

RKO

two films yearly for five years, made
by th» Duk« estate through Angier
fiitkr
Biddle, has been turned down by
Independent Artists, Frederick BrisAmbassaior son-Rosallnd RusseU Indie. Instead,
As
lA will be ftnanced 90% through
Washington, .April 22.
RKO, which will release product.
- Strong possibility exists here that
Remainder will cpme throiigh bank
Stanton Griff is, chairman of the loans.
Paramount exeeutivie committee and
RKO, through financial backing, is
.

J.

.

A

Chicago, April 22.
In an oft" schedule meetin.!-, Paul
Larsen, head of tlie Society of
Motion Picture Engineers committee

Pennsy

ers

(21 ), film executives feel
theatre scales are under the white
light
along'
with
other
prices.
They're carefully scrutinizing boxoffice
prices, consequently,
under
the impression they might be forced
to cut prices, although most of the
biggies feel they're
in
better
a
position than other industries since
film b.o, prices have never rocketed
to the same high level.
Although no Industry executive
would permit himself to be quoted
for fear of being accused of "cr.v
wolf" tactics, a check by Varibty
discloses a pessimistic consensus. One
executive averred the "industry has
been whistling' in the d?irk long
enough" and that, it had better wake
up to reality before it's too late;

Offer of $20,000,000 financing for

Remark Atoit

f

Crisis in

Monday

&i§son-Ru^ell

HoUywoodl April

Griff is'

Television in I Yrs. With Industry Aid

BIZ

boards price cut in all industries,
which reached its peak in President
Truman's speech " in New York,

as well as produce the film,

Financing Via

SMPE s Larsei Pn

With mounting Government -and
public pressure lor an across-the-

"

foitnula lor settling jurisdictional
battles without, strikes. ,;v
of a series of col3. Launching
lective bargaining huddles yesterday (.Tues.) aniong naajor producers

mm

IS.

HI
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»11

my.
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Sometimes

Sneak preview last veek lor-f
United ArtistvS' execs of several of

Hal Hoacli's abbreyiatecl features resulted fa UA boiW's okaying a sixpicture releasing deal with the producer last Thursday (17). Contract
served to take Roach off a rather
perilous limb, since he had four of

Vaccination B.O. Blue*
New York boxoffices,"* like

the "streamliners'" completed— with
n reported investment of almost $2,oeo,000— and no release.
Test screenings of the pix, which

vaccinations.

many

that have beeit vaccinated
during the current siijallpox innoculation canipaignj are getting
a bad reaction as a result of the

Some

«n
the

GEORGE, GIVOT

Starts

Albany, April 32.
Si Fabian was chosen trustee from
the Albany exchange district to the
Motioia Picture Foundation, while
Said J. Ullniam, upstate general manager of Fabian circuit, was named
general chairman of the executive
eoinmittee, at a ineet)n£L,tn the Ten

;

"

Wanger, however, needed stuiAio
sif^c? an4 so he made an arran^eunent by wftich Roach would reJtt

hotel

Monday (ZW

.

.

clioko stories . .
ftne singing voice
8urefti-e for old and new patron.

.

.

.

age

new

Ingredient should place
rank consideration as
singrins star for stage and screen
.

him

.

.

in front

a

fine showman.-"
.

"Ciirrently.^

LOEW« STATE, NEW YORK

Sbwcase

Until N, ¥,

..

^ek

• The

Burton in VARIETY said "Always
a smooth performer
number of Mirisch's

.

As Work

UA

;•

Income into Loaog 16m y«Dtiire

hm

h Varkms Areas

,

;

Eddie Albert SSnks SOG of Acting

.

briefies.

'Wanger.

disgrtmtled flrst>weefc pa'^dns.

is

•

MPF Sets

Tloach bad got hiraseU into the
tough spot of having the four pix
«n' the shelf withottt a release, partially as a tesult of a deal he made
•With Walter Wanger last falL
was not anxious to have the
".streamliners," inasmuch as their
pcicutiar length presents a tough
fuiles problem, but it was in the
making- a deal with
of
thl'oes
.

revenue

places,

for a new deal, probably based
full-length comedies, rather than

Ist®

BeDemolisM

Stlections

RKO

'

Chores

half his studio in return for
fn release of his "streamlioers" with' the then-pending UAagreed to acWattger contract.
cept the Roach product oa that
basis, but t^en tbe Wanger deal with
tbe' distKib iFett through and Roadh
was left holtUnft fee bag: Amowg
otljer tMngs, the studio space Situutte'n greatly esised aiad TJfariger was
never forced to take advaHta^e- of

a little more than a year
Between Polon,
ago have merely been bread winnprs
No move, according t^ Sol to keep feeding his new 16m educa*
Schwartz, v.p. aiid general manager
tional and commercial picture mak>
of iOKO *theatres, is being made to
replace Hatold Mirisch, who re- ing outfit, the actor said in ;|New
signed about two months ago as film York last weiftfc He admitted that as
buyer for the circuit. Schwartz said result of "a normal humber of misthe buying .iqb is being divided betakes" madfe in getting uhderway,
tween Ben Polon and Bob Sherman,
the Ifim project has co«t him to date
of tl^e lUCO organization, operating
$50,000 of hii acting iilcome.

Sherman

Hollywood.

On

the

way

east,

Whv Joim Dam

Won(hitOv«r

—

'

:

E

del

M0RETHAMSOOMR

.

.

GoMwyn

plait is to release "Mitty''
in the fall; depending upon availability of Technicolor prints and of
tb* Astor. Pic has i>een in-th.: can
for montiis. Lynn Farnol, Goldwyn
ParaajsKHtnt's iorthcoin^g ^Perils pul>-ad chief, and Ben Washer, pubfay, local theatre owner, lot bis 50
bwainess. Affair wag fit PattMne"*
years' in
ntn iip against an licly directiv, returned: to
(»t-tscd
by Independent Theatre aiet»al- Pearl White starrer when it's York ovi^; the weekend, from the
0".vflers and the moire tte» S8» wImj released next fall. Grand Interna- Coast, Where they viewed tl>i^
Ato
jtttendcd rcpreseiited all phase* of tional Pictures, newly-formed out:

Provideaiee, April 22.

Providence

wards

last
tianded all .tlie

mm-

Oscar

Par's 'Peris' May' Have T©
^Monday) and
laurets to Edwaxd M. Buck Pearl White {leissue

held
night

its

^ww

may

New

preparatory to ^ying out a
is
currently
fit,
completing the paign fot it
jlonors to Fay included a smaQ scoring on one of Miss White's
In J by Aristide CiaiBfarani, nation- original eliffihangers and plans to
sl'ly-knowa scwlptor; a eitatJea* from release it in tbe li<dl.
L. A. to N. Y.
New outilt, wbicH, ti> headed up by
the Natiswal FoHhdlaitkMi ftw lra£an•
Irving Berlin
Paralysis; citation from the Wall
street
broker
tile
William R.
Bob Considine
Shriners* h<>spital for cripipled chil- Sheeky, bought the right* to "MysConway
Jack
tery of tlie Hidden Menace," one of
c) '£n; citation irf>m the Town Criers
Cowan
Bubey
of Rhode Island; a. resolution parsed IVBss
White's early
epics,
from
Binlr Crosby
by the general arsembly at the re- Pathfc According to Grand InterAlbert Deane
eiifesi of Go*. John O. Pa.5tore, and national representatives, tine film is
Dolores Del Rio
s resolwtion passed by the Provi-^the only original negative of the
Jack. Dempsey
(je-'ce city eouncO.
silent star still in existence since
D. A. Doran
Prlncftial ."peak x-s included Eddie all others, including the original
Constance Dowling
Ciwling, who, got his start in show "Perils of Paviline," were destw^yed
^ Nathalie Draper
h'z Jrom Fay. and fo'..-mrr postmaster in a fire in the Pathe vaults about
Lynn Farnol
Meyer IB years ago.
general Trunk C. Walter.
Adrian Fasan
Stanzler, ITO's gensial cliaimian,
Company plans to use as much of
Fied FinklehoEte
presented tbo bu t to tke sbov/man. the original film, comprising about
Frank Forest
25,000 feet, as possible in the new
John
Garfield
version, which wHl be' released- as
Marcus Goodrich
a feature. To make up for the lack
Leslie Gross
Rose
Es!@f
of a soundtrack, G-I has signed
Olivia de Havitland
Bt. Herbert t. Kalmus
Espgeiiienls
Fr®iB
Jnles licyey

t^Ritt-

e" '"irtsunment.
.-

David Ro.se yc. Icvclry
ashed N. Y: fedei-al ouvt

(Tw.)

tlJie

rei.ssue.

Par has not scheduled a release
to- foirliiid
IVIiison from tafeimg oti any date for its film yet but the release
future assisinments as Ahi* .«w sta«e roster has been compJet^ through
ihdieating tlte flfm will
a;:tpr because of theiv C'm'rent legal August,
contract. come out some time in the fall,
over
diiiputed
fciid
Should the court deny the iiijirac- Betty Hirtttm stars in the Far protive order. Rose then ssks th.it duction.
Ka.son fork over $f,7G0,0Gft i» dKin-

James

I

j

——
,

,

I

a'.,es

which

w.H,ld

natives

"the I'omiei* e.stimales lie

make on f.eir . pa.«t

'

I

t^
^

.

,

«
_
.
AMFAS'M. Sd fw T^
'

U, S. SeTttor Francis: J,; Biyer.?
Legal pitcii was. pat in by Rose
in an an.swer filed to twe suit npa.)' and Eugene ThOmcs, head of
the Advertising Club of N. Y. will
l?y the Briti;:h aelcr wliieh
)(>; s>usht
seoivs a decision decU; ring the a'trje- be principal speakers at the 30th
Wient, inked June H last, to be void. snni dinner-dance of Asi-ociated MoAc'ditionally, Rose's aasvfer request! tion Picture Advertisers at Hotel
tonight
grand
ballroom
the right to talie Ma.soa's oral te.tti- A.stor
<Wcd.). Eernr.rd .Banteh also is ex
11,1.. V some time in May.
-L.nng other cbar-'es which Ma- peeted as an honor guest. Howard
«o" )rf>sses in liis .suit, Britisher a-:- Dietz, Loew's veepee and ad-publicity chief, will be jmember-guest
;s that- Hbsa a,tteHipted "to sell
hi n down the rive.-" to Paramount m.c., with Rutgers Neilson, AMPA
witHoiit ftrst cohsultin" him Ko-te prexy, presiding.
Annual AMPA award for best extorw counters in his answer that be
d'.xussed the Par agreement with ploitation done during year will be
Ma«on and offered to let him out o" made at the affair. Charles R.
tlie .ioint venture deal if the British Denny, Jr., chairman of tliie FCC;
thc.sp would take on the Paramount company film presidents and industry leaders will be on the dais.
job.
|

.

make

own

1

|

Marcella Wapp

Maxwell Anderson
Joseph Breen
Aurora Roche Carlyle
Jack Cole
Geraldine Fitzgerald
Leonard Joy
Arthur Laurcnts
Paui Lukas

Robert Nathan
Florence Pritchett
Link Quarberf

Frank Riley
Hal Roach
R«dntr

Hiirold

•

Milton Picfcman

George A. Smith
Terry Turner
Harry M, Warner
John Whitaker
Peggy Wood

Sillfflan

Jules Stein
D. W, Tliomburgh

Mike Todd
Ben Washer

'

Cobina Wright
Margaret Wycherly

N. Y. to Europe

j

..

.

)

(r

h,

.

:

,

'

-'If

.

I

1

.

i

'

,.

ideas in indie production.

N. Y. to L. A.

J

',

hottest ^Africa.
If we
linens, they'll buy." His group
of

Ann Miller
C laries F. Morrison

Leonard

Arthur Askey

Europe to N. Y.

Joseph Auerbach

Reg Connelly
Al Daff
Mm'y Martin
.Toe Seideiman
Gtorge Weltner
P. G.

—

-

In tlie meantime, the unit has
piled up a rather formidable record
of contracts' for ^a new cpmmwcial
outfit, with 10 reels already finished
for such clieuts aS' United Airline.s
Universal Engineering; Illinois Tool,
United Electrical Workers. American College of Surgeons, American
Telegraph and the

Telephone

&

State Dept./',-

Those commercials, however, are
necessities to make possible
Albert's true love— sociologicjil shd
educational pix. He's now maltinj; a'
series, with the aid of the Ror.i nwald Foundation, on proper police
handling of threatened race riots
and minority problems. It will be
distributed in the U. S. by law enforcement agencies and in Germany
by the State Dept. to show how i".cial difficulties are treated in a

only

democracy.

Ricbmdnd,

Film

is

based

oii

"Understanding Ourselve.«." Th. y'll
take up the biological, p-sycholoKicul
and sociological aspects of man.
Also in the cards is a film to aid In
the campaign against Uliterary in
Mexico.',

His |50,0(W loss, Alljcrt candidly
admit!!, was 6nl$' actually- about |M),000. The other $40,000 v,-as the Gov-

ernment's rap in taxes, since he's
operating under the "pioneer" provisions of the tax law. To encouMtie
new businesses, that permits cliarying oft of personal income from another Source to the infant indaiti'y.
Latter musti be on a paying ba.Hi.s
however, by the end of three year.'.

Heavy

losfes

he took early

in

the

of EAP, Albert said, wore a
cf his endeavor to completi !y
up his own scenario, camera, ci'lting and other departments.
Now
he just hires freelancers as he n( e
dsy.i

reisult
.<-et

Cecil

Birkcr

Anne Brown
Florence Desmond
George Sebastian
Kurt Weil

Wodehouse

participating ba.sis, but holding
ownership, are Remy Hudsoi), bii.'^iness manager, and Jack Fletcher,
head- of the educational deparlnie ;t.

Hudson

was

v.p.

of

Interna.lion;il

Detrola, large Detroit parts niai ufacturer, whom Albert met while in
the Navy giving a war bond soe (h
at Hudson's plant. It is via his industrial connOctions that EAP
obtained s(>m« of its heavy commercial contracts.

Fletcher, a former WashiiM'.ton,
D. C, school teacher, was a ttllovvat the invasion of Tara'va.
Albert and be decided, while .sweating that one out, that they couldn't
go back to a civilian existence, thiit
didn't entail more human .sitiiilieance than their old job.-. Re uK wr.s
that EAP was born when Albeit
WPS later assigned to Navy training
officer

,

liim units.

New

Actor wars in
York la.st wei-k.
incider'tally, to attend the cOiivi-ntion Of the American Pi''olii; R5l;>tions As n., xv'.'':"re lie v a-- bi .-'I.v
huttDnholin,'' c't "r-n'l"-. to
sa ej; p:tfh < .: v.i.at

;a

could do for

j

i-^e

EAP

th..ir outfit.'!.

'

i-

tlie

experiment.

Cal.,

i.s

Howie Mayer
Virginia Msyo
Ray Milland

Taft Schexber.
Si Seadler

ises.

argued that pix must be aimed at
tlie Ifevel
of public thinltmg— not them, claiming that also give.s liim
ab<)ve it. That contehtion won out. access to better
people.
so Davis is now in the driver's seat
Working with him on a profitwhile del Guidiee is off to follow his
no

S'v^^'S IT J^tlS

dier

terests had been i-anged On both
sides of the undercover war wliich
now ends with complete victory for
Davis. In the fight, the necessity of
building a lucrative U. S. market to
insure
profttable
operations
had
buttressed DSvis and his faction.

maintained at cabinet
the Rank organization
should concentrate on great pix regardless of moiieymaking considerations,
llis reprise has been "let's
turn out top pictures and forget
about their grosses." "Henry V,"
which del Guidiee produced, was an
example of the sort of film he argued .should get priority.
Davis countered with his refrain:
You can't sell Scotch woolens to the

Mnsm

tions .not as a moneymaking venbut as a contribution to- woi ld
knowledge hopes to go. Any profit's
will be ploughed back in, he promture,

chief factotum for JSaok, with vital
EAP is also making a "Human Bepolicies of the organization at stake.
The vast Rank group of film in- havior" series of six pix labeling

The former Two-Cities head had

•

Willi

velops, that easing of del Guidiee
definitely sets up John Davis as
heir-apparent to the J. Arthur Rank
throne.
The 39-year-old Davis and
del Guidiee had been waging a twoyear battle for tiie No. 1 .spot as

persistently
meets that

,

Navy

under his supervision.
1/nit appears at the moment, howSchwartz leaves tomorrow (Thursday) for Mexico City with his wife ever,, wejt on its way to paying for
to visit .RKO'S Chutubsco Studios itself, which is as far as Albiert
and theatres, aiMl th«i heads for who views Eddie Albert Produc-

tying

—

five pictures Edijie Albert has

appeared in since his release from
the

Negotiations are under way bewere made after brief discussion by tweeii Samuel Goldwyn and Maurice Schwartzes will stop over for a vaa 17-man committee which bad been Maurer,. operator of. the Astor, N. Y,. cation at Pahn Springs, returning to
selected at a luncheon of SO local by which. Goldwya will have exclu- New York in about three weeks.
UA
industry leaders, where Leonard H. sive rights to iise
of thit house until
Goldenson, Paramount v.p., was it is torn down next year, when the
principal speaker.
entire Broadway block in which it
Fabian, president of Fabian The- is contained will be rebuilt, Goldatres, former chairmaii of the War wyn's "Best Years of Our Lives" is
Activities Committee, aaftd now head currently housed in the theatre and
of Anterican Theatres Aastt^ will wiU. be ffdiowed, toy "Secret Ufe of
resign the Albany truMwe^s pi^ ajidi Waited Mitty," if Jh^ desd is conthe facilities Roach offered.
a successor will be named, if as sununated.
Four Roach pix fiiiishedl ar* "CuPr expected ha is chosen one
oi the liD
It ii anticipated that "Years'' will
"The Fabulous Joe," "Here at-Iarge delegates at the ib:tional
ly,"*
remain in the Astor nhtil well into
Ctea»s Tiouiiile'' and 'Who Kilfea meeting of the Foundation in
New the fall on the basis of present busiGiiiffice
Rbbin?'^.York next month.
ness and the $17,500 figure which
Several chamges were made in the controls holdovers.
London, April 22.
That would
originail list of 15 tentatively sug- permit "Mitty" approximately a sixWith the smoke of fcattle over the
gested.
Josei^ Rosen, aOUt-Pox months run if present intentions are resignation of Filippo del Guidiee as
brancb. inaaager^ tor instwce^^
carried out for beginning demoliticm managing director of TWo-Cities
Films finally cleared, it now de(Continued on j^ge 161"
iMxt spring.

him

Sam Goldwyn's

doesn't pay to be too ^.ecific In ads.

•

of

loss

ascribed to the fact that many
are getting after-effects of the
;,innocatations,
and are consequently staying out of public

run 50-55 minutes, were made at the
With audience reGlobe, N. Y.
«ct!on good to thft Cinecolor product^ UA decided to take them on for
sale in packages of twos. When the
four in the can and the pair presently in the works go into di.stribution, Hoach is understood to come

it

"Best Years," which is doing smash business in most sectors of the
country, opened in the Dolle circuit, Louisville, Ky., at advanced prices
and with giant newspaper ads announcing that the pic would not play
at popular scale durmg 1947. When biz took a bad dip during the .second week, RKO, pic's distrib, wanted to repeat the Goldwyn stunt at
the Aslor (N.Y.) by slashing pVices to meet resistance.
iJblle ^xecs clamped, down on the movie. Hiey argued that the ads'
statement of no reduction during the year had cut off all retreats. 'Oie
ads were a legally binding contract with the public, Dolle legalites
maintained, awd any price slash might bring on a floclc of suits from

Hun New UA Ddl

Streamliners Gets

23, 1947

Danger of Hut Tot» Price BaOyhoo

Mia

(MK Reception of Roach's 50-55

lip
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Wetlnesday,

(1

lu
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/
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AT RAN

XPANSIO

InpM Repubfic Meeting Ihurs.

y' Banned In Toto by Menip^
is lost RqieUenf Pic of the Year

Course
Highly significant meeting in de--f
termining tiie' future production
course of Republic will be held by

new directorate in New York toMoe Siegel, who recently
morrow (Thursday). On the agenda^although it is not Certaltt a defi- producer berth on the Metro
understood to be negotiating
nite decision will be reached—will

'

a

left

lot, is

a deal

as sttidio head for David O. Selznick.
Siegel, prior to joining M-G, was

as against the
bread-and-butter features and westferns on which it was built.
Prexy Herbert J. Yates will come
into the meeting with; some flrstiiariii informatioh gleaned ftom the
i^nen who have t6 sell the pictures—

production chief for Republic.

sales conclaves just concluded.
understood that Yates took'

ley

Rep should embark

There had been some talk in recent weeks of Siegel's returning to
Rep, as result of demands of an important stockholder segment that
prexy Herbert J. Yates name a top
studio exec.
It has been learnec^
his division, district and branch however, that Siegel is deflriitely not
managers— during a series of three interested in going back to the Valcareful soundings during these sessions on the tyP* ot pictures the
men would like to se* n>ade.

NewKorda-R^

Stualions Where forced
Paramount

won't

lollow

the

.

in Philly prevents first-run licens
ijig

of.

major product without

:^ffering
„
,

it

first

competitively to Gold-

man.'

On Re-Rekase§
'

extraordinarily in b.o. stattlte between the time of the original and
re-release.

Reissues as a whole have been do-

(COntinued on page 20)

TED

aiBLE

TO ADD

DICKERS

'

(Continued on page 16)

KEITH'S, INDPLS.

Zanack

boms

the

Winnah

li Aiili-Comniie Pix

Dash

Race to get an anti-Communist
picture to the screen is -apparently
being won by 20th-Fox, with the
is
filed
studio—unless objection
with thre Motion Picture Assn. in
the next few days—having snared
the label "The Iron Curtain" out
from under Columbia and "Soviet
Spies" from under Andrew Stone.
In both cases, the stunt was pulled

the board, Mrs. Sid

ment

'Korda and Rank have been draw
ing closer together for the past few
One indication is the an.
noimcement
just
released
that

in the Binford ban.

By coincidence, "Duel" became the
second Gregory Peck starrer to be
ruled off local screens this month by
United Artists*
Binf ord's sniping.
'The Macomber Affair" was ordered
cut so drastically that' Loe'w'a Palac*
cancelled its booking two weeks ago.
Succeeding program at the Palace,
twin bill of Universal reissues
comprising "Destry "Rides Again" and

(Continued on page 22)

in a

months.

Law, by Cambre

and William Kemp, "Plate's manager.
Mrs. Law concurred without coni*

Chaplin

hice Cut Aids

E'way Biz But Large Ad,
Theatre Nut

a Headache

"Monsieur
Chaplin's
has a long way to
go to get off the nut on the cost of
the house and advertising, despite
slight
upturn in business tha
a
second week of the run at BroadCharles

Verdoux"

still

Michael Powell and Emeric Press
burger (Archer Pilms)> will turn out
a pic for Korda's LohdOn Films, laway theatre, -N. Y. Apparently
belled "The Promotion of the Aflhelped by the cut in admission
miral" sometime early in 1948, It's
scales last Wednesday (IB), the pic
the first instance of a Rank produis expected to do about $30,000 in
cing company being permitted to
the seven-day stanza ending
make a film for the opposing camp.
(Thursday),
night
morrow
The two top filmmakers have also against $27,()00 the initial week.
closed a deal whereby Rank will
Total costs for the first two

to-

as
ses-

give Korda preferred playing time In
sions will amount to better than
the Odeon and British Gaumont ciragainst total income of
$50,000,
cuits.
While' the British Board of
$57,000 of which United Artists*
Trade has handed down a ruling
25% distjibution fee must come.
which requires British .theatres to
Large space ad campaign to the
play indie product, the Korda-Hank
New York dailies prior to opening
entente gives Sir Alex considerable
and for the first week amounted
more leeway than the letter of the
to about $45,000. House lease from
law.
Shuberts calls for $5,000 a week
In
rental, plus 2% of the gross.
addition,

JOHNSTON TO SEATTLE,

expenses

UA

must pay operating
which amount to about
Also to be amortized

$4,000 weekly.

THEN EAST FOR RANK,

stories with
Eric Johnston planed out of Washthe desired or close to the desired ington, Monday (21) for his home
in Spokane, where he will spend,
Ted Gamble, board chairman of
With Col holding priority to "The about a weeJc taking care of his perAmerican Theatres Assn., is negotiat- Iron Curtain," according to the sonal affairs.
It
is
uncertain
ing for purchase of the Keith's
title registration bureau in whether the Motion Picture Assn.
York, Fox bought "Behind prexy will return directly from
theatre from Harold Mirisch and New
there to Washington or stop off in
correspondent
Iron
Curtain"
by
the
which
theatre
The
Arthur J. Steele.

by buying copyrighted

the 18-month period Of th»
lease is the cost of installing sound
'
and projection equipment.'

over

titles.

INDIIXHIBSPREP

MPA

Mirisch

and 'Steele

bought

last

month for $210,000 will be turned
over to the duo April 30 and they,
in turn, will hand over control to
Steele said.

who

entered

the

local

situation with the purchase of 50%
interest in Monarch Theatres will
control all first run htmses in Indianapolis except Loewr's when his

completely renovated

and

film diet.
Jack Cohn, na- on a straight
Gamble also operates
have issued a

George
Young,

Moorad,

Margaret

Ann

chief of the registration
bureau, said yesterday (Tuesday)
that that would pirobably give 20th
the right to the "The Iron Curtain"
title because of similarity, unless a
squawk is filed! within 10 days.
None has been as yet.
Studio filing the beef could force
the issue to arbitration, Miss Young
explained, if it could prove it had
a picture in work and a substantial investment in it,"Soviet Spies" matter, she said,
is a clearer case of the title'*' of a

copyrighted book or article taking
precedence over an original title.
Stone registered "Soviet Spies" as
ah original two weeks ago, only to
have Darryl F. Zanuck late purchase Richard Hirsch's book with
the same label Since it Is dubious
that Stone could have much of an
reopened investment in it by this time,
•

MPA

regulations

would

give

20th

the

a chain of green light.
Meantime, Metro Is going ahead,
Mirisch formerly
appeal that the Industry make theatres in Oregon.
with "The Red Danube," a tale ol
an all-out effort to put the $1,200,000 was RKO Theatres film buyer and
Russian occupation of Vienna.
operator.
Florida
Wive over the top.
is
a
Steele
Joint

Print was flown here yesterday by
Del Cambre, Selznick's district salesmanager, from Dallas, and screened
for Binford and one other member of

Indianapolis, April 22.

.

Pinet, Si Fabian and
tional co-chairmen,

,

lot of time denying linkup reports
but the liaison move is nevertheless
studios Will turn out sufficient numwell under way. The Rank organber of pix to crowd out American
ization is conceding that the two
playing time in houses controlled
outfits are having talks to see how
throughout the world by the Rank
they can get together to their mutual
organization. Rank, without calling
advantage besides that of the British
time out, is quietly taking the ball
film industry generally.

Only comparable engagement to
"Alex" was Metro's engagement ot
"Rage in Heaven" at the (Sapitol,
N. Y., recently. That differed, however, in that the pic had been seen
by few people originally and the
star, Ingrid Bergman, had increased

-

the inking stage.
The
deal, it's understood, is aimed at tying up with a new-Rank scheme to
to sink $4,000,000 - in an all-out attempt to gain a strong foothold in
eastern markets for British pix. It
may result in an easing out of

is close to

American films.
Both film chiefs are putting

positively repul-

apart."

London, April 22,
Top-drawer distribution deal between Sir Alexander Korda and J.
Arthur Rank in which the latter
would take over all of Korda's distribution in the Middle and Far East

is

Exhibitors' luncheon held in New
York recently resulted in pledges ol
|32,O0O for the War Orphans of
deal with Mirisch*Steele is conOraece charity drive, it was an- summated- He now operates the
nounced yesterday (Tues.). Under Indiana, Circle and Lyric.
supervision of Fred Schwartz, MetMIrlsch-Steele bought the 1,300ropolitan area chairman, foUowup
seater from Keith Operating Co.,
«fforts are being made to increase
Sam Roberts and Nick
the sum with the objective of ob- headed "by
Chicago. The house has
taining one orphan for every theatre Boila of
been the home of Keith vaude from
in the sector.
the end of the era and then
1910
to
Company home offices are also repolicy from April
porting success in their drives. RKO operated on combo
1942 to last summer when it was

has raised over $4,000; 20th-Fox, $4,420; and Universal, $2,000.
Ned De-

the Nile

Arthur Rank was beaten

out by a local Egyptian in Cairo
on the OdeOn Ixademark for
which he's khOvm wortdwide.
The Cairo entrepreneur bought
Out a little theatre in that locality, switched the label of the
house to the Odeon, and wired
Rank; offering to sell the name
for ai fabulous sum.
Rank nixed the proposition
and proceeded to build his OV/n
house which he's tagged tbe
King Fuad.

away from the Yanks In both
sterling and dollar areas
of the
sure he haiS' the answer, world.
By buying a 51% interest in Palalthough there is general agreement
that while the public is willing to ace Amusement, the British tycoon
patronize reissues in small houses at now controls the majority of houses
moderate admission scales, it wont in Jamaica. Henceforth, it's said,
pay Broadway first-run prices for those theatres will give prior playthem. Roxy date on "Alex" is con- ing time to British films. Moreover,
sidered a noble experiment that will it's understood that Rank is eyeing
probably end efforts at tossing reis- the Mexican field, where 20th-Fox
sues toto such top tjiOatres.
recently pulled out of the D«l Norte

No one

Gamble

a2GforGreekikp^

One on

Fast
J,

Gamble under present arrangements,

N.Y. Exliik Contribute

Mid-East Accord

OmensNGIorUi
A

is

sive,"
Binford said he expects to
prepare a detailed report on "Duel"
in which he says "i will tear It

,

Disappointment of 20th-Fox's reissue engagement of "Alexander's
Ragtime Band" at the Roxy, N. Y.,
this past week has showmen doing
considerable pondering over what
constitutes the b.o. values in Uie rereleases. While "Alex," with what
values.
was acknowledged an excellent pre^
meetat
the
first
indicated
Yates
ing Of the new directors early this opening campaign, tallied a meagre
$50,000 for the seven-day period
to
accept
willingness
his
taonth
ending yesterday
(Tuesday)
and
(Continued on page 20)
was yanked, a pair of Edward Small
oldies being reissued' by PRC—
'Kit Carson" and "Last of the Mo
ParamoiiEl Won't Sell
hicans"— are tnthing In comparatively phenomenal grosses throughout the country.
Except Ii

course of most other majors by
continuing limited competitive selL
»ing. Company has decided to stay
away from the decree's method of
peddling pix except in those instances where it may be required
to do so by court ruling. Par announced it will license itg product,
plqture-by^picture ^nd theatre-bytheatre, "upon the merits."
"In so doing it will consider
?ach situation, based upon the par
ticulflr facts," Charles Reagan, Par's
Par's stand which
sales chief, said.
followed a series ot huddles among
its top execs means the dropping of
restricted competitive selling previously practiced by the company
iSeretofore, Par had used the bid
ittethod in the hot spots to avoid
possible
liability
from exhibitor
anti-trust suits and to warm up the
new method for full-scale use by
July 1. tr. S. Supreme Court stay
has made the reversal possible.
As things now stand. Par will
probably sell competitively in Chicago and Philadelphia. In Chi, the
Jackson Park case's decree, if susregulates the
tained on
appeal,
method of distribution strictly in
the windy city.
Goldman decision

other stuff that

While Rank's tremendous expan-

that the Rep toppfer's plan is to
go all out on the production of big
pix was indicated in his talk at the
final sales meeting, held on the Coast
He declared that Rep
last week.
had embarked on a policy of match-

CompetMy

.

sion hasn't yet put the squeeze on
American product, U. S. toppers fear
that will come with the increased
production of British films. It's felt
that sooner or later the pritish

lot.

field

;

°

"Jade" under Hunt
South Africa, pushes banner for Unlteid Airtists release May I.
"It's 'vulgar, sexy and without a
Rank's holdings above .the 1,200has been called off.
censor
single decent thing," the
marker. Meanwhile, U. S. companies,
chairman declared.
"It starts off
preoccupied with domestic problenjs
with
two murders and ends with
and cagey over uncertain foreign deinto it
more
murders.
Woven
two
velopments^ have been forced to
are a train wreck, rape and a lot of
inafk' time.-

some

ing the highest bidder to get top
talent, properties and producers,
That's in line with the feeling of
stnne of the he\v directors,"who think
that Yates hasn't gon« far enough in
the past in offering bait to upperdrawers production talent. Their idea
is that the studio should turn out a
moderate number of high budgeters,
but with carefully thought-out b.o.

Blnford of the local censor board.
Branding David O. Selznick's bigbudget western as the "most repellent picture I have seen this year,"
Binford ordered cancellation of its
scheduled booking at Lpew's State

in

circuit

:

It is

Memphis, April 22.
"Duel In the Sun" was banned In
toto from Memphis screens yesterday (Monday) by chairman Lloyd T.

Ue

lis

be a discussion of the ratio of highbudget prestige production on which

J. Arthur Rank is rapidly winning
the Anglo-American sweepstakes for
Garnett-Vidor
foreign theatres, and the results to
•
Hollywood, April 22.
date have Yank film execs fretting
Tay Garnett is forming a new
and worried. His acc(uisition last
company with
production
indie
week of the Palace Amusement Co. King Vldor, with "White Jade"
British West Indies, Jamaica, coming
slated as the first picture.
only a space after picking up a third
Garnett's recent deal to make
interest in the powerful Schlesinger
Stromberg's

$2,100,600

UJAM

An independent exhibitors' committee to help meet the film indusHe's due in New York, Ma^ 5, for
try's quota in this year's drive to
an address to the India Society and
raise $2,100,000 for the United Jewniembership
May 8 for an
ish Appeal was appointed Friday
meeting and dinner to J. Arthur
following an organizational
(18),
Rank.
meeting of homeoffice chairmen at
the Hotel Astor, N. Y. Sam Rinzler
chairman of the commitnamed
was
Blumenthal Exiting Eot
tee, which also includes David WeinStock, Edward Rugofl, Harry Brandt,
Julius
Joelson,
Si Fabian, Max A.
But Retaining His Stock
Cohen and Leo Brecher,
A. Pam Blumenthal stated last
discussed
Homeoffice
chairmen
week that he would retain his stock plans for an intensive drive at the
interest in Enterprise, although reluncheon meeting, presided over by
tiring from the board of directors.
Matty Pox, one of the four co-chairIt had been previously understood
men for nxetropolitan Mew York.
that he would sell his stock back to
Barney Balaban is national chief of
Enterprise and depart from the corthe UJA's film division,
poration completely.
Scram from the directorate followed
the Ilew York and Hollywood finan- Barker's Quickie
cier's election as board chairman of
Cecil Barker, exec assistant to
Cinecolor.
He declared that he David O. Selznick, planed from New
couldn't "conscientiously serve on York, Saturday (19) for London.
the board of any one film company He'll be abroad two or three weelcs.
while acting as chairman of the'
It's understood visit is on talent
board of a firm designed to serve all matters and in regard to opening
of "Duel in the Sun" In London.
film companies."
Hollywood,

MPA

'

..

.

Abroad

.
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TECHNICOLOR

MAUREEN O'HARA in "THE HOMESTRETCH" in
GLENN LANGAN HELEN WMKER James Gleason
Henry Stephenson Margaret Bannerman Ethel Griffins Tommy Cook
Directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
Produced by ROBERT BASSLER
CORNEL WILDE

•

Technicolor with

•

•

•

•

•

•

Original Screen Play by

Wanda

Tuchock

Wednestlay, April 23, 1947

PACE-SEHER
ROXY, N. Y. TODAY

BOOMERANG! • THE LATE GEORGE APLEY • MOSS ROSE
GHOST AND MRS. MUIR • MIRACLE ON 34th STREET
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RE'TIEWS
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iDislionored

Lady

Hollywood, April
Aitlsta release ot Hunt
prortuction.
Oh^i-tok)

Unlloil

teis

19.

StromStars

H«dy XnmoVp, Pennls O'Keeff, John

LOiier;

i^atures WlllWin Ijuiutlgan. Morris Carnov»1«ky, Paul Cavanagh, Natalie Sohafer.
."^creenviliiy,
Wi'leil tiy Robert Stevenson,
Edniuml II. North; luised on play by Euwaril Sheldon nnd Slnignret Ajer Barnes;
I.iicien

Aiulrlot;

Madeleine Damieii
Duvid Cou.sins
t)r.
Felix Courtland.
•laok Oaret
Dr. faleb,
Vk'lor Kranlsh
Ethel Royi'e

Carinen

seore,

liragon; editor. John Foley.
Umiulrg time 86
April W, '47.

Previewed

MINS.
Medy r.ainarr

Dennis O'Keefe

John I.oder
...WiDlnm l.nndigan
Morris Oarnovsky
t>aul Cavanagh
.Xntallc Sohater

DIslrk't Attorney

Douglas Dumhrille
Margaret Hamilton

Vra. Gelger,
Pcftnse Attorney.;. ....... ..Nicholas .Toy
James Flavin
Detective

This remake of the s]tage play has
been weakened by censorship regulations but still has enough meat to

Ummi

audiences witK proper
attract
exploitation. Production values are
on 4he lavish side, Hedy Lanaarr
name figuring an aid in the selling.

Hedy Lamarr character

is,

more

psychological than immoral and the
film approach, because of taboos,

Miss
lessens interest and clarity.
Xamarr's work is strong, neverthe
less, and will help to carry picture

through to good grosses.

Plot

still

gets in shadowy implications of
character's promiscuous love life,
mostly through dialog.
Edmund H. North did the screen
play, based on the Katharine Cornell
stage play which Edward Sheldon

and Margaret Ayer Barnes co-au-

;

VdiJncaaay,
to J8nd his own
back. Renoir has modulated the
whole film with periods of ominous

and abandons him

(Jack

comern,

Miniatare Review
"Dighonorcd Lady"
(UA).
Average

b.p. tor this film version of Katharine Cornell legit

way

silence followed

starrer.

"Cheyenne" (WB). Big, brawling western with broad appeal,
augurs handsome boxoffice.
^'Tke Woman on the BeaiSIi''
(RKO). trnusKial Jean Renoir
film will 'depend on ynpredictablfe word-of-mouth.
"Xorment"
(Oxford),
Two
Swedish finds, Alf Kjellin and
Mai Zetterling, help make this
Swedish film cliak; OK arty.
"Francis the First" (FrenchMade).
Fernandel in costume
co(nedy; mild
even in arty
:|jbttses,".::

y'-

'

solution.

is

••Cloehtscc
cafe"
(Safia).
film
shapes as too "wordy, too long
for big biz in America.
'^Trlumpli of tove" (MUi^dus).
Austrianrmade version of "Lysisttata" holds little for V. S.

French-made small -budget

,inarlt«t.-'',

sometimes heavy-handed. Camera

good, as
is production design and art direcBrosr.
tion by Nicolai Remisoff.
is

Cisevteiais©

(SONGS)
22.

music, Max Mteiner: songs, Stelner, Ted
Koehler, M. K: Jerome; editor, ("hristlan
HunTriulenhown April 21, '47.
f!yhy.
ning time, «» AlINS.
....Dennis Morgan
James Wylle.

AU

]<>gUi>h titles, Edward 1.. Klng(!>l«yj PreI'lewed In N. Y. pcojectlon n>oni, April 10,
47.
Running time, is MfJflB.
,V...SIlg Jal'rfl
Alt Kjellin
Hal Zetferling
Winneratrand
. .Olot
Cederlund
Pippi
. . . .G,osta
........ Vlugo BJovne
Doctor. .........
Sandman
Stig OIlB
;\

Caligula.

Erik Wldgren...
Bertha
.
Headmaster....

Wldgren...

Mrs. Wldgren.

iThe Woinaii opt the
Beat^-'' / /

RKO

I'eleasc of Jack Gross production.
Stars Joan Bennett^ Robert Ryan, Charles
Walter
features Nan
Leslie,
Bickford;
Directed by Jean
Sande, Irene Ryan.

Rp-nolr.
Screenjjlay,
noir; adaptiition by

Frank Davis and -ReMichael Hogan from

novel by Mitchell Wilson; camera, T.eo
Tover, Harry Wild; editor, Roland Gross.
Lyle Beyer; music, llanns Kisler. Tradeshown N. Y. April 1(1, '47. Running time.
71 MINS.

Joan Bennett
Robert Ryan

Peggy

Hollywood, April

Warner Bros, release o( Robert Buekncr
Dennis Morgan, Jane
maductlon.
fStars
Wsman, Jania Paige, Bruce Bennett; tea.
tures Alan Hale, Arthur Kennedy, John
Directed by
Btagely, Barton MaeLane.
Screenplay, Alan r^eMay
Raoui Walsh.
and TliamPH Williamsoh; from story by
Paul I, 'Wellraan: camera; Sid JTickox;

(SWf:mSH-MAOE)
Oxford Film release 0( SF production.
RIars .Stig Jarrel, AU KJSJlln. S»b1 Zetter.
ling.
Dire«ied by
sjoberg. Screenplay,
Inginar Bergman: camerft, MitrtU Bodin;

Mr.

tempering melodramatics
with easy touch that helps. Miss
Wyman's role is a bit more dour but
well done and sweetens towards the
end when^she falls for Morgan. Miss
Paige is a delight as saloon singer
who figures in the final payoff. Bennett's role has minimum of footage,
which he does well. Alan Hale, timid
western sheriff, Kennedy, deadly
his heroics,

Hunt Stromberg

work by Lucien Andriot

,

Herm.

'..'.S

Wilcox produclooks fairly good for U. S.

William Lundigan, Morris Carnov- enhance rugged outdoor mood and
Bky (psychiatrist) Paul Cavanagh, other credits arg, in keeping to make
(publisher} and Natalie Schafer are this strong commercial western film
okay among other principals. Mar- fare.
Brotr.
garet Hamilton rates some chuckles
In typical rooming housekeeper role.
presentation
receives excellent physical .values
under Jack Chertek's production
wing. Robert Stevenson's direction

•

"ibourtneys At Cufzon SUeet"
(B-L). Anna Neagle in British-

.....

Scott

Ted
Eve

....i..

otto 'Wfernecke.;..
Mrs. "Wernecke....
Kirkr, ...... .......

......Charles Bickford
i . Nan Leslie
Walter .Sande
Irene Ryan
,'..i.....<6tenn

Ijars.

Jimmy....

The Woman on

.

Vernon

.Frank Darleti
Jay Xorrls

"

A

reappraisal

of

J.

Arthur

Riego

....... .. .".Olav

.Marta Arbin
.Jan Molander
Anders Nystrom
Nils Dahlgren

.

Vettei'.seon.

Widgren ...f
Police Ottlcer...

•

(In Stcedish; Bnelish Titles)

It was the work of Alf Kjellin and
Zetterling, boy-girl romantic
combo, in this picture that won them
contracts in English-speaking films.

Mai

Their performances easily tip why
they were picked, former by Selznick
and Miss Zetterling by J. Arthur
Bank. "Torment" represents a big
forward stri^$ tot Swedish-language
productions and measures up to the
prize-award classification won at the

Cannes Film Festival last year.
should do unusually strong biz
•

U. S. arty theatres.
Picture shows what can

It

in

be ac-

complished at Swedish studios if the
producers there add pace and pointed
direction

their

to

familiar smooth
sparkling photog-

thpspian work and
raphy. Alf Sjoberg has whipped the

Ingmar Bergman

a

script into

grip-

ping tale of the growing high school
lad whose first violent love affair
ends tragically.
This study of adolescent youth is
fuE of more earthy episodes than
V. Si audiences are accustomed to,
but it's possibly more effectual because of this very fact. Scene where
the coUegi- tart induces- Kjellin, the
high school student, into staying with
her overnight pulls fe^ punches.
Even the deft shearing by state
censors has failed to mar this
sequence.
Plot has Kjellin, as the hard-study-

for strong retm-ns in metropolitan arty situations, probably be
heightened by good reviews in
the dailies, but b.o. efficacy outside the big cities is doubtful.
Artisti<!alTy,

the film holds up

as well as other British imports

become potent box-

office items, biit leisurely >pacing

and

complicated story line in
attempting to portray both life

POW

German
camp and effect on the homefolks, is likely
to discourage patronage outside
metropolitan, centres.
in a

don Jackson and Jimmy Hanley.
There are sequences of news-

neys,

,

especially

in

the

camp
scenes
which
were
photographed at Marlag camp
near Hamburg. Careful writing
by Angus McPhail and Guy
Morgan plug an expressive musical score further help "Captive
Heart."

Jose.

beginning.
Believing; she is handicapping her
husband's airmy, caj'eer, the girl
leaves him, disappears to Ireland to
have h$r baby son, and reappears
under another name on the London
stage. Rising from chorus girl to star
she is behind the lines in France
(1914 war) singing to the troops
when the two meet and are reconciled. From then on the story tells
of the.joys and sorrows of the Court-

ending in 1945 when their
grandson brings home his girl who
hopes her humble family won't ob-

her

ject to

rharrying- into the aris-

tocracy.

An

-

accomplished

musical score
of the Queen" to
"Lily Marlene," marking the different years, is a decided asset to the
picture and earns a bouquet for Tony
Collins. A word of praise, too, for
G. H. Mulcafeter, unaccountably omitted from the cast list for a finely

from "Soldiers

'

customs and people. Comedy angles
are so thin and threadbare that it etched cameo.
Picture is undoubtedly set for boxwould have taken a much more expert hand than Fernandel to make office records here. No film more
such a picture come off. The fact it British in style and sentiment ever
is a Fernandel comedy gives it some has crossed the Atlantic.*' It may call
slight possibilities in V. S. arty the- for a special brand of salesmanship^
Cane.
atres.
Film shows Fernandel as a stage
manager who aspires to be an actor
CsmlrnnCafe.
in a dhjgy carnival repertory com('Clockface Cafe')
pany. IHiheartenad by his failure to
(FBENCB-MAlDE)
make good, he seeks relief from a
hypnotist. Most of the remainder of
Paris, April 5.
story shows Fernandel t» e renaisSafla and DIspa production a nti release.
sance gallant back in 1520, but still Stars Blanchette Brunoy, Bernard Blier,
Clariond.
Directed by .Jewn Gehret.
using his silly smile 'and droll man- Aime
Screenplay by Pierre Benard and Hforl
nerisms, and holding on to his pocket Decoln from story by Henard; cainfia,
.

Wm

Le

'

.

Lemarc.
At Boulogne Studio.
.Tacftues
time, 101 MINS.
this book that
him to Running
Bernard Biler
ProptlDtoir
in the court of Francis- the HIS Wife
....Blanchette Bninoy
He teaches the king and his The Jflddlen.. >..<.....Alme Clariond

encyclopedia.
It's

fame
First.

h^s

modern dancing and card
games. Perhrps the most interesting
scenes are th love episodes between
FernanisM jind Francis the First's
mistress. Among the inane efforts to
grab laughs is that ghost sequence.
Besides
Femandel's
clowning,
Mona Goya, a bit on the chunky side
for pictures, makes a fascinating mistress of the king, while Aime-Simon
Girard, as Francis I, and Alexandra
Hignault, as Henry VIII, provide
above-par support. Others worthy of
mention are Henri Bosc, §inoel and

court

husky student, striving to learn
bis Latin and appease an almost
sadistic professor while keeping up
his affair with the college widow.
How this comely femme, favorite of Mihalesco.
others at school,- is found to be the
Story by Paul Fekete !g one of
secret sweetie of the same mad Latin those
things,
while diirection by
prof and dies during one of their Christian-Jaque
is
drunken orgies builds to a powerful spired. Chief flaw uneven and unining,

performance of Tchaikowsky's
"Symphonie Pathetique." His wife,
nervous, does not behave with conyehtional stoicism and has to li.sten
catty remarks about her lowly
first

to

fidelity

Miss Slater

gold-medalist
of
the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art is
signed to a long term contract with
Wilcox, who has leased her to plav
Juliet in the Stratford Shakespeare
Festival. Gladys Young has a following because of her radio success
in England.
Story runs from 1900 to 1945
Michael Wilding plays the soldier son
and heir of a baronet. He is in love
with his mother's maid
(Anna
Neagle). Ignoring his mother's Warning that he is risking social ostracism, he flouts tradition and marries
the Tgirl. Climax to society's persecution comes at a snobbish function
with Queen Victoria present to hear

Film, which ran 108 mlnUtes
in the London showing, has been
trimmed to 86 minutes, Michael
Redgrave does excellently as »
Czewi with an English background who, in escaping the
Gestapo, assumes the identity of
a slain Einglish officer, is captured and 'finally repatriated.
Acting is generally of high
calibre
with staunch
assists
given, by Jack Warner, Basil
Hadfotd, Rachael Kempson, Gor-

reel

aa, 1947

18-year-old

Rank's "The Captive Heart," reviewed in Variety from LfflaflOMi
April 10, '46, indicates the limited appeal of thU Universal
(Prestige) release. Film is geared

that have

Ayra

nificant "screen debuts.

The Captive Heart

;

Bickford comeg the full way lip
the comeback trail with his performance in which he reestablishes his
old pattern of he-man brutality and
tenderness with more range and
depth than he ever displayed before.
Miss Bennett has been typed here
in a part she has played before in
"Woman in the Window" and "Black
Angel" and she walks through her
paces with ease and •confidence. Ryan
is a limited thesper but under Renoir's firm control, he registers with
a sensitive, accurate portrayal.

msKle Herbert
tion;

by

staccato violence,
Only at the very end does the picture collapse into conventionality
with an unreal, happy and moral

thored. It tells of editor of fashionable femme mag who's not gettipg
the best out of life although apparently enjoying it. Mental desperatioji drives her to attempted suicide,
a. visit with a psychiatrist, and renunciation of old way of living. She
meets a young doctor, falls in love, killer,
Ridgely, Tom Tyler, Bob
becomes involved in a murder but Steele John
and others in the outlaw
\s eventually cleared for the happy
gang. Barton MacLane are all good.
"
finale.
,
Ann O'Neal, helps bit as western
Male co-stars are Dennis O'Keefe rooming house operator.
and John Loder as the young doctor
Much of exterior was filmed in
respectively. Arizona to get proper Wyoming atold 1 o v e,
and, an
O'Keefe character isn't always even mosphere for background. Art diend Iioder's role is a bit too smooth. rection by 'Ted Smith does much to

The

.

.

Ihe Drunk.

Ondard

.Felix

......

This small budgeter is much better
than most current local films. "Well
directed, paced and acted, it needs
but little editing to make it a bet for
international

ages

may

Wordy

release.

hurt for U.

the Beach" is another original creation from the
striking imagination of Jean Renoir,
tion manager.
the transplanted French director who
Bernard Blier is excellent as proJane "Wymiin
Ann KlncaUU....
did "The Southerner" a few years
ot the latter is that prietor who comes from the provPaige
Janl.s
Knilly Carson
climax. It's told with fine balance
mces and buys a Paris cafe which he
it permits too many slapstick inciBruce Bennett back. Its boxoffice merits may be
Ed Landers.,
.Alan Hale limited by its disturbing strangeness, between lighter moments and melo- dents.
begins operating with his provincialFred Durkin
Wear.
action.
dramatic
Unlike
so
many
Arthur Kennedy but artistically, the film is a tour de
Sundance Kid
looking, wile. He tries to make her
John Kidgely force bound to provoke a hubbiib of Swedish films, it is not weighed down
Chalkeye
more Parisian. When she buys
..Barton Jiacljane
yaucey
with wordy passages.
Coni'tneys «f Craraom S4. look:
finery on a scale: he had not antici..i.Tom Wer Critical controversy.
Pecos
Kjellin appears as a real find, and
(BRITISH-MADE)
Slim is more mood than meaning.
pated, he does not scold her Until she
.Bob Steele
Bucky
.....John- Compton On the surface, it is a confusion of should need little grooming to win a
London, April 11.
t>lmpy Bill.......
falls for a musician. But once he
..i.....John Alvin logic, a narrative drawn with in- spot on the American screen. "Miss
Single .Tack
Brlllsh I.ion release o£ Herbert Wilcox gets jealous, he loses his
mental
Monte Blue
Tlmberllne
........
.Stars Anna Neagle, Michael
lines around characters with- Ketterling also looks to be a future production.
balance and shoots her.
Miss Kltivedge...... ........ ...Ann O'Neal visible
Directed by Herbert Wilcox.
bet in England, her vampish college WildlnK.
Blier's portrayal of the reliable
Tom Fadden out motivation in a plot otily^had- widow
Oharlle.
role here doing much to make .S< reenplay by Nlcholan PMpw f i-om original
.Britt Wood owily defined. But beneath, thircine.
Swamper.
story by Florence Tranter.
Caitiero, Max husband, willing to work hard to
this
unusual
film.
an
She
mana'ges
to
Greene. At Cunton theatre, London. Bun- keep his wife happy until forced to
matic elements are brilliantly fused
"Cheyenne" carries a load of en- by Renoir into an intense and com- typify the gal who likes her liquor nlug time, 120 MINS.
become bookmaker by her spending
O'Hallaron
Anna Xeaglc is one of the picture's strong points,
tertainment values that should give, pelling emotional experience. Patrons nearly as much as her men while at Catherine
Sir Edward Courtney
Miehael Wilding
It's a
it a handsome wicket payoff.
will sit through this one fascinated the same time showing that she had Lady Courtney
Blanchette Brunqy, as the wife,
tlladys Young
lusty, brawling western, crammed but wondering what it was all about found real love in the high school *ajerle,
changing from the
Coi-al Browne shows skill In
lad.
Kklward Courtney..,;
with quick, hard action, criSp situa- at the finish.
Mii-hiiel lledwln
simple provincial kid to the woman
Stig
Jarrel,
who's
been in many Cynthia
.... Daphne Slater who learns
tions and good dialog. These factors,
Joan Bennett and Charles Bickford
to appreciate the finer
Teddy
Courtney.....,.,..
Swedish
pictures,
has
an
unsympaJack
WatllnB
plus light sex dressing, insure its names •will help push this pic off to a
Maiy (.Courtney
Helen Cherry things in life. Aime Clairiond, as the
thetic
part
the
cruel,
as
partying
prochances.
momentum
while
good starting b.o.
Mrs. L Halloran..
....Ethel O'Shea conceited fiddler who mu.st try and
Sturdy
cast
names deliver unpredictable word-of-mouth reac fessor, and does it Up brown. Olaf Colonel Oa»<-oyne.
Bernard Ixa show off before the young woman, JS
strongly under Raoul Walsh's bold tion will decide from there. Thesp- Winnerstrand, as head mastei: of the Sir Frank Murchlwn
Percy Walsh a bit stagey, but effective.
Alice Cachet
direction. Footage is fast, the action ing is uniformly excellent with the school, and Gosta Cederlund, as the I'OU'se
Credit is due Felix Ouvrard as the
Pam
.Terry Randitll
hard and realistic. Walsh contrasts cast from top to bottom responding elderly professor, are excellent and
babbling drunk -iftho does not realize
action sequences with lightly played to Renoir's controlling need for a -top the excellent supporting cast.
his talk causes a lot of harm. Balance
Original
Ignoring
score
by
highbrow
Hilding
Rosen
critics arid their
scenes between male and femme surcharged atmosphere.
In subtle
of cast is okay.
principals, an amatory detail that counterpoint to the film's surface berg helps stress the more dramatic acid barbs, Herbert Wikox continues
Benard shows a tendency to overwhilp
Martin
Bodin's his prosperous way by turning out
adds zip. Backing rugged movement vagueness, the settings are notably episodes
develop the extraneous roles, which
are ace production values furnished realistic in their size and quality. cameraing is in the best Swedish boxoffice bonanzas. The super crit- might well be scissored. But even as
by Robert Buckner, standout lensing Choice camerawork sustains the tradition. Sjoberg's direction never ical may argue that everything in is, this is a vivid character study. Diby Sid Hickox and Max Steiner's film's overall impact while sweeping falters' and has surprisingly .few dull this picture has been seen and said rector Gehret, with Henri Decoin'S
before and may cite Noel Coward's
Wear,
music score.
through the entire production is a moment&
keep
"Cavalcade" as a familiar predeces- suggestions, has been able to
Score has two pop numbers, "Go
magnificent score by Hanris Eisler
things moving fairly well in the
sor, but the masses will flock to see
ing Back to Old Cheyenne," written which heightens all'ol the film's pic-"
Flirsi;
small set so that its continuous use
this simple story of a man who marby Steiner and Ted Koehler, and torial values.
Maxi.
not beconie boring.
(FRENCH-MADE)
ried beneath him in the social scale does
"I'm So In Love." by Koehler and
the yarn is a variation of
Xoel 51endow-B. T-. Garner release of Cal- and was darned lucky and happy he
M. K. Jerome. Both are put over theBasically,
eternal triangle theme but it un- aniy Drudurtion. .Stars Feruan<lel. Directed did so. Looks to be
TritMnplK (ftf l..ovc
solidly by Janis Paige with former
reasonably strong
implication i.y ciiristiun-.Taque. ,<5tory by I'ltijl Fekste. at
("Wslstnita")
U. S. theatres especially since
showing best. Miss Paige's vocaling folds elusively through occasionally I'levleu-i-.l N. Y., April
18. •«.-- Running
and suggestion, only
Anna Neagle is no stranger.
(AVSTOIAN-MADE)
of "Going Back" is sock scene, made
time. S3 iliaS.
emerging
to the level of full clarity. Honorin
Wilcox hasn't worried about any
Vienna, April 1.,
..Fernandel
$0 as much by sexy barroom cosIn the film's center, Charles Bick- La Belle F»rronnlere,
yienha
Mundus-Fllm production and re.Mona
Uoya
.significant
them'e
in
by
canarying.
this.
tume as
He tells his lease. Stars
ford plays the role of a blind artist, Henry Vllt.
.Alexandre Hignault four-generation story
Judith Holzrrietater. <). W.
Script by Alan LeMay and Thames
with
Smiles
and
Fischer; features HlWe Berudt, .losef .M' l".Heni-I Bosc
jealous of Ferron
te^rs, and that's where he's one up rad, Paul Kemp, Inge Konradi. .Miml Sbi.rii.
projecting brutally strong and madly
,'WilUam.sbn is punchy,
Jules (ghost).
........SInoel
Bennett Cascoronl .............
sicieeni>iay I'y
smart lines and situations with adult his wife. As the latter, Joan
tSenIn on many of alleged erudite British Directed by AHred .Stoeger.
a callous tart tied to her husband Ui Pallce. .....
camera, lisl,i!r .«i-liriirclii
.I.eniontier producers and directors who believe Kospar Loser;
Dialog avoids western is
flavor.
editor, Anna HollelluK; inusb-, Aids Mell.............
.Mihalesco it's a crime to
using
modern totich to only through ah obsession Of guilt CaglioHtro
put heart and senti- char. Previewed
cliches,
in Brojection rfumi, VifOna.
Kerval
arising from her accidental blinding (.'a.s<-aiv»nl's Son. .......
ment on the screen. Wilcox obviously Runnins
heighten effect, and is particularly
time, 110 MJ.N.S,
......Falvre
Bickford
their marriage. Innkeeper
of
early
in
en.ioys
Bayard .................
seeing two people in love, he
telling for both dramatic sequences
Amato
part is played by Robert Ryan, Herald of Arms... ....
Vitry enjoys seeing them embrace, and so
and light love play between Dennis Third
(In German; No English Titles)
Guard oflicer stationed near Laulrec
... .Marconi will the millions
who pay for sentiMorgan, Jane Wyman and Miss a Coast
Many stage productions have been
Alme-Sinion Ulrard
the, blind man's home in a deso- Francis- 1. ...
mental entertainment.
Paige. Based on a story by Paul I.
made of "Lysistrata," and the one on
..Alice TIsROt
spot on the ocean front.. He is Lady Alfredlne.
Irt.
addition, Miss Neagle
Wellman. plot deals with adventur- late
(who which Alfred Stoeger based thi.'^ new
recovering from a mental shock obmakes her bow as co-producer)' is as film version -fared okay when at the
ous gambler who takes on range de- tained
fin
French;
English
Titles)
during
the
naval
combat
in
powerful a marquee name as there Insel theatre here last season. But
His
tective chore for Wells Fargo.
war
Despite having Fernandel, long a is over here. People here regard her in translating
assignment is to run down superinto a picture spectix-'le,
French comedian, in the as one of their own. Her co-star the book has been extended nno
iFiian's tension mounts With short, popular
badman known as The Poet. Hampering his job is Miss Wyman, wife of swift strokes as Ryan, doubtful principal role, this farce comedy is Michael Wilding is rapidly becoming burdened with a sorry mess of new
dialogue and an even heavier weifiht
the heavy, Bruce Bennett, an outlaw whether Bickford is really blind at a disappointment. It seems to have a boxoffice bet.
As usual with Wilcox productions of highly modern, iinmelodunis
gang headed by Arthur Kennedy, all, puts him to the .te.st in order to been a mistake to cast the Parisian
and other standard western barriers free the woman. In a breath-taking fUnster in a 16th century costume the supporting cast has been chosen music. As this stands, it lias tmaU
sequence, the filin's high point, Ryan yarn even if the idea was to give him with care, and newcomers Daphne chance in U. S. and does not figure to
to law and order,
.
,
. ,
Morgan does a forthright Job of walks Bickford to the edge of a clift free rein to poke fun at the garb. Slater and Gladys Young make- sig(Continued on page 18)
'

.

—

,

pass-

S.

Whole story takes place in the Cafe
du Cadran, a bistro which actually
exists on Avenue de I'Opera, opposite
Cafe de, Paris here, where newspapermen hang out. Low cost of film
IS explained by the one set used and
also by the fact that director Gehret
knows his costs since once a produc-

,

Franeis th«

,

,

.

.

,

. .

'

.

,

.

.
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OSTWAR
ASCAP s &at Boost, Taxes, Etc.,

Ben

m

Powered by increasing exhibitor
the sentiment iov a
single exhib organization to front
for the theatre end 'of the industry
The preis rapidly on the climb.
liminaries for a ohe-lront step are
tribulations,'

Gate<Crasher Pays

under way with exhib sachems now
gngiig^d in the sounding-out stage.
The overt acts, towarSs that end
aren't far off, it's widely said.
.What's considered the last straw
by many exhib lead«rs is the move

by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers to
hoist seat charges: in theatres. With
the ASCAP licensing fees now
scaled from 10c.-20c. per seat per
year, depending on the size of the
house, that organization hopes for a
substantial boost which may almost
double existing charges.

Exhib opposition to the raise is
Sizzling and organization heads are
now seeking a huddle With ASCAP
to keep the boost within bounds.

Up $5

'

Rev.

to

Paul

off,

the

now

cut-

played

boost in production costs

is

dren.

20th s Pension Plan
^^^^

there's a strong feeling that the
among theatre owners will
New 'pension system set up by
play into ASCAP's hands. As one
20th-Fbx at the outset of 1946 cost
exhib unit chief put it: "We're paythe company $2;214,6S2 during the
ing the price for our inability to
year in operating expenses, Spyros
properly
organize
our
business.
Skouras, 20th's prexy, told stockThere'll be a half dozen outfits repany meeting with holders in his annual report. Of
resented
at
sum, Skouras said, $1,208,916
ASCAP and everyone Of theni will that
have different ideas On what's the was used to meet current services
and $1,055,716 Was paid out for past
fair thing."
services.
Contributions in the latPoint is made by this unit chief
ter category, Ije added, are expected
and seconded by others that the
to be completed in not more than
unity move must be made ptomptljr.
eleven years.
Consequently, there's determination
Some 376,532 shares of convertible
to push it through before exhibs get
preferred stock .was turned into
too much of a beating from a numthe
ber of soulrces. With the idea of 470,953 shares of common during
year, Skoivas also said, while 165,300
combining
on
censorship
taxes,
shares of common- were issued on
threats and other menaces to b.o.
the exereise of options. Of the lathealth, the mails .jwd jwiceg are hot
ter amount, Skouras, himself, acon union now.
quired 42,000 shares; Darryl F.
rrampt M«Ve Meedcd&nuck, studio chief, 100,000; and
Fact that taxes have reached the
23,800 others went to 14 officers and
•tage Where additional levies are
the company.
wreaking havoc to attendance fig- employees of
Expansion of studio plans, blueures, is being* played up 'by the
printed a year ago, were stalled,
supporters of the unification move.
With a flock of conununlties flirting 'Skouras explained, because of the
scarcity of materials. Policy of prooyer the idea ot added amusement
ducing fewer pix, he said, has les(Continued on page 21)
sened the inunediate requirement
for enlarged facilities but basic construction program "will be proceeded with as circumstances perarietf
C§i?§nli«ii

disunity

.

—

profits but
cash gains are a different story.
Aside from payment of dividends

wards along with record

and some extras, that added money
garnered in '46 is being soaked up
by the climbing production nut. It
isn't that there's more pix on the
shelves— rather. It's because the
same number is tying up lots more

cash.

.

Qui

Mgate Gel Gy Hand
Hollywood, April 22.
Motion picture studio biggies are
extending a welcome hand to the
llth annual convention ot Variety
.Clubs, May 13-17, when 1,200 delegates will be given the freedom of
the city. Production executives here
realize the importance of a convention which brings outstandiag exhibitors and distributors from the
U. S., Canada and Mexico into close
touch with the film studios.
This attitude wan expressed in a
greeting
extended by I,ouis B.
.

.

Mayer, Metro chief:
"Symbolized in the spirit of Variety is the great unselfish heart of

mit."

consolidated "net
profit of $22,619,535 for the year,
fourth-quarter returns of $6,399,720
was disclosed. This take compares
with $5,217,180 which 20th netted for
the comparative quarter of '45 and
$4,770,355 garnered during the third
quarter of '46.
reporting

In

a

Bicycler of lot' 16in

argued, a recession
would find the majors in weakened
condition since the liquid benefits ot
a stretch of prosperous years won't
be .in the bank. Instead, the majors

Otherwise,

it's

(Continued on page 18)

Los Angeles, April 22.
William "Scotty" Brown was fined
$1,000 yesterday by Federal Judge
William C. Mathes on the charge of
renting 39

illegally

18m

films.

He

was ordered confined to jail until he
made good on the fine. Sentence of

showman. Iri practice the o'peratdr of the Embro Pictured
and tradition, he is always the first Co., which stores and services 16m
to extend a helping hand to those prints for stars and directors, folthe American

I know of no fellowship
devoted to the finest ideals of
mwnanity, and it is with great pride
1 am privileged to share the
siucere welcome extended by the

in jwant,
so'

that

entire

motion pictiire

industry."

Similar greetings were voiced by
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-FoX; Hurry
Cohn, Columbia; Henry Ginsberg,

Paramount;

Nate

Blumberg,

Uni-

H

versal-International;
e r b er t J.
Yates, Republic, and Steve Broidy,

Monogram.

lowed his plea of nolo contendere to
an information filed by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
Brown \yas picked up by the FBI
in the course of Its Coast drive to
wipe out distribution of "hot" nar-

row-gauge

He had

prints.

bieen

un-

authorizedly licensing the prints to
the Cub theatre, Big Bear Lake,
Calif. New York law firm of Sargoy
Stein, special counsel for the
majors' Copyright Protection Bureau; cooperated with the FBI,

&

Many Variety

tents are planning
(Continued on page 19)

Deneau Aides Kusell
Sid Deneau, former head ot theatre operations for the Schine circuit, has been named assistant to

Muton

Kusell, general salesmanager

ror Selzniefc lleleasing Organization.

He joined

SRO Monday

the

Schine

m

l^sociation.
bookoi- and
Circuit.

a New
a prin-

his decision to leave
outfit after two years"
Prior' to that he was
buyer for the Fabian

cult to control

hr-Iiberty Merge

said

he

—

are slim.

of 26th

:

From

Briefs

He

tendency
Hollywood, April 22.
Chink remains in the negotiations
between Paramount ;^nd Liberty by
which there's still ji slight chance
that the on-again-oflt-again deal may
be consumma.ted. Neither Par nor
Liberty execs were prepared to
(Tuesday) that the
state
today
whole amalgamation was out, although it Was admitted that.-chances

Both sides have left loopholes in
20 the negotiations which will make It
Gentury- possible to resume. If they don't
Fox stockholders has been set for come to a successful conclusion with
Par, of course, it's possible that
May 20 in New York.
Proxies for re-election of officers steps will be started toward amaland other matters on the agenda gamation with another company.
(Gbntmued on page 16)
Will be mailed out next wedc.

Annual meeting

costs.

therefore dropped the idea in favor
ot yarns with simpler production requirements.
Aside from the, concept of a story
itself, Bogeaus declared, the major
factor in present upped costs is the
increased shooting time being taken
Films that used to be done in 30 or
40 days now take 60, he said. Reasoh
for that he attributed largely to
"habit," plus the fact that directors
noting high grosses being turned in
by other pictures have acquired a

the Lots

to up a 48-rday sked, for
instance, to 60 days in order get just
little more perfection.

a

With each shooting day costing
from $10,000 to $25,000, Bogeaus
pointed out how much a carefully
thought-out schedule could save. Ingenuity is required in planning, he
declared
Bogeaus has one pic, "Macomber
Affair," going into release this week,
with "Christmas Eve" and "A Miracle Can Happen" in the can for release in June and September, respectively. Carl Leiserman, distribution
chief
for
Bogeaus,
said
"Miracle" is under consideration for
roadshowing, with results oh "Duel
in the Sun" (Selzniek) and "Carnegie Hair (UA), perhaps determining the policy.
First on his production slate, Bogeaus said, will be the I4a Lupino'
starrer, "Early Autumn," gbiiig before the cameras June 15. It will be
followed Aug. 15 by "Lulu Belle,"

Dorothy Lamour, and in
September by an untitled story on

starring

Hollywood, April 22.
James Penimore Cooper novel,
"The Prairie," will be filmed by
Screen Guild, with Frank Wisbar
and Arthur St. Claire doing the

Found

originally called "I

Dream"

a

,

,

.

Republic's "Outcast"
screenplay .
will be released as "The Flame."
Joe Newman, Metro director, drew
a leave of absence for eight weeks
to make a special film on the social
disease problem for the Government week for four days of shooting,
Don Castle draws the male lead around Madison Square Garden and
.
in "Flamingo," to be produced by the lower . eastside
Patricia
Sol Wurtzel, starting May 5
Alphin and William Ching, Actor's
acquired Lab graduates,, draw romantic roles
Universal - InternationSl
screen rights to MacKinlay Kantor's in the Abbott-Costello picture, "The
latest novel, "Midnight Lace," ^vhich Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap," at
Random House will publish in au- Universal-International,
Paul
Republic closed a deal Cavanaugh will play JOan Bennett's
tumn
with W. Lee Wilder calling for the brother in "The Secret Behind the
production of two $750,000 features Door," which Fritz Lang is produc-;
annually over a period of three ing and "directing for Diana Proyears.
ductions
Spring Byington, Andy
Virginia Welles will co-star with Hardy's mother at Metro, shifts to
Philip Reed and Hillary Brooke in Columbia to play Ginger Rogers'
Pine-Thomas production for mother in "I Found a Dream."
the
Paramount release. "Big Town After "Maiden Voyage" at Metro will be
Dark," starting May 15. .Fortunio released as "Dandy Is a Wolf."
Bonanova's first double chore as
Metro assigned Richard Thorpe to
producer-star will be "Don Pancho," direct "On an Island With You," to
which gets under way June 25 in be produced oh a heavy budget by
Mexico City... Dr; Ahmed Hamat- Joe Pasternak.
was
historian,
Fahya, I Egyptian
Eagle-Lion switched from "Clesigned by Enterprise as technical jientlne" to ''(ilemniy," an4 as.signed
adviser on Cairo sequences in the Arthur Lubin as director
J. iFarCharles Boyer starrer, "The Black rell MacDonald, who rode with
Hat". .Columbia called Luis Van Broncho Billy Ander.son in silent
Rooten back to, woik to build up his' films, is back in the saddle as a
role in "Assigned to Treasury",
rancher in "Whispering Smith" at
Mildred Natwick will return to Paramount ... Johnny Johnston
.

.

the U. S. Postal Inspection Service,

Dorothy Vaugn checked in at Re- which wUl be made with
a docufor a featured rble in the
mentary technique. Total budget for
Gene Autry western, "Robin Hood the trio will be $4,500,000,
of Texas". .Republic picked- "Northwest Outpost" as the release tag -on
the Nelson Eddy-Ilona Massey mu*
Zoomar Tele Lens
sical, filmed as "End of the Rainbow."
Expected to Cut Dolly
John Garfield will lead his "Body
and Soul" troupe to New York this
.

public

New

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Shot
New

Com About 75|

Zoomar

television

lens,

which was demonstrated in the NBC
tele studios, N. Y,, last Wednesday
(16), is expected to prove of special
value to film producers on the Coast,

by providing them with the most
inexpensive method yet devised for

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

,

.

.

obtaining dolly shots.
Shoestring budget producers, confronted with a lack of suitable camera gear, now effect their dolly
shots optically
by enlarging the
frames of a picture in the laboratory. Zoomar, which fits onto a regulation camera and can go from a
longshot to a closeup merely with a
flick of the cameratriah's wrist, is
expected to cut their costs about
75';'-;.

Lens, invented by Dr. Frank G.
Back and developed by Back and
the Jerry Fairbanks organization, is
also expected to prove of .special
value to newsreels, since it will practically eliminate the nece.'jsity for a
second Camera crew. In addition, it
will allow the reels,

when

covering

.

'Conflict' Story Suit
Plagiarism suit against Warner
Bros., charging that the film,
flict,"

story,

"Con-

infringed oh. his copyrighted

Keeper," was

filed

federal district court

Mon-

"Killer's

in N. Y.

by David Xj Manner^. He
damages in an
asks an
unnamed amount and an accounting

day

(21)

injunction,

(1«1),

Illness of Deneau'g Wife
Jtotk hospital
was said to be
eipal factor in

a property requiring vast
water and boats and a shooting
schedule that would make it diffi-

irnVKL MEET MAY

20TH'S

,

Frigate,"

'

fact has the film biggies concerned no end. The heat's been on
for some time to cut inventories
while business holds up. Industry
magnates want to cash in on the expensive products so that there can
be a conversion of celluloid to coin.

.

Fine

ductjons.

producer f rinstanced that he had
been intetosted in making "Yankee
sets,

The

.

Fibs Draws $1,000

planning negative costs at from 20%
30% less than in budgets drawn
up during wartime boom period.
Since' there's no posisibility of slicing labor or player salaries, Bogeaus
said he was aiming to make the savings principally through choice of
subject matter for his comiijg proto

ings statement to see if it will
dip in per-share earnings anticipated. The Street now
looks for Par to show $1.30 per
common share as against $1,37
in the last quarter Ot 1946. While
only a minor dip, it would serve
as a tipoff on what other rnajor
filriii
dompanies msy show for
the first three months this year.
Par reports business continuing at a high level for the first
three months, which financial
quarters consider unusually favorable since the company net
profits
around $44,000,000
of
marked a new peak in corporate
earnings for Paramburit.

The point that's being made in
film circles and one of the prime
factors in recent economy moves is
that' current assets are moving up-

:

f

Wall Street is watching for
Paramount's first quarter earn-

show the

cording alltime highs on pijt inventory evaluations., But in the cash-ondeposit and negotiables columns, the
advance has been strictly minor.

chil-

But

'

Par the Keynote

ting into the majoi's' ready cash po-

Gamp O'Con-

Club for underprivileged

wartime pix

The shelves are now filled with postwar films 'made in- the period when
the nut on a pic surged upwards
40% Financial statements are re-

sponsored by local Variety

riell,

Indicative ol: conservative thinking by indie producers on the b.o.
future was Benedict Bogoaus' disclosure last Friday (18) that hQ. Is

--f

costly

sition despite record profits in 1946.

Bossompierre,

acting director of

Bidget Slash

Keynotes Indie^^

PLifEfl OFF

With the i^s

almost completely

Pittsburgh, April 22.
An anonymous gate-crasher
who wrote he wiahted to pay for
sh 0 ws he saw and never paid for
when a kid sent $S last week to
the Stanley, Warner downtown
house, here.
gharles Eagle, manager, immediately turned the money over

hgms

a fire or some other di.saster, to obtain
clo.seups
of dangerous spots
romantic role opposite without getting too close to the
a
'The
role
ic
character
Lynn Bari in the Joseph Fields pro- scene of action.
Bandit" at Metro.
"Missouri
Legend,"
duction.
at
George 'f obias will
Pete Smith will make a series of Eagle-Lion
Flacks Mull
Metro based on tfie play a friar In Eagle-Lion'.s "Captain
at
shorts
Hollywood, April 22.
Pageant magazine feature, "Have Casanova," to be filmed at ChuruAlbert
•Members of the Screen' publicists
WiOndered?". .Arthur busco Studio, Mexico City
Ever
You
Kober polishing script of "My 0*n Dekker will .shift from villainy to a Guild. are taking a mail referendum
True Love," Corihne Calvay-Melvyn sympathetic role in "Cass Timber- to decide whether to remain with
Barney Rudit- the (Conference of Studio Unions or
Douglas co-stirrer, to be produced lane" at Metro
by Val Lewton at Paramount, ., Co- sky, former New York detective, a.sk a federal charter from the
lumbia bought screen rights to the will be technical adviser on "Joe American Federation of Labor.
Currently SPG is operating imder
Gus Kahn song, "It Had to Be You," Macbeth," to be produced by Philip
and will u.se it as the title o£ the Yordan and Eugene Frenke ior a charter held by the Painters
Union,
Ginger Rogers-Cornel Wilde picture, United Artists release.

Hollywood from

BroadWay

for a
Kissing

draws

..

.

.

.

CSU

,

.

.

of profits.

Manners claims

,

his

yarn was pub-

Fiction
lished in Munsey's Detective
Weekly in 1943 and that the film
contains ideas, situations and substantial plot taken

from

it.

.

,

.

.
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"TOP TARZAN CROSSES

ARE TO BE EXPECTED

-

PICTURE CROSSES
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L A. Picks Up; 'Apley' Sturdy $61,000,

'Grass'

?17,0OO Best

Balto; 'Song'

In

Trim $38,0i, 2 Hub Spots;

'Affair

Ice 12G

Baltimore, April 22,
Business is off somewhat here this
week with best action of current list
being registered by "Sea of Grass"

K

V

4 Spots; 'Bel Ami' Only

3Mj, 4;

'Way'

Minor 34G in 3; 'Egg Rugged 56G, 3d
Los Angeles, April

22.

stren.i;th

at

fivstnnis

by
George Apley"

displayed

here

is

holdovers.
is

satisfactory

$61,-

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .........
(Bfu'cd

.$639,000

,

on 19 theatres)

Last Year

.$665,500

plus vaude, okay, $15,300.
Keith's (Schahberger) (2,460;

yBasea on 16 theures)

60)— "Song Scheherazade" (U)

Starts second round today
(Tues.) after nice getaway to $12,-

'Apley Giant 24G

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

(res, cliie/Ij/ first- nms, tnciu<Ji'l£l

N, y.)
Total Gross
Last Year
^Based,.

Same Week
S2,981,000

on 23

cities,

194 theatres)

Boston (BKO) (3,200; 50-$].] 0)-^
"Devil Thumbs Ride" (RKO
with
Frankie Carle orcli, Baron and Bcrnay, Buster West, other.s, on staue
)

'Badman' Sock A

Solid
here.

000.

Mayfair

25-55)—
(980;
wk;). Hold-

(Hicks)

St

St. Louis, April 22,

Outstanding grosser here current"Late George Apley," smash
Ambassador. Biz over weekend was hypoed by out-of-towners
surging into town .for Cardinal
baseball game. Italian-made "(?ar^
ly is
at the

ing very well at
$6,300 for second.

New

"Way With Women" (WB).

Okay

Providence, April

to $6,000 after fine $8,000 last week
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-BO)—

22.

It's
only a moderate week all
aroimd with drizzly weekend helping "Late George Apley" (20th) and
"Backlash"
(20th),
Week's layoff
several spots.
State's "Angel and
Badman" is standout. IStext best but from Met proved okay with "tall
way in rear is "Fll Be 'Yours," at the $9,000. Last week, "Ea.sy Come"
(Par) and- "Shoot to Kill" dndie).
Majestic.

$8„500,

Estimates for This Week
week, "Pursued" (WB)
Kenmore (700; .30-74)— "Ivan the
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 90-$1.50)— Terrible" (Indie).
Hypoed by news"Best Years" (RKO) (5th wk). Be- break in Moscow plione
(Rappaport) (l',600; 90-$1.50)
conversamilked f(Sr so-so $16,000. Fourth tion with Eisenstein, this ilem
—"Best Years" (RKO) (5th wk). ing
is
was
sesh
pretty
good
$23,000,
doing good $3,500 in nabe location.
Fairly steady $12,500 after $14,800
44-65)
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400;
Last week, subsequent-run.
previous round.
House
—"Arizona" (Col) and "Texas" (Col) is managed by George Kraska, for(reissues). Good $6,000. Last week, mer Fine Arts manager, using pol"Destry Rides Agaih" (U) and "When icy of foreign films.
Daltons Rode" (U) (reLssues), nice
'Caraivaf -fande Fsrte
Majestic (Indie)
.

(2d wk), nice $12,400.

Town

24G,

500,

Sturdy

'Trail'

Washington, April

12G
22.

Steps Out" (UA).

(Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Time
tUl'and George M, Cohan,
Jr,, heading vaude Hjr second Week.
First time in Fay history a vaude act
has held over. Hefty $10,000 or near.
Last week, "Apache Rose'' (Rep) and
Cohan, Jr., big $10,500
Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 44-65)—"I'll
Be Yours" (rU) and "Michigan Kid"
(20th). Healthy $17,000. Last week,
"Pursued" (WB) and "Minstrel Days"
(WB)' (2d wk), solid $16,000.

"Bedelia".
(E-L)
and "Untamed
(PRC).
Trim $8,000, La,st
week, "Lost Honeymoon" (E-L) and
"It's a Joke Son". (E-L)
(2d wk),

Fay's

Fury"

of Lives"

$3,000.

Meiinorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
,"Song-Scheherazade" (U) and

"Jewels Brandenburg" (U) (2d wk).
Pine $18,000 in 5 days after $23,000
for

Rusty" (Indie). Good $23,000. La.st
week, "Pursued" (WB) and "Winter
Wonderland!' (Indie), $22,000.
Old South (Siritzky) (700; 30-74)
-"Children Paradise" (Indie) (2d
wk) French film is mild $2,O0O after
good $4,000 in first,
Oi-p)ieum (LoewX (2,900; 40-80)—
"Macomber Ailair" (UA) and "Blondie .Holiday" (Col). Fine $24,000.
Last week, "Happened Brooklyn"
(M-G) and "Blind Spot" (Col),
*

.

'

•

,

—

$23,000.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
George Apley" (20.tb) and

"Late

"Ba'cklash" (20th). Here from Met
after week's layoff, solid $15,000.
Last, week, "Easy Come" (Par) and
"Shoot to Kill" (Indie), $14,i500.
State
(Loew)
40-80)—
(3,200;

bid

"Macomber Affair" (UA) and "Blondic Holiday" (Col). Neat $14,000 or
over. Last week, "Happened Brooklyn" (M-G) and "Blind Spot" (Col),
$12,000,

•

wk). Okay $11,000 in 6 days. Last
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)—
week, good $20,800.
".Henry V" (UA) (24th wk). Slipped
Palace .(D'town-WCl (1,237; $1- to $4,000. Last week, about same
$2,900,
Guild (FWC)
(968;
$1-$1.S0)— $1.80)— "Best Years" (RKO) (13th
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)
"Best Year-s"
(RKO) (6th wk). wk). Fast $11,500. Last week, off a —"Trail Street" (RKO). Robust
Smart $7,500.
Last week, good bit to $11,100,
$12,000. Last week, "Bedelia" (E-L),
$7,000.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$!)— $10,000.
HawAil (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; "Trail Street" (RKO) and "Beat
Palace (Loew's) (2.370; 44-70)—
8041)—"Affairs Bel Ami" (UA). Band" (RKO) (2d wk). Fair $7,500 "Yearling"
(M-G) (2d wk). Fine
Fair $5,500.
Last week, "Fabulous in 4 days. Laist week, fair $13,800.
$20,000 after .last week's nice $27,000.
Dorseys" (UA) and "Little Iodine"
Eepublic.
(District)
90(1,250;
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)
(UA) (3d wk-5 days), faint $1,300.
Years"
$1.50)~"Best
(RKO) (3d
"Angel and Badman" (Rep) and
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— "Pilgrim
Lady"
(Rep) (2d wk). wkj. Thin $5,000 at this Negro house
"Way With Women*' (WB). Light Good $16,000 or over. Last week, after strong $12,000 last week.
$10,000, Last week. "Stallion Road"
good $22,800.
(W?) (2d wk>, dropped to slow
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,$8,900 on final frame.
'Years' Record $17,000,
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- 451; 50-$l)— "Angel and Badman"
feld)
50-85)
(475;
"Affairs
Bel (Rep) (2d wk). Nice $9,000, Last
'Show-Olf' IIG
Ami' (UA). Oke $4,500. La.st week, week, fair at $10,80p,
Omaha, April 22.
I
"Fabulous
Dorsey.s''
(UA)
and
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; SO- "Best
Years" is amazing every"Little
Iodine"
lUA) l3d wk-5 SO)
"Trail Street" (RKO) and
body
at the Brandeis with greatly
days), only $1,200.
"Beat Band" (RKO) (2d wk). Mod- upped price.!?.
Looks smash $17,000,
Iris (FWC) (828: 50-85)— "Egg and est $10,000 in 4 days.
Last week, new record for
house in the 11 years
1" (U) (3d wk). Good $8,500. Last light $17,000.
it has had picture policy.
"Showweek, fancy $9,200.
RltK (FWC) (1.370; 50-$l)— "Egg
at Orpheum, and "Pursued," at
Laurel
(Rosener)
(890:
85)— and 1" (U) (3d wk). Strong $9,000. OfT,"
Paramount, are fairly nice.
"Sirocco" (Indie) (3d wk).
Final Last week, $9,700,
Estimates for This Week
week of this French film looks
Studio City- (FWC) (880; 50-$!)$1,400. nearly same as la.st week, "Egg and I" (U) t3d wk).
Brandeis
Good
(RKO) (1,500; 50-74"Laugh Pagliacci" (Indie) opens on $7,500, Last week, sharp $8,20o.
$1,20)— "Best Years" (RKO), TerriFi'iday (25).
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,J0O; fic $17,000, and new record here.
Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404: .'50- 50-$l)—"Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Last week, "The Loclcet" (RKO) and
$1)—"Late George Apley" (20th) Steady $18,500. Last week, $20,000. "Beat Band'' (RKO), above average
Dull $3,000.
Last
(20th) (m.o.).
week. "Locket" (RKO) (m.o.), Slow

—

—

Omaha;

—

'

.

and "Backla.'ih" i20th). Trim $22.Uptown (FWC) (1,719: .'50-$l)—
000.
La.st week, "Alexander's Rag- "Late
George Apley'' (20lh) and
time Band" l20th) (reLssue) and "gacklash" (20th). Smprt $13,000 or
"Brasher Doublooiv" (20th) (2d. wk- clcse. Last week, "Alexander's Ragtime Band'' (20th) (reijisue) and
3 days), .flight $4,400,
Los Angeles (D town-WC) (2.097; "Bra.sher Doubloon" (20fh) (2d wk8041)—"Sea of Gra.-;s" (M-G) (3d 3 days), faint $1,000'.
Vogue (FWC) (885; $1,20-$1.80)-^
wk). Near $13,000 in 6 days. La.st
"Duel in Sun" iSRO) (Ifeth wk).
week. light $18,500.
Loyola (FWC)
(1.248;
.50-$n— Good $8,000. Last week, $7,000,
Wilshire iFWC) i2.2!)6; 50-$!)—
"Late George Apley" (20th) and
Good $9,000. "Sea of Gra.<.s" (M-G) i3d wk), Olte
"Backlash"
(20(h).
Last week, "Alfxanrior's Ragtime $7,000. Last week, $9,600.
Wiltern
(WB) (2,,m i)0-$t»-^
Band" (20fTi) re u c and "Brasher
Fair
Doubloon" (20tli) (2d wkr3 days),, "Way With Women" WB ).
Last week, "Stallion Road"
$10.O0Q,
only $1,800.
Marcal (G&S) (900; 50-$l)— "Fan- (WB) (2d wk), slow $7,500,
(

i,

)

(

i

$8,000 at 15-e.5c scale.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000:

•

'

'PoiiblooE'-Cavallaro

32,§00, Cleve. Leader
Cleveland, April

22.

"Brasher Dubloon" isn't showing
any p'otency at Palace but CarmeA
Cavallaro's band is jacking it up to

000,

Capitol
(United Detroit) (3,309; 70-95 )— "Trail Street"
(RKO) and "Web of Danser" (Rep),

Trim

30-74)

(Rep)
(reissue) and "Hard Rock Harrigan"
(Indie).
Okay $4,000, Last week,
"Overlanders", (U| and "Magnificent
Rogue" (Rep) (M wk), same.

Estimates (or This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Stairway to Heaven"
(U) and
"North Oif the Border" (SGP) (3d
wk). Neat $9,000. La?t week, $10,-

week's
Steady

most

Last week, "Favorite
(Par) (m.o.) and "Red
House" (UA) (2d wk). $16,000,
$18,000.

best biz for single house.
rainstorms are dampening
"Stallion
grosses
although

Road">

is clicking nicely enough at
Hipp to rate another round. "Best

Brunette"

Years of Our lives" looks socko on
Cinema (Marten) (450; 60-90)— third lap at Lower Mall and the Uni"Man's Hope" (Indie) and "Extenu- versity.
.
ating Circumstances"
Esttmntes for This Week
(Ipdie)
(2d
wk).
Fair $2,000 or near.
Last
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Trail
week, $2,400.
Street" (RKO).
Made by former
Downtown (Ealaban) (2,683; $1- Clevelander Nat Holt, this one is not
$1.50)-"Be.st
Years"
(RKO) (3d doing so well at $11,000. Last week,
wk).
Strong .$20,000,
Last week, "Late George Apley", 20th), about
powerful $.30,000.
same,
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; '70-95)
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; ,55-70)—
—"Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). 'Stout "Stallion Road" (WB). Smart $16,$24,000 or over.
Last week, rousing 000. Holds. Last wepk, "Pursued'
$29,000 after terrific $48,000 opener. (WB) (2d wk), big $15,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866:
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)— 'Pur,50-60)— "Song of South" (RKO) and sued" (WB) (m,o,).
Okay $3,800.
Col)
"Beginning or End" (M-G).
Stiff Last week, "Johnny O'Clock"
$2,500 in 3 days,
Last week, "No- (m,o.),, $4,200.
torious" (RKO) and "Susie Steps
Lower Mall (Community) (.570: 60Out" (UA), $2,400 in 3 days,
$1.25-$1.50)— "Best Year.s" iRKO) i3d
Michiiran (United Detroit) (4.039- wk). Dipped but still phenomenal at
70-95 )-"Pursued" (WB) and "Beat' $12,000, following $14,400 for second
:

i

i

16-05)— the

Five Fingers" (WB) and
"Bea.>:t
(Col).
Strong $9,000.
Last week, "Scandal in Paris'' (U.A)
and "Bowery" i20th) (reissue), mild

"Shadowed"

'mnslux (Translux) (900;
—"Flame Barbary Coast"

week.

Broadway

first,

Mett-opolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
—"Imperfect Lady" (Par) and "Love

.

;

40-80)-;

(1„500;

$7,000,

i.e.; 'Reckoning'

•

.

stage, $25,000,

Esquire
(M-P) (1,200; $1,80)—
"Best Year.s" (RKO) (17th wk). Off

$14,000. Last

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
wk-5 days)^ "Bilacomber Afltair" (UA) and "Susie

scant $1,200'.
Brnin (FWC) (876; 50-$ 1)—"Egg
and 1" (U) (3d wk). Smooth $6,000.
Last week, hefty $6,700.
CartHaV CL-cle (FWC) (1,518: 50$l)^"Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Nfear
Last week, big $7,300.
.$7,000.
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) <2,048;
S0-$1)— "Late George Apley" (20th).
Gotid $17,500, or better. Last week,
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"- (20th)
(reissue) and "Brasher Doubloon"

due to Carle's draw

Last week, ''Trail Street"
plus Marion Hutton, others
'

on

$25,000 in Prov.

$5,000 after nice

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"-Mexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
Faring faii'ly well at
(reissue).
Last week, third
$10,000 or under.
of "Carnival Costa Rica" (20th),
good $7,700.
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-75)—

$30,000

(RKO)

"Red House" (UA) (3d

Louis Topper

Midtown exhibs, reeling from
Big $22,000. Last weekend slump of previous week
week, "Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (April 12-13), which brought grosses
*<M-G) and "Two Smart People" down below estimates, are hoping
Influx
for better things currently.
(M-G), $18,500.
of visitors for Cherry Blossom FesMissouri (E&M) (3,500; 50-75) —
tival apparently socked biz a week
'•'Song Scheherazade" (U) and "PurIMetropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44ago. Standouts this week appear to
(RKO), Fast $16,000. Last
suit"
R^koning" at the Earle 65)— "Red House" (UA) and "Sweetweek, "Beast Five Fingers'' (WB) be "Dead
"Carnival in Costa RiCa" 'plus heart Sigma Chi" (Mono), Fairly hep
and "Brute Man" (PRC) (2d wk), and'
vaude at Capitol. Most of holdovers $13,500. Last week, "Stairww to
$8,000.
Heaven*'
(U) and '"Vacation Days"
looks
doing well.
"Trail Street"
Orphenm (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— fairly good at the small Metropoli- (Mono) (2d wk), $10,U0O,
"Kit Carson" (PRC) and "Last of tan. British films, are doing nicely at
State (Loew) (3,200; 44.65)—"Angel
<20th) (2d Wk-3 days), dull $2,400.
the Mohicans"
(PRC) (reissues). the Hipp.
and Badman" (Rep) and "Qhost
Downtown iTVB) (1,800; 50-$l>)— Oke $8,500, Last Week, "Gangs
Goes Wild"- (Rep), Outstanding $25,Estimates .'itor This Week.
''Way With Women". (WB), Slow Inc," (Indie) and "Men of San
000 Last week, "Macomber Affair."
$14,000, Last week, "Stallion Road" Quentm" (Indie), same.
Capitol (LoeW's) (3,434; 44-80)— (UA) and "Pilgrim Lady" (Rep),
(WB), (2d wk), slow $10,100.
"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th) plus big $24,000,
St. Louis (F&M) (4;000; 50-75)
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- "Magnificent Obsession" (U) and vaude. Firm $26,000. Last week,
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65")feld) (8'(2: •55-$l )— "Affairs Bel Ami" "100 Men, a Girl". (U) (reissues). "Red House" (UA) with vaude, be
"California" (Par) (3d wk). Wav oft
(tIA).
Okay $15,000. Last week, Good $7,500. Last week,: "Stairway low hopes at $25,000.
at $8,000.
Second round was nice
"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) and "Tjit- to Heaven" tU),- $7,000.
ColumBia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70) $1,5,000.
tle Iodine" (UA) (3d wk-5 days),
50-60)— "Car- —"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G)
World
(432;
(Ind)
faint $3,300.
(2d run). Average $9,000, Last week,
Fine
wk).
(Indie)
(3d
$2,600
men"
Egyptian -^FWC) (1.538; 50-$l)—
"Favorite Brunette'; (Par) (2d run),
Dd. 0ff;'Affair'
"Sea of Grass!' (M-G) (3d wk). after $2,500 for second session that $9,500,
strike.
Final' 6 days $7,500. Last week, fair was marred by rain and
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "Dead
$10,000.
At 25G, TursM®d' 27G,
Reckoning" (Col), Sturdy $24,000
El Bey
(FWC) (861; S0-$1>—
"Johnny O'Clock" (Col)' and "Bull- tasia" (RKO) (reissue) (5th wk). Last week, "Pursued" (WB) (2d
wk), tapered sharply to $14,000.
«log Drummond" (Col)
(SSd
Wk). Neat $4,500. Last, week, $5,200.
'Trail' 186; 'Egg'24€, 3a
Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 40-70)
Neat $5,500.
Last weeK, «»art
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 50Deti'oit, April 22.
Goes
West"^
(FC)
(reissue).
"Ghost
$8,200.
85)— "Johnny O'Clock" (Col) and
"Macomber Affair," at United ArtEsquU'c (Rosener) (685; $1.20)— "Bulldog
Drummond" (Col) (2d Neat $3,000 or near. Last week, "They ists, is shaping as strongest
in pity
"firlef Encounter" (U) <27th Wk). wk). Light $3,500. Last week, okay Were Sisters" (U), $2,'500.
Picking up to $2,200 after $1,800 last $6,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 90-$1.50)— this week but business has suddenly
week.
Years" (RKO) (6th wk). Fine hit the sldds at most houses. "PurOrpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 50.^ "Best
sued" and "Trail Street" are fairly
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)—
$23,000. Last week, knocked down
$1)—
fCol) and
"Johnny
O'Clock"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
by a dull Sunday to $23,000. Con- good. '.'Egg and I" looks sturdy at
(Col)
(2d
"Bulldog Drummond"
the big Fox despite being in Its third
(reissue) and "Brasher Doubloon"
tinues.

"Little Iodine" tUA.> (3d

-

City Grosses

20(2d

wk).

men" is now in third week at the
"Johnny OClock" (Col) and "Bull- World,
dog Drummond at Bay" (Col) (2d
Estimates for This Week
wk). Oksy $3,500. Last week, neat
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 50-75)
$5,300.
—"Late George Apley" (20th) and
Belmont (FWC) (1.532; 50-$l)— "Criminal Court" (RKO). Smash
".Tohnny O'Clock" (Col) and "Bull- $24,000 or better. Last week, "Song
dog Drummond" (Col) (2d wk), Scheherazade" (U) and "MagnifiNice $4,000. Last week, nifty $7,800. cent Rogue" (Rep), $22,000.
Berertj' (J-WCl (1.352; $1-$1.80)-^
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Sea
"Be-st Years"
(RKO) (.17lh wk). Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf" (WB)
Near $7,000. Last week, good $6,800. (rei.ssues). Nice $23,000 or under.
Bevetly HUls Music Hall (G&S- Last week, "Carnival in Costa Rica"
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l )—" Affairs (20th) and "Backlash" •(20tb), $18,Bel Ami" (UA). Fair $5,000. Last
week. "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) and

Key

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$3,2.43,000
(Based on 23 cities, 231 tliea-

Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 2060)— "Sea of Grass" (M-G). Neat
Last week, "Ma$17,000 or better.
comber Affair" (UA), $14,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
Ride"
25-70)— "Devil Thumbs a
(RKO) plus vaude. Mild $13,000,
Last week, "Trail Street" (RKO),

Broadway Grosses

being
"Late

000 or better but not rated strong in
four theatres. "Way With Women"
is catching only a minor $34,000 or
near in three spots.
"Affairs Bel
Ami" is very light $30,000 in four
houses.
"Egg and I" still is sturdy with
possible $56,000 for third frame in
six locations. Final six days of second week for ".Johnny O'Clock"
looks okay ,$27,500 in five .ipots while
"Sea of Grass" will finish at same
figure for 6 days in third week,
tlwee houses. "Anaiel and Badman''
will be neat $25,000 in two Para-,
mount locations in second frame.
Esquire, foreign house. i.s steady
$2,200 in 27th week of "Brief Encounter" while Laurel, also on foreign policy, is taking fair $1,400 for
third frame of "Sirocco."
Estimates fw This Week
Apollo
<FWC)
(BOO;
50-$l)—

Boston, April 22,
biz here
iisn't .so good.
Houses get sad openers, then -spurt and then sag
back
The promised post-Easter revival has
failed to materialize solidly and all
spots are well below average considering" product,
"Macomber Af-fair" at State and Oi'pheum looks
best.
Frankie Carle band will boost
"Devil Thumbs Ride" to nice weeli
at the Boston.
"Ivan the Terrible'"
looks tops of foreign entries.
Estimates for This Week

Nobody knows why but

Week

Estimates for This

-f

Only three new major pictures
opening this week, and bulk of

'Lady' 23G, Carle Tilts 'Ride'

at Loew's Century and "Song ,of
-Some
Scheherazade" at Keith's.
weekend response also for Stanley's
"That Way With Women."

La.st

Band"

(RKO).

Good

First was $20,000.
Ohio (Loew's) (l,20u; 55-701— "Anand Badman" (Rep). Brisk $4.after big $7,800 la.st week on

weeli:.

$27,000.

week, "Ladies' Man" (Par) with

yaushn Monroe orch on

gel
500

stage, great

$46,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit)

moveover,

(2

«

,

976; 70-95)—
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 95)— "Bra.sher
Road" (WB)
Orpheum iTri.slale,'-) (3,000: 16-65) and "Fear in:"Stallion
the Night" (Par) (2d Doubloon" (20th) plus Carmen Cav"Show-Off" (M-G) and "Little wk).
allaro orch on stage,
Laller'j- reOkay $15,000,
Last week
(UA). Strong $11,000 La.st fancy $21,000.
sponsible for pleasing $32,000, Last
week, ".^ngd on Shoulder" (UA)
United Artists (Uniled Detroit) week, "Mr. District Attorney" (Coli
and "Wife Wanted" (Mono), light
on s-lage,
.94);
70-95 )— "Macomber
plus
orch
Guy
Loiiibardo
Affair''
$10,000.
(UAi and "Devil Thumbs Ride" solid t:36,000, matching band'.s la-'i
Paramouht (Tristafes) (.'!,()00: 16- iRI'^0). I,,ntty $25,000.
La.st week, >-('ar (aike here,
65)— "Pursued" (WB) Nice $10,000. •Kim PrpuUss"
flS-iOi—
(3,4.'i0:
Stale
(Loew's)
(WB)
and
"Spoilers
jLa.'it vyeek, "Lady in Lake" (M-G),
BngM
f'f Noi'th". (Rep)
(2d wk), okay $14,- "Yearling" (M-G) (2ri wk
$10,300.
,
I
((ilDntinued on pa.ce 20)
.$8,000.

•

Iodine"

,

'

I

I

i,

I

)

)

Wednesday, April 23, 1947

Wind, Rain

PICTURB GROSSKS
Andrews

Bop Chi But Beneke Ills

Sis

Up

'Devil'

IS

B'way Skids But laccmiber' Torrid

30G, Frisco; 'Ramrod'

'Bwmierang^Wow^^?^

Thin 14G, 'Calcutta' 17G
San Francisco. April

Chicago, April 22.
wind, rain and low temperaare affecting the local boxoffice althougli "Boomerang" at Oriental with Tex Beneke and Glenn
Miller band on stage looks to do terOther new contenders,
rific $70,000.

Grofses Are Net

.

Film gross estimates, as rtported herewith from fbe varl«
ouskey cities, are net,- te, without the 20% tax. Distributor*
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices^ However, as indieated, include toe tIJS. amnsehient -lax.

Ames" with Veloz

"Guilt of Janet

and Yolanda on stage at Chicago
only $51,000 or near.

Twin

bill

is

at

talace, "Tarzan and Huntress" and
"Affairs ot Geraldine" indicates a
tidy $28,000.

Of holdovers, apparently unafEect£d hy weather, "California" at State,ake is expected to do big $31,000 in
second week. "Sea Wolf'' and "Sea
Hawk," two Rialtp reissues, are falling apart in second week, diving

Week

Estimates for This

ApoUo (B&K)

(1,200;

not smash.
"Calcutta,"

two new

pictures,

.are

not measuring up to expectations.
"Ramrod," another new, entry, is
thin at

Orpheum.

Estimates for This

Week

Square

,

.

Rialto (Indie)

Huwls"

(1,700;

and "Seven Were Saved" (Par).
65-95)— "Sea Fair $8,000, Last week, "Brunette,"
solo

(WB) and "Sea WoU" (WB)

was

fine $12,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-72)—
wk). Falling a{»art foc
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th)
about $8,000. Last week, trim $1»,8Q».
Knescvelt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)— and "Brasher Doubloon" (20th), daydate with Webber. Mildish $12,000
"l\-.ra Prentiss" (WB) (3d wk). Okay
or under. Last week, "Boomerang"
tlOOOn. Last week, $19,300.
(reissues) (2d

$19,000.

Whistler"

World (Playhouse) (Indie) (587;
75)-- "Man's Hope" (Indie) and "ExCircumstances" <Indie).
tenuating
Opening stint of these two foreign
lan.!»uage films is being affected by
pinlc tag wiiicli precludes student attendance. Only small $3,000 likely,
last wceic. subsequent-run.

(Col).
TerriBc $20,000,
holds. Last week, "Trail Street"

(RKO) and "Crime

Doctor's

Webber (Fox) (7,^)0; 35-74)—"Rag.
time Band" (20th) and "Brasher
Doubloon" (20th ). also Denver, Es
qui);e.
Fair $3,000 or less.
Last
week,
"Boomerang"
(20th)
and
"Cigarette Girl" (Col), good $3,500.,

$17,500, leckoiiiig'lSG
Minneapolis, April 22.
With major newcomers at a miniagain, the "Ice Follies" and
Metropolitan Grand Opera company,
more or les.s opposition for films, are
splitting much of amusement spot-

,

mum

light currently. Both Important new
entries. "It Happened in Brooklyn"

L'VILLE;

%im

"

16G

Louisville, Aprir 22.
and "Dead Reekonihg," however, look
Busiiiess is spotty here this week.
strong.
The impressive array of
holdovers
includes
"Best Years," Oil top of numerous holdovers the
"Razor's Ed.!?e" and "Favorite Bvu- I'oiir-day stand of Cole Bros. Circus
netlo." in their sixth, fifth and third is cutting into the first rim takes.
weeks, respectively, plus "Stallion On the credit side, some 6,000 teachBoad," in its second frame, an al- ers were in town, April 16-19, for
Wost record number of .run-pictures, the Kentucky Education Assn. convention. Some houses were beneEstimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Queen fited, others not much. Top coin will
of Amazons" (SG) and "Three on go to "Boomerang." at the Rialto. 0£

Holds

fourth round with "Hit
Parade of '47" (Rep) opening May 3.
Golden
(767;
$1.20 - $2.46)—.
"Henry V" (UA) (34th wk). Oit
after big Easter week but still okay
at $8,000 for 33d week ended last
Saturday (19) night; previous week,
big $11,000, In fmal two weeks, being set to close on May 3.

Tjckel"

(PRC).

Good

in

$2,500

lioldovers,

5

"Egg and

I," in

third

'Hollywood (WB)
Mrs.

Palace

since before the war. "Homestretch,"

(RKO) (1,700; 60-«.20)—
(RKO) (3d wk). Sec-

"Trail Street"

\%

^

—

May

Jones Boosts 'Band' Terrif

week

"Sa-ie Step.s Out" (UAV and at the National, is especially strong.
Seoop, News Theatre, 70O-seater,
Law of Canyon" (Col), opened yesterday (Moil.), Last week, "Vacation now plaving foreign films, l(ioks mild
"Notorious Gentleman" this
witli
in 'Reno'' (RKO) and "Torture Ship" „.ifi,
(Ihdio) (reissue) split with "Philo week.
Estimates tor This Week
Vance's Gamble" (PRC) and "Ci.i;Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
aretU- Gii'l" (Col), $3,000 in 8. days,
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)— "'Fa- —"Jolson Story" (Col and "Blondie's
yovile Evunetlc" (Par) (m.o,). Brisk Big Moment" (Col) (3d wk). Okay
$(,000.
Last week, "I'll Be Yours" $3,200 after last week's $3,600.

1.

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312: 60$1.20)— "Buck Privates Come Home"
(U> (2d wk). Okav $17,500 after
trim $21,000 initial frame. "Carnegie
Hall" (UA) is set to open oil Ma.y

$40,

My;Xalif.Tal44y^

$16M

Mont'l
"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th) (2d tlouds'
Philadelphia, April 22.,,
Spike Jones band is packing the wk), $15,500.
Mpntreali P>.\n\\ 22.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.300; 50-94)
Earle this week, teamed with "Beat
All newcomers this vveek except
Socko session to 'lead —"Suddenly Spring" (Par). Fancy "Nocturne,"
the Band."
at the Princess, with
Last week. "Sinbad
hot
are
,*'Cali- $37,000 or near.
Also
town
looms.
the
"Clouds Roll By" and "Sinbad the
Marv Anderson (People's) (1,100; loniia" and "Sea of Grass,'' latter Sailor" (RKO) (4th wk). $12,000.
Wi. $0,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "King o 40-()O)— "Stallion Road" (WBi. Ex- doing great at the Boyd,
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000: .')()-94) Sailor" in for top coin.
Wild Horses" (Col). Not much ,it cetlenl $9,000 E-as'X?''"'
Estimate.^ tor This Week
"Imperl'ect Lady" (Par) (2d wk).
Estimates for Thiis Week
$3,000,,
Last
week. "Beast FicolWomcn" (WB), $8,000.
,50-94)- Modoi^t $11,000 after fine $17,000
Capitol (CT) (2,700: 35-63 )—"SinCWB)
(1,303;
Aldine
National (Standard) 12,400:40-60)
Knjlers" T'WB) "l3iT'S4 ."ifTo"""'
(Ui (3d wk), Down to opener.
ibad Sailor" (RKO), Good $14,000 or
(Ui .3d wk). Still the "Smash-Up"
I-Jric
('pa.
(l,!oO;' 50-70)-"Ra- --"Erk and I"
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; .'50-94 )•- near. Last week. "Favorite Brunette"
$10,000, still nice after solid $16,000
le.sonain
zor'.s Edge"
(20th) (Sith wk). StUl liol spot in town, vvnii
"Favorite
Brunette''
(Par)
(2d
run).
(Par),
okay $13,000 lor repeat sosh.
week.
iast
doing nicelv, fmal- week being good 000 in siKht alter la.M weeks gieat
Okay $8,000. Last week, "Booroer30-50)—
Imperial
Arcadia (Sablosky (700; 90-$1.80
(CT)
(I.8.-1O;
$5,000 after strong $6,000 preceding $16,000.
(RKO) (3d wk). an,g" (20tb) (2d run), $6,000.
"Beast Five Fingers"
iWB) and
"Best Year.>^"
Kialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.4.00; 40session.
Mastbaum (WB) (4.360; 50-94V
"Plight to Nowhere" (Col). About
Potent at $20,000 after $22,000 for
"Magi201hi
and
'"-"Boomcrani;"
)—
GO
Radio Citv (Par) (4,000; 150-70
(Par
"Calif<n-nia"
Solid $40,000 .$5,000, solid. Last week. "Arizona"
Looks bi.si; t-econd.
Hn.jiH.ncd in Bvooklvn'' (M-G). Big, nificent Rogue" (He))).
Bovd (WB) (2.350; 50-94)— "Sea plus $4,500 for Sunday at Earle, La.>t (Col) and "Texas" (Col) (rei.ssUes>,
Sailor
or near. Last week, "Favorite $1 7 000. La.'.l week. "Sinbad
(WB) (2d $4,800.
Terrific $35,000 Week. "Stallion- Road"
!of dra^s" (M-G).
siB.nnn.
Bniivitc" (Pm-) (2d Wk). fine $16,000. iRiio
Last week, "Stairway to wk). $19,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,8001.35-07 >—"Clouds
cl^^i'.
(iiScoon (News Xhealrei iTflO; 40-60 'Heaver." (U) (3d wkl.'only $i5.!)00.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: .'iOFix (CUmmins) (500; 90-$1.80 )— Roll By" (M-G). Fancy $16.000., Last
(Ui. Mild
I^'v'Oead Reckoning" (Col). Sturdy' --•Not()ri(iu.< CJen.tleman"
Karle (WB) (2,760; 60-99J— "Beat "Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Bright week, "Razor's Edge" j20tli) (2d wl«j.
$13 000. T.'ist ^voek, "The Lockct"<i S;-! «1)0. Last week. subsequeJit-runwith Spike Jones $16,000 after capacity $18,000 last fo-so $13,000
(RKO
Band"
40-(;0.)--"Sea
(3.300:
State (L"(w'^.
(RKO). okav
session.
Palace (CT) (2,300; SS-O.I )— "Won.
01. .-ftage-' Socko $40,000 or bctRKO-tW RKO " (1,600; 90-$l.no of Gn^-'' (^^G' ^illllnM ™ni?'la'; oi-ch
La.st
.Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-94)— "Jol- derful Life"
(RKO». Tall $15,000.
ler. v,-ifh bai'd the big draw.
'Cnl
Ec.t^^-eavs" (RKO) (6th wk). Still l^->'
am v.ech, "Fear in Night" (Par) with .son Story" (Col) (8th wk>. Still Last week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par),
'^ta
Pot-m a, «fl,00O:after
Count Ba.'ie orch. $23,500 and be- strong at $18,000 after $21,000 last $12,000,
Week.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-53)—"Noc.
Ui'A lioi.os.
R!.:,l",p,
Stanton (WB) (1.475; 50-94)— "Red turne" (RKO) and "Dog Shep" <S(3)
!•(>';
50-70 )-"Slal-l
,23(,o
'WB' (2,250: 50-94 )--"Late
'''Y^^i'l'A^^l^^y^VildwkK
Gonrse .'VpU'v" (20th). Looks only House" (UA) (2d Wk), Mild $10,500 (2d wk). Sturdy $7,000 after $8,200 la
-i- '^l^%.ooi
|^-s.;r i^i^^ot^„iJ^irl^^ii^:H
Last' week, after great $18,000 opener.
not so hot.
fir.'jt.
j $20,000,
sion.
J week.
)

.

(1,499; 70-$1.10)
Carroll.';"
(WB) (3d

wk). Holding up nicely at $27,000
after stout $31,000 for second.

days).

.

a

—"Two

.

.

after fine $16,000 for second.

profit

—

Rialto (Fox) (878; 90-$1.50)— "Best
(RKO) (2d wk) after five
at Aladdin.
Fine $6,000 or
Last week, big $9,000.

weeks
close.

In Mpls.; 'Erioklyn' Tall

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$l.40)—
"Tarzan and Huntress
(RKO ) (3d
wk). Down to $12,500 albeit nice

—

000.

Total ®f i.O/s

My

$18,000.

just

.

Man-

hunt" (Col), good $1«,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"Love and Learn" (WB) and "FaU
Guy" (Mono). Modest $9,000. Last
week,
"Temptation"
(U)
and
"Strange Journey" (20th), nice $12
Years"

Eecwd

weekend

Bof^'Aiiley'lSG

La.st

and

Cool

area.\

with Hazel Scott, Kenny Youngman ond week concluded last (TUes.)
and Carl Ravazza heading the stage- night was $20,000, oke, atter good
Only $30,000 opener.
Show, opens today (Wed.).
other new picture is "Fear in Night,"
Paramount (Par) (3.064; 70-$1.50)
with only $6,500 at the bandbox —"Calcutta" -(Par) with Duke Ellington orch. Golden Gate Quartiit,.
Rialto.
Stacking up as best o£ holdovers Buck & Bubbles, Coke & Poke on
stage.
Opens today (Wed.). In
Cugat
Xavier
plus
"Smash-Up"
is
band heading stageshow at Capitol. ahead, fifth week of "Favorite BruLikely will do strong $82,000 in sec- nette" (Par) with Jimmy Dorsey
orch, Jordan Tympany Five heading
ond week after smash $98,000 initirl stageshow,
trim $63,000: fourlh Was
'"Verdoux" is doing better
session.
sturdy $80,000.
on its second stanza at the BroadBadio City Music Hall (RockeCelway than opening week. With pres- lers)
(5,945; 70-$2.40)— "George Apent pop scale and geared for scsven ley" (20th) and Easter snoiv on
stage
$30,reach
will
daUy,
it
likely
shows
(5th-final wk). Slipping off alter big
000. on first holdover round, nice but previous
stanza that was partly
far from sock.
helped by Easter week crowds. Final
Golden, Palace. Paramount and frame looks good $106,000; fourth
Music Hall all slipped off abruptlv was big $140,000. "Egg and I" (U)
this frame as compared with a week comes in tomorrow (Thurs.).
Park Avenue (U) (583; S1.20-$2.40)
ago, and' even the Astor, with "Best
It's off —"Time Out of Mind" (U) (3d wk).
Years'' felt the downbeat.
was $3,300.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; $1 around $6,000 over the previous Down to slim $6,000 this stanza atter
to $1.80)—"Best Years" (RKO) (6th week. Par is bringing in "C;ilcutta," $8,000 for second. "Carno'io Hall"
wk). Nice $10,000 or close. Last with Duke Ellington band to head (UA ) opens May 2. "Dead of Night"
week, fair $12,500.
the stagebill today (Wed.) after five (U) Opens Thursday (24) for one
#
great weelcs with "Favorite Bru- wQiek.
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-35)
nette" and Jimmy Dorsey band.
(Par).
Peeling
Hall opens "Esg arid I"' tomorrow "Fear in Night"
downbeat, with merely okav $6,500.
(Thurs.) after five sock weeks of
"Untamed
Fury"
(PRC) opens next
Criterion
"Late George Apley."
Friday (23). In ahead. "Boom Town"
opens "Odd Man Out" today (Wed.),
(reis.sue)
(M-G)
(2d
wk),
nice
following four solid weeks With $7,000.
"Johnny O'Clock."
Kivoli (UA-Par) (2.092: 60-$1.25)
"Farmer's Daughter," which did —"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (5Ui
trim $36,000 in fourth round at the wlc). For fourth week ended last
Rivoli, is being held over two extra Monday (21) night hit $36,000. .solid;
Buffalo. April 22
"Late George Apley." "Smash-Up" weeks at this house, forcing back third was big $39,000. Picture holdand "Macomber Affair" look top the opening of "Other Love" there ing up so well ii is sot to go two
until May 13. "Carnegie HaU" is set extra
weeks with "Otlw'' Love"
grossers here this week.
(UA) now skeddcd iiot to open until
to open May 2 at Winter Garden and
Estimates for This Week
May 13.
Park Avenue, playing day-date.
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
Koxy (20th) (5.88C; 80-.'51..5O)
Estimates for This Week
"Macomber Affair" (UA). Looks .to
"Homestretch" (20th) with Hazel
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300: 95-$2.40) Scott, Heniiy Youngman. Fred &
hit $16,000 or close. Last week, "Fear
in Night" (Par) and Spike Jones orch —"Best Year.s" (RKO) (24th wk). Elaine Barry, Carl Ravazza on stage.
Dipping along with others, with Opens today (Wed.)., Last week.
on stage, terrific $35,000.
Greiit Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70) sturdy $35,000 likely this stanza; last "Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th).
(20th).
Solid
week
was $41,000.
"Lat? George Apley"
(reissue) with Lecuona Cuban orch
$15,000 or better. Last week, "Sea
Broadway (UA) (1.895; 70-$1.50)— heading stagebill, very disappointing
of Grass" (M-G), $20,000.
"Mons. Vei-doux" (UA) (2d wk). at $50,000 and yanked after one
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Sea Chaplin looks to top first week with week. In ahead. "Carnival" (20th)
of Grass" (M-G) (m.o.). Trim $11,- trim $30,000; opening ses.'ion. In- and Connee Boswell on stage (3d
000. Last week, "Happened in Brook- cluding seats at Friday (11) preem, wk), $80,000.
lyn" (M-G) (m.o.), $10,000.
State (Ldew's) (3.450; 43-$1.10)—
was good $27,000. Neither figure,
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)— however, is rated sock at present "California" (Par) (2d run) with
"Smash-Up" (U) and "Secret Whis- scale on seven shows daily.
vaude headed by Joe Besser. Bobby
Breeu, Arreji & Brodcrick.
tler" (Col). Big $19,000. Last week,
Stout
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
Last
week,
$31,000.
second
of
"Guilt of Janet Ames" (Col) and
—"Smash-Up" (U) plus Xavier "Mighty McGurk"
(M-G) (1st run)
"Blondie's Holiday" (Col), only $12,Cugat orch heading stagebill (2d and Mickey Rooney and stage revue^
000.
looks
week
holdover
For
first
wk).
Teek (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "To to strike extra potent $82,000 after strong $30,000.
Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1..50)
Each His Own" (Par). About $4,500.
smash $98,000 opener. Stays On ,in- "Stallion Road" (WB) and Cab CalLast week, "Love Laughs Andy
def.
loway Orch heading stageshtow (3d
Hardy" (M-G) and "Charlie Chan
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 80-$1.25) wk). Loohs to do fine $43,000 after
Trap" (Mono) (m.o.), good $5,000.
Holds a
30th Century (20th Century) (3.- —"Odd Man Out" (U). Opens today good $45,000 for second.
In ahead, fourth week of "ourth session.
000; 90-$1.50)— "Best Years" (RKO) (Wed.).
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$i,20)
(5th wk). Down to $10,000 after fine "Johnny O'Clock" (Col), still fancy
—"Adventuress" (E-L)
(3d
wk).
Stays a sixth at $18,500, while third was $23,000.
$15,000 last weelc.
Down
70-$1.20)—
to $10,000 this round: second
(Brandt)
Globe
(1,500;
franw.
was $13,000. Stays a fourth, with
"Jolson Story" (Col) opening on

'SnHdi-Up' Big

Woods (Essianess) (1,200; 95-$1.80) (Col). $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
—"Best Years" (RKO) (IBth wk). "Sea
of Grass" (M-G) and "Secret
Still holding own at $26,000. Xast
weelc, big $27,000.

"Macomber Affair" (UA).
Great
$45,000 or dose. Holds. Last week,
"That's
Man" (Rep) (2d wk),

—

ale-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95 1— (20th) and "Cigarette Girl" (Col),
"Crilornia" (Par) (2d wk). Great also Esquire, Webber, good $15,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—"Fan$31,000. Last week, $39,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)— tasia" (RKO) (reissue). Looks nice
"Lady in Liike" (M-G) (2d wk). Fair $5,000 or over. Last week, "Boomerang" (20th) and "Cigarette Girl"
week, solid $26,000.

•

(UBufldstoM^m

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95) passed and threat of rain helped
Ride" (RKO) plus some but it was not enough to overvaude headed by Andrews Sisters come Monday's washout.
and Alan Carney. Solid $30,000 or
Newcomers during the past seven
near.
Last week, "Trail Street" days are headed by "Macomber
(RKO) (2d wk) plus vaude headed Affair." at the Globe, where it looks
by Peggy Ryan and Johnny "Scat" to strike a very strong $45,000 in its
Davis, only $15,000,
Film teed off well,
initial week.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-05)—"Sea and helped by good reviews, has
of Grass"
Okay $25,000. been traveling at a fast clip ever
(M-G).
Last week, "Stallion Road" (WB) since.
Week's major casualty was
(2d wk), colorless $14,000.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" at the
WarSeld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)— Roxy, the oldie being yanked after
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G). the single week ended last (TueS.)
Dull $18,000, Xast week, "Alex- night. Likely will not do $50,000,
ander's Ragtime Band" (20th) (re- lowest first week at this big deluxer

Story" iCol) (17th wk). Sli^tly affected by weather but holding own
Denver, April 22.
at near $16,000. Last week, $18,000.
Arrival of spring weather is hurtissue), pallid $15,500,
Chicaso (B&K) (3,900; 95)—"Guilt ing biz this stanza.
"Alexander's
Fa«uiioant (Par) (2,646; 55-85)—
of Janet Ames" (Col) with Veloz and Ragtime Baxid" looks
thin in two "Imperfect
Lady" (Par) and "Easy
Yolanda heading stage. Good $51,000 spots
"Sea
but
of
Grass" will be
Last- w6ek, "Suddenly
(Par). Good $19,000 but not
or ovfii".
strong at the Orpheum. "Love and Come"
(Par)
with
Georgie
Price
on
up
to hopes. Last week, "Favorite
Spring"
Learn" is moderate at Paramoimt
Brunette" (Par) (3d wk), oke $17,stage (2d wk). fine $46,000.
Estimates for This Week
Gari-ick
(B&K) (900; 95)—"Rue
500.
Aladdin
(Fox)
35-74)—
(1,400;
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 55-85)—
Madoleine". (20th) (5th wk). Fast
"Boomerang" (20th ) and "Cigaret "Calcutta" (Par). Good
$17,000 or
$11,000. Last week. $13,000.
Grand (HKO). (1,500; 95)—"Smash- Girl" (Col), after week at Denver, near, but not up to expectations.
Webber. Good $5,000. Last Last week, "Suddenly Spring" (Par)
Up" (U) (5th *k). Sturdy $13,000. Esquire,
Week,
"Brief Encounter" (U), $4,500.
(3d wk) tall $11,(K)0.
La.st week, $16,000.
Blnebird (Fox) (572; 35-74)—'^'JolOrpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95)—
"Boomerang" (20th) With Tex Benelce son Story" (Col) (2d wk) after week 85)—"Ramrod" (UA). Very mild
Paramount apd two weeks at Den- $14,000 or near. Last week, "GuUt
and Glenn Miller oroh on stage. "at
Packing thorn in for tremendous $70,- ver, Esquire, Webher, Rialto. Fair of Janet Ames" (Col) (2d wk), thin
000 or On.se. Last week, "Wake Up, $2,000 in 4 days of holdover here. $9,300.
.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,Dream" (20th) with Ted Weeiiis orcb Last week, big $5,000.
Broadway
(Cinema) (1,500; 35-74) 207; 55-85)— "Sin of Harold Diddleon stage. $52,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 95)— "Tarzan —"Gallant fiess" (M^G) and ."Born bock" (UA) (3d wk). Only $6,500
to Speed" (PRC) (3d wk).
Mild in 5 days. Last week, thin $8,500,
Hi'iUre.ss" (RKO) and "Affairs GeraUline" (Rep). Tidy $28,000. La.st $6,000. Last week, $8,000.'
Staeedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80
DenHaih (CockriU) (1,750; 35-70)— to $2.40)—"Henry V" (UA) (30th
week, "Trail Street" (RKO) and
Big" (U) (2d wk), "Favorite Brunette" (Par) (3d wk) wk). Just $3,000, while last week
"Little Miss
$21,000.

H.a;

Cold, rainy weather Monday (21
clipped business at many Broadway
first-runs this week, but grosses remain fairly steady in view of number of holdovers currently in Times

—;'Devil Thumbs

Driver; 'Leani' 9G

95J~"Jokon

Thumbs a Ride,"
"Imperfect Lady" and

$30,000 with "Devil

'GraK' Wow 28(3,

from $19,000 to $8,000. "Smash-tTp"
is still sturdy with $13,000 even in
fllth week at the Grand.

$45,000, 'Sniash-U|)'-CugatLofty82G,

22.

Biz at flrstrun theatres continues
Even the Golden Gatei
to lag here.
with Andrews Sisters topping the
vaude layout, likely will not go over
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WedneaJay, April 23, 1947

with Phyllis Thaxtcr • Edgar
Buchanan • Harry Carey • Ruth
Nelson • Robert Armstrong
Screen Play by Marguerite
Roberts and Vincent Lawrence
Based on the Novel by Conrad
Richtcr • Directed by ELIA

KAZAN

.

PANDRO

S.

Produced by

BERMAN

•

A.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

yO(/'a

RNO A 4'lEAf CtOVER IH

6^A OF GmS!
Preceded by a tremendous magazine, newspaper, radio and truck poster

campaign 'The Sea of Grass"

will reach

an estimated

total

of 1,803,726,008

impressions throughout the nation! Are you a partner in "The Sea of

Grass Land Company"?

I

'VARIETTT'S' lONDON OJETlCl!
Martl«'« jeia«e. JfOfnlirBr Sqnnra

IXTEIINATIONAL

St.

Current London Shows

Rosenstock Revamping French Fix

London, April

"Anonymous

Bank Sbicture
The

French pix industry

is

ttf

visor last six years.
He leaves for America some time
in May to discuss operating policy

with Goldwyn. Expects to bo away
six weeks, during which time he'll
visit his folks in Providence whom
he hasn't .Seen in 20 years.

|

|

Air Travel

To

"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.

;

"Shop- Sly Corner,"

goers by providing exhibitors with
low interest ci-edits to enable them
war-destroyed or
rehabilitate
to
obsolete theatres so as to increa.se
Ro.senstock is not getting
grosses.
in the picture business, remaining
strictly a banker.
He's set up a new bank, titled
SpFlDI, to lend money to a producer to start on a second picture,
without waiting for the distrib to
turn in what accrues from the bookThougli
film.
the first
of
ings
SOFIDI is only capitalized at a nominal $120,000. it has back of it the
resources oE ihe group of banks operating in conjunction with Rosenstock. This permits it not only to aid
a producer but also the distributor,
advancing latter unusual terms if
the picture is considered a likely
bet. This permits a distrib to handle
a larger number of pictures than he
used to. The bank's profit comes
from charging a percentage on the
a

Attendance
Vienna, April
Prospects for attendance at

any

checker

system

is

C'lrnpleting a deal for charter Of at
'rust five special plane loads. Project
specially
is
for
Constellations,
named for Beethoven. Mozart, etc..
fly direct from LaGuardia Field
Horsching Air Base at ,Liuz in
U. S. zone of Austria, about two
hours' auto ride from. Salzburg.
SalzbLU'g's airport can't handle the

to

-

to

biE;'

ships,

Deal would cost music louers .mino£ $1,500 for a weck'a stay
during Festival month of August.
Roundirip au' fare -comes to_ $700.
here 'where chow" and
quarter.s are to be foim<i for towists. with Army occupying a'l fii-stcla.ss hotel space in 'Salzburg area.

imum

iji

preventing

primarily con-

French Union,
the
and
RTosehstock is blueprinting a Similar
organization, with the same capital,
SAFIA, to lend on film exFrance

:poi'ts.

Being interested in film grosses.
Rosenstock has also promoted an-

,

.

their

easily felt, citing an, instance, when
a theatre, after remodelling and in-

creasing its capacity 30%, had the
grosses jump from a weekly $1,600

to $5,200.

I

.

'

j

I

Credit and technical operation of
both SOPfiT and SOFIDI are under
the joint management of Andre
Ullman, formerly head of Para

French theatres, and ol
Roger Loeb, formerly general man
ager of Cineac, newsreel theatre
chain. Both are hiighly regarded in
the trade and have plenty of prac-

j

\

mount

tical

I

|

,

experience.

.Swiss Set

number

New

up lim-

D.S. Films

Day

Save

for

Dutch

Twist

set (or lite

future.

^'^'^^l^^^

,

public prefers
subtitling, althoush titles heretofore
disturbed
they
patrons
because
covered nearly half the pieture.
This was caused by the fact th:*t
mo.st pictures here are titled in
French and Gcrrhan at the sanif
that

the

.has

it

at present

Austria.

in

Prior to the Berlin confabs. Maas
w^ith U,
film executives

consistencies.

and

Produced

directed

by

huddled

E,

Paris to go oyer all details of
subjects taken up at the German

in

Svisova with the assistance of throe
Rvissian cameramen, each of whom
at one time or another was the
winner of a Stalin award for courage on the batllenold, the German
adaptation was made by DEFA. wliicb
has also distributed it. Originally intended for Russian shpwings, the
film, it is understood, -has not yet

had

its

premiere in Moscow,

,

meeting. Arthur M. Loew, Joseph
H, Spidclman, F. W. Allport and
McCarthy, Motion Picture
Assn, managers for Europe; Robert
Vming, JWPEA rep in Germany, and
European n-anagers of MPEA' companies attended this hiiddle.-

Prank

Following a

MPEA

visit to

offices

:

in Vienna, Maa.s will confer with
production resulted from the Louis Katurek,
supervisor for
that the Allied Control Au- eastern Europe, in Prague. He rethority snacged on an agreement to turas to N. Y, in May.
rj,,,^

MPEA

j„ct

produce a four-power documentary

CoalTaxesFloor

-.sharpened in .Irish story properties.
anterAletro is currenlly reported
csted in work, ol Irish playwrights
Over
'und Rank reps are also looking
restories by Irish authors,
cent

bonk
I

Whitehall Productions has clicked
at Minerva with "Late Chri.stophcr
Bean." Me.i; Jenkins, Britisher, has
lead.

A

new

nitnk

hy

"Odd Man

F.

purchase was another
L, Green, author of

Out."

Norwegian Pixers
Stockholjji, i'^ril 15.

High taxes and the coal shortage
have lloored the Norwegian film industry, analysis of the Norse studio
siUuUion reveals. Producers compl.iin about Government control of
the industry, and also the 25'';- tax
on

I

i

"Gay 'Rosalinda" is aoing fine for
Williamson-Tail at the Royal. Tara
Barry, Irish >tar, has top role.

pictui'e earnings,

With only 250-theatros
a local producer's picture

kroner

Norway,
mUst gross

in

break even.
an impoffiihilily
since many houses are closed -due to
lack of coal. It's alsff Tfpf&d ffiaf
since the end of the war Norwogianmade films have provided the Govcrnnient with about 700,000 kronerin taxes while the producers still
arc waiting to recoup their expenses,
L.WO.OOO

Pointed

;

;

!

:

:

out

to

that's

Cl!i.s.sic example
cited is that of
feature
"England.sfarere"
("Travclors to England"). "While th«5
was last year's top b.o. succes.s,
.P^^'^^^''*^ l^'J^e only recaptured

the

,

j

pic

I

i

,e^PCnscs. Con.seqtiently
'""'
^

'

c»mp;""es

f

has

.see

!

no pomt

m

fur-

Studio at Jar
towel among

o.d"Ction,

tossed in the
other.s, declaring it
pictures in 1947.

,

make no

will

HAYWARD STEPS OUT
AS HOYTS' AD CHIEF

tion.
Tlicre is hpthing to remind
—in the 194fi-47 fiscal audiences that it wa.* the Combined
Facts
year NFB got its money in two might of the U. Sm BHtain, France
separate funds, tabbed Reconversion and USSR which brought about the

Likely that .any further picture
produciion here by Columbia will bo
piirt of deal with the Rank-R.vdgeCinc,sorind,Pagewood setup covering
Couse of studios and equipment.
lunihia recently inked a relensing
pact with Greater Union distributors, marking the seventh consecutive contract renewal.

been

now

MPEA

It's expected 'that several vet official.s
who hiid been operating in
Potsdam; Leipzig and Dresden. The Berlin and key .cities under AMG'
Russian-licensed German press has will transfer over to MPEA in simisplashed favorable reviews of the lar capacity when the transfer befilm despite its shortcomings and in- comes effective,

^^^^^

Zurich, April 1.5.
and Normal, totalling $2,290,148.
technique for .subtitling
This year all NFB ipn.sh goes into a
developed by Diagraphsingle fund marked Normal and the
J'ilmtitel,'
eliminating shortcomings
I'U^
of the old method. Which blocked olT
NFBs l!)-l7-43 com comes to $2,078.portion of the screen. With new
What the
874, all inuler Normal,
method, titles will be projected outpapers did was to compare last
side ol the picture on a part of the
year's Normal with this yciir's Norscreen to be added in order to make
mal .snd 7iaturally they found an
Irish Yarns Hot Buys
the picture, and titles separate.
increase.
Dublin. April Ifi,
_This development has come about
Irish
several
of
Following success
alter a long controversy in SwitzerOut"
Man
"Odd
laiid Over
•BEAN' THKIVES IN SYDNEY
Synchronized and sub- ^stories as » films—
has
interest
recent—
titled films. It's jfecneraliy accepted beinu the most
Sydney. April 15.

ncre

cense

of the Nations") at the nine different
pix houses in ""the Soviet sector of
Berlin, as well as at film houses in

The Hague, April 13.Boxoffice figures in Holland are
still going down as the co.st of living ri.ses and the novelty of American films, running here now since
Jan. 1, is disappearing. But where
business is good, it's nearly always
an American picture that's doing it.
Reappearance on the Dutch market
of U. S. pictures is a considerable
blow to the independents, living on
French or Scandinavian 'product. In
recent, months the English, headed
by the Dutch Eagle-Lion branch,
have slackened a bit, Americans
taking over."
Influx started with "Mrs. Miniver."
considered now a classic -here, and
"Gaslight." which ran 12 weeks in
thc Amsterdam Alhambra. Pace has
been kept going by a score of wellliked pictures, of wlWch the two

RECAP NOTES lOUUT
CAN. BOARD FUNDS

A new

lias

Transfer of controls to

trol.

of the famou.s trials. U. S, Informachamps were '.',;Bcbecc;a" and "Spell- tion Control Division is at the
There's also very complicated pa-^ bound," both released here by -Nod- moment en.gaga8 in turning out a
per work necessary tor travelers to •erland. diiitributin.s! .office of Frits British-Frohch-tJ. S. version which
enter occupied zone, Uirfoding por- Strengholt, In the three kcy-town.s, will u.se
a good m,ohy of the Rvissian
nii.s.sion from Joint Chiefs of Staff
Amsterdam. The Hoauc and Rotter- .sequences, plus the results of the
as well as State Dept.
Said here dam, they did excellent biLsiness in ti-jfj] research relative to the Nazi
tliat visitor.s would be restricted to
the best houses (e.g„Tive \vecks in master plan tor world conquest
Salzl)urg and adjoining area— fine Pas.sage,
The Hague) and pre.s.s private lives of the war criminals.
tourist coiintry— and not allowed to notices were unusually good.
etc.
visit Vienna, where fpoa and acIt's difficult for other language pix
"Gerieht der Voclker" opens on
commodations are even tilhter.
Exception is "Le.s En- the trailer ol' a stream of Stalin
to compete.
British have announced plan for tants du Paradis." wiiich had a gala tanks rumbling into the pulverized,
Another urning streets of Berlin immediately
2.000 English tourists a month to premiere in Amsterdam.
visit their occupation zone of Aus- good French film, also released by after the abdication in April. 1945.
Nederland. is "Lc Pore TrauquiUe," and signs off with a sharp protria, where food situation is better.
British
militai'y
government au- with Noel-Noel,' But it didn't live nouncement to the German audithorities will see to reading and up to expectations and the personal ences that the USSR is in Germany
quarters in measure designed to help appearance of NoeKNoel» who sang in order to bring peace and preserve
Austria acquire some foreign ex- his songs, couldn't save the picture.
and also to eliminate fhscism
it,
change.
The 2,000 ceiling will be
Sandwiched between these dratops for number of British: tourists
matic moments are a series of shots.
to be allowed in at any time., This
some of thoin feeble and obvious
in answer to Rus.s criticism of tourpropa,gailda e.ssays. other.s poweri.st program as taking too much food
ful and •ffunl'orgettable, made at the
from already hungry nativet;.
IN
Palace of Justice in Nuremberg.
bitter
riijhtiny
on the Ukranian
Ottaw!). April 22,
Previously announced upping of Ernnl, concentration cainp routine
N.Ttional Film Board's funds by/the and torture, closeups of the defendPery to Confer With Col.
ants in their hoyde,v, and then their
year
sent
government for nexl tiscal
corpses,
^yggjg JJggJg top NFB men scrennring " 'Taint so!"
There arc sequences briefly porand pointing out NFB will get about
S.vdncy. April 22.
Error, due traying U. S.-Supreme Court Justice
10'; le.ss than last year.
Nick Pery, head of Colimibia picRobert
H. Jackson and British Sir
complicated
to misintorprofation of
tures in Australia, is currently en
David
Maxwell Fyfe, and a much
House
of
estimates ttibled in tlie
^
route to New York to confer with
Commons, was can-ied by Canadian longer closcup of the Ru.ssian Genhonieonice execs regarding further
Rndcnko,
The film conveys the
eral
in
Press news service and headlined
Ijvoduction activities in this zone.
many dailies and trades, causing impi ession that the Red Army alone
Last year, Columbia made "Smithy"
NFS embarrsissmenl across tlic and single-handed won the wgr and
hero, and a 'Technicolor opus is rebrought
tire Nuremberg trial to fruicountry.
near
be
ported
to

•^:'^-.Siibtitle

loosen

Germany away from Army con-

in

!

permit exhibs to -rehabili-

wartheatres
either
The bank
destroyed or ob.solete.
lends money: at bank rates, getting a
percentage on the theatre's gros.ses
during the duration of the loan plus
an interest on the balance due on
the loan which is to be refunded in
a time not exceeding five years, Thi.s
also entails checking. But the effect
of -rehabilitation, says Rosenstock, is

it

ited

On German Trials

means complete divorcement of
Berlin, April 22.
The Russian military occupation AMG from film activities in the
authorities have produced a 90- American zone. Although the AMG
rainute documentary film on the .s),ill will exercise censorship on subNuremberg trials which is being jects released in Germany, MPEA
shown currently under the title otherwise: will operate with the
"Gerieht der Vpelker ("Judgment ."ame unrestricted commercial li-

!

other film bank titled SOFET, also
with a ,$120,000 nominal capitalizato

the U. S. and British zones
uiider terms of the Byrnes-Bcvin
bi-zonal agreement made early this
year.
This embraces release operations in more than 2,000 theatres
in both U. S. and British zones.
American distributors have sought
tor about a year to get distribution

in

land or France.

iltled

tate

Army would

Ev?n

of
tourists
roora.s,
wouldn't, be likely to find Army.style service and food at 50c. a meal
comparable to such spots ag Switzer-

cerned with returns of pictures in

tion,

Gun

Widi Slanted Pic

thi.s

with confirmation by local Pan^
American Airways rep that Atlantic
Lloyd Travel Bureau in N. Y. is

grosses to be inaccurately returned
by exhibs.

Though the bank

Soviets Beat

14.

ytar's Sal7.biu:g Festival brightened

normal

intere.«t for the loan.
that Rosenstock is now interested

Martins.

"Togrether Again," Vic Palace,
"tjnder the Counter," Phoenix.
"White Devil," Dutchess.
"White Steed," Whitehall.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.

Ease Salzburg

This means Unkripwn

:

St.

"Sons o' Norway," Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.

rates' instead of
the usurious ones prevaling to date.
Also to develop the number of film-

besides

Germany

65

Sets Dalton

normal commercial

gros.se.s,

lMibute4

To

Wyndham,

Pact has been sighed with American Military GOVeriiment official*
"Eagle Two Heads," Globe.
whereby U. S. film distribution in
U.S. Pix
Poles Take
"Fifty-Fifty." Strand
Germany soon will be demilitarized
Warsaw. April 22.
"Here, There," Palladium.
and turned over to the Motion PicPolish government has signed the ture Export' Assn., according to a
"Guinea Pig," Criterion:
agreement with the Motion Picture cable from Irving Maas, MPEA gen"Jane." Aldwych.
Export Assn. worked out about three eral manager, who's now in Berlin.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
months ago to provide for distribu-._ Transfer is expected to become ef^
"Man From Ministry," Comedy.
tion of 65 U. S. films in Poland. Ink-' fective within two months, details
"My Friend Lester," Embassy.
ing of the pact had been lield up, having been worked out in a series
"No Hoom at Inn," Winter Garden. after agreement had been reached, of confabs Jast week between Maasi
"Now Barabbas," Vaudeville.
by imminence of the elections of two and Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure,
"Peace to Peckham.V Princes.
months ago.
director of AMG's information con"Perchance to Dream,". Hipp,
Russian films have been dominat- trol division.
"riccadilly Hayride," Wales.
ing the market here.
Maas also revealed that complete
"Power and Glory," Fortune.
accord has been reached with top
"Present Lauj-hter," Haymarket.
Briti.sh Army heads and film biz
"Romany Love," Majestys.
reps for a free competitive mar'K'et

London. April 22.
Emmet Dalton, an American although an English resident last 40
years, is now Sam Gold wyn's Briti.sh
head. He was Par's northern super-

reorganization of the old Gaumont
Co. (GFFA) just before the war,
turning it into the current Societe
Nouvelle "des Etablissements Gau-

picture

MPEA,ThronghMaas,PactsWithAMG

Heart," St. James.

"Xilutlerbuck,"

GoUwyn

process

reorganization at the hands of
banker Pierre Rosenstock, head of
Societe Privee d'Etudes. He's had
long connections with the industry,
having been the moving spirit of the

mont, under prexy Jean LePuc.
Idea back of the scheme is to get
the production end of the industry
out of the current gambling stage
by getting the best producers to
agree to -some sort of cooperation
and to help them get financing at

Home

"Dancing; Years," Casino.

ol

.

Job

the

undergoing a

much needed and thorough

Cle^

in

-

Paris, April 16.

structure

flnanoial

22.

Lover,'' York's.

"Born Yesterday," Garrick.
"Call

15

Sydney, April

surrender.

10.

Herbic

Hayward, longtirne ad
Hoyts' film loop, covering
houses in the Au.s.sie zone,
has res '"ncd to enter biz on his own
account, including pic produciion.
Dean of Aimie film advertising,
riiiyward was with Greater 'Union
Theatres under the late Stuart F.
chief of

about
!

British Industrialist
i

.

•,

•

Taking' Lcglt Fllttg
]

Jinimy
dustrialist

London, April 22.
Sherwood, Yorkshire inand a.'.-sociate of United

Yeast Co., i,v latest to take a fiiiig at
showbiz.
He is behind revival of
old American and English hit "TipToes.". now touring the provinces
and looking for West End home.
Sherwood is also readying new
musical
with
Norwegian setting,
"Swift on Skis," and commtssioned
Ted Kitvaiia.^h. ace scripter of British Broadcasting Corp.'s top feature.
"Itma," to write a new revue for
him.

1.")0

Doyle
later

many years, switching
HoytS when Doyle bowed
GUT. Understood that
„, Cliff

for
to

out of_

of Film Weekly, forLmerly attached to Hoyts in Met|

Holt,

editor

'
j

'

j

;

;

|

j

I

bourne, will take

-—

Hay ward's

job.

'

'

;

.

.

Television is being extended to
the English provinces between London and Birmingham as soon as
BBC and Post Office engineers finish their experiments, sofnetime thit
"
iunimor.

.„.'•'

'

.

:

W«!<liae^ay, April 23, 194?
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WB

Ws Theatre Dpasty Best Set-Up;
Only 21 of
The

Its

divorcement

partial

Can Be Mectei

457

axe

by the decree can only graze
Wainer Bros, il it shosdd ever drop.

raised

prexsrat Hank's U.' S; (Organization,
and 95%, Warners has
is cteentl
irt Mexico- Gily and it's
houses in its chain of 457 not unllkdy th^t '^ie'll iaSse up pros.'
which the dCecree can affect pects for Rahlc
Why Y«akt Are Stynriedt V
on that score. E*en if it should lose
American tB^ti» e!cec»',sa5f two
all 21, the company would still retake operation of 14 others which factors are blqcking long Jsieraiaetf
First,;
have hpen leased to outsiders while plans ior'*f6rejgK' expahsiou.
ownership remained with the cctoi- J-ecent developmehts overseas .liave
yank biggies leery abo-u t tossing
pany.
more
coin into foreign countries^
With the partly owoed jibuses There's no predicting, it's said, what
bunched in New Jersey? and' Penn- foreign governments will do on fiscal

tween 5%

j';

only

2i;

theatres

"

.:

.

:

;

'

.

'

sylvania, vast sectors of trie country
chain now operin which the
ates would be completely unchalterrilenged. Such important
tories as the Coast, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Ohio sgre
completely void of co-ow&ed Warner
ConseftUetJtly.

»o

threa;t

,

illustra-

tions "^e iadji' aria l^edeii* Ihdian
govternttjeiit:%Si'yaiflKe^.n^ imtfrpm

WB

hbiisei.

Cited as recent

policies.

WB

Akjerieto
huddles to. fix

imdej«'.tearrent' gatjfais. 'bn

new

pix and/prderSd

a

l^vye!? ""finimber

impwts-

of ,

,

"Sie

Swed|s have

;aispliidei|' all fflm .imis
ports faecatj^eof^'^ Sol* <irisis.

posed against the company *egardSecondv- highly Inflates costs of
less of- -which way the Supreme materistis hav4;"«>Sde theatre BuildCourt rules.
inig unproiSts(6lfe''a»ai the iiiajorsi aere
'

-

-

not

IWostly Affected In N. J.

Chief state to be affected is New
Here, of the 70 houses opby Warners, 12 must be
bought or sold by the company.
None of these theatres is in important key centers— in the main,
they're scattered in smaller Jersey
towns. Second sector, Pennsylvania,
has seen flickeries in the partial
divorcement class with one iiriportaint town, Allentown, vitally af-

Jersey.
erated

years.

'

Bipriex iff

to ali thisithft :^ct
•

production

high

Four theatres in that locale
Colonial, Rialto, Lyric and
Sole
hit by the decree.
other .situs in the decree's path is

fected.

State— are

Milwaukee where the Milwaukee
and National are partnership held.
In all instances but. one, Warners
•

holds a 50% interest in the theatres.
In ibe Stmuley-Shapiro Theatre Co.,
WB's share is a controlling 51%. Already entrenched to the extent of
a half interest, there's no doubt that
Warners can buy in the Ijalance, if
it's so minded, without straining its
,

Add

'

.

Decree Slay Not

HFF

RKO

attention to the fact a salesman was
Fred Sliter, of Fox,
not included.
veterans of 35 years in the business,
was chosen, by a show of hands,
over Richard Hayes, of Paramoimt,
and Charles'Dortic, Columbia. Larry
.Cowen, publicity director for Fabian
upstate, and manager of Proctor's
Troy, pointed out that no theatre
manager was in the group. Gug
Graves, city manager for Fabian in
Schenectady, and another long-time
mdustry man, was put in nomhia-

after one,yeari,

RKO; NeU HeUman,

.

-

•

.

their

current

round-the-world trip.
Sir
Fuller, the circuit's head, has
admitted to "Vakiett that talks have
taken place recently with Par execs.

Ben

pn' wh'ether Par will
Fullers is now up to
Barney B^Iab^, Par's prexy.
What's known is that Par would
like to tie up with native capital in
•.

'various locales so that its own coin
won't run the risk of reprisals
against- foreign investments. Idea is
to- have local capital build and own
a house with Par taking over on a

Company, thereby, has moved onto long-term lease. With that would go
guarantee that tlie theatre wotdd
much more solid footing financially. ahave
an exclusive franchise on
difficulty in
It would have Mttle
Paramount product
the quid pro quo, should,
'

.

borrowing
added ready cash be required. How-

In the comparatively short postwar period Rank has moved in all
there's little doubt that the
directions.
Besides the Schlesinger
and Palace deals, he's bought out
absorbed out of the company's cash
Paui_NathaHsoh'!s 50% chunk of the
without throwing it off stride.
Louis Elliman circuit in Ireland
(close to iOO houses); picked up 50%
of the Norman Rydge chain in Australia (100 houses); and closed a
joint distribution deal with Gaumont-French which gives his pbc
Coatlnned from page 9
priority in France and North Africa.
Deals previously had been started
He's also building the largest
and fell through with Universal- showcase in Cairo. Added
to these
International and Metro.
late expansion

ever,

lew partly-owned holdings could be

PatvLiberty

Chicago,

AprU

atce

Owners

t%

boai^d

until

Booze

'^ovsj^.

,

the

Arthur

newly

Code

was

Schoenstadt

,

.

:

Loiraifie

BreflTcdowft of the extent thai*
Bros, is affected by the the2. Theatres
owned by "WB but
atre operating provisions of the decree follows.
In the instances of leased to and operated by others:
Slate, Town or City
Theatre
profit-sharing leases and pooling arrangements, steps towards the dis- Jlm-yhiril— BiiUliiiioi-e
.Mei-opolilan
O-tfortl
solution of these ties are well under ,\o\v .iHi-sey— -Iilttle FaUs
Xew Vo-k
.

,

De Wood

Contimied from page

1

plaining recently that drinking is
frequently shown not for that
reason at all, but merely as director's "-business." Aim is to stop
such casual use of bottle-and-glass.

too

1

'•

'

Letters of complaint on too much
booze have fallen off quite considerably in the past six weeks, according to Clark. Since the effects
of Johnston's_ warning Won't be felt
on the screen for months, MPA
flack

When Rocky

Graziano recently
was barred from boxing in N. Y.
Rosen became his agent, but the
middleweight has since been signed

Leo DurocHer got
from Rosen when

baseball "czar" Happy Chandler su.spended him for a year, but Lippy is
a vet radio trouper and already is

agented by

.

i

.

.

Mt.

deal

called

Liberty's
Capra, Bris-

William Wyler, Prank
kin and perhaps Stevens to come
under its wing. Studio would take

over their Contracts with Liberty
and their interests in past and future
pictures in return for $5,000,000 in

Par

stock.

Mully

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

%of

.

for

HU-pi'pide

..

,

.Fox

,

1-;iinbai<py'

WiKi.lhnr.v

Uhiltn,

...

MlilUtli'

ThfatlT:*.

.

.Colonial, Itialto.

.

.

.

.

.

^,

.

. . .

.Capnol,

loid

Mihvsiiltr-e

National

<*oi'|i..

(

i{r.K<-nt HtATfr t*ol*l>.

deep

moraUty was

south,

Clark's

discussed.

Iowa. Iintheraiu

Squawk

Dm

Moines, April 3S.
Dhectors of the Iowa Lutheran
Welfare Soaiety let Ipose a strong
protest 'tW« week against drinking
Ibvemaking and
scenes,
intense
Board
suggestive dialog in films.
represents six large Iowa Lutheran
groups with adult membership of
131,740 in 486 churches.

AMPP

Fumes at Beer
Plugs by 11 Film Starsf

Mark Hanna.

Rosen now says he's got a job for
Patricia Schmidt, accused of Mee's
slaying, when she gets out of the
mess In Cuba.

Hollywood, April 22.
Picture
of Motion
foaming over the news
that 11 screen players have signed to
Association

Producers

Performers* $760 Defense Fund

Is

double AS beer pluggers in the
ad
national
Schaefer
Brewery's
campaign.
Foaming is all th«
AMPP can do about it as long as the
conunder
thesps involved are not

Chicago, April 22.
Patricia Schmidt, 21, former Chi

dancer charged with the murder of
John Lester Mee, Chi attorney, will

tract to

receive $750 towards her defense
fund from voluntary contributions
l>y local performers which American
Guild of 'Variety Artists here has in
escrow

According

Oim-itUng
1'

is

11,

major studios. Four of th*
by Florence Pritchett,

signed

who agented
identified as

the contacts have been
Bonita Granville, Tony
'young and Hpagy

Martin. Robert
Carmichael.

,

.MlhvauUf *' irix-atnTIlWlllo J'o.
M^r <'llvi
N'ationat UhPoti-e Co..

(>r;in«l

Iti^Mflinic
IVi.-ii-iinsIn

.

Hki'oIiI Theali-e (-o

I>yi-li'

nnrt Stafi!
Hiil-l-lltlitll-ff.

.

Wood

.Mlm*irlvlil

-Mlr-lUowll.

WB int.

Theatre company

in

recount shows, with very frequently
clear indication that they are the
result of mass action rather than
individWl disapiptWRL Letters will
usually come In bunches from a
single afea and be worded more or
less jatmiterly, Ipdicatlng they followed some sort of pastoral imprecation on pictures or resulted from
a forum or meeting at which cellu-

.

.'i

signifi-

.

and

midwest

.

.

what

is

.

.

-

of

the publicity given by
Hollywood writers to the MPA
prexy'a recent conclaves demanding
adherence to the Code.
stricter
Feeling la that the letter-writers
may now b« awaiting reaction to
Johnston's demsndi, on the studios.
Most of the beefs come from the
tliought,

;

act.

certain

isn't

cance to attach to the slough
squawks. A possible reason, it

is
considerably less.
cafe salary
She's been around «s a standard cafe

to fight in Chi.
a similar offer

drinking shall

that

states

be shown only when necessary to.
advance action or plot. Members of
Johnston's staff have been com-

•

.

|iiz*

Centtamei tttm page i

of the Production Code concernmg
liquor must be obeyed if the industry is to avoid serious repercussions.

The-

formed

.

.

then.

—

of Illinois, chairman of
of

eiepted trustee.
Louis A.' Novins explained the
he'd- receive 15% of the gross profits purpose of the Foundation, which he
from either of the pictures. Chaplin likened to the Rockefeller and Melhowever, rejected both .scripts and lon foundations in scope and purthey were never screened.. ^'Wolf," posef Novms, assistant to Barney
according to. BercOvicf,- was written Balaljan, Paramount prexy, said that
at Chaplin's invitation as a- possible it was high time- that the motion picpicture for ^Javiletie Goddard, to, ture industry took care of its own.
whom the comcsdian, was;, then mar-*' JVlembership group, included Jack
'
ried,
Hose, Walter Imraerman, John BalaAfter claiming he'd submitted the ban, Tpm Flannery, James Coston,
scrip*, on Hitler in 1938, B'ercovioJ. Frank
Allen, Irving Mack, Jack
alleged Chaplin had told him several Flynn, Ed Silverman, Sam Shirley,
days later that the State :Depart- Frank Sticming, Tom Murray, S. J.
ment had nixed the idea, for a pic- Gregory and Fred Shoup.
ture on Hitler and Mussolini becau.se the U. S. was not at war with
K. C. Meet
Germany and Italy. In 1941, howKansas City, April 22.
ever, Chaplin produced the film
A meeting to begin organization of
using many
what Bercovici
of
a panel of the Motion Picture
claimed were his ideas.
Writer was not cross-examined by Foundation here was held at the
Frohlich. Trial resumed yesterday Muehlebach hotel last Friday (18)
(Tues.) with a screening for the with Ed !Zom, of the United Theajurors of "Dictator," in which Ber- tre Owners of IlBtte^», as inrincipal
covici attempted to point out the speaker. A committee of nine was
similarity between the picture and chosen, with A. Juleis Benedict as
his script. Latter was offered as temporary chairman, to /- select a
testimony to the jurors last Thurs- permanent chairman and set tip the
day. Bercovici later took the stand panelv
again to -resume his testimony;

way. Analysis dates back a numX(-\v York, ...........
.Wiinipr
Par, it appears, didn't ber
foursome.
.Syr.-tfiiye
.-^tnuia
of years and may have changed
PeJilmj iviinU-l
go along with that idea. Liberty in minor respects:
..
Fliiliulelplila
Grant, I'oiilar, Itivici'a
exec producer and partner, Sam
P..fl.«t.>wn
I. Theatres
in which WB has a
..Sfj'anil.
Vli-ttir
Briskin, handling the negotiations, sto,ck interest but which are not conHendinK.
........ San Toy
\\-p,sl«'yvlUe
............ Penn
explained:
trailed nor operated by the company: Tcxa:- s'aw .Antoiiid
rcmpire
.Virgiiilii—
.....
'Certain problems and questions
.Ti'fnton
State, Town or City
Theatre Wm^i nsinr.jni-hlmi'tr
Kf noAha .....
.Kenosha
have ari-sen during the negotiations. Ne>v- .F*-vKe,i
inimiiiir-<'hl<'a(!«.....S>-nilihony (illv. pi-oftts)
Beverl.v
.Bever-T-ec X'-\v .rci-nf-y— .Vewarli,
Liberty has told Paramount what it
.Rltj! (illv. pwlts)
Hi'Vtlentown
Fox
expects in these matters, and unBrirtjfet.oiJ
Stanley
3. Theatre companies owned in part
JBin-linKlbn.
Biroii Opcia House, Fox
less, tliese conditions are met, the
by tVarners:
jVlt)*ji'P8t(>ft-n
Crilcrioii
resumed."'
be
will
not
negotiations
Piijc
Par's

all-

22.

|!(lward G. Zorn, prez of United

WB TiKiatm Ated Under

. . .

first

MPA

Warner

.

Confab,

Chi Motion Picture Foundation, at one of the major points on which
prejiy Eric Johnston spoke tq
its first' organizational meeting here
{)roducers, writers and directors in
last week, laid plans for a membera round of the studios recently.
ship drive in this area after electing Johnston warned that the provision

Fire Violations Shut St^ t. Nabe
St. Louis, April 22.
thrusts. Rank holds
Acting on orders of City Marshal
Breakdown of the Par negotiations 127 houses in New Zealand in the Walter H. Kammann, city authorilast week after the deal appeared Kerridge circuit.
There's also his ties ordered the shuttering of the
all set is tied in, apparently, with British
holdings— the
354-theatre Robin, a North St. Louis indie nabe,
negotiations
by Liberty partner Odeon chain and the 283-theatre because of failm-e to comply with the
George Stevens to join Leo Mc- Gaumont string.
city's new building and safety code.
If Stevens
Carey's Rainbow unit.
made that deal, or a similar one,
he'd then apparently give assent to
Without
the Liberty-Par merger.
hi.s okay it can't go through, since

any change in Liberty status must
be okayed by. all four pards.
Complex negotiations with Par are
beileved to have included a demand
by Liberty for an arrangement by
the studio to' provide some sort o£
recompense to Stevens having to do
with taxes if he should leave the

of the Fabian-

int^ests.

Chi Foundation Plans
Membership Drive

tbfere

-

WB

planned.

;

'iiOuis Frohlich, Chaplin's attorney,

'

tijiat

'

,

cash and government securities in
excess of $20,000,080. Moreover,
has been concentrating on reducing
and during
its fixed indebtedness
fiscal '46 it lopped some $10,000,000
in debts to reach a low point of
$25,059,127 in obligations maturing

inally

.

had ever existed even an oral
coirtraei between the two. After
the Yanks are going .siow,''it*s said;' . praising Chaplin's "God-given gifts,"
Of all the majors, only SSetr» has, he declared the comedian had writbeen active in the past year picking ten: the entire screenplay of "Diq
up showcases. Paramoimt-'aow is tator" by himself. Bercovici, on the;
stirring, aware of the danger.. It's stand roost -of the day. tesMted Uii'
been reported, for instance,>Qi)at. Par dejf exataination by, his attorney,
had told
is trying to dose a destt ydi&.j^. Louis feer, that C^^
FuUer circuit in Australia.
Ti^e: hiia in 1937, ""5fott and I can do imMetro setup there has proved ad' portant things together."
Writer, ii) attempting to proye
good that other majors want Show-the close collaboration between himwindows in each Aussie key.
self and Ctiaplin, claimed' he'd. d&Par and Fuller's
George Weltner, Par's foreign GHssed the scripts of his "Haym'arfcet
head, and Clement Crystal, foreign Riot" a.nd "Cry af the' Wolf'.'v*:^
theatre ohiet recentiy made a sury^ Cha'pHn under an agreement 'that

To meat the possible sellout de- Pinal answer
mands of its partners, Warners has bu^ out the

Despite the sweeping stey granted
majors recently in decree-imchanges in selling policy,
Metro will go ahead with its forthcoming national sales meet as origthe

posed

iX

•

bn

Staj^

M-€'s Sales Meet April 28

;

capital .and that the. antitrust decree may tofcb; a3daBa> eyperiiditure^ and its feasy;-.fc see' why

of the Australian situation

Ex@6S

Continued from page

eat&g Ripened the testimony b^Ke Judge HeUman
Harold P, Burke wltltsa denial that

are

costs,

up more

—the

flscal sinews.

anxioHs::.;tti,:;sifik. biig

houses which 'jjait^
Worth, .only
a fraction of- the ccist wifliin a few'

study of 'WB's theatre position under the decree's provisions governing the majors in
the exhibition field is the fifth
and last of 8 series which turned
the spotlight on the Big Five.
Heretofore, in successive issues'
paper, 'Vabiety has
of the
printed a breakdown of Paramount, 20th-Fox, Loew's and
theatre holduags.
Whether the majors will be
compelled to comply with the
partial divorcement provision of

embracing one lor M-G since the
War, has been called to begin Monday (28) at ttlf! Hotel Astpr, N. Y.
Major part of the meet, whicli
Metro sales veepee Wllliani F. Rodv
the decree mUst wait put flnt^
gers has indicated might run 10 days,
decision ijy the U.S. Supreme
will undoubtedly be given over to
Court. Meanwhile, with a twotion then.
discussions of the decree end the
year deadline fixed, the Big Five
Other members are; Louis W. .stay, with Metro attorneys on band
are taking financial steps to meet
Schine, Schine Circuit, Inc., Glov- to join Bodgers in leading the disthat contingency, shoujd it arise.
ersvUle; William C. Smalley, Smal- cussions.
ley Theatres, Cooperstown; Herman
Meet marks the first time in 21
L. Ripps, M-G-M district manager years that the Metro sales staff has
Berc0vici's ^Dictator'
(Boston has been added' to his for- been gathered in N. Y. previoiis
mer territory of Albany, Buffalo and powwows have been held in ChiSsit Beiiig liid is
New Haven) ; C. J. Latta, New York cago Or on the Coast, but Rodgers
Five»-miUion dollar" damage suit state zone manager for Warners; ruled them out this year under the
filed by^'Konrad Bercovici against Charles A. Smakwitz, assistant to assumption it would be unwise for
for the latter's Lalta; Leonard L. Rosenthal, coun- him and the homeoffice sales ex,Clra*li6 .•Chaplin
of Ber- sel and adviser on buying for Up- ecutives to be away from their deslcs
ialleged 'wiisappropriation
covici's iStory material in "The Great state Theatres, Inc.; Artie Newman, for too long, in view of the current
Republic manager; Henry (Dutch) anti-trust decree business.
iDiptat<jr'' opened in New York fed
Albany,
representing the
eyai court Tftasrsday (17) with a Harris,
Metro will provide a press room at
idenial; from OJiaplIn's,: attorneys of stagehands' local; Charles McCarthy, the Astor in an attempt to keep exbusiness agent of the Troy projecthe:- 'ssharge/ jjpercovici had claimed
hlbitor§ informed through the trade
that ChaplitJ in 1938 rejected a tionists' union; Jolm Sauerborn, bus- press as to what's transpiring;^ In
.screenplajt 'Itefd written satirizing iness agent of the Schenectady proaddition, Rodgers has scheduled a
Hitler's- dictatorship but that the jectionists' union; Ed Ruff, Paraluncheon for the press next Wednesmount manager; Howard Gfoldstein,
SElrae materia Was Ijater incorporday (30), mid way in the meet, 'where
v.p. of F-43 and head booker for
ated into the picture.
he'll explain whafs been discussed
.

C<Mtiii«lea ttotu page 5 sss
of Uie B»j£ Five by
the command to btiy or seH.-where^ circuit, and dropped negotiations for
theatee faUs 'be- th« Jenkins chain, Kobert'Bsnjaniin,
ft
its interest itt

I.east aflect*a

Last of the Series

.

.

;

.

.

.m.-inUy-Klmpito 'riu'iinp ('(,,
.St.tntlurd Tli'Miie Co........

to

Meanwhile Arch Reeve, represent*
ing the major lots, has sent
the
letter reminding all members of

Jack Irving, Chi exec

secretary of AGVA, the donations
are from performers who knew and
worked with Miss Schmidt. The
union will turn the money over to
those concerned with Miss Schmidt's

i

«u
policy adopted in 1934, banning
advertising
......
hookups of film names
with alcoholic drinks.
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EVERY NEW DATE BRINGS NEW PRAISE! THEY'RE
IN LOVE WITH ITS LOVE STORY. AND ITS HORSES«
AND ITS BIG, BEAUTIFUL OUTDOOR SPLENDOr/

ALiXIS

Mi

ZACHARY

WARNIRS'

DIRECTED 6Y

NOVEL AND SCfteCN PUV
8Y STEPHEN L0N6STREET

PRODUCEO BY

MO

eOIUIEB

PICXUKES
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What About Bacon?

MPA Expanding Board Roster to 36,
Solves PrdUem of Getting a
Difficulty of getting a quorurtr for-j
Mfttion Picture Assn. board meetinga is behind changes in the by-,

Boxoffice outlook in the midwest is brightened by informed bankers'
opinion that the upper midwest is going into the 1947 spring pUintin'g
season with one of the seven best crop prospect years the section has
had in a row. The opinion was revealed in' the annual spring planting
West,

member of the
fellowship, which
holds that the label Shakespeare
used
nom-de^plume
was just a

help

Quorum

AUvine

'

,

laws which will be voted on at a

GontinuciiS

from pace

3

FCC refuses the requests, an appeal
Switches which come up for ap- will be made.
pvoval include doubling the number
Flock ol AFplicants
of directors and deleting, the. proAlso askittg for the same, channels
vision that directors have to be are. Amjrfcan Telephone
Telemembers of the Association.
graph, the National Forestry ServEffect of the changes will be to ice and other rehiy applicants. Congive each of the seven major mem- sequently the pic industry, which
ber companies, plus some ol the has feasted off rescarcti in the past,
others, two places on the board. Dif- realizes that it must do research in
ficulty on getting a quorum has been the field itself before all FCC chanthat in most cases company prexies nels are allocated elsewhere. Larsen,
are the reps on the board and they .who has been- meetiing with Johnare not always avajlable in New ston, Watt Disne;f Nelsoa ^nd memYork for meetings. Others who' have bers of the- research foundation, is
been able to attend only infrequently planning an executive committee
Include producer r^cps Hal Roach composed of ijewsreel people, theand Cecil B. de Mille.
atre ownei-s, dii^tribntors and pro-,
.Directorate will be increased from ducers to formulate plans for pres18 members to 36. Quorum con-^ists entation jgd'd approval before the
Of nine members, of whom at least Motion Picture Assn. on May *.
five must represent di.stribs. There
pointed out also as a
Eiat-fcn
are only 15 members on the board warning that televisioB rights to the
now,' with no indication having been major sporting events in the New
given yet as to whether fome vacnn- York area were already signed for
ciss will be leCt. as no.w, when the the next five years, by the'major raauthorized number is doubled, or dio interests, and that the theatre inwhether all 36 spots will be Blind. dustry would have to move quickly
Proviso change that board mem- before radio: " television became a
bers will no longer have to he mem- monopoly.
bers of the As.sociation is neces.siIn di::'cussina the physiCAl aspects
.

by

the.

MPA. When

was founded, back

tllcre

1922,

in

peculiar .setup of the
it

was

uncertainty

amon"; lawyers (it ha.sn't been determined by the courts yet) as to
beiieflcial-type corpor?.Uon could bG. set un con.=i.stin.!; eutirely of other corporations. It vvas

whether a

thought thnt

could possibly con-

it

only of itidividual.s.
To allay a po.s.sible upset later the
was organized as a combination of both corporations and' individuals. Way It works is that, each
member company apnoints an individual as a member. Board is elected
from among these individuals; Since
it i.s not pr^ssible to name f
i
li
indivifluals in that manner
n 36-man board, by-law 'clidi ,. w'
make it oka.y to name individuals

:

MPA

I

'

KM

•

B&K

WB

Move

That Irnvp.s WB represented been launched by a provisional
by Albert Warner until all com- group calling itself the Screen
lianies get two ro«>s as a tcsult «f the •Writers Organizine Committee. Outi^liangcs to he voted on Ma^ 8.
fit is holding its. first meeting next
Scrvief>.

.

!lJA> PiibHcity Revaoap

(3ft)

in

New York

'

i

session-

It

will be compi-omi.'--ed

'

f

'

'

'

1

I.Honia-Allo,

r,uth

in

Iniiii^n.

t-nm>

Vfli

I.aafiki;

Mstdi.

dhfclrd

.VUu

hy

iv<u--

Kdvln

Donovan,

Tom

Connolly and Oscar

Schatze.
At AnXM;
J«t MIN.S.

Heiktil Aalliiilii.
i.illS

Uiiip,

llfli-inltl.

L.A. Court Voids Strike
Finnish opera .sinfjer, Kalle Ruusunen, makes his film debut in this
Ordinance Vs. Parades

to the group's publicity

i

lii

;

,

[

^l^iKf

;

|
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,
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*Oiier Prises

lluii-

i.s

bJVbA

Postwar fmi.

on

committee with the softer Senate
£ Continued from p»ee f)
'•(tn>itopss>«tf«B'* » '^Vr'Itli ec Xislit")
SnKI>Ei?M>.
Buranx I'ihit pnxluetlon bill which has yet to get on the Senami release! .Him Ma.^ liniuivn, ^^tekua ate ftoAK. Althoush the Senate bill would have infiated merchi.ndise to
Cavlsson, LaHwilx WIfc, .Ii>w IjBiiisre; i«aaj^ptoved.by its labor committee is be sold in a declinin.f^ ma-i-ket.
tiiv* i J»t>n lixtvWi .Inltw Cacwv". Sten Vvi*
SGth-Fojc For Example
milder than what the Senate will
Report turned in by 20th-Fox il-iis
rMmuKli. .\t .%!;:>, Stwkholnt. Itanuime Snally send ,to the conference comweek is a case in point. Witli a
time. «5 MlJfS.
Eoittee, -it nevertheless contains an
record
of $22,619,535 net foi- the
anti-jnrisdictional
strike clause,
Based on the play. "Is Your
year ending Dec. 28, 1946, 20th hows
Honeymoon Really Necessary," this clinching that section in the final current assets totalling $103,055^004
film shapes up as a fine comedy bill.
against $94,836,iS83 for 1B45. But the
with good chances in the- Swedish
Show biz labor generally will not gain of some !|t8,000,00(>
is more than
market,^«nd some hope in the world he ase hard hit by the bills as workmarket.
Danish tiomedian ..SSa^ ers in some other industries. How- made up by a boost of $12,993,354 in
pix inventories.
Hansen handles his loilcs well" and
ever, there Js a posiSibility that the
Bodil Ipsen's direettott Is great
Inventories climbed from $3S,70.'i,American Federation of Mtigicians
426 at the end of 1945 to $52,698,780
"Huraia
HoBdfiute''
(»WEIklgB>. #iH he hurt since there will be by the
close of '46. Increase Ls print.nx Vi\m i)n>dui;ti*m itml rHi'afiift,
Sfeats some language against featherbedcipally
(leovge F-mt, <'"ni-K lEy«l*-l*iri^ K!s$e AilJliw;
represented, according to
dingt which will hit standhys even
prexy Spyros Skduras, "by the
.Siiil. HHiiiiy S<'lie<lin. t-Jnnnaic OSaaoW, '35t*Eit the' current "anti-Petrnio. law"
greatly improved quality of our picl>3r Jlttmpe- V^usfiinaB.''
mil- Falflf.
I>'ii-(?*'tf-d
should be ruled unconstitutional.
>'i'i-eeni»luy,
Ai-iie
l!t)i-iirtiwa<-h;
(ttinera,
ture^'' and "by rising costs of prof.'Vlix Foirainon; inuHl)-, Jiile!^ Sj-Svstn.
lEr*
As for Green, he said that presi- duction, flirgely in Wages paid.'*
vipwer] in Stoi-lihol'ni.
IluittRijiK time, M>
dents -of 12 national unions which Actually, terrific
MINS.
profits
notwithhave locals in the Studios, have standing^ 20th's
position so far as.
In George Fant. Sweden no-* has agreed to huddle with him to seek ca.sh, bonds
and accounts receivable
its own Errol Flynn. He does well
a ^st«!in .for ending jurisdictional is concerned,
was
dented
over
thein this 1.5th centui-y adventure yam. strikes such
as' those which have year. Company as.sets
in those tliree
Acting direction and camei'a are ail
been plaguing the IJlm industry off liquid brackets' totalled
.solid.'
some $50,Film looms as a long twtiwr
here although chances are dubious and on for' the past two years. These 000,060 against $55,000,000 at tlie.
walkouts are one of the. prime tea- dose of '45.
in the U. S.
sons why the House and' Senate laEnthre $22,619,535 profits were
"KtmdeH Kawli.v" ("SJvlli Cdiiimanrt- bor bills contain provis^ns outlawconsumed by the pix. inventory rUe
monf'l (irjNNlSIl). Suimieii KilnDtioI- ing }uri»lictionai strikes^
linmiH protim;tinu iirul VflffiJie. SUii-m Cilieeli
combined with payment of divi- Green
said
the meeting next dends. Stockholdei-s'
melons, repoi t
T.!uitavnin-a, Ksko \-**lt('nranla. Atcu KorhoJir'ii.
.K/iwrncn:
rllvi^cffU
\ty
Orvo month might' develop information disclosed toted. to $10,486,926 on com.Mfi
Which could end jurisdictional walk- mon stock and'
,'^juii-ikivl: a<"-t-s»hijlHy, Tojiil jrnvti; i-jimpva,
$817,980 on pi-ior
.\rinas Jih-voopn: nniFff. lletkliJ -^;tttfiI!H.
outs for every industry.
preferred and convertible p,^-efeired
At Ueit, J irtsiiikl. -Rurtiiing Inip. »« MINS.
First meeting lasted .75 minutes, stocks. The balance is more than
Starring sorhc' of the be.st known conducted in a very friendly atmos- made Ujpi-by the $12,993,354 increase
Finnish talent, this film is based on phere. It broke up after agreeing in inventory which othenvi.'-e would
sixth
commandment. on a second meeting shortly, date have been
the ^ Bible's
reflected in ca h holdings.
Toini Havu's screenplay was adeptly unset,
Cash on hand tilted to>34.204.56l
.scripted and technical credits ai^e
Tweiity-four were 'present.
For in '46 from $32,274,214 for the year
equally good. However, the senti
produeei-.s there were Boren, Pat before, but
mental story Offers little Interest out
U. S. and foreign securiside of Finland.
Casey, Fred Pelton and labor rela- ties' dipped to
$8,987,180 from $15,tions managers of 10 ma,iors.
For 819,161, and accounts receivable to
"KlrkaNtHva Havpl" I't.lBhi .Mrl(nly') the Carpenters:
Cambiano, Charles $6,164,482 from $7,630,181.
(»1KKIi<n». HuoilK'il FUnil{><i.lll-tuui! vroA.
Sprowl,
prexy, Local 946; James
tliiction ftritt rfW'a.sp, stsus J\£tll(> lltiiisurcii,
I'nria UovimaH: ffEiUire.f lljnilia Tlenlulji,
Skelton, b«slne?s agent; William H.

Doris, Hovimaa.
director, Lois C. Peters, the commit- musical opposite
Los Angeles, April 22.
tee is not being formed in oppo^tion Score by Heikki Aaltoila along with
Appellate division of the L. A.
.some of Bizet's cla.ssics
fine, while
to the Scieeen Writers Gvilff which
direction and .scripting are fair. Pic- superior- court declared unconstituconcentrates entiiely on ,Coa$t ac- ture's chances are limited
the
to Finland, tional
anti-parade ordinance
tivity. Group is being projected to
under which scores of strikers were
include writers for eastern produc".Siiiw fur t\a" r'.Siipiicr for. Two"
arresteid during thfe film studio labor
'I'lira
l-ilni
r.-lcuae
i,r
tions, commercial 111ms and U.' S. (.SWKDISH).
l.nrnii! .MttrriiP.:(<'iU
wdm-l inn, .Stal-s KiJvin demonstrations last autumn.
DeciSignal
Co-.-p.s
pictures.
A.liiliiliwin.
Kill ill KKi'lviiiil; fpiiliu'p.i (Saliy
This opinion is not expected to
appointee, was named to the staff as Army
sion on affiliation with the SWG will .<|pnl)»i-li, piitigjsif Mali*. ItiiKnai' Ai-fv-eilM- affect the
four strikers sentenced to
feature writer and researcher,
deflnitel^ or- .si.n, Sltiiii I^itliM'tv, .riiviifi >i('iisl(..'ioir: (li- a year
in .iail by Judge Byron J.
r?*ci«'fl
Ity
UnkitH'- A i-rvt'it^iMiii
John Ingram, who ha.s been with /^e made after group is
^'i-rP'-niilit.v,
r.itjl Aht'.tfii'.
.1-tii
.\lnUnulfi-. cniuWalters In municipal court.
tbe department as writer and layout e'3,"ized.
They
Ki'll.t
I'Vir.'iniaM.
i''li.
Illlciihn
I'.lailli.
.At
were charged with offenses other
man, takes over wire service and
(tlMrlil. KIck'Mk'Ilii. Huniiing lime, H» .-illNS.
than illegal parading.
syndicate coveraw.' Ro.sellcn CallaMeanwhile,
French play and film ''L'lnevetable labor- altorneys have- filed a motion
han cbntinues handling fashions,
Hollywood, April 22.
M. Duboi.s," by Andio Paul Antoine, for the acquittal of '35 paraders reTess Michaels ma.s[azines and Lew
has been translated into an okay cently foujjd guilty before
Leon. Shamroy was elected presi
Bars.^ch trade press.
Judge
cometty
starring
Edvm John J. Ford in municipal court.
dent of the American Society of Swedish
mcc:.. taken
has been
Diener i«s
uavKi
David n
E. «j«ier
^rank Pestana, attorney for the
ad depl to work u„- Cine.natographersjor one year.
eh
VwSJTS'kf^^^^^ Congress
Ot'^er new officers are Charles
of Studio Unions, said:
der Francis VS'inikus. ndvertisinj
"Thi.s parade ordinance is the
one
manager, ;>s a copywriter. He ;or<- Clark, fir.st veepee; Joe Ruttenberg, ,j,gj,„l(.a, crH\\\.ii arc t!< nciallv t-ood.
Rannahan, .sec- n,>,rf»vcr. it loom.s a,s a poor entry under which hundreds of innocent
iherly was with both Republic and second veepee; Ray
people were illegally arre.sitd.
retary, and Fred Jackman, treasurer. for U. S.
It
ColtJmbia
.

3

.

.

•

from page

producers

.

eligible.

According

End

Strike
Cciitinncd

•

j

order to aiir <>rianis!atiOBal plans for
the approximately 250 freelance
scripteris in this arei who would be

Recent dcoastoi-e of Nick Mamula
from the Dnited ArtisV pHbJicily
department to join David O. Selznick flackery has b;'ought about a
reoi'5 of the UA deoartment. headed
by Tom Waller. Lnrry Bellor, who
had been iu the setup on a temporary basis. v.-:js moved perm,"pently into Mamuk-'s spot as metCas
ropolitaii new.**»iper contact.
A^'nms, also formerly a temporary
'

Forgotten man on the Metro lot is Andy Hardy, once a proininent young
character in Culver City. Completed script of the film desinned to follow "Love Laughs at Andy Hardy," la.st release of the series, is gathci ing
dust while the front ofTice can't make up its mind to put the story to work.
Since Mickey Roone,y has become an adults with a couple of marriages on
his record, the chances are that series will bo abandoned^

labor committee.
Her- i.s the one which grants the Police
One player, In!«c Konradi, emerges bort Sorrell, prcz of the CSU. of Department the power to decide
as a young, fresh personality, giving which the Carpentei'.s .studio local who shall parade, and when inid
In the recent convictions
considerable life and chai-m o the is a member, declared the invitation where.
role of Lysistrata's servant. She's es- was the first break in the stalemhte. before Judge Ford the key chai-,f;e
pecially noticeable in contrast to
was parading without a permit. We
In Washington, the House pa.ssed
.Tuditii Holzmeislfr's wooden charwill immediately- move to have these
bill
Hartley
rough,
tough
actBrizatiou of the title role. O, W. the
(Convictions set aside and will then
Fi-scher plays unresponsively in the by a three-to-one margin, indicating
move for acquittal fn all trials .still
Isra.
male lead.
the mood of the lower branch of
pending where this charge still
Congress. So far as this "bill is conexists."
cerned, it is stiffer than 'what will
eventually be approved by Gonpress
and is useful in sliowing .iust how
far labor legislation fnight fio this]

—

.

j

features are obtrusive to the point o£
intexfering with coiiconti-ation on the
action. Length of picture plus long
chomses with poor
church-like
diction and soimd work obscuring
what's being sung, stow things down
even. more.

Thu

Wednesday

pointed out.

George Schaefer's 3% deal to .supervise distribution of Enterpri.se prodbunch of players
net is expected to net him around $60,000 .on the first picture, "Ramrod."
although it was already in release at the time the contract was Kiffiicd.
While the sellin gs are of Athenian "The Other Love"'* is opening in New York this month,
and ''Arch of
simplicity, though necessarily modest
Triumph" and "Body and Soul" are in the offing.
in cost for Vienna studios, the clothes,
women's coiffure? and other visual

.

WB

it's

fairly unattractive
looik any better.

of theatre television, he said that it
will not have the same reproduction
line as that used on home sets, but
one much larger which would transmit important oii-the-spot action for
immediate showing or to be stored
for later sho.winy. .Ho pointed out
further thut the method of transmiss;o„ g^uld be of two type-, one ttilns
_
a direct beani, and the other a multiple address ee sy.stem which would
beam the pio.srram directly to the

I

8

iiivue

speaking teiTitory.
There always will be laughs in the
Greek's idea of a love .strike to stop
war. But pointedly modern allusions
dont help the dialogue in this. Nor
do whimsical costumes rather than
the classical Greek ones make a

—

E—

Continued I'rom

Triuini»li of Lovo
do much even here and in German-

theatre using it.
By the two systems, and the use of
.smail transmitters, Larsen felt that
the difiiicultie.s of present home telewould be overcome.' He
vision
'•laimed that the installation of teie
equipment in theatres was relatively
inexpensive, about $7,000, compared
to a figure of four to Ave timr.s more
whose companies are members but for motion picture viewing. He felt
who per.sonall.y are not.
that' there would be no trouble beMakeup of the membership and tween, onions a&ct thai RCA has/aldirectorata is tricky as result of the ready put out jinstxu^ons to motion
s picture prpjectiii>nists advising them
cOrDOrate-inrUviduaJ setup.
tl-'ere
are five types of members: h6w to -use- television.
C'.?.ss
A Producing corporations;. Th6 question cawe up about what
Distributing Corporations; would happen to first run- motion
Oas.s
Individuals named by pro- •picture houfes it one transmitter is
Class
ducing corporations:' Class D Indi- used to service many theatres showviduals named by distributing cor- ing the same filn^t at one time. LarIndividuals
porations: and Cla.s.?
replied thai th«i problem had
ej6:;t.ed from any other source (such i already , bean
takea; care of and
as hrexy F"i". Johnston)...
solved siiniliairly to that of niotion
Thev" are two tynes of directors: picture distributing and that 15 sepClass A. elected by individual inem- arate channels had- been asked for
bers named by nrodueinj? corpora- the city of New York alone.
tions, and Clr.'-s E, elected by indiAt first equipment will not be as
vidual members named by distribut- sharp as the newsreels, but he felt
io" eornoration,s.
that the video service would surpass
,
'AH the major companies .whieii newsreels Vfithin s«?ren to ten years,
combine prodi'ction and distribution sAd -woiUd ais» came' In color.
Only difte'ence of opinion voiced
are considewd di.stribiitor njembers,
ejtcent Wander Bros. It holds mem- to tarsen'9 statements were those of
bjfirshins in both cp.t6<'orieR.'as result Ca'pt. William C. Eddy, managing
television station
of the fact that when the .'^tudio director of
were
here, who claimed that theatre teleand t'le dist-'-ibut'on comoanie.s
membership vision would not be possible before
pac'i
held'' a
linited
thus at least five yeajcs.'
which wasn't ri',sturbed.
but
board,
a'<io had two spots on the
tK's wa,S cban"erl at the last "enerfll
Eastern Screen Writers
March 31,
ineetin"
mmibei-.-'bin
"enwhon Robert W. Perkins,
In Organizationai
ersl counsel w.is renlnced by HerCampaign to unionize screen
Screen
of
-Nptional
P.obbi"?.
man
writers domiciled in the east has

B—
C—

the boxoffloe,

Richard Condon has been named publicity director of the American
Heritage Foundation, in which unions, industrial and' other organizations
are cooperatim? to send a train through the country bearing copies of tlie
Constitution, Bill of Ri,i;ht.s, etc., in an Am.ericanism program. Ned Shunrue
is campaign director of the unit.
Condon was a iornior publicity e.\ec
with Walt Disney land 20th-Fox and was later in business en his ovin,

Reviews

Film
;

.

slst

-to

by Oxford;

&

tated

and bu.siness survey conducted by tlie Commercial
47-yeai-olci
weekly financial and business news magazine, published ,in Miniu'Mpoli.s.
Theatre business in the territory is mainly dependent on agricultiu-ea
well-being. Continued high farm prices, also a certainty, will be a big

a

is

Snakespearc

Theatre Tele

special meeting of the general membership set for May 8 in New York.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Glen AUvine, New York press
Motion Picture
for the
Assn., will take up the cudgels
for the Earl of Oxford as the
Shakespeare's
of
true author
plays in an address at the All
Angels Church, N. Y., May 4.
rep

s
ond

GonUnaied from page i

week

Syracuse.

both

in
It

Rochester

opened

la.st

and

Tlnirsdiiy

'
(17) and for the four day.s ending
Sunday (20) evening had piled up
$29,000 in Rochester— $8,000 better
than "Gone With the Wind," For
the same period in Sytacuse, it had

garnered
$2,000

just

about

$20.000—or

more than "GWTW."

All indications point to api)roxi-

matoly $1.25 beir^g top price tlinl I'^m
be charged before the law of diminishing returns sets

in.

Tlici-e si-cnis
to

be an adequate public willin.u
pay that flgiire for .selected pix, v^
to

falling off when
above that.
Samuel
biz

the

t:i|i

Goldwyn

if'l

KPtP
or-

ganization has found that to he li'tie
of "B0st Years of Our Lives" aiiw"
much price experinicntation. and
has set a policy for all future engagements of charging $1 pUi-s "lii'tever the local ta.\- is.

Wednesday, April 23, 1947

8 Majors

Lighbnan,
In

$3,000,000 Trust

Suit

Memphis, April 22.
M. A. Lightman, his associates, and
eight major distriljutors filed blanket
denials over the weekend in federal
court here to monopoly charges un-

Beginning At flnce-

der which six. neighborhood theatre
groups are suing them for $3,000,000.
Answers', filed separately by ^tfor the 14 defendants, all
ask dismissal of the suit* and take
exception to federal judge Marion
Boyd's denial of their plea to try
them separately, contending that
hearing of the complaints jointly
would prejudice some of the cases.
Lightman, accused in the original
complaint of conspiring to force the
Orpheum theatre, out of business,
denied all charges iu the pEiragraph
covering that theatre. He likewise
denied ownership or control of six
other theatres in Memphis cr elsewhere, as charged in the complaint.
The answer, filed by L. & L. Theaa partnership, and Capitol
tres,
Realty Co., states that the realty
firm is merely the trade, name of
Xj.&L. under which L.&L. owns the
It deCapitol and Joy theatres.
nies ownership of any houses outThis answer also desic'2 Memphis.
Hies Lightman owns, operates or
controls six Memphis neighborhood
theatres as charged.
The answers say cleacances of
pictures by neighborhood houses
jpave been reasonable,, and. deny the
Kitz and Madison obtained advantage over competitors through any
agreements held with the defend^ints.
The distributors and others
deny they conspired on distribution
Stated they acted indeof films.
pendently and in a manner that did
not deprive independent, theatreowners of an access to a free competitive market.
Independent theatre owners bringing the suit have made large profits
from exhibition of pictures produced
by the eight distributors, their an-torneys

a

n0w

convenience on

tlie

C&Q

NO TIPPING
C&O employee

of any
NO TIPPING
SERVICi

IS

NO TIPPINS THE PORTERS IN C^^O*
COACHES-THglR SERVICES AR6 FRSE

THE
IM C&O DINERS
COURTgOUS AND FREE

swer av^s. Each answer states all
damages claimed by the independent
frpup, which accrued prior to Aug.
2, 1943, are barred by the statute
of limitations.

'Answers were filed by Warners,

.

Universal, United Artists, 20th-Fox,

BKO, Loew's,
mount,

L.
Realty' Co.,

Inc.;

&

L.

Columbia, Para-

Theatres,

Lightman,

Capitol

M.

S.

M.

Edwin

Sapinsley,
Herbert
and Maclo Theatres, Inc.

Cord,

Kohn

The' complaint was filed by Chalmers CuUins, Nate E. Evans and
Edward O. Cullins, doing business
as Idlewild theatre; Kemmons Wilson; Mrs. Ruby L. Wilson and Louis
^
'A. Weaver, of Airways theatre; Augustine J. Cianciola and Agnes M.

Luciann

Cianciola,

theatre;

James

WHY^ should you—the pay-

West, Hollywood theatre; E. R. Gillette, Bristol theatre; Mrs. Lebora

Rosemary theatre, and by
Evans and CuUins individually.

Cianciola,

ing customer of the rail-

roads—have to

many

of the ordinary services

you need when you

Variety
as

Des Moines Charity Drive
Des Moines, April 22.
At a meeting of Variety Club, Des
15,

recently, a big
was
for
1947

adopted,
according to G. Ralph
granton, Chief Barker. Tent assumes
the obligation to subsidize a free
wed in three Des Moines hospitals
for a year. Program is for benefit
of patients unable to pay.
In addition
to this,
the club

adopted a plan to send a group of
50 underprivileged boys to YMCA
Summer Camp at Boone, Iowa. Following delegates were elected to atJend the National Variety Club
V-onvention in Los Angeles,- May 13Gordon Halloran, G. Ralph
Branton, Nate Sandler, W. F. DeFrenne, with Harold McKinrley and

entitle

you to courteous personal

service

—without extra charge?

The Chesapeake

&

Ohio does

not believe the travelers on
railroad should
is

taking the

its

have to tip—and

first

step toward

abolishing this nuisance.

Begin-

ning at once, you are urgently
requested not to tip C&O
of the servemployees for

my

ices

they perform^

This means you won't have to

we'll compensate these employees

directly for attending to

It

needs.

eat on a C&G,diner.
means you won't have to dig

down for change for the porters
who serve the coaches on C&O

This

last,

We cannot

move

to

extend the no-tip-

of

rail travel offered

shared

by the

railroads,

C&O

with other

since the redcaps in

these stations are not on our

pay

roll.

Nor can the no-tipping

rule apply

on Pullmans, since

the porters are employed

Pullman

by the

Company—not by

us.

does

Variety Benefit Shows
Omaha, April 22.
About 35 theatres in this territory
.

have pledged
matinees

kid

union terminals,

since the^ are not

CiO

employees.

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILWAY

to give special
at 25c. for the benefit of

the

new

pital.

Plan

Children's Memorial Hos.

being engineered by the
variety Club here which last year
raised $14,000 for the hospital. Expect $20,000 this year. Hospital- is
'

is

aow nearing

Completion,

l>

t®

or to redcaps

no outstretched palms—for

URMINAl TOWER, CLEVHANtt

this

ii@t fipplf

Pullman porters,

In

But wherever C&O employees
are on hand to serve you, you'll
find

^Hiitmily,

OJffO

in

by the C&O.

ping rule to union terminals

gate.

Omaha

end the tipping

many improvements

17:

^. C. Kennedy as alternates. A. H.
piank was elected honorary dele-

your

nuisance is the latest, but not the

crack trains.

such large delegations that
they are booking special cars to
csiwy members to the L. A. meet, A
delegation of 100 Variety Club members and witves have signed to attend the convention.
Pittsburgh's
tent also has ordered several cars
to carry its contingent.

Program

leave a tip on the change tray

when you

Why shouldn't your rail ticlcet

to send

Moines Tent No.

travel?

Meet

Continued from page

Charity

out for so

shell

Depke $hi

Up Blind Alley
Whep NBC cut off Fred AUen

rax

lib

Pictire Srosses

.Sunday (20) because of
objections, something of
a precedent was established, with
test

iiript

Despte Costs
problem

Irritating

.

producers of shorts in

LastlYears

P

Blind resiptanc^

confronting"
tlie

adamant

refusal of exhibitors to countenance
«ny upped rentals on the briefies
was detailed this week: by- KKO-

forts

to

fey

exhibs to ef-

taise y^ntals

6n snorts so

added fevf nues

that

wa

njeet hiked
-

said.

An NBC

Breakdown

of the

upped

costs, ac-

'

Ihgly.
.

the

'

Since all attempts by the majors
to boost rentals on shorts haye been

"If they'd 'give an inch, they'd be
surprised to «ee What difference it

3j=

tw'M Morcan Ditto
Oscar Morgan/ Paramo'unt's short

.

'

by unprecedented revenues from two
Par releases recently turned out,
"Brooklyn I Love You," and "Radio,
Take It Away." It's understood that

B; 0. Oip
5

jng surpriisingly good business in the
past six months, which made the
thud of "Alex" all the harder. Gross
is a record low that hasn't been approached since before the war. 20th
had expected a run of at least two
weeks, although prepared for only
Inedtecre .business in the 15,900seater, figuring the prestige of the
engagement would be valuable in
selling the film elsewhere.
The two Small classics being sold
as a pair are the greatest wonderment of the reissue field at the moment, since it appears certain they'll
together get about $1,200,000 in domestic rentals. jThey are getting
bookings on Loew's and Warner circuits, while new pix are waiting in
line. Other
include
circuit deals
liucas & Jenkins, Fox- West Coast,
MSsP, and a bunch of secondaries.
At Loew's Dayton, Dayton; 0„
initial day's biz when "Kit Carson"
open there in September, 1940, was
$653. First day of the combo bill last

Thursday (17) drew $1,390. At
Loew's Broad in Columbus, "Carson" got $372 on its opening in 1940.
Last week

it garnered $930 first day.
Eeissues are proving tremendously
profitable to Small, as a result of the
unexpectedly good returns and the
favorable deal with PRC. Latter has
taken nine Small pix on a deal which
gives it a strajght 35% of the gross

to a certain point

and

40*;^

after

that as a distribution fee. Reissue
outfits generally take from 50% to
60% as their charge. Small is fl.'suring that his net will be about $550,-

'California"

money even in third weeks here.
"Egg" continues to scramble records
as

it

holds strong in third session in

continued from page 1

bsb

Morgan

will also plug increased
rentals with exhibs as necessary
move to meet upped costs.

-

—

,

tn

'

'

-

marks.- down how much ?tim6' is
saved. He adds it all up, 10 seconds
here, 20 seconds there, and when
the vicef-president has saved epough
seconds, minutes and hours to make
two- weeks, 'he us^s the 'two Weeks
of our time for his 'vacation.".

advertising and other
charges on the first ipair.
Difference in the reissue situation
now and a few years ago is illustrated by the flat purchase deal Film
Glassies made in about 1944 for a
whole flock of top Goldwyn reissues.
I'd paid only $1400,000 for the
after

same.
Lyric

(Katz-Dolle)

—"Way

40-601

(1,600;

With Women"

CWB) and
Rlde*^ (RKO). Neat
week, "Ladies' Man''
(Par) and "Big Town" (Par), «h»

"Devil

Thumbs
Last

$7,500.
$7,000.

:

.

^;

Baseball Sioi^iis Pitt

petition to theatre biz this stanza.
Estimates for TJiis Week

'Siiiba#

.

15G

in Sealtle;

'Beckoning'

'

ksty

%

Seattle, April 22.
Biz is notjjing to rave about this

15€, 'Affeir' Okay 16S
Pittsburgh, April 22.
Baseball was too much- competish
over the weekend, with triplebilling

Bing Crosby

of

Hank Greenberg and

in

person,
Pirates

the

home- opener pulling in more than
100,000 in three

days' to kick the
of everything else.

bottom out
Shings have been bad enough lately,
er Single and his» new interest
merely ga've the film houses another
push downward. Only two nevy

,

inlms in town, "Macomber Affair,"
of Scheheat Penn and "Song
razade," at Ifarris, and they're about
neck and neck, with the liod goiml
to latter since by comparison in
doing better at a smaller theatre.

Week

Estimates for This

Art Cinema (260; $1.20-$2.40)-~
"Henry V" (UA) (7th wk). Roadshow date petering out and slated
depart April 28. Maybe about
week, was under $3,000.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.40)—
"Best Years"
(RKO) (7th wk).

to

$2,500. Last

Sliding to around $12,000, may not
hold another stanza. Last weel^
solid $14,500.

Harris

-

(Harris)

40-70)—

(E,200;

"Song Scheherazade" (U). Off to
fast start: but it's sliding; looks heat
$15,000. Sticks an extra ioiu (^S.
Last week, "Johnny O'Cl0ck*»

(fCol)i

$13,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

—"Macomber

(3,300;

40-70)

(UA).- Notice?
mainly good,, and. $16,000 or over
looks possible, nice.
Last week,
"Ha^ened In Brooklyn" (M-G).,
Affair"-

*^BHi '(Loew's) (800; 40-70)— "Happened In Brooklyn" (M-G) (m.o.).
Not more than $9,000. Last week;
(m.o.),
"Lady In Lake" .(M-G)
-

week. Best bet of new entries is $2,500.
Senator (Harris) tl,750; 40-70)—
"Sinbad the Sailor" at the Para"Johnny O'clock" (Col) (m.o.). Not
Ineideut occurred a couple of days mount. "Reckoning" is fairly good
bad at $4,000. Last week, "Carnival
after' Menser, in some off-the-cuff at the smaller Liberty.
Costa Rica" (20th) (m.o.), $3,000.
Estimates tor Tliis Week
discussion with Variety about whst's
Stinley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)-Blue House (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
good and what's bad for radio, let it ''Open City" (Indie). Big
"Stallion Road"
(WB) (2d wk).
$7,000. Last
be known that he intends.to carry week, "Locket" (RKO) and "Ciga- Dropping off sharply to $10,000. Last
through on his plans to "clean up rette Gal" (Col) (2d wk), $3,000 hi week, fine $16,500.- Warner
(WB) (2,000; 40-70)
the air" or at least the NBC- kilo- 4 days.
"Locket".
.(RKO)
(2d
wk). This one
Fifth
Aveniie (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
cycles, and hold in the check the
Ijook
comedians who think they have the —"Carnival in Costa Rica" (20th) been a pleasant surprise here. $13,0"
and "Jewels of Brandenburg" $6^00 this session after stout
right to say what they want.
(20th).
Okay $9,000. Last week, last week.
That was one of the top subjects 'Alexander's Ragtimt Band" (20th)
on the agenda on the cross-country (rei.ssue), fair $7,400.
merty (J & vH) (1,650; 45-80)
junlcet and powwows with affiliate
stations which Menser and other "Dead Reckoning" (Col) and "Love
Rusty" (Col). Fancy $9,000. Last
NBC top brass just completed. (A of
week, "Chase" (UA) and "Blondie's
junket, by the way, says Menser,
Holiday" (Col), $7,700.
Cincinnati', April 22.
which found the areas of difference
Music Box (H-E) 1850; 45-80)
Guy Lombardo's band, linked with
between the affiliates and the net- "Ragtime
.

•

-

,
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Repub Meeting
SB

Continued from page

S

from them. As a matter Of
his "words Showed some relief
at being able to spread responsibility
for the Rep production program.
ideas
fact,

to

One matter thought almost certain
come up, is a demand by Harry

LOMBARDO BOOSTS

mENDAr4aG,ciNeY

Goet« and directors representing his
interest in Rep for appdinfment of a
production chief at the studio. They work narrowed down

want to. divide the overall responsibility for operation of the company now held by Vates.
Tomorrow's will be the first actual
business session of the bbard since
the naming to it of six directors
representing the Goetz and Jules
Brulatour estate interests.
There
are 14 members in alL Initial meeting April 1 was just for, organizational purposes.
Guizar,

to

much

less

criticism than in previous years and
allowed for a spirit of critical
analysis.)

Men-oer says he means business;
that lhere'.s no reason why he or
the networlt should take it, referring
.specifically to the comedians who
use NBC facilities to take NBC, for
a ride, ""ypu can stick a nickel in
the Menser slot machine, and you'll
get the same tune," he says. "I've
never budged ah inch on that point."

The programming boss maintains

Boy Rogers Team
Hollywood, April

Band"

22.

Guizar,
Mexican singing
thesp, will share top billing with
Roy Rogers in Republic's forthcoming Trucolor western, "On the Old
Spanish Trail." Idea is to increase
grosses south of the border.
Tito

that it's bad cnOugh for critics outside the industry to throw barbs at
radio ("only I don't call them critics, they're ju.st complainer.s"), but
it's a black eye to radio' when tho.se
from within persist in fouling up
the air. "We're just not going to

take

it."

(20th)

(m.o.).

Oke

Last
week,
"Boomerang"
(20th) and "Susie Steps" (UA) (2d
wk). good $5,100.
Hall (H-E) (2,200; $1-$1.50)
Years" (RKO) (4th wk).

$4,000.

—Music
"Sest
Good

$10,000 after swell $15,600 last

week.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)
"Song of Scheherazade" (U) (2d
wk). Trim $7,000 in 6 days after
solid $14,700 opener.

ish $5,700,

bardo

Laughs Andy Ha rdy" (M^G)

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 90-$l-50)--'
"Best Years"
(RKO) (6th wk).
Pleasing $11,000 after great $14,000
fifth round.
Holds.

lifting this to

smash

$40,0<»,

Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)- near season's high here. Last week,
59"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO). Fine $15,- "Carnival Costa Rica" (20th) at
000 or over. Last week. "Love 70c .scale, $14,000.
'

$7,700.

Ups Talooka'
Tepid $18,000, Indpls.

Spivalc

Film biz

.

POWWOW

on the bounce with local unveil"Open City," changing from
theatre's subsequent-run policy.
is

ing of

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-95)— "Calshow. Mild$5.S00. Last week, "Devil endar Girl" (Rep) and Guy Lomon Wheels" (PRC) and vaude, fair bardo orch, others, on stage. Lom-

.

Edwai'd J. White produces and
William Witney directs, starting Friday (25).

"Calefidar Girl" for vaude-film revival at the Albee, is the downtown
b.o. click currently.
Of the two ne^
bills at other houses, "Boomerang
is slightly ahead of "Trail Street'
"Egg and
for straight iilm laurels.
I" continues strong in third week
and holds a fourth. Telenews Strand

Palomar -(Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
—"Sister's Secret" (PRC) and stage

Indianapohs, April 22.
is just fair here again
with fickle weather
U PUB-AD COAST
Paflly to blame. "Gentleman Joe
Maurice
Bergman,
Univer.sars PaWKS' will split about average
with Charlie Spivak band on CiKcle
eastern ad-pub chief, and Hank
.stage.
"Sinbad the Sailor" at IndiMOUTHPIECE
MPA'S
Linet, eastern ktl manager, planed lu
ana IS be.st .strai(?ht filmer. "Egg and
In a: strengthening .of its legal de- the Coast Saturday 19 ).
'-5'*t''"nR
third week
They'll hold a .series of meets with at Keith's.
partment. Motion Picture Assn., has
named Torbert Macdonald as aide John Jo.soph. nsitional iid-piib dh'PcEftimatcs tor This Week
Cinema (IndicO i,550: $1.8()-$2.40)
Sidney tor, and Davit! A. Lipton, executive
chief
counsel,
works. Changed situation is due to its
IK-nry V" lUA), Tepid $7,500 on
coordinator of advfrti.sing, on pix
mainly to decrease in number of Schreiber.
Macdonald is a recent graduate of campaigns for the ni.-xt thttc two-a-day. Booked tor two weolts
<n&w "pix being » turned -out" bS'''* the
C'irele iKatz-DoJl. ) (2.800; 48-72)
months.
the Harvard 'Law School
Studios.
Oentleman

-000

'

City, April 22.
1," "Best Years" and
continue to get strong

Kansas

"Egg and

Clarence Menser, web
week's $25,000 was well in line with
chiefi said "no dice" to the sequence first week's house record of $30,000.
Kime (Dickinson) (550; 65)—
Allen was equally
in dispute.
Daughter"
(Indie)
"Welldigger's
.»
adamant.
(5th wk).
Surprised a bit to win
Shortly before broadcast time on extended time.
Nice $4,000.
Last
Sunday Menser agreed to a com- week, about same.
May go six
promise if Allen would change the
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-66)—
network executive to an advertising
agency executive (he wanted to see "Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Love
how the J. Walter Thompson boys of Rusty" (Col). A bit over averwould react to it) thei> he'd give the age at $16,000. Last week, "Macomber Affair"
(UA) and "Millie's
script an. okay, Allen refused. For Daughter" (Col),
$13,000.
one thing, he wanted to know how
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45the network got off dictating what 65)—"California" (Par)
(3d wk).
goes' into the script.
Fast $11,000. Last week, big $15,000.
week is possible.'
And for another thing, since his Fourth
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
gag comment was ip reference to his "Sea Woir
(WB) and "Sea Hawk"
show being cut off the previous (WB) (reissues). Creditable
if not
week, it wouldn't bold water factum big $10,000.
Last week, "Stallion
ally switching from a network ex- Road"
(WB) and "The Trap"
ecutive to an advertising executive. (Mono), modest $11,000,
Tampieo (Dickinson) (<7S0; 65)—
Furthermore, Allen says he never
even saw Menser on Sunday; that "Stone Flower" (Indie). Moderate
the pre-broadtcast kiekaround was $2,000 for Russiaii film. Last week,
"Heart of New York" (Indie) and
relegated to a aubOrdittate.
"Neath Canadian Skies" (SG), beUttM Man Who Was There
first-run policy here at slow
.poo.
, Here's the {>art of the script, at the
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; $1
beginning of the program, that
$1.20-$1.50)— '^est
-^ears"
(RKO)
didn't get oh the air:
(3d wk). Stout $13,000.. Last week,
There's a -little man in the com- big $17,000^ not far from first week
pany We work for.
He's a vicer pace.
president in charge of program ends.
When our time runs bvertinie, he

'

Vp

w

^^^^

J.

The added
(Fox
sequence about a network veepee. " Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
would go into more careful scripting 'When the Allen script was submitted Midwest (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
"Egg and I" (U) (3d wk). Still
lehsing of briefies and the exhib
(18)
last Friday
booming-at $1&,000, or better. Last
would be the gainer in the. long run. to the network
programming

It's impossible to reduce the staff
newsreels, Ament said, since the subjects sales head, pushes off this
swing
reels would then miss out oti their week for a three-month
primary function of providing com- around the country in a drive to
plete, worldwide coverage of con- boost package sales of the briefies,
temporary events. Pooling of cov- Morgan will also talk next year's
erage by several of the reels, which product at 31 huddles to be staged
•was. done effectively dturing the war in every Paramount exdiange. He'll
and which has been suggested as make a pitch that .shorts, when
©ne means of lowering costs cur- properly h&dled, can pack a b.o,
"
rently, is undesirable,, according to wallop.
Ament, because it would eliminate
Par's shorts chief also plans a
competition all along the lin&
stopover at the company's studio to
report on business conditions and to
line up future product. He's backed

"

—

'otLocr II6M iC4

Only
three Fox-Midwest houses.
standard new bill is at the Midland
with "Johnny O'clock" doing okay.
"Stone Flower" at the Tampico also
is a new bill.
Rain is rated com-

On

..

'

•

he added,

and

fluffs as far as possible,'

Continued from page

on top of great $15,900 secortd week after $14,000 second stanza and'we'
$18,000 opener,
and terriae $20,300 first gallop,
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)
"Brother Talks to Horses" (M-G)and "Love Laughs Apdy Hardv"
(M-G). Moderate $12,000. Last weel
"Macomber Affair'
CUA ) am
"Blondie's Holiday"
(Col), aboi

Walter Thompson gave
us a', week's rest," indicating
that the whote thing was getting
pretty niuch out of hand.

"thM

turned down b^ exhibs, the. shorts Many exhibs who play the short as
producers have been caught in the a regular policy in single-feature
tniddle. Attempts to convert double houses have' slighted their drawing
theatres; into single feature power and by. that astigmatisnf have
bill
houses,, vvhich might have opened hurt their own. profits, McKvoy asiip a larger market for the minia- serted.
important
"If. a film is
tures, have als'o brought little re- enough to play a man's house, it
sults. With^ the same market there- should
be importaiit enough to supfore open ' to shorts that existed port by decent rentals," he added.
seven or eight years ago, producers
Recent trend towards special kidhave been unwilling to cut their
packaged, briefies is
number of releases, leaving them as die shows of
helping to increase playdates and to
their only alternative in paring cost.s
play off shorts' commitments, Mcthe production of subjects requiring
.said, but even here the .stiffEvoy
less elaborate'btidgets.
necked stance of exhibs is hurting
Pathe so far' 'has refused to re- the cause of shorts. "An exhibitor's
" trench
on budgets, preferring in- idea of a profitable kiddie show is
stead to do whatever possible in cut- to pay $30 for a package of 10 shorts
ting costs by planning its produc- and then make 10 tUnes that amount
tion more carefully in advance and
on the venture."
thereby eliminating retakes and
other time and money - consuming

'

a

there's no provision for rebates
in such matters other than wherft
mechanical snafues are Involved.
"When and if we get a bill we'll
(jonsider the matter," he said.
"And It's time, too," he added,

wm

.

i

f'

exec pointed to

Uowever,

air*

O'

heart Sigma Chi" (Mono), Bin^'j
StiUman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)— at 40-60 scale.
Red House" (UA). Ordinary $12,000
Indiana (Katz-Dolle)
or near. Last week, "Mighty Mc- 60)—"Sinbad Sailor" (HH
Gurk" (M-(5), satisfactory $8,500.
Last' week,
$14,000.
University (Community) (970; 90- Ufe" (RKO). $13,(100.
(RKO),
1.23-$1.50)—"Best Years"
Kelih'8
(Indie)
(IJOO, 40-60).^:
Jocking out $13,000 for third rounds "Egg and I" (3d wk). gtlirdy

lap.

clause in all contracts that unless material is suitable to NBC
i| has the right to keep it oflt

cording to the KKp-Pithe veepee's would mafie in thj long run," Mcreveals labor costs have Evoy declared.
"As rentals
ri.<;en 25%, including higher salaries stand, the majors ar* compelled to
tor all technical personnel. Non- shoot a jreel per day to make ends
technical staff, comprising directors, meet On the prd|inary short, where
writers, etc., are non-unionized but the exhibitor is only willing to pay
their salaries have also been upped $3 per reel loi: 8 playdate, even a
correspondingly. In addition, both haif-doUar difference would mean
Eastern and l>uPont recently upped a sizeable increase to the companies
the costs of raw stock: about 20%, based on the average of 6,000 playforcing the laboratory processing dates."
plants to boost their prices accordrevenues,' MoEvoy said,

'figuring,

with Charlie Spivak orch, others
on stage., Mildjsh $18J)05. La st
$17i000 following lively $26,000 last :'Sister_K;ennjfJ]ii0) «iaf^^iSw.l'

on

work for censored time
comedx programming.

production o.PPtB i| taken tp ta»k oy
E. Ij, .MoBvoy, UntviMal's shorts
who dept. sal^^ ohiit, All*rgy by theathat the over-all profluc- tremeri whoVd constantly played
tion costs oh shbrts had gone up down th# potential b.o. pull Of good
about 38% in the last two years, briefies h{ia styjijled all moves to
whereas exhibs are paying no more improve the quality. of the one and
ioT them than they did seven or two-te«lerii to
detriment of both
eight years ago. Same situation also, disiribs and eStibs, according to
holds true for newsreels, Ament Mcfivoy,

Pathe veepee Walton Amenl,
jrevealedi

U

Continued from page

CLEVELAND

Allen's agency, J. "Walter Thompsop, now planning to demand a
rebate for the half-minute of
"dead air" time. Marks first time
that a client will bill a net-

thi.s

.stanza,

NEW

Grand (RKO) (1,430:
"Boomerang" (20th). Sock
Stays

•*

Joe

Palooka"

55-70)--'

$14.0"'!;

"Pursued

(2d wk). $7,500.
Keith's (UP) (1,542; 55-70)— "Egg
Adding to
and I" (U) (3d *k).
house-record laurels with tioff jl*,000 on heels of sensational $16,501'
second sesh. Holds again.

Palace

(

.

week,

Last

on.

(WB)

"Trail
$13,000.

(RKO)

Street"

55-70)--

(2,600;

(RKO).

Moderate

Last week, "Favorite Bru-

nette" (Par), boff $18,000.

Strand (Telenews)

(1.100;

.55-

(0)—

Drew rave
"Opto City" (Indie).
from Clncy.crix. JUooks

notices
$6,800,

par here for •''"'fY
Last week, sub.swiuents.

Bbovcs

(Mono) quent-runs.

)
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Albany, April 22.
Belief lor local communities from
•'nuisance taxes"—those permitted

^

industries and can't operate the
same way, but the public apparentand larger cities under the ly has other ideas."
Another top executive pointed to
IWrney bill—will be sought at the
next session ol the Legislature by the fact that President Truman,
the State Conference of Americans speaking in New York Monday (21),
Action. Franklin had pleaded for lower prices, with
for Democratic
Jr., vice-chairman of his words having been echoed by
t). Roosevelt,
:

counties

•

National Conference, .pledged
during ant Albany speech,
in which he laid down a verbal
barrage on Governor Dewey and
One of the
the latter's policies.
permissive imposts is a 5% tax on

the

this

(19)

amusements.
'

economists throughout the country.

To date, however, the Broadway
Paramount is the only theatre to

make

a move in that direction. "And
don't kid yourself," he declared, "Regardless of how much I hate to admit it, the Paramount is pulling the
crowds with its 55c early matinee

Minn. Houses PiUses Bill

'Alex' and Chaplin
Proof that the public is shopping

more carefuUy for film values was'
cited
by this spokesman, who

to

add a local tax on anfUsement
admission tickets.
Under the bill, local referendum
make the tax
to
necessary

pointed to two separate examples on

is

Broadway this week: despite a tremendous ballyhoo campaign, "Alexander's Ragtime Band' was pulled

22.

effective.

yesterday (Tuesday) after only one
at the Roxy, and United Artists
cut its top price for "Monsieur Verdoux" at- the- Broadway theatre from

week

'One Eiltlb

Org
rri

Continued trom page

examples of Norfolk, RichPhiladelphia are being
widely cited. Strategy is to build
up stampede sentiment in favor of
a solo-organization by demonstrating that any further taxes mean direct decrease of income.
In Norfolk, it's pointed out, grosses have dropped a disastrous 25%
following the imposition of a local
10% bite a year ago. Richmond's
biz has sloughed off 12% since the
Brst of the year when the local
burocrats fixed a 5% impost on the
nicks,

mond and

20% whichnthe federal ^bVernment
In PUilly, the levy was
ekactis.
boosted from 4% to 10% in July, '46,
and revenues have dwindled similarly.

The

arguments

voiced

by

the

supporters which they feel
Allied members
not that org's heirarchy is that
it isn't trade practices .alone which
are squeezing the exhibs. There's a
good piece of change being lost
.elsewhere, exhibs are being told,
which a strong one-front unit could
do, plenty about.
Refrain right now is; "What's the
sense of permitting indie suspicions

union

may win over even
if

towards

affliliates

from barring

trade organization to fight common
battles admittedly In everyone's in
terest?

We

can

still

While the pressure

on

have our own

$2.40 to $1.50.

Decrease in the number of pictures ^ being produced enters the
scene via the consequent necessity
for longer playing time in each run
for each picture. As evidenced by
the Broadway situation, however,
only the absolute top pictures, such
Academy award-studded
as
the
'Best Years of Our Lives,'! have
shown any staying power. Even Radio City Music Hall, in which most
records for long runs have been established, has had no run of more
than four weeks since the Christmas
holidays. And one of the main rea.

sons for

this> according to Industry
officials, is
the public's growing
tendency- to shop for values in view
of
the
highly-pegged
admission

prices.

ssL U.

film
theatres to cut prices because of
their mass appeal, it's believed
inevitable that legit shows will
also have to lower their boxoffice scales when the general
is

price-slashing starts. Broadway
niteries have already been forced
to lawer tabs via a no-cover-nominiraum policy to attract a
steadily-dwindling trade.

As with films, legit shows are
plagued . by tremendous production costs. Most producers would
like to lower prices now but
can't do so when it's impossible
for most shows to make any
kind of profit under existing
hookups.

_

lower Viouse of the Minnesota

Minneapolis, April

Too

prices."

State legislature has passed a meas'ure, 82 to 1, to enable municipalities

Tlie

Legits, Niteries

smaller groups for whatever
poses they may further."

;

pur-

M.P. .Assail Also Woirfed
About Sundry State Taxes
Washington, April

22.

Motion Picture Assn. headijuarters
here is worried over a possible rash
'of "enabling acts," based on the .recent New York law, which would
give local communities the green
-light to tax admissions.
Since passage of the New York
bill, the N. J. legislature has put one
through permitting its resort cities
to vote locally for 3% admissions
taxes. In addition, Wisconsin, Min
nesota and Pennsylvania also have
local option bills before their legislatures though no tax rates have
been set up yet. With, the exception
of the New York and New Jersey
bills, the theatre industry has come
off practically scot-free in the vari
ous legislative sessions about the
•nation. While about 25 legislatures
have already folded for the time being, there are plenty In session, and
MPA feels that several might get
ideas from New York and seek to
take a bite aut of pictures.

Atty indies No. Central

Minneapolis, April

22.

answer anti-trust suit and
consent degree questions at the independent exhibitor organization's
convention, Robert L. Wright, special assistant U. S. attorney and
prosecutor of the Government's antitrust suit, is carrying back to Washington a request from North Central
to

Allied for a Justice Dept. investigation of its charges that a conspiracy
exists among the major, distributors
to create an artificial shortage of
pictures to permit a sky-high boost
in film rentals.

ECAUied Urges
Booking Pools To

Combat

Disiribs

Minneapolis, April 22.
Concentration of greater buying

power through merger

of buying and
booking groups' during negotiations
with distributors, permitting elimination of any "unfair" distributor
or individual "bad deal,'' will be
the goaTTof North Central Allie'd; it
:

Wright first met with the organization's
directors
behind
closed
doors and heard their grievances.
Before appearing at the convention,
he asked that the press be excluded.
S. D. Kane, the org's exec director,
explaining to members the compliance with this request although the
were supposedly open,
sessions
pointed
out,
"The Government's
quasi-criminal proceedings are involved and, since Wright is our
counsel, our consultations should be
held in private."
It later was learned that Wright
announced he'd make no statements
which the press couldn't quote, but
!

;

the Dept's public relations division's
consent must be had for press state-

ments and he didn't wish to be misquoted.
Those present said he
in convention here. merely answered some questions
Discussing film buying and allegedly relative to the Government's suit
exorbitant terms now prevalent, in- and consent decree decision with
dependent exhibitor's organization generalities, and remained silent
agreed that only solution for prob- when queries were "embarrassing"
lem, and one effective way to fight to him.
high rentals and percentage, would
Convention launched an all-out atbe for combines to cooperate and tack on the "artificial shortage of
thus create additional power.
pictures," high rentals and percentPresident Bennie Berger revealed age deals, it heard, the film industry
that Robert L. Wright, special as- "monopoly" assailed, started masistant to the U. S. Attorney-Gen- chinery in motion for the establisheral, here yesterday (Mon.) for the ment of cooperative buying of films
convention, had asked to -take back, and other .commodities Used in .theato Washington
a
copy of Para- tre operations and pledged itself to
mount salesmen's work sheet which carry the fight against the tax imhe (Berger) had shown Wright. posed by the American Society of
Sheet in question was used in con- Composers, Authors and Publishers
Or*
nection with! sellUig of "Two Years to the U. S.' Supreme Court,
Before the Mast." and required ganization voted also to .protest to
salesnian, before quoting terms, to
learn from exhibitor or other companies' salesmen the prices paid by
exhibitors for six specified pictures
of these other companies," Berger
told the convention. Most complaints
centered about moving up pictures

was decided

.

Even a film as highly-honored as
"Best Years," moreover, is meeting
increased price resistance. Almost all
situations outside N. Y. in which
the film has opened recently have
scaled their admission tabs to a
straight price of $1, plus whatever
the tax nick is in that territory.
Picture is holding up at the boxoffice, however, in those spots where
it's
already opened at $1.50, but
same houses that opened at $1..80 top
have been forced to cut to $1.50.
As in all such situations in the
film industry, neither distributors or
exhibitors are willing to take the fronl lower to higher bracltiets and
first step in lowering prices.
Dis- into percentage,
tribs naturally point tq their studios'
iJuring open forum there also
mounting production costs as evi- were
complaints regarding too much
dence they can't lower film rentals.
sex and drinking in films. Proof was
Attitude among the exhibs is offered that companies
have no nasunimed up in a bulletin issued to tional, policy for pictures, but take
Allied membeis by Allied beard
"all the traffic will "bear" in every
chairman,' Abram F. Myers. Refer- situation. Berger
and others pointed
ring to President Truman's plea for
out film, companies'; "stupendous"
lower prices in his recent Jefferson profits and declared "the greater the
Day speech, Myers declared:
earnings the more greedy the dis"The President's remarks seem tributors are becoming." Legislation
pointed in their application to the was urged
to correct situation.
major motion picture producers and
distributors.
At a time" when Jhe
need is for increased production,
they continue to starve the market.
When the President calls for price
Continued (ram mge 3
reductions, they press for higher
"

New

In

•
ALxIs
Warner

rentals.

When

Mr.

Truman

avarice."'

sold.

President Bennie
organization to

Government or

state control of the
industry "because producers
cannot see any further than their
noses and refuse to sell on a live*
declared
film

and-let-live basis."
He
that while the N. Y, court decision is
not a cure, it does serve notice on
distributors that they must stop
their unfair tactics and that indie
exhibs have a stake in the business.
He predicted the final decision will
call for absolute divorcement which,
he asserted, will be the indie exhib's
"salvation."
He called the present
60-70% rental demands "audacious.*'
Mayor H. H. Humphrey told the
body he considered the film Industry's monopoly the greatest of any.
F. J. McWiUiams, director of Wisconsin Allied, asked help to defeat
bills now before- the Wisconsin state
legislature prohibiting the sale ol
popcorn, candy and other edibles
and drinks in fllmeries and for a
10% tax on gross receipts.
Metro public relations chief H. M.
Richey said the industry's major
problems are increasing production
and theatre operation costs, tapering
off at the boxofflce and discrimina*
tory taxes. He pleaded for better
showmanship to maintain the present attendance levels at least, regardless of economic developments,
and said this will challenge everyLargest proporbody's ingenuity.
tion of the public hasn't been sold
yet on the idea that films are the
world's greatest entertainment value,

Richey

Wltit KIOBI.
Pi'odncedl

Melon

Ronald

iEAGAN

May

to'stocfc-'
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According to assignment
Arthur De Titta of Fox
Movietone News, his outfit contacted
George Roy Clough, station maneditor

JACKIE MILES

*
50th

St.
,

„,

,)

PALACi

Galveston, who took
air pictures along with its regular
San Antonio man Leroy Orr. Movietone had five men on the scene in
the earl^ stages of the holficaust.

ager of

payable June 2

Borbara

WARNERS'
St.

is

hblders of record

netare

bj' Peter Godfcer
by Mark HelUnKer

B'wayatSI

DIVVY

06

U'S

'mTwaMrs/Gaitoir
Directed

said.

Universal Pictures has declared a
quarterly dividend of $1.06 per
cumulative
Share on the 4y4%
preferred stock of the company.

SMITH
Irot.

wged

Berger

work towards

the

Camp.

KLUF,

Spokesmen concede that Broadis unique and can't be taken as
an example for the rest of the
country, since New York, has sufPrSctically all reels had from 500
fered most from the return to peaceOf filin fiown in to
time pursuits. While other areas, to 1,000 feet
homeoffices the morning following
consequently, haven't reflected the
first
detonations. RKO-Pathe
the
grosses
sufin.
estimated 8% drop
500 feet on hand early Thurshad
runs,
first
Broadway
fered
by
morning from freelance men on
they've all shown signs of -an im- day
scene at the time of the blasts.
Mystery Murder in
pending tilt in earnings, Biz can still the
Its staff totalled some seveh men
fall oft plenty more before it hits
Utica, N. Y., April 22.
including two lensers flown to Texas
"good
biz,"
of
prewar
es'timate
Lobby of Utica's Orpheum, in- the
City in four hours from Washington
dependent, was the scene oi: a but if the industry is to stave off a
on Wednesday (16).
.murder in which police say there drop that far, it must consider cutIn addition to freelance men, Uniwas no apparent motive, hence no ting prices now, according to the
versal was fed film by regular
arrests.
spokesmen.
Richard A. Wniiams, 65,
staffer Jimmie Lederer, its regular
Janitor
there for roany years,,
man in Austin, according to editorstabbed several times in his upper
in-chief Tom Meade. Company was
Bell-Howell 12ic
back, was discovered at 1 a. m.
one of the first to screen rushes
today by Harry W. Russell, 67, who
Chic«go, April 22.
having run off an ll>mihute screen':went to the theatre for Smith &
Annual board meeting of Bell &
Thursday
Howell Film. Co. to exchange film. Howell, motion picture equipment ing of negative .clips late
There was no sign of a struggle manufacturers, announced a 12y2C afternoon.
Paramount' also bustled in its
?nd ywginia Sweet, manager, says dividend on its common stock and
Yoder,
Gordon
man,
Dallas
ajl the cash is
regular
as
McNabb
intact.
the re-election of J; H.
Meeting, who arrived on the scene via chartits president and treasurer.
ered plane. San Antonio freelancer
held here last week, 'elected as direcair views while Al
Kier
took
W.
H.
Max
Percy,
tors A. S. Howell, C, H.
Now Specializing
Mingalone, ace N. Y. staffer, was

way

hibitors to retain half of all tickets

York Th€^fre$

Texas Oisaster

begs busineess leaders not to go
'whole-hog for profits,' the movie
magnates continue to roll up net
beyond the dreams of
profits

film companies against blind
checking through ticket purchases,
pointing out the law fequire'd ex-

the
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Pofin

.in Re/re*hm<nt

'Concessions for
[DRIVE-IN THEATRES/
ll7C< J*(,01Ji ni!OS

HURST BtOe.

BUFrALO, N

T. Albert Potter, E. H. McDermott, and C. V. Clark.

McGraw,

to
Officials of the company elected
S. Lindforskle.
v.p. positions are E.
Phillimore, J, H. Booth, B. E.

CITY MUSIC HAU
Bockefeller Center

C E

A

Haun, H.
Steehbart, W.
scheid and Howell.

W. Remer-

•

"THE EGG
A
;

A

Vnlvfrsal-Internatlonal Picture

ENT. CfflSEtS 'ABCH'
Hollywood, April
Enterprise

^

LIVES'

;.

1"

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

gical job

OUR

.IN

',

'MONmURVERS>QU)e

MacMURRAY

AND

THE BEST YEARS OF

CHARLES CHAPLIN

Jpred

C'lapdette

COLBeRT

Motion Picture

Thiit Will Startle
Rtltased thru Unitad Artliti

Youl

BROADWAY THEATRE
BROADWAY

»t 53rli

ON SCREEN
22.

is doing a major suron "Arch of Triumph," recently previewed at 195 minutes.
Cutters have whittled off 70 mindifficult situation brought about by
the strike. All 'calls were treated utes, and more editing and previews
strictly as emergencies, it was said, i^re slated.

flown in to bolster its coverage. All
companies praised the phone company's cooperation in view of the

^
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Scleftel-foiigeT; illy

Cbe.

Hipp BI%,

iMphls-'iUil'

'OinUW KO IN

Continued front pate S

Cleveland,
ESeven-story Hippodrome Buildsite 0* the 3,700-S6at Hipponow operated by Warner
Bros., has been purchased by Herbert Scheftel, Alfred G. Bruger

"f

ing,

New

of
York for
a.ssoqiates
New owners are foun$3,000,800.
ders and operators of the national
Telenews Theatre circuit, which al-

and

pleted under direction of owner CliflC
Johnson.
Sid Eckman, Metro salesiiaan for

northern Kansas territory,

Oklahoma City.
Arthur Burke

moved

to

the new owner of
He's a veteran in

is

the Bijou theatre.
the biz here.

N.Y.

In an attempt to upset the eourt
Cleveland, April 22.
of West Coast and Cleve- When the Daltons Rode," was also decision which bars Howard Hughes'
"The Outlaw" from playing
land theatrical interests are re- barred by Blnford.
jfew
Robert M. Gillham, Selznick ad- York city, the producer's lawyew
ported angling for the huge auditorium of downtown' Baptist church, pub chief in New York, told Vabibtt will reargue his case tomorrow
with the aim of transforming it into by phone last night that the com- (Thurs.) before N. Y. Supreme
a week-day movie hoUse, Their pany "feels the Memphis censor is Court Justice Bernard L. Shientag,
plans are being favorably regarded being most unjust to us in this ac- An order granting a rehearing on
by building's financially-embarrassed tion." Gillham cited the Legion of Hughes' application to dismiss four
trustees. In the- heart of amusement Decency ."B" rating, National Board affirmative defenses of License Comzone here, the church has proved of Review Seal and passage by cen- missioner Benjamin Fielding and
sQ expensive to operate that it de- sor boards in N.Y., Florida, Cali- Police Commissioner Arthur Wal.
cided to lease its 2,500 seat audi- fornia, Maislachlisetts and Texas. He lander was granted last week.
So long as Justice Shientag's
torium to outsiders to raise more indicated some steps might be taken
revenue.
to fight this decision after a huddle ruling stands uhchallenged, "Outnewly formed company of ex- of top Selznick executives.
law" may never play a New York
hibitors has offered to rent the hall,
city
theatre.
Hughes'
lawyers,
it was revealed, by Dr. D, B. Sharpe,
Pgletti, Diamond, Rabin, Friedin &
Steer "Duel" In Pa.
executive, secretary of Cleveland
Mackay see no hope of inducing a
Philadelphia, April 22.
Baptist Assn. He said its proposal
Apparently determined to avoid metropolitan exhibitor" to book the
called for leasing the auditorium for censorship difficulties in Pennsyl- film while the dice are legally
showing films six days weekly with vania, Selznick Releasing Organiza- weighted against the ti.eatre opthe congregation continuing to hold tion has eimplpyed ,a lorineir chief of erator...'*:"
services on Siinday.
the state cienspr board to -steer "Duel " "As things now sta;nd, it would he
Unorthodox use of a church has in the Sun'- through its screenings impossible to get anyone to
play
caused a furore among religious for the present board.* There has "The Outlaw," spokesihan
for the
31
related been no indication of any intention
circles
representing
firm said following the decision.
churches which expressed horror by the o.o.ers to nix the film, al- "Who'd take a chance of going
to
and privately fought a hot pro-arid- though it is expected that the mod- jail when it's
a certainty that the
cdn battle as to whether they would erately-tough blue-pencilling body
municipal authorities would take aclose dignity through such a deal. will demand some cuts.
tion?
Naturally, if an exhibitor
Final voting on the matter hence
"Duel's"
Hatidling
censorship wanted the film we'd give it to him,
has been postponed a week. The
problems-^if any— is Sam Schwartz, but there's little likelihood of that."
strategically located church has rewho headed the Pennsy board some
Noting that the appellate division
ceived several similar bids in the

Combine

drome,

1

HUOflES REAROllNG

SEEK CLEW. BAPTKr

Glen Dickinson, Jr., manager of
ready has a Cleveland house managed by Charles Bufris. Buyers Dickipson circuit, has moved. Ora
would not reveal future plans for Karr, from the Dickinson, Mission,
the Hipp, on which the Warner Kans., to handle the Roxy in Wichita.
lease has several more years to run. Charles Davis is new manager of the
What the WB circuit will do when it Dickinson. Karr takes over while
eventually loses this house, ace Earl Lane goes to the Mayo Clinic.
deluxer of local chain, is a problem
Indpls. Nabe to Marcus Group
that has film row guessing.
Indtonapolis.
Built in 1906, and first used for
Zaring theatre, first deluxe nabe
spectacular stage extravaganzas and
ftiusical comedies, the Hipp was one house built here, has changed hands,
of the leading vaude stands in- the Central Avenue Theatre Corp. securMidwest when John Hoyal man- ing lease for five years with three
aged it for the Keith-.^lbee-Or- options for renewal. Central Avenue is headed by Mariny Marcus,
pheum circuiti
Land underlying the 20-story B. S". president of M. Marcus Enterprises,
Keith Building, which houses the which operates Ambassador, Cozy
3,e00-seat RKO Palace, became the and Ritz here as well as houses in
sole property of Marie D. Patterson Fort Wayne and Anderson, Ind>, and
and Kathryn D. Judd of Jockson- Cincinnati and DaytOn, O.
Associated Theatre Owners of Inville, Fla., last week. They acquired
the other half interest in the 99- diana scheduled district meeting for
year lease of land, formerly held by Keenan hotel, Fort Wayne, April 22.

k

A

•

-

•

•

Henry Guenther, art>gaUery dealer. Roy Kalver, of Decatur, will preside.
was well over $350,000.
15 years ago or more. He was afTrueman Rembusch, secretary of last year from picture, companies ter that head of real estate for War- had already passed on one suitthat brought by United Artists, as
National Allied, and Joe Finneran seeking new outlets.
ner Bros, here and more recently in
M-G iwWes ]«. V. WoU to N. Y.
Although Cleveland's population
HooSier exhib, attended organizadistrib, against Harry Brandt— JusBoston.
the real estate biz on his own.
tional
tice Shientag has held that the highMaurice N. Wolf, local Metro clis- ver. meeting of allied unit In Den. rose terrifically' during the war
Bill, incidentally, was recently pro-years, the theatre-building program
er court had decided that a police
triet miahager, promoted to composed in the legislature to up the
hasn't kept pace,
prosecution was permissible regardpany's exhibitor and public relations
salary of Mrs. Edna Carroll, chief

-Price

,

,

Lipsner Heads Bcelfellows
department at the homeoffice. John
Minneapolis.
Byme, Metro eastern sale$manMinneapolis Reelfellows' club of Sues on False Count
««er, announced that with Wolf's
niomotion, the Boston exchange will film exchange sales managers and
For 2 La. Theatres
salesmen
has elected Milton Lipsner
in
the
district
that
covbe included
New Orleans, April 22.
ers Albany, New Haven and BuflFalo. president to succeed Pat Halforan,
The operator of two Baton Rouge,
This is another step in the plan of chosen vice-president.
theatres is named -defendant in a
Metro sales chief William F. Hodgers
Saslt., Can.) Nesro Actors Helped
suit filed! in Federal district court
to build up exhibitor and public re^
One of Wolfs
lations this year.
Regina, Sask.
here (18) by Universal Film ExNegro
first new duties will be to speak be
entertainers
coming to changes, Inc.
fore Rotary clubs over the U.S. to Saskatchewan are among those who
The suit, fUed against Gordon C.
will benefit by the Bill of Rights act
promote industry goodwill.
Ogden, owner and operator of the
passed by the provincial legislature.
White's 50% Takeover
Act includes provisions for freedom Ogden and Chimes theatres, conArthur G. White, formerly chief of sijeech via radio and press, and tends a»at the exhibitor made falf^
RKO fllin booker, has bought a half prohibits enforcement of a color bar statements disclosing "substantially
Interest in the 2,200-seat Pickwick fcy theatres, hotels and eating places. less" than the actual attendance.. A
theatre,
Greenwich, Conn.. White Any person violating any provision judgment in>the amount of the loss
takes over the 50% slice owned by of the bill will be liable to a fine to the exchange is asked.
the Pollack & Bradder circuit. Pick- <rf not less than $25 nor more than
P.

censor,

from

$4,500 to $6,000.

Mrs. Lucy H. lUsve, secretary of
the Pennsylvania

Board

of

Motion

Picture Censoi«, has resigned after
serving in that post for silmost

.

'

is operated by Ed Peskay.
Theatre was involved recently in

Wick
an

anti-trust suit against the

action

was

$200.

eight

That

majors brought by PeSkay.
settled for $235,000.

PRC

Astrin's

Post

named head of PRC's
dept.
Astrin, who joined
PRC last year, was for many years
before. Itoat with the Warner Bros,
Neil Astrin

^ydate

N. X. AlUed Meets June 24-26
AHifed Theatre Owners of New
playdate deitt.
•Jersey has set its 28th annual convention in Atlantic City, June 24-2ff.
Caimdtaiii Distribt EI««i
Jack Kirsch, National Allied prexy,
Toronto;
vvill be feted at a testimonial banNew officers of Canadian Motion
quet planned in his honor. Indie
exhibs throughout the country have Picture Distributors Assn., elected at
been invited by Allied to attend the wmual meeting here are: President,
Gordon Lightstone, general manager
.conclave.
Agenda also calls l6r staging of a of Paramount in Canada; vice-presitheatre equipment show.
Conven- dent, David Griesdorf, Canadian
tion committee consists of Irving sales, nwnager Producers Releasing
iJollinger, George Gold, Lee New- Corp. Directors named are: Henry
fcury, Harry H, Lowenstein and Sam L. Nathanson, Charles Chaplin, OsFrank. E. Thornton Kelley has car Hanson, Sydney Samson, Louis
Rosenfeld, HaskeU Masters, Leo M.
Veen named convention manager.
Devaney and A. W, Perry.
Kraker to SRO in Fhiily
Philadelphia.
SOih-Fex Suite 'Mgrt. Confab
Jack Kraker, former head of Philly
Butte.
cffice for Ross-Federal, named local
Bill
Powers, Fox-Intermountain
rep for Selznick Releasing.
manager here, and
other MonTed Schlanger and Everett Callow tana F-I managers six
have returned
appointed joint-chairmen of publicity from Denver 20th-Fox
theatre concommittee for 1947 Cancer Drive vention.
here.
Clyde Blasius, 20th-F6x manager,
The Warner Club is planning a here from Salt Lake City office.
pinner dance at the Cedarbrook
J.
P. French, western Montana
Country Club on June 6.
Paramount salesman, scheduled for
A. J, Vanni, Wartier district mantransfer to San Francisco area in a
ager, on the mend after a serious ill- few
weeks.
ness at the Germantown hospital.
Warners getting set to move to its
Glens Falls Mgr.'s Estate
new exchange on Film Row next
Glens Falls, N. Y.
month.
George E. Brown, manager of the
Paramount theatre in this city at the
Par lips Harry Bandel
time of his death
Nov. 18, left
Paramount has upped Harry Han- an estate valued atlast
$29,257.51.
del to the post of district manager
His
cf the New York territorji'.
Dickinson Closes Kans. Spot
previous spot as N. Y. brandi manKansas City.
ager has been filled by the promor
Dickinson theatre, Mission, Kans.,
tion of Myron Sattler, heretofore home house of
Dickinson circuit,
sales manager of the exchange.
was shuttered on April 19 because
Randel has been with Par for 27 qf alleged lack of pictures. Glen
years and has served as braneh chief Dickinson, Jr., circuit exec, said
since 1941. Sattler also held his last business at the theatre did not warpost since 1941 after beginning his rant staying open with the
type of
Paramount stint in 1928.
product it gets under the present 56day clearance the house now gets.
MPA's 28th Anni Shitidir
Major distributors have been asked
newly
formed
Salute to the
Mo- for a more favorable clearance, he
tion Picture Foundation will take said, but there has
been no change
top- billing in the 28th annual affair since the house
was built in 1939,
«f the Motion Picture Associates.
MPA's dinner -dance is set for the
Adams to D.C. For Metro
Waldorf-Astoria's grand ballroom,
Pittsburgh.
.

'

'

,

.

'

.

N.

Y.,

May

16.

Jerome Adams, formerly of local
Metro office and recently assistant
J. Schwartz, Century cufcuit «xec branch manager in San Francisco,
and the MPA's prexy, handling the made head of company's exchange
hosting.
in Washington.
Affair will be informal with Fred

•

.

Strike Halts K. C.

House Revamp

Ray
cuit

m

Allison, who operates a ftirthis territory, plans to build
theatre in Crcsson, Pa.

been no

re-

placement.
'Outlaw' In Mpls.
Minneapolis, April
.

Following

final

rejection

22.

of

the

by the Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Paramount
circuit)
Howard
Hughe* is putting "liie Outlaw" into
the Lyceum, local Isfit roadshow
It
house, on a partnership deal.
opens April 24 for an indefinite enpicture

,

which has been operated for a score gagement.
Minnesota Amus. Co. turned the
of years by Sam Gould.
Becker
takes over May 1. 6ould continues film down because of its veto by the
to run his Arcadia.
Legion of Decency and the Motion
Picture

Assn.

In

the

territory

Malco Moves Ark, Manttgers
Hughes also is selling it to opposiMemphis.
manageriaP shifts were tion Minnesota 'Amus, 60, theatres.
Local independent neighborhood
Circuit in Arkansas.

said.

Several

CA's 'Outlaw' ScUaway

made by Malco

C. Bond, of Russelville, goes to
Joy theatre at Dardanelle, suoceeding -Edwin Holland. Latter transfars
to Rialto at Morrillton. Earl Young,
of Morrillton, becomes city manager
at Hope, replacing Kemmell Young.

J.

exhibitors are-complaining about the
Lyceurn deal because they claim
they were offered "The Outlaw" on
a multiple simultaneous run similar to that now being employed in a
number of other , cities.
United
Artists here says the independents
stalled too long on terms.

Minneapolis, April

22.

With the Minnesota Amus.
(Paramount circuit) refusing to

Co.
al-

decision not to play "The
Outlaw" in any of its houses, United
Artists has announced the picture,
Young becomes city manager at
not yet exhibited in this teiritory,
Port Smith, where illness forced 01
lie Brownlee on leave of absence.
will be Sold away from the big chain
and is now available to anybody
Kincey Prouotes Ervin Stone
desiring to buy "it.
Raleigh.
_ „
Harry Gold, Howard Hughes'
St.
C. Erwm Stone, manager of Amspecial representative, had attempted
bassador theatre here, promoted to
In Shuttering Action to induce the circuit to recant. It
Rocky Mount as city manager of the
was emphasized there was no disKincey theatres there. In Rocky
St. Louis, April 22.
Mount he will, succeed H. S. Orr,
More litigation has developed in pute over, terms, but .that the picresigned. Jack Jordan, coming here the efforts
of Arthur F. D. Kalbfeld ture's rejection was purely a matter
from Burlington, will be the hew
and Marie K. Wlmberley, cO-owtters of operating policy.
Ambassador manager.
of the Robin, a North St. Louis indie
BeVllle Tin Ciiarlotte For Metro nabe, to frustrate city fathers from
keeping the House shuttered because
Charlotte, N.C.
Settle
Jack ReVille, who is taking the of alleged violations of the building
post held for years by Benn Rosen- code.
Last week attorneys for the
Union
wald as manager of Metro here, has owners asked the
With
Missouri state
arrived from Oklahoma City, where
Labor troubles between the Motion
he has been company manager the supreme court for a writ of manPictiwe Theatre Operating Managers
last five years.
Rosenwald left for damus to compel city authorities
Assistant Managers Guild and
Boston, where he will be Metro from interfering with the operation
Bronx Combine Amusements, operabranch manager.
of the house.
Meantime, an application for a re- tors of six Bronx ind uptown ManTroy, Blvoll To Amus, Center
straining order, filed two weeks ago hattan theatres, have been settled,
Troy, N.Y.
in the local circuit court; will not be with recent five-month strike called
„.
,
Rivoli theatre here has been sold
acted upon until the high tribunal off by the union. Pact has been ento Walter F. Doyle by Mrs. Bernice
Fife Marshal tered into by the local and the theaHorowitz. Purchase was made in make^ its decision.
name of Amusement Center, Inc., Walter H. Kamann, in issuing the tres providing for pay boost, sitk
of which^poyle,- his wife, and his shuttering order stated that the leave, vacations, 50-hour week andbrother, Thomas Doyle, are stock
owners of the Robin had not com- arbitration.
holders.
Solomon CJheser, trial examiner at
plied with the building safe code
within the two years alloted them. the labor board, was made sole arbiHenry Long Upped In Dallas
trator, Both the union and the houses
ter

its

Loo Nabe Asks Writ

'

Bronx Nabes

Managers

&

Henry Long,

assistant

manager

of

Palace here, named manager of
house, accordmg to James O. Cherry
city manager for Interstate. Lon;
has been with the circuit for 1_
years and was manager of Melrose
here before his .service in Army.
Succeeds Richard Poy, who died
several weeks ago.
The Melrose, closed for a com
plete overhaul here by Interstate,
will reopen in July. Name will be
changed to Esquire,
Hans Smith, owner of Irving and
Rio at Irving, Texas, elected mayor
of that town. Smith has been a city
commissioner for several years.
Burl B. Matheny purchased the
Texas theatre at Gunter, Texas,
from J. M. Wilson. Matheny for
merly operated the Harlem at Den

Kansas City.
a new
Corp.
Theatie
Commonwealth
Ken Woodward, veteran Western
halted remodelling and reseating its Pennsylvania showman, resigned as
Ashland theatre, northeast natoe, be- city manager of four Ames Opef'atcause of strike of construction and ing Co. houses in Ames, Iowa, and ton.
is
The Arcadia at Kerrville, Texas,
Q3ck in Uniontowh, Pa., for a rest.
trades
here.
feuilding
Paul Becker acquired long-term will be remodeled, with seating ca
Remodelling of the Delux.e theatre, Bucklin, Kans., has been com- lease on the Ohio, a Northside Ymm^ pacity incrfeased to 1,200.
'

eight years.
Thus far there has

less of whether the film had received -a state license. It's Hughes'
argument that the state, by licensing
the pic, had handed it a cli .n bill
of health.
It followed, Hughes asserts,
that municipal bureaucrats
could not thereafter th^aten action
against a theatre,showing the film.
The police and the public had no
Way of reviewing the issuance of a
license under the state laws, the
opinion said, while the distrib was
granted that privilege.
A police
prosecution, therefore, was the only
feasible review and it was not an
unreasonable method of testing the
fitness of a iilm, Justice Shientag declared.
"Until the legislature provides for review in a specific way,
I think that the industry must run
the chance of having its pictures
either exonerated Or condemned by
this method .of review,'" the opinion

Kalbfeld and Mrs. Wimberly asthe city is Interfering with
$38,00.0
investment. They
pointed out in their (Jireuit Court
action that the building, of wooden
construction, is sheathed in sheet
iron, has seven exits and a concrete
floor and comes well within any
safety requirements.
serted

their

PATENT SUIT

VS.

RKO

Teen-Agers Picket
House That Barred 'Em
,

Minneapolis, April 22.

Arcade, St. Paul .indie nabe house,
against was picketed by more than 50 irate

Patent infringement suit
was filed yesterday (Tues.) in
the N. Y. federal court by Brnest
Stern. Plaintiff claims RKO is pirating his patent, filed in 1935, by prac-

RKO

involved have Issued a joint statement assuring patrons of the theatres that there are no longer iany
labor problems in this chain of cinemas.

teen-agers who were demonstrating
against the management's refusal to
admit them.

They had been banned

following

ticing a method of producing and
adult patrons' complaints that they
projecting pix which embodies his made
too much noise, according. 19
mvention.
Harold Ji^inWer, manager, who .sajo
Complaint demands an injunction tile demonstrators have been dteagainst the film company and an rupting
shows on Friday nights for
accounting of profits,
several

weelcs.

,

•
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NEHORK ILL RINDM
MM
Web

to

Meet With

Scripters,

m

But Negotiation Status Not Yet Set
The networks

will

sit

down

in-t-

New York tomorrow

(Thurs.) with
the Radio Writers Guild and, for the
^rst time involving negotiations with
will be
the IlWG. tiie tPP web
In attendance.
Despite- tWe fact that the writers
have already taken a strike vote,
there is no indication yet whether
the networks will assent to negotiate
with the Guild. Tor one thing, there's

a feeling among
that they're being

and

it's

anything

some web execs
the patsy—

made

as

much

as

this

attitude,:

else;

that inay hold up any

;

deal.

The networks are worried about
two thiags specifically; (1) the fact
that the Guild pitch might be a
disguise of the Cain (Authors Authority) demands, in view of the
emphasis placed on leasiiig material,
and (2) the disposition within the
Gui'd to make it a completely har

The programming

FM

with upwards ol a dozen
house-built, shows currently being
prepped for potential sponsorship
and presentation to agencies. The
accelerated pace is being accented

is

—

it

%Ra4o^Se^^

from other points come under
the basic bontract, if one is negoAttitude of agencies and sponsors
a lot to do with the man-

may have

in which the networks -.react
to the Guild demands. One network

ner

said:

summed

"We

can't give

(ABC

nate the program

Corwk

tiated.

exec perhaps best

Scripts

The Coinmittee on Un-American
Activities

apparently

looks

set

only last

to

NBC

located one yet.

Maybe

were Lastfogel's pet

the

scripts

Norman

of

Corwin's

"One World Flight"

American and

Duel for Durante,

A&CStiftonlst
Hollywood, April 22.
LuckenbjU, of Esty, and Hay
McClinton, o£ Ayer, have come, and
gone and it's still up in the air
whether Jimmy Durante returns to
the Camel aegis or stays with Rexall.
Now that Garry Moore has his
release to branch out on his own it
is incumbent on Rex all to draw up
new contracts as ttie original deal
was for Durante and Moore, beingpackage partners with producer
Phil Cohan.
It
is
no secret that Luckenbill
would like The Schnoz back as possible replacement for Abbott and
Costello, who are on shaky renewal
ground.
Rexall . wants to bold
Durante but he's not so sure he
wouldn't like that NBC Thursday
time better than his present Friday
slot on CBS.
In fact Jeems would
lilce to start with a frgsh slate next
season, including time and network.
All he has decided SO far is that that
he'll
have guestars with a sprink-

Tom

Here, for example, are some of
the products on the NBC agenda:
Robert Ripley's "Believe It Or
Not" is being brought back as a 15-

for

h Carson Scram

but

halfalternate

series based on sponsor bait.
Award global tour.
Audience participation charades
In the past the committee has re- show, titled "Games," with Ogden
quested the scripts of news com- Nash, Candy Jones and Col. Stoopmentators but this marks the first nagle, With Win Elliott
as eimcee,
time in the current and as yet un- has been auditioned in half -hour
successful drive to pin the Red rap format.

With Some heat Wheelock

held that he was entitled to the
courtesy ol being told about the
switch and given a chance to meet
Sealtest's oi^er.
But the contracts
had already been signed and there
was nothing left for Wheelock to do
but to get mad.
To Wheelock's cry of ingratitude,
that Campbell was entitled to some
consideration for building Carson as
a radio comic at a round, figure cost
of $4,000,000, Carson 'shot back that
Ihe was never safe with Campbell
and suffered through the option jit-

Execs

every ninth week. It is generdistress among NBC execs.
Jcnown in the trade that reIt was the aim of the web to let
placements for Garson were tinder
the trio of spieler.^;, which also inscrutiny for many of the 13- week
clude Alex Dreier and Ken Banghart,
tycles through which he perilously
go on "cold," with no fanfare or
pre-buildup, in order to obtain the
Carson has 13 weeks to go on his
accurate gauge possible of pubCampbell contract after the summer most
lic acceptance. Putnim was sent to
layofl.
That would put him at the
Banghart went south and
mercy of the client in mid-season if Boston,
the midwest.
the latter decided to make a ehahge. Dreier to
But it develops that Putnam
bought space in the Boston dailies
ters

dramatic

lELLDEAl SWITCH
"one down and' two to go" in
effort to pre-empt the 7:30 to
^ P-m. Monday-through -Friday slots
a bid for the lucrative Campbell
It's

CBS'

m

Soup biUings. Campbell has put in
an order for the half-hour period
«oss-the-board but deal has been
stalemated by inability to dear the
,

time.

Monday problem is solved, with
Camel cigarets moving Bob Hawk
«ut of the 7:30-8 slot into the 10:3011
period.
Latter half -hour has
»een used by Camel for repeat time
all
but eastern stations tliat
neard it 7:30, but effective with dayr
«ght saving it'll be strictly a 10:30
deal coast-to-coast.

With Camel out o£ the way, CBS is
confronted with problem o£
to effect shifts for the Tues-

siiH

"ymg

Melody

Hour"

Thursday "Mr.
(Kolynos) shows. The CBS
boys have their fingers crossed.

"Na-

wind

of it, didn't like it.
Trial period of the three, before
was originally
choice,
a
scheduled for March 24 to April 25,
but the phone strike has reportedly

making

held up final Hooper

WMCA

tallies.

Strouds 'Audition

For Camel

I

WOR,

after all. Program, hlxed by
grounds
the web's N. Y. flagship, on
overi.s
that the .station already
gabbed, will be broadcast by
Stowe
the
take
couldn't
Indie
p.m.,
7:30
time.
network
the
stanza at
of its own.
it ha.s a gebber

WMCA.

Raymond Walsh,

That Coke Paise
Isn't

UE

in that segment.
plat,

can't afford to

af(en<j|i

Nets reel rici
In

M-'Puiing

burst of r.etrehchmeni*
week. With sponsors relinquishing both show arid time, preempts
three more half - hour major network segments. "Suspense" becomes
a budgetary casualty due to the
collapse ot the \yine market, with

the
Coffl'I May

CBS-buiU
22,

whodunit folding
leaving the Tlrursday 8-8:30

were CBS period vacant. Show has been

show sponsored by

a re-

week

excess

,

of

Coca-Cola

$1,500,000

three-way

billings in

involved,

inlted in for a fourseries, but the move is believed to be the prelude to building
up the comedy due in the hopes of
spotting them on their own cornmercial show. Luckenbill, as part

show

Refreshing

With estimated network

'

the

programming

;

of his comedy talent development
had similar aspirations for
idea,
Jack Parr (who goes in as summer
sub for Jack Benny), but the buildup blew up some; weeics back in a

hiess of differences.
Camel outfit and

&

Abbott

Cos-

lias been a consistent rating puller,
and is figured to wind up in a fast
sales transaction. Sherman & Marquette, for one, would like t» use the
meller as replacement for Mel Blanc.

Allan

Young

Friday- night

NBC

show

also becomes a casualty at end
of current cycle, with Bri-stol-Myets
scrapping, both the show and the
8:30-9 p. m. segment. And while
there's nothing official in writing
yet, Socony looks set to lop off the
Victor Borge-Benny Goodman Mon-

tello look set to part company at the
day night NBC show, also reUn-*
end of the season and the .Stroud quishing its franchise
on the 9:30-10
seen as an "audition" via the
deal
p. m. slot. Sponsor has long beea
Monroe show, as a pos.sible successor unhappy over the show's
audience,
there's no telling how many bottlers for the Thursday night NBC (A&C)
pull. Current rating is 6.3—-way off
will go along, some friction between i slot if LockeribiU's bid to wrap up the beam for a $13,500 package.
network and Glient has already de- i Jimmy Durarite doe.sn't pan out.
(Cancellation 'of
the Bob Burns
- /;,„:"
:':':,
veloped and there's some talk that
show by Whitehall Pharmacy also
the coke people may wind up in
became official last week. Same
favor of transcribing the show either
sponsor's
VICE
"EHery Queen," which
on ABC or Mutual. Both are makchecked off CBS last week, moves
ing a terrific pitch for the biz.
over to the NBC Sunday time for
As for the two half-hour shows
the sumraer. Whether it continues
With Frank Sinatra and: Old Gold beyond that depends on the
on the Coca-Cola fall agenda, the
interim
Morton Downey-top band layout slated to, can It quits atter the cur- rating.
looks headed for a Friday evening rent season in June, ciggie sponsor's
segment, with a Sunday afternoon or agency, Lennen & Mitchell, has been
evening slot sought, for a reprise of talking to Alan Young as a possible
Gabber Squawks
Young's
the "Pause That .Refreshes" format, replacement in the fall.
with possibility that Andre Kos- current NBC show winds up for
Denver, April 22,
Radio stations are exempted from
telanetz may resume batoning, al- Bristol-Myers at end of cycle in
lawsuits that might result from pothough names of Percy Faith arid B-M retrenchment.
Thiis far it's reported Young has litical speeches. Bill was signed by
Dave Broekman have also been
nixed any Old Gold deal because of Gov. Lee Knous.
projected into the picture.
Because of the discounts involved, the .strong opposition to the CBS
Law is outgrowth of radio statloa
Coca-Cola would like to keep all Wednesday night at 9 Slot If OG squawks that they had no means of
programming confined to one can grab a new time segment, Alan protecting themselves, Since federal
its
network, with CBS having the in- and ciggie outfit may yet get to- regulations prevent censorship of

program consequently Will be
S.io
and aired on WMCA at
side

tered
p.m.

it

i.s

;

i

——

,".

j

"v'

SINATRA

OLDG(HJ)P0SSIBEITY

Takes Stowe

because

j

where

Lever, particularly in view Of the
recent talk of NBC's gunning for
Lux. All of which may or may not
find Stein in a tizzie.
CBS some time ago issued a statement that the Monday night Lady
Esther time does not go with any
deal for Screen Guild, should it be
dropped by its present sponsor.

Schenley's Roma Wine,
which followed in path of Cresta
Blanca in pulling in the radio spending reins.
Blow agency is making
attempt to keep show going by borrowing from budget of ciher Sch^na .series of guest shots on the Vaughn
Monroe Saturday night show for ley Products.
Moderately - budgeted crime proCamel cigarets.
gram, with a current 13.1 Hooper,
Strouds are

YOUNG

Leland' Stowe's commentary for
and
the United Klectrical, Radio
Machine Worker.*; of America, teeing
Wed. ) on the Mutual
off ijonight
airing,
N.
get
a
will
network,

%

tion

Tom LuckWm, Esty, for

splurge due for an October preem is
currently in a state of flux. Chief
bone of contention at the moment is
over proposed quarter,-hour daytime
strip, which the cOke outfit would
like to spot on CBS.
on hi.=; own initiative to publicize his
Show is "Claudia," with the colce
which, it's now
there,
stint
air
throughout the country
bottlers
claimed, contributed to his audi- footing the bill. CBS insists that the
ence buildup. And NBC, when it got show go on full network, but since
,

;

to negotiate a deal with
enbill, radio chief of

ally

(Mm TWO TO GO 1

show,

tional Airport," with a switch on
the "Grand Hotel" motif.
"Concert In the Park," 30-minute
show with a brass band and nostalgia, built around the' small town

Pains'
park and its weekly band concert.
Network is also giving a buildup
The Stroud Twins, who
George Carson Putnam is thus far to its "Honeymoon in New York"
.slated to auditiofi a half-hour
the top-rated man in NBC's "sam- show, with Ed Herlihy and Eve
for CBS this week, obtained
pling" of the trio of gabbers being
(Continued on page 36)
lease from the network last

"auditioned" in different parts of
the country as successor to Lowell
Thomas for the Sun Oil Go.'s 6:45
p.m. cross-the-board network spot.
But he leads under circumstances
that have reportedly caused some

and that

somewheris v

Lever Bros, has an option on thf
half-hour following Lux Radio Theatre and it's theirs should Lady
Esther drop out. CBS is in the posi-

last

Half-hour

NBC

definitely unhooking
there's a quirk tied in
in Stein's L.A.-to-N.Y,
is

Sudden

family.

Pirtnamleadl^tcli

'

able speculation over a new
deal perking which finds Stein now
New York from the Coast. The
deal is said to involve Screen Guild
Players.
Although repeatedly denied, insiders say that Lady Esther

in

ling of stooges.

dealing with three generations of a

signad with National Dairies (Sealtest) for next season, ending his
four-year association with Campbell

set up all those lucrative guest shots for him.
At the moment there's consider,-,

MCA

Agrenda

hour ^weekly format

client.

MCA

Similarly,
is nursing a burn
since
the Morris office crabbed
MCA's Al Jolson deal with Elgin-

CamelvRexajl In

on showbiz personalities that a netComedy team of Wayr" &
work dramatic show has come under Schuster, currently sponsoi
on
the! D. e. probers' 0.0.
the Canadian network by RCA, is
Hollywood, Aprii 22.
CBS execs met the request dead- under option to NBC and duo will
spilt
lot
blood
of bad
There was a
pan, merely notifying its legal debe brought to N.Y. to cut a haltwhen
week
partment to prepare the copies of
around Hollywood last
hour comedy show.
Ward Wheelock barged into town the 13 scripts for submission to the
Situation comedy tabbed "Gramps,"
and learned that Jack Carson had committee.

f^een,"

way

MCA

now that MGA has wooed over
Amos 'n' Andy, who for 17 years

his Willkie

day "American
iBayer) and the

this ,isn!t the

LeoTtord L. Let'inson.

field.

up move in on radio. It took its initial minute cros.s-the-board strip,
away step last week when it subpoenaed the network has alsO evolved a

tw

,

week

it

Other people's money."

.soup.

but

program,

eight years ago, when I wrote NBC's
"Hall o£ Fun," we kept a running
contest to find sponsor and haven't

sold its "Willie Piper" to General
Electric) the webs' programmingsales boys are. in business witli a
"now or never" thrust to redomi-

casts

When he

Goodman Ace and

Wanted"

"Sponsor

is

veloped shows

The trade is casting anxious eyes
these days in the direction of
and William Morriii, over the succession of rival "hot foots" that'*
reportedly rekindled long smouldering feeling existing between the
lop agent houses in the business.
That there's no love lost between
and Abe
Jules Stein & Co.'s
Lastfogel & Co. (.Morris) isn't exactly a secret to ithose who have,
watched the interchange and tai«rtt
grabofC,
But the battle, it's reported, is on in earnest, partieularly

MCA

Hollywood.

getting a fresh coat of paifit; h.eartened by recent sales of hous^-de-

ii)bersMovelii

'Hatfoots"

Rece^^^^^^

8 Years Before thellist
Editor, Variety:
Good luck to

AM

key

to

L(M)ms in

.

willing to settle

an agreement limiting

what

probably the most determined bid
to date to regain a hold on their
onetime
programming
laurel's
wrested from them by the agencies
back in the '30's,
Almost every conceivable type oE
H
program: is currently being put:
through the audition stage, ranging
of; the advantages bf staticless. .FW
from audience participation shows
over the narrow limits Impdsed by
with novelty twists, to dramatic forbroadcasting."
mat, comedy, music, situation comThe "come-on-in" sign
edy, etc.
dangled to sponsors and agencies is

New "Vork, Los Angeles, Chicago and San Francisco, and thus
waive the deinand that script broadcities

at the other webs, as well, in

Agency Giants

le of Talent

mov-

tivity

&

shop embracing all stations.
However, on the latter point the

for

mills are

ing into high gear around the major
networks these days. Particularly
at NBC, there's unprecedented ac-

First contract by top Eld agency
for time on
station in metropolitan area has just been wrapped up
by Ira Hirschmann, prexy of WABF,
N. Y.
Deal, pacted tlu-ough Ruthrauff
Uyan agency, involves seven
30-second spots daily for 13 weeks,
witti Baldwin Piano Co. as the client,
Baldwhi commercial is 'considered a
natural for FM, With client identified
with a series o£ station-sponsored
live piano recitals by concert artist
Sari Biro. Spots sell at $6 each.
Hirschmann sees
&, R entry as
"the beginning of agency recdgnitiori

tional

Guild apparently

m

TO

'

No

.

track.

gether.

'

political speeches.

•
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Wis Over Special,
22.

service" radio station has the edge
over an -applicant who plans specialized programming when there
aren't enough channels to go around,
judging by FCG's rationalizing in

among

New
last

out five winners from
in the
17 applicants for
Yorli City-New Jersey area

FM

week.

FM

proposal also mdicates
that the outfits with plenty of
money to underwrite the early days
of operation are likely to be preferred over the shoestring operators
in tough markets like New York.
As for television. Commission's

The

N.Y.

FM

it

High Flying

Washington, April 22.
FCC is currently debating
whether or not to set for hearing right of Bremer Broad-

Boston, April 22,
On top of the N. Y. Yankees
sponsoring a series of classical
programs over W<^SB, N> %i
comes the Boston Braves with a
singing commercial.
Hub club has already cut an
audition platter and will air
it over local stations aimed at
Boston housewives.

casting Co., WAAT, Newark, to
keep a pre-war FM station permit which it allowed to expire
March 31. Station, 14 days later,

sought

a link

work.

plain

Station

Newark,

a skeleton

to

^one of

FM

FM

foreign-language sta-

FCC

spokesmen

Monday

(21 ), called for concerted-acbroadcasters to
tion onthe part Of

FM

stem what he termed an "organized
campaign to further delay FM."

the same market. This means all
12 rejected
bidders iri New
York may .fight it out' again
next fall, though a few of them
have lost interest in pursuing

FM

AM

operators who
He assailed
hold FM construction permits and
are doing nothing to get FM on the
air.
He called for a united front

their applications^

among

WEVD

FM

ing,

Framingham.

Town

on

the

Boston's

20-

is

to

ideas.

develop;

;:

hew
•

-

-

Bailey was luncheon speaker at an
all-day meeting, attended by some
enthusiasts. Concluding the
75
session Allen Wannamaker, general
and WGTM-FM,
manager of
Wilson, was unanimously elected
president of the newly-formed N. C.
and
FMA. Keith Byerly, of
WBT-FM, Charlotte, was elected
vice-president, and E. Z. Jones, of
and WBfiB-FM, Burlington,
was chosen treasurer.

FM

WGTM

WKOX

.

broadcasters

program

FM

(ILGWU),
News.

stating;

.

,

»

broadcasters,

'

WKOX

•

FM'

"Did you get into FM because you
believed in it or to please somebody
else who didn't have the foresight
Stand on your own feet."
to get in?
Bailey admonished FM'ers: "You
have an investment to protect and
a duty to the public.
Just because
a few' AM operators and manufacturers want us to soft-pedal our
campaign is no reason why we
should."
Bailey lauded the Radio
Manufacturers Assn. and said close
liaison was being maintained between the FMA and RMA- He urged

ALL-a RADIO. OUTFIT
TO BLANKET HUB AREA

:

•

FM

;

iFMHofe

"time brokerage
^Boston, April 19.
contracts" for the foreign-language
New radio voice will be blanketand
There were
hours.
ing Boston aS of Monday (21) to
WBNX, both of whom the Commis- judge
tests from
pre-operational
by
sion said carried an excessive numWKOX, an all-GI outfit with headber of spot announcements ift tfieir
quarters in suburban Framingham, 20
non-English seginents,
miles out of town. Operates oh 1.000
Commission's attitude toward tel- watts at 1190.
evision was highlighted by its splitSet up as the Suburban ETroadcasthair decision preferring the N.Y,
ing Co., owned and operated by three
iDaily News over' Dorothy Thackrey's
is on the air from
radio tyros,
N- Y. Post. FCC decision reasoned
grant to WLIB, the sunrise to sunset like WBMS, another
that an
new one but devoted entirely to
Post station, would preclude radio
classical
music. Owners
competition between the two news broadcasting
are Bichard E. Adams, forof
papers, while a grant to the News
Commission mer Navy lieutenant-commander, in
would intensify it.
Shoemaker,
nlanager;
James
H.
as
-went on to say that although it was
former Navy lieutenant, and Albert
simultaneously giving a television
Anderson, former Navy pilot. Other
permit to the News, "such a station
B-17 pilot
are
Lee
Emmerich,
a
GIs
will not sufficiently meet the inter
formerly with NBC iti New York,
€sts of competition which we have
program director; G. Ellis Mott, pro- stressed."
duction and promotion manager, and
FM grants were Frank W. Bartol, formerly of WEEI
of
Winners
WMCA; ABC; WJZ; North Jersey and WHDH, chief engineer.
Co., Paterson; Unity Broadcasting
Studios are located in Smith buildand the N. Y. Daily
Go.
.

22.

boosters here point to several
In an opinion described as "adapttechniques used by some of the bigthe old law of libel t6 a new
standard broadcasters who got
medium—radio," the N. Y. court of time si;ants
in order to protect their
that
ruled
has
unanimously
appeals
stations but who are actually
utterance of defamatory remarks by
hoping to delay I^M as long as posWalter Winchell against George W.
sible.
professor,
one
research
on
Hartman,
For one thing, a few AM'ers haveof the columnist's network broadbeen so brash as to advise manufaccasts, constitutes libel.
Ruling was in answer to two certi- turers to put their names at the botfied questions submitted to the court: torn of their lists for deliveries of
equipment. In one case, a new
"Does the utterance of defamatory
remarks read from a script into a AM-FM bidder in Illinois was degrant on this count.
radio microphone and broadcast, nied his
constitute libel? Does the amended Manufactiirers, Who are now anxious
transmitters, are Sio
complaint state facts sufficient to to sell
"

Wilson, N. C, April 22.
Declaring the "time for appeasement is past," Bill Bailey, executive
director of the FM Assn., addressing
the North Carolina FM Assn. here

.

slots.

Meanwhile,

Coramission makes periodic
checks of FM grants and construe-'
tion but so far has not yanked any
permits for cause.

AM

had

they

libel

itig

'J^pasenKnf

station winners

said commission will waive its
rule which ordinarily requires
losing bidders to wait a year
before refiling a station bid in

proposed only
run their F-M

tions appear to have been rtiled out
both as specialized stations and be-

cause

FM

now.

Winchei

FM

to file exceptions to last week's
decision, preferring to wait until
July 1 and take their chances on
getting one of the four reserved

FM

FMA

Burden Of FMA's protest is that
200 FM'ers are carrying the load forthe entire industry and FCC should,
take measures to see that the dea&-"
wood is weeded out of
here and

Albany, April

Bailey Slani^

i

'

Denny, Jr., a 'resolution to- this effeet passed by the
board of directors in Albany last week.

.

'named by FCC last week. However, it is rumored that neither
WLIB nor Amalgamated intend

this count.

other

five

proxy Roy Hofheinz and general
counsel Leonard H. Marks transmitted to FCC chairman Charles B.

Upbis

.

Commission destations
cided that programs would suffer
unless there was more Capital bebotlx on
eliminated
hind them, and

•

Court

were KLZ's farm service programs
dli^oted by Lowell Watt's.
KLZ, DENVER.

week nosed oyt
a television grant in

Irony is that FCC would probif it did anything, award
the channel to Dorothy Thackrey's WLIB or to Amalgamated
Broadcasting Co, (CIO), both of
whom had minority support as

initially.

Two

.

ably,

Commission
Oh
knocked out Bernard Fein and the
Frequency Modulation Broadcasting

whom

FARM REPORTER

Prominently mentioned in KLZ's
recent Vafiety plaque citation "for
responsibility to the community"

last"

WEVD. for

the fihancial end.

staff

KLZ'S

area,

is

WAAT

FM

LOWELL WATTS

FM.

for

New York

grants and done little or nothing to.
ward actually getting on the air.

'

reported ready to
has not
find out why
gotten into operation up to now.

commission

.

Corp., both of

hoping

still

licenses in the

on. the same count.
stain att evangelical ijet-

Church

tion as

fran-

its

.

FM

'

With 12 disappointed eagerbeavers

the Board of Missions of th^ Methodist

of

Washington, April 22.
Assn. reps urged the FCC to-

day CTues.) to review some 700 conditional
grants and to cancel
franchises to those "hip-pocket permittees" who have sat on their

.

chise..

specialized stations and covild not
stand up against the competition;
FCC argued. Commission ruled out

The Methodists wanted an

extension

Who Hi On

MSays FM Am
FM

Sit^ight Stand Query

AM

tioft either'

.

makes

decision

isn't considered competi
or FM in the presr
to
ent stage of its development.
For example, FCC ruled out the
Peoples Radio Foundation "and the
National Maritime Union (CIO),
both of whom contemplated prima(Cbmmission
rily "labor" stations.
argued that the International Ladies
Garment Workers and ; the CIO
Clothing . Workers
'Atnalgamated
proposed to program for the entire
community.) As such they were

that Video

Clrants Should Be

Selections

+

The guy who proposes a "general

•weeding

FM

in N.Y,

Washington, April

iip-rocKet Fertnittees

WBT

WBBB

'

Fiorello H. LaGuardia will talk to
250 broadcasters from New York and
Second DisNew Jersey at the
trict powwow on May
6 at the
Waldorf-Astoria in N. Y.
LaG, ex-hiead of. UNRRA, this
year's winner of the Wendell Willkie
One World Award and currently a

NAB

'

FM

AM

:

FM

To
constitute a cause of action?"
both, majority of the court replied
in the affirmative.
Judge Stanley
Fuld wrote a separate opinion taking exception to the "rationale" of
the majority, but agreed with the
conclusions.
Judge Thomas D. Thatcher, who
wrote the majority opinion, stated:
"The words of the l^roadcasters Were
defamatory
.; they did not, how.

.

defame him (Hartman) in his
professional character and were not
ever,

se.
Nor is the genallegation that the plaintiff
suffered a loss of earnings 'upwards
of $7,000' sufficient to constitute an
allegation of specific damage indispensable if reading from the script
was not libel." He cited several
tases against N. Y. newspapers.

longer keeping such requests; quiet,'
ah FCC! spokesman said this week.
•

AM

Other
broadcasters are taking
advantage of the normal difficulties
in obtaining Civil Aeronautics Administration approval on location of
tower sites. This sometimes pccupies several months and is regarde4

FCC as a legitimate reason for
delays in station construction. Howby

ever, ihgehioiis licensees, acfcording

eral

Some

sites

—

Winchell's

few reports reaching Washingr
have gone one .step further.
of them have actually chosen
which it was known, in advance
would be unacceptable to CAA and
thus won an additional six months

to 8
ton,

slanderous per

remarks

about Hartman were in connection with comment on a peace movement. The
cOlumnist-gabber was denied a motion for
dismissal oi Hartman's
amended complaint in N. Y. supreme
court last October but was given
leave to appeal from the judgment
of the appellate division.

more reprieve in getting underconstruction. Since getting
approval on all new station construction is one of the single
largest .bottlenecks, this technique
usually escapes notice. Inability to
get approval of the Civilian Production Administration on transmitter
buildings is another legitimate bot-

or

FM
CAA

way on

tleneck which has sometimes been
used to the disadvantage of FM.

In other cases, some stations hav§

on getting a certain type Of
equipment which could not be de-

insisted

WIS, BBC LinW For
6m€@ of iritisi Sbws;
N.Y. Indie Now AlUler
Indie station WINS, N.Y., still
looking for outside outlets to boost

laG To Talk To NAB

.

its

programming

(as its recent tieup

with Mutual for its "Harlem Hospitality Club" airer), has now tied
up with the BBC in two unusual

livered Within a 10-12 month perioi
Some also indicate they will op»
prate with power of 50 kw and then
point out to FCC that no transmitters above 20 kw are in production.
FCC, however, has met this argument by urging permittees to get on

with temporary low-powered
equipment pending delivery of their
regular transmitters. To which some
of the 'bigtime broadcasters repljf
t'he air

perimeter of Greater
frOm lowthat
signals
inferior
mile circle containing more than
lowered stations may hurt rather
2,000,000 people, with Framingham
than hasten public acceptance of FM.
setups.
Indie has
itself a trading center for 100,000.
taken BBC's
area
that
showed
in
Survey, also
"Transantlantic Quiz" and will air
around Framingham,- mostly well-toit exclusively in N.Y. starting May
do suburbs, nearly 100% of the commentator Over .Mutual and WJZ
IN RADIO;
Albany, April 22.
homes had more than one radio. Sta- (N. Y,), will address the NABmen 3 on Saturdays at 8:30 p.m.
N. Y. court of appeals, in a unaniHalf-hour program is a live quiz
partially financed by GI on "Broadcasters' Responsibility."
tion
'was
mous 4ec!isioh reversing lower loans, but baclters have plenty of
Two-day Second District meet show with a British teani
in London
courts, late last weekf ruled that
General Electric has swtehed ott
opens May 5.
coin.
interest totaling approximately $107,quizzing a U.S. team in N.Y., pro- the light in its radio advertising de500 must be paid in addition to the
gram going on BBC Sundays at 6.30 partment again, a Company's lamp

COURT ADDS ?107,500

GE BACK

BOYSm^^

,

damages awarded Donald

$350,000

Flamm

.

last spring in his suit against
J. Noble lor fraud and duin connection with the alleged
iorced sale of radio station WMCA,
NT.
in 1941.
,
Interest covers the period between Jan. 17, 1941, when the

lEdward
reiss

Y

station's

to the

ownership was transferred,
award by the

date of the

N. Y. supreme

court,

the appeals

court ruled.

Handleman & Iver, attorneys for
Flamm, who is now board chairof WPAT, Paterson, N. J., said
file judgment for the revised Slim early this week. Franklin
for Noble, now board
chairman of the ABC network, said
the new ruling will be jippealed to
the appellate division,

man

they would

Wood< counsel

'BABDV CROSS-THE-BOAED
Saturday noon
(N. Y.)
"Luncheon at Sardi's" goes on a
slx-times-weekly footing, 1 to 1:30
6.
May
p, m., starting
Bill Slater has been assigned as

WOR's

.

permanent emceci

It was carried from time to
time dwing the war in N.Y, as a
bond sale stunt. WINS will play
each program, recorded, the Saturday following its BBC appearance.
BBC is also making half-hour

p.m.

division,

which chucked

its

long-

sponsored "Hour of Charm" las'
spring, has bought the ABC-pacKi
aged comedy,' "Willie Piper," for
next fall. Deal was set last week
Sunday evening motoring is already beginning to take its toll in
via BBDO with the starting date,
the Hooper sweepstakes, as evidenced in the new ratings. Among the
set
documentary shows in the U.S. to sometime: in Septemberj to be
Sunday program candidates for the Top 15 listing, Jack Benny and
package: tab is approximaterespectively,
acquaint
its
7
and
with
Charlie
British
Allen
run
Nos.
McC^arthy
Fred
8,
listeners with later,
different American communities and ly $6,000 weekly.
trailing in the No. 11 spot. Bing Crosby had moved into third place,
types, and WtNS has Arranged to
Show, written by Sam Taylor and
paced only by Hope and Fibber.
aired
carry these airers in»N. 'Y.
only fouif shows in opposition to the Top IS'managed to click with
First starring Billy Redfleld, is now
one will start April 30. First three on a sustaining basis and will cona 10 or better.
Total are finished, first being about the tinue so through the summer, if
Network New Orleans Delta region, second recently took over the Sunday 7.
opposmoN GompeUtion the story of jazz, third the story of p.m. spot of "Court of Missing Heirs,
TOP 15
tobacco. Other U.S. sectors and in- which was moved to a weekday eve30.9
4.6
Bob Hope
dustries, like cotton, lumber, etc. ning.
26.2
Fibber & Molly
11.8
"Piper" definitely won't re-

ToRlSandt^

Bing CrosbJ- ........... .

.

Red SkeltOH ..." .. ..
Lux Radio Theatre ,..
Amos 'n' Andy

.

.

.

25.8
24.7
23.6
23,4
21.5

...
.

Jack Benny
Fred Allen
Mr. District Attorney
Screen Guild Players
Charlie McCarthy
Duffy's Tavern
T or C
Gildersleeve

Walter Winchell

Will

16.8

(24)

9.0

10.2

(irime Docloi:

11.9

'

21.3
21,0

20.2

16.6
14.4

11.0

Sam Spade

16.6

19.6

16.6

19.1
•

be disked.

WINS

1S.4

21.3

....
.........

main in the tough position of bucKgoing full time tomorrow ing Jack Bentiy, however, when G-JJ
«
an all-night operation, assumes sponsorship. What spot
which includes 3% hours sponsored will occupy wUl :he determmea
time, with the Copacabana nitery as 'later.

15.4

18.5

17.6

11,2

Johns Manville N'ews

18.1

17.3

10.0

Man. Merry-Go-Bound

19.4

is

with

G-E lamp people scrammed

out ol

sponsor. Show, from 12.30 to 4 a.m.,
will feature records, and interviews
with celebs at the club, handled by
Jack Eigen. Station heretofore went
on the air at 5 every morning,
with "Musical Coffee-Pot" program,
which now will be moved up to 4

the network bigtime in the cancels
lation rash of last May. Company
on
household appliance division was
»
the book.^ this season only for
thr.ee-days-a-weeK
part-term
as
sponsor of the CBS "House PartX

o'clock.

daytime

strip.

—

1

j;

'
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Take

ttiiio

to the High

Road

of the

In

"He has never heard a mystery show but he knows that they are
bad for public morals. H«! does not know that radio saved American
vaudeville from oblivion. He never tunes in on a comedian but he
knows that radio comedy is full of bad puns and ptobably ditty,
"He never hears a good public service program (he goes to bed too
early), so he concludes that radio never presents any.
He says he
doesn't liJse canned music. The first and only singing commercial he

Book promises, FCC Commissioner
Clifford J. Durr last week registered
from a Commission
proposal awarding

cago to, WGES,

and

"Repetition is the pernicious anemia of radio. The repetition of
3.
mysteries, of quizees, of soap operas and rowdy breakfasts results in
|64 inorons.
"The best local stations today are operating on the policy that
4.
the public is inore intelligent than you .think. As the networks harden,
the local stations qonstitute the best outlet idr originality. Watch them.
"Remember what radio lost when Alexander Woollcott died. Be
5.
everlastingly on the outlook lor men whose intelligence, whose story
telling and whose poetry will make the air delightful.
"Be willing to gamble; don't always bet on the sure thing. Re8.
member what a struggle It was to launch the symphony orchestras,
Ihe foriuns, what a struggle it was to find even Woollcott an early
iponsor. You ejcpect the public to gamble two to three billion on new
teceiving sets within the next lew years; how much of that amount
ariB you -willing to gamble on originality?"

fizzling,

about to

is

go

off

This

again.
at

colleagues have put complete
crecy on their agtivities.

"Now we

taking no chances on
particularly members

Week

CBS.

7:30 p.m.

BBC— learning

of our next
moves, and I can assure that we are
going to detonate quite a few bombs
within the next week or so," Cooper
the

the

BBC

offensive

!

j
!

black

WAIT,

of

cen-see

'Kiss of Death' Routine

;

;
'

Seen Again

in

Peabody

.

Case

in Shirer

As tar as CBS Ls concerned, there's
"kis.s-of-dealh" irony attached to
the Peabody Awards. Presentation of

suggested
we meet and discu-s-s
.broadcasting policy, but I feel this

;i

(Continued on page 35)

17
an award at last Thursday's
luncheon of the N. Y. Radio Executives Club to William L. Shirer. who
from
oniv two weeks ago resigned
CBS after charging he had been removetl by his sixmsor, J. B. Williams,
because of hi.s "liberal" views, re1

1^

called

that

attendance

in

tliose

Tali

to

convene with

alsb

on

FCC'.<:

list.

As

NBC-WMAQ. whose FM

for

programs

will duplicate

AM

those

lOO'^t.

;Am,AFRAWdveFees

Durr objected

.station,

ITi

minutes a week was

for sustaining time during the 6 to 10 p.m. time segment
WM.AQ's use of 70'; ot its brond-

i

On CBS

ca.st

time between 9 a.m. and

for

.';oap

Said

operas, also

"There

he:

,5

"come 6iit to buf
and show at Town Hall

contmentators,
rally

Thursday, May 8. at 8:15 p.m."
Cards headlined "Radio is full
'gags'
but
America isn't
laughing at THIS one" and billed
as speakers at the rally: Orson

of

via

Welles,

from

transcription

Hollywood: F. H. LaGuardia,
William L. Shirer. Frank -Kingdon.
Dorothy Parker, Stella
Adior. Will Goei". Zero Mostel.
WiUiam Gaiimor and J.
Edwards.

PCA reps a month from that day
to
form a "continuing council"
which wiU press the fight fop a
"free" radio.

For the

2.

PCA

executive commit-

tee to investigate the possibilities of
an "amalg?mation of progressive
forces" applying for one of the four

New York

remaining

F?J channels

before the deadline July 1.
Latter action was based on an
offer by the People's Radio Fpunda.r
tioh, represented by David Timmons,
to hand PCA the $60 000 raised by

those rejected

by the

past fortnight.

^.

Disk Documeataries
CBS

for some time had been trying to get a waiver from the Ameri-

p.m.

PCA

meets next month'- to .have another go at the defense of liberal

FM

drew Durr's can Federation

cen.-^ure.

:

Voice of Freedom Committee
spokesmen
told
the
PCA's
_Crisis-in-RiKUo
Conference at"tendees Saturday (19) that it
they "can't wait until the

PRF by set up an
station. The
foundition'.s application was one Of

Jtive, flealih

earmarked

I

Meet

'Can't Wait'

,.

of Musicians and the
-American Federation of Radiu Artno evidence ists tt-hich would permit the web to
hi the record 'tliat there is such an parcel
tfan-sCriptionK
of
its
out
unfulfilled demand for this partic- kudoef. documentary shows bn jtive
jul'ar type of program as to warrant .delinquency and health tn organizathLc high degree of specialization." itiong throughout the country. Latter
NBC's policy, he added, is "to main- felt that wider distribution would
tain a balancing, of: programming contribute toward their campaigns
'rather than tp^ offer a, specialized .'in, finding a solution of the problems.
service." Fact that NBC, wants ChiAFRA and AFM had nixed the
eager as a point of oi-igih for netidea on the basis that actors and
work progran-is does not outweigh

;

Awards

Same

1947

(

of the
ifhat only

governors, until our newHe
has got under way.

Tells
|

,

told

•

who

sympathetic groups

Figures /for the three months of
for CBS and its sub.sidiary
whether stations companies reprise the story of what
happened
during 1946— when the
in the public in-

I

VAmETr.
"I have even postponed by interview .with Lord Inman, chairman ol

C^Sfattement

j

on CBS.

.-slot

mation and inspiration."

in
deciding
should be licen.«ed
He added that he was unable broadcasting operations took a sharp
nosedive while Columbia Records
to "reconcile the program service
the day for the company.
proposed by these three stations saved
At last week's CBS stopkholders'
with the principles in the Commismeeting, the first-quarter statement
sion's report.'*
Worst offender in Durr's eyes is showed that only 54c. per share
WGES. These are his counts against was realized from the network's
broadcasting operations, as comthe station: for five days a week,
pared with 71c. per share for the
the proposed FM program format
the preceding
has "not a single ."iustaining pro- first three months of
year.
(Net income for the period
gram"; 31% ot WGES' commercial
-with
time is sold in blocks vvith the re- was $934,595 in 1947, cbmpared
$1,214,075 in '46),
sult that station has a veto over
On the other hand, the stockholdonly a third of its operating hours;
WGES proposes no sustaining time ers' statement showed 33c. per .=hare
for the discussion of public issues from- Columbia Records in '47 in
and although directed to foreign- contra.st with the He. per share figlanguage audiences almost exclu- ure for Jan-Feb.-March of '46, (Net
sively has no programs to help list- income for the three monttis last
yeiar wa.s $248,154. which jumped to
eners learn the English language.
John A. Dyer^ and his associates, $563,356 for a similar period this
Durr said, bouglit the station in 1944 year i.
for approximately $100,000. In 1945,
The comeuppance of ColUrabia-|
the partners took out of the station Records made po-s-ible the overall
in profits and salaries a total of figure ot 87c. earnings per share for
$120,000. WGES' net expenditure for CBS and its subsid operations for
talent during the same year was this year, whereas last year it was
Dyer'.^ brother Gene is li- 85e.
$9,161.

WHN

arv;

anyone— and

of the bitter-enders
-iialf the initial
arose to demiand immediate, concrete notion
One was
a woman from Westchester who
blurted vehemently. "If you don't
really do something at this conference, I say nuts to all of you!" As
a result two last-minute votes were
driven through;
1. For authorized delegates from

terest.

Getting a network buildup via
Ace's Program Comedy Division at CBS, the ex(N. Y.) disk jockey moves
in today (Wed.) to take over
Arthur Godfrey's 11 a.m. web
show while latter vacations: In
addition Lewis auditions two
participation
new
audience
shows for the network this
week, "Stop the Music" and
He'll
quizmaster
"Forfeits."
both of (hem.
And in a couple ot week.s lie
proems his "Robert Q. Lewis
Little Show" in the Saturday

se-

was not enough, how-

It

many

(numbering about

turriout>

.

ice

Goodman

Reason for hush hush is that these
anti-bribery crusaders believe that
the official investigation conducted
by Sir Valentine HolmeSj lost its
punch because too many people knew
how the inquiry was being operated
and who were giving testimony.

0£

Robert Q. Lewis

is

through.
ever, for

—

Durr pointed- out that the Blue

Four-Sided Disker

of Parliament who started
corruption probe, is to
cite Broadcasting House shortly in
a new series of charges. This time,
though, he and his Parliamentary

not of arbitrary "critical group.s.
is based on the
premise of pleasing its great
audience by presenting increasingly
excellent broadcasts in
answer to the demand for a
"variety of programs. The result
in a wide
is truly free radio
range of choice, as wide as the
range of entertainment, infor-

American radio

radio
cottunentators
William
1^
Shirer, Prank Kingdon and William
Gaiimor. A couple of hundred PCA
radio division members, joined by
obser\'ers from 30-odd organizations
of various political shades, were
there to hear about it and to debate
what could be done "to give radio
back to the people." Ideas on that
subject were about as numerous as
there were people present.
In the windup, four readymade,
resounding resolutions were pushed

is

Book imposes on FCC an "affirmative duty" to consider program serv-

-f

official

is

four-hour kicking around Saturday
afternoon (19) at the Capitol hotel,
N. Y. It was dissected and analyzed
by such articulate spokesmen as FCC
Commissioner Clifford Durr and

'

Hush-Hush Tactics

Wing Gottunander Opeflfrey Cooper,

It

;

BBC 6rib«7

Member

which said in part:
'The choice in American radio
always that of its audiences

WAIT

station

a franchise but

pertinent to ask
whether the statements which the
Commission iti^lf has made as to
the part it proposes to play in the
improvement of broadcast program
service are likewise to remain in
the realm of unfulfilled promises?"
granted.

;

ihe

phony, announcer read a script

agreed with the

that

denied

argued that the other three should
be ruled out also if the Commission
intended to stand by the standards
of program performance outlined in
the Blue Book.
Declared Durr: "In its report on
'the Public Service Responsibaity of
Broadcast Licensees,' the Comhiission reproached those broadcasters
whose program performance falls far
short of the promises made when
their applications were filed and

public's interest?

London, April 22.
BBC bribery inquiry bombwhich seemed to have been

radio listeners quite a different
story. Signing off the NBC Sym-

grants in Chi-

NBC-owned 'W'MAQ

majority

should be

^

The

PM

WaAF. Durr

FCC

iavorit# lim
1 ''The partnership between Nevv^^^Y^^ and HoUifwood seems to
result in blpck-booklng on the air from 7 to 10 p.m. Is this in the

shell,

Grauer. who presided
Saturday Cl9) over a "crisis-inradio conference" panel which
found that there iii very little
freedom left on the air, found
himself in the position the following day of having to tell

what he

;

Radio's "Ci;isi.s." as the Progressiv*
Citizens of America sees it, got a

Grauer. Vs. Crauer

ai stroitig dissent

have got to mate

in

for

'

um

actio s

Ben

considers failure to live Up to Blue

;

Front

FCC members

sTlreateieC

SaysPCA,

Washington. April 22.
sweeping indictment of his

a

fellow

heard convinced hini for life that BBC is infinitely superior to our
networks.
"Isn't this the real eiiemy of radio, the man who knows all the wrong
things about it? Isn't he the same fellow who Says, 'r tie ver believe
ifnytliing I read in the newspapers'?
"How can we get him? You get him by encouraging him to listen
and criticize.
"You are the professionals and I am the chairborne strategist. I love
to listen but I never give up thinking that radio can be— and should
be—better. Accept these suggestions with the friendliness with whicli
they are offered.
"Avoid hatdening ol the arteries. Be wary of old patterns in
1.
favorites.
But you
<dd shows. The pubiis wUl always

Cooper to Attad( on

mmm

Fi

"The real enemy of radio is not the man who criticizes, not the man
•who has ideas of his own about how radio should develop. Tlie real
enemy is the man who never listens. Let me describe him,

;

Imkm To Listee

HITS COLLEIGiES

Peabody Advisory .Board and editor
of the Atlantic Monthly, speaking at the presentation ol the George
Foster Peabody Awards at the Radio Executives Club lunclieon last
Thursday (17) in Manhattan, said:

Edward W«eks, chairtnan

25

is

The

FCC

,

,

in

the

•

FCC 'Projjer Defendir'
four roi^olutions pushed

through the closing minutes of the
conference declared that: (1) PCA
reaffirms that the air belongs to the
people, that tlie FCC as its "proper

must

defender"

have

adequate

financing arid Commissioner Clifidrd

fContihued on page 36)

1

'

j

I

[

!

,

I

(lodfrey 'Talent Scoats'

Lockito Blo^tfmOirt In

:

imusieian.s were entitled to the

j

same

to
coniiideralions. according
For
Skwbiz a fa Bowes Units
protective measures on repeat peraward the.se
last year a similar Peabody
Durr. Fact is. he said, use of the iformances as
WCBS, the CBS flagship station in
the songwriters who
Possibility of the CBS "Arthur
tossed Paul White's: way.
Windy City for NBC originations gel a fee for all radio performances, Godfrey
New York, which some months back was
Talent ScotJt" show spreadAward to White, then CBS ncKi has "been steadily decreasing."

to

i

;

;

:

recaptured a half-hour of morning
network time to build its own programming, is dittoing the move with
another half-houi in order to expand two of its current shows.

too,

moving in s)^
his supervi.-<or.

is dropping ttie 5: 30-tom. network show ahd is reshufSchedule so that Margaret
and the "Missus Goes A•'

time wl-ien he.

a

program can be expanded

ubove
Juwim;
'tliat

«liow,

At
,

;

j

j

tiie
(ta.v

Windy

Muri'ow
a program veepec as
R.

The

competition."

lunehion

of

sponsors

was cancelling

fol-

word

got

network

Hie

noma Wme,
a

;AFM

exec Ijerths

itv

out.

last

Wednesday
Club

the Over.'^eas Pr!B,s^
'J'"
and Muriow
^- v.. Slun-r
(Contuaied on pa.ae 37;
.

the

in

came

Last week, however. AFRA and
finally agreed to the waiver.
jOnly question to be settled now is:
jwho pays for the cost of the tran-

j

network fold

the

And to top off this year's do.-e of
to
irony a .'special citatibn wa.s siven
on the
Ihy "cBS "Suspense" .show
its mu.sic and
Ixisis tlud"its casting,
ehoulders
-iispen.se is head and

fling its

»om 1.5 minutes to a half-hour
cross-the-board starting June 2. in a
bid for additional sponsorship.
Under the revamped programMiss Arlen will be heard
worn 8:3Q to 9 a. m., "Missu-s" from
10 to 10:30 a.m., while "Hits and
Misses" currently heard 10 to 10:30.
switches to the recaptured 5:30 to (i
segment.

at

exiting

during a resliume
found Eciward
wliieii

.Arlen

Shoppin'

w-a.s

ol top

Station
" p.

came

director,

City Blues

Wasliington, April 22.

iscriptions-.'

Ironv of FCC Commissioner
Clifford Durr's charge that FCC
backsliding on its Blue Blook
promi.ses i:* that it Was in Chi"cago at the NAB convention last

October

'

tliat

FCC

Chairman

FM

out
operation

air

,

show

I

(WOR.
stanza

Boms, who handed over the thus
N.
to

Y..

all-night

disk-gab

Eddie

Newman

Saturday

(201. will stick around the Bamberger station for a couple of new
chores. He'll have a 15-minute weekly show of his own starting next

Saturday '26) at 6:15 p. m. on which
he will play back wire - recorded
roving reporter -stuff he has picked
up around town.

units

compri.,ed

of

his

talent.

Currently involved with his morning air programs as well, Godfrey
far has turned a deaf ear to the
bids, but has indicated that in time
he may fall in with the idea.
It's
expected that Irving Mansfield,,
who concci\-ed the "Talent
Scout" idea and produces the show,
would also mastermind the Vaude
unit production.
" Godfrey.?
show goes sponsorship
soon, with Lipton Tea picking Mp
the tab.
;

Bilf

a multiple showbiz
similar to the one-time

irilo

Major Bowes setup, Ls .seen in a bid
from bookers for CSodfrey to set up
vaudeville

BEKNS AS BOVING EEPORTEB

is

Charles R. Denn.v, Jr. first declared Xo the world "FCC -will
not bleach the Blue Book."
But. according to Durr, it is
decision itself
in the Chicago
that FCC betrays the promise
made by its chairman six months
ago.

ing
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Cai. Preiiier Throws Bimkliei With

Over to Obler

<t HMMH «t» By

Free Comptitiaii, Higher Wages Plug
Toronto, April

(Wo)KO

Premier George Drew earned
rounds of applause from Canadian
radio artists when he to?sed a bombJatory

the staid, self-congratuafter-dinner speeches at the

annual Radio Arts banquet at the
and
here
Hotel
King Edward
charged that radio artists in this
country are being paid pittances and
embarrassto
the
Adding
exploited.
ment of radio executives, the Preniisr's surprise outburst went over
the network facilities of the CanaDuring the
<!;• n Broadcasting Corp.
c-vuing uproar, everyone seemed to
forget that they were present for
Loder
Pegi
Miss
th'j coronation of
'47" in Canada.
a.^ "Miss Radio of
Tn a two-minute address which
throw the whole proceedings into a
firore, the Premier started by offering his sympathies to Canadian
riidio artists for the "unique handicap" under which they are forced
and hoped that "the
iHbor
to
shncldes of monolithic radio con-

19.^7 amounting to control and
failed to report it.
Decision, if it comes, would
not be unprecedented in view

crackdown
WOICO, Albany, .several
months ago over concealment of

on

Followins: four weok.s' appearance
bd'ore capacUy" audi^encvs at, Uie
W'aUlorC- Astoria's Wedswood nooin,
Tito Guiv.ar l.s now Hollywood bound
and will soon be starred in Technl-

|

year."

1)1 -It

TITO GUIZAR

stock purcha.ses.

(Canada's nationalized radio
system) will have been broken by

\mid grim looks from the headguests and glares from sundry scattered vixie-presidents, Drew
k'cked the previous back-slappings
of previous .speakers aside and told
the over 40ft radio artists present
that "they could not hope for comp;u-able returns until we have free

t;'')le

competitive networks in Canada."
He claimed that removal of the
"shackles of state control" would not
only mean better pay for radio
artists in Canada but "would assure
to Canadian producers of good radio
entertainment an opportunity to export profitable radio programs to
thp U. S."
Tlie Inescapable truth is that our
never hope, under
rr-.'. o artists can
present Conditions, to receive what
is paid for similar services in the
U. S;," said the Premier, "but the
reason for this is not to be found
entirely in the difference in population or wealth of the two countries."

t 4iM-t.'

•

of the commission's

trol

-i

of my views on commercial radio gives me an
opportunity to restate the reason for my belief in it as a system ol automatic checks and blocks agaiast overt usurpation of what "is liconsod as
remain a public service, which
a public service." For I maintain it should
what they obviously want^ not with what
is to say, serve the people with
someone' believes they should have. I hold' the moat profound admiration
and sincere regard for the brilliance of radio's top creative men and their
But I have more
ability to keep raising the standards of the public taste.
respect for radio itself than for anyone in it. And I mean respect for its

WORL?

i.'olor.

Before leavhig, Tito completed ten
additional recorded selecttons fcr
lAng-AVortli's Transcription Network of 400 stations orchestral ac-^

—

companlment by Los Amigos Pan
Philadelphia,

•

Hollywood.

Industry sources say the FCC
today (Wed.) may announce it
ha.s "denied a license renewal to
WORJj, Boston,- on grounds that
Arde Bulova's attorneys, Sanford Cohen and Harold LaFount,
acquired stock in the station in

into

shell

for

4

CarioU GarroU

Dear Arch;
Your misunderstanding

••

22.

-•Vmerieanos.

April 22.

Broadcast of sports was hailed as
a major ally in the fight against
juvenile delinquency by speakers at
a banquet last night (Mon.) at the
Warwick hotel here, paying tribute
to the Atlantic Refining Co. Sponsors of the affair we're representatives of more than 100 stations, officials of major and minor league
baseball clubs, football coaches ixiA
athletic directors of colleges, announcers and ad agency execs.
S. Louis Nichols, assistant to J.
Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI, de-

LANG-WORTH,

INC.,

NEW YORK

Clear Channel

clared that sport shows made great
contx'ibutions in aiding his organization in its campaign against delinquency among teenagers. U. S. Senator Francis J. Myers in his speech
declared:

Chances Look
Better at

FCC

Washington, April

22.

strength, regardless of its intellect.
today. And. like
I'jn as aware as you are. Arch, of the abuses in radio
you, I deplore them. But I find them lar preferable to any political conFor it seems to mc impossible to do as you suggest, u.sc radio to
trol!
educate the people politically on the dangers of fascism and communi.sm,
either on a national -or an international scale, without re.fsulation lliat
must become political. I know of no one, nor any group, wise enough, fair
enough, honest enough, and sufficiently unbiased to operate r.idio solely
till sides get
in the interest of the listeners; no one competent to see that

,

a square cut.

The Curious trend in our dernocracy today is not toward rca.son but
toward argument by name hurling, injunctions and innuundoc.';. This
starts with street corner rabble-rousej-s, rises slowly throu,;>,h loiter writers,
and winds up with the U. S. Congress tbreatenmg a private citizen be^
cause he's exercising his constitutional privileges. -as set forth in the Bill
of'Rights.

With the "ins" and the "outs" equally unstable and irrational, who is to
be allowed to administer this heavy weapon, radio?
My belief is that the current competitive commercial angle is democBecause adverti.sers
racy's automatic shield against its effective misuse.
try to keep their political views from .shining through their programs for
fear of killing potential sales to those who may not aj;rec with them.
Thus, what you feel is evil is at;tually a self -regulating force.
But to begin at the beginning of your indictment, I don't, as you sisy,
argue against further castigation of commercial radio. I argue only aganist
Castigation by forces in direct business competition to it, parties more in*
terested In castigation than improvement. I argue again.st planned critic
cism by interests who criticize not to make better but to destroy.
In pointing to newspapers and motion pictures as doing the public a
worse disservice than radio, I did not mean to imply that because they
are no better radio need not improve. In fact, I said I considered radio
far better in all. branches of public service than either ncw.spapers or
motion pictures, offering less slanted news than the dailies and more really

Hopes of the bigtimc clear channel
broadcasters to win superpower for

intelligent and instructive entertainment than the films.
It's true, as you say, that the mere pleasure of laughter

and

e.scapi.sm,

at this most critical time, is not "enough. But there is no reeorfl that people
appeared brighter this week, in effective numbers will listen to anything else. And there is ample eviwith reports that FCC- had aban- dence that they will listen to laughter and escapism. So it seems un"No one knows how much time doned earlier plans to come forth democratic to force a "licensed public service" to deprive this majority of
the .radio industry and the sponsors with an affirmative proposal of its what it wants to hear on its own air just because it won't listen to what is
of sport programs have spent to own governing future clear channel good for it.
It is quite true, as you say, that unless we are better informed we may
combat juvenile delinquency, to de- operations.
Lack of agreement among FCC gain a bellylaugh and lose the world. The trouble is, that because the bulk
velop wholesome interest in youthful minds, to lift the morale pf the members' and pressure of other busi- of the people who should^ will not listen to information, we stand a chance
American Worker and to bring ness was reported behind the Com- of It^ing the laugh and "the world.
pleasure and cheer to the disabled mission's decision to let the clearStacked Studies
channel boys carry the ball in final
and infirm."
I don't know whether Or not it's a fact, -as you say, that the American
Other speakers included Maj. Da- lap Of hearings skedded to resume
He claimed that Canadian radio, vid It. Lawrence of Pittsburgh; Con- June 2. Commission's earlier sights public is the most amused and least informed group in the Big Four. I'd
If operated on a competitive basis,
nie Mack, manager of the Athletics; were set for FM stations to carry assume it inust be the most amused. It seems to me that no matter what
would have the whole radio audi- Honus (Hans) Wagner, coach of the bulk of metropolitan coverage in the surveys made here show regarding our extreme igriorahce and susence of the TJ. S, as a potential mar- Pittsburgh Pirates; Clair R. McCul- heavily populated East, while high- ceptibility to propaganda, they prove nothing luilcss the same surveyors
ket. White not saying liow, he be- lough, president of WGAL, Lan- powered clears would cover the make identical studies in the other Big Four, countries, to find how ignorant
lieved that it would not be much caster; John Shepard, 3d, chainnan sticks and radio-poor Rocky Moun- the people of those countries are and what part of what they believe is
longer before radio in Canada got of the Yankee Network; C. McEvoy, tain region. That plan was rumored puie propaganda.
You say our national knowledge is pitifully scant regarding the great
out of its swaddling clothes.
director
of broadcasting of the to give clears outside New York
The Premier's startling two-minute Anncrican League, anci Bill Slater, City and other eastern markets political problems of the day; JBritish postwar thinking, European ideopower hike to as much as the 750 logical differences, the awakening of Asia's people and the implications in
b'ast followed broadcast messages of sports announcer.
"the static dejnoqratle ideals of our professional diplomats." What is the
Frank H. Smith, general manager kilowatts they were seeking.
Sir Ernest MacMillan, conductor of
Abandonment of the FCC plan, Chinese n,ational knowlete about this? Or. the .British? .Or the -French?
the Toronto Symphony, that radio of WWSW, Pittsburgh, chairman of
It may be trime, as you say, that if a large percentage of the cleverness
had improved musical tastes in Can- the "tribute committee," presented according to observers here,
and ingenuity which goes into entertainment was diverted into education
ade; of Davidson Duntoh, CBC chair- a plaque to Robert H. Collet, presi- strengthens the clears^ bid for power
of the people, we would have an alert and voting majority. But I doubt
man, that private and public radio dent of the Atlantic Refining Co., boosts all up and down the line. At
if it's possible to divert and educate the majority to be as alert as anyone
In Canada both had tlieir personal which has sponsored 10,000 baseball the same time, it casts doubt on
thinks they should be.
The,?e after-dinner and 2,200 football games since 1936. FCC's earlier estimates on the speed
responsibilities.
It may not even be possible to divert and educate at the same time wij.h
with which FM would supplant
speeches, together with those of
and the extent and reliability of FM any degree of consistency, no matter how much ingenuity is used. InErnest Bushnell, -director-general of
coverage generally.
Industry en- structive entertairithent, the best and most ingeniously devised, has never
CBC programs, and Harry Sedggineers, whose studies have been reached the great masses of people it should' reach. It only reaches those
wick, chairman of the Canadian
who,
from an intellectual standpoint, need it least.
much more exhaustive than FCC's,
Assn. of Broadcasters, had gone
But let's assume we ignore all this and give radio a social conscience by
claim there is how plenty of supthrough the regular CBC "clearing"
Mutual is stepping into the Sun- port for the clears' position
that FM legislation. Who is to be the guardian of that social conscience? Those
c'lanneis but— said CBC spokesmen
day afternoon symphony ranks
who now run radio?
stations can never do the coverage
—Premier Drew's wai delayed until 4 with an hour of light classical May
fare job required, even 'in the populous
Obviously the onI.y way radio can be taken over from the commercial
the last minute and "had slipped by
the WOR (N. Y.) house orch un- east.
group which now controls it is by government action. To whom does the
th-ough."
der the baton of Sylvaij Levin.
government then entrust it? Radio under you will reflect your thinking.
On this statement of CBC officials, Stanza will probably be emceed by
Radio under roe will reflect 'mine. Kadio under a government committee
that his fwo-fflinute talk should Bill Berns, who has just finished a Awaril
will
feature the ideaS of the gentleman who controls the committee, either
Wiiiier
Does
have been .submitted in advance and brief stapdin as WOR's all-night
from within or without.
cl'..ared by the CBC, Drew later said; disk jockey. Scripts will be penned
My thesis is not that commercial radio is beyond criticisni nor that It "is
Swilcfi, Setting
Prizes doing
"Tliat
merely illustrates the at- by Robert A. Simon, WOR manager
its full duty in teaching the people that they are the people, which
tempted misuse of power toward of new program development, who
tew of them are willing to admit. The only thesis is that radio under
For Weekly Newspapers commercial
w'lich my remarks w*ere addressed. is New Yorker mag's music critic.
sponsorship tends to keep it further away from politics than
The CBC did ask for a copy of tny
Program, called "Masic for an
Ithaea, April 22.
radio under any other management. And we all know that as soon as
m- uuscript and was told it was not Hour,": wiU be aired ia the 1-2 p.m.
Corheirs station
WHCU cele- radio gets openly into polities it is the winning weapon of those who conmy practice to submit such a manu- segment. "Juvenile Jury," now in Jjrated its copping of a peabody trol it. Myself, I'm sifraid of all parties, all groups^
and all suggestions
script in advance. I would point out ^e 1:30-2 p.m. spot, will be moved award last week for its "Radio Edi- tending to turn competitive
cottimercial radio either into a dull governthat: the hosts of the dinner were to the 3:30 p.m. time' being vacated tion of the Weekly Press" by tossing ment monopoly bir
a darigerous political weapon, depending oh who gets
the 'Canadian Radio Artists Assn. by "Crimes of Careles.sness," which a filet mignon dinner for editors of control of it.
and that, neither directly nor in- does a bowout next Sunday (27). 74 cooperating upstate weeklies here
So let's continue to educate and improve the taste of the people, as radio
directly, was I the guest of the WOR, however, will carry only 45 Saturday (19).
Surprise snapper^ of has unquestionably been doing since its inception, by constantly seeking
CBC, I prepiared my remarks for minutes of the new music hour, the affair was announcement by sta- to improve the standards of writing, thinking and production that it applies
the audience I had been asked to picking it up ;.t 1:15 p.m. following tion manager Mike Hanna, of a new to all the entertainment it offers: comedy, drama, music and documentary.
address atid felt as free to discuss American Bird Products' "Canary "leadership awards" plan under By so doih^ the appreciation quotient of the listeners will be raised a little
this subject as I would have been Show.''
which WHCU Will hand out |1;50^ each year, autblhatlcailly inereasing the average LQ. until we have a mass
before any other club or similar
in prize mdney to weekliH of this of people with intelligence enough to think for themselyes. This will then
gathering. Tlie very fact that any Phillies
area that do the best job In the com- become the alert majority you and everybody knows is necessary to
to Plug Selves
question has been raised about the
ing year.
democracy,
Again Via Radio Spots Awards will be made annually,
propriety of my remarks by 'the
CBC is the best possible evidence
Hanna said, and he asked the State
Philadelphia, April 22.
of
Publishers
of their efforts to curtail freedom
year
the
Last
Phillies
Assn.
to
appoint
a
ball
comdub
,
Irisli
^ons(>r Time;
speech where their activities ftre brqfce an all-time attendance record mittee to draw i'ules for the compe
Three $500 awards will be
eoncerhed."
tor the club with .more than 1,000,000 titidn.
40,000 Hours for
cash customers laying cash on the posted, one of them for the pape
IK ^PREVIEW*
line to gander their at-home games. .showing most improvement, other
Dublin, April 17.
Hollywood, April 22'
trek Part of the success the club officials two fur outstanding community Radio Eireann, Eire's state-owned
CROSS ON
A new trial has been denied CBS
broadcasting system, expects to .sell
Benjamin Cohen, UN Director of attribute to a smart advertising and leadership by weeklies.
in the case ot Jack Stanley, recently
Dinner speakers, who lauded the 40,000 hours
Chris Cros.s, radio, promotion campaign, muciv
time during
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com%
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tomorrow
leave
liaison
(Thtirs.) for the Coast to particitWarner Bros.)
pate in the
boss,

it

via

radio.

This season the club is again buying up a flock of spot announceceremonies marking UN's second ments on all the local outlets plugging
the "Fighting PhiLs."
genAgency
been
has
.station
anni.
Coast
erally recogui'/xd as dohig a sbpk job handling the campaign is N. W.
"

KFWB

m

Ayer.
.

PLAGIARISM

.

Information, and

of "seJllng"
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APim

WHCU

of

plan,

included

Miller, Dititrict 4

Publishers

wood,

Maurice
prexy of the State

A.ssh,;

CBS news

Charles Collin,ganalyst

and re-

porter, and Dr. Robert D. Leigh, director ojE the Commission on Freedom dJ the Press,

according

Time

to

1947-48,

estimates just is.sucd.
minute, but only

sells at -$4 a

specified periods of the day are .sold
and then only to very .selected advertisers who must be Iri.sli companies. Alcohol and certain eosimetic

ads are out.

awarded. $35i60O in a plkgiarlsm action over the net's "Hollywood Pre-

view" program.

J

Natwoi'k' attorneys now iiulicaie
that the ihait^r will bo. lakt n to the
Appellate ?ourt following the refusal of the superior court.
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"CUMULATIVE-COMMERCIAL AUDIENCE"

homes

they battle

as

and (b) each

(a) each individual broadcast,

series

of successive

tool

SELLER

of

Radio has a new, keen-edged sales

not available to competing media.

And the BUYER of Radio knows—for the first time—what

tough post-war .competition.

—By PROGRAM PRODUCERS,

as they seek to build

shows

portion of his total market

being reached with his sales

dollar.

Thus,
as they face

—a

Radio from the costly

frees

of the

33-city

ure (a) audience

true advertising and

siz(S,

(b). n)iarket

available for the

first

cover-

age (cumulative audiehce)i or (c) audience

is

reached by
needed

if

vitally

commer0i?ilis----all

the true and larger values of

Radio in reaching markets are to be made

Think What this new yardstick makes

coincidental

—which could never meas-

phone ratings

now ready for their
use. It's the businessman' s measurement— NRI "CUMULATIVE-COMMERCIAL AUDIENCE."
marketing measurement of Radio

NRI

limitations

sharply increasing competition from other media.

in answer to their need

is

messages.

more goods per radio

—By SELLERS OF TIME AND TALENT,

.

number of

the

history,

Clearing each program's commerciat messages for

Thus, the

—By ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES,

And

Radio

reports, for the first time in

needed

now—.

sell

to

broadcasts- (Note chart).

The truth about Radio

that will

now

not begin

clear.

time:

But NRI. "CUMULATIVE-COMMERCIAL AUDIENCE"
It

I.

measures the great Radio Audience

hitherto
lying

—the 83% of homes

uncounted

beyond the reach of the 33-city

is

only one of the

many

other .exclusive truth-revealing

NRI service. Let us show you how
help make more money out of Radio.
features of

eac/i

can

coincidental phone rating. (This includes

the entire market for products.)

COMPARi TWO KINDS OF RADIO YARDSTICKS
II.

It

(For a typical fevanins prosram)

measures the "Cumulative Au-

dience" reached by a series of broadcasts. This

coverage of the sponsor's program. (See

Hie
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Only

this cu-
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chart).

NIELSEN RADIO INDEX
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(AccuraU cFtctremc daU- from homes 9I

all

lypai)

mulative measurement can reveal to the advertiser what portion
of his market
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covered adequately

—and what portion

is left

wide open for unopposed advance by competitors. Only by
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Youthbuilders, Inc., to address member clubs on "How Radio Can Contribute to the Fight Against Juvenile Delinquency". .. .Jack Wyatt, Jr.,
Presbrey radio director, heads for Hollywood today (23) to launch
Cecil
Philip Morris sponsorship of "Heart's Desire," on Mutual.
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ABC's 60-minute crass-the-board disk jockey show for Paul Whiteman
being sold in 15-minute strips, with initial bankroller reported oh verge
oj:

signing yest. (Tues.).
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Wrong With Henry Morgan?"

for Radio Life.

Constance Gallimore into ComptOn agency media dept
WHOM's free
vaccination service last week to foreign-born of city extended to nearly
2.200, with nearly 600 given the needle on Saturday alone.
.Robert MaxWell, producer of "Superman" serial and other ,juve shows, invited by
.

. .

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

»

ducting tour.

Jim McGarry, BBDO radio flack, father of a girl, Sheila Maureen, born
Tuesday (15). Mrs. McGrarry is farmer Eunice Dickson, who was a ^BDO
tiihe buyer until refeently. .. Granger Tripp and George W. lioomis appointed to sales department of Radio Reports. Tripp formerly was copy
Tom Kelly has pulled
chief and Loomis assistant production manager.
out as sales manager. Dick Rieber, v.p,, is in charge of sales. .. .'Radio
actress Adelaide IClein inked by Transfilm to narrate a documentary,
third in an "Americans at Home" series being produced for Ford Motor
.Dick Barr, news writer for State Dept.'s Latin-American broadcasts,
Co..
compiling a book of hitherto unpublished wartime humor, tentatively
titled "One For Your: Grandchildren:
.New public re.lations firm has been
set up by Leonard Matt and Rita Dyckman Hessiori, both until recently
with Bto Sonnenberg's flackery.
.Phil Carlin, Mutual program veepee,
hospitalized in White Plains with an ailment affecting his legs.... Jean
McFarland Shanley, who retired' as Coast radio flack for Ayer after mar.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

rying radio singer Bob Shanley, has returned to the
:'
N. Y. public relations dept.
^

agency—this time

in

its

BOLLYWOOD

IN

.

,

.

If negotiations, continue to progress as satisfactorily as they have been
be a new greeter in Kraft Music Hall next season. Billing may
even be changed to read, Kraft Presents Garry Moore's Music Hall. Sez
"Rogues GalGarry, "neither of us have said no to a single thing yet"
lery' will be back for summer duty with Fitch but not with Dick Powell.
Lead goes to Barry Sullivan. E. G."Jit*' Naeckel, prez of Ramsey agency,
was in town last week talking over a new contract with Alice Faye and
Phil Harris and Fitch will decide in another week or so whether to renew
or replace. Few months ago the shampoo biz took such a sharp drop that
Fitch was of a mind to call the whole thing off, even the lush NBC Sunday time....Vick Knight again writes and directs Mutual's salute to the
Shriners May 5 for their philanthropic work in connection with maintenance of Crippled Children's Hospitals. Harold Russell, Academy winner,
-emcees and rosster includes Bob Hope, Dinah Shore, Dick Powell, June
AUyson, the Sportsmen and Charles Hathaway's orchestra. .. .After three
years as office manager and coast talent head for the Blow agency,
Maxine Anderson is pulling out to make another connection. Vacancy
is being left that way.... All the Schenley wine biz goes over to Blow
but for the time being it won't run into important figures. .. .Wildroot is
through testing shows, and survivors are "Adventures of Sam Spade,"
King Cole Trio and "What's the Name of That Song." Casualties were
Dark Venture" and "Washington Man"... John Alden, manager of
Blow's Frisco operation, is slated for the presidency of the agency. Biow
is under medico orders to slow down .and he'll function as board chairman. .Walter Craig aired back to New York with scads of records and
scripts for submission to General Foods for the noon day CBS spot
warmed these many months by ICate Smith.... It was 16 years ago this
week that a pair of rustics, namely Chet Lauck and Norris Goff, broke
in their characters of Lum and Abner on a small Arkansas station
Art Linkletter survived the first round of Junior National AAU handball tournament
Ruthraufi & Ryan made Sam Pierce a veepee arid
he'll ride herd over the Hollywood radio personnel. He's been in coast
radio foy 15 years and has toiled as writer and director on many successful network programs. .. .John Nesbitt will be at the helm of Read'ers Digest when it moves to Hollywood in a few weeks.
.Frank Sinatra's
scripts are now being dished up by Bobby Lee and Jei7y Lawrence, vice

there'll

.

ABC, Mutual Next
Hollywood, April 22.
It's two down and two to go for
the Radio Directors Guild here. This
week the union and NBC effected an
agreement, the union's second in its
initial net negotiations and following one with CBS. ABC is now in
the throes with the Union, probably
in the last stages, and Mutual will
be next and

NBC

.

be held by April
the

that

In

its

—

Glens
of

Falls, N. Y. Appointment
W. Mattison to the position
general manager of WGLN at

Glens Falls, has been announced by
John R. McKenna.

ziv raoottos

"iSTWOHC" PROCItAMS

their
first

eq.ualii

power to move goods.

WWJ, NBC

in Detroit

radio station
jboth local

t

ftnd influenced the

iti

the nation,

and national

is

richly

CHICAGO

Consider these musicals:

WLS general manager in hospital for oper^ition. .Life
doing a spread on the Breakfast Club....Al Morey,
producNew York on business
Virginia Evan."!, formerly of
MBS, now head of the Woman's Events Department of Public Relations
Affiliates
Rudy Vallee guesting on "Voices of Spring"
Bev Dean
added to WBBM production staff
Entire WCFL personnel at Auditorium for Annual Frolics. .. .Ralph Edwards doing guest spot on Quiz
Kids Show May,4,.. .Les Johnson, of WHBF, Rockford, regional head of
National Association of Broadcasters, in town to set up plans for two-day
regional convention on May 8-9 at Palmer House
16 high schools and
colleges registering students for April sessions of the WBBM-FM
theatre

favorites

and

who have won

the hearts

buying habits ofmillions of Detroiters.
to

.

WBBM

.Bill

McGuiness

WGN

back from vacationing in Mississippi
.Joe E. Brown set for appearance on "Melody Lane"
Gladys Scott,
N. W. Ayer, addressing Radio Management club.-... Mr. and Mrs.
Ed
Wojtal welcomed a baby girl last week. Former is chief sound technician
cla.<;ses,

Hitdi (|fOur product story

.

mag

endawed with

the wealth of stars that attract

,

.

.

of

.

,

ahost of listeners
,

.

.are hitting

.

to

WWJ, in America's 4th largest market

at

where employment, production, savings and income

^

peace-time peaks.

WBBM.

_ Bob Bouchier named program director of WLOL in Minneapolis and
Jack Thayer joins same station as account exec. .Tommy Bartlett skedded

'

.

as

emcee

at Travel Exposition in "Coliseum.

.

.Confections, Inc., Chicago,
doing radio campaign on contest touching over 70 markets.
.Jack Durant
now at the Copa, visiting the Teens and Tunes Club Radio Show.
.
receiving citation for outstanding service from Veterans
Administration on behalf of General Omar Bradley. .. .Judith
Waller of NBC
honored at dinner party at the Drake in celebration of her
25th year in
radio.... Georgie Tapp.s, the Harmonicats and the
Honey Dreamers added
to lineup for the AFRA Antics ball in Medinah
Temple. .. .Maurice Copeland off to California for his first vacation in seven
years. .. Walter Ltmtorman completed article of 20.000 words on radio, for
Encyclopedia Britanmca.
Genevieve Kalcth of
will be featured with the Women's
bymphony in all-Gershwin concert in Orchestra Hall April
21
'fi....s^a
Ed aoron
Borofi
and Ell Henry of
off to New York.
..

.

FM

Slatloa

WCNA

WBBM

ABC

950 KIIOCYCLES
/SOOO WATTS

if SIMCEREiY

KENNY BAKERt

Amerlra's fovortf* romantic l*flor,
ptui tha cuts itnglng of IHM* Miss Rhythm,
Donna Oa«, plus lh« mvlic of Buddy Col*
SfarriAQ!

liii ram— nil nrally Hod logaHnr by
your fovoril* motltr of c«r*inoni«i,JimMy
WelllnBlon, ThfM or flvo qvortir hovii
p«r w*9li.

and

ii

mt WAYNi

'Hw Wolfe King,
hit

trddllionolly

KIN® SHOWt

hit goldon raxophon*.
orchtttra, plus

briUtont

.

Nancy Evani ond Lorry Dougloi,
norrotad by Eranklyn MocCorniack. A MB*

votoliili

solional ftsfwork history of succtss.

^ THi iA«lt¥ W©@§ SHOWt,
Wood with iongilrws Mar*
sort) WliiHng, fh» Mftedy Moldt en i ll>»
tmoolh itrlngt of Hdnlf Sylvorn and hit
arckoura.
qwarler hoitr mvllcot tkfls
Starring Borry

A

•MOOHi'M

•Wt,.

.

WBBM

Anociaf*

:

FOR

"USS-nUIMiETWORK"
SPONSORS

Glenn Snyder,

move ptfop/e

•

BIESM

on KNX.

tion manager, to

to

of-

of Carl

&

The power of "idols"

ABC

union again came off without mstking inuch dent on the salary
angle. The fourth meeting was slated
for today (Tuesday) after the union
reps talk it over with the net men
concerned. Major hitch is the different status enjoyed^ by ABC'ers,
known as writer-directors, a situation involving special fees that con»
siderably hike
director
incomes.
Threat is that if the union sets the
same minimum as made with the
other two nets, it may alter other
income structures.
Otherwise, the
opposing sides see pretty much eye
to eye.
flcials*the

.

size ciggie, a switch from Lennen & Mitchell
(Old Gold),. ..The Jerry Colonna audition record was cut last week at
Jean Hersholt moves "Dr. Christian" to N. Y. after May 14
broadcast for six weeks.. Rexall bought Chet Huntley for a news anal-

ITS

tmd it's likely
wiU be as

30,

Jnatter

details.

third meeting with

NBC

Idol 'Worship bat always been an inRuential factor in

NBC

draggy on

,.

on LorlUard's new king

"JU Wo.,

a virtual dupli.

is

set, and NBC's goes into the
it's
drafting stage this week. Final meeting between CBS and the union will

.Foote, Cone & Belding will move into its own building
across the street from the new Don Lee studio, concentrating all its units
now scattered around town
Geyer, Newell
Ganger get the billing

ysis

last.

agreement

cate of that made *ith CIBS. Under
it, the directors get a basic minimum,
of $90 starting salary and $100 for
second year men, plus individual
merit raises.
Details of the CBS
contract are still being hashed but

.

Frank Wilson.

radio selling.

NBC;

Kelly,

.

CBS dispatched special » scroll to Ellen Terry Museum at Tonderden,
Kent, England. It commemorates 100th anniversary of English star's birth
Which was marked on net recently with Btar-studded. cast. ... . Vtctot Katner
doing a radio article for McGall's niag'
.Heir due to the EiJSar <JrunWalds in May, also to the Bob Buckleys. ^Grunwald's the fwmer VARnny
.His
staflman who's now manat!ihg editor ol Business Week mag.
series on the atomic bomb finished, Dexter Masters now concentrates on
his novel, same subject. .. .Alma Marks of William Morris office now
resides in Manhattan; doesn't have that trek to Fort Hamilton nightly.
Jazz pianist stunt at
has program director Arnold Hartley practically out of circulation these days, .. .Charles S. Monroe, CBS associate
script: editor, was son-in-law of Archbishop Owens. Episcopal primate of
all Canada, who died l^t week in 4V>iH>]aW. ; .Lots of expansion aispund the
Xou Cowan package office, with five new sales rep and additional transcribed shows, including quarter-hour •"'Gaslight Harmonies" and fiveminute "Joe McCarthy Speaks" sports series of baseball anecdotes....
Cornwall Jackson in from Coast for J. Walter Thompson huddles on Ford
summer replacement show. .People's Radio Foundation, which has been
denied an FM application, is not Cpmmtjnjst sponsored; Strictly' a 'NonPartisan operation.
•rora Hudsoii, Kate Smith Sunday show announcer, did nawatioh for
Pathe short, "tdfe of Alexander Graham Bell,'' at N. Y. studios, for first
film job.
.Bob Swezey, Mutual exec veepee, lost his two-month.K)J,d
daughter last week., ..Paul Brentsen added to
annouricing s'taft;
announcer Johnnie Dale a father.. Kermit Murdock and John
Stanley to casts of "Katie's Daughter' and "Strange Romance of Evelyn
Winters" respectively. .. .Rene GeKiere, Lon Clarke and Ethel Browning
join "Our Gal Sunday" cast
Vera Allen new to "Rose of My Dreams"
... :Cammin Prud'homme joins "Backstage Wife"
.Elaine Kent and
BichaTd Jaikver added; to ''Young Widder Br
Morgan has th/ee. writing assianttients: a piet* on hwnor for '*7; afi article
on his hobbies for Mechanix Illustrated', and a satiric yam titled "What's
.

RD6 Pacts

.

Dorothy O'Connor, Helen Hedemah and.Dorothy Williams were vaccinated for smallpox on Patt Barnes* WJZ Wednesday <16). .Pat Hurley, head flack of WQXR, was to wed Walter T. Gassenheimer, station enginew, Thursday <I7), but she took down with bronchitis the day before.
Nuptials *ill have to wait 'til she's well....
Bandleader Vincent Lopez's manager is offering him around N. Y. stations
as a disk jockey
New Yorker mag prepping a Profile, on Joe Franklin,
,WOR newscaster Presproducer of WMCA's "Echoes of the Big Time",
cott Robinson, who ruptured a blood vessel in his throat while doing his
news stint recently, underwent a throat operation last week at Temple
Univ. hospitai Philly. Expected back on air next Monday.
Notroan Thomas Simpson has left Corapfon agehey to beconie Sports.Kitty Blake, women's
caster for WWOD, new station in Lyjiehburg, Va,.
Marty
commentator for WJOB, Hammond, HI., vacationing in N. Y
Goodman back in N,Y., after six-week Coast trip. .Norman M. Rockwell
Charles Oppennamed sales promotion manager for DuMont telesets
heim, WINS publicity director, back at his desk Monday <21). after two
George Sebastian, radio conweeks' absence due to bronchial infection
ductor, off to Europe Saturday (19 via Air France for two months' con-

ABC

.

.

Because Mlwr. lott;'than-n«lw«Fk
Htetr
Iti «thtr tiH«i pay

tpofison

pro-rota,

slngte-ctiy

rate,

the»*

blQ-nome, blthttme program* ar«
available to you of a mere fraction
of thgilr cotf.

AVMLMl'S FOR LOCAL AND
REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP

.

lAUDT TEIO BRANCHES OUT
Pittsburgh—Edwin S. Hoofnagle,
Landt Trio has set up office as 34, radio and night club entertainer
Landt Productions to package tran- who was formerly
featured on KQV
scribed and live spots and shows.
WHS sentenced to from one to two
Outfit's initial offerings include a years in the
workhouse last week
five-minute plattered series called for trying to
hold up the downtown
"Three Cheers for Bj-eakfast" and a Elks Club last
December. An achalf-hour live variety show, "Life of complice,
Louis Cardamone.
drew a
"
the Parly."
,

\
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.
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Detroit news

I

I

J

'

similar term.

ton.

•These past five years as
emcee of "We, The People"
have been wonderful!

•The Gulf

Oil

Companies

and especially Rod Huber

"

*Young

& Rubicam,

especially

Tom

Lewis, Harry

Ackerman, Paul Richardson
and David Levy

*Oscar Bradley and

his

fine organization

•Lindsay MacHarrie, Producer

and

all

the swell guys

and

on the "We, The People"

gals
staff

•Columbia Broadcasting System

Milo Boulton
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CaL B'casters

Nam Mouthpiece-

Radio Gives Texas Blast Ali<Out

Samlsh
Continued from pajre 28

,

To Batde Pending Radio Legislation

factor, .coupled with the fact that
the
tele staff is already well-

cifically
Hollywood, April 22.
commercial broadcasting
Broadcasters of southern Cali- and the planned State-sponsored netfornia, alerting themselves to floclc work from interference or superpending radio legislation in vision by the Board. As amended,
of
Sacramento, have appointed attorney bill declares that Board shall not in
Don Tatum to represent their in- any sense control broadcasts interests in the state Capital, May 1, tended for general public, but would
wfieii the first measure, Senate Bill aflfect only those facilities owned and
1382, is aired before the committee operated by public agencies in conon education. It's aim is to set up a nection with oflftcial business, i.e.,
State-sponsored F]\I educational net- police and fire departnaents, etc. tt
"
says: "Communications facilities to
Work.
Special meeting of Southern Cali- the juriodiction of the Division of
shall
(Board)
fornia Broadcasters Association was Communications
held yesterday for briefing of Tatum never under any circumstances be
broadcasters' stand. He was also in- used for political, secretaWan or

gramming through its experimental
work during the last year, puts the
web in a unique position, Samish

'

structed to set up Close liaison with propaganda purposes.''
northern indastry group for cohcerted action, il and whfeh necessary,
His. initial move for radio meiii Will
All-Out Block
be that of an observer only as bill
goes through the mill. He remaitts
Fliig. Iiicy@s •iliiiif,
in close contact,' however, in case
decision becomes necessary. SGBA
:.film Trailers, Parlies
may set up a precedental permanent
Hollywood, April 22.
lobby or, at least, a watchdog service ill Sacramento depending on
The all-out drive oh >i^jirtin
outcome of hearings. There are a Block as a Coast iHdle station, lea^
jreported 25 bills aSEfiCting radi^ ture was laimqlitd this week by
''::-*
.pending.
Harry Haizllsh, manager of WarFrom here on out
:-Politicos were slow in replying to ner's KFWB.
the teciuests' for information on Bill southerii California should hear* of
138? and when it would be heard in little else as exploiteer extraordicoiTilnittee, and the association is nary, Haizlishj, tuilicity Associates

KFIE's

.

'.

Shora-Reyes Agency,
Shaokleford agency
and station p.a,, Irving Hamblin,
unleai^h an aillrtime high barrage.
Total of 73 local and area newspapers will get advertising sched-

without word on Assembly Bill
supporting measure for the
Senate Bill, and also Senate Bill 908,
Which asks for a State Coinmunications Board, in effect, a local levfel
FCCL They regard the bnisiiofl as
ty^picaV of politicos and tHe impres-

(24

.still

p.a.'s),

Lockwood

'l5l4,

&

all

Ab

Coverage;

ABC

versed in

phases of video pro-

Sah Antonio, April
disaster at "Texas

pointed out,

Rescue Work

the

gional and national webs who mobiPlans for expansion of the tele
lized their equipment to aid the vicafter N. Y. gets on the air are
not set yet, he declared. ABC's pri- tims of the tragedy as well as to air
mary tele consideration in HoEy- on the spot news of the fire, explowood will be on talent and not so sions and rescuing of victims. First
much on the market area available, news of the tragedy was flashed by

web

implying that Hollywood radio news and from late Wednesbe the second station only if day stations throughout this section
the coast'to-«oast coaxial cable is of the state gave complete coverage
readied by then to permit Holly- of the event. Representatives of
wood-originated shows to be trans- Mutual, CBS and NBC were flown
mitted to N. Y. It it isn't Holly- to Texas City for the origination of

he

M

mercial and regularly-skedded
nro*
grams to serve as mouthpiece f or n*.
lice and relief agencies.
reLocal Houston citizens helped
sta

22,.

was given
City by local,

.Full radio coverage

said,

will

tion personnel handle volumes
of
telephone calls from friend.,
and
relatives of Texas -City inhabitants
Other stations in Houston and with!
"

in a 50-mile radius of the
explo.
carried up-to-the-minute
news
but continued to air their
regular program schedules.
KTHT is now broadcasting appeals
tor funds and living quarters
for
displaced Texas City people
To
date over $50,000 has been collected
fslons

iMilletins,

wood, then ABC' has its choice of nationwide broadcasts. Among these
Chicago or San Francisco, were Bud Thorpe of the Chicago
wnlch .have all come NBC office; John Daly, CBS network and Arthur Gates of Mutual.
Nabors, of the KTRH, HousABC is- interested primarily in tonTed
staff, was believed to..have been
building up tele's commercial posthe first to air direct- from the
sibilities, Samish said. He expressed
stricken Texas City and later aired
the hope that during the web's
on CBS news. Pat Flaherty of
building period in N. Y., the market
KPRC, Houston, was also on the
for sponsors would become large
scene for special broadcasts.
enough to rule out any sharing of
Sam Sloan, WOAI, San Antonio
time and production costs with adnews reporter, went
Detroit,

grants for
througB.

vertisers, an action which some stations have been forced to follow
lieretofore.

ABC

niight work out some participation deal for sponsors to make it
possible for the small advertisers to
enter the costly medium within the
next few years. Web's tele stail
under national director Paul Mowrey
had one of the first pooled adver-

to "Texas City

and stayed there for several days
using the San Antonio police shortwave transmitter to send news bulletins to WOAI.
Jerry Lee and
Monte Kleban, also from WOAl,

Tennessee Ptosjboy

flew over the city in an Array plane
and aired their eye-witntss account

on NBC World News late Wednesday evening. John W. Scott, KABC
news editor, spent several hours in
Texas City and also aired first hand

shows on video over WABD
(DuMont, N, Y.) last year and ABC reports of the tragedy. KTBC sent
will attempt to build more shows a special crew from Austin where
on the same basis, Samish said.
wire recorded interviews were made
and played back.
placards, commercial tleups, introIn many cases radio men. anHope is that some ductory parties, personal appearseek" to enact.
nouncers and engineers were in
added info will be in hand on others ances, trade press ad sections, direct
danger of ejiiplosioas as they aired
mail, film trailers and other gimbefore Tatum treks north.
an
account of the fire and exploalong
with
micks
will
employed
be
recently
Coatiiiuea
from
amendments
were
page
28
Two
sions, One crew left only 10 minutes
ia*rted in 908, possibly the results everything available from Warner
their imagination and future capa- prior to an explosion of one of the
outside pressure or raconsideta- studios and theatres. Virtually en- bilities.
ships
the dock.
Stations also
night
is
An
of
tire
staff
the
station
a
anticipation
such.
They
oit
flon In
Show produced was an original served' inas a clearing
house during
are iso wordfed as to protect spe- and day working schedule';
•by Robert Mutji, titled "The Three
Gifts," a one-acter that could go on the first several days for messages
any station with a little script- which poured in from all parts of
tightening.
Script called for some the nation wanting information of
highly-intricate sets and it was in loved ones and friends. Outstanding
that direction the ex-GIs showed work Was also done by the shorttheir imagination, coming up with wave "hams"
who were the first to
a
sliding-door
arrangement that establish first lines of communicarivaled similar: sets designed by Jo
Mielziner for the Broadway produc- tions with the stricken city.
tising

Over 1,000 air plugs are
planned.
In addition, billboards,
blimps, car cards, bus and taxi
ules.

Siori' is that'simiiar slights may be
niore frequent and more inimical if
solons are empowered by laws they

Tel@ Review

,

MM

,

tion of

"Dream

Girl" last year.

Set

KTHT's 48-Hour

was designed by Kit Kirkbride,
David Gaines and Iran Berlow.
Other production

credits, for the
include Don Celentano as
producer; Tadeus Kowal, director,
and Marc Daniels as technical direc-

record,

A f IDiRAL €OURt MAi RUliD
THAT THI NAMI

GRAND OLE OPRY
IS

THE EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY

Russ BincWifle handled studio
with Charles Durand' on
sound.
Cameraman included Ted
Paul and Franlc Graham, with an
assist from Jerry Tobias.
Cast comprised Theodora Bender, Joe Silver
and Berlow.
With four new stations expected
to go on the air in ^. Y. within the
next six months, and other grantees
throughout the country pressing for
an early start to operations, there's
going to be a crying need for just

tor.

du-ection,

such experienced personnel as the
Wmg is turning out. It's to be hoped
these ex-GIs, who are taking the
course under the GI Bill of Rights,
have an inside track on the top jobs
available.

OF RADIO STATION

.

NASHVILii
INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE
VIGOROUSLY PROSECUTED

„

The

Federal Court of the Middle District of Georgia,

on March

24, 1947, in the case of

Plaintiff, against

WSM, Incorporated,

Golden Goose Corporation and R. L.

Whitton, Defendants, rendered the following >dedsion,
applying throu^out the United States:

"The

plaintiff,

'WSM,

Incorporated, by virtua of
words "Grand Oh Opry" to
program has acquired the legal

the long use of the
designate

its

radio

right to the exclusive use of such
titled

would tend
-

name and

en-

is

to be protected against infringements which
to deceive ..."

Tho above dacltlon appIlM to

ffa* iito

of wordi similar te

"6r«nd0lo0pry"

theatre Managtri

In case of doubt as to the
authentidty of a

Oh

**<Shr!fliidf

O/tfy'* act, contact

md

Booking AgenUi

WSMm
NASH

H. Y. Realty
ss

Contimied from page 28

VILLI, TII4N.

its

TBA

to serve until a master antenna
system, capable of feeding all receiving
sets in any apartment house, could
be fully developed, tested and' approved,
Telieon, RCA and Amy,

Aceves

&

Kirig are

such a .system.

how working on

TBA

which
to have been approved by
industry engineers, would have allowed thousands of N. Y. families
to enjoy tele shows until the
master
system was developed, according
to
TBA spokesmen.
Plan provided basically for a
plan,

was said

landlord to approve, installation of
many conventional dipole antenfelt could be erected without damaging the appearance of the
building or creating interference
between each antenna, two points
which the realtors had mainly found
fault with.
Each set owner in a
buildmg was to permit other set
owners to attach lead-ins to his antenna, with TBA maintaining
one
as

nas as he

could

thereby

service

four or five sets.
Set owners were to assume full
liability for any damage caused
by
the antenna and were also to agree
that it would meet with all fire department and building regulation
codes,
the tenant who'd; installed

M

entire facilities for a 48hour period to reporting and handling distress calls on the Texas City
disaster.
Station cancelled all com-

EDDY ABNaLD

He^r

its

CM

WSM

I

Oie Opry

i

Every Saturday Nlqht

Caravan

to

Carry Tele

Gospel to 22

RCA,
Television

9

Towns

In

will

make

its

first

stop

May

20 at

MUTUAi
Monday Thru Friday
Noon E.S.T.
For Kalston Purina Co.

»•

Reading, Pa. Closing week's show
will be given Oct. 15-18 in Akron.
Caravan, carrying 12 tele execs and
about $100,000 worth of ecjuipment,
will be carried in six cars built
especially for the purpose by Chev-

of

the

tenna was to become the property
of the iahdlord so that the other
sets connected to it would not be
put Out of service.

—

San Antonio
Charles L. Brady
has been named chief engineer of
KMAC and KISS, FM voice' of

KMAC.

OLE OPRY

'

I.Mti>ilt

Vlctoi-

K('.\

Mfe

AVtdioMt r.ovoJ
Mncli I l.ovi- You
20-19I8A. boi'ltpa by
"ClialiieiJ to a, Meiiiin-y")
TlitU to UlHDlt Altout I'ou
(Victor sn-mn
All Alone in TJiis AVoild
(Victor 21)-1N.15)
la

How

Tliat'g

(Victor No.

1

t

Miiny Tears Aro
(Victor 20-l«TI.\

^Alommjr,

1

PleaM Stay Home With Me
(Victor 20-1S71B.)

« « >

>

1 1

AVAILABLE FOR

WABD,

dipoles
.subsequently
the building, the an-

P.M.— E.S.T.

BLUgBIlD Records
E<Iil}"»

What

PICTURES

,

moved from

11
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On RCA-VICTOR and
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production manager and Bernard
^•ink is chief engineer.
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Charm,

also formerly affiliated with
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Songbook Program

lb

organizations,
including
Pic and House Beautiful
mags, plus Westinghouse, Hickok,
B.V.D., Koroseal, Sherwin-Williams,
Hoover and U. S. Rubber. Receivers will be stationed throughout the
store for customers to watch the
proceedings. Basic idea of the caravan, according to Allied veepee Russell A. Brown, is to "reproduce, as
faithfully as possible actual studio
conditions," in order to bring tele to
people .Who have never seen it.
Caravan personnel is headed up
by Sam Cuff, former manager of
(.DuMont, N. Y.). Lou Sposa,

t

Saturday,

Caravan is to stop a week in each
of the 22 cities, where it will give
about 14 shows. Programs will comprise actual demonstrations staged
by

E.S.T.

Coast to Coast on

caravan

sponsored
jointly by RCA and Allied Stores
Corp., which is scheduled to introduce video to Allied store customers
in 22 cities throughout the country,

—
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cized Friday simultaneous with
rejection, had been devised by
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Germanf«»pleDuetoGet
Radi^ System in ll.S.

Soon as

te,

The

German

iUX MElHii0)bOR$E

Texas State Network,
IT

Blessings on the Broadcast Measare now threefold
—and official. Outfit, which cleared
its first and most fearsome endorsement hiu-dle at the NAB convention
last October, picked up the advertisers' okay at the
meeting in
Chicago early this month and added
the agencies' stamp of approval at
the 4A's annual meeting in N.Y.

people

— not

government or commercial

22.

their
interests

eventually going to run the
radio system in the American zone,
asserts Ptot I. Keith Tyler, of Ohio
State Univ., just returned from

—are

abroad on an Armysponsored trip.
Prof. Tyler said it was American

ANA

last

Thursday

(17).

While
broadcasters
alone
pay
occupational policy to turn the rebuilt radio system over to the Ger- BMB's way, the -bureau is generalisand
man people as fast as possible. Re- simoed jointly by NAB,
sponsibility would rest with organ- the 4A's, and is dependent on the
ized gtoups like trade unions, cul- goodwill of all three.
The 4A's unanimously urged
tural groups and civic associations
to continue its "regular nationwide
to provide proper leadership.
audience measurements" and said
"Commercial radio—U. S. style- member
agencies "will make extenearly was ruled out as not in keep- sive
use of
material to ining with European traditions," said crease
effectiveness of radio adverTyler. "Radio has become the No. tising
and further the welfare of
1 tool for entertainment, news disradio broadcasting." Pitch for
semination and education today," he was
made to the admen bj Carlos
added. "The shortages are so great Franco of
BBDO, D. E. Robinson of
in other lines, like newsprint for
LaRoche
Ellis, and Linnea Nelson
papers, ink and pens for schools,
of J. Walter Thompson, all 4A's reps
the
that

ANA

BMB

BMB

.

BMB

&

radio

only answer."

is

Tyler, who spent 10 weeks abroad,
said the Americans had done more
in turning radio back to the Ger-

on the

BMB

—

board.

Detroit With the appointment of
Russell Edsall as sales director,
people than any other occupyFlint, has
completed the
ing power.
He returned to the WTCB,
staffing for its opening April 27.
states earlier than the other halfdozen educators in order to whip
into final shape the Institute for
Education by Radio, May 2-5, of

man

which he

ConipIaiitsRoiin onFI

In Reorganization

3-Mii. Freeze

Fort Worth, April 22.
Reorganization has been completed here of the old Texas State
Network which was founded by Elliott
Roosevelt.
Under the new

FCC

on AM Broadcast Bids

Washington, April 22.
undecided whcthet or

is still

no obligation to prolong the freeze
to protect the local-channel boys.

As one FCC oiHcial explained it,
its three-month freeze/
the three-month moratorium was
on standard broadcast bids past its imposed "for administrative con»
setup the web takes over complete self-imposed deadline of May 1, it
venience, not as an umbrella to procontrol of KA>BC, San Antonio and was learned today.
Although the tect applicants from "competition."
KFJZ here, which is key station of Commission has cleaned up tough He went on to say that Commission
TSN, and half interest in WACO, engineering conflicts on over a half- has no particular desire to protect
dozen radio channels, applications those 325 bidders who jammed in
Waco and KNOW, Austin.
on a round dozen other channels aje applications in the week before the
Principal owners of TSN are Gene
still unresolved.
freeze began, since purpose of the
L. Cagle, prez, who has 10%; S. W.
As a result, complaints are rolling freeze was to break logjam on bids
Richardson, 18%; Charles F. Roeser,
13%; Ruth G. Roosevelt Eidson, 16%, hi from counsel of several applicants on file from nine to 12 months. Also
and same amount held by the Con- who now fear FCC won't reach their radio-wise ops may have filed sevcases
hy
May
and
eral out-of-town bids in hopes of
1,
after
that
date
tinental National Bank in trust for
the children of Mrs. Eidson and her new bidders may come in and tie up sneaking through grants before the
the works. Commission men are still local towns people cotild form their
former husband Elliott Roosevelt.
working
against heavy odds in effort own groups in competition.
Application filed with the FCC
In the meantime, a legal test of
specified considerations of $168,238 lo act on all the bids for fulltime
but spokesman for the web ex- and regional channels by May 1, but FCC's right to put bids on ice may
plained that instead of actual cash frankly admit there is no chance of reach the courts, if FCC okays a
outlay the transfer involved the completing action on over 200 re- grant to former ABC veepee Keith
quests
for
local-channel
and
dayKiggins and Donald Reynolds, midtrading of stock in the individual
newspaper
publisher
stations and iii the old Texas State time stations.
west
and
Network; a Texas corporation for
Legality of extending the freeze broadcaster, for a new station in
stock in the new corporation which without 30-day notice is worrying Erie, Pa. This bid was filed in the
has been organized under Delaware some FCC'ers, while others take week before freeze opened Feb. 8.
state laws, but still using the name view so long as Commission works It is now being challenged by WERCi
Texas State Network.
off the tough cases by May 1, there's Erie.
not to extend

.

is director.

Wisconsin leagie fids
•Lsaphier as

-

Mead

Milwaukee, April 22.
Wisconsin League of Radio Stahad the biggest turnout in its
15-year history when more than 35
broadcasters gathered here last week
for the annual meeting. NAB director Les Johnson of WHBF, Rock
Island, addressed the group. The
broadcasters voted to hold quarterly
tions

meetings; news clinics and program
conferences also were skedded.

Charles -J. Lanphier, veepee and
g.m. of WPOX, Milwaukee, was
elected
president.
Others chosen
were Howard Dahl, WKBH, LaCrosse, vice-president; K. F. Schmitt,
WIBA, Madison, secretary - treasurer, and ex-president Harry LePoidevin,
WRJN, Racine; Ben
Hovel, WSAU, Wausau; Lynn Fairbanks, KFIZ, Fond Du Lac, and
Rev. J. A. Wagner, WT'kO, G'-ffn
'

.

'

Bay, direqtaii--

8S

Roosevelt's Baby,

Possible: Tyler urement Bureau

Columbus, April

•
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BMBNOWOMCIA!^

'

has

more

listeners* in the

NRI

Chicago

ion area between 6:oo a.m. and 12:00 noon
\

any other Chicago
ilies

listening' a

minimum

station,

of six minutes per week.

Chicago 11

md Station
he

Illinois
.

se.toowatu

Middle West

720

On Your Dial

MBS

Ka«tern Sales Office: 220 Eaat *2nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
'West Coast Repre««ntativcii: Keenau and Elckclberft
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 . 4U W. fifth St., Los Anfteles 13
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So.CaL B'casters Name MiwApiece:

To Battle Peeing Rain Legiskiim

~

IToHywood, April 22.
ciiically
commercial
broadcasting
Broadcasters oX southern Cali- and the planned State-sponsored netfornia, alerting themselves to ilock work from intci'ference or superlegislation
in
vision
radio
by
the
Board.
amended,
pending
As
ot
Sacramento, have appointed attorney bill declares that Board shall not in
Don Tatum to represent their in- any sense control broadcasts interests in the state Capital, May 1, tended for general public, but would
when the first measure, Senate Bill affect only those facilities owned and
1382, is aired before the committee operated by public agencies in conon education. It's aim is to set up a nection with official busine-ss, i.e.,
State-sponsored FM educational net- police and fire departments, etc. It
"
work.
says; "Communications facilities to
Special nieeting of Southern Cali- thfi iuricdiction of the Division of
shall
(Board)
fornia Broadcasters Association was Communications
held yesterday for briefing of Tatum never under any circumstances be
broadcasters' stand. He was also in- used for political, secretarian or
'

'

structed to set up close liaison witli
northern industry group for concerted action, il and when necessai-y.
His initial move for radio men will
be that of an observer only as bill
goes through the mill. He remains
in close contact, however, in case
decision becomes necessary. SCBA
may set up a precedental permanent
lobby or, at least, a watchdog serv-

depending

Sacramento

in

ice

outcome
reported
pending.

25

afifecting

bills

on

'There are a

of hearings.

radip

ilow in replying to
the requests' for information on Bill
•Politicos v/ere

1382 and

when

it

would be heard

in

committee, and the' association is
without word on Assembly Bill
'l5l4j supporting measure for the
Senate Bill, and also Senate Bill 908,
Which asks for a State Communications Bciard, in effect, a local level
FCC They regard the brushoff as
typical of politicos and the impression is that similar slights may be
more frequent and more inimical if
Bqlons ate empowered by laws they
stek to enact, Hope is that some

.gtiU

added

info, will"

be in hand on others

Tatum treks north.
Two amendments were recently
insetted in 908, possibly the results
outside pressure or reconsideraThey
tion in anticipation of such.
are so worded as to protect spe-

Befoire

;

propaganda .purposes.'^

'A FiBiRAi

-

KFWB'sAU-Out Block
Plug Includes Blimp,

coupled with the fact that
tele staff is already wellall phases of video proits experimental
worlc during the last year, puts the
web in a unique position, Samish
pointed out.
Plans for expansion of the tele
web a{ter N. Y. gets on the air are
not set yet, lie declared. ABC's pri-

ABC

versed in

mary

coQsideraiion

tele

in

Holly-

he

implying that

said,

.

:

&

'

WABD

placards,

commercial

NAMI

fHI

.

mt

David Gaines and Iran Berlow.
Other production credits, for the
include Don Celentano as
producer; Tadeus Kowal, director,
and Marc Daniels as technical director.' Russ Hinchliffe handled studio
direction, with Charles Durand on
sound.
Cameraman included Ted
record,

Paul and Prank Graham, with an
assist from Jerry Tobias. Cast comprised Theodora Bender, Joe Silver
and Berlow.
With four new stations expected
to go on the air in
J^. Y. within the
next six months, and other grantees
throughout the country pressing for
start to operations, there's

going to be a crying need for just
experienced personnel as the
Wing is turning out. It's to be hoped
these ex-GIs, who are taking the
course under the GI Bill of Rights,
have an mside track on the top iobs
available.
sial
.^uch

.

,

N. Y. Realty

24, 1947, in the case of

page; 28

WSM,

Ineorporated,

WSiyt, Incbrpbrated, by

the long use of the words

"Grand

Citt

vlrttie

6f

tem, capable of feeding all receiving
in any apartment house, could
be fully developed, tested and approved.
Telicon, RCA and Amy,

Opry"

to

eti-'

Xvi)jch

would tend

ttf

th« use *f

&

King are now working on

TBA plan, which
said to iiave been approved by
industry engineers, would have allowed thousands of N. Y. families
to enjoy tele shows until the master

such a system:

was

many conventional dipole antennas as he felt could be erected without damaging the appearance of
the
building or creating interference
between each, antenna, two points
which the realtors had mainly found
as

such naine and is

be protected against infringements
to deceive ..."

Aceves

system was developed, according to
TBA spokesmen.
Plan provided basically for a
landlord to approve installation of

radio program has acquired th« legal

right to the exclusive use of

virordi (litiHar

to

:

one

tn case of doubt as to the

Oh

Opry "

act,

contact

wave transmitter
letins

to

news bulLee and
Irom WOAI,

to send

WOAI.

Mont* Kleban,

Jerry

also

flew over the city iii an Army plane
and aired their' eye-witn«s8 aceount

on NBC World New»
day evening. John W.

9& Tew\cfi»ee Pkwboy

late WednesScott,
news editor, spent several liours in
Texas. City and also aired first hand

KABC

reports of the tragedy. KTBC sent
a special crew from Austin where

wire recorded interviews were

made

IWfSJUjr:

INC.

NASHyiLLB/TiNN,

installatifln

could

four or five

disaster.

Station cancelled all

com-

sets.

thereby

service

I

llietkt,
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WSM GraiOle Opry
Every Saturday Nlghr

Caravan

.'

.

RCA,

Towes

M.— E.S.t

9 f.

Carry Tele

to

Gospel to 22

In
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.

and—

Ciieckerlboard Jamboree:

Television
caravan
sponsored
by RCA and Allied Stores
which is scheduled to introduce video to Allied store customers
in. 22 cities throughout the country,

MUTUAL
Monday Thru Friday
Noon E.S.T.

jointly
Corp.,

will make its first stop May 20 at
Reading, Pa. Closing week's show
will be given Oct. 15-18 in Akron.
Caravan, carrying 12 tele execs and
about $100,000 worth of equipment,
will be carried in six car.s built

For Ralston Purina Co.

also

lartrday,

p.M

11

E.S.T.

EDDY ARNOLD'S

by Chev-

Caravan is to stop a week in each
of the 22 cities, where it will give
about 14 shows. Programs will comprise actual demonstrations staged

by
10
organizations,
Charm, Pic and House

including
Beautiful
mags, plus Westinghouse, Hickok,
B.V.D., Koroseal, Sherwin-Williams,
Hoover and U. S. Rubber. Receivers will be stationed throughout the
store for customers to watch the
proceeding!!. Basic idea of the caravan, according to Allied veepee Russell A. Brown, is to "reproduce as
faithfully as possible actual studio
conditions," in order to bring tele to
people who have never seen it.
Caravan personnel is headed up
by Sam Cuff, former manager of
puMont, N. Y.).: Lou Sposa,
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moved from

KMAC

„

iovc Yon
-

the

dipoles subsequently
the building, the antenna was to become the property
of the landlord so that the other
sets connected to it would not be
put out of service.

\

(Victor No. S'O-MISA, liai-lieii by
•'Chained to a Alpinnry".)
I fflltc to M}-f)«lf .\lioot i'oii
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tutor

nc.\

WABD
is

•

CecKt on

Caatl' to

Allied Stores Tie

Set owners were to as.iumc full
any damage caused by
the antenna and were also to agree
San Antonio
Charles L. Brady
that it would meet with all fire
de- has been, named chief engineer of
partment and building regulation
and KISS,
voice' of
codes. If the tenant who'd installed KMAC,
liability for

JtCA

Houston, April 22.
Station KTHT, Houston, turned
over its entire facilities for a 48hour period to reporting and han^
dling distress calls on the Texas City

fault

with.
Each set owner in a
building was to permit other
.set
owners to attach lead-ins to his antenna, with TBA mahitaining

authenticity of a "&razid

Sam Sloan, WOAi; San Antonio
reporter, went to Texas City
and stayed there for several days
using the San Antonio police short-

news

rolet.

simultaneous with its
had been devised by TEA
master antenna sys-

to serve until, a

Plaintiff, against Golden Goose Corporation arid R. L.
Whitton, Defendants, rendered the following
applying throughout the United States I

The dboya deflilen appIlM

CBS news. Pat Flaherty of
KPRC, Houston, was also on the
scene for special broadcasts.

especially for the purpose

cized Friday
rejection,

Federal Court of the Middle District of Georgia,

titled to

the first to air direct from the
stricken Texas City and later aired

on

Tile Iteview

-sets

'

agencies.

Local Houston citizens helped
sta
personnel handle volumes
of
telephone calls from friends
and
relatives of Texas City
inhabitant^
Other stations in Houston and
wlthi
in a 50-mile radius of the
explo.
sions carried up-to-the-minute
news
IwiUetins, but continued to aiV
their
regular program schedules'.
KTHT is now broadcasting appeals
for funds and living quarters
for
displaced Texas City people
1^
date over $80.000 has been collected

In many cases radio men, anparties, personal appearnouncers and engineers were in
ances, trade press ad sections, direct
danger of explosions as they aired
mail, film trailers and other giman account of the fire and explomicks will be employed along with
Continued from paere zg
sions. One crew left only 10 minutes
everything available from Warner
their imagination and future capa- prior to an explosion of one of the
studios and theatre^. Virtually enbilities.
ships
the dock.
Stations ahso
tire staflf of the station is on a night
Show produced' was an original served in
as a clearing house during
and day working schedule.
•by Robert Bluip. titled *The Three
Gifts," a one-acter that could go on the first several days for messages
any station with a little script- which poured in from all parts of
-ess
tightening.
Script called for some the nation wanting information of
highly-intricate sets and it was in loved ones and friends. Outstanding
that direction the ex-GIs showed work was also done by the shorttheir imagination, coming up with wave "hams" who were
the first to
a
sliding-door
arrangement that establish first lines of communicarivaled sirnilar sets designed by Jo
Mielziner for the Broadway produc- tions with the striekgn city.
tion of "Dream Girl" last year. Set
K'lHT's 48-Hour Stint
was designed by
Kirkbride,

ConlimiRd from

its

and

lice

tion

ductory

INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE

designate

raercial and regularly-skedded
nuo.
to serve as mouthpiece for
nnrelief

and played back-

tieups, intro-

VIGOROUSLY PROSECUTED

plaintiff/

of the state gave complete coverage
of the event.
Representatives of

Mutual, CBS and NBC were flown
to Texas City for the origination of
wood, then ABC has its choice of nationwide broadcasts. Among these
Chicago or San Francisco, were Bud Thorpe of the Chicago
grants for which .have air come NBC oflCice; John Daly, CBS network and' Arthur Gates of Mutual.
through.
Nabors, of the KTRH, HousABC is interested primarily in tonTed
staff, was believed to-have been

NASHVILLE

"The

tims of the tragedy as well as to air
flre, explo-

on the spot news of the

Hollywood radio news and from late Wednesday stations throughout this section

will be the second station only if
the coast-to-coast coaxial cable is
readied by then to permit Hollywood-originated shows to be transmitted to N. Y. It it isn't Holly-

:

THE EXCLUSIVI PHOPI^TY

on March

by local, regional and national webs who mobilized their equipment to aid the vic-

•

OF RADIO STATION

The

22.

was given the grams

Full radio coverage

disaster at Texass City

wood will be on talent and not so sions and rescuing of victims. First
much on the market area available, news of the tragedy was flashed by

an early

„

San Antonio, April

gramming through

building up tele's commercial possibilities, Samish said. He expressed
the hope that during the web's
building period in N. Y., the market
Hollywood, April 22.
for sponsors would become large
The all-out drive on Martin
enough to rule out any sharing of
Block as a Coast indie station featime and production co-sts with adture was launched this week by
Harry Haizllsh, manager of War- vertisers, an action which some staFrom here on out tions have been iorced to follow
ner's KFWB.
heretofom^
southern California should hear* of
ABC iriight worlc out some partieilittle else as exploiteer extraordinary, Haizlishj Puilieity Associates pation deal for sponsMrs to make it
Shore-Reyes Agency, possible for the small advertisers to
(24
p.a.'s),
Shaokleford agency enter the costly medium within the
Lockwood
and station p.a., Irving Hamblin, next few years. Web's tele staff
under national director Paul Mowrey
unleash an^ all-time high barrage.
Total of 73 local and area news- had one of the first pooled adverpapers will get advertising sched- tising shows on video over
ules.
Over 1,000 air plugs are (DuMont, N. Y.) last year and ABC
planned.
In addition, billboards, will attempt to build more shows
blimps, car cards, bus and taxi on the same basis, Samish said.

GRANDOLEOPRY
IS

Coverage; Also Aids Rescue Work

factor,

the

AlI<Out

ss

Film Trailers, Parties
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Detroit,
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German People Due to Get
Ibdib System

Soon

k U.S. Zone,

German

people

—not

government or commercial

22.

their
interests

eventually going to run the
radio system in the American zone,
asserts Prof. I. Keith Tyler, of Ohio
returned from
just
State Univ.,

—are

abroad on an Army-sponsored trip.
Prof. Tyler said it was American
occupational policy to turn the rebuilt radio system over to the German people as fast as possible. Responsibility would rest virith organized gtoups like trade unions, cultural groups and civic associations
to provide proper leadership.

"Commercial radio—TI.

S. style

early was ruled but as not in Iteeping with European traditions," said
"Radio has become the No.
Tyler.
t tool for entertainment, news dissemination and education today," he
added. "The shortages are, so great
In other lines, lilce newsprint for
papers, ink and pens for schools,
that radio is the only answer."
Tyler, who spent 10 weeks abroad,
said the Americans had done more
in turning radio back to the German people than any other occupying power.
He returned to the
spates earlier than the other halfdozen educators in order to whip
into final shape the Institute for
Education by Radio, May 2-5, of

which he

ALL MEDIA ENDORSE

Texas State Networh
IT

Blessings on the Broadcast Measare now threefold
—and official. Outfit, which cleared
its first and most fearsome endorsement hurdle at the
convention
last October, picked up the advertisers' okay at the
meeting in
Chicago early this month and added
the agencies^ stamp of approval at
the 4A's annual meeting in N.Y

is

Complaints Roll in on FCC Due To

In Reorganization
Fort Worth, April 22.
Reorganization has been
completed here of the old Texas State

3-io. Freeze on

AM Broadcast Bids

Washington, April 22.
no obligation to prolong the freeze
undecided whetheu or to protect the loCal-ehannel boys.
As one FCC official explained it,
Network which was founded by El- not to extend its three-month freeze
ANA
liott
Roosevelt.
Under the new on standard broadcast bids past its the three-month moratorium wa»
imposed "for administrative consetup the web takes over complete self-imposed deadline of May 1, it
venience, not as an umbrella to procontrol of KABC, San Antonio and was learned today.
Although the tect applicants from competition."
last Thursday (17).
Commission has cleaned up tough He went on to say that Commission
While
broadcasters
alone
pay KFJZ here, which is key station of engineering conflicts on
a half- has no particular desire to protect
BMB's way, the -bureau is generalis- TSN, and half interest in WACO, dozen radio channels, over
applications those 325 bidders who jammed in
Austin.
Waco
and
KNOW,
simoed jointly by NAB, ANA and
on a round dozen other channels aye applications in the week before; the
Principal owners of TSN are Gene
the
and is dependent on the
still unresolved.
freeze began, since purpose of the
L. Cagle, prez, who has 10%; S, W.
goodwill of all three.
As a result, complaints are rolling freeze was to break logjam on bids
The 4A's unanimously urged BMB Richardson, 18%; Charles F. Hoeser,
to continue its "regular nationwide
13%; Ruth G. Roosevelt Eidson, 16%, in from counsel of several applicants on file from nine to 12 months. Also
audience measiu-emerits" and said and same amount held by the Con- who now fear FCC won't reach their radio-wise ops may have filed sevmember agencies "will make exten- tinental National Bank in trust for cases by May 1, and after that date eral out-of-town bids in hopes of
sive use of BMB material to in- the children of Mrs. Eidson and her new bidders may come in and tie up i?neaking through grants before the
the works. Commission men are still local towns people coi^d form their
crease effectiveness of radio adver- former husband Elliott Roosevelt.
working against heavy odds in efCort own groups in competition.
tising and further the welfare of
Application filed with the FCC
radio broadcasting." Pitch for BMB specified considerations of $168,238 to act on all the bids for fulUime
In the meantime, a l,egal test of
was made to the admen bj Carlos but spokesman for the web ex- and regional channels by May 1, but FCC's right to put bids on ice may
Franco of BBDO, D. E. Robinson of plained that instead of actual: cash frankly admit there is no chance of reach the courts, if FCC okays a
LaBoche & Ellis, and Linnea Nelson outlay the transfer involved the completing action on over 200 re- grant to former ABC veepee Keith
of J. Walter Thompson* all 4A's reps trading of stock in the individual quests for local -channel and day- Kiggins and Donald Reynolds, midon the BMB board.
west
newspaper
publisher
and
stations and irt the old Texas State time stations.
Network; a Texas corporation for
Legality of extending the freeze broadcaster, for a new station in
Detroit— With the appointment of stock in the new corporation which without 30-day notice is worrying Erie, Pa. This bid was filed in the
Russell Edsall as sales director, has been organized under Delaware some FCC'ers, while others take week before freeze opened Feb. 8.
WTCB, Flint, has completed the state laws, but still using the name view so long as Commission works It is now being challenged by WERC,
staffing for its opening April 27.
Texas State Network.
off the tough cases by May 1, there's Erie.

NAB

FCC

is still

.

director.

Wisconsin League Picks
Lanphier as Head
Milwaukee, April 22.
Wisconsin League of Radio Stahad the biggest turnout in its
15-year history when more than 35
broadcasters gathered here last week
for the annual meeting. NAB director Les Johnson of WHBF, Rock
Island, addressed the group. The
broadcasters voted to hold quarterly
tions

meetings; news clinics and program
conferences also were skedded.
Charles ..J. Lanphier, veepee and
g.m. of WPOX, Milwaukee, was
elected president."' Others chosen
were Howard Dahl, WKBH, Lacrosse, vice-president; K. F. Schmitt,
WIBA, Madison, secretary - treasurer, and ex-president Harry LePoidevin,
WRJN, Racine; Ben
Hovel, WSAU, Wausau; Lynn Fairbanks, KFiZ, Fond Du Lac, and
Rev, J, A. Wagner, WT40. G'-ofn
^

,

'

Bny, directsSi.-

'

8S

{.Roosevelt's Baity,

as Possible: Tyler urement Bureau
Columbus, April
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COFFEE WXtH CONGEESS;
With mit Qcvsohi
SO

Alin.;

THIS

Mitl xu«at

Sat.,

•.IB,

Su.staininK

nouncer

second year, has arrived. It is
a net show on station time,

how

more

40 or
carrying it,

•with

outlets

and as many

regularly
as 10-15

additional ones picking it up when
a favorite .son goes on the air.
Formiat ol show has remained the
same, except that musical interludes and other accompaniments o£
its former 8 a.m. spot have been
deleted. As a result, continuity Is
uhinterrupted and solons who guest
each week are given a freer rein.
Quirk is stilb breakfast with a different member of Congress, selected
from both sides of Capitol Hill each
Week. "Host for the Toast" is inter-

;

IN CHICAGOtAND

'

MONAECH BREWING
WBBM,

ber

of
his
available.

inimediate

family

Chicago

For a 15-minute once-a-week shot,
loaded with everything but commercials. Restraint on
part of the advertiser is remarkable
With just a second and a half openMost
ing and closing commercial.
beer programs in this town have
three or four long commercials with
announcers doing every thing except guzzling the stuff.
Format of this show Is not origiand brisk.
nal,
but It's bright
Scripter ties in efforts of vocalists
with commentary on the bright
stan:;a is really

out the un
swingers.

usual' among

the bat

',

Vocal and musical talent are
Idea behind what has developed
special arthe smartest capital flavored drawn from the staff but
than
program here is to show the human rangements give program more
Billy Leach,
side of Congress.
From this has just ordinary handling.
this instance acts
grown all sorts of amplifications who Is a singer, inintroduces
Jackie
and
m.c.j
as
sparked
into

which have

;;.

jsrogratti;

interest in the

Searle,

who

baritone,

sells

"No

Greater Love" and chimes fn with
In the half dozen weeks since Bennett Sisters on "Heartaches" and
show has gone net, orchids for live- "Sunny Side of the Street." Combo of
liest program go to vet Rep. Sol four men db an effective job backing
Bloom, who took the ball .from inter- singers and providing show .theme.
viewrer Herson and ran with it for Show is set for half hour as .soon
alnio.st the entire 30 minutds, pack- as time is cleared;
ing it full of the color and spice of
his 77 years.' (Show fell on eve of BRENTON GRANT
Bloom's 77th birthday.) Radiowise 15 Mins.; Mon.-thrH-Fri., 7 p,m.
Bloom dwelt at length on his early Sustaining
theatrical experience^ and ran the WSAI, Cincinnati
gamut of his varied career. That
may be tough sledding for
It
such thin^.s make good listening was liberal commentators on the air
evidenced, by the 5,000 letters com
these days, but Brenton Grant is one
menting dri the program.
gabber at least who's sticking to his
the
Less colorfully, but of equal inter guns with heavy cannonading of
Frank and hardest. at least in his home state, was powers-that-be.
appearance of Sen. Edward Martin hitting. Grant parlays a literary flair
freshman from Pa., and ex-Governor for irony with his unusual speaking
of that state, Martin, who is defi- voice that makes him one of the
the
nitely on the formal side, impressed standout listening bets among
commentators now beas a very human man-of-the-people public affairs
,

•

.

,

under Herson's skillful orodding. ing heard,
During one of his daily stints.
Anecdotes of life on a Pa. sheep
farm before and after the Spahish- Grant put "big business" on the carAmerlcan war impressed the plain pet for torpedoing the price control
people of the state to the tune of re- setup last year and bringing on the
Attacksponses which started coming in current inflationary wave.
almost as soon as the broadcast was ing the Ignorance and shortsighted'

ness of the "impractical," visionary"
corporation leaders .and their politi-

over.

Format varies only

with cal cohorts responsible for the imeach guest. Herson leads with 'a
crisis. Grant said,
^usstlon about Solon's early life, and pending economic
of
in one of his typical figures
sailing. speech, "some business men would
oSl^ i^Sir."!" J*\ fisooth
^^pA^SSff^fA'^"*^ fs~ anal minute rather v/ear two right shoes rather
than seem the least bit left," It's a
On a local level, show has a peppery style with facts to fit.
mocha sponsor. It is still a natural
for co-op sponsorship or for one of HOWARD REIG
the large coffee companies on a na- Mon. through Sat., 7-9:30 a.m.
Participation
tional scale.

slightly

Louie.

WGY,

Schenectady
Pioneering but conservative
decided to follow the trend with a
record
rider
whose personality
could hold listeners through several
long-established
but disconnected
musical clock blocks. Reig, a former
school teacher, highly regarded as
an announcer and actor by the General Electric Co. station management, won the assignment.
Reig's ideas and technique are
sound though not revolutionary.
Two most.iBotieeable angles are a
fairly clever lise of the sneak approach for WUFbS,' and kidding interviews with 130088101131 fans visit-

WGY

-

ing the studios.
Disk director

Cowl, Florence Reed, With D wight WfUt, n*ratw
Wood, PAUht Lawrenoe, Writer! M^rgsret Lewert^

Jane

Witii

Peggy
»on«ld

Kenny Delmftf* Director; JTitfk MoMnan
IBwka,
Elimbeth 10 Mins., Sundays
Kirkland,
Alexander
Sustaining
Reller, Henry Sylvern
Producer-Director: Jock MaoQregor WCBS-CBS, N.lf.
Writer: Morton Friedman
This is an interesting and
edu,
30 iWlnji.; Wed. (16), 8:30 p.m.
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
cational filler designed for the in.
Sustaining
termission period of the New York
WOR-MBS, N. Y.
Philharmonic symphony hour airoS
Part of the nationwide campaign WOR-MBS, N. Y.
A lot of thought and work went over CBS, A four-week series,
currently opening in behalf of the
nro.one-shot gram
will
United Jewish Appeal for the relief into the preparation of this
give once-llghtly-Sveiit deportraits of the. creative giants
and rehabilitation of Europe's Jew- stanza and all concerned In
In
commendation. If the end re- the field of mwsic,
ish survivors, this dramat was a sen-' serve
painting, poetrv
sult was not quite all it might have
'
sltive, moving piece conveying the
and the novel.
least
it must be said that
been,
at
persecution.
horror of the Nazi
Preem stanza (20) was deVoted to
pointed in the direction more
Scripters for charitable institutions it
ought to be slanted. the personality of Johannes Brahms
and organizations like the UJA can programming
Word sketch was drawn through a
It liad intelligent appeal, and did
take a helpful cue from this producanecdotes and
to the YMCA, for whose series of amu.sing
tion;
The message was imbedded credit Youth
Fund it was aired— biographical incidents which wer*
World
in the drama and was projected, not
although it niust be admitted that a woven neatly into a literate scriptpropagandlstlcally, but through its
radio adaptation of a Greek drama, ing job, Dwiglit Weist handled th«i
dramatic validity and power.
particularly one retaining the classi- narration is straight and satistae*
Story of a young Jewish survivor cal lin€.<! as this did, could not be tory style.
Herm,
whose mind went blank following expected to appeal to more than a
the Nazi destruction of his home- comparatively small,
upper level
town and the murder of his wife segment of the radio audience. YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR
and .child was superbly cast with Whether this was b?st for a fund With Edward White, Margaret
Cox
(jregbry Peck and Charlotte Holland appeal is open to question.
Writer: Edward White
in the lead roles.
Peck, especially,
Friedman, who sold MBS and the Producer: Henry Felix
gave a deeply Intense portrayal of
employing Bti- 10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 9:05 a.la,
the young Jew, catching the inward Y on the idea of
ripedes' "Trojan Women" to point Sustaining
torment and fear with brilliant acawful sameness of war's WTAO, Worcester
curacy. Ray Bloch's orchestra con- up the
through the centuries, did a
WTAG's "friendly neighbor," like
tributed an effective background scourge
job of lifting essential lines most neighbors, is good-intentioned.
score.
As an epilog, Barney Bala- skillful
from the original to tell a compact On the program aired April 3, for
ban delivered a plea for funds to
story of the sacking of Troy and the example, ho devoted about halt of
fulflU the UJA $170,000,000 quota for
enslavement of its wdmen and chil- his time to an exposition on the
1947.^•.:Herftt;dren. Jock MacGregor's direction causes for the postwar spurt in the
and an outstanding cast gave the divorce rate, Tlien he read a letfet
PROMETHEUS IN GRANADA
enactment dramatic flair. In addiWith Paul Herlbiger, Mario Siletti, tion to Henry Sylvern's excellent from a young war widow who
Grant Gordon, John Hauser, Bar- original orchestrations for the mu- wanted advice on adopting a child
bara Coburn, Birdie Schmidt, Bar- sical backing, choral reprises of spo- because she could never get over
bara Stanger, John Vivian, War- ken lines or words were injected the loss Of her husband. And he
wound up, according to a brogrant
ren Anderson
to good, effect.
custom, reading a poem dedicated to
Producers: Fraink lanzl, Mario Si|.>
Stanza was introed by Donald a shut-in, (It isn't quite clear here^
etti
Buka, speaking as "all youth, of or elsewhere, why shut-ins are parDirector: Frank Lanzl
every time and of every place ... ticularly devoted to poetry.)
Writer: Norman Rostcn
youth which has ever been the sac30 Mins., Sat. (19), 8 p.nii
"Neighbor" seemed a little overlf
rifice to that mania of man maceratSustaining:
ing man, called war," He warned concerned With proper enunciation
WNYC, N. Y. :,
that unless the "atomic adagio o£ of his script, making his delivery
Interesting and frequently inspired
In the stahza in
annihilation" was halted, "tomor- somewhat stilted.
dramatization of the death of the
question, he described the reasons
row
will wear the face of Troy .
anti-fascist Spanish poet-playwright
and the world's destiny will be that for many of the present-day divorces
Garcia Lorca, as done by the Reperbut had no specific remedies to offer
of the Trojan women"!
tory Players on WNYC, N. Y., Satbeyond suggesting that couples conTheir story, as subsequently unurday (19), was effective stuff, mititemplating separation should give it
required
close
listening,
gated somewhat by the fact that In folded,
two or three months' consideration
format, subject matter and delivery, partly because of the classical lines before going through with it;
whose poetic swing was, however,
it had a reminiscent ring, as If all
this had been -done or said before. a joy to hear and would have lost
in prose modernization
much
and
Characters'
voices
soyae times
sounded Joo much alike, to be able partly because it was difficult at
to distinguish friend or foe clearly. times to distinguish between the
Production also sounded somewhat characters, especially if a listener
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
^^^
theatrical at times, with dialog oc- was not familiar with the Euripedes ^ ^
drama.
Occasionally
the
acting
casionally stilted in phrase.
seemed high-pitched
and
overSherman Biilingsley should have
But otherwise it was a good show, wrought. The overall performance, stood in the Stork' Club. The bistro
making a poignant story of the however, considering the nature of boniface is. more at home in his
poet's death and pointing up again the piece, was in keeping With the
N.Y. nitery than as a broadcaster
the fruitlessneiis of war.
Show strong abilities of the cast.
judging
by his guest-shot with
dramatized the capture and death of
Friedman adeptly brought the Louella Parsons Sunday. Outside of
Lorca, his being chained to a rock voice
pals
Steve* Hannegan,
of youth into story at several plugging
high on a hill to die (also to be a
points to reiterate that "to look at Walter Winchell, et al,,. saluting the
decoy), and the attempt of one of
the repentant Rebel peasants to free the face of tomorrow ... let Us look reporters (to whom he is a genmm. Good poetic dialog, combined at the face of yesterday" a thought erous host) as his "pals," and trailthat
can
stand
erizlng
a lot of teiteration.
the Stork, it was a micro-i
with excellent musical background
*"
*--fi'
and sound effects, and competent "I told you," says -""i."" i
closes, "I wou'
acting, carried show Off.
Lorca's the face
of ti
character was well-defined
por
V

'
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glib

and

articu-

WGY

—

—

Follow-up Gommeiit
'

-

—

.

-

and

frayed,

Bron.

-

Director

Wayne

Writer:

5 Mins.; Mon-thru-Ssit., 7:55 a.m.

packaged by Byers,
like

or

script, neatly

is

show you

a

peace?"

marks,
apeing
(his

Lately, however, announcers hax
to introducing him with sp
castic twits in what may be an
tempt of humor. Wii.^t passes
humor, however, is corn of the 1=
est and not-too-plea.sant variety

Ma

SHERMAN FELLEB
«"-ough
S'vSFi^fa^""BARBASOL
WEEI, Boston
The Hub's ranking
Sherman Feller, handle^;

Sat,, 1?

di.>jk

a

m

to 1 a,m. slot before a nightl,v
audience upwards of 300 ana
with the sharpest line Of

originating

ON TARGET
Itdge and experience of this highly coordinated organization.

in

the city.
Works entirely ad lib, pre
only a two-minute lead-in .skei
the opening commercial,
'
usually hilarious .satire on a
-sub.)ect, involves hi.s wife
(a
erable radio personality hersc
a couple of sound platters, b.
that he's on his own. What
1
out in the course of art hour's
show may be likened to nothi

whatever.
Format, roughly, calls fo
nine current faves, and
ai
with a bandleader v
musical personality, stage si

view

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
NtWYORK'BOSTON'CHrCAGO'DETROir'SAN FltANCI$COAnANTA>HOUYWOOt>

anyone

else

who

fiaDporis

to

town, but Feller appears to

i.

gag.s to force his visitors
to di

often interviowlng cafiual studii
Uors with frequently wow rosu

Aside from

his

off-tlie-cut"

*

'

o-

radio)

*

are however, takeoffs on his own
tamily.
Byers i.s easy to listen to,
his chatter and wit enllghtetning
a.m. shows.

—

agair
a thousanyears, .

There's no
middle ground. Byers writes with sonaliti
a flair for humor: and his anecdotes embarr
spite
and bits of Americana are easy to on
a
take. He attempts no great literarj
in a
skill and his homey stories about the
tastt
corner drug store, the supermarket mo
the trials and tribulation of finding a (he
parking space, living in small and spr
big communities and family prob
da
lems make for pleasant listening
His characters, ficticious in name
dislike.

of

oblit-

come
-

MUSTEBOLE
WTAM, Cleveland
A breezy five-minute
either

The fate
morrow
plcte

IN A NUTSHELL
With Wayne Byers
Producer
Byers

taken

Every team hat itt slar«, but even oll-slar
feamt need coordination to succeed. The
(samworic of Weed and Company givet
each o( its men full benefit of the l<now-

.

.

'

is

although occasionally his adlibbing
slides
over
the
bordjr.
Whether Reig should be a little more
musically-knowing, for the
area, is a question. He might modulate more, his voice booming at
times.
Advertising
runs
pretty
heavy.
*Jaco.
late,

,

104|

POBTBAIT OF THE ARTIST

THE TROJAN WOlWEN

Writer: Alien E. Sloane
Producer-Di'Tector: Himan Brown"
30 Mins.; Thurs. (17), 8 p.m.,

lights and sprightly happenings in
the Windy City. Murders and such
are taboo. John Harrington has a
viewed by WRC's Bill HersOn in three minute pitch on local sports
Congressman's own home or hotel and does a fine job by avoiding the
room, and in presence of any mem- usual baseball routine and picking

.

TOMORROW THE HARVEST
oroh

Producer: Jerry Dee
Writer: Charles BoMine
the end ol
15 Mins., Sat., 6 p.m., CST

WRC-NBC, WASH.
Program, now nearing
its?

WetliieadHy, Aprtt 28,

WEEK

With Billy Leach, Bennett Sisters, With Gregory Pecic, Charlotte Ho],
Jacliie Searle, Melddy Men, John
land,
Ann Shephard, E-verett
Harrington; Jolui McCormtClc anSloano, Richard Tyler; Bay Bloch

'

t

,

Wednesday, April 23, 1947

Haverlin'sBowontCnes
iiitiial

Eesliiiff!uigs;

Sclmiii James Upped
Carl Haverlin's departure from
Mutual ta head up Broadcast Music,
to?;, cued a major reshuffling in the

during the
past week. Several top-kicks came
in for stepups in responsibility and
rank, doubtlessly with appropriate
pay boosts, but the overall effect was
net's higher job brackets

The gap left by
money-saving.
Haverlin's going waS filled without
adding a new face,
Robert A. Schmid, veepee in
cbarge of advertising, promotion and
research, stepped into Haverlin's
station relations spot. Reins of the
AP&H department went to E. P. H,
James, manager of sales operations,
immediate vice
Tjvithout any
lout
Word was/ however,
pr«sid^«ncy
that James was in'lipe for a veepee
tag come the hekt Mutual board
meeting.
Certainty of such a title for
James was seen in the wording of
the announcement last week that he
would "assume responsibility" for
the AP&R department, and tht disclosure yesterday CTues;) that Hal
Coulter and Dick Puff are slated for
directorships in this department.
,

,

Coulter, assistant director of the de-

partment, will become director, and
Puff, manager of research, will be

named

director of research.

James' many-sided duties under
The new setup indicate he will be
devoting considerable attientlon to
search and the coordinating of that
activity by such departments as station relations and engineering. He'll
continue to assist prexy Ed Kobak
and g.m. Bob Swezey in special as-

signments,

it

39
Unusual Dual Operation

was announced,

Set for Dallas by

watts with its present program
schedule, and will also be heard part
time operating on 570 kilocycles with
5,000 watts.

KGKO,

currently operating on 570
will be deleted as its
are taken over by

kilocycles,
facilities

and

WFAA

WBAP.

Dual operations

the dual frequencies is believed unusual in radio. Assignment of the
call
letters to part time on 820 kilocycles
and- part time on 570 kilocycles, with
WBAP, Fort Worth, using the remaining time on the two frequencies, was the outcome of a recent.

eratiolis,

title

also

went

to

in

WPAA

FCC
that

hearing in which it was found
the exi.sting cooperative ar-

rangements of WFAA and WBAP
and KGKO was: in viiolation of the
FCC's duopoly regulation.

Under the FCC
and Fort Worth

order, the Dallas
interests will op-

erate independently of each other
but will continue joint use of a
common transmitter for each of the

WFAA

two frequencies.
is owned
and operated by the A. H: Belo
Corp. while
is owned and operated by the Carter Publishing Co.
Insofar as listeners are concerned,
the only change to take place will
be the call letters
which will
be heard no more. Programs now
aired by KGKO, both local and
ABC, will continue to be beard as

WBAP

KGKO

at present.

Alma

who now becomes manager

:

to Air

Boston, April 22.

"Medical Center of the Air,"
series getting

down

new

to cases in con-

and
of sales service, including all contract and estimate functions, report- functions, creating plenty of coming directly to sales veepee Jess ment locally.
Aired by the Yankee NetWork In^Barnes.-"'-'.'
stitute, 24 stations, programs are in
Xyttebbnrg— Jay Sibel, for several form ot roundtable discussions with
years with NBC's musical and dra- prominent members of local medical
matic departments in New York, centers taking part..
has arrived to take over program
Show is slotted Saturdays at 11:30
direction at

nection

with

WWOD.

By IHer

at

K.C NAB

District

Kansa.s City, April 22.
of the 10th and 12th disthe: National Assn.
of

BMB

NAB

A

NAB

;

HR

,

,-

NAB

NAB

A

,

bodily

ailments

advised them to assume community
Hedges
Cuiie
responsibilities without regard to
N. Y. Radio Execs Club nominat- the FCC stand.
1947-48
committee's
for
the
nod
ing
Censorship also came in for a pumpresidency
William
S.
goes
to
meling by A. D. Willard, NAB exec
Hedges, NBC veepee in charge of veepee, in his talk. With the power
planning and development. Others to license has gone the power to
posted for election May 1, barring censor, and this could well be iexate
Regina tended to newspapers and motion
further
nominations,
Schuebel of Duane Jones agency, for pictures, he pointed out. When and
for secretary, and Ralph N. Weil, if facsimile becomes a fact, the radio
vice-president; Louise (Pat) Spald- set owner would then have the specing of J. Walter Thompson agency, tre ot censorship in his own home.
g.m. of-WOV, for treasurer.
Business sessions were presided
Mil
gl
MgBa^PWBWW
In M iiUmiwa
^:

EEC

To

'

— For

Kansas City

many

years

all

I

don'f

mean « Movfe,

W

kiddles.

1

il

l

i^.i

llll

i,

l' iiy

'l

iil

W|i Jt,.#,i!autfj.|J

the

first

stations

in

time in
opera-

combined to present the
same program. Occasion was- a balf*'on here

hoiur, 1:30-2 last Saturday ilV}, in
behalf of the Salvation Army cainpaign for funds. Program was staged
in the heart of the loop with a band
furnished by the musicians union
Roe
out of the Petrillo funds.
Bartle, Boy Scout exec, was the

I

And we

Meet

over by- William B. Way, KVOO,
Tulsa, iztb district director.
tricts
of
Hot subjects of debate proved to
Broadcasters met here Apiril 14-16, be the 2% cash bonus to advertising
ently intends to take no further
in their annual convention.
Some agencies, charges for
services,
action until an independent commit- 200 station execs, promotion and labor relations and salaries for newsThe convention took a fiattee is apppinted, some time before news men and other offlcial.s hud- men.
dled with a contingent of
brass footed stand for united opposition to
the present five-year charter expires,
hats and took their cue from presi- the 2% cash discount plan or any
to advise on broadcasting policy.
dent Justin Miller's advice for radio such proposal.
resolution on
But Cooper's persistence is causing to tackle its problems on an intel- labor relations urged the
board
concern to Sir William Haley, BBC lectual rathei: t^an emotional level. and management to promote policies
Group
represented
stations
in
Ipwa,
which
will
effective
local and
inalfee
Director General, and other higherNebraska, Kanisa-s,
Missouri and area negotiations and outlaw th«
ups.
Concern has been increased Oklahoma.
secbndary boycott.
by discovery that he now intends to
Miller spoke on his favorite topic,
Uniform time was the subject ot
raise the subject of wasteful expenradio's public relations, in two talks, a talk by Willard on Monday and
diture.
one
at the opening session and the of a resolution drawn up Tuesday.
One third of the Corporation's
other before an overflow crowd at This urged support of
2740, now
revenue is spent in administration. It
keeps a horde of controllers and the luncheon at the Advertising and in Congress, which provides a flOO
fine for maintaiftlng any but stand*
clerks busy. _ Producers and others Sales Executives Club.
ard
time.
the
national
and
On
international
concerned w'ith providing the procan and will act in
The broadcasters were urged by a
grams say they have to flght for level the
funds with which to try new methods the best interest of the public rela- resolution
to
support Bi'dadcast
tions of broadcasters. Miller said, Music, Inc., both by using as much
of entertainment.
but
on
community
level it's up of its music as possible and by rethe
Another of the Parliamentary
to
the
individual
station
to
take
a
bombshells which Cooper and his
newing contracts.
direct
interest
in
community,
afa.ssociates will soon be putting under
In - another resolution the
Broadcasting House is the proposed fairs and to assume its share of board was petitioned to "seek action
formation of a National Broadcasting leader.ship.
to revise the inference of the MayCouncil.
Scheme is for an advisory
serious handicap to
radio's flower Case and establish the rights
council drawn from all sections of activity on the community level has of broadcasters to present views unthe community that would advise" the been the restriction of the FCC on der their own sponsorship in keepBBC Governors on public tastes and the right of broadcasters to editori- ing with constitutional gtiarantees of
general radio policy. This proposal alize, Miller said.
Any such re- fr^edoQ) »f Speech:''
has now developed beyond the talk- strictions are in violation of the
Formsition of a Kansas Assn. of
ing stage.
Actual moves are afoot First Amendment and also Section
Broadcasters, a group for members
for its formation, and MP's are pre- 326 of the FCC Act, he pointed out.
from stations within the state,
paring to announce detailed plans He pledged NAB's best efforts to
loomed as an offshoot of the confor the council in the House of Com- have these restrictions removed, and
move for forming the
mons with a view to obtaining Gov- reminded broadcasters that no ac- vention.
group had been instigated some time
ernment backing.
tion has been taken against stations
ago with Clark' Luther, Wichita,
which have begun to editorialize and
leading the way.

Members

A

Hub Hosps Take

FM

New

Graef, assistant manager of sales op-

K

WFAA

as well

as heading up "all studies in connection with MutUal's future planning
and television."
In

FCCs Iditorial Restrictions' Rapped

iiC

FCC

C«.ptinued from
Sm
Dallas, April 22.
here will become a full- meeting should be delayed until we
time outlet April 27 under orders have still more facts to discuss."
of the FCC which was issued recentInside Broadcasting House there is
ly. The
station will continue its
present schedule of operations on tendency to regard the whole affair
820 kilocycles with a power of 50,000 as closed. The Government appar-

principal speaker.

RAMO

Wedneaday, April 23, 194,7
tively little progress made in this
direction to' date.
Speakers in a. second panel, on
'What Are
Going to Do About
It?" were Len DeCaux, CIO publicity director, who outlined CIO's

Freedom to Listen

Inside

We

Sfiff-Ralo

shown by recent activity
character created originally by Steve
Durr as champion of liberal forces woman put it, "a total wapte of program; Dick Redmond, program Carlin for an NBC transcription package. Last November the N. Y. Post
must be given continued support; time," PCA spokesmen contended, manager of WHP, Harrlsburg, who Syndicate started distributing Happy as a comic strip, today claiming
for new ideas in public nation-wide readership of 12,000,000. When Carlin decided as a promo(2) American radio "does not now however, that thft resolutions would called
speak for all the people," including form a basis for concrete action service programs, and Saul Carson, tion stunt to tie in April 1 with a Humbug Day, RKO Theatres decided
minorities,
young when the joint council got organized. radio editor of ]^6w Republic, who to cooperate, running kid parties in their theatres from March 22 on, for
labors unlaws,
Radio actor and PCA division proposed "affirmative encourage- two weeks. Carlin and Myron Waldman, his artist, made p.a.'s in N. Y.
Americans and "Americans of every
Winston
O'Keefe ment of the good things on the air houses. In addition, Red Benson, WINS, N. Y., disk jockey, set aside 15
political belief"; (3) ECA' demands vice - chairman
broadcasters and FCC generalissimoed the resolutions ses- while condemning the bad."
Nor- minutes daily for Humbug Day news, and ran the feature for four weeks.
that the
"bring back the people who speak sion in the obsence of chairman Nor- man Ober of PCA's executive comNow Crown Records is issuing an album of Humbug's adventures, with
for all the people." and (4) PCA man Corwin, who was out of town mittee presided.
Happy Felton narrating and singing. Gimbel's, N. Y,,' plugged character
Dr. TOngdpn wound Tip the day April 12 as its Humbug Day, with paid ads, and other department stores
proposes to launch a drive to re- and wired his regrets.
Conference teed off with a "Who's With an appeal for attacking the have signified following suit.
wants to continue p.a,'s In cities outcruit 500 neW members in the next
at
its
political side N. Y.
Air?" panel conducted by radio an- problem
"right
two months.
In addition, Carlin and Waldman have had a dozen guest
Considerable debate arose over nouncer Ben Grauer. First up, Gail- origins," the FCC, which, he as- shots on the aiTj and mentions On Kate;, Smith's, the Fitzgeralds' and
Resolution No. 3's wording, which mor asserted, "It's freedom to listen serted, is "just a tool of the crowd other programs.
was felt to be ambiguous because it that is threatened. Stop being sorry now running radio and not the voice
A Somewhat misleading figure of 232 is announced by the American
did not specify "liberals" or specifi- for the liGeraj commentators who of the people at all." Letter writcally those who speak for the people. are pushed off the air they can get ing and "meetings like this are all Federation of Radio Artists in Hollywood as having been the total memjobs as shipping clerks if they have to the good," he declared, "but we've bership growth over the past year, Actually, insiders figure it to be more
It was finally agreed that the wordThe ones to be sorry fpr/ aare got to plan a line of political action on the basis of the many who get so few jobs that the union's rolls are
ing woulcl be changed to leave no to.
possible implication that all com- the people, who are denied' these thafs courageous, and strictly along "oifflcially" though not truly slimmer. 'The total is now 3,076, says the
political line^.
liberal commentatbrs."
We've got to save bulletin, without: mentioning, of course, those not paid up. Breakdowi)
mentators speak for the people.
democracy all round the circle or shows that actors still lead by far with a total of 1,850. There are also
Pressure All Around
It was apparent frOBi Other reBurr stuck, fairly close by the not at all."
iOT announcers, 568 singers, 49 sound effectors, 21 directors, 58 corii'^
marks from the floor that a sizeable
mentators, five writers 'and 19 masters Of ceremonies.
segment of the group felt the pass- legal aspects of the question, but
Last year the union also published a compilation of incomes along
ing of resolutions was, as one declared he felt the FCC, which
natufally doesn't live in a vacuum"
with the membership breakdown, indicating the wage brackets in six
and is subject to many pressures,
Mills
classifications ranging from the top income group of $50,000 or better to
might more often be kept from bethose
making less than $2,000 Jinnually—the vast majority. However, it
Conttnvcd from page 23
ing pushed over by pressures from
was considered impolitic i£ not incendiary to remind the masses of the
one dir^tion if it were "propped Yoitng now spotlighted, and is mov- corner on employnient enjoyed by the so-called "charmed eircle,"
up" by pressures from the other ing It into a nighttime spot. Web
side.
CBS' "Adventures Of Sam Spade," Which copped the Edgar .Mian Poe
has afco revived its "We Believe"
He said he "doubted whether any show of sacred music and quotes award last week, is being pointed to as a show to watch in the summer
member of the FCC has met as from the Bible which is now slotted sweepstakes. New to the air last fall and pitted against the heavy-pulling
many as half a dozen radio writers in the ex-"Parky" Svmday night Charlie McCarthy NBC program, "Spade" teed off with a 3.6 Hooper andin his life. .and the same goes for 10:30 segment.'
subsequently b\iilt its rating to 12.6 (current Hooper is 11.0).
On the
It
producei's, actors and others.
Several new musical, shows with Coast its Hooper reached 16.9. Come summer, with no Bergen to buck,
would be helpful if We saw more emphasis on new faces and voices "Spade" shapes up as a real contender for the Top 15 rating ranks.
the people who are directly re- are also set for audition.
Show, aired lor Wildroot via BBDO, was presented With the "edgar" of
sponsible for programs."
the Mystery Writers of America at a dinner Monday (il) at the Henry
Keeping the air free, he declared,
Hudson hotel, N. Y.i with Davidson Taylor accepttag in behalf Of CBS.
ABC's Alrers
depends largely on "an alert public,"
ABC, also laying special stress on "Spade" is produced by William Spier from scripts by Bob Tallman and
which ought to get out and dig house-built packages, has turned to Jason James.
facts, bring them in and present the top names of stage and films for
them to the FCC.
Program director level personnel at all N. Y, het and indie stations are
..
talent.
Already in the works are
Shirer attacked broadcasters' sub- half -hour shows starring Ethel Mer- b6ing canvassed for an informal roundtable lunch once a month to distle methods of enforcing certain edi- man, star of the Broadway "Annte' cuss radio problems and general trade developments. Idea is outgrowth
Gun" musical; Nancy of lunch held Monday (21) attended by John Hayes, station mgr., WQXR;
torial policies. CBS, from which he Get Your
recently resigned after being taken Walker, from Broadway's "Barefoot Ray Katz, program director, WHN; Ted Cott, program director, WNEW,
off the air, calls its commentators Boy With Cheek"; Phil Silvers from and Seymour Siegel, program director, WNYC.
Quartet is inviting N. Y. personnel to a get-together lunch May 11 at
analysts," he said, but "obviously Hollywood, and either Edward Arit is humanly impossible to leave the
nold or Thomas Mitchell, also, of the Ritz. Monthly meals will be informal, and social rather than biz,
with no speeches. Radio eds, social agency and ad agency execs will be
listener in total ignorance of where films, for a fourth show.
you stand. If I know the American
Shows are being readied for a invited as guests to meet station reps and huddle on questions of compeople, however, I think they want May start as sustainers and win be mon;, 'interest..
to make up their own minds after carried on that basis While the sales
In a
"Radio alone is responsible for
listening to people on the air who. boys pitch for sponsorship.
the reinstatements of GI insurhave definite opinions. They don't switch from their legit fOrte, neither ance in Chicago, Charles Dillon, Veterans Administrator Radio Chief an•
want milksops...."
Miss M6rman hOr Miss Walker are nounced last week. Dillon said that of 1,151 veterans who visited VA
ABC's policy of trying to "bal- to sing. Instead, a situation comedy offices in Chicago, 36.6% said their inquiries' were the direct result ol
ance" its commentators is "much format is b^ing built for them, and hearing radio programs and announcements carried at the request of VA
more intelligent and liberal," Shirgr both will double froni their stage during the current insurance information campaign. Value of the Insur"Mutual ha§ a' similar policy, work. Silvers is expected to do the ance reinstated in the Chicago area was $113,828,
said.
under which its commentators are same type comedy he does on the
free at all times to express opinions. scr6Gn.
Arnold or Mitchell are being Criticizing Critics
Surely this is a much more intelligent and adult practice," He did not sought for a show{, titled "Mr. President," with the nOd going to whichrefer to NBC's policies.
Indie
Format
will comShirer said he didn't know exactly ever is available. Format
Show called "The Second Nighter/'
how the public was going to make prise a dramatic show depicting
so-far unknown incidents in
its views "count for anything with sonie
based On a switch On legit-reviewsure-fire give-away or
President in an
the people who control radio" but the life of each U. S.
ing programs, is being pitched to
.self-liquidating offer! Athe didn't think people "in the long attempt to glorify the Chief Execurun are going to be put off by any tive's office. Name of the President ihdiie stations thrs week. Stanza has
tractive 48-pages of Qriginal
end of been written and produced by Edsilly excuses such as were used in is to be wittiheld until the
Songs The Texas Rangers
my case. I think there Will come a the show to buiid up the maximum ward Devefill, night manager of
of suspense.
public accounting."
WQXR, and Joseph Q. Riznik, book
Sing and Bcrap-book album,
CBS has a multiplicity of house- consultant, ex-CBS news
«gt.' LOU CLAYTON
Mrs. Sidonie M. Gruenberg, direc
editor and
ONIXBI) REXAJbL ORDG CO.
provided sponsors of "The
tor of the Child Study Assn., found built shows on tap and has just in- and ex-associate editor of the^Amer^
SM(iir>r.CBS>-&:30 p.in.. EST
augurate<^ a Program News Letter as lean
in
most
"very little creative effort"
ibexas Rangers" at costt
Mag.
iU.O-M—"This time tor Koeiw"
agencies
and
adpiece
to
mailing
a
thought
and "
children's programs
"It Hnppeaetl In Brooklyn"
Formula has a "disagreeable perWrite for full details.
newspapers and magazines should vertisers surveying' the fiock of netsonality" called Mr. Second Nighter
regularly review programs to eyalu. work programs available for sponshying from preniieres, consulting
ate them f' 'the behefit of parents sorship.
critics first, then attending plays,
and tea ...
Web feels it lias in its newly- movies, revues, etc., taking to the
Oliver } . ir.jton, NAACP pub- preemed "My Friend Irma" one of air afterward to review the
PACKAQIKG
SEIKO OBGASreviews
INVESTORS
IKE0.
RISainREIS
licity director,
said radio "never the sock comedy entrants of the sea- and assess the crix.
AN ARTHUR B. StlURCH
Reviews will
WITH WRITING, ART OR MOVIB
would be democratic" tmtil it elimi- son and the sales boys are going all be culled from all N. Y. dailies and
PRODUCTION
PHOTOGRAPHY TALENT.
nated anti-Negro bias and Negroes Out to enter it in the bankrolling
riCKWICK HOTEl, KANSAS CITY 6, MO. were integrated into all types of sweepstakes, along with such other from Variety. Sample show, now on
WRITE FUllY ABOUT EXPERIENCE
platter, deals with current musical,
Box 48, 1474 Brocdv/ay, New York 18
radio Work. He cited the compara- new web showcases as the Bill "Barefoot Boy With Cheek."
Goodwin show (which preems 'on a
sustaining basis in the slot vacated
by Lucky Strike's "Hit Parade");
the newly revamped "Sweeney and
March," the "Robert Q. Lewis Little
Show"; the revival of "Theatre of
Continued txom page 2S
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Romance," now tabbed "Romance"
and which bows in tonight (Wed.)
in the spot vacated by
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dramatized authentic case histories
of problems of child rearing; "Time
for
Escape,"
half-hour
evening
series
featuring adaptations
and
originals along lines of T. Scott Fitzgerald's "Diamond as Big as the
Ritz"; the new 60-minute Fletcher

Markle-directed
dramatic
series
preemlng next Tuesday (29) night.
In addition CBS this week is auditioning "The 400 Club," quiz program originated by Charles S. Monroe, with Clayton Collyer as quizmast,er and Albert Ward as director.
Two additional Robert Q.
Lewis auditions have been set up
and the web is trying to line up
Groucho Marx to bead up a comedy
show which will put einphasis On
new comedy scripters.

— Reg

Merridew succeeds Wayne Baylor as program
manager for WGAR.
Cleveland

orwins
now

colhctlon of plays

UNTITLED
AND OTHER RADIO DRftMAS
Includes the celebrated

ON

A NOTE OF TRIUMPH. ^3.00,
Hear Corwin bn The Author
Meefj (he

May

1,

Crifici,

Thursday,

9i30 P.M.,

WQXR.

AT ALL "OOMTOM*

yf#e«layy AprU

28, 1947
watts (daytime) and WHB is setting
up for nighttime operation (from
the present daytime only).
Both
have tentatively set midsummer as

Glens faiU, N. Y.—Three prin- Brown mail order and retail store
cipal backers of the Warren Broad- supplies will be prepared by McCasting Corp. seeking a construction Donough & Lewy, Inc.
pertoiit iot a station in Glens' Falls
have pledged a total ot $10,000 each
Pittsburgh
Pat Haley, former
to cover the cost of production and smger and production man at KDKA
biitial operation?. They are Earl V. before going into the army, has
been

Leo Spain, and

J.

Clar-

ence Heriihy.
^B«leisi>—WPTF

has

inaugurated

a series of quarter-hour talks by
Sidiv'idual members of the North
Carolina delegation in Congress.
$eries, entitled "Report from Washingtoi}," is heard ait 12:15 each Sunday for 14 weeks. First broadcast
'

featured Senator Clyde R.
13)
oey, and on April 20 Sen. William

Umstead reported.

—

.a

Cincinnati Al HeUer, sportscaster, narrator and commentator, will
join the Haehnle Advertising agency
here May 1 as an account exec.
Coming from New Yojtk with him
is his wife, Ramona, the pianistsinger., and their daughter, Romona,
two. It will be a homecoming for
the Heifers he was a sportscaster
11 years ago, and Ramona
on
was born in Cincy.' Heifer has been
sportscasting N. Y. Yankees and
Ciants games in New York since his
return from the Navy in 1945; He
formerly emceed' a number :of NBC
find CBS network shows and has
(lone sports commentating for Hearst
Metrotone News.'

—

WLW

:

Hikrtford

—Ralph

Klein has been

shifted from head of continuity to
program director of WONS here. He

replaces Jack Lacey who is now a
disk jockey with .WINS.
Upped to
head of continuity department to rejplace Klein is Earoina Brooks. Ofiher
iktaff appointments include Barbara

Heintz as assistant program director;
Marjpri'e Bkwal^ as music librarian.
Station is affiliated with Yankee
Net.

—

retail

supplier, to sponsor

On

tci

Spread

UN &ispl

Cincinnati— In support of the national
fund for cancer control,
WKRC will, stage its "Key Club"

Gratis Give-and-Take Basis

novel scheme

.

Death'

'

— WWDC

.

.

—

—

..

—

:

,

.

•

•
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Jim Brown Stores,
farm and home equipJim Chaoman the "Modern Farrner" over
WTAM, daily, from 6 to 6:45 a.m.
Merchandising tie-ins, featuring Jim
Cleveland

Inc.,

ment

Circfflf

United Nations latched on to a weather while they are operating,"
last week, lining up explained George W. Bailey, prexy
100,000 radio "hams" aroxmd the of the International Amateur Radio
globe
to air news oi the activities ot Union, "the amateurs will be able
show in the downtown 2,5G0-seat
named program director of WMCK, Taft auditorium for daily perform- the world organization. Whole deal to discuss important United. Nations
new station in McKeesport, which ances Monday through Saturday is on a gratis basis, with the base- events and activities. And the Unitexpects to get going; any minute now. week of May 5..
ment and attic broadcasters getting ed Nations itself gets a wider disPaul
Long's
noon-time
Sunday
designation as special "UN Amateur semination of information and upnewscasts on KDKA have been
bought for sponsorship by the KeyRadio Aides" in return for spread- to-the minute reports on the recepstone Lumber Co. in eight-month
tion of its broadcasts."
'Kiss of
ing the word.
deal.
.
Plan gives the UN a readymade,
"Instead oi talking about the
Continued from page 35
if rather loosely joined network for
immediate use, supplementing shortMemphis—Harry LeBrun, who has close to verbally slugging it out, with
wave facilities already being operatbeen handling regional station re- the commentator suggesting that the
ed
by the UN. Enlistment of the
lations for Mutual out of Atlanta the award offered proof positive that the
FM'ers Cut Into Muzak
past two years, is the new station quality of his broadcasts could not
amateur DXers on a volunteer basis
director for WMPS here. Will have have been the reason for his removal
has the approval of the FCC, accordBistros Biz on Ground
supervision over commercial, pro- from the air. However, at the foling to Brig. Gen. Frank E. Stoncr,
gram and productions departments lowing day's Peabody ceremonies,
chief communications engineer of
Of Economy, Coverage the UN. The actual pact between
and will be executive assistant to Shirer merely rose and accepted the
Harold Krelsteiny general manager.
the UN and the lARU was inked by
•award with:
wan't to thank the
Washington, April 22.
Bailey and. Assistant UN Secretarycommittee for this honor and for
Enterprising FM broadcasters are
General Benjamin Cohen.
their good wishes."
Washington
will once
making a strong "bid tq cut into the
Details will be worked out by a
Programs and personalities so honmore select "Miss Washington" for
restaui-ant-s,
four-man board comprised ot Genbackground-musiq
biz
in
the
1947
Atlantic
City
Beauty ored were:
eral
Stoner, Peter Aylen, radio divl^'Operation Big: Muddy," pfogram series nightclubs and other public places
pageant.
Seeking to put a little
of WOW, Otnaha, XBC amUate-outatund-sion chief of the UN Department of
more zip into the contest locally, ing regional publit' service.
by getting bistro owners to substi- Public
Information;
Kenneth E,
"The llarUdr We Seek." sequence oE
station is communicating with local
much Warner, g.m. of the American Radio
WStl, Atlanta, NBC affiltale— spefial cita- tute an FM receiver for the
colleges and universities, sororities,
titin .gt hotior^
Relay League, and Col. Francis E.
more expensive Muzak,
drama and modeling schools, civic
"Our Towrf.'' continuity ot WETX, ABO
Hardy,
communications
manager of
The restaurateurs have only the
and social organizations, etc., invit- affUate in Battle c'reek— ouiHtjiiniing comthe league. ARRL is the,American
$100 plus
ing them to enter contestants.
"RuU!t> Edition of th« Weekly Press," price of FM table model
afTiliate of the international amaoffering of WHCr. CorneU Tnlv., Jtlmca,
underwrite their obbligato- teurs' imion. The four-man board
to
CBR affiliate— .'*pecial cilation of honor.
Boston ^Paul M. Yisser in as
"William L. Shifgr and CBS— putalatidlng music
against regularly, will meet May 2 to set the plan In
cosits
as
and inierpretation ot the new«.
Farm -Director of Westinghouse's reporting
"Meet the Presa."' Mutual neAvs program monthly charges for Muzak or other motion.
WBZ and WBZA, NBC outlets in — special
As presently outlined, the plan
citation of lionor,
wired music outfits. And the FM
"Columbia Workshop," presentation of broadcasters get a large audience for calls for UN to issue periodic official
Boston and Springfield respectively.
out.stand>ng: enlej'lttlnment in drama.
Main chore is programming the CBS—
free
advertising news bulletins, which will be displenty
of
"Suspense," CBS offering, and the ^'Heni^y FM,
20-year old N. E. Farm Hour, six- Morgaii Show," ABC feiiEure-^speiilal cita- for their stations and a good selling patched to three leading "ham" statimes weekly program slotted from tion of honor.
initial airing.
"Orchestras of the Nation.", NBC pro- point when they try to persuade ad- tion.s in New York for
six to seven ayem. Carae from WOI, gram—outstanding entertainment in music- vertisers to buy FM program time. Amateurs picking up these bulletins
"Invitation to Music," CBS presentation
Ames, Iowa, where' he's long' been
FM'ers who are using this tech- will relay them to others, until the
citation, of honor.
connected with Iowa, State College ^speelatl
"One Woiid ;or None." Pexter Masters' nique to popularize the broadcast news has been Spread! to all corners
farm publications barring a four- series on WMCA. New Tork'-outstHnaing service generally are selling pro- of the earth.
year stretch with the army as. a educational program.
An additional feature of the setup
"Hiroshima." adaption of John llersey's gram time rather .than spots, so that
lieutenant.
graphic account of the atomic bombing <tf listeners will get viiPtually uninter- is that the amateurs will fire bawi;
that city, done hy ABO and Its director of
rupted music. Biggest play so far has reports on the reception of the UN
public .service, Robert Saudek— special citaKansas Clty-l^Strik« of building tion of honor.
been made by FlVL™ice.;'ieelS in Phil- news, giving the world organization
No award was given for an oulBtimding adelphia, Wilkes-Bai.-e, Houston and a regular check on the effectiveness
an4 construction trades in effect
children's program,
A Mpe<iul citation of
her« since late March has halted honor, however, went to the Assn. of the Chicago. Zenith, Pilot and other of it-s program.
Bailey, excited over the posibiliwork on town's two big radio ex- Junior Ijeaguea of Aiuerica for "Bo<»kB manufactuiars of low-cost FM sets
Bring Adv.eruure," 2G adaplatlon& of chilpansion projects.. Nothing has been dren's
are cooperating with the FM broad- ties of the undertaking, was first to
books drafnatiised and transcribed.
done since beginning of the strike
John Crosby, N. Y. Hei-jild Tribune raiUo casters and earmarking sets for de- air the news of it over the "ham
on new transmitters for T/iCAO and columnii^t-^speclal award for "hl» ouUtand- livery to be used in public places Circuit." He has a tran.smitter in the
('oniribnttDn lo broadcasting through
bedroom of -his N. Y. home.
WHB. KClylO is boosting to 50,000 tiW 'Wk'tings.'*
rather than private' homes.

—

Vetter, K.

lara

the time for putting the new operation in effecti but length of the
strike will now govern the opening
dates.
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Fresh demands of the AmericansSociety of Composers, Authors and
Jack
Publishers upon the nation's film
Deoea prexy Jack Kapp is taking
exhibitors for fatter revenues for
abroad for
use of its music was met last week his wife and daughter
first trip
by the resumption of a long-dormant two months in July, their
against in ll years.
suit
trade
Of
y«straint
ASCAP by some 164 independent Combination business-pleasure.
New York theatres. Pending in N. Y.
lederal court since 1941, the action
asks triple damages and seeks an
injunction to restrain ASCAP from

My

Adobe Hacienda
Peer
Glocca Morra ,
.Crawford
Managua NicaragijB.,....l!ncore

Kapp Abroad

.

You
It's

thrown out. Judge John Bright,
the defendants the
tight to examine books and records
of exhib Harry Brandt and other
while the latter
plaintiffs
also granted permission to

were
probe

;

.
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. .

Egg and I
Where I Came

By George

In.

.

,

, .

Guilty

.

.Robbins

Barton
T..,,

.

Wyoming
Thank Your

.

.

How Much

1

.

. .«i . . . . . .

i

..

.

.Feist
.FelSt

Oxford
Maurice

Folks

I'll Close My Eyes
Life to Live Over.
Time After Time

Hollywood, April 22
Franklin D'Amore, vet vaude aero,
.
who has been ruttnihg an eaj;ery
here, has hned up a new policy for
Meadowbrook, Culver City ballroom
which gave up name bands when biz
became blitzed last December and
since has been using local scale
crews two nights weekly. D'AmOre

...

-

a

how much the Meadowbrook operation Joe Zucca
impost would be upped. Present tax wijl get the bar concession, Admish
is based on a sliding scale, with a will be $l'.
bite ojt JOq. per seat on houses under
«0() seats. Front 800-1,600 the; lap Is
ISc, and all seats in excess of 1,80&
Fit^erald to
the tarili hits 20c,
Huddles on the proposed seat-tax
Ocean Grove Concerts
boost were held last week by
Larry Fitzgerald, formerly with
ASCAP (general manager John G.
Paine, who discussed the situation Columbia concerts' radio dept., has
with Herman Levy, general tounsel taken option on Ocean Grove, N. J.
Motion Picture- Theatre auditorium for the summer, where
of the
Owners ot America. However, it's he plans staging longhair concerts.
He managed the place 30 years
dgured that additional iwwwows
won't he foctheoming; witfl Paine ago, presenting such artists. a$
winds^ up a series of out-of-town ad- Caruso, McCormack, Kreisler and
Galli-Cu«Bi.
aresses in behalf of ASCAP. He
attended the Music Educators National Conference in Birmingham
last Friday (18) and is slated to 28 Concerts Slated

Resume

(Wednesday) meet

take« in today's

of the. National Federation of Music
Glubs in Detroit. He may be back
in Gotham by Friday (25 ).
-

;ioBis to

MIS

...General

London
Love You. .Morris

how

a

may be- psychic, but, in all honesty.
We niiist_ dissent. Obviously this is
personal reaction, but we just
don't find the. smile in Smith's voice
very exciting. As a matter of fact,
rather dull. But for those
their vocal grins, we suppose this is your man. On the other
side, he does "Oh!
Achin' Heart,"
just the sort of thing the voice With
a sroiile should find simply dandy.

we find it
who want

My

The'Three Flames, who made their
debut on Columbia with "Open the
Door, Richard" and' must have been
let in, inasmuch as they haven't
been heard from in weeks, are back

.

this semester with

pursMs
Mounting disk

tcrs)

demands

in

the

Latin-American market have
Columbia Records to set up its

first

(

Mercer), "My Adobe Hacienda"
(Louise Massey), and "Sugar
Moon" (Bob Willis and his Texas
Playboys)
Novelty—"Johnny, Take My
Wife" (The Three Flames), "Sa(Ivelyn .Knight), and
loon"
"Aloysius" (Pat Flowers)

led

foreign plant, in Mexico City. Prexy
Ed\yard Wallerstein returned last

Ballad—"Guilty" (EUa Fitzan inspection four of the
ferald), "Meet M» at No Special
new factory, which is expected to
lace"
(Bay McKimey), 'TH
String
Along With You" (Joe
have^some 15 to 20 presses in operaAlexander), and "Maybe You'll
tion by the .end of ttie summer.
Be There" (Gordon Jenkins)
Plant's erection was prompted by
the request of Columbia's Mexico
City distrib, Jose.Salazar, who found bandleader at a^Puerto Rioan hotspot

week

froin

it diffioialt

booming

to supply adequately

tiatin

owned by a man named

tlie

fashioned

Jack.

.

just awful.
Ella Fitzgerald is really kind of
wonderful, a fact which makes it
a sheer pleasure to be able to re*
port that her Decca of "Cluilty" is
a superb manifestation of her vast
talent. The Gus Kahn-Harry Akst.Richard A. Whiting oldie has been
given a good many shellackings, but
this isihe best. A pretty good Wur-

He

and Sottih American and then sold

wooing is indicated. On the
backside,. Miss Fitz does "Sentimental Journey.'' Eddie Heywood
litzer

and his good little band furnish the
accompaniments.

Bay

.

•

.

who

is

comes

wow of a
this
to us liks

a

through

week With What sounds

by far his best recording, "Meet Me
At No Special Place." With, for the
most

part, a piano tinkling behind
him, MeKinley sings the lyric superbly. This is a vastly better version than the King Cole Trio's

He provided
The

us with the data.
version
Sisters'
not necessarily the best,

Andrews

(Decca),

is

Suggested Program
"Al ways'*^ -r Benny \ Goodman

but their enormous sales potentialities will probably make it the bigBacked by Vic
gest .jukebox hit.
Schoen's band, which handles it with
On
its
accustomed proficiency.
backside,
they do the
"Jack's"
pseudo-calypso "His Feet Too Big for
De Bed," a number which,Stan Kenforce, have joined forces here to ton sort of left bleeding on Capitol
plan a saleS-stimulant campaign.
a few .weeks back. They give it a

(Victor).

"Johnny,

Take

.

My

Wife"—

Three Flames (Columbia).
"I've Got Five Dollars"—Lee
Wiley (Babson's).
.
"Cu-Tu-Gu-Ru"—Xavier Cugat
•

(Columbia).

"Got a Date With an Angel"—
Hal Kemp (Columbia)
"I tian't Get Started"—Bunny
Berigan (Okeh).
"The Best Man"
Les Brown
(Columbia)

in from Washington typical merry- Andrews treatment—
after discussions with a Senate In- and is that bad? Not if you're the
Ted Weems . .Decca- Victor vestigating Committee. Williams and Andrews Sisters or Jack Kapp, it
(Clark-Noble ......Columbia Allen arrived from San Francisco isn't, So figure this cUsk as a big
••^ Charles Spivak. . ... , .Victor after attending a record dealers seller.
school there.
Xavier
"Cu-Tu-Ott-Ku"
Cusat'e

Murray flew

;

—

.

•

McKlnlley,

percussionist,

Saks Neeie

. . .

,

'

as a tribute to the boss
it to Joe Davis' pub-

it

sus-

W m

"Johnny, Take My Wife." Somewhat
on the earthy aide, it has some good
lines that are well-delivered by
"Tiger" Haymes and "Bill" Pollard,
(We have no idea, by the way, as
to why Columbia put the Bill in
quotes, but it did.) Here's a face,
anyway, that sounds like a cinch for
the race locations. It's got enough
appeal to hit the more general market. The backing, 'mddle De Vop,"

Danee-r^'WlUie" (EUiot Lawrence).
Hillbilly— "The Covered Wagon Rolled Right Along" (Johnny

rirst

what sounds

piciously like a hit. It's a calypso
outh
i 1
Houdini called
by

Brisk sales of radio- lishing company. Davis thereupon
markets.
phonograph combinations since the provided an English lyric and sold
war, it's pointed out, have been one the number to Leonard Sachs, the
of the chief factors in spurring plat- professional manager of Sinatra's
ter consumption south of the border, publishing firm. Now it looms as a
Mexican plant -will be under the prodigious hit, and Sinatra looks to
For Phffljr Dell Season direction
of Michael S, Kestler and make enough scratch to allow his
Philadfelphia, April 22.
Columbia's fourth press- missus to h? even more prodigal with
The 18th annual Robin Dell series represents
ing factory.- While its new facility the material for his bowties. If all
will include 28 concerts, starting
will nse masters from the U.- S.^ it's this is at variance with the facts,,
June 23 and running to Aug. 7, on
also exported that a drive will be Sachs shbtdd be held- account&We.
a four night-a-week schedule. The

(Leeds)...

S.

alternate-

Best Bets

Best Sellers 01 Coin-Hachines
(7)

it's

realize just

Latin-Amei?ioan--*"Cu-Tu-Gu-

-

liinda (8) (Morris) >.....

To

property "Jack, Jack,
Jack" is, you must understand that
there have already been 16 different
recordings of it. This week, five of
them are on the market—versions by
Jack Smith, XaVier Cugat, John
Paris, the Andrews Sisters, and Pete
Rivera. The tune, a calypso rhuraba,
was written by Armando Castro,

made to infc Latino -artists Who'll do
other days of the week are being
waxing in Mexico City.
held in reserve for postponements on-the-spot
because of unfavorable weather.
Conduetor*in-chief for the. third
month stay abroad and is slated for
consecutive season will be Dimitri
appearances at the Paris Opei-a.
Little Dog's
A group of concerts
Jobin, who expects to be back in Mitropolous.
Hollywood, April 22.
the U. S. on June 15, is then sched- in mid-July will be conducted by
J. W. Murray, veepee of RCAuled for a few U. S. concert dates, Vladimir Golschmann, head of the
Victor, J. M. Williams, advance
then shoves, off for a Mexican tour, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.
'manager, and H. J. Allen, sales

Heartaches

(or

"Cu-'Tu-Gu-Bu"

Jlu" (Xavier Qugat) and "Jaek,
Jack, Jack** (The Andrews Siis-

Returninif to' Paris Saturday (19)
Via plane from New 'Sfbrk, Met opera
tenor ftaout JoWn plans a two-

1.

like

valuable

books.

failed to reveal just

thing

"Jack, Jack. Jack," as
ly identified).

...Miller

.

Frazier

As it Frank Sinatra hasn't made Clark Sisters and Earl Sheldon's
enough cabbage already, his song- band. In the trade, there's a feeling
that this may be the -big disking ot
publishing firm has to come up with
"Jack, Jack, Jack," and the feeling

.... .Simon
. . . .Ciapitol

Roses In Rain

SETS ACTS AT TERPEEI

will establish new policy on May 2,
weekMeanwhile, ASCAP assistant gen- when he lights spot.six nights
ly, with policy of Charlie Barnet
eral manager Richard E, Murray
that he is and Jimmy Zito bands dishing dan(21)
•tated Monday
sapation, spiked by interludes pro"liopeful of discussions" with exof 10 standard vaude
hibitor organizations but added that vided by layout
none is scheduled in the near future. acts.
In deal, D'Amore will underwrite
He declared a boost in the seat tax
was mulled for years by ASCAP but operation and get the gate receipts.

ASCAP's

Can't See Sun,

a Gobd Day

JodcSf Jukes and Disks

Second 10

D'AMOEE, VIT VAUDEE,

howfver; gKinted

19'

Week Endivg April

'

;Mood
Anniversary Song
Mam'selle ....,..,..,...». .Feist
Leeds
Heartaches
Morris
Linda
Witmark
April Showers

RertAdeSintVi

the thieatremen's comprint in federal court Friday (18), ASCAP attorneys failed to have > the suit

23, 1947

10 Best Sheet Sellers

164 Indie N. Y. Filmers Resume

imposing music performance fees.
In arguing a motion to dismiss

Apwl

W«jDbeBday,

01i€MlSTIIA§-MUSIC^

.

Al Jolson
........Decca
Execs will huddle with local sales (Columbia), has all the usual Cugat (Capitol), but Ray records for
t Dinah Shore. .... .Columbia
representatives in planning high flouncy showmanship. It's listed not Majestic and what goes with Ma( Buddy Clark. .... .Columbia
speed sales booster for discery.
as a calypso rhumba but as a guar- jestic's distribution is a matter for
..Decca
|Diek Haymes
aoha, which, for all we may know, him and Majestic to discuss. In any
.'Oecca
( Dick Haymes. .....
may be the same thing. The Boyd' case, the distribution ain't very good.
6. Mam'selle (1) (Feist) ...v....
.....MGM
VArt Lund...
Triplets and Orchestra (as they say The backing is Hoagy Carmichael's
on labels), provide the vocalizing. "Ivy," and it's all right, but the one
Capitol
{ Margaret Whiting
6. Guilty («) (Feist) . . .... ... .......
It's a nice Cugat performance and
to latch Onto is "Meet Me."
Mercury
I Tony Martin
SB Continued from page » ga
one, we think, that you'll hear from
.Victor
C Freddy Martin
...
the buffalodeons. The other side is
Facts
7. Managua, Nicaragua (16) (Encore)
.Decca oldtime Berlin PhiUiairmonio Or( Guy Lombardo
chestra under U. S. auspices in July, "Illusion," which Dorothy Porter
Jfoe Alexander, Capitol's fine NeEddy
Howard
Majestic
(Peer)
...
8. My Adobe Hacienda (2)
with Yehudi Menuhin (who has de- sings quite nicely. The tune, by the gro baritone, sounds more than ever
Frankie Laine
Mercury fended hira-,in the U. S. earlier) as way, is unusually pleasant, but the like the Bing of 1931 in his latest,
9. That's My Desire (2) (Mills) ......
disk's sales will be principally due
.Victor soloist.
Harry Warren-Al Dubin's swell "I'll
y Freddy Martin.
10. Santa Cataliiift (1) (Spina) .......
to ".Cu-Tu-Gu-Ru."
String Along With You" and TobiasFurtwaehgler, who admittedly asI Eddy Howard. .... .Majestic
John Paris (with 8 Beaus and a Tobias-Tobias'
"A
kidding!)
(no
sociated with the Nazis in a music
cultural capacity, was once under Peep" and Ellis Larkin and Group), Thousand Times a Day." This guy's
Coining
does, one of the Victor International good and the nickelodeons better
Capitol consideration as director of the
( Clark Dennis
Johnny Mereer
peg O' My Heart (Feist)............,...... Harmonlcats
W. Y. Philharmonic following Arturo label's two veifsions of "Jack, Jack, realize it quick.
Universal
\
Toscanini's departure in the middle Jack." We've never heard Of Paris is presumably open to any proposiJohnny Mercer. ..... Capitol '30s, but opposition
i Do 1)0 Do Like Yoii (Harms) ... > . .
from subscrib- before, but we'll probably be hearing tion. This week, fOr instance, he es(Frank Sinatra. .. ..Columbia ers, led by Ira A. Hirschmann, him again. On the whole, he does says hillbilly, doing "'The Covered
TRhat's How Much I Love You (Morris)...,
Bing Crosby,
Decca spiked that. Conductor says he has an effective job with Sinatra's num- Wagon Rolled Right Along" and "AI
Paris, however, is Little Too Fer" with Merle Travers
contracts with the BBC and with ber one plug,
f Dick Jurgens. .... .Columbia
That's VThere 1 Came In (Robbins) .....
Decca U. S. managements, which he'll ac- something less than a "name" and and Wesley Tuttle. "Too Fer" strikes
( Ink Spots.

is.

Anniversary [^6ng (12) (Mood)

4.

Things in Glocca Morra

(9)

J

—

(Crawford)

. .

.

,

.

.

Wax

.

.'.

.

;

Up

.

.

.

. .

.

,

i

Roses In the Rain (Barton)

Moon

Harry James
Herbie Fields

Columbia

Frankie Carle

Columbia

'

.Capitol
( Mercer-Goodman
(Freddy Martin. ......Victor
.

.

.

...

'

(Perry Como, .i;,.i .Victor
Cole Trio,.. i. Capitol
( King
.Decca
( Ink
Spots.
... ..
.
.Victor
I Vaughn Monroe. ..
.Majestic
Bay McKinley.
Decca
Guy Lombardo
,

You

Can't See

Sun (Simon)

.

.

.

...

.

.

. .

.

.

.

Red SUk

Green Perfume (S-B).

Stockings,

April Showers (Harms)

My

Heart

Sonata (Oxford)

(Feist) ......
.

,

Rode Away (Robbins).

^Tipped Hat Slowly

Beware

.

.

, ,

.

.

Midnight Masquerade (Morris)

,

.

.

.

•
'

.

.

.

.

.

now

that he's free of taint.

.

.

.

.

S^:::;::^'!^

Flagstad a Louisville Busit
Louisville, April 22.

Concert sung by Kirsten Flagstad
Tuesday (15) at Memorial Auditorium was a bust financially, although
music critics gave high praise to the
former Met star's artistry. One of
the poorest houses ever to greet a
topflight vocalist was oh hand to
hear the soprano. Less than:;500 pa-,
trons filled the 2,400 seat auditorium.

Minor incidents, such as swastikas
painted on posters in front of the
Margaret Whiting .... Capitol house and letters
to the editor, proVictor testing the booking, were the only
(Perry Como
outward manifestations of hostility
( Carmen Cavallaro. ... .Decca
Eddy Howard. . . .Majestifc to her appearance.

|
.

cept,

Victor

.

Faced, Starry Eyed' (Chappell)

Thank Your Folks (Oxford).,.,..

.

.

(Harms)

Jalousie

.

.

would, consequently, be rash to
forecast his lacquer as a best seller.
As in the case of the Cugat Columit

us

will find it

however.

pretty authentic stuff,
so, for that matter,

"

statute forbidding foolishness
like this, dillespie is an accomplished musician and he'd be better
oif playing first parts with Calloway.
This is incredible stuff for a grown

some

Jack Smith, the voice without a
snarl, is Capitol's dispenser of

assisted

but

"T^agon" should have
theii: heads examined. . . >
Dizzy Gillespie, the high priest of
re-bop, is out bn Musicraft thi?
week with eight faces, "A Hand
FuUa Gimme," "Groovin" High.
"Blue'n Boogie," "Hot House," 'He
Beeped When He Shoulda Bopped,
"Ray's Idea," "All th? Things You
Are," and "Dizzy Atmosphere" Weare not certain, but there must bc

And

He's

tiresome,

downr,ight

investigate

will they find the coupling, a bolero
palled "Confession."

Xu-Gu-Ru."

as

"Wagon" has a swell progressive
Jukes and jocks who dont

lyfie.

backed up by "illusion."
pete Biyera provides Victor international's other treatment of "CuTu-Gu-Ru" this week. The whole
affair, including Angel Rosa's vocal,
seems to us vastly superior to the
Cugat
interpretation,
but,
here
again, the Rivera name is scarcely
enough to make the- pancake a bestseller, Latin-American aficionados

bia, it is

"Cu
by the man
[

to produce,

i

<

—

Wediiteeday, April 23»
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ORCHESTIIilS-MIJSlC

AGMA

Members

Macdonald Widow Snes S-B to End

Music from American and Soviet
and theatre will be presented as third in series of Theatre
Music of Two Lands, to be held at
City Center, N.Y., May 12 under auspices ol the American-Soviet Music
Society, of which Surge Koussevitfilms, ballet

Tibbtt Resigeation

Petitioii for

striking a blow at the r-cgime of
Lawrence Tibbett as president o£ the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
some 63 AGMA members have petispecial

a

tioned

mijeting

ol

*

APM

all

Hollywood, April 22
T,«,c istacy,
ct:>««
Joss
vet Benny Goodman
i-or
«,hn^om«
w BG's
nn-.. air
er who
came bore with
show, apparently got some ill-advicc

AGMA

members, and will ask TlbComplete revision
of the union's constitution and bylaws will also be sought,
Led by Mayio Berini; Elizabeth
Wysor, Polyna Stoska, Ivan Pctroll'
Bay Lev and Rose Dirman, the 63
bett's resignation.

members

petitioning

are

zky is chairman.
Robert H. Gordon,

L.A. Local Opens
Front Door for Stacy

from the cast when he approached

afiair''

Mister," will stage

Local 47 with idea of
orch here. He tossed
union a proposition he would per-

forming an

AGMA

BMI Tangles
With Iceland

MCA,Qiristeiisen^

.

of hotels, already are

years a.tso, Lawrence Tibbett has"
Differences between Music Corp.
been its only president."
of America and Howard Christensen
Further blasting their prexy, the were amicably patched up at a

is

own union

permitting Columbia Concerts to

handle' his alti'.irs. According to an
rule, no arti.it may be represented b.y a management which has
not signed a mana'^ement contract
nyith AGMA, and Columbia Con-certs is not franchised by AGMA.
Officially acknowledging receipt of
executive secthe petition,
retary Hyman R. Faine said Monday (21) tliat "not more than 41 of
members
the signees were
in good standin.g" and therefore the
request was invalid, since such a
petition for a special m«Seting requires a minimum of 50 names under union rules. However, fle added,
plans to hold a meeting
within a week or so. He assarted
that a membership gathering was
being contemplated even before receipt of the dissenters' petition. Ho
made no comment on the charges.
Stating that the petition was received over the weekend and
execs had not as -yet ."Studied them.

AGMA

AGMA

AGMA

Cn^ AFM Plea

Due to

man

t® Nix

RPAMPS

EXEC OUT

,

i

agency.

^

a

as "Trail
was dusted

edition

when pyramiding

sheet

the

of

Lonesome

xyue,"

"Rose of Washington Square" and
"Somebody Loves Me," are worth in
excess of $25,000 above the fair royalty rights while revenue value of

music

Fact that "Peg" will be released expectancies to the defendant; it's
under the Bobbins itnprint is a alleged, exceeds $35,000.
Furtherswitch in itself. Robbins previously more, Mrs. Macdonald charges that
gave "Mam'selle" to Feist while this as a cnnsequeiice o£- tIiis contract
time the latter is handing "Peg" to she had been stripped and divested
Robbins since Feist is already loaded of her legal rights to the Dongs,
with "Mam'telle" as well as "Be- which are now in renewal stages.
ware My Heart" and "MarKo."
'

I

'

VoxtoRi

WNEWJiTeSesh

Draw

Longhairs Latest

the

(16)

At Boxoffices

new development in
field, Vox Records

a

pop-platter

has signed an exclusive a.ijrcinnent
with WNEW, N. Y., for the record-'

Both

in

jing and packaging in album form of
of Ireland jthe
station's Saturday nii'ht "Suing
Dublin, April 17.
iSes.sion."
Agreement, sittned li;st
longhair mu.sicians are
week between
mi-narjer
taking top boxoffice honors here
with some of the .smaller fry not do- |Boi-iiice JudiS and Vox proxy C i>or;.'.c
ing so badly either.
'Mendelsohn, colls for printinR of at
celebrity
concert
has
Capitol
least four album.s a year.
Hci-oi-d
about once every two weeks, Sun- company, under
.
...
„,
„
supervision or the
day^ afternoons, with Theatre Royal

Sections
.

Topnamo

WNEW

;

skeddmg about one a month for
summer .season. Malcolm Sargent,*
Sir Thomas Beecham and John BarRoyal

Los Angeles, April 22.
Avodon, lone downtown L.A. terpalace of size and gloss, has decided.]
to dispense with name bands in' fuSpot has Cab Calloway inked
ture.
for four weekends, starting May 22
and will play crew, but thereafter
|

I
'

policy will be local outfits at scale.
Since it opened on May 8 last,
Avodon has lost heavily in the aggregate, albeit engagements of Stan

and

Kenton
lucrative

Count
winter.

last

Basic

proved

Two

moijths

non-nanic scale
bands came after Charlie Banret
early
this
through
booking tell
month and ballroom grabbed literallv

outfit, 'led

,

,

money
;

,

I

,

since,

,

and

biz ha.s

been bet-

than it was preceding month
when Desi Arnai'. was paid $2,500
per weekend and site lost h'eavily.
ter

Bob

Ba.-h,

proyam

for.

by audicnec

'.

'

'^'i'"'

oC

•

.

was ciitla.st week with
jazzmen not under ccinlract

"ll'""!

companies.
Lineu)i in"'J^^'
eluded
Buddy Rich, Chubby Jm-kCharlie Ventura. Bill Hani
Ea.sger and Fats
Navarro.
raercial
managements there arc
slightly soured by CEMA (Council A^l^um, .schedijlcd for summei refor Encouragement of Music and i''^^se, w»n consist of three ply tttrs
Arts) sponsorship of .some \'i.siting h"** t'etai l at around $3.
~
instrumental setup.s vvhich they ."ay
is cutting into their market.
• m«»r>m» .
tn.,mr,m,^
General rise of interest in longhairs confirmed by big attendances
Ih

'

Northern

Ireland,

Belfa.st's

}

7,000-.seater

manded

King's Hall

is

being de-

for longhair orch.s. but

com-

;

.

-^o"-

Allen

;
'

'

I

at talks by Dr. Geor.^'e F. Brockless,
director of music at London's West-

minster Hall, now here on lecture,
and record number of entrants for
mu.sic festivals.
;

,

!

by

PhirCai-reon, at $900 per three-day
^,
Spot, ha.s maae .some
weekend.
.

..„,,„„,,
lUdSed

;

as typical .soloist.

SS-mimtte

J^^^jJI^J""'"^:

'

u.se

an -unknown

will edit the
|

i

weekends only.
to

director.

j

conducting at the'
with Jan Smeterliii

all

this year,

:

ago fuUtime policy was .jwitched to
Deci.'<ion

are

birolli

Open Weekends Only

music field, both in (he .prol'e.s.sional
end and as a booker of t;ileiit. Ho

,

off

Use LA, Locafe

Will

MCA

ChicaKO. Aprii 22.
<me-nightcr
Bill Polk, a.<.-iistant ill
was g.p.m. fin- Witmark for 11 ycar.s. department of Mufiic Corp. :of
has resigned after 12 years
headed Robbins'
America,
for
ofVice
Ciiica.ro
-" .
rt,
.,u i„ ,-„V^^
three
.n:;irs and v.-r s with Genoral with organization
immediate
Arli.st.if
(Vlthoiigh Polk has no
Cfrij., ufUx which he eli^
'm ho umild probably
terod ti.. f iunt field at tire hoiicl of plan.-', he
ncy.
his ewn
align with ti.iiothcr agi

50c
priced Robbins

orders, headed by a jobber's request
for 4,000 copies, came in for "Peg,"

.

of

Polk Ankles

j'

Avodoii Drops Names*

oyer Swiss singers. An investigating committee, set up by the city
council, found that although many

Fpx,

I

on .bandstand at Tuscalop.sa,
Ala,, where orch was ohe-niting at
He since has been
istate university.
under medical care, although reportedly in no critical condition, according to word received here by
manager Carlos Gastel, who wired
four- weeks' salaries to 20-odd orchmen and ordered them to lay off.

P0STAS^EN;PRi)FJ6R;
Sam

orcli

night

mercial policy. Preparations for the
1947-48 season are being temporarily
held up pending appointment of a
new director' by the theatre's ad-

harl long experience in the

Illness

a

Marking

the accu-sations were justified,
they did not wan-ant dismissal ot
However, since the
the director.
public no longer wanted him .the
Edward B.' Mt rk.s Music Corp. has committee suggested that lie resign
appointed Harold Lee general prof,
voluntarily.
wgr. to succeed Prank Hehnig.s, re-

Lee has

after

Kenton Collapses in Ala.
Stan Kenton collapsed Wed.

got straight AFRA scale
for wax-whirling here. He has no
iminediate plans to reform band,
and continues disking plentifully ministrative council.
Fight against Schmid-Bloss was
^ here fdr Columbia. Last week, in launched in 1945 by a Zurich paper
his new spotting as soloist oh label,
sympahe Was teamed on pair of pbps with which accused him of Nazi
thies and of favoring foreign artists
Dinah Short.

cently .shifted to

week

w^

While bandleader acknowledges he received numerous
NAZI
gi'ipes from jocks around the land,
Zurich, Alprfl 15.
who felt he was leading invasion of
Winding up a two-yoar political
their pastures by batonecjcs and intimated they would retaliate by fight, reorganization of the Zurich
neglecting to .spin his platters on opera house, the Stadti heater, is now
their programs. Herman says his de- under way. with re.signation of its
Karl Schmid-Bloss, and
ci,«ion was not prompted by these director.
beefs, although he admits they gave overhauling of its artistic and com-

HAROlfr lEE IN MARKS

local

ground, both for platters and sheet

pacted on this tour.
Prior to the breakup, several alIcrnative plans were presented to
Flock of other old platters are nnthat he take a
Coafter playing the Hippodrome ticipated to hit the diskboxes.
theatre, Baltimore, May 2, and lay lumbia is reviving an old Jack Teaoff until August, when he: would re- garden versipn while Decoa is prepsubsequently agi-eed ping a Glenn Miller reissue preSiSed
form. It
Capitol already has a
that he go on until August and take years ago.
Medicos had Clark Dennis side out,
a rest afterwards.
warned Kenton to take it easier.

ha:i quil.

Herman

music pubs' attention on 193S, both she and her husband
areas as a proving were destitute. She manag .-d to obtain a $20Q advance on her husband's songs from Shapiro-BernSmall key centers, which stein but had to sign a contract.
have been responsible for sucetiis of This, .she allesfcdly tliought, was a
"Cement Mixer," "Hcai-tachcs" and voucher for the advat ce. Actually
"That's My Desire," are seen by mu- .she had signed away all the renewal
sic and recording execs as a\ enu< s rights, the complaint stated. Some
of
ploitation a progres.sive jjub- three weeks later her husband, who
had cither written or collaborated
lisher can't i.gnore
on more than 120 sotifjii, died.
Written by Fred Fisher iuid Al
Stating that she was ignorant of
Bryan in 1913, the Univcrsiil "Po,;;
the commercial value of the songs,,
O' My Heart" cutting by a group of
Mi-s,' i\[acdonald points out that -she
ex-G.I.'s was spotted through Chiunder.stood she had signed the tiocucago coin machines, caught on, and
nient for a loan. She now claims that
later spread to St. Louis and other
her expectancies on the comp.).''imidwest cities. While it's been a
tions, which include such standards
Fei-'t
standard tor years,
pop-

purely

i-est

artist
was Kay
whose contract was bought
from Jewel Records last summer.

him pause.

seller in the

Kenton—one being

Starr,

WITH

'

become a. top disk rights.
According to the complaint, Mrs.
midwest and is further Macdonald charges that in October,

focussing

persuaded by General Artists Corp..
Ills agent, to continue until air his
bookings were cleared up. However,
the strain proved to be too niuch.
Disbanding of the Kenton crew represents a 'OSS off approximately
$150,000 in guarantees for
dates

unable to collect*
Firm's leading

ZURICH OPERA

constitutes

gain

precedent

Heart," an

I

recording. rep, Phil Fischer, has been

Hollywood, April 22.
After several months guc-^t-disk
jockeying on KFWB, Woody Her-

My

old standard, has

one-nightor in
Tuscaloosa, Ala., despite commitments which would have kept the
band going until week of Aug. 2.
when he was set to play Steel Pioi-,
Atlantic City. Ret son for the breakup is the maestro's illness.
Kenton several weeks ago signified
his intention of disbanding, but wag

Ted Yerxa.
The label for about six months has
owed a number of musicians total 01
.$4«8 for disking sessions, and '47's

Disk Jockey Stint

December.

stun Kenton disbanded his
last

Coast Diskery Permit

AnklesT

versal label; "Peg O'

Kenton Disbands

Hollywood, April 22.
Musicians' local 47 has asked
American Federation of Musicians'
prexy James C. Petrillo to cancel
recording license of Lamplighter
Records, local waxery operated by

AGMA

Shapiro-Bernstein deal, just what
an unconscionable barmay be determined. Such a
is likely to affect all copy-

Sparked by the Hannonicats' waxing several months ago en the Uni-

music.

|48S Due Musicians

AGMA

last

Keys

In Small

licensees,

Somerville disclosed that a number of nitery operators were adopting a "show me" attitude insofar as
paying the BMI license fee was concerned.

with a band's personal manager.
MCA during the di.<!ngrefenient
took the stance that Christensen
leaned toward -the newly or,';amzed
Mus-Art Corp.. booking office recently formed by a trio of ex-MCAites.
Jack Whittemore, Russ Facchine and Lyle Thayer. It's believed
that Christensen proved to the satisfaction of MCA that he was in no
way connected with the Mus-Art
ofPce. Christensen otherwise would
have had to give up management
of the Jimmy Dorsey orch as well
as several others, since AFM regulations forbid any single office to
book and personally manage a band.

sistaiive?

Herman

newed

American Federation of Musicians
bylaws which gives booking offices
the right to refuse to do business

AGMA

BMI

Campaign to ink
the .cafes began last fall while about
CO hostelries were licensed April 19,
1945, the agreement having been re-

meeting held at the MCA office
Thursday (17) when latter agreed
to do business with Christen.seri on
bookings
the Ted Weems orch.
have been the reason why no one Previously, MCA took advantage o£
else has ever been nominated for the
the
little-invoked
clause
in
the presidency. They also cliarge
needed financial supthat if
port, why did it not appeal ta the
Associated Actors and Artists of
America, its parent body, for as-

plaintiff's

Preview Disks

Somerville said.

dissenters po.se the question; Was
committee
subnoroinatin,?
the
sidized by the money put up by
Mrs, Tibbett? Thty claim that may

in

attorneys Zis.su & M.ircus
point out, was the result o" "an un-.
conscionable bargain,''' it won't be
enforced.
Ca.se
parallels
a similar suit
brought several years ago when the
court, in Fisher v.s. Witmark, held
that an unreasonable btn-gain may
be set aside. In Mrs. Macdonald's
action, if the court invalidates the

veals.

Harry P. Sumerville, head oJ
BMI's licensing depar'tment, revealed
<21) tliat papers charging
copyright violations had been served
upon the Iceland, N. V., last week,
and several other spots were to be
treated similarly this week.
Sohne 150 N. Y. bistros, exclusive

Monday

and notes that "since the beginning
of the union, some eisjht or nine

alleges,

effect will test out what is the
proper legal basis for n.ssignment
by widows, children or even the
author himself. If the disposition,

He was an inmate of the notorious
achau concentration camp in 15(38
eight months, Herzmansky re-

^

Shapiro-Bernstein,

against

the

for
OiCipyrigil^^

'

dominated by Mr. and Mrs.

Tibbett, dissenting taction's statement alleges the singer's wife has
"loaned money to the union" since
organization. It's also claimed
its
that ."Mrs. Tibbett's pcrsonaL attorneys are also AGMA's attorneys"

Tibbett, the .statement
Violating the rules of his

week

renewal
of
asking re-assignment
Herzmansky, head oC rights and ending of contract on her
Publishers were
Avistrian
performing husband's songs.
••jlso slapped with a secondary suit
last
rights society, who was jailed
in N. Y. supreme court Monday i21)
month reportedly because he de- brought
by the administrator of
nounced a former employee to the Macdonald's estate, which seeks to
Gestapo for having told an anti- recover the sum of $2,500 yearly
Nazi joke, was held b.y authorities allegedly payable to Macdonald by
for only two days and later was Shapiro-Bernstein during the life of
completely exonerated, he advised his songs' copyrights.
With the filing of Mrs. MacdonAKM's affiliate, the American Society of Authors, Composers and ald's action a novel (lucstiun has
been posed to the court which in
Publishers, last week.

Bernhard

AKM,

i

Musicians'

chiefly

Head Cleared
As Nazi Informer

with Marc BUtzstein
New composition by
^^,,1,:!.
n,i"AA Mn-ror
n/r;^^,.„,. r^,,. n,.,
Kubjk, tilled
for the
Sky," with lyrics by Jessymina West,
will also be preemod.

supervisiiiH.
<^ail

Elizabeth C. Macdonald, widow of
.•songwriter Ballard Macdonald, filed
a N.. Y. federal court action last

f

AKM

staged the

evening,

the

i

rank and file sonally pay a .standby scalc-and-ahalf if union would let him load
metnbers, all of whom charpe that
crew of all— 47 members on onethe union holds "secret meetings,"
night dates hereabouts.
has done, nothing to solve the
Local told him not to try any
"foreign artist invasion," and "since
backdoor approaches, just simply
the union's .inception no other name
apply for transfer into 47 from 802,
has been placed in opposition to
N. Y., and he could freely ))lay dates
Tiiibett."
Describing AGMA as a "family Without underwriting a standby.

composed of

Me

legiter, "Call

I

who

Contract; Estate Also Files Action

.

,

Larne (County An-

*MAM SELLE DISIIG
SETS LUND ROXY DATE
Twentieth-Fox

Goulding's luue.
1

.

diroctOT

.

Ediriund

'Mam'.-ielle."

„,,,,ahoiatioii with Maik
Mack
couaboution

M-itfJ.irt,.ir-

trim) Musical Festival has just been
revived after seven-year lapse. Big- 'don. has i)cen in.itrumental ui t-eUing
gest test of the year opens first the .stage for Art Lunti'.-; book iiig at
week in May, Feis Ceoil in Dublin, the Roxy theatre, r^. Y.. for early
!

which introduced the late John McIt'.s expected
to''the world.
bring group of talent spotters

Cormack
to

looking for
bilis.

new names

Jtme.
i

I

for concert
I

Lund's MGM disk waxing of tune,
which has landed on the bcit.vtlltr

com pi iation.';. was the deciding facRoxy booking of the singer.

tor in

,

WednewTay, April 23, I947

40
British Best Sheet Sellers

ASCAP Appeals Board Hemiiees
Week

Named; Voting Starts

Music Notes

(Weel- Ending April 17, '-J7)
London, April 18,
•Anniversary Song .... .Gonnelly
.Dash
Old Lamplighter..
April. Showers.

.

.

.

Hy Siegal, Apollo Records' prez in Holly wood,\ conferring with Coast
rep Ed Milter 6ver expansion of western pre-ssing facilities. Apollo has
signed Connee Boswell and Charlie Barnet within the week. Barnet handed
plattery 13 sides he waxed himself spme time ago. .. ,The standard ballad
"It Had To Be You," has been bought by Columbia as theme for forth-'
coming Gitiger Rogers-Cornel Wilde starrer of same title, ,, .Four Star
Jeanne McKeon slicing four
Records has inked organist Wayne Roberts
sides for Black & White. .. .Dick Haymes sliced three sides for Dccca on
Sonny Terry, the blind harmonicoist in legit hit, "Fjnian's Rain.
Coast
.Frank Waxman will score WB's forthbow," signed for disks by Capitol.
coming "The Unsuspected". .Ideal Records has made Brian' Aherne an
offer to wax Shakespearean monologs.
Harold Arlen will .score forthcoming film, "Casbah".. Norman Weber
Nelson Eddy has
now topping Maiestic Records' Burbank, Cal., plant
'End of the Rainbow" album for Columbia
finished cutting
.Betty
Emery Deutsch cut six-sided album
Hutton sliced four faces for Capitol
.Andrews Sisters had another disking session
of gypsy airs for Majestic.
Margaret Whiting h&s completed eight-sided
for becca in Hollywood
album of Rodgers-Hart tunes, for Capitol. ,. .Eli Oberstein, RCA- Victor
Bernie Goodwin and
recording chief, back in N, Y. after flip to Coa.st
Eddie Wolpin, Of Paramount and Famous Music firms, in Hollywood hobBenny Goodman has etched
nobbing with Coast rep. Tubby Garron.
Freddy Martin band cut four for RCA; Tony,'
"Mahzel" for Capitol
Martin ditto
Ike Carpenter orch, new Coast aggregation,- etched six
sides for Modern Records in Hollywood, on two using Hadda Brooks'
vocals.
Band has been signed for transcriptions by Standard.
Jimmy Dorsey closes his N. Y, Paramount stint April 30 and heads tor
Hollywood for a motith's layoff. He resumes with the band. May 30 at

.Chappi3ll

. . .

Stars Will Remember. .Peldman
Open the Door, Richard. .Leeds
How Lucky You Are. .Kassner
Wood
Don't Fall in Love
Southern
Rickety Rickshaw
.

Naines of popular and slaiidaid>
•writers and publishers were placed
can- Spina-Green Opens
in nomination Monday (21) as
didates for the Board of Appeals of
York Office
the American Society of Composers.
Voting by
Autlior.s and Publishers.
Hollywood, April 22
iriGmbers is not expected to take
The Spina-Green Mu.sic Corp, has
placf luitil late this week when bal- opened a N. Y. oflice, hirins Milt
lots will be mailed.
Friedman, formerly with Famous
Candidates among the pop writers
Music, as .general professional manare incumbents Peter de Rose and
Firm, which was started here
iiSjer.
Abel Baer. plus John Jay Loeb',
'

New

Mann
Andy

last

summer by Mac Green and HarSpina, is spreading to put more

Whitney
Curtis, Joan
Standatd writers in- old
Raza'.
behind first publicaincumbent Douglas Moore, efficient drive
Spina's "Santa Catalina."
Bortrand Brown and Florence Tarr. tion.
Harry Kuh has been hired as ChiThose running ior the. pop pubChaJ-lcs MeGreSor,
and
rep,
caao
lishers division are Max Mayer, repIiUeniational ni
resenting Paull-Pioneer; Anna Fish- formerly with Peer
N. Y., has joined home-office here as
er. Fred Fisher Music; George F.
contactman,
Briegcl. George F. Briegel, Inc.. an
incumbent, and Sammy Stept. Slept,
T. Tucker's Hershey Pk. Opener
Candidates
Inc., also an incumbent.
Hershey, Pa-.. April 22.
for the standard pubs include inTommy Tucker orch opens the
cumbent John Sengstack, of Clayton
."33rd
season of the Hershey Park
F. Summy, and Maurice Baron, repon
Saturday, May 3.
Ballroom
resenting Mailrice Baron Co.
and

clude

i

—

.

.

Go Home
5 Minutes More
Cliina Boy, Girl,

Hi-Jig-A-Jig.

.

.

.

;

Yale
Morris
.Macmclodies
.Box & Cox

i

,

.

.

.

. .

.

Second 12
My

Hear

.

Dix

Song

I

Sentimental

Reasons.

.Maurice

.

,

I

Sun
Zip-a-Dee-Do-Dah
Dash
Call You Sweetheart
Morris
Things ^j/fe Did
To Each Hi^ Own. .... .Victoria
.

I

!

I

'

Gay

Dream

Ijasso a

.

Beginning of End.
Accordion

j

.

.

.

.

.Victoria

Wright

Wood
Keep Forgetting .......
You Make Love. .Macmelodies
.

.

.

.

.

.

j

Whole World Singing. .F.D.&H.

i

.

.

Harry Hoch new professional manager of PaullRichmond
Music. Ben Selvin, Majestic waxery's talent head, leaves for
Music, Majestic inked Cootie Williams band to longterm pact
Korn Kobblers cut an album for MGM... Emil Coleman waxed "MiReligions Records ami Beach Rhumba" for De Luxe label
Pianist Rosalyn Turock will 88
some Bach early in May at England's HMV studios. Platters will be reHollywood, April 22
Warbler Mel Torme winds up his
Actor J. Carroll Naish has gone leased in the U, S, by Musicraft
is slated for the Copacabana,
May
Ip
and
Metro
"Good
News"
stint
in
into the recording business in partWillida Records inked moppet Frances Lynn for series of
N. Y.i June 5
the U, of

J.

Carrol! Maish

Pioneer
Pioneer

Making

,,

J

i

!

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

nership with Edison

Von

.

Oltonteld.

.

kidisks.

Music tontactman Buddy Friedlander experienced a plugger's
Pair have formed company, using
Some 400 disk jockeys slated to receive the Helen Forrest "Egg aud 1"
week when he aired his firm's tunes for an hour and 45 Von n a Records as their label, and promotion kit containing an MGM waxing of the tune, toy baby chick,
minutes via disk jockey Hal Tunis' WAAT. Jersey City, platter show. will' produce and release albums of et al,,,.Red River Dave, cut eight sides for Continental while Joe Dosh
current
to
its
O'Grady"
Rosie
"Sweet
Mill-s'
four for .-jame plattery ,,. ,Pied Pipers waxed "Mam'sellc" for
frorii
sliced
Numbers ran the gamut
inspirational disks.
One side of
A.ssociated Composers pubbery reCapitol with Paul Weston's orch
soncts. Interviewed by Tunis, Friedlander gave out with what make.s a disk will be. given to organ music
plugger tick. Tunis, incidentally, is polling his fans on how they feel while the other will contain narra- signed with BMI .... Continental plans to press American folk music for
reletters
Some
3,000
Amsterdam plant currently in blueprint .stage
sockfest.
abocit Sinatra aftei^ the Lee Mortimer
tions of Biblical events narrated by European distribution at its
Swoonatra.
Irving
Fields instrumentals for piano
of
the
publishing
some
..
.Mills
Music
portedly caw e in the first week in support
Naish. Twosome has completed cut....Sonora recording director Marie Reubens trekking to Coast for waxting initial album at International
.John G. Wilson, operating veepee
ing sessions with Ginny Simms.
Bernard Herrmann, currently writing musical score, for 20th-Fox"s "The Artists Studips^ featuring 23d and RCA-Victor for past three years, named veepee and general manager.
1st Psalms and the Lord's Prayei'.
Ghost and Mrs. Muir," has been named winner of two of the country's
Fred D. Wilson also named as vice-prez in charge of operations while
top mu.sic awards. Trophies are the George Foster Peabody Award, "for
Joseph Teck, Mills Music's former midwest manager, switched to the
outstanding contributions to American music," tossed Herrmann's way by
home office educational dept. under Max Stark .... Jerry Lewin new
University ol Georgia at Athens, and the $1,000 American Design Music St. L., Holdup Nets $1,500 profe.ssional manager at Beaux Arts Music
Bandleader Jack. Harris
St. Louis, April 22,
Award ior irfs "ellorts to give more artists the opportunity to express
returned from Paris for visit with his family,
Holdup .-{(f a ballroom in St, Louis
themselves to an ever-widening" audience." Awards will be accepted in
With Billy Eckstine's contract expiring April 30, National has some
New York for Herrmann, ^y Frank White, veepee of CBS.
last week netted-a lone armed bandit
14 masters as a bacldol on the singer, who's moved over to MGM..,.
$1,500. Flourishing a shiny revolver, Tony Gillard quartet waxed "Baciagaloop" on Sapphire label. ,, ,Maiestic
Unpublished the past few yj^ars when the original copyright expired. thug invaded the third-floor office renewed vocali.st Jack Leonard's pact.,,, Sax instrumentali.st Charley
Charm Mag puffing
"America 1 Love- Yoli," the Edgar Leslie-Archie Gottler standard, will of the Casa Loma ballroom in south Parker inked three-year ticket with -Gale agency
rights
renewal
obtained
Beaux Arts Music's "Two Weeks with Pay" number, with layout on
week
St, Louis and ordered Helen Reiss,
again be in circulation. Mills Music last
to Cottier's songs, including "America," "Don't Feel Sorry for Me," "I'm cashier, to hand over the money. composer-publishers Joan Whitney and Alex Kramer. ...Dale Evans inked
An
others.
to
recording
and
emptying
till,
deal
by
Majestic.
.Laura
Leslie
Virginia"
After
the
the
bandit
joined
Sliines
Sanuny Kaye as Kis
in
Gonna Make Hay While the Sun
dashed down the steps and vanished, new vocalist, replacing Mary Marlow
ASCAP writer, since 1917. Gottler is now a Beverly Hills resident.
MilLs

dream

last

.

,

!!

-

•

.

BING

will

AMERICA'S

.

SING

NEW NOVELTY SONG

ALBUQUERQUE
By FRED

WEDNESDAY

F.

FINKLEHOFFE and SiD SILVERS

NITE, APRIL 30,

ON

THE PHILCO

Thereby Putting Us

BUSINESS

In

\

PROGRAM

.

with a

BANG!

ONE MILLION COPIES
NOW

AVA/LABi.f

COURTLEY MUSIC CORP.
Pres.:

FRED

F.

FINKLEHOFFE

prof. Mgr.:

SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

THANK^^^Y^

URRY

DANIELS

WcdiMSBaay^ April 23, 1947

THE SON0i THAT COUNT
C OME

FROM

^0im

» • » • •

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

•

799 Seventh Avenue, N.

Y.

19

•

MURR/^r

84((Efi

Gen

Prof

Mgf

—

!;

42

Survey Week of April 11-17, 1917
Witmark
A Rainy Njs'H In R.o—t"Timc. .Place, Girl"......
Maurice
A Sunday Kind oJ; Love
Aloxandei:'.s Ragtirte Band.
.Berlin
Anniversary Song— v^'Jolson Story''
....Mood
..
.......Harms
April Sliowers •f'Jolson Story". .....
Guilty

,

Heartaches ....

How Are

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

..

Tipped

ni Close

My
My

.

w

Sinatra

.BVC
Famous

..

Hat and Slowly Rode Away

Capitol

Day

Morris

Linda

Fei-st

.........

..Encore
Southern

Managua Nicaragua,,..... A. v.
My Adobe Hacienda
(There Is) No Greater Love
Oh Why, Oh Why Pid I Ever Leave Wyoming
Old Devil Moon

— ""Finian's

Possum Song
Ebseslp the Rain
Stella

That's

'

T/ie

rewiaininjf

.

.

...

..

.

,

.

.

Girl"..'....,

..........
Ask Anyone Who KnoiWS.
Beware My Heart— +"Carnegle Hair
Bless You
Egg and I— T"Egg and r'
I Love You For Sentimental Reasons
. .

.

.

.

.

.

•.

.

..

—
.

...

.

Feist
..

.

...... .i

.

.

..

.

Poppa Don't Preach To Me....!...

My

Is

Mills
Jcilerson
;

.

.

Advanced

•.

.Paramount
Chappell

.

Remick

.,

" Les/tf iMusical.

Sablon Re-Signed

MURRAY BAKER
SUGGESTS fOR YOUR PROGRAM

By

TMIN

Victor Records

Sablon has re-signed with
RCA-Victor records after having
broken away from that firm. Several
years ago. He went back to Victor
after his contract with Decca rail .out

Joan

nil lYIIJVM

FaRLOVE

I

'several

weeks

. ,

InUicatea Floor Show' at. Waldorf with
Barry; Ice Revue at New Yorker.
*

Wdek

On Data

2,560
1,765
1,295
1,385

67,175

21,180
23,455
5,560

1

1,2.S5

1,235

23

980

23,095

Tit6 Guizar,

Fred &

Elaint

Chicago
Herhie Fields (College Inn Sherman; 800; $2-$3.50 min.). Fields goin*
*
strong with nice lift to 5,000.
Jack Fina (Empire Room Palmer House; 650; $3.80 min.). Fina's bpening'Friday (18) as replacement for departing Griff Williams boosted good
*
'
take to hefty 4,400.
Stephen KIsley (Marino Room, Edgewater; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Out
of loop spot sluffed off in bad weather to 3,500.
'

•

Don McGrane (Boulevard Room,
showing to

Stevens;- 550; $3.50 min.).

Increased

3,200.

Ramos (Mayfair Room, Blackstone;

ftamott

350; $2.S0-$3.50 min.; cover

$1). Morton Downey's absence, has hurt take badly,
in, ,on Friday (18) is expected to boom returns from'

but Phil Regan's bow

low

1,800.

°

Los Angeles.

Freddy lUariin (Amba-ssador;, 900; $l-.i;i.50). Stout 2,500 tabs.
Russ Mprfan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1..')0). Arolmd 1,900 qovers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

picking ace soloists. Bob Johnstone
does "Somebody Loves Me," "Embraceable You" and the "Porgy and
Bess" tenor role with sharp eilectiveness.
In Mindy
Carson, the
maestro has another find. Wholesome and unaffected (she's 19), this
gal has a subtly, pi'ovocative way
with a song. Earl Wild, .jolo pianist
for the Concerto and "Rhapsody,"
outdid himself and drew a tumultuous reception. Whiteman's deft little flashes of showmanship are evident throu.shout, and tlie baud's en-

(CliicnffO)

Arne Burnett (Copacabana; 570: $4 min). Rudy 'Vallee hitting near top
"
with neat 4,800.
Don Davis (Cliez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Lena Home still ringing
the bell with fancy 5,200.
Soi Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Last weeks ot Ted Lewis'
run Bluffing off to 3,400.
PhU Levant (Blackhawk; 500; $2.50 min. Sat.)-. Levant's opening week
"

.

reflected in sizable 4,000.

Buddy Moreno (Aragon; $0.90-.$1.18 adm ). Weather hurt business with
drop to 17,000.
Art KasSeil (Trianon; $0.9Q-$1.15 adm.). Elements here also took toll
with decline to 15,000.
{Los Anyeles)

Denny Beckner (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 8tb wk). Pulled around 6,200,
by all-nite-long Sat. session. Alvino Rey opens Frj.

good, helped mightily
(25).

Lhs Brown (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 5th wk).
sions.

.

-

Desultory 13,000 admis-

.

.

•

Stevens
, .

•

.

I

12 mixed choristers further poignantly humanize.s the lilt of the
melodies.
Whiteman continues his flair for

....Oxford

.

De.sire

the Night

$1-$1.(>0)

(.500;

.

type that Gersh-

a warmth, color and resonance
that should put to shame the musical bigwigs responsible for some of
the overboard, grandiose orchestral
blowups committed in the name of

"Man I Love" and the ubiquitou.*
"Porgy and Be.=!s." Tlie Whiteman
touch of backgrounding these with

Susan..

Too Many Times
Unless It Can Happen With You........
What Am I Gonna Do About You?— fLadies Man"
What Good Would the Moon Be
Would You BeUeve Me
T Filmusical.

.Duchess

Republic

...

Playea
27
.
10
16
4

$2 )

(400;

thi.s

The program, also, spots a medley 01 some of the composer's more
popular muisical comedy numbers,
orchestral and vocal, and includes

...Sam Fox
.C*P
Melrose

Heather On the Hill— ""Brigadoon"
It Might Have Been a Different Story

Sonata ........

.Shapiro-B
.Miller

:.

for

Listening to Whiteman's
playing of the Concerto and "Rhapsody" makes it strikingly obvious
that here was the medium that
Gershwin had in mind in his work.

Witmark

.'

. .

.

'

was

Gershwin.

Remick
.

its

it

with

....Marks

;

Mv Number One Dream Come .True. ......
..... ...........
My Pretty Girl
That's

combination and

eopynghted ACl

the

....

that

win did much of his more serious
work. The Whiteman band plaj's it

.

week, from

the

of

anew

to realize

•

A Gal In Calico— r'Time. Place,
Another Night Like This i

Waldorf

.Pennsylvania

Chuck Foster*... .New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Lawrence Welk. .Roosevelt (400; $l,50-$2)
Louis Prima..,.. Commodore (400; $1-$1,50)
Johnny Pineapple .Lexington (300; Sl-$1.50)

and understanding for this music
displayed by the group in these allGershwin recitals. To hear them is

...... BMI
..'..Martin
.'.Simon

'

. .

.,

.

•

Beverly
Robbins
DorseyBros.

'

.

20 songs

.Feist

.Barton

.

•

In

Dorseys"

•We Could Make Such Beautiful Music
When Am 1 Gonna Kiss. You Good Morning
you Can't See the Sun When You're Crying

IPeatman).

.

.Crawford
...Warren

.....

... ....

By Starlight
Whore 1 Came

Me— v'Tabulous

World
.*. ,

,

Rainbow"

modern American

of

music. As the pioneer exponent of
concert jazz, Whiteman still has a
unique ingredient to contribute to
the contemporary musical milieu.
His own progression has been fully
as great as that from the borderline
respectabilit.Y of the "concerts" of a
quarter century ago to the now almost universal acceptance of the
distinctive musical idiom with which
he has long been identified.
As always, the ensemble's playing
of Gerishwin is inspired.
No one
seems able to abproach the feeling

.Peter Maurice

...

.

Mam'.SGlle

This

development

Robbins

Eyes

.

.

Morra— ""B^inian's Rainbow" ....Crawford

femora

Illusion
s a Good

It

.

quarter of a century since
Paul Whiteman played the old
BufTalo 13i-oadway auditorium with
a portable stage and prosceniumi
and now he's concertizing in the
classic
environs of BuiT's swank
longhair Klcinhans Music Hall. But
it's a span that has genuine signiftcance both for Whiteman and for the

.Leeds

.

Emil Coleman*'
Prankie Carle.

WfilTEMAN TEES OFF

It is a

Feist

.

.

.

Tilings In Glocfca

—

Believe t"It Happened in Bi-ooklyn"
1 Can't Believe It Was' All Malie-Belicve
1 Gotta Gal I Love— fLadies Man"
I

»Voi.k,

„ .
HoM

.

By SIDNEY BtJKTON

.

Hote

at

UuMil

SOCKO CONCERT TOUR

,

—

Bands

Band Reviews

The top 30 solids oj the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cou-_
erage Index Survey o) Popular Mtixic Broadcast over Radio -Nelicorks.
PubUsh'ed by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

To

ago.

Sablon cut his first four sides
with 'Victor last week on the Coasi
iHe's due to make 12 sides during
the first year of the contract.

'

;

;

I

On

TOP

the Upbeat

New York
Elliot Lawrence plays Richmond
Blues Armory, Richmond, Va., today (Wed.), moves to N.-C. State!

College,

C,

Raleigh, 4^.

OF YESTERDAY

HIT

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY

Thursday

(24), and opens a 'two-week stand!
cores.
"I
Got Rhythm" and " 'S
Wonderful." (Then and Now), were at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook.
soaring.
Some, of the interludes Cedar Grove, N. J., April 29. ..
Touring
midwest ballrooms. Hal
were disfigured by clowning, and a
little less informality by. the maestro Molntyre
booked at the Pla-Mor.
and some of the performers may Kansas City, today (Wed.), shifts to
well- be in order.
Ottum'wa Coliseum, Ottiimwa, la.,
Thursday (24), Iowa State College,
LOUIS PEIMA ORCH (16)
Ames,
la., April 25, then juthps to
With Jaok Powers, CatUV Allen
Terp ballroom,' Austin, Mjnn., April
Hotel Gominodoro, N. Y.
Joe Mooney current at AnStartiiig with a hot rmintet some 29
12 years ago at the old Famous Door, kara Club, Pittsburgh^ until May 4
N, Y.. Louis Prima 'might well be
CIo.'=ing at the Paramount, N. 'V..
termed an institution, in the band last night (Tuesday),
Louis Jordan
biz. For his ubiquitous t-rumpet, his
raspy vocallirig' and colorful baton- opens a week's date at the RKO
im are w.k. to the trade aad public Albee, Cincinnati, May 1..., Dizzy
Gillespie and Illinois Jacquet clash
slike.
Opening at the Commodore Thurs- in ,iazz battle May IS at the County
day (16) for a six-week stand. Center, White Plaifis, N. S',..Ray
Prima's music is restrained and Anthony .set for week'.s .stand
.-at
well-balanced.
Comprising three- Kovakos Club, Washington,
D, C,
rhythm, five-reed and seven-brass,
.-•tavting
Friday (25), then heads
outfit pleases the dancin'^ patrons as
well as offerins a fine show for the west oti one-nighters. .Tony Gillard
non-terpers. His repertoire shows a combo opens at the Click, Philly,
nice change of pace with tunes run- Friday (25),
ning the gamut from the oldie "Just
a Gigolo" to th'e Italian novelty,
Hollywood

An

AH'Tlmw

AII'TIm*

'

.

THE

j

j

WHIFFENPOOF

SONG
(Baa! Baa! Baa!)

|

-

ROBBINS..'

ttmny

!

BENJA^IM and
•

MiiliilgdQilt,

;'

i

Fdrmer Crosby Sidemen
Buy Hollywood Nitery
HOliywOod, April

WEISS'-

LATEST
-

22.

clays.

1

.

AH are former Bob Crosby men
and will handle their own musical
chores.
clarinet

Lamare

plays- guitar,

Rando

ttii Collowo)'

j

'

Nappy Lamare, Doe -Rando and
Noni Bernardi are taking over Earl
Hansen's hitery on 'Ventura Blvd.
Crow expects to open club within 30

and Muiic

W«rili

|

!

':

For new ortist copies and
arrangements, write or phone
PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager,
Standard Exploitation DeplThe Big 3, 1619 Broadwov,
Now Yorl( 19, Circle 6-2929

'

and Bernardi tenor sax,
'An»elin,n."
It'.-;
evidently 9 bid to
while Joe Sullivan may possibly fill
Les Brown, vocalist. Butch Stone,
satisfy
the
Commodore's mixed
the gap at piano to round out quar- trade
leaving band to form own seve'iiat the Century Room.
tet..
Warbling 'Pennies from Heaven" piece combo, which bows with indct
COEP.'^
OXFORO.
with a segue into "Ain't Misbe- stand at Billy Berg's. April 30.
Reg Connelly, British mu.sic pub. havin'", Prima follows with "Ce- Jerry Brent, batoneer, pacted a.s mu©e,®rge Joy, Pres.
duo in N, Y. on Queen Elizabeth to- cilia." His showmanly .vocal tech- sical adviser to IVIodern Records.
•
,U19 9'mr
N|»w York 19
niques leave little to ..be desired. Chuck Gould's 14'piece
morrow (Thursday).
crew now
Ex-G.I. Jack Powers, tall and ru?aed
beini repped by GAC. ... Harry
type, baritones "Linda" to a solid
Babasin, formerly with Benny Goodreception.
He's a former Armed
Forces Radio Services disk iockey- man on bass, has 'grouped quartet
sihgev who did. most of his stuff in hcvc for .self-booking.
Sherman
the ETO.
Hayes' orch ciitting for Aristocrat,
nice
,,5""'^ offer.'; a
touch on new Coast odd-labei,
Harry Gel/Where or When." Combo's sax sec- ler, former trumpet with BG, hantion doubles oil clarinet for okav rcdled all jazz orchestrations for ShirTIN
ALLEY'S MINSTREL
.siilts.
Rhythm department's efforts ley Temple starrer,
"Honeymoon"
blend in vve?l with the bra-ss and
Les Brown set- for fortnight at
provide a firm anchor for the latter
Occasionally cutting loo.so on the Elitch Gardens, Denver, 'jime 20. ...
trumpet, even' Prima's lootings are Jimmy Zito crew one-nitihg around
kept well in h;ind.
Chuy Reyes' rhumbancl,
On the whole region.
In.^
arrangements represent a turn formerly on Superior label, has
to the .<:vveeler side .since his recent .signed with
Capitol,
Paul Pago,
N. Y. Strand appearance.
now Icidiiig Hawaiian a'4;.!re'4atioii,
PROSER'S,
Chirping the now noveltv "Mnhinto Larry Potter's Supper Club i ir
•/el,"
tall,
litl'e
Ca'fhy Allen cona .spell. ...
Carpi Mann has been
tributes
nnlliio'^
jiarticularly
disjinked
as chirp for Charlie Biirnel's
tinctive in her delivery. Her's is an
Limited EHf|agement Coneludinc| April 30
innocuous voice that needs more ;erew, but batoneer wants her to
color.
Prinuj's built up a .strOne adopt new tag. .
Cab Cailowfly
following witli
dialect disk.';, and a.^kiiis $1,300 per niiiht gurirnntees
;imong his In-tfcr reeordinns i.s "An- Utr spring tour

YOUR FOLKS
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'
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Songs With largest Main. Alliances

I

2

MUSIC

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

—Song

.

.

•

.

-

MY MOTHER'S ROSARY

.

ti

TELEPHOm YOUR MOTHER

.

,

.

.

Programs

HAVE THE LAST
WALTZ WITH MOTHER
I'LL

EV'RY

PAN

BENNY FIELDS

Suggestions

MOTHER'S DAY

for

DAY IS "MOTHER'S
DAY"

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

HIS BROADWAY

NIEW YORK 1»

.

An

AllTTim*

Favofitf

,

MONTE

COPACABANA

NtW YORK

.

(jelin,-!,

PL,

5-5

New
5

72

York 2L.

.

Pres.
54

'

This

pipes well with a

lie

chorus from the sidcmcii.
Also a
nice touch is his intro of a fouryear-old moppet, "from tlie Bi'oiix,"

ASSOGiATED BOOKING CORP.
745 F;fth Ave

kthottd

Raconfinglt

.

EXCLUSIVE MANAlSEMENT

JOE GLASER,

N«w

'

who

W. Randolph
Chicago _

St.

-brought half llie drin::crs to tlie
band.stand with hei' eule. warbliiuof "Give Me a Little Kiss" and'
"Josepliina."
.

,

a.sking

sums',

which

Gene
iuis

some grimacing among prowho have beefed to iVIu.sie
Cor|). of America that they
bought
band for ,$1,230 last year,
Harry
eau.sed

moters,

.

.

HAD

Owy Umbqrdti
Phil Rtlian

P«ecq
Mwi««»l<

if

#

J3845
721

.

.Jtimes startoci his cro.s.s-couiitrv
iiile

I

MY WAY

.

herealxflil.-i.

Ki'U))ii

IF

onetour with tecoff at Long Beach.

PSUll P'lONEEB
1657

Broadway

MSIC e|»
New

Yotii 13.

W.^.^

.
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Vaitf

Fair,

VAVI»ETIIXB
Lucy Monroe

1 1, Fin^ I Imgh

Purple Heart Circuit

lofact Naines (m^^^
On

Rap

prison in 1920 for conspiracy to oby. spot on a two-week deal, intain' money under false pretenses. He
asmuch as a name act. feels that so was released
after serving 18 months
short a term might indicate lack ol
of a two to three year sentence^'
Belle

m.

many names.

Sally

Rand Held

On Burglary Rap

75€

mum

nhow,

•

Miller refused, and booked Jackie
He also has an option on
Richman for initial layout,
ibut so far, hasn't taken, it up.
Miles.

ttftrry

111161

la Botsterland Oiuts for Vauders
Talent agencies

Show Biz Pals To Honor
Mdkarenko's 50th Anni

are

looking

personalities to hypo demand
for mediiun bracketed bands. They
have had diflficulty in selling the

orchs singly' and are now attempting
biz friends of Daniel Maka- to package them as units topped by
former actor and vaude pro- a name persionality.
Main problem is in getting a sufhim on his golden
ficient number of top names. AgenJubilee in the theatre with an encies haven't enough names to take
tertainment and reception at Man- care of all the orchs on their lists.
Situation is such that personal
hattan Plaza, N. Y,, May 6.
Makarenko, who had been an actor managers who have had their outfits
for many years on the Ru.ssian and on one-nighters and would like to

Show

renlco,

American

.stage, also

was

a prolific

get

producer of Russian and other fla,sh Coast
Since then he has deals
acts for vaude.

appeared

hi several

theatre dates,
are Soliciting
agencies offering to set up
in which the star would be the
of the package, with band
a straight salary while on

Broadway pro- owner

getting
tour,

ductions.

This situation

Restores Minny

is

the reverse of that

which prevailed until shift of theatre interest from name bands to
name attractions. At that time the
bands headed the package, but with
interest now centered on headliner.s,
role of bands is now reversed. *
A major cause of this reversal is

La Martinique, N.Y.,

And

Slices Talent Budget
The no-minimum policy is only the
good

niteries

for

in

transient

dis-

according to Dario. who operates La Martinique, N. Y., in conjunction with Jimmy Vernon, Spot
tricts!,

week dropped

hijfh expenses in running an
Some medium bracketed btfnds
have a payroll and travel budget
which necessitates selling price of

orch.

more

than $3,500, Since theatre
won't buy at those prices,

booicci's

its no-minny polonly method of selling these orehs
back to $3 and $4 min- is
by hitching their wagon to a star.
It reopened two weelts ago,
after closing for one week, in order

last
icy

and
imums.

is

TEENET BOOKS HIMSELF

to test the efficacy of the plan.

ON

'

CONCERT TOUR

Edward

YVONNE DE CARLO TOUR
BY

•

f
''When

a

single

comic
large

can
as

a
tfie

iiouse

as

Roxy with laughter, THAT'S

BIGTIME"

JACKIE MILES
April

2,

1947

to

name

However, lac^c of transients in
nitery's sector and the fact that
CAN.
LM's usual type patronage aren't
Moxitreal, April 22.
P. Keeley and Robert tire season, but when joining the worried about mihimums, caused
Charles Trenet, French warbler,
N.
McAllister, all local lawyers. show, demanded a flat $4,000 weekly. abandonment of the cheaper policy.
They were appointed by U. S. Judge
will do two appearances here April
Meanwhile, nitery dropped Leo
28-29, Trenet, who is at present in
Thomas Madden after the suit had
Carillo Saturday (19) because of
Montreal "taking it easy,'' plans a
been filed in U. S. court at Camden.
Carillo, who
paucity of business.
concert on the idea oE Maurice
Presentation of testimony by both
had one more week to go on his
N. Y. appearance.
Tix
sides in this unique case will take
STYMIED
FILM CALL pact, was p&id a hall week's salary, Chevalier's
will go at $3,50 top. Singer is hanabout two days. After the testimony
Yvonne De Carlo, of the films, has $1,300, as settlement. Club is now dling all arrangements himself.
a decision on the amount of damages
featuring Janie Ford, singer,.
After his Montreal .showis, Trenet
is expected to be forthcoming within befen forced to call off her vaude
no pickup. La Mar- will depart on a series of one nightIf there's
tour because of last minute film
the next two weeks.
Ice-Capades will be represented commitments. She had been slated tinique will clo.se lor the summer crs in Quebec centers including
shortly and will reopen in Sep- Quebec City. Three Rivers, Sorel,
b,v Walter Keown, a Camden attor- to go into the Paramount theatre,
tember.
Drummondville, Victoriaville. He'll
ney, while tlie government's case N. Y., among others.
JVIiss De Carlo's contract carried
also appear in Ottawa after which
will be presented by Sidney Kaplan,
Miguelito Valdes due at the Hav- he'll return to N. Y. for his May 15
a special assistant to the U. S. At- a clause permitting cancellation if
picture deals came up.
torney General.
ana-Madrid, N. Y., starting May 1, opening at Loew's Slate.
Blatt,

Hitz Bros, deal for the Riviera, Ft.
Lee, N. J., preem show May 13, has
been Called oft. Lou Irwin, who
manages the Ritzes in a wire to Bill
Miller, Riyiera boniface, confirmed
the b6oking at $12,500 weekly, but
insisted that he book the rest of the

Talent

ducer, will honor

dravsring
power,
sustained
Testifying before the board, LesBaker early this week refused a date
lie claimed the crime was committed
there for that reason
Birmingham. April 22.
.shortly after he came to this. country
Spot is consequently in a dither
Sally Rand, fan and bubble dancer,
from
Hungary and before he undertrying to get headliners to replace
stood English. He said he wis used faces a court battle in this city on
-Maxie Rosenbloom and Max Baer,
by: two pther. meri.to pass*fraudulenf an entirely new charge, Mi.ss Rand
who leave the Vanity Fair Thursday
checks without understandihg what is charged with breaking into the
(24) to open at the nearby Rio Cacar of a carnival train, using a crowhe was doing.
bana the following night. They've
bar on the lock, in an effort to reteen throwing out several offers; but
rnove wardrobe trunks.
She was
none have been accepted.
«o- far
held in $500 bail on charges of atThey've .still to pact topliner for Fri- Ice-Capades Sues
tempted burglarj*. Her previous
day's opening, although Jack Pearl,
brushes with the police have been
current there, may suffice.
on charges of indecent performance.
Gov't for
on Loss
The spot has been doing good busiIt's claimed by Harry W. Hennie
ness from Friday to Sunday, but
Of A. C. Auditorium of the Hennie Bros, showV a carny
other nights are weak. Howard and
outfit with which Miss Rand is. tourAtlantic City, April 22.
Erbe still refuse to release figures
ing, that dancer attempted to bolt
Ice-Capades, Inc., in a suit filed, :the :show 'and take with her coscomparing business under the miniand no-minimuin policies. says the show suffered $75,000 loss tumes which had been attached by
However, it's noted that dinner during the three yeai's it couldn't the carny management. Trunks and
They're no get into the local Auditorium be- Miss Rands' Cadillac had been atprices have increased;
longer advertising the ^2 dinner, and cause of Army occupancy. Last week tached in lieu of a claimed $6,000
local commis,sion..- of three fixed due the show.
eating tariffs have gone up several
May 13 as the date for a hearing.
notches.
Hennie said that Miss Rand had
The group includes Alexander K. been guaranteed $60,000 for the en-

RITZBmUFlLlXED;
.MILES SET FORIIIEM

43

Tour

Lucy Monroe has been added to
the roster of names who have signed
to tour the USO-Camp shows hospital circuit It's Miss Monroe's first
tolir in sometime because of illness,
USO-Camp Shows recently enlisted vaude bookers under a committee headed by Sidney Piermont,
Loew booker, to get name.^ to volunteer to entertain hospitalized GIs.
There are currently 22 units touring the purple heart circuit in addi-

* Vanity Fair, N. V., which recently
adopted a ho-minltnum policy, is going in for 8 change of headliners Acrobat Pardoned
every two weelts in an effort to cash
Phoney Check
in to a greater extent on the openHartford, April 22^
ing-night spenders and get a bigger
Edward Leslie of Jacksonville,
turnover from additional patronage.
Fla., a circus acrobat, has been parCarl firb'e and Joe Howard, spot's
tion to
doned
by
the
Connecticut
Board of
operators, have run into difficulty
Pardons for a crime he committed
oh getting headliners with tliis pol- in
1920. A former resident of New
They're finding
icy at: the putset.
Haven,
Leslie
wag
sentenced
to
perlormers unwilling to go into a
'

to

OPENING
BILL MILLER'S

RIVIERA
FT. LEE, N.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

J.

M

Thanks to the ROXY THEATRE and

SAM RAUCH

FOR MY 5th RETURN ENGAGEMENT
Exclusive

Ma nogemeni:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
UAT KALCHEIM,

Person*)

Muniger

Weis-miRji AprU 23,
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'Jersey Resorts

Fafor

3% Tai

Mont-'l

Bite

Bif

r©i«i Cisin,

.

liti

jPriipsd Tai ®B Tips
Montreal, April 22,
Following .action in
S.. last

I947..

kw li%ets

•

Waitfrs Pr®tel

.

On Amusements, Hotel Rooms» lipcii
publican leader, Senator Frank S.
state Farley.
Money derived from tax will be;
law, voters hare are expected to approve a local r«ferendum over- used here to give the resort a genwhelmingly as they go to the polls eral face-liftuig. During tlie course
next month—the date to be set of a year the pennies from a luxury
tax add up to more than $1,500,000
this week,
a season. The previous tax which
Tlie law as adopted by the Legiswas fought in the courts and later
lature calls for a local referendum
providing shore resorts in New Jer- declared invalid brought that much
desire to tax 3% on amusements, money into the city treasury.
Atlantic City, April 22.

Witli the Liucury

Tax biU a

week where nitery waitiers were
tagged tov income tax on their tips,
Canadian authorities are getting
.ready to clami» dowa and try to get
in on that gravy.

Also a

2c.

Governor Drisooll allowed the
to become a law withottt his
signature after demanding that it
be re-passed in the Legislature after
Assemblymen who were
several
listed as having voted for the bill
were
their
votes
saying
later
wrongly counted. The bill was put
through the Assembly the second
time, with up-state delegates voting
against it, including the powerful
Ksseic delegation. It ^bt through the
Asiiembly with a few votes to spare
and passed in the Senate under the
guidance of the Atlantic County, Re-

bill

room.
So far officials of only one other
city have indicated they will take
advantage of the luxury tax and call
for a referendum to apply the law.
Somers Point, ;a suburb of the resort, which hai .numerous cafes and
bars, will apply the tax-lSfayor Tred
Chapman has indicated.
TbBT^ is little doubt but that all

Wash.]|llaidiigPitch

ror lounst trade

seashore towns will save their, taxWashington, April 15.
payers money by shifting some of
Washington is going strongly after
the burden onto the visitor through
the toiirist biz in an e&ort to keep its
the tax and most of them are exhotels, eateries aifS ami4sement spots
pected to fall in line when they see
humming.
their neighbors profiting.
Local Board of Trade opens an
$85,000 fiftJd drive May i-.to help
bring in the gawkers. Among the
N.O. Clip Joints Sing
heads of the various divisions- in the
campaign; (^rter T. Barron <Loew's)
and John J. Payette (Warners)
Blues Wliiie
amusement; and Carleton D. Smith,
manager of
idlBC), radio sta^

lepi

WBC

NiteitesNowCetBk
.Hew Orleahs, April

America's Newest
Dancing S&nsaMons

many

busiBess

lines is bidding- its

instances
I

,nitery

oWn and

hitting

and

tions.

22.

.,

in

some

.

ali-tfae' highs,
bar owners in the his'

toric French Quarter are singing
iUie blues. ^
This doesn't apply to the better
i'
j?pots, some of Ivhom report business
holding up -well. But it does apply
to most of the smaller joints which
tried to get rich overnight.
During the war and in the lush
months thereafter everything except
a gun was used in second class^
!sistr<ffi
to hold «p t}»e costbmei's.';
Ten cents worth of whlSky, ice and
a chaser brought prices varying
j

.

1

j

'

•

(April as-8»)

from 45 to 85 cents.
The goose that laid the golden egg

YOUHeSTOWK

l>ALACE,

may

not be altogether dead but his
throat has been seriously <^t. Many
of the places in question there are
notable exceptions where business
has been on'tiie level and. continues
good—are uesorting to 4|uotas of beer
and isdft diinks tiiese days.

(April 88-iO)
'

—

thanks to UoRV
diid ieoiiwd

RMm

iKelHslve

M«ma9tm«nf

^INEftAL ARTIStS CORP.

PearodiesI

Spedal Songs! ^ts!

frata onr
k Dm
largest.
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IV

%

Ubmir, one id'th«
carai^^eialm lo

ShowbiisS
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Bxelusire amtexUI «or epeeialtyl
J. 3,

SS-31-K 30th

KUINUAN
load, L L Gtr X
M.

Teleptionrl Aitonlik S-8WI5

M

V.

Night

life 'was

bound

for 'a

slump

when

the war industries Jdofied but
the drastic decline now is something
for which many .operators can thank
themselves Some say business generally is bad and others blame their
troubles on the reform city administration for keepiijig the gambling
and' vice lid on.

But you can't laugh off indices
like sales tax collections which recently were $670,610, or 42% above
the same month in 1949.

ing a go'od job.
Biggest shot in the arm was the
Cherry Blossom Festival AprU 12
13, complete With pageafit, airplanes'
over and the crowning of Nancy -An
derson, daughter of the Secretary
of Agriculture, as Cherry' BlOSSom
Queen.
.

Ceremoniies drew biggest sSrowd In
this yeAt.
The hotels, of
were the chief beneficiaries.
Rooms were impossible to get over
the weekend, even if you knew a
Senator, and many of the hosleMes
upped the bits by several bucks per
room as the tourists .poured in begging for a bed anywhere. '.'
While the crowds attended the festival and othenvise took in the sights
in the daytime, evening business
bffisefited the mid-town film theatres,
restaurants and even the niteries.
Latter res.lly need the buskiess here
—but need it in the rnvSHvi^St, not on
the weekend.

history
course,

.

'

POX

MEMIC STYMIES

SMW Of HORSE ACT

show

ice

for

tiin.

spot's

operator,

tion.

5ince the, first of tho year, Town
Casiino has played Olson and Johnson at $10,000 -iveekly; Milton Berle

whose salary was prorated at $10,509
per week; Martha Haye at *5.00o;
Fleanor Powell at around $5,000 and
Mickey Rooney, -whose salary raa
over $10,000.
In addition

the States with his wife, child

music.

these

to

top

prices,

,

,

Altman's .spot seats 1,000 and durthe name shows, spot en.ioyed
healthy busines,s, but even witii the
giant capacity, returns to the cafe
didn't warrant the huge outlay.
ing

Wow at N¥A

Oldtimers

10G

Beaefit;

For

Its

Netted

Welfare Fund

3 Reasons

The 3lBt annual benefit of National -Variety Artists at the Majestic,
N. Y., Sunday (20) night grossed
$17,000 from ticket sales »nd souvenir program, which after deductions
of federal tax and other expenses
will leave a net oi $10,01)0. Sum
goes into the welfare fund of the
organization for charity work among

why

p

-

Y

iliMiii

\

ittt onilM'
fftfaiAfidy.

....

,

m

much

fiVtv. three hours and
20 acts on the bill.
note W6® sounded in the

;

some

NttSitalgic

•

<

SI(U,lwi -Sifactol-

fH« iMMcHim ol
'

j^pptilntmmtt

TODAYI

McFARLAND

come

Show ran

spotted

-. 'j.-

mn m fhm» im

W<-K»,

noWMsement j^hy sta(g». H<j also
fe^d a wire from Jessel telling them
"keep vaudeville alive as
as possible, he may have to

r

Stag* « S*iHi^(
• eMVMitafil.

/ ftAFf -

V

according to KAufman's an-

to

I.'

n

action fiial*!.

.

Rose again handled ticket
and promotion. Tommy Man-

back to it"

f

r

ftmt^.

who -was in the audience, made
substantial .contribution to the

a

•

O

*

yillUII>IIBIIT-Mo»t

ville,

iund,

!

-

.

[

.I.ester

sales

^

by McFARLAND

ol organization's entertainment
'

committee.

L-

r>

^STUDIO - N«w Yojk'f

fcojxt

head

r

o

r

Photography

'

the Coast l>ecause of producer chores at 20th-Fox.
However, he had given remote assistance
iki
Jtaiag up -show, aided on the
scene by 'S: Jay K«nfman, who also
emceed the affljftn and Joe Verdi,
in,

T

or. r

%einbens.
Geoi^e' Jessel, recently elected
prexy of ;NVA, chairmanned atfair
m absentia, being unable to plane

.its

Washington, -which ranks ' feirly
behind New York as a tourist
magnet, discouraged this busmess
during; fl» -war becausii.of the lack of
accommodations. It is now. out after
it again and—due to Uie Wtate House
beiiig once more open to'* the public
and with Congress in s&Bion—^is doclose

other

an

dicfctring for

Sarry .AHman,

has found that there's little left after
the high talent prices are paid
iyff
He's now trying to angle his opera-

Altman, iu most cases, has had to
and .managei\
run surrounding talent which cogl
If he can't get on the Bess. Askey's
an additional $3^000 and $1,200 for
party is set to sail May 6 on the
Mauretania.

.

While

and

summer

'

to

Casino, Buffalo, after

spending heavily on top names,
ijj
temporarily ahwadoning the idea,

Ef^lad

weekly are organizing a solid front
Arthur Askey is trying to get
a move by the tax au- aboard the, Queen Elizabeth, sailing
thorities.
Some .cafe owners, it's this week, cutting his flrst-time-inclaimed, have already received let- America vacation short so that he
ters asldng the modus 'operandi of
and Florence Desmond can ad lib
the tipping system in their spots.
some revue ideas for the new Im'Waiters argue that tips are gifts perial, Brighton (London summer
from customers and as such are not resort) show. This runs from June
taxable. Federal action may boome- to mid-September. Jack Hylton prorang on the nitery trade because if duces.
the govra'nment gets tough enough,
It's a variety revue and will cothe tray toters may refuse to work star them and Eddie Gray.
Miss
under the present setup of wages.
Desmond just closed at the Blue
Askey *ame
Angel, N. Y., nitery.

the re-building' of ih« old Garden
pier, with its theatre and big ball-

BIRNAY

t»

against such

Tliese funds will be available to
fight erosion here, and to make the
resort more attractive g^mrally to
the' visitor. One at the. projects is

AND

^ The Town

Askey Back

Waiters in local nitecies, some of
getting' no more than $10

them

sey

hotel rooms and liquor.
cigaret tax.

With l€£ Show After Top Name Policy

'

R--

'

5.ts 7<h A

.

,.

-itjr

N..W la,.

'r-.-e

e>-iyC' 6

curtain raiser," •'Stftts.'^of Yesterday,"
emceed by Billy <3ociId and projecting auch
talented
oldtimers as
Jeanette Dupre^ Billy Hines, Tom

Minnie Allen and Maude
Nugent, .who .literally tore down
the,house with their songs, dances
and cdmiealitiM of the Tony Pastor's era.
Another wowrof the bill
was .Closing stint by George Shelton
and James Little. wMts. reprised a
Lambs Club skit, "Ancient History,"
Bai-rett,

whose tinge

of naughtiness 'had
rolling in the aisies.

them

STE¥E C¥JINS

Others contributing in a big way
Smallpox scare in New York is to sustaining the laugh metier were
stymying exportation of animal acts. Jack Pearl and Cliff Hall in their
Lorena Carver, who has a horse act slick comedy act; Max Baer and
thafti ^feted to play parks in tjslo Maxie Rosenbloom with their zany
and G»ocIcholm, has been* refused repartee and parodies; Bobby Clark
pas^ge by steamship lines. Ship- from "Sweethearts"; Irving Caesar
ping firms have clamped an embar- with his tolerance songs; Billy Gilgo on animals until health authori- bert in his sneezing bit, and Jules
ties declare the .danger of epidemic Mwnshin with his comedi&ntics. The
Marvelettes, gal aero troupe,
to be over.
vied
Date of Miss Carver's sailing is with the Moroccans tor tops hi that

HAPPY TIMES & JOUY MOMENTS
Ojienine

May

Isl

HIPPODROMIS, B.Vr.TIMOKF.

'

urn.:

MATTS SOSJiN

THERE'S

ONLY ONE

'

now

indeflnite.

ly. Itedes Slough

Rooms

aivLsion.

•

Till

Fannie Hurst, novelist,
appeared
and lauded the nerformers
for the
.merriment they had contributed
to

Came

After Election

^

^- "an^y- Bob Hawk
and ^T^'"'
others rowndcd out the
lone
=h°W'
;

ROOSEVELT HOTEL

NKH

Green

tiy
the
l)oen

Club

Glenn

Ronde/vous

and

Latin Quarter, Newport, have
ordered to close the gaming

room.s

pendin.'!

clarification

o£

Anothi.r
litical

in

set

factor

chii.'ftains

order .shuttering
tivity',

H

sometime

to

ii;;,ue

made

tim

green

tlic

the oominK
in

meet May

v,'liioii

local

on

picture-

r

.V.

ttCA.

coramitfollow

may

1(1.

po-

Willic Uoviaul hd^ l)pp,i signed
for
the Latin Quru-ter, N. Y.,
around'
(i
after nni of Sojihle 'Tucker
Ma/.y.onc-AbtsoU diuicers arc on the

-luly

.samo- bill.
i

.sulj-rasa
felt

OKIK.tXS.

Dire:t;on:

the

current situation.
Item, which lu-.s all the .spoi.s on
the {'riddle is the fact that: the May

grand jury

Depending

monts. Petel Lind Hdyes
Ihe spot

Mcs Green mlo

(In

turrftiaji- *rntHi-<'il at

Political
Edba.^
situation
.around Covington
and
Newport,
Ky.,
ha.s
caused closing of all casino.s in the Mitzi
to Copa, N.Y.
area.
Spots iislng. big budget .show.';'
which mclude the Lookout Hou.se cabana, N. Y., May 28, to
follow CarCovmgton; the Beverly Hills Coun- nion Miranda.

mQ^Km- ;6RiSa^^ inc.
13V E

57)ii St

.

N. V. C.

PL

9-7470

ac-

election.^-

Whetlier

.lunc.

the
casinos will continue, mav depend
on the outfon"? ol tie. election.
Meanwhile the eiuhs aren't slicing talent biidKCt.i on th<» premijc
that too drastic cuts would attraclr
attention.
1
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AGVA Sets Naf

Conveitiii Plats

1

of

Variety

make

Art-

ists hold a three-day pre-convention
session at the Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati, last week. Purpose of meet
was to have Matt Shelvey, national
director oi the talent union, set forniula for fortheoming national con-

rector of the Rainbow Boom i^Jery
atop the RCA Building, N. Y., Is

vention.

Shelvey had previously submitted
two methods of operation for the
national confab. One was to have

from

j

{

j

i

their locals to the convention,

Convention has been tentatively
serving, as nominators. set for the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
procedure will be adopted. at the end of May. Union, however,
Shelvey, who returned to his N. Y. will have to get the greenlight from
headquarters yesterday (Tues.), said the 4 A's before making it definite.
that the meeting was attended by
24 branch heads of the union and the
delegate system of nominating ofl'icers and board of governors (some- Freudian Slanted
thing which AGVA has not had
since 1942, when the 4 A's toolc over
-^^Chirpers' Cick
affairs of the union) was unanimously, approved as the most democratic
Bar, N. Y.
At
with

The

these

latter

|

On

•

manner in which to give the entire
membership a voice in the elections.
Shelvey plans to meet next week
.

with the 4

A'is

national board to

COMEDY
rw

m

m

mBb

-

For AM' Branches of Tbeafricals

©AG FILES
@ $1.00 each

FUN-MASTER
Nos. T thru ZZ

valet

concourse

in

recent French vocalizing emierei
such as uncle Jean, Mnurjce Chevalier, Charles Trenet arid the
other!
Fernando Alvarez; Line (8); As for Miss Williams, this is a 1;
MiOioel Durso Prch; $3 ini'niwitim turn, engagement the number of
weekdays and Sundays; $4 SMur- which no one recalls, they've beS
so frequent. Why is clearly evident
days.
since her brand of super-sophlsti*
New York nitery operators seem cated pianology is in the musical
^^1°]^ Barney Josephsoii
finally to have found the answer to l^*!??*
declining biz—merely feature a vet built this subt6rran«an palace o*
*
pleasure,
showman who's still remembered,
Miss Hathaway likewise has been
and the crowds will keep coming
back like a s<?ng. After a highly here before, as well as at the bistro'i
succe.ssful three weeks withRutti fit- tonier uptown counterpart.
She'4
ting,
Copacabana boniface Mottte also been a regular on "The Glooni
Pj-oser has come up now with Ben- Dodgers" show on WHN, N. Y. Ey»,
ny Field,s, and ,the way the audi- fully couturiered in an off -the.,
ence greeted him the night caught shoulder gown and rather attractive
(18)
indicates he might outdra.w she frequently resorts to the closed'
eyelid routine to make up with full
Mi.ss Etting.
Unlike some ot the other old- visual flavor for what she lacks in
timers who came back from retire- the vocal department. Her voice is
ment. Fields, of course, has been sultry, rather than sweet and full
doing his song stint continually and you have to be particularly

Ra- dra

son,

He's now catering to the outer instead of the innpr man.

BOOIC ©P BLACK-OyTS"

@

3 Vols.
$20.00 Per Vol.. or
$50.00 for 3 Vols. -

"i©©K ©F PAMODIES"

Monkey

Further research into the N. Y;

Left in

M

Niteries

WasMngton

Hitting

Boom

Biz

Closing of several Washington
clubs during the past year has
diminished the number of Capital
niteries

now

are

position.

ness

is

to

two major spots which

in a comparatively solid
Bulk of the'D.C. cafe busiconcentrated at the Cairo

and the Romany Room.
Washington cafes that have

through the years. This is his first
date in a N. Y, nitery in three years,
though, which, practically malces him
an oldtime newcomer. Making the

sh'ut-

tered during the past year include
Delmoriico's, Treasure Island and the
China Clipper. The Bali is now a
cocktail lounge.
Cairo because of its capacity, can
use high priced names such as
Martha Baye who got $4,500 when
she played that spot recently. Business according to Sam Shanker,
spot's operator, is proportionately
upped by use of big names, although
names are not always a guarantee ol
biisiness.
One of the best weeks
he's had at the spot was drawn by

most

top hat and walking stick, the guy
still sells his stuff admirably
and
though his overly-dramatic gestures
might seem corny to bobby-soxers,
who are used to seeing their idols
cling to the mike, Fields has the
same entertainment touch that has
kept others of his generation popular for so long.
Illustrating that his styling is also
applicable to the newer tunes, Fields
tees off with "Show BiisineSs" and
"Good Day," but then gets down to
business with his nostalgic stuff, in-

Johnny Desmond, whom Shenker cluding "Silvery Moon," "You Made
described as an "unknown name;"
Me Love You," "Rosie," etc. He

(Continued on page 47)

.

m

CltDE

Mc£OY

m

AMD HIS ORCHESTRA
Currenllir

m

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE
S». foul.

MJnn."

MUSART CORP.

'

m-ikW SHOWS TO

—

TODAY

'HOW TO MASTER

prejudiced in favor of this type of
warbling to' appreciate three num-

weekends only.

of his w.k, props, including the

Washington population has dimin- even plugs his and Blossom's 27th
no surer way of losing the audience ished from its wartime high; consef wedding anni with "Anniversary
The chantooseys get quently, the town isnt able to sup- Song" and the audience eats it up.
in this spot.
For an encore, he gets the payees
the crowd back as soon as singmg port a large number of niteries. It's to. join,
him on a group of the old
believed the city can stand another .faves
dissertations on sex return.
he helped popularize, includtop names wiH ing 'TWlelancholy Baby," etc. It's a
As far as business Is concerned at spot, but scarcity of
the Monkey Bar* the r&pe's up every probatoly discourage new enteirprises. good stunt for the' niterys and earns
Fields a well-deserved begoff.
night with many custioiriers making
Rest of the show is up to the usual
this spot a regular stop. The payees
lush Copa standards, ^which rates
are familiar with the audience parDoug Coildy a nod for his staging
which comes
ticipation material
job and Billy Livingston the same
from regular association. Two of the
for the costumes. Greb and Leber,
three-act bills have been at this boite
AUCTION EFFECTS
a couple of personable youngsters,
for some years, and consequently,
it's
old stuff to many, hut apparUSO-(Simp Shows .will auction off offer a welbome chahge from the
ently the house likes a. repetition its stock of costumes, props> scenery, usual nitery dan<» teams with their
eccentric, modern ballet routines.
of the 'constant flow of ri^gaieties.
today (Wednesday), at its W. 62d Attractively costumed but with
bare
0£ the perform''rs on tap her.e, street, N, Y. warehouse. Auction feet, their loose-limbed
stuff, featurJustine "Wayne, who's been making
will include all show items not ciur- ing plenty of arm-waving and' methis bar for several years, has the
and chanical motions, is well set and
There's rently in use in USD productions
choicest line of ribaldry.
Gal's blond locks
include electrical equipment, ably executed,
little need to document her numbers, will
contrast wicely with her partner's
insamuch as they're all on the same wardrobe, streetwear and public ad- dark
:

10 Soeh Parodies for $10.00

in-

timeries featuring Freudian frolics
points up the fact that the patronage
At the
is interested in little else.
HotiEl Klysee's Monkey Bar, the management apparently insists that each
one
clean
at
least
do
performer
ntiniher during their turns. There's

Two Major

Fields, Greb. & Lober, SanBorrett, Nancy Dorm, Julie Wil-

Benny

service

j

IVIeanwhile branch reps, upon return to their respective areas, will
immediately make plans for a general meeting to elect delegates. According to present setup, branches
will be entitled to Ofte delegate for
every 200 members in communities
with large membership rolls. However, small branches with
leaser
memb(*rs will be alloted one or more
delegates proportionately.

.

nominations made on the convention floor, the other to have the 32
branches of AGVA elect delegates

j

a

enterprises,

in the underground
dio City, N, Y,
;

and dale

|

\

'

'

MoUet

his report on the Cincy con-

clave and get a final okay
set for the convention.

I

Night Club Reviews

di-

veepee and general manager of the

At Cincy Confab; 4As to fotRe^
American Guild

New Berth

Roy'*

John Roy, former managing

8oo(<ed by

HARRY A.,,ROMM
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"

an Emceo),
Copy o

*

It eir
C,O.D.'8 on any mateitel!
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routit. ttlso
'
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PAULA SMITH
200 W.

54tfi $«.,

NewTaik19,|ii.V.

bUt her efforts indicate
dress systems,
smoothness Ot delivery and she
Camp Shows

locks and the kids project their
personalities neatly, earning them

subject,

is currently engaged
Fortu- in the process of liquidating its assets
prior to its disbandtog Dec. 31.
Any new luiits fOKhed will henceHer piano work is more
.of charm.
forth get along orf items supplied by
than adequate for backgrounding.
Another' regular here is Jack Ar- the Army or what is currently being
nold, who performs in the same used' by other Camp Show "units
manner. His material is virtually a abroad.
rewrite of gents' room stories which
have long lost their freshness. He
does have a good bit of business
worked out with the waiters and Martin's N.Y. Strand Date
bartenders who chime in With the
Freddie Martin is slated to play
punchlines for him.
his first New York theatre date in
Newcomer here is Virginia Mai- some years with a date at the
son, a Cali.''ornia importation, who
theatre, July 8.
Strand
is still unaccustomed to the effete
Maestro has tate^jr been running
manners of the east. On her opening
night she was obviously holdkig a teqordi. shbp in tbs Angeles, and,
back not knowing how the audieiice has been shyUig away from tours.
would go for the indigoisms. She
has a slight voice and good piano
accompaniment. Her material is new
to the mob and didn't contain as
Saranac Lake
much interest partially because of
By Happy Benway
However,
her nervous delivery.
.'sho'll
work out at this spot once
Saratiac Lake, N, Y., April 22.
.<ihe gets the feel of the room and
Dorothy Martin lurlonghed to the
becomes acquainted with the clien- Big Town tnd home.

shows

a hep personality.

able to slovigh off the
blue extremities with a high degree
nately,

flUanjiiOfMD
'Comeciy Dance Antics'
Currently

ORIENTAL. CHICAGO
HELD OVER
Dir.!
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MEW COMEDY MATERIAL

SALE!

(comi-s.

How wtiuld you like
Mc's disc jockeys, etc.).
to own sag Ales of ORIGINAL, fresit gaqs!
Now you can— simply order PUNCH LINES,
nos.

I,

2,

3

or

4—51

eacli

flio.

Autiiorod

liy

sale's

plenty salvos.

Sandra

pleases with her fast tap numbers.

After opening with some rhythmic
she comes back with more
of the same and then seques into
a waltz beat. Gal demonstrates
plenty of versatility in her routines,
which combined with her looks and
sharp, clean stepping, earns her
hefty applause.
Line,
comprising some beautS,
opens with JuUe WHson on the singmg end of "Stirawberry Moon," one
of the three new tunes penned for
spins,

the

my

to

nru;

.
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theatre,
in last

A NEW SINSING PERSONALITY

I

Jack Clancy, Will Rogers X-ray'
technician, back after a week in
N. y. C. to look over .X-ray labs at
N. Y.'s Medical Center.
Jerry LaRose (Prinpess Natoma),
wjio recently licked operation at the
French- hospital, N. Y. C, back and
continuing the cure at the Rogers,
Edith Garzke was given the green
"

i

and returned
Hempstead,
I.
light

I

1

i

j

j

I

i

i

THANK

YOlJ

f

Ml F@af at

latin;

Qvaft^r, Bestoit.

at the Glenn
dcasvons,

%

is

sliowing nice improvement.

Frank (RKO) Soheedcl mastered
three major operations during a two"month, period.

He

is

now

resting

Sam

!

:

JR^it-

Phone: Cirel* 6'1737
I

Friink<r$ tnttrtiiliiera

BETTER.
Arisinai

show.,

Contain

stal.

fc

new

parediu,

gags,

band

monologiMs,

ija

bill,

NOW BIGGER

letiiis.

novel-

Five differt!e«, patter.
12,001
ent issues, $1.00.
Query nii
words of fun.
material,
for
individual
Oon. Fr4nl<ei, Dcsii V.
Homan Avo„
ISOB So.
Cliicaso 23,

€af<» Society, D'ni'n, N.l'.
,

JocQMes
fj^'*
(5),

Passj/,

Mary

t,ou WilHa'ms,

GcTic Sedrie

Chff Jackson,

Minimum,

Band
$2.50

weekdays and Sundays; $3 Satur-

days.

Lb

0 S
i

Ln

^E

"AMERICA'S SINGING BEAUTY"

.,

Hollanden Hotel. Cleveland

rOR' SALE

Lou

Wilhajns, who makes with the
piano in an uncommonly stylish
way, and Ann Haithaway, who
torches tunes in the accepted deepthroated fashion,
Pas.sy (New Acts) is a newcomer
to this country who doesn't make
the grade with the top echelon of

Baker Ice
of pipes,

Wood
Iionse

.Machine,

compressor, set
Complete.

h.p. motor.
eoiuUtiuii, »15(M),

Now

ChleaKO.

ment c«u be
Boi V, S«0 J«.

liispeetion
ttrntOKCd.

In

wa«-

appointVariety,

ill<a>i'!t»"

eiigo. Ill,

Lefko and Marie Southard
handled collections,
Hugh Carney, CBS staffer^ mas-

tered first stage of the thoracoplasty
operation,
The Junior League Club E.nd the
Downtown Assn, of N.Y.C are
launching a $2,')0,000 drive for the
Trudeau .sanatorium here.

Among tho;Se showing a marked
improvement from the streptomyocin
treatment are Victor (lATSEj
Gamba, I^wise Barnes, Helen liiglcc
and Tonlie Emerson.

GEORGE A/XIBBY
1576 Broadway

who

comfortably.
Red Cross drive at the Will Bogers
went over the top by a large margin.

!

inycttiientsiiccess

Charles Benedict, shot in from
Cornwall, Ontario, to bedside of his
daughter. Princess Elda Benedict,

I

j

m% selli siecess-

her home

4
NEED NEW GAGS? DM

vocals. Latter is also spotted in the
•Brazilian" number that winds the

Gallic warbler Jacques Passy—
"who.se principal claim to fame seems
to_be that he is a nephew of Jean
Sablon—heads an abbreviated lineup which consists of himself and
in two acts that are more or less regular repeaters here.
They are Mary

]

I

,

theiiAportunit^lor

to

Mysels.

Mickey Durso and his- orch back
show neatly and double for
dancing with the Copa samba band
featurme Fernando Alvarez on the

cashier of the Reel
Pearisburg, Va., checked
for rest and observa-

KY.

H.\KKY OBEEN

Hilliard and SamOther two, including

the

week

tion.

NEWPORT.

show by Bob

spins,

Ann Rowe,

The room gets a hefty sprinkling
of oldsters among the audience. And
of 'em walk out. What's this
older generation coming to? Jose.

LATIN OUARTER
Per. Re[>.;

hummable ballad. Balleterper
Nancy Doran joins the* line in each
number with some niftily-done

•

tele.

IROBEnTS
MENTAllSIS.-^AWGICAL MASTERS

EaCT Com' " and "One BrazUian in
a MiUiop'; are equallr good, but it's
Easy Com' " which shapes up best

I

none

Mji;ille&SIJi£

as a

.

tja9men...50 surofire, original Comcljacks
Hecklers $2. ..COMEDY TEAM CROSS$2. .i-AFFiio loUeollon of beliyiatfs
Order now!
i Si.
top

Barrett, a wolf-call brunet,

Walter Hoban, who took three
successful stages of the thoracop?.sty
operation, has been upped for plx,
nn amazing comebttcki
(Write to tbdne wiio Are ill.)

i4

THE INK SPOTS

storting A)»ril 24
Pflrramounf', tbleclo'
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Jack P^iarrs Cafe
Jack

Night Club Review
Continue<l trom page 46

CateSveiety, B»iit'M,N.Y.
bers in a row that seem to be sung
in the exact same manner and
tempo. Encore tune, "Gypsy in My
Soul." Is a welcome switch, that
might well have been included as
one of the original trio. In any
event, this spot seems to get enough
Of the regular Greenwich Village
trade who go for Miss Hiathaway's
type of burning 'ballads to gain her
plenty of appreciation when it comes
toe for the palm-patter.

Gim Sednc s five-man ]ive outfit
is no small addition to .the CSD
show, with the boys not only doing
Instrumentalizing, bUt«Contributing a couple vocal
sophisticated

their

Filling in

numbers.

between

sets is

Jackson, like Sedric, a holdover, who's a topnotch ivorylzer in
that hep style the customers like.
Herb.

Cliff

Ciro's llollywood
Hollywood, April 17.
Jean Sablon, Jan Savitt Orch, Don
AUredo Orch; $2 couer.
In for only two weeks, Jean SabIon is a cinch to keep fihn colony
flocking to this Sunset Strit> spot in
droves.

French singer's debut here drew
packed house which responded entremendous
despite
thusiastically
which gabion
under
Kaiidicaps
worked. Opening night, after hottest day of year, club's air-conditioning was on the fritz, but sweltering
crowd ignored heat and vagaries of
temperamental p.a. system to howl
for fencores.

Opening with two French tunes,
Sablon mixed his 30-minute stint
with a few American numbers and,
by request, some of his better known
Gallic ditties. His "Rainy Night in
Hio," "These Foolish Things" and
"The Girl That I Marry," delivered
Jn the Sablon style, brings shouted
demands for encores. And his "Le
Fiacre" And "Pigalle," in which the
crowd Joins, gets almost complete
^participation.
iSis' gestures and asides spark the
great performance and Jan Savitt
deserves kudos for able backing Job
despite interruptions. Don Alfredo
<!i'ew alternate fOr dansai>ation,

EiMiIlfflsSy,

M.

Jose Melis and Ralph Font Orchs,
GaUmte & Leonarda, Ywtte; $2.75
minimum,
.

Only two acts on the current bill,
Yvette,
and each a palm- winner.
the husky-voiced blonde looker, is
the headliner, and Galante and
Leonarda get over with their nifty
,

ballroom stunting.
Of recent years Yvette has been
pliaying mostly out-of-town supper
spots, and she still is an arresting

personality with Her strong sense of
salesihanship and choice of pop and
special-material tunes.
She wisely
routines herself to take care of a
limited voice range, though she
should cut down on her time. When
caught, the audience seemed intent
at keeping her on almost interminably, but it would be best if she left
'em begging.

Galante and Leonarda have more
than the usual amount of stunts for
a ballroom team.
In fact, one is
more apt to recognize them as an
aero pair than as""a dance duo. The
man
particular sho*s aero training, while the girl is an especially
smart-looking, dark-haired looker,
'

m

"Gypsy," and "AUouette,"

all

from

his helday.

Overall show is probably the best
production in town. Costume-wise,
terp-wise, music-wise and act-wise,
the combination precludes any dull
moments. Arne Barnett and his orch
sustain things with dance music that
is
an intermixture of sweet and

fine technician of the
unfortunately is not one to
the introductions for the
of a negligible per-

The only item
the

"Vass

standby

Sharlie?'.

missed

that's

you

&
HAKTFORI)

Spike Jones Show

HOLYOK15

(three to

Bubbles
Buck
Koxy <I) as
Hazel

F

Olyrapiu.

Rich

'!^oott

dere,

He should have thrown

fast spins,

Ben

Beri,

Bob Kennum-

t)

(W)

.Strand

2.'i

Calloway Ore
Dusty Fletcher

B &

Jliller

Lois

BRONX

Timing,

delivery

manner are

and

Windsor
ingratiating

36-87

(1)

Co

Stanor

Sylvia

MifiJiing Bros
.Stuart Co

there.

Chas

Supporting, show builds solidly.
Everett Marshall, whams With his
robust baritoning. Opens with "It's
a Great Night for Singing" and
makes "Song Is You," Falling in
Love" and "Figaro" standouts. Encores with "Sweethearts" duet with
brunette looker Joan Adair, for beg-

Bobby

Tom

BROOKMIS

Vlatbush

)8S-2«

Keaton & Annlleld
.Andrew

2

Pansy the Horse
The Elgins

.

Jesters

Cavnlvales

AKRON

38-21
Carle Ore

(I)
'

& Bernay
B.ILTIMORK

Biu'on

(1)

24

Don Henry
Grace

T & R

3
t)ry8dale

McGlnty
24-36

(I)

Betty Percy
O'Neal
.Sons Purple .Sage
(one to

fill)

27-2

Lew

Carter

&

Allen

Drjilte

(two to

fill)

B08T0V

Boston (K) 24
Wally Broi ji
Peggy TayJor
Arleu & Broderlck
Aniory Bros
Buster Shaver

itavyv BROOK

Brook (I) 20-27
The McArthurs
Waller Sheff

Hank .Seaman

'

(two to

till)

Towers
.Tans

&

<!) ««-27

Martel

.rinmiy .Tiniae Co.
.Ted Dooley t'o
.>Jarty Barrett

Hickory Nuls

2.1-

Oriental

24

Guy T.ombardo Ore
Bob Hopkins
Pitchmen
Pryde Kr Daye
(I)

Beneke Ore

Tex

Artie I>a.nn
Jit

her better.
Being the most technically perfect
hoofer in town, Tapps goes over for
solid reception with his combo "of
tap and ballet terps. His stint com-

CLEVIS LAND

r«la«e <R)

leaps and
beats including "Whispering." and a
five

numbers

sensuous "Samba."
Martin brothers imbue amazingly
lifeUke mannerisms to their marionettes in a scries of

24

Blue Angel

Cuban with a conga,
skeletons whose bones spread apart,
clown who blows, up balloons and

Their

dolls,

Alice
Ro.se

J.'ierce

Murphy

Wally Bnag

Phil Gordon
sings, and a blackface duo who do Ellis Larkln
"Dark Town Strutters Ball" all add Joan Nichols
up to whimsical comedy that j wins Stuart Ross

..^

*

When he sits down for
(In re SovletT
some of his piano solos, however, Adair, Eddie Shine, Martin Kent, appreciation.
(UowntQWD)
Line numbers range from an .Tacques Passy
one can easily forgive his aforeJune Taylor Girls (7), Dave Tyler Olympic mood of Greek Goddesses, .Mary Lou Williams
wieiitioned inad^uacy.
Kahn.
Orch; no minimum or cover.
Ann Hathaway
through a western rodeo theme, to
Heard Oro
C
background, showing
minstrel
CnCe Socletj
Second edition of the no mini- a
Uptown)
nifty costuming and line work. AdCopaeabana, Chi
mum, moderately budgeted shows
dition of two chorus boys makes Lnclenne Boyer
installed here for post-season biz
rjavo Martin 3
Ch-icaeo, April 18.
in town with mixed
one
only
spot
for
layout
lidmund Hall Ore
Rudy Vallee, Pierre D' Angela & adds up as a profitable
line. Phil Crane augments producCarnival «
Vanya, Jack Durant, Arne Barnett the lush room.
r,
„
a
tion numbers with smooth baritone Olson & .rohnson
Qrcft <16), Line
In Phil Foster, the room has
Beatrice Kay
(15); mimmwm
Cee Davidson and Orch do an Rallcl
I*upl)ets
young comic who adds up as the and
backing show, C & T Valdci
comer-upper among the excellent job of material.
belated
Blackburn Twins
with special
..Rudy Vallee's flrst itidwest club laugh-makers seen hereabouts m heavy
.Vlichael Edwards
From his self-elfacMcManus Oro
stint in many years is definitely in past months.
Ore
Reid
the
walkoff
the hit class as long as he sticks to ing walkon to the sock
China Doll
the stufiE he did in his heyday in the deliberate mannered lad keeps them Hildegarde Set for Chi
[\pye I^uke
Opening night saw the
John Tlo
•iOs. Audience was strictly from Misvocking.
Vauder at IV/2G and
Moo .Song
pounding for his return
souri for the first half of the show house
l.'rau Yang
HiJdegarde has been signed for Jadlne LI Sun
but from there on in, he captured it through finale group number that
Click, comes from use of the Chicago theatre, Chicago, startI'al «ln(?.1
with his disarmingly sincere per- was on.
the
cpiiacanana
formance.
New material, including fresh material, which eschews
ing July 4. Chantposey is in on the Henny Fields
ventre skit and several mimic rou- usual patter and special song stuff.
received at this house tlrf'b X<Lober
such bits as the same deal she
sonality.

,

!

I

(

%

'

tines, helped
stuff that had

Continued use of
on "That corner gang

the
dur-

takeoffs

ing^ the past years received plaudits
that kept him behind the lights for

Dodgers

almost an hour and a half. Of 13
outstanding were "My Time
Your Time," "Whiflenpoof Song,"

the top
should catapult the lad into
comedy brackets in short time.

tunes,
ft

very

little,

but

made him famous

mine" guys

and. gals

sequence

"How we

got

out

and

of
dating, the
a howling

the

of
i

Army

X.mcy Doran
last year getting $17,500 plus per- .lulie Wilson
Last Soridra Barrett
centages as head of a unit.
.Michael l>urso Ore
year, she took out $23,000.
Fernando- Alveresi O
EmbasflT
Music Corp. of America is lining
Yvette
up other dales.
fose UelUe Ore
;
1

1

1

Grlirmi

Ryan Bros (3>
^
Tamara & Thomas
Ann Suter

Farrell
3S-4

Sol l''eola

nwo

copaenbana
Rudy- Vallee
Jack Durant

Oolosimodels

^

„

111)

FttAXCISCO
S.*N
Golden Oate (K) 24
Bert Wheeler
Vivian Blaine
Martel 2
The Vagabonds
(one to

fin

.SPHUNGKIELD

Court
Alston

,Sq

&,

24-27

(I)

& Young
Lou Nelson
Joyce

Morrow
The Craddocks
p McVVIIllams Co
TOLia)0
XA'AA

(6)

D'Angelo & Vanya
Arnic Barnett

Pancho Medel Ore
Copa Cover (3lrl»

Buddy Worth

Janet Gaylord
Hotel Bismarck
Joseph Sudy Ore
Georgie Gobels
The Martinis
Lenore

Norma Warner
L & G Can.slno
Helslngg

•

Ralph Xewis
Paramo't (P) 24-27 Denny Miles
Hilly Burke
Otis Bd
Billy Hayes
Ink Sp6ts

Johnny
.June

Richmond

Coles

Sr

Lewi-s

Stanley (W>
Charlie Spiviik Ore
20-1

Ii'rank

Marlowe

Russ Clark

Stephen Klsley Ore
Gordon .% Peti
.A.I

Shyrettos

•

(3)

Song Stylists (4)
Dorothy Hild Doera
Hotel Sliermaa
Carl Jlarx

Jayne Walton
lUrbte Fields Ore
Jan August
Harmonicata

,

Hotel Stevens

Don McGrane Ore
FrakBon
Martelia

& Mlgnon

Bnulevar-Deare
I.atln Qnarte*
Levvla Oro
Du Bole

Ted

Geraldine

Paul While
Blroy peace

Corwin
.Sol

SlB
Kiel n Ore

(Sky

Riders

(4)

Palmer flonw
Jack FIna Ore
Herb Shrlner
jjusan Reed
Abbott" D'ncera (12)
Rio Cabana
Georglo Tapps
Irwin Corey

Monica Lewis

Hotel Blackstone
,Regan
Ramos Orch
Hotel Congress
Joe Vera Oro

Phil

Atkins

& White

H EdBCwnter Beach

.

Ore

Rmllpy Burnette

Seldon

^;arlanna Fedele
Sneldon Reed
,

Walter Lon«
fhe DeMarloS
Don Davis Oro
Don Chlesta Ore
Adorables (12)
ColoBlmo'e

Ricklln & Deur
Billy Farrell

Sam

Bari
Hotel Continental
Del Hetteo

Don Bradlield
The T ovelies (fl)
Goe Davidson Ore
Vine Oardent
Dick Gale
Jan Stewart
,ln.i Kish Ore
Isabel

Jobnson

WASHINGTON
Capitul

24

(L>

Edwards Bros
Crosby Sis
Prot Backwardis
Mario & Florla

Beatrice LiUi@

W0ON80CKET

New Park (I) 27
Mara & Maurice
Miriam Gwyn
.MIscha Auer
Norman Nasarr

=:

whom
legit,

Continued from page 1 as;
she worked in Broadway
in several huddles.

were

Miss Lillie meantime is due back
from England, whence she sailed «
fortnight ago, to make a picture for
Eddie Golden (UA), "Eddie and the
Archangel Mike," and possibly the
new "Ziegfeld Follies" (Shuberts-

Bil

NEW lOEK

comedy dances.

23-27

Vermillion

to

0

Ol«« Orlova

BInckliawJt

Levant OrO
Chci Pare*
Lena Horne
Grav

Danny Daniels

Billy

Haywood

Gene Kardois

Pa.ul

iALX L.\KE C1T\

K & R

Paul Smith
Janczl Makula
Zsign Bela
Paulens
Doris

Phil

nm

Jimmy Ray

&

Zimmormnn'a

CHICAGO

Palace (1) 35
Paul Walker Ore
Bobby Baxter
Dault &

(I)

D'Qulncey & Ctlv'na
Zanzibar
.
Art Tatum
Thelma Carpenter
Eddie Rector
D Dickens Oro

Rosanne

& Blaton
BOCKFOBD

Cabaret

of

Sorkei

&

Farley
4 Ksaalres
Joe Sater Trib

3

Howard
low white gown with Jeweled trim, Helene
CINCINNATI
Rendition of
accents her figure.
Albee (B) 24
"Put The Blame On Mame" was too C Cavallaro Orc
a la Hayworth; her owft' mannerisms .TI.ambertl
Nagle
iM
fr
suit

New

.Morey

I,yri«

Kay Carole

Phil Wayne Ore
Ron Perry Ore
Hotel Commodore
Jack Edward Ore

Hotel

Bothwell Oro
Bob Eberly
Ross IJnck & Page

Anderson

Stuart Langley
Peggy Palmer

Gale

Cierri

Eddie Stone Ore
Nino Bd
Hotel Blltmore

nissell

i.:tica

CHICAGO
Chicago (D

Monchlto
Wlvel
Bob Lee

June Arnold

.T

i:)art

Tom

Noro Morales
Sacasas

Don Tannen

Chuck Foster Oro
Marion Soelman

_

24-26

(I)

The Latinos

Rio

Est &
W State

BilJaU

3 Thornlons
Dot Day & Dee

.lolmnv Moraan

HIppoilrome

Claire

Hogan

nE.4UIN0

Bud Sweeney
^1

24

(I)

Sis
,
^,
.Steepleeh e

&

I.ane

Lenny Kent

(one to fill)
A'rT>.*NTlC CITY
Steel Tier (I) ««-27

rnlaoc
Prankie

.

Earle <W) 25
Tna R llulton Ore
Robert S & White

Hank Seaman

R &

Asnour

Gau tiers
Pat

Roger Ray
Bobby .Tewel
The McArfhurs
Walter Solilft

Beau

Carman
Barry

t'orlnne

Fletcher
Graves
Carlos Ramlrev.
Gloria Gilbert
Kodrlquei! & Phyllis Dave Dennis Ore

Kay Veraon

VHILABKLPIHA

Fair

Ben Beri

Jo*.
Pnn* Ore
Havaufi-ainilrtd

Bolmout-Plan

Co

.Luclennif &
(one to nil)

(I)

Vanity

M

O'Neal

B Dyer-Bennett
.Muriel Gaines
Gwen Tyncs.
Dick Styles i
Don Frye

Jack Pearl

Nina Dover

84-27

<I>

.Ted Doolei-

Gay 00k Co
QIBUNS
Jamaica (K)
The IterzogB

off.

prises

rATBRSON

Tyler Thorn ft R'bts
Milton Douglas
Marie L & Charles
28-30

Hoo Rhee

Rollins

PlBurella Co

BomnaiBD

Old'

Jackie lyiiltiPB
Sadie Danlts

Cosmos

Majestic

O

'

Graham Sis
r. * L Bernard

The naven-s

Newton
Pappy BIlow
l^appy Below
Village VanRunrd

-lohnny

.Monte carlo
Dicu Gasparre
Roberto
Maya Ore

Shorty

Barney Grant
Raleigh Bros

Cata

Jose.

B &

Allan

George Glvot:
Richards-Adair

nedy, and the production
bers.

Alice

^

Barn

Villnge

Toni Palmer

Pablo
Shepard Chorus
Art Wan'ir Oro

Marshall

rnrk (1)
King

W Bilant
Senay Venuta

*

Homer & Holly
Danny Sothern

Rossijlianos

NEW BEUrOKB
26-27

Tap & Toe

Verstililee

Carl Brksson

Bob Grant. Ore
Panchito Ore
^

Harriet Lane

X-Treema

3

Nelsoii Sis:

&

Baer

Blacker

Wally

Edille'*

Si

Th6 Amorys
Narda

23

(»')

i^ib.son

A:

ISverett

The
Tip.*
1>

Lcuii

Joan Brandon
Gory Morton

Carl Ravazza

&

Gloria King
Iris Karyl,

Oedric Wallace 3
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Valley Arena (I)
Paramount (1*) !8S Boyd Kaeburn O
Duke EUinKton O
l.eo CariUo
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is

that one in just once if only fOr
oldtimes' sake.
The rest of the VF show has
the Maxies, Baer and Rosenbloom; Gloria Gilbert with her

2r.-27

(1)

NTG Revue

Rosenblooni

Dick White

.

Lewis & White
Slate

Rio Cabana

Sha*

Waldorf- Astoria
<3al Ohiman Oro
John (Sebastian
Jose CurUello
Raye & NaWt
Rnban Hlea
li^mil Coleman Ore
Jlarlan Bruce
SlJaoha Borr Oro
Marilyn Cantor
Little Club
Day Dawn & Dusk
ReUy Lou Bonney Elliot & J'uri.st

Atkins

Coles

Hoy Poy

Kemus Co
Kuckettes
CorDs (le Ballet
Ore
Coke

Hotel St Regis

June Richmond

.sym

ohow

Loewi

Independent)

(W) garner

Lasala & Feplto
Paul Sparr Ore
Hotel Tnft
Vincent Lopez Oro

Ol.sen

I'iiul

Rio Cabana,

Miami

l.ewia

Hall (I)
.>luslc'
Paul Haakon
Kathryn Lee
Robert Marshall

.

Beach., April 11.
Joan
Pfiil Foster, Eueret.t Marshall,

&

:^rartin

Club Horntan, Toronto

Miomi

ReiUy

Betty

.Milt

& Joy
COLV .MUX'S
Palace (R) 28-80
Ink .Spots
24 Johnny Otis Oro

The Garoius

The Adair gal, seen hereabouts in
recent seasons at smaller rooms, has
acquired a style and delivery that
should keep her moving up. Niftily
gowned she purveys a throaty style
on sock arrangements of "Love Is
Sweeping the Country," "Glocca
Morra" and "Gonna- Build a Fence
Around Texas" for heavy applause.
Hunt.
Production wise, Martin Kent, a
better than fair swoon croon lad
Shine
Eddie
okay,
while
does
hahdles tapology in zing fashion
Toronto, April 17.
and
in own spot clicks with his
Bob Russell, Renee & Root, Pat spin-taps.
June Taylor's lassies are
O'Connor, Wally Wicken's Orch (8) still doing the sarhe numbers they
with Rudy HonsOn; $2 co«er, no handled so well all season and look
minirfiurfi.
Dave Tyler and
as good as ever.
orch remain one of the better show
With public drinking now per- bands in town.
Lory.
missible in Toronto after 31 years,
the Club Norman has taken the- lead
in introducing a diverting floorshow.
Clil
So far this lavish nitery has every
Chicago, April 18.
table booked up for the next three
weeks. At $4 a couple cover, with
GeorQc Topps, Monico Lewis, Mardrinks running from 75c. to $1.60, tin Bros. (2), Line (9), Cee Davidit's the brightest spot in town. Show
son Orch (10); $2.50-$3.50 minimum.
is staged in the Starlight room, seating some 450, with music piped into
Efforts of this spot to lure trade
the Circus Bar (160) and the Saddle seems to be a lost cause. Current
room (80), with no cover charge in show is an incomplete production
these rooms.
though each act does well on own.
Show opens with Bob Russell Although Monica Lewis, songstress,
teeing-off for solid delivery in song and George Tapps, dancer, topline
and comedy blending and bringing the. show, neither can carry the
on the other acts in an unobtrusive burdta of the production. Martin
manney. Renee and Root contrib a brothers with their marionettes incouple of ballroom numbers in well- ject humor and a finished performmannered style, highlighted by ance but can't accomplish chores
clever lifts and spins, then a samba that should be relegated to a comic.
routine and a soft-shoe comedy
Miss Lewis with her soothing
finale.
They go over well on ap- voice
sells five numbers, outstandpearance and clever terping.
ing of which are "Paradise," "I
Pat O'Connor, songstress, does Want To Be a Bad Girl" and "Emniftily on "Grand Night for SingYou" for good returns.
"Glocca Morra," the "Cab braceable
ing,"
is cute and her long,
Song" from "Polonaise," and "Goody- Her manner

Copaealiana9

CITV .Sammy Kaye Ore
Paul Regan

Capitol (L) )il
CilBat Ore

Xfivicr

Gaylords dancing is new and almost too good for bistro traffic. She
combines a gypsy primitiveness
with ballet virtuosity which shows
her ofE as potent stage material.
Package wrapped in bright and expensive silks and feathers and" channeled through clever terp arrangements tops any nitery show" in town.

a

ivories,

handle

show because

NEW VOKK

business with the probable exception of Willie Howard. The
amazing part of Pearl's technique lies in the fact that despite
his many years of retirement,
that
remarkable sixth sense

23

below Indicate npenlns das' of
or split week

tetter In parenthesis indieale circuit: <I)
(F) Pnranionnt; (B) KKO;

hasn't left hini.

"Holiday for Strings," Debussy's
"Prelude" and "Tico Tico."
Spotted in middle of the bill, just
at the point when too much beauty
might be cloying, Durant takes over
with a short but fast routine of

bills
whether full

nltli

act

His Munchausen act has a nostalgic fiavor that's appreciated by
the oldtimers. It's been a standby
for many years and gained wide
circulation in the '20s when he
starred in an airshow. Withal, it's
new to the younger crowd, and
despite its dated vintage it garners its quota of laughs.

"Embraceable You," "Speak Low,"

Good."
Russell,, however, has all the solid
and no little of the act's interest is
^n and out of
garnered because of the girl's looks. production values,
he shows the vet
They have a little stunt of the guy the proceedings,
showmanship touch that instinctivesitting down at a patron'.s table, for
gears timing. Has plenty of good
ly
a rest", meanwhile jostling one of
including his satire on rathe table's male customers onto the material,
and his imitations of
floor to dance with his partner. It dio annoimcers
intersperses these
could be a good bit, one supposes, screen stars. He
in a robust baribut more often than not the patron with several songs
tone and builds to ^ock finish with
is one who doesn't lend himself apof JolsOn numbers.
medley
a
propriately to such foolery, and the
orch backgrounds
Wicken
Wally
result is negligible.
neatly, with Rudy Hanson on for
Otherwise, there are the orchs of
vocals.
Jose Melis and Ralph Font, each of pleasant
Show is lively and fast-movmg.
which is sock for. the dancing.
McStay.
Melis,

'

a natural gracefulness that sets off
and .acc^tuates .slick terping to

Gaylord, modern ballerina,
and Buddy Worth, baritone, smart
in both the music department and
the terping.
Original; music of
Frank warren is a perfect foil for
the flash tropical allure of Eddie
Noll's
production numbers. Miss

"

WEEK OF APRIL
conne«tion

Xuinerals In

with his longtime partner Cliff
Hall, Pearl shows a sense of timing that's probably superior to
that of any other comic in the

Production is interspersed with
smart ballroom duo, Pierre D'Angelo and Vanya, and an ace comic,
Jack Durant. Ballroom duo is unquestionably one of the best in its
class, having a sharp sense of timing
and graceful gyrations. Femme has

Janet

Munchausen

familiar ^aron

smooth numbers and South American rhythms. Orch comprises four
fiddles, four sax, two trombones,
three trumpets and three rhythm.

hilarious mimicry and satire.
Ace
bit is his satiric panning of Vallee.
Basic rave is that Vallee can't do
what he can, including a backward
flip, but still gets $7,500 per week.
Fundamentally same routine, with
pointed mimes of Gable and Grant
and a rousing Jolson on "California
Here I Come" has the house yelling
for more.
Ends stint with a softshoe dance to solid returns.
Production
featuring
numbers

Variety. Bills

malting his first
nitery appearance as a replacement for Allan Jones, at the Vanity Fair, N. Y., should attract a
steady stream of performers in
the audience, if only to learn
what timing really is. Doing his
I'earl,

Monte Proser).
Metro, in the interim,
refurbish the script of

CITY

pins," a

Iceland
Milt Brltton Unit
Latin Otiarre*

maid,

Soph ie Tucker
Eddie Schaefer
Chartwicks
Debonairs

Ralph Young
Hal Rfeywln
Cecil Lewln
Chick Gladke

is

popular

once tried to stage-adapt it but
found it difficult because "Mary" is
sort

of

femme Superman who

walks on ceilings and does

O

alj sorts

unexpected' screwball things to

of

Vincent Travers

trying to

"Mary Popbook about a daKy nurse*
with children and
grownups alike. Nancy Hamilton

Ralph Font Or

charm

children's imaginations.

Diamond nnrseNliov
Prof Backwards
Shi

Herman Hyde

Soph's $47,000

Turner Twins
Rosebuds
BUly Banks
Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noblo SIssle Ore
Svd Strange Ore
.

Continued from page I
Last Saturday (19) Latin Quarwhich is within $2,000
highest New Year's Eve mark
when upped Charges to $15 perperson was in effect. There were no
raises in prices during the current
000.

ter hit $9,600

of

Hotel Commodore
Louis Prima Ore
FJ Chlco
Boslta Hios
Mieuel & Albatcla
Alice Farrai

Bob Turk

Hotel Lexington

its

Tucker run.
Soph's take is all the inore reconsidering that nitery
is on the wane, and takes
50% of the wartiine

Alomas HawalUns

markable

Hotel Fcnnsylvani)
Randy Brooks Ore
H«tel Pierre

spending

Dave. Ai>ollon
Chester Dolphin

Chas Reader Ore
Hotel Plaira
Hildegarde
Hal Kannor Oro
.Monte Oro
Hotel Roosevelt

Lawrence

"^'elk

Or

are frequently
high.

.

Miiss Tucker's draw actually i*
higher ittasfnuch as gro.^s business
done at the Walters spot ran ove?;
$60,000. The 20% cafe tax accounts
for the difference.

.
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Boxy,

Br.
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Rio" and

Y,

Lecuom Cuban Soys Orch

(17)

mlth Daniel Gonzales, Manyo Lopez;

•;

balanSftd,

Clark'*

among

da,"

S^ogram

Wp

is

well
,

.
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of
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Chicacfo, April 17.

Miller Orch
Garry Stevens, MelloHelene t Hoimrd. Artie

Tex Beneke & Glenn
(31)

ittitft

torjcs <4) ;

Dam;

"Boamerang"

<20th).

.

Contrary to complaints that orchs
are not paying ofE, new show here
with Glenn Miller orch undtfr baton
of Tex Beneke, is packing the house.
XJsing

Mood"
folid

old Miller reliable. "In the
as opener, band follows with
"Falling
of
arrangement

eaves" and "Meadowlands," which

muted trumpets. and_ generous string section of nine violins,

features

two

violas

and

dello.

Helene and Howard, costumed .in
green and black trimmed outfits, do
usual "Ritz to Roughhouse'

their

routine f,or nice response.
Garry Stevens, refreshing baritone, who along with Beneke helps
the Mello-larks. crews' chirpers,_ do
smooth versions of "Gal in Calico
and "Blues of the Record Man,"
solos with fancy offering of "Speaking of Angels" and "Guilty."
Comic Artie Dann tees off with

"Lord You Made My Nose
To00 Long" aiid breaks into an aud
Jiecial,
IP

'

heckling routine to warm up handsWould have
customers.
on-seats
been wise to use him earlier in bill.
His "Hands" number and Durante
impresh are real payoffs.
Beneke orch pulls old Miller forwith something old highlighting
tat
ank Maneini at the piano and
Jack Sperling, drummer, in modern
Dravying
"18th Century
minuet,
Room"; something new, "Anniversary Song" brings back the Mellolarks. four lads and a sequinedgowned brunet gal. Band then borrows Benny Goodman's, "Don't Be
Like That" and bow off with "Serenade in Blue," featuring Beneke's
solid .sax solo, as Mello-larks hum
Hunt.
in background.

Indianapolis, April 19.
Charlie Spivak Orch with Tommy
Mercer, Bobby Richey, Rjjsty Wichpls. Star Dreamers; Frank Marlowe,

Mack

Sc Desnwnd, Russ Clark; "Gentleman Joe Palooka" (Mono).

and

supplies

many

laughs.
Youngsters are gpod dancers, with
act lacking solid finish.

Gautier's "Bricklayers"; "CornWal in

Costa Rtca'^ (20th).

"Rum and Coca Cola," "Apple Blossom Time" and close with Jolson JACQUES PAS8Y
medley ("Sonny Boy," "Mammy" and Songs
"April Showers") wearing for ad- IS Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N.
Ted,
ditional salvos,
Wave

come

Chleago, Chi
April 18.
yolanda, Carlton Emmy
CJucOflio,

Capitol

Veloz &
Madwngs, Jean CartoH, Lou Brme the TCst-T^ided by the fact that
he's
Orch (14) "Guilt of Janet Ames" Jean Sabloh's nejihew. which gives
{Col).
him some standing in the bilUnB
;

at least.
Bill caught on one of those off
As his turn sets now, Passy is
Lou just a singer who'd be mediocre
days with slim attendance.
in
"Malaguena" any language, but he happens to.
Breese opens with
which didn't do much for a warmup, sing in French. Unfortunately, jn
Carleton Emmy follows with his addition to lacking that way with
dog act, putting the pups through a a glissando that marks his mpre fafast performance that gains chuckles vored compatriots, he also lacks the
and fair applauSe, mostly from tile easy charm and personality which
sells them in this country. It there's
moppets.
Jean Carroll had a tough time ot any solution for him, it's in forgetting the effort at being a Gallic
it before her rapid delivery comedy
stint managed to provoke laughter. Crosby and turning to a come^ rou*
Her comic patter eventually caught tine making fun of Sablon, Treneton and ^'won them over for solid ap- Chevalier, et al.
''}''
Passy is a slightly-built fellow
plause,
Veloz and Yolanda came on to a (Which that Harlemesque doublehappy house. The dancers do two breasted can't conceal) with a bit of
smooth waltzes to "Anniversary a mustache and a general appearTheir ance that marks him different from
and "Whispering."
Song"
grace ahd charm and the precision the other French lamnisters. He's acof their ihtri<ate material still keeps tually from Monte Carlo, which
them among the bejst in the busi- gives both his English and Frencti
Others are a Brazilian samba, a slightly, strange tang. He givai
ness.
the- conventional explanatory prefa cute jitterbug-minuet and their
ace to his songs in battered Americlassic tanga.- Score solidly. Hunt.
canese, doing all his chirping in the
mother tongue. Times are the usual
more-or-less cute Frenchies, ex'-ept
18.
Boston, April
for "Gal 'in CalicO," a nice switch.
Frankie.Corle Orch with Mar joric
Passy came to this country in DeHughes; Baron & Bernoy, Buster cember and Worlted for four weeks
West & Lucille Pogre; "Deoil Thumbs at Charlie Foy's on the Coast be.*ore
being brought east by Barney Joa Ride" (RKO).
sephsoh on an experimental basis.
Herb.
Built around the Frankie Carle
band, this layout is plenty diverting.
There's nothing unusual or sock, but
A good MARIE {.OOISIB * CHARLES
it is solid and satisfying.

HMO^ Boston

comedy act would have lifted it into
a different category, but the Carle
fans get along okay without it.
Carle's daughter Marjorie Hughes;
featured vocalist. She does neatly
on "Roses in the Rain" and "Chick
With the Band." Gregg Lawrence
handles other vocals with rather too
is

pronounced a vibrato in his Voice,
but looks good and does well enough
okay with the bobby s<?xers

to do

down
For

front.

own

chore. Carle does a

his
flock of pianistics against the

rhythm

follows

Miami

.

nomenal tap routine utilizing his
Impressionists Ray and Nardo do
wooden supports and one live leg.
okay with takeoffs on Dead End
Celebrating
its
21.st
anni the Will Mastln Trio features an unKids, Ink Spots, Cary 'Grant, Barry Golden Gate proVide.s- a sock show
usual brand of temping with some
Fitzgerald, Crosby and Edward G. topped by the Andrews Sisters and very
funny capers by a youngster
Robinson. Toppers are the satiriz- figured to hypo biz plenty.
the key spot.
ings of„ Peter
Lorre and Carmen
_
With house band on stasge," An- act single-handed Latter carries the
with a series of
Lombardo Most, are sharply done,arew.s trio duplicate previous clicks ccmicdance
impressions and scat
Frank Marlowe's comedy, Russ and shows original tinge to take the to cop top honor.s-. Gai'f do nT/uYv
s'"e'"g'
"«rm.
Clark's puppets and Mack & Des'seen this before" edse off.
[on "No Business Like Show Busimond's comedy and terping.
Th;e Littlejohns teeoff with a well ne.ss" and "Feel's Too Bia " also' a
EariivViiiiiy
Spivak solos on trumpet as band devised juggling stint. Throw in variety of other pops to plant them
favors with 'Anniversary Song," everything, including balls, clubs, a .solid hit.
Philadelphia, April 19.
'Stomping Room Only," "Begin the knives and top with an axe throwVivian . Fa.v,
ballerina
...
contribs
Beguine" and other favorites in style ing bit that gets plenty applause,
plea.sing terp .w.«sion
topped, and poodles Weaver,
Eola Galii handles the song spot turns in adequate set of three by a the SlKkiirettes, Betty Jo Huston,
that's both lively and mellow. Bobijy
Dick Morgan. Bill
Richey is a demon on the drums. in fairish manner. Includes "Glocca toe-rhumba.
Kind, Atleen Carlyle, George Rock;
Busty Nichols takes care of the nov- Morra" and "Anniversary Song" and
Les Paul Trio, v/ilh Paul on steel "Beat the BandiRKO).
elty singing nicely in "Shorty's Got purveys an original arrangement on guitar, gives good afcount on "Bpgin
to Go" and "Huggin' and a Chalkin," band, musical Comedy and opera the Beguine," "Blue Skies" and
Spike Jones and his City Slickers
while Tommy Mercer turns on the singers,
"Anniversary Song."
jienniteiy have that
Les Rhode apd house orch back
romance to advantage in "For SenAlan Carney follows with niftv Musical Depreciation zing in the
Revue" curtlmental Reasons," "Eainy Night in show 1^ top style. Biz good. Lary.
comedy that has audience ap{>!aud- rently exploding at
the Barte. .If
«olid

than average

Stage this Stanza.
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of Gallic groaners who've
way recently appears to"

this

be the only reason for Jacquei
Passy.'He apparently
caught on
& the crest and washedwas
ashore with

section, clicking Mvith "Anniversary
standard format Song," "Heartaches,'' "Star Dust"
this week,
with quartet of acts and "Carle Meets Mozart.' It's a
which add up to pleasant entertain- good and well-routined band show.
ment for the customers without Specialties are BarOn and Bernay
bowling them over.
in a good session of acrobatic danLeonard Sues, formerly *of the cing, and Buster West and Lucille
Eddie Cantor air show, shares top Page in the usual combo ot comedy
Elie.
billing with Gautier's Bricklayers," and hoofing.
which still impresses as flashiest dog
act In the business.
Apollo, M. ¥.
Sues does a neat turn with his
Eddie
Orch
Vinson
(16), Deep
terizations,
trumpet, handling- instrument with
River Boys
Mary Lou Williams,
Darmora
Ballet,
Continentals, flair arid
showmanship. Music that Jesse James, (4),
Will Maslin Trio; "Bosaround here for years, stage a series comes out of
his horn makes good
ton Blackie in the Law" (Col)..
of dances, ancient and modern, with listening.
Sticks to pop tunes, deplenty of aero solos and troupe work,
pending for novelty on arrangeHarlem's vaude flagship is pourfinishing with French Can-Can to
ments rather than trick tunes. Such ing on more than
usual quota of
nice audience reaction.
numbers as "Anniversary Song," "St boogie-woogie and itshot blues in its
Laurel and Hardy come on to bie Louis
Blues" and "Blue Skies'' can't current layout. But the quality is
hand, and immediately go into their
comeidy skit, "Getting a New Motor miss when combined with top tech- high, the pace 'is fast and the Apollo
Car License," which gets them howl- nique and lad's pleasing manner. habitues like it. Business, however,
Gets rousing returns.
was surprisingly offish last Friday
ing. Boys have added comedy bits
Gautier's dogs stick to their usual night (18) despite the marquee lures.
to this since playing the Palladium,
and now chalk up more laughs than routine. Which needs no improving.
Eddie Vinson's orch, consisting of
formerly. Their finish, in which each Costuming plus stage set give act seven brass, six reeds anl three
an
almost
human
quality.
Distaff
rhythm,
partner attempts to sing, emulating
sets the pace for the show
Crosby and Sinatra, is fitting finish side of audience responds with with a- steaming teeoff number,
encouraging oohs and ahs, while "Esquire Bounce." Orch plays with
to laugh-raising act.
Newman Twins, two personable drunk sequences, in which canine a clean, sharp style with nice modustagger in and
out of lation of its brass section and a
boys, with sp:-ie good lifts and tipplers
strong-men stufl, manage to hold saloon's swinging doors, get volley pleasing accent on its saxes. Vinson,
of laughs and applause.
niany customers to the finish.
who wins the ccowd's favor with his
Frank ConYille, with Sunny Dale, screaming double entendre blues
Rege.
rangy femme assistant who has vocals, is also a firstrate tenor sax
played straight to his clowning for player in the hot ja2z style.
Olympia,
some years, is back after four years
Mary Lou Williams, doubling at
on the USD circuit. Act starts Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y., deMiami, April 18.
Gene Sheldon with Loretta Fischer, slowly, with some zany terping, but Uvers nicely with her standout
picks up as it goes along. Audience boogie-woogie pianistic style.
Littlejohris, Nick Long, Jr., Eola
warms up to a lOoa-dance slapShow's high spot 'is the Deep River
Gain, Ray & Nardo, Les Rhode
version, and shows apprecia- Boys.
Male quartet, featuring a
House Orch; "Angel and the Bad- stick
tion for Conville's Chaplin takeoff, superb tanor voice In the pivot
spot,
man" (Rep),
which reaches a hilarious climax in give out •with rich harmonies on
a "Great Dictator" routine.
ballads, blues numbers and novelDiversified layout
adds up to
Openers are Kay and Charles ties.
satisfying vaude in most sequences. Cerney, new dance
team in their
Rest of the bill includes Martha
Gene Sheldon clicks with his first vaude stihl. Team Of twin
terp- Please in a single acrobatic turn in
panto work and banjo stuff. Earns ers do very well in
an adagio ver- the number one spot. Gal features
healthy portion of laughs via biz sion Of the samba and
the beguine. some difficult handstands and backwith drummer, Loretta Fischer and
flips but act has to be polished up
Lowe.
on the stringbox to make for begoff.
with more unusual feats. Comedy
Timing and presention are bigtimey.
bit by the house comedians is in the
Cioidon Gat<% Friseo
Nick Long, Jr., emcees neatly and
usual broad, loud style strictly dein own spot garners plenty of palm
San Froncisco, April 16.
signed for Apollo patrons.
whacks with his tap work. Utilizes
Andrews Si«Ser« Alan Carney,
Jesse James, a paralytic with
imaginative routines to "'Tico Tico" Les Paul Trio, Vivian Fay, Vic crutches,
more than makes his own
and impreshes of Ray Bolger and Schoeii's House Orch; "Devil Thumbs way
with his whistling and a pheHal LeRoy to good effect.
a Ride" (RKO).

Slim Rhyder, comedy cyclist, follows intermission. Act dOes usual
routine of attempt at riding a bicycle,
with comedy consisting mainly of
impediment in speech.
Elsie and Doris Waters, "Gert and
Daisy" of radio fame, tee off with
domestic comedy number, "Aren't
We Lucky to Be Alive Today," to a
modicum of guffaws. But finish
strongly with their cockney^harac

Charlie Spivak's band furnishes a
musical setting for a better
bill on the Circle's
Its treatment of
is most effective with
the customers. Honors are evenly
divided with outside dcts, including

194f

it.

acts.
<3), Ldrrj/
Sv}iit$, De Marios
life-like as
Daniels, Paul Ash, Roxy Chorus; joints from
&
the feet up, and ha
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (20th). manipulates
thom with the strings (Par).
and his hands in open so audience
The State bill comportents ac
Current layout at. the Roxy is set can see how it's dona. Clever creShould
centing
options.
comedy,
novelty and a dewith
week,
for one
ations include a strip teaser, a clown
the reissue of the pic, "Alexander's that blows bubbles, and a comedy gree of name value builds up to an
Ragtime Band" lure biz, run may be drunk. Marlowe, who makes his altogether satisfactory session. It's a
extended. From the looks of things entrance the hard way by falling bill that stresses variety and with
on opening day (16) it doesn't seem smack into the pit, gets a good re- fast pacing gets the optimum effect
out of the audience.
it will be necessary to lift them.
ception for his hreeiy line of fun.
The name value Ues in the return
When there's hot a crowded lobby He knocks himself out, but the cusand a line at the Roxy that's the tomers like it. Mack and Desmond of Bobby Breen, one-time film mopmet (New Act) who after a stretch
tipoft'.
„
,
contribute an entertaining batch of in the service
is now starting as a
Lecuona Cuban Boys Orch sparks dance routines, comedy bits and
the layout with slick arrangements boogie woogie on the piano. Biz singer. He's lost the precociousness
he showed as a picture juve, and
It's the band's first
oil Latin tunes.
fair when cau^t.
Corb.
he's getting by as a singer.
major date in a N. Y. vauder and it,
In .the comedy departments Joe
satisfies both the ear-tuned audience
Besser with Jimmy Little straighting
Colifiieiun, l,ondon
and rhumba addicts. Outfit, headed
does his little boy characterization
by Daniel Gonzales, comprises three
London, April 15.
and gets the pewholders on his side.
rhythm, four violins, two trumpets,
Laurel & Hardy; Elsie Ic Doris Act's performance at show caught
conga
two
trombone,
saxes,
four
Waters; Rawicz k Landauer; George wasn't consistent, inasmuch as the
drums, bongo and maraccas.
Lacy & James Heys; Tommy Jtover, duo broke up at the midpoint and
Spotted in an attractiv* stage, setRaf & Fe; The Darmora Ballet (9) f couldn't return to the original forting and with Roxy mixed choms in
mat easily. Once they got back into
formal evening attire, band tees oft iSltTO Rhyder: Tessie Deatie;- New- the groove they retrieved
sufficient
man Twins; 6 Atutsies.
with its themer, "Rhumba Negra,"
attention to get healthy mitts.
with chorus gyrating to the item in
Arren and Broderick, vet comics,
Vaudeville
is
getting a short inning still
Segues into
producabn. number.
get across in a laugh-irovoking
here.
In
for
months
two
priorto
rhumAtro-Cuban
*'Malaguena" and
act.
Their rib of "11 Bacoio" is still
ba, "Bonga," - with Mahyo Lopez, "Annie Get Your Can," first month's the highpoint of their act, but Miss
baritone, taking the vocal, and then attraction is Laurel and Hardy. Un- Arren's encore with a straight reninto own version of "Xippy Tin" for fortunately, the Hollywood team, dition of "Kiss Me Again," is antiLads are costumed now established solidly in England, climactic. Broderick's piano turn in
solid response.
neatly and tnake good impression on get meagre support from the rest of which, he does "All the World Is
the. bill, having to supply most of
appearance and talent.
Waiting for the Sunrise." has by
of show.
A trio of acts, comprise supporting laughs
now outlived its usefulness
Opehers are the Aussies, five gals because of its dated aspects.in vaude
bill.
De Marios, two men and gal
Juve interest is contained in
in evening attire. Start out with what tutored by Bill Pugh. whose Five
looks like another adagio trio but Wallabies are standard. This combo George Prentice's Punch and Judy
pull a switch by diverting to nifty, fills opening niche to good results turn. His expert manipulations conhand-balancing and other gymnas- with their aero and tumbling stunts. tain a great deal of interest for
Tessa Deane, who follows, is a singer grownups as well:
tics, smoothly done to evoke audiMarie Louise
Iiarry Daniels, lacking real persohalitj. Everything and Charles (New Acts), a British
ence enthusiasm.
comic, doubling from Rio Cabana she dOes, including her sighing, seems import, warm up the house with a
swinging bar act, and finale is by
nitery, contribs a pleasing session ot forced.
Creorge
Lacy,
one
of
the
few
f
Maurice
emme
vaWety
and
tired
Maryea.
This terp
gags. Some are t»f the
but he really cooks oh his impres- impersonators left, has nO act. His tWam, who clicked recently at the
sion of Jimmy Stewart In plea for support, James Heys, is likewise de- Cotillion- room of the Pierre hotel,
tolerance, topped by that of the late Void of material; and What there is N. Y., are still apparently used to
the smaller confines of a nitery floor.
the act is indigo.
FDR along same lines. Has per- inRawicz
and Landauer, pianists, They fail to utilize the greater
They
sonality and salesmanshiR.
with radio, concert and vaude reps, sweep of a theatre stage, and conseliked him here but he'll do better
quently miss out on getting the
with some punchier material. Three were the first socks of the bill. Boys maximum
value out of their act.
Swifts, male trio, click with their handle the ivories with a touch of
Routines are sufficiently picturesque,
almost
genius.
interroutine,
nitty club juggling
Tom Jover, Raf and Fe, local stand- but need adaptation to theatre work.
spersed With downantics that help
ard father, son and daughter, in
Jose.
on overall.
With house band taking a hiatus, hodge-podge of comedy, with dad
Capitol, WaslaiiBgtani
Paul Ash confines activities to «m- suffering from fact that he also does
femme impresh, somewhat similar
Washington, A-^l \^.
ceeing chores, which he always does a
Laey's.
to
Jover
peris a seasoned
Leonard Sues, Frank Conville with
Eiba.
well.
former with good European experi- Sunny Dale, Kay & Charles Cerney,

S

28'j

Ing hard. Impersonations of Wallace

G. Robinson, Lionel
Bobby Breen, Joe Besser with Beery, Edward
Charles
with'
«t«
imstrtsti
most Jimmy
Barrymore click,
Little; Afren & Brodcricfc,
the topper.
as near
':H dolls
George Prentice, Maurice & Maryea, Laughton take o9 for
"Heartaches,
possible, with working
Andrews return
Marie Louise
Clwrles; "Calif ornia"
lot

Aero

9 Mins.
State, N. ¥.
Mary Louise and Charles, a swinging bar act recently imported from
Britain, must acquire the speed attd
pacing to which U. S. audiences are
accustomed. Act is a duo, but performance is along single lines, Inasmuch as the male's chores are confined to helping the lady get started
and making announcements.
Miss Looise has a good set ot.
tricks, but shows nothing that hasn't

The applause
been seen before.
comes from a heel-hold and ironueck work at the finale.

One

of the basic faults resulting
slowing up the turn is tha

in

femme's constant loss of heigbli
which could be corrected by more
Since she
pushing from Charles.
must retrieve the altitude, there's
plenty of stage waits until she does.
However, the iron-neck swing at the
end puts her in an applause- winning
Jose.

position.

BOBBT BREEN
Sonsft.

12 Mins.

N. T.

State,

Bobby Breen, one-time

who annoyed

film juve
adult patronage witli

his gaccharihe matiheriisms, has de«
veloped into -a singer who holds up
for adult audiences.
He makes a
nice appearance, has a tenor voice
of nice quality and good ptfojeetion.'

However, he shows some reliance
upon exaggerated gestures which at
times look too

hammy.

If^ espe-

cially evident when it's remembered
that most male singers hold to mik«
bugging tactics. Contrast Isn't so

good.

Song

selection

okay,

is

going

through "Zip-a-Dee," "Glocca Morra." "Blue Skies," "Annl Waltz," and
"Beguine," letter as an encore. Gets
Jose.
over nicely,
the roof is still on by the close ;0l
the run, it wOn't be the fault of this
corn-fed music crew.

Moving with the speed
pulsion
Bertha,

and

the

the

show

noise
tees

of jet proof a Big
off

with

"Hotcha Cornya" and an arrangement of "Holiday for Strings" such
as David Rose never dreamed of.
Helen Kramer, harpist who puns
daintily oh a cigar as she plays, is
featured.
Some of the wackier of the musinovelties include "You Always
Hurt the One You Love" in an imitation of the Ink Spots imitating the
City Slickers; an unreasonable facsimile of "Leibestraum" with Dick
Morgan; and a swing-and-slay vercal

sion of the "Hawaiian War Chant
Betty Jo Huston, acrobatic dancer,
bends over backwards to please tne

customers and gets a good hand loi
her gyrations. The Slickerettes (two
slick chicks)

some

Ellis provide
stepping and Buj
that range*

and Ward

attractive

King has a juggling spot
from routine to flashy.

A triple decker of horror, comedy
and songs by Doodles Weaver provides plenty of yoclcs. par*"],")^'?'
""^
his tongue-twisting delivery of

Man on

the Flying Trapeze."
Nothing has been left out

act.

And

it

of the

doesn't depreciate for a

minute as it rolU on from opewio
uproar with Aileen Carlyle displaying a fine 'soprano, trumpet turns
with George Rock and tht; Ana*
choral mangling of "Cocktaiw tor
Shal.
Two."

'

'

'

ueei'nifATB
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EqietJ

Aciw Due mi 0£ %Tegati®ii

Sfmifay Perk-Up

^

Sunday performances had dropped
to zero on Broadway some
first day (20) of
week saw tlie busiest Sabbath

4f

New B way-Coast le Wi Sfrengtleii

,^

close

weeks ago but the

M^^^^l^^

Doubts

Agitation over segregation thatt
centers around the National theatre,
Washington, may take some form ol
action by legit actors this week hut
Sacramento, April 22.
how lar other theatre groups will
Ticket brokers are the target of a
go to solve the prbblem is not defi^
are that Equity's bill introduced into the State Legisnite. Indications
lature
by
Don
A. Allen, assembly"campaign" will have the moral
man from Los Angeles. Bill reads:
support of the others. Some equity"Any person who sells an admisissue reites are for forcing the
sion
ticket
to
any
sporting event,
they
gardless of consequences but
theatrical
performance or other
have not yet ans.wered the query
amusement at a price more than 10%
from more conservatively minded in
excessof
total
the
price printed
aid
going
to
members: "How is it
on the ticket is guilty of a mifdethc-Negrii?"
meanor."
before that
It has been intimated

iBquHy may be going far afield in
campaigning on an issue that' is not
wstfein its designated functions, and
has also been suggested that
it
segregation should be determined by
the capital's playgoers or residents.
That proposal i»as highlighted in a
letter to the N. Y. Times Sunday
(26)

of the season. Five shows' igave performances matinee and night, all

Washington, April

being regularly scheduled.
At night there were three legiters,

which

gave

for the

Damon Runyon Cancer Me-

benefit

morial Fund, the Actors Fan«l and
the Stage Belief Fund,

J.

New Broadway - Hollywood

Ma^DoneNa

performances

Los Angeles, April
Piracy

by Leslie Prince, a Washing.

maining theatre."

Nugent,

79,

Pkf

.

Shows

6

CM BR0IERS

CITEiy

.vVfORIIXmATIONS
Chicago, April

22.

Six Cili ticket brokers faced with
total fines of $1,200 had
criminal informations filed against

maximum
them

last

Attorney

week by assistant
Edward J. Bradley,

They were charged with'
tickets

;

XI.S
Jr.

may

required. You
will recall what large sums were
spent in completely renovating the
Forrest (now the Coronet) and how
much was spent to install luxurious
star suites bacltstage in several of
these houses.

that

We

have never had one complaint

of "insolence" on the part of house
attaches at the Bijou, from boxoffice
or ushers. Any violation Of Mr. Lotito's cardinal rule of courtesy would
(Continued on page 51)

Map Albany

reselling

Light Opera

Albany, April

22.

Civic light opera as well as a
seriei of Concerts are planned here
sponsorship of a group of
Mort under the
local businessmen known as the

name
bylaw,
The alleged

violators are
tevin, Harry Waterfall, Gertrude
Waterfall, Mrs. DeVota R. Pelananty, Misses Bea Johnson
and
,

'

The

known

—

'Androeles

authors,

was

on.

RoadNextYear

'

'

;

was added

Award was annoimced

ait

Cast of "Androcles," if and when
going to the road, is not definite,
Ernest Truex being the only one of
the eight

who

Albany, April

names

known

is

originally in ART
to have definitely

runs.
"It is such training grounds as
ours,"
points out Father Hartke,
"that Broadway and Hollywood are

coming more and more

depend

to

ties to George Bernard Shaw. June and motion
picture people, and it
Duprez, who came from the Coast is in that light that they
to Vinton Freedley,
are joining
ANTA, by Robert E. for ART, and Victor Jory, another with us."
filmite, are said
to be definitely
Sherwood, of the Playwrights, and
finished with the rep venture.
turned over to Clarence Derwent,
Despite its problems ART counts
chairman of the ET committee. Later
there was a party at the Princess for on Broadway activities during the

was tendered
president of

ET participants.
No theatre has been

season of '48-49.

secured by

Buxtons Buy Manchester
Boyal for $1,680,000

ET for next season's plannied series
of plays.

'Laughter'

Back

in

London, April 22.
Buxton Bros, theatre circuit, which
operates 25 houses in the Manchester area, last week bought the Royal,
Manchester, for $1,680,000. Deal was
made in the Monte (>rlb Casino between Harry Buxton, head of the
chain, and Raymond Pollack, Rbjral's
owner.
House seats 2,900 and also includes
a 2,000 capacity ballroom and a
string of shops. Buxtons also recently acquired two other houses in
Manchester, including the Oxford
(1,600 seats) and Market street' (I,400), from alderman Fred Emery.
Understood deal for these two
hoMses involved $936,000.

London;

Knickerbocker Guild. Hart S. AusLarry Adier in Recital
tin heads the new venture.
London, April 22.
Other officers include Arthur J.
Revived after two years, Noel
B.
William,
veepee;
Bruraaghim,
Coward's "Present Laughter" bowed
Gallochain Pagano, secretary, and Carlin
last Wednesday
Haymarket
the
at
way, treasurer. Brumaghim, one- (16) with the author and Joyce
time business manager of the Albany Carey starring in their original
Light Opera Co., is general manager roles. Play is doing capacity and
for Knickerbocker.
should continue to gamer strong

^

22.

i

ler is genei-al

week

the start. Some of the starred play- talent? Viewed in
that light, it is as
ers are in "Alice," either remaining much of an
opportimity for Hollywith that play should it tour or wood and Broadway as
it is for the
switching to "Androcles," perform- student playwrights. It is in
that light
ances, of which require 15% royal- that I presented it to
the theatre

a dinner

Town Hall,
to' ET of-

and the American National
Theatre and Academy, which .sponsored the experimental plays. Check

ficers

trade for the duration of its schedThe Colonial, Albany independent
Lyric Dr«nia« for B'^ay
uled short run.
filmer, will play "The Magic Torch"
Larry Adler appeared at Albert
"The Medium" and "The Teleipr two nights. May 21-22, as a jump
Menotti,
Gian-Carlo
Hall Saturday C?) in a concert reweaker between the premiere of phone," by
"lyric cital with Owen Catley and Monia
or
plays
musical
as
the farce at the Erlanger, Buffalo. described
Harmonica
Barrymore,
supporting him.
Liter
the
to
come
May 13, and its Broadway opening, drama.?,"
artist drew some 3,000 patrons, half
N. Y., next week.
June 2.
the hall's capacity.. With the lipjise's
This is the first straight legitimate
They were pre.-senled at Columbia
notably
audience
longhair
usual
at
again
PJay booked for Albany in recent University last May and
The American Opera Foundation,
abitnt, the customers vociferously
N.
years, except for the Variety CUib'i
the Hcck.<;cher, an uptown
JInc., chartered as a non-profit memPhil Ad- received Adler who was particular
presentation of "Life With Father' little theatre in February,.
bership corporation in New York.
ot>t.<.tanding on his
numbers,
3y
manager.
at the Strand; last year.

the deal.
First of the plays will be chosen
within the next week or two, and is
scheduled for production late in
June. Second will be produced late
in July, and then there will be a
summer break before the filial five,
are offered. All will have three-

agreed to tour. Some week ago the upon for their future writing
talent.
entire company released ART from
"What is more logical than that
two-season contracts signatured at they should assist in
developing that

latter three are

largest

in

office.

employees of Florence M. Barnes,
one
of
Chicago's
Operators.

$30,000 or

the form of donations. The outfit
also is said to have obtained 5,000
patrons at $6 each, that revenue
placing the total close to the $360,000 mark. "Patrons" have the privilege of buying tickets at the box-

cited.

earlier in the evening, at
club being hosts

Hollywood angle was developed
during Father Hartke's recent visit
there when he conferred with such
people as Dore Schary, Jean Her-

American Repertory Theatre will sHoIt, Bill Goetz and Erie Johnston.
probably be represented on the road Anita Colby set up the contacts for
next season by "Androcles and the the priest on the Coast and is due
in
Lion" and the .current "Alice in here in about three weeks
for addiWonderland," although it has only tional conferences on the arrangea one-third interest in the latter. ment.
It will definitely not tour in reperAngle seems to be that Hollywood
.
tory.'
will have a first crack at anything
"Androcles" was best draw of the worthwhile and will alsg be able to
six ART revivals in New York un- cash in, publicity-wise, on a newtil "Alice," which is costly to opertwist which might serve as buildup
ate, opened, "Alice" is slated to for players in whom the studios are
move to another house after June 1, particularly interested.
when ART'S lease on the InternaIf the idea works in Washington
tional (Columbus Circle) expires. A there would be nothing to prevent
route has been laid out for "An- the studios from extending the tieup
drocles," but one has not yet been to other similar sources such as
set for "Alice."
those at Yale and Harvard. It f«
"Alice" needs its share of $18,(300 pointed out here that the industry
to break even because of the large would be giving new drama-writing
to
develop
cast and other unusual operating talent an opportunity
costs. Two of the players among the which, of course, is right down the
eight given star billing in most ART alley of showbiz, which al«o looks
shows have small parts in "Alice," for new faces and new pens.
The New York connection with
and while, their contracts call for
National Theatre and
less salary than usual, they receive American
between $200 and $300 weekly. Only Academy will additionally hypo the
a few actors are doubled in parts al- work of the class, now composed of
though quite a few could be so used more than 50 students, bulk of them
Kerr is wcllknown on
in such a player setup. .Musicians ex-GI's.
union docs not class "Alice" as a Broadway, where some of his own
musical play but there are 17 men in work has been sold and produced
the pit for the ihcidejatal music-sans- professionally after it got » stisrt In
the little Catholic University theasongs.
ART is much more in the red than tre. If his students do not produce
previously figured. Investments of seven acceptable plays during the
year, Kerr expects to work in « new
stockholders represent $300,000, to
opus of his own among the septet in
which
more

were presented, none

latter's

turers for the course
practical
playwrights who will give the students down-to-earth ideas on how
to do it. Hollywood's Academy of
Motion' Picture Arts and Sciences
will funnel screen actors to appear
in some of the original plays. If an
unusual play should turn up, some
of the Coast's big names might come

Aid

lice S^i For

being regarded as measuring up for
regular production. Heretofore, the
Howard prize was given to a new
playwright of promise, this being the
first time that a group movement

-

that had neither sellers'
or resale price as prescribed

Jessie Ballard.

be

as one of the collegiate leaders in

Great,"

Vet Actor-Author
J. C.

He proposes that a poll among
the Theatre Guild subscribers be
cehdUcted by the Guild as an unA
biased agency, the actors, authors
and the house owner (Marcus Hciman) first agree to abide by views I-agree-withryou-completeiy-but let- of show business. Born in Niles, O.,
he made his first stage appearance as
of the majority. Proposer believes ters.'' '
a child. He later toured with rep
the majority rule would be a demoAnyone who patronizes the legiti- and stock companies, and it was at
Guild has 15,000
cratic solution.
theatres on Broadway, be he
mate
ensubscribers ' in Washington and
this time that he met and married
Since the agitation started, New Yorker or hinterlander, cannot the late Grace Fertig Nugent,., For
virons.
help but concur, in general, with
beem
many
letters
reyears they were headliners in bigthere have
your indictment of the indifferent time
vaudeville, appearing in sketceived from them by the Guild, all
segregation.
Some operation of these theatres— if in- ches authored by Nugent. Later,
pertaining to
difference is the proper term for
when their" children, Ruth and Elsixty requested the color line be
attitudes
that
range liott, grew up,
eliminated but the subscribers had manaiierial
they, too, became part
from plain lfliisez-/#ire to contempt
of the act.
not been asked to signify their opinand petit lareeny.
in 1922, Nugent and Elliott collabions, the communications being unAs
tlie producer of "Life With orated 6n the play, "Kempy," which
reaction
Only
past
among
solicited.
currently
occupying
a catapulted Nugent the elder to
the ilegro population of Washing- Father,"
ton was indicated more than a gen- Broadway theatre, I would like to Broadway legit stardom.The family
eration ago when the former Belasco make a very important point: not was in that one, too.
There was no all house managements are guilty
Among other plays on which he
also played legit.
Since be- collaborated with his son were "A
color line then,' and only a j^uny of the sins you catalog.
percentage of Negroes went' to coming a tenant of the Bijou theatre Clean Town," "The Dumb-Bell,"
in 1945 we have had frequent oc- "The Rising Son," "The Poor Nut,"
shows.
Recently an open letter sent Hel- casion to marvel at the scrupulous "Human Nature," "The Trouper,"
man by Clarence Derwent wais news attention paid to our comfort and
(Cohtinued on page 52)
around Equity until it was printed our patrons' comfort by our landin the Times. Derwent is president lord, the City Investing Co., through
of Equity but his intent of writing the direct supervision of Louis Lowrighls Cu. 6i?es
8 protest on segregation at the Na- tito.
tional was not discussed by the
As I am sure their occupants will
|1,500 to Group F§r
council. Letter was signed by Der- tell you, the other CIC houses— the
went as head «i Equity but it was Martin Beck, Fulton, Morosco, 46th
Experimental
not an official message irom the as- Street and Coronet— are managed
sociation. Yesterday (22) ]Squity re- under the same strict policy of
Experimential Theatre, which
ceived a report from its segregation maximum service and convenience. finaled its activities at the Princess,
committee's report after huddling Mr. Lotit'o is a watchful man and N. Y., last Sunday (20), will not atwith the Dramatists Guild.
Last a very considerate man. (Adv.).
tempt further presentations this
Friday (18) the agents and man
His houses certainly
are
not summer but is encouraged to reagers union agreed to support any
stodgy." He keeps a staff of work- sume next season by being granted
campaign against racial discrimina men on salary 52 weeks a year to $1,500 by the Playwrights Co. as the
tion in the theatre, the resolution maintain a spic and span appear- latter'S annual award in memory of
being broadly non-coinmitta].
its late member, Sidney Howard. Five
ance front and back.
plays, all but one writtc^ by unactors' dressingrooms have

pairs

Drama Department long recognized

against

Todd, involv-

'

Of kgii Houses

Our

$100,()60

C Nugent Dies;

^rlin in Defense

been painted and brightened with
new wallpaper twice since we have
been in the Bijou. The auditorium
itself is constantly being cleaned
and inspected for any- minor re-

for

22.

tieup

will further strengthen the position
of Catholic University's Speech and

22.

the field of drama and playwritiiig.
was Setup announced Sunday (iO) wa«
dismissed by Judge- Allen W. Wash- worked out by Father Gilbert V.
burn in L. A. superior court. Miss Hartke, head of the department, and
West wrote and starred in "Catli- calls .for seven original plays to be
erine,'' and Todd produced.
written by the class headed by WalEdwin K. O'Brien and Michael ter Kerr, and produced over a oneKane, Hollywood writers who year period beginning in June.
brought the suit, were given 10 days
American National Theatre and
Academy will provide guest lecveteran actor and to file an amended petition.

playwright, died at the Lambs Club,
N. Y., on Monday (21), succumbing
to coronary thrombosis.
With him
at time of death was Alan Qunce,
radio actor and husband of his
daughter, Huth. Elliott Nugent, his
sen, planed in from the Coast to arrange funeral services to be held
today (Wed.) at noon at Campbell's,
N. Y.
In his long career Nugent starred
in scores of stage plays and films.
He had also been a prolific contributor of articles to Variett for years.
New York.
His articles on the theatre, its trends
Editor, 'Variety:
Your editorial, "Give Legit Public and its people drew wide comment
for their authoritative value.
Break," in the April 16 issue
During his years in the theatre
moves me to write one of those
Nugent had been in every branch

Admission Suits
Washington, April 22
The long drawn-out suit involving
the right of the Natiorial theatre
(legit) to refuse admission to Negroes is expected to come to an end
tomorrow (23) when the opposing
(Continued on paige 50)

suit

Mae West and Mike
ing "Catherine Was

*Wlio,MefSe2

tonian who is evidently a patron of
we
the National and who said ". .
are concerned lest the controversy
result in the loss of our one re,

D. (I^ Catyic^^^^^l^^

tilis

•

LONDON 'ROOTy TO SEE
MEMBES OF NXm^^
who

Three colored actors
in

appeared

the original cast of "Deep

The Roots" are going

to

London

Are
for

by Hugh
Beaumont. British manager saw the

the

trio

presentation

when

there

the play ran at the Fulton,

N, Y., last season and expressed a

preference for them
the English rights

when

obtaining

from

Kerrait

Bloomgarden, who, with George
Heller, produced "Roots."
Evelyn Ellis, Helen Martin and
Gordon Heath are the colored players sailing, along with Betty Blake,

assigned to the part originated by
Barbara Bel Geddes, who went to
Hollywood on the strength of her
performance. There are 11 in the
show, the other parts to be east

over

there..

among
.shows

"Hoots"

is

thus another

of American
the group
primed for London this sum-

mer. The status of "Harvey"
indefinite.

is

now

m

ha^ Stntf-Legit

'AOMy Sons'Noses Out 'Iceman'
For N. Y. l^ama Critics '46-47 Award
"All

tc

t

My

Sons" has been named the
of 1946-47 by

,

Broadway play

the Critics Circle. Play was written by Arthur Miller, a virtual
Broadway newcomer, and staged by
Elia Kazan, both of whom were
cited at the Antoinette Perry memoIt was prorial dinner recently.
duced by Harold Clurman, Kazan
and Walter Fried in association with'
H'M'bert H. Harris.

Second choice was Eugene O'Neill's
Icertian Cometh" which was

The

V 11 up in the balloting, although
"An"Cons" led from the start.
c her Part of the Forest," "Joan of
Lorraine" and "Brigadoon" were
One vote was
also competitors.
given the latter on the strength of
its book and lyrics by Alan Jay
who, won the
O'Neill,
Xerner.

Pulitzer prize several times, was in
retirement when* the Circle was
formed, and this is the ftrst time any
of his i)lays was considered by the
^
reviewers.
T ?.st season the critics ducked sele.;ing a best play for the second
time, for which they were panned,
.

even by some of their own members.
This season it was decided to make
a selection ''Without regard to any
There
absolute critical standard."
are 25 in the Circle, which started
•with nine reviewers on the dailies,
but weeklies and monthlies are now
in"luded.
First vote had 12 for "Sons,"
•w'r'oh lacked a majority by one,
Subsewitii seven for "Iceman."
quent voting was on the point system. Jive going for the first selection
with points graduating down to one.
On that count "Iceman" was a closer
second getting 80 points to 86 fpr
"Sons," with 72 for "Forest," 55 ior
"Joan" and 53 for 'Brigadoon."
Among the musicals the latter's
count was 89, with "Finian's Rainbow" 73, ''Annie Get Your Gun"
(Broadway's leader) 65, "Call Me
Mister" 56 and- "Street Scene" 47,

Segregation
Continued from page 49
counsel

make

closing

their

Pittsburgh. April 22.
teen
have
troubles
Casting
Shuberts made a highly profitable lease with United Artists for th«
plaguing William Wymetal in his
Broadway theatre, which reverted to Alms recently with Charles Chan
flst season as managing director of
Civic Light Opera Co., which opens lin's "Monsieur Verdoux." Deal calls for a weekly rental of $5,000 weeWv
over
a period of 18 months, plus a small (reportedly 2%) percentage a
nine-week schedule of al fresco
operettas at Pitt .Stadium June 2. grosses exceeded an agreed-upon figure. It had. been assumed that th»'
Irene Manning, who had been set Broadway's season was off, the reason lor the Shuberts dropping it from
legit
list, but reports are that the house was profitable every
the
lighted
\o star in opener, "The Desert Song,"
had to bow out, and she's being re- week because the guarantees from producers topped fixed and operatiiw
placed by Margaret Spencer, al- charges.
With
the
switching of the Broadway to pictures, there is only one
though Miss Manning wiU come on
stem,
the
Empire.
legiter
directly
the
main
,The
on
Winter
Garden was
Bill Johnson,
later for "Balalaika."
scheduled for two shows, asked for leased for films last year by the Shuberts to the J. Arthur Rank coterie
.*
and got a release in order to. talce reputed rental being $1,000 daily'.
male lead in London production of
"Annie Get Your Gun," and now
Coast-to-coast tour of "The Song of Norway," proposed for next season,
Allan Jones' bad throat, which has has been cancelled, according to Ned Alvord, who worked on the itinerary.
taken him out of the lineup in the The agent suggested to Equity that the show management be permitted to
Vanity Fair, N.Y. cafe, is threatening skip 10 performances during the tour, if necessary, without salary liability
his scheduled booking, week of June because transportation problems make it difficult to p^ay continuously
Jones' especially in western territory. Alvord claims that the failure of
9, in "Cat and the Fiddle."
the
doctors, however, have intimated he railroads to restore a nine-month limit on roundtrijr tickets to the' Coast
will be plenty all right by then.
and an indicated tilt in special train rates go to make a long tour "a
foolhardy enterprise."
Equity declined to make the concession but there is provision in the
rules whereby the manager does not pay salaries for performances necessarily missed when coast-to-coast jumps are made.
'

argu-

ments and leave the decision in the
hands of Judge Nadine Gallagher.
Case, -going on for the past four
weeks, involves small-claims suits
by seven persons to recover what
they paid for ticlcets after Negroes
presented the ducats at the door
and were refused admission. Theatre would not refund at the last
minute. If theatre is forced to pay
refunds, its "white^ only" policy
could be made too (Expensive.
Last Wednesday the theatre's attorneys lost a motion to have records of the Committee for Racial
Democracy admitted as evidence in
the case. Three of those suing for
refunds are members of that committee, and counsel for the defendant claims that the Committee is
in a conspiracy to -restrain the theIda Fox; secretary of
atre's trade.
the committee, was called as^a witness by the theatre, but declined to
answer questions on the grounds
that the answers might tend to incriminate her. i

'

^

Raio Specialists

—

&
'

In P.A. Bivision
Assn. of llheatrical Agents and
Managers has added a new memberi

for

who

radio

of

that

division,

agents

Mm

Mme. Tussaud's Wax Works gave Herbert and Dorothy Fields the works,
title of the same name.: "The Works" was the tag of their protracted libretto.for Beatrice Lillie; it was to have been a Rodgers
Hammerstein production; and Irving Berlin was to do the score in short, the
same .team as "Annie Get Your Gun." Then the Tussaud estate Insisted
upon complete script approval, right down to the last detail. The famed
museum is a London landmark and the Lillie name was a natural affinity.
For the same reason, however, there could be no double-talk with tin)'
estate, so the entire idea has been shelved, for the present anyway.

from the

AdoptedbyATAM

ship

De Baal Troupe

™

'

specialize

rather

legit

on

press

publicity

than dailies and

Maurice Schwartz is coUabing with Ari Ibn-Zahav, Palestine poetnovelist, to dramatize latter's novel, "Shylock, Jew of Venice." Poet^ who.
has done five years' research on Shylock and 16th century Venice, arrived
in the U. S. last week. Claims Shakespeare's Shylock was an 'imaginary

character, used dramatically to please the Bard's patrons, while historically
Shylock was a ghetto leader who aimed at fighting Venetian persecution
Recently there was a dispute in of Jewry.
Ibn-Zahav's aim, he says, is "to remove the disturbing mark
over the right of radio spe- on Jewry left by Shakespeare in 'The Merchant of Venice'."
cialists to take on legit shows, and
Private
dismiss
cars
manager
was
ordered
to
are permitted to park in front of legit theatres to await
one
Trip of Col. Vassily de Basil's J
patrons after shows start, so it was unusual to see drivers draw out and
Original Ballet Russe to Spain is off the radio agent. Upon reconsideraleave the line during the. engagement of "The Eagle Has Two Heads" at
due to lack of finances for transpor- tion the new classification was de- the Plymouth. Explanation was that part of the "carriage trade" strolled
radio p.a.'s to Eighth avenue, after telling the drivers to meet them there. They
tation and indeflniteness of the Bar* cided upon, but the
Troupe is now aren't sure whether they have been didn't wish to attract attention among other patrons on the pavement at
celona booking.
intermissions to the fact that they were walking out on the play, which
Troupe had toured benefited or not.
breaking up.
starred Tallulah Bankhead. Show flopped out in three and a half we«*&
Radio p.a.s, are classed as assothe U.S. this season and played two
ciates but the minimum pay is lower,
engagements.
N.Y.
Indications are that Frank Fay and Joe E. Brown will continue as
latter, an operatic- attraction, havr
yet the initiation fee of $260 and
Mexisending
his
Basil
is
De
ing been hailed by the critics though
annual dues of $36 are the same as leads of the respective "Harvey" companies on Broadway and the road.
"No Exit,"
in
it's a doubtful stayer.
and South American dancers for legiters. Associates to senior When the comedy finales in Chicago soon. Brown will go to the Coast for
agents get a minimum of $115 week- a picture,, he's under contract to tour in "Harvey" next season. Under-,
the Jean-Paul Sartre drama, which home, as; per contract.
A
played very briefly, was nanjed the Russian dancers in the troupe are ly, if the p.a. is handling two shows stood that Fay will. signature a new contract soon, the original company
best play of foreign origiij, with remaining in N.Y. (although they'll and $152.50 if a third attraction is being dtie to continue through the summer, and the run may extend weU
"The Whole World Over," npt doing have to jshift for themselves next added, lladio associates' minimum is into the new season.
may obtain a higher
BO weU either, also mentionedv
few months), to be used as nucleus $75, but then
salary, tladio associates cannot han-.
At the premiere of "Message tor Margaret," English drama that (^ewd
of a new company de Basil will assemble and rehearse in the fall. Sol die more thaii three shows, whereas and closed at the Plymouth, N. Y., last week, some first nighters wonsenior
agents can represent as dered whether co-stars Mady Christians and Miriam Hopkins had patched
Hurok, who booked the Original Bal*
Ciirliz Directs
many as six.
Up differences reputed to have arisen when the show played Boston.
let RUssse this season,' is contracted
22.
Laguna, Cal., April
ATAM's b e ne f i t performance Previpus to their appearance In "Margaret" they were supposed to have
to take them on again next season,
Gryphon players Start their sec- if troupe is assembled.
("Finian's Rainbow")
netted the been close friends. Miss Hopkins coughed a number of times while Mils
ond s^what season here July 1,
union $16,000 for its welfare fund, Christians was speaking lines, but it may have been a scratcl^ throeii
Meantime, the Ballet Theabre,
with Michael Curtiz slated as di
which now totals $22,000, a better
engagement
atsping
plays
which
a
on
plays
rectpr on one of the nine
Felix Brentano, stager of "The Chocolate Soldier" revival on BroadApril 28-May financial condition than heretofore,
Center
City
N.Y.
the
th^ pfograrb,
even after paying over $6,000 for way, is commuting to Toronto
the readying of Smetana's "The Bartered
Company will stage one .play a 18, will leave late May for two hospitalization protection. Souvenir- Bride," to be staged in Eaton in
Auditorium by undergraduates of the Conthen goes
week, opening Tuesday and closing weeks' engagement in Cuba,
booklet netted $13,500, and there was servatory of Music, University of Toronto.
Brentano is having his troubles;
to London early in July for its
Sunday.
he not only fell over a maypole and dented a couple ot ribs and an tsMt,
second successive summer season at a net of $2,500 from the show.
Ben Boyar was renominated as but truckload of properties went on fire just as it arrived outside audiAnd the Ballet
Coverit Garden.
.
Schamer Sons' Strawhat
Russe de Monte Carlo leaves early president but there will Be a contest torium.
for vice-presidency between Charles
Arthur and Henry Schumer, sons in May for a season in Mexico.
Mulligan and Bernard Simon. Other
of Harry Schumer, theatrical truck
First case
months of overcharging for theatre tickets was heard by
Ballet Russe, which has had a
er, will operate the Stratton Play
steady U.S. run for 48y2 weeks, will incimibents named are: Milton Wein- the legit code board last week without definite results. It was alleged that
bouse. Middletown, N. Y.. Theatre play four weeks in Mexico starting traub sec-treasurer; Oliver Sayler, high prices were exacted by the agency headed
by Jackie Ahearn. Idenwill have scenery, props and elec- May 11, then goes to the Coast for business agent, and Fred De Bondy, tity of the clerk in the case was not established,
doubt being created when
trical equipment from the gchumer performances
the
Hollywood sergeant-at-arms. Nominated for the it was stated that the one named was in the hospital at the time the sale
at
wnrehouse.
Bowl. ?'or its recent six-week en- board: Mack Hilliard, Morris Jacobs, was made. Case, which had been eonsiderecl before, was again postponed,
Middletown house was used for gagemeilt at the N.Y. City Center, Frank Smithy and Robert MUford,
try outs years ago and at least one management claims it grossed a managers, all incumbents; William
Cheryl Crawford's gesture in buying hospitalization and medical insur-"
new play will bfe first-ttmed there $22,500 weekly average instead of the Fields and Richard Maney, Broad- ance for all actors, stagehands
and stafl-of "Brigadoon" (about 100 people)
way agents, both new; Elliott For- will cost
this summer.
$18,000 previously attributed to it.
with staff, as is cusman and Forrest Crossman, road tomary, her over $1,000. Instead of sharing costs
'
Despite so-so seasons this year, the
producer paid full cost herself.
agents, 'latter being new; Ben Chasen
'sffow Boat' for St, Lovis
ballet companies plan full seasons
and Nathan Parks, Yiddish group.
St. Louis, April 22.
next year and have booked into New
topper. All events will be held 'in
"Show Boat," the Oscar Hammer- York fairly early in the fall. The
Butler University bowl.
Kern operetta has Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo wiU
stein-rJerome
Junior Chamber of Commerce has
been booked for two weeks to wind appear at the City Center Sept, V,
agreed to handle ticket sales, and
up the 1947 season of the Municipal and Hurok has an early September
other civic organizations are coTheatre Assn's 12-week season in date at the Metropolitan Opera
INDPLS.
operating.
Guarantee, fund
of
the al fresco theatre. Forest Park. House, to be filled by the Original
$60,000 will be raised to finance
Indianapolis, April 22.
Ballet Russe or some other company
project. Indianapolis Theatre Assn.,
he procures.
The Ballet Theatre,
After weeks of indecision, InDallas Tees Off June 16
Alleged payments by actors ot
which played the Broadway last fall dianapolis finally plunked for at Inc., organized two years ago to
Dallas, April 22.
sponsor summer opera in city, has more
than the prescribed 5% comWith a two-week run of "Show at $4.80 top (and goes into the City least a taste of summer opera when ample funds in coffers
but refuses mission to agents for legit engageBoat,'' the State Fair will open its Center next week at $2.40 top), will
rhayor's citizens committee last week to risk same until, time is ripe to ments has cropped up again. In
play
City
the,
Center
next
November
fresco
season
of
consecutive
al
fifth
start full season activity. Plans for
Equity's current monthly both are
operettas at Fair Park; Casino here as i^ fail N.Y, season, again at $2.40, approved outdoor prodijction Of Sig
beginning this year were deferred warned
to stick to the rules. There
nwind Romberg's "New Moon" as a due to lack
on June 16.
of suitable locale.
has evidenfly been an increase m
feature of six or seven-week festival
There will be a total of nine
Committee will hire general man- infractions lately, so an additionw
operettas presented during the sea- Cragin, William C. Cragin, John H. celebrating centennial of the munic
ager to oversee centennial events.
Fisher, Harry M. Hess, Helen V. ipal
Equity staffman has been assigned
eon, which -Afill run through Aug. 24.
charter.
Seamonv Josephine Barnard, Richard
to check up on the agents—'members
Romberg himself will come here
Woodworth; HeWn Hess Howe and
Set Revue lor Summer Tour
contracts.
Maine's 11-Week Season
Jacques Aubuchon, last-natn^d as to conduct opening night's perPittsbltrgh, April 22.
Agents are warned that those exSurry, Me., April 22.
formance, probably July 18, with
stage' manager.
Original revue by Charles Gaynor,
acting more than the allowed comLocal haylofter, Surry Playhouse,
Charles Hedley, director of In
which will close Fred Burleigh's mission
are jeopardizing their perWill get underway June 24. Two
dianapolis
Opera theatre, taking Playhouse
season
here
next
month
mits,
while actors who pay excestry outs are slated to be presented in
over podium for rest of week's run.
and open Burleigh's summer sched- sively
are liable to "severe" pens«
ftie 11-week season.
Shows in Rehearsal
Idea is to use imported professionals
ule at Cohasset, Mass., in July, is
ties.
"The MeflJum" and "The Tele in principal roles, building ensem- also being set for an
eight-week
p}ione'»
Chandler
Cowles and bles locally.
tour of eastern strawhat circuit unGreen Bills in ;itine 16 Bow
Centennial setup also calls for six der joint managemenf
Efrein Zimbalist, Jr.Reading, Pa., April 22.
of Burleigh
Weissberger's Treatise
"Portrait In Black"—David Lowe weeks
of
"pop" concerts, three and Mrs. Alexander Dean, who opG'reen ,Hills theatre, five miles
nights a week, by a 55-piece orches- erate Gohasset's
south of here at Mohnton, Will open and Edgar Luckenbach, Jr.
L. Arnold Weissberger, theatric^
South iShore playtreatise o"
"tiOve Foi; Love" (revival)— John tra recruited from members of In- ers, and Gaynor. Schedule
June 16 for a 12 -week season, in its
for it attorney, has written a
Encyclodianapolis Symphony, utilizing guest will be arr3nged in
sixth year tinder direction of George C. Wilson and Theatre Guild.
New York by "Theatrical Law" for the
artists and conductors.
"Louisiana Lady"- Hall Shelton.
Promoters Burleigh in a few weeks after mu- pedia Americana.
jR. Snell.
gulWS,
"Heads or Tails"
H. J. Langs are seeking week road show engage- sical, which has been tagged
Equity A resident company will
The barrister takes in the
"After
ment of "Sorig of Norway" for a Hours," gets going here.
Include Robert Davis, Virginia True felder and Ervin Drake.
theatre rights, licensing, etc.
.

other media.
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TYG'-GERTIE SOCKO

Chicago, April 22. -f
pip at the wickets eotttlmiecl here

Shubert
"

receiving

after

'StaleV Gets Raves But

Only 14G in Toronto

be "Cyrano de Bergerac'' April 28.
"Lute Song," alter worthy showing at Studebaker, and "Three To
Make Ready," at Blackstone, also
after excellent showing, leave May
10 while "Fatal Weakness" is

Toronto, April 22,
While "State of the Union" received .splendid press notices here,
political piece did a disappointing
the Royal Alexandra
$14,200 "at
<1,525) at $3 top, Canadian audience

Selwyn May 31,
EsMmates for Last Week.

sk'edded to quit

$4.20).

(2,100;

Erlangcr

Yesterday,"

*'"Bor'n

showing

(8th

wk) (1,334; $3.60). Most popular
fomedv in town, $20,500.

"Harvey," Harris (37th wk) (1,000;
$4 20). Fairly steady and consistent
with $16,000.
(13th
"Lute Song," Studebaker

wk)
show

SHOWS; GETS 6iG,

signs of fading, $17,000.
„ ,
(2d
Weakness," Selwyn
"Fatal
Not as liot as
•wk) (1,000; $3.60).
indicated by crix but still good with
$18,000.

Wa.shington, April 22.
"Dear Ruth," in its repeat here,
raif into tough, luck past week. Due

•

to

"Three To Make Ready," Blaeketone <10th wk) (1,358; $5.40). Affected with others to $21,000.

'YANKEE' ONLY FAIR 13G

WEEK

IN OPENING LA.

Los Angeles. April 22.
Surprisingly low take of "Mag-

Yankee" marked legit business In Los Angeles last week, with
wave blamed for keeping
neat
crowds from the Biltmore down-

nificent

was

'

'

Two

smaller houses, El Patio and

other 'hoWe will

bscomfe film center, and

lost

'

plenty

engagement is being
watched with interest. Ruth Draper
comes to the Wilbur April 28 and
Maurice Chevalier, sdlb, follows on
May 5.. Season seems to be drawing
to a close with few other thing.s in
offing before strawhatters tee

off.

Estimates for Last Week
"Anna Lucasta," Plymouth (1,300;
'

Second week

of this attrac-

tion
took
an estimated $17,000,
plenty potent in a town currently

sagging.

"Three Indelicate Ladies," Wilbvu'
Obviously a much
$3,60).

,

Lncasta"—Belasco,

L.

A.

(1,200;

improved show over the New Haven
"Barretts of Wlmpole Street"
debut, and played for gags and
Mayfair, Portland (21-23); temple, hokum, this one still failed to click
Tacoma (24); Lyric, Vancouver (25- with the critics and customers and
Z6J; IVTetropolitan, Seattle C2a-8-),
wound up with an estimated. $6,500,
"Blackouts of 1947"—El Capitan, closed Sat. (19).
Hollywood (21-3).
Blackstone— Geiary, Frisco (21-3).
"Bloomer Girl" Ekiglish, Indnpls.,
(21-26); Hartmah, Col. (28-3).
'CYRANO'
"Blossom Time"—Temple, Birm<21);'
Montgomery
Aud.,
ingham

—

Lah

will remain idle pending approval of plans
for temporary Quonsett Hut play-

,

—

(22);

WIS RAVES

Atlanta

Erlanger,

..BUTNGIHG,

(23-26);

PITT

,

M

week)

(D-l,09!3;

Holding

$4.80).

to

profitable margin and one of the
attractions that held its own; $15,000 quoted.
.

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial

Runs
(49th week) (M-1,427; $6.60).
don't continue at capacity indefinitely but this one has sold out for
nearly a year; oyer $45,000.
"Another Part of the Forest," Fulton tD-963; $4.80). Finale and 23d
week, well on right side of ledger,

through

mostly

money;

slipped to
gross for drama.

':.

i

Las Palmas. where Actors' Lab had
held forth, both shuttered, after last
Week's" performances. El Patio Will
rftsiuhe shortly Taut

soon after,

.

here, so current

12.

(21-26).

previous

"

atre, following

week are "Another Part of The
Forest" and "Lady Windermere's
Fan." If business does not .improve
some others there will be more
withdrawals.
Estimates (or Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drarnn),
CD (Coriiedy-Drajna) R (Revue),
(Musical), O lOperetta).
"AH
Sons," Coronet
(12th
this

—

:.

"Anna

in its second full week at
Belasco, to which it moved aftgr
Biltmore stand. Piece drew $16,400,
casta,"

a slight increase* over
week's bit.

backstage

Leaving

(19).

for

"Everything's
on
Ice,"
Center
(Period Cohering Apr. 21-Moi/ 3)
(1,500; $3).
Second week slipped
'•Aecidentsilly Xonrs"—Aud., Oak- badly to an estimated
$8,000 after
land (21).; Aud., Stockton (23); Aud., 'doing $11,100 on first, not as good as
Fresno (25); Aud., San Diego (27- figured.
28); Aud., Sacramento (29); Aud.,
"Red Mill," Shubert (1,590; $4,20).
Pasadena (30); Lobero, Santa Bar- Fifth week still outwitting rialto
bara (1-3).
figurers With
a
great estitoafed
"Anna Lucasta" PlymoutBj Bost, $29,000.

was "Anna Lu-

heels

Stops in
"Three

Current Road Shows

(21-3),
its

Boxoffice declines
as the upped figures
registered during the holiday week,
and some stayers went to new lows.
Not more than two or three attractions sold out all performances, rain
on the first day of the week and
last Wednesday (16) also hurting.
Only arrival last week, "Message
for Margaret" was panned without
exception and the English drama

were as much

was yanked Saturday

Indelicate
Ladies" was
only new show in town last week,
and it took it more or less on the
chin.
Other attractions, barring
"Everything's On Ice," did well, with
"Red Mill" standout.
"Hamlet" is at the Colonial now
and Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo is
back at the Opera House. Latter
did fine on first visit but Ballet The-

ReaJy

to

telephone strike.

Indelicate 6^26

$3.60).

El Capitan, where .Ken Murray's
"BlAckoutS of 1847" breezed through
its 252nd frame with the usual $17,000 .gross.
Close on

May

rent season. on

visit

Of "Accidentally Yours."
Topping city's legit houses

difficulties

in installing air conditioning system,
both Saturday performances had to
to be blacked out, with an estimated
$2,500 loss to the weekly take. At
that;- with a $2.20 top; comedy rang
up a fair $6,.500 for six "performances.
Show holds for second
stanza.
Elizabeth Bergner in "Two Mrs.
Carrolls" bows in for a fortnight
April 29 in a repeat run here. Theatre Guild brings the John Gielgud
revival of Congreve's "Love for
Love" in as its fifth play for cur-

town. Despite terrific notices, Louis
Calhern-Sylvia Field vehicle gathered, only fair $13,000 for full week
stand. "Yankee" is in for two more
weeks, to be followed at Biltmore

by three-week pre-BroadWay

mechanical

:

Boston, April 22.

D. C.

^

In Qiil

Drop along Broadway last week and that was done with two-forwas only partially explained by (ities; $12,0O0.
•'The Whole World Over," Biltpost-Easter reaction. Other factors
were the smallpox scare and the more (4th week) (C-920; $4,20).

merit at the American Sunday (20).
Estelle Taylor, Lyle Talbot have top
roles. Play is scaled to $3.05.

DROP

'RUTH' FORCED TO

Beginning to

,$4.20).

(1,246;

Toresf Sips

^

copped an estimated $24,500,
Only a fair advance has been
recorded for "Trouble for Rent,"
which opened a one-week engage-

American

interest in

little

matters of state.
Currently, Elisabeth Bergner has
opened a new spring tour here of
"The Two Mcs. Carrolls" at $3.60
top at the Royal.

Shubert (2d
Force to leave;

Holiday,"

"Begg»r's

Wk)

that resulted in a
sock one- week stand here: that
wound up Saturday (19). The piece,
scaled to $3.66 was presented eight
times at the American theatre and

cold

Replacing "Holiday" will

BwayBiz;lemge telrisled;

combo

a solid

with no house unaffected.
Holiday" closed at the

"Beggar's
fihoulder,

SmaPpox Scar0^Fll(»§Stl^

$24,500 IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, April 22.
Gert Lawrence's continuing popularity with natives, plus Bernard
Shaw's comedy, "Pygmalion," formed

lute' Fa^Dg, Testerday
last weelt,

''

,

picturcrt'lghts
$10,000,

lowest

Quoted a bit over $9,000, claimed to
be some improvement; said to be an
even break.
"Years

Ago,"

Mansfield

(20th

week)

(C-1,001; $4.80). Slipped like
field
and was estimated at
$15,000; lowest gross to date.

the

around

REVIVALS
"Alice in Wonderland," International (2d week). ,(CD-1.172: $4.80).
real money last week, with
count around $22,000; likely to move
to another theatre with cooling sys-

Got

tem when warm wSathei: Brrives.
"The Importtince of Beinf Earnest," Royale (7th week) (C-1,025;
$4.80).
Has two more weeks after
although

this;

comedy,

very big, another
Love," being

still

"Love

lor

readied; $24,500.

"The Chocolate Soldier," Century
week) (M-1, 172; $4,80). Not up
to expectations and summer chances
not definite; rated around $22,000.
"Burlesque," Belasco (17th week)
(C-1,077; $4.80).
Expected to stick
into warm weather and may try the
summer; rated around $17,000 last
(6th

week.

"Lady

Windermere's

(C-1,064;

Fan,"

Cort

and

2«th

Final

$4.20),

week; well on right side of ledger;
under $14,000.
"Sweethearts,"
Shubert
(13th

week) (M-I,382;

summer

for

iooks,good

$4.80).

continuance;

.

varies but still in
$27,500 last week.

gross
brackets;

high

"Barefoot Bov With Cheek," Beck
(3d

week)

reach

first

(M-1,214;
full

Didn't

$6).

week but turned

in

"State' Spiffy

excellent $31,500.

"Born 'Vesterdaj-," Lyceum {64th
week) (C-993; $4.801 Affected Only
at midweek matinee, but not materially; gross was close to $21,000.
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (6th week)
'

Nothing should
(M-1,626; $4.80).
stop this musical from cleaning up;
one of season's standouts; got more
than $48,500, capacity, last week,
"Call Me Mister," National (53d

week)

Celebrated
(R-1,104;
$6).
year's run last Friday (18); excellent

pace somewhat affected, with
week's takings around $29,000,

last

"Carousel," Majestic (105th week)
(M-1,667; $4.80 f. Also celebrated last

week, when t)"> two-year mark was
passed: dived to $22,500; top lowered
from $6 to $4.80; exjpectant of sum-

26^G.PIiilly^
Philadelphia, April 22.
With Philly down to three active
legit houses last
and likely to
find that number cut to tDi^o in a
fortnight— legit biz Was decidedly
good in two cases,

week—

Leader, for the second week in a
row, was "State of the Union,"
which hooked a robust $26,500 in
second Week at Forrest, an upping
of over a grand.
Some doubt was
felt about chances for return of this
comedy which, with original cast,
did two sellout weeks after preeming at Walnut last' winter.
:

mer stay.
,
Pittsburgh', April 22.
on Cahuenga boulevard, L.ab Carolina, Greensboro- (28); Radio,
"The Iceman Cometh" got- $21,000
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
viomA up its stay with $5,500 lor Richmond (30-2);- Maryland, CumPoor take for. "Cyrano de Ber- (15th week) ,(M-1.3i9; $6), Another in its second and final Week at the
third full week of Volpone." T'hree- berland (3).
Walnut, Fact Theatre Guild's muchgerac" at Nixon last week, could
"Born Yesterday"—Erlanger, Chi. give the town's legit reviewers standout and rival of "Brigadoon" touted version of Eugene O'Neill's
week, four-day stand pulled in $16,for season's musical honors; $42,000,
(21-3).
,500;
drama
was on ATS subscription plus
plenty of reasons for reflecting on
"Call
Me Mister"—Aud., CinCy the influence they're supposed to with standees always,
.El.-Patio's offering, "Pappa Is All,'
restricted lower-floor capacity, kept
"Happy
Birthday,"
Broadhurst
authored by local drama, critic Pat- (21-26); Cass, Det. (28-3).
gross down somewhat but local stay
wield; Show did a miserable noseBergerac" Hanna, dive, getting only around $11,500, (2.'ith week) (CD-I, 160; $4,80). Al- was considered okay.
de
"Cyrano
terson CJreene, wound" up final .week
with $4,500, to register $9,500 fpr Cleve. (21.-26); Shubert, Chi. (28-3). despite the fact that the three local though more costly to operate than
Last week's third legiler didn't
two Weeks.
"Dear Buth"— Nat'l, Wash. (21- critics all went overboard for it, other straight plays, it has been make the grade,
It
was Henry
Civic- Light Opera Co, resumed at 26); Rajah, Reading (28); Playhouse, passing out raves the likes of which flourishing but eased off; around Adrian's tryout comedy
production,
Philharmonic Auditorium last night Wil. (29-30); Shubert, N. Haven haven't been expended on any at- $25,000, estimated.
"Young Man's Fancy," which was
"HaTvey," 48th St. {129th week) trying
(21) with "Song of Norway," amid
(1-31,
traction all season.
again
after
disappointing
indications of successful season.
"Hamlet"—Colonial, Bost. (21-26);
"Cyrano" never really got started, (C-920; $4.20). As with mo.st shows early-season tryout
:

bquse

.

—

Worcester

Providenee
(29); Court

field (30);

Opera

Victory,

Pays Off

Moirtreal

(28);
Sq.,

Montreal, April 22,
the War has the

Not^nce before

payoff at the bdxoffice for visiting
troupes been as solid as in the past
seasoni according to Consolidated
Theatres, operators of His Majesty's,
which houses most of the traveling

—

"Laura"
Court

(21);-

and despite continued press attention through the engagement kept
limping all the way. Jo.se Ferrer, the

Top grossers of the season have
been "Importance of Being Earnest"

Providence
Victory,
Springfld. (22-23);

Northampton

Song"

"Lute
(21-3).

,

With "Voice of the Turtle" a close
second,' tiolh grossing an average
$22,000 for a Week's run with two

made

a valiant effort to

— Studebaker, Chi,
^ Biltmore,
,

(21-3).

Met Opera Co.— Opera Hse., Chi.
(21-26); Opera Hse., Atlanta (28-29);
Opera Hse., Dallas (1-3),
"Oklahoma!" Paramount, Omaha

'Central Park' Solid

—

'

(21-26); English, Indpls,

$31,000

(28-3).

Det, (21-26);
Hantia. Cleve. (28-3),
Forrest,
"State of the Union"
Philly (21-3).
„.-,,•,
"State of the Union"— Colonial,

"Pygmalion"—Cass,

Akron

;

(21); Park,

Youngstown

"Up

Aud., Roch.
be dealt with promptly and severe- 23); Shea's Erie (24);
(25-26); Aud., Hartford (28-31); VicI suspect.
His treasurer at the tory, Providence (2-3).
Beck, Miss Dora Chamberlain, has
"'student Prince"— Orpheum, Ogi«?t woil the
American Theatre den (21); Aud.. Denver (23); Music
Wmg's Antoinette Perry award as the Hall, K. C, (25-26); Arjieriean, St,
most courteous boxoffice attendant Louis (28-3).
.„
_ v
"Tiie Fatal Weakhess" -r Selwyn,
ort Broadway.' My giiess Is that the
„,
treasurers of the other CIC houses Chi. (21-3).
„
,
"The Glass Menagerie"— Shubertmiwt have been the runners-up,
Lafayette, Det. (21-3),
Furthermore, there are no "money"The Iceman Cometh"—Cox, Cmcy
grtibbing coatroom and' soft drink
(28-3
Shubert, Host.
Wncessionaires" to cope with 'in the
"The Bed Mill"
houses. And there are hatracks (21-3)
trader all the
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls" Royal
seats.
I happen to
know that Mr. Lotito has rejected Alex.. Toronto (21-26); Nafl., Wa.sh.
wge amounts of money offered by
Philly
'.^"This Is the Life"-L0cust,

—

1

set

nave written this extensive plug,
discover it has become, out of

ft;st«mg feeling;
an attitude as

tofiy'^freshing

'^"ihree to Make
stone, Chi., (21-3).
"Trouble for Kent
I-oij-^'^j^^en

».t.

that

he

believes

legit public a break.
Oscnr Serlin.

in

And

Newark

(251;

veiling couple of .sea.sons ago,
Preem of "Louieiana ,'Lady''

for

H.ill3^(2^^

WhS

aeinonstrated

«»"ng the

Zimc.s(28-30); Eric.

May

8- 10,

:

Skeds

is

set

,

;

,

3

Tryouts

Bon Levinson has scheduled three
•

'

Waller,

villt'(2fi)? Aud.. H',ch.
Schene(,'liidy (1-3).

in 4, N. H.
Haven, April 22.

"Laura" pulled a surprising gross
week's stand at Shubert (17Names were credited with
19).
draw of approximate $7,000 on four
performances at $3 (tax incl.) top,
Rcsnonse here indicates road moneymaker but not .stable enough for
Broadway.
"Iceman Cometh" is here this
week for la.<it half (24-26), Next
week (May 1-3) "Dear Ruth" returns to scene of its original un-

St,

Mr. Lotito's should
»f nurtured vigorously. We need
T«rtle"--Virg)nia,
"'m and his kind desperately in ^'"Vo'iw^of ^tHe
'21-22); State. .Ca'"bnd«e
W"s business.
He has con.si.stentIy (23i-- Hippodrome, Marietta (24),

a

in last

Eeady»-Black-American,

wound up

week, the phone strike and
smallpox scare dentecl attendance;
around $15,060.
"Joan of Lorraine;" Alvin <22nd
week) (D-1.331; $4.80). Sold out in
advance: no deviation in receipts,
which, with standees, totaled $32,700.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box
Varied
(llth week) (C-979; $4.80).
only slightly; business has been
strong since opening, and show
should span summer; $21,500 estimated.
"Life With Father," Bijou {388th
week) (C-6I3; $3.60). Based off like
many others but held some of the
Easter gains: around $8,500.
"Message for Margaret," Plymouth
Lasted only five
(CD-1,063; $4.80),
performances; all notices adverse
for English drama; "A Young Man's
Fancy" nejct week;
"Miracle in the Mountains," Playhouse (D-865: $4.80). Presented by
Archer King and Harri.son Woodhull;
written by Ferenc Molnar;
opens Friday (29).
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (50th
last

week)

up

8s, I

22.-

7G

New

—

to

Central Park"

'Laura'

—

concessionaires itching
Shop in his theatres.

in

,

,

UC

Baltimore

brief legit season at Ford's here last
week with a very solid $31,000.
Earliest closing in 'local history
brought about by lack, of attractions,
mounted a goodly
nevertheless,
overall profit,

(22-

ty,

:

in

Baltimore, April

—

Sez Serlin
Continued from page 49

hypo

trade with p.a.'s before various organizations and string of radio shots
but it was no go. Nixon currently
has "Up in Central Park" for two
weeks, and on May 5 gets "Voice Of
the Turtle" for a return engagement.
Nothing in sight after that, and
it may wind up the season.

(24);

Royal

(25-26);
Bridgeport
Lyric,
"
Alex., Toronto (28-3).

L. A,

star,

Sq.,

Music,

Acad.

"Magnificent Yankee"

legiters.

matinees.

Aud.,
Spring-

Hse., Newark (1-3).
Chi. (21-3).

"Harvey"— Harris,

play.s for tryouts during the .cummer,
one hot yet titled.
The o.thf'r duo: "Out of the West"
and "'J'lH Liintly Voice." ;
,

I

:

i

Will call
(CD-1.082: $4.80),
a date at the end of May; one of
Lunts'
top winners; takings
holding to excellent money; last

it

tlie

week around

$21,000.

"Olilahomal",
(M-1,505:

St.

week)
after

jumping

James

$4.80).

virtual

to

(210th

Dropped
capacity;

estimated at around $23,000,
"Slate of the Union," Hud,son (7,^th
week) (CD-1,057; $4,80). There will
off the list right

in Boston. Philly
were inclined to be kind but
definitely .not impressed, and biz reacted accordingly. Late Friday management decided to cancel second
week booked for show at the Locust,
although it was still officially declared "Fancy" will open this spring
on Broadway. Week's gross (seven

critics

performances) was $4,000.

FOR miA.', 6 PAYS
Kansas

in

.stayei's

which
like

will
this

make
one;

it better for
$22,000 esti-

mated,

City, April 22.
National company of "Oklahoma,"
a six-day stand in the Music

Hall, set a legit record for the house
with a $60,000 take for nine performances, including a trio of matinees.
Top price was $4.25 for the
sellouts.

The April 15-20 engagement won
the record with an extra performance.
Same show last year, with
five nights and three matinees, in a
January date hung up $.54,000. previous record. "Up in Central Park"
in nine performances last August

drew $50,00.0 for second best.
Next on the docket to be booked
by A & N Presentations is "The
Student Prince" for April 25-26.
Sigmund Romberg concert is set for
10-11, ahd"Blo6mer Giti" beKins an eight-performattCe run May

May
19..

be shows dropping
along,

Likelihood
see
to

legit
la.st

are

Scene,"
"Street
Adelphi
15th
week) (M-1.434: $6). Has been making .slender profits of late, and summer stay looks unlikely: last week
$22,000 estimated.
Tonight,"
"Tenting
Booth
'3<i
week) (C-712: $4.30). One of the
new ones tliat looks doubtful: because of two-for-ones approximated
1

RECORD

$60,000 K.C.

set

that tovcn

is

No
the

probably none
towjj

have a

wiJI

ncrt

summer,

this

year.
for

sti

in contrast
touring companie.s

Mu.sic

will.

awhat

Nor
in

Hall,

and

the
the offing.
,<Joes

'Yours' 14G, Frisco
.$an Francisco, April 22.
"Accidentally Yours." .starring BilBurke and Grant Mitchell, hit a
and final week's gro.ss of

lie

third

$14,000.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
"Blackstone,"
at the
1,550-seat
Only Geary, dirt $11,000 for his first week
(158th week) (C-OSS; $3.60).
attraction that picked up last w-eeK,. at $2.40 top.

$6,500,
.

.

,.

.

'

.

Wednesday, April 23, 1947

Top,

Plays Out of

Laura
in the West End, .where it
closed last month.
Only difference in the play as seen
here is the change of locale to an
apartment in Gramercy Park instead
of one in London, There are five in
the cast, one an added bit which
doesn't help at all; it's virtually a
two-character piece. Through most
of the performance two women, one

Our Lan*
of

produrtion

riiijwriKhf)

AssociHlcrt

months

flraiuii (fftlr hiusif In two nets by TliciiKtasca luifl deslifnpa by I'.ddori- Wnril.
muair urraiiKed ami
Miti'hell;
R-nvii n.
At Henry Street
dhvcterl by .losliua T-pe.
PlaylHiuHP. N. y., April 21, '4",

Hartford, April

J. C.
15.

H, Clay Bluney (in association with S. P,
and Hoy P, Sleekier) pfoduetlon ot mystery
in three ants and three scenes by Veta C'aspary and George Sklar. Stcrs John Loder,
K, T, Stevens, Hugh Marlowe and loni
Setting by Stewart ChBney;
Ruthcrfo'ra.
At Bushnell
.stagoa by Clarence Devwent.

;

Nugent Dies

Continued from page 49

"The Breaks," "Past
and "The World's My

"Night Stick,"

,

an

all things that

actor's success does

not lie in important connections or
Service"
in decrying the management, or
Onion."
the
In 1929 Nugent went to Hollywood less fortunate actors, or in 'roasting'
Metaorlnl.Hartfovd, April IB, '4T; »8 top,
Kclmund .1, CambridRe
10(lf?av l»rire.
deficiencies of their- organization,
the
author
of
actor,
Hush Afarlowe in triple capacity
Mark McVhersori.
.John W. Smith
<;abe IVUler
anything else."
or
Walsh
Tom
appeared
Metro.
He
ffehree
Danny
Dorffan.....
for
....Ohavles
and director
Kniunnpl fMlce
John Ijod^r
Waldo Uydecker.
... .Theresa Hlne»
I'atsy lloss. I..
Star
is
"A
including
..Toni Rutherford in many films,
.Jay Brooks
Shelby Carpenter,
Joe Itoas;
.Grania O'Malley Born," "This is My Affair," "It's All
....... Service Bell whose first name is Margaret and the Bessie Clary,..,.,,
.
<'ha ]-lie Hettow
...Kny MacDonald Yours" and "Give Me A Sailor."
Taterie Blael; other who uses it in writing novels, Mrs. Dorgan.
Kllen, his fliiufeht'"'
Plays Abroad
...,:.K.,T, Stevens
.Harold Conlilln bicker over David, a publisher, just A Olrl.;..,,
JameB.
The last play which he wrote and
.Doniila A. Meyers
Olsen......
..,
. ........ Luther Henderson
JJadUy SykM.
accident.
Result
is a perin
an
killed
Washington
.MarRo
Ko-fonrt.i
starred in was "That Old Devil,"
.Muriel Smith formance of trouble, which certainly
Delnhine.
Blrtlimark
As a film, "Laura" fared well. On produced in 1942, but his last Broad.Dolores* Woodard isn't diverting.
Beulah
16
London, April 8,
survived
in
it
Kvans
year,
October
.Martha
l{\ith
way appearance was last
Stephen, who was David's partner, the road last
Knvoy Productions, lild., proitucUon of
Tom TaKKerl.,.......k..<'lar^nce Wiliams tries logic to pacify the distraught weeks under the guidance of Hunt "The Playboy of the Western
new play in throe acts by A, K. RawUnson
..Estelle B. Evans
Sarah, hia wife.
Jr. This year H, Clay
Stromberg,
Burgess
starred
Ulrocled by John .Counsel!, At Braliasay
which
..William Veasey women, but only here and there is
World,"
Joshnah Tain.....
theatre.
Hileary Clover the dialog interesting. Adeline, the Blaney is fathering the whodunit, Meredith.
Cieorgana, his dauKhter
Margaret h Petworlh
..,t^ui,se Hampton
Edlth-Atuka Reld fictitious Margaret, estranged from with intentions of eventually reachDosia
ProUMc Writer
Janies Dartle, .,
John I'arles Mom
.iouia Peterson
Ollle Webster
ing Broadway. In its present conOeraia Dartle.
Martin Cbbb
ChauBcey RejTioWs her mate Robert, had been carrying dition, mystery will find difficulty
J^em.
Nugent's writings on the theatre Klaie Dai'tle,,...,........ ., Winifred Hvanii
..iutts Murphy on an affair with David for two
Chester
,Miij'y Kerridg*
Hank Saunders, overseer. Charte.<! Lillenthal years. Margaret, wed to him 15 years, sliding into first base on its content, were sage philosophies closely fol- -Waada
aid
would
Stephen
Gattton
Sir
.......H, », Stoker
KranV MoArdle had no inkling o£ the affair. When though rep of pic and book
Caytaln Bryant..
lowed for more than 40 years by Dr, Althelm......
I'redcrlck Scl)lll«r
liibeth ArUarbanel. ... .... ..Tennie Bretnes
b.o.
hypo.
as
,
to
the craft. His ability to Mrs. Ruling
f
,Bulh Goddard
Oliver Webster, ........... ..lohn Harwooil Adeline discloses the relationship
Plot is well known as result of people of
.W, leaser Brnnner
William Gerahfck the new widow, she explains that It's
Yank Serseant
within the Postman
the pic, produced by 20th-Fox. It's discourse on any subject
Yankee SoUliers. .Howard Ijexki*'. Charles only because there's to be |i baby.
Uosen. Bob ilayo, Alan Fiesler
a dick investigating the shot- theatre was far-flung. On censorThe Margarets argue it out, and at abtfut
If Hitler myths and fanciful theo-'
IV>b FiermanCai'tain Stewart
gun penthouse slaying of a beautiful ship, for instance, some years ago,
pushes
the
wife
nearly
one
point
the
Nazi
gang's
of
the
last
...lack
BecUor
ries
planter.
Bnrl^hardt.
A
hours.in
John
case when Broadway was embroiled in
I'anI Hoft'man
younger woman from the terrace, femme huckster. Turns out a
A Cotton Broker
the Berlin chancellery prove palataNathan Adler which has a defective railing. Robert of mistaken identity with gendarme a situation involving "Wine, Women ble to present-day audiences,
l.-it
Kebel Soldier
this
Stuart Hoover
after she turns up.
2nd Reb?l Soldier
agrees to return home lor a while falling for dame
and Song" at the Ambassador thrf*- should find its own particular clioff to a
night,
was
Play,
opening
that it iould be assumed the comatre, Npgent significantly wrote for entele. On the screen, it might he
"Our Lan'," last of the Associated so
start, building up in second
ing infant would be legitimate, but weak
turned into a sensational production.
VAftiEiYr
exPlayxirrights' offeritlg$ ibr this seathird
acts.
However,
an
and
he, unfortunately, falls to 4iis 'death
Idea depicted is that Eva Braun,
be"Plays are neither old-fashioned
son, is a powerful piece of Stage, bit
from the terrace. Noise of the am- tremely weak anti-elimaxMarlowe),
ele\4pnth-hour bride of the fuehrer,
craft, powerful enough to merit bethe detective (Hugh
.n.or modern. Neither is acting. It is
bulance, by the way, is loudeiii than tween
and later gave birth to a son.
ing lifted out of the obscurity of this anything in the play.
and the-returned-to-life-gal (K. T, simply either good or bad. Being escaped
where it was vile does not make a play. Being She marries a British officer, his
lower east side theatre to a BroadSolution comes with Adeline agree- Stevens) leaves the aud
death
is encompassed and she goes
way showcase. Penned by a promis- ing to give the child to Margaret. It at opening of show, very limp. Bit chemically clean does not make a to England
(posing as a Czech) to
ing young Negro dramatist, Theo- seems that David's last words were: leading to a curtain-closing love
life. But Amer- her husband's home.
His widowed
dore Ward, the play is an honest, "Give my love to Margaret and thank scene, after murderer has been re- play. It must reveal
unnecessary stage ican plays may'reveal a cleantr life motherv having lost her three boysin
se^nsitively-wrought folk drama of
her for all she's done for me." The vealed, gives an
the war, lyelcome* the couple with
to an already weak production. because American life is cleaner.
the' Civil War period with a con
wait
for
whom
argument
is
girls' main
Acting is capable, Single-set pent- Plays do not inspire a country, they open arms."
te'T!ijorary relevance.
was the message meant. Stephen
British
nephew,
Intelligence
Her
a
Play tells an authentic story of makes it appear that it was meant house, by Stewart Chaney, is good. reflect it. OUrs is a more hopeful, officer, believing the girl to be
Ger*
John Loder, .as Waldo Lydecker, the unsullied, youthful and ideal loving man, tracks down her history
hcv-' a group of liberated slaves were
for his wife.
and the
highspots the
settled on their own plot of earth by
Christians, as the legit Mar- middleaged aesthetic,
country, just as youth is more hope- poor grandmother (and the audiMady
turn
in
Others
acting ^department.
tl!2 Union army only to have their,
garet, and Miriam Hopkins, as Adeful. Ideal loving and unsullied than ence) is left mystified as to whether
hopes blasted in the end by a cynical line-Margaret, are the wives with well-rounded performances. Ecfc.
the' child is Hitler's or the dead solold age.
conspiracy of northern politicians verbal swoi'ds. Latter's part fits bet"There is hope for our native dier's. Tlie only chance of proof vanand southern landowners. Parallel ter than Miss Christians, who has
ishing as the young mother, on the
Young,
plays, and for our native stage. Ever
to the main line, a subsidiary love been much more effective in characverge of exposure as to her nation*
story is woven into the play's fabric ter assignments. 'Roger Pry or does
Philadelphia, April 15.
and anon it^wlll receive a setback as ality, dashes out into the storm and
Henry Adrian production oi: comedy by some opportunist dwtroys all the
which, though somewhat- trite in the best he can as Stephen. ,-^Peter
dies.
Thursphweli and Alfred Qoldeh.
conception, succeeds in adding many Cookson, a personable, new actor, Harry
Staged by Robert E, Peixy; scenefy and advancement we have made in the
The only clues, a peculiar birthpoignant moments. As enacted by makes his debut ag a principal in the llghtiftg, Ralph Alawang; costumes jiuper- public heart by launching some dra
mark which could be accounted for
the predominantly Negro cast, the part of Robert, and he'll stick in a vlaed by Tjou Hisle. At Locust St., Philamatic foreign inspired debauch of as pre-natal influence of Adolf's
delphia, April IS, '4T; *3,25.
play becomes brilliantly alive with better play.
Ibee.
Sylvia Wilson
degenerates bomb injuries, and the question as to
and
.tynne Carter nymphomaniacs
the pride, suffering and courage of
(Closed Saturday (19) ofter five Harold QreSnley
....Bill Talman
<
pro^tution to the harvest of a whether the infant was prematurely
a -"btnerged people fighting f or dig- /performances.)
Dr. Spee
Hugh Kellly and
born, are left unsolved. High author•:
Dorothy Bennett
Joan I,awrenC6 few heavy weeks from the morbid ities, dreading the possibility of a
v-'Duvie
....Richard T*eone minded who flock to anything which
"ot least of the play's merits are
new leader being acknowledged and
Grlliy, ....
.Donald Hastings
tl-e
Negro spirituals which echo
German's under^okey Stephen,
Roy Sterling panders in their inherent degeneracy worshipped by
Flies
The.
hauntinglj as a kind of tragic obbliBuddy
Bart Roe under the name of real 'art,' but the ground movement, beg the harassed
(LES iWOUCHES)
It
Helen Greenley.
gato to the dramatic action.
..lienore Lonergan
reaction will come, and "Will, even- woman to bring up the child as bet'
Faith
Joan
Shepard
would be difficult to. match anyDramatic Workshop of the New School
grandson to avert future trouble.
Crnndell,
Ronnie Jaooby tually, be permanent."
where the throat^gripping eittotion production of dram;i in three acts by .lean- Dickie
They win their point' by stressing the
Raymond Bramley
Sartre; IranMated by Stuart (JUbert, Oliver. Crnndell
BelMiVlorismi
6f one scene in which the Negroes, Paul
jossibility the child may really be
,Ijee Carney
Staged by Paul Kanaoni; supervised by Er- Mrs, IBary Crnndell,...
learning
President
Lincoln's wln Plwutor. At PresWent theatre, N, Y,, Miss Weatherhead,
of
.Alyrtle Ferguson
His views on actor behaviorisms ler own flesh and blood.
Camp Trilliy Bo.v,.
....Mickey CamU
death, rehder an exalted requiem to April a*, '<T.
This is a grand role for that fine
^
In the
Otiier Campers...".
Collelte MacMahoh were also widely quoted.
his memory.
Cast, besides being Orestes
Dan Matthews
Ronnie Smith 1946 Anniversary edition of Variett, artist, Louise Hampton, ahd she gets
.Neheniiah Persoff
spontaneous individually, comprise Tutor.
every ounce out of her opportunities,
for instance, he wrote:
Fred Halpern
iji
their totality a superb vocal trliot Boy.............
Mary Kerridge's handling of the
"A
Young
Man's Fancy," tried out
.Jack Burkhart
Zeus
".
wearied
artist,
mediocre
the
ctnirus.
sulky mysterious daughter-in-law,
01(1 Woman
.L.eola Harlow
briefly earlier in the. season (WilStandout thesp^r.in the group is l'Jle(-tra
.Carol tSustafson mington and Boston) and then taken with' waiting for success, usually convincing, while Martin Case as the
William Veasey, who gives an in- Clytemnestra
.J^'rances Adler
tries some magic crosscut. Usually ruthlessly
investigating official, is
.Naomi Feigenbaum oflf for rewriting and restaging, now
spired performance as the freed- Mother.
cul- excellent,
Clm,
Child
Richard Rosenfeld pops up again here. Just why the he expects that, perhaps, by
men's leader. Muriel Smith is ex- Nervous
.Robert Schwartz management wanted to bring it out tivating the society of celebrities in
cellent as the female lead, bringing Sentimental Man...........
.Bert Neil right now is hard to figure. It's a expensive cafes this may give him
Fileitd
Lester
to the part her exceptional dramatic Average Man. ............... .Harry Adler
lightweight
comedy,
lacking
marquee
also
connections.
Many
right
the
.Joseph Sargent
London, April 16.
and singing talent. Other cast mem- Cynical Mah
Thom Carney names, and it's coming along ,at the look to their organisation to help
Envoy Productions, Ltd., production (In
bers who perform with special merit Segestea,
.Bernie Schwartz tailend of the season with business in
Nidaa.
With Arts Cbunull) ot haw oomt
them to that success which can only aasooiatlon
are Valerie Black, Edmund J. Cam- Other Men.,.,Syd Parfx-ey, Hari-y Heyman, general spotty all over. It
edy in three acts liy Alec Coppal. Dlrectei
hasn't
bridge, Jay Brooks. Luther HenderJohn Lehne. Steve Gottleib much' of a chance.
be' achieved by simple merit.
Sim- by -Wallace Douglas. At Embassy theatrt,
...Mala Abllea
London.
Young Woman...
son and Chauncey Reynolds.
plicity
is
in
the
soul
perfection
of
Although "A Young Man's Fancy"
Helen Bernstein
Miriam Hudd
Woman.
.Linilen Travers
Edward R. Mitchell, director, also Another
Also in directing.
Sur- Chalf ont
..John Miller follows in the general footsteps of acting.
1st Officer..............
Sydney Km«
desiTOed the single setting, which is and Officer
..David Miller "Junior Miss," "Kiss and Tell" and rounded as it is in the popular mind I-es-lar Hufld
..,..,.Rk'hard BlrJ
notable for its detail and realism. Soldiers
Paul Bi*owne, Harry Bergman. "Janie," it places much
Pat smylia
more empha- by magic signs and symbols, and Tolo
Paul Pheniey
Lynch
Jaclt RItchIo
Joshua Lee's arranging and directGerry
Cohort sis OH the strictly juvenile angle than hidden knowledge, it is in the last Andrews..
High
Priest
John SharJ
ing of the music are flrstrate.
.Alfred Linder any of them. Here the grownups are
Aegistheus
Mick.
.Charles Ooldner
analysis,
simple
commbnsense.
Berm.
pallid people of quite secondary imI
"There
are
other
things
which
Though an ambitious. Worthy at- portance and interest, and the show keep even
This sophisticated comedy has a
talented artists back for
tempt of this semi-pro group to tussle lags lamentably when they're on.
dream denouement to gloss over its
for
with the intricacies of Jean-Paul Fortunately these are brief, and most many years in reaching any consid- grosser moments. It's doubtful if the
Stanley Gllkey and Barbara Payne (In asof the action of "A Young Man's erable recognition. This applies more unsavory theme
will be accepted genBociation with Henry Sherek. T.td,> produc- Sartre's "The Flies," some good perFancy"
with
the
deals
pranks
and
to
traveling
Piscator's
formances,
Erwin
expert
companies
and
stock,
erally.
tion of drama in three acts (one scene) by
James Parrish. Stars Mady Christians and supervision, and Paul Ransom's adept didoes of a group of youngsters at a rather than to New York companies,
successful dramatist married to ?
Miriam Hopkins; features Roger Pryor. sts.ging can't salvage this for any- summer camp in New England.
beoaiise in New York when a re- popular stage star is struggling to
Staged by Elliott Nugent: setting, Donald
In building directly around the
Oenslager,
Opened at Plymouth, N, TC., thing more than experimental purhearsal Or performance is over, peo- complete his latest opus. He appeals
poses. The author's "No Exit" was kids, the authors are trying a "PenAuril Ifi. '4B; *4.80 top,
ple scatter to their various homes, to a Winchell-type columnist to supM.irgaret Hayden
Mndv Christians tried commercially earlier in the .sea- rod," but they aren't Booth Tarkingply details and reactions of a streetStephen Austin
Roger Pryor son on Broadway.
ton in their knowledge of juvenile and only meet during hours of duty wallfer eficountering a prospective
Adeline Chnlcot...
Miriam Hopkins
Sartre has delved into the Greek psychology or in their -comedy sense. at the theatre, thus avoiding the client. Columnist suggests the author
Roltert Chalcot
Peter Cookson
The
boys
and
girls
in
formation of disorganizing cliques collect one and get first-hand knowlthis
play
are
myth
Eleetra.
of
Orestes
and
He
has
Maid.
Janice Mars
pointed up that superstition and fear pretty stereotyped.
and clans. The reverse of this is edge. Following his friend's advice,
Most of play's laughs stem from a true in overseas companies
Presenting
English
dramas on can rule mankind. Play depicts an
which he returns with an almost dumb
Broadway has always been hazardous, invasion of flies as punishment to the feud between a newcomer to the travel, eat and sleep together, hi blonde who "takes her things off.
despite their favorable London rep- sinners of Argas and the struggle of canfp, a wealthy man's son immedi- unusual personal intimacy, and alThe girl goes into, the bedroom,
utations. "Message for Margaret" is the gentle-reared Orestes, son of ately adjudged a sissy by his bunk- ways
an Italian cotngs in, fires a shot, colsurrounded
by
strangers.
Their lects her
the latest such import, and it hasn't Agamemnon, to rescue his sister, for- mates, and these four healthy youiig great
clothes and silently withdanger is falling into one of draws.
a chance, although it played six mer princess Eleetra, from drutigery heathens. Egged on by a girl counFaced with a naked corps*
of a scullery maid when Aegistheus, sellor, the newcomer turns the tables three groups. The most dangerffus on his hands, the distracted husband
her mother's paramour, polishes oil on his tormentors and makes their ot these three groups are the hides the body in his garden workthe king and takes over to rule with lives miserable with his succession of anarchists, meaning those who are shop and frantically thinks up WW?
a tyrannical hand, Orestes returns to practical jokes. He then takes a hand continually finding fault
with the of evading discovery on his wiies
Year
Residence
murder his mother and her lover and in trying to arrange the romance of management, the
murderer replay, the direction, return. Meanwhile the
take over his father's throne. But a pair of the counsellors, but this
\jSenti«in«ii'8 (arm, 45 tntleii from
some fellow actor, or actress, the veals himself, explains the victim
New Xorb, SO-nCre private Itike.
after his butchery the sister de- backfires because he doesn't under-^
was a girl from his sporting house.
California MitiaiAn liontie< S rooms,
nounces him and he's practically back stand some o£ the terms and passages discipline enforced by the Army, He rubbed her out for disobeying
8 batlig, service quarters,' caretakers
or in shorter words, those who are
in
started.
book
where
However,
a
on
neurological
he
he
has
atlmehts
cottage; beautitnlly situated in liilis
oi-ders by going to men's homes, ano
convinced the sinners that the dead which he gets hold of and tries to use always finding fault;
of Sussex County, N. J.
800 acres,
promptly buries tfie body in tne
orcliards, farm buildings, Indoor and
remain dead and do not make annual to spur on cupid.
"The opposite group are the syco- garden. Playwright half -discloses W»
outdoor furniture, boats, farm equipPlay is compact enough now phants, or what we
as
excursions to avenge misdeeds of
used to call the dilemma to his wife but making w
ment.
Taxes approximateiy' $350,00,
their kin. The linal curtain descends (flnal curtain at 11) and has its quota 'front door
low iiplieep
Cost $350,000; price
fellows,' who try to Curry part of plot for his play.
„
of laughs although most of them arise
before this is really clarified.
5!15,0OO,
Call Miss Andrews, Main
Richaid Bird and Linden Travers
4-8S50,
Write Box S04S, Variety,
Dan Matthews turns in a moving from obvious cliches and rather favor with those in authority, or make an excellent
couple, ei<l *y?power,
154 West 46tli St., New Iforlt 19, N. \'.
prestige,
hoping
thus
puerile
to
performance as' Orestes. Carol GusWisecracks, „ However, the
gain ney King gives the newshound row
tafson is attractive as Eleetra. Alfred kids in the oast do their share very some advantage over their fellow
a nice take. Standout, however,
Linder and Frances Adler, profes- well, Ronnie Jacob.y succeeds in artists. I have known many be- Charles Goldner's rich characterlza
sionals and of the New School facul- making the precocious sissy funny longing no either one or the
,
other tion of the house operator.
being objectionable, and of these two grotips,
ano
ty, inject required villainy to roles without
Production is commendable,
Vand
known
imes
of the royal pair. Jack Burkhart also Joan Shepard is amusing as his co- them for a period
audiente. greeted the gustier
ot over 40 years
rates a nod for his fine portrayal of conspirator in the scheme to aid ro- but
cien*they
with roars.
are
always
changing
Zeus. Others of the large cast do iwance, Richard Leone, Donald ItastIToiiiig', Aow <m terminal
leave, ungroups. None of them lasted
usually fine wrliolastlc!' bacbsround,
ings, Roy Sterling sftid Bart Roe are
neatly.
verv
Edba,
They were of that ill-fated
2% yean) of aetlve pmctlde With iop
the four young ruffians who finally long.
Staging 'Touch'
law Arm. Interested In aU aspects »t
John
admit thcmaelve,'? licked by their In- class of undesirables.
Melville Burke will direct
theatrical nnd tuitl-tnist lanv
XxWaters,
"... There is always such a group
1"=
tended victim.
Sayviile (L. I.) Opener Jun; 17
P«rlencea In tax and c«r|H>nite matMorris Chanin's production of
in any organization, those
ters.
who mind Magic Touch," a farce by Charles
Sayville, L. I,, April 22.
Desires association, wltii Inn* ilrni
Maurice Kelly has been named their own business, study their lines Baddook and Charles Sherman.
or otlierwise, in above iieids.
SayviHe Playhouse's second season dance director for the 1947 Star- carefully,
May
remember
Buffalo
the
in
direction,
It's due to open
Box .815, Variety, 154 W. 461h St.,
starts June 17 for 12 weeks under light Operetta seaijoa at Fair Park keep
the hours
- and the rules laid 13, withj^Broadway pxeem skeddeo
New York 19, N. IC,
..
J
.
down
for them, and remember above for
Joseph Kramm's direction. V
1 Casino, Dallas,
June^, with house not yet set.
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ness and abusing soldiers at the
border post. Sotb Frank and Mrs.
Ewing clashed with MaJ. Gen. Harry
Collins, Austrian zone commander,
over recent break of 18 SS prisoners
from internment camp in Salzburg.
Charges and countercharges over alleged mishandling of internees, some
By JOE RAVOTTO
of whom are said to have been held
over a year without trial, have been
ithe writer, former European cor- Bulletin. .The response came
to alflying back and forth.
resttonient' for Variety, is now as- most
The Army
78%.
sistant director for Italy of the
In line with our policy to aid in reiterates disorderly beef on Pat
Uniied States Information Seruice,) the revival ol the scientific life of Frank and has refused to renew
Rome.
the countrjf, Wis have been supply- Mrs. Ewing's accreditation.
The symbdl USIS and the desig- ing technical editorial material to
Dialect Guide
Italian trade publications. Until
nation "Voice 6f America" (recexitly the
Unusual guide to film, radio and
changed to "Voice of the United last June we published and dis- legit actors on imitating regional
tributed our own Technical BulleStates") have made their imprint
U. S. lingoes is presented in the justtins
medicine,
agriculture,
engihere and have entered the con"Manual of American
neering, industry, education, archi- published

U. S. Info

Smice Makes
on

Imprint

Str(Hig

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

j

;

'

ume, '"Manual of Foreign Dialects."

Herman has been a dialog director
springing up all over Italy.
This had been one of the most at Columbia and RKO, and his wife
USIS presence here,
effective of our operations.
Not a regular performer and writer on
Italians have come to know Amerisoap operas.
even
the
most
rabid
nationalist
better
cans and their way of living
Book breaks American speech
here could interpret this service as
'

result of

is

likely to be Ie(t With his footnote showing.

The Roue

'

than ever before. We have supplemented the work clone here by
American news agencies ind other
American institutions to give a much
more rovtnde^ and balanced picture
of the tl. S.^hd its institutions.
We're on the beam, but the British,
Bussians and French are much more
active. The reason is that they have
much larger budgets at their disIt's impossible to put oup's
posal.
linger oa the Bussians' funds because
tliey baye so many agencies to work

Scully

Albiert P. Lewin hav-e bestowed on their version, may have to
be changed to the "Private Affairs of a Cheat" in order to get its money
back in its own country.
There was a tremendous airount of scliolarship and research that Vvont
into the Loew-Lewin production, but it merely goes to .show that when
you look over the horizon for something that may or may not be in the
public domain, the race is going to be to the swift, and that means a scliolar

Lewis
tecture, labor, urban reconstruction Dialects" (Ziff-Davis), It's by
and others. We discontinued this and Marguerite Herman, who had
program in order to avoid competing previously authored a similar volwith the nascent trade publications

By Frank

Loew and

Information Service.

As a

»

it's

m

—

of the Italian people.
is pronounced "oosis"
in Italian, now has become an integral part of the Italian vernacuIt stands for the United States
lar.

«

Mist, Cal., April 19.
only a coincidence, the slugging which French manhood is
taking these days is almost enough in itseW to justify the return of Gehoral de Gaulle to power, Portunateiy. tlVe maiicibus gossip is chiefly on
this side of the ocean at present, but if it ever gets back to Paris another
cabinet is bound to fall.
For instance, right now between the two Portlands we have three versions of Guy de Maupassant's "Bel Ami" in picture houses. In fact, among
the Mexican, German and Hollywood versions of this tintype of a cad we
currently have the best of them
the unhappy position of having to
cliange its title so as not td be contused with the others of inferior grades.
Thus 'The Private Affairs of Bel Ami." which is the title that David h.

Though

'

USIS, which

M «< MMf «* M

«

the Italian People

sciousness

S3

of

Rue Morgue

Even harder on the French national character, particularly on its
politesse and kindness to women and children, is '"Moi>sieur VerdoUx'* as
played byi Charles Chaplin, looking for all the world like old Frank
Harris, the roMe of rue Morgue.

After being shut off down into, eight regional categories,
from outside sources for gome years, .'lome of them with subdivisions.
England, Southern
Italian technicians, scientists, doc- They are New
(with subdivisions covering Deltors and others needed all the asTidewater and Ea.st
sistance they could get. And we had marva Peninsula,
Texas), touisiana-Frencli (including
it to offer.
For example, USIS was among the subdivisions on Cajun and New OrNegro
Creole),
Mountain,
leans
first to give detailed news in Italy
on the -discovery of penicillin, (with sections on GuUah and Virgin
Islands), New York City (also Upfactor,
thiouracile, streptomycin,

propaganda.

M. Verdoux could be duplicated anywhere

in

America,

if

Hollywood

We

tried hard enough.
have' plenty of scoundrels wlio murdered women
for profit. That M. Landru and Bluebeard happened to be Frenchmeh is
no more typical of France: than the fact that tupiaiio' tlie
typical ol America.
Oddly, even those who rated GiTiarle* Chapli"'s rooat-grinder a no-bell
picture for America were quite sure it Would recoup nicely abroad. As
the unofficial spokesman for things abroad, I have to enter a dissenting
opinion which I hope will be worthy of the magnificent Yankee. 'ThOugii
it deals with life and death, and particularly what laughs can b« extraeted
from the latter, 1 don't think the "Monsieur Verdoux" is serious enough
for the European market these days.
Moreover, murdering women for money is not so much a European
trait as a criminal trait.- In fact, the only difference between such killers
in Eui'ope fmd in America is tlxat tliey seem to get caught less often in
America, aiid scarcely'ever in Los A'lgfile*-

UnW

RH

atomic energy, loran, radar and per New York State) PennsylvaniaMidother scientific and medical ad- Dutch (also Philadelphia) and
vances in the field. These old Bulle- dle Western.
tins of ours have become accepted as
cluding the local Communist
Miss Keith's Syndicated Column
The British fly in their papers texts in some of the Italian schools.
Maxine Keith, who for two yjears
And Students preparing their examinafrom London almost daily.
French papers arrive by train with- tions and theses consult thenr. An was a Mutual comnientatpr in
Ours come by ship, indication of their importance and N. Y., has been doing a syndicated
in 24 hours.
tilled
with long delays. In addition, the popularity is reflected in th'e thou- (ioluran the last six inonths,
Struck," for weekly piipcrs
Bluebeards of L. A.
British, French stnd Bussians are sands of letters of thankis and en- 'Stage
N. Y., New .lerpey and
yiBry generous about copyright clear- couragement we have received dur- in suburban
Indeed, the chief criticism whicii could be directed again.st this comedy
Long Island. Starting originally with
ances. Editors of the impoverished ing the pftst year.
women are about as
material about entertainment world of murders is that it was produced Uv a town \vherc
locai press are quick to take adsafe as they'd be at a Nazi orgy. L. A. is full Of unsolved crimes of this
personalities and news, column has
Conse^ently they make
ventage,
Charlt^ liwtarttis Olt 'y»rlety'
now been enlarged to incliide the sort. Maybe Chaplin, who ha.f had his troubles with women, could find
liberal use of the niaterial put at
this funny, but mo.St people are not quite so lij'hthcartcd.
Charlies LKzarus of the Montreal angle used' on her MBS show.
their disposal.
Europe will not go for thi.s sort of 'picture tor very different reason.1.
This was an all-inclusive discusGazette- is no longer correspondent
Books
will not go for it becau.se it can no longer see anything fiinn.y in the
sioa of politics, the home, femmes, "
in that city for Variety.
li<5"idation Of human bemgs for any possible reason. It will tell M. ChapThe latest British, French and RusHis successor will be designated in oeneral news etc the net pro.gram
sian books—in the original may be
®^ ^*
^^'^'^ telling Hollywood for at least two years, "For heaven's
being titled "From Me To Yo\.\"
this spacie in an early issue.
purchased in Italian bookshops^
*'°P sending us frivolous pictures!"
which title is now being used for a
Tlie
American -publishers
unmoral attitude carried to the guillotine by this Chaplirt-created
against lire.
department of the column Four!
The Old. Army Censor Game
Italians cannot get
mind and giving a brush to a mcmwant dollars.
papers were in original setup, ..yn- ^^''^J*"/
^ too-open
J^l*''"'*,''^ finish
Britbuy
is a .studied offense, and mvites the same
dollars for books. So they
"
U. S. newspapermen operating in dication now including 17
"From
counter-criticism from church-goers that '*rbe Outla-w" and "Duel
ish and French boolcs in the original the occupied sectors of Europe are
Me To you" title incidentally Was
^he
Sun"
translations
brought
down
them.selvcs.
depend
on
local
o£
upon
or
becoming increasingly conscious of u.sed by Miss
for a, coUimn .'"
American books. Again we trail far a deterioration in the U. S. Army- she did for the N. Y. Daily News
Pas Mai for Murder
behind in this field. Ifs a pity be- press relationship which, during four years ago.
Chaplin won't lose money, and he won't mtike a great deal cither. With
cause Italians aire starved for Amer- combat time», reached an overall
an hour cut out of "M. Verdoux and a l.nu^hable if equally lethal ftui!,I-i,
books
in
the
original,
ican
high level. New attempts at censorFax to For*
he might gross $3,000,000. Not bad, tor a bad picture.
mention
this
the
atbecause of
I
ship, direct and indirect, and variThree-day meet of the American
titude of some,of bui: legislators who ous- forms of pressure against reNewspaper Publishers' Assn. schedEquity Won't Like This
They porters and publications considered
have opposed our program,
uled for the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.,
"As a ghost in long, and gciod standinc?," writes Dorothy H. Gile.s of
have said over and over again that antagonistic to the Army or individApril 21-24, along With the. annual Cold-Spring-on-Hudson, "I read your column on our fraternity with a
their opposition was based on the uals in it are becoming apparent.
conclave of the Associated Pre.ss to pood deal of interest and some inaudible apnlause. It is «iy oont ;U inn
fact that our informational and culSome commanders, established like be held on the opening day, will be (hat glicsting is a perfectly honorable profession and one VvhicK approat.'v s
tural program would be the sigripl
feudal viceroys in their, occupation highlighted by production of a fac- the actor's art. I can't see any difference between playing. Lady Macbeth
for launching » propaganda war.
castles, make no bones of their de- simile newspaper by a four-man stafl;
or ttedda Gabler on the stK,!»e and expressing Sopliie Tuclter or Adcle
Anyone who lived abroad before the sire to bar correspondents from heir of
the Miami Herald.
Astaire or Bernard Shaw (one of .vour parts, not mii?c) in print.
war and was acquainted with the bailiwicks.
like
Inconveniencies
Demonstration wiU embrace all
"i Jiave sometimes played with tlio idea of writing the autobio'.5rEoliv of
activity of the British and French
high prices for rental of Army ve- phases of facsimile newspaper opera- a ghost and using the title "Doomed for a Time,"— the time bcini» O-at
could tell them otlierwise. The truth
Facsimile editions will be period of wrestling with the gho.stee when the latter has succumbed to
hicles (reporters now pay $1.25 an tion.
is that, we are relaUvely newcomers
hour to ride in jeeps and charges for prepared, scanned and recorded i»i the virus of thinking he is doing the iob himself.
in this field.
hotel rooms in run-down spots make
When Ghost Meets Ghost
But to get back to our muttons
H^^iv^^J^l^nSS^'
aeinei-eo
in lo minu tes.
it tough to get around, and tougher
niaving ghosted ir books and uncounted magazine articlss. 1 have hr.d
as the Frencli would say.
I would
to get information beyond handout.".
a wide range of expeiienceis. but none to equal tv.-o which haporn
in
like .to give you a few figures on the
Nelson Bell Exits D. C. Fo.st
Stars and Stripes, the Army's
the past three months. In one case, the ghostee was using matfi;i:
nf
progress v/e havie mnde. _
newspaper, is again experiencing
Nelson P.' Bell, dean of Wa.shin'j;
reminiscences concerning a well-known man and author who died
t
Aboiit 200,000 Italians #e Ameritroubles. With only a single Stripes ton drama and film critics, hi's scv
1.5 years, ago.
During one of our confeicnecs in the .sedate precincts of tb.e
can documentary and educational
edition how published for all Europe ered a connection of 33 yepva witli Harvard Club, he told me he planned to take the material I had outl.lnKt
films monthly.
In February the
at Ptungstadt, Germany, writers and the Washington Post effective past to a seance with a medium who had promised to .summon the
sni-it of
figure
topped the 250,000 m:uk.
editors have been encountering re- weekend. He is >ucceeded in the Po.st the late literary gentleman. The idea wa.« to read
my script to him for
Italians coming to our plioto exhibits
attemnts to make their col- slot by his former assistant Ri<;hard comments and suggestions from the o;h<.r fu'c. Umiag a ghost edited by
have been averaging better than newed
i.mii-is a vehicle for Army policy and
L. C.ie. witli the po.ssibility tliat So- a shost was raising our prote.?sion to t!ic 'nth power,
225,000 monthly.
Each month some'
PRO handouts rather th?n an inde- nia Stein. Post radio new.s gal, m:>.>'Tily second experience worth comment was to find a professor of. nrt
12,000 Italians ccme to our five;
Cla'hes be- move to Coe's old job.
ncndent newspaner.
in a mid-western university \vi-itin;» to Life ma' -ijine and laying claiips
libraries and four reading rooms to
bureau
Stripes
individual
Bell continues his weekly sp>>n- to have "written" a book .si-mcd by a wellknown fore"'!;! art critic, cx fvy
study and use our boolcs and maga- tiveen
been kept sored radio sliow on films and .stage sentence of jwhich I penned h-om ttie forci'-aier's notes,
zlnes—mo-stly trade and scicn.'iflc chiefs and PROS have
But it's obvious that and expects to do niiigazine articles
P'-otty quiett
ciiosl Walks
publications.
no nd .possibly publicity following a|
-.j
am also a -little fed up huu-inn' i>.<> ti<io-!iter,Ui sp«.-k di.sdainfuUv of
We should not overlook the "Voice naper's bo.'jses at Pfun«sladt
la.* back at tele- vaclum.
ghosting a book which gets Kood revitw.s, becomes a bcsLsellnr a id ma'ves
of America" broadcasts which are longer feel able to
„
,„nn rePost m 1906
He fir^t Join"1 he „„
feletypod beiifs from
good money for the Aghast as w-: II as tor.the eolobritv who hrs si
relayed by the Italian networks. We phoned and
i?
government coni- maimng until 919 when he u,t
^ut who cohfes.sedly did not and c.ould not write it I can't- soe why lbi.r
Have not made any siu'veja on the zone and military
tti'-.iii? attihon«* crattHrtianship .^hould be flouted in favor of bum writing
number of Italians who h'sten to our mpnders who a'-e a-rain
paner is run for their cou^^'^ ^"*"' ^^'^ ^ ''^""'y
With you that there, is a niace for a
p:'0?i-ams, but the following should tude that
h^' iq97
,1u n
Tin
orgfn by and
.H^"dbook,' setting forth tlie problems of the cn-Et and of):: r^"""^
give an approximate idea. A trailer veni'^nce and not <is an
lZ^^^^ until U.sl
fhtp,^t
T,^JnfL theie
the P<).st lemaming
solutions to as many of the.se as .solufions can be found for. Ghostinif
on two pi-ca-ams rel.-iyed daily by for GIr.
IS a profession that is increasing e\ery day. Spealcing for myself. I
In one case a PRO refused to dis- Saturday.
tlie two Italian
know
networks here incoiii't
it ha.s taken me a good many years to work out a scale of
vited the listeners to write in for tribute results of an invportarit
prices, terms
was
CHATTEE
rand regulations concerriiiig the work "
printed "Voice ola America" program martial in which an oCficer
years for black
INS reportedly ljullding up Kenschedules.
There were 18,000 au- Keutfnced to five
marketing and misuse of Army neth Dixon, Jr!, for the Damon Run- and recently publicity dii eetor of
xwiftts in the three months ending
did a piece on the !{ai;menl tra.'c Icr
and other eorre- yon spot.
Stripe.s
March 1, As of this writing we funds.
Wesley Associates, now editor of Today's Woman ma'i'.s M;!y i-.sue.
were told t'ley could
.'.iiordents
Van, owner of the Pitts- Cue,
Je.--.s;e
ha^ e reached the 20,00(1 mark.
Yarn's titlcd"The G'()r<;eoi>.s NnmOur coverage in tlie daily pnd rover tr-ial (hemselv.'s. in a di-tant bur.uii Courier, ogling production on
Rineharl It Co. is rt")d.ving ai'^'''"
Weekly press has been good. Re- town, if, they wanted to. PRO .said the Metro lot.
fourth edition of "Gla,s.s Room," M
Long I.sland Slar-.fournal. N. Y.,
lo
produced are the items of our Daily he didn't c'li-'sider it his tuncUon
Ernest Berner, editor of Gine- novel by Lester Fuller and
,
Edwin 'evening Queens Couiity, N. Y. d-ily,
ayail-i^hItalian
lexis itvke .such i'^forma*i'-n
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My.stery
Writers
of
America
Damon Runyon's final artir'c 'he
awarded Ed;;ar Alkn Poe trophies piece on Slierman Stork Club) BilMark Hellinger for hi.s film.. "The lihg*')<;y in the current Co.smop liiTi-iumpli" is being translated into Killer.s," and to Helen Eustis for her tan. was actually completed "wimiii
.Ir.pnneso by Asahi. in Tokyo'.. its 27th novel.
'The, Adventures of Sam the .shop." Cosmo wanted to doi:!-te
.

i

.

to

,

,

,

with
in

drunken-

—

George Hollands two dau«liter.s.
Nancy Lie. 19, and Nancy, 21, art
both 'Ci/no\er models in N. Y.
Erieli JTaria Ki.marque's "Arch of

MM

Rv'n.". Nash!-nd Er-mi.
Tenn., eorre.sp' "dent.
el.-shfd wi<h constabularv

Fr.-fil-

,.^*;"'""^^^^

Cards f ^S'-'-*'
ifft a ii.st,
r'^i
^
.
contained
leti
01 printed
tions

neno-ini-.s

viU

Kullrtiu AlipreciKlfd
Is our Daily Bulletin appreciated
,
by the press univorsilies :<>""
and g()v
"

.

Spade."
Elr-nor Pollock, who was worn-.
Mother-daughter wrilins team of
editor of Philadelphia Record Frances Ancker and Cynthia Hope

an's

i

Walter Winchell's Runyou MemoFund if the coUmmi.st would do
•
the chore, but he demurred.
to

rial
i

,

,

.

'

;;.

u

Wednesday, Aprii

MARRIAGES
Wright to Charles
Sclnvartz,
New York, April 18.
Bride is secretary to Metro veepee
Howard Dietz; groom is head of
Pacific Coast Film Co.
pictures BufCano played the trumpet
Maude Clark to Jack Rosenberg,
in most of the picture theatres in St. Las Vegas, April 16. Bride is secreLouis. His widow and two sons sur- tary to Charles P. Skouras; groom
Marjorie

,

:

:

NUOEXT

3. C.

C. Nugent, 79, actor-playwright,
«|ied at the Lambs Club, New York,
J.

April

21.

vive.-

is

;

Legitimate

in

details

jFurther
section.

won't permit more than one
broadcast at a timer. NBC, however,
is expected to press for exclusive
rights to the convention on the basis
of it's having been the only outfit
to cover the 1940 GOP meet in
Philly when Wendell L. Willkie was
nominated, Web had. the only station in operation at tliat time, Which

23.

l%i

cilities

O.

a theatre operator.
Phyllis Stanley to Stephen Miller,

Tame

Legit

Contintied from page

shows using a

$4.80 top ($4

i

Sni.

tax) are quite outoflinMoffi
them are only one-setters
for entrout next week is Sa'mi
T?.
one first at that
price this season,

gave

ol

it
exclusivity, but, as
.spoliesman declared yesterday

NBC

It's po.ssible that
the cost if
«
London, April 19. Bride is Bi'itish (Tues.), "pioneering sometimes pays erations has been
pushed
oH-"
k^bZ
the limit, but union., alone
Laura Sherry, 73, former Mm. star, groom is aide to Jock
are^"^^
Convention is expected to give being
blamed for the increase.
legit actress and a pioneer in the ex- Lawrence, publicity chief of J. Aryldeo its biggest political boost yet the
-b,
percentage demands of
perimental theatre, died in New thur Rank productions in U. S.
Shirlee Woollard to tee Mac- and will certainly be one of the most authors and actors
York. April 18.
are important
important remotes yet covered by factors,
too. Some showmen
Prior to lier marriage, she had ap- Gregpr, Las Vegas, April 13. Both
the medium.
Tele officials have in
agreement over ticket ;prin°J
peared on Broadway in c()mpanies are screen players.
.Wynne Ritchie to Ray Evans, been proclaiming the importance of contendmg that it's
of Richard IVtarisfleld and Sir Herthe qualitv li
their industry to the political scene
the show ,that is paramount,
bert Beerbohm Tree. In W09, she Hollywood, April 19. Groom is a
and of how it ."vvill bring Govern- they're well
founded the Wisconsin Players, one .songwriter.
aware of the voMmsZ
Norma Kravick to Jack^ Granara, ment closer to the pepplc and the tickets sold by agencies
of the nation's oldest little theatres
12.'
Grbdm is on people closer to their Government." aeces.wlly higher than at prin:
in Milwaukee, where she had made La.s Vegas, April
GOI' iWeet is e^fpectied to pfove this office, "Annie Get Your the to,
RKO's publicity stafi*
her home for many years;
Gun" ,*
Ben
Plank

MRS. LAUBA SHERRY

'

Mrs.

EDWAKD

WILLIAMS

A.

Edward A. Williams, 89, trombonwho played for 35 year.s in John

ist

Philip Soiisa's band, died in Wa.shApril
18.
Williams last
ington
played in the pit orch of Washingtheatre.
Knickei-boelter
old
When the theatre roof Collapsed under a heavy layer of snow in 1922.
Williams was buried in the debris
and suffered injuries which pre-

ton's

vented him from working again.
He began with the Marine band
about 1882. When Spusa organized

.

i

!

GEORGE WARD

i

George Ward.

announcer

an

46.

H

I
'

:

Kirk,
to
Pittsburgh. April 15. Bride is with
continuity department; groom

'

band.
Survived by widow and daughter.

\y ith

L..;i.

He was perhaps

known

best

for

weekly "Star Gazer" program.
HARRY BROWARSKY
He had also handled WNYC's lunchHarry Browarsky, 50. veteran eon' broadcasts from Town Hall
Pittsburgh theatre owner who has siiiee 1937; An avid home film fan
operated, there for years- with his in his leisure time, he was a former
Brpwar and Ike president of the Metropolitan Mo•brothers,. Mark
Browarsky, died: last week in Cleve- tion Picture Club.
his

j

j

i

j

'

.,ia-'.

-

^
EDDIE DANDERS
T-e exhibitor had gone there for
medical consultation and was in his
Eddie
Danders,
musician37,
hotel awaiting a final report on the comedian, died April 11 in Burbank,
checkup the next day when he Cal., while on tour with his band.
He had appeared in many Chi
pr'-f-'ad away after a heart attack.
including the Silhouette
In addition to his two brothers, niteries,
Browarsky leaves a w^idow and two Club and the Dome.
•,:''„.^
His father, Bobby Danders, was a
daughters.
singing Waiter at Colbsimd's for 29
years, and one of his brothers.
Bert K, Fischer, 64, veteran Mil- Bobby, Jr., is a Chicago band leader.
Survived by his widow, a daughter
waukee theatre owner, died in Milwaukee on April ills after a and parents.
|

is

program director.
Gerre Hbrton °to Francis Lorsnzo,

Friday (18), Groonv is
account exec in motion picture department of Foote, Cone & Belding.
Dorotliy E. -McGlone to Bill Koblenzer, Chicago, April 6. Groom recently joined Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
N. Y., radio package producer.
Henriette Viseux to Neil Agnew,
Southbury, Conn., April 12, Groom
is
president of Selznick Releasing

OSSIP RUNITCH

HENRY <GiOt0SON
ot ovt iKwt hnstiantl.
fittlLn', Hon BiHl bnitlier vth» passed
MWHjr Aitrii seth. me.

iw towt

ttoesiiury

Lov!n(| wife,

,

fafher

daagM®".

and brother.

Ossip Runitch, 57, actor and producer, died April 7 in Johannesburg,
Soulh Africa.
Coming to So. Africa 10 years ago
Runitch has been associated with
the Afrikaans Art ap producer. He
also
was coiittected with Grand
Opera seasons of African Theatres.

brief illness. He was owner ol the
Alatrio and Mozart theati-es in that
time of his death, and
one time operated the Pearl, Lincoln and Park theatres there.

MERLE YAGLE
Merle Yagle,
on various Chi

'city at the

a radio performer

53,

stations, died in Chi-

cago, April 17. He had been a pianist
on stations WBCN and WSBS in the
pioneer days of radio.
Survived by two daughters.

Born in Germany, Fischer came
to fhe U.S. when he was 10 years
old. He traveled with circuses and
carnivals l<Jr several years prior
'to embarking in theatre business.

Orcfanizafion.

Joan Barton

HUGH SOTHERN
•

LOUIS MILLER

Sothern, 65, stage and screen
died April 13 in Hollywood

an

illness of

He was known

two

years.

Roy Sutherland

Miller. 64," well-known in
theatrical circle.s in Kansas City,

on the stage and changed his

Mo., died there April

when he moved

tifteyold

advertising

Grand

manager of

theatre.

In

as

to
1938 for film work.

12.

He had worked in exec capacity
many K.C. theatres and at one

for

was

-

.
,

recent

name

Hollywood

in

FRANK SHAY

Frank Shay, operator

years he served as a dooi-man, bill
poster and at other tasks, working
last at the Folly theatre, burlesque

theatre,' Schenectady,
city A'pril 13.

house.

Theatres

Shay was

Cohoes, N. Y.,

before
a

He Was

ARXBCB. WIIITELAW

HARRY

R.

FOSTER

Arthur 'Whitelaw, 76, who apHarry R. Poster. 73, former owner
peared in vaudeville for many years
ot
the
Julian,
Buckingham and
as "The Minstrel from Dublin" and
Rivoli theatres, Chicago, died there,
last

week

in

Chatterbox,''

New

died

April

York.

He made his first appearance in
this country with a juvenile "PinaHe
fore
company. 60 years ago.
later appeared under management
of Gus Hill in "McFadden's Fiats"
and Hurtig Seamon in VMe, Him,
and I," also with Weber St Fields.

Survived

I

i

11,

by'

widow

and

two

daughters.

'

Survived by widow and

.

.JEREMIAH LYNCH

,

Jeremiah (jerry) liynch, 75. vet
musician,: died April 17 at Youngstown, O. He wi^s a trap-drummer in
the old Opera House orch, in that
city and also was on {he road for
matiy years With the Homer KrilJ

sister.

,

WILLIAM H. GUERINGER
William H. Gueringer, 61, retired
theatre executive, died April 20 at
his home in New Orleans,
A pioneer in the filn; industry, ho
retired in 1930 following heart attack.
He was for years assi-stant
general manager o! the Saeiiger
Amiis. Co., in as.^oeiat^on with E. V.
Richards and the late Julian H,
Saenger. Prior to tliat lie wa.s general manager of Herman Fitclitonberg enterprises.
Survived by widow and
;

ROMEO

D.

,

Band.

ELDA NORTON
Ekla Norton.

character actress
on stage and screen, died April 22
56.

'

Hollywood.

in

Husband of Priscilla Kent, radio
writer, died last WeiDk in Germany,
where he had been oh a mission for
War dept.

sister.

MolMW,

Mike Ciiikn, niitlwestern division manager tor Locw's
theatre.s, died on Saturday in Co-

OBUFFANO, SR.

72,

Of

Rorrieo D. Buffano, Sr.. ,W. baiid- lumbus,
O., after a short irthcss.
and teaclicr o£ drum and
bugle corps in the St. Louis Public * Father, 70. of Morris Edgar. EastSchools, died last week of heart dis- jern Missouri salesman for
20tlr-F(>.s,
ease at a school in St. Louis.
died last week In Champaign, 111.
Buffano was instrumental in re'

n'ra-ster

.

he told the Field bunch, the straight
doubling' of his annual gross for his
newspaper column jneahs UttTe, It's

by the faict that of
the $130,000 pay boijst from Jergen's,

best ariswered

Winchell nets an annual gain of only
$6,000, whether he got paid $5,000 a
week or the present $7,500, Accord-

12.

Uttal, SouthBride is ra-

groom radio producer.

BIRTHS

.

:

•

.

.

top on

th

Rainbow." The other musicals
are
$4.80 but their scales are tilted
to $e
at the weekend.
.

This season has brought forth
a
limited
number of straight-play
standouts, but there's a fairly strong
list for the road next season.
Afeo
it's planned to send out a road
show
of ;"RainbQW," but at this time tlie
management of "Brigadoon" has no
plan.s for a touring replica,
both l)e.
ing new musical clicks. "Carousel''
is also figured to tour, while
road

companies of "Oklahoma!" and

"Mis-

ter" will doubtlessly continue play-

ing dates.

Season's straight plays aimed for
the road are "All My Sons," '"Another Part of the Forest," "John
Loves Mary,'! "The Iceman Cometh,"
"Burlesque,"
."Happy
Birthday,"
"Lady 'Windermere's Fan," "'Sfears
Ago," "Alice In Wonderland" and
"Androcles and the Lion," while
such products of previous seasons
due to continue touring are "Bora
Yesterday,"
"O Mistress Mine,"
"State of the -Union," "Harvey,*
"Life With Father," "Anna Lucasta''
and "Voice of the Turtle."
It's
a guess as to how many
planned musicals will eventuatfc
Those slated for early summer are
"Louisiana Lady," "Song 'Without
Word.s" and "The Best of Friends."
Later the list is set to include "Allegro," "Magdalena" (will originate
on the Coast), VFourth Little Show,"
"Aula Lang Syhe," "Come Blow
Your Horn," "Ziegfeld Follies,"

"Make

Mine

Manhattan,"

Liked Them Handsome,"
and Lowest" (current in

"They

"Sweetest

London),

Photogenic Prez
Continueil from page

which was

a

two-year

According to reports from the
Republican national committee meet

legedly

ABC

The Sun Syndicate's proffer

!

viving cufl'o concerts in St. Loiiis
Mother of Mitchell J. HamillHug.
public parks in 1944. Prior to talking Idled April 18 in Santa Monica, Cal.

—

.

Mowi-cy pointed out that,
u.seot the Bell System's coaxial
the
columa
cable and radio relay Ry.-;tem.-^. a away." Winchell replied. "Mr, Brlsbroadcast
from Philly could be Ijane. when I make $5,000 a week
Iransmitted to viewer.-^ in Philly, like you I will then consider it."
New York, Boston, Hplnmeetady,
Washington and Ballimoi-e. In addition, iitationh in Riclmiotid and other
Sophie
Fete Set
southern cities, as well as in Bufl'alo
Mayor William 0'nw.yer, Eddie
and elsewhere, might be hooked on
to tfi- cable by that time.
If the Cantor, Harry Hershfleld,
William
Maniifaeturei-.j Amt. exlimiiie
of 400.000 sHy in the nollnn's home.'i
Ijv
the end of IM? is eoireet, it's
11,'Klio

•MorrLs,

Jr..

Gene, Buck

tlie

that there should

.100.000

by June '41!, .Surveys have ner .sponsored by the Jewish Theaan aypni((e of five'pei;ori.'i trical (iuild of America at Hotel
eaeJt
sicl,
liidieallrrg
an Astor, May 4. Jcssel will m.c. Irving
for the eoni'Piilion Of 2 - Bftrlin is chairman o£
the dinner

be

(it

lea.st

.rcv'eal<'d.

wiilrhint!-

midh-r.'-e

500.000,

eotninittee,

l)"fit!)tc

plari!!

for

Mont

atid

shows would be a

waste

of creative talent and energy.
netProgramming execs ol the
we
work, having already explored
whole catalog of sliows thoy consiae'
sui
worth reprising, say there's a

backlog

to

keep the progr™

running through a full season..
a»
Meanwhile. CBS has a flock ot
decumentary unit pr°gr»"'
on tap, including one on ea'f'^^'L
ditional

in the U. S., with similar Pi""''"'^
ing effort and money being aPP"*^
wn"
Idea of reprising programs,
ira
generally acknowledged in the
as a good idea, has taken but

eoverloK the
Mi».f Tiiekcr is the first woman
hold in radio, and up to now
hc\, but all ever honored
By the JTG. Among been more or less restricted to m
those dtio to attend include Cong,
comedy field, with Fred Allen.
Sol Bloom, Gen, Courtney
H, Hodges, one, occasionally doing a repcav
Hill Kobinson and mil
H, Havs.
a routine by popular request,

meet have not yet been
fiom

away" when it's possible to achieve
a potenlial of additimial millions
tns
li,st.encr.s who could benefit from
hardhiltl-ng

ficient
arid GetJrge

wiil be among the speakers at
Sophie Tucker testimonial din-

|,Je.s.sel

ti'juied

ei'cw.',

.

'

television's

director.

j-,igns poitit

.

We.stern Now.spaper Union and its ments, they both hart a limited audiboilerplate service to some 12,000 ence pull because of the tough pro*
papers
which would sound good gx'amming opposition from other net?
over the radio—but those are rural works.
weeklies and monthlies paying $1
'Waste of Talent'
s
and $1.50,
Sponsors of the reprise idea point
Winchell bocatne interested only out tliat CBS expended unprenational
when he recalled what the late cedented time, effort and com (toon the
through Arthur Brisbane had orice counselled talling in exccsi' ot $50,000)
him aijnut "giving
t\\:o
shows: tljat to -throw them

i

'

Merry One," have been acclaimed
as two of the all-time superlative
radio shows, and though CBS
knocked off commercial shows to
spot them in choice nighttime seg-

el.se,"

contract. That pact was up last fall.
Clau.se 6j absolving Winchell of all
legal liabilities, is retained.

Mowrey,

1

al-

thing
1

to

this Week in Kahsa.s City, the fact
that most of the tele stations and
receiving sets in '48 will be centered
in the eaiit was one of the chief
reason.^ prompting the Ropubs to
.select Philly over Chicago for their
convontion.
Special pitch to the
committeemen on" tele's potenlial
importance to the forthcoming election was made in K.C, by Paul B.

Continued from page

embraces some fancy fees
for Wineiiell's syndication rights in
the 150 leading cities where there is
the real by-produc't money. There
was a time when he flirted w'ith the

boss) told the
Joe Connolly, prez ot International News Service, that ':U Winchell wants something like that he
had better trade it off for somelate

viewers from the New England
states to as far south as Richmond.

Repertory 'Theatre
==,

with the Commission members ex«
horting CBS "to do soraething"
about reviving some of its fiighljf
praised shows.
Specifically, the' matter has been
brought to a head (with final dedslon on a repertory theatre idea
restinf with CBS' No. l*boss, William S. Paleyt by public reactio«
to the two recent hottr-long shows,
on- juvenile
delinquency and the
state of the nation's health, put on
by the CBS Documentary Unit. The
brace of programs, ''The Eagie's
Brood" and "A Long Life and A

Tucker

the

,

,

dio actress;

manager for Fabian

city

in

Survived by Widow, two daugh- taking over the Crane.
and a son.
wVlower.

Irish

1

ingly, if Field could do something
about a stock interest for capitalgaios purpose!,, or any other method
where he "could keep a few bucks,"
that would be something else again.
None the less Winchell sent a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Krieger,
daughter,
New York, April 20. communique to publisher Charles B.
Father is an account executive at
McCabe of the Mirror that if Hearst
WQXR..
•Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Hollis, "wants t<i keep me interested" it
daughter. Phoenix, Ariz., April 3, would be a good id?a to iget toFather is manager of Vista theatre, gether. McCabe reportedly manifested
interest
pronto,
but the
Phnenix.
slowdown
(pre-strike),
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bennett, son, printers'
Hollywood, April' 13. .Father is a Winchell's exti-a-curricular activities
in connection with the Damon Ilunscreen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Reed, daugh- yon Cancer Memorial fund, etc., inter, Los Angeles, April 13. Father is tervened, so the get-together is due
shortly.
9 screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilbert, son.
The Chi Sun assured Winchell
Floral Park, N. Y., April 20. Father that PM would not be his New York
is Vakiety staffer.
outlet; it would go to the highest
Mr. and Mrs, Glenn Hardy, son, biddei'; it would have his (the colLo.s Angeles, April 17. Father is a umnist's) approval in N. Y., as in
radio commentator.
every other key city; it might well
^
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Atlas, son, be the Mirror would buy him back
Santa Monica, April 12. Father is for the same $1,200 a week it now
witjj Metro's advertising dept.
pays him, basically, excepting that
Mi-, and Mrs. Alfred L. Golden, the other |learst outlets would perdaughter. New York, April 8. Father's haps pay more for 'Wihchell than
playwright
a
and co-author of some of them now do, etc.
**
'Young Man's Fancy."
Over two years ago Winchell inMr. and Mrs. Albert Malangone, sisted on a new Clause
to
8,
daughter, Bropklyn. N. Y., April 15. the effect that if
both .sides don't
Father is radio scripter.
renew or cancel, at the expiration
Mr; and Mrs. Barnee Breeskin, ot their contract, the
same terms
son. 'Washington, D. C- recently.
continue on a month-to-month baFather is orch leader at Shoreham sis, with
15 days' notice on either
hotel in that city; mother is former
side. It was then that Dick Berlin
Dolores Dupont, mnsicomedy acti-ess.
(Hearst periodicals

bury, Conn., April

of the Crane
died in that

ters

••The

Continued from page

of haste in making any
away from Hearst because, as

chell's lack

shift

b.o,

;

<a.

Hugh
actor,
after

Louis

time

Fred

to

Fislffs-Wincfiell

•

Survived by widow and two sons.

,.

last

the highest

.$6.60 is

list .ind has been selling
out fo
nearly a year. There are now
thrci.
other $6 musicals, "Mister,"
"Bar/,
foot Boy With Cheek," and
"Piniah\

station's

York

',

,

point finally.

KQV

his band in 1892, WiUlams joined for the" past
yeai-s for N, Y.'.$.
him, playing the Colutnbian. Exposi-. municipally-owned station WNYC,
Pittsburgh, April 10. Bride is vocaltion in Chioae<» in 1892 and later! died suddenly of a iteart attack yesist- with Baron Elliott band.
traveling twice around the world terday (Tues.) at his home in Hollis,
Betty Lee to George Scher in New
'

:

.

;

Ann

Betsy

to a pool Mffair involviiiK
ot lea;.l ^/fj(•. CBK, I)uABC, I'le, (ml eable, tif

i1
'

CHiMFTEII.
tinuous entertainment policy will be
on revolving stagfc
Kitty Kallen and Mrs. Charlie
Terry Turner, jaKO eroloi^^^
joined show biz colony at
lart Fr i- Spivak
cli ief trained to the
Lord 1'arleton, Miss K«Jlen vacashstarting rehearsals for
ing
before
^"Xctore Fundus Minuat mwrting new' "Ziegfeld Follies."
dated May 9 at the Empire in the
Joey Adams spent first vacash in
afternoon,
years collecting funds for Damon
from
the
due
Berlin
Irving
Runyon Memorial campaign. Wound
Coast this weekend.
up with $7,500. Headed north SunRenee Carroll, w.k. hatcheclf girl, day (20) for Club Cairo (Wash),
completely transformed with a radi•

installed

,

"

m

.

.

.

.

,
cal hair-bob.
,
,
Phyllis Ryder taking lead role in
"Voice of the Turtle'^' at Morosco
Monday X28).
_
to
the
Coast
on
Stroock
Jimmy
arranfie costuming for next edition
'

.

,

.

of "Icecapades."

,

,

.

Virginia Mayo due in from the
Coast this weekend to be queen of
Princeton prom.
Ed Raftery, United Artists prexy,
and his wife vacationing in Bormiida this week.
'

engagement.
Tom Connors, 20th-Fox exec, in
town for opening of new Miami theatre and southern preem of "Carnival In Costa Rico."
Celeste Holm,
also in for the affair and stopping at

Lord Tarleton.
Paramount promoting local "Favorite Brunette" contest in connecwith south Florida showing of

tion

Miami Fashion Coun-

the pic, tied in

cil, which will award $10,000 worth
of wardrobe to winners.
Blackamoor room sold by Ben
Donald Henderson, 20th-Fox treas- Gaines
to local group which in-

urer back at his desk alter being ill
last week with grippe.
Mary Martm, daughter Heller and
son Lawrence due in N. Y. tomorrow
(Thurs.) on S.S. America.
^
,

Clarence Day sailed for Lon(21) to attend the "Life
Father." British preem.
Songsmith Arthur Schwartz extending his N. y. stay because, of
nibbles to do a Broadway legit
Mr.s.

don

Ned Schuyler. Ca.'?ey Ca.stleman (Beachcomber op's) and Jack

cludes

Friedlander (Club 86). Spot sold for
$85,000 with a $25,000 yearly rental.
Intime policy will continue.
;

Monday

.

..

•

,

headquarters.
Joseph Scandur switched to Rudolph Symonette's part in "Street
Scene," former's assignment going
to Russell George.
Manny Canser, in charge of admission ticket sellers at the racetracks, in Nassau county hospital
with fractured leg.
Vincent Sardi, Jr., the restaurateur, to marry Adelle Basey, last seen
in "Park Ave.", June 5,. with honey-

Court.

Skinnay Ennis orch added

week

nis Club for circus

Amador

at

Ten-

dances.

and LatinAnierican orch irtto the Pago Pago.
At the Pago Pago: Errol Flynn
and Nora Edington, Jimmy and
Harry Hitz.
Err,ol Flynn and Don Budge in
Gonzalez

matches before large galRacquet Club.

fast tennis

lery at

Howard Hawks

at

the

Bombay.

Ditto Jimmy Durante clowning for
large party; also Phil Regan and
family.
Checking in at the R,^cqUet Club
for the big circus ball: June Havoc,

Janet Thomas, Freeman Gosden and
in Bermuda.
Sidney Landfield.
Paul Hollister. eastern studio rep missus,
Herman Wouk, formerly with
RKO, left for the Coast Friday Fred
Allen show and Author of Book
(18) on a product looksee, to be
of the Month club for May, "Aurora
gone about a week.
Maurice Maurer, who operates Dawn," ,re.sting at El .Irisado.
Ray Milland." 'Fred MacMurray,
Broadway's Astor and Victoria thefor

.

the

Mayo

CXIiiuc

for ob-

MacDonald

Jeanette

Hedy

and

Lamarx join new colony here with
purchases
Rancho
at
Lillian (Mrs. Gus) Edwards at the property
Hotel Astoiv prior to the unveiling Mirage.
of the monument May 4 to the late
sh 0 wni a n.-sonRwriter.
Las Vegas
Wong Cen Fo and Asia Boys acrobatic troupes in the Eiingling-BarBy Brigham Townsend
num & Bailey circus are stated to
Marie McDonald in town.
be Chinese, not Japs.
Mabel
arpund toWn again.
Todd
Helen Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. SpyMax Arnow and Sam Katz Flaminros Skoiiras named co-chairmeil fbr
Y. City going.
subscription campaign for N.
:'
Tune Toppers back at the Hi Life
Svmpl-iony next season.
.
>
Michael Higgins, in last season's nitory.
Jack Dempsey vacationing at
"Antigone," to play lead ift Eciuity
Library Theatre's "First Year" next Flamingo.
Bob Millat orch returns to Rancho
w.~ek at Greenwich Mews.
and

tests.

"

.

•

,

.

.

Eva Le Gallienne cited by
Womea's National Piess Club as one

"Noose," tried out at the Saville, has
been acquired by Bernard Delfont
for West End.
The Bedford, for many years a
London landmark -as vaudeville
house, is changing its policy and be-

coming

legit liouse.

Jack Hylton has new musical
ready for Arthur Askey, as yet unShow opens at Brighton
9 and will costar Florence Desmond and feature Eddie Gray.
Marian Lorimore, fined for overspending when recently in Switzerlarid, is actually wife of Siai 'wall,,
comedian, whose father was Jack'
Lorimer, famous Scottish comedian'
killed in Warld War i.
Before her
marriage, she performed on the
stage
under her own name ot

titled.

June

Vegas

May

14.

outstanding

•

for

is

back

to

entertaining,
at Army,

ready slated.

New
its

theatre for the
season,
which

Hospitals

alter

being

seriously

more than a year.

Washington

ill

By Florence

Sammy

Ann

Sara

to

McCiibe,

Maritza."
the Carousel

Y.,

William Rowland to Mexibo City
on business.
Marshall Thompson
planed
to
Mexico City.
Col. Fred Levy
celebrated his
.

Honey Murray opened Monday (21)
at Terrace Room with tang Thomp-

70th birthday.

son's band.
Bill Randall, Detroit radio announcer, will be commentator for
Art T&tum concert at Syria Mosque

John Burke recovering from
major surgery
Virginia Dale out hospital after r
minor operation,
Clark Gable le;t town for a four-

month

vacation,
Irving Carlin returned
weeks in Hawaii,

farm

Cove

in

basement

Cafe.

Walter Daniels celebrated his 20lh
anniversary with RKO.

Arthur Lee Simpkins headlining

WIP

at Latin Casino.

is

,

'

theatres, prepping a trip to N. Y. to
study 16m pix.
Paul White back from Cannes to
start dubbing of "Spellbound" at
LaGarenne studio.
Cynda Glenn nientioned for a
Paris production of
Yester-

"Bom

day," which Charles Campbell would
sta,ge for Arthur Field,
Serge Lifar staging a Salle Pleyel
performance for dancer Wladimir
Skouratoff
and
ballerina
Renee
,

S.

Lowe

Florence Cowanova holding her
25th consecutive recital at Academy
of Music, AprU 28 and 29,

Van Heflin to be hono'-ed by his
Alma Mater, Oklahoma University,

Schloss, former Record drama
lo
critic, now contributing editor
Evening Bulletin drama department,

stage tour of Texas and
ico.

in

Jack

Daphne Barker, Eng-

and

lish duo, presenting song routines
at piano in filmhouses on Africah
Theatres Circuit.

:

,

'

Blumberg's

committee trying to get G.O.P. conwho clicked.
French Union technicians refusing vention for PhiBy.
work in a picture financed by M.
Vazabzateh,
Iranese
minister
to
Vienna
Zwitzerlandj claiming he had been
pro-German.
Reinhold Haeussermarin, member,
Cynda Glenn advised she gets an of Burgtheatre since 1915, died sudEmblem of Honor for overseas work denly.
with USO-Camp Shows on Belgian
Max Lorenz, back from Chicago,
front and with Persian Gulf Comgoing to Mexico City and Buenos
mand in 1944.
Aires in June.
Couturier Jacques Fath,
after
H:ins Hotter of State Opera acmaking Arietty's dresses for the cepted
bid to Mexico City to appear
next Marcel Carne picture, "He des
Wagnerian operas.
Enfants Perdns," to act himself in in
Orchestra leader Karl Bochm.
the picture beiSore visiting HollyGratz (British zone), cleared of
wood.
Nazi charges, received permission to
Jack Kirkland's "Tobacco Road,"
adapted by Marcel Duhamel, play- appear again in public.
Josef Krips and Paul Paray, back
ing at Renaissance under police prowith Vienna
tection after a row between Figaro after touring France
Philharmonic,
signed up for appearcritic J. J. Qautier and actor manManchester, England and
ager Jean Darcante. Coarse dialog ances
other cities in faU.
getting unfavoitable press notices.
Raimund Theatre preparing as
next operetta premiere "Rendezvouz
on Woerther Lake," with music by
Sesdi Africa
Ludwig Schmidseder, libretto
By Joe Hanson
Hubert MJtrisehka. Story depicts
Clay V. Hake, Paramount rep, life- of Marie Geistinger, Vienna
back after huddles in U. S.
operatic star of the '80s.

role

town to

-

.

burigalow at Uni-

office

versal-International.

Dick

to

title

Serge Semenekov, Boston banker,
with

talk finances
studio
Ban(deader Joey Kearns back
from his honeymoon with bride, the heads.
Paul Small arrived from New
former Mary Lou Howard, KYW
York to offer Damon Runyon's life
canary.
Roger Clipp, WFIL general man- .story for filmims
.Fire caused $2,000 damage to Na^e
ager, heading for Kansas City with

Jeanmaire,

who played

Haydcn on a three-week
New Mex-

Ru.ssell

Ed

Powell

and

hi.s

rhahager,

Morgan

Miirce,
hospitalized
penicillin poisoning.

Virginia

Field

OQstponing

with
her

honeymoon to lake a jo>> in "Dream
at Paramount
Lana Turner back from an Arizona vacation to report for work
tn"Cass Tlmberlano."
Paul Berg, Norvvciim Supreme
Court Justice, gando lng film proGirt"

.

duction at Paramount.
William O'Dwyer, "Tayor of New
York, vacationing on his brother's
ranch near El Centre,
Diana Lynn and William Bendix
planed to P,{ioenix 'or the Arizona
Crippled Children's benefit show.
Burglars prowled Mitchell Leiseu's
home for about S5.0Q0 in jewelry
but overlooked valuable antiques.
Edgar Kennedy wf st of honor ait
a dinner to celebrate his 15th anniversary as RKO's "Average Man."
Donald Nelson back at his desk
after three days of conferences with
President Mi,eniel Aleman of Mexico.
Sol Lesser became Dublicit.v chairman of the United Nations War Relief
campaign in Southern Cali-

m

fornia.

Dan Russell to Rio de Janeiro and
Buenos Aires to pluK Sam Gold"The- Best Years of Our

Francisco
By Ted Friend
Bob

wyn's

and John Harltens in.
Myrus, magico. into Bouse of Harris.

„

Lives."

Bi'iskitt

Pete Smith presented with a silver
trophy by Blind Activities and Rec-

,

l,eon Henderson doing the seven

reation,

"Playing

hills.

James Melton

in for

Inc.,

By

for his. short
Ear,"

film,

George Jessel and Arch Oboler
honored with the "Spirit of Moses
for their service to Jewish
people during 19*6.

Opera House

booker;

Award"

Chicago
Ray Milland cheeked

in for a short

visit.

Vine Gardens undergoing a facelifting.

.-

Jan Kiepura
opening here.

for

Met opera

RKO,

Joan Barton and .'Vbe Lyman in
town doing the local niteriw!.
Charles Strakosch replaced Bill
Tisdale as manager of "Three to
Make. Ready,"
Maurice Golden, former M-G-M
talent iCout in town to purehase
nj.be film house.

"The Iceman Cometh" will begin a
three-week
engagement
at
the
Studebaker on May 12.
Menasha Skulnik doing a guest
appearance at the Douglas Parll

,

.

.'

in

Peter V. Rathvon. prexy of
looking over Chicago branch.

'

r..:.

*

summer.

for the

of the hospital
after a minor opecnlidii.
John Zanft reco\-erin,g from surgery' in San Franoi-ieo,
Gloria Swanson in t m'n to look
over the film situation.

6y Si Shaltz
Jules Helzner's band into Adelphia
Club 13 opens May 13

si.^

Frankio Lane out

hotel.

new show

from

William Lasky and family moving
here from New York,
Claude Rains to liis Penn.sylvania

Pliiladelphia

of

,.

,

Saturda^f (26).
Patricia Wheel subbed two performances for Paula Laurence in
"Cyrano" when latter went to N. Y.
for a broadcast.

Rauch, Roxy theatre,
MotheR's
Variety' Club's annual
"The Rivals" being concert.
Sheridan's
Larry Barnet and Day luncheon skcddcd for May 5 at
Jerry Lester opened at the Copa
presented in Afrikaans (Dutch) by
Johnny Dugan, both of Music Corp. Shorehara hotel.
local company as "Liefde in Satyn" last night (15).
of America, will fly out to Chicago
Jack Lane, of N. Y.'s Institute of
John Garfield and missus in; ditto
to case the Jack Benny show open- Visual Training, a visitor at V. S. ("Life in Satin").
British films continue biz boxof- Jacquelin Cochran.
ing at the Chicago theatre, May 9. Dept. of Agriculture's Film Division
Dorothy Shay into Peacock Court
here, with "Caravan," "They
fice
Bennjp follows it the Rbxy, May 23. past week.
Were Sisters" and "Beware of Pity" of Mark Hopkins.
Joseph Vogel. Loew's veepee and all doing holdover biz.
Theatre Arts Colony Players ofgeneral manager. Ijedded with afterSeason of grand opera drawing fering "Family Portrait."
effects of vaccination during D. C.
John Steinbeck picking up some
good houses at His Majesty's, Johansight.seeiiig junket.
nesburg, with local principals being local, color" for new novel.
"Doc" Wilson, managei of St.
Sid Caesar, a smash hit in week's reinforced by over.seas artists.
./ 'By/VlAir'ty:- Solioway
out
Francis, on six-month vacation.
The Paysees into Kitty liavls' to- stint at Romany Room, tookattime C.'s
program
D.
request
celebrated 2.ith anni
a
KPO-NBC
to
do
night (23;)v
with two-hour show Thursday il7).
Home for Incurables.
Pittsbarsfh
The Harry Richmans off to Bimini
Bob Corbin. Golden Gate manRadio producer ("Meet the Press"
on fishing trip,
.
By Hal Cohen
ager, to New York for RK(3 ,c')n>,
and "Leave It to the Girls") Martha
Irwin Corey and the Dennis Sls- Rountree in hospital here recovei-ing
Forest Crosman named p.a. for fabs.
ters;;into Copacabana.
Xouis B. Mayer and Bill .Sinip.-'on
from a .seriou.'i illness.
summer opera company this sea.'ion,
Welles Bruen new general manSen. Edwin Johnson (D.. Col) will
Sid Dickler and Jack Young part- in; ditto Claire Wind.sor and Ritardo
ager for indie station WINZ.
Cortez.
speak at brass hat preem of the new nered in band-booking agency.
Charles Hammond ofi' for New
Joe E. Ross and Nino Yacovino tri-dimen.':iorial religiou.s pic, "Way
Dick Lambert in town again ahead
head new show at Paddock Club.
York with Denver stopover on his
of returning "Voice of the Turtle."
Of Peace" tonight (Wed.).
Nancy Donovan, the Duanos and
Karl Krug, Sun -Tele drama critic, .schedule.
Bisrt Libin. assistant program manFolic Miller in new lineup at Clover ager for WWdC, named publicity lecturing at Donora Women's Club
Lew Maren throwing luncheon at
Club.
Palace for critics before "Ramrod"
chairman for local observance of "I this week.
Allied Artists started shooting of Am An American Day" May 18.
Luke Riley back on the Job in the screening.
ioeaily angled pic on Biscayne this
Ed Coffee, treasiircr at Orphcum,
WQQW, locrl station specializins; Casino theatre pit after battling
week:
transferred to Do?\'ntown tlicatre as
in culture, recently sent out 1.500 pneumonia,
Bill Blowitz, Enterpri.se Pictures acting manager.
Lee Rlgney retilaced Karole personal "invitations to good listenSinger at Blaekamoor, with latter ing" to members of Congress and p.a, back to, Coast after visiting paJoe
Solomon,
veteran
display
shiftin!» to Famous Door.
man, now associated with Hollywobd
rents here,
D. C. officials.
Florida supreme court has okayed
Offspring of trade prass rcpK atJean Moorhead heading Fred As- Advertising here,
Kathryn Forbes, author of "Mabarmaids for Miami bistros, refuting tended a screening of jtive films, taire dancing school branch in AtBank Account,'' adapted for
ma'.>i
ordinance passed by city commission with ice cream a.'* an added attrac- lantic City.
last year.
Jimmy Mczzok ni. of Nixon Cafe stage as "I Remember Mama," ofl to
tion,
MPA headquarters last
at
Hollywood, vacation.
strff, to Italy to vi-it hi,<i 80-yearGcorKe Boiu-ke, Herald amu.sc- Saturday (19),
Greatest boKeball scn.-on oijoiiing
nient ed. will visit Coast this .<!umActrci.-i Majlha Scott in hist wock
old mother.
nioi' 111 ;!,-"-der studios for Knight
vcFv .'-ocial charily lashion
Johnny Kirby; KDKA Jnging .star, in Oakland hi.story with Joe Blumenlo cmccc
lle\v.;i)ap(
i^how r.-''e,'.-c top drawer guest li.«t will bo in Chrrlic Gaynor's revue at feld guestin,!? "Hap" .Arnold and Joel
McCrea plus bif'aest pageant th(>
Club Biili being remodeled with iv;i.< he ''f-d by yu-f. ffai-r,v, Truman the Playhouse,
new Shmvbar dpening May 15. Con- and' Mrs., Woodl'Ovv WiL-^ou.'
Bill Green lipnie from a trout- East Bay bu.<5 seen in mt.tiy a, year.
N.

ble Beach.

and

Cantu

Dick Arlen cclebratcid his 25th
kudocd on 25th anni in
produces on Shakespeare's birthday
year in motion pictures.
tomorrow (23), the last new presen- current issue of Philadelphia mag.
Walter Wanger guest of honor at
Bill Dooley, :former Record sportstation in the repertory,
writer, readying a sports quiz radio the Hollywood Ad Club.
Hurd Hatfleld to Palm Springs tor
show.
Pat Lockwood, ehirper with Joey the annual Desert Circus.
Virginia Bruce inherited $24,000
Keams Orchestra, profiled in Sunday
Paris
from her mother'.s estate.
Bulletin.
Jack Votion in from Europe for
By Maxime de Beix
Lee Morri."!, Record film critic,
Whitney sisters big at Club now writing editorials for Wilming- production huddles at RKO,
George A. Smith in from ManChamps Ely sees.
ton Journal.
Leon and Simone Voiterra ganThomas' Labrum agency handling hattan for Paramount huddles.
Vijay Bhatt, film producer from
dering London plays.
promotion for Evening Bulletin's
Bombay, guestin,!! at Warners.
Jack Forrester back to Spain 100th anni celebration.
Harry Niemeyer joined William
after a few days in Paris.
Ezra Stone was shaken up in an
"ApoUon de Marsac" at his Athenee, auto accident near his home at Cafjnoy Productions as publicist.
Pedro Bentin, Peruvian .governwith Dominique Blanchard.
Washington's Crossing. Pa.
Louis Jouvet closing "Ecole des
C%arlie Love, head of Bulletin's ment official, gandering Warners,
Gary Cooper awarded the BelFemmes" to play Jean Giraudoux's "carrier pigeon" service, handling
gian Cine Revue Gold Medallion.
Jacques Spire, of Cineac newsrecl teen age show on WPEN.

|orie Gordon,
in Australia.

USO-Camp Shows,

Navy and Veterans Administration
fO'

Jackie Heller back

after sunning himself for two weeks
as Dave Hose's guest in Hollywood.

Marian Pola.
Sir Lewis Casson joining the Old

(3ypsy
Vagabonds
clicking
at
Club.
American women who made Players
Stork Club features Joe Sano and
contributions in their
Mike Werner orch.
fields during 1946,
Florine Bale checking the nitery
Herb Crooker, Metro publicity
situation for AGVA.
chief, who doubles as a fairweather
Yvonne de Carlo riiaking the
Long Island Sound yachtsman, has a
yarn on his faVe sport in current roimds with Ho*ard Duff.
Sanford Adlex opened new Corral
issue of Pic mag,
Paul Small has a year's authori- Room at the Rancho Vegas,
St, Ann's Catholic Church holding
zation
from the Chase National
Bank, administering estate of Damon mass in the Huntridge theatre.
Romo Vincent and Wiere Brothers
Runyon, to handle any film biog
the Elko
shift from Flamingo to
deal on the late eolmnnist.
Frank Schiffinan, owner Of the April 25.
Silver Spar is shuttered and sevApollo.
Harlem's vaude flagship,
Sir Alexander Korda announces
cited for "promoting harmonious re- eral other niteries jUiJ for sale due
plans for film production in South
lations" in Harlem by the Urban to -slump- in nitery biz.
Frank Barbaro going in for names Africa next year.
I-cague, an interracial social service
at the Nevada Biltmore with Ben
"Susan and God" being staged at
ageiicy for Negroes.
al- Standard, Johannesburg,
Martha
Raye
and
Rochester
Blue,
by MarLucy Monroe, "the Star-Spangled
of five

Soprano,"

-

i'

moon

atres, at
serviatiiMi

legit acexpert, sails for

II"

GoId«nbergr

Jack Benny back for golf.
William
Gargan
at
Kangaroo

»

from Washington, where he now

.

Jack Rubens, film and

terminates May 31.
He will play
the character of York in "Richard.
which Sir Ralph Richardson

Palm Springs
By Hank

"

Ned Armstrong assisting Leo J.
Mai-golin in handling publicity for
the Citizens Committee on Displaced
Persons.
Ken Clark, Motion Picture Assn.
press chief, in town for a few days

Bruce Bennett to Mexico City.
&
Randolph Scott in from New
Bill HOusehoW, who own? the York.
Ettett JJrew laid up with br<)ittVogue Terrace, home from twocountant and tax
chitis.
month vacation in Miami,
America on the "Mauretania" April
Lois Rice recovering from major
Jere MeMahon, who went to Tech
26,
drama school, signed for al fresco surgery.
Van Johnson vacationing at PebRichard Llewellyn's new play production of "Countess

ber, left $2,500.

Vic Co. at the
remainder of

Willi

mu.sical.

hunting expedition but isn't biragging
about his catch.
Mara Kim, Wilfred DuBois and
George F. Norton, writer of "Chu Ron
Mary Nonnan heading new
Chin Chow," who died last Decem- Nixon Cafe show.

London

i

:

theatre in "I'm in Love,"'
Joe B, Brown flying to Enid. Oklahoma, over the weekend to address
Rotary Club convention.
Rudy Vallee in oxli!bi!i(jn tennis
match with pro.--- Don Budge and

Fred Perry at the .Anipliitheatre
Charlie and Bryan Foy ."-topped oil
to vuit ex-Muyor Kelly before rejtpniing to Coa.tt after brother Rich-,
'ard's funeral in Dathss,
I

I

:

S6

V«<lm»sdMy,

Apra

y Beauty Facials bring quick

new

Loveliness

"You'll love the

!

—

sayt

wa^ my Lux Soap

this

famou$ star

facials leave

Dorothy Lamour.
work the rich fragrant
Then I rinse with warm
water— a splash of cold. As I pat with a soft towel
!"
to dry, skin takes on fresh new loveliness

skin softer, smoother!" says

"Here's

all I

do: First I

lather well into

Don't

my skin.

let neglect

cheat you of Romance,

Tr^

the gentle beautifying care this famous star rec-

ommends. You can be

in

"Ai

by

skin spe-

improved

9 out of 10. Screen

Toilet

Soap

facials

my skin is softer,

smoother— really
You'll be

quick

tljrilled

lovelicrl

with the

new loveliness

Lux Soap fttcials
your

of

a short time.

pat with « soft>towel

I

to dry,

"Dorothy Lamour cortelnly knowi about
complexion care! Her beauty facials arc
quick and easy but they really wori:. Lux
Soap's creamy Active lather is as gentle
*3 a caress on the 3kin."

Lux

actually three out of four complexions

In reeen} tests
cialists,

lovelier tonight!

these

give

skin.''

Stars, yse Liix Toilet Sosp.--. .^^;^^/^
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PiiWiahea W«eltly.at 154 West 4Cth Street, New Toik U, N. Y., by Varloty, Inc.
Annual subscription, 110. £luffle cottlos, f6
Ilntafiia «« second-class inattar December 'il, 1905, at the. Post Office at New Yoiki N. Y., under the act of Mareb (,
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Commie Pix Cycle Spurs

iysTRysuRVEy

Soviet to Lift Curtain on U. S. Filmers
Flock of anitt-Conoinunist pictures f
announced by Hollywood producers
Stromberg
is believed by newsreel executives

Seeks Lippy
For Judge Landk Biopic

partially responsible for a
slight easing of Russia's "iron curtain" a.s lar as fllnas are concerned.

to

be

S. film industry is currently cornered in a desperate struggle to maintain its position in the

MPA

(tk Male

Hollywood, April 29,
Stanley Kramer, prexy and exec
producer of Screenplays, Inc., new
indie, is heading east after bidding
for the lite of

Smith.

Governor Alfred

Screenplays'

Zagon,
family.

is

still

E.

attorney, Sani

huddling with Smith

involves an ofTer to invest
$25,000 in a screen treatment provided
the late governor's' family restricts
itself to "reasonable story .approval"
right.
Previously the Smith estate
insisted
on complete, unqualified
story approval.

Bid

.

.

-ioy Effgers'

Own

Circus;

Hollywood, April 29.
Roy Rogers, who during pi-evioii.'s
summer hiatuses from film chores
starred in rodeos for the Arena
JManagers Assn., on a guarantee and
percentage basis, is going into business for himself during the current

3:

Parkway

Bailey circus

last

sea.son's

is

at least

whiich

zoomed

less.

a

i

I

]

.|

Last week Congress and Blackstone sales staff actually solicited
theatrical casts with a "stay as long
as you wish," quoting definite rates
for rooms.

Shuberts Put One Over

On Themselves; Atlanta

a

165-statioii airing of its 15-mi'nuta

segment at a 52-week cost of $766,000 via the McCann-Erickson agency,
was reported mulling advisability oE
taking on an additional quarter
hour.
Net execs, meantime, said,
four prospective sponsors were at
the brass-tacks talk stage.
Outfit.'j
interested were .said to include Borden's. Heinz and Colgate.

Whiteman, who
sic

Atlanta, April

Shuberts

of

Land 'Blossom'

Dailies

is.

dirt'ctor o

Around the big top it's said that
shorter engagement was booked

"Blossom

presented

RETURN
FOR TATHErS'

Time" here at the Erlanger from LINDSAYS TO
Wednesday to Saturday (23-26) but
RECORD
did not use their names in the billing. Ads in the dailies had the operOn June 14 "Life With Father"
etta being presented by "Producing will establish, an all-time run record
Associates," same going for heralds on Broadway; and for the occasioa
and half-sheet cards. Local review- Howard lindsay and Dorothy Sticlters were hep and probably to the liey, ^bo ptigiiiated the lead.s in
surprise of the Shuberts lauded the the comedy (ilteic, will reappear
attraction.
One notice was headed: for the nigh^- (Saturday) perform"

'Blossom Time' Production Called
Redemption" and another
"Shuberts 'Saved' by 'Blos-

B.
A.
Comiijissioner
disclosed at a
shindig toiised at the Waldorf
A.storia, N. Y., Friday (25) for the
press an,d radio, that the GilletteMutual Network deal for canning
the World series and the Ali-Stai
GameV will toss a total of $1,250,000
into basebairs coffers. Of that, ap-

,

Lindsay is co-author of "Father*
with
Russel
Crouse,
Previously
Lindsay and his wife (Miss Stickwrote: "During the ney) did not plan to appear proteapast five years the Shuberts have .sioiiaUy again Until "Life With
presented more theatrical turkeys to Mother" is pi'oduced by Oscar SerAtlanta theatre.goers than all other lin, L.
C< having been working
producers combined. But their ver- on that script lOr the past year or
sion Of 'Blossom Time'
is one of tivo. Duo has been out of "Father"
the best productions we've reviewed lor three years.
in a great while."
Hun record was set by "Tobacco
Opening matinee was bad and Road" but there is some controwhile "Time' was estimated getting versy over the actual tune that
$1,800 on Saturday, indicated takm<j.>! diama played on Bi'Oadway Previfor SIX performances did not exceed ously "Abie's Irish Rose" had the
$5,000.
record for comedies,

One reviewer

&

.

,

.

downward.

,$3

This .season RBB will pay off approximately $800,000
in
dannage
awards remaining on account of the
Hartford Aire, more than $2,000,000
already having been sent to the
claimants. Under an agreement with
the Hartford authorities RBB was
permitted to retain !!i750,000 of last
season's profits for expenses at wmproximately .$1,000,000 will be chan(Continucd on page 55
neled into the Pension Fond.
Two three-year contracts, extendBenny in Groucho's Play
ing into 1951, have been pactod with
Mutual for S4,50,000 each, with the
Groucho Marx is collabing with
balance coming from the' broadcast Norman Krasna on new comedy.
rights for the All-Star ga)ne.<!, Full untitled as yet,
in
w'hicti
Jack

Tlie Hfimr

Of

Charm

All-€^irl €$r&li@sti*a

and Chotr

]

I

Mutual
will

be

facilities

availiiblo,

(400-plus stations)

with

i

Ed Kobak.

pknis
,

i

i

Benny

;

I

I

'

v.-ith

Has
to

displayed interest and
this summer
it out

try

himself .starred.

Both writers are currently on the
Coast, ul'ilo Bonny and his entourage tee oif comediiin's vaude tour at
the Chicago theatre, Chi, May 9,

;

ance.

som'."

the fact, that a $6 top was
retained.
That pi-iee applies to the
loges, back of which the arena is

scaled at

mu-

ABCj is. cut in for a weekly
(Continued on pag" 53>

29.

power and

Baseball

Mutual prexy. announcing th:it iC
Gillette f.-iils to ride along' for tho
Indianapolis. June 27- full six-year .-itretcli MuUuil will
Field. Louisville. pick up the lab unlcs.s new sponsor
(Continued on page 5?)
j I.s acquivcd.

Field.

&

show,
to an indicated new mark,
but the' total gross will not reach
last year by around $200,000 becurrent
cause' the
date is six days

par with

dmner

.V

tory

Attendance in Madison Square
Garden. N. Y., for the Ringling Bros.,

Barnum

"Happy" Chandler

Cowboy

-

July

'

Siiuberts'

Despite $6 Top

'

i

read

RADIO BASEBALL BILL

Roy Rogers

After the N. Yi opening, June 1522, route consists of the Red Bird
stadium, Columbus, .iune 24-20; 'Vic-

AtNLVGarden

GILLETTE'S $1,250,000

porting Ijack to Republic for picture
work.
Show will have a circus! layout
with a roster of acts inciudiDg
aerealists, tight wire acts, motorcyclists, human cannonball, plus an
assortment o£ animal acts. Budget
for outside talent is expected to
run to $40,000. Tliomas N. Packs.
St, Louis showrhan, is producerdirfector.,

Up

because of the chance that patrons
might not have as much spending

star
Thrill Circus which is slated to open at the
Polo Grounds, N. Y., June 15 and
will play six ball parks before re-

picture layoff.

will head the

Circus Holds

their
chicken papriltosh as the
zigeuners softly played string latContiriued on page 56

Tex Hitter's Cowboy Tour

summer

tContinued on page 26)

through the gas chambers
and crematoriums for "race puriiication," gypsy music and dancing,
best known of the gypsy arts, have
carried on. The art of the weeping
fiddle and the shoulder twitching
czardas beat is today in full renals"
sance in Budapest, always its capital.
It never really died olit, even
under the stern Nazi occupation of
Hungary.
Then, the Magyars relate, the celebrated gypsy primas (pronounced
preemash) of the Budapest cafes
played "Lili Marlene." "Deutsehmeistei'" and *ven the "Horst Wessel
Lied" when the stiff-backed Prussians first arrived. But when the Tokay wine and the Budapest brand of
very special sex appeal had had
time to take effect even Gestapo
generals were observed weepihg in
e.ssed

network platter-

spinning semester. The ABC netChicago, April 29.
work'.s
60-minute
cro.ss-the-board
for the legit actor Whiteman daytime show officially
rnay soon be Over in this town. Many came out from under wraps last
actors and' acts had been avoiding week with the National Biscuit Co.
bookings and roles because o£ tight inked as a quarter-hour bankroller
accommodations, with flve-day rule and with pro.spects bright for a solid
prevalent at most hotels. Stevens sellout, it adds up to a $2,300,000
was the only hotel that would ac- time-and-talent package.
cept moi-e than one-week stay.
Biscuit company, which went for

MPA

MPA

BiCKERlG TO FILMIZE
LIFE OF GOV. Al SMITH

coast-to-coast

first

Chi Hotels Seek Actors

Moving days

m

.

ABC

The Disk Jockey Sweepstakas
moves into high gear, with Paul
Whiteman teeing off June 30 in the

Add Signs of the Times:

Sway

(Continued on page S5;

CENTS

25

Disk Jockey Hour Can Gross $2JOj

The U.

marltet
the
international
against
triple threat abroad of a hard money
famine, social chao.s and a ViruLandis, baseball's first commissioner,
Precarious overlent nationalism.
will be filmed b.y Hunt Stromberg
seas position of the industry is
for United Artists release.
Picture
sharply highlighted on a eountry-bywill be based on the J. G, Taylor
eountry basis in a confidential reSpink book, ".Judge Landis aitd 25
port recently completed by the inYears of Baseball."
ternational department of the MoStromberg is dickering with Leo
tion Picture Assn.
Duroeher, either as an actor or
Detailing the complex web of retechnical adviser, or both.
strictions which the industry is up
against abroad, the report will be
prexy Eric Johnston
used by
Priinas
Kind)
as basis for his testimony before the
House foreign trade committee tomorrow (Thursday) and his plea for
Hold
in Budapest
world free trade before the InlerGeneva
Again as -Fiddles Play natidnal Trade Conference in'
Exceptionally frank
June.
in
By JOSKF I.SRAELS II
some of its analyses, the report is
being circulated among memberBudapest, April 20.
without pubOne .of the cultural wars Hitler companies of the
didiT't win vas his kampf against the licizalion.
In regard to China, for instance,
gypsies. Although very considerable
discloses that about seven difnumbers of the polyglot people who
call themselves "Romany" were proc- ferent taxes are imposed before per-

forthcoming

the

PRICE

Paul Whiteman s Coast-to-Coast

DEItSDiCL

Hollywood, April 29.
Biography of Kenesaw Mountain

Hollywood productions wiU be slanted
against Communist activities in the
U. S., it's believed possible tlie Russians consider them a' slam at the
Soviet government and hope to oftset this with material favorable to
Russia in U. S. theatres.
Information barrier, which has
lonji prevented U. S. newsreel organisations from getting any footage
out of the' Soviet Union, seems fln«Uy to have been dented by the
newsreel pool sent to Moscow to
cover the Big Four foreign ministers
pool
the
Although
conference.
cameramen are currently on their
way back to the U. S„ the amount
of material they were able to film in
Moscow, coupled witli other footage
which has recently come from Russia, presages a gradual easing of tlie

Although

1S70.

30, 1947'

GLOBAL

IN
Befieve

cftnt:i.

CwiitliK'led

hy

Phil Spitalii
Sundays, 4:30 P.M., EST.

CBS Network

.

;

MIS€SIJLAN¥

Show Kz Ties in With
Labor

Washington, April

29.

Sports Shorts

bor announced last night (28) that
Its affiliated eatertainment unions
and the independent Assn. of Thestrical Agents and Managers have
mobilized a special oommittee for an
sll-out campaign to kfll the labor
control bills pending in- Congress.
The special committee was formed
In Washington yesterday to propose
a series of network radio riiows and
conduct mass meetings in opposition
to restrictive labdr legislation. AJPL
has earmarked a $*00fm im& ta
buy radio time and apprpxinvately

If you can handicap the win,
show for the coming
Kentucky Derby, or nearest to
it, PM will give tickeis to a day

place and

at the Jamaica, N. Y. races,"
Contest i» deadlined for May 2.
After Joe Louis announced
this week, that he wouldn't meet
any opponent unless a 'heavyweight «a|galnatibn contest were
conducted, it was announced
that Frank Sinatra will projnote
the initial bout at the Gilmore
Stadium, Los Angeles, between

;

Joe Walcott atul Joey
June 16.

newspaper publicity to

$600,000 for

!

+

of ta-

fight the legislation.

WEEKr

llnisualFiliitieipfli

American Guild of Musical Artists;
George Helier, American EVeteration
«f Baaio ArMsts; tttinty Steeper,
Afiaeriem Stoterat»m of Htiiociahs,
mnd
MytVB, at the Radio Direc«£ the
tors Gmi&: 'S!^
press agents group, pledged the support of bis membership to the AFL
campaign and will serve on the
eoiqistttee.

OHEBimttee will hold its first meeting, tomorrow (30) at Equity's headquartefs in New York. I«iter plans
it^U for active operating officer including Hollywood, Washington and

In

te^tration

Unusual promotion for a

unknown

in the XJ. S. is, stunt

singier

being

done for Miklos Gafni, 23-year-old
Huiigarian tenor

who made

Dimler

and came toto Tony Pastor's.
Gus Hill signed her up for his Gay Masqueraders Burlesque Show; he
gave her billing and some money. She did her specialty in the olio and

h

Stars

(all;

his N. Y.

debut at Town Hall in February.
An 18-minute film, "The Life of
Miklos Gafni," was made in N. Y.
recently by Columbia Pictures for
distribution next fall as a regular
short ie pix houses. Gafni acts and
sings in the pic.

—

"York.

Meanwhi le,

APh

William Gtieenj Geot^ge Meany, execu-

Benefits;

played a bit part of an old lad!y of 68. It was really a 70-year-old woman
but Hill cut that too. The girls in the show had Johns who sent them
orchids, but all Sophie got were forget-me-notes! It was at the Howard
theatre in Boston that Sophie decided to go on in whiteface when her
trunk didn't show up. She was an immediate success :and never put cork
on again,. All this fattened her press boolU but riot her bank account,
she would, isend letters hpme to her mother; there was nothing in the

Send Pajckcks

San Antonio, April 29.
Entertainers from all branches of
showbiz have rallied to aid -victims
of the recent disaster at Texas City.
Jo date Jntetstatu? Theatres, which
staged a series of midnight shows ui
31 Texas cities, has collected a fund
Nightclub entertainers,
of $28,^00.
dance bands playing in various
nightspots and hotels, radio entertainers, all joined in presenting a
stage r6vue, proceed* gohig intoHie
fund.
Red Skelton sent his last week's
salary check of $3,250 to R. J.
OTJonnell, vice-president and general maiiager of Interstate. Salary

presidettt

'

COPEEiEONKiFOR

dinner being tendered by the Jew-

New

Orleans Raises 50G

Oeal by which Metro acquired ish Theatrical Guild. Notables from
New Orleans, April 29.
last week to the play, Hollywood Ooddng here to honor
The $100 a plate dinner for reUef
"Command," apd boc*, "Command Soph's -iOth anni in showbusiness of Texas City disaster -victims was a
Becision," both by William Wister include Al Jolson, "Eddie Cantor, complete sellout two days before the
Haines, calls for minimum- payment George Jessel, Irving Berlin, hono- event, slated for tomorrow (Wednesof $100,080 and maximiim of $300,- i-arjf chairman of the event, and day) in the Blue Room of the Hotel
Ceiling may be reached via Afae Lastfogel.
OOO.
Roosevelt.
Ticket sales stopped at
payments equal to 15% of the weekly
England and France will send 400 to prevent crowding. Sales, plus
gross of the legiter, wWkat will be representatives. Harry Foster, head donations, will rim the sum raised

acreen rights

,

produced in the fall. <aark Gable of Britain's largest talent agency; to over $50,000, according
has been announced for the picture Val Parnell, of one of Britain's larg- A, Coker, chairman.

lead.

Sidney PhiUips, of Metro's talent
department,- will be co-producer of
the piay with Kermit Bloomgarden.
This is made possible as result of a
recent revision of the Dramatists'
Guild basic agreement permitting a
fiiiri conipany employer to produce.
Phillips' interest in the play, nevertheless, is said to be entirely personal and Metro will have no investment.
M-G's purchase pact provides that
the piay must be produced by Oeto*
ber of this year and that the fiint
cannot be released prior to Oct. 1,
19-49. Story of political interference
with the Air Corps during the war
-was originally a play, then a novel.

est theatre circuits,

will

plane

in

Burns

the singer.

Cavanaugh

Also slated to arrive for the dinner is a special representative of
the French Syndicate National des
Acteurs. Sir Cedric Hardwicke wUl
present a testimonial si^ed by
Sbph's friends in England.
Jolson, day previous to the dinner wiU plane to Louisville, Ky., to
see the Derby, but hopes to be back
in time for the dinner.
Berlin is
slated to return to the Coast after
a few days in Kew York. Ted and
Adah Lewis are Coming in from
Chicago, and others slated to attend
are Congressman Sol Bloom, Gen.
Courtney H. Hodges, Will H. Hay.s,
Lee Shubert, A. J. Balaban, Brock
Pemberton, Tex McCrary, Nathan
Straus, and others. Milton Berle will
emcee and Jessel tbastmaster. Capacity is being held to 1,<X)0.
:

Darrieux to Have Tour
Alternate on Paris Play
;

Paris, April 23.
Claude Dauphin, Danielle
Darrieux play opening «pon at the
Edouard
will use its weekly
layoff day to play the provinces.
Filmite for British Festivnl
But whereas lead in Paris is played
Ann Ayars, Coast filmplayer now
by Mile. Darrieux, in the provinces
part will be acted by Rose Derean singing with
/y. City 49ipera Co.,
(Mrs. Claude Dauphin).
to sing with Olynbburne Festival in
Understood that MUe. Darrieux's
England May 12-July 6.
health won't permit travelling. AdReturns to N. Y. for. fall opera
vance for the Play is one month
i

VH

solid

SRO.

season.

William

will participate include

& Allen, Jack Benny, RochesPhil Harris, Alice Faye, Phil
Marjorie Reynolds, Gene
Autry, Frank Sinatra, Mary Living-

Saturday (3). J. M. Rubens, of London, is en route here with an iUus
trated tribute to Miss Tucker's work
on behalf of underpriveleged chil
dren, and Radio Diffusion Francaise
will shortwave a special greeting to

It wasn't until the success of the
novel, however, that it -was decided
to produce the play.

New

who

Stars

to

ter,

Silvers,

Connee Boswell, Jean Sablon,
the Pied Pipers, Jane Powell, the
ston,

Trio,

Alex

Washington, April 29.
Oscar Levant, giving a recital at
Constitution Hall here Friday (25),
set the season's record here with a
gross
$7,800
at $3,60 top-. Hall was
SRO, with only 28 tlx for the press.
Columbia Gbricerts filled concert
as "a program of piano music with
comment." Levant's done two other
similar recitals this season, in St.
Louis and Minneapolis, grosses not
reaching D. C.'s.

Girl'*

Fairbanks

.subject

.

mS

of condition. She now had health, wealth, position and teeth!
She was always looking for something new. When Shelton Brooks
brought out his song, "Some of These Days," she put it on and over, and it
became her trademark: She had more new acts during her stage career
than anybody In show business. Variety has reviewed her under New
Acts twenty times. When the Jaiz craze hit America she doif ed her "Mary
Garden of Ragtime" billing and became "Hie Queen of Jazz and Her
Fiye Kings of Syncopation." A riot act.
She went to Reisenweber^ for four weeks and stayed eight months.
In 1919 she joined a show called "Hello Alexander" and saw her name in
lights for the Br.st time.

.the fuse blew out on the sign and the show in
two weeks. Went to Chicago and doubled between theatres and the
Marigold and Edelweiss Gafdens. She stayed 12 weeks at the Palace,
Went to London with Ted Shapiro and Jack Carroll at the pianos
and doubled with the Finsbury Park Empire and the Metropole Hotel
Night Club. Was also
a show called "Follow the Star." She knocked
the monocled crowd for a loop and was wined and dined by royalty and
gave command performances. They loved this breezy, goodnatured talented American gal. She would go back to London any time the going in
America got tough. She played in Paris for two weeks singing "Some of
These Days" in French which she learned off perfume bottles. She now
was riding high, even had aspirins \vith her monogram on them! In 1925
she introduced Jack Vellin's classic, "Yiddisha Mama," at Sie Kit Kat Klub.
It was a great success and records sold in Germany, Praneei Engljind and

Chicago,

is

starring

readying
the

.

.

W

When Sophie sang "Yiddisha
her heart like a glove!

Austria.
It fit

Mama"

the tears ran

down her voice.

Sine Makes Soph a 'Madinte'
Sime gave her: the billing "Madame" Sophie

to America,

Tucker. During prohibition she opened her own club, Sophie Tucker's
Playground, and later went to Chicago where she co-starred in "LeMaire's
Affairs" with Ted Lewis and' Lester Allen. More vaudeville, then a short
engagement with Shuberts' "Gay Paree," In which she introduced Irving
Berlin's "Blue Skies."
She played in George Jessel's "High Kickers,"
and lasted a few minutes with "Earl Carroll's Vanities." Back to vaudeville and night clubs, then went with Gaxton and
Moore in the musical
comedy hit, "Leave It To Me," in 1939 and '40. She made her flr.st picture
in 1929 called ^Jlonky Tonk"— it was.
Came back to Hollywood to do
Broadway Melody of 1937," then made "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry." They
didn't but Sophie did when she saw it.
"Sensations of 1944" was her next
and a few years ago "Follow the Boys." Vaudeville, picture houses, night
olub.s, musical comedies, shuttling between
America and London. She
was busier than a cow's tail in fly time. She was the first and only femme
president of the American Federation of Actors. Ted Shapiro has been
her pianist for over 20 years, and when a pianist can stand anybody singing
the same key that long, she must be tops or
he must be nuts!
And so this little Sophie Abuza gal,, she of the plastic childhood in
Hartford, has grown to be the Sophie Tucker
of the World. She has kept
her head and has not only kept her figure but
has dbuWed it. In fact she
w now a worldwide figure. No matter Where you sit you're next to her.
hhe IS now celebrating her 40th anniversary in
show business and her
last paymept on a Frigidaire!
She. will always hold a special niche in the
corridors of the .show world. She not only
has fame, she is fame, She is
a strange compound of sunbeam and
lightning.
Her gracious character,
broad charity and on-the-level-ness endear her
to everyone who comes
in contact with hi-r.
She knows how to tread the avenues of tlie heart.
Her deep loyally has won the respect and
esteem of her brother and sister
artifita.
And she made it all the hard way,
.

m

Saga

Hollywood, April 29.
Lila Finn, a .stunt gal who has
been risking life and limb in films
for 10 years without a .screen credit,
is about to look into a :lehs at. close
range for the first liige in heir career.
Jerty

'Follies'

last she got the
his "Follies of 1909."

Coming back

Levapfs D.C. Record

short

Finessed Out of the

break she was looking for, Ziegfeld signed her for
At Atlantic (3ity Sophie did her specialty and was a
riot— the next night Nora Bayes kicked and so Sophie was left leading a
number, no ^ecialty, In JMew York Eva T^hguay replaced Bayes, she
took Sophie's number away so Sophie was OtJT. .but hot DOWN! She
met "The Boss," he of sainted memory, William, Morris, who booked her
on his circuit and became her friend, adviser and counsellor all through
his lite. At the American Music Hall in Chicago, Jack Lait gave fier
the billing, "The Mary Garden Of Ragtime."
She kept this billing
for many years. It was 'at this same house that she sang her first "bluelyriced" song, a dainty little ditty called, "There's Company In the Parlor, Girls!"
The way Soph sang it, with a click of her jaw, and a wink
of her eye it was a riot and fonmed up th« first Id rowa. With her vocal
blockbuster she foirbke records
made some.
flnst recoj-d: wiis for
Edison who paid her $1,000 for making "That Lovln' Two-Step Man" and
"Lovin' Rag"... she made 10 for the grand, but made sure she got the
dough in advance. She now went on the Pantages circuit for $250 a week
and when in Portland, Ore., they stopped her singing another sweet ditty,
"Angleworm Wiggle," the papers playing it up so that Sophie became a
feature act.. She came back to Chicago a finished artist. She had poise
and was at ease even under a cold shower. She Irft vaudeville to be
featured ih a musical show, "Louisiana Lou." She was terrific. She was
now able to play poker and buy things on Ume. She loved her friendly
game of poker after the show; those friendly games where everybody
knows what tihe other fellow has up his sleeve. She now was in the mink

At

Stordahl's

band, and others.

Film Stunt

but writing!

letters

'

.

Mf-t-fft MV^
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Gafni, young medical student,
spent three years in various German
concentration, camps, in one of
which a fellow-inmate, a singing
tive seeretaiy of the ASX» and Mor- teacher, dtecovered he' had a voice.
ris Novik, AFL radio consultant, After the war
he sang successfully
will meet in Washiii^n today with iii opera in Budapest. Short, which
reps of the four major networks.' was directed by George Blake, tells
Invitations went out last night to the story of Gafni's escape from one
the presidents of the webs, to dis- of the camps.
'
cuss tejans on which the AFL may
On basis of Gafni's N. Y. debut,
get or bay time to fight labor legisNational Concert & Artists Corp. was from his weekly air show.
lation. tentative plans agreed to by
Two benefit shows were scheduled
signed him, and booked him for sevthe comniittee and the AFL bf^rs
eral concerts this season, despite the to be held Monday (28) and today
yesterday caiU for a daOy soap opera
lateness in bookings. Tenor has five (29) at Galveston and Houston by
ainted to tell what happens to
in members of the Phil Harris itnd
major
engagements
in May,
milady's budget under present price
Cleveland^ Boston, Detcbit, Chicago Alice Faye air show and the Jack
spirals; a. weekly sdl-star entertainBenny and Mary Livingston proil- Y. (last named in Madison
ment show; orisioatiiis in Hollywood, and
Garden). He has a three- grams. Harry James and his orchesand two quarter-hour discussion Square
month tour of Australia skedded tra, currently on tour in the state,
programs a week.
June through August, returnihg to will play a relief show on Thursday
Idea for joint action by AFL en- N. Y. for his first Carnegie Hall re- at Beaumont, James' hometown, proceeds which will be turned over to
tertainment groups -Was submitted to cital September 30.
the fund.
Green by Novik and Dairiid DubinLauritz Melchipr presented a spetky, president of liie Xntematinnal
cial benefit show last week. SchedjLadles Garment Worfers Union, last
uled for a series Of performances to
•week. Kovik will act as liaison for
be given at Galveston and Houston
the national AFIj in vrorldng with
are pianist Jose Iturbi and his sisthe entertaihrnent trntons.
ter.
Special broadcasts have also
jShO'ftrtolk from both sides of the been
aired
on vaiious stations
Atlantic will converge on the Hotel throughout the hation with several
Astor, N.Y., Sunday (4) to honor thousands of dollars being received
to swell the disaster relief fund.
Sophie Tucker at the testimonial

New

By JOE LAURIE, JRi tttt

Sophie Tucker was born while hef ffloitier was going across Poland to
the Baltic to get 8 boat to take them to America. Sophie's mother Was
traveling iff a canvas covered wagon. The covered wagon was very close
so Mama stepped out and got a little fresh heir! It was so cold in Poland
that the stork couldn't make the delivery; a Penguin brought her. The
kid was bom to be an, actress, for it was only a few minutes after her birth
that the doctor held her up-and applauded her. Times were so tough the
kid was born with a nickleplated spoop in her .ipouth. Mother and the
kids were on the way to joiti their fathei; whose right name wa,s Charles
Kalish, but When he was on the lam because the Czar wanted him to d*>
some military duly^ be got in with another lammister named Abu^a Koertainly not ja litvok), the guy died and Chsrlle took his passports and name
and got to America where he was known as Charles Abuza and left the
name of Kalisb to Bertha!
She was determined to mate good, so she' married a local boy by the
254itli
name of Louis Tuck— all she got out of this marriage was a baby boy who
was named Bert and who later grew up to be a swell kid. It was a case
Nip and Tuck and Sophie decided to go on the stage so she could get
and
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"
this son of hers everything she had missed.
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
Things in New York w^re plenty tough fOr Sophie. She sang for meals
"I think you should dispense with
at Cafe Monopole; they must have overpaid her because she got bigger
changing yeai'». Just call it 'Black- and even added an ER to her name and now was known as Sophie Tucker.
outs of 194-ByER'V'
She bought herself a peek-a-boo waist and got herself a job as a singer in
a sizzling joint at 40th street and Broadway called the (Jerman Village.
^
BING CROSBY,
She sang in the basement but was no bargain, When she sang, eardrums
had! no chance. Then she worked for Joe Woods who billed her as "The
Ginger Girl, in Refined Coon Singing." Her first N«w York vajide date
was
at the 116th St. Music Hall. She th«in worked iurbund New England
ShowlHz Rallies to Ttias

KEN MURRAY'S

Maxim on

Committee incJudes Edward J.
McHale, Associated Actors and Artistes of America; Paul Sulzell, AcLawrence Tibbett,
tors
iiquity;

»
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Wi State Air Show
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The American Federation
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a

.stunlor

who has doubled lor Dorothy Lamour, Olivia de Havilland, Paulcttc
Goddard, Sonja Honie arid other less
venturesome stars.

'
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COOL
OFFt

Red Hot
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State of the Union— Cinema '47
The picturis business is on the downbeat. "Leave us face it.
The honeymoon is over, the fuzz is oH the peach, the bloom is
oil the rose— call it what you will. But the fact is that business
has fallen off to only good. Heretofore it was socko, out-of-thisworld, phenomenal. Now it's just great— great, at least, compared
to pre-^earl Harbor.

Where b;o,'s aren't wow, the reasons stre simple atid invariably
add up to 'the same thing—the ishow Just ain't there.
Dust off all the standby show biz gags about blue Monday,
rainy Tuesday, a poor campaign, '"they're out shopping," "nobody comes downtown any more," et cetera, but no showman has
ever come kes With a topper for a crack ascribed to Nick Schenck
that "there's nothing wrong with the picture business that good
-pictures can't cure." And whether Metro's Schenck is the rightfully accredited author of this intra-trade bon mot, it is evident
'that Metro is attempting to apply it. That's tlie only logical
explanation of those two "outside" deals the Culver City plant
made for "State of the Union" (Capra-Liberty) and "Joan of
Arc" (Bergman, WiEinger & Co.).
Of course there are other ramifications in the current downIn the spirit" of the Kentucky Derby, here's a quick rundown: 1, a 50c business has gone $2; 2, maybe they are shopping
for the choicer product; 3, pictures haven't the old staying power
weeks downtown and don't run on and on like "Life
four
for
^VfVsAx Father"; 4, maybe the day of just going into theaitres is
over; and 5, possibly some of those English pictures are as good
beat,

as the Anglophile film critics rave
the U. S. product.

them

to be, so

it

must cut

into

That doesn't mean the panic is on. There are at least two
good reasons for any business receding. Merchandising (or,
more specifically, the lack of it) is a prime one. Maybe the ads
and the promotion and the showmanship need a hypodermic.
Whatever the symptoms, they must be combatted specifically.
If the staying power of pictures isn't there, it may mean a
drop in population, and that applies to any big city with its
That means the hinterland
deterioration in wartime traffic.
cities and the nabes must get back into stride. That means the
downtown peak prices are spread thinner. It means also that a
downward revision, back to the 50c mass trade, is very much in
order. Bob Weitman proved that pronto at the Broadway Paramount. Loew's State, also on Broadway, the flagship of vaudeville in America today, had to re-exploit its 50c-until-l p.m.
price as result of the Paramount's reaction. Business is only
great as a result. It must be, considering that the straight picture houses all around these two combination houses still open
with an 80c Scale ($1.50 at night), and wonder why business is
spotty.

But this picture business Isn't only the exhibitor's or distributor's
problem. It's everybody's. From the top-drawer studio head to
the stars, directors, and right on down. Certainly, labor is up,
and perhaps fixed studio costs and other production investments
are at heretofore unknown peaks—but that's also true of the
artistic end. Agents with fancy ideas about percentages for their
people; stars who don't care about the cost of choicer properties,
so long as they're insured by fpolproof material (hit plays, bestsellers, etc) ; balky directors, must likewise revise their thinking.
.

state of the union,. Cinema '47, must dissolve back six
years. You just can't hang out a shingle and expect to be in
business as effectively as your competitor who ballyhoos his show
a little more, advertises it better, metchandlses it to a fuller
degree—or has a bettfer picture. We're back to normalcy.

The

AMh

Rank's Pitch at Brussek Film Fest

Of Liberty

liclulng

Pics,

Radical switch in "United Artists
Brisliii,
policy, ill an effort to furllier stabilize the companj', is under serious
consideration by owner.^ Mary Pickford arid Charles Ctiaplin, Pl?n envisages direct 'financing by VK of a
Psycho-Happy
group of producers; in order to put
Indianapolis, April 29.
in the company's hands direct conAdvanced-price pictures, percenttrol of timing, quality, quantity and
ages, ASCAP and theatre leasing
type of produet.
headed rotiiid table discussion at
Under the present setup. UA. at district
As.sociated
meeting
of
most, gives aid to indies in lining Theater Owners of Indiana in Fort
up capital from banks and other Wa.vne last week. Kxhibs condemned
outside sources, but advances "no films with neurotic, psychopathic
money of its own. Only producers in and criminal themes, holding that
recent years for whom -it has ad- this sort of product was to some
vanced coin are Walter Wanger degree responsible for the recession
(from 1936 to 1941) and Hunt Strom- in business.
berg, whose five year pact is up this
year. UA owned 50% of the Wanger
unit and holds a ssaaHer interest to
Stromberg's.

Wyler,

ExUk

-

:

Advent of the financing program
must await choice by Miss Pickford
and Chaplin: of a new prez for the

Plans Set |or |ix

company and the carrying out

of a
plan for selling publicly a block of
stock equal to a one-third interest
in UA. It is expected that it will
take considerable time to set up the

,

n Better

'Sell''

Public

Itself t0

(Continued on page 24)

M

With opinion widespread among
rnen that the industry should
embark on a large-scale domestic
and international public relations
program to counteract recent heavy
slugging at it, two minor moves
were in evidence along that line this
week. The Motion Picture Assn. announced that individual companies
would start making a series of
"think piece" shorts on serious national "problems, while the Hollywood Advertising Club disclosed
start of a campaign to better Sell
the film capital to the nation,
film

2§-Year

Ban

Declaring that Germany should be
barred from exporting films for a
probationary period of 20 years,
Anierican film distributors have dispatched a strong protest against contemplated approval of sbipments of
teutonic pix by the Anglo-American
Action wa-s
military government.
taken at the recent meet ot foreign

Learning

that

J,

Arthur

to

Com^te

Rank

plans to spend thousands of pounds
to make a tremendous publicity
splash for British pictures at the international film festival in Brussels
in June, American companies have
decided to trim down their own

STILL ASK

regard of the ultimate

political, social and economic consequences^' of
the step, was channeled to the TJ. iS.
State Dept. via the Motion Picture
Assn. "It is our unanimous opinion."
the protest read, "that the whole
film production and export program
as
worked out by the control
authorities in Berlin,
appai-ently
under Krich Pominer's guidance, and
now a virtual fait accompli, foreshadows an early restoration of the

(CJontinued oh

^ge

will malce the

Continent

already.

'They

in-

moment, Ray.Millandi
Burgess
Goddard
and

elude, at the

who are workiiig in picbeing made in England, It's
thought likely that a few more starsmay be abroad by the time of tlie
festival at the end of June, including
possibly Ingrid Bergman and Charles Boyer. who may be in Paris for
opening of "Arch of Triumph.'^
Erlb Johnston will also attend the
international film contest, although
Industry leaders have no Illusions
that the Motion Picture Assn. prexy
can in any way sub for the pop marquee names. However, his presence,
(Continued on pagip 62)
tures!

Arrangement

Story editors eonsider

it

virtually

impossible that either of the musidraw such fees for rights,
.

cals will

figuring

the

price.s

are

being

set

merely as starting points for negotiation.

"Finian"

particulai'ly, will require

(Continued on page 22)

a

stobic

ByrQi MoFfai Tliinks
Screen Credit Worlli

5QGiiiHisSnit?s.C9L
Hollywood, April

29.

"Writer Byron Morgan has flltsd «
$50,000 breach of contract stilt lit
superior court against Columbia o«
,

Attorney Harold Fendler says th«

COMMUNISi-Aai
A

Washington, April 29,
three-man subcommittee oE the

leader in the U. S.

*Stallioh,' 'Calcutta'

Head Big 9

Street"
(RKO), "Farmer's
Daughter" (RKO) and "Angel and
Badman" (Rep). Last-named is sock
in
ill Chicago and especially strong
Philadelphia. San Antonio and Tulsa.

While biz continues sluggish in
several spots, flock of new pictures
weather are
and, continued
cool
helping keep totals up fairly higli
over the country currently. For the
first /time in
seven weeks, "Best
Years" (RKO) Is not leading the
national taoxofifice proeessioii. Leadership 6f the Big Niiie high gi'Ossers
this stanza has been taken over by

"Trail

"Sea of Gra.ss" (M-G).
It is closely followed by "Egg and
1" lUi although the latter opened
this week in only one new spot,
N. y. Music. Hall. In other. ke.vs

"Framed" (Coli, a now entry,
shows promise on strength of solid
se.-i.'^ion being turned in at two L. A.
hou.se.-i.
"Love and Learn" (WBi.

credits

studios
writer."

and damage sustained when
refuse
such
credits
t*
"

\

Mark

.Trade

FOUHPKl}

;

!

BegJatprt^rt

SniK Str.VKHM.VN

fix

PiikllNhrA Weekly bj' V.liKrrJ'V. Inf.
Sid Sih-erinati, TiTHidt'iU
15( We.it dfidi K(., New Yor); ]9, I^. T.

SIIB.SCR1PTJ0X
Single C'opiPB

Republic, also is ,doing, nicely ,w,ilh
"Hit Parade of '47,"' due tliis week
at the N. Y. GothanVi PicturiB lias a
good session in, prospect at two L. A.
Paramouiit houses,

where

playing, six in

alii

film

which opens at N. Y. Strand this
week, has not pla.yed many keys
very thuii far. Another newcomer, "Happened oh 5th Ave." (Mono), is leartr
in

its
foufth frame. "Egg" is
strong
$137,000 at the Hall,
Others in the Big NiJie in order
of
business
and
plavdate.s
are
"Years," "StiUiion Road" WB), "Gal-

H

i

(Par),
"Maconiber Afl'air"
(^Ai, "Smash-U|3" (U ."Pursued"

exten-sive rewriting for the screen,
since its liberal outlook on the Negro
will certainly make it b.o.

oulta"

tWS) and "YearUng" (M-G

poison south of the Mason & iSixoa
line.
In one scene, for instance,
"Senator Bill board ftawkins" is de-

cutta." just starting out. Is up among
top films because of big $100,000
beiiig done at N. "ST. Paramouht,
(Dthers making a creditaljle showing this week, but just out of the

i.

big

money

('20th>,

i.

"Cal-

include "George Apley"
Spring" (Par),

"Suddenly

,

'

ing

the

straight-fllmers

in

Cincin-

iiati.

"Odd Man Out"

i,U)

looks promis-

ing based on big opening waek at
N. Y. Criterion, What real boxoffice
rei.ssues will do was proved again
tbi.f week by the Warner combo of
"Sea Hawk" and "Sea Wolf," big in
three L. A. spots. Thi.s pair ha.< been
clicking wliere played so far.

(Cojuplete

Pages 13-15.)

Boxoffice

Reports

on

Cents

'li*
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problem

picted as jniraculously changed into
a Negro in order to give him a taste
of the hardship his prejudice inflicts
on the colored race.

for

calls

transfer
between. Paramount and
the Liberty Productions unit. Company gets the whole of the indie'*
outstanding securities in return for
betweeti 100,000 and 125,000 shares
of Par stock.
Latter shares closed
at .$23.75 yesterday.
By taking over the Liberty stock.
Par acquires the contracts of th»
three producers who, with Stevens,
fouiided the unit a little more than a
year ago. An unusual angle is that
Par also acquires Liberty's interest
in
"I
Remember Mama,"' which
Stevens is under contract to pro?
duce f<>r RKO, Liberty has had a
releasing dear with Rko, but loaned
out Stevens to the studio for "Mama"
for a participation.
Par likewis»
gets Liberty's interest in "State ©i:
(Continued on page 24)

ready to supply expert evidence on
"the value of publicity, advertising

House Un-American Activities Committee will open a probe of Commy
German propaganda machine and influences in Hollywood on May 8,
constitutes a threat of the first mag- Among those slated to appear at th«s
nitude politically, socially and eco- hearings on the Coast is Hans Eisler,
nomically and should be held up for film industry music composer and
further
consideration
t
r o u g h brother oE Gerhard Blisleif, Commy

Metro's rec«nt purchase of screen

from California to Belgium. Instead, "Finian" is $650,000 against 25% of
American companies will arrange to the film profits and for "Brigadoon"
send to Brus.s'els any Hollywood
$600,0()0 against 80% ,ol the profi,ts.
names who are' in England or on
the

Wyler and Frank Capra, George

Stevens, whose indecision has been

-

—

Paulette
Meredith,

liar

stalling the deal, has elected to rema in an indie.

case will set a new legal precedent
in that the Screen 'Writers Guild i»

PROBE ON H'WOOP

D.C.

Naticmal Boxoffiee Survey
ITS New Entries Aid Lagging Biz— Grass,' *Egg,' Years,'

rights to "Annie G«t Your Gun" for
They feel they can't compete
of
6n any reasonable basis because o£ $650,000 has led to th« placing
the difference in cost and time be- what picture companies cbnsider
tween sending stars and props from "fantastic" pirice tags on Broadway's
Hollywood and from London,
other two top click musicals curAs a result, it is unlikely that any rently
and
Rainbow"
"Flnian'g
sizable Contingent of players or pubprice
for
Asking
trek "Brigadoon,"
lic relations

.

Pai amonnt-i-iberty deal, on againoff-again for weeks, was definitelyclosed late yesterday (Tuesday) att^
ernoon.
Going over to Par in thu
amalgamation are Sam Briskin. Wil-

sole credit.

59)

ASTRONOMIC

FIGURES FOE B'WAY

plans.

men

Capra,,..,;

Bit Sans Stefeis

"Gallant Journey,"
Charges h»
wrote and created the screenplay,
MPA shorts plan was disclosed by but that Columbia at first refused
prexy Eric Johnston Monday (28) credit, finally agreeing to give him
with
producer -director
distribution managers of American at the Metro sales convention in co-credit
companies held in Paris, it was dis- New York, Johnston declared he William A. Wellman for "Journey"
Complaint says the stuclosed this week by Joseph H. Sei- realized the majors plight hesitate scripting.
to make "think" shorts, but Con- dio agreed to give Morgan's name ad
delman, Universal's foreign topper.
priority then "failed, neglected and
The squawk, in tlie form, of a vinced studio heads during his re- refused" to give credit in trade pacent trip to the Coast that it was
cable which charged "complete distheir duty to turn out serious docu- pers, permitting Wellman to claim

)i

Cues U. S. Cos. Not to Try

S

.

Parainopt Clo^s lor Takeover
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RKO's Kingsberg Sees No Need To

CfNnparisms of Big Five Net
Vm

IS38

Metr<»

Cot B.O. Prie^ Desptte Current Talk
Nationwide

hubbub

over

pric«>

Warners —327,000 (D)

levels, notwithstanding, there's little
tikeiihood of a slash in boxoflice
scales so long as business holds at

Ms

1945

$12,000,000
IJ.OOO.OOO
640.000
10,600,000
8,500,000

$10,000,000
Paramount. 2,500,000
Rlt6
186,000 (D)
20th-Fox .. 7,000,000

fM,S0O,00Q
14,700,000
!>,200,00(>

12,500,000
7,000,000

118,000,000
15,500,000
6,000,000
14,750,000
10,000,000

18M
$18,000,000
44,000,000
12,000,000
22,500,004
19,500,000

(D) JJeflcit

Washington, April 29.
current pace, Malcolm Kingsits
Eric Johnston, who returned yesRKO's veepee in charge of
(Monday) to Washington
theatres, said last week. '*Talk of terday
price cuts are in the air KiSgsberg froni Spokane, is' slated to testify

Jjerg,

conceded, "but I see no tangible Thursday (1) before the House comforeign trade. Motion
ievidence that any large-scale action mittee on
Picture Assn. pr*xy will advoQate
will take place."
will not shave its admission extension of reciprocal trade treaties.
He's due to be in New York most
charges, theatre topper added, unless
that course becomes necessary to of next week, with an address to the
meet similar steps by competitors. India Society next Monday (5), a
Kingsberg doesnt believe that b.o. membership meeting of the
scales outside the Broadway area are Thursday (8) and a ditiner for J.
Out of line. Should theatre grosses Arthur Rank probably Friday (9).
take a dip, he said, there's the probability that some exhib would beat
• panicky retreat and touch off a
series of cuts all along the line.
"Theatre admissions aren't in the
same category as mercantile prices
WDd it's a mistake to consider them
«s such," Kingsberg declared, "the
time element plays a part so far as
Hollywood, April 29.
patronage is concerned and it doesn't
follow that a price cut means any
Independent
Frederick Brisson,
substantial increase in film attend- Artists prexy, announces a deal for
ance. It's still a question of whether pre-production financing with Fred
the patrons have the time to go R. Tuerk, partner in the Chicago inmore frequently to theatres."
Co.
vestment firm of Crittenden
"A nickel or dime cut in scales isn't Hemy L. Hudson, currently prexy of
Ukely to build up attendances—it Eddie
was
Productions,
Albert
would have to be a far greater re- elected to represeat Tuerk on the
duction than that," he said. "So far lA board of directors.
as goods are concerned, there's a
Extent of Tuerk investment undisdirect connection between prices and closed.
Understood Tuerk is makpurchases but it's not so with films." ing the coin available on a sliding
BKO's business, Kingsberg said,
permitting him to participate

Metro Aims To Regain No.

KKO

Metro's acceptance of indie product for distribution, after years of
adherence to a policy that all but

MPA

Exhib's Goodwill Sweets

-

.

Twrks

Bankroll

FcNf Brisson's Co.

GEORGE GIVOT
m

Burton,

VARIETY

.

new

Gtvot's

(singing)

talent

marks him as an excellent bet for
musical comedy and pictures, or
perhaps even the operatic boaraa."
Just closed Loew's State, New
York.

Theatre Direction

-

HARRY

A.

Philadelphia, April 29.
completely excluded outside films,
Employes of the Pearl, a North has resulted in
considerable specuare partners in a
indie,
lation in the trade on the reason for
unique business enterprise.
the policy shift. General consensus
It started when one of them, Cora
Holland, a member of a maintenance is that il is an eflort to bolster the

haid— Philly

segued
'Glvot's current loiitme
by his standard Greek- Ambassador
mimicry continues to be surefire

ROMM

became physically
incapacitated and couldn't continue

staff for 14 years,

Loew's For. Bid

,

On 'Duer

Nixed

shop.
Miss Holland was put in
charge of the shop, with the profits
being split up among the. other employes of th. theatre. Word Of
this spread through the neighborhood, a Negro district (the employes
are Negroes) and is bringing lots of
goodwill tg the Wax enterprises,

Hollywood, April 20.
Offer to purchase outright the forheld during January and February, in profits on pro-rated basis. Premainly
dipped somewhat in Dfarch, and'then production dough will be spread eign rights to "Duel in the Sun" is
TOoved ahead during the first two over five years, to cover 10 features understood to have been made to
Selznick by Loew's and
weeks in April.
on lA's schedule. Four already are David O.
'
Amount
down.
turned
skedded for RKO release, with the to have been
not stated,
Russell - Dudley involved in the ofTer Is
Brisson - Rosalind
was to get the property
Nichols outfit eairmarking $8,000,000 but idea
Ckplin Dne on Stand
scale,

Negro

in Philly's

sections.

Joait Package

for four,

1oday(Wei)orte^

The

and

first,

for distribution lutside the
for Loew's, International.

$9,000,000 for six others.

"Lucky

Penny,"

Miss

Dukes Nat Interested

That "$20,000,000 deal" by which
Charles Chaplin is slated to take
private investment
the stand in his own defense either A. B. Duke & Co.,
York, was to finance'
%)d8y (WedrieSdaejf) or tomorrow in house in New
Brisson-Bosalind Russell
H, Y. f^ral (jOiBrt in the $5,000,000 the Fred
unit just wasn't
damage suit filed agaifast him by Independent Artists

J. Kurlan, treasKonrad Bercovici for al- so, according to L.
Duke firm. Kurlan said
misappropriation of BercO' urer of the
Monday (28) ftiat the company,
which controls the funds of the
Dictator."
estate of the tobacco tycoon, was apWith Bercovici witnesses having
proached last August by an lA rep
had all the best of it during the first with
a proposition for financing its
two weeks of the trial, things began pix. Kurlan went to the Coast and
to look up lor Chaplin during the
made a one week's preliminary inlast several days. Deposition of Sir
vestigation of the setup, he said. He
Alexander Korda *as read into the returned to New York and presented
(Tuesday)
by the facts to Duke's investment comrecord yesterday
Xiouis Frohlich's, Chaplin's attorney, mittee, which turned down the idea.
•with the British producer declaring
That was last September, Kurlan
he'd discussed with the comedian declared, and there' have been no
the idea of making a film on Hitler negotiations whatsoever since that
using the mistaken identity theme time.
"Dictaliater
in
Chaplin
used
which
tor," thereby reftrting Bercovici 's
allegation that he first suggested 1. 1.
EE'S $50II,M0
the film to Chaplin in 1938.
Louis Nizer, Bercovici's counsel,
'46
objected to Korda's testimony on
Philadelphia, April 29.
the grounds that the latter was

^nriter

Paris, April 28.

Vici's Story ideas in Chaplin's film,

•The Great

Distribution of Selznick Releasing

Organization product on the Conti'
nent remains unsettled, despite the
quickie visit here last week of Milton; Kramer, SRO board chairman
and cbiinseli Kramer huddled with
company's Continental rep, Paul
:

White.

Writer penned "Cry of the Wolf"
but it was never filmed because
Miss Goddard didn't like it.
Frohlich also read dispositions Of
Hollywood agent Stanky Bergerman and of Alan J. Miller, repre-

LOEW'S SALAEY

1946.

v

-

land and Europe.

1

SENATOR UNGER

Ap-BIG

according to the

5

MS

PARADE

Washington, April 29.
Senator William Lander (R., N.D.)
intends to ask the Senate Judiciary
subcommittee he heads to probe the

comExchange

pany to the Securities &
Commission and made public yesterday (Mon.). Though high man on
the Loew's payroll, Mayer's salary
was $638,992 below that which he

control of prodHctioh-distribUtion
exhibition of the film industry's Big
Five.
:

received in 1943.

Tliau, vice-president

He has long

^erdoux' B'way Poliey

ment
L. B.

lease

of

production,

indie

their

"Joan of Arc,"
package.
Unit

is virtually
is

a 100^

providing

in the

agitated for divorce-

motion picture

ducer, director, star, story, writer,
studio facilities, partial financing
and highly valuable Technicolor

commitment
Metro will provide distribution on

a

sliding scale percentage of the
gross .and will put up part of the
coin for production of the film,
which is expected to run between

and

$5,000,000
will not

$10,000,000.

ottierwlse

Comipany

participate

in

"We

are prepared to make deals
for any productions which we believe will nieet our standards and
promise good business. Each deal
we make will be an individual one.

We

make no agreement

will

to re-

blocks of pictures by any outside producers."
lea.se

Miss Bergman, currently starring
in Anderson's legit play, "Joan of
Lorraine," on Broadway, will play
the title role in the film verjiion,
starting July 15 on the Hal Roach
lot. Anderson is currently in Holly
wood, working on the icrieenplay.
Fleming, who will direct "Joan,"
performed the sanie function on
"Gone With the Wind," Metro's first
.

outside release. On that occasion the
Culver City outfit took over distribution of the picture in return
for the >oan of Clark Gable and .some
minor financing. Recently Metro
made a deal for the release of
Liberty's "State of the Union" and

agreed to dii-tribute "Arch of Tri-..
limph" for Enterprise in foreign
markets.
^

biz.

Mayers Divorced

Hollywood, April 29.
J. R. Grainger's Mexican
Mrs. Margaret Shenberg Mayer,
Trip With Detoiir to L,A.
Louis B. Mayer's wife for 43 years,
Republic distribution chief .Tames
United Artifits, pending outcome Of was granted a .divorce and a $3,250,the tiurreitt run at the Broadway. 000 cash settlCnient from the filrn R. Grainger is slated to leave New
New York, tind a tew more test en- ttroducer Monday(28) in L. A. su- York, May 10, for a tour lhat will
"
take him to the studio and to Mexgaj»emenls. OuUot'-town tests prob- perior court.
ably will be in San Francisco and
Settlement provides for immedi- ico City. He'll stop for a vi.sit at
Chicago. Grad Sear.s, UA distribu- ate payment of $1,2,50,000; $1,000,000 the Kansas City ext.-liango on his
tion chief, has. been in Chi this week on March 25, 1948; $500,000 on way west, arriving in Los Angeles
"looking over the situation on a house March 25, 1949, and $500,000 on in time to atteiid the Variety ClUbs
March 25, 1950. Under a separate convention.
Jtor "Verdoux."
Sandler said, Mr.s.'Mayer
Trip to Mexico after huddles at
Broadway biz has been somewhat agreement,
afiso will receive the couple's beach
the studio will be a combination
disappointing, made more so by a house
valued at $250,000.
vacation and bu.'siness jaunt.
general weakness at the b.o.s of most
Rep
•Producer has been romantically
houses on the street, It is now hoped linked vviih Mrs. Lorena Danker, .'.upervi.ses the Mexican territory out
to get a six-week run out of "Ver- widow Of the J. Walter Thompson of i(s Dallas office and Grainger will
have a look-see at the operation.
veepee Danny Danker,
or exhibition policy on
Charles Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" has been set yet, according to

TMHinCOLOB'S

.salt's

26c

W

Technicolor. Inc., has declared a
dividend of 25c per shafe oh all
outstanding common stock of the
»
company,
.

.

'

•

preeminence

as

.

j

:

Payment

is

to

be

May

N. Y. to L. A.
Emmett Callahan
Ann Corio
Claude Heilman
Charles Jackson
Lou Mandal
Elliott Nugent
Williani Saal

I

I

made May 20

stockholders of record.

Bob Williams
Herbert

J.

Yates

9,

to whom it is now making eyes.
Thelre have been clear indicationsrecently that trade
and public
opinion in this regard have not been
lost

on Metro's board, with a

sultant determined effort
studio to, hypo its wares.

at

to

re-^

the

Perhaps equally significant as
public and trade opinion has been
failure of M-G to keep pace with
other Big Five companies in ttie
profits sweepstakes during the past
few years,. While Paramount made a
spectacular jump from $15,000,000
net in 1949 to $44,000,000, In 1946,
Metro's upturn was only from $1,S,There are
000,000
to $18,000,000.
other factors involved in that comparison, which react in Metro's
favor, primarily in difference in base
years in figuring excess profits taxes,

but there Is no doubt Metro didn't
advance as much as other companies.
(Continued on page 22)

pro-

left

in the Sun," as well as to discuss
distribution arrangements for Eng-

salary schedule reported by the

Awaits Further Testing

Hollywood, April 29.
Walter Wanger-Ingrid BergmanVictor Fleming-Maxwell Andersoji
deal with Metro last week for r*"-

(26)

Lauger's
group
is
conducting
hearings on an anti-monopoly bill
Robert Montgomery
was, paid by Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney
$286,000 during 1946. Other salaries (D., Wyo.). The subcommittee must
sent$tive of the Zeppo Marx agency,
reported were $224,767 to Nicholas decide whether it wants to call
which claimed they had ho knowlspokesmen for the major.s who have
edge of Bercovici's ever having pre- M, Schenck, president and $111,357 an anti-trust ca'sc; pending in the
pared a script tor "Dictator," even in bonus and proHt-sharing to J. Supreme Court. Langcr's group rethOiigh they handled all the writer's Robert Hubin, vice-presideht v and cently called heads of the large
business.
director, and $65,357 to iBenjamin phdriograph recording companies to
testify on their distribution methods.

No

May Feteb Otbrs

here for London Sat- profits, however.
With the announcement of the
and Was scheduled to be
in New York by tomorrow "Joan" deal, M-G production chief
(Wednesday). A major reason for Louis B. Mayer disclosed a^ new
policy
of accepting indie producthe week's hop across the pond was
to set a London theatre for "Duel tions for distribution.
He declared:

Louis B. Mayer, managing director
of Loew's, Inc., received $500,000 in

wages during

-

Kramer

urday
back

MAY

.

S.

Kramer's Mission

leged

associated with Chaplin in United
Artists at the time and would therefore be favorable to the comedian,
but it was allowed to remain in the
record. Deposition of Pauletle Goddafd was also taken, which stated
that Chaplin had asked Bercovici to
write a gypsy story for her in 1937.

U.

Selznick execs said that Selznick Releasing Organization will
handle both' domestic and foreign
release of the picture and that bally
for the London opening was started
yesterday (28). Picture is ejected
to get its £«ndom preem at the
Carletoh.

Russell's starrer, rolls in September.
-

slipping

studio's

Hollywood's maker of consistently
The manager, Paul high quality and moneymaking
her work.
films^
Kleiman, decided to find a business
Theatre men pretty much agree
she could handle.
roaring lion in the past
A nearby store owned by the the- that Metro's
years' has
frequently been
atre was vacant. Kleiman got the few
owner of the house, Morris Wax to forced to curl up beliind the product of 20th-Fox, Paramount and
lease the store at a modest rental
and put up the money for a candy RKO as well as that of the indies

—

&

•

Spt li

1

ualty, Prois Witl Inle Proi. Deals

L. A. to N. Y.
Edward A. Alperson
Dave Bledermanh
Martin Block
Nate J. Blumberg

Al Brackman

Don De Fore
Natalie Draper

Carl Dudley

Maurice Duke
Faye Emerson
Larry Finley
James A. FitzPatrick
John Garfield
Richard Garrick

Monroe Greenthal
John Harkins
Arthur Hopkint
Al Jolson
Larry Kolpack
Arthur Krim

Abe

Lastfogel

Perry Lieber

Max

Lief

-

,

Harold Lloyd

Don Loper
Virginia Mayo
Sidney Mills

Carmen Miranda
Lee Mortimer
George Murphy
Arthur IWurray
Donald M. NeLson
Margaret O'Brien
Monte Proser
N. Peter Rathvdn
Hal-

Roach

Buddy Rogers
Elliott Roosevelt
Robert Rossen
William Saal
C. J. Scallard*
Dore Schary
Charles Schwartz
Jack W. Vofion ,

Lou Wasserman
Philip A.

Waxman

Robert

Wolff

S.

S^m Wood

N. Y. to Europe
Arthur Askey
Florence Desmond
Allen Dulles
Dr. George Gallup

Ruth Gordon
Orton H. Hlclts
Garson Kanin
Ray Milland
Robert Schless
Walter Selzer
'

Of'Csx

Serlin

Robert Sherwood
Maggie Teyle
John C. Wilson
L A. R. Wylie

THE YEAR S GREATEST REVIEWS
HAIL THE YEAR'S GREATEST PiaURE!
:''Mo¥ie ©f the week!''

^Mf^

f@ get

"Kerr rhymes with Star!" - TIME

.

.

"Don't miss 'The Adventuress!'" -

something to throb about!"
for

-

H^.Y^W^
/'Superb performance!"- DAILY MIRROR
JOURNAL- AMERICAN ... "Gives the heart

WALTER WINCHELL

.

"Best film released

.

Easter!"- WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Kerr captivating i''May. well

MORNING TELEGRAPH y

.

;

"Ker r

!

is

vel vet "

be performance which took her to Hollywo

part with Gable

in

'The Hucksters!'"

ner charming!"

-

WORLD-TELEGRAM

- DAILY NEWS

Deborah Kerri"- WALTER WINCHELL
for

.

seat!'''-

a;

'The Hucksters!'"

-

POST

.

.

•

. . .

P

W

co-starring

"Gable's

new

part-

•

.

.

"'The Adventuress' has lovely

.

.

•

"No wonder they snatched her

"Kerr dominant!"

-

HERALD -TRIBUNE

'

.
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pievuRBs

RKO's

$12,187,805

Hitdicoti Dve East

Record Net Places

It
in

the

same

No. 5 in '4@ Film Profit Sweepstakes

spot

as

finished

it

in

New
week

The speeches that slowed the 30th anniversary dinner-dance of the
Associatioa of Motion Picture Advertisers down to « waltz have th«
meagre consolation of being a pattern henceforth oKi how ni>t to conduct such affairs. The big yawn that came with those three longA, and every other show
winded speeches is certain to prompt
business organization, to cue its speakers in no uncertiain terms that
anything over five minutes is tabu.
Howard Dietz, who toastmaatered, and who said he had "hoped to
look gopd by being bolstered by some of the others." wound up the
hero with his good humor and light touch.

expected in
York from the Coast next
to launch with Sidney Bernis

AMP

stein, British the'atreman, their indie

cut the tape in fifth place +
1946 fiscal sweepstakes, the

A Capty

1945,

production outfit, Transatlantic Pictures Corp. Bernstein, now in London, will join Hitchcock in New

Ftrlty

Jeanne Cagney, recently in 'The York shortly.
despite 9 record net of $12,187,805
Among details to be set during
$6,031,085 earned Iceman Cometh" on Broadway, will
play temnte lead to her Is'Qther the stay ih New York" ol Hitchcock
the year before. With official re- James In "time of Yoiit Lif6," to b« and Bernstelh are release, -financing
majors'
turns noW in on the seven
and naming of permanent officers
produced by hef' brother William.
Para^United Artists excepted),
Film version of the Saroyan play for the corporation. Hitchcock, who
mount, 20th-Fox, Warners and Metro goes into work May 5 with
"The
H. C. recently finished direction of
came in ahead of HKO, and Univer- Potter directing.
Paradine Case" for David O. Selz-

which doubled the

sal

and Columbia

Des^te Eagle-lion Bankrolling,

New

trailed.

discloses
Varibtt
Analysis by
that the RKO theatre chain turned
in a gross of $42,777,024, while film
told
Rathvon
rentals, prexy N. Peter.
stockholders, was a record $72,966,727. Distribution expenses, however,
theatre
the
of
far exceeded those
wing and RKO's net profit was almost equally divided between the

Tbse' Deaiy Ddl Sp^hes

:

Uimcb Transatb^^
Alfred Hitchcock

HKO

To

York for
nlck, will also scout
possible locations for Transatlantic's
initial pic, "Hope." Sutasiantiai por-

RPsSUMOi

PatheShows^^W^

may be

shot in the east.
into production in
on the slate is
"Under Capricorn," starring Ingrid
Bergman, which will be made in
England next spring.

tion

"Rope"

tha

Revolyi^

fall.

Second

2(Hli

Renews

companies in the

Bassfer

against

Much
the

ventory

"

"Flicker

Flashbacks,"

:

series

of

produced by RKO-Pathe, hood.
shorts
"If we do well with the first one,"
have to be dropped' soon
declared, "we'll continue
because of the shortage of early- McEvoy
day films that are incorporated with the whole series. We haven't
placed
any ceiling on the number
Info the shorts. Pathe is releasing
to be made. Of course, the possi"Flashback"
only seven
of
the
bilities in stories are unlimited."
series this year because of the
Universal has obtained okay to
shortage.

may

When the series was first started, shoot the fiesta sahs charges.
the company found enough matekeep
rial
in
public domain to
Mgrs. Union Vs. Basil
That has since
things perking.
Charging unfair labor practices by
been used up, however, and since
then Pathe has been seeking to buy the Basil circuit, the recently charthe rights to other material from tered local of Motion Picture Thewhomever might hold them. Dick atre. Operating Managers & AssistFleischer, producer of the series, ant Managers Guild in Buffalo, N. Y.,
recently found a bunch of early has filed a petition for collective barU. S. films in Buenos Aires and gaining with the State Labor Rela.BiCO-Fathe prexy Frederic yU- tions Board there.
The Basil chain comprises 13 thenoah, jr., uncovered some at the
Pathe-Cirtema library in Paris on atries in Buffalo, mostly neighborhood operations.
fcls recent trip to France.

,

Nearly 80% of the tax collections
come from motion jpictures, according to estimates by Government
spokesmen. Almost 10% represents
the take from niteries; and the remainder is from other branches of
business, as well as sports.

show

Broadway,

teaser which frequently fails to follow the national
trends, did not follow in February.
Figures for the 3ird Internal Revenue Difitriet of New York, all of
a

WB's Sounilngineers
In First

yesterday (29) at the home office
under the aegis of Col. Nathan Lev-

head of sound engineerint; at
WB studio in Hollywood. Main
agenda points centered on the setting up of standard procedures in

in.son,

technical operation of the theatres

th» unusual twin-billing at the
Strand did not result from lack of
product, but was based solely on the
good results of other engagements.
Pix have played about 15 out-oftown bookings in important hou.s-es,
including Paramount, Syracuse; urpheum, Davenport; Warner, Milwaukee; Fox, St. Louis; Orpheum, Des
Moines; Rivoli, Toledo; Hippodrome
-,Cleveland, and the three
day
dates in LosfAl„SL'Ilf!lH.?fr
Angeles, -the bowntown,
.

the $4,794,000 figure for January.
dualer include."! such marquee bait
The Broadway nitery business as Errol Flynn, Edward G. Robinson,
paid a $564,965 tax on February Ida Lupino, John Gardeld, Claude
trade, which fell off sharply from Rains, Bariry Fitigerald, Alexander
the $762,703 for February 1946 and Knox, Alan Hale ahd flora Robson.
was also undei: the $642,415 for "Hawk" was released in 1940 and
,

•"Wolf": in 1941.

•

that

Hollywood and Wiltern.
Waiting in the WB vaults for firstrun Broadway dates, it was pointed
out, are "Love and Learn." "The UnManhattan above 23d st., showed faithful." "Cry Wolf," "Possessed"
admiK.<iion.=! taxes totaling $6,518,375 "Deep Valley,"
"Night Unto Night!"
which was comfortably above the "Dark Passage" and "The Unsus$6,008,.'i04 for the same month a year pected."
earlier.
The bite was well above
"Sea Hawk" and "Sea Wolf"

Jainiary, 1947,

and the modernization of sound
equipment now in use.
Levinson stated that advances in
sound equipment since the prewar
years- were small and no radical
changes were in the works. Development ot magnetic wire recording,
however, may open a new field in
sound engineering, in the near future and Warners' ?*udio at Burbank, he disclosed,
was experimenting with the new technique.
Levinson stated that Warners was

it will also give a still further
h.ypo to the already flourishing reissue dating throughout the country.

WB

Pastwir Confab

In first meet since the war. zone
sound engineers for Warners theatres concluded a two-day ?e.«sion

good,

,

-

the jpast year.

WB

ranches in the inunedlate neighbor-

Industries.

which have been acquired as a nationwide network of Pathe-owned
film distribution
Exexchanges.
changes of PRC were acquired in
Kansas City; 9t Louis, Atlanta,
Charlotte, Chicago, San Francisco,
Seattle and Portland, Ore., during

ON NATIONAL B

.f

Pathe

houses the largest modern indoor film studio in the east. Mo.st
of the building is leased to RKOPathe, Inc., for stitdio space, and
much of the remainder is occupied
by Pathe Laboratories.
Company's report reveals that the
company now has 31 exchanges

]

RmimBg Out

:

by

American

the

now

TAXES KEY

liostakic Film Series

ot

production.-;
is

avenue was made more formidable
via alterations and improvements on
this
building.
Television
Center

TEST

week

E-L

U

TWICE

this

screen

of

.

—

Warners maintained

to

and

also revealed that Universal made a 15-year pact during
the year under terms of Which Pathe
Laboratories, anbthei' subsid, will
print and proce-ss over 100.000,000
feet of film annually, this being used
by
and the Rank organization and
its U. S. producers.
Establishment of Television Center, Inc., a Pathe subsid, to own and
operate the ll-rstory oillce and studio,
building at 106th street and Park

U
STREAMLINED
2-EEE WESTERN

ternal Revenue Bureau tax collections for March, which covers FebEach film, according to McEvoy, ruary business, araounted to a total
will
have a two-week shooting of $33,223,1,39. This was more thsin
schedule. Scripts for a number of the
$3,000,000 below the corresponding
brief
oaters
have already been figure for February, 194#, and beprepped. Lensing will take place, he low the preceding month which tosaid, both at the fiesta and at dude
taled $34,2«,000.

A

Prexy Young

;

profitable.

Eagle-Lion Films
production

Class

Eagle-Lion.
film
subsid

.

after

and

Studios

|

surplus

of the prexy's statement in
of accomplishments out-

distribution companies were pointed
to as occupying jnuch of the corporation's; time in the past year.
It also was cited that the outlay of
coin is tfaceabie to the fact that it
was nece.s.sary to accumulate an in-

.

charg«^ amounting to t84*,795,

This is
share as

field

make them

60% Asked

•

capital

194S.

common

lines activity in the film field. Organization and staffing of Eagle-Lion

^ for 'Years,'

BTO

in

1946.'..'>.

RKO

,

WB GOES TO

during the
Eagle-Lion
Pathe Indus-

against 32c in 1945. In his letter to
stoekholders,
Kenneth M. Yoimg
pointed out that this is the third
full year of operation for Pathe Industries under
present corporate
title.
Company paid $4 on the preferred' Stock in cash dividends ih

And

FOR

$511,212

equal to 67c per

<

'Duel'

U.S.,

(Young intere.sts), showed
net income of ^1>0M,938 for 1846 as

tries, Inc.

Hollywood, April 29.
(jredlt
Robert Bassler's producer conHitchcock will be accompanied to
at 20th -Fox was renewed for
A new $10,000,000 revolving bank New York by his wife, writer JVlma' tract
two fields.
years, with "The Snake Pit,"
seven
of
experience
loan has- been negotiated by EKO, it Reville.
in line with the
which he will co-produce with
other majors, RKO's pix inventory was learned this week. Coin will be
Anatole Litvak, as hia nfiXt ta^.
mounted considerably over the year. used to build up "to a further modOther productions on the Bassler
While in '45 its evaluation of prod- erate extent" the company's backlog
program
are "Green Grass of Wyomlensing
the
in
Rallivaii
of
feature
productions,
or
Depiiel,
according to
uct, completed
ing," '*arty Line," "The Heller,"
the
by
$18,500,000,
prexy
Peter
N.
Rathvon's
annual
process, was at
"Dick
'Turpin's Ridis" and an un$26,hit
had
value
statement
'46
to
stockholders,
the
in
which
close of
KiHgskrg Top Paid
titled yarn about the Erie Canal.
fura
building
plans
for
loan
of
the
were
Intenitibn
disclosed.
600,0Q0.
Advancing the funds are the First
ther backlog of films was expressed
H.O.£xeciiti¥es
bv Rathvon, who disclosed negotia- National Bank of Boston and the
that Bankers Trust Co., N.Y.
Talk of economy notwithstanding,
Term of
tions' for a revolving loan for
including
assets,
the
arrangement, which is a revolv
RKO paid out an added $2,208,054 to
Current
purpose.
at
in 1946 over its
personnel
up
a
wound
topfiite
its
negotiables,
Ing
credit,
five
According
is
years.
cash and
for
figure of $59,357,325, While Starting to Rathvon's report, ftKO, as of 19415 handout. Total salary nut
April 15 of' this year, had already all officers and employees receiwing
the year at $40,021,142.
annually hit
$3.17
to
of
$20,000.
eqwivalent
in
exc&
borrowed
aggregate
$2,5(K),000
were
ail
Of
Earning
$5,208,outstanda»against
year
stock
last
under
jlreviotia
$7,416,152
common
a
revolving
credit
ot
shwe
pei
share arrangement,
Minneapolis, April 29
095 in '45. Number of hi^ bi;acket
»
ing, compareja with $1.59 per
Percentage demands have hit a
Explaining the need for the new wage earners rose froni 109- iii .'4S
on "Feb. 2, 1948, after conviersion of
new high in the territory with RKO
In the- im- money, Rathvon stated: "For orderly to 141 last year.
6% preferred stock.
asking 70% for "Best Years of Our
all
emto
paid
portant earned surplus bracket, the marketing, careful exploitation and
Of the $6,926,265
balance climbed to $22,51&,551 from maximum results from distribution, ployees, other than directors or of- Lives" and Seljsnick's terms for
"Duel in the. Sun" 60%.
"Bes^
after it is important to maintain an inficers, 86% ot the total weht to the
a starting point of $14,906,445
adding the profits and dedujJting $4,- ventory of completed pictures, Only production end of the company, the Years" deal calls for a guarantee of
recssntly has oiuf picture company RKO
Directors 12^4% of gross for exhibitor.
proxy disclosed.
574,699 Sn dividend^
Independent exhibitors are also
warned that first-quarter -been able to accUihu]iate' and inain'> and officers Of the coriipany resquawking at what it calls new "3despite tain the number of completed, but
tiet for '47 had slid somewhat
ceived ah aggregate of $571,413, a
which *~your rise of $31,868 in that class. Top in-1" percentage deal, with distribufact that world gross revenues were unreleased -pictures
approximately equal the comparable management believes necessary for raise went to Malcolm Kingsberg, tors getting bigger slices as gross
quarter of '46. The discrepancy is best results. During 1948 the total veepee in charge Of theatres, whose rises, and trand tOward creation of
new classificaUott for top pictures
due, he said, to ft higher proportion [inventory (including advances to in- $71,260 represents a boost of $15,398
sold flat--one and Onis'^quarter up to
of indie pix in distribution and to | de^ndent producers), increased ap- over 1945.
two and more times previous top
the fact that ^^e Bells of St. proximately $11,000,000, 'which in
High man is Ned E. Depinet, exec group flat price.
Mary's," pi« which produced the crease was financed by the ;use of veepee, with $105,010 as his stipend.
Another beef from North Central
highest gross during 1946, was turn- cash resulting from its profitable op- N. Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy,
Allied concerns what president Bening in exceptional grosses early in erations and by advances of cash trailed sli|tfitly, receiving $104,540.
nie Berger calls "selling the same
from the parent company."
•45.
E. Youngman, veepee and horse twice." This has reference to
RKO already has one of' the big- Gordon
Foretgn Kncertainty
$37,186.
J
general counsel, was paid
RKO's prexy sounded a furthef gest backlogs in the' bis, although it Both Depinet and Rathvon took the initial deal "at 60 or 70% at advanced admission prlpes" and then
note of warning. WhUe foreign col- has been cutting into that inventory small cuts, .since their '45 compensathe later sale at a lower p^centage
lections in '«, thus far, are well at a rapid rate recently. Aim of fur- tion was $115,000 apiece.
or flat tit Ohe-and-half times top
ahead of last year, "it appears that ther building up thte stockpile, exOther RKO piggies were paid as group price.
transfers from many countries may pressed by Rathvon, is bucking an
Miller Walker, sec'y,
J.
be even more difficult in 1947 than industry trend, most companies de- follows:
Only a very small per- siring to hold down the quantity of $29,511 (up $2,852); WilUam H.
in 1946."
treas., $23,804 (up $6,304); A.
'SEA'
centage of gross receipts were de- films on the shelf in the expectation Clark,
ass't treas., $23,884 (up
rived from continental Europe in '46, that they may have to play oil high W. Dawson,
Garrett "Van Wagner, compREISSUE
he said, and restrictive legislation cost productions in a much-deflated $2,724);
John M.
troller, .$23,704 (up $950)
aimed specifically at American films market with a few years.
Broadway
showmen
and distribuWhitaker, v.p., $24,000; A, E. Reoch,
exists or is threatened in many
tion execs are looking forward with
ass't treas,, $22,049 (up $1,549).
foreing countries.
much curiosity to b.o. results of the
Donovan,. Leisure, Newton, LumTESTING
Dore Schary, who's headed studio
latest quirk to upset Broadway bookbard & Irvine, special counsel in
operations since the first of the year,
ing situation, Warner Bros.' anthe anti-trusf suit, were paid fees of
will be elected executive veepee in
nouncement that it is putting a dual
SERIES $143,000
during the year for their
charge of production, HathvOn disreissue bill into the Strand, its New
Universal will tee off this week on services. Annual meet at Which all
closed. Schary has already demonsomething new a series of two- incumbent directors are named for York first-run flagship. Pic are "The
strated that he is an excellent execuSea Hawk" and "The Sea Wolf,"
reel westerns, complete in them- reelection is set for June 4 in
tive, Rathvon said, and carefully
which have done weU in a series of
developed the company's production selves. First of the new streamliners, Dover, Dei.
test
engagements throughout the
which will receive test distribution
program for the next 18 months.
country.
to
determine
their public acceptaOperating profits of KKO-Pathe,
WB is further upsetting policy by
subsid which turns out newsreels bility goes before the camera tomor- FEB. AMIIS.
dropping its stageshow for the tworow
in
San
Antonio,
(1)
'Texas,
with
and shorts, were lower than in" '45,
week engagement, set to start May
Bathvon said, due mainly to in- B. L. McEvoy, U's short subjects
O. 23. Following the floppgla last week
DIP
creased costs generally and admin- chief, supervising.
of the reissue of "Alexander's RagPic will use the fiesta currently
_ expenses in
Washington, April 29.
istrative and advertising
time Band" at the Roxy, 20th's
being
staged
in
the
Texas
town
as
for
developing a special department
For the first time in several Broadway showcase, film men feel
commercial pix. lleserve of $5,000,- background. "Red River" Dave Mc months, February boxofflce was un- that success or failure
of the
ex..
000 created in 1940 to meet unde- Inorney, ex-cowhand and present der that of the previous year, re- periment may in large
measure deradio
personality,
plays
the
in
reorlead
termined liabilities on RKO's
flecting the, downward trend that termine the future of reissue
for top
ganization has been transferred to the fljm, and will continue with the .showmen have been expecting. In- first-runs.
If the Strand response is
payment of s^ies should Hie tests prove them
'

coin outlay
establishing

Despite
year
in

goies

'

I

currently in process of shipping
large supplies of studio equipment
»nd power machinery tO th* Teddington studios in Great
where WB-and the Associated British
Producing Corp. "are plahning a full
scale production program to start
rolling in about 90 days.

Bmam

MATES MATED
Hollywood, April 29.
Dee draws the top femme
her husband. Joel
McCrea, in "They Passed This WH.y."
which Harry Sherman is producing
Francies

spot

opposite

for Enterprise.

Picture is the first co-starrer lot
the pair since they played in "WtHs
Fargo."

W^eiliiiesday,

PICTVIIBS
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ATA.MTOAAsk'44-lB.O.FiguresTo

PAST

move

to puncture in-state politicos of
the fliclteries are grossing in

In a dfastic

Yates Readily Assents to Goetz's

corns 2/

D.

2

what

Request

IS,

fcff

Republic Coste Data

by

Washington, Agril 29.
Pine-Thomas Dps Sked
With U. S, Governriient restricNew York, every theatre operator
tions on building noticeably slackenHollywood, April 29.
in the Empire State has been asked
Pine-Thoijias added three pictures ing, theatre men from every section
1944
and
for
take
his
disclose
to
to its production program, making of the country are crowding aboard
1946 to the State Tax Commission.
As a
a total of nine this year instead of the construction bandwagon.
S.O.S. was flashed last week to
six, under the original contract with result of a spring freshet of theatre
thousands of exhibs via letter* apapplications, the film industry now
Paramount.
Robert
figures
by
the
iox
pealing
Lineup starts, with "Shaggy," cur- seems heading, for a boom, year in
the
of
secretary
executive
Coyne,
rently in worlc, to be followed by the erection of new houses in every
"
American Theatres Ass'n, and Fred
"Big Town After Dark," "Big Town state iri the union,
Schwartz, Century circuit topper
Despite sky-high costs of bijilding
Scandal," "Caged Fury," "Mr. Reckand head of the Metropolitan The- less,"
"Hard to Kill," "Watferfront at materials, exhibition entrepreneurs
atre Owners Ass'n.
have marked out plenty of territory
Assuring exhibs that their dis- Midniisht," "Hardbbiled" arid *'Speed where they think new theatres will
to Spare."
closures were meant for the eye? of
pay off in spades. While costs are
the commission only, Coyne and
way over the pre-war days, market
unprecethe
Schwartz stressed
conditions aren't normal .either—for
ijented step as the exhibs* best bet
the freeze on building during the
Any
to halt the spread of taxes.
fracas has left many rapidly growcity, town or county may levy ah
ing localities underseated and crying
added 5% nick to the existing 20%
for theatres.
Federal bite under a law signed
Moreover, the decree's novel form
during the last session by Governor
of peddling product has whetted the
Thomas E. Dewey, the letters rioted.
appetite of local capital in many
Action taken by ATA and MTOA
spots.
It's now figured that if the
is a foUowup of the argument made
decree holds, there'll be a healthy
last week by Coyne and Schwartz
oppbrtunity Of big, new houses grabbefore the Tax Commission that ofbing off the choice pix from the
flated estiihates

Metroijit^

.Final 'Decree Via

BOS' Pennsy

Battle
Selznick may trek
New York this week

Harry Goetz in New York last
to Thursday (24). Prexy and chairman
In Herbert J. Yates readily assented to
oUf censor- providing the desired information,
ship difficulties which are hdldirig promising to have it on hand for the
up playoflT of "Duel in the Sun" iri next conclave of the directorate in
Pennsylvania. Pennsy board is de- New York at the end of May.
manding a quantity of cuts, some of
Among - the data asked for by
which Selznick believes he may con- Goetz was the cost and the income
vince the iscissor'Wielders are un- of each picture made by Rep dur-

David O.
Philly froKi
an

effort to straighten

merited.

ing the past five years.

estimates

holders'

of

returijs

Metro, unwilling to wait for a
from the 5%er were way out of Supreme Court decision
on the antiGovernor Dewey led the
line.
trust case, "will go ahead with those
wrong-way parade, they argued, phases of the decree it thinks might
When he fixed the state's overall be included in the final decision
take at $23,80(1,006 for the year, with

New York
of

it

City

tossing

$14,900,000

into the pot.

While the Tax Commission has
only advisory powers its advice to
is generally pretty closely
followed. Consequently, it's considered vital that the Commission have
(Continued on page 22)
localities

GoHli (UA) Rldhin^

Fw^^

that time, incorporated into the 14man directorate were six members
representing the large Goetz and
Jules Brulatour estate stockholding
interests in Rep.
It's the first time
that Yates hasn't had complete control in nominating the members.
Fireworks that it was thought

Monday

(28) at the opening session
company's first national sales
convention since before the war.
TeWttg oif the meet before more
thari 116 delegates at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y., Rodgers didn't elaborate on
what parts of the decree it will fol-

of the

.

low in its sales policy, leaving that
to be discussed at later sessions this
week. Citing whdt he termed Metro's

MSo. Am.

—

week from Colombia, which has
'such a move under consideration.
This is the first time that any
country anywhere in the world has

Hollywood picture.
from the long memory

so honored a
results

,

It

of

Walter Gould,

UA foreign chief, who

recalled

at

that

an Inter American

Conference in 1940, all countries
agreed to encourage better pix by
freeing them from customs duty
and all taxes if they could qualify
as "de uso cultural" ("for cultural
purposes"). No picture ever did so
until Gould contacted his reps, suggesting "Carnegie" for the special

more theatre projects are
the non-residential facilities

approved by the Office of
Housing Expeditor. This makes 27
last
regardless of the current stay, sales theatre projects okayed in the
Largest of new jobs is
weeks.
two
veepee William F. Rodgers declared

"leadership" in the industry, based
on the fact the company holds the
record for having produced and sold
the majority of top grossers since
'Carnegie Haff
Following the unique distinction the Industry began, he declared,
"We're not going to make way for
Bccordeid to "Carnegie Hall" last
week by Chile, in allowing the pic, anybody else our merchandising in
because of its "cultural qualities," all its phases has merited leaderto enter without customs duty and ship and we will continue to mainto play all theatres tax free. United
Artists is pushing for similar treatment in other Latin American
countries. Word is expected this

Eight

tain

just

$28,000 for a theatre In

Brown

tages,

SMPE

Envision

inch New

Theatre Bldg. and Growth

§m Pix for the Homes

Of

also a well-kept secret for several
Chicago, April 29.
days.
of a large scale
Meantime, United Artists, unable
boom,_ the next to get "Macomber Affair" into MemSophis uncut, decided on a quick booksemi-annual convention 'of the
Engineers,
ing in Cliff Peck's Gem at Covingciety of Motion Picture
20-24,
Oct.
ton, 39 miles from Memphis, on
to be held in New Yorkwill be devoted to various phases of Monday and Tuesday (5-6 )i with an
theatre design and construction, ac- option to hold if sufficient Memcording to SMPE prez Loren L. phians trek northward to see it.
for
planned
items
Situation on "Duel in the Sun,"
Ryder. Among
agenda are discussions of theatre which was banned here in toto, re(Continued on page 22)
design for television and prefabricated theatres.
of
re'
session
the
closing
At the
semi-annual
-Lenin'
Pic Basis Of
61st
concluded
cently
conference, Robert E. Lewis of Armour Research Foundation, stated
Large
Claim

In anticipation
theatre building

.

Rpn, Who

:

Was

killed in a recent auto accident.
Bridge, Stan Francisco sales
manager, will fill Simmons' old post
and John Bowles, in turn, takes over

Bridge's job.

the tots are on their own and
must be protected.
Arrangement about- "Pursued" was
made on the quiet and kept secret
during first four days of its run at
the Warner, but leaked out over the
weekend. "Born to Kill" ban was
thinlcs,

To

Tom

Continuing on his scissor spree,
chairman Lloyd T. Binford of the

Memphis censor board this week
banned the BKO meller, "Born to
Kill," and imposed a curious edict
Ohio.
on "Pursued" that permits Warner
A week earlier, Housing Expediter Bros,
to show same currently at .its
put his approval on a $200,000 new
downtown house on condition that it
film house for Granite City, 111., to
be built by St. Louis Amus. Mid- will not be booked into any riabe
house here.
laild Theatres Co. was okayed for a
Binford reasons picture is not for
$90,000 project for Newark, Ohio,
kids, but they will probably be acchanging a theatre to conform with
companied by their elders if they
(Continued on page 28)
get downtown. In the nabes, he

classification

-

29.

New

that "installation of motion picture
projectors in homes, along with tele
other advan- Bishop Vice
to parallel the insets, is likely
has resulted in
of radio-phonographs." He
Chilean
government Inaugurating
Resigns on MD'$ Orders stallation
disclosed that several methods of
an official campaign on "Carnegie"
John E. Flynn, Metro midwestern producing sound on 8m film were
in schools, colleges, libraries, newssales manager and one of the origi- nqw in the laboratory stage and
papers, radio stations, etc. Preems
nal members of the compariy's: sales would soon be marketed.
held simultaneously Monday (28) in
organization^has resigned under ad^
Santiago and Valparaiso were sponvice of his doctors, M-G veepee over
sored by the government and under
sales William F. Rodgers revealed Strike Break Seen in Bid
patronage of the wife of the presiyesterday (Tuesday) at the comdent.
Pic is also to get a special
Sprrell by Producers
pany's sales meet in N. Y. Burfus
gold medal.
/
Hollywood, April 29.
Bishop, heretofore southwestern disHerbert K. Sorrell, chief of the
trict manager With headquarters in
Dallas, moves to Chicago to succeed Conference of Studio Unions, was
Par Division Bosses
him, with Flynn continuing in an invited by the producers to a friendly huddle on May 1, indicating an
advisory capacity.
Hit the Road Pre-Drive
Flynn, at one time veepee of the early break in the strike deadlock
Paramount's four division sales old Goldwyn Distributing Corp., that has liampered film production
managers take to the field next week carne to Metro when the company since last September.
conferred
with the
Producers
to gun a string of branch huddles was first formed in 1924, along with
which will prep the company's '47 Rodgers, ad-publicity veepee How- Carpenters Union last Tuesday and
sales drive, starting Aug. 31. Rolling ard Dietz and a few others of the reported a feeling of amity, alcross-country from May 6 to June current Metro executives. Bishop though no concrete proppsals were
10 will be Hugh Owen, eastern and has been with the company since made. Further conferences are exsouthern division head; Earle . W. 1926, when he joined the Charlotte pected to produce something definite
Sweigert, mid-eastern overseer; J. J. exchange as a salesman, later being in the way of peace.
Meantime fines of $75 each were
Donohue,
central
division;
and narned manager of that ofljice. Since
George A. Smith, western.
then he's headed the Pittsburgh imposed on 22 film strikers in L. A.
Meanwhile, Par has named Hfey- branch and, before going to Dallas municipal court. They were found
Wood Simmons, Dallas sales manag- two years ago, was midwestern dis- guilty 6f blocking an entrance to
October.
er, as brstnch manager in that locale trict manager.
studios
last
Columbia
to succeed the late Fred Larned who
Bishop takes over Monday (5), Judge John Ford vacated a second

treatment.
In addition to the

Memphis, April

in theatres were approved for KanPhiladelphia,
sas City^ Mo, and

it."

Decree held the stage during the
opening day's ^sessions, with Rodgers
and J. Robert Rubin, Metro veepee
and general counsel, discussing it
from the' floor. Homeoflice legal
staff, including Jay Eisenberg, Pinous
Sober and Ben Melniker were also
on hand to answer questions in an
open forum discussion, which was
followed up yesterday (Tuesday) and,
today with huddles ot individual
sales managers with their field district and branch managers and chief
bookers. Every homeoflice executive
attended the first day's meet with
the
exception
of
Metro prexy
(Continued on page 22)

lemphisi^

City,

Mich. One project was okayed for
Soledad, Calif., to cost $4,000. Drive-

also de«

—

oldtimers.

among

He

Pic was slated to open in Harris- manded copies of all player conburg and Heading May 8 aiid Pitts- tracts. He gave no open indication
burgh May 15. Dates have been of why he wanted the dope, although
cancelled because of the' censor it is known that he feels the comr
troubles, but will be reset if and pany hasn't made as much coin d\irwhen the difficulties are solved.
ing the lush war years as it might
In the meantime, Selznickites are have.
Further action
if
any-.-going ahead with plans for 228 open- presumably will hinge on a study
ings between next Sunday (4) and of the data he gets next month.
the following Sunday (11).
Session was the |lrst actual working meeting of the new board, which
took office at the end of March. At

Jew Sales Pdicy

fice

Demand for a mass of data on th»
operation of the company was made
at the Republic board meeting by

Damage

Claiming irifringement of his feature film, "Tsar to Lenin,'' Herman
yesterday (TUes,) filed
suit in N. Y. federal court against
13
defendants,
including Loew's,

Axelbank

.

United

Artists,

March

of

Time and

the National Film Board of Canada,
demanding money damages and the
return of his pic.' Against Loew's,
UA,
of T and the Film Board,
plaintiff; asked for $100,000 apiece,
while damages of $250,000 is sought
of several other defendants.

M

might develop between the Goetz
and Yates factions did not come off.
Outwardly, at least, all was harmonious. There was no sign of
tempers, with Goetz and his attorney, Samuel Becker, also a board
member, calmly making their demands for' information and Yates
(Continued on page 22)

Vokmiuoiis Record In

'

;

Decree Appeal Will Cost
Ar0Hiid|5l),WI) to Print
The eight majors and the Government have reached agreement on the
appeal record in the anti-trust suit
and the record, itself, will be filed
with the v. S. Supreme Coiirt by
4. Parties will
print all the
pleadings in the suit plus the testimony taken during the hearings.
Ten filing drawers, filled with exhibits in the long-drawn action, will
be shipped physically to Washington.
Government and the majors will
then decide what's 1:0 be printed
from the exhibits and what can be
left out. It's now estimated that total
charges for the record will be in the

May

neighborhood of $50,000.
With a battle over the record forestalled,

Government now believes
be reached early

that the case will
in the fall.

Court adjourns over the
20, but there's not
much unfinished business to carry
over to the October term.
Signing of a stipulation fixing the
record has also erased any possibility of the stay, granted by Supreme Court Justice Stanley Reed,
expiring on May 20. Terms of the
stay provided that the record must
be filed by that date or else the decree would operate on all cylinders

summer. May

again.

Ted Gamhle Adds 17th

Link, Keith's Indj^is^
Film was compiled in 1930, comTed Gamble, board chairman of
alleges, and litigation then
American Theatres Assn., has added
developed between plaintiff and a 17th theatre to his burgeoning
Max Eastman, the co-producer. chain. Gamble has closed for the
After the court' appointed several Keith's Indianapolis for a reported
receivers
to distribute
the film, ,$230,000 in cash. Acquisition of the
Axelbank claims these receivers sold house completes his hold on all firstparts of the pic outright to the film runs
in the Hoosier city except for
companies and others without his Loew's lone shewcase.
consent. Plaintiff now seeks the cash
Purchase was made from Harold
balm and also an order directing Mirisch and Arthur Steele in a:
the users of the film to return the quick turnover since the latter duo
parts incorporated in their pictwres. bought the 1,300-seater a few weeks
ago
from Keith Operating Co.,
headed by Sam Roberts and Nick
plaint

CinecoforUps

Product
Boila of Chicago. Gamble moved
Hollywood, April 29^
into
the local situation several
Ciriecolor announced a 50% in- itnonths ago when he picked up a
crease in production during the re- 50% interest in the Monarch circuit.
mainder of this year, the result of
The ATA biggie takes over the
following the close of the sales meet. charge against the strikers, that of a boost in the supply of raw film house Thursday (1). He's reliably
reported on the lookout for further
His successor will be announced by violating a city anti-parade ordi- stock.
Supply will be upped about 30% additions to his circuit, which now
Rodgers later this week, with the nance, on the basis of a recent
possibility that other promotions in higher court ruling that the meas- next week and further increases are consists of 11 Oregon houses and six
ure was uriconstitutional.
expected from June On.
in Indiana.
the field sales staff will follow.
,

•
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FILM REVIGWS

10

Welcome Stranger

.

Wednesday, April 30, 1947

Herman and

Billie

Holiday would

ordinarily be no magnet. Actually,
(SONGS)
as it turns out, "Satchrao" Armstrong
Hollywood, April 29.
Paramount release of Sol 0. Slegel pro- is the star of the film, proving as
Stars Binir Crosby, Joan Caul- solid in a generous dramatic role as
duOtlOti.
Barry Fiizgerald; features wanfla he is on the trumpet.
fleia,
HenUrIx, Prank Fnylen, Elizabeth PatterYarn finds de Cordova running a
son, Robert Shayne, Larry V'oung, Percy
Directed
by Elliott Nugent. swank N. O. gambling den, with
Kilbride.
Screenplay. Arthur Kheekman; adaptation, Miss Patrick from the set on the
Sl:eeliman and N'. KIchard Xasli; story,
Lindon; other side of the tracks. She falls for
Lionel
raniera,
Butler;
Franlt
Johnny Burlte and James Van both de Cordova and this new brand
songs,
Htusen; score. Roljei-t Emmett Doian; edi- of music that Armstrong and his crew
Tradeshown April privately give out with in the baseDouglas.
tor, Kverett
28, «. Running time, 106 MINS.
.BIng Crosby ment of the gambling house. Forced
Jim Pearson
...Joan Caulfleld out of town, de Cordova opens in
Trudy
Barry PitzgeralQ Chicago, where he finds the ArmDr. Joseph McRory...,
Emily
., .Wanda Hendrlx
strong music provides a profltaible
.Frank Paylern draw to
Bill Walters.,
his night spot without re-'
...Elizabeth Patterson:
Mi-s. GiUey
Even.. ....... . .Robert fShayoe sorting to the gaming tables.
Roy Chesley.
.harry Young tually, he winds up in New York
Dr. Bonnie jeiiks. .
...........Percy Kilbride running a big talent and booking
Nat Dorkas
Charles Dingle
C. .T. Chesley
for the new hot bands. MeSnagency
Don lleddoe
Mort Elkins
Thurston Hall time, the family of Miss Patrick—
Congressman Becker...
LiUlan Bronson who's forced into longhair concertizMiss X.ennek
Mary Field Ing sees things her way about this
Secretary
Jit. Daniels....
>;..,PauI Stanton newfangled jazz and there's the usual
.Pat MoVey
Ed Chanock
happy ending.
Gal breaks down the management
"Welcome Stranger*' should And of what's obviously Carnegie Hall,
the boxoffice path easy treading. It's N, Y., for the jive music by introing
crammed with all the ingredients it and Woody Herman in one of
that make for popular entertainment. her concerts there. Tune she sings in
Names ol Bing Crosby and Barry this big production number finale Is
Fitzgerald together swing plenty of "Do You Know What It Means to
weight for marquees and film has Miss New Orleans," by Eddie De

iinialiire Reviews
"Weloome Stranger" (Songs)
team

(Par). Crosby -S'itzgerald

again in solid entertainment feature for sock b.o. potential.
"New Orleans" (Musical)
(Levey; UA), Pleasuit musical
that should score Okay iii all
stops.

"Homestretch" (Color) (20th).
Cornel Wilde, Maureen O'Hara
,

•'Adventures eic Don Coyote"
(Color-Songs) (Gomiet-UA). Past
action slowed

i .

been given strong production back- Lctnge aend Louis Alter. It's freing by Sol C, Siegel to insure top quently reprised by Miss Patrick and
selling values.
Miss Holiday and is a certain bestWhile "Stranger" doesn't have the seller. Other numbers include "Blues
character novelty of "Going My Are Brewin'" and "Endie," by De
Way," previous Crosby-Fitzgerald Lange and Alter, and "Where the
b.o. teaming, otherwise it fits the Blues Are Born in New Orleans," by
"Way" pattern of story -telling with Cliff Dixon and Bob Garleton.
sock human interest, comedy and They're all effectively done by a
drama, plus four times. Crosby and conglomeration of original ragtimers
Htzgerald take obvious pleasure in including Armstrong, Zutty Singletheir 'friendly antagonist rojes as ton, Barney Bigard, Kid Ory, Bud
young ahd old doctors, trouping p'arts Scott, Red Callendar, Charlie Beal
to a f are'theevwell for aUdiettce
re-r
and Meade Lux Lewis.
'
sponse.'
Arthur Lubin's direction is generElliott Nugent keeps it: all moving ally well-paced to take advantage of
at pace projjer to best story unfold- the best aspects of the story and
,

.

ment with

He

by lame romanc-

ing.

,

"Hit Parade of 1847" (Musical)
(Rep)v Satisfactory musical with
trite story but marquee names
grosses.
should attract
"Phllo Vance's Gamble" (PIIC).

—

—

OK

.

Average whodunit with Aaan
Curtis and Frank Jenks for rtiarquee decoration.
(Songs)
"West To Gloryf
(PRC). Pleasant, slow oat'er,
okay for the duals.
"The LitUe Martyr" (Italianmade). Domestic drama helped
by child star, Luciano De Ambrosis; for Italian-languagers.
"PWlo Vance teeturntf* (One

20th-Fox release of Robert Bassler pro-

After much disappointment and
green eyes caused by Helen Walker
always being around. Miss O'Hara
finally leaves Wilde to return to Boston, her fiance and a dIvorCe. With a
change of hearty Wilde stakes his last
cent on his last thoroughbred at the
Kentucky Derby with hopes of winning enough to rebuild his Maryland
stables and so win back the gal. Her

duotieon.
Stars Cornel Wlide, Maureen
O'Hara; features Glenn 'Langan, Helen
Walker, James Gleason. Directed by Bruce
Humberstone. Original screenplay, Wanda
Tuchok: camera, Arthur Arling; editor,

horse, of course, beats his out at the
Derby in a photo finish but she returns to him and all's well. Interspersed with all this are the other

(PRC).
Better
"than
Song)
average in the series, but still
for supporting situations.

,-;IIoisiestretch

-

(CQLOE)

develops musical interludes. He gets a credit, Robert Simpson, At Roxy, N. Y., April 28,
situations with humorous icing and too, for those lingering closeups of '47. Running time, 9D MINS.
Jock Wallace......
....Cornel Wilde
makes
plot
command attention the expressive, faces of the Negro Leslie
Maureen O'Hara
Hale..........
throughout. Dialog has a flip flavor musicians.
Bill Van Dyke... ......(. ....Qlenn lUangan
over
gags that
that pleases, punching
...Helen Walker
De Cordova's okay as the fast- Kitty Brant.
are laugh-getters. Tag of many of money operator, although it is dubi- Doc Kilborne.
Janses Ol«ason
smart cracks will be lost in audience ous that he'll ever register as a top Don Humberto Balcaresi Henry Stephenson
..........Ethel Grimes
roars. Songs by Johnny Burke and marquee^draw in this country. He's Aunt Martha
Pablo
Tommy Cook
James Van-Heusen are well spotted a bit too old-lookine foi* the heavy Ellamae Scott...,,.., ^Maiiwet
Bannertnan
and given the Crosby treatment vo- romance department. Miss Patrick,
cally to pay off. Numbers are "Smile on the other hand, scores neatly on
IjOtest Technicolor opus to be
night Back at the Sun," "My Heart appearance and thesjjically. She'll be
studios,
turned
out
the
20th-Fox
"Country
Styje"
by
Is a Hobo,"
and the recalled as Mrs. Jerome Kern in
ballad, "As Long as I'm Dreaming," Metro's recent biog of the composer, "Homestretch," makes the most of a
Square dance sequence gives "Coun- "Till the Clouds Roll By." Others in good cast; lush production trappings
try Style" best production display to the cast include Irene Rich as the and the excitement engendered in
thunder down
court audience favor.
gal's mother, Richard Hageman as a watching the gee-gees
Script by Arthur Sheekman con- jazz-addicted longhair, John Alex- the^homestretoh to compensate for a
cerns young doctor taking over vil- ander as a reincarnation of "Senator fairly entertaining but nonetheless
lage medical practice of older medico Claghorn," and Marjorie Lord as the trite story. Current popularity of
Cornel Wilde and Maureen O'Hara,
while latte* vacations. Around that romantic threat
simple situation, story builds solid
Prod.uction gives evidence that Le- plus the topicality of the picture
entertainment with a cast that gets vey threw in plenty of coin without which should be released coincidentthe most' from material. Sheekman going overboard on being unneces- ally -v^th the racetrack' season, should
mak^the boxofiice register as snapand N. Richard Nash did the adapta- sarily lavish.
Herb,
tion from a Frank Butler story.
There is high humor in Fitzgerald's
horror at modern, flip manner of
young doctor who is to replace him.
Drama is Wirapped around- the old
doc's near loss of his hoispltal dream;
an emergency operation and similar
pat sequences, but overall emphasis
his direction.

,

,

is

f0 Have Made PiEtwar

on comedy.

Femine star Joan Caulfleld adds
rothanee and comelmess as village
school marm. An unusually natural,

While Hollywood in the past few
ajjpealing performance is turned in years seems to have learned plenty
by Wanda Hendrix as teen-ager who from the documentary-makers, the
gets a crush on Crosby. It's a piece documentary-makers have failed to
of work that stands out strongly in advance proportionately in their
At least ttiat was th.e
cast of assured troupers. Elizabeth own art.
Patterson and Percy Kilbride tickle only conclusion to be drawn last
risibilities with laconic humor as pair week from a screening of four films
of New Englanders. Straight roles made during the past year by a
are contributed by Frank Faylen, quartet of acknowledgedly top doc-

Robert Shayne, Larry Young, Charles umentary men.
The films continue
Dingle and others.

—

to

be plagued

Village settings projected by art by that old curse they're too fredirection of Hans Dreier and Franz quently "arty," Not that artiness,
Bachelin carries interest and was per se, is to be avoided, but cerlensed expirtly by Lionel Jjindon.' tainly it has no place in a film if
causes it to be confusing and
Good music score is contributed by it
robs it of effectively doing the job
Brog.
Robert Ertimett I>olan.
There's a tremendous
set for it.
place in America and the world—for the enlightenment and instruc(MUSICAL)
tion that can be brought via these
United NA-vti-^ts release of Jules Levey films with a purpose.
But if they
production.
Blberman)
Stars
j.
<Herbert
Arturo de CoMova, Dorothy Patrick; lea- are to realize their potential, the
tures Marjorie Lord, Irene Rich, John pictures will have a long way to
Alexander, Richard Hageman, Loxlls Arm- advance from this exhibition toBtrong band, Billle Holiday, Woody Her- ward conciseness, clarity of story

—

New Orleans

man

orchestra. Directed by Arthur Lubln.
Screenplay by Elliot Eftul and Dick Irving
Hyland, from original by Paul and Blberman; songs, Eddie De Lange-Louis Alter,
Clift

Dixon-Bob Carlelon;

W.

editor,

Bernard

B\irlon; camera^Luclen Andrlot. TradeRunning time,
shown N. Y., April 24,

80 MINS.

.

line,

and simplicity.

Foursome whose films were shown
Museum of Modern Art, N. Y.,
week, banded together kbout a

at the
last

year ago as Affiliated Film Producers, Inc,
Screening was designed
to show the product of their year's
effort.
The men are John Ferno,
Irving Jacoby, Willard Van Dyke
and Henwar Rodakiewicz. Their
Richard Hageman previous works individually include
.Marjorio Lord sUch recognized documentary prizewinners as "The City," "Val\eyRed Callendar
Charily Beai
tbwh,"
"The
Pale
Horseman."
"Woody Herman
"Sweeney Steps Out," "The Wave"
IVfeade Lux Le\via
and "Hidden Hunger."

MIralee Smith. ........... .Dorothy Patrick
.Irene Rich
Mrs. Smith,....,..,.....
John Alexander
Colonel McAx'dle
Arluro de Cordova
Nick Duquesne..
Endic
Billie Holiday
,

Henri Perber
Crrace

Voiselle

Louis Armstrong

KIdOry
Zutty Singleton

.

Barney B.igard

Bud

.Scott

Good But Too Long

Best by far in the current exhibiJules Levey has come up with one tion is the
39-minute "Journey Into
of the pleasantest musicals of the sea- Medicine,",
made by Van Dyke and
son in this pseudo-historical tale of Jacoby for the State Department's
the genesis of jive. Even those fpr foreign film program. Its shortcomLouis ArmstKong'S trained ing is that there is too-much
it,
horn ordinarily would hold no at- for it could much bette'r be at of
least
traction will find a lift in the "jazz" two pictures.
On one hand it's the
with which "New Orleans" is liberally story of training given a medical
peppered, Those who are already student, while on the other it shows
partial to the Armstrong and Woody the workings of mind that eventualHerman brands of musicology will be ly take him into the U. S. Public
in the bag for this, of course, so the Health Service, There's a resultant
pic looks certain of registering okay lack of clarity on What the makers
at the b.o.
are trying to prove. Van Dyke and
Star names-rArturo de Cordova Jacoby must, however, get a palm
and Dorothy Patrick-^won't mean a for the professionalism of the "pholot on the marquee, and some special tography, the acting and the direc•
sales effort i.s going to be required to tion,
"Osmosis:
Mysterious
Passage."
draw audiences, out.side the hep set,
to whom the names of Aripstrong, another Van Dyke-Jacoby job, is

whom

'

.

Mit Parade of I947
(MWiSlOAL)

:

Bepubllo release ot Fi:ank McDonai.i „
auction, directed by MoDon<iW.
suit
die Albert, Constance Moor*. Join Edw»S*"
features Gil Lamb. Bill Goodwin,

Avif&

Frawley. Screenplay, Mary Loos from
inal ty Parke Levy; camera, John

Tony

editor,

Strides

races, plus some excellent color footage of the British coronation (Istory
takes place before the war).
Cast, under the capable directorial
touch of Bruce Humberstone, makes
the story click. Wilde makes a handsome devil-may-care and plays his
role with as much conviction as he
can get into it. Miss O'Hara, with a

wardrobe which amply sets
off her looks, shows signs of increasing thesping ability. Glenn Langan
and Miss Walker are okay as the
other sides of the quadrangle, with
Miss Wajker rating more Important
beautiful

mi?

aH!

FancK
Jimmy MoHugh ftnd Harold
jlS'
Tim Spencer, Jack Meakin & p„,P;
IJartlnelll;

dances,

songs,
son,

Carllng; musical director, Cy Feufr

,

in Technlcolored racetrack Opus;
should spin the wickets okay.

, . .

—

window at any reputable parirautuel booth.
Wanda Tuohok's original screenplay spins a non-exciting tale about
race enthusiasts and stable owners
over 11 famous tracks from Jamaica
to the Grand National in England,
and therein lies the picture's chief
selling point. Beautiful Technicolor
photography shows the nags, the
tracks and the brightly-costumed
spectators In the stands as they've
never been shown before and the
neck-and-neck photo finishes furnish
some of the most thrilling race sequfences yet filmed. In addition, there
are some torrid love passages between Wilde and Miss O'Hara that
should excite almost as much interest
as the horses.
Stonr has all hecn told before but
Miss "Tuchok lends it sufficient ijiodernism' and glow to sustain interest,
although the audience will never be
in doubt about the outcome. Wilde Is
seen as a happy-go-lucky guy with
legitimate racing antecedents back in
Maryland, but who's left all that to
follow the international set in their
trek from track to track. 'When Miss
O'Hara, a staid Bostonian maid from
Beacon Hill, is willed a thoroughbred
by her uncle, Wilde buys the horse
and, in so doing, the two fall in love.
She forsakes her State Dept. flance
to marry Wilde, hoping that, despite
his warnings, she'll be able to educate him to her way of life.
pily as the '$2

^

'

.

M

t£;

MINS-.

Kip

miker

Ellen

,Eddie Aii,„t

Baker

Constance Moo™
Joan Edward.

Joan
,
Eddie Paige.,
Hod Huntley.

GMfSIS
•i.Mrli^ H^mb

Harry Holmes

...William Frawley
.Klchard L»h«
.Fm"'' Fenton

Serial Director
Mr. Bonardl,
Small,,, i....?,

Sammy,

...,.Bal|ih Sanfotd
Scanneil

,

....Frank

.

Announcer.
Announcer
Specialty Dancer.,.,.

....Knox Manning

Del Shatbutt
........Albert Bui,
Cooper,
.Harlend Tucker,
Assistant in Radio Station. ,..Ches"ter C!iuS
Woody Herman Orchestra
Koy Rogers, and Trigger
Bob Nolan and Sons of Pioneers
,

IW

"Hit Parade of
is a frothy
little musical, much along the lines
its predecessors in the series. With
a trite story used merely as a peg On
which to hang the musical numbers,

of

the picture manages to sustain continued interesti
There's sufficient
marquee lure in the names of Eddie
Albert, Constance Moore, Joan Edwards and^il Lamb to add a boxoffice fillip, in addition to which Roy

Rogers and Woody Herman's orch
get featured spotting for guest shots.
In all, it should hold up fairly well
in most situations.
Of prime interest Is the screen de.
but of Miss Edwards, former star ot
radio's "Hit Parade," as wellashitery
and vaude stages. Gal displays a
nice personality and adequate thesp.
Ing abiUty to get her across in a story
such as this one. Carrying most of
the vocal work with Miss Moore, she
shines in her vocalistics and one of
her solos, titled "It Could Happen to
Me," is one of the best-done tunes in
the film. With her looks, she shoiild
make out okay in future pix.
Mary Loos' screenplay from an
original story by Piirke Levy has
been done so often before that the
audience should be able to anticipate
almost all of it. Albert is a struggUng

songwriter who teams with Lamb,
Miss Moore and Miss Edwards in a

nltery act that makes out well until
tries to inject sophistication in
their material. After flopping miserably in an uptown Manhattan bistro,
roles on the basis of this performMiss Moore, already in love with Alance. James Gleason is standout' as
bert, is spotted by a Hollywood talent
the understanding trainer.
scout and succeeds in talking the guy
Production credits are in line with
into giving all four a contract, Other
the picture's beauteous 'Technicolor,
three get disgusted when they learn
indicating producer Robert Bassler
just been taken along for the
must have sunk a hefty budget Into they've
ride and finally leave Hollywood

he

the film. Special nod is due eatnera
while she' becomes a star. Miiss Eddirector Arthur Arling for his hanwards then makes radio bigtime.
dling of the racing footage. . Stal,
Lamb succeeding as a nitery comic
and Albert gets his songs published.
Adventnr@js ®fi Dovi
Then, in a trite denouement, Albert
and Miss Moore are reconciled and
go into the final clinch, echoed by
(COLORrr-SONGS)
United .4jtlsts release ot Comet (Buddy Lamb and Miss BMwards.
Rogers-Ralph Cohn) production.- Stars fklchCast does adequately, with the four
aid Martin, Frances Raflerty; features leads striving to make the
whole
Marc Cramer. Val Carlo, Benny Bartlett,
thing authentic. Albert plays his
Pierce Lydeh.
Directed by Keginald LeBorg.
SoreenpIa.v, Bob Williams, Harold usual wistful self and does well with
Tarshis, from original story by Williams; the first vocalizing he's done in fiteis.
camera (Cinecolor), Fred Jackman. Trade- Miss Moore handles both her vocal
'47.
Running time, and thesping activities neatly and
60 MINb.
Don Coyote
Hiohard Martin wears costumes that should put her
Frances Rafterty up front in the sweatergirl parade.
JJ^egie
Marc Cramer Lamb, never a great actOr, does best
g.^no'io
Val Carlo in his comedy routines and he and
Benny Bartlett Miss
Jfa>-.
Edwards carry out the secona
FVank Fenton
I'S Poot
material pkay.
William
Byron Foulger boy-girl
f'"™
Edwin Parker Frawley, as a soft-hearted agent, and
•••
Pierce Lyden Bill Goodwin, as the Hollywood tal•'f"
Steve
Frank McCarroll ent exec,
top the supporting roles.

Coy©*©

unfortunately a disservice to the
educational picture cause, since it
was produced out of a grant by the
Motion Picture Assn. for the making
of a series of films which •would be
models for other aducationals. This
is the first of the pix from the
$125,000
grant.
It
gi'ves
screen
credit for supervision to Arthur
Mayer, Opesgtoj' of the Rialto, N. Y.,
who is overseeing the program for
the MPA.
Cupid's bow takes equal billing
Disturbinsr Casting
Designed to demonstrate to high with the sixshooter in this film's valischool students the theory of osmosis ant effort to blanket an appeal over
(passage of nourishmeht into cells), both oater habitues and the followtile 20-minute film gets highly iners of I'amour toujojirs.
Unfortuvolved in a great extraneity of ac- nately for the formula, only the westtion designedT to sugarcoat the les- ern end rings the bell v/hile
the roson.
nice-looking young detective mancing, burdened with stilted
diaIS dragged in and a pretty schoollog and clumsy thesping, impedes
teacher and the first thing that Hol- more than helps. This Comet
streamlywood-trained audiences wait for liner may be a step towards
solving
is osmosis between the two of them.
the dual problem, but it's only a step
It doesn't come about,
of course, and not the whole trip.
but it is detracting. Long-drawn-out
In it, though, the western has come
parallelism to police work and the a long way.
By a remarkable 180squeaky voice of a kid actor who degree switch,
the forces of virtue
keeps -asking
questions
merely are embodied in two
hard-riding
proves that it all could be neatly Mexicans
(one
reduced to a six- or seven-minute romantic lead) of whom is also the
whereas villainy is
cartooh that ivould get the point
played Yankee across the board. This
over quicker and better.
may do its mite for the Good Neigh"East by North" was produced by
Rodakiewicz for the State dept. It bor policy and by the same token its
purports to show the routine of fish- reception down Interstate circuit
ermen working out of Halifax and way should prove interesting— and
Boston on the Grand Banks. Jules maybe hotter than chile oon dame.
Briefly put, the yarn concerns
Bucher's Photography is magnificent,
itbut Rodafciewicz's editing -and com- self with the efforts of mobsters-inmentary wins it a first prize in the chaps to drive oft the rightful owners
department of utter confusion. Arti- of a ranch .so that they can take over
ness really reaches its climax when Gangs anxiety lor the freehold Is
the audience can't tell which of two based on its pre-knowledge that the
.ships it's on, finds itself in Bcston railroad
intends .extending
rafls
one second, a Newfoundland town plumb across the middle of the ranch,
the next and out at sea the third.
Mexlcanos (Richard Marff S^irfVfi
Mostly the spectators are out at .sea. tin
aiid Val Carlo) as hired
hands, in
Subject matter is plenty interesting a .string of riding and shooting
seand picturesque for the producer to quencs,, Hght off the fjang and
bring
«
have said, "This is the way men the ntiRleadcrs to heel,
fish,
and then just -have told his
Martin is effective enough in
his
story from there, rather than the action
stints
but he pokerfaces
intricate first-person (with two "first through his love chores
like a guy
persons") device.
\Yith a full-house who isn't
"Puerto Rico: V. S, Caribbean Is- signal It, Frances Rafferty, going to
the ranch
land" was made by Ferno and Roda- owner and femme
lead.
s plenty
kiewicz for the Puerto Rico Informa- cute in Cinecolor.
Wher4 Maftjn
tion Service. Some of the material wooden,
however,
.she
overmugs
used'
by
^^^^S
Path'c
for a "This Is America" shoift, "For- dbly with his
rich, tuneful sinsing of
gotten
Island."
It's
a
relatively a brace of Spanish songs.
straightforward picture of the .«ocial,
Pic is (Hidowed with
production
economic and political life of the
''°''« ordinarily ac
island.
v^mil!'i '"t"'"'^*
'

•

•

A

'

Herb.

t'OHicd iiatcrs,

wit.

Jimmy McHggh and Harold Adamsori have defied seven good tunes for
the picture, best of which are "I
Guess I'll Have That Dream Right
Now," a hummable ballad, and It
Could Happen to M«." One big production
number, "Chiquita from
Santa Anita," is staged unostentatiously by Fanchon, Iloy Rogers, together with Bob Nolan and his Sons
of the Pior eers, lasso onto two western tunes, Herman and his orch stick
to their own recording material, in
which xylophonist Red Norvo, although not billed, gets nice spotting.
Producer-director Frank McDonald, with his eye on achieving a real-

show biz atmosphere, tours the
Repub studios in one sequence and
shows the fllm makers actually at
istic

work.

Other stunts, such as casting
CBS announcer Del Sharbutt as a
radio announcer, aid considerably.
Production mountings for the fita'
are okay, as lis the technical work.
Stal.

Philo Vanee Be^nrns
PRC

(ONE SONG)*
release ot

Howard

in-ofluy

Wel."»'h

Features Wllllim Wright, Terry
Austin, Leon Belasco. Dlreclsil by AYiillanl
Beaudine.
Screenplay, Robert B, Ke«'i
camera, Jackson Hose: editor, Gene Fnwler,
Jr. Previewed inN. Y„ AprUS:), '4t, Run-,
nlng time, 62 WINS.
,,,
Philo Vance,,.,,.,..
William Wilgnl
tlon.

,

Lorena Slmms.

,

Stella

llelnfc''

r.ecin

Blendon

Clajii

Larry Blendon
George Huilman
Chim-Choo Divine..,.,.
Helen ,Sandman,
Policeman,
Maid, . . ,.„,...,.,
,

,

,

.

Ames

Diimlan O'Fiyn"
Fni nk Wilcox

, , ,

,

BlandjcK

Rjuusi-y

,

,

Austin

Tcn y

,

Alexis

Virginia

.

..

Iris Ailiion
.Staiinton

Ann
Tim
, ,

JiurdocK

.Mary

Philo Vance Returns" shapes up *
few^notohes better than the average
thus far 'attained In the formula-bum
Philo Vance series

shows a

little

more

by PRC.

tilra

imafiii'ali<in

W

treatment of stock situatioiiii. but
(Continued on oaee 26)
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The XT. S. film industry Uces anf
early crisis in Britain unless it does
something abowt British pix playing

Skouras, Silverstone Feel

HmFiBEIIEfi

iiSESSira

^^^^^^

JEurop* Yens Oatert

Joseph H. Seidelman, Univer-

here,

foreign

sal's

chief,

warned

weekly on

its

foreijgn teceipts

lives.

Daff, Universal's ass't foreign
chief, the demand for the oaters
is

it insists upon knowing what amount
of dollars are being returned and,
this, on a weekly basis.
The new budget "left open the

question

of

films" while

what

will

happen to

settling tobacco's

hash

by doubling the duties, according to
(Continued on page 22)

Periodic Erilisli Pic

'Bookings Urged

Jftnale,

hasn't

Now, U will blow the dust off
their old we.sterns and ship them
overseas wherever the economics
of the situation make it profitable,, DafT said. They'll use the
oldies
because the company,

it

within their power to forestall serious action hy definitely allocating
increased playing time in V. S. theatres to generate aiore dollars,"

generate more dollars for England."
Up to now, Seidelman' explained,
the British Board of Trade had been
aatisfled with a statement by British
film companies as to their Income
outside the United Kingdom. Now

war's

said.

Vs

Seidelman asserted. "1 don't mean
just the majors but every independent circuit, too. They will be affected also by any restrictions imposed in Britain. If exhibitors want
Hollywood to maintain the quality
ot production, they had better help

the

shipped any of the westerns to
the Continent because we didn't
think they wanted thein," r)affl

particularly those frona the U. S.,

:

on a steady upswing. Universal,

since

and

veepee said.
"The American companies have

westerns have nine
In Europe, according to Al

Those

this

Curtailment of remittances is
the comer,"
"piactically around
Seidelman declared on his return
from a six-week European visit;
Conditions j»W so serious that the
Bank of "England hsis wdered the J.
Xt thur ilank Organization to report

week.

So. AiiL

tinder

its

new

setup, doesn't lens

the horses anyinore.

RKO

01 Ligs Britain
But Tops for Home
U. S. film industry's current interest in proniotirig full-screen theatre television is far from lively,
So says T. M. C. Lance, head of tele
cinema research for J. Arthur Rank,
whp's winding up a three-week survey of Yank video at the British
filmmaker's request. Lance summed
up his findings by saying our concern with theatre tele lagged the
British but that the "Ifanks were out
ahead in the commercial home set

By

field;,

double

special

a

comprising

bill

"Scarlet Pimpernel" and "Return of
the Scarlet Pimpernel," both turned
out by Sir Alexander Korda in
England. That still leaves a total of
31 theatres with foreign pix, which
adds up to more than dnerthSrd of
all the theatres in the city.
Coincidentally, of the total list of
films produced abroad, British star
James Mason is featured in five different ones, indicating the manner

(Continued on page 24)

Hyams Bros/ U Reissoes

Phillip

350-Pic Deal Stalls
and Sidney Hyams; British
paying

are

in

excess

of

$500,000 for their lO-year franchise
in the United Kingdom to 90 Universal oldies, Joe Seidelnian, U's y.p.
in charge of foreign distribution, revealed this week. - Meantime, U's
deal with George J. Schaefer in
which the latter was to pay $1,500,000 for reissue rights to 350 pix has
made no progress. It's understood it

fP's Lewis BluHiberg B):itish picture industry is con
type of operation of nabe siderabiy more tele-mindied than its
counterpart,
according to
S.
houses, in which the theatres would U.
reserve a particular day or days Lance, "possibly because we Engeach month for playing British pix lishmen are compelled to think in
long-range
economics." may be permanently stymied,
terms
of
trade,"
"carriage
appealing to t^e
Universal-Hyams pact, Seidelman
is currently being urged on exhibs Rank official found the interest of
said, provides for formation of a
by the Prestige unit of Universal. the U. S. tele industry, itself, in full- new company that'll handle the pix
developments
also
screen
on the
prestowns,
small
Concentrating on
in Britain with the proviso that a
downbeat.
the
eschibs^with
tige is canvassing
minimum of 20 be released yearly.
idea ot they're allocating regular
In this regard, the FCC color de- J, Arthur Rank, who had prior rights
and specific playing time to the cision, which tabled tinted com(Continued on page 22)
Britisl* product in a fashion similar
television,
has
radically
mercial
to banknite in the pre-war day.s.
changed the viewpoint of U. S. elecIdea was pushed by Lewi.s Blum- tronics manufacturers, so that now
bei-g, ass't general sales manager of
the rush is on to turn out a flood of
Prestige, while on tour of the 31 black-and-w,hite, small-screen sets.
exchanges which he wound up last With the stress on home machines
week. "Our new pls^n is something currently
available,
tele
biggies
Chautauqua
old
switch
a
Hollywood, April 29.
on the
of
aren't doing too much thinking in
circuit," Blumberg said, "If exhibiClark
Fred
borrowed
from
tContinued on page 22)
tors carry through, they'll find a
Michael Curtiz Productions by Robnew audience lor these films. By
Montgorriery
to play the heavy
ert
fixing
specific
date for each
a
in "Ride a Pink Horse," MontgomOkays
month, the so-called 'upper crust' French
ery's first job as producer-director
and others who generally stay away
William Boyd
for Universal
from films can book the event on For Pathe'sSSth
5th Ave. wound up "Th« Marauders," last of
their social calendars. After a while
the 1946-47 Hopalong Cassidy 'series
they'll be accustomed to reserving Showcase
and
Will take a
for
UA
release,
for Gallic Pix
certain days for attendance at the
month off before starting next year's
Paris, April 29.
local movie."
string, which c^Us for six more galFrench Pathe has obtained permis- lopers
As a result ot his nationwide .surElliott Nugent checked
vey, Blumberg predicted that every sion of the Controle des Changes to in at Warners to start his director
one of the 56 U. S, cities with a build a showcase tor French pix in job on "Ever the Beginning," to be
population of 1,50,000 or more would New York City and construction produced by Milton Sperling under
have at least one full-time house work has actually started on a site the US Pictures banner with Lilli
films within the on 58th, street, ju-st west of Fifth ave- Palmer as femme star.
playing British
next SIX months. Universal's sales- nue, Controle des Changes has grantH. B, Warner draws role of greatmen have been told, he said, to push ed Pathe the right to transfer $20Q,000 grandfather in "Driftwood" at Rea policy of conversion to British pix to the U.S. for the lease to the house, public
Samuel Goldwyn borNew

.
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Blumberg plans

two

more com-

another trip during the

fall,

play the role originally assigned to
Dame May Whitty in "The Bishop's
Wife." with a rewrite job by Robert
E, Sherwood to change the character
Republic bought
to fit the player
"Grimes of Catalina," by Martin Van
Las.s, as starrer for, Roy Rogers for
autumn production,

which adjoins Bergdorf-Good-

.

Meeting of eastern screen writers,
under auspices of newly organized
Screen Writers Organizing Committee, will take place today. (Wednesday) at the Motel-, Capitol.
Y„ to
discu.ss

ization,

Lyon, vice-prexy of the
Writers Guild, and James
playwright, will be among
guest speakers.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Peter

Radio

Cow,

.

.

formation of a guild organ-

.

.

,

I

j

I

to

While French Pathe will operate
PRC rolled "Tomorrow You Die"
the theatre, it will be available to all and "It's Moider,". with Chuck ReisFrench product of top quality. Pathe, ner and Sam Baerwitz producing
it's been learned, is on the qui vive
John Collier turned in screenfor -other sites in the U.S. on which play of "African Queen" and started
to erect showcases. Main test to the work
on
"The Iron Gate" at
company will be the probability of Warners
Bill Kissell took over
financial success of any such venture. as
assistant
on "Silver
director
The Government, on the other hand, River" at Warners, pihch-hitting for
theis interested in whether any new
Russ Saunders, who is ill ...
presatre -will serve to enhance the
James Sullivan assigned as art ditige of French product.
rector on "The Fabulous Texan" at
''My Own United
The money, in dollars, has already Republic
been transferred to the U,S. and su- States" is new name for "Vacation
Barbara Gray
pervision of the deal is under JacqueS Day.s" at Warners
Chabrier who reps for Pathe in left for Scotland and England to, dig
up statistics for "The Captain 'Was
America.
.

Eastern Scribs Meet

.

rowed Gladys Cooper from Metro

Lea.se runs for 21 years with the
right to renew for an additional 21
years. Completion of the theatre is
planned for next May. The theatre
is part ot an office building Which is
being erected on the 58th street lo-

mah's.

take to the road, early in the summer and then follow through with

.

plus $70,000 for equipn)ent.

cale,

swings through the 31 exChanges before the year is up. He'll
plete

.

.

.

.

among the likely prospects. Conversions to sureseater operations were
beginning to swell, according to
Blumberg. and a number of affiliate
chains will take that step With some
of theii> houses within the near
future.

.

.

&

..

"honor"

to

Rank during

cam-

is a'

Artliur

J,

Amer-

his stay in

which starts next week.' It
has been set up by E. T, Carr,
joint managing director- of General Film Distributors, which
ica,

greatest

Majors

B

Now Ape
On

Producers

development

"

cpuVd

come

through convincing native investors
to build and operate the houses.
Skouras did riot elaborate oij? reasons for 20th's changing its minii
about theatre expansion except to
.say that the Latin industry objects
to American companies owning theatres. With all -the majors, except
Metro, having foUoved the same
policy recently, it's believed the
majors are wary of the growth bl!
nationalist sentiment in Latin coun-

Rank owns.

and are reluctant to stir up
any resentment t>y expanding their
owned-and-operated theatre hold-

tries

Doubling

Sets

ctf

ings.

Major producer.s, focusing all their
endeavors on ways ot beating the
bogey of increased production costs,
apparently have finally latched onto
a method which has saved B pro-

Skouras and Silverstone,
who
stopped off at more than 500 theatres in Mexico, Panama, Guate-:
mala, Peru, Chilel Argentliia, Brazil,
Trinidad, Puerto Rico., Cuba and
ducers untold thousands of dollars Uruguay, said that attendance in
in the past use of the same set for those theatres was up generally betwo or more features.
tween 12y2%-40% over this time last
Majors heretofore
have shied year and expressed extreme enthuaway from such action, ostensibly sia.sm over the Latin market, Skou'
through fear of inciting complaints ras deplored talk of native-produced
from both' exhibitors and the cus? films and Briti.* pix cutting into
tomers. B producers, of course, have the grosses of American companieji,
used the same set in so many dif- declaring that "any good picture is
ferent features that it's hardly con- good tor the entire industry because
sidered coincidental any more to see it helps educate the people to s6e
two pictures on the same double more pictures."
First run theatres in .Latin Ameribill with an exact duplication of interior shots.
Most famous quickie can key cities are good, according to
the 20th prexy, but there's a need
set, probably, is the western street
for many more houses in the nabes.
scene.
(Continued on page ti)
Several of the majors have recently experimented
with the same
method and, although none of them
will admit it, a careful scrutiny of British Writer Does
features turned out by the same
studio in the last two years will
Not View With Alarm
prove the point. In a switch on the
system, sometime the same set is
Cnrhs on U.S. Pix
(Continued on page 62)
Washington* April 29.
The mounting British film take in
the U, S. will make the English
government more cautious about
heightening the barrier.s against our
films, Richard H. Fry, financial editor of the Manchester Guardian,
who is now in Washington, declared
a Lady," to be produced by William
Pereira at RKO ... Columbia's today (29). Fry has been a i:lose
observer of film developments in
"Destiny" will oe released as "Key
his country and is probably better
Witness."
acquainted with the situation than
William Thomas will direct "Big anyone now in the U. S.
Fry told Variutt that there will
Town After Dark," next of the Big
be
heavy pressure to build up the
Town series by Pine-Thomas, starting
May 15 with Philip Reed, present quotas for domestic product
so
as to increase the Share of screen
Hillary Brooke and Virginia Welles
time
the British must be given in
in lead roles ,
Arthur (3. Collins^
who recently returned to the their home theatres. The chief adWarner payroll to direct a short vantage of this, he explained, would
to
be
encourage the British motion
subject,
"Down Under," in Auspicture industry for the future.
tralia, assigned to another short on
"At present," he said, "our proAustralian winter sports
"Your
Red Wagon" release tag on "Thieves duction is not enough to take care of
Like Us" at RKO
Vance King the quotas allocated to us under the
If we increase our
appointed story editor for Four existing law.
Leaf Clover Pictures
Robert quota, we will be two or three years
,
Aldrich bought screen rights to the or more in building our production

Any

From

Briefs

,

,

too.

Latest to be set up

—

In England; Schaef er's

filmites,

London, April 29,
American exhibs aren't the
only ones who wail about distributor sales drives. Theatre
dperatbrs here know all about'

paign

Shdi

its

Rank's Sales Drive, Too

them,

S.

Twentieth-Fox, in a switch from
announced policy ot acquiring
theatres in Latin America, has no intention now of buying any houses
south of the border, it was revealed
yesterday (Tuesday) by 20th prexy
Spyros Skouras.
Speaking at *
hom'eoltice trade pre.'S interview'
with 20th International prexy Murray Silverstone, who accompanied
him on a recent 28-day trip throughout Latin America, Skouras cited a
need tor between 5,000-7.000 additional
theatres but declared th«

'

Indicating the tremendous toehold
gtiadUally being gained by foreign
films on U. S, screens, a survey of
99 top theatres in Greater New
York discloses that more than 50%
are currently running films produced
outside the U, S. Of even greaterinterest is the fact that 10 of the '32
houses in midtown :Manhattan, comprising the Broadway first runs and
the 42d street grind houses, now
feature foreign films on their marquees. Similar survey conductet. by
Vakiety three rnonths ago revealed
less than 20% of the city's theatres
with foreign films.
Partially responsible for the fact
that 52 of the top 99 theatres are
running the foreigners is the booktheatres of
ing into 21 of the

II.

the Lots

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Arthur Herbert Bryan novel,
"Double Image," for indie producAdrian Booth drew one of
tion
top roles in "It's Murder, She Says,"
to be produced by William J. O'Sul.

.

fit that quota.
In the meantime,
the quotas will be dead letters."
Fry added that the number of sour
films which "have come out of American studios in the past couple of
years have hurt our product mora
in Britain than any regulation the
Briti.sh can conceive. "Your pictures
are beginning to get the same kind
of name with our people that ours
used to have with your people before the war," he said. "There is .'a
growing prejudice aginst some types

to

.

livan at Republic.

W. Lee Wilder's "Complex" will
by Republic as "Mad
tie released
Col. J. G. Taylor, reVenture."
tired West Pointer, signed as technical adviser on battle scenes for
"Silver River" at Warners
Marvin Miller slated to narrate "Love
of your films. In addition, our counFrom a Stranger" at Eagle-Lion
try is in a serious mood and is «
George Nokes, moppet, shares top
little oh the PuTitahical side."
billing, with Brenda Joyce and Robert ShSyne in the Pine-Thomas picture, "Shaggy," for Par
Robert,
Schless' Foreign
Biz
Alda, brought to Hollywood from
Biobert
Schless, former foreign
the eastern
stage for a role in
Rhapsody in Blue." aslced and re- manager tor Warner Bros., plansd
from New York for Paris yesterday
ceived his release from Warners
George O'Hanlon will star in "So (Tuesday). He'll represent Fdward
You Want To Be a Detective." short Small on the Continent.
He will also handle other film
subject to be produced by Gordon
deals while abroad.
^Continued on page 24)
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Paramoun
and Director
John ('Two Years Before The Mast'*)
Farrow
have done it again
1
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PICTURE GROSSES

M-lMbar(lo% $65,11, Chi;

'Brooklyn'

Leader

'Badnian'Teiiifat2C'Macom^^^

Chicago

theatife,

at

strong $28,000. Twin bill
"Buck Privates Come
Home" and "Madonna ol Seven
Moons" looks strong $25,000. "Stallion Road," at Roosevelt, is a fat
"Boomerang," with Tex
$25,000.
Peneke and Glenn Miller band at
Oriental, looks lush second week
with $4S,0Q0.^
^
Estlmatec (or TMs Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—"Jolson

Key

City

Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$3,266,800
(Based oti 21 cities, 218 theo-

tnduiing

tres, chiefly first runs,

N. y.}
TOioit

GroM Same Week

list irear. >
, :^.0^,m
(Based 6M 23 citiM, ISO theatres)
,

or

$13,000

week,

Last

less.

Down

$14,000.

(B&K)

Chicafo

Wpls. Picks Op;

'Grass,'

Stoil|12,MII,Tirsrf

My

Badman" (Rep). Smash

find

wk), $10,000.

(5th

Grand

$24,000.

"Rue Madeleine" (20th)

Last week,

(RKO)

95)—"MaVery strong

(1,500;

cotnber Affair" (UA).

Indianapolis, April 29.

nice

Heart" (Par) with "Guy
Big
Lombardo, orch on stage.
last week, "Guilt Janet
$65,000.
Ames" (Col) with Veloz .and Yogood $S1,000,
stage,
on
landa
Garrick (B&K) (900; 95)—"Angel
"Cross

llMlaWSanie

to

Spring weather over weekend is
biz here. "Sea of Grass," at
Loew's, looks good for top money,
with "Pursued," at larger Indijiha,
not far behind. "Angel and Badman,"
"Egg and
at Circle, also Is okay.
I" flnishing strong in last four days

95)— hurting

(3.900;

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Sea of
Grass" (M-G) (2d Wk). Fine $25,000
after last week's sock $32,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "San
Quentm" (RKO) with Ina Ray Hutton orch. Pari.<ih $21,000. Last week,
"Beat Band" (RKO) with Spike
Jones orch, big $37,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)--"Late
George > Apley" (20th)
(2d Wk).

Down to $14,000,
$19,000 opener.

thin,

after sO-so

'

(Essaness)

(3,400;

65-95)

a-day run.

(20th)
with Tex
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 40-60)—
Beneke and Glenn MiUer orch on "Angel and Badman" (Rep) and
Lush $45,000. Last "Ghost Goes Wild" (Rep). Oke $11,(2d wk).
week, tremendoiis $69,000.
OOO. Last week, "Gentleman Joe PaPalace (RKO) (2,500; 95)
"Buck looka" (Mono ) with Charlie Spivak
Privates
Come Home" (U) and orch., others on stage, mildish $18,"Madonna Seven Moons" (U). Swell 000 at 48-72c.
Last week, "Tatzaii &
$25,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
Huntress" (ftKO) and "Affairs of
at $11,000.
Geraldine" (Rep) (1st run), very —"Pursued" (WB).- Oke
Last week, "Sinbad Sailor" (RKO),
tidy $28,000.
(Indie)
65-95)— strong $14,000,
Elalto
(1,700;
40-60)—
(Indie)
(1,300;
Keith's
"Boom Town" (M-G) and "Wild1"
Fine
wk).
(4th
(U)
wesl" (PRC) (reissues). Tllin $8,500. "Egg and
Last week. "Sea Wolf" (WB) and $7,i500 in four days, making grand
"Sea Hawk" (WB) (reissues) 2d total of about $50,000 for run,
wk). $9,000.
.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
Roosevelt
(B&K) (1,500; 95)— "Sea of Grass" (M-G) and "Lone
"Stallion Road" (WB). Sock $25,000. Wolf in Mexico (Col). Stout $12,000.
Last week, "Nora Prentiss" (WB) Last week, "Brother Talks to Horses"
(3d wk), $14,000.
(M-G) and "Love Laughs Andy
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)— Hardy" (M-G), nice $12,000.
"California" (Par) (3d Wk). Should
•tyrie (Katz-DoUe) (1,600; 40-60)—
do about $20,000, fancy. Last week; "Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) (m.o.). Only
$27,000.
$5,000. Last week. "Way With WomUnited Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95) en" (WB) and "Devil Thumbs Ride"
—"Lady in Lake" (M-G) (3d wk). (RKO), neat $7,500.
Good $17,000. Last week, $18,000.

—

,

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95-$1.80)
—"Best Years" (RKO) (19th wk).
Still

steady at $22,000.

Last week,

World (Playhouse)
75)— "Road Home"

(Indie)
(Indie).

Denver; 'Spring' Big 15G

(587;

Ap-

run), $3,000.

Denver, April
"Pursued,"

two

29.

theatres,

is

not so hot.

The Tabor became

first

run

hi St. Loo. $27.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
"Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue), after
week at Esquire. Fine $6,000. Last

World.
.

Estimates for

week,

Week

(20th)

Brunette"

Denver

(Par)

(Fox)

(3d

wk)
35-74)

50-94)

—

"Happened

in
Brooklyn" (M-G)Terrific $40,000. Last week, "Jolson
Story" (Col) (8th wk), potent $17,500.

.

(WB) (1,475; 50-94)—
Stanton
"Angel and Badman" (Rep). Fancy
on Earle Sunday
showing. Last week, "Red House"
(UA) (2d wk), $10,000.

$15,000 in final stanza,
Capitol, Globe, Rivoli,

Bfoadway

vaude headed by George Givot,
Benay Venuta. Good $29,000. Last
week, "California" (Par) (2d run)
with Joe Besser, Bobby Breen,
others, on stage, nice $31,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
"Stallion
Road" (WB) and Cab
Calloway orch topping stagebill (4thflnal wk). Down to thin .$35,000 in
blowoff session after good $4O,0O0 in
third. "Love and Learn" (WB) with
Ina Ray Hutton orch heading stageshow opens Orl Friday (2).
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.2O—
"Adventures" (E-L) (4th-flnal wk).
Finales at mild $9,000 after okay

and Strand all suffered during the
past week with their holdovers as
cotajared with the past Session.
First-named is down to $73,000 or
less with third week of "Smash-Up"
and Xavier Cugat band. "Macomber $12,000 for third. "Jolson Story''
Affair," at Globe, dropped nearly (Col) opens tomorrow (Thuft.) on
$6,000 to $37,500 in second frame. long-run.
"Mons. Verdoux" is off to $24,000 or
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60less in third frame at the Broadway. $1.20)— "Buck
Privates"
(U) ($d"Farmer's Daughter" dipped to $29,- final wk). Winding up with $12,000
000 in fifth round at the Rivoli, $7,000 or close; second was modest $15,000.
down from previous session.
"Carnegie Hall" (UA) opens next
Strand
brings
in
"Love
and
Learn"
playing
day-date
with
Friday
(2),
Cleveland, April 29
"Best Years" is still the talk of with Ina Ray Hutton band next Fri- Park Avenue.
»
the town although its run at the day (2) after four solid weeks with
Lower Mall, foreign pix house, and "Stallion Road" and Cab Calloway
University, is going through tlie band. This latter cOmbo is falling to
levellng-oli process on fourth week. mild $35,000 in final (4th) week.
Sammy Kaye band, at Palace, is
Estimates (or This Week
helping "Michigan Kid" to nice
Astor (City Inv) (1,300; 95-$2.40)
week: State's "Sea Grass" is not big, —"Best Years" (RKO) (25th wk).
but reissues of "Sea Hawk" and "Sea Doing nicely at $34,000, last -week
Wolf" are keeping Hipp's turnstiles (24th) hit $38,000, off a bit from
busy.
recent tall figures, tJontinues on,
Estimates for Tliis Week
T13.tcll'
Detroit, April 29.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Song
Broadway (UA)- (1,895; $1.10-$2.40)
With business showing no signs of
ol Scheherazade" (U). Sexy bally- —"Mons. Verdoux" (UA) (3d wk).
hoo upping this«one to $11,000 or Chaplin falling back rapidly in cur- snapping back, "Pursued" in second
Last week, "Trail Street" rent frame, with fair $24,000 or un- week at Michigan, is doing the best
near.
(RKO), same.
der in sight for week; second good this stanza. "The Egg and I" is goHipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)
ing into its fourth week at the large
$28,000, best ol run so far.
It is tha
"Sea Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf"
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50) Fox and is still strong.
(WB) (reissues). Strong pair of —"Smash-Up" (U) and Xavier Cu- first film to be held longer than
oldies set for hearty $19,000. Last gat orch (3d wk).
Off along with three weelts at this house in fiviS
week, "Stallion '-Road" (WB) (2d many other holdovers on Street this years.
wk), $16,500.
Week
Estimates
for
This
stanza, with $73,000, solid, likely:
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)
seccmd strong $84,000. Stays until
Adam's (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Stallion Road" (WB) (m.o.). Am- "Duel in Sun"
XSRO) opens on "The Locket" (RKO) and "Dick
bling to $3,500. Last week, "Pursued" May 7.
Tracy" (RKO). Stout $16,000. Last
(WB) (m.o.), $3,800 on third downCriterion
60- week, "Stairway to Heaven" (U)
(Loew's)
(1,700;
town round.
$1.25)
"Odd Man Out" (U) (2d and "North of the Border" (SGP)
Lower Mall (Community) (570; wk
First
round ending last (3d wk), $9,000.
e0-$1.25-$1.50)— "Best Years" (RKO), (Tues.) night .-aared
to big $46,000
(United
Broadwav-Capitol
DeLining up good $11,000 on fourth or near. This is unusually strong
troit) (3,309; 70-95)— "Trail Street"
cycle. La^t week, $12,000.
for a British-made here, crix praises (RKO) and "Web of Danger" (Rep)
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)
being a help.
In ahead, "Johnny (2d wk). TruTi $11,000. Last week,
"Red House" (UA) (m.o.). Smart O'clock"
(Col)
(4th
wk), nice $18,000.
$7,000 or Close. Last week, "Angel $18,000.
Cinema (Marten) (450; 60-90)
and Badman" (Rep) (ni.o.), fair
Globe .(Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)— "Children Paradise" (Indie). Okaiy
$4,500 on third lap.
"Macomber Affair" (UA) (2d wk).
Last week, "Man's Hope"
Falace (RKO) (3,000; 95)—"Mich- Still in high-coin brackets with $1,400.
(Indie) and "Extenuating Circumigan Kid" (20th) plus Sammy Kaye sturdy $37,500 after great
$43,000 stances" (Indie) (2d wk), $1,800.
orch. Kaye's hometown giving him opener. Holds,
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; $1fairly good play at $30,000. Last
G*tti»ni (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
week, "Brasher Doubloon" (20th) "Tarzan & Huntres.?" (RKO) (4th- $1.50) -- "Best Years" (RKO) (4th
wk). Grood $18,000. Last week,
plus Carmen Cavallaro orcb on final wk). Down to
$7,500 for finale $20,000.
stage, $32,000.
after $9,500 in third,
both nice
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)
profit. "Hit Parade" (Rep) opens on
(U)
<4th
"Egg and I"
"Sea of Grass" (M-G). Good $22,000 Saturday (3).
wk). Setting five-year record ItSf
or over. Last week, "Yearling"
Goldert (767) ($1.20-$2.40)-r-"Hen- going over three weeks here, and
(M-G) (2d wk), scant $16,500.
ry V" (UA) (35th-final wk). Down showing a swank $22,000. Last week.
Stiilman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)— to
$7,000 in 34th week ended la-st
"Yearling"
(M-G) (m.o.). Smart Saturday (26) after $8,000 in 33d strong $25,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866:
$10,500 for third Stanza downtown. stanza. Ends long run here next
50-60)
"Till
Clouds Roll By"*
Last Week,. "Red House" (UA), Saturday (3).
(M-G) and "Luckiest Giiy" (Indie).
hearty $12,500.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$l,10) Big $2,400 in 3 days. Last weejt;
University (Community) (970; 90- —"Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) (4th
wk). "Song of South" (RKO) and "Be$1.25-$1.50)—»'Best Years" (RKO). Holding fairly well at
$22,000 after
Fourth lap hitting swell $12,000 aAer nice $24,000 for third round, albeit ginning or End" (M-G), $2,500 in
3 days.
fine $13,000 last week.
below hopes. Continues.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1,20)— 70-95)— "Pursued" (WB) and "Beat
"Born To Kill" (RKO). Opens today Band" (RKO) (2d wk). Unhappy
Net
(Wed.).
Third week of
"Trail $16,000, Last week, slow $22,000,
Film groiis estimates, as reStreet^: (RKO), ending last (Tues.)
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,ported herewith from the varinight fen to $15,000 after nice $21,- 976;
70-95)
"Imperfect Ladjr
000 for second.
ous key citiOs, are net, i.e., with-'
(Par) and "Winter Wonderland"
Faramouttt (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50) (Rep). Loud $20,000.
Last week.
out the 20% tax. Distributors
—"Calcutta"
(Par)
plus
Duke
El"Stallion
Road" (WB) and "Fear in
share on net take, when playing
lington orch. Golden Gate Quartet, Night" (Par) (2d wk). okay $15,000.
percentage, hence the estimated
Buck & Bubjiles, others, on stage
(United Detroit)
TTttlted Artists
figures are net income.
<2d wk). Roaring along to smash (1,941; 70-95)—"Macomber Affair"
The parenthetie admissipn
$100,000 in initial week ended last (UA)
and "Devil Thumbs Ride"
prices., however, as Indiwled; in(Tues.) night. In ahead, "Favorite (RKO) (2d wk). Fair $15,000. Last
clude the VS. amusement tax.
Brunette" (Par) with Jimmy Dotsey week, lofty $23,000.
$18,000 plus $3,000

%d

Kaye Boosts
Forte

30a

Cleve.

—

.

.

"

—

.

—

"

95)—

:

—

.

Gr6<^' Are

^n','-

(20th). $3,000.

(2,950;

—

—

"Pursued" (WB) and "Little Io(line"
Chaser" (PRC). Solid $18,006. Last (UA). day-date with Webber. Fine
week, "Late George Apley" (20th) $17,000.
Last week, "Alexander's
Criminal
Court"
(RKO), Ragtime Band" (20th) and "Brasher
Doubloon (20th), also Webber, fair
|2"2^gP^
„,'f»=i„<F&M) (5,000; 60-75)— "Tliat $12,000.
,
Wav With Women" (WB) and "CfllEsquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Car"King
fndar Girl" (Rep).
Nice $25,000. nival Costa Rica" (20th) and
Last week. "Sea_Hawk" (WB) and Wild Horses" (Col), day-date with
week,
Last
Mild
Paramount.
$2,500.
Sea Wolf" (WB) (reissues), $17,000.
..^l-oeWs (Locw) (3,172; 50-75)— "Fantasia" (RKO) (reissue), good
Dead^ Reckoning" (Col) and "Mil- $5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
lie s. Daughter"
(Col).
Big $27,000. "Sea of Grass" (M-G) and "Secret
. "2*,,^^^^' "Macomber Affair" (UA) of Whistler" (Col) (2d Wk). Good
and
Susie steps Out" (UA), $19,500.
Missouri (P&M) (3,500; 50-75)— $15,000 or near. Last week, big
song Scheherazade" (U> and "Pur- $20,000.
Parsmoant (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
<2d wk). Strong "Carnival Costa Rica" and "King
"^ast week, same pair did
Wild Horses" (Col), also Esquire,
«.?iSx*14,500 on m.o.
Last week.
$10,000 or near.
Orphema (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— Fair
"Love and Ledrn" (WB) and "Fall
Macomber Aflfair" (UA) and "Susie Guy" (Mono),
$9,000,
PS Out" (UA) (m.o.). Nice $8,Bialto (Fox) (878; 90-$1.50)—"Best
week, "Kit Carson" (PRC) Years" (RKO) (3d wk), Nice $5,000.
and 'Last of the Mohicans" (PRC)
Last week, about same.
(reissues), $9,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—"Mr.
'rs^'i Jl?"" (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)— District Attorney" (Col) and "SpotMan Out" (U) and "The Trap" light Scandals" on stage. Strong
fMono).
Good $7,500. Last week. $9,000. First week as a Brst-run.
Mole A Million" (U)" and "Can't
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"PurCheat Honest Han" (Mono) (reis- sued" (WB) and "Little Iodine"
sues), $8,000.
(UA), also Denver. Fine $4,000 or
<Ind) (432; 50-60)— "Car- near.
Last week, "Ragtime Band"
„
<Ind) (4th wk).
and "Brasher Doubloon"
Fat $2,500 (20th)
'"f"
alter $2,600 for third.

(WB)

> .

and

fair $8,000.

(2,525;

Stanley

—

$3,500 In 4 days. Last week, $6,000.
Denham (Coekrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
"Suddenly Spring" (Par). Big $15,000. and holds. Last week, "Favor-

"Seven Saved" (Par),

at $14,000 after $16,000 last.

vazza heading stagebill (2d wk). On
disappointing side, only a fast finish
enabling it to climb near $80,000 tor
first week concluded
last
(TUes.)
night. In ahead, "Ragtime Band"
(20th)
(reissue)
with I,ecuona
CJuban orch, only $50,000 in one
week.
State (Loew's (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Sea of Grass" (M-G) (2d run) plus

—

and

"Cigarette Girl" (Col) (m.o.), $5,000.

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)
—"Gallant Bess" (M-G) and "Born
(4th wk). Fair
to Speed" (PRC)

ite
OS^iis

(P&M) (3,000; 50-75)
—AMbsseador
Smash -Up" (U) and. "Lady

"Boomerang"

$27,000 after sock $35,500 plus $4,300

on Earle Sunday show last week.
Fix (Cummins) (500; 90-1.80)—
"Best -Years" (RKO) (4th wk). Nice

with a good $80,000 likely for initial
week of "Homestretch" and stageshow headed by Hazel Scott, Henny
Youngman and Carl Ravazza. It
disappointing
this
holds
despite
showing.
Small Rialto alsa is no
great shakes with "Untame<f Fury"
"Dead of Night" is
doing $7,500.
only $8,000 for single week at the
Park Avenue, picture being put in
when "Time Out of Mind" fell down.
Park brings in "Carnegie Hall" next
Friday (2), playing day-date with
Winter Garden.
"Born to Kill" opens today (Wed.)
at the Palace after three weeks of
"Trail Street" which was only pass"Street" slid to thin
ably good.

—

this

week.

—

St. Louis, April 29.
With clearing skies and plenty of
new films, biz is perking up a bit.
Dead Reckoning" is heading for top
com.
"That Way .With Women^
teamed with "Calendar Girl" is runnerup at the huge Fox. "Carmen,"
|» oKay In fourth stanza at the

'

lnl)et.;'Lady'20G

will

get top coin this week with rainy
weekend helping many spots. "Carnival in Costa Rica" in two other

houses

'Reckoning' Aces

at

.

week, "George Apley" (20th) and
stageshow ,(5th wk). $108,000.
•Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20$2.40)— "Dead of Night" (U). In for
single week and just niarldng time
tendency to slide, better at
overs'
after "Time
$8,000. Brought in
cornbos are doing okay.
Out of Mind (U) faded to $7,000
Outstanding this session are the in third week, not enough to warMusic Hall, Paramount and Cri- rant holding until May 2 when
"Carnegie Hall" (UA) opens.
"Egg and I" looks to strike
terion.
Klallo (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "UnOkay $7,500
a very strong $137,000 on its first tamed Fury" (PRC).
week at the Hall. "Calcutta," with and that's all. "Big Six" (PRC)
comes in next Friday (2). In ahead.
Duke Ellington band. Golden Gate "Fear in Night" (Par), $6,500..
Quartet, Buck & Bubbles and others
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$l,25)
on stage, is soaring to a sock $100, —"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) (Gth
wk). For fifth frame ended last
Par, for week ending last

locket' Loud 16G

'Pursued' Rousiag 21G,

$26,000.

pears weak at $2,500.
Last week.
"Man's Hope" (Indie) and "Extenuating Circumstances" (Indie)
(1st

vfk},

—

,

-*-"Boomerang"

(9th

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel(5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Egg and I"
(U) and stageshow; Teed off at a
rapid clip, with very strong $137,000
in prospect for first stanza ehding
today (Wed.). Holds, naturally. Last
lers)

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—
remarkably big for a British-made, "Homestretch" (20th) with Hazel
"Buck Privates Come Home" (U).
The Roxy is not faring so well, Scott, Henny Youngman. Carl Ra-

Nice $15,000. Last week, "Imperfect
Lady" (Par) (2d wk), $10,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
of fourth week at Keith's.
"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th ) (2d
Estiowte* tot Tills Week
run)
Thin
week,
Last
$5,000.
Cinems (Indie) (S5(); $1.80-$2.40)— "Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d run),

stage

sta^

heading

orch
$65,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50- 000 at the
Monday (28) night, fell off to $29,000
94)— "Suddenly Spring" (Par) (2d (Tues.) night.
"Odd Man Out," but still in the money; fourth solid
wk). Good $19,000 after hefty $26,000 aided
by strong reviews, is climbing $36,000. Stays on.
first week.
Koxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)
to $46,000 or near at the Criterion,

wit)^ iSrowy $8,000.
Last week, "Smash-Up" "Henry V" (UA) <2d
$28,000.
lOastbaam (WB) (4,360; 50-94)—
$5,000 after $6,000 last Week on two- "California" (Par) (2d wk). Sturdy
(5lli wk) (U), great $13,000.-

Oriental

Socko lOOG. 'Odd Man' Great at 46G

"Angel and Badman," which

$17,500 after last week's $19,500.

.

(18th wk).

is

!

hit a very
at Palace,

Story" (Col)

m

plus extra coin irom Sunday
Dc-fpile the launching of six new
showing at Earle. Otherwise, biz is
pictures on Broadway during the
offish with holdovers mainly taking
nose-dives from opening roimds. past week, busine.ss at the New York
"Buck Privates Come Home'" shapes first-runs still is oft from boom .pace
nice at ,smaH-seater Karlton.
Rain on one
of earlier this year.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— "I'll day and warm, sunny weekend all
Be Yours" (U). Mild $11,000 or near. contributed to downbeat at several
Last week. "Smash-Up" (U)
(3d theatres, with the longrunners sufferwk), $9,500,
Despite the failure of some
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 90-1.80)— ing most.
"Best Years" (RKO) (4th Wk). Okay new entries to shape up and hold-

the

is

a big $85^000

getter

'Egg' Cracking

Lusty $137,000. 'Calcutta'-Ellington

Philadelphia, April 29.
"Happened 'n Brooklyn" is .standout this session, being
for terrific
at the Stanley. Other big coin-

week
ton

tion-wise to

^x'Ca "Cross, My Heart" and Guy
Lombardo band on stage. '|^gel and
Badman" came into Garrick with
heavy exploitation and Is expected
"Macomber
to do a smash $24,000.
Affair," tossed about by Crix, will

B'way Spotty Albeit

Dull

in

13

will land a sock stanza at the Stan-

Chicago, April 29.
Making a comeback after siege of
bad weather and leaten slump, Chi
circuits are going all out exploita-

hypo take.
Leading the five newcomers

$40,000,

'Badman' Fancy at 21

Smash 25G

Torrid 2SG, 'Stallion

Wow

—

I

!

14
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First Dates'- In Eostan^^^
Trisco - Confirm Boxoffice
Magazine's Prediction ofIts

Paramount
teams stars of the two

Academy Award

latest

hits, in

Wetlnesday, April 80,. 194t

PICTIME GBOSSES
Smash $25,000

'Outlaw'

In ipls. Despite Pans;

HoIkJrasr 0^^^
Boston, April 29.
Encouraging signs ot a comeback
loom this week. Well on top is
"Farmer's Dawghtsr" at th,e Memorat the State
ial with "Sea of Grass,"
and Orphenm, appearing stout. "StalBon Road" iQOlts so-Bp at the Met.
fIstlniideB (or Thlii

Week

Boston (BKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th) with
Wally Brown, Arren and Brpderick,
Amory Bros., Pegffir Taylor trio,
Others, on stage,- Average $25,000.
Last week, "fieyU Tljumbs Bide"
(RKO) with Frariklft Carle orch, nice

'Grass' Rousing

2 Spots

Minneapolis, April 29.
to land most attention

Bnmdway

OK

Willi 'SpriBg'

"Fai€y $18,000;

in dailies

getting at Lyceum. Protests against
picture and efforts to get it banned
landed much space.
Other major
entries holding their own are "Sea

:

Mon'

Fine 16lj, Trail' iilto
profitable $6,000 after about
last.
Buffalo, April 29.
Biz is holding near normal and
Exeter (Indie) (1,200: 40-65)—"Ad"Overlanders"
and
(E-Ii)
venturess"
shading a bit better than in recent
Last week, sessions at several spots. Top coin
Great $7,000.
(E-li).
subsequent-run.
will go to "Suddenly It's Spring" at
F e n w » y (M-P) (l-!^3; 40-80)— the Lakes. "Trail Street" -also , is
) and "winter Wonokay at the Century.
"Pursued"
Good $10,000 in
derland" (Rep).
Estimates for This Week
this nabe. Last week, "Late George
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
Apley" (20th) and "Backlash"
Stallion Road" (WB) and "Sweet(20th), $10,500.
Sigma Chi" (Mono). Looks
more (Indie) (700; 30-74)— heart
or better, nice. Last week,
"Ivan Terrible" (Indie) (2d wk). $16,000

WB

—

•

—

.

'

WHEELER-filAlE UP

XmM

;,

Mi Am

Inm-

13GinSlo¥rCincy

—

—

round.
Lyric

John

after terrif $16,000 third

(RKO)

Doe"

(1,400;

(Rep)

55-70)—"Meet
and

(reissue)

-Blondie's Holiday" (Col). Slow $3,oop. .Last Week, "Pursued" (WB),

th^d downtown week,
,

Palace

(RKO)

—

—

$4°0W

*"

La-st week,
'^"^'^^

Paramount (F&M)

"Carnival

(3,398; 50-$l

)—

closed advance scale run. Looks to
hit very sturdy $67,000 in first week,
three theatres.
Reissues o£ "Sea
Hawk'^ and "Sea Wolf," in three
houses, also are strong at $50,000 or

—

—
—

$17,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)—
Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf

"Sea

(WB)

Pleasing

(reissues).

Last week,
(WB), faint

$19,000.

"Way With Women"

136 in

$11,200.

Downtown Md^c

Ball (Blumen55-$l)—"Affairs Bel Ami"
(2d wk). Slow $8,000.
Last

feld) (872;

(UA)

week, $12,300.
Egyptian (PWC| (i;538; 50-$l)
"Yearling"
(M-G). Good $16,000.
Last week, "Sea of Grass" (M-G)

—

(3d wk-6 days), $7,200.
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— "Tar-

Huntress"
(RKO) and
Thumbs Ride" (BKO). Nice

and

zan

"Devil

Last

$5,000.

week, "Lost. Honey-

moon" (E-L) and "Joke Son" (E-L),
only $1,300 in 3 disys. Pinal sisc days
"O'clock" (Col) and "Drummond"
'

(Col)

—^'O'clock"

(Col) and "Drummond"
(Col) (m.o.). Nice $5,500. Last week,
"Ragtime Band" (20th) (reissue)
and "Brasher Doubloon"
(20th)

(FWC)

GBild

(968:

$1-$1JB0)

29.

Estimates for This Week
Art Cinema (260; $1.2O-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (8th wk). Picked
up to $3,500. Last week, slim $2,500;
Tiny house goes back to regular run
policy with "Carmen" (Indie ).
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$i.40)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (8th wk). Also
showing life on "closing soon" notices. Should better $12,00a this'sCasbn, but on way out. Last week, hit

—

(m.o.), dull $2,900.

Pitt

April

stick for sure.

(2d wk), .$5,500.
Esquire (Rosener) (685; $1.20)
"Brief Encounter" (U) (28th wk).
Near $2,000. Last week, okay $1,900.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)

"Best Years" (RKO) (7th wk).
$6,500. Last week, $7,600.

Hd

Pittsl^urgih,

Town's still in the dumps and
showing no signs of recovering from
slump that took hold back in February. Exhibs say money is tight and
patrons are shopping. This Week
"Sea of Grass" will lead at the Penn.
"Dead Reckoning" got away last at
the Harris and should develop into
a modest holdover. Big draw is
"Parmer's Daughter," at the Warner,
being helped by raVe notices, it'll

—

Good

$14,000.

Harris (Harris) (2.200; 40-70)—
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; "Dead Reckoning" (Col). Big $15,000,
50-$l)—"Bel Ami" (UA) (2d wk). which means a holdover. Last week,
Only $3,000. La.st week, fair $5,400. "Song Scheherazade" (U). $12,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-$l)—
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)
"Sea Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf" "Sea of Grass" (M-G). Got away big
but

(WB)

(reissues).

Smooth

$16,000.

reviews

help

didn't

any.

At

week. "Way With Women" about
belOw what past
$16,500,
(WB), mild $10,600.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- Tracy-Hepbura films have done.
Last week, "Macomber Affair" (UA),
feld) (475; 50-85)—"Bel Ami" (UA)
(2d wk). Down to $2,500, Last week, $15,000.
Bitz (Loew's) (800; 40-70)—"Magood $5,400.
comber Affair" (IJA) (m.o.). good
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)— "Egg and
Last week. "Happened In
I" (U> (4th Wk). Good $6,000. Last .$4,000.
Brooklyn" (M-G) (m.o.), $2,000.
week, hefty $8,200.
Last

—

•

—

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)
Scheherazade" (U) (m.o.).
week, "Johnny
$4,000. Last
O'clock" (Col), (m.o.). $4,500.
Stanley (WB)
40-70)
(3,800;
"Suddenly Spring" (Par). Under
$13,000 in sight. Last week, second' of
"Stallion Road" (WB), trim $10,000.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85c.)
"Laugh, Pagliacci" (Indie). Oke $2,Last week, "Sirocco" (Indie)
(3d wk), $1,300.
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
50-$l)
"Late George Apley"
(20th) and "Backlash" (20th)
(2d
wk). Neat $13,000. Last week. $21,-

"Song
Neat

500.

—

—

Warner

100.

Los Angeles (D't wn-WC) (2,097;
50-$I )—"Yearling"
Grand
(M-G).
$36,000. Last week, 'Sea of Grass"
(M-G) (3d wk-8 days), $13,800.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)
"George Apley" (20th) and "Backlash" (20th) (2d wk). Robust $7,000.

"Farmer's

—

tasia"

(RKO)

(900;

(RKO)

(reissue)

(6th

Daughter"

40-JO)

—

(RKO). "Got

(2d wk), $8,000.

'Grass'

50-$!)— "Fan-

Close to $4,000. Last week, neat

(2,00O;

the best brfeak in town from crix,
and looks sturdy $13,000 or near:
likely holds. Last week, "The Locket''

Last week, $8;700.

Marcal (G&S)

(WB)

wk».

Wham

?2O,0OO,

K.C.; 'Spring'

S4.-

ice 15G

300,
Kansas City, April 29.
Million Dollar
(D'town)
(2,420;
Weather finally has brightened up
"Lost Honeymoon" (E-L) and biz is following suit.
Out in
and "Joke Son" (E-L). Scant .$4,000. front
is "Sea of Grass" at the MidLast week, "O'clock" (Cot) and
with sock session. "Suddenly
"Drummond" (Col) (2d -W-k-e days), land
there, forcing "Macomber Affair" to
It's Spring" opened moderately at
$3,600.
open, on Sunday (27). This pushed
the
improved
land
but
to
Newman,
Orpheum (D'town- WC) (2,210; 50- a
"Pursued" into the Omaha for a last Sunday (27) because legiter
nice week's total and possible
"Tarzan Huntres-s" (RKO)
moveover. "Abie's Irish Rose" looks "Oklahoma!" played April 21-26. $1)
Last week. "Pursued" (WB), ac- and "Thumbs Ride" (RKO). Stoiit holdover. "Egg and 1" in the Upbest grosser at- the Orpheum. Second
town-Fairway-Egquire combo con*
ceptable .f 10,500.
Last
week,
$24,000.
"Lost
Honeyweek of "Best Years" at the BranBrandels (RKO)
50-74- moon" (E-L) and "Joke Son" (E-L). tinues Its phenomenal pace into
(1,500;
deis hit $12,500 after record opener.
"Best Years" (RKO) (2d $2,800
$1.20)
days.
Six days of fourth week, but probably Will mov«
3
Estimates for This Week
"Carmen
Wk). Big $12,500 and stays again. "O'clock" (Col) and "Drummond" out aftei- Wednesday.
may hit a new high at the littl*
Orpheum (Ti-istates) (3,000; 16-65) Last week, huge $17,500 and record (Col) (2d wk), was $11,000.
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) and "Devil under film policy here.
P»teee (D'town-WC) <i,li37; $1- Kimo.
Estimates ler Hils Week
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)— $1.80)—"Best Years" (BKO) (14th
on WJieek" (PRC). Stout $13,000.
Esqnirc! - Optowi* - Fairway
(Fox
Last- week, "Show-Off" (M-G) and "Pursued" (UA) (m.o.) and "Born wk). Steady $10,000. Last week, $11,to Speed" (PRC). Fairly good $9,- 600.
Midwest) (820, 2.043, 70O; 45-65)^^
"Little Iodine" (UA).> $11,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16- 500. Last week, /"Beast Five Fingers"
"I^g and
(U) (4th wk). Still,
F>nt»ee8 (Pan) (2,812; 90-$l>
65)— "Macomber Case" (UA) opened (WB) and "Shadowed" (Col), $9,000. "Pranied" (Col) and "King Wild
(Continued on page 62)

50-85)

—

—

,

j
'

$4,000.
(2,600; 55-70)

Happened On Fifth Ave" (Mono).
All right $13,000. Same last week on
Trail Street" (RKO).
i^ViO) (2,100; 55-70)
..^^^^V^
.Trail Street" (RKO) (m.o.). Fairish -$4,500.

$7,400.

—

"Maooinbir Ajlair" (UA), $14,000.
Great Likes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
first.
"Suddenly Spring"
(Par)
and
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)—
and "Untamed "Easy Cotae" (Par). Strong $18,000.
(E-L)
"Bedelia"
Last
week, "Late George Apley"
Okay
$4,000
(PRC)
(2d wk).
Fury'!
(20th), $14,000 and a bit below
after good $8,000 in first.
Memorial (HKO) (2,900; 40-80)— hopes.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)
"Sea
"Farmer's Daughter" (RKO) and
Best in town at of Grass" (M-G) (mo.) Good $9,000
"Banjo" (RKO).
smash $35,000, capacity for this spot. for second week here, liast week,
Last week, "Sont Scheherazade" (U) big $11,000.
Lafayette
40-70)—
(Basil)
(3,100;
(U),
and "Jewels Brandenbyrg"
"Smash-up" (U) and "Secret of
$15,000 for 5 days in second week.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,377; 40-80) Whistler" (Col) (2d wk). Slipping to
—"Stallion Road" (WB).and "Hard $11,000 for initial holdover stanza.
So-so Last week, sock $20,000.
(Mono).
Boiled Mahoney"
Teok (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Ma"Imperfect
week,
Last
$23,000.
Lady" (Par) and "Love Rusty" (In- comber Affair" (UA) (m.o.). Okay
$4,000. Last week, "Each His Own"
die), about same.
Old South (Siritsky) (700; 30-74)— (Par) and "Wild West" (PRC), $4,"Children Paradise" (3d wk). MUd 700.
Zeth Century (20th Cent) (3,000; cause Sigmund Romberg co"taes in
$2,000, last week, ditto.
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)— 40-70)—"Trail Street" (RKO) and Tuesday and Wednesday, interrupt"Sea of Grass" (M-G) and "Bulldog "Beat Band" (BKO). Good $16,000 ing film policy briefly. Neat $8,000
Drummond at Bay" (Col). Looks to in 8 days: Last week, "Best Years" after nice $11,000 initial canto.
do $26,000 or near, fancy.. Last week, (RKO) (5th wk), fine $12,000 at
RKO-Pah (RKO) (1,600; 90-$1.50)
Affair"
(UA) and $1.50 top.
"Macomber
"Best Years" (RKO) (7th wk). Big
"Blondie Holiday" (Col), yanked on
$7,500 after Staunch $9,000 previous
second day of h.o., $4,000.
stanza.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Sea of
"Pursued" (WB) and "Winter WonGrass" (M-G). Great $15,000 or
derland" (Rep). Okay $15,000. Last
Last week, "Stallion Road"
week, "Late George Apley" (20th)
'BANP' 26G, FEiSCO over.
(WB) (2d wk), good $8,000.
and "Backlash" (20th), $16,000.
40-80)—
"Sea
San
Francisco,
29.
April
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—
Slate (Loew) (3,200;
Grass"
(M-G) and "Bulldog
Spring"
(Par).
First
of
Biz continues dull here this ses- "Suddenly
Drummond at Bay" (Col). Likely sion. Best newcomer is "Beat the nabe showing. Satisfactory $4,000.
to land $15,000 or close, solid. Last
Last week, "Humoresque'' (WB),'
week, "Macomber Affair" (Col) and Band," which is being tipped '.by $3,500.
(UA) and "Blondie Holiday" (Col), strong vaude layout at the (Jolden
World (Mann) (350: 50-99)—
folded second day of h.o. at $2,000. Gate. Bill is topped by Bert Wheeler "Stallion Road" (WB) '(m.o.). ModTranslnx (Translux) (900; 30-74) and Vivian Blaine. The number of est $2,200. Last week, "Locket"
—"Out California Way" (Indie) and holdovers also is hurting.
(RKO) (2d wk), $2,000.
(reissue).
(Indie)
"Torrid Zone"
Estimates for This Week
Standard $4,000. Last week, "Flame
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)— "Sea of
Barbary Coast" (Rep (reissue) and
"Hard Rock Harrigan" (Indie), same. Grass" (M-G) (2d wk). Down to 'Ramroi'-f aide Oke 27G,
Tremont (Jaycock) (1,500; 40-80-) $18,000. Last week, nice $25,000.
—"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) and
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
luge 17G
Wash,;
"Fool's Gold" (UA). Modest $6,000. —"Beat Band" (RKO) plus vaude
Last week, subesequent-run.
headed by Vivian Blaine, Bert
Washington, April 29.
Wheeler and Vagabonds. Nice $26,Business is Off a little again this
000 or over.
Last week, "Devil
Thumbs Ride" (RKO) plus vaude week. Biggest coin will go to "Ramheaded by Andrews Sisters and Alan rod," with vaude at the Capitol.
Carney. $28,500.
"The Locket" is racking up a smash
Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55- week at the small Metropolitan.
85)— "Ramrod" (U A) (2d wk). Off
Estimates for This Week
to $10,000 or near. Last week, fair
Capitol (Loew's)' (3,434; 44-80)—
$14,500.
vaude. Neat
Pammonnt (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)— "Ramrod" (UA) plus
Last we«k, "Carnival Costa
$27,000.
"Easy Come" (Par) and "Imperfect
Cincinnati, April 29.
Scarcity of fresh product seem- Lady" (Par) (2d wk). Pleasing $13,- Rica" (20th ) plus vaude, $28,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
ingly is hurting downtown biz this 000 in 6 days. Last week, nice $18,500.
—"Red House" (UA) (2d run). Disweek. Trade is way off from last
St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)—
stanza. Only first-run at a straight "Calcutta"
Good appointing $7,000. Last week, "Hap(Par) (2d wk).
film house, '^It Happened On Fifth $12,000. Last week, strong $18,500.
pened in Brooklyn" (M-G) (2d run),
Ave.,?' has the Pailace at par. Albee,
$9,000.
(Ackerman)
$1.80Stagedoor
(350;
combo stand, is to{>ping the town
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "Love
with "Brasher Doubloon" and Car- $2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (31st wk). and Learn" (WB). Modest $18,000.
men Cavallaro's band. "Egg and I" Steady at $3,000, about same as last Last week, "Dead Reckoning" (Col),
and "Best Years" are sturdiest hold- week.
good $20,000.
overs, both setting modern records
tnited Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,Hippodrome (Lust) (365; 44-70)—
for their respective houses.
207; 55-85)— "Affairs Bel Ami" (UA).
Encounter" (U). Okay $5,000
Estimates for This Week
I^im $11,000 or close. Last week, "Brief
near. Last week, "Ghost Goes
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 55-95)
"Sin Harold Diddlebock" (UA) (3d or
West" (FC) (reissue), $2,500.
"Brasher Doubloon" . (20th) and wk), 5 days, only $6,500.
Carmen Cavallaro orch, others, on
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 90-$1.5O)—
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; $1stage.
Hefty $32,000. Last week. $1.80)—
"Best
Years"
Handsome
(RKO),
"Best Years" (RKO) (7th
Calendar Giri" (Rep) and Guy
$18,000 for seventh week. Last week,
Lombardo orch, others, on stage, wk). Sturdy $9,500. Last week, stout $20 000
whammy $40,000, nudging season's $10,500.
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)—
nigh.
WarBeld (FWC) (2.656; 55-85)— "Henry V" (UA) (25th wk). Fancy
„ Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 90-$1.50)— "Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G) (2d $4,000 after about same last week.
"Best Years" (RKO) (7th wk). Okay wk). Just $11,000. La.si week, oke
Metropolitan (WB) (1,153; 44-70)—
$10,000 and approximately $110,000 $18,000.
"The Locket" (RKO). Terrific $17,for the run, modem record for
"Trail Street"
000.
Last week,
Cincy.
Last week, $10,500.
(RKO
), sturdy $12,000,
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)Boomerang" (20th) (2d wk). Okay
'Rose* Tops Omaha, 13G
"Yearling" (M-G). Neat $16,000 for
$8£00 after plump $12,000 teeoff.
third week after a fine $21,000 last
Omaha, April 29.
Keith's (UP) (1,542; 55-70)— "Egg
Presence of "Oklahoma!" at the stanza.
and^'^ (U) (4th wk). Surprisingly
Paramoimt badly broke up the week
bjg $13,000
for

$4,000

iiice

it

.

—

Ken

after

Horses" (Col). Good $21,000. Last
week, "Trail Street" (RKO) and
"Beat Band" (RKO) (2d wk-4 days),

Los Angeles, April 29.
not imposing takes are
being registered in current session
by local first-runs. "Yearling" is setting the pace despite its recently

Good

"Hit Parade '47" (Rep) and "Calendar Girl" (Rep). Okay $17,000. Last
week, "Angel and Badinan" (Rep)
and "Pilgrim Lady" (Rep) (2d wk»,
of Grass" and "Imperfect Lady,"
okay $15,700.
especially the former.
Paramonnt Hollywood (F&M) (1,close.
Estimates for This Week
"Framed," playing in two situa- 451; 50-$l)— "Hit Parade" (Rep) and
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Millie's tions, is heading for pleasing $46,000. "Calendar Girl" (Rep). Good $12,000^
Daughter" (Col) and "Seven Were "Tarzan and Huntress" paired with Last week, "Angel Badman" (Rep)
Saved" (Par), In for 5 days, okay "DevE Thumbs Ride" also is doing (2d wk). $8,100.
RKO Billstreet (RKO) (2.890; 50$2,200.
Last Week, "Queen of Ama- fairly well at $34,000 in three spots.
"Hit Parade of '47" and "Calendar 80) -i' ^'•Framed" (Col)- and "King
zons" (SG) and "Three on Ticket"
(PRC) split with "Susie Steps Out" Girl," in two Paramount houses, Wild Horses" (Col). Strong $25,000.
(UA) and "Law of Canyon" (Col), loolcs to hit good $29,000. Fourth Last week, "Trail Street" (RICO)
frame a'. "Egg and I" still is a strong and "Beat Band" (RKO) (2d wk-4
good $3,00() in 9 days.
money-getter with $38,500 likely for days), $10,000.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)— six spots, mostly small-seaters. Sec-^
BUz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "ESg
"Sister's Secret" (PRC). First time
week of "George Apley" is okay and I" (U) (4th wk). Okay $5,500.
PRC has had a picture in an "A" ond
Lkst week, smooth $8,400.
$41,500 in four houses.
houSe here. Mild $6,000. Last wieek,.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)-^
Estimates for This Week
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (3d wk),
"Egg and I" (U) (4th wk). Neat
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)
good $7,000.
$5,000. Last week, $7,400.
"Tarzan' and Huntress" (RKO) and
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100;
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "It's a "Devil
Thumbs
Ride" (RKO). Nice 50-$l)— "Egg and F (U) (4th wk).
Joke, Son" (E-L). Good $4,000. Last
Last week, three days "Lost Handsome $14,000. Last week, $18,week, "King of Wild Horses" (Gol), $5,000.
Honeymoon" (E-L) and "Joke Son" 700.
fair $3,400,
(E-L), scant $1,000.
Final 6 days
Uptown
(FWC) (1,719; 50-$ 1)
Lyceum (Murray) (2,100; 50-75)— "Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Bull- "George Apley"
(2»th) and "Back"The Outlaw" (UA). Crix had their, dog Drummond" (Col) (2d wk), did lash" (20th) (2d wk). Good $9,500.
hammers out for this, but climbing $4,000.
Last week, $12,600.
to smash $25,000 in this legit house.
feeverly (FWC) (1,352; $1-$1.80)—
Vogue (FWC) (835; $1.20-$1,80)—
Last week, house was dark.
"Best Years" (RKO) (18th wk). "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (17th wk).
good $6,000, Last week, $6,700. Near $6,500. Last week, fine $8,100.
Lyric (Par) (i.lOO; 50-70)— Near
Beverly JHIlls Music Hall (G&SWitshire (FWCl- (2,2»6; 50-$l)
"Favorite Brunette" (Par) (m.o;).
BriJik $I5,O0Q.
Fourth week downtown for this. Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)—"Affairs "Yearling" (M-G).
Light Last week, "Sea of Girass"' (M-G)
Nice $5,000. Last week, "Razor's Bel Ami" (UA) (2d wk).
$2,500. Last weiek, stout $6,000,
(3d wk-6 dayy), $6,400i
Edge" (20th) (5th wk), $4,500.
Bruin (FWC) (876; 50-$!)—"Egg
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)— and I" (U) (4th wk). Near $4,000:
"Sea Hawk" (WB) and "Sea Wolf"
"Imperfect Lady"
Fairly Last week, good $4,600.
(Par).
(WB) (reissues). Smart $15,000. Last
good $14,000 looks possible. liast
Cartbay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50- week, "Way With WOBicB*^ (WB),
week,
"Happened in Brooklyn" $1)— "Egg and I" (U) (4th wk). Nice $9,700.
(M-G), $12,000.
$4,000. Last week, $5,400.
Chinese
(2,048;'
(Grauman-WC)
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 5070)— "Dead Reckoning" (Col) (2d 50-$l)—"Late George Apley" (20th)
(2d wk). Sturdy $12,000. Last week,
wk).
It holds only five days be-

Still

$2,000

for 2;

Goodm2;Iarza]r3^

'Parade'

'

Estimated Total Grbm
This Week... ........$714,500
(Based on 19 tneatres)
Last Year
$774,500
(Based on 16 theatres)

Eiiff.

"The Outlaw," both

and
at the boxoffice.
Gratis newspaper
yarns, good and bad, apparently
have been more helpful than harmful, .judging by smash week it is

same

Good

L A. Better; TearliDg' Lofty
3 Spots; Tran^d' Lu^ 4%

Newcomer
is

**E«?Buire (M-P) (1,200; $1.80)(BKO) (18th wk).
"Best Years"

.(

$15,000
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CoL's Pery

fai

Nick Pery, Coliunbia's managing
director- in Australia, arrived in N. Y.
last week from Sydney tor homeoifice confabs, particularly on fu-

ture Aussie production,

Columbia's

Moi^vMeo,

April 22.

-

increase

and

wattage

generally

Vaude Star Turns
Into L^it Director

ture radio legislation. In the mean- opened to big biz at ^Teas, County
while, Congressional deputieE and Kildare, last week.
Senators continue to ttiinow their
weight aronnd in the br<j®dcasting
industry, %-itfa radio execs afraid to
turn down talent wwwmftndations
from them.
'

.

i

Don Jaime yankclcvicih,
LE3 Badio Belgrano, is

for l^imng

€@ail

toperatar

imported'
dickering .with the state representsfives in an eifort Ito get Ws outlet
Holly wood, April 29.
converted Into a mixed state and
Vijay Bhatt, Bombay film proprivate capital "consortium," aloi^
ducer and operator of theatres
the same lin^ as tiie deal made bjr
tiiroughout India, is currently in
the International Telephone -comtown- to arrange a deal for a highbine with the Argentine goveixunent
budget picture on the life of Buddha
for mixed state and U. S. opeiattm
to be filmed in English and Hinand ownen^up 6t Azgsitiiaa's phone
dnstani. He previously had revealed
system. Oscar WicpHni,' director of
details of his venture last mo^fb in
Argentina's Postel AdministiatioiQ,
an interview in ISTcw York.
was a gnest of the YanJcelerach
While on the Coast Bhatt confamily at tbeir -viila in Mecochea
ferred with studio chiefs about
(Atlantic coast resort) Jast prior to
Shning part of his "Buddha" here,
leaving for a Ptsstal Conventton in
with American players and equipFaris.. This has added fuel to nler^er
ment, except for backgrounds to be
rumors.
Dnring Smta!, JSieolSad's shot in India. Negotiations are still
absence in Paris tliere is no relaxa- under way. His original plans called
tion in enlEoreement of ibB copiouE for production of the picture in
rc.c;ulations of radio.
Technicolor.
The amnesty, looked for ttois
Before he returns to India, Bhatt
month by whicfa radio perniits will huddle with British producers
would be restored to many iWffl-l in London and tour the continent.
mentators,
actors,
actre^es and
others banned from thti air since the
1946 radio strOoe^ lias aot yet b)Aterialized.
Friends of ommentator
Carlos A. Taquini claim the selfMYNTOffll
styled "Champion of Democracy"
Further realignment of United
has done an abont-faoe to get the
ban against iam lifted, making pub- Artists' operations in .Latin-America
of

ili^al Bdiba Fk
'

'

.

i

'

i

M SA SEIUP REVAMP;

TO COLOMBIA

was made last week by Walter
ambi- Gould, company's foreign mmagex.
tions.
Taquini had beld out for James Haymond, formerly manager
manager hi
nine months against overtnres from to Trinidad, was named
the Peron side, to restore his radio Colombia, succeeding Beno Slcsln,
killed in a plane accident
license if hie publicly aK>lauded the who was
lic

statements in snpport of Senora

de Peron and

lier

polili<caI

last February.
aaymond is in N. Y. for homeAdvertisers are spending lieavily
office confabs before going to new
.Argentina's radio ouQets, notheadquarters in Bogota. Frank G.
prmiUictioa ginanncks
takes over Raymond's spot
and the ever-pr^ent chances of Berglas
in Trinidad, after having been in
tiieir time being Jialled at a mooffices in Havana and Panama.
ment's notice for govemmjent broads
Adolfo Friedman, who has been in
casts.
Soap manufacturers and several countries for UA, becomes
cooking oil praceasers are short of special rep for Uruguay.
stocks due to government conflscation of raw materials for stateowned factories. But ib^ axe con- Swiss
Finn Inks
tinning their heavy coin spending on
tlie air rather than give up the air
time which they bold for several
Zurich, April 29.
years.
In a move to enlarge market for
Swfes film exports, Praesen Film; Co.
in Zurich is embarking on an expansion program to include the signing of foreign directors and writers
for work on native product. Among
"
Paris, April 23.
those already signed are Fred ZinAs anticipated, the threatened neman, who directed "The Seventh
strike of Paris eahflss fizzled out in Cross" for Metro, and Betty Smith,
talk. Nominally ifs been su^nded author *>f "A Tree (Srows in Brookfor another two we^cs hut nobody lyn," who has beien commissioned to
seems to take it very seriously as a do a Screenplay,
threat in the trade.
Government
Chief obstacle currently hampering
reduced taxes 14% tout Paris in- Swiss film production is the shortcreased the city levy enough to off- age of studio space equipped with
set most of the gain.
modern technical equipment. Build>As for legit, though there was also ing of a new studio is expected to
plenty of talk of an e^tentual sttike, staxit/shartly whh government
Okay.
the Situation is abiwit the same.
Managers and the auihozi^ socieJy,
however, are trying hard to bhtain

Peron polici^

.

on

withstanding

UA

.

'

Bhi

PAiis

mm mm

TAxiiisimrsili

'

'

a .cut in the lax.
In the provinces

the situation
is
somewhat different. Fighting
against government or local ukases,
the exhibs, in one city after another, are string short strikes that
iip.set the industry a bit
For instance, they may suddenily reduce
all

admis-sions

Sydney, April 22.
Hoyts, major Aussie film chain,
will continue to release the Gaumont- British product on a deal just
pacted with the British division of
|20th-Fox via Hoyts' chief, Ernest
Turnbull, and rep of Gaumont-British-Doininions, Alan Williamson.

|

to

a

.
nominal
,

.„
10

This means that the reTumbuU and Williamson bave
lurns are next to nU, leaving no
been associated With British pix for
proiit for the distrib or producer,
over 15 years, prior to former's elebut .al-sp doing away with taxes.
vation as topper for Hoyts.
Pact is for a long period and gives
Hoyts ace product from G-B studios.
Paris Strike
francs.'

Looms

Paris, April 29.
Local film theatre strike, which
previously was postponed, is now
looming again due to fumbling of
the admission tax readjustment by
the administration.
Sporadic strikes in provincial key
cities already are disrupting the industry.

B.W.I, Equipment Market
AVashington, April

29.

Market for U. S. theatre equipment exists in Trinidad and Tobago,
British possessions, reports Nathan
D. Goldm, motion picture consultant
for the Dept. of Commerce,

^

HmtOUenDaysWereB'tGoUeiiDays

Aussie -made

9s BOB HVSEL
London, AprU

Oldie U.S. Fix in Great

Vogue

in

Eonmania
April 29.

Washhigton,
U. S. flhns are enjoying tremendous
in Houmania today although
virtually all of the product available

vogue

^tioD

Fire

Fdpb

jB«iaaro

Hep RModbr

Is

was shown before

the Australian Society last Thursday
(24) night under the title of "Paciac Adventure." It will be released
in the U. S. under this tag,

modernize their studio installations,
Dublin, Apra 24.
broacicasters over in Buenos Aires
Frank O'Donovan, one of Ireland's
are still sitting on the hot seat as big name vaude stars, has switched
they wait for the axe of nationaliza- to the legit side of the business by
on
to
fall
expropriation
tion or
becoming inana,ging - director of
them.
Dublin Theatre Productions and
The Honorary CtoimiiJitlee, set up opening an extensive provincial tour
by the goveaMJiieJrt to^nsdke a Study wifli seven plays.
for
plans
of. radio and recommend
Ian Priestley-Mitchell, a director
its
report
the future, presented
of Britain's wSatiine EiJSA, is jpromany months ago, hvA Congress has ducer for the company, which has
BO far taken no Bteps to discuss fu- Esme Biddle as leading lady. Tour

.

Initial

picture, "Smithy,"

While radio outlets here are going
Irish
all out to improve their facilities,

'Meiragm s'

TeeM^ix

there

is

prewar and early war year

22,

Cyril Davis is a tall, dignjfiefl
fellow who has the almost unito,
distinction of being a retired bank
manager and A retired playwti^S
at one and Ihe same time. Becangi
of this strange parlay he has an nth
matched grasp of what writers ha^
gotten from plays even before ffij
'
days of WQliam Shakespeare. /
•

vintage, reports Nathan D. Golden,
Davis, mulling over a recent inmotion picture consultant for the
formation that Tennessee WilliaiM
Dept. of Commerce.
got $5e0,CB0 from Hollywood for 1^
"Today," said Golden, "American play, "Glass Menagerie,"
ventui«ifilms enjoy a greater vogue with the that "times have certainly changed,*
Roumanian people than ever, not"Ah yes," said Davis, "let us
withstanding that the quality of the

Wdb

(mm

;

pictures available have been very hack a few years and see what fi»
limited since the end of hostilities. trailhlazers for Mr. Williams earned
Prior to the war any good Holly- from their efforts."
To Davis "a few years" meant,
tions service now crisscrosses th^ wood picture was seen by a maxientire Philippines as the result of
of 35,600 people during the right back to the 161h century.
active interest taken by both Amer-" first run in Bucharest. Today an
"Philip Henslowe," revealed Davi%
ican and Filipino radiomen. Today American picture of the vintage "produced many plays .in the ISSO'g,
the Phpippines has two commercial 1941-43 will play in the first run His standard payment to a writer
and theatres to 70/900 people or more." was $24 for a play; Of course,
broad«MstiHg stations,

A

Manila, April 20.
network of radio communica-

mum

KZSH

KZPI; one goveniment-i^rated station,
KSnFiS;
a fourth station,

WVMT,

wfhich

is

the U. S.

one paid $4.40 or $8.M a

Amateur radio service
counts with thoajsands of operators
throughout the Islands, both Fili
pinos and foreigners, who have their
own stations for transmitting and
receiving messages and programs in
the private experimental stage. Then
there is the commercial kind comprising RCA, Mackay, Globe Wirecategories.

room

Ptt fato

Friflt,

'Hra Paris

Hme-b —

Paris, April 23.

After ICOO tilings got a little better, Davis cohtinued.
Bobert jOa>
borne, who wasn't by any nteans *
front-rank dramatist, managed to
been fired
the French radio for get $80 out of Henslowe in 1613 for
authoring a hook of the san i name. his play "Machiavel and the Devil.''
He told several people, including But no writer of that period could
Francis

duce

Guillaume,

pro-

radio

in charge of a forimi broad-

.

•

cons OR UPPED PRICES
Dublin, April 24.
Film' exhibitors in Ireland
planning a two-fold approach to
Eire government to help then^ meet

growing
recently

cost of
okayerl

film

rentals

pay hikes for

and
all

employees.

With costs many times above prelevel, seat prices are pegged at
1940 figure* and all carry heavy entax. Sxhibs will ask
Minfeter for Industry and Commerce
Sean Lemass to lift price curb or
alternatively seek tax abatement
from Minister for Finance Frank

war

tertaiamffl^t

Aiken

in his

budget due next month.

Current opinion h that a raising
of the ceiling prices is more likely
lhan a tax cut Top adlhish charge
to Eire cinemas is 50c.

to make a living from hij
Ben Jonson said in '1(319 that
years of playwriting he iiadn't
even earned $800.
That included
half a dozen ranash hitsy too. How*
ever Jonson -got his "reward" lat«
in life when he got a contract for
36 court masques at $80 each. Soma
reward!
Charity
Most playwrights had to accept
charity from noble patrons, and
some got royal allowances of $4 or
$8 a week.
But the fact that so
many died in poverty shows how
little they got. Daborne, incidentally,
started
the royalty system lor
writers.
In 1613 he offered Hens*lowe a play for 148 and "the over*
plus of the second day," meaning

hope

radio head Wladimir Porche, former
heads Jean Guignebert and Claude
Commercial Cable Com- Bourdet, son of the late_ playwright,
pany, Philippine Press Wireless, and and others, that he was going to
radio-telephone service represented publish a book containing some of
by the Philippine Long Distance the 6,000 fan letters he receives
Telephone Company. Broadcasting daily, in order to show what radio
companies, both private and govern- listeners think.
ment, compose the third class. The
He obtained letters from these
fourth class covers different radio celebs recommending the book, to
services such as marine and aero- be published with it. Then the book
nautical radio facilities.
finally, was printed and trouble
began.
there are the Far Eastern Air Guillaume's .selection included alTransport, Inc.
Bureau of Posts legedly obscene letters, and those
and Military Police Command radio who had recommended the book
communications services, which re- were annoyed. Besulting I'adio acceive
commercial
messages
for tion
was to disconnect them with
transmission from their stations in
the offending publication.
the provinces and Manila.
Sequel came when, on a court or-

WANT TAX

"

cast titled "Listener's Mailbag," has

less, Pacific

IRISH EXHIBS

seat in

those days.
In fact, the FortuM
theatre charged 2c for standing
in the 'yard,' and 4c for a seat
in the gallery.
And for 12c you,
could sit in the 'gentlemen's boxes'
what we call the first balcony to.
day.
The day's receipts for tht
theatre were about $48."

Armed

Forces radio, and flie fifth, considered one of the most powerful in the
entire Far East, is operated by the
U. S. State dept at Silalolos, Bulacan
province, north of Manila.
Badio communications serince in
the Philippines is class^ed into four

der, a sheriff seized the hook, or at
least all the copies he could And, at

plays.
in 24

all profit after

had been

paid.

the theatre expenses
It apparently be-

came a custom to do so, for in 1642,
Editions Fournier.
Sir John Denham, in One of hi«
is that the author
published unauthorizedly some let- prologs, mii^t have been pleading
with the critics when he said:
the

publisher's,

Court contention

ters
erty.

which were not his own prop-

""Gentlemen,

if

you

dislike

tht

play
'Pray, make no words
the second day
Or tiiird be passed. .'

HPA's. Cks. Aronioii

onH

till

.

"That takes us to the Common10 Leave H®$p wealth, chiefly notable because Sir
Charles Aronson, of the Motion William Davenant was able to
Picture Assn's international depart- charge $1 for admission to Rutland
Then to
ment staff in New York, was slated House, Davis went on.
to leave the hospital this week. He John Dryden, who used to get $400
has been sufifering from an internal for his plays and was such a succeSi
that the Drury Lane offered him
ailment for several months.
a share in the acting profits in the
Aronson's absence from his desk
mid-1670's.
By 1700 authors were
has delayed the start of the "selecgetting benefits on the third and
tivity" program of tlie MPA for
sixth nights but there was a joker
more careful choosing of pix of in some contracts which said that if
member-companies for export. He the Qieatre didn't liaeet expenses on
was to have been in charge of the benefit Blights the author had to
selection activities, but was taken ill make
it up out of his dwn pocket.
virtually the day he was assigned to
"One of the most successful of th»
move over from the Motion Picture
early plays was John Gay's the
Export Assn. to take the newlyBeggar's Opera.' It grossed $40,000,

Paid

,

London, April 29.
That," Savilie.
"Bless tbe Bride^. Adelphi.
"Bwm resteraay," Garrick.
"BSritanark," Playhouse.
Borne Heart," St. James.
"CMtterbnck," Wyrtdhaiit
''Dajncing «eaw,'' Casino.
"K»glc Twe Heads,*' Globe.
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.
"H^re, There," Palladium.
'

:

"And

AM

"Cm

"Galnea

Pigf,"

Criterion.

"Jane," AldWych.
"Lady Frederick." Savoy.

"Man From Mthhafary,". Comedy.
"My Friend Lester," En^assy.

created job.

Ready Aussie 'Stockade'

Witk

Britisk Staff

Sydney, April

22.

Harry Watt, E^liag dureetor, is
bringing Walter Oreenwood, script
writer, and Leslie Noirman, film editor, to work with him on "Eureka
Stockade."
Three are coming via
ijoat from London to work out pro'

duction details.

Eric Williams, Ealing executive,
who already is here, will be in
Inn," Winter Garden.
charge of all production..
"Kow Barabbas," Vaudeville.
"Peace to Feckham," Princes.
"Ferehanoe to Dream," Hipp.
IT'S
TIEIIP
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.
Paris, April 29.
"Fower and Glory," Fortune.
Universal, which participated in
"Present Laufhter," Haymarket.
production of Paul Graetz's first
"Romany Love," Majestys.
MicheUne Presles starrer, *'The Devil
"She Wanted Cream," ApoUo.
and the Bedy," may also aid in mak"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
ing producer's next Presles fiUn.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
Graetz leaves for New York Fri"lojether A«ain." Vic Palace,
day (2) where he'll huddle with Uni"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
versal'fe foreign chief Joe Sesdelman
"White Devil," Dutchess.
on details of the projected picture.
"WhMe Steed." Whitehall.
Univer.sal is currently distributing
"Wteslow Boy," Lyric.
"Devil."'

"No ««om at

GEAKEZ

most of which went to the producer,
John Rich. Gay told a friend that
he got a total of $3,200 from the
(But not
1727.
Frons 1780
eh, Williams?).
the playwright - producer
of the Drury I^ane, began to work
on a royalty deil, and Richard Cumberland, another producer, guaranteed writers, about $2,400 for a hit
play.
Into the lOOOs competition
arpong producers drove the price up

show, not bad for

good,

$heri^,

to $4,000. But that 'golden age' died
in 1824 when the price dropped to
$l,20q for a hit.
''This

the rise

drop in price coincided with
oif

the 'star system* because

managers were forced

tp

salaries so large there

was

pay

start

little left

for the author.
In 1833 there was
almost a union of playwrights afoot
against mistreatment fay managers,
and the price for a hit edged up to
$2,000. That year was the first tinis

any writer

covdid

demand

royaltiel

on a revival imder the new copy*

and the first playwright
make use of the law was Lord

right law,
to

Bulwer-Lyttdn. He asked for $21
each revival Berformance of
istuft

£o'
h'*
'

.

:

i

-

aitiil't

:

f^masm

Place. XrabtlKwr Sqitara
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Plunkett Resuming

U.S. Films Losing Ground to Arabic

As

Product in Egypt, Golden Reports
Washington, April 29. "f
American and other foreign pix
are taking a licking in the Egyjptian
Booze Pix
market, steadily losing ground to the
Bombay, April 20.
home-made Arabic films, reports
In pursuance of its Prohibition
ir. S. Department Of Commerce, Mapolicy, GOvernmeiit has bajnned the
terial, prepared by Nathan D. Golden,
motion picture consultant to the de- showing of liquor scenes in films to
be exhibited in the province of Bompartment, discloses that of the 180
bay.
Bombay Board of Film Cenpicture thesitres in Egypt are now
sors is instructed not to pass any
Bcreeniijg Arabic flims exclusively.
films carrying such scenes.
This
ifecontinues
the
asserted"
"It is
order applies equally to Indian and
ever
are
foreign
Alms
"that
no
poi-t,
foreign, films.
Madras^ next imshown nowadays in the provincial portant Prbhibitiori province, is extheatres, whereas a few years ago
pected to follow suit.
foreign films frequently had good
Prohibition policy of the Bombay
runs in rnany such theatres.
Government in force since April 1,
tlie above develop"Because
is to be gradually completed within
ment, which is attributed to a growth the next four years, so that by. 1951
in natiohalism, the local inotion pic- the province with its 21,000,000 peoture industry no longer has any seri- ple will go fully dry.
ous grounds for complaint that its
At present, out of the 11 Indian
fihns can't get sufficient bookmgs. It provinces, eight have partial prois believed that the local film iwUishibition, which, when eventually extiy can readily secure satisiactory tended
to all India, is expected to
outlets for any film it produces that save
annusfliy
$10,000,000,000 eXhas a medium of ehtertaiinment

Bombay Bans

.

:

,

pehditui-e.

"The consensus among

in Egypt Is
serious decline.

aims

eigii

"Much

undergoing

Anzacs Fear New

a

%ing

serious thought has recently

Upbeat

been given to the question of
Sidney, ApriJ 22.
Whether it would prove worthwhile
With the arrival Of the season for
to go to the expens^ of dubbing fornight trotting and dog-track racing,
eign fllftis in Arabic in an effort to
exhibitors
here
are
pondering some
increase their popularity in Egypt
and other Arabic-speaking countries. means of combating this tough com^

Argentine Eihis See iigler Taxes

hibitors

New

Building
Setuf)

Talent

London, April

Voice of China In

Chungki^

Pr^

XGOy

'Bride' in

Sidney Bernstein, chief of the
Granada film circuit and associate
of director Alfi^ed Hitchcock in new
film producing unit, is building a
Me is
talent testing organization,
looking for plays to stage at some

It's

expected

that

'UA-TYPE' OF DISTEIB

his

HANDLE FOREIGN FEMS

writing material.
Idea was first conceived in 1939.
As a novelty attraction for the
Granada circuit, Bernstein announced he would stage a play a
month at some of his houses, the
plays to have a one-week run. At
that time this Was intencjed as a
stunt attraction and not a film star
nursery. Now with a new film coihpany on his hands, Bernstein is reviving the idea on a bigger scale.

Formation of a "smaller United
to handle distribution in
the U. S. of foreign-language imports 'is currently under way, according to Martin Leviue, general
manager of Brandt theatres and
head of Distinguished Films, chief
Trio of
proponent of the moA'e.
largest companies in the rfield— DisInternational
Siritzky
tinguished,
and Superfilm— will be the owners
of the new overall unit. Company,
however, will seek pix of all distribs
of foreign pix to handle them at a
Artist.s"

By

staging new 'plays in his own
houses. Bernstein expects to get
first options on promising new film
scripts.
Play-a-month s.ystem will
also give repertory actuig experience to new talent the Bernstein
Hitchcock team is grooihing for its
flhn productions.

'

Austrians Scout 'Honor'
In Venice Fest Pic Bid
I

Vienna, April
Press

hero

TO

given fee.
Actual organization steps are now
v;aiting the return of Oliver A.
Unger. employee of Di.stinguished,
who's making a survey of theatre
prospects throughout the U. S.,
Levine said. Unger is expected back
in two weeks When the three companies will work out a formula and
will guarantee the new organization
of films annuBankrolling will also be conally.
fined to the trio of backers.

22,

a

Comments sourly on

"honor" ol Italian government invi-

minimum number

I

tation to Austria to enter one feature
and two shorts in next summer's

Venice Biennial Film Show. Frankly
admitted in press that country's formerly
renowned studios simply
haven't
produced anything since
war's end of which Austriaiis could
be proud,

Vienna daily "New Austria"
speaks of "Praterbuben," feature
about Vienna Choir Boys, as single
other
for Venice and
forthcoming festivals. But admits it's
a weak entr.v. Venice festival rules
require entries be produced not
earlier than one year before showpossibility

ing.

Some gab' in industry that if Willy
Porst could get his "Vienna Maidens"
Agfa color ) musical out and "sy n chronized, it would Stand a good
chance of winning honors.
<

I

Levine

contemplates

the:

initial

creation of three main offltessin New
York, Chicago and Los Angoles. In
each spot, a manager wiir be appointed and two to three salesmen
hired to comb the territory for exhibs willing to play the import.?,
Outfit, as now blueprinted, will supervise handling of pix by exhibs
playing them and check grosses
wherever necessary.
Disorganization among distribs of
foreign pr.oduct is so bad, Levine
said, that it now costs 35%-40<'i in
the U. S, handling of the.se films.
There are some 25 distribs who have
one or two films each and who are
compelled to operate without, a selling organization. New outfit, tentatively labelled United Foreign Filths
Distributors, would handle this product on a percentage basis.

now

mitter

cost
Georges
Giietary,
$120,000.
French importation, is outstanding
star of production, stopping show on

in

operation

lease.

but not rated a likely

The

entry.

Ask

Kid Film Theatres Like

The

Saville brought in "1,066 And
That" April ,24, and it seems
have a run because of Les-

All

likely to

popularity in the star
revival, brought back
after 12 years, is a modernized version of the original and was splendidly received.
lie

Hen.'ion's

This

role.

operation.

BIS

ITERY, TOURIST

Soviets;

Bap Pix Fare

London, April 22.
British education experts, in a repoit wliich the Assn. of Municipal
Corporation.s is considering, reconlmend the introduction of children's
film theatres on same lines as in
Moscow where: adults are not admitted unless with kidi*.

—

Other

recommendation.s arc:

(1)

A demand

BIZ IN

wave

transmitter is being erected
there as well a,s a 50.000 watt longtran.smitter
in
wave
Shanghai.
China's shortwave world service will
continue from Chungking until
studios and staffs are ready to take
over in Nanking, and later in other
studios throughout China,
Dunlop arrived in Shanghai at beginning of the year and has Iseen engaged in reorganizing the programs
of CBA's English station In Shanghai (XORA) and the central station
in Nanking (XGOA), Prior to flying

HEAVY SLOMP
Paris, April 29,

Administrative
and
generally
chaotic
economic
conditions
are
ruining the tourist and pitery biz.
Sole spots to do any appreciable
trade are the Bal Tabarin, Champs
Elysees and Las Ambassadeurs.

With many
flated prices at

niteries

closing,

in-

both restaurants and

blamed for repelling
Furthermore local dislike of foreigners is hurting Paris
as international center.
This feeling is especially evidenced
in backstage intrigues at the Opera
are
Americans.

stores

prewar rep

Chungking Dunlop developed and

new schedule of against George Balanchine and Taprograms
(two hours mara Toumanova, whose weekly
daily) in a special North American ballet presentations have been territransmission, The.se are heard in fic.
New York between 9 and 11 p,ra,
EDT. In the,-e broadcasts "The
Voice of Cliina" is heard from the Larsen-Leavitt Studio
prewar Chinese capital for the first
assigned staff to a

shortwave

;

Formed

for 16-35ni Films

London, April 22.
Selh Larsen. who filmed at Paramount for several years, and E.
CLark Leavitt. have formed the Lar|sen-Lcavitt studios tor production of
duce talks and mii.sical programs
16 and 35in industrial and educa(we.^^tern music and dialog) as retiunal fihns. screen tests and South
quested for broadcast on networks American
background shots lor stuand independent stations in the U. S. jdios.
and Canada. Con.iiderable broadcastLarsen will be production chief. It
ing of this type
done from
also planned to make video shorts
XGOY duruvg tile war, and now, iswhen
the television field opens up.
under Dunlop's direction, they are Already
have paeted Peruvian and
planned to cover a much wider field
Chilean governments for educational
of entertainment and many will be
suhiectii.
ba.sed on China's cultural achieveWilliam B. Larsen, his brother and
niehls throtigh the centuries.
pool
.

}

ceived.

Meanwhile, two 20,000 watts s.w.
are .nearly ready for use in
Nanking, and a 100,000 watt long-

time. In Cliungking similar program.s are to be organized; and pi oditeed for transmissions lb Europe.
Australia, and the America.-*,
In addition, Dr, Fung stated, the
CBA will .siiortly be ready to pro-

'

British Educators

improbable Eva Braun-Adolt Hitler
baby itory, however, was well re-

units

to

staged a special preview for
Wonderful Lite" at Ambassador
Film is set for June re-

theatre,

which Was transferred from Embassy to the Playhouse April 22, was well received

'

XGOY,

is

RKO
"It's

several occasions,

"Birthmark,"

Chungking (35,000 Watts). While the
plan for installing these four huge
transmitting units is going ahead,
it will take nionths before they are
in

.

key houses with a view to
finding potential star acting and
of

Smart

L^^^^^^^

when any new amusement wave

other top
chains may follow Hoyt's example
rather than pay upped ad scale. Circuits plan using classified ads only
in afternoon papers.
high.

22.

tors face a score of boxoffice threats

Frankfurt-am-Maln, April 22.
that are Calculated to dent their net
The owner of a film house in profits. Worst threat is that on taxOffenbach, center of the leather in- ation, with government experts subto Par by Bob Schless, redustry in the U. S, zone of occtipia- mitting their ideas on the subject
signed to switch to RKO, a decided
tion, was recently tagged a Naxi by
bid was made by Par to have the Spruchkammer, or denazification and exhibs presenting their case.
Exhibs also (ace a score of <3ePlunkett resume his duties at Par. board, and relieved of his job. He
This was delayed due to Ansselin appealed his case to the Pruefung- mands from proiectioilists and otheie
theatre
employees,
With
small
desire to retain his partner, but the sausschuss for
film,
theatre and
chance
of meeting these salary hikes
Plunkett
ironed
out
by
difficulty was
music which is charged with the
agreeing to sell Ansselin his inter- task of purging the film biz in this via higher admissions. Average admissions
first-run.
at
downtown
Plunkett
below
est
actual value,
itate.,
first joined Par 2© year* ago.
The Pruetlihg^auSSGhuss deliber- spots, range from 80c to $1, and
patrons appear adverse to paying
ated the case for days, decided that
anything higher since additional
the man's "bearing, professional
taxes are added to the.'-e figures.
qualifications and excellent reputaBusiness is so good, however, that
tion" entitled him to be reconsidsome elements in show biz here are
ered. He was, but on condition that
urging
municipal
authorities
to
durihff the rest of the terin Of his
penahze
exhibs by forcing them to
contract, 51% of the shares ot the
theatre would be given o*er to the include yaude turns at each film
lessee while onlj* :49% returHed to show. This has a chance of eventually becoming a city law.
the owner.
Emelco finds itself squeezed out of
The tlieatfe is considered as 'havthe newsreel picture as a re.sult of
ing been "purged,"
merging Suceaos Argentines and
Chungking, April 22.
Notieiavio Panamericano which must
Th» famou.s "Voice of China,"
be exhibited at: all film shows via
in Chungking, will shortly
government decree. This form Of
complete plans for general expanprojection had been dropped late
sion of its international short-wave
last year, but with SenoV Alfredo
services to the world, according to
Bolognesi back in cliarge of enterDr. Fung Chien, director of the
tainment board such projection idea
^^^^^^
Chinese International Broadcasting
is being vjvived.
System here.
"Razor's "Edge," at the. Gran Rex,
London, April 29.
Signal for the initial development
is doing record biz
in. its current
"Bless the Bride," new A, P. Herplan for worldwide radio coverage
(fourth) week.
"Dead of Night,"
bert-Vivian
Ellis
musical,
which
for Ghiiiese programs was the arBritish-made which Universal is disopened at the Adelphi April 2(),
rival in Chungking of Roy Dunlop,
tributing, has been building sleadily
looks an assured success.
It
was
recently appointed director of foreign
to record returns at Broadway thevociferously acclaimed by audience
progi"aras for the Central Broadcastatre where now in fifth session.
and press, with C, B. Cochran, the
ing Administration. CBA is China's
Alfred Katz, of Selznick setup,
produceri being forced to make a
counterpart of the BBC, governmenthere prior to release of "Duel in
speech opening night, thereby abancontrolled, Dunlop came to China at
doning his 20-year, no-speech rule. Sun," his visit coming sOon after
the invitation of the Chinese govShow
was elaborately produced Spyros Skouras, 20th -Fox prexy,
ernment to organize and build up
and costumed, being reputed to have and Murray Silverstone, ioreign
Englisl\ programs and production
chiefs had been here.

competitor crops up.
Indicative of trend of the times

on Granada Chain

still

brought

b a 1 1 e r i e s at Changchun
(beamed to America's east coast) at
Shanghai (for American west coast),
i.s
announcement that Hoyts at Canton (for South Seas and Aus
the
circuit will pull out all classified
tralia-New Zealand) and at Chung
ads in morning papers here because king (for Europe
and eastern Asia),
figuring the hiked space rates^as too the only highpowered
s.w, trans-

Hilckock

Bernstein,

Buenos Aires, April 22,
Despite Hie fact that grosses are
running Wgh, Argentine exhibi-

Whitewashing House

petition. Becau.se patrons are shop
ping for their screen fare more
than ever, with resultant dip in
business for many spots, this new
competitive factor is likely to; be
felt more this year than at any time
since the war started.
«iga films is in serious .danger of beUnderstood that night trotting
ing sharply curtailed by the growing
races, with betting, will be ^iven the staffs
tide of nationalism,"
for the 48 CBA stations all
green light shortly, and that this over China. He is
are
Report discloses that there
a Canadian pronocturnal
competition may start on ducer-writer-director, having been
who
about 35 producers in Egypt
May 3 this year.
production manager ^Or the CBC lOr
figured an output of 100 pictures this
sitdation evfih more
To
'make
the
be
will
number
of years^
a
year. Of these at least 60
difficult, every theatre is charging
Country
it's
Although
intended, to build
completed and distributed,'
the same price as set before the war. up China's International Broadcast'has seven studios.
This makes it tough for many ex- ing Sjsteih with
50,000 watt short

Opinions among the local distributors
of American and other foreign films
difter widely. The one point on which
all local distributors of foreign Sims
appear to he in complete agreement
is that the market In Egypt for for-

.

Pins Demands ef labor Denting Biz

the Porte St. Martin, taking a
minority but substantial interest in
the legit house, which since then did
good business after a bad spell.
When Elias Lapinere, who was

Intl.

value.
distributors
of foreign filro.s is that outside of the
large cities of Cairo, Alexandria, and
Port Said, where there are, large for-,
eign populations, the dertiand for f or-

Par's Paris Flack

Paris, April 23.
After a war intermission. Jack
Plunkett, prewar head of the Paramount ftackery, is i-esuming his
In 1941 he joined
duties May 1.
Robert Ansselin, actor -manager of

.

1

for a new kind of film
censorship by a body independent of
the trade or Government control;
(2) Pre.'-sure on the Government to
investigate the Saturday morning
children's cinema clubs;
(,1)
Revision of the "U" and 'A'' film

(Kids can attend

cla.ssincationf.

"U"

pix imaccompanied.
"A" pix are
intended for adults, with no one
under 16 admitted unless with an
older person.' All British films are
clearly marked with either letter at
the opening ). General condemnation is given to
escapist films,, thrillers. adult features, material success themes, and
love stories in ^"glamorous" environment, a.s they present a distorted
view of life to children.
.

Report

tells

town where

of

North

investi.^iating

Country
committee

found that out of 213 children, aged
to 13, 203 attended theatres once
or more during the Week, apart
from Saturday shows; 129 twice or
more; and 37 three times or more.
Which, the committee concliides,
proves failure of any attempt:, to
keep children away from fiUns by
1 1

"A" and "U"

clas.silicalion.

:

!

Metro's Pincus Due In

I

was

From European Trek

I

I

.

Arthur Pincu.s, assistant to David
Blum, Loew's International vecpee
over ad-publicity, is slated to return
to N. Y. over the iiext Weekend

after two-months tour of Metro offices in England, western Europe and
cameramen .lor RKO-Pathe in the Near East, Purp().«e of trip, in
South America, will produce a South addition to giving the foreign sitAtbiii Pic for Aussie Kids
American sub,j«ct which will be uation the once-over was to p.stabSydney, April 20.
edited by the studio and made into lish closer liaison between the h.otiie"Tlie
Beginning or the End'' sound films in Spanish and English, offlce and field publicity,
Pincus was to have returned
(Metro) has been okayed by the Product made in Peru will be used
.Aussie Hdueation Dept. for screen- by the government there in its army earlier but has been delayed by
training pi'bgram. Setup also is mak- trajisportation ilifncvilties and work
ing to young students.
Atom bomb pic didn't do well on ing process and background shots on recent preem for Enterpriie'*
major dates, war themes n.g, here. for producers here.
"Other Love" in, Loudoii.
.

LEADING THE
.

:

FIELI

«

N»Y«f AS QIEERINi
mi

LOVE SCENES!

Keep

Pmhg

with

the

CENTURY-FOX
B©©MitAN@!
Till

LATE

•

MOSS ROSE

GEORGE APLEY

im @H©s?

Am

Mus,

mum

miRACii ON 34th STREET

!

THE BOXOFHCE
AT 1HE ROXY

CORNEL WiiPE MAUREEN O'HARA in "THE HOMESTRETCH" In TECHNICOLOR with
GLENN LANGAN HELEN WALKER James Gleasori.- Henry Stephenson Margaret
Directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
Tommy Cook
Ethel Griffies
Bannerman
Pfpcluced by ROBERT BASSLER Original Screen Play by Wanda Tuchock
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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ASCAP Waits iistrils

to

Class B'way Hoe^e For

Take Over

Serman Films
llilllllMI*/

Musk Taxes on Behalf
Wh'ile

hiked

of

ExhilAws

the drums for a
from theatre operators

beating

tariff

lor the use of

its

m

itmphis C@ns@rs

soundtracked music,

the American Society of Composers,
Authors .& Publishers has been quiettransly pressing exhibs to effect a
Prifer of collections to the majors.
marily, ASCAP's idea, which it's
is lor the
leaders,
exhib
on
urged
producers to assume the entire
music charges which the Society
now collects from both the production and exhibition end. The fllih-

Continued from page

mained

unchanged, as did that on

reissues,
Universal
western
"Destry Rides Again" and "When

the

the Daltons Rode," both barred outMemphians, by
right by Binford.
the way, are beginning to pronounce

"BANford."

if

Continued from pate 3

For^i Fim$
j

Broadway

is

Metre Peliey

Only

Centime^ from page

7

slated to get its first

prompt action of the highest Wash- all-new modernistic theatre devoted
exclusively to foreign films under
ington authorities."
Until a thorough airing and dis- the aegis of the Invincible Theatre
cussion of the whole matter takes Corp., recently-formed outfit complace, the proposed program should prising Arthur L. Mayer, Sam X>emnot be approved, the- message said. bow, Jr., and M. B. Shanberg. ConProposal would include old and new struction of the theatre on 42d street
pix, including matiy produced by the just off Times- Square will begin as
Nazis, it was pointed out, "as a soon as the group gets a building
means of obtaining foreign exchange permit.
Mayer, who has imported foreign
earmarked solely fpr the further
expansion of German fllnj produc- films for years in association with
Joseph Burstyh, said the house,
tion and export."
'Beored
Erich FoniMer
named the International, will play
Seidelman charged Pommer, the cream of first run foreign pix
Army^employe^ civilian in charge of on a single bill basis. Theatre will
with
ssone,
American
the
films in
seat 600 and wiU be ^quiplped with
-

who flew U>
the Coast Friday (25) lor production
huddles with itudiv chief Loui« B.
Nicholas M. Schenck,

Mayer.
Johnston,
Motion Picture
Brie
Assn. prexy flew in from Washing,
ton Monday especially to address
the delegates, congratulating them
on the part played by the film industry during the war. Johnston
deplored the fact that the- film industry doesn't receive the recog.
nition it deserves in the business
world and declared he would "sec

to it" that films occupy their right*
iVIonday Binford served tsotice; OB
ful place in industry. He revealed
in turn, would recoup by Nat Wyse, RepubUc br«mch inatiaget
tacking the added Hiosts to rentals.
here, that Bep's 13-chapter ' serial, supporting the move because "I the latest innovations, including air- that Metro will produce the first of
cost
the
personal
reduce
his
with
aim
is
to
it
is
tied
in
think
ASCAP'S"Jesse' James Rides Again," will, not
conditioning and facilities lor large- a series of documentaries that will
liow
which
has
said,
exhibs
help sell the film industry to tht
Pommer,
he
from
ambitions."
cl collecting
be permitted in Memphis. He acted
screen iheatire television.
public by stating its position on na<
runs into some. 29% o£ its yearly without se.eing even the .first chap- gone so far as to try to export some
tional and international problems.
$1,335,200 total take from theatres. ter.
Serial was scheduled to open of the films made under the Nazi
the
1£
be
even
would
move,
dangerous
themselves,
Exhibs,
Thursday (1) at the Princess, IMalco regime a
Howard Strickling, studio pubdeal
the
screened.
could«swing
carefully
gainers if th»y
grind house on iVtain street. Bin- they have been
licity chief, headed the Coast coaliliitlintn
All foreign managers -ysrere polled,
since part of the savings woiald be ford previ(5usly banned 20th-Fox's
tingent at the meet, which included
Continued from page
asB
credited to them, ASGAP officials reis.sues
James"
and Seidelman said, and they were
of
"Jesse
Fred Quimby, head of the shorts
-figures
was
Society
move
the
The
that
are arguing.
"Frank James Rides Again" On the unanimous
Seidelman. Tobacco and films have department, and Metro star Georg«
Wide- consumed a large part of the Ameri- Murphy, Margaret O'Brien, also in
that it could cut its administration ground they glorified crime.
He "psychologically wrong."
expenses to next to nothing if it was quoted as telling 'Wyse he spread distribution of German-lan- can Ioan< "During the three weeks from the Coast, will attend a
could deal with only a dozen or so "didn't heed to look at a Jesse guage films, he added, would re- that I was in England, the question luncheon session on Friday (2).
German
companies.
of
producing
James picture to know it's objec- awaken the consciousness
will
continue through th»
of films popped up in Farliament Meet
groups scattered throughout the §very
Plan has already been broached to ^i^naUe"
day." he added. "Unless Brit- week, to be capped by a banquet at
world. The German. vereins and orthe majors in behalf of the exhibs.
ish films return more from America the Astor Sunday (4) night.
ganizations would need only this to
'So daie/it's been given the brush by
MpU. Okays 'Outlaw'
serious action is inevitablei"
exhibs'
that
maintain
rally their forces for a. new move
clistribs who
Minneapolis, April 29.
5,060-6,000 Fotehtial Customers
cst-and-dog attitude towards any
towards pan-Germanism, he declared.
Some 5,000-6,000 U. S. situatior\s,
After he and' a committee of 30
jnbve which would add charges to
At the Paris meet which took the
yet
current reiital makes acceptance of citizens appointed by him viewed stand, Arthur Loew, Metro's foreign mainly small theatres, liaven't as
played
film
special
screenings,
the
at
a
a single British film, Seidelbattlepotential
Continued from |>are 11 ss
head, Seidelman, Irving Maag, directhe role another
ground. They're not likely to ac- Mayor H. H. Humphrey gave the tor of the Motion Picture Export man said. "If they played two or
he to U's product, was informed bt
"The
help,"
green
light
of
year
that
would
fairly
to
the
showing
three
a
there's
unless
cept, it's said,
Assn., and other film biggies were
negotiations and gave them his
generate
belegitimate
Outlaw"
the
Lyceum,
"America
must
at
added.
orexhib
assurance
by
unanimous
present.
have no interwhere Howard
tween $8,000,000' and tl<»,000,000 for -blessings, Rank will
ganizations that the vast majority of roadshow house,
new company.
Hughes Spotted it. oh a partnership
Britain if we- want to h^wei oil re-, est in the
theatremen faviwr the move.
Gavt. Inquiry Mulled
New outfit, Seidelman said, will
strictions.
We must give British
Meanwhile, with the sudden death deal when the Minnesota- Amus. Co.
Washington, April 29.
outfit operlargest
reissue
picture.
the
(Paramount)
rejected
the
be
themselves;
ASCAP's
chance
to
prove
Paine,
films
a
last week' of John G.
Plan of American Military Govgeneral manager, projected meetings The mayor appointed his committee, ernment to preM tlie export of Ger- to break down public resistance, and atitig in England. The 90 pix turned
over to it are drawn from 1937-38 to
between ASCAP and exhib leaders comprising police and sheriff de- man Alms, including those made to establish new stars."
The
1941-42
product
Universal.
representatives,
PTA
of
partment
taxes
on the question of raised seat
Nate Blumberg, U's prexy, "has
during the Nazi regime, may be
critics,
churchmen,
film
company has bought the distribution
must mark time. Theatre units had heads,
looked into here by Rep. Gordon been in constant touch with comsought to huddles in an attempt to school principals, etc, and hod the McDonough (R., Calif.). He repre- pany heads- on the question," he facilities of Angio-Airierican Film
which
Warner
Bros,
subsid,
receiving,
Co.,
a
arranged
aher
screening
battle the increases which ASQAP
The Motion Picture
sents the Hollywood district.
Mc- continued.
had nine exchanges. Anglo-Ameriasserts must be paid< Claim is made- he said, 5Q0 complaints against the Donough disclosed that
he has asked Assn. is also aware of it and is try- can, henceforth, will confine itself
ty A^CAP that theatre operators picture and reque'sts to ban it.
the War DeEKirtineht for infdrntation ing to do something for British films,
to production activities.
baVe been paying a fraction of the
The canunittee and mayor both de- about this.
Seidelman stated. What's more, he
with
fees
U will probably take similar steps
charges when compared
cided that while the picture was
Meantime, the Justice and State added, British audiences are acutely
handed over by radio.
in otlier countries to handle reissue."!,
"mediocre and in many judgments Departments might abo
get in on conscious of the probletn and are
from
Seidelman said. That market will
Current charges are scaled
a poor production, there is nothing the act.
Justice controls Office of Selecting native films to attend in
develop, he said, as the amount of
ISc. to 25c. per. seat yearly, depend- in it that calls for the exercise of Alien
Property which has taken preference ib American pix.
product shrinks down with producing on the size of the house.. ASCAP, police powers," and he- refused to title to
enemy property including
Turning to Europe, Seidelman tion cut in Hollywood. England, as
so far, has refused to divulge what ban it. Newspapers gave publicity German
films, but which has never said the- industry "was operating
a double-feature country, needs the;
increase is being soug^it except to to the appraisal as well as the deci- been cdhsuUed
about the latest under a cloOd." With the possible
say that it must foe substantial.
sion, which probably didii't help the
move of the Army. OAP, accord- exception of Belgium, "there isn't a' oldies.
boxoflice.
From other sources, it's reported
ing to some insiders, wants to know single European country where the
that the new company will be known
Hugh E. Flynn, chairman of the what is going on and why it is not government hasn't
some
sort of reas Albion Film Corp. Phillip Hyams,
crime and horror" committee of the asked to license these films.
striction in the back of its mind."
it's said,- comes to the U. S. in June
Minneapolis Council of ParentState Department is looking into Yank
pix
were
still
considered
a
to align himself with Important
Continued tfvm page 4
Teachers associations, who had been the proposition but has no placid at
indies here to distribute their pix,
among those urging the picture's present to buck the Army. State luxury in these lands, he said.
Printed herewith is a more complete ban, wrote
Because of rapidly mounting costs, and is also considering financing any
an apology to the mayor spokesmen admit that, under the
comparison of iiets.
French production is currently at a profitable producing project to come
for. his and other PTA groups' proChange in the production picture tests following the screening. He Potsdam Declaration, Military Gov- virtual standstill, Seidelman dis- along. The Hyams
Bros, are former
brought about by the growth of in- explained he had gone ahead with- ernment has the right to export closed.
Illustrative of ballooning circuit operators.
tlependents during the past four out too much investigation on his German products so that they can «osts, U's French-produced "The
get foreign exchange to pay for imyears has been one of the factors part
Devil in the Flesh," produced at a
and
on the advertising's
working against Metro's preemi- strength and now "regrets" it. How- ports. Angle sems to be the possi- record cost of 75,000,000 francs
bility of exporting pro-Naisi propanence. Its strong position was built in
ever, Helen M. Lynch, secretary of ganda
($700,000), would mean an expendiat the same tiihe, however.
large measure on the corner it held
ture of
the St. Paul Archdiocesan Legion of
over
100,000.000
francs
Meantime, the War Department
on stars. With ttie' tax and other Decency, said that group "cannot
ES Continued from page 7 ss
learned that its Military Govern- ($950,000) if made presently, he
lesser considerations^ most important join with those
who claim the film
noted. French producers are post- the figures on theatre revenues so
name players got a yen to produce is unobjectionable." No Legion of ment experts plan not only to sell poning activities
until costs stabilize, that it can tell local politicos what
on their own or at least own a piece Decency representative liad been in- German lilms in the world market
amount they can expect from added
but also to import equipment for the he »aid.
•of the unit for which they were
vited to the screening.
U and ite partner in "The Devil," amusement forays, It that amount
production of more German picworking.
tures, thereby setting the Germans Tran&eontittental Films, put through is considerably lower than heretofore
Louis B. Mayer' and Nick Schenck
up in business and helping them to an agreement with the French Gov- estimated, it's thought that the info
consistently stated they 'VouM not
compete at hotne and abroad with ernment whi<*i permits Ut to retain will discourage further raids Oit
give away the company" and as a re50% of dollars earned
American products.
sult, players failed to renew when
the pic shoWtus;
outside of France, Seidelman disConttttued from page 7
contract time came up. Others whom
Recent reprise of theatre unit
closed.
the company would have snared
The other 50% Of dollars heads has been that the bureaucrats
from the outside in the ordinary readily agreeing that they were enwill be
turned into the French were mistaken in calculating ths
course of events went elsewhere. In titled to the dope and shall have it.
treasury which will issue francs in take based on figures announced by
Despite
the
almost
four-hour
the meantime, young players in the
their place.
Film will probably be the New York office of the Federal
Continned from patii
studio stable didn't develop in suf- length of the session, the matter of
distributed in the U. S. by Prestige Tax Bureau. Because of large rea productioft head for the studio, terms of practicable theatre apparaficient number or b.o. quality to fill
Pictures, U'si subsid which currently turns from niteries, sports, legit and
the gap and the result was- seen in .which was expected to be discussed, tus. Lance observed.
handles some of Rank's product.
other amusements, the tiaditional
Natural expansion here towards
some slight crumbling of the Metro did not come up. Goetz, it is known,
90% allocation to film houses is
favors getting a top film exec to the large-screen is under way with
pinnacle.
wrong in New York, it's claimed.
Deals with the Walter "Wanger- relieve Yates of direct production the manufacture and Improvement Lake Pladd-Sarani^c
Moreover, exhibs argtre, many large
Ingrid Bergman-'Victor Fleming unit planning and supervision, but now of the 20-inch cathode, Lsnce bepay taxes in New York on
During Seasonal Periods circuits
to distribute "Joan of Arc," and. with possibly may -Wait Until he analyzi^ lieves. With this larger screen alhouses
outside the state.
liberty on ''State of the Union'" will the cost and contract data before ready available for hotels and tavAlbany, April 29.
Tax Commission has been told
erns, it's an inevitable rtiove towards
undoubtedly be fallowed by others pushing the matter^
The first action 'instituted in the that any
figures finally turned in
the gigantic video image required
«f similar significance. Such picture*,
Albany exchange district during the
Hep's Smiiller Budseiers
by exhibs .should be shaved 10%
for instanta'neous theatre television.
it is felt, are certain to restore some
past year and a half resulted in the
which revenues would drop in the
cf the lost Metrj) prestige.
Development of color tele in the signing
Yates.- who returned to the homeThursday (24) of a stipula- event of an
added tax. The yeaf^
In the meantime, other indie pro- office over the weekend after at- U. S. is far more advanced than in
tion under which 20th, Metro, RKO.
1944, was chosen as typical of norducers were elated at M-G's opening tending Rep's sales meet at the Enghand, Lance sard. The British
Warners and Paramount will gra'nt
mal business, while 1946 was inof its doors, since the company with- studio, disclosed that the company are concentrating on black-andday-and-date booking
to
Ernest cluded as the latest one upon which
out a doubt has one of the strongest WiU make at least 16 B pictures dur- white images and are doing very
Dodds' Palace in Lake Placid with
sales organizatiofis in the business, ing the coming year. Decision was little in color, he added. I^nce
figures are available.
also the Schine circuit's Pontiac
in Sarend will insure any indie distribut- based on reports of Hep field sales thinks that the American public's
anac Lake during June 15. to Sept.
ing through it the highest possible chiefs of a growing need for more enthusiasm for video is
much more 15 aWd from Dec. 24 to Feb. 15. For
income from his pictures, in addi- small budgeters by circuit operators widespread than in Britain.
to CoAtt
the rest of the year, the Palace will Joe Breen
tion to the high number of percent- and indie exhibitors,
Tele's growth in America and the
follow the Pontiac by three day^.
Production
Code Administrator
age and top flat exhibition contracts
Ya(es also announced that Rep powerful drive behind it is largely
The old sched.ule ealied for open Joseph Breen returned to the Coast
Metro gets, it alsp controls a power- is currently dickering for more out- due to sponsor enthusiasm for
the bookings for approximately
speriding
over
the
after
weekend,
a month
JFul theatre bloc ^hich is invaluable
side production deals, such as that new medium, l^ance believe.":. Since
during the winter sports season and several weeks in New Yoik and
to any indie.
with Charles K. Feldman, under British
tele
is
government-conOne right which the indies lose by Which Lewis Milestone will produce trolled and operated the sponsor in the three summer vacation Philadelphia on personal business^,
months;
from his
and
in
14
days
further
recuperating
of
clearance
for the
M-G -distribution, but which most and direct "The Red Pony" for Rep push is lacking, he said. Current Pontiac
the rest of the time.
recent illness. He said he was fully
would be gladly willing to concede distribution. Complete schedule of British production of
commercial
The stipulation was signed" by okay now physically and would rein lieu of other advantages, is the the 1947-48 feature lineup, lis now be- sets is 2,000 monthly
while U. S. Arbitrator William K. Sanford, o"f turn actively to his PCA duties.
approval of exhibition contracts. ing set and will 'be announced in manufacturers are
talking in terras Albany; Leonard Rosenthal,
counsel
Administrator added that he exOther distribs allow a producer's the near future, Yates sard.
He of hundreds of thou-sands for the for Dodds;
Howard M. Aiitevil for pected no more staff changesrep the final word on acceptance or emphasized Rep's policy of paying present year, he noted.
Schine, and' by five N. Y. lawyers Former judge, Stephen Jackson, of
rejection of each deal. Metro re- increased attention to high-budgLance returrrs to Britain next representing
as rhaiiy defendant dis- New York, was recently named »
serves this approval to itself.
cters.
week to make his report to Rank.
tributors.
iftakers,
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This kid's got what

it

l:alfes.,.to

get PATRONS!...

The attention -getting GLAMOUR... of colorful

ACCESSORIES. ..the scene-sampling
selling

s<jcl!...t)f

seat-

TRAILERS. ..an eye-and-ear-opening

combination... that

SHOUTS from your

and YELLS from your

Screen!.

..CLAMORING

flttentfon... and gettf'rt0 }t...from

startled patrons,. .who
Office...to

Lolifjy/...

for

EYE-and-EAR-

come a-runnin' to your Box

karn what the SHOUTIN's about...and

eager to lay their dough on the nne!,..Y^p,.,lhat's

The PRIZE PABY... always ready
in

to

rcrfse-tfie-roof...

behalf of your attractions... while

reputation as...

CLAMOR BOY

mxmnq

a

of the Industry!

%^ PM££omr OFMemousmr

—

j

Vlf«AwaiA«fy April 80,

84

Mostrial Film Costs Up From

^

To $5,M Per Reel But

Booming

Biz

.Despite fact that costs Of industrial -f

Blm* have boomed from

per reel during ilie past few
years, the marlcet is steadily expand-

Hollywood, April

29.

Paul Malvern, one of the last remaining of the old Universal producers, settled his contract with Uni-

versal-International
and
checked
John Grant is the only
off the lot.
left over from the old regime, beMinneapolis Honeywell- Co., pre- fore International moved in.
Malvern decided to move out
cision instrument manufacturers, rewhen "Black Bart," which he was
cently launched a scientific efficiency
campaign through the use of films preparing for. production, was turned
over to Leonard Goldstein.
•which were taken at the point of
production. Loops were made out of
sections of the film to enable efficiency experts to study closely the
operational motions of the factory
I 1ST
.
workers.
Ray said that the use of educaWashington, April 29.
tional filn« in the school systems
J. Stanley Mcintosh has been apwas on the verge of a terrific ex- pointed assistant director of the Mopansion with boards of education tion Picture Assn. department of
across the country buying as many educational service.
Departrnent is
projectors as they could lay their headed by Roger Albright. Mcinhands on. He disclosed that McGraw- tosh, with considerable education al
Hill publishing company had re- background, will work with educacently organized a film division to tors to develop films to maximum
supplement their text-book depart- usefulness for classroom purposes.
ment. Medical schools and hospitals
He is a former assistant superinare also relying increasingly on films tendent of schools for Cook county
for instruction and experimental (Chicago )y 111., formerly on the sumpurposes.
mer faculty at Northwestern and
Kay, whose company, is located in Iowa. Univ. Also was with EnclycoEt. Paul, Minn., was in New York paedia Britannica Films. During the
for yiree days last week to line up war he supervised production of faca cast of actors for a four-reeler tory training pictures for the U.S.
he's producing for 'a midwest in- Office of Education.'
surance firm. Ray recently finished
work on a Technicolor scenic booster Rank's Religioso
tor the state of South Dakota.
J. Arthur Rank, Britain's top filmmaker, will be presented with an
award May 9 by the World's Sunday
School Assn. at the Commodore
Fickford-Rigers Sii®
hotel (N. y.). Laurels to Rank will
Actress Dorothy Hart be for his activities in the religious
reasons.

MclTCISi GETS MPA

ASS! MIECTIIE f

Award

film field.
29.

Rank's award will be part of a

Mary PickfOrd and Buddy Rogers luncheon tendered

a damage suit for $79,380
against Dorothy Hart, screen actress,
charging breach of contract.
ComplaiAt declares Miss Hart
signed a contract Aug. 18, 1945, to
appear in the film, "There Goes
filed

association,

aired

with

to

him by the

the

ceremonials

by the Mutual Broadcasting

System.

Skouras

Lona Henry," but subsequently
worked for other studios.

Continued from page

suburbs and smaller towns. .U. S.
companies can help in developing
the building of new houses, not by

irlef s from the Lots

investing money, which isn't needed,
Continned from page U.
but by encouraging local exhibitors
HoUingshead' and directed by JRich- to do the job. There's a growing
ard Bare at Warners.
need for more top U. S. film execuLee Baker, 'who played orginial tives to tour the smaller Latin
stage version of "Mourning Be- towns, as well as the key cities, to
comes Electra," signed by Metro for help further this program.
forthcoming film translation
Silverstone disclosed 20th is presMitchell Leisen started pre-produc- ently lining up deals for distribu.

.

tion rehearsals for "Dream Girl," tion of native product in the Latin
starring Betty Hutton at Paramount countries. He also cited a new 20th
... Vicki Baum novel, "Mox'tga'ge on release policy, which was inauguLife," recently bought by RKO, rated in Fox-West Coast theatres in
turned over to Herman Manklewicz Lbs Angeles, consisting of day-andPeggy Ann Garner dating top American pix in several
for scripting
and Connie Marshall drew chil- first run houses in each city. This
dren's roles in "Daisy Kenyon," adds considerably to the gross inOtto Preminger production at 20th- come and also compensates for the
Fox
Lynn Merrick returns to fact that fewer films are being propictures for featured role in "Double duced, he said. Silverstone stressed
Take," Franchot Tone starrer to be the dangers, however, of having
directed by S. Sylvan Simon ...
"dump" houses tie 6h to the proLewis Milestone checked in at Re- gram by switching over to a first run
public to produce the John Stein- policy and still charging their low
beck yarn, "The Red Pony," ta be admission 'prices, citing this as one
filmed in; Technicolor, starting May of the problems on which Ui S, com.

.

.

.

.

.

withsHobeit Mitehum and
Loy, in top roles. ..Colbert
15,

Myrna panies could

Clark gether to solve.

profitably

work

to-

.

draws producer chores on "WhirlBoth executives declared they'd
wind Riders," fifth of Columbia's found Latin audiences to be fanaticDurango Kid series, co-starring ally opposed to dubbed films, mostly
Charles Starrett and Smiley because the natives regard HollyBurnette.
wood films as their best means of
William

Elliott,

Catherine

and John Carroll

will

McLeod

co-star

in

"The Fabulous Texan," Republic's
high-budget tale of early Texas,
iWith iSdward Ludwig directing. Picture will be Edmund Grainger's
first production since his military
discharge.

learning

the

English

language,

which is coming into increased usage
in Latin America. Twentieth ruled
out dubbed pix in favor of the titled
versions more than a year and a half
ago, Silverstone said, and has no intentions
now of exporting any
dubbed product, except for an occasional single print which might be
aimed

Abortive Burglary ob N.Y.

at illiterate audiences in the
hinterlands.

In line with Skouras' disclosure
that 20th would buy no theatres in
Latin America, it's recalled that the
Palace company, through
National The-

Palaces Weekend Gross
Robber.s broke into the
theatre (N. Y.) manager's oflfjce
early Monday (28) ftiorning and
were about to crack the safe when
they touched off' the burglar alarm.
'Tlie wptild-be thieves fled on hearing the approach of Holmes Service
patrolman, leaving behind an 'iron
bar and other burglar equipment.
Burglars apparently were after
the weekend boxoffice receipts on
"Trail Street," which concluded its
third week at the Palace last night
,

<Tues.).

ee

ttie future.

definite plans are being set on
the stbck-selling idea, the producer

Favl Malvern Quits U-I

According to Reid H. Hay, prez
of Ray-Bell Films, one of the pioneer
outfits in the non-theatrical picture
business, commercial film* are constantly being introduced Into the
industrial setup for new and unusual
ing.

.

3

by which the production
money would be provided, so the
producer-financing program may be

No

to

tpS.OOO

Los Angeles, April

Continned from page

stock sale

well in

'

$2,000

hade

U/l Policy Switch

$2,*

atres, recently sold its interest in
the 38-theatre Del Norte circuit in
Mexico, thereby taking the company
entirely from the field"of exhibition
in that country.
Rea.sons for the
withdrawal were listed as the requirement for native and not foreign
management, plus the fact that high
film rentals did not Jeave a margin
of profit neces.sary to duplicate' the
type of showmanship and deluxe operations that 20th employs in it.s
U. S. setup.

backing or any other important matters of policy pending the outcome
of the present search for a prexy.
It has been learned that three major
candidates for the post have been
considered, with -one now definitely
having backed out and the other
two unlikely to go into the job.
Several new candidates are now on
the agenda.
3 Candidates

For

Pre*
Trio with whom extensive negotiations
have been held ^ are Si
Fabian, New York circuit operator;
,

Gus Eyssell, managing director of
the Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.I
and Abe Schneider, v.p. and treasurer of Columbia. Eys.wU has definitely

bowed

out, with Schneider
in the running, al-

and Fabian still
though no one

is what might be
called a "hot" candidate.
Vast number of -difficult aituations
with which the new prexy would
have to deal is one of the major
reasons for most of the candidates
taking a lukewarm attitude toward

>•

the job. Second

is

that

are al-

all

in an income bracket in which
taxes make the added pay that
might go with the post an unimportant factor. What they all want
is, via stock options or some other

ready

.

setup, to have a chance for becoming a substantial owner of the com-

pany.

Of the men considered, Schneider
is

particularly

attractive

to

UA

owners for two reasons. First is his
direct experience as an exec of a
distributing company and second is
his strong connections in New York
financial circles via his activities as
treasurer of Col.
Annual stockholders' meeting of
in late May or early June will
see a change in Miss'Pickford's representation on the board. Vitalis
Chalif,
York, attorney, will replace Franklin Cole, a Wall streeter,
who acceded to the directorate a
few years ago through his activities
as a -financial adviser on Miss Pickford's affairs. Chalif is a brother, of
Selmer (Sunny) Chalif, who is general manager of the Pickford-Cowan
Artists Alliance unit, and is married
to a cousin of Miss Pickford,

UA

New

Schwartz

Sol

Division

Ilealigns

Meads and Managers

Stiifi--%fflres

Indicating what's probably in store for other members of the Big Five
start dickering under the decree^'s partial divorcement
nro
with its partner* for sale or acquiril
vision, negotiations opened by
tion of co-owned houses has revealed a tendency hy the partners to
git
back and let the company carry the ball. Disclosure was made by Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO's theatre head, who said the company was now
treating with all its partners in an attempt to clear away the partly
owned situations as soon as feasible
will probably sell its 10% interest in the 99 theatres of the Butterfield circuit, Kingsberg said, since it has never operated the houses
nor
is it likely that the court would approve acquicition of the circuit. So
far
as the' Trenton-New Brunswick theatres were concerned^, situation is complicated because one of the stockholders in the company which operates
the chain also owns part of the realty, he added. It's not likely that thi<
partner will sell his stock unless
is prepared to buy the
theatres

when they

HKO

HKO

RKO

additionally.
"Naturally, we don't want to see the
circuit shrink," Kingsber*
said, "but that doesn't mean we're going to pay unreasonable
prices
either." So far, the
topper added, the company had closed only one
deal— that in Kansas City where.
surrendiered the Orpheum theatre
for the outside-owned half of the Main. Hhe transaction has not yet
beeA
.
submitted to the court for its approval.
Negotiations towards liquidation of partially owned theatres was
also
touched upon by N. Peter Rathvon,
prexy, in his statement to stockholders laAt week. Rathvon said mpre than '79% of the houses operated
by the company were unaffected by the decree.

RKO

RKO

RKO

HKO

Trade pipelines reveal that small-town exhibitors present at the recent
North Central Allied 'convention in Minneapolis when Robert L. Wright
assistant U. S. district attorney and prosecutor in the film monopoly
suit'
spoke and answered questions, were greatly "disappointed" because
he

said, according to those present, he doesn't consider it the Justice
Department's "duty" to 'protect" these small-town theetreowners' investments against threatened competition resulting from competitive bidding
for product and Increased film production.
Wright is said to have indicated the Government would have no interest in that sort of "protection" desired' by small-town exhibitors,
but "aims
at opening free trade." Some of the small-towners made no bones
of the
fact they feel the Government is "letting them down."

Studio flacks are undismayed by the Johnston office's nix on
players
guesting for all but the top transcribed air shows. Fear of misuse
and
abuse, particularly on open-enders, occasioned the tacit ban
as a checkup
revealed brajisieres or local saloons were often associated with
unsullied
Hollywood names. The wrinkle the bbys devised is a glamor
veneer
applied' to technicians and crafts people, such as
makeup experts, de-

signers,

cameramen, production aides,

substitutes.

etc.,

which makes them acceplabl*

.

The trade if now awaiting s^me p.«. to "discover" a carpenter with
«
fancy swing, a «rlP w'th » galvaniaing grasp, or
a seamstress who never
drops a stitch.
In line with efforts to cut production
costs, story editors for majors

and indies agree that there's little interest by their
studios in costume
dramas. They see this type pic definitely on the
downtrend for the next
lew yesrs, or until costs and the b.o. are more stabiliued.
However there's
no thought that a buyer won't pop up for a
psriod or historical nox el if
one ghou d suddenly swing high on the
best seller lists, although the
price will certainly reflect a red'uced
demand for thU type story.
Producers generally feel that there's little
chance of reducing producy""*
^
be turned o«t
^""^
wXout
without vast sets, ^\
props, costumes and casts.

w

QuesUon

of

whether

to vest the

Austro-German version

Ami"

of "Bel

today cWed.), by the executive committee
Property at its weekly meeting.
Some time. Word here is that the agency,
Department of Justice, might find a split interest Of
whTch onlv^nnrro*''"
««e'«=y would not neces'
sar Iv halt
sanly
h,,/rtir-v,
distribution, even if the picture
were vested. Actually,
the Off^»"J*'AV
°*

RKO THEATRE PROMOTIONS
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t

r.r^;

I-

!"

^|,^'^'"8t°'^

checltinfe this

accord-

In keeping with the RKO policy
of promoting from within the organization, Sol A. Schwartz, v.p. and
Theatres, announced
g.m. of
the following new assignments ef-

and
ana

'^^ T'^

'""'''^

*
let the film
flTrnT^'
be exhibited just as at present.

percentage of the

profits

RKO

fective

May

9:

N. Y. Foreign Pix

Jay Golden, division manager of
Continued from page 11
West Coast Division San Francisco,
in which exhibitors have latched
the N. Y, Times' film critic Bosley
Los
Angeles
and Denver with
onto his steadily-growing popularity Crowther,
who has long been plugheadquarters
in
San Francisco.
with the U. S. public. "Odd Man ging the
Golden had a division of Brooklyn
superiority of currentlyOut," currently .playing first run at
playing foreign films over those
theatres..
.
Loew's Criterion on Broadway, tops
turned out by Hollywood, went at it
Goodwin Sable from manager of the
list.
Others include "Return of
again last Sunday (26). Citing the
Keith's to city manager of Dayton
the Scarlet .Pimpernel," "Seventh
excellence of "Odd .Man," "This
Keith's, Colonial and State.
Veil," "Wicked La<Jy" and "Thunder
Happy Bi'sed" and "Adventures," all
Francis Anderson from manager
Rock." Of.these, "Veil," "Odd Man"
J. Arthur Rank productions, Crow*
of Palace to city manager in Rochand "Lady" are comparatively new,
ther declared:
ester ^Palace and Temple.
with the Other two having been proHarry Weiss from manager RKO
"And in case any Hollywood
duced long before the war.
Proctor's, Newark, to division manpeople are hereby inclined to get
British pix top the list of 10 now
ager in Brooklyn—Kenmore, Tilyou,
sore and to draw themselves up to
Dyker and Shore Road, with head- playing in the midtown Manhattan their full stature (which has been
sector, including besides "Odd Man,"
quarters at the Kenmore.
mostly unimpressive of late), let
Charles Oelreieh from manager the long-running "Henry V," plus us add that it is only forbearance
RKO Yonkcrs to division manager "Adventuress" and "Dead of Night." which withhold? us from blunt comin the Bronx—Fordham, Pelham, NeS(t on the list are Italian produc- parisons. Hollywood may
own th*
Castle Hill and Marble Hill, head- tions, including "Before Him All theatres but it owns ho patents on
Rome Trembled" and "Open City." cinema art."
quarters at the Fordham.
Latter is currently in its second year
Other Shifts
on Broadway. Remainder comprise
Additional
promotions
include
Harold Daly, who goes to Yonkers 'Xes Enfants du Paradis" (French),
from th^ 23d St. theatre; George "Marry arid You Will See" (MexiPar-Ulierty
Baldwin, to the 23d St. from the Co- can), "Ivan the Terrible" (Russian),
~- Contiiraedi from pace 3 sa
lonial; Arthur Koch, assistant man- and "Torment"^Swedish>,
the Union," which Capra is producager at the Coliseum, to become
Iticludiur an Arabian Pie
manager of the Colonial, and HerExcluding the RKO double bill of ing for Metro release, and the residual in "It's a Wonderful Life." now
bert Heintz from the Alhambra to the
"Pimpernels," the 31 nabe houses
Proctor's, Newark.
playing foreiign p!x indicates a grow- in distribution by RKO.
The three producers making the
The other division managers in ing popularity for them
outside

—

—

—

the

RKO

and

their theatres are as follows:

metropolitan N. Y. setup

—

Charles B. McDonald
Alden,
Madison, Richmond Hill, Flushing,
Midway and Palace, N. Y.
Russ Emde—86lh St., 125th St.,
Royal,

Franklin,

Chester,

Newark

and Union City.
Michael Edelstein— Albee, ProsBuKhwick, Orpheum, Republic,
Greenpoint, Strand and Columbia.
Joseph DiLorenzo— Mt. Vernon,
New Rochelle, Yonkers and White
,

pect,

Plains,

John Hearns--81sf St., Colonial,
58lh St., 23d St. and Jefferson."
Edward Sniderman
Coliseum,
Hamilton, Regent and Alhambra.

—

the
switch will get the same salaries as"
from Liberty— $3,000 a week each
for Capra and Wyler, and $2,500 for
Briskin.
are BritLsli films but several Russian
Deals were pending with Metro
and French films are also making
the ibtlnds of the nabes. One small •and Universal for amalgamation of
house in the BoEo Park district of Liberty into their setups before tie
Brooklyn is now running an Ara- with Paramount began to .jell a couto
bian film with English titles and, ple months ago. Stevens' de.^ire
even though it's on a one-a-day rfemain an indie, hdwever, has kept
stymying the move, since certain tax
basis, it's apparently luring the
cusproblems prevented his making a
tomers into the theatre.
definite decision, until he got terms
To top off the entire picture, he
wanted. Liberty arrangement is
which some Hollywood producers such
that all four pards had lo put
ob.-serve
pessimistically but which their staAp on any deal before it
other industry officials regard as Could
become official, and until yesproof that there's a place for for- terday Stevens
had refused tc give
eign pictures in the U. S. market, such
an okay.
art houses, which have long been
their sole stamping ground in the
U, S. Ma.)Ority of these, of course,

!

~
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YOU CAN READ THIS IN TWO
HAKES OF A LAMB'S TAIL!
During the past few weeks Califomia Preview audiences have witnessed

A succession of coming M-G-M pictures which have electrified all Holly woo<
Never — no never! — in all M-G-M annals has Leo revealed such product!
For instance, CLARK GABLFS "THE HUCKSTERS'
Oh

hov/ that audience cheered!

*'SONG OF LOVE."

Remember

these

Its

M-G-M

And

equally sensational

Preview was an
titles!

'

They're the talk of the

"FIESTA," Technicolor's Biggest

is

historic occasion!

West

Coast!

Spectacle!

GREEN DOLPHIN STREET," a Giant Drama in M-G-M's mightiest
CYNTHIA"- with "Green Years" appeal!
THE UNFINISHED DANCE" Technicolor wizardry!
"THE ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE" tremendous!
•XIVING IN A BIG WAY," comedy smash
One

after another they thrilled

And watch

A

for

Preview audiences

more big M-G-M news!

tradition!

just as they'll thrill yours.

15 mighty productions under

way—

production program never— no never— witnessed before in this

Entire industry!

Great

hits arc

Oh

Mister

M-G-M

Exhibitor, be proud!

on the way from your pal— Leo the Leader!

TWO MORE

SHAKES TO TELL YOU ABOUT THE STAR CASTS!

'"THE HUCKSTERS'— Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr, Sydney Greenstreet, Adolphe Menjou, Ava Gardner, Keenaoj
Wynn, Edward Arnold • "SONG OF LOVE"— Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker • "FIESTA"'
Esther Williams, Ricardo Montalban, Akim Tanjiroff, Cyd Charisse, John Carroll, Mary Astor,^
(Technicolor)
Fortunio Bonanova . "GREEN DOLPHIN STREET"— Lana Turner, Van Heflin, Donna Reed, Richard Hart
**CYNTHIA" Elizabeth Taylor, George Murphy, S. Z. Sakall, Mary Astor • "THE JNEINISHED DANCER*
(Technicolor)— Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin Booth, Danny Thomas "THE ROMANCE OF ROSY
RIDGE" —Van Johnson, Janet Leighj Thomas Mitchell, Marshall Thompson, Selena Royle, Dean Stockwell
"LIVING IN A BIG WAY:^— Gene Kelly, Marie McDonald. Charles Wianinger, PhyUis Thaxter, Spring Byington

—

—

•
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U. S. film companies. Italian government, however, has permitted
use of such funds for overhead expenses in Italy, co-participation in
Italian production, production, on

Films' Global Crisis
Continued from page

centage to the distributor is figured.
It states: "One company representative has written the association that
these taxes are imposed pursuant
'to a regular method of graft' and
amount to 'more than 2/3 of the
gross on an important picture"'
"The existence of What amounts
virtually to a national crusade in
support of British films and against
American films" is reported conconAnalysis
cerning England.
"Government and Parliatinues:
ment seek to help British films by
and
press
direct official action; the
radio (partieularly film critics) continue the campaign against Ameriis
nationcan films. The movement
wide and appears to be an expression of nationalism first and economics second. Although a great
deal is made in the British press and
in Parliament of the amount of dollar exchange spent for American
films, actually it amounts to approajimately 7% ef ,tl»e total amount
{"urthermbre,
jBJehi ior imports^
without American films British exhibitors would be in a very disastrous positioh, as would .the Britisji
treasury, which during 1946 received approximately 40 million

pounds sterling."
Study includes

1

sent serious problems to- the film
industry and the outlook is grave.
Besides having to get special licenses to import films, remittances
of money has been limited to 15%
of earning with remainder being
blocked. Chaotic fluctuations of Chinese currency and steep depreciation in relation to the American dol-

contract basis and construction ^nd"
renting of theatres.

import duties with assessment increased 10 times over what it was in
1945.

Cuba

Number

proposals are under
consideration by the Cuban government which would prove detrimenof

Aihong them

tal to XJ. Si films.

is

the designation of film receipts as
"royalties,"

which would make them

subject to a 10% tax oh remittances
in addition to a 10% .tax on gross
b.o. receipts.
In May, 1946^ a convention of exhibitors adopted a motion to limit distributor percentages
on films to 40% and the resolution
is currently under discussion with
producers.

all

:

.-.

.Areentina.

-

Denmark
In August, 1946,

MPA

representa-

reached an agreement with
the Danish government to run from
Sept. 1, 1946, to Aug..31, 1947, which
tives

it's still

cree holding that 50% of the price
paid to producers of foreign films
represented net income from Argen-

'

American film companies have made
no payment of the new taxes while
oihep American companies are pay-

Progress

ceiling remains In effect

Ecuador

to

is

10%.
France
•Despite

signing

of

Blum-Byrnes

ing under protest. Government, as
pact in 1946, many irritants are
yet, has given no signs on what
cropping up in conduct of Frenchsteps it will take With reference to
U. S. trade relations .with respect to
the U. S. companies.
Alms. AiEtier protests from U. S; govAustralia
ernment, France agreed, to hold in
In connection with proposed trade abeyance order making- it compultreaty hearings scheduled for this sory for American companies to obSpring, MPA has made rei>resenta' tain permission from separate mintiens to the U.. S. Govenament lor istries before dubbing approval on
relief against the following trade imported films. Remittance problem
,

.

,

'

\

trusted to

In addition,
ceiling and 25% floor.
S. films are discriminated against
in the municipally-Owned theatres,
which give
total,
comprising 75% of
choice playing time to native prod-

atrical
sleuth's
leader's Russ dialect is productive of
many laughs. Staunch support comes

U.

AH American

act.

in

companies' funds

Norway are blocked
.

country's
proves.

extihaiige

until
Swsitioh

this

im-

Peru
Remittances have been renewed
U. S. companies after a temporary effort was made to block funds
here. Some municipal councils have
to

established, taxes on- films that are

causing considerable hardship.
Philippines

either exhibitor or distributor. IT. S.
embassy in Manila felt that intervention would be unwise despite requests from U. S. film 'companies.

Portugal
Following an intensive nationalcampaign, launched by powerin
ful figures
the press, radio and
.

istic

film industries, severe' restrictive
legislation against foreign imports
went into effect Jan., 1947. Terms
provide for special licenses at expensive iees for imported films; forbid the exhibition of foreign pictures
dubbed into Portuguese language
originating in any foreign lab with
exception of Brazil, provides for
local theatres showing at least one
Portuguese full-length picture in a
one-to-flve relationship with foreign

films; and prohibits any Portuguese
set up by Australia: (1) still centers around question Of what
theatre from belonging to any fortax levied on gross rate of exchange should be used in
remitted
by calculating amount of funds blocked eigner.
monetary
receipts
Puerto Bico
American distributors; (2) sales tax since 1939. France has insisted on
As in previous years, strong and
imposed at the rate of 25% of the current rate of exchange and has
invoice value of the rawstock plus offered to free 25% of the blocked vicious laws were introduced into
the
1946 legislature, which if passed,
20%, in addition to other markups; funds,' All American companies ex(3) import taxes Which arfe among cept one accepted this offer imme- would have put the U. S. film companies out of business. With assistthe world's highest on American diately.
ance of the Department 'of the Infilms; and (4) exhibitors quota reGreat Britaiii^
terior,
which has jurisdiction over
quiring all theatres reserve specified
Probleins, posed by the new quota
percentage of screen playing time legislation scheduled for this year the islands, and the Puerto Hicari
for British films.
are undoubtedly the most serious governor, the legislation was headed
confronting the American film in all off.
Belgium

barriers

Proposals are being advanced in

overseas operations. Eric Johnparleys with representatives
government and trade
officials last year made considerable
progress in persuading important
Britons that drastic quota legislation
aimed at U. S. films would fail to

its

Belgium directed against American

ston's

films along the following lines: (1)
Quotas; (2) requirement that American producers produce in Belgium;
(3) that all prints of American pic-

of the British

tures released in Belgium be made
there; (4) American pictures be

solve British problems but outcome
French and Flemish lan-» is unpredictable at this stage.
Belgium; (5) American
Ckeece
guages
With foreign exchange position of
newsreels be eliminated;, (6) taxation on theatres showing Belgian Greece extremely critical, exchange
fllmis be reduced; and (7) import allocations for all imports except
essential foodstuffs have been susduties be increased.
pended with last remittance to film
Brazil
Late in 1946 a ceiling was placed companies made in Nov., 1946. In
in
in

on theatre admission prices in Rio
de Janeiro that has put a sharp limitation on film rental income. Percentage contracts were affected imriediately while flat contracts will
inevitably be affected at renewal
time. Modification or repeal of the
law is being sought. Relief from
Brazilian remittance taxes will also
be asked at reciprocal trade treaty
discussions.
Chile's

.

.„

increasing

difficulties

in

India

American

film companies are

still

the area of foreign exchange, parr
ticularly its shortage of dollars, resulted in a number of proposals directed against foreign films, meaning it appeared that legislation aimed at
TJ; S, films.
In 1946 Chilean ex- the U. S. would soon be passed;
change control authorities attempted Efforts will be made at the reciprocal
to put into effect a ruling limiting trade treaty talks to ease the
situaremittances to 10%, per foot for im- tion,
ported films. Thus far .this measure
Italy
has been successfully protested by
Despite
permission
for
unrethe American industry in conjunc- stricted importation of American
tion with ,the Department of State. films into Italy, subject only
to volIn November, 1946, dollar exchange untary action by American pro•was authoi'ized for that year on ducers, matter of transfer of funds
hasis of Individual company's 1945 remains the major problem.
In
amounts.
No provision has beea view cf Italy's desperate foreign exmade for 1947.
change situation, the government
China
has absolutely refused to permit reCiVil war and fihancial chaps pre* mittance of any funds accruing to
'

•

Spain
During 1946, operations of U. S.
companies continued without
benefit of any agreement and conditions
were most unsatisfactory.
American companies had to buy at
exorbitant rates on the open mar-

,film

ket "import rights" for their films.
This is in effect a subsidy for domestic producers.
further complication is the rawstock shortage which
the
government is intensifying

A

through its refusal to permit American companies to send in a supply
in Spain as a gift. Virtually no dollar exchange is available and the
addition, no import licenses for mo- possibility of guaranteeing any oftion
pictures
are
being
issued.. ficial exchange appears increasingly
Everything points in Greece to an remote.
indefinitely bad climate for U.
Venezuela
S.
films as far as finances are conVenezuelan
government,
under
cerned.
erroneous conception that all monies
being faced with discriminatory import restrictions Which limit film
imports froitt Sources other than
Britain to 75% of value *f imports
ih base year ending Aug. 31, 1939.
During 1946, there was also widespread agitation for measures to protect the domestic film industry and

Leon Belasco, as the themanager who becomes the
Former bandassistant.

ject to a sliding scale with a .40%

Bemittance

Chile,

attrar.

tive but flrstrate as a thespian Emin^
Cigoli is okay as the father thoueh
molmed to overact part of the tim«

the
after
editor.
Vi.
Donn Hayes; music, infi
corpses are strewn about,
Friedman. I>reVI<iwed N. T„ April n " ff
.v
•'Noiwiy
The character role in "Returns" is Running time, flit MINS.
..... .Alan Curtis
Although Norwegian films are essayed by William Wright who does Ehllo Vance..,,
Lnurlan March
....TeriT Austin
is
enhumor
-while
job,
subcreditable
are
a
rented at 40%, U. S. films
Ernie Clark....,....,
....Prank Jenks

'

being made towards
reduction, of tax on net income of
local representatives of foreign motine sources and was subject to a
tion picture companies. Strong liketax of 20% for the 1946' fiscal year
lihood that the 16% .tax' put, into
and subsequent years. Three of the
effect Jan. 1, 1946, would be reduced

•

;

the mother, proves not only

,

Crucial need of the central govcovers the following points: (1) Full
freedom of imports and remittances; ernment for money has caused them
(2) amounts due U. S. compatpes as to single out the film industry as a
of Aug. 31, 1946, will be transferred special source of revenue. A total
as rapidly as dollar situation per- of 40% in' taxes is being levied by
mits; (3) Danish government to con- the government on gross revenues,'
tinue import duty of 10%; and (4) giving them a greater share than

In May, 1946, the Argentine gov
30% rental
ernment passed, an Income taX' de-

.

Continued from page 10

for supporting spots

Mexico
withal,
situations.
With native industry rapidly ex- in most
In this instance sleuth has the as- Adriano Rimoldris the younR
panded over the past three years, signment of solving the murder of a Who wrecks the
home by maWn,.
Mexican film producers are seeking playboy' and prevent the extermma- Miss jPola fall in love with
him;
means by which they can protect tion of his numerous ex-wives and
Weor.
themselves against American films. former fiancees. The wildoater preIn the exploratory stage at present is vious to. his enforced demise had
trust
fund
Philo Vanee's Gamble
a law compelling local cihemias to re- made a will leaving a huge
lar l^s,
in addition,
previously
enormously
those
with
PRC release of nSowara Welch produi-tinn
serve 50% of their playing time to to be shared
complicated the problem.
Further
involved in his lovelife. With that
Alnn Curtis, Prank Jenks SSJi
Mexican films. Labor troubles con- kind of will, it's advantageous to Stars
Austin, Tala Blrell.
complications, aside from the forms
Directed by Basil
.tlnued throughout 1946 in Mexico, have the ex's liquidated, but Vance, Wrangell. Screenplay by Eugene Comrt
of graft mentioned above, hav.e
involving difficulties between unions as usual, selects the proper culprit Arthur St. Clair from original by Lawvenci
arisen ^roni the heavy increase in
Edmund
Taylor; camera, Jackson Rosenumber of
and companies' representatives.
regulation

the important
v cduntries except the 13 in which
diistributlon is hkiidled by the MoThose
tion Picture Export Assh.
are either occupied countries or are
in the Russian orbit and present
even -more complex and insurmountable probletns than those listed be-lowt' ,'

dubbed

Film RiviiWi
Phllo Vance Returns

from the multitude of suspects and

BJIYE'S BRIT.

MC

Raye expects

to

Qora*
CtaS

.Oftvtn

.......Tom Tod«
....J limes Burki)

.Francis Ptedot
....Tnacph Crehan
.

.

West

.

..i .

'

,

.

-

New Fbreip

The Uttle Martyr
Piccolo Martire')

('II

(ITALIAN-MADE)
Supevfllm

Distributing

Corp.

release

of

Franco 'Magil production. Stars liUolano De
Ambrosia. Directed by Vittorio De Sica.
Story by resare G. Viola, Marguerite Magllcne,
Cesare Siavattlni, Adolfo Pranci,
Ghererdo Ghereradl, Vittorlo De .Sica; camera, Mario Benottl. At Arena, N. Y., starting April

'47.

as,

Running

time, 91

Andrew.....;

B*crto
Agnese.

B;tiiiIo

—

. . . , .

•
S°°"r?K;:;,Mr. Ubertl..•

Aunt BercUi...,..;,
Giuliana.
Mr.s. Berelll,....,.,
Claudlo
..,
Painter.
.Doctor

Paolina.

.

..

Cigoli

GIgl Kharlani

Italian;

..lone

Frlgerlo

.Maria Gardena

....DIna Pechellinl
...Nlooletta Pnrodi
,.;.Tecia Scarano
.Ernesto Oalindrlni
Olinto rrl."!tlna
Mario Gnllina
•

CommendatOJ-e

(In

MINS.

Luciano De Ambrosls
isa Pola
i. ...... . .Adriano Ri mold!
..... . . i . . ,
, .Glovanna
CIgoU

S™"--".
Nina

Zaira

i.H

Fratta

.Armando Migliari
Guido Morlel

English Titles)

of his mother's love affair. She falls
for a youthful gigolo and despite the
efllorts of the youngster finally
wrecks
his home. The unfortunate youngster

suicide after placmg his son in a
school, and the final scene shows the
lad ultimately turning away from
his

mother.
Tedious pace maintained, with director De Sica's work not helping,
deadening the plot. There

be accompanied by goes far

her parents,
They'll make their
in America. Actress is wed to
Clark F. Spencer of Boston.

home

.

.......OIIB

, .

always has favored his mother until
Carol Raye, British film actress,
he finally sees what she has done to
planed to tohdbn for tliesping his father His dad finally commits
chores in "Possession" slated to get
under way soon at Metro's Elstree
studios, near
London.
She'll
be
abroad for about three months,
Upon her,,return to the U. S. Miss

i.,...Tala BlMij
. .

. .

...Gni-nctt Mai-ks
candidates for extermination in the Charles O'Mara
.-.Grady Sutton
persons of Ramsey Ames, Terry' Aus- Mr. Willetts,..,.....
.Charles Mitchell
Guy XIarkness. ......
tin, Iris Adrian, Ann Staunton and
Ndrnla Hfti-ksess , ;
.Joanne Prank
Clara Blandick.
William Beaudine gives the proPhilo Vance's solution of a set of
Jose.
duction, good pacing job.
murders, in connection with a smuggled emerald, makes for a perfunctory Whodunit that wilj serve its purto Glorypose on the south end of a dualler;
(SONGS)'
Chief assets are fair pacing that
PRC release of Jerry Thomas production. maintain a degree of interest, will
ocStare KMIe Dean: features Roscoa Ates,
Dolores Castle, Gregg Barton. Dlrei-ted by casional touches of humor, and a vast
Ray Taylor. .Screenplay, Elmer Clifton, amount of gunplay.
AnderMiltord
Robert B. Churchill; ramera,
"Philo Vance's Gamble" has the
son; editor, Hugh Winn; aonga, Eddie Dean,
Hal Blair. Pete Gates. Tradcahown N. Y., sleuth drawn into a case in which a
syndicate illegally acquires 'a huge
April 23, '47. Running tlro«, 60 MINS.
Eddie Dean
Eddie Dean emerald, and is about to peddle it
Soa py
Hoscoe Atei3
when the chief thief is slain. Other
M-arla
Dolores Castle
Barrett ...................... .Gregg Barton murders follow in fairly rapid sucCory
Jimmy Martin cession, and Vance finally lands the
Avery...
Zon Murray culprit.
Juan..
.......Alex Montbya
Alan Curtis supplies an enactment
Don l<opei.i
Hariy .Vejar
Vlnoeiite. ...
,Carl Mathews with the necessary authority as Philo
Sunshine Boys
Vance, while humorou.'! assignment
taken on by Frank Jenks as
is
PRC oater has no surprises, but the Vance's non-too-bright assistant.
usual ingredients of songs, riding and Gavin Gordon, Toni Todd and Dan
shooting. Songs arc pleasant, shoot- Seymour constitute a choice batch of
ing ample and riding graphic. Lazy, suspects that are later liquidated,
slow story and corny humor won't while Terry Austin provides the near
hurt much. Oater will db for the approach to love interest,
duals.
Basil Wrangell's direction helps
Story has Eddie Dean as a U. S. overcome many of the cliched situaisheriff unmasking a gang of crooks tions and dialog, while other of the
trying to steal gold and precious film's components such as photogjewels from, a Mexican rancher some- raphy and music are in the so-so
where north of the border. Lame category.
Jose.
story, trite dialog don't excite, but
accent is rather on romance and
music. Dean warbles three cowboy
ballads'very pleasantly in a light, appealing lyric tenor, assisted by the
(UJilifcely for A«fllo-U. S. Market)
Sunshine Boys, instrumental quartet.
Songs are above-average "Cry,
Cry, Cry," "In the Shadow of the
"Konsten att JElsJca" ("How Jo I.ove")
Mission" and "I'm Ridin' West," with
(SWEDISH). Svenk Fllmindustrt producfirst named the most appealing.
tion and release. Stars Wanda Bothgardt,
Lensing, direction stack up okay, Sture Lagervall, l,a«riti! Falk, Cecile Omwith some good outdoor shots to hahr; 'features Nalma WItstrond, Klea
CarlsSon, Ake Engfeldt, Marianne Gylleftcatch the scenic-minded eye.
hammar, Kerstln Holmberg; directed by
Bron.
Gunnar Skoglund; screenplay. Eric Lariisen-Iiee; camera, Ake Dahlfiulst. At Spt"
geln, Stockholm. Running time, 76 MINH.

Only a bright performance by Luciano De Ambrosis, Italian child star,
saves this from being only a passably
good Italian-languager. Made in 1943,
the film fails to measure up to the
better pre-war Italian pictures. Main
trouble appears to be that too many
dabbled in the scripting, including
remitted for film rentals represent director Vittorio De Sica taking a
net profit to American producers, hand in Whipping up the yarn. Deattempted to. tax off a large amount spite these flaws, "The Little Martyr"
should do well in Italian-language
of gross, revenues.
At the end of houses especially since few straight
1946; discussions were in progress dramas have
come over frOm Italy
between the government and film recently.
representatives who are making a
Little De AmbrOsis easily steals the
survey to demonstrate the allocation production, dominating every scene
figuring
and
in each important develof negative costs of American films
on a country by country basis, in- opment. It's the story of a sensitive
5-year-old child who is the victim
cluding Venezuela.

CAROl

Tina Cromwell......
Oliver Tennnnt,. ., .i,
Inspector Heath......
Gcegee Desmond . .
W. Burke....
Robert Butler........
D. A. Stone

is a
little

m

surprising lack of action, and
the dialog to overcome this

m

fault.
_

Besides

De Ambrosis,

&

This fine Swedish comedy is helped
by the strong acting of Wanda Rotn*
gardt and Sture Langervall. Nice
lensing helps the picture's ehance?
in Scandinavia. Film also may have
appeal in foreign marts.

"Dynamlt" ("Dynamite") (SWBmSfl).
'release ot Ake Ohberg produc-

Svea Film
tion,

.star*

Bengt Bkaroth. Aite Ohberg,
Marianne !.<••!*-

Birgit Tengroth; features
gren.
Carl Stroem, Nils

Haiilierg.

Brio

Berglund, Hilda Borgstroem; directed by
Ohberg; screenplay, Harald Beijer based on
Sven Thermaenwe.
his
novel;
camera,
At Astoria, Stockholm. Running lime,

W

MINS.

Harald

Beijer s 1938
novel, this entry- deals with a dynamite saboteur. Censor held up distribution for several months because
of the acti'v'ity of a real dynamiter
known as the "Saturday Saboteur.
Following his seizure here, the flliri
preemed. Bengt Ekeroth turns in a
fine performance as the saboteur.
Picture should do well both in Scandinavia and possibly In world market

Based

on

.

Wins,

Trans-Liix

May Expand

Furtkr

in Laiin

Lani

Terming its new Prado theatre in
Mexico City as its "Mexican guinea
pig," Trans-Lux veepee Norman 'WElson

may

has indicated that the fUn>
Operate inore houses south of

the border in the future.
its

third

week

of

Now

operation,

in

the

Prado had originally planned to tee
off with EKO's "It's a Wonderful
Life" but switched to Warners' "peception" due to a scarcity of prints
on the former.
in line with its' expansion policy,
Trans-Lux recently mulled buildmg
a theatre on the site occupied by
Rogers Corner, midtown New 'VcrK
nitery. According to Elson his ft""
was ofiered the property some time
ago by a bWker but the matter has
chilled, he said. Circuit,, howeve^
plans another house at 59th an"

Isa Pola, as Madison, N. Y.

W^twAtif,

Ayrit

M,

1947

'

;
,

P^MSW

mvwvms
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LfItiai Spits Wii Nik Partim
Iniemphis; Theatre, Xchange Briefs
Memphis.

various arrangements in Arkansas,

M. A. Lightman interests and the
5E«rilla-Maceri combine, partners in
L. theatres, largest nabe
«he L,
Jliain here, parted ways this veek,
splitting their six deluxe suburban
As origsituations between them.
L. was made
Eially constituted, L.

&

of the Linden Circle, which belonged to tightman; the Lamar and
Sialto, property of Joe Maceri and
Paul Zerilla, plus three houses, the

up

Capitol, Joy and Memphian, which

they acquired together.

Tennessee

Mississippi,

Ken-

and

tucky.

&

Minn,

AQI1I8. ITps Earl

Long

Minneapolis.
Three promotions have been announced by Minnesota Amus. Co.
Earl Long, manager of Norshor theatre, Duluth, since opening in 1941,
has been named manager of Para-

mount, San Francisco, by Leonard
in
Golden'son,
vice-president
H.
charge of theatres for Paramount.
Long will be replaced by Dan Hudson, present manager of Duluth's
Garrick, a promotion for the latter.

tinder the new pact, Lightman
takes back his Linden Circle and the
Zerilla and Maceri get George Brown, now manager of
back their Lamar and Rialto plus Strand, Miaot, N. D., will b.e made
fije Capitol and Joy.
manager of the Grarricfc.
Split came on heels of a disagreeMinnesota Amus. Co, (Paramount
inent over Lightman's plans to build circuit) has bought "Best Years," for
expensive new deluxe h<>use and
tnusiness development In North Cen- alloof its situations, excepting Twin
City downtown flrstruns and a few
Maceri and Zerilla spots where opposition houses have
tral Memphis.
decided against risking any coinRKO produce tied up. Picture now
project, whereupon Lightman de- is in Its seventh week here at RKOcided to proceed without them. The Pan.
It
will go into Minnesota
toys then figured the idea of being Amus. "B" houses at $1,20 top and
faoth partners with and competition with extended playing time.
to Lightman in the nabe field
dewell
and
out
work
so
wouldn't
Brandts' MayfaiV "takeover
cided to pull out of the 16-year com?
Brandt theatre circuit is slated to
After considerable negotiafcine.
tion, it was agreed to dissolve L. & take over operations s>t the Mayflair
theatre
on Broadway tomorrow
ii. altogether and determine division
of the three houses it had acquired, (Thursday), under a five-year lease
tightman drew the Memphian, the from Loew's, which owns and formerly operated the house. Theatre
toys got the others.
will
continue
under the same policy,
Macerithe
and
Lightman
L. & L.,
Zerilla group are among defendants playing second run double bills day
Si the $3,000,000 monopoly suit and date with the Ixiew's circuit in
Brought by six local nabe groups in N. Y. Admission scale remains the
federal court. In that case, John W. same.
Loew's leased the theatre to the
Eaton, former owner of Peabody
theatre, joined the list of plaintiffs Brandt Outfit on the assumption that
last Saturday (26). In the amended it didn't need anpther Broadway
complaint filed for him. Baton as- house so close to the Capitol, Criserted originally that he had been terion and State. Loew's marquee
able to get pictures for the Peabody sign was removed from the building
SO to 60 days after their Main Street Monday (28).
showings here, but that after LightVnlied in H. C. Gets Bid?. OK
man and the others joined hands

Memphian;

m

with L. & L. theatres, his run was
pushed back 95 'to 97 days, behind

downtown

houses.
Dissolution of

L.-

&

leaves

.L.

Lightman with only two suburban
spots here, but does not affect his

three
downtown situations, the
Malco, Strand and Princess, or the
TOrOdd houses he operates undM

the grounds the operations would be
heavier than permitted under the
zoning rules In force on the property. At a rehearing last week the
commission granted the permit following an explanation by United
officials that operations of the company include only office work,
photography and motion picture film
rocessihg and excluded use of any

Borboro

Warner

J0ck Carson
Martha

Cornel

St.

Robert Hution
Paige

in Person

and Her

Oreheistni

'Spoclal

Extra

tlNNy KENT
AT

HOLLYWOOD

PHit BRltO

^TR

«TH STREET

AN

0

WILDE « Mouresn O't^ASA

Top

Sellers Hit the Boad
Ifniversal's home sales offices emptied this week when the entire top
forces hit the road to peddle the
company's next e4gb*- releases. With
a decision on U's future conduct
recently made, in view of the decree's stay, it's understood that the
sales Cabinet will Sound out exhibs
T;

on negotiating bookings as a substitute for competitive selling. Comto dicker with exhibs
in tough competitive areas wifli the

pany intends

highest bidder generally taking the
picture.
William Scully, U's veepee in
charge- of sales, left over the weekend for Washington and Charlotte. Hi« assistant general manager, A. J. O'Keefe, planed for the

HENNY YOUNGMAN

SOth St.

URETTA YDUKB
tt$EWICOnElf.|TliaMRRWKlRE,

Boston, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, AlbSny, Buf-

New

and

*

Haven.

CHARLES CHAPLIN

Rooketeller Center
Claudette
iFred

COLB£l!T

A Motion

"THE EGG

picture Thaf Will S^ortl* Youl

Released thru United Artlitt

A

BROADWAY THEATRE
;

WALTER

HEY'TRmSlEZAK
'BORN TO KILL'

Swanstrom, operator of Star

ca&g^t^gSn^^allt";-^^^^"'--

at^X^ij^a'"^"'

MacMURRAY

•

AND

1"

irntver»«,I-biteniaUoiial Picture

SPSCTACillAR STAGE PRESENTATION

HH

m

Texas City
Texas City.
,
tr
was suffered by the
ih^^n
^"'J operated
by the rJi'^'r"^""?
circuit from the
rprpnt fiv and
recent

i
'

Xliurg.,

May

explosions here.

$100,000 house at Rbuyn, Quebec, ih
the mining district. House will spat
650 and to run only French flickers.
Reconstruction of Central theatre
at St. Julienne, Que., swept by fire
is planned
at
cost of
$25,000.
new house is being
built at Crystal Beach, U. S.-Canadian resort, near Buffalo, N.Y., will

recently,

A

be ready

May

24.

Big Akron Nab« Opened

Common

Pleas Court here that beAkron, O., April 26.
fore he could enjoin operation of
Third largest neighborhood house
the theatre as a nuisance, the operation must be shown to be a nui- here, 999-seat Gbpley, operated by
sance.
Site

of

new

open-air theatre

is

near Glendale, a fashionable residential suburb, with Theatre Enterprises, Inc., the backer. Nat Kaplan,
veteran local film man, Is a member
of the firm. Injunction was sought

Highland circuit, was opened recently. Hamilton Horn, manager of
Liberty,' will

manage the new

Charles Simpson,
Colonial, Akron,
Liberty.

assistant

spot.

the

at

named manager

of

by 62 residents of Glendale.

NW

% small Houses For
Sehretbinan-Pink Add Another
Minneapolis, April 29.
Los Angeles,
Plans have been drawn here for
Paul Schrelbmaii and Sidney Pink
added the Rampart to their L.A. two new theatres in this territory.
chain.
Win be devoted to foreign Benfield-Schenecker Co. will build
pictures.
a $63,000 house at Webster, S.D. A

new

400-seat house at Clinton, Minn.,
Will cost $40,000.

600-S«!ater for No. Carolina
Charlotte, N. C, April 29.
Pfohl theatre, to be built at Mount
Pleasant, N. C., by the H. & S.
Theatres, Inc., will be ready In July,
theatres at .$300.
according to H. D. Hearn, head of
Fred Wehrenberg, national prez the company. It will be a 600-seater.
Of
in Tuscon, Ariz., conHearn also heads Exhibitor's Service,
valescing from a recent flu siege.
Pastime, Aurora, Mo., recently which supervises 54 theatres in the
bought by Clifford O. Cody, Harts- two Carolinas.
ville. Mo., will be shuttered during
"Egg and I," opened the new

a

facelifting.

la.,

Frank Sinatra
Grayton
Peter Lawford
Jimmy Durante

PBBSON

in

I'lt

In

M-6.M'>

Ha|>pcned
Broohlyii'

FRED LOWERY
Dorothy Rae

Ft.

w «

Wayne House
^0"^*

i^-iu

Sold

Wayne,

Ind.

Wayne Theahas operated the
Sitoi4''"'^A'"'^^
Eastern theatres
itfi ?n^^''^?,"''?*''u°^

MARIO &
FtORiA

Hollywood, April 29.
Edward Small has signed Gregory
Ratoff to direct "Cagliostro," based
on an old French novel.
Picture will be filmed entirely at
the
Churubusco studios, Mexico,
starting July i.

and Frank Hamerman's Princi-

pal Exchange.

Rodgers

started

a

circuit, of Cairo,

new

$375,000

has

111.,

theatre

in

Bill Hornung is managing the Hi- Poplar
Bluff, Mo. Chain now operates
way, pending the return of Charles
the Criterion and Jewell there.
Mensing. Hornung is assistant manSam Fleben, KeWanee, 111 has
ager Of the Wynne.
.,

opened

his

Y-Net

in

Wyanet.

111.

3 Can. Houses Sign Unidn Ops.
Regina.
„
Rex, Broadway and Roxy theatres
signed recently with projectionists' local of lATSE.
Capitol
and Met already have iinibn opera-

here,

*

tors.

Elite theatre,

Kamsack,

Sask., sold

to Michael Phillit,
Edmonton, representing North Western Theatres, Ltd. House will be
enlarged, given air-conditioning and

new front.
Elks' theatre, Assiniboia,
Sask
sold by Ortel Hoffos to Bill
Lawrence, who will operate six
days
weekly instead of just weekends as
done previously.
Night admission scale at the Eagle
and Lyric theatres, ^wift Current!

Wa are diitribuiors for every
Vind of fireworki; catering to
jobberi and retail outlet!.

a

Jerry Wayne

Kattiryn

witli

-Jlver

The by John Kowbel

ifooo-s&t

1

S

here in

W.ayne, Ind., since
1938, puru
chased
the three-story brick
bSd.
ing occupied by the
(Sapitol.

was

.

by France-

•

Long Chain

.circuit operates the

ON SCBBEN

Small's Magicker
WtUMM

'Warren briefly visitgrounds enroute to

Ri?iwc^°"!?'"^
Billings
headquarters.

fire

CUIRE

built

Manor Theatre on Providence Road
Joe Groth spld his State, Clarence, on April 11 and has been packing
to W. L. Fisher, Pleasantville, la.
them • in at nearly every show.
Warner Bros, Dohald J. Wollins,
member of K-L's press book staff for
Mano;r is one of the new suburban
Goldberg Heads New Eng. Indies
past year, uBped_ to assisiaMt field
houses here.
Charlotte now has
explpiteer. assigned to the Bostoh
Boston.
twelve theatres, exclusive of the
territory.
Leonard Goldberg, owner of Adams
film house in Quincy, elected presi- Little Theatre for local stage plays.
A
new
drive-in
theatre
was
dent of the Independent Exhibitors
ipiajnond's PBC tost
„
of New England at last meeting re- opened at Or3ngeburg, S. C-, April 16
t>^n". f-,¥iaraond has been named placing Walter E. Mitchell, retiring by Mrs. Florence Sanford Tarleton
oSii^'^f ^P'^'s branch manager for prexy. Others
elected were Daniel of Columbia, S. G.
^^'^^ equivalent job
fl'ni°^S'®'''y
Murphy, veepee; James Guarino, 2d
for 20th-Pox
until early last year.
W. Cr. Fussell, owner of Lyric at
veepee: Julian Rifkin, secretary
Blandenboro, N. C, is building a
Leslie Bendslev, treasurer, and Ray
Butte's Rialto Back to Fox?
new film house across the street
Feeley, business manager.
from his present operation.
Symon .Circuit's Rialto 'theatre
Morris Legendre of Aiken, S.C.,
Breoker Heads Phllly Army
*° Fox-Intermountain
SfoL''^*"™
who With Sam Trincher operates IS
chain, former apparently
okaying
Philadelphia.
,„.„.
reversion to the former
WilUam F. (Bill) Brooker, in theatres of the Legendre-Trincher
operators!
Checker-inners
circuit
charge
in North and South Caroinclude
of exploitation for ParaJimmv
*^^«*ch,Pai-s western Montana
niount exchange here, named head lina, announced that the circuit
and Carl Lind, UA's sales
envoy of industry's committee in current would build a picture theatre in
here with Carroll Trowbridge,
dis- Salvation Army drive.
'
North
Charlotte
at a cost of $75,000.
trict manager of company.
Burglars thefted an undisclosed
PRC-Eagle-Lion man- amount of coin last week from the It win seat 1,000.
aser ^fn
o.n introduc- Belmont theatre.
tlrv' trip.:
t? L '
tory
Jones IS replacing Jack
2 New Houses In 111.
Eli Ginsberg, former PRC salest^^sfwee^ Idaho"t1rr- man, IS now on road
St. Louis, April 29.
for Dave Mol-

5*.

.RADIO CITY MUSIC HAll

'musmUR VERDOUX'

lAWRENCE

be

Korman, associated with
Players, will start soon on a

MPTOA

Milton Skolsky Joins E-L
Milton' Skolsky added to EagleLion s flackery as press book writer
under editor Jonas Arnold. Brother
to columnist Sidney, Skolsky
was
formerly in press book and ad depts.

,v?^5r9'li^'°'^8'woy ol

PALACe

Sam

.

rZy

DMriOp«n9t30A.M.

rt sard St.

houses, one t(5 be built here and
the other in Denison. Foundation for
the theatre here is under way but
actual construction will not start

1,600 seatep, tO:

Filme.

Famous

,

SCOXX
VSXS OX STAGE—HAZKIThe BABKT'S • CABL BAVAZZA

BROADWAY

manager.

W

"Tlie Homesti-etch"
lOtk Ctntury-Fox Picture in Tichnicofor

flWi^ I

7

2 New Ohio Theatres
Toledo, April 29.
Clan 3 New Canadian Houses
Herbert K. Hoglan plans to begin
Montreal, April 29.
construction soon on a 4S0-Seat theFollowing are sdme of the latest
Community
Genoa.
atre in nearby
theatre
building plans in Prbvlhce
house.
currently has no film
of
Quebec:
awarded
Corp.
has
Shea Theatre
Theatre Canadian, gutted by fire
the Heller-Murray Co., of Youngstown, contract to build a new 1,500- last year, will be replaced by a

;

of

INA RAY HUTTON

"The Two Mrs. Carrolls"

B'wqyaf 51

®

VicMs
*
Janis
in Waimw BroR. Hit

"LOVE AND LEARN''

Bros. Picture

with S.IGEE BntfCB
Directed by Peter Godfrey
Produced by Mark HelUnger

Continued from page

Coast Sunday (27) with lios AnKansas City.
geles his first stopover. Ed GomerA reversal of form by the City sall, assistant to Scully, left New
Plan Commission will permit United York Friday (25) for Chicago, MilFilm Service Co. to go ahead with waukee, Minneapolis and fietroit
C. J. Feldman, western division
construction of its new $100,000
Si. Loo Drive-In Kelighie^
building in a southside location. An manager, is taking in Kansas City,
application by the film company Omaha, Des Moines, Denver, Salt
St. Louis.
Drive-In theatre oh Manchester
made April 2 was refused by the Lake City and the Coast. F. J. A.
commission after the first hearing^n McCarthy, southern and Canadian foad, St, Louis County, operated by
chief, hits Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Midwest £)rive-In Theatre Corp., reAtlanta, St.- Louis, Memphis, New lighte'd for the summer season.
Orleans, Dallas- and Oklahoma City.
City council of McLeansboro, 111.,
Fred Meyers, eastern division head, has fixed the annual tax on picture

SMlTf^

Alexis
In

STANWYCK

•

New Theatre B

theatre at Norroangee and changed seater in Ashtabula.
the name tp the Jonesy.
The Gloria 0rive-ln, just hullt on
L. T. MoDaniel purchased the Route 23 near Liiit>a, 0, has opened
Rains theatre at Emory from Theo
*
its season.
Miller,
Miller will continue to operate houses at Quitman and at
Talco.
He also recently sold the
% New Negro Houseisi For Te^tas
Hawk theatre at Hawkins to Roy
Dallas, April 29.
Devinney. Miller said that he was
Jack Adams and Sam Lucchese,
unable to find capable help to opand Century here,
erate all four houses and is his operators of State
announce plans for two deluxe negro
reason for seUing two theatres.

falo

Humphrey

of

Bill Sairgent is

3 Texas Theatre Deals
De Leon, Texas.
A. R. Parsons and H. L. Millington
purchased the Texas theatre here
from J. M, Miller and have taken
over operation of the house. Parsons and Millington also are remodehng a building Which they will
turn into a theatre.
L. R. Jones bought the Yancey

covering
g
Pittsburgh,

SO^ART

Wave

municipal requirements. JJew $70,000 until building controls are dropped
New Van theatre will be opened
theatre and store for WaynesylUe,
at Van soon by J, H. Stagner. ReN. C, also was okay.
?laces house destroyed by fire ia
leavy machinery.
946, Stagner was given priority
The company which emjiloys about
to
For Indiana
One
New
rebuild as this was the only house
X»6 persons in the producing of film
Indianapolis, April 29.
ads and trailers has long planned
In town.
Harry C. Walsh has sxarted work
the move from its present downtown
Underwood and Ezell opened the
quarters to the Mth St. Terrace on New Scott, 800-seater at Scottsaaw Winkler Drive-ln near Houston.
property near thd south fringe of burg, Ind.
It is their ntoth such plant in Texag.
the city.

House
nuuse Sask

built in 1867,

Until the congregation
of Calvary

Lutheran

Church In Toled^ finds
new quarters, it will hold
its Sunday
services In the Colony
theatre^there
Try To Bar CIncy Qrlve-In
.

Denying an
°*

.

Y

.

in

Community

ServL^r*'^*'"''''*-^^^'^"
Cooperative Assn. in establishment and operation 6t a
com-

munity

Cincinnati.
injunction to stop
drive-in theatre.

?
T?,'21*'^"-£f'?"
Judge
Nelson Schwab has ruled

has heen upped 10c because
of increased maintenance
costs
Famous -Players has signified its
i°0P"ate with the
N^rtS^Sn!,

turned

theatre. Ipreviously,
in

down

h«H^l»f'
theatrf groSr'

its

efforts

T-v Tni
to

pur-

PWerty which
'^^'""""^

'

WHOLESALE ONLY.

kCm SALES CO..
g^,Dept.

V—Box

inc.

63— Station V

Atlanta, ««.

'lA?

gas

Now Specialising'
.in Refreshment
fConce$sion$ for

IN THEATRE^

•

:

ApHl

Wedit«sda7,

nAiiio
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KERBO
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

It

was Sid Eiges and

his press aisles at

NBCi who came up with the

"let's-laugh-lt-ofi" solution to the Fred Allen censorship squabble—
and consensus of the trade is that, in view of the subsequent gangup
of comedians against networlj protocol in defense of Allen, it was the
from further embarrassment and'
sensible way out in sparing
what was beginning to shape up as unprecedented attack.
Tlie Bob Hope-Red Slcelton cut-off last Tuesday (22) on thd' heels
of the Allen "dead air" treatment made a juicy morsel for the dailies
throughout the country, many of them spotting it Page One, with

On Tap; Wnuld Take NRI

NBC

NBC

much

There were plenty of worried and
harassed execs around NBC hdqs; on Wednesday (23) and when the
web brass went into a huddle, Eiges popped up with the idea to "let
'cm all come in and gag it up to their heart's content; they'll run it
into the ground in a few days and it'll all be over." For a while it was
Clarence Menser against the field; the programming veepee (he's the
guy Allen's been ribbing all season) insisted on the web respecting
the ban on comics who kid network veepees, but be was finally persuaded to yield.
As was expected, virtually the whole roster of NBC comics were set
to go to town on the f adeout gag and as result of the Wednesday switch
in policy, word went to Denni'! Day, Burns & Allen, et al;, to "keep
it in, we don't care." The ordering of a special Hooper on the following Allen show, the offer of an honorary vice-presidency of the network which Allen subsequently rejected, and the NBC suggestion that
Allen's Alley be inhabited by a flock of NBC veepees as a one-shot gag,
which Allan also nixed, was all part of the "laugh-it-off" buildup.
Some are inclined to the belief that it was a gargantuan publicity
hoax wliich paid off in space ^in spades. Majority, however, feel it was
just a case of NBC carrying things too far. But for a iace-savtng
device, the network can thatik its public relations boys.
getting

the worse of

it.

—

By GEOBGE ftOSEN
Come September curtain-raiser on

comedy

'

Ernest
to
M.
according
Walker, newly appointed adviser to

laces,

their

nized

show

As to comedy shows, Walker puts
his finger on three places where

show.
And- what
Allen dropped from
previous Sunday to

CBS

in analysis and development
network comedy shows. There's
no dearth ot good comedy writers
Plenty of good
either, he claims.
writers are around, he says, but

worth isn't sufficiently recogbecause they don't get the
right kind of assignments or enough
of them.

over to CBS, although it's Reported
Jim Adams, Standard Brands
prexy, advised NBC during the past

the

Anticipating a
in years.
ligure in the stratosphere,
ordered a special rating on the

NBC

happened?
on the

25.3

GM Mulls Liie,

Ckvalier Show

A

—

man—and
mered

on

the one theme is hamtill
the writers write

themselves out.

Walker points out something too
forgotten. Comedy lines are
not funny as written. They're funny

often

(Continued on page 42)

Lnden's Won't Cough

Up

lines

of

informality

which

would

make

it an ideal showcase for late
afternoon
programming.
General Motors reportedly has the
inside track on the show until the
end of this month.
Show is being packaged by the
Lyons agency, with Alan Jay Lerner, who wrote the book for the hit
"Brigadoon" legiter (he's originally
from radio), as the scripter, and
Herb Moss assigned the producer

Sunday

berth,

Program has a reported weekly
talent nut of about $20,000.

7O0G CITIES SERVICE

ACCOUNT TO McC-E
MeCann-Erickson has copped the
Cities Service Co. radio billing for
"Highways in Melody." a $700,000

Account
time-and-talent package.
was previously held by Foot^, Cone
& Belding.

Report is that Danny O'Neil. currently in the Statler's Terrace Room
at Detroit, may land the summer
Hollywood, April 29.
Hoagy Carmichael's quarter-hour standin spot on the show; He's set
musical stanza on CBS, rated one of for auditioning by the agency next
the season^s top solo acts, is being Monday (5).
dropped' by Luden's May; 25 after
Hammell Resigns MCA
39 weeks'. Time is also being relinquished by client who may return
Joel Hammell has resigned from
to a new time spot in the fall.
MCA radio dept. to open his own
John Bates of the Mathes agency, office. He was in charge of radio
who early this season bought Mere- writers at MCA.
dith
Willson (Canada Dry)
Hammell sete up shop as soon as
and
C-armichael, now has a clean Hol- he winds up with a writing assign^
lywood slate to start with next fall ment for the Ann Scotland show.

Additional Carmichael Coin

.

16.0

or

Top Takiit

I

Radio Writers Guild is blueprintBob
plans, already well developed,
with ing
to institute annual awards for outthe
standing performance by the people
over
carrying
summer, and possibly
directly responsible for the way raHarPhil
Of
the
Status
to the fall.
dio programs go on the air, i.e., the
ris-Alice Fayc Fitch show as a '47producers and directors, actors and
'48 carryover appears. to be in doubt.
actresses, engineers arid soundmen,
Edgar Bergen has been talking mugical conductors and othcr.s— exabout transcribing his Charlie Mccept writers.
Carthy show, but those close to him
In addition, a top award is planned
Allen
with
back-to-'baok
he'll
be
say
(Continued on page 42)
There's a definite decision
again.
GamProcter
&
(Wed.),
today
due
ble, unhappy with the Don Ameche
'The
show and has dropped it.
10:30-11 slot vacated by Old Gold

show stays put.
Burns exits the 6:30-7 period,
"EUery Queen" going in for
that the
,

.

red.

ha.s

always operated

The NRI

operation,

spiraled total billings in excess ot
$5,000,000 annuaHyi
The radio pha.se of the Nielsen activities, however, is due fOr a major
comeuppance which w'ould make it
a decided black ink operatio.i, if
four-network
negotiations
for
a
servicing deal are wrapped up, as is

.

expected by September at the latest.
For such a service, which would
place at the networks' disposal the
complete data a.ssemblcd through
the NRI, Nielsen would receive a
reported 1% ot the networks' total
billings. On the basis of the approximate $190,000,000 in groi-s time .sales
racked up by the four webs last
year, that would pour about $1,900,000 into the Nielsen coffers.
,

Thus far the network.s have held
on any such deal, which has been
in the talking stage for some time,
because of the cost involved, and because of the current uncertainties in
broadcasting operations, with their
upped operating
ent,

costs, etc.

NBC, CBS and

ABG

At preshave in-.

dividual contracts with Nielsen for
limited service somewhat apiiroximating the service they receive from
Hooper. NBC's $60,000 represents,
the largest chunk now spent annually with Nielsen, but the new deal
would give the networks the whole
Nielsen works.
If the networks negotiate the- deal,
it would require a complete revamp
of the entire Nielsen radio operation
and the pacting o£ new terms with
all the agencies and sponsors currently subscribing to the service.
Since the networks would have the
service available for its clients, it
would mean Nielsen would have to
enter into new contracts with the
advertisers who would want exIt's Bill Lewis over Tom Lewis on panded service from the NRI.
a Borden decision, with result that
Part of the networks' $1,900,000
the approximate $1,000,000 Borden annual cost would probably be reradio
move over from turned to them through a prorata
billing!!
Rubicam to Kenyon & sharing of the nut by network cliYoung
Eckhardt,
ents.
The competitive Y & R-K tn E
sweepstakes for the lucrative radio
account had been on for some time,
ever since Borden expressed its unhappiness over the Ginny Sirams
which is being dropped.
show,
Y & R made a desperate bid to retain the biz by pitching up a new
Georgie Price show, but Borden de& E's package, a If Frank Sinatra, who is parting
cided in favor of
half-hour situation comedy tabbed company with Old Gold in June, has
"Arthur's Place." Latter goes in as any thoughts about talking a deal
summer replacement in the Friday with Lucky Strike for a return to
night CBS spot being vacated by "Hit Parade" in the fall (and it's
'

&£ Snap Borden

is

vacant.

still

CBS—General Foods is still shopping around for a show to replace
Kate SmiHi in the 6:30-7 segment;
although there's a possibility that
G-F; may just decide to drop the
time. Campbell Soup is expected to
replace its "Corliss Archer" Show
and there's speculation as to whether
Texaco will stand pat with its new
high-budgeted Tony Martin-guest
star program, in view o£ its disap
pointing (7.1) rating. Luden's hai

cancelled

out

late

its

afternoon

Hoagy Carmichael show-

MONDAY
NBC-^Major change here

the
Victor
is

—

with a format designed along

.

the

however, is dwarfed by the Nielsen
Food and Drug Indexes, which have

off

upcoming cancellation of
Borge-Benny Goodman show and
musical-comedy program headed up Socony's vacating of the time.
by Maurice Chevalier and Beatrice
Campbell Soup is buying
CBS
Lillie,

16.1
.

Muis Iscars

that

22.4.
they wobble. One is in the masterminding. Situation comedy comics
NBC prefers to blame it on
the
change,
daylight
saving
are forced into gag shows, or vice
whieh usually snafus schedules
versa. Gagsters are asked to read
and audience pull.
lines when they can't. Second- flaw
is in the actual production of shows.
Execs suggest a characterization for
a comedian which the writers don't
grasp. The particular writers hired
may be incapable of getting it.
Third weakness is in inadequate
means of checking .a pei^Ormance
or testing the playing quality of a
script. Old-fashioned measurements,
such as clocking laughs off a show,
General Motors, anxious to get
vary in accuracy.
back into the fadip picture (It last
Walker, who as director of Audi
sponsored the NBC Symphony), now
. ence
Response Analysis has been an option on what is probably
checking comedy shows for two
the costliest show packaged in a
years by means of an electronic decouple of seasons. It's a half-hour

Vice he invented, calls masterminding the worst fault. Agency execs
not only give writers impossible assignments, like building a situation
comedy show around a gag comic,
but hamper them in other ways. Because a show clicked five years ago,
they try to inject into every new
show some part of the old format,
forgetting that present*day casts or
conditions might be dlflerent.
An agency may put a show together with insufficient characters
or
characterizations,
leaving the
writer with a narrow field to work
in.
writer may be given one
characteristic to work on the actor
must be portrayed as stingy, or an
actress as a dame on the make for a

19-1

Writers Guild

SONDAY

NBC—

to

nual billings,
in

18.2

Inner Sanctum
Great Gildersleeve.

i Webs' Biings

27.7
2G.5
25.3
24.5
23.1
23.0
22.4
22.3
20.1

Red;

Not generally known is the fact
that the A. C. Nielsen Radio Index,
despite its approximate $1,000,000 an-

31.1

18.3

Phil Harri.s.
Duffy's Tavern

Big question here, in view
of the recent censorship controversy,
whether Fred Allen will move
is

Fred
Allen-NBC Fadeout Saga was
Allen's Hooper downbeat last
Sunday (27) night, when the
comedian dropped 2.9 in the
face of one ol the most terrific
of
any
newspaper buildups

of

Fibber & Molly..
Fred Allen
Lux Radio Theatre
CharUe McCartliy
Red Skelton
Amos 'n' Andy.............
Screen Guild Players.
Walter Winchell..
Mr. D. A.....,..;. ..........

night-by-night NBC-CBS breakdown thus far accents the following
wholesale jockeying, maneuvering,
indecisions, etc., among radio's top
coin spenders:

Buildup in Reverse
sequel

Bob Hope
Jack Benny

A

week
Ironic

\%

for

Hooper Rates 'Em

decision.

Analyst: Mastennmdiiig Big Reason
no mystery why many-f
shows fall flat on their

How

.

Comedy Flops No Mystery

There's

DealC Js

,

the 1947-48 broadcasting season, the
trade looks for the most dra.stic revamp of major nighttime programming in recent years, The checkerboard moves among sponsors, which
have been multiplying as the current
season enters the homestretch, will
drastically alter the pattern of afterdark listening, particularly on NBC
Not a night, Sunday
and CBS.
through Saturday, will be left untouched.
picture
as it shapes up for
The
the fall is far from complete. Bankrollers in quest of new shows are
biding their time; they* know that
other shows will be dropped and
they want to look over the expanded
list of availabilities before making a

M4

7:30 to 8 cross-the-board for re-slot
ting of Bob Trout and a 15-minute

musical show.

(Bob

Hawk now

out

of the 7:30 period and into 10:30).
exits 8:30 slot, with spon
shopping
still
Bros.)
for a low-budget show. In-

Joan Davis
sor

(Lever

around

Billings

From

&

YIR

:

:

CBS Adverse lo

LS/Voice Deal

K

Miss Simms, on June 20. with its fall
continuance hinging on its summer
popularity.

Show

,

.

considered likely in the trade that
the ciggie sponsor will renew the
pitch for the Voice), CBS is ready

Arthur Moore, ex-di- to chime- in with a "you can't do
siders
rector-produeer of Borden-County that."
dropping Screen Guild Players, but
Fair program. It's his first acting
It appears that Sinatra, as in the
the report is just as emphatically
chore.
case of Perry Como, is Still tinder
denied by others.
contract to GBS. And "Hit Parade"
TUESDAY
last Saturday switched over to
only
NBC Top audi^ce night On the CBS Cross-Ref Tabu
NBC. There are a variety of reaNBC calendar thus far looks undissons why CBS wouldn't be likely to
turbed.
Switch
Parade'
'It
On
still for a Sinatra-Lucky deal.
hold
CBS—Status of the Mel Blanc
For one thing, it realizes that the
show in doubt. Colgate would have
Stirs Feeling in Trade "lend-lease" arrangement for Como
grabbed "Suspense" had Roma Wine
didn't work out any too satisfactorily
The networks' cross-reference for the network, which is having
(Continued on page 36)
tabu stirred up some more ill feeling
difficulty returning him to the CBS
last week in connection with last
And Columbia is still smartSnake Oil Junket Saturday's switchover of the LUcky fold.
ing under the blow of losing "Hit
Strike "Hit Parade" sfiow from CBS
Parade," its top Saturday liight
Texas Toiir to Promote General to NBC. American Tobacco Co. draw, to NBC.
appraise
fLuckies) was anxious to
Foods' Calamet Baking Powder
its li,steners on the final CBS show
Young & Rubicam's Max Wylie, of the following Saturday's change
Renews 'Suspense'
accompanied by some General Foods to NBC, but CBS iiixcd the commerexecs, is on a junket through Texas cial copy.
Wishes It Hadn't
CBS permitted the announcer to
in connection with a novel promo"Suspense" Was rcnew^ for antion stunt designed to hypo sales of state that it \vas the final "Hit PaGF*s Calumet Baking Powder. It's rade" shov/ on Columbia, but blue-, other 13 by Schenley's Roma wine
another
otily after Milton Biovv was given
strictly a regional pitch to offset penciled any reference to
tough competition through the Texas network or to the usual tag "consult a two-hour extension of the option
your local newspaper." As result deadline. Argument that turned the
area from rival products.
Belding.
agency on tide was that once off the air it
Agency has been spotting a hill- Foote, Cone &
billy troupe on a group ot Texas the account, had to content Itself would be difficult to get back w'lh a
stations but is now giving the pro- with "We hope you'll be with us vino account.
the
CBS wasn't top happy that Schen*
closer.
motion all the circus trimmings next week" as
reminiscent of the old Ihdian snake
GBS took the po.sitiori that it was ley renewed, as a half dozen liior*
oil junketsf toxaint the hillbillies bad enough losing the show;, why desirable, sponsors put in bids tot
one-night
into rodeos,
stands, etc,
should it plug it for a rival web? , 'an option, if and when available,
insist

that

Lady Esther

is

stars

—

*

Y&R's

Roma

-CBS

W*dnmtday, April 30, 1947

ABC

Columbus Confab, Grand^ of 'Em All,

various fields of specialization face
a busy schedule In some 40 meetings
of the four-day conference.
As in the past, the question Of

be
will
service
public
heavily underlined. This time, however, the stress will be on the downpractical
the
approach,
to-earth
side of the problem.
Other important themes are radio's

radio's

international role in UNESCO and
by the State Dept. and the general
situjttion of local stations. Already
more than 50 representatives of
small wattei-s are registered and a

number

of panels

will

deal

:

only

•with this group.

Opening general

session

Eridaiy

devoted to the question:
public interest, convenience afW necessity?" Participants
•will be PCC Commissioner GllfEord

evening

is

"What

i^

Durr; Chartes Mortimer, General
Poods Corp. idman; CBS's Edward
R. Murrow; Robert K. Richards, National Assn. of Broadcasters" flack
chief, and Charles Siverson, 'WIIAWt,
Rochester.
Five- of the seven FCC commissioners are expected to attend.
An innovation will be a special
session devoted to radio and labor,
Morris Novijtj radio; consultant, has
J.

panel:

'

stitute.

it

this

topped the current Diak Jockey Sweepstakes in the newly-created
60-minule Paul Whit eman showmanship fillip.

air.

once,

they're going to make the most
of it. They're taking over IVIadison Square Garden for one
night to accommodate the 16,000
winning: ticket holders.
Ducat offer, aired couple of
weeks ago, brought a deluge of
18,000 letters, 8,000 of them coridentifying
the
tranrectly

—

scribed voice

all

-.of

MO's 11th Hr. Bid for
KLZ ACE NEWSCASTER

BOB PETRE
KLSi giveB Special attention to,
puts particular emphasis on t'li«
satherlng and editing of news; then
gives It the best pois.'sible vpice oh

people—of

the air.

CBS' Arthur Godfrey. Figuring
indicated it would take at least
six months to pay oft winners at
chilled

Sheffield

Coast

.

Sneak Progr^^^

in excess of $10,000.

Hollywood, April 29.
Back door handouts, watches,
appliances and other giveaways on
shows
were .ordered stopped
NBC
by Sidney N.. Strotzr net's western
Action was taken
di-v^sion head.

vei State Dept.

Washington, April 29.
State
Department has
grown
Hooper-wise in its scheduling of ra-

registrations

B. McCarty, director of WHA, Univ.
of Wisconsin, and Judith Waller,
NBC public service division. New
this year will be Robert D. Leigh,
director of the Commission on Freedom of the Press; Barbara Ward,
member of the board of governors
of BBC, and Robert Shayon, pro-

ducer

ot

seines,

CBS'S

"Eagle's

.

CBS, which would have had

Blows 250G HYPOED
BeWET; ALDEN EAST

istence and to live in fantasy.
Such an escape is matched b,y
the rise in the use ot intoxicants,
and both testify to the spread of

mental illness."
Dr. Novick also saw little in
'radio comedy, programs to
stim,ulale the public.

ception.

CARSON

COMM™ TO

Schwerin outfit had completed tests
on NBC's "Fibber McGee Sc Molly"

with

National Dairy iSealtest) in
option periods of straight 44 w*eks.
With Carson stUl under- eontraet to

Test was conducted to determine
audience response to a nev characa maid, who Was recently introthe summer quarterly layoff, new duced into the show, and the proassociation
is
contingent on his gram, commercials. Results, as usual,
availability, depending on whether are being kept confidential for the
Campbell renews for the last cycle ad agency's exclusive use. Test was
or drops him at close of current made by the manual score-jhcet
season.
method although Schwerin has pracJack Ifaley's four-year span with tically finished experimental work
Sealtest (Village Store) end's June on a new all-electronic device Called
30.
Bob Redd, who produces Haley the ReactOcaster.
show, will be at controls of the
Under exfjlusive contract to NBC,
Carson stanza, with possible other
Schwerin

Campbell Soup for

13

weeks

after

ter,

'

RESEACi POST

MM Irs

NOW

.

parents.

.

by August 31, In return.
promised to buy outrifjht the

off the air

station
2515

shares—.one-third of the total-

owned by Harold Smith and to remove Smith as general manager
within 30 days after FCC action. It
was Smith who perpetuated the con-

cealment of Sam Pickard's 24%
stock ownership.
Earlier, he proposed to accept nonvoting stock for his voting .share*,
but 'was to stay on as generf.l manager.
Under the new plan he will
have no connection with WOKO.
Station said
for $160,00d

outfit

has completed

tests

.

thus far on over 100 programs designated by the network. Only a few
sponsored programs, like the RCA
Victor show, are included in the
total.
Test of the "Fibber McGee &
Molly" airer for the sponsor was
made under terms of the new agree-

ment between
in

which the

to

solicit

NBC

and Schwerin

latter is given the right

business

among NBC

directly

from

clients.

LANGiOFF'VICi CALIUP

1847 pattern.

with more than two years' service,
WOKO, through new local oounset, Samuel Jacobs, urged FCC to
its order taking tiie .station

modify

buy

it .will

his

.shares

out of surplus funds.
$160J)00 is np more than "liquidation value" of the stock, it was
pointed out.
Smith's stock will then be mads
available for purchase to

WOKO

employees with at lep.st two years'
service.
The unsold stock will be
put into a pot lor later sale 'to employees as they pass the two-year
mark.
All those with 24-months'
service- may buy two shares and an
additional share for each year beyond, that up to a Gelling of 13 shares
for employees with 14 or more years'
seniority. When an employee leaves,
he will have to sell the stock back
to the station for cost plus a 25**

show for audience response. PactecS
by Needham, Louis & Brorby agency bonus.
Favorable FCC action on this new
which handles show for Johnson
Wax, the test marked the first time plan, the station argued, will put
Hollywood, April 29.
the industry on notice that "leniContracts have been signed com- that a sponsor and ad agency have ency" can no longer be expected for
bought
the
Schwerin
service
since
mitting Jack Cai-wn to five-year deal
"concealments and misrepresentsits commercial debut last year.

hmm^r hh

new

all "evildoers" from participation in
the station and to make 2150 .shares
of stock available to 'all emplo/eea

SEALTESTF0R5YEARS

•

1 im

:

The

Schwerin s Deal

On Ibber Toting

the State Dept. had sought to retaliate by attempting to switch John
Foster Dulles' broad,cast, scheduled
in the Irade that tonight
(Tues.) at 10:30 p.m. on
agency's
his
o.o.
to
planning
he's
CBS, to anottier network. CBS is members of cast retained.
multi-million billings from a side- the Only net carrying the talk by
lines board chairman vantage point, Dulles, Marshall's Republican adMilton Blow said he's not only re- yiser at Moscow.
Holiner to Coast to Set
maining as agency prexy but is masState Dept's action, however, in
terminding an expansion program choosing its own time for a broadSiiatra's
cued to hypoed activity. Agency's cast, was seen as setting a precedent
Mann Holiner, radio head of Lentop clients, including Philip Morris, which, if followed in the
future,
nen-Mitchell, left for the Coast
Ever.sharp, Lady Estller, Procter & may develop friction
with the radio
Sunday (27) to set the principals
GKmble, Bulova and Schonley Prod- industry.
for a new half-hour summer musical
ucts, account for a flock of major
show for Old Gold which will go
nefwork programming and spots.
into the Wednesday at 9 CBS segAs part of the expansion program,
ment being vacated by Frank Sinathe Biow payroll has been .hiked by
tra on June 4.
Sunmier program
$250,000 annually. Jolin Alclen, manwill be moderately-hudgeted, with
ager of the agency's Frisco operaGeorge Gallup has resigned as a format similar to the "Rhapsody in
tion, has come east as veepee in
director of research for Young & Rhythm" show which the ciggie comcharge of client relations.
Rubicam to devote his full time to pany had spotted 10: 30 Sunday
his Institute of Public Relations and night NBC (now relinquished) prior
his Audience Research
to "Parky's."
.North' Skiperoo Stepping into the Y & RCorp.
Holiner says OG will definitely repost, effective May I, is Dr. Peter Linghofl. tain the Wednesday time in the
fall.
Cues Agency Flurries Latter has been identifled with de- Permanent replacement for Sinatra
Lennen & Mitchell's option on the velopment and direction of Govern- will he a top -budgeted airer, for
"Mr. and Mrs. Nortli" whodunit, mental research projects and was which Holiner is currently pacting.
which was dropi?ed some time back the first director of the Veterans
by Woodbury Soap, expires in about Administration's uesearcli dept.
PARENTS ARE NUTS
.B month. Expiration dsite will likely
New half-hour package labelled
.cue a flurry of agency-.sp6nsor acOzzic, Harriet Easting
"Those Ca— ra/.y Crawfords," with
tivity, since there's a flock of potenOzzie & Harriet (Mr. and IVIrs. Ralph Dumke and
Ethel Owen
tial bankrollers who want to latch Oxzie NeLsonJ, who
check off their playing the leads, is msiking the
on to the show but have been International Silver show for the rounds. CBS is
among those giving
stymied by L & M's exclusive. Lat- summer after the June 1 broadcast, it a looksee.
ter agency, thus far, has been un- come east for a week in
Dumke and Miss Owen have a
mid-June.
able to attract a buyer.
They've
been .booked into piece in the show, which they
The Richard and Frances Lock- Shawnee-on-the-Delaware for tlie helped develop.
Format is switch
.ificigc package^ though budgeted un- June 16 weekend in
connection with on'"Henry Aldrich'' family situation
der $5,000 when Iieaid on NBC, their sponsor's (1847 Rogers) 100th comedy,
with
the
son
playing
jpnsistehtiy pulled ah 11 or better anni shindig, and to help launch a straight
man to his slightly wacky

Denying reports

Novick, medical director of the
Illinois Society ot Mental HyIn town to adgiene, Chicago.
dress the Missouri Assn. for SoWelfare conference. Dr.
cir.l
Novick said: "People turn to
these types of program for an
escape from their e'vreryday ex-

Henceforth only extraneous plugs
with the giveaway trick to be passed
by. continuity acceptance will be
those approved by sponsor or agency
handling the program on which plug
is inserted, Bulova tea.ser was also
used on several CBS shows hut- no
Emergence of the Schwerin Lisruling .against the sneak commercial
tener Reaction system as « weighty
was invoked by the network. Strotz
said ruling would not apply to con- factor in agency and sponsor protest p,i;izes devised by the gponnor gramming calculations was indicated
to stiinuiate sales and audienee re- last week With discloiure that the

to

expected in from Great Britain, shall's talk, declined to air it, "We
'Canada, Australia, New South Wales take the position," prexy Frank
.and France. China and Egypt Mvill Stanton said, "that this is a free
country and that they cannot comsend cultural attaches.
A record press delegation is ex- mandeer networks in time of peace
pected to cover this year's program. for a speech by. the Secretary of
trade
the
of
most
State." He added that CBS had ofIn addition to
press, daily and wire service corre- fered Sunday at 10 p.m. or Monday
spondents on hand last year, scribes at 10:30 p.m., but was informed by
Providence
the
from
the State Department that "it had to
come
•will
Journal-Bulletin, Louisville Courier be 9:30 or nothing."
News and
Indianapolis
Howe admitted that CBS was
Journal,
•
Courier.
"completely within its rights" in rePittsburgh
fusing- the talk, with .the other three
nets Cleared:
He denied, however,
talk In Washington radio circles that

-

after a half-dozen pi-ograms oh the
chain chiTned in on Bulova's teaser
campaign ("Watch for the Day, the
Seventh of May") for which timepieces were passed 'out gratis to
writing and production crews.

29,

Station
WOKO, Albany, a.'iked
for an llth-hour reprieve here
yesterday (28), promisin,!? to cut oft'

FCC

Louis, April 29.
of radio sOapers,

murder mystery programs and
crooners was bjasted last Week
as a symptom of increasing mental illness by Dr. Rudolph G.

NBC Bans

Gifeawafs Oi

:

cancel the 60-minute Lux Radio
Theatre in order to schedule Mar-

advance

St.

•

•

Brood"

of

Washington, April

Wliat a Headache

KLZ, DENVPR.

Popularity

so a huddle
>yilh the sponsor,
Farnas, and agency,
Ayer, With decision to take over
the 18,000-seat Garden for a
night.
Plans now shaping up call for
a three-hour special show Saturday night, May 17. Deal is
expected to set the sponsor back

was

P

Promises Purge and Co-op Ownership

'

studio •broadcastg,

international flavor will perthe Institute. Broadcasters are

Perusal

shows a number of old names along
some newcomers. Familiar faces
include ABC's ^Robert Saudek; H.

'

on the

identifying a voice

But having done

dio speeches.
Criticism of the department's arbitrary slating of Secr
retary of State Marshall's broadcast
for 9:30 last night (28), without advance consultation with the networks as in the past, brought admi.'ision from Special Assistant John
P. Howe of tlie public affairs division that the
department had
"looked over Hooper ratings" and
selected a time when it thought
Marshall would have the greatest
audience.

•with

vade

WOR

CN. Y.)
participation show

"Guess Who?" will think twice
before they again offer a pair of
broadcast tickets to any listener

James

lined up for this
Carey, Old; Phil Ne-wsom, UP's
i&dio ne'ws editor, and Robert Eintner, exec V,p. of ABC.
Seventeen organizations will hold
meetings concurrently with the In-

An

$10,000 Gue$«
Producers of

audience

m

Old to counter the top.
work, in opinion of trade observers. Web,
rated shows from the NBC, CBS opposition, matched it by ingeniou.i
salesmanship and ideas, laid the groundwork for the emergence of.,
big time transcription programming via the Bing Crosby show; proved
that the Henry Morgan technique is good boxoftiqe; maintained healthy
billings by romancing new clients to offset a succession of 1946 lo.sses
tv,r/,T,>,h <'nrnoi'nmminir raids" as their shows hit the CBS-NRr v,in-

lull Earthy Approach to Problems
Columbus, April 29. f
The 17th annual Institute for
Education by Radio, grandpappy Of
all educational radio confabs, opens
here Friday (.2) and approximately
1,500 educators and radio men from

T

Gets an

ming

lAYOriOSES SUPPORT
IN

NOXZEMA, SWITCH

CBS

lost another half-hour show
week, when Noxzema notified
the network that it was cancelling
out "Mayor of the 'Town" from the
Saturday 8:30 p.m. slot and moving
over to ABC network in the fall.

last

"Mayor" will go into the Wednesday night 9:30 period preceding
Bing Crosby and Henry Morgan, but
faces the tough opposition of the
high-rated "Mr. District Attorney"
on NBC and the Dinah Shore show
on CBS.
Nevertheless Noxzema
expressed a preference for the new
time rather than continuing in the
Saturday CBS slot, which only permits for 25 minutes of programming
because of the 8:!S5-9 jParker Pen

news

period.

but it will not punish the
"innocent along with the guilty."

tion.s''

WOKO

quoted liberally from FCG
Commissioner E. K. Jett's separate

opinion urgiijg that the station be
given a chande to redeein itself.
Meanwhile, the Van Curler Broadcasting Corp., which is competing
for WOKO's wavelength, vigorously
upbraided the FCC for upsetting
precedent and holding open WOKO'J
Van
channel for new bidders.
Curler pointed out there never had
been "uncertainty" about WOK0'»

FCC

fate as

suggested, since three

contenders had gone after the channe'l over a year ago.
(The three are

now merged

the

into

Van

Curler

Corp.).

Counsel John Southmayd managed

FCC

to make the
look awfully foolish by pointing to three other ca«*»

where the Commission had followed
the exactly .opposite procedure ol
not giving other bidders a chanc?
to get in on the act.
He also quoted
generously from the FCC's hearing
record on Van Curler's application
to the effect that Commission wanted
a (lualifled bidder ready to step in
the minute the court ruled against
WOKO. Since there must be^no
break in the station's operation,

FCC's new procedure gives WOKO
and other offenders more lime on
the_ air.
They cannot be taken off
until a successor has been chosen.

NBC SYMPM SLATED FOR

NEW SPONSOR
Deal
the

is

pending for

NBC Symphony

fall..

keeping the
.sponsor
pa.st,

the

name

IN FALL

spon.sortihip ol
in Ihe

Orchestra

liot but is
of the pio.spective

Network says

it's

A.s
under wraps.
symph program

in

ttie

will

b«

heard 5 to 6 Sunday al'tornoon. lh«'
time being frozen for tlie longhi"'
session.

Spon.sor- was anxious for' a full
half-hour in order to strengthen the
ahow. but CBS failed to eome acro-ss
with better time.

Last sponsor

of

the

NBC

Sym-

phony was General Motors, wmcn
Its be*"
pasised it up this season.
stLstaining since.

.

.

W«dbei»A»}r» ApvU. 80»

1947

31

NT WITH
NefWorb

ilES' COMBO OnnilislaloiR

Slip in Billings as 1947 s

First 2JUontkSbw$l,4S3^85

Drop

.

CUFFO SERVIOL

Gross time sales for the first two months of 1947 show the four
major networks far behind last year's billings for the corresponding
In comparison with this year's $31,710,587 for the two months,
last year the webs had racked up $33,193,872, showing a loss of

awake indies to bolster their programming while giving the nets the

February figures reveal, a.s on the cumulative side, all four networks
the month, with $5,182,985 total February figure comparing
with $5,757,991 for Feb., '46.

ti-ailing for

CoBunittc^ will be ihtrodltced about
Opportunity has manifested
slated for a shift late in May from
one N. Y. indie, WNEW,
May, 15. White is leaving town;
its present 10 p. m. spot; to the 7; 30such programs back-toMay 1 fittr'a two-week sojourn.
8 o'cldck ?^ment.
set up a half-hour of topSponsor hop^ the earlier hoar
The new legislation is a complete
name talent, and make formerly bad will bcklster the show's 2:1 rating.
redraft of the Communications Act
evening time highly valuable to spot
users.
of 1934, which White largely helped
Formerly a station in isolated in-,
ten write
Although details are still
stances got a series cf transcriptions
a dark secret, the measure is explugging some public service. Topected to enlarge the freedom of
day the stream is more steady. Public
agencies like the Red Cross,
broadcasters to appeal FCC deVeterans' Administration, Treasury,
cisions and generally to make more
etc., realizing they need class proexplicit the Government's obligagrams to get time, have corralled
tions and prohibitions in the radio
many top names in radio, frequently
gratis. There are so many o f the se
fleLdt
Bill mxif emmsacsKsei broad-<
IS-minute airers now thai WNQKW is
cast •prartices fa whidfc FOC is spe-

needle.
itself

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES
<jBstimcitedt>

.

1341

1946

$5,123,465
3,2»?,69»
GBS .......................... 4,917,700
Mutual ...................... 1,854.130

$5,206,780
3.348,045
5,072,287
2.130,879

$5,182,985

$5,757,991

.

CBSMshii

Dangling In (Nn)

FOB FIRST FIVE MONTHS
(Estimated)

IS4S

19<i7

NBC
ABC

$10.684,1«)

.........................

CBS

6.827^0
10,248^^

able to program them back to back,
getting a big impact from the com-

7,034,109
10,723,273

3^,;^7

M«taat

(

.

bine.

A500,000

A

Tiine," ,th<r CBS «as"Once .Upon
|cur5i0ii, 'i)!ito inmicffimedjf .,Jign^^ tm
the air,;- be<!ahie 'a skMin'-easdeilli^'
night, for instance, it
after last SatMrds^y's d6> broadcast.
Costello, with Kemay
Series, written and composed by the

has: Abboftt

&

S. Treasury "Guest
Star" disk series {dagging sale of
bonds, to he followed direcHy by
Lotte I«ehmann on "Duffy's Tavern;*"
on the "Here's to Vets" series helpFriday
ing Vets Adminisfration.
nights the indie has Ralp Bellamy
on a United Jewish Appeal show, to
be followed by Alexander Kirkiand,
Arnold Moas or Roger Pryor on a
^YMGA progrtw. -The^sboiws naay

Debnar, on a U.

Add^ Crio^ Airm Tab Jiife To|

Canadian- team of Roy Darby and
Morris Sardin,, was slotted in the
Colnnbia Workshop Saturday evening at S- period with CBS attrib:Kting its derait^ t^ tbe Saturday sched-'
ale of psogfena 're^miQes^ vsrhidi are

'

&E IrMai: Qe?i. Qaiii ftil? 3
Cleveland, April 29.
of Justice official and
spokesmen clashed on the
subject of whether radio is responsible for jtiTenile delinquencies at

A

Dept.

WTAM

tbe Badio .Cmmea
OC Creater CSk^tAwaSts ts^a^xa^A
fonroi, "Baidio Crime Mysteries and
8

ineetii>g

of

'

JuTenbe Detinqweneies."
James v. Bennett of G-Man bureau d&lared that "tbe number of
radio crime mysteries is on tbe
increase!, and I &e( tibiat crime mys~.
tecies bave a d^Snite iniaaenee (m
delin^ency tendaades of borderline
"Ftefhermore," iie added,
"jremng people are inclined to identify themselves with, the criminal
hero, not with the law enforcement
agencies."
Be said bis investigations showed
48 radio sbows were of a crinte asnd

'Tis

gations indicated that the critical
listening hours of 7:00 and 9:00 p. m.
gave 21.9% of time to crime pro-

With topgrade production.
Indie is now beginning to do this
back-ta-back business with live talent, with similar success. Results are
diverse. It can do a job for puhUc
sersiee agencies with a double impact, annbuneing all the naaue$ for
the half-hour combo. It is doing for
public service agencies what advertisers try to do on the nets, such as
backing up a Bergen show with a
Fted Allen program, or a Lux Radio Theatre with a Screen t'layers
Guitd. Spots in between these pub-

valtte

Wincheil

ics

turned

has

com-

ABC promotion

iflvitiiisg the "fadtajat" comfrom other webs ov«f to

ABC, with

the tagline that, in
comparison with the veepees of
other webs, -ABC has a flock of
"Ed Noble-men.",.

,

enfotoiedl

%hite biQ
over an
in

off

to

keep "hand*
.

;

ii"''eatpect«cB'

*

to- 'carry

the pBacedBsal. changes

m

FCC

finaJ

licensiBg iitefetded
the
draft ®f the White-Wheeler

legislation which dlie^ in the 78th
Casngtess.
Ihe^ woald multiply
the Bnamibcr ad
hearings and

FCC

give broadcaster^ wider latittide for
CemvaSssaam decisions.

ai^y^ils. froo!

a state-of £Eux. CBS -»ays it
may come hack to the network when
summer hiatus time arrives.
Of greater inaportance, however, is
stiB in

Contrary to. WAB, hopes, measure
is not expected to: oopaw, the Gov- ;
lernaienfs right to confer program
'proposals as one of several factors
the current specuilafion over what in handing otit licenses, nor to do
'happens: to Workshop, the CBS anything to ailter Commission's; polpopular showcase for experimental icy of weighing performance against
programming, fate of -which also ap- promises made' by broadcasters in
pears to be hanging in midair over renewing,, licen!^ once they, .are
inability to find a new time segment. issmedl.
ProhJbiliaas In old WhiteIt wi'il be missing from the ai? at Wheeler Ml! against FCC interferleast for tiiis- coming Saturday.
ence vrith bii»ness; practices «£ individual stations, howeves, is, likely to
be contimoed in this bill,
Also a holdover, the new measure
may provide for two divisions of
FCC to handle rasdio and common
l@ Bolster
carrier matters, with a rotating
chairmanship in which all members
Ti^dnj, lliirsiaj Hiiie get
a fling, at, being top, dog.- Sena'
ABC network has passed word top Wbite, at any tatCi was,' peralong to George- V. Denny and his'igonally re^ponsiMe fiw writing this
Town Hall outfit that it wants to proivisiora in the old 'Mtite-Wheeler
yank the "Town Meeting of the Air'' document.
,

.

.

ABC Mils Tiwileei

Boi

Swiel

service programs have become
valuable to 1^ indie, liie S-9:30
time, fiftntterly weak, is now a desirable segment.
8:38Bill is likely t» be a disappointEventually, it's thought, this hack- co-op show out of its present
fo-backing will cut into net audi- 9:30 Thursday evening period and ment to ISTAB ewii fatrther ground
ences badly and the nets will holler. move it into Tuesday night. ABC that nothing may be included giving
feels it Can strengthen its Thursday stations the specific right to "editorhalt.
even
call
possibly
try
a
And
to
Meantime, indies that formerly did sales roster by preempting the time. ialize." As provided in the earlier
It also wants to put "Willie Piper"
version, broadcasters may be exwell by developing block programWith Ed Noble's $4,000,000 loan ming are blostering weak points into Thursday now that it's been pected to get fuller protection on
sold. Whether or not it jells will de- libelous
statements contained iil
expirBankers*
Trust
names,
giving
the nets
-Co.
with big
and
from the
Co. pOilitieaiJl feroadeastis, witto specific
pend largely on how Denny
competition.
there
been
revival
of
new
ing tills fall,
a
react to the ideau
language exemptiiig tbejia ftom liainterest in the trade as to what
spotting 'Town Meeting" 8:3« bility.
By
network
chiefmeasures the ABC
to 9:30 Tuesday and BittvMg the BoaAny sneaisare wtectt wins aptain will take to refinance the operaton Symphony back 9:30 to 10:30, proval of the Senate committee is
since
"go
particularly
the
tion,
ABC feels its back-to-l^ck bracket- likely to carry Support of the upper
ahead" on television will require a
Sponsor Twice in
ing of public .service shows would house, accordinn to reports here.
multi-million dollar investment.
also add up.
Edward Cooper, foiimer radio aide *
In view oJ the approaching exTime'
*£»ildn't
ta Senator Buidiora K. Wheeler (D.,
piration, of the loan, Biany are wonMfonit) and mjm raaSo consultant to
For the second time in the past
dering whether Noble will get going
White's
commdittee,
has
worked
Mutual'sNew
weeks
WOR,
couple
of
on tbe Iong-i>tit-dif floating of the
closely with the seitaitor in preparaIt
Was York flagship, has turned thumbs
issue.
stock
$15,000,000
tion of the legislation.
scheduled for a year ago, but went down on a union buying time on the
Hollywood, April 29.
sour because of general market network.
Whether the new coin
The National Federation of Teleconditions.
Deal for John Nesbitt to head new
will come from the stock issue or phone Workers bought a 15-minute half -hour dramatic show for Hallthrough the negotiating of a re- late Monday night (28) segment on mark greeting cards moved into the
newal of the bank loan is prob- MSB, which was carried by approxi- final stages with few wrinkles still
mately 250 stations, so that Joseph remaining. Sponsor approved the
lematic at the moment.
prexy, could give its, record cut last week. Contract deNoble and his ABC colleagues Bieriie, union:
side of the case In the current phone tails are being bandied by Foote,
have probably been less hard hit
WOR, however, Cone & BfeMing.
strike stalemate.
than any of the other webs in the
Hollywood, April 29.
said it couldn't clear the time, so
program of dramatic vignettes,
Procter i& Gamble is canceling tha
general. cutback on billings, ABC
union carried program in N. Y. via with Nesbitt as narrator, would reDrene show June 1 after a 39-week
picking up sdrae healthy chunks of
indies.
the WHOM.
place Reader's Digest Radio Edition, run duo to budget rea.son.v-. Program
new busine.ss in recent months^
Two weeks ago, when the United due to be cancelled after Juno 5 with Don Ameche,
Danny ThomEts
Electrical Workers bought a once- broadcast. Nesbitt also weighing ofand Frances Langford carries a
weekly Mutual show in which to fer from General Foods for summer
weekly price tag. in excess of .$15,000.
Leland Stowe,
also
spot
s'how.
Soapmaker
may
hold time for
chimed in With a nix on; the basis
another pjroduct. with Drene to join
that station w£is "overgabbed."
It'
daytime parade, Given eight-week
Langford
Frances
hiatus
by
will fill reNBC,
P&Cf
are
set
Phil Baker and Eversharp
maining five weeks of summer cycle
to part company at the end of the
lic

|

New Coni Hunt
Due

for Noble

&

grams."
-Bennett's figures

have .".ptsMic .service. smgi«t.."hnt-' SBfe
packed strictly for entertainment

trade.

job,

Childra<i.

mystery natttre, "The numiber of
minutes on the networks between
2:00 and 10:30 p. m. varied from
135 to 490 per week. Also, investi-

Noble to Gs^

Walter Winches'^ ^tiiHiKts
"huckster" routine in his Stm-'
day night (27) broadcast on be(ABC)
half of .bis network
chieftain, Ed Noble, occasioned
some lifted eyebiaws in the

mentary into an

Eific^liy
eiflr."!'

i

Wefeesday

$33,193,872

$31,710,587

in

running
back to

.

NBC
ABC

k General iitfe
,

$1,483,285.

FOB FElHtUARX

FCC Cirbs Seen

Washington, April 29.
New omnibus radio bill, sponThe Heat's on Heatter
sored by Senator Wallace R. White,
Gabriel Heatter's 30-minute Sun- Jr. (R., Me.), chairman of the powday night MBS show for Mutual erful Senate Interstate .Cbtniheroe
Benefit Health & Accident Assn. is

Flock of bigtime radio names on
public service programs has created
an unusual opportunity for wide-

period.

wate cMUenged

(Continued on page

4fj>

'

,

WOIJX,lxesl)iEiMi

Waring-AFRAH

.

Row;

Oar

HAlLlAtt'S iiSBffT

Fred Waring to negotiate
contract with the American
Federation of Radio Artists is holding up the deal whereby Waring
will go in again this year as summer replacement for Fibber McGee
& Molly.
Johnson's Wax, the sponsor, is
anxiotts to slot the Waring crew
,in the Tuesday night NBC slot but
thus far fixing a price for the show
has been stalemated due to the long
standing AFRA-Waring snafu over
wages for choral members and soloists,
Beeaase of the prominent role
that Vocalists play on the program.
Waring insists that AFRA revise its
rule to permit payment on an anr>ual basis rather than on a per performance basis, as in the past.
.Failure of

new

American

Meat Institute, which
Sponsors the Waring program two

DEAL VICE

,.

-

,

WBYN

TEST RED

BARBE

BAKER'S 'TAKE

WOR

FOR

SPOT

As

mornings a week, has changed its
Cued to reports! of the aslip an additional season.
half-hour weekly.
yet unofficial splitup is the fuU-

CBSUpsBW

iwmd about picking

Lee Bland, of GBS Network Opwho accompanied Norman
Corwin on his round-the-world
Holding Young
flight, out of which came the "One
role.
emcee
It"
World Flight" series, has been
Although Alan Young checks off "Take It Or Leave
Wynn.
Keenan
is
tor Bristol-Myers
upped by the web. He's now assoat the end of the Another teslee
season, the comedian is- still under
Biow agency, which handles the ciated with the new CBS Docucontract to Young & Rubioam.
Eversharp account, reported setting mentary Unit, reporting to Bob

YM

Agency is pitching him up to
other clients, including Lever Bros.,
as possible replacement
for Joan
uavaa in the Monday night CBS slot.

Wr

scale audition (with audience, etc.)
for Red Barber, tonight (Wed.), Ofie
the
for
of several being tested

a

number

of

similar

auditions

in

search of a Baker successor. Show
returns from Coast to resume its

New York

origiriatiori

Sunday

(4).

erations,

Burns

&

Allen Sub

Frances Langford has won the nod
summer ride on "Maxwell House Iced Coffee Time," the
Burns & Allen filler on NBC. Show

for a 13-week

with aa inexpensive program.

Show

is produced by Carleton
Alsop for
Kastor. ParreH, Che;ley and Clifford,

Goddard

to

WINS

Don Goddard, news announcer
have Carmen Dragon's 22- formerly with NBC and WMCA,
piece orch and an eight-voice chorus, N.Y., joins WINS, N.Y., May 5.
Additional feature of the ThursSpieler will have quarter-hour
Heller,
day night replacement stania, which program at 8 p.m. across the board,
Heller,
incidentally,
has
just tees off June 12, will be brief drama- sponsored by the Reeseh Co., an appapted .a new contract with the net- tizations of "the American scene." titude job-tei5|ing firm, twice a weel^,
work with a substantial hike in coin. Benton & Bdwlies is the agatioy*
on sustfiifting the other three,
also will

.

I

"MY FRIEND IRMA" MAKES PEOPLE LAUGH LONGER,
THAN THE MOST POPULAR SITUATION-COMEDIES

LOUOEIt

IN RADI

w
The above

audience response chart of

My

Friend Irma was prepared by

Eriiott

M<

Walker, research consultant on comedy program. Mr. Walker's nieasureinents arc
ba^ed on the multiple
sonrtd .of the

program

le^ el

graph recording system. This mechanism separntes the

itself I'roin the

sound emanating from the studio audience,

thus pro\:iding a jardstick for incasming the volume, ler>gth and frequency of
laughter. Mr. Walker has analy/.ed the audience response to inore than 1200 programiw

THIS

IS

A PICTURE OF PEOPLE LAUGHING at Columbia's

new Friday

night comedy

hit,

you stretched out the chart
would

My

to

Friend Irma. If

its full

length you

find that the audience laughed about every

13 seconds; that they averaged 3.9 laughs per
minute; and that the average length of the laughs

was 2.8 seconds. \ou would
cally

find that they practi-

never stopped laughing throughout

the half-hour broadcast.
THE REASONS ARE PLAIN.

As conceived and

developed by Columbia's program depart-

ment, and written, produced and directed

by Cy Howard — Mj Friend Irma
deeply in the

rooted

is

human comedy— in

the

skillful contrivance of characterization,

suspense and situation.

In terms oj volume, length and frequency
of laughter.

My Friend

Irina

on

its first

broadcast measured well above five of
top established situation- comedies

on

the air

grams with a combined Hooper averaging

MORE OREN

iND

THIS LAIIOHiER

can put

it

laugh, the
like
This

is

"My Friend Irma'

to

to

IS

FOR SALE.

20.5.

Yon can sponsor

it.

You

work. For the more you make people

more they

you the more

sell.

tJie

— pro-

like you.

they're apt to

And

the

more they

buy what you have

*

(MARIE WILSON)
LISTEN TO
his is

To put

her friend Jane

it

MY FRIEND IRMA Friday at 10:30 p.m. EDT.
to work, get in touch with us.

CATHY LEWIS)

he Columbia Broadcasting System
This

is

nhat "Variety' said:
"...shapes

up

as the top

program developed

comedy

this year...

spontmeily, freshness and humor
that soi'hed over the preem..."

;

:

,

W^kumAeif^ Aprfl 30, 1947

Adapts

New B'dcastm Guild

ness was Instigated Iiere last week
with the organization ol a new national agency, Broadcasters Guild,
for distributing platters to radio stations. In essence the idea revolves
around premise that success of &
transcription

organization

is

pri-

Radb Drop

WCAU

Joins Phiily's

Sunday (4). The local
which started as a 250-

D.C.8l3thAM'er

.'tary.-;,

Stripped to its bare essentials, the
plan calls for setting up key distribution points in 21 major markets

Washington, April 29.
Washington's 13th standard broad
station will make its .debut
(1) when Mchard Eaton,
WOL-Mutual commentator and pubcast

Thursday

lisher of the Alexandria (Va.) TribThese members are station owners une, goes on the ah under the call
and managers who already have en- WOOK. Station is a daytlmer, aimed

were mailed Saturday (26). Glen
Snyder of WLS in Chicago and
John Gillen of WOW in Omaba have

newspapers

primarily

for

Silver

Spring,

matter

D'ARTEGA
In the midst of steadily growing
D'Artega's
of
approval
public
"Dream Concerto," the talented

oomposer-conductop makes atJU an
other brilliant contribution to Amer-

ican music.
As Carnegie "Pop" Concert Conductor, D'Ai-tega presents Wa—dynamic tone poem "American PanoCarnegie Hall (Friday,
rama"

May

m

2nd).
luck,

America

D'Artegral

needs more American music.

LANQ-WORTH,

INC.,

NEW YORK

WHN in Bigtime
Cok^lurge Fur

Md.,

audiences, and will broadcast from
the 1530kc. channel with Ikw. pow«:.
will be a "general service!'
station with no goal of appealing to
specialized aodiehces. According to
Eaton, station is the only daytimer
in town which can boast., studios in
downtown Washington as well, as in
Station's
suburban Silver Spring.
other beat is an intown transmitter
site witb a tower more than twice
the height of any other indie here.
expects to
Result is that

to

in executive bflice delivers radio into the hands of the
for ridicule, he's done his industry a grave disservice. No
you argue it, newspapers and radio are direct competitors.

how

They may do some business

Good

Bows This W^k

which

to
lie

When anyone

tion, starting

•

.

.

When a general thinks hes more important than-his army. Us time
change leadership. Because leadership that will pUow petty vanity
deliver conspicuous advantage to the enemy leaves something to

joins

'

try into their respective districts and
who already know what their particular districts will accept as good
programming, product selling-wise
and listener- wise. Of a list of 21
people to whom organization plans

should be.

Philadelphia, April 39.
Pliilly Radio's 26Year Club with a weaklong celebra-

WCAU

•

will be in .charge of supervision of
sales and will also aet as members
of an audition board whiqli deterwhich properties will be
jniiies
handled by the organization.

Hollywood.

Radio 25-Year Ciob

,

will cover the entire country.
Divisional heads of these districts

•'•••••;

important he was. And he
in an office made a move to show how
showed just exactly how important he was. He brought Into sharp relief
which end of the radio business wags the people. The wags do the wagging.
The front office was made to take a back seat. And this Is as it

'

'

lis Criiard

CarroU Corrdl****

A man

outlet,
marily dependent upon national sell- CBS
wattw in 1922, makes the fourth
ing and distribution rather than on
Philly station to hit quarter-century
production alone.
The others are
of broadcasting.
On this basis, new outfit will apply KYW, WIP and WFIL.
the motion picture .industry's exWCAU's celebration Is taking on
change system of distributing films
event. Atop
civic
of
the aura
a
to release its own properties. Spark
marques fronting the studio will be
plugs of the deal are Don Bavis of
a giant birthday cake with
WHB, Kansas City, who will be perched
both
programs,
Special
25 candles.
president, and James Parks, holder
local and network, wiU mark the
of exclusive sales rights for "Quiz
'
annl.
Kids," who will be v.p. in charge of

Hollywood activities. James J. Klch,
v.p. of Union National Bank in Kansas City, will be treasurer and Stanley Garrity, K. C. attorney, secre-

By

MM

EI Marketing

Distrib Methods to
Chicago, April 29. +'
One of the most signlflqant developments in the transcription busi-

Fdm

WOOK

together, here

and

there, but

when

the chips

are down they are competing for millions ot advertising dollars and they
are competing on the news-front.
Radio not only takes income from newspapers on the advertising front,
circulation front. More and
it takes income from newspapers on the
more newspapers, with their columns ai»a ieat»res, are becoming daily
journals of opinion for the simple reason that they dannot get the news
to the people as fast as the wirdess.
Your morning newspaper brings you the news you heard early in the
evenings or" just before you went to bed. Your afternoon and evening
papers bring you the stuff you heard on the radio at breakfast. Is it any
wonder that newspapers frontpage it when someone high up in radio forgets where his bread is buttered and thinks the people listen because ha
sits in a big office upstairs and makes decisions'?
A recent example of this brought alnaost no editorial comment from
the newspapers beyond the potent editorial comment inherent in putting
one man's triviality on the front page.
During days when the j>Ossible fate of nulllons of moHals hang in the
balance and the front-page, any dBy> can echo some world-shaking
calamity, the newspapers frontpage radio'g cbQdlshiiesSv If that isn^
editorial oonmjent, Fve never seen it.
Whila hollering about the freedom of the press, it is to the pressi"
advantage to point out very' loudly that there is such a thing as censorship in radio and that' it is sometimes administered with conspicuous
stupidlfer. No one argues the why and wherefores, the needs and uses
of this iwsorsbip. Cmorship to Americaiis is an iigly^
It's tough onouifb to bavc to tati out a ^g, an idea or a thought on thu
debatable grounds of taste. But to eliminate a gttg because Ifs oSeniUva
to a few es«eutivs» of a public service company while allowing gags that
may b« ofi«niivs'to elected representatives of the people, or even the
peoplf themselves, gives the whole of radio into the hands of journalists
only too ready to Imply. . .if these are the men running our public service,
radio, in their own lnt®res6s, isn't it tim« it was turned back to the people.
To turn radio bsdi to th« people means to eoms ±o make it non-commarciaL Coifld^ /ft* newspapers vv'ant any nic^r pre^^
';:*'
I.Q, Vest* for .Exees?^'
I've always thought tlwt before any
elected to the House of Representatives Or the ianat^ could be seated he should be required to taka
an intelligence tests at least as severe as the civil service examination wt
make our Igtter carriers take. Maybe this should be extended to aH
officialg.of all large corporations in which the public hold financial or
other interests.
Does anyope want to run for anything on a platform of intelligence
tests for aU axecutivest ni vote for Iihn.

.

w

'

'

.

Plunging heavily on one of the
program ventures hazarded by a New York indie,
launched on Monday (28) the advaAce section of .its tiew: one-hour

biggest live

WHN

as of Monday for their
long; across-the-board series of everespective markets.
ning shows toplinlng Ruth Btting
On the basis of this distributional
and Jack Teagatden. Idea for this
structui-e the Guild' intends to (1)
unprecedented move, which r^resyndicate successful local shows of
sents a weekly gamble of more than
reach over 600,000 people with remembers for protection of ideas and liable signals.
$7,500 in talent and' production costs,
distribution throughout tee oxganiwas spawned >by the Indie's execs in
Program features include two the belief that they could crack the
syndicate transcribed
(2)
zation,
shows which Guild members pro- weekly quarter-hour reports on nighttime n^rket wliile the nettranscribed Capitol Hill doings by Rep. Estes works were -''weakened by summer
syndicate
duce,
(3)
Junior
Council
(D.,Tenn.)
arid
Rep. replacements.
.libraries and (4) syndicate Holly- Kefauver
George Bender (R., Ohio), a daily
wood" and Broadway programs.
One-hour live talent block, which
SoTfey OsteniBg
radio luncheon conducted from the has been broken down
into four 15In addition the Guild intends. to
downtown
studios at Hotel 240O-16th minute sessions nightly,
material
features
a
syndicate station promotion
St.,
and a two-hour "Children's mixture of vet showbiz names and
a
to offset duplication of costs which
Matinee" each Saturday.
.
group of newcomers for whom the
exist as long as individual stations
Cleveland, April 29.
Two other AIM indies are planned indie is planning an extensive buildexecute independent promotio;.s in
Tha lUtdio Couneil of Greater
Washington
total
15
local
for
to
up.
In
the
flow
will
first
quarter-hour Mgtheir markets. All service
proposal
Cleveland
hds
accepted
standard
broadcast
operations.
Thea
ment
the
at
9
to
p.m.,
Ruth
Etting, cur.
from the Guild headquarters
odore Granik, moderator of Mutual's rently hitting the comeback teall, wbioh Bu^ lead soon to the wtting
districts which will be concerned
*'
with the distribution and selling end "American Forum of the Air," and will be featured in a mwical show up of a Junloir radio council in this
Washington, April 29.
a local minister, Dr. Dale Crowley, with her husband. Merle Alderman,
of the properties.
Evan Lodge, supervisor of
The bulk of the State Dept.'s forhope
to get into op'eratlon tlUs year. directing the house orchestra. Miss area.
Elluinaiing Buys
Etting is scheduled to hit the an- English of the Cleveland Board of eign information and cultural proIn connection with the syndication
lines May 19 after winding up com^
Education, offered tbe proposal after gram appears headed for the scrap
of transcribed libraries, the Guild
mitraents on the Coast.
Recorded a series of meetings with the educa- heap despite efforts of Asst. Secreintends to overcome some of the Sense of fliraor Antidote
music will fill imttl her arrivaL
tors.
evils from which a transcription
tary of State William Benton to save
Jack Teagarden, w.k. jazzman and
Adopted proposal calls for a sur- hit
business based on production alone
ial€, Stoppiag Wars,
trombonist, is .currently being heard
Dept.
outfit from extinction.
vey of home listening to be taken
must suffer. These are, excessive
in the second segment assisted by
asked about $30,000,000 for this work
selling costs which result in failure
Cantor
Tetts Collegians an instrumental sextet. Although in the high schools and that an exchange of data be made; that cer- for the next fisetil year, with the
of producers to deliver the nnraber
primarily
known
for
his
sliding
horn,
Fresno, Cal., April 29;»
of programs contemplated or prombroadTeagarden is being cast as a per- tain' standards be set up in the radio principal expense to be
"Where laughter lives, hate is sonality
classes to enable pupils to judge proised, failure of producer to supply
vocalist on the
show grams critically; that suitable ad- easts to every part of the world.
adequate sales aids, inability of pro- hard to find," Eddie Cantor told the in order to give it
a novel twist.
Idea seemed to be that if enough
ducer of one show or library to "stay student body of Fresno State College
Other two quarter-hour sessions vertising of good programs be
requested,
the
department
simply because ha last Saturday (26) He had come up are
dialing were
business"
in
being allocated on a split-week pushed, and that selective
lists
be made available to the might come out with about $19,000,could not maintain a national sales from Hollywood to appear in "Var- basis 3mong the
newcomers.
OOO, same as it received for the curand service organization for that one sity Varieties," staged to raise Reilly, vocalist with Xavier Betty schools.
Cugat's
rent fiscal year.
property, plus many other problems. money for a memorial healtii center band, is
slotted for the Monday,
The Guild will assume the single honoring students killed in the war. Wednesday and Friday
Howe~er, before the House Apshows at 9:30
expense for the management of He spoke in acceptance of a "Key^ pjtn., with
propriations Committee, which has
Joel Herrin's orch backtranscription shows and libraries to Humanity" presented 'him by the ing
the request for the money, could
up.
is currently dickerand dealings with producers, talent, student body. It was Cantor's first ing for Irene
approve funds, the project itselt_
Bordoni
to
step
into
unions, and licensing organizations stage appearance since "Banjo Eyes" the
would have to be okayed by the'
Tuesday and Thursday shows.
and at the same time have the bene- on Broadway five years ago.
F. H. taGuardia has been made House Foreign Affairs Committee.
Final 15-minute session haS been
fit of a nationwide distributing orFor more than a month a bill auIn working for human under- split between
vocalists Larry Mar- a director of Metropolitan Broadganization composed of people with- standing, tlie .comedian said, two
thorizing continuance of broadcasts
vin, recent contest winner at the
which
his
Television, of
ca'sting
in the industry with savvy of their things are "indispensable equipment Embassy
to Russia and other European naClub, N. Y., and Bob Houslongtime friend, ira A, Hirsohmann tions has been bottled up in the
markets.
a love of humanity arid a sense ton.
This
Whether the new outfit fails or of bumbr." He described the "famous
In an effort to give a network is prftxy, and will aid, the latter Foreign Affairs Committee.
has been music to Rep. John Taber
succeeds in no way lessens the sig- fiasco of the fadeouts" on NBC re- polish to the shows, two
scripters announced, in formulating policies
(R., N. Y.), chairman of the Appronificance of the departure from cently as a "a wonderful example'' were added to the
station
organization's
staff to for the
priations
conventional trends in the business of what can happen where a sense handle special writing
Committee, who looks
assignment,
and experimental tele sta- upon the Benton program as nothing
since it is taking advantage of a of humor is lacking.
In addition to scripters Bill Mogle
sound formula which has proved it"Suddenly a new challenge was and Harold Arnoff, the station also tion W2XMT, both in N.Y. In ad- but a frill.
self over a period of some 29 years facing all of us freedom of the air. recently added
Benton's committee, it's underHelen Ward, former dition, Hirschtnann' said, the exin the motion picture field.
A heavy-handed censorship had vocalist with Benny Goodman's mayor later will partioipate in "a stood, will report out the .tState
news program Dept. bill without any funds for the
penetrated every American living band, as director to handle the Tea- special type of
dayised."
has
he
room.
All
of
garden
cultural
in
radio
us
had
had
show,
and information program.
Bill Stern,
Beatty plenty
of experience with it before,
Lyman G- Blodiningdale, grandson Last year Tabor slashed the requests
but never bef rire had it advertised
of the founder of Bloomingdale's of the information program down
ELMO ELLIS BACK TO
itself so conspiciously to millions of
department store, and Samuel Wech- to »10,000,000 and the Senate upped
Philadelphia, April 29.
Atlanta, April 29.
sler, one of the origjnal underwriters it again,
Same thtag may happen
Two NBC staffers, received honor Americans ... Then along calne
somebody with a sense of humor. He
Elmo Israel Ellis, who was WSB's of the N.Y. City Center, also were again this time with the House proawards in Philly this week. Bill was willing to laugh, along
with studio production manager when he elected directors. Wechsler also is viding Benton funds for broadcasj,
Stern gets first annual Memorial everybody else, and that was all that entered the armed forces' in
films, etc., only for Latin America.
1942, executive v.p, of MB&T.
has returned to the station after an
Award by Rev. A. J. Baun, rector was needed."
Hirschmann says a "credo" for This would leave it up to the Senate
of St. James High School, Chester,
to restore cuts to take care of the
Cantor felt that "if Hitler had absence of five years to become
is being drafted to "establish
Pa., for- his contribution to sports.
had a sense of humor ^how many manager of the script department.
standards that we believe will keep situation in Europe.
Morgan Beatty,, news commenta- millions of lives might have been
For the past 14 months he has the station free of those abuses in
Benton went before the Approtor, received a plaque from the saved! If Mplotov had the knack of been in New York writing for "FBI
commercial radio that the public and priations subcommittee working oh
United Businessmen's Association lau^ter, I'm .sure we would be so in Peace and 'War," "Theatre of Ro- the FCC have complained about." the State' Dept. budget last week to
tonight (Tues.) at the Bellevue- much further along the road to en- mance," "famous Jury Trials" and liBGuardia,
he indicated, will have warn that spiking, the broadcasts to
Stratford.
other network shows.
suring peace."
a hand in writing this credo.
Europe would he "catastrophic''

accepted
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commissioners.

Shouse Raps Tseudo-Shelter' of Codes;
Stations Themselves
Only noteworthy cla.sh of ideas to
occur in an otherwise peaceful third
annual Radio and Bu,siness Conference of the City College of New
York developed last Wednesday (23)
when James D. Shoase, Cro.5ley
Broadcasting prexy, showed up on a
public relations panel in place of
Crosley veepee Robert E, Dunville.
What Shouse had to say happened to
be in sharp disagreement with the
views of another panel participant,
W. B. Lewis; Kenyon & Eckhardt
agency's radio head and ex-CBS
veepee.
Issue on which the pair found
themselves anything but eye-to-eye
was whether a code of practices for
broadcasters would provide an answer to the carpings of radio's
critics.
Lewis thought it would, although he was for calling in the
critics themselves and the public in
general to help the industry draft a
code. Shouse said broadcasters too
long hayi been inclined to "take
refuge in the pseudo-shelter'-' of
codes and he felt that station
licensees alone can provide the answer by aggressively shouldering the
responsibility for properly balanced

,

Must Be Guides

Allen s Cleve. Checkup
Cleveland, April

29.

Fred Allen came here yesterday
(28) for a physical checkup, lirst

Story'

Grassroot Kudos
Cleveland, April

29,

Newe.st of the major .shows in this
area, the "Ohio Story" is rapidly becoming the "success story'' of how a
grass root station can utilize talent
promoting a sockeroo show.
in
Sponsored by Ohio Bell, and han-

,

.

it,<!

ject to be

SENATOR FORB NOW OUT
No.w that Joe Laurie, Jr,, is back
on Can You Top This? following that
assault near lladison Square Garden ''a w&k ago Wednesday, for no
other reason than that a couple of
slap-happy layoff laxidrivers "were
•

out looking for trouble," the owner
of the radio package. Senator Ed
Ford, is also out. Ford underwent

covered in three-a-weck

broadcast. Also, in tl-iree months,
has received 1,559 pieces of
mail, all unsolicited and all applauding show,
Elsewhere in the Buckeye state:
Zanesville,
YpungsSteubenville,
town, Columbus and Dayton, other
relay points at different hours rating of show l.s tops despite competing net .shows of much longer standing. Combined sevenrclty rating is

WTAM

—

and sponsor identification, is
over .SOa.
Bell Telephone officials in other
states, watching local succe-ss story
11^3

little

,

Ward

who

decided

Wilson, general utility man,

who .jumped in for Laurie, is now
subbing for Ford, Laurie was out
for thres programs.
Laurie yesterday (Tugs,) appeared
in N. Y, felony court and later before the grand jury to testify against
Mateo Sanfillippo, 28, and Jo.seph
Kron.eke, 2,5, who are held on felonious assault charges as his attackers.
He identil'ied both of the defendants.
Who are held in S500 bail pending
grand jury action.

new

and told

Aug.

WORL,

the license of

It

31.

month
such

go

flatly to

it

the

oft'

Hollywood,

Boston,

the air by

was the second time this
Commission has taken

WOKO

FCC

said

it

American Jewish Congress, which
fought the N, Y. Dally News' bid for
FM station license during -FCC
hearings on N. Y. allocations, hasn't
yet given up the battle. FCC's announced proposal this month to
grant one of five available channels
to the News brought a swift protest
from the AJC.
Rabbi Irving Miller, head of the
Congress, charged the FCC was
"evidently ready to place more faith
in the vague assurances of the Daily
News as to its future behavior than
in the well-established fact of its
religious and racial bias." Will Maslow, AJC counsel, said a formal protest probably would be filed with
the FCC before May 5.
Meantime, another of the propo.sed
N,Y. FM grantees, the Unity Broadcasting Corp. of the International
Ladies
Garment Workers Union
(AFL). last- Wednesday (23) inked a
$250,000 contract with RCA to supply studio and transmitter equipment tor six ILGU stations. Morris
Novik, radio consultant to the union,
said
basic planning already
has
been completed, for all six stations
and construction will be started on
the first, in Chattanooga, by May 1.
The union hopes to put it on the air
next Labor Day.
ILGWU already holds permits for
stations in St. Louis and Hollywood
in addition to Chattanooga; now has
the proposed grant for N. Y., and
has bids pending lor Boston and
Philadelphia stations. Prospects are,
however, that the Chattanooga sta..
.„
.
,
tion will be the only one to get on
,

not excuse a misstatement to the
Commission on the ground it was intended to deceive someone else.

WORL

in

their

'

areas.

WLAW PREEMS

AS 50 KW,

Boston. April

WLAW,

,

Lawrence,

2(5.

ABC outlet

with studios in Lawrence and Bos
on the air thi.«! week with its

ton,

renewed the
have

that similar offenses

the government.
He favored grant of a renewal libut said that in view
cense to
of the two other pending applications for the station. Commission
of

WORL

the

initial

conference,

,

vision of the existing international
general radio regulations adopted in

j

1938 In Cairo.

]

Present plans call for the telecommunications
conference
to
open
1 to revise the international
telecommunication convention acts
adopted at Madrid in 1932.
A,-st.
Secretary ot State Garri.son Norton
'will head the U. S. delegation to that

i

1

[July
i

j

'meeting.

Between- the two sessions there
frequency broadcast-

I

;will be a high

ing conference to settle outstanding

waVe

broadcasting.

.

Asst. Secretary

of State William Benton will be
chairman of the U, S. delegation.

Crosby Brings Some Luck

To Pirates

in

New Goise

As Sports Broadcaster
Pittsburgh, April 29.
Atlantic Refining Co. and Wheatgot back their invcstin Pirates baseball broadcasts
the first couple of days of the season
when they got what even Philco
hasn't been able to get this year,
live broadcasts by Bing Crosby himies practically

:

ment

'

;

'

I

;

self.'\

Der Single,

I

a

new

vice-president

and part owner of the local National
League entry, came here to see the
team launch the home season and
stuck around for a few lays. On
two occasions, Rosey Rowswell, who

i

!

j

does the play-by-play accounts for
the district Atlantic network of more
a dozen stations, emanating
from
here, 'got (Srosby up in

i

j^an

WWSW

the

broadcasting

him

if

asked

booth and

he'd like to take over.

:

1 WOR

1

be required to hold
competing hearings to decide whose
operation would be most in the publegally

\

Anchor Hocking's 'Crime'

!

Gets

appeal,

Down

to Selling

finally in the running, was in
home stretch yesterday iTue.)
with a quartet contending. Decision
be made before the weekend.

fills

the

lic interest.

according to reports here, will hit heavily on t-he
"lack of motive" for concealment
and also at the fact that FCC's inter-

to

FOUR FAMINE HOPEFULS

frequently gone unpuni.shed with the

WORL's

126).

Charles R. Denny, Jr„ FCC chair.
man, will head the American dele-

FORTAS LEGAL FIRM

The FCC member admitted that
had' the authority to yank both

would

Saturday
I

Bing jumped at the bait, and both
times stayed on the air for over two
inning.s, giving a shrewd, intelligent
Wa.shingl;on, April 29.
and .spicy analysis of what was goFormer FCC and OPA Chairman ing on out on the playing field. Each
Paul A, Porter will join the law time Crosby went to the mike, the
firm of Thurmaii Arnold, former Pirates were behind and before he
Asst, Attorney General and trust turned the job back to Rowswell.
buster, and Abe Forta.s. ex-Uiider the team had forged ahead, so now
Secretary of the Interior.
Porter lie's looked upon as a good-luck
will also turn out a book on Greece. charm.
Mean'i\'hile,
another
radio
lawfirm, Hogan & Hartson. picked up a
new partner here recently in the
per.son of former Seeretal-y of State
James F. Byrnes. Byrnes is applySTILL
'STAKES
ing for a 5 per cent bloc of .station
WORD, Spartansburgh, S.
It's
WOR's (N. y.) woman commentahis only radio holding.
tor sweepstakes, with 300 entries,
but only a half-dozen femme hope-

established."

but

week and immediately

I

PORTER JOINS ARNOLD,

differentiated

FCC

license.i!

this

started setting up stage for the conference.
Ernest Rusillion, Henri

,

pointing out that the record
here "does not di.sclose any motive
for not reporting the extent of the
holdings of 'two .stockholders" and
that identity of aU stockholders was
disclosed.
In WOKO, Jiett said, the
"motive fi^r concealment was clearly

knoweldge

early

the air this year.

cases,

fiill

Protested

an

WOKO

stations'

i

which will underfake complete re-

Still

principals in this case to conceal the
extent ot the various stock
full
transactions is not entirely clear,"
the Supreme Court ruling in the
case "would, in any event,
not excuse the wilful misrepre.sentaiions," The FCC majority, also rejected the station's defense that some
of the transfers were not reported
in order to avoid a possible suit
against the company by one of the
former stockholders.
A liceuisee,
according to the FCC decision, can-

argument

Gerald C: Gross, secretary-general
of the conference and vice-director
of the Inteimational Telecommunications Union, and Dr. Franz R. \-on
Ernst,
the director, arrived here

I

gation

will begin

and

|

I

.

Jett

—

world gathering of this nature since
before the war. Meetings are schedUled to last through September.

j

continuing to
and do his

WNEW

.shows.

NX News FM Bid

"Wilful MisrepresentaUon"
Commisision added: "While the
purpose which may have led the

WOKO

'

Eggli and William Studer, counselors
,of
the organization, checked in

.

In his dis,sent,
the

while

two network

.

v.-on't

Four still being considered are:
Anchor Hocking,
sponsors
of
"Crime Photo.grapher" on CBS, will
Florence Fritchett, member of
stay put with the show through the Mutual's "Leave It to the. Girls"
a ;.«ummer, move being cued, to a 'panel arid currently pinphhitting for
control" has become special radio promdtion canVpaign Dorothy Kilgallen on WOll's ''Doromore rigid in *ecenf years, Coun,sel marking the company's segue from thy & Dick" breakfast show; Charfor the .station is Fi.slier &, Wayland, institutional advertising to
a mhve- lotte Adams, Associated Press food
Tlie firm is in unique position ot
he-products-off-the-shelf era.
editor and Wi^XR (N. Y.) femme
al.so
representing the 'Van Curler
Effective next week, commercials j;;;bber; iWargaret MacDonald, who
Broadcasting Corp. of Alban.v, which will be choniielcd to the new "one- had a CBS daytime show; "Mett
ha,s fi1e(3 competing bid lor WOKO's
trip" beer bottle, with gla.«.<;Vare Margaret Maci3onald," until a coufacility once that .station is off the and -other hoiLsehold products to oe
ple of years ago; and Biith Mos«
air.
subsecn'cntly pushed,
Taylor, radio actress,
pretation
"transfer

of
of

what

'.

I

constitutes

I

new

50,000-walt outfit

making

most powerful station in

NeW

I

it

the

Eng-

land,

i

;

1

1

Gov. Robert Bradford of Ma.ssachu.setts dedicated the opener of the
.station, owned and operated Jjy Irving E. Rogers With llarttld B. Morrill a.*: general minaser,
.

May

Representatives
from,
C9
participating countries ai'e scheduled to
attend
the
conterence.s the
first

!

"make" WNEW, Block
gabbed and jockeyed hereabout
on KMPC, old KMTR (liow
KLAC) and even KFWB, where
he starts June -2, as piece de re-,
transcribe for

World

1,'i.

helped

sistance,

on the agenda
Telecommunications

of the big topics

the

of

Conference,
which opens here
"

i

A

years, the' station filed over 17 reports and applications with FCC
which misrepresented the actual
ownership holdings.
Conimission
also eoncllided that the entire transaction should have been submitted
for approval at the time since it
involved an outright transfer of
control.

between

two
^

is a
newcomer to California, but that is not the case.
dozen years ago, before going to New York where he

action.

WOKO,

case,

I

29.

Block

In both the
Albany, which was
given an ultimatum to close shop
earlier this month, and in WORL,
Commission found the parties "guilty
of misrepresentation and concealment of stock ownership.
Basis of court appeal for WORL,
according to reports here, will be
the misrepresentation stemmed from
an honest misunderstanding of FCC
requirements while WOKO principals admitted to "wilful and deliberate" concealment of the facts, FCC
Commissioner E, K, Jett took this
view and dissented from the majority vote to silence WORL,
Following the procedure in the
drastic

cases of

A|)i'il

Agenda

Atlantic City, April 29.
Revision of the international radio
and communications laws arid the
radio frequency allocations table are

Who's Block?
Martin Block has no talent.
That, at least, was the reaction
at station KGB, San Diego, .some
years ago When the now chiimp
platter pilot of the nation auditioned for an announcer'.s job.
The general impression is that

.

an emergency appendectomy last
Thursday morning (24). He comof smart institutional advertising,
plained right after their regular
are reporting querying for full deWednesday night show, and the fol- tails relative to u.se of similar .shows
lowing morning Laurie took Ford
to his family medico,
on the operation.

Washington, April 29, ^
Touching off what promises to be a
Ipng court fight, probably to the Supreme Court itself, FCC last week
issued a final order refusing to re-

Wins

programming.
"We can have all the industry
codes that we want and as guide- dled by MeCann Erickson, the sevenposts tJiey fulfSU a useful purpose," ,i!tation
show,
emanating
from
Shouse declared. "We can ask for WTAM, has been the recipient of
help from the NAB on legislative an unusual public re.>ippnse in the
matters and on certain public rela- three months on the air.
tions problems.
We can subscribe
During the week of March 24, a
voluntarily to any giveit set of regu- coincidental WTAM survey, utilizing
lations advocated by any network of Hooper methods, showed the 15which we happen to be an aiBIiate, minute 6;30 p. m. stint had 42.6%
but i nthe final analysis. .the ulti- of the 32,6 per cent tuned-iri radios
mate determination of policies of a listening to the show. This, a standstatiori must remain to an increasing
ing of 13.7, gives many a network
degree in the hands of the liceiisee show a run for
rating.
himself,,.
"Story," using New York's Robert
"I submit that u-e can only hope Walthrop as narrator
and Stuart
to achieve a greater percentage of Buchanan as director, utilizes local
right answers in the future if we dramatic talent and music to relive
stop following personar likes and moments of Ohio's past and present.
dislikes and stop being entirely too
Typical response is the Toledo
elementary school program of giv(Continued on page 40)
ing pupils background of tlie sub-

LAURIE BACK ONCYTT,

Revision of Allocations on

GOES TO CflUR]

to accept bids for WORL's frequency
visiting City hospital, then check- beginning June 1. In the meantime,
ing into St John's hospital, where the Commission dismissed a pending
he was examined by Dr. Roy Scott, bid from the Bitner Broadcasting Co.
heart specialist. Comedian said he to buy the station for approximately
expected to fly bacli to New Yoxk. $300,000 and set aside for later competitive hearing application from the
late today.
Reporters quizzing Allen got only Pilgrim Broadcasting Co. to take
a quip: "I heard several Cleveland over WORL's wavelength.
doctors had developed a cure for
As far back as 1937, the FCC desomething I haven't got .sq I decided cision declared, Harold A. LaFpunt,
to fly here and have a look."
Sanford H, Cohen and Cleorge
Cohen, acting in concert, acquired
700 shares or 70% of WORL and
.since that time "have been in full
control of the station."
For six

Ikio

AX. World Confab;

Preliii Plans Set for

FCC DEGilll

Washingtoii, April

FCC's axing of WOBli, Boston, will get plenty o£ kudos Ironn Rep.
Richard Wigglesworth cR., Mass.). He sat on the Select Committee to
Investigate the FCC which uncovered the WORL mixup back in 1944.
Wigglesworth, longtime foe of the FCC, was hot after both the Commi.ssion and the station at the time.
FCC decision was released in good time since Wigglesworth, chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee handling funds for
the independent offices, will open closed hearings shorUy on FCC's
record budget request of $7,300,000. The Congressmah is gunning for
the Commission and favors a drastic cut in. the agency's funds.WORI-i ruling will also please Wigglesworth because of the principals' tiein with watch Icing Arde Bulova, whose fracas with the
Paulist Fathers over WNEW, N. Y., also came up lor quizzing by the
Select Committee a couple of .years ago. Though Bulova himself had' no
interest in WORL, Harold LeFount. was his v.p. in charge of radio
and Sanford Cohen his N. Y. attorney.
v
Parallel between WOHL and WOKO, Albany, that is sure to strike
Wigglesworth is fact that Sam Pickard, concealed stockholder in tliat
station, and Harold LaFount of WORL were both former federal radio
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Guns Levelled at Pehlo Again;

From

fiV

Washington, April 29.
AFM boss James Caesar Petrillo
•was lambasted here last week on two
fronts, with Congress and the Department of Justice dealing the
punches. Justice Deipt. filed a 172page brief upholdinil the constitutionality of the Lea Act and took oc-

AFM

casion to detail agaiti Petrillo's costly
sanctions against the broadcasters.
In tlie House of Representatives, Kep.
Fred A. Hartley (R., N. J.), chairman
of the House Labor Committee,
hamed a special subcommittee to investigate the operations of AFM,
with Petralo himself skedded to take
the stand after the Supreme Court
rules on the Lea Act.
Meanwhile, Petrillo's lawyers are
expected to match the Government's
brief -with one of their own in advance of the
S argument before
the high court.
Justice Dept. leaned heavily on the
District
Court injunction against
John L. Lewis' United Mine Workers
in its support of the constitutionality
of the anti-Petrillo legislation. Declared the brief: "The defendants in
the United Mine Workers case contended Oiat the Uiiunction issued by
the District CoUrt violated the IStii
Amendment for the same reasons as
are urged here ... clearly, if ttie
district
court had power, in the
United Mine Workers' case to order
the defendants' not to induce others
to strike or to refrain from worTdng
Without violating any constitutional
guaranty. Congress has at least the
same power." Neither the iStli nor
5th
amendments.
Dept.
Justice
argued, gives "constitutional sanctity
to any right to order other persons
not to work. The right to strike is
not absolute" and "The Iica Act does
not prohibit picketing as such, but
~
only coercion."

The three-man House

PEOBLEi SMRLS

WCKY-MW PEACE TALK

.

Cincinnati, Apfil 29.
Settlement of dfflerences; between

WCKY

and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, which
staged a walkout March 30 over a
no-strike issue, reached a -second
snag last week. New liitch developed
When American Federation of Radio

svdiciHiamit-

.

Whose members walked put
sympathy with the technicians'

Artists,
in

was

union,

problem
four

with

confronted

men

status

the

in
perisonnel
supervisory
maintaining opeiration of the station,
in accord with ti>e Wagner Act.
First breach between the indie

50,000-watt station, headed by Ij, B.
Wilson,
and I0EW resulted in
propipt filing by the station of a
$25,000 damage suit against the
union for staking without serving

30-day notice.
ci

WCKY

hadl a half-day shutdown
because of the union's surprise action.

Contioued f r«ni ipage id

gone through with

its

;

cancellation.

Lipton Tea replacing "Vox Pop"
with Arthur Godfrey. Network trying
to
compete against Fibbei?
and Hope with 60-minute dramatic
series directed by Canada's gift to
Columbia, Fletcher Markle.
,

tee has already compfled a -tehtaftve
''r'
woi>NEsbAT'
list of witnesses who are savvy on
NBe
The Dennis Ttey-GEderpractices, but is not expected sleeve-Mr. D. A.-D«ify's Tavern seto Open hearings until the Supreme quencing appears to be keeping the
Court rules on the Lea Act. Commit- sponsors bappy, Pall Mall still testtee will probe charges tiiat the A-FM ing reaction to its new show, "The
is operated undemociatically; tliat it Big
Story," which drew an 8.1
forces.radio statioiis aijd dance iiails Hooper, and Colgate still trying to
"to hire more musicians than they work out the ri^t format for Kay
need; and that it is' the union's policy Kyser in a bid to restore it to its
to keep .student, orchestras o£E the onetime Hooper eminence when it
air.
Subcommittee includes Kep. was a 60-minute show.
Carroll D. Kearns <R., Pa.), chairToughest casualty night on
man, Richard Nixon CR., Calif.) and
the Colmnbia schedule. Jack CarGraham A. Harden (D., N. C). >
son scramming the Campbell Soup
spot, with sponsor set to relinquish
time because of its 7:30-8 cross-theboard programming. "Ellery Queen"
also lost to network, Frank Sinatra

—

AFM

CBS—

Wallace

¥mMmk

Mewsman Eekkes Him
Washington, April

Henry Wallace grabbed

a

29.

wii'e-recorded microphone oil the
table before him at a press conference be called here yesterday (28)
and placed it on the floor, resting
his left loot' on It as he proceeded
with the couferoice. His only comment in doing so was, "This is a
press conference."
Macon
reporter
WOL-Mutual
Reed, Jr., and his engineer, Ray
Kaplan, switched the recorder on
anyway and succeeded in getting an
audible pickup of the former vicepresident's remarks, which WOLMutual news *hlef Al Warner later
Hired with ab explanation to listeners of what had happened.
After the broadcast Warner issued
a sharp rebuke of Wallace's action.

out of Old Gold qK>i with new fall
show still undecided. Dinah ShoreFord Motor show scheduled for
revamp and status of Parker
Pen's sponsorship of "Information,
Please" appears In doubt. Parker
has a two-year contract with Dan
Golenpaul, biit if it picks up the
second-year option it will cost more
dough.

drastic

Mutual
j

(This is ABC's top night, along
with Sunday,
the Hooper sweepWith the Bth^' Crosby-Henry
Morgan parlay, which will be extended by web's acquisition of
"Mayor of the Town" from CBS).
All three shows will probably be

m

stakes.

moved up an hour.

—

,

THURSDAY

NBC
Lots
of
programming
changes on tap. Kraft looking for
a new "Music Hall" show.
Jack
Carson going into Jack Haley's spot
for 'Sealtest.
Abott 8c Costello on
shaky renewal ground for Camels.
"Here was Mr. Wallace at this news
CBS-^Strongest audience draw of
conference complaining about innight, "Suspense," with 13;1; given
aECuracies in the news," the WOL
reprieve, stay* put.
exec asserted, "and at the same time
frustrating normal radio reporting
NBC—With Bristol"-Myers drop,
In Whieh there can be Ho inaccuracy
because iiie speaker's own words ping Alan Youn^J,
to 8 period
comes up for sale.
"
are presented."
Mutual news crew said Wallace
CBS— Ginny Simms being dropped
and an associate executed a last- by Borden's, which has bought a new
minute maneuver of changing con- show from Kenyon St Fckhardt.
ference rooms, after Mutual and Jimmy Durante goes solo, with Gary
NBC wire recorders liad been set up Moore bowing out of Rexall spot.
in the pre-a^nounced location, in an Camels pitching for Durante,
danapparent effort to keep the eoufer- gling a choice I^BC slot.
Rexall
en e from being recorded. NBC's also reported eyeing the Friday night
crew didn't get set up aj;ain, but NBC time being vsieated by BrLstblRo;"-! wormed through the 150 re- Myers, which would
be a blow to
poitcrs
who had gathered and Columbia. Friday night 10:30-11 time
placed the Mutual mike before Wal- for sale.
lace just as the session got imder
SATCBDAY
way.
NBC
PrograHmiing setup was
strengthened by acquisition of "Hit
Cincinnati—WLW's vocal staff has Parade,"
bCBU reduced by sijjuolls of two
CBS—Lots of time for sale, inteuors, JUbx Condon, who will take cluding 7:30-8; 8:30-8 (vacated by
up radio chores in N«W York after a "Mayor of Town") and 9-9:30 (vahe! day in
and George Car- cate4 by "Hit Parade")
What
roll. whi> Will devote full time iB Proscter & Oamble intends
doing
photography.
abp'ttt its Cainay i^ov also in doubt
jj.

BM

•

•

—

.

Kan^

LANNY-ROSS
"Lanny Ross cquld elag nearly
anything, even" the baseball scores,

of

ment

.

the

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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NEW YORK OTT

Its

Own

Peabdy Awards
Boston, April 29.
UnoSicteil George Foster Peabody
awardf^ were given to five Massachusetts radio stations in eight classifications this week in a maverick
affair sponsored by the Mass, Peabody committee following the national awards which included none
of the Itlass. -stations.
It marked first time such awards
have been made On a state basis to

M

.

.

«
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John McManus' back at his old stand as radio editor of PM
Philip
Lennen, chairman of board of Lennen & Mitchell, being tosSed dinner by
agency execs tomorrow (1) at Union Club to mark his election as board
chairman, and 23d anni of agency'sjounding.
Al Goodman, who is winding up seven years on the Prtidentia) "Family
Hour" (CBS), last week signed for five more years. ...George V. ("Towtt
Meeting") Denny's projected trip to Japan in May has been postponed
.Burke Crotty, in charge of NBC tele remote pi»fe,
until later this year.
Dramat, "By a
ups, off on a month's vacation. Gary Simpson subbing
Nose," authored' by WBAL (Baltimore) scripter Lou Dropkin and N. Y.
freelance Felix Leon, is preem airer tonight (Wed,) on a new CBC Mari.Helen F. Bond has checked
time Net Workshop series from Halifax:
out of Buchanan agency to join Emily Ross Personnel Service as placement manager for the ad, publishing and allied fields;.. .Syd Eiges, NBC
press chief, to address journalism class of his alma inater, Univ. of Pittsburgh. May 8.... Warden role being written out of "Warden's Crime
C&ses" (Mtilual) for iridefinite period aS result of the death of Lewis E.
Lawes last Wed. (23). Tribute to the famous warden was aired on last
Eddie Cantor and his daughter, Marilyn, skedded
night's (Tues.) stanza
.Prexy
for guesting on "Leave It to the Girls" (Mutual) Friday (2).
Mark Woods and other ABC toppers huddling with affiliates today (Wed.)
.Johannes Steel runin Denver and next Monday (5) in San Francisco
ning newspaper ads saying if he gets 10,000 $5 subscribers to his "Report"
he will sponsor himself on the a;ir. .Hal Davis, Kenyon & Eckhardt radio
flack, promoted to director of all publicity for the agency. His assistaiit,
Herb Landon, lipped to head radio flack.. ..Arthur Godfrey has done a
film trailer for Greater New York Fund to be shown in 500 metropolitan
N. Y- theatres in May. Mike Jablons directed and produced
Cavalcade
of America to be broadcast from the Mosque in Newark Monday May 19,
with three shows during the day, the third to be aired On NBC at 8 p.m.
... ."Nero Wolf," whodunit with Francis X. Bushman in lead role, slated
for trial run on Mutual net following teeoffl soon on Don Lee web
Talk
that William L. Shirer may stand in for Winchell during latter's six-wee(c
layoff this summer. .. '.WOR is airing "Heart's Desire" how that half of ithas been bought by Philip Morris. 'Mutual had to farm giveaway show
out to indie WBYN when it was sustaining. .. .Charter Heslip, Mutual
exec in Washington, in town for a week of huddles with net brass.
Audrey Egan, Arline Blackburn and Francis DeSales new "David Harum"
players. .. .Helen Choat joins "Lora Lawton" cast and Linda Watkins is
new to "Our Gal Sunday". ,. .John Stanlet joins cast of "Rose of My
Dreams" while Frank Dane and Paul McGrath are added to "Stella Dallas"
.
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Mass. Has
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and make music of It.'"
—Cincinnati Enquirer.
newly engaged to supplerecogiiizing

of
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House Group to Siribpoena Him in Probi
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Deal cooking for sponsorship oi Criterion Productions' anti-fascist
console local outfits. Idea was that slanted cross-the-board kid shoTv, "The Steei Mask."
of Dorothy Kraus, chairman of the
Milton Bacon, vet radio narrator and story teller, yesterday (Tues.) was
Mass. committee, who got the radio- appointed to a newly-created position as assistant to Arthur Hull Hayes,
stations her committee was citing to g,m. of WCBS, N. Y. It's expected his new job will be devoted primarily
pay the price of the award dinner to the programming operations of the CBS flagship
Albert Head Moore,
on a pro rata basis. Thus, WBZ- Jr., 33, assistant supervisor of Studio Playhouses for CBS, died Friday night
WBZA, Which got three awards, (25) of a cerebral hemorrhage at his home in Mt. Vernon.
paid $80, while WEEI, which only
got. one, kicked in $25. National
.
.
committee merely "observed" the fJV
results with a view to sanctioning
Wendy Williams closing out 13 years with NBC to have a whirl at
similar maverick
awards in all selling talent. He was onetime Hollywood censor and in recent months
states to worthy stations which don't headed up package sales after a bitch in Frisco as program director of
get the national nod.
KGO....Bert Praeger relieved Sterling Tracy as director of "Corliss
Weirdest thing, about the Mass. Archer" on a temporary basis. He is Bales aide to Jimmy Saphier-when
awards was the dtoice of
as not otherwise occupied.... After saluting J,iun and Abner's 17th radio anni
the reeipieht of a citation for carry- on their own programs, beVy of starg moved in on "the boys" last Thursing the network drama show "Thea- day and practically broke up the show
Ed Gardner can sail the high
tre Guild of the Air," a U, S. Steel seas in deep contentment this summer. His sponsor has asked him to responsored show. No locally produced turn to "Duffy's Tavern" in the fall. .. .Charles Herbert both writes and
dramas are aired, so the award in produces the David Rose-Georgia Gibbs strawhatter for Pabst
Cavalthe fourth classification went to this cade of America moves to the DuPont plants back ea-st for two broadcasts
ABC outlet. "Theatre Guild," how- with Robert Young and Joseph Gotten in the guest spot.
ever, is aired by at least a dozen
Ralph Edwards taking "Truth Or Consequences" to Chicago for a few
other Mass. stations.
weeks.... Lyn Murray, dropped' from Hit Parade, swings the baton for
Awards in other bradkets were:
"Adventures of Philip Marlowe," the Bob Hope summer sub. Jim Fonda
First
classification,
for station produces for Foote, Cone
Belding. Another agency assignment waaaBob'
1,000 watts or over making
out- Nye, the ex-senator's boy, as director the Jack Paar Show in the Benny
standing contribution to area, to Summer niche. .. .John Dunkel back at
as editor of network proWEEI for "Sex Guidance for Youth" grams
Arthur Church, Kansas City station owner and program packpresented in cooperation with the ager, set John Gordon as his Hollywood rep
Fritz Blocki utilized radio
Mass. Society for Social Hygiene. technique to try out a new stage play but it didn't pay off. They just
(This series also got a Variety don't go together especially when the vehicle
lags and sputters. It was
award.)
more of a radio rehearsal than a play tryout.... "One Man's Family"
Second classification, 1,000 watts turned mto its 15th year on NBC. .Hay McClinton 61 the Ayer agency,
or under, same category, to WSPR
still around trying to convince Durante
that he should stay with BexalL
Springfield, for "Understanding the He's widte open to any and all offers
and an especially attractive one is
Peace," with commentator Hubert W. the Camel pitch by Tom
Luckenbill.
.Ken Dolan and Shirley Ross to
Kregoloh.
N. Y. for a week after which Dolan solos to Kentucky Derby.
.ABC will
Third classification, outstanding carry William Gargan's "I Deal in Crime" as a sustainer when
it loses its
reporting and interpretation of the Hastmgs sponsorship May 24.... Jack Rourke to New York
to unload a
news, to WBZ, Boston; WBZA, few of his waxed radio shows....
Christopher Cross, radio director of
Springfield, for
"FrontUne Head- United Nations Organization, in town for two weeks tO line up stars for
Unes," with John Barry (Shawmut the Charter Day
broadcast June 28.
National Bank).
Fifth classification, outstanding eniiV.
tertainment in music, to WBZWBZA, for "Sunday at 4:30." conFrank Falknor,
general manager, in New York for CBS station
ducted by Arthur Fiedler for the managers' meeting
"Those Sensational Years," the Quin Ryan show,
First National Bank of Boston.
adds WJZ, New York, making it full network. .. .Robert B. White, ABC,
Sixth
classification,
outstanding at Ohio State U. attending Annual Radio Institute sessions on May 2. ...
educational
"Breakfast
Club"
program,
musicians taking two-week vacations while rest of comto
WBZWBZA for "Listen and Learn," in pany 'doing broadcasts In New York.. ..Gfuy Lombardo, in town for Chicooperation with Mass. Dept. of cago theatre engagement, doing his Mutual show at
.Tony
studios.
Education.
Koolker, program sales manager at ABC, went home to Iowa for mother's
Seventh classification, outstanding funeral..., Don De Fore guesting on "Wake Up Smiling" and "Strictly
childr«a's program, to
for Show Business" while in town for premiere of "Ramrod". .. .Eddie Rey"The Children's Songbag" with Vol- nolds of
publicity Staff in Birmingham on business.
.Fran Harris,
tairine Block.
Ruthraufl
Ryan television; producer in St. Louis... .Malcolm Howard,
Honorable mention, to
radio ad agency, moved to larger quarters in the 203 North
Wabash BufldLawrence, for "News Digest of the mg.
.Lena Home, Gloria Van, Dave Bacal and the Dorothy Hild dancers
Air," with Jack Stevens.
more additions to the AFRA Antics ball. .. .Ernie Shomo,
sales
manager, back from New York meetings. .. .Walt
anNewton,
nouncer
Texas for vacation,
.Alex Dreier news show and "This Farmtlioriibrargh's Return
network in new 8 a.m. time slot, beginning
°?
•?
April 28. .. Harriet demons and Ira Burton,
winners of WBBM's colored
Star-Quest
contest,
will
be
guest soloists when Lionel Hampton apPact Huddles
Civic Opera House.
.Paul Gibson and Bob Croft of
Hollywood, April 29.
?x?™* guests on the
initial flight of the new DC 6 to fly to New Vojtk
Return here of Don Thornburgh,
Airlines
"Democracy, U.S.A." celebrating its first anni
Coast v-p of CBS, Will signal open^?'='=ai-do for all those who help
.Everett
air the show.
ing of negotiations with the Radio T ninf
National Committee of Music and Dramatic*
Writers Guild for staff continuity
°' Af^r"^
°^ -America,... Henry Weber,
Musical Director,
v/riters' contract.
^-u^r
conducting
Voices of Strings" orch while Bob Trendler
is in Florida for
Ticket covering staffers is up May a couple
of weeks, .George Harvey of IVGN in New York to receive
1 and it's likely that the Guild will
"Baker's Spotlight" from National Radio Awards
be asking a pay hike of from 20 to rnml't*""
^^.,1 f*"'* renewing its 12 and 5 p.m. newscasts on
30%, in addition to seeking clarifica- f^.
;
Adventujers Club" dramatized the life of Rick Riccardo
tion of the statedly muddled no .^fJ v^u-^^^CBS.... Wendell Hall made series of spot commercials
strike clause, in the existing agreeH""*'" audience participation show on
ment
I'^lK^"now heard
at 3 p.m. instead of its 4:30 time.
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mu, GOODWIN SHOW

lEtAND STOWE

JOHNNY MADERO, PIER

Wtth Peffgy Kniidsen, Shirley Mitch- IS nSing.; Wed., 9i30 p.m.
ELECtElOAIi WORKERS
^M. Sim Backus, EJvia Allpan, UNITED
jforene Gamll, Mary imt Cwftj WMCA, N. ir,
(Moss-Arnold)
ieff Alexander or«ii .
Tliis news commentating stint by
Writers: Fred S, Fox, Ohet ftartellaw
Leland Stowe, newspaper man, autroducer-Direet*''! '>'»*'fy »««"•
p."*.
Jo Wllrs.; Sat., 9

„
WABC-CBS, N.

Snstaitilnsr

ir.

announcer, has
Bill Goodwin, the
turned Ml-fledged comic with his

own show, which CBS

is

spotting In

period just
the Saturday evening
vacated by Lucky. Strike '-Hit Parade " Goodwm, in fact, has been
thrown in as opposition to "Parade,"
which now occupies the same time
segment on NBC, That's a tough
assignment for anyoiie still feeling
league
his oats on hist own in the big
comedy field, and if the premiere
broadcast last Saturday (26) didn't

thor and Pulitzer prizewinner, is
being «)on5ored by uE on about 55
stations
of the Mutual- network
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. (EDT), but
has been turned down by WOR, Mutual's N. Y. flagship, and consequently is being transcribed for airing two hours later on WMCA,

Nathan

Straus' indie.

On his teeoff last Wednesday (23),
Stowe appropriately highlighted labor news; the phone

strike,

the

WOR-MBS,

considerably more than the usual
Sustaining coin and effort into this
one, for Goodwin is surroundled by
(jome of the top supporting players
and stooges iri the busirtees.
More's the pity, then, that a little
more emphasis wasn't directed at the
writing of this situation comedy in
which Goodwin. f» cast as A civic-

CIO

of

conservative viewpoints of Fulton
Lewis, Jr., and the Gabriel Heatter

Doan,

Show is a hard-hitting, fast-moving item that carries a good deal of
in its dialog andishould he
able to bully its Way into the good
graces of a sponsor.
Story centers about Johnny Madero, waterfront character along the
San Francisco Embarcadero, who
does odd detective jobs, which usually make for a mess of trouble, and
which require brute stirength and
fast thinlcing to get himself extricated. Initial show had Madero engaged on an apparently innocent errand, but which- led into an exciting half-hour.
punch

Format used on "Madero" has by

now become standard in the mystery items in which the central character does the commentary as well
as the enactment Jack. Webb does
well In both departmeJitSj_with good
support

coming

Bushman and

from Francis X.

others In

si

generally

capable cast.

Layout is regularly aired over
Mutual Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m., but
N. Y. flagship

is

carrying the

show

by transoription Thursdays at 8 p.m.
because of previous commitments
With Patrick Allen, Nanette Sar- for that time.
Jose.
gent, Harry Elders, George Cisar,
Sidney Ellstrom; John Welgel, announcer
JOHNNY ANDREWS
With Clarke Morgan orch
minded insurance salesman with a Director: Harry Holcontbe
25 MIns., Mon.-Fri., 9:35 ».in.
penchant for complicating his love Writer: Roger Vornbolt
30 min.. Sat., 6:30 p.U., OST
S.ustalning
life, his business life and his com-

CURTAIN TIME

<

it wasn't alone
that the script got over-complicated,
but principally the humor didn't
flow naturally; the gags became too
Obvious and yet were tossed off as
though they were pearls of sparkling
wit. And so much was written into
the first script that it was calculated
to leave the listener breathless ^but
not sufficiently entertained.
, Jeff Alexander conducts the musi-

munity enterprise,

—

UA'^s candy.
WMAQ, NBC, Chicago

WNEW, N. Y.
Early morning

(Grant Advertising)
This is an example of a low budget show with a tried and true
formula that is pulling down a relatively high Hooper.
Show has all

ice in introducing

the tricks of the late "First Nighter"

with ticket-taking, chitchat, and seat
finding.
There is no attempt to

change the pattern in any respect
away from "^'Nighter," and for the
cal interludes, with an. assist from first shows of "Time," scripts of the
the Four Girl Friends.
Rose.
"Nighter" show were used.
Freelance writers are used with a
payment for scripts ranging from
BETTY REILLY SHOW
$100 to $200. Cast features Nanette
With Joel Hefron and orchj an- Sargent and Harry Elders as permanouncer, Bob Bryar
nent leads, both doing an excellent
Writer: Bill Mogle
..
job with the trite formula stuff they
Director: Millon B. Kaye
have to read. Direction is good and
Producer: Raymond Katz
the musical backing under Bert
15 Mins.; HOn., 9 p.m.
Farber is a cut above usual drama
Sustaining
fillin.
If part of the story creating

WHN, N.y.

the

WHN

seems to have a versatile,
chirping chick in this Irish
She opened up the preem airing of her new show Monday (28)
piping the title line of "When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling," shouted "Jack!"

mood were

revised,

programming,
aimed generally at the housewife,
could easily perform a worthy servas

the

whole half

hour would benefit.

weaves

-

little, too. The orch gave Producer: MacGregor
much backing at a Director: Roger Bauer
lew points and Miss Reilly's piping 30 Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.
came through somewhat slimly at Sustaining

them up a

her slightly too

Doan.

ule.

WOR,

N. Y.
As the 21st edition of "For Your
Approval," Mutual's showcase program, producer Jock MacGregor
presented a novel half-hour last
"Magic in
titled
(26)
Saturday
the Air." It was a worthy attempt
to bring some originality to the air
but unfortunat-ely the artistry of
sleight-of-hand and other legerde-

main

MEET ME AT THE COPA
With Jack Elgen
AU-Nfight Show; Tues.-thrtt-Sun.,
Participation

WINS, N.

'Y.

essentially a visual- art.
Program's first half teed off with
is

magico

Richard

Du

Bois

new

being done over
across-the-board

talent such

WNEW

with

singing

nesses, anniversaries, etc.
Andrews impresses as

In story, "Reluctant Hero" plot
around return of town
founder's granddaughter and her desire to erect a statue for city's Congressionar Medal of Honor wjnner.
and jumped it Sp from- there in. She It doesn't take more than one guess
Anfollows up by stirring -just about to figure out what happens.
every pop mode of chirping into nounced story for the next week was
everything she served up.
that of a film star returning to her
Part of the Scottish "Land of the home town to see her childhood boy
Kerry Dancers," for example, came friend, which seems to be much of
out in Latin-American tempo with the same pattern.
Spanish lyrics. In "Poppa Don't
Preach to Me," "You Gotta Have a MAGIC IN THE AIR
Little Mahzel" and "Sebastian," she With Jock MacGregor, Ted Brown,
Richard Du Bois, John Kilgore,
ranged in her mood from jumpy
Emerson Buckley orch
jiving to sepia hi-de-ho to throaty
torching to Latin sauciness, mixing Writers: Robert Arthur, David Kogan

several moments. But she carried
off the stanza with zest, including
her betwe^n-numbers banter. She
ought to btiild a nice following.
Show was aired at 9 p.m. because
Of a special broadcast and will be
slotted at 9:30 p. m. hereafter, on a
Monday- Wednesday-Friday s c h e d-

is

of

Johnny Andrews. He is apparently
enticing a following and a good mail
return on his daily stint, inasmuch
as he does a considerable amount of
requests and notes bjrthdays, ill

slick
lass.

Raymond K«t«

Director: Helen Ward
Sustaining
IS MIns.; Mon., 9:15 p.mv

demon-

few tricks with the aid of
several audience members. With a
fast delivery, he spiels like a Carney
barker. His card tricks may have
been fascinating to the studio audience but it's doubtful whether the
average dialer would have been able
to picture the situation.
On the show in co-operation with
the Magician's Guild of America,
Du Bois climaxed his portion of the
program with a neat example of
mental telepathy. He conveyed
audience song requests to conductor
Emerson Buckley with 100% success. Demonstration of the power of
suggestion was cleverly done, in such
a way that the listener was in on
the technique at all times. He also
outlined a few simple tricks which
could be done by stay-at-homes.
Chief punch of "Magic in the Air
was the appearance of John Kilgore,
head investigator for the Magician s
Guild, who exposed "fake spirit
mediums." He said the public wa.^
anmially victimized to the tune of
$300,000,000 by such phonies, who
purportedly could communicate with
Discussing- cases in the
'.the dead.
Guild's file, one in particular was
dramatized. Then it was revealed
exactly how the medium achieved

baritone

a

who eschews pash

_

likable

in favor

personality. It seems to be a
wise move in light of the early hour
He has an engaging line
he's on.
of talk about his tunes, and between
numbers does a few public-service
spiels. He registers especially well
on the ballads, His line of gab is
of

WHN,

N. Y.
A quarter-hour of Jack Teaearden
playing the kind of music he s best

Mon.-Hini-Sntt,

Sustaining
N. Y.
This is a disk jockey show with ft
novel twist---it's all jockey without
any disks. Or hardly any. Eddi0
Newman, who's on the all-night
occupied by Bill
spot formerly
Berns and Barry Gray, doesn't quite
In order
fill his predecessors' boots.
to carry off the assignment as cut out
by himself, he must have a super*
lative gift of gab and a terrific wind
to hold him until the finish line.
Newman has the endurance but hl4
chatter is niarked only by Occa-"
sional flashes of humor and an obvious brand Of whimsy,
It woulct
serve okay in an ordinary disk
jockey role that leaned heavily on
the music, but as an all-throughIs
the-night
drone,
the
impact

Dixieland style that has about everything the aficionados go for.
Teagarden's trornbone is about as
expressive as they come. He shows
an infectious brand of music that
contains a high degree of melody, a
surefire beat and a top interpretation. soporofic.
It's the kind of stuff that never wears
The session runs along on a note
out its welcomti.
of backroom informality, with NewHiS singing is similarly in the low man having tete-a-tetes with a
down manner of his tronnbone and he stream of visitors popping in ana
can tonsil a chorus with the Same out of the studio. Some of the charinfectious style.
acters are mildly Interesting but
Formerly, one of the ace trombon- most of them are flat and colorless
ists with Paul Whiteman and later During one show, Newman teed oft
heading a large unit of his own, Tea- with a long adlib story of his misgarden isn't the type that can be har- adventures with a broken-down
nessed by elaborate arrangements, wire recorder that he spun out for
He's at home with the work lie's do-, nearly 15 minutes.
ing over WHN.
iheii came an overlong plug via
Ed Stokes supMies a colorful com- an i I'terview for a charitable cause.
mentary to the Teagarden readings This interview was also marked by
*
an inane discussion on who was the
Jo$e.
world's best sax player. Then came
the musical theme followed by art
RACKETBUSTER ROUNDTABLE
interminable interview with some
With Burton Turkus, Anthony unknown Hoboken crooner. Then
Marsloe, Weegee, George Foster, came a superb blues number which
Bill
Slater;
Phil
Tonken, an- Newman Interrupted midway for
nouncer
more talk. And so on through the
Director: Dan Ehrenrelch
During the first hour, ther^
night.
Producer: Bob Jennings
was not even five minutes of music.
30 Mins., Wed. (23), 8:30 p.m.
Here's a novel, surefire idea for
Sustaining
an all-night broadcast a show in
WOR, N.Y
which the disk jockey did nothing
This "Can You Top This" sort of except announce the titles of the
crime program has excellent possi- musical nurhbers.
Hem.
series of experts sit
bilities.
around a table, swapping yarns
about actual criminal cases, with a
MUSIC
various
them
in
Phelan^
Bill
Watson,
moderator to guide
With Ed
By
Grossman
classifications and a jury of 12 to
pick the best yarn. Experts here are Producer: Clifford Evans
Burton Turkus, Murder Inc. prose- 15 Mins.; Mon. throiigti Frl., 9:1$ a.M/
cutor;
Anthony Marsloe, former -Sustaining
Gov. Dewey investigator; George WLIB, N. Y.
Foster, police detective, and Weegee,
This brief interlude of music and
greatest crime poetry, backgrounded by adept orself sty led "world's
photographer" and PM's former ace gan accomp by Hy Grossman, makes
crime lenser.
for a soothing stanza that's bound tO
Under Bill Slater's smooth guid- evoke listener interest from mothers
ance, quartet Wednesday (23) told who have just packed their children
stories, under three categories hom- off to school, and other femmes. The
icide, confidence games and weird, croon-swoon tenoring of Ed Phelan,
unusual crimes. The authority be- with Bill Watson's poetry readings
hind each expert, their backgrounds spacing vocals, is neatly ^one and
and experience, lent weight to their should build up attention.
'

'

—

A

MOODS AND

:

,

—

Program caught Friday (25) had
Phelan giving out nicely on "To
Each His Oiwn," "Always" and "Girl
That I Marry." Watson's reading of
another whole half-hour given over "Drop a Pebble" and "Heaven Is
Musical background is sufficiently to a dramatization of one crime Older Than You" blended okay into
filling with Clarke Morgan at the
Edija.
the scheme of things.
happening would have dialed out.
organ, combined With piano^ bass
There were no fancy dramatics,
Jose.
and guitar.
no .sharp sound effects, just four ex- BOB DYER'S DUDE RANCH
perts
on crime sitting around, With Bob Dyer, Fifi Bantaird, Jim
stories
about
their
swapping
true
CAREER QUIZ
Gussey's Orch
«
most interesting cases. The stories 30 Mins.; Fridays, 7:15 p.m.'
With Paul Brentsen, emcee
told Were absorbing. Some of the Sustaining
Producer-Director: Bob Labour
experts didn't speak clearly, and one ABC, Sydney, Australia
30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
or two yarns seemed a little overSustaining
This
is outmoded fare that will
long, while one or two might have
WNEW, N. Y.
draw few listeners for the AustraAnother aud participation show, been dramatized a little more in the lian Broadcasting Corp., non-com"Career QuS" has got a novel twist telling. With a little experience, mercial operators. Short ether life
in basing its questions On civil serv- these flaws could be ironed out. The would appear to be a cinch for this
gaudy "come-on" title so-so setup.
ice examinations for specific jobs. program's
Widespread public desire for Gov- doesn't exactly fit an informal getBob Dyer, who originally came to
ernment berths will provide an am- together of four practical crime ex- Aussie with the A. B. Marcus show
ple reservoir of dialers for whom perts swapping reminiscences, and years ago, has been in vaude and
the program should prove helpful in the prize angle for the best story commercial radio for quite a span.
that,
show
Beyond
their
end.
bringing
gaining
cheapens the show a bit,
This hook with the ABC is apruns along standard lines without it down to the givea.way level. But parently just so much extra playing
much sparkle.
these are minor details in an over- time dough.
Preem session (22) was also the all good program idea, well proDyer does a lot of hillbilly stuff
WNEW debut of Paul Brentsen, who duced.
Brow.
with a couple of stooges. It's been
handled the emcee chore. Brentsen
seen in vaude and heard on the air

fetching and informal and shapes
up as okay a.m. fodder for the
housewife.

displayed a pleasant personality,
good voice and nice sense of timing
He
in running through the quiz.
occasionally indulged, however, in
like,
over-excitement
of
spasms
when, upon being informed that a
contestant lived in the Bronx, he

jumped
derful,"

Such passion on the airlanes

of Brooklyn.

many

yarns

many

Joel Herron and orch;
nouncer, Phil Goulding
WJiter: Bill Mogic
Director: Helen Ward
15 MIns.; Mon., 8:45 p.m.
Sustaining
WHN, N. Y.

times. Present routine is fast
but too noisy.
Fifi Banvard, also

With

Larry

Herm.

sings
,a-

Marvin,

much

so

casual

newcomer

from vaude,

legit and commercial
air loops, hasn't much to do in this

one.

AL BERMAN CLOTHES
Philadelphia

Rick.

THE CHILDREN'S HOUR

who Produce r-Wrlter-Narrator:

Carl

Green
Al Jolson that 30 Mins., Sun., 9, 9:30 a.m.
might be easily Sustaining
,
WQQW, Washington

like

listener-

.

mammy

Producer: Milt Shapiro
15 Mins., Mon.-tlu'u-Fri., midnlgbt

Jim Gussey's band provides

the music.

fooled, has come along just in time
to ride handsomely abob the
singer's comeback popularity wave.
With people who go for the Jolson
style of songplugging, Marvin should
gather raves. He could have done

With Mr. and Mrs, Jerry Gaghan

WIBG,

so

LARRY MARVIN SHOW

usually reserved only for natives

MIDNIGHT AT THE GAGHANS

Crowding

a half-hour as they did, kept
the listener tuned in, where otherwise one who might be fed up with
into

won-

for joy, saying, "that's

is

recitals.

strating a

This late entry into the disk
jockey sweepstakes won't cop any
derbies for adding anything new
to the platter-spinning art. Despite
fact that this three-and-a-half-hour
session has the glamorous feature
of originating from the lounge of
the Copacabana nitery on Broadway, it only adds up to some more
interspersed
pedestrian
chatter
among the usual run of pop tunes.
Jack Eigen, who's been around
the indie circuit for many years as
a Broadway gossip columnist, handles the emcee chore with a curious
combination of vocal dynamism and
verbal blankness.
His manner is
brash and peppery, in the Walter
Winchell pattern, but his matter is
flat and unwitty and where he'sWitty, he's unoriginal.
His interviews with the local celebrities and
nitery hotshots have that chitchat
quality of distilled triviality. Eigen
also employs a telephone-answering
routine, akin to that of a half-dozen
other jocks, with nothing gained except that less music is played to
make room for these one-sided conversational bouts.
If anything is
going to keep all-night dialers lis- his "realistic" effects by artificial
tening to this show, it'll be the means. Kilgore's revelations were in
Herm.
the nature of a public service.
music.

Shows

WOR,

'

chillers

itself.

.

commentary.

lr.

Producer;

suited for is hardly enough to whet
and the
appetites of the true jazzophiles.
whodunits increase, it's evident that
midst of an hour demystery shows will be forced into Coming tn the jazz
personalities, Teamore bloodshed and gorier detail in voted to name vivid
impression beorder to exceed existing competition. gdrden makes a
In this ressfect "Johnny Madero, hind a free-wheeling sextet that dePier 23," is well able to take care, of votes itself to the by-now Classic

wisdom of the President's appeal."
Citing the Newburyport, Mass., comouite come off, blame it less on munity experiment in cutting prices,
Goodwin than on a script that was he said: "If this action spreads across
our country it might produce starsomething less thaii inspiring.
tling results
let's try it out and
The Goodwin style of delivery and see." Then he turned briefly to the
mannerism has for years been one Moscow conference, to the death of
of the great gifts to sponsors' com- Peru's fabulously wealthy tin king
mercial copy; it has been ideally 'I'who could have lifted three millioa
kidding
integrated
the
suited for
people out of poverty, ignorance and
commercial and its accompanying hunger," and to "loose talk" of
byplay with many of the top come- World War III.
"l don't believe
dians in radio. As such Goodwin/s another war is inevitable," he closed.
voice is probably as famiUar to the "Let's work to live."
nation's households as radio's ace
His delivery was clear, calm and
He's established a pattern thoughtful, somewhat in the Shirer
comics.
for himselfj which carries over well manner. Needless to add, his expresenough Into the comedy field. It's sions were of such a liberal shade as
obvious, too, that the CBS program- to provide a much-needed counterming boys on the Coast have poured balance, in his Mutual airing, to the
.

N.

As the number

—

.

AU-Nlght

30 MIns.; Wed., 8:80 p.m.
Sustaining

UAW-General Motors neCiting Truman's appeal
lower prices, he said: > "prices
us anyone ... must see the

mean

EDDIE

Ed

Stokes, announcer
Wriier: Bill Mogle

3t

NEWMAN SHOW

JACK TEAGARDEN ORCH

,

steel pact,
gotiations.

for

23

With Jack Webb, Francis X.
Bushman, Betty Lou Oeraon, Harry
JSlmmerman orch
Producer: Ken Dolan
Director: Nat WoW
Writers: Herb Margolis, Loiiis Morhelm

(Zibman)
Larry Parks' "Jolson Story" piping
This is the latest entry in the "Mr., to a mammy, so close is his techand Mrs." sweepstakes and shows nique and tone to a younger,
features
It
possibilities.
definite
smoother Jolson.
Daily
News
Jerry Gaghan, Philly
Capitalizing on this talent, Marvin
columnist .and round-thegossip
towner, and his wife, Deena. Initial delved into Jolson's repertoire of
four numbroadcast had a few bugs, but has old faves for three of his
Gaghan bers on the preem of his new
real local listener interest,

This is a story-telling stint for
tiny tots and is definitely something
new in kid shows, on the local
ether. Most of the' other stations
here are heavy on juve' fare for
the bobbysoxers and teenagers of
both sexes but light on programs
for the pre-school and elementary"The Children'*
grade
listeners.
Hour" attempts to fill the gap.
Carl Green himself is Story-teller,
.

disk-spinner,

producer

and

writer.

WHN

.stanza

gives some choice items from his
next-day's column plus other gossip he and his wife pick up around
town. Then they interview a guest.

Monday

(28).

They

Judging by the enthusiasm which
were he exudes over the air he obviously
loves the kiddies and knows all the
techniques to win and hold their

"California, Here 1 Come," "Who
and "Mammy Come on
Cares'?"
Along." Hi.s theme, too, is the old-

For one thing, he uses
attention.
the techn-ique of repetition in both
ilso gives thumbnail reviews timer "April Showers." With these his opening and closing speeches,
numbers he was sure, selling them
of .shows arOund town which differs
e.g. "This is not Carl White, this is
from run-of-the-mill air reviews in- with punch. With his fourth number, not Carl Brown, this is not Carl
asmuch as he calls the shots as he "Guilty," piped ih slow sentimental Black— this is Carl Green," etc. It
he was just another par
A little smoothing out tempo,
sees them.
is simple stuff but never fails to get
soloist, solid but not slick.
of Gaghan's voice will help.
delighted squeals from the moppets
Herrin and his Men of Music put in his studio audience.
Commercials should be changed
to fit into informal format simu- in a tuneful edition of "At Sundown"
Green's stories are his Own but he
lating discussion at the home of and ably backed Marvin. Preem show borrows
characters—-animals (lik*
Gaghans, instead of formal boom- was set up an hour because of a Sinbad the Cat, Bre'r Rabbit) an4
Should be special broadcast and hereafter the people—from fairy
of .plug.
boom type
.
_
and current
brought in with announcer taking stanza will be aired at 9:45 p.m.. kids' booklore to give his listeners
part in conversational tone of^Show. Monday, Wednesday and Friday...
on page 40)
(Continued
Doaii.
Shah i

Gaghan

.

i

]

;

Tele s Sig

Lepe Ba^yi £§ftragi

Kfilvinatw, Bache J(HB Tale %nsiM$
TI^ELrra NIGHT
With Anne Burr, Yauxhn 7aylar,
John MoQuade, Everett Gammon,
Kieliard G«od«, John Baragrey,

i»U

baseball

Ham

is

remote crews to date,
undoubtedly the most

difficult to handle. All other sports,

Video transcriptiott auditions wer«
announced here last week by Teleamerica. Firm will show films for
prospective agencies and ^onsors,
and will also present audition shows

according to producers of CBS, NBC
in N, Y., can be covered
in most instances by merely keeping
and
the caniera focused on the
following the play up and down the
field.
In basehaU. however, crew
inerabeni mu$t be able to anticipate
the plays as nearly as possible and
must also cover the entire field o£
play, instead of just following the
centre of action.
Pointing up the difficulties inherent in baseball coverage, CBS
remote director Herbert Bayard
6wope, Jr. cited an example, ol
rttnners on flirst'and third, one out
and a battter at the plate* CBS lens?
ers, with only two cameiras, must
be able to cover both runners, as
Weil as. the pitcher and batter, and
also be prepared to swing their

and DuMont

Ml

for stations.
R^son that many sponsors have
skirted ;iele progranw is, according
to prea Al Griffin, that buyers hesitate because they can't see what they

if

a

Peters,

Show Pattero Fdiows Ra4
Hm^as

WU-

mi^l

&

WNBT

,

(NBC,
Kitchell tele series on
<Kenj/on & Zclchardt)
N. Y.) bejplimlng next WedneaChalk Up another outstanding television production to NBC's credit.' .day (7).
Bache show will use the InternaWith Borden's footing the bill,WNBT
last Sunday (27) night tooic a ilyer tional News Service ticker taps,
in introducing Shaltespeare to video which WAB0, DuMont's N. Y. lei*

buying beforehand. The new audiences and came up with what outlet, has be^n running over it*
was certainly one of the top tele daytim* test pattern for the last sevservice will overcome that block.
shows yet seen, and what probably eral mOnthi, Firm will thus be able
matched many a Shakespearean
play staged on Broadway in recant to present on-the-spot stock quotayears. Tela broadcasters hav* long
been complaining about the laclc of
available dramatic material, but if
they can do this well with stuff to
be found in public domain, then
their worries should be about over.
are.

,

lenses to the outfteld

Don

Wooason,

Doris
Belsek,
Charlss &very, Don Eeet«r, ofbers

the sports events covered

fey telcvisioii

Parade;

Television kept roping In the
well «» th. latest
fl„«,crt
sponsors this week, demonstrating
Kelvinator riiow, titled
that the industry's finally beginning
"in ti,.
to take on that long-awaited s«m- Kelvlnator Kitchen," is thf
Director; Fr*d C«e
Adapted fram pla7 by William blancc of a major adyertiaintr nl«- sponsored >!« ahow ot, a
Stafeespttara
dium. Latest to join th* list are 3. basu and, in addition to WNBT
i'ech. director; Albert Protxman
S. Bache
Co., atoclf broker*, who'v*
Sets: Bob Wade
picked up the tab on SiiMont's sifter70 Mlas.; Sun. (27), SiW p.m.
noon flnaniiial news show, and Kel- dio commentator, |g prexy of »
BOBDEN'»^
vinator, which preems a new Alma Assn.
of
Women Broadcaster
WNBT-^NBC, N- t.
Charlotte Keane,

Of

lele^tsBuii^t

ball is hlt

:

I

advertisers into video

is diselossa In

surrey of leading tele
which reveals

facturers,

now between
operation

set

mam.

there

25,(HSO-30,000

in

»«

sets in

greater New Yorll
With an estimated total of five ner'
sons to each wst, that would
advertisers an audience ot some
im
(MM in N. Y. alone, and any J|l
carried on the presently -limited
net

An

work about doubles that figure
all, there are now 13 different
spon.
sor* bankrolling shows over
the
three N- Y, video outlets.
iaps the list with almost
all its operating time, wiHi
the exeeption of N. 1r. Giants' baseball
teleeasfej, paid for by
advertisers
List comprises Ksso, Gillette
Gen^
era! Foods, Gulf,
S. Rubber, BCAVictor, Bristol-Myers. Bordens and
Kelvinaior- In addition. Kraft and
way that elicited the maximum of vision must obtain the special Swift are slated to enter video on
entertainment and still managed to
iabis
month.
WABD has
be true to Shakespearean tradition. amusement permits required for Chevrolet,
S, Rubber, WanaComedy sequences among Sir An- those showing motion pictures.
makers, Am«flcBn Shops and Bache
The ruling .was handed down in
drew, Sir Toby atid Fester were
and reportedljr has several firms inminor masterpieces. In addition, his Dauphin County cotirt at Harrisburg
camera manipulation in what must by firesident Judge William M. terested in bankrolling the Yankees'
have been a vastly overcrowded Hargest, April 22, and required the telecasts. General Foods and Ford
co-sponsor the Brooklyn Dodgers
studio was tops throughout.
board to leave the situation in status
Cast was uniformly good, manag>games «ver WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.)
ing to be perfectly lucid with the quo, a move which has the e0ect of ii» addition to which the
station has
unfamiliar Shakespearean language, a preliminary injunction since the GUlf
and Bristol-Myers,
Anna Burr, as the beauteous Viola ijoard is not enforcing the rule.
Althoul^ tdte is still considered a
impersonating a man, was capital,
Action by the court followed testilending a masterful touch to both mony by engineers of two televi- youngster among the ad media, the
pattern Ot
her comedy and iromantic sequences. sion corporations,
who appeared on indicates shows ajready establisihtid
Vaughn Taylor and John McQuade,
sponsors will follow much
already well estofoUshed in the NBC behalf of tlut complainants to ex- the sairte ideas they use In radio.
video stellar firmament, again dem- plain that televiaion differs radi- Bache. has scheduled
its financial
cally
from
mbtion
pictures,
in
onstrated their versatility as the
-both
news shows for 1 p.m. to take addoltish Sir Andrew and the court its method oit r transmission and its
vantage of the businessman's luticli
jester, respectively. Hichard Goode effect.
hour.
made a zany Sir Toby Belch and
The liquor board has held that
Only oaier dayUme show, with
Everett Gammon, ias the conceitedly
television came within the meaning
stupid Malvolio, was also standout.
the exception of ball games, in fli«
Otbers meriting attention included of motion pictures as defined in the immediate offing, is Swift's "TeleCharlotte Keane as Olivia, John State Liquor Control Act and the visitors' Club," virhich
is slated to
Baragrey as the duke, Don Peters Beverage Lioense. Law.
bow in over
as Antonio^ William Woodson as
The testimony was offered in the noons abbut.May on Friday after16, with Tex McSebastian, Doris Belack as Maria Dauphin court in a suit in
equity Crary and Jinx
Falkenburg in the
and Charles Avery as the sea cap- brought by Jacob
Stern,
Philip star spots. This
tain.
show will be slanted
Kenyon & Eckhardt production Saciis, Jack London and Jack Crane, at housewives and women shoppers.
stafiC rates a nod for confining the all Philadelphia .taproom operators,
Pattern indicates sponsors are now
Borden commercials to opening and to restrain the board from enforc- out to sell products
and are no
dosing, spots, both of which were ing its ruling.
longer interested so much in getting
well-handled and cleverly executed
Arguments on the suit will be into tele merely
for the sake of exto tie in with the Shakespearean heard
May 29. The engineers who perimentation, or ta sew
motif. Bob Wade's sets, Al Protz-up the hast
testified were It H. Shaw, of RCA,
time franchises.
nian's technical direction and other
and J. Fi Bingley, of Philco.
production credits were fine. Stol.
Any poMibility, meanwhile, of a
cut in the retail price of tela sets
was nixed with the disclosure ISiat
HANDY
almost every manfufacturer is still
Coast Sees
Set
With Carol Ee'^d, Ja«k Creamer
taking orders for sets much faster
Producer: Herbert Hofton
Hollywood, April 29.
than they can be turned out. This
IS Mins.; Fri., 8:30 p.m.
First Belmont television receiver
aiMBEL BBOS.
indicates that .sponsors will continue
to hit the Coast went on exhibitiot)
IPhllco, Phila.
to aim for a class market for some
Friday night
(26)
at new
of- time to
Gimbel Bros, has come up with a fices
come and, in the opinion of
new tele show featuring an old gag Sales and plant of Badio Products tele officials, might also be one of
Corp., in downtown Los Anthat's still plenty good. Listeners
the reasons why cigaret manufac(or lookers) are asked to write in for geles, and was shown for three days turers,
long one' of radio's biggest
suggestions on how to make life and nights to dealers.
spenders, haven't yet found their
easier at home. For example, how to
Set has an -eight-inch screen, rekeep stockings from Wrapping them- tails for $250 and quantities are ex- way into video.
selves around the clothesline'; how pected to
begin arriving here within
(Continued oh page %!)
the next month.

liPa.liprM

-

out therCi
Chicago, April 29.
With the possibility of the batter
Grabbing up all of the unspoaMtting into a double-play, the sored portion of WBKB>
sports procameramen and director must take
gram,
local
beer
aciepunt, Kaeley
their chajuses ol «atchin£! the play
tii their lenses. It it's an oiitAeld hit, Beer, took Mp, 1 spomsor position on
hoiwever, ifs alio lieeessary to keep, Chi's only video outlet W^^
the
an eye on the runner at third, since largest singl« block
of regularly
the viewers will be most interested sehedvAed sports demotes foy
its
in watching the run scored. Baseball summer promotion,
Brewery will use
coverage,
consequently,
requires no radio during this time.
split-second timing by the director
Contract pacted Friday (25) beAnd his technical crew as they cut tween Fred F. Brenk, prez of Keeley
from»one camera to another, as well Beer, and Capt. Bill Eddy, head of
as perfect teamwork between the WBKB, calls for 100 hours of bosing
director and his cameramen aind. a and wrestling beginning
May 5 for
thorough knowledge of the game a 13-week period,
with priority
on the part of all conCWned.
option for subsequent programs.
CBS crew, which covers all the Commercials will be- handled by the
home games of the Brooklyn Dodgers Malcolnti^Howard agency.
at Ebbets Field, has its cameras
Other sports clieifts completing the
stationed in a small booth, about 100% sponsorship picture for WBKB
^1x12 feet, which is located above are Commonwealth Edison and Ford
iuid slightly to the left of home- Motor who co-sponsor the home
games of the iChiGago Ctibs,
(Continued on pa^e 42)

Agency is Geyer. Newell &
GMger'
Reason for the steady influx

a.

"Twelfth Night" marked more
than anything else another notch ol
triuimph in the belt of WNBT director Fred Coe, who cast, staged anddirected the show. Bringing a fresh
I%iladelpKia; April 29.
approach to the classics via a young
The Pennsylvania State Liquor
cast sans any trace of the overdramatic hamminess usually associ- Control Board has been ordered, in
ated with Shakespeare, Cos steered effect, to refrain from enforcing its
his actors through their paces in a rule that .taprooms showing tele-

WNBT

(hi|a|rooniBaii

WWBT

.

'

WNBT

WARNING
A F|Df RAL COUtT HA9 ilU^^
fMJW tHt WAM^^^^^

MAN

GRANDOUEOPRY
IS

New

WPTZ—

THI IXCLUSiVI >ROf»l!ITY

,

'

.

lUfS iyi

OF HADiO STA1I0H

NASHViiil
InMdeStiil--M

INFRINGEMiNTS WILL Ei

Confusion over the role played by ABC television's national director
Mowrey in getting the Republican national convention to set up
year was clarified this week. Confusion arose over'
newspaper report!! that Mowrey represented the tele industry, whereas
other broadcasters had no advance knowledge
of his activities.
Seems that representatives of the PhiUy Inquirer had spearheaded
^
the drive at the Repub national committee meet in Kansas
City last week.
Inquirer owns AH station WFIL, an ABC affiliate, and
station execs invited Mowrey to go along to put in a pitch, for video.
Success of his efforts
was evidenced by reports that the larger tele audience available
in the
east was a factor in leading the GOP
to select Philly over Chicago for

ViGpROUSLY PROSEC^^
Tiiie

PaUl_ B.

m Philadelphia next

Federal Court of tiie Middl« XMstriei of .Georgia,
24, 1947, in the case of WSM, Incorporated,

on March

Plaintif]^ ctgainst

Golden Goose Corporation and R. L.

VUnhittoK), I3«f^^

tib«

following d^aiion,

applying throughout the United States:

"The

plaintiff,

WSM,

.

the convention.

by

virtue of

Oh

Opry" to

Incok-porated,

the ioi^ use of the wor<is

"Grand

program has acquired the legal
to the exclusive use of such name and is ento be protected against infringements wl^ch

desij^nate its radio

right
titled

CBS
i

television

recently concluded a deal with Actualities Francaise

iilms, Inc., of France for U. S. television
rights to all AF's European
ne^vsreels.
Company which covers all of western Europe plus Yugoslavia Poland and the Balkans
was the only one in France to i«nam
remain In

operation throughout the war.
Footage is flown over to the
.

>yovdd't«nd',t(f;d«mve

;.;

rtt^ recently
vlwi
CBS

V..'*"'-'

The al»»v^ iladslMi appIlM to th* \am af w«r4i
"•rand Ol* Opry"

tIniHar

t*

addition to

NBC

thtiOrm lAmtmgmrt and Booking Agantst

authenticity of

01e Opiy"

a "Qtand

act, contact

9lVlr

inC'.

NASHVlLLi, TENN.

m

CBS

'•"''^^'y

studios in N. Y. so that the web can
theatre screens in France.
"

Big 4 conference in Moscow from AF in
scenes of the Ind<>-<:hi nese w ar, ttte
Palestine troi^le/S^

television

of the

announcer Bob Stanton is rapidly ethereine
as the
of video, with his iron man stlbt
h.riii^- Ik

Graham MacNamee

P^r^lelSraStt^ctly
^'-'V
"V'^-^-^'^^^r*^
Namee's activities
iri the early days
of radio

nX"^
In case of doubt as to the

l^i.^"-*!"'
got pictures

'''"^^

*°^««a'«Ple. Stanton handles telecasts of six

tKte^^^^^
we
laie Mac-

N Y

Giants'

_

««.• LOii CLAYTON

Vmimt

RKKAJM, DBtJG

CO.

9.S0 p.m.. KUSH
.."i'^-fP^—
X-n-M—
"XIiIb Timo for Hesv"
'ft

Happened

in Brooklyo"

Wednesday, April 30, 1947

\LD COLMAN
Starting

on the Most

Brilliant Transcribed

Dramatic

Show Ever Offered for Local and Regional Sponsorship

fHfe FAVORITE 8TORIGS OF; SPENOEtt

TRACY

ALLBti

•

JRVlNG BERLIN

• FATHER E.
ARCHIE GARDNER

•

INORW BEROI

*

^RSON WEtysS •SINCtAIR LEWIS

1.
•

FLANApXf
ALFRED HjiTfll

*

^

SHIRLEY TBMFLE 4
-'''^*-*

iOOK A^*fMANY MORBI
>

In the Spirit of perfection that distinguishes thl$ matchless series we
have chosen as star . . the one and only Ronald Colman. Now ... his
incomparable artistry, his magnetic voice and faultless diction, are
yovts to sponsor, in a dramatic program of unprecedented lavishness.
.

Here are the greatest stories of all time, masterfully adapted by
writers preeminent in their field, undet the editorial guidance of
Author-Publisher George Palmer Putnam and Poet-Editor Louis
Untermeyer; a superb company of radio's finest actors; a fifteen-piece
orchestra interpreting the daring and original musical scores composed and arranged for Favorite Story by Claude Sweeten and Robert
Mitchell of the Rob't Mitchell Boy's Choir.
52 half hours are now available
every one a rare combination
of prestige and dynamic entertainment, every one an unparalleled
triumph of transcribed showmanship!
.

.

.

MASTERFULLY TRANSCRIBED,
FOR YOUR SPONSORSHIP BY,,,

NEW YORK

IN

.

CHICAGO

.

HOLLYWOOD

THE ZIV TRADITION OF FINE SHOWS

Vcdnegtiay, April 30,
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FCC

GmGUNG THE mOCYCLES

ii. RejeclkBS

Torkton, Sask.—Kenneth Parton Cleveland Browns, on the
has been upped from production week shot. Time yet undetermined.

manager

to

assistant

of

Kansas City—FCC has approved a
CJGX, Yorkton. He is
Army veteran.
construction permit for an FM
broadcasting station for the SunPittsburgh— Charles Nuzuni, for- flower Broadcasting System of Kanin Wlieeling, and sas City, Kan, Owners are Harry
iTiJily of
Harry
moftician,
and
Ray Scott, late of WJAC in Johns- Bptler,
town, Pa., have been added to the Scherzer, beer distributor.
announcing stafE at WCAE. At same
observed
NaJVIemphls— WHBQ
station, Ruth Nichol has returned to
on Saturday (26)
the continuity department after be- tiortal Girls' Week
turning station operations for the
ins on a two-month leave of ab- by
girls from the speech
Bill Sutherland has been day over to
sence.
departments of the local public, prisit^ned for quarter-hour sports short
vate and parochial schools. Gals did
o\ er WCAE six evenings weekly
as
during the baseball season by a all the local announcing «nd
Another brewery much of the other routine ais possibeer sponsor.
ble.
tRolIing: Bock) bankrolling Wayne
King platter shows for half -hour
San .\ntonIo Howard W. Davis,
evei-y Saturday liight over WCAB;.
owner and operator of KMAC and
KISS-FM voice, has announced that
Buffalo— WHEN Theatre returns
construction will start here soon on
to the air this week occupying the
a new transmitter building for the
7:30 Thursday slcit, Fred Keller dia Canadian

WWVA

—

rectirig..

Buffalo
Harold Peters, former
foreign correspondent for UP, and
Less Ford, vet Buffalo newspaperman, have joined WBEN News Bu-

Ciev«lanti.^Paiil Brown has sighed
a contract to broadcast foptball news
and commetit for 17 weeks beginning
Aug.;?. Sears; Roebuck is sponsoring Brown, who is- also coach bit the

and mysteries."
Vernon H. Pribble,

WTAM

man-

declared that "some people
the opinion that what they
like and dislike shouta be istatidard.
That can lead you into a situation
where one man is deciding for millions what to hear and not to hear.
Hitler tried that. We try to maintain a high degree of decency."

Court
long

Judge

active

in

Mary

juvenile

work, declared radio has been pui'on
the defensive. "We are starting out
radio >yhat should be done.
It IS the court's duty to defend the
uhderdog. Crystaiized public opinion
will find a way to reach the spontell

sors,"-

'
'

leading

greater

sense

of

identification.
stories

are all kids of the 5-10 year-old age
group. Green breaks uP" the tales
with records with lively lyrics
whose subject directly ties into his
story. Some of the disks are, ballad.+
and many are written exclusively

Gives Bold

radio's curtain of

be

fair

counter must be presumed
to
have some rights also."
Research, Shouse said, will
pro.
this

vide the ansiwer to "how best to
serve the greatest number with du»
and proper weight for minority
in,

terests."

Lewis saw it as "a strange paradox
that radio has been one of the most
proficient of all advertising media in
selling the products and services
of
others to the American public but
has never succeeded in dohig an
equally good job for itself."
H9
proposed two public relations jobs
for the industry, the flrst being "the
obvious one of doing a better Job
telling the listening public what it
is getting from America."
His second proposal, which he outlined in

some

detail,

called for the

broadcasters in every community to
get

where NAB could "repeat the
procedure once more on a national
by submitting the proposals
to nine committees of the nation's

ington,

scale"

top leaders in various
.

fields.

Such a

project, Lewis felt, "even
takes two years and a few thou-

if -it

sand dollars," Would he "as

profit-

Only other speaker on the CCNV
panel was ABC prexy Mark Woods,

who

declared that the industry wants

and welcomes criticism from "people

who

listen." Radio's "severest critics
who don't listen,", he said.
will, "at the risk of being
tagged liberal or conservative," con.
tinue to present a balanced program
using commentators who are "so*

are those

ABC

ciatled liberals,

so-called middle-ot-

the roaders and so-called conserya«
tiv^," he declared.
"This reprecrux of our most
important objective in ra;dio-^t
sents, I think, the

must be kept

free."

Making

the

l>e$t

,

Holt.

wide

Herm.

interest.

better!

BROADENED HORIZONS

^Follow-up Commenll

•

With
Clyde
KIttell,
announcer;
Henry Sylvern, organist; gaest
stars

Writers: Morton Friedman, Max Ehr"Hit Parade" returned to its old
llch, Irve Tunick
stand at NBC Saturday (26) follow- Dh'ectors: Frank Papp, Jeanne Haring a lO-year sojourn at CBS. Startrison
ing time is still 9 p.m. Main differ- Producer: Henriette K. Harrison
ence as far as listeners are concerned, 15 Mlns.
besides the dial .shift, is the show's YMCA WORLD YOUTH FUND
trimmed-down format, from 45
Part of the 1947 fund drive for the
minutes to a half-hour. Something restoration
had to be dropped and the Lucky ternational and advance of the incommittee of the YMCAs,
Strike people chose to do away with
this series of six plattered dramatic
hit tunes No. 8 through 10. They
shows have been produced with care
might have done away with the "all and
effectiveness in terms of their
time" extras instead and kept the
objective.
Finely scripted, each of
top 10 hits. There's room for arguthe
ment at least that the latter course star,platters feature a name player as
with the roster including Kenny
would have been preferable, but it's Delmar,
Alexander Kirkland, Alan
a matter of opinion. The oldtime
Baxter,
Sidney
Blackmer, Barry
tunes were G. W. Hill's pet injection
and the late tobacco tycoon's succes- Thompson, Arnold Moss and Chester
Musical backgrounds by
sors evidently don't want to veer too Stratton.
Hank Sylvern are excellent, and
fast from the old formula.
Clyde Kittell does nicely as anOtherwise "Hit Parade" is its old
nouncer,
razzma-tazz self, complete with earDramats are cut along a simple
piercing bobby soxers' squeals for
Andy Russell and, for the moment, design aimed at clearly getting
religious creed and
velvety piping by guestar Gihny across the
Simms. Her chirping of "Heart- the organization's need for money.
aches," an all-timer that's currently On One show, Kenny Delmar in a
No. 1, made one realize that it's a piece titled "The Gentleman Cry
sweet number in its own right which Peace," is cast in the role of a
YMCA secretary in postwar-torn
can get by without Ted Weems.
Greece. ASroitly avoiding the risk
Jackie Robinson, Dodgers Negro of taking sides in the 'internecine
Greek conflict, the show makes a
first baseman,
impressed favorably
on several counts in his debut as strong pitch for peace based on
guest
expert on "Information democracy and Christian principles
Despite fact that the
Plea.se" Wednesday (23). Intelligent, of justice.
full answers were aided by a pleas- offered solution is a bit too pat to be
nig voice and manner, and by an entirely convincing, the point is
active participation in the proceed- plamly made that, the YMCA has a
ings.
Not only was he okay in vital role in healing the wounds of
war.
questions on sports
(track,

cer of the breast, and discussed aspects of cancer and cancer diagnosis
in relation to the prostate, the genital

male and female and

35

may

standpoint but extremely unfair
policy for the niajorit}r who gtiH
its

madie;*"

conventional, scripting job by Milton Robertson utilizes the surefire
elements of heroism, self-sacrifice
and comradeship in a noUe cause
to convey its: message.
Two other
for kids.
shows in the Series, also written
Frequently, morals are woven into by Robertson, star Waltei: Abel and
the fabric of the stories, though Victor Jory,
never at the expense of the plot.
"The Wastelands" tells the story
Shbw is :decided break from usual
juve fare, airing youth forums, hot of a pioneering caravan that went
out to conquer the burning desert
jive, fashions or (as one network
does on Saturday) letting lisping in the south of Palestine. Playing
lead and narrator, Bellamy portrays
babes torture such numbers as
of a group of former DP's
"Tonight,
We Love!" The Carl leader
out to make
Green show is tops with the kiddies selves. With a new life for themfrontpage
who are just learning to listen to news currently,Palestine,
this series of platthe radio and appears a swell in- tered
dramats assumes special sigtroduction for their tender ears.
nificance and should garner nation-

Boston, April 29.
cancer
research

from pate

from a pressure group from

able an investmeiit as radio has ever

.

One of three dramatic programs
plugging the 1947 Unite I Jewish
Appeal for funds, "The Wastelands"
is a workmanlike piece o£ radiocraft.
With Ralph Bellamy in the lead,
program effectively projects the
constructive aspect Of Jewish life
in Palestine.
Good, if somewhat

Heroes and heroines of the

medical science farther than ever
before in these parts in a discussion
of the subject over WHDH, the
Herald-Traveler station, this week.
Medicos, moderated by Ray Kierman on his weekly "This Is Your
Busihess" forum, asked how far they
could go before they went on the
half-hour
discussion.
unscripted
They were told ihey could say anything they wanted to.
Before Drs. Ira T. Nathanson,
Joseph C. Aub, Grantley Taylor,
and Ernest M. Daland, all associates
of |Jass. General Hospital and Harvard Medical school got ihrough,
they'd described the technic of rectal
examination, the symptoms of can-

organ.s of

:

trmXED JEWISH APPEAL

a

criticism

'

With Ralph Bellamy

Continued from page 37

By Outspoken Medicos
Four

|

'

'

Writer: Milton Robertson
Director: Jack Grogan

Radio Reviews

Forum With Cancer Talk

specialists parted

»»»»

Transcriptioi Refiews

I

THE WASTELANDS
-IVMins.

8,

WMDH

Hub's

of,

» »»

needed.

3Vi hours of time on Sunday. Commission is questioning whether this
is a delegation of licensee responsibility to a third peirson.

and BBC will discuss international
aspects of juvenile delinquency on
"Junior Town Meeting of the Air,"
and !WPEN will broadcast an international qui? show betweeh- trniv.'
of Pennsylvania and a college in

was poor sportsmanship on

»» »

;

—

it

Coiktiinietf

thin-skinned at what

together, name a manager to
"form nine committees of six to 12
public leaders each" to submit sugcommentators; more contemporary gested policies On ail phases
ol
music, for instance. As for adverbroadcasiing.
Findings of these
tising, commercials with a message,
not with emotions, were .sorely groups would be forlvarded to Wash-

KGNC

ager,

to

to

"a high perceiitage of commercialialmost no sustaining public
service
programs; no sustaining
religious broadcasts, a minimum of
tiyo stations to cost |l67,b00,
local live programs with the accompanying excessive use of recordHouston
William S. Newkirk,
ings and transcriptions, and the deformer program director of KEYS,
votion of considerable time to the
Corpus Christij and KPAC, Port Arbroadcasting of horse racing inforthur, has been named progratn dimation."'
•
rector of KATL here.
Dyer's stsindard station WAIT is
Fort Worth^Don. Allen has been currently on temporary license by
virtue of a contract with the Chrisnamed program director oi
here. Other new staft rhembers in- tian Catholic Church of Zion, original owner of the station. Contract
clude Jim Bradley and Mickey Murgives the church right to one-half
phy to ahitpuncittg staff,
the revenue received from sale of

by Howard Barton, promotional director of AVTAM. "A very recent
check made by us showed 1,610
.programs broadcast by Cleveland's England bn May
four radio stations. Of these, only
51, or approximately 3% were crime

Gro.ssman,

etc.;

the part of the intelligentsia to want
radio for nothing. American radio,
said Miller, was the best in the
world.
GoUld, granting the last remark,
went on to the next step-^was radio doing as good a job as it could?
Denying that, Gould indicated the
programming.
in
bad balancing
Singling out soap operas, mystery
programs and horror shows as samples, Gould pointed out that though
many people wanted them, they
crowded out other programs wanted
by others. Recognition of minority
tastes is part of a democratic setup,
said Gould, indicating that radio
ignored tastes of minority groups.
Radio needed more real dramas (not
Hollywood copies); more balance in

zation,

KYW

idiled Orlme

Municipal

.

,

market for at least a year.
FCC's deni^ «t WAEP pointed

lll9U$@

NAB prez Justin Miller tnade an
adequate, though the usual, defense
of radio blday (25) on CBS' -'Opto.
ion Please," jousting With N. Y.
Times' radio ed Jack Gould on question, "Is Radio Doing a Good Job?"
He used the sentimental approach
(the crippled grandmothers, boys in
trenches, lonely lighthousekeepers
who owe so much to radio) but he
had pertinent things to say. Badio
brought to people what they wanted;
It
it was doing a wonderful job.
wasn't perfect,' but nothing is perfect. Advertismg is the lifeblood of
radio, he said, paying for symphonies, public service programsk

Washington, April 29.
Setting a precedent for rejected
FM bidders in other areas, FCC last
week permitted Gene Dyer, licensee
of WAIT, Chicago, to amend his
FM bid there, ta specify one of the
three FM channels reserved for use
after July 1.
A proposed FCC decisioh March
10 had denied Dyer's bid for ah FM
slot now on the ground his profposals
were "least calculated to meift the
needs of the listening public." The
new ruling-means that he may apply
after July 1 for one of the reserved
slots, and will be spared an outright refusal on his FM bid now.
Such a refusal would ordinarily bar
Itim fcam:rea]pply^nK in the same

Philadelphia
Two trans- Atlantic
shows are due .for airing in May
over Philadelphia stations.

Continued from past; 31

are

In

Rule

—

—

bad

the modest Robinfon
consented t« uppear on the
gram.
drive>

Precgfat On

%er-WAIT Amend

one-a-

manager

Sets

all

other areas subject to attack.
Station overwhelmed with requests for reprints of material never
before aired in connection with cancer
diagnosis.
But the station
couldn't oblige. The forum uses no
script.

,

'

'

YMCA

ON TARGET

golf,

basketball,

Every loom ha« ils stars, but even all-slar
teams need coordination to succeed. Ttie

teamwork
each of

its

RADIO

WEE
finD

COmPQliV

NEW yOltK«SOSTON'CtilU<iO-DETROIT*$AN f RANCISCO'AnANTAHOLLYWOOD

and

,

trom everyone (Adam.s, Kieran et
al.) with his savvy on verse,
bridge,
music, Shakespeare, geogand polities.
Evening' provided a good show, board being in
lively form, and que.stions being inspoi-ts,

:

raphy

terestirig.

Unexpected

iTallulah Bankhead. in

guest

a plea

was

for aid

[for the United Negro College Fund,
for which Dr. Clement is woi-king.
and for whose benefit (tlu; fund

YMCA

World Youth Fund is also
circulating
a
set
of
five-minute
recordings which have been substituted for the usual spot announcements. Legends of various countries
are

ba.seball)

fiim.s, songs and verse.
All
this, despite the fact that another
Negro. Dr. Rufus R. Clement, Atlanta Univ. prez, .stole Ihu. show

iedge and experience of this highly coordmaled organiialion.

STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

football

but on

Weed and Company gives
men full benefit of the knovt-

of

j

j

I

j

narrated by Berry Kroeger in
the lattor's best style.
Brief plug
tor tund.s is appended in good
taste
by announcer Ed Her^hy. Herin.

Philadelphia—Daniel C. Park has
from the sales staff of

re.signed

KYW -to
ager

•

1

of

'

become geperal sales manthe Tobacco Network in

North Carolina.

A

sure-fire give-aw^y or

selitliqpaidatiDg

offer

I

At-

tractive 48-page8 of Original

Songs The Texas Rangers

SHi^aud scrap-bookalbuio.
Provided sponsors of "The
Texas Rangers" at cost!
Write for full details.

The Texa& Rangers
AN ARTHUR

B.

CHURCH

PROlMlCTiON

nCKWItK HOTf 1, KANSAS

CITY 6/ *•*
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WHERE
RECENTLY

Variety had some nice

The Goodyear

things to say about

Tire

&

CREDIT is DUE

Rubber Company

"The Greatest

for sponsoring

commendation for

We

would

on sonie of the

coming our way to the mem-

credit that is

Story Ever Told."

their excellent work.

like to pass

bers of tCie cast whose reverence, sincerity

We
we

surely do not have to say hovr

much

and

handling their parts in this

skill in

program have done

appreciate this praise.

so

much

to

make

it,

in Variety terms, "superlative radio."

But we do

feel that in

complimenting

was really complimenting
group of people who deserve great

us. Variety

To

a

thanks.

Fuiton Oursier,

those listed below, our deepest

who conceived the program and edits

Henry Denker, who
Blinrk Itteh,

all

who

writes the

the scripts

program

directs the prograni'^

ViiMvun Sio9ii, who

directs the orchestra

and choir

The following radio actors and actresses who have given us
splendid performances in leading roles
CHAD ME ALLEN
MATT CROWLEY
EDWARD CULLEN

AT,AN

HENRY NEELY

JOE DE SANTIS
EHIC A. DRESSLER

OWEN JOKOAN

CLAIRE NIESEN
SANTOS ORTEGA
TED OSBORN

HEWITT
ARTHLR HLGHES
EDWARD JEROME
VHrj.lAM KKENE
KE^^ETH LYNCH
CKAiG McDonnell
RAYMOND S. MORGAN

JEAN ELLYN
BEXTY GARDE
JACK HARTLEY

ELEANOR SHERMAN
EVERETT SLOANE
SYDNEV SMITH
HESTER SONUERGAARD

WARREN PARKKR
BOBBY READICK
LARRY H. ROBINSON

EDGAR STEHLI
KARLSWENSON
KARL WEBER
ROLAND WINTERS

ANNE SEYMOUR

ROD BENDRICKSON

And

the

members
vital

of the orchestra

and chorus who have provided

musical backgrounds and interludes.

;

HEAR "THE GREATEST STORY
EVER TOLD"
TMB GRBATCST NAME IN HUBBCIf

Ev«ry Sunday ... 6:30 P.M.
Eastern Daylight Time

ABC Neiwerk

'
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Tde Looked on as Solving Probkm
Of One
Televisioa

Talent Union for

may

oMorming one

union povering the

amusement field, accomplishiaent of which has been i)UB5ling

A

committee
representing the talent groups sees
actors for years.

Show Bis

solve the problem -f-

entire

joint

-

raiPOOL FOR MEX

continued

froifi

page 29

^

for the most outstanding contribution to radio" each year. This honor
might conceivably go to a specific

program, a series, an organization
or an individual. The RWG oscars,
will take the form of "golden
mikes," are to be handed out at an
in the fall of each

which

awards banquet
U.S. JAUfiT year."

FEEXY'S

:

hA

Oscars
jssi

Washington, April

29.

Idea behind the project, as outby Wellbourn Keliey, chairof RWG's finance committee, is
that the guys and gals who write
the programs realize how importantly the successful airing of their
cast of his address to; 9 joint ses- shows depends on artists and techtelevision by leading film companies
sion of Congress.
involved in the
nicians
directly
may have inspired that expectation,
Following up on all-out reception broadcasts,*but the writers feel theso
executives in that industry having a accorded President Truman on his people fsii to receive deserved recSimilar viewpoint.
Mexican trip this winter, all net and ognition for Jobs well done. The
jEquity has not relinquished its local indies here are turning over Peabody, Variety Showmanagement,
jurisdiction over television but it their standard broadcast and
CGNY and other established awards
appears only a matter ol time when transmitters to up-to-the-minute re^ honor Stations, networks, agencies,
4he newer entertainment factor will ports of Aleman's reception.
sponsors, and some programs aild
On television, PuMont's
have a separate vontrol bo"dy, probindividuals, it's
pointed out, but
locally
ably composed of Special executives will air the Aleman shows
there are now no awards in radio
from all talent groups. Committee where they will be sent via co-ax to comparable to the Motion Picture
in
New
and
has stepped up its activities and has WBNT.
Academy's Oscars.
York.;':
agreed oh a program to correct
Writers are eschewing any honors
• NBC,
CBS and DuMont pooled
and envitheir facilities today (29) to televise
becoming a major arrival at Washington National Airentertainment activity, possibly top- port of Mexican Presient Miguel
teleping pictures and radio, Interest in Aleman and will do a similar

that

ultimate

objective

lined

man

sions television as

,

-

'

•

FM

WTTG

WABD

'

abuses to talent in telecast studios.
presient there are no regulations
as to minimum pay and hours and
the talent people are determined to
correct that condition before proceeding with organizational developmcnt.
Pay to actors for telecasts averages
$25 bi^t Is as low as $10. Studios
claim that because television programs average 15 minutes and is
commercial in a limited way in comparison to radio, they cannot pay
more. Some names receive more
remuneration but the low money is
for rank and filers, whom the committee declaires are talcen advantage
of. It is expected that, a minimum
of $50 per show will soon be estab-

At

;

,^

lished.:

^

Hours

of rehearsal too are of present moment to the committee and
abuses in that way are stated to be

for their own ranks as part of the
plan, preferring to make the kudos
a tribute on their part to fellow
workers in the industry.
General scheme as it now stands
Continued froni p«g^ S9 sss
is to poll the whole radio fieldplate. In addition to Sonny piskin nets, stations, agencies,, critics, other
and Pat McBride, the two cSimera- radio groups such as the Directors
men, the booth contains announcei: Guild—early
the fall, after fall
Bob Edge and his spotter, Bernie shows are on the air, to round up
London, as well as a small monitor nominations in the various catescreen on which Edge views the pic gories for which awards will be
ture that's transmitted to the audi- given. An
committee will cull
ence. Monitor permits Edge to call tlie nominations, submitting the best

Tele's Big

tugm

SB

m

RWG

the plays as the audience sees them ones to the full guild membership,
and not as he can see them over the which will cast ballots for the
entire field. Cameras are protected winners.
from foul balls by a sheet of plexicouncil is expected to name
glass.
a committee this week to wrap up
Control booth is located below the complete
plans for the awards,
mezzanine stands and is equipped which will be the first ever instiwith a monitor control panel, tuted by a group which i§ actually
furnishing pictures of what each a part Of the broadcasting biz.
camera picks up, plus the picture
It's
expected at least a 'dozen
that's being transmitted. Most of the "golden mikes" will be conferred
nine-man technical crew stands
annually. The exact categories for
in the control booth, with Swope which they will be given, however,
sitting before the panel to call the are yet to be determined.
shots. Entire crew is. cut in on a two'

RWG

flagrant. Entertainers are required
and five hours a day
for a quarter-hour shot before the
iconoscop'es and there is no limit to
the number of rehearsals days, the
committee complains. As television
way intercommunication phone sysactivities expand it is anticipated
tem, over which Swope instructs the
that rehearsals will be limited as in
cameramen. Technical directors are
legit.
stationed at Swdp^'S side to push
Sets Increasing
buttons that cut the picture going
The number of receiving sets be- out over the air from one camera to
ing manufactured and marketed is another,' as Swope instructs them
steadily mounting even though the to "take (camera no.) 1" or "take
prices to the public are considered 2."
too high fbr vast distribution, but
Control booth also contains a small
indicaitions are that television will studio set, which backgrounds the
grow much faster than figured here- General Foods live commercials.
Reaction among those who Plugs were formerly staged in the
tofore,
have recently acquired sets is so en- CBS studios, but presenting them
that television makers directly from Ebbets Field facilitates
thusiastic

W

to devote four

.

WCBS

"

hardly need unusual advertising. An
instance is the satisfaction expressed
by new set owners when switching
from one ballgame to another in
New York last week. Television is
not Opposition, it's contended, because those who sej sporting events
and races for the first time on the
.

are imbued to see the actual
competitions.

sets

Joint talent committee has many
angles to consider and is mapping
a program that will require
special offices and officers, with full
time jobs necessary as much or more
so than for the stage:, scsceen, radio
or vaude. During the war telecast-

out

ing televities slowed down but
they're now being stepped up rapidly
and the actors aim to follow the

pace closely.

WNBC

Stuff-Radio

RCA Victor
NBC flagship's

are plotting a double barreled deal desinger-gabber-disker Bob Smith on the
map by identifying him with a new novelty song, "Where's Sam?," with
the ditty as recorded by Smith being given a terrific promotional buildup
in the N. Y. area. Project is seen as a subtle maneuver to lure listeners
away from Arthur Godfrey's early morning WCBS (N.Y.) stanza at a time
when the latter is vacatibnihg. Smith, imported from Buffalo about nine
months ago, is aired cross-the-board from 7:05 to 6:30 a.m., wliile Godfrey
is oh from 6 to '?:45 a.m.
Smith-"Sam" campaign is set for a May 7 teeoff, with Smith's Victor
recording of the song and sheet music with his photo on the cover going
on sale in N. Y, area stores on that date. Same day he will break the
shows looking
ditty on the air, following up by appearing on other
for "Sam" and showing up at record shops to autograph platters. Station
will scatter 10,000 "Where's Sam?" window cards around the city and NBC
orchs will work the tune into various shows, Smith's Viotorplatter, flrst
recording he has Wade, has him backed by the Chittison Trio. "Sam" is
being published by Enoch Bight.
(N.Y.) and

signed to put the

WNBC

According to the Hollywood chapter of the Radio Writers Guild, the
recent strike vote resulted' in a national total of 996 to 32 in favor of the
union calling out scribes if necessary, The east logged 428 to 12, the
midwest tabbed 123 to 3, and the Coast showed 447 to 17.
Bulletin
also announced that the Guild is lowering its membership standards. Former requirement that a writer have sold three freelance scripts has been
reduced to two, another step toward strengthening for der tag, while
drive to round up top show writers also continues at Warm pace. Coast
tally; to date shows 576 active members, probably a national high, plus 116
associates. Guild figures it now has 90% of all Coast ether scribes.

RWG

Times-owned station WQXR, N. Y., which pridies itself on its highbroadOBsting as well as its high-styled' musical fare, believes It is
first N. Y. station and- one of the first in the country to feed its platter
pickups through a newly devised "noise suppressor" which eliminates
practically all seratchiness' without efifect on the tonal ranges of records.
Unit, the size of an overnight bag and costing about $600, is manufactured by Technology Instruments Co., Waltham, Mass.
attached
it to two turntables for the first time last week and found that it renders
old, irreplaceable records, such as Caruso's early waxings, considerably
more acceptable for airing.
Manufacturer IS understood to be turning oUt a Smaller, three-tube
version of the suppressor for one of the higher priced makes of hbm?
radio-phonographs.
fidelity

the

WQXR

'

Arde Bulova's WOV, N.

Y. indie, had good reason a couple Saturdays
turn the spotlight on its sponsors via an all-day programming
salute and open house. Station, which has a large foreign-language audience, is going into its second 20 years on the air with the support of
a

back

(19), to

group of advertisers who have been around most of two decades. La Perla
Products, Honzoni Macaroni and La Rosa Macaroni have bankrolled daily
half-hours on WOV for 884 consecutive weeks; Medaglia D'Oro Cofltee
has sponsored daily quarter-hours for 17 years; eight advertisers have
been with the station 16 years, and 24 more from five to 15 years. And
more than 70% of this long-term biz is of the daily 15 or 30-minute category. That's a record to warm any broadcaster's heart. Station is showing a nice gain in sales over last year, too. Increase of 27%
for March
over the same month last year, and 18% fot the first three months Over
the

first

quarter of 1946.

.

Unusual amount of news space in these print shortage times was nabbed
by WNEW, N, Y., as result of its tieup with N. Y. Journal- American on
Its airer "Stories About Stamps," Whiiih
preemed Sunday (27). Indie got
Continued trom page 3S
five columns in the Sunday J- A devoted to
pictures and copy about unto keep the ice cube tray from
usual stamps on the program, as well as a two-coIum»
box on page one.
spilling when you're carrying it
from sink to refrigerator; how to J-A will ditto space every Sunday. In addition eight-foot posters will ba
put new handles on old pot covers. displayed on 250 J-A delivery trucks; 2,500 posters to go out to newsstands,
Carol Reed, attractive and pleas- and J-A also*Bending out copy to stamp dealers. J-A gets air credit, as
ant-voiced,
reads the letters to presenting show in co-op with WNEW, the indie getting
all this promotion
"Handy Man" Jack Creamer. at the cost Of one 15-minute program.
Creamer knows all the ansv/ers and
keeps up a witty line, of chatter.
Univ. of Colorado's radio department, headed by
Show makes a good frame for reapmg
Ellsworth Stepp, it
accolades-including
a
joint
resolution
Gimbel household ware commercials,
passed by the state legissince seeing a gadget that makes lature— for producing a series of programs on which Colorado lawmaker*
less work for mother really makes discussed their views. Series was entitled "State
Problems" and the proyoii want to buy it. Audience re- grams were transcribed and broadcast over
U stations, more effectively
action is that, of actually wanting
any program previously aired. Started Jan. 19 and
to know where you can get the item ^nnff^L^h
session ending April 20, the series sucand for how much, rather than the
i
"!u *^iAi^*^J?*".''«'s
difficult
circumstances,
in that it was sponsored by a
usual groan as a program conies up =f=ti iLt^ .^f

Tele leview

the operation. Commercials for Ford,
which bankrolls Dodger games on
alternate days, are on film and thus
require a cutback to the studio.
CBS had a unique problem when
it first set up at Ebbets Field this
With another commercial. AH in all,
year. Transmitter was In direct line- considering how popular this "hauseof-sight with the Empire State Bldg., hold hint" device has always been
which hou.ses the NBC transmitter, in the columns and the radio, this
seems to be 'a sound idea for a telebut was hidden from the web's own
vision show.
Shal.
master transmitter atop the Chrysler
Bldg. Engineers,
after much
searching for directions in which
Tele Followup
to beam the signal, finally found a
small alleyway between two apartment buildings. Signal, from the
Tex McCrary and Jinx Falkenfield transmitter is now bounced off burg,
first Mr. and Mrs. team to
another building at the end of the make the switch from radio to telealley to the Chrysler tower, with the vision, preemed their "At Home with
system furnishing a good picture Tex and Jinx" show under BristolMyefs sponsorship Sunday (27) night
when it's re-sent over the air.
over WNBT' (NBC, N. Y.). Same
sliow had been staged several weeks

ago

on

an

°'''

lp^ki»?,?li^i
5°^T^^°f Republican.
legislature
IS predominantly

« Democrat and the state's

Comedy Flops
Continuca from page 29

;

when

-

by a person whose character has previously been established to the listener. A Jack Benny
script isn't funny— until Benny reads
it.
His character— as a stingy man,
as- a ham, as a phony flddle player
—has been carefully established
over a long period.
said

The character can be put over
fast to the .listener. Witness the new
experimental one-shot
Marie Wilson comedy show, "My
Friend Irma." The listener knew
one minute after the show was on

basis and was good enough then to
rate a bankroller. New series, in the
8-8:30 p.m., slot, replaces B-M's former Tele-Varieties" on the same

the

air

that the

leading

character

station.
was sweet and dumb. They were
Sunday night's show followed the told so. Then the first lines Miss
same form.at as the experimental pro- Wilson
read were typical, to estabgram, with Tex and Jinx greeting
a group of interesting personalities lish the character. Listeners hereafter, no niatter what they hear, will
m the simulated living room
of their
home, then cutting into films show- remember, not that Irma's young or
mg the couple in their week's round pretty, but that she's sweet and
of activities and segueing back into dumb.
the studio for interviews with the
Criticism of comedy shows this
guests. As
.

demonstrated in the first
show, the couple is perfectly at ease season for their similarity in format
before both the film and tele cam- to each other, or to shows of preeras, keeping the show perking with vious seasons, is attributed in part
by Walker to the fact that writers
on one show - last season may be
Show was marred somewhat by writers on a different one this
year,
sluggish camera cutting on the part or
to the fact (oh the Coast espeof WNBT director Roger Muir, who
kept his lenses trained on Jinx to the cially) that seripters meet, eat, talk
almost total exclusion of Tex, even together and are thrown together
while the latter was speaking, .Plugs too much. Basic material is bound
for Minit-Rub were good, with the to be similar when writers live unmiddle spot again showing what Can der similar setups, in each
other's
be done with the wise u.se of film. company. Gags are
built around simThis sequence depicted the MoCrarys
ilar material
(most pertaining to
and infant son on the lawn of their
home, with Jinx bringing Minit-Rub Hollywood).
to the aid of her husband's sore
Odessa, Tex.—John Loftus has
muscles after he'd finished mowing
the lawn. Agency is Young & Rubi- been named general manager of
cam.
KRIG here.
their hvely oanter. Photogenic qualities of both also help.

OLANSOULE
Starring In

'GRAND MAROUEE"
NBC—Codrt
Rqyva

to Coast

Crer.ie £::!;ni;}oo

JACKROURKE
Productioua
6331 Horiywood Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD
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Metro's Robbin* Value

Sb^ng

1-ite, BaflnNur Ops

Metro

Nationwide trond toward reduc--f
ha« hit the danee proOne-night and ball- Jerry
nation Held,
room operatoM througnout the coun$870
to sla«h admission
tiy are st^lnfftaps in

an
and

Hollywood, April

declare
that
agencies
Talent
dashes are as yet not extensive, but
individual actions throughout the
country indicate that the general
trend in the one-night fleld is toward
lower taps.
One of the tnajor proraOttona in
the cait at the Cbttvientioii hall, Asbtiry Parity, has announced admisiion
cut from iliSO to $1. This venture,
operated by the Rediker Bros., local
jewelers, will tee oflt with a two-day
etand by, Guy Lombardo, May 30,
and will' relight with a .five-day
stand by Ted Weems, June 29. "Other

bands scheduled for that spot include 9ex Beneke, Jimmy Dorsey*
Carmen Cavallerb, 3U)uis Prima,
Vaughn Monroe, lies Brown, Charlie
Epivak and KlUot Lawrence.
The Redikers this year are booking en a guarantee and percentage
Last season they bought all
basis.

copyists in their complaint that orch
leader Jerry Wald owes them a total
of $870 for work recently rendered
for batoneer. Quintet of note-notchers,

Johnny Paddock, Scott Seeley,
Robart, Joe Chaddock and

,

'

Brackman'g Mills Huddles

Cued

report states.

Wilson Cites

Raksin, proved to union's satthat Wald ordered the
arrangements, presumably for bis
recently re-formed band.
Local 47 has ordered leader to .pay
isfaction

oflf,

and

he failed

if

to,

Ned

wood

Redprocal Deals

subject to suspension by American
Federation of Musicians.

American musicians would get
break

better

CoL Recoil Sips

WiAUOPWA
Columbia

Records
agreement

an

week

last

with

AFM-PU

For

he will be

if

reciprocal

a

deals

could be worked but between the
American Federation <ri! Musicians

and the British Musicians Union,
according to Lou Wilson, formerly
with the William Morris Agency and
now in England with the Prince Littler chain of theatres.

Wilson,

the

in

the

h

.

Fact calls for a 19% increase for
workers covered by the contract
ice
and elimination of waj^ inecluities
between similar jobs. Coriferact also
Preparing for a rainy day, the calls for a classification System with
Music Publishers' Contact Etaploy- minimum hiring rates and automatic
ces Union is holding its 13th annual increases, a vacation clause calling
benefit at next Sunday's (5) per- for one day vacation for each month
formance of "Finian's Rainbow." In of employment up to one year and
the show, the three weeks vacation after five years;
conjunction with
union is printing a souvenir journal hospitalization and employee inwhich already has some |13|800 in surance to be paid for, by the comadvertiEihg subscribed.
pany; severance and accumulated
Prexy Bob Miller pointed out vacation pay in the event of layoffs,
Monday (28) that all proceeds are promotions and grievance machinery;
slated to go to the union's relief maternity leaves, seniority and arbi-

of

Beo^ts

fund. He estimated that the Professional Music Men will probably garner close to $30,000 for its needy
when proceeds of a benefit put on
recently by its Chicago chapter are
totalled in with stims- raised in New

all

A6MA

of promoting
coin the union is also raffling off a
new car. Drawing will be held May
12 following the organization's annual buffet supper tentatively set
tot the Edison Hall, N. Y. According to Mifler the
is in good
shape as far as employment is concerned.
He stated that only ' five

AFM
BMU

has
banning: foreign musicians,
taken siniilaT actionj for as long as
ukase is On the books.
the
Wilson declared that with the current business decline In the U. S.,
agencies could use the additional
playing time offered in England and
Britons would like
the continent.
to get American orchs for one-night
and concert tours which would return them a.s high as 55% of the
in addition, benefits of pergross,
sonal appearances would bei felt for
sometime after band had departed
from Europe, because of impetus to
record sales.
While there is a vast market for
American bands in Europe, Ameri-

APM

can demands for British orchestras
There are few Britis virtually nil.
ish bands that are sufficiently well
known to play here for any length
of time, and • generally run of a
British outfit would be limited. Only

Meeting to Discuss

€rips

York.

-

tration of disputes.

of

Dissidents;

,

As another means

MPCE

Jnemberg are currently jobless.
Discussing the severance pay issue
which developed last month when
Frank Hennigs left Marks Music as
.

ite professional manager two weeks
before his contract expired, Miller
revealed that Hemrigs has eight
weeks' pay coming as his severance
remuneration.
The contactmen's
chief said he anticipated little difficulty in collecting the coin despite
the fact that Marks had hired attorney Julian Abeles to handle the

claim.

Tibktt Slur Denied
its

mem-

quarterly general

revealed yesterday (Tues.) that the

American Guild Of Musical Artists
would take up at that time a number of gripes recently raised by a
group of union dissenters. In a statement released last week by AGMA,
it was said that following an investigation by the union's governing
board the "signers of this petition
did not authorize any statement
which would reflect upon Mr. or
Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett."
According

many

ol

to

Guild members

the

who

signed the petition for a meeting
"have repudiated an unauthorized
release to the press concerning a
loan which Mrs. Tibbett had made
to the Guild several years ago."
Dissenting faction hinted that the
repudiations were a result of a
"squeeze" brought about by the
Guild's management.

Pittsb«rgh,i April 28.
Acting as the petitioning group's
Any doubts about Joe Moohey spokesman, concert manager Jack
Quartet outside of New York were Petrill said that "despite pressure
dispelled here in group's first nitery
from the union," his- associates
engagement away from Manhattan, would not retreat from their stand,
where they made their big click at which revolves about alleged union
Meoney's on 62d street.
Mooney mismanagement. Replying to
was booked into Ankara for a month charges that of the 63 signers of the
to brealf the jump between coasts
petition only 41 were in good standand put that out-of-the-way spot ing, Petrill pointed out that wheii
back in busines sagain after it had the paper was circulated none was
been floundering around for six asked to sign it Unless they were

AGMA

nidnths.

members

in

.

bfltiee.

to achieve long runs

iSGAP Treasurer
and

Pub-

lishers yesterday
(Tues,) in New
elected Louis Bernstein treasurer succeeding Jack Bregman, exboard member. No action w:as takeh
to fill the post of general manager
made Vacant last week by the death

York

of John G. Paine.
All other ASCAP officers were reelected: prexy Deems Taylor; Gustave Schirmer and Oscar Hammerstein,

ZdiVeepees; George W. Meyer,

secretary; Doniild Gray,
assistant
secretary, and Ray Henderson, assistant treasurer. Officers hold their
posts oil bne-yeai: term.

New Or^estfa;

Starts

^

^^^^^

Tommy

Dorsey,

-

who's been

idle

since he disbanded his orch at the
end of the Capitol theatre, N. Y.,
engagement in January, will resume
activity on the Coast. Dorsey is currently reorganizing his band and
will open at the Casino Gardens,
Ocean Park, Cal., starting May 16.

Dorsey is the owner of this
No subsequent dates have
been booked as yet.

Lilting of the British ban, according to Wilson, is the key to the

TED LEWIS SIGHS FOR

While
European situation.
may work in other EuroCountries, most lucrative playing time is in England. Consequently it wouldn't pay an orchestra of

concert circles.

Columbia Concerts, which boohs
Robeson, and which didn't contest
the Peoria affair because it would
have meant a financial loss to the

taBemteta

dancery.

whole

fire in

Royal label is chiefly confined to local manager as well as possible
the platter export trade. Brackman terroristic Consequences, is going to
said Mills was making some inde- bat in the Albany case.
"A man's
pendent recordings on the Coast and personal political thoughts are not
added that the firm's domestic dis- a valid reason for Canceling a contributional policy had not as yet tract to give a concert," a Columbia
been set. At present, he said, fa disk exec said ye-sterday (Tues.), "and we
backlog is being 'built up.
won't tolerate it.
We're taking a
position now. We'll take it to court
It it had been the Peoria Chamber
of Commerce instead of a small local manager we'd have fought the
matter out then."
Exec stated! that if Robeson
couldn't appear at the high school,
he'd appear at another Albany hall.
He revealed" that "indignant citizens" had offered three halls in nearRegular meeting of the board of
by towns for the concert, one in a
directors of the American Society
churCh in Mecbantcs^ille,
mUet
of Composers,

ib the United States

Orchestras

Ban in Court

Ban on Albany, N. Y., Board of
Education of a song recital by Paul
Robeson in Philip Livingston Junior
High School auditorium May. 9j following so soon on cancellatioii of a
Robeson appearance in Peoria, III.,
both for political reasons, has lit a

OPEN^END DISK SHOWS

,

from Albany.
Albany school board originally
authorized use Of the high school
aud for the recital, then rescinded
permission. Mayor Erastus Corning,
2d, agreed with the action, saying
schools -shouldn't be used for "controversial gatherings." Action, as to
Peoria,
came about because the
..

House Committee on Un-American
Activities several weeks ago accused Robeson of Red sympathies.
Carver Cultural Society of Albany, which is sponsoring the recital, is taking the ban to court, with
hearing set for Friday (2). Booking
was made months «go. Its attorney^
Arthur J. Harvey, called the ban^^'an
insult to the Negro race." "After
all," he said, "Robeson isn't going
to lecture, or talk on Communism.
He's going to sing."
He revealed
that his group was to pay Robeson
!f2,000 for the concert, with $300 paid
in advance.
N. 'Y. music Circles heard talk of
irony of half a dozen prominent
singers coming to the defense of
Kirsten Flagstad's attempts to sing
in U. S. after spending the war years
in Nazi-occupied Norway, while no
fellow
artisis
have spoken out
against the double ban on an American artist because of his pro-Soviet
sympathies.
Rev. Samuel B. Reed, pastor di
Israel A. M. E. Church of Albany,
said in an affidavit he had phoned
Neile F. Towner, president of the
Board of Education, asking about

the cancellation, and Towner had
April 29.
said' the board would not have "that
consum- man in the school to sing."
months is the
reputatibn to work Europe without signing, last week, of Ted Lewi.s.
Robeson Case Heard Fridiiy
Deal, tied up by Chartoc-Colman
hitting the lush English grosses.
Albany, April 29.
Productions, calls for 26 platters in
Arguments on a show cause order
Which Lewis will do complete musi- and a temporary injunction restraincal end himself. He will lead a 17- ing the Albany Board of Education
piece band and sing all the w.k. from interfering with the Carver
AGMA's statement,

.

good standing.

.

Mooney got aw-ay to « slow start
Meeting of AGMA's board of govwhen word got around he de- ernors yesterday (Tues.) handed
veloped into a strong draw about down a resolution authorizing the
midway in first week and stayed May 20 membership conclave to disthat way right through the engage- cuss all phases of the various quesment. Got attention from all quat- tions raised in the dissenters' petiters, including the critics oi long- tioti. They also declared that, upon
hair music on the local dailies, who investigation, Petrill was an unraved about the unit in print.
authorized spokesman for many of
Group fiew to New York weelc- those who had signed the petition.
end before last to wax some new
Governors' resolution also pointed
di.sks.
Their first few platters have out that although Mrs. Tibbett had
been solid with the jockeys around at one time aided the .union with a
town ever since they first came to loan, it had long ago been repaid.
the Ankara.
Here they've been It was noted that it was not unusual
making four appearances on the for an individual to Offer the union
floor nightly Between dance sessions financial assistance and mentioned
oy Jimmy Spitalny's brch. Manage- the fact that other concert performment bars all table service while ers occiasionally had helped AGMA
they're on.
when the organization was in need.

liut

two orchs ever

were Jack Hylton and Kay Noble. Both maestri
bership meeting meeting slated to be
used American sidemcn.
held in New York May 20, it was

With

Recordings

Authors

United States to

pffiee
and
Professional gander shows, declared that Amerof America, CIO, coveruig
ican musicians would do well to get
office workers of the disk firm. M. R.
pretty, to
Runyon, Columbia's exec veepee, James C. Petrillo,
with the British Musigned for the diskers, while Paul work a deal
sicians Union for the exchange of
Lubow and Diriorah Press, inked for
action
the
bands. Because of
the union.

Workers

AFM

MPCE's 3%;

to Indie

Al Brackman, newly appointed
general manager of Royal Records,
Mills Music subsid, returned from
the Coast Saturday (26) after some
10 days orhuddles with Irving Mills
and other es;ecs ip the firm's Holly-

in the business,

Wally

a .flat price and wound up reached
with heavy losses at the end of the United
:

i-lice

Ruby

outfits at

season.

26%

for his

Bat f®r RibeMiii;

Fights Albany ScIicmI

in

The film company hiked its investment in Robbins by $668,000
cash payment to Jack Robbins

29.'

Trial board of Musicians' Local 47
conform with Pres.
trade,
has sustained five arrangers and
Truman'! request that inflation be
to

halted.

Col. CnHceits ti

book

turn is the parent of a number
of music publishing companies,
by holding 386 shares of outstanding stock.

Payoff to Arrangers

to entiee further

a

pany controls Robbins, which

Wald Tagged For

eflfoli

assigned

value of $743,000 to its holdings
in Robbins Music, a study of
financial data discloses.
Com-

AAmssioB Fte in Bid fw Kz
tion ol price*

has

Chicago,

pean

Biggest

mated here

open-end

deal

in several

MEiOEIAl MAPPED

WALLER

F0R

songs with wt^lch he.

is

identified.

Also on the permaAent format "is
TATS'
With networks lining up special Greraldine DuBois, singer, and Frankshows featuring the music of the lyn McCormack, announcer. Show,
written
and
directed
Shep
by
late Thomas "Fiats" Waller, a naChartoc, will be built around various
tional memorial week of music in
bistros and cities that Lewis has
the memory of the pianist-composerworked. Crumpled hat comedian will
conductor will be held from May 18
through May 25. Heading the me- also showcase his "star of tomorrow"
on each stanza.
morial's permanent committee are

some 150 representatives of all show
biz fields with Fats' lormer manager
W; T. (Ed) Kirkeby aS chairman.
Bands,

artists,

theme,

.

The

American

Legion

officially

"When My Baby Smiles supported Mayor Coming's

standi,'

while the Albany County Labor
Party Committee, the Albany Cvil
Rights Congress, the Progressive
Blues." Theme, story was maestro's Citizens of America, Local 80, United"
long engagement at Rectors. Lewis Public Workers (CIO) . and AFL lois currently at Latin Quarteir, where
cals of teamsters, restaurant work-,
he closes May 1.
ers and bartenders attacked it.
A
protest meeting is scheduled for

program directors At Me," are

and di.sk jocks all are cooperating in
furthering the memtfrial. Both CBS
and Mutual are doing a half -hour
show on Waller's music and other
v;ebs are expected to map out similar tributes tb the Negro musician
who' wirote
such
standards
as
"Honeysuckle Rose" and "Ain't Misbehavin'." The memorial project is
strictly

Half-hour audition platter, cut
here last week, featured, besides
his

Cultural Society's plans for presenting Paul Robeson at Philip Livingston Junior High School May 9, will
be heard at Kingston Friday t2) by
Supreme Court Justice Isadore
Bookstein.
Judge Bookstein issued
the order on appUoation of Attorney
Arthur J. Harvey, after the Board
of Education cancelled permis.sion
for the concert, at the direction of
IWsyor Erastus CorniiiKF.

non-commercial.

Ill
with bronchial pneumonia.
Waller died Dec. 15, 1943, aboard
the Santa Fe Chief in Kansas City,
Mo. Among those who already have

paid tribute to the musician's memory in connection with the forthcoming memorial week are Gene

Buck, Paul Whiteman, LOuis Armstrong, Count BaSie and Andy Razaf.
Some three years ago many top musicians also honored him at a memorial affair at Carnegie Hall.

"Sunny Side of the
Street," a Jolson medley, "My Gal
Sal," and closed with "St. Louis

,

Singher to Start Off
Ojai Festival Prelim
Ojai, Gal., April 29.

Song

recital,

Shakespearean pror

ductibn and chamber music concert

have been sfcedded for three-progratn Ojai Festival to run in Nprdhoff Auditoriljrh here in May and
June. Thiree programs are actually
preliminaries,

since actual festivM.?

won't take place until 1949;
French baritone Martial Singher

.

ni^

(30).

JOE SANDERS, PIONEER

CUTO WALKS ^ MCA
Chicago, April 29.
One of the first band properties ot
left the fold last week and
joined Musart stable. Joe Sanders,
:

MCA

who had been with
years,

which-

men.

MCA

for

17

went over to the new agency
is composed of former MCA
Chi office, headed by RuSs

May 4. and is con- Fachine, will handle the account.
Band has been booked into Pleashi.s iiervices. He will fly to
ure Pier, Port Arthur, Tex., and will
South America after appearance then break into the midwest terrihere for the opera season, returning tory, where it has been strong ever
of in September to .appear with San since the Coon-Sanders days in the
Francisco Opera Co.
20's.
tees off program

Gerntainc Sablon has cut lour sides
for Continental records ... Joey Nash,
with the Abbey Fraser orch, has

waxed Irving Caesar's "Songs
Safety" for Melodee recordsf

Wednesday

tributing

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

Wednesday, April 30, 1947

oBcnBSniAS-MiJSic
Heartaches
Seems every time Guy Lombardo hears the strains of
bandleader
the
"Heartaches"

Ksneys Taney Free' Album Record;
CaiHtol Columbia Plan
Hollywood, April

Capitol and CQlumWa
will cut three albums eacH oti the
score from Disney's latest musical
•'Fun and Fancy Free." This marks
the first time a film score has had

Hit revival was among a batch
of songs in the Olman Miisic
catalog which Lombardo sold to
Lou Levy's Leeds Music firm
some six years ago.

Long Play Shellac Disk

Hollywood, April 29.
Bill McCall, Four Star Records
pilot, has come up with a shellac
over 500 plays on the
by
albums
waxed
good
for
disk
more than two
old type Wurlitzer juke box which
any one company.
Firms will slice, respectively, houses the heavy six ounce arm..
song-and-dramatization cuttings on
McCall stated that firm is brew"Mickey and the Beanstalk" and ing the compound for disk in its
"Bongo" episodes o( the picture, own back-yard so that, it can't be
endevoted
collection
third
with a
It is reported that the
grabbed.
tire^ to straight tiiusic.
melody can be heard over the surAlbums will be released six weeks face noise evtsn at 1,500 plays when
in
midiilm's
opening
advance
of
in
using a one and one-hsit( opioie armi

For those of use who are crowding
40

or more,-.Al Jolson's return to

show business has been a heartening
thing. In our salad days, Jolson was
a lofty man and for him we would
devoutly have got down on both
knees. "The world's greatest entertainer" was our baby and we cherished him deeply. Then he took it
to the showers and we began to feed
upon the memory Of his greatness.
The mere fact that we had been

Spike Jones Cues

•

By George

'

his o-wn.

+

29.

diskeries

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

develops a cardiac condition of

lApce

Discordant Notes

feAgcy.Wrang^

there at "Sinbad" and "Bombo" and
all the other musical extravaganzas

Booking rights to the Spike Jones
orch are very much up in the air.
With Music Corp. of America feeling
that it has the band sewed up, while
,6eneral Artists Corp. is under the
impression that outfit is still on its
Taney Free," "Lazy Countryside"
Cedar Point, O., April 29,
list.
Meanwhile Jones has signed
and "Say It With a Slap" for ColumThis Lake Brie summer resort is
with neither office, having eschewed
bia. Anita Gordon and Kings Men
expecting pre-war crowds to take
formal contracts with all agencies
duet on "My What a Happy Day"
over its big ballroom this season and
for some time. GAC has been bookwhile Gordon solo's "My Favorite
has already booked in Hal Mclning the outfit sans contract.
bream." The Dinning Sisters handle
tyre, Claude Thornhill, Dick Jer•'Lazy Countryside" and Stavliters
Doubtful, status of the Jones crew
Lawrence, Johnnie"
Elliott
gens,
"fun and Fancy Free" both for Long, Louis. Prima, and Jimmy Dor- came after a siiflidtaneous visit by
Capitol. Billy Gilbert will do novelty
sey for weekly engagements with Jules Steitt, MCA board chairman,
tune "Fe-Fi-Fo-Fum, in the Beanand Thomas Rttchwell, GAC head;
about three more to go.
stalk," and Clifl Ekiwards will do the
Prior to 1942i the patronage was to a one nighter in Harrisburg, Pa.,
other novelty fjlappy Go-Lucky
big and it was hopea that last year's last week. Both talked with the
Fellow."
business would show a return to maestro,' but result^ of the confab

Best Bets

—

LAKE ERIE RESORT
EOOKIG TOP BANDS

"Alexander's RagNovelty
(Crbsby- Jolson),
Band"
time

and "Red Silk Stockings" (Sam-

my

—

"Mam'selle" (Frank

We

would also like to suwest
that metropolitan jocks try it on
to.
Size.

Sy nowi

sound

Insist

a

m

littis

that

et

al.,

are making an
in not investi-

enormous mistake
gating the
somewhat out-of-the'
way lacquerings. At the risk of
becoming monotonous, we want to sat
to Ted and Andre and Bea and
Mar-

tin that they could do worse
than
play "Bobby-Sox Idol" by Wilniouth

Houdini (Apollo),

Jim

Own"

—

(Frank Sinatra), and "We Knew
It All the Time" (Claude Thorn-

—

-

Back Dues

AFM

Ted Weems, Dean

we

pancake turners exert scant imae
ination in programming their
shows*
The Husings, the Baruch-Waynes

Hillbilly—"Hitler Lives" (RoAllen), "New JOle Blon"
(Riley Shepard), and "IVs T!oa
Late to Change" (Jack Guthrie)..
"Beside You" and
Dance
I Gonna Kiss You
"When
Good Morning?", "Mam'selle"

hill).

may

this

but

tiresome,

Am

"

T

takes.

it

Biley Shepard's "New Jole
bIob"
(Majestic) sounds to us like
wow
Wurlitzer in cactus centers.

"Hot Sauce Susie"
Hot Jazz
those days. However, liquor short- are still up in the air.
(Ruby Smith), "I Wonder, I
ages and "the /high price of music
Spike Jones, recently, has become
(Louis
Wonder"
I
Wonder,
made it necessary to raise the ad- one of the top grossers in the band
Armstrong), and "Quincy Avemission with unhappy results. This field. Theatre is in the $12,500 class
nue Boogie" (Sonny Boy and
Suspended for
year, beer and liquor are plentilul and he has grossed more en per
Lonnie)..'
again and the- bands are working for centage <deals. During a receht cohLocal less, all of which adds up to good cert tour he grossed approximately
Coast
news in the making.
$225,000 on 32 dates. There's talk
HoUyhood, AprU 29.
those days)
that Jones will play a legit house for (as they called them in
Musicians' Local 47 this month
the Shuberts on "a "Hellzapoppin" lent us a special importance that,
suspended 823 members, most drasfor want of a better term, must be
tic cut in outfit's annals. All were
Hudson's type show.
boasted
called reflected glory.
"Indicative of the Jones crew dedropped for having owed dues for
who were
aboiit him
to thpse
mand is the fact that he's sold on younger (but not,
.three months or upwards. Among
by Cfod, better!)
lempliis Carnival Dales guarantees
of $2,500 to $3,500 against
those suspended are Horace Heidt,
than we, and, everything considered,
Memphis, April 29.
60% of the gross, and on straight we must have been crushing bores.
Franz Waxman, Tony Bomano and
Ted Weems and Dean Hudson deals, usual fee is $5,000 flat.
Leigh Harline.
All in all, it's really a wonder we
The local here is second largest bands have landed the two best
weren't requested to leave by the
in nation, having -had around 13,600 dates at the Memphis Cotton Carninearest exit. But then one day, our
card-carriers until the slash.
baby came back. He came first by
val the second v/eek in May. Weems
way of the soundtrack on "The Jolwill play for the gala Maid of Cotson Story," and then by way of gilest
DIES
ton Ball on Wednesday night. May
Corn Off Viae
shots on the Crosby show.
John G. Paine, 57, for the past 10
14, honoring the 1947 Maid, Miss
Hollywood, April 29.
For the morale of all of us who
years
general
manager
of the Ameria
from
return
on
her
Hilma
Seay,
has
riitery,
Street
Vine
Morocco,
are crowding 40 6r more, it's nice
Society of Authors, Composers
turned from oatune outfits. Club fashion tour of the'U. S. and France can
that he did. Because here—the man
Publishers, died of a cerebral
iortnerly used Western band on odd in behalf of cotton goods. Hudson and
whom we had boasted 'about—was
hemorrhage
Wednesday
shortMasquers
and
(23
the
)
play
lor
period
will
over
a
found,
has
night but
testimony that the good old days
Mummers Ball that brings the Car- ly after addressing the National Fed- were really pretty good. Al Jolson
oi four weeks that it didn't pay.
In 8 complete switch, Murray nival to a climax on Saturday night. eration of Music Clubs at their may not be the world's greatest enUnderstood both may also play biennial meeting in Detroit. Music tertainer, but it's up to you to name
JtfoEachem and Nick Delano hanindustry leaders last week echoed
order
and
the
secret
Several
of
for
Tues
Following
ni^t.
last
spot
somebody greater.
dled
pjivate club dances during the week. the sentiments of ASCAP president
day liights have yet to be set.
This week, Jolson and Crosby
Deems Taylor who said, "John G.
Paine's death is a stunning blow to team up again to make "Alexander's

We

.

m. JOHN PAII

ASCAP

what

She's got

Sinatra).

Horace Heidi Among 823

By

all too clear. If
you
hear a really accomplished
hill
listen to Louise
Massev
(ColumbtM

"My Adobe Hacienda"

salie

'

'

Kaye).

Ballad

:

'

becomes

milly,

the Blocks,

October. Success of Capitol albums
on "Song of the South," which sold

200,008 unit^ during the first three
monthsi is responsible for present
•
setup.
Dinah Shore will vocal "Fun and

Frazier

it

to

this "Jole Blon"
of My
a few other

"A Home

Robertson's

and

(Victor),

something-less-than-best - sellers. A
jock in Boston named Sherman
Feller does so—^nd, for our eant
^
he's one of the greatest.

Jack Guthrie's

Too Late

"It's

(»

Mind" (Capitol) and Roy
Bogeri' "I'm Restless" (Victor) are
also suggested as possible chanee-of.
pacers for any recorded show.
tour

Swing and Sway With Sammy
Kaye's "Red Silk Stockings ana
Green Perfume" (Victor) sounds
like one of the real big hits this
week. The tune has a strong novelty
appeal that should put it in the
jukes. Don Cornell a.id a chorus
handle the vocal with professional
aplomb (whatever that may be).
.

On

the other side is the fast^moving
"That's My Desire." It's schmaltzy
and, as such, due for sales. Don
Cornell joins The Kaydets for the
barbershop on this one.
Freddie Martin has four Victor
jobs on the counters this semester—

"Your Wish

My

Is

Command,"

"Be-

side You," 'Serenade to Love," anj

Am

"When

I

Gonna Kiss You Good

Morning?" All four are accorded

the

SUDDENLY AT 57

10 Best Sdlers on Coin-Machines
1.

Minn's^

2.

Heartaches (8) (Leeds)

8,

tinda

4.

Anniversary Sobg

(Si)

<S"eist)

..^....

(Morris)

(9)

. . . .

.

:

v

_
'

.

(r.

Peg O'

IVly

Heart

6.

My Adabe Hacienda

iT.'

rriiat'4

My

8.

I Do

(8)

'*

. %

•

(10)

(1)

.

;

.

.

Eddy Howard

(Harms)

,

(Feist)

.Majestic

.Columbia
Dick Haymes ........ Decca
Johnny Mercer
Capitol
STony Martinjj...... Mercury

\

Ella Fitzgerald. . ...".T.Decca

Up

Coming
jSunday Kind of Love (Peter Maurice)

Frankie Laine ..... .Mercury
I
Capitol
I Jo StaflEord

.

{

Across Alley From Alamo (Capitol),.,..

Andrews Sisters
Woody Herman

,

Managua Nicaragua

I

Santa Catalina (Spina). ......... .......
Paced, Starify

Eyed

(Cihappell).

Si&

Thsit's

•

Stockings, Greeft

Where

I

Game

Perfume (Morris)

In (Robbins)

Tipped Hat Slowly Rode

Away

.

.

....

.

(Robbins).

Midnight Masquerade (S-B)
Jack, Jack, jack (Sinatra)

you

Can't See iSun (Simon).

When A«n

1

That's

Who
It's

I

theatre licensing fees.
^
music copyright expert,

A

was

born

in

Columbia,

Paine

Pa.,

and

studied law at George Washington
University prior to joining the Vic-

.

.

'..

.

,.

.

.Victor

.Decca

.Majestic

..

.Capitol
.Victor

...

,

.

.Majestic

iDick Jurgens..

.Columbia
.Columbia

.

.

.

.Victor

tor

14 years. Introduction of sound to
motion pictures posed a music copyright problem for the film industry
and in 1928 Paine joined the Vitaphone Cor-p. to handle music syn-

chronization
details
for
Warner
Bros. The following year he became
general manager of the Music Publishers Protective Assn.
During Paine's long tenure with
ASCAP he vigorously advanced the
cause of the Society by appearing
before many state legislative bodies.
Holder of several decorations, he was
honored by the French Government
in 1929 with the title of Officer
d'Academie. Last year he was named
prexy of the Second Federation of
the Confederation Internationale des
Societies d'Autores et Compositeurs.
Surviving are his widow, Rhea,
,

Havana

rep.

. ,

.............

.

.

.Capitol

Ottalie

Mark

Ouits

BMI

Ottalie Mark, head of BMI's reEddy Howard..
.Majestic
search department for the past seven
Hoagy Carmichael. .. .Decca years, handed
in
her resignation
f,Ink Spots.
Decca Monday (2?) effective May 1, She'll
I Vaughn Monroe. ..... Victor concentrate oh studies for admission

Dinah Shore...., ..Columbia
VPied Pipers, . .....Capitol
(

Love You (Morris) ....

Cares What People Say? (Harms)
Dreamtlme (Santly ).....,

.

I

.

••

.

• .

.Columbia

S?"'^^^^"?*'"^
V^g'Crosbyv...
.....Decca

Frankie Laine.,
Mel Torme.,.,,

Ragtime Band" and »'The Spaniard

"The Moon and Sixpence"—

Ray Noble

(Victor).

. .

.

.Mercury

.Musicraft

to the. bar,

As yet no successor has been, appointed to fill Miss Mark's post. For
the present her former associates
will handle her duties which were
mainly connected with the copy"
right field.

—

"That Old Black Magic"
Frank Sinatra (Columbia),
"If I Could Be With You"McKinney's Cotton Pickers (Victor).'

—

Jack"

"Jack; jack.

Enric

Madriguera (National),
Frankie
"You Were There"

—

Carle (Columbia).
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"—
Crrfsby-Jolson (Decca).

Blighted My Life" (Decca).
is largely a clowning act— done,
"01' Man River"—Casa Loma
good deal of re(Brunswick).
sourcefulness
but it's superior
clowning. We think, right off-hand,
of the cadenza in "Spaniard" and of
the kiddiiig start to "Alexander's." slick, daneekble Martin once-overThis is really one hell of a record. lightly, but the winners sound to tis
That it might have been better is no like "Beside.You" (the 'My Favorite
concern of ours. It's good as is and Brunette" extract) and the Eddie
DeLange-Ted Grouyia "When Art I
if it doesn't sell a million copies
within a few weeks, we will will- Gonna Kiss?"
Claude ThornbUl, who leads one
ingly acknowledge the greatness of
Happy Chandler, a man whom we of the best bands around, proves 4t
consider Jolson's only rival as "the again this week with his Columbia
of "We Knew It AH the Time", andworld's greatest entertainer."
"Would You Believe Me?" The
Frank Sinatra's "Mau'selle" (Co
lumbia) is the latest entry in the songs are pleasant and "Light-foot"
Claude provides them with his deft
sweepstakes on the Mack Gordon
Edmund Goulding tune f/om "The handlings. Neither sounds like a
Razor's Edge." It's a proficient job, juke smash, but they should do modgirl named Fran
with all of Sinatra's polished sing- erately well.
ing and Stordahl's sensitive back- Warren acquits herself very creddcgrounding. However, it seems a bit itably indeed in tiie chirping

Who

This

incidentally, with a

—

A

breaking from the post and our
money remains OiJ both Dick
Haymes' treatment (Decca) and Art
Lund's (M-G-M). On the backside.
The Voice does "Stella By Starlight"
—the Victor Young-Ned Washington
late

theme

from

"The

partment.

Wax

Facts

Xouis Armstrong sings as miraculously as ever in his Victor Ot "I
Wonder, I Wonder, I Wonder" anS
"It

Takes Time,"

would be

It

silly

Uninvited"— in to hope for any great sale for these
splendid style. This is a lovely bal- faces,
but everyone concerned with
lad and here is one of its initial regood jazz—played and sung superbcordings. We may be wrong, but we
Hoagy Cwly—will want them
feel that "Stella By Starlight," rather
Old M»n»
miohael's
"Shh, the
than
"Mam'selle,"
is
the
sales Sleepin' " (Decca) is both because
booster.
of the novelty nature of the number
Rosalie Allen, who sings over and of Hugo's growing popularity, a
Manhattan's WOV, is out on Victor smart investment for coin machine
this week with a side that the hill- operators
Columbia's seoon*
.
billy trade should heed.-' It's called version of "Stella By Starlight" tms
"Hitler Lives" and, as the title indi- week is Harry James'. It's an incates, it has all the moralizing qual- strumental
the
featuring
long
ity which (to us anyway) makes
this trumpet. On its reverse is "As
sort of thing important contempo- As I'm Dreaming," a number from
rary Americana. It's a lesson— or a Bing's "Welcome, Stranger.' ^"^
sermon—about injustices of the mo- pic's draw may pull the song
ment and, although pretty specious, with it, but we find it di«"="".„2
nevertheless kind of pleasant. The become excited about this record "S
backing is an item called "I Can't of it
Jo Stafford's "Almost W*^
pJ^a?
Tell That Lie tcT My Heart."
Being in Love" (Capitol) is a
It's
sort of terrible.
Miss Allen simply ant version of the. Alan Jay Lerne>
b™»
isn't much of a singer and when,
as Frederick Loewe tune from
in this instance, she has no material, doon."
.

.

.

.

Gonna Kiss (Martin ) .........

How Much

.

Perry Como...
( Harry James.
\ Jack Smith

.

*.

Decca
Columbia

.

.

(
.

(

lied

,

Freddy Martin.
Guy Lombardo,
Eddy Howard.
Mercer-Goodman
Freddy Martin
Ray McKlnley. ..
.

(Encore)

\

Moon

that the Society

a "brilliant executive and

k loyal friend."

Talking Machine Co. in 1913.
Eddy Howard ....... Majestic Handling copyright clearances as
well as supervising artist contracts,
{Frankie I^aine ..... .Mercury
Paine remained with Victor for some

(Peer)

Desire (3) (Mills)

i)o Like You

Do

GuUty

Decca
Guy Lombardo. ,
Decca
Clark Dennis
Capitol
Harmonicats
.. Vitacoustics
I
5 Kenny Baker. «
Decca
I

Things in dibwaMorra (10) tCrawIord)

10.

Al Jolson

j

"

*

(

(1) (Feist)

Ixad lost

As ASCJAP's champion in many of
.Decca
f Dick Haymes
MGM its battles, ipairie had done yeoman
I Art Lund
work in negotiating*- new contracts
Decca- Victor
iTed Weems
with the networks and at the time of
'.Majestic
Eddy Howard
his death was laying the groundwork
Columbia for upward revision of ASCAP's
f Clark-Noble
"' Charles Spivak
.Victor
\

(Mood)

(13)

ASCAP" and added

Suggested Program

.

.

.

w

.

.

.
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THE RACK THAT'LL RACK UP RECORD
SALES (AND PROFITS) FOR YOU!
ere fiiey are— the most
of record albums to

talked-of collection

hit the trade in years.

This

great group of top stars in the entertainment
field

for the first time as far as

phonograph

known on

is

records.

And what

records!

Terrific material speci-

ally designed for these recordings

one recorded— get this— before an

and every

actual audi-

ence to give that three dimensional quality

which makes for truly top entertainment.

Your customers
for thrilling,

are going to

want these

new home entertainment-

— collectors* items to treasure.
M.50 (plus tax) per album.

perfect gifts
List price

And— remember— we are limiting each
dealer.
.

.

.

Get your quota of Top-Ten Records

Monitor Equipment Corp., 640

West 249th

Street,

New York

63,

N. Y.

MONITOR COMBINATION RAOIO-PHONOGRAPH
...with a

and an

all

new

airplane type radio...

automatic record changct

witli exclusive

new

fast,

gentle, silent

record operation and automatic cut off
...(plays 10". and 12" records interchangeably in any order without
adjustment;. Embodies new war-time
electronic developments.

TOP*TEN*\J RECORDS
Distnibaied by

*Trade Merit Audience Reurdi,

Inc.

MONITOR ^

SEE JUNE 9th ISSUE OF LIFE

MAGAZINE FOR OPENING CONSUMER ANNOUNCEMENT

.

—

.

Wodlnegdayt Aprffl 30, 1947
(Mvectifemtnt)

Robbins'

10 Best Sheet Sellers

One-Night

Key

WeeJs Ending April 26

Stand in Sock Teeoff

THE

15,

.Mood
Anniversary Song. . ....
... .... .Morris
Linda
Leeds
Heartaches
April Showers. ....... .Witmark
Peer
My Adobe Hacienda
Crawlord
Glocca Morra.
Encore
Managua Nicaragua
Barton
Roses In Rain.
Lite to Live Over. .... .General
.

Sending 1,500 Payees

TUESDAY, ATKIh

By GEORGB FRAZIER

1947

AL JOLSON PUTS

INAPLU6F0RA
UDDY (CLARK)

.

.

.

Simon

Can't See Sun,

Egg and

I

•

Good Morning.
Tipped My Hat
It's Good Day

.

.

.

.Miller

•

.

.Martin

Robbins
Capitol

Band .Berlin
Gonna Do About You... Famous
.Sinatra
After Time

Alexander'.s R'time

Time

;

Jazz Sifiger Fays Tribute
to His FaYorite Singer

By GEORGE SIMON

If

Hollywood,

April

15.

felloi/i?

That

iring
is

he Kas in

.

.

He recalled that the healthiest perio4 'Of the British music biz came
«t a time when the BBC had its own
house bands, sueii as Henry Hall's

BMI, Pubs Suing

—

members filed
court Monday

his

son;

suit in N. Y. federal

(28) against Rogers made to the BBC by a number of
and the Havana-Madrid. publishei's and broadcasting execs
which claim exclusive are understood to be considering the
ownership of the non-dramatic pub- mattei". Out of the conferences, incidentally, certain recommendations
lic performance rights on a number
:

coupling of "It Might Have
Been a Different Story"

and

Had My

"If I

Life to

Live Over Again," both
with very able backing by
Mitch Ayres & Co. Clark,

who

as

As for the "paper shortage" Connelly said with fewer sheet sales
th»
need for paper has fallen off. On
one of his periodic business trips
the music exec disclosed he'll
be
here for five or six -weeks on
bosiness matters.

of six. copyrighted son,?s belonging to the plaiutifls without
profit

BMI-AMP (MUZAK)

more

Bands

somebody ohc e

quipped,

actually

like

his

looks

ASeAP-Bil TO SHARE

agent than

a
vibrant

Believed to be one of the few in-

great amourft of
feeling and with

where ASCAP and BMI will
have made joint collections for performing rights iis a new tune bought
by D.uchess Music from Philadelphia
publisher David Grimes.
Tagged
"If I Could Steal You From Somebody Else," song was written by
BMI writers Grimes and Frank
stances

much more assurance than
do too many of the current
" Wohder Crooners." Of the
two current Clark

N. Y. Philharmonic's

Birmingham Date
Birmingham, AprU

TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY

Thursday

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY

(24) for a $7,168 boxoffice

take, for best draw here in 42 years
of music attractions, even including

Opera

Metropolitan

'

appearances.

Leopold Stokowski conducted.' Subscription top of $1.87 grossed $4,560
sale at $2.3Q added

THE
WHIFFENPOOF

and single
more.

Orch played Atlanta, Knoxville,
arid Birmingham last
week (its second on tour), winding
up in New Orleans for a three-day
festival, latter conducted' by Eugene
Ormandy. SRO biz reported: all
Cliattanooga

SONG
C8aa! Baa! Baa!)

.

week.

Wtrdt and Muiic by

sides, I

much

prefer the former, as
I'm now filled to the ears
with the triteness of the
second (Columbia).
I

Adams along with ASCAP cleffers
Jack Edwards and Duke Leonard.
Duchess' sister firm, Leeds Music,
last week acquired "Accordion" from
Selmer Wijsic. Tune originally was
introduced
in
France
arid
has

Nlnnijifod), F«m<r«y and

Hollywood, April

June Christy, for past several seavocalist with now-disbanded

Covers
Vast
.

28

2;295
1,610
1,250
1,400
1,08S

17

(300; '$1-$I,50).

J^or Show at Waimf
New Yorker.

Covers
Dalt
69,470
22,760
24,705
6,960
2,320
24,010

..

2

.

24

.

915

.Chicago'
Hei-W* fields' (College Inn, Sherman;
900; $2-$3.50 min.).
record personalities doing even better

will

at national

attract

laly'Z weeSs.'"''

1619

Review

lieve Ballroom" di.sk
will sliortly release it

location Jobs, Not in

accounts.

Al
"Make Be-

jockey
to

'

pilots

iii

ing o£ key city pilots
to influence
the change to what is regarded
as a

selling label. It's also
pos.sible thai
Jsi;yis
make, a transcontinental

may

trek to guest with obliging
jocks.

IS

"MOTHER'S

19

'c^^eS^X:^^^^^-''

JXT, loSr"'=

"^-^

'^^^^^^^

Kassell (Trianon; $0.90-$LI5
adm.).

ABE OLMAN
SUOeESTS TOR VOUR PROGRAM

rMiN
THE IVIOOD

FOR LOVE

t^^p

;

Ba4 weather Wt Levant

Two
Itumii

.

.

Concert Violins
IStli <>rllmy wl.rW f«I'>"'|'
/scKllf";
«'ertifli-<l
mnslWN.

<otl,IH|,>«.
(K'nuHioii,

SBO
last

.

ROBBINS

^-wer .t.

l^ewis aoittg'armild

^•'"-^f continued bad
Equals

%

JIMMY MeMmB
ntli

^'''^^^>-:

wSS^dli^l^^SS"'
Art

'

Music

^m ^^tm ^. mn.

^^y

ea^'g:e^'i"ti:^r

trSh^:^^g'Sr5Sr:gr fS^ir
3.m

Ms

(Chicago)

.

title

other keys. Initialer is Geofge
Ruge,
operating on sister-station, KIA,
San
Francisco, who starts with it May
1.
Syndication plan calls for contact-

DAY

MILLS MUsTc, INC.
BROADWAY
NEW YORK

of

Bismarck; 465; $2i$2.50 min.). Sudy dipped
""'^
"'^
^"t«'-t«'4ent

publlcit.V that

national

•

TELePHONt YOUR MOTHER

Jaok^ Fina

Hollywood, April 29

.larvis. originator of the

I'LL HAVE THE LAST
WALTZ WITH MOTHER

MY MOTHER'S ROSARY

Raye & Nami;

weathfrtd^S

Mroom'

Sugg«itionl

MOTHEIt'S DAY Programs

for

EV'RY
with: John: Sebastian,

Dcp!

9 P,-uckU>.,
Circle 6 ?'^3^
'

1

1",

—Song

•

,

Exploittition
3,

York

at

If>o'n-

'Make Believe
Aiming

B.g

New

I'ntal

than la.st week with cushy 5,100.
(Empire RoOm, Palmer House; 650; $3.50 min.). Cold and
damp hit the grosses of tliis room with: 700 cover drop to 3,700.
Stephen Kbley (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach;
700; $1.50-$2.5O min)
North side room really feeling the effects of the weather
acliieved a fair amount of popularity
with fair 3,100.
1^''*"" (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.).
in En.gland the past weeks
,„°"..
Take of
under' ,J,100
IS off 100 from last
week.
the Wright imprint.
(Mayfair Room, Blackslone; 350; $2.50-$3.50 min.-Cover
'"^^^ the grosses of this swank ro(Jm despite the bad

Jarvis Syndicating Title

The

Week On
.

.. 11

.

KORNHEISER, Manciaf

PHIL

Slundaid

Reportedly the chirp will get $600
weekly for stint. She will continue
as a single-att until Kenton re-forms.
,

.

Revue

(•or
new ailist copies and
cirrangemcnts, write or phone

Stan Kenton orch, has been Inked
for three weeks as a single at Boeage
tliteiry here, opening May; 13.

Hotel

*.In(iicafes

29.

.sons

.

Ice

C<ill«wg{f

June Christy's Single

.

Johnn y Pineapple .Lexington

shortage.

29.

The N. y. Philharmonic-Symphony, now on tour, drew over 5,000
to the Municipal Aitditorium here

Emil Coleman*. .Waldorf (400; $2).........,.
'Frankie Carle.. ..Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)..
Chuck Foster*
.New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Lawrence Welk. .Roosevelt (400: $i50-$2) ......
Louis Prima,
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50,)....
.

power

.,

$7,166 Take On

Nifty

at Hotel B.O.'s

Bar.iJ

i NEW MCIESSTUNE

like a dreaiiiy singer, sings

with

present they're whittled dowii
due

to Britain's critical

.

Buddy's latest

.

against

Plaintiffs,

-

you- Want to hear the
foremost voice among all
ballad singers, as judged by
the most famous of all jazz
singers, give some revoluIf

obvious that such a pAlicv
would hardly bring forth another
Hylton or Ray Noble.

Corner

DEAL REPORTED AGAIN

thing to hear. I love the
way he sings " insistM 3oh

its

quite

late sheet sales.

;

really a thrilling

new band names to develon
With the current emphasis on
cham"
her music and string quartets

for

BBC has thrown the publishers a
note of hope, Connelly revealed.
He
"Undoubtedly the BBC is biased slated that radio execs have pi-ora.
popular music," Connelly ised more, time for dance bands and
said.
However, he added, that rep- better hours when their legular
resentations
have recently Jjeen schedule hours are resumed
At

TwoN.Y.Niteries

license.
Havana-Madrid is "charged
world's
with illegal performance of Ernesto
Lecuona's
"La Gumparsa," pubMiss Holliday, like I Say, sounded lished
by Marks MiiSic, along with
flne to most of the customers, but I
some seven others.
would have settled for Hackett, Teagarden, Max Kaminsky (who played
briefly, but magically) Ernie
Caceres, George Wettling, and aU the
other guys" who were not part of
Miss HoUiday's entourage. (She had
a few guys with her who must be
Trade reports that
Broadcast
counted excess baggage.)
Music, Inc., is about to close for the
Music Publishers
So anyway, this was a fine con- Associat(3d
(Muzak) catalog is one of those
cert and maybe Anderson and RobThat goes double for the
bins will make some scratch out of things.
the series. Fred, by the way, han- E. B, Marks Music takeover, BMI is
dled himself with all the Profe&ior merely continuing to pay $200,000
of Thermodynamics' customary skill per annum for the Marks catalog,
—which is plenty. He was brief, with the pro.=ipect always of buying
the
catalog
pertinent, witty, and not overboard out
completely foj;
on anyone. Fred's a good boy to $1,000,000, but nothing is happening
have around. If there was a beef in that direction. More likely might
it concerned the tickets which scaled
be a BMI-AMP deal, but that is
down from $4.80, This is absurd likewise nebulous.
and Robbins and Anderson better
Jean Geiringer, head of foreign
get together. They also better get copyright relations, rateantime flew
a bigger attraction than "the one to Eui'ORe last week on BMI contacts
they specify for this Saturday— Roy with its European music publisher
Eldridge. But if they get it (and if affiliates.
they scale down the prices) ttiis is
worthwhile.
Begins at 11:30 p.m.
and a rather pleasant junket.
,

tions to

combo, among others. These orchs,
he said, were spotted at good listenable hours and did much too stimu-

Clamping down on midtown New
York niteries, Broadca'st Music, Inc.,
and several oJf its affiliated publisher

left to say.
Here is the
greatest trombonist-period.

yon

much about, a
named Bttddy Clark.

voice

we're going to talk about music,
let's get on to Bobby Hackett

people had tape recorders on hand.)
As for Big T well, there's nothing

don't hear

fellow

.

and Jack Teagai'den.
They have of musical compositions, are suing
real. talent of a sort that Miss Holli- for an injunction and damages of
day threw into the gutter of West not less than $250 for each alleged
42d street a few years ago. Hackett, violation.
Joining BMI in its action against
I submit and immediately duck my
head, is a greater man with that Rogers Corner are Peer Internahorn than Bix ever was. If you tional, Melody Lane and Promotora
American de Musica. They
feel differently, get someone to play Hispano
you his treatment of "April Show- claim that on June 14, 1946, the
ers" the other night.
<Quite a few nitery gave public performance for

I

think has the hest natural
voipe of till of those new
singers?" Al Jolson said to
me out here the other day
during one of his rehearsals.
"It's mot Croslby or
Sinatra or Como or

Haymes, hut a

Shapiro
Midnight Masquerade
Sunday Khid of Love. .Maurice

is

though;

—

"You know the guy who

who

equally well
known as Eddie LiCoridon's Svengali.
It was a fine concert and the audience roared its approval. Miss HoUiand
day,
considerably
slinimer
garbed in a gown that could have
done with a pressing job, sang better than she has in a great while;
She still isn't any Mildred Bailey,
but she sings a pretty good song and,
what's more to the point, the pip.squeaks think she's terrif. Well, she
isn't. terrific, but she's all right and,
in things like "Miss Brown to You"
and "Billie's Blues," she was really
worth hearing.

of G. Schirmer's,

Connelly

While his firm is in a fortunate have Ijeen advanced which woi,M
. with
the leaders "Anni- curb the evils of alleged payok,
versary Song" and "The Old Lamp- This situation was partially wh t,
in
an investi.gation Jr,T
lighter. British music pub Reg Con- washed
in New York ducted some time ago by Sir
arrived
nelly, who
VaiZ*
aboard the Queen Elizabeth Friday tine Holmes.
most
sales
of
that
(25), pointed otit
Relaxation of the BBC's
discrim
other pop tunes in Britain are gen- ination against pop tunes,
Connel Iv
that
fact
Df;s;3ite
the
erally bad.
pertinently
observed,
would d„
"there are as many customers as nriuch to lessen the payola
vaqZ
ever," he expressed the belief that smce with more time
available for
the weather and economic condi- bands one would not have
to k6 tn
tions have tended to hold sales such lengths to place a
number in
down.
pre-war days when the themes
of
Connelly described the policy of Ambrose, Harry Roy and Jack Hvl
the BBC in holding pop song airings
throughout the
to a minimum as "most regrettable." BBC s domain, it was not uncommon
position

Second 10
You
Kiss

Reg

ez

.

.'

Hot jazz may be dead, but you
couldn't prove it by the 1,500-or-so
aficionados who stampeded into Town
Hall, Ni'Y., around 11:30 last Saturday night- (26) to hear some two
hours of the sauce dished out by
singer Billie HoUiday and hotMen
like Bobby Hackett, Jack Teagarden,
Ernie Caceres, George Wettling, and
Peanuts Hucko, Laying out around
$3,300 tn cabbage, the fans gave a
brilliant sendofE to the first of a new
series
called Fred Robbins' One
Night Stand, an enterprise put on
by 51rnie Anderson, the ad manager

Pop Tune

to Britain's

... Feist

Msun'sellw ............

lUmi^^^^^^^s^

week's take of

('

4'lii«nK0 J. III.

18,000.

Vi'v.v

B«Hutirill 'on".

I>ue to sicliiKxi.

Variety. Wo«
N. Mi<lil)t»ii

.*vf,

—

.
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NUMB€R ONE SONG

/IfFXr

HIT!

Y
liitd

M InlnK' ««lH|dri)in Bmu Ih. 4 n

]>)cy«d In l»<

M-t

M fi«m "SONS «F lOVr'

AS YEARS GO BY
TOBMS and

by CHARLES

P£TER^

0£ ROSC

Slowly, with expression

By.

our

re

love's

A

grow-

songs

brook runs dry and birdd may f ly a

You'll still

have

will

It

Like

frain.

-

f r

head

an4

live

will

me

As Years Go By_

have

still

I'lt

main.

-

long'_

of

'

way.

•

re

To

ycB

1(2

f

love

As Years

¥Go

1^

*

As Years Go

By.

Copyriglil >9<7 Miller Mujic Corporation, !6!9

From the UnivsnGl-hternational

t/r/e oncf Alu«fC

"THE EGG

By.

New

AND

YorV, N. Y.

i"

by Harry Akst, Herman Ruby, Bort Katmar and Ai Joism

Breaking Fast

MM

Picfure

Broadway,

Lyric

by Mann

On

The fAutk Machines

Cvrtit

•

Music by Vie

Miay

—

m^mm

,

„

.

If,

1619 BfaGdway, N.
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•

NORMAN

FOLEY,

(jen. Prof.
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BritisKBest Sheet Sellers

Color Bar Set For

(Week

Argentine Talent

JSi|ipiiig?

On the one hand
uiiderstaffed and
two employees have to deal with 500
applications daily, whereas 50 employees have been shanghaied to set
for foreign talent.

the department

is

up a new. "ethnographic" department for the study of racial characteristics.

Racialism is a pot subject of the
immigration director, who has re.iected almost all applications for
visas from colored talen which he
refuses to admit' to the country
This hits hard against numbers
seeking entry from. Brazil, even
those especiaiiy recommended by
the
Brazilian
Embassy. Dorothy
Maynor, however, is booited for
concerts at the Colon Opera, and
it's
anticipated department . won't
dare flaunt racial ideas in her case.
IVlaria
Iriberri
is
taking over

—

POBLiG RELATIONS
Our

Clients Speak for Ua
I

Offers Play for

How Lucky You Are.
Old Lamplighter.. ...
Stars Will Remember. ..Feldman
.Chappell
April Showers
Don't Fall In Love. .......Wood
.

.

.

,

.

EX

Anderson,

BENEKE

other

KING COLE

Yehudi

longhairs

Menuhin

over

the

and

past

30

4-

Sablon Spurs 'Passing'

-Yale

Go Homo

Hollywood, Api'il 29.
French turie"Vous Qui Passe Sans

.

Me Soir" will get dusting after eight
year sleep on Chappell Music shelf.

,

My

the Door, Richard.

Song.....
.

...Dix
.Leeds

Lawrence, who put English trim- in N. Y. in protest against the Philly
mings on "Symphony," has titled reception, and six singers chimed in
their support of his stand. Six were
one "Pa-ssing By."
Geraldine Farrar, Gladys Swarthout

Sun
Zip-a-Dee-Do-Dah
Dash
Call You Sweetheart
Goodnight Little Rascal. F.D.&H.
Morris
Things We Did
.Gay
Lasso a Dream

this

.

.

AFM

for

annual

iri

Tommy

With

Les 'WiUianiS, midwest orchestra
leader, dreamed up specifications for
his new bus while serving with the
armed forces. It is 45 ft. long and
has 14 berths each over .si^ feet and
individual, compartments.
take place
seats
travel,

all

day

For
of

berths. There is lavatory with hot
and cold water, juke box, radio,
kitchenette for emergency, electric

Terms were simply that ballheat and an office that can accomroom would pay sidemen's salaries, modate five persons. Radiophone to
whatever they totaled at time of be installed later.

dens.

each date, plus $250 per

CASINO JULY 3

week

In.struments go in built-in compartments reached from outside and
Cost is $10,000 and up. Sioux
City concern first to make them.

for

Carpenter.

-inside.

from Al Borde's Chicago

office

.

Mme. Flagiitad drew an audience
of 1,000 p-ersons
third of the
a
house's capacity and went througit
her recital as scheduled. Observers
noted that the majority of the audience were persons who obviously
were neither music-lovers nor habitual concert-goers.
heavy over-,
tone of Gei'man accents was also
noted.

—
—

to

will continue in the

Ray Johnson

one-nighter dept.

1^

VAUGHN

by $hep

Soup

MONROE

Cantor Miihai Kusevitslfy

The fop 30 sone.? of the "ujeek, based on the
Coverage Index Survey oi Popular Music Broadcast over Radio Netviorks.

With^^

\

several weeks ago.

'

Gleri. Island casino will be operated
Fields, the bandleader, who
recently took over the spot.

outside.

Oldtime concertgoers said the
scene inside the Academy was unprecedented in the history of the
auditorium. More than 20 hecklers
were ejected by detectives and ushers, but there were no Hri-e.sts. A detail of 50 policemen kept order outside the building.

head Joe Glaser's A.ssociated Booking Agency Chi layout. Williamson
succeeds Art Frew, who resigned

.

Tex Beneke.

Philly concert chalked up a high
protest against Mme, Flagstad
who's been accused of sympathizing
with the Nazis by returning to her
native land after it was occupied by
the
Germans.
Noisy
heckling
marked by scuffling of feet and the
breaking of stench bombs, provided
a discordant accompaniment to her
i-ecital at ihe Academy of Music,
while more than 100 pickets marched
in

A

Williamson's Switch
Freddie Williamson has resigned

ing July 3. Morale.s is believed the thumbed down such a booking pact,
first Latin dance band in the headwithout pin-pointing some violation
line position at this .swing spot. He'll
of union regulations. For some time
be buttressed by an Yanqui band
now 47 has been advising bands not
dvu-itig his run. Other oTch hasn't
exclusive
long-term
squiggle
to
been booked as yet.
booking representation, with agenMorales will follow run of Claude cies.
Thornhill who starts May 29. Spot
opens for the season May 5 with

CALLOWJiy

29.

for orchestras.
'

Union told leader .and his manaGlen Island Casino. New Rochelle. ger, Hal Gordon, that it disapproved
N. Y., will go in for a Latin interof such a long-teim contract and
lude with the bookin.s; of the Noro
felt action was in be.st- interests of
Morales orcli, for three weeks start- band.
Local here never before

TRIO

Conveiiences

All

Omaha, April

Gar-

Casino

NORO MORALES INTO
IS.

Travel

revival
of
sharp
Anticipating
band business later, trailer and truck
manufacturers of the middle west
area are developing deluxe busses

Nixes Pact

Dorsey's

Now

Bands Can

.

Marianne

Coast

Frank Chapman,
Juliu.'s
Huclm'
Karin Branzell and Paul Althou.se.
'

.Box & Cox
Southern
Victoria
Beginning of End
Keith. Prowse
Harriet
.Feldman
Gal in Calico.

You Went Away.

for

waxed twice

Second 12
Hear

toward; recital in Charlotte Sundav
(127),; at which no unusual
excite-

Jean

which

Ballad,

;

Open

in Pair of Songs

Stormy Concert tour of Kirsten
which hit the explosion
poinf last Tuesday (22) in Philadelphiaj settlecl somewhat With an
un-

ment was jbeported. Norwegian diva
Sablon bas winds up tour with a Cleveland con
RCA-Victor and cert May 9.
Meantime, Walter Damrosch,
once for Columbia in French and
as
hich he also uses as bis theme result of the Philly fracas, offered
lyric to accompany Mme. Flagstad
song, will receive American
in
couple of songs next time she saii»
treatment by Jack Lawrence.

.

.

Side,

Flagstad,

China Bo.y; Girl, .Macmelodies
.Morris
5 Minutes More
Box & Cox
Hi-Jig-A-Jig
Sentimental Reasons, , Maurice
.Southern
iRickety Rickshaw.

years.

GLEN

Her

.

.

representation of Columbia concei't?
interests in the River Plate.
This
For Casino Gardens Stint
the first Argentine femme talent
iij
Hollywood. AprU 29.
scout and agent to hang up her
In an unprecedented actiwh, Musishingle.
Senorita Iriberri lias had
plenty of chance.=! to learn about cians' Local 47 hsis withheld apconcert .management under her proval of a five-year contract recentw. k; pop Bernardo Iriberri's wing. ly, signed by Ike Carpenter's orch
Latter has taken care of Marion
appearances of 13 weeks

let Us Speak for You

I

Connelly
.Kassner
.Dash

Song
.

Montevideo, April 22.
Talent agents in Buonos Aires report coming up against increasing
difficulties in the immigration department when applying for vises

Damrosch Takes Flagstads

Endinff April SJ4, '47)
London, April 25.

Anniver.sary
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^
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;
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Rosenblatt But

By SIDNEY BlFEtON

OK

'

PitblisheA

by

ApH

Survey Week of

'

1«-21, 1947

Buffalo, April 29.

packed audience which .iammed
the 3,00O-.seat Kleinhans Music Hall
Sunday (27 ) for the Kusevitsky
preem was probably more of a tribute to adroit promotion tiian to the
singer's. present drawing power. This
Warsaw cantor cornes to America
fresh from a rocky refugee road
through the Soviet Union and a last
year's tour around the British Isles.
Tlie

THE

•

MODERNMRES

Alexander's Ragtime Band
Almost Like Being In Love.,.,....,
Anniversary Song~t"Jolson Story"
April Showers t"Jolson Story".

—

....

...

,

,

.

.

,

..

.-

..

.

.... .

.

.

..

.Feist

i.

.Leed*

..

.Crawford

. .

.

.

.

.

.London

.

.

.

•

'

. .

,

Ray Anlhony, lob
Edwards, Dardan«ll*,

Carroll,

^mn

pealing in lyric quality.
As frequently, the case with European artists, he uses the gra'ce and
falsetto excessively with post-nasal
efl'ects. but always clearly and with
facility even in the topmost ranges.
His shortcomings, if any, appear to
be in the absence or scarcity of bar
rel tonal volume in which native
iavored tenors revel. In this he falls
short of his famed predecessors, cantors Sirota and Rosenblatt.
If, as now appears, he is still seeking the proper media for his undisputecJ vocal gifts, tipdtf. is to be found
In this audience's makeup, and reception. Probably more than 90% of it
was made up of the singer's semi-

Jack

Hiidten,

Hhc*, Ruddy Msrrow, Fhil
Moore, Tho Moon MesMs, Maartcs
and Goor^*$i prank Marlowe, EsstEarl

or» Air

Navlgalion Sorvieo, Stcq-

f«ld ftortaiiraHt.

Record Exploitation
Piuc Complete Pl"»M X
and Magasino Coyora^*

.

It's a Good Day
,
Linda
Mam'selle
.......
Managua Nicaragua....... .....
Midnight Masquerade
iWy Adobe Hacienda" ......
Oh, But.,1 Do— t"Time, Place, Girl"
,

.

.

.

.'*

.

.

.

.,
.

.

Unless

.'.

.1

.

.

.

.

.Witmark

.

.

.Feist

.

Stevens

.

.

. .

.

(Peatman)
orthodox co-religioni.sts for whom A Gal In Calico— ("Time, Place, Girl"
anything apart from the Russian and A Sunday Kind of Love
Another
Night Like This
Hebraic idiom was caviar. This was
apparent in the coolness in reception Beside You ......
of the earlier French and Italian Chi-Baba Chi-Baba ....
'.
chansonettes on the program. Pro- Do You Love Me Just As Much As Ever ...
gressing to the operatic, Kusevitsky Gir.l That4 Marry— < "Annie Get Your Gun"
gave an engaging rendition o£ two I Can't Beli{:ve It Was All Make-Believe
arias, with that from Halevy's "La Ivy
Juive" hitting the aulience hard Mahzei
emotionally.
Maybe Yqu'H Bo There
......
But it was in the Hebraic liturgical (There Is) No Greater Love.
and folk numbers that he found Old Devil Moon—
""Finian's Rainbow",,..'.
greatest favor. The aiidience which Poppa
Don't Preach To Me.......
had been politely responsive up to Possum
Song ..........
this point rocked the hall witl\ salvos
Roses In the Rain
and^ kept the singer delivering enSpring Ls'n't Evorylhing ..
cores until long after the planned
To Mo— f'Fabulous Dor.'jcys"
finale.
In that fact and reception
jtirobably »3s the key to the pos.sibil- When Am I Gonna Kiss You Good Morning,'!
ity of a new and strong attachment You'll Know When It Happens
pf the American Jewish public for an Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah— t"Song of South", '.'.".';'.".'.'.'.'...,..

.

.

.

.

.

'.

.

.Maurice

.

.

.Marks

.

.

.Oxford

.

.

.Goldmine

.

.

.

Famous

.

.

.

...Feist

.

,

'

.

,

.

.

.

.

..
,.

•

.

.Dor.se.v

.

.

.Martin

.

.

'

I

excellent
field.

performei'

in

his

spc.'iaf
t f'il7(ii(s!co!.

*

.Barton

..Warren

.

'

i.

.Warren

.

I

I

.Triangle

...World
.Crawford
Susan.

.

'

1553 Broadway, New York
Circla,7-3Mf

Berlin

...BVC
.Burke-VH

'

'.

.Remick

.

.

.

.

.

-

'

kELATIOflS,

.'Encore

.

.

Could Make Such Beautiful Music
... .BMI
What Am I Gonna Do About You?— fLadies Man".
.Paramount
You Can't See the Sun When You're Crying
.Simpn
The remaining 21 songs 0/ tfie loeefc, ffam the copyrighted ACI

.

mJBUC

m

Ut

.

Time
,
Can Happen With You .......'.'.'.'.'..'.[....

After
It

McPARfcllllD
STUBIO
CREATIVE rHOieSRAPHY
EDBIE 8AV, %tui\» Dirscter
7th Av«.. N«w Veik • Ci k-Wt

.Robbins.
....Sinatra.

.

We

settings.

.

.

.

Oh Why, Oh Why Did I Ever Leave Wyoming
That's Where I Came In .......
.....
Tinie

and

Write, Wlra or Phon* lor mn

.Shapiro-B
....Southern

.

.

avaitabi* to

. .

,

.

-

...Capitol
.Morris
Feist

.

.

.

DIXON

.................

.

.

now

unusual props

.Famous
.Oxford
.Crawford
.Maurice
.C-P

.

it

cluding the new stroboscopie
lights that stop action flt
1 /5000ih of a Mcondt Spacious studio, . . targe stag*,.,

Sinatra

.

.

.

. ,

York's most modern

studio

you! The latest in photographic equipmtnt ... in-

.

...Duchess

........

..

Heartaches
How Are Things In Glocca Morra— "'"Finian's Rainbow"
I Believe;— r'lt Happened in Brooklyn''.....,...,......
In appearance, he's a polished, styl- I Gotta Gal I Love— t"Ladies Man"
......
ized European concert siijger with an I Want To Thank Your Folks
,>
obvious flair 'for the theatrid both in If This Isn't Love— ""Finian's Rainbow"
technioiue atld pei,-softalfly. His voice I'll Close My Eyes....,
,, ..
at this hearing sounds somewhat It Might
Have Been a Different Story
light in texture though highly ap- It Takes
Time ....

LAWRENCE

New

.Berlin

.

...Sam Fox
.Mood
.Harms
...Thomas

.

.

.

Dream Dream Dream
I Love You For Sentimental Reasons
Guilty

by McFARLAND

the office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
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Ship Tooterc Pay Boost

Inside StifM)rdie$tiii$-Mu^^
thors, Coipposers and Publishers and more racentiy « music copyright
consultant, i» treasuret ot Wordsmith, a new New York publishing house.
Associated with Mills is another ASCAP alumnus, S. Stephenson Smith,
former educational director for th* Society who's now Wordsmith's prexy.
Its initial publication is "Style Kule," 24-page tome intended for the use

of professional people,

Abbott and Costello Enterprise disk has set a sales
goal of 1,200,000 copies at a buck a throw. Entire collection will go to Lou
Gostello Junior Foundation. Platter was played on the Coast last Sunday
Gilmore Field, and sold to the tune of 1,500. Disks
ball
game,
Stars
at the
were ladled out and greenbacks pulled in by a ci'ew of Earl Carroll
Company has been given permission by Happy Chandler to sell
gills.
all
major
league
ball parks.
at
recording
"Who's on

Musk

Hollywood, April 29.
Musicians Lofcal 47 has tilted pay

of the American Society ot Au-

B. C. Mills, onertinne general mtinager

First,"

scale

12% on

public for $5,000.

mainland and Catallna
making salary level highest bereabouts for any location work. Ore

Island,

now get $169 weekly, sidemen $112,
Don Ricardo's seven-piece crew is
leaders

current on SS Catalina, and Darrell
Brewer's six-man combo will man SS
Avalon when its starts seasonal
Bands make
journeying in May.
eight round trips weekly.
.

.

.

Hollywood for Enterpri.se. .Max Steiner will score "Voice of
Tui'tle" for Warners
.Marie Rucbens, pilot of Sonora. Record.s_on Coast
prowling for platter talent to ink, and al.so to cut four face.s with Ginny
Simm."S; . .Nacio Herb Brown and Eddie Heyman have completed score
-sessions in

.

.

American Federation of Musicians has sent Elmer Hubbard, one of its
top reps, to Sacramento to lobby against the Davis Bill fa state-level "Lee
Afcf), now in committee in the State Legislature there. The bill would
rrinke IHCWl in California the forcing of an employer to hire more men
than he deemed necessary, thus nullifying practice of standby mu.'^icians
in many situation.s. Hubbard was sent because as a lorraer prez of Local
6, Siin Francisco, he has many acquaintances in the state.

Slap Infringement Suit

.

.

,

On

Eldridge Riviera, N.Y.

were filed in
week by Leo
and Sanlly-Joy against
the Eldridge Riviera, N.Y. DefendSliellac substitute has been developed by a New Jersey firm called
charged with performing
ant; was
Dumor Plastics, Inc. Compound', known as Dumor. costs about eight cents
Blue Heaven" and "Honeyper pound compared with shellac's present quotation of 60c. Many wax- "My
eries are reported to be using the plastic in various proportions with suckle Rose" for profit without a

shellac.

Notes

Leeds Music has peddled pic rights to "The Old Spanish Trail'' to R«.Delta Rhythm Boys etched four faces for RCA-Victor
James E, O'Hagan named veepee of Allied Recoi?d«,
on Coast last week
Coast outfit
M. R. Raekmil, Decca exec veepee. and Harry C. Kruse,
veepee in charge of sales in Hollywood checking western operations of
plattery. .. .Benny Goodman, Ca.ss County Boys, Matt Dennis, Lois Butler,
and Andy Russell had disk sessions last weeic for Capital. .. .Buddy Clark
larked two sides for Columbia over weekend. .. .Rickey .lordan cut four
.sides for Exclusive Mon. (28).... Dave Miller named production chief of
Enterprise Records. ., .Georgie StoU musical director for M-G's "Oh An
Island With You". ..Dick Haymess etched two for Decca last week....
Record-ot-the-Month Club has tabbed Artie Shaw's "Cotinecticut" «Mu.sicraft) as April choice. ., .Ken Curtis .sliced four si'ies for Mercury late
la.st week
in Hollywood ... .Cyril Smith and Dcrry Falligant had disk

ships plying between

the

Infringement suits

N. Y. .federal court last
Feist,

•

Inc.,

license.

tor Metro's forthcoming "The Kissing Bandit". .. .Lefty Yolui,?, Illinois
Jacquet and Bob Herrill sliced four sides each for Aladdin Records last
week; Josh White will groove four this week.
.Wait Sh rum's oatuners
etched a session for Coast Records over weekend.
.Organist Wayne Roberts impressed four sides for Four Star. ,. .Combo of Phil Moore. Red
Callendar, Irv A.-iiby wnd Gerald Wil.son sliced four tor Black & White
in Hollywood. ,. .Bernard Goodwin, veepee of Famous and Paramount
Music flrmis, and his generaT manager Eddie Wolp'in, hobnobbing in Hollywood ... .Helen Forest slicing pair this week for M-G label. Harry Myer.

.

.

.son

.

win supe.

MCA

Jim.my Tyson,
ond-night booker, ailing, iiob Richard.s tending to
Tyson's chores pending his recovery. ., .British warbler Beryl Davis and
Bill Johnson Quintet inked to RCArVietor pacts. .. .Sherman Ha.yes signed
injunction and accounting is sought. ticket with Ariiitocrat label. ..Eddy Howard's Majestic royalties last
month totalled up to $26,681 according to company prexy E. A. Tracoy ...
Calypso
carnival
booked for- Carnegie Hal!
May. 8.
Wilmoth
Houdini and "L(,)rd Invader," writer of "Rum and Coca-Cola," slated to
appear
Musicraft cutting four Mcl Torme sides On Coast this week...,
Lloyd ShefCer and John Klenner a new .songsmith combo
Labeling
themselves as the John Carlis Trio, tl«'ee members of Jimmy Dorsey's
rhythm section left the bandleader last week and are current at the
Dizzy Gillespie winds up two-week 'Stuyvesant
Hotel, Buffalo. Boys are .lohn Frigo, bass and violin; Lon
stand at Detroit's El_ Cino club Carter, piano,
and Herb Ellis, guitar
Formerly with GAG's fShicago
George Hudson slated for stafl', Buddy Howe
May 8
has joined the agency's act dept. in New York. Johnny
summer tour with Louis Jordan. King moved over to his Chi po.st from the Frederick
Bros. .. .Maurice
First date's Royal theatre, Baltimore, Rocco
returned from engagement at Campoamor nitery, Havana.
.GA(D's
Jimmie Lunceford plays Howard Sinnott booking Consolidated
June 6
Edison's summer darices in NeW
southern ballrooms via chartered York parks with first se.sh slated for
,Iune 26.
Jimmy Palmer
plane until May 6
starts Centennial Terrace's season in
Sylvania, O. rolling June 13
Oulfil Leases
Currently on tour, Ray Anthony
pauses May 16 for brief stay at
National Record Plant
Lakeside Park, Denver.
.

Plaintiffs stated the alleged viola-

Indie Shaves Price
firms to heed
First
Piesident Tniman's recent warning
to cut prices. Continental Record
Co., a New York indie waxer, is
marketing a pop flatter series at
60c retail.

Price

disk

the

of

took

sla.sh

new

sales policy.

Walnut Room, Bismarck

Ftp iong

Only

In

On ik Upkat

29.

hotel,

new summer

switching to a

is

policy,

the use of talent and dancSunday night through
ing- from

Thursday, Hotel claimed that many
people .still want to go out but 20%
nut is too much lor the average
family. Room will drop meal prices
50 to 75 cents

BREAKING fAST
fOa A HIT!
Tht

.

HIATUS ON TALENT

Monday dropping

effect

<2S) when Continental's regular 75c
disk was shaved 20',{,. Two sides by
warbler Joe. Dosh teed off the compjiiiy's

BISMARCK'S SUMMER
Chicago, April

on these

nights.

On

the "family nights." eight-piece
ilring group will play. Dancing and
show revues will be presented on

Th« Ictit

Fridays and Saturdays.

Moric!-Wm. l« laron Federol Films
?'todu(lion "Carnegie Hall."

-

-

New York

-

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood

Kearns Click Date Poses

BEWARE

An

tions took place early this year.

Red Norvo and Charlie Teagarden

have applied for full-membership
Hugh Hudson crew
here in Local it
Philadelphia, April 29.
Started six-week stint at To'm BreneJoey Kearns* orchestra has been man's yesterday (22)...Desi Arnaz

Problem on Remotes

.

.

,

.

MY

m

band slices four .sides for RCA- Victor
Frank Palumbo's massive today (Wed.), and Spade Cooley
oatune troupe duplicates on Fri.
engagement, which (25) .. .According to Horace Heidt,
starts May 19, posed a tricky prob- owner of Trianon, Ike Carpenter
lem for local radio outlets which orch is doing -best biz in ballroom
carry a record-number of local and sirtoe Lionel Hampton made stand
there last Sept. .pale Pierce, former
network remotes from the Click.
first trumpet for Bob Crosiby, joining
Kearn.'! band is studio orchestra
Les .Brown. ..Jack Ordean, former
for WCAU, CBS outlet. Remotes are
(NBC), WFIL Kenton .saxman, has joined Abby
carried by KYW
combo here. .Lawrence
(ABO and WIP (Mutual); After a Browne's'
Welk and Freddy Martin etched 10
huddle with program directors of
tunes apiece for Standard. Transcripthese stations. Palumbb announced
tions last week...Les Brown cut two
that they all agreed to carry Kearns'
.sides for Col last ^eek.
shows.

.signed for the Click, first Philly

play

to

bar.

'el

* 'I

The

HEART
Word! and

Musn

by

Sam Coilow

Kearns

.

.

m:
Ht^m

LINK, Cert. Prol. Mgr.

GfORGE

.

DAt/N,Pfof.Mgr.

ANOTHER
iSNJAMIN AND WEISS'

•

Kearns band will
with Bob Eberle.

share

'

I
'

mwi

m

UP
THE NERVE TO

Glen

KiSS YOU

BERNIE CtJMMINS OBCH

GULL YOU
SWEETHEART
GEOIteE blSEN
MAJESTIC #7215

Appearance

Mnftrial Available

1657

PIONEER MUSIC COBP.

Brouaway

Nbw

Vork

19.

N, Y.

TO-NIGHT

albeit a

,

change of pace

is

getting

heavy new emphasis.
This is a part of Cummins' aim to
veer oft from a set style and offer
the customers mix-it-up muiiic, generally along soft, smooth lines as
called for by this room.
to

PROGRAM
WJ2 — ABC

got a
nighter last

Cummins

iio

ably

Pittsburgh

the

appeprancc here

aiiythiiis,
in more

hucI

this

frequent

is

use

latest Cumas much as

Instrumentation is three trumpsls,
four saxes and four rhythm, the
fourth rhythm being Walter CumGeorge
guitar.
(brother)
mins'
Walsh, o£ the crew, works up most
of the band's arrangements, point.ing up Latin-.'Vmcrican rhythms. In
the vocal department, young Donna
IMartin handles most of the sweet
songs and ballads in a lOw register.
She's been with the crew but a few
months, but looks to stay. Walter
(ilummins doubles on -^-oeals in ballad style, and Bernie himself shouts
out on some rhythm and novelty
,

tunes.

crew

rettniif

month
to

at
Chio<,o,

the

Grill

it*

main

grounds, for a session at
Qu'ii.
the Sky Club.
.sta'niping

Ol.sen

comes

need

tli«^

sndn

ii.

lo nirev

sl«**i>

sWp

tlini
uiillw .v«iiv

Iteix^li,

(rfiln

S1.1IMBKB MAHK.
STAR BAND CO.

440 iafayatl*

$t.,

<i,'r.iiemen:
I'lenBe tii'od

me

M.^WK)^®

N*w
.

York

V

City, Dept.
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ipl.
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Xitme

.

.
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.'\<l4lre«ii

,

'pM SahngA

.

Bill

.

.

to take his own fivepiece outfit into Anrierican Hunting
and Fishing Club. . .Pianist Cburit
Lantz at Club 413 had expanded into
a

trio... Lang

Thomp.'on's orch set

Terrace Room of Williani Penn
until it closes down for the
.Illinois Jacquet plays a
one-nighter at Savoy Ballroom tonight
(Wed..). ..Jimmy
Spitalny
band follows Jimmy Palmer into the

at

hotel

summer.

.

Vogue Terrace oh Monday (5),. with
Don Bestor going into Ankara,
where Spitalny's been since Ih^ first
year. .William McMahon,
of the
.

bass player formerly with Billy Eck.«tine. has joined LcRoy Brown unit

Hollywood Show Bar, .Kuth
Levin ha.>i bowed out of Club Lu

at

Marba

.

Chosen by the

NiW

.

as intermission pianist

YOUIC

DRAMA

CRITICS

as th*

BEST MUSICAL OF THE YEAR
'^^1' by

by

FREDERICK LOEWE

ALAN JAY LERNER

THE HEATHER ON THE HILL
ALMOST LIKE BEING IN LOVE
COME TO ME, BEND TO ME
WAITIN- FOR MY DEARIE
THERE BUT FOR YOU GO
I

BRIGADOON
DOWN ON MacCONNACHY SQUARE
I'LL GO HOME WITH BONNIE JEAN
FROM THIS DAY ON
ISAM Fix PUBIISHING COMPANY'
RCA Building-Rodio C»y-N«w York
CHICAOO * 10$ ANCHli
I

ihe

nmm-

on h

.*NVI'I..M'K, .*XV-

Ull^lul

Sam

lyrics

into

Green's on Friday (2) for two weeks
and he'll be followed on May 16 by
Giro Rirnac's band
Chuck Foster.
and revue picked to open' new BevHills
Club this week-end.
erly
They're in for a fortnight. .Drummer Hy Edward.s has quit Tiny

most evident
of rhumbas Wolfe band

and other unipual rhythms.

Following a

George

far

with more Variety, jprob-

characterizes

at the Pla.Nell Shelton, local

.

Long known

wouldn't go

throw over that sturdy, commercial appeal, but is wrapping it
up with the newer change of pace
and a perking up of all the rhythms.

Wednesday

Mor Ballroom,
songstress, hooked up with the Glpn
Williams orch for its recent run at
the President hotel.

contemporary bandmen as the 2/4

king,
as to

,

BING CROSBY

charge of hillbilly disks,
moved into general recordings.
Palitz, prior to coming with Decca,
was recording bead of Cosmo disks,
in

read;;, oil

Cummins crew Crown Room, where Juddy Conrad

:

DOROTHY SHAY

Cohen,

Vou van

nmt«

iilani'.
'i'lJVfK wJHi

Decca records made two shifts
week when Morty Palitz of the
N. Y. recording division shifted to
the California office, while Paul

iiIr:1i(«; .>o:i

MANK

flay.

or

last

.

min.'?

PflOLl

of the

MCCA'S PEESONNEL SHIFT

if ynii worlt
.sr.l'Mltr.K

six

in the Te'-race Grill of the Muelile- band recently closed out a run ol
bach has become virtually an annual mony months. .Helen Werr, who
alfair, this being the 13th time for calls K. C. home, has tripped to
the band here in the last 15 years Memphis to jOui.Up as vocalist with
As in previous stands the the Jimmy .loy ofch and will sing as
or so.
Cummins music is pretty well stand- Ellen White... Hal Mclntyre crew
ard for this type of intimate room,
onebig tiu'nout for
its

Livelier,
All

(12)

With Donna Mai tin

LET iE

'

played

Parks, former
hotel... Jack
leader of the Tower theatre orch,
has taken over first trumpet spot
with the Bernie Cummins crew...
Margie Rioard now featured in the

Miiehlebach Hotel, Kansas City

AnotHcr Btaaf llecording!

band

bach

SANTLY-JOY, IMC.
lilf troadwny. New York
1'OMMY V.'VMNIW, ««n. Pro, Mgr.

Williams

straight weeks in the Drum Room,
and just replaced by Bob Opitz
rew.. Ray Pearl orch in <or a month
in the Terrace drill of the MueblC'^

Band Review

Chicago, April 29.
Mercury Records, in an effort to
its position in the New
last week leased the
National Record plant. Move is to
facilitate fast covei-age while demand
on "live" numbers is heaviest.
New plant, in addition to three
Merbury now owns, was lea.sed while
Eerie Adams, chairman of board,
was in the east cutting sides of Vic
Damone and Louis Jordan.
consolidate

York market,

Kansas City

billing

HIT:

lercnry

...

.

:
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AGVA TaUes Gronp lnsum% Plan
Own

But Sets Up
American Guild of Variety

Artists-

has tabled plan of group Insurance
too
for its membership, finding it

young
Dewas made BJonday (28) by
proposition

a

costly

talent union such as
cision

for

Nth Fod

-

a

AGVA.

RosenMoom May

Eaer,

'

Operators of Greenwich Village
Inn, N. Y., paid off $750 due Nils T.
Granlund (NTG) on his recent en-

gagement at the bistro, Amount was
part of salary due Granlund on his
final week at the bistro.
Granlund accepted the short pay-

in$500 or $1,000 policy basis. He
vited various underwriters to subsince found.that
even the best deal submitted would

be prohibitive on cost.
AGVA has a membership

of 42,000,
of which, about 20,000 can be listed
as paid-up members. Using latter
ratio as a yardstick best deal the

union could get on insurance would
be $5.50 per head for $500 policy and

at the

Rio

was

payoff

50%

Hex

Reception

Mexico

City, April 29.

{figh Court Vmds

of presenting this, the first spectacle of the
kind, here in the subtropics. Show
got off to landoflice start (24) with
a net take of $61,00|D fMex), a new
high here for any show except a No.
1 bullfight, at the National Stadium,

ured right on the gamble

bnlkadTax
29.

City of Miami's attempt to collect
a head tax of 25 cents pto person in
ni^t clubs was declared invalid last

55,000-seater.
Bulk of "HoUday's" trade is Mexican, but it's also drawing most of

the

Anglo-American residents and

visitors. Performers are standing this
high altitude, 7,500 feet, very well.

week by a ruling of the Florida su.
$11 for $1,000. Total carrying cost preme court which sustained a pre.
Management has a special physician
on the former would be over $100,000 vious decision by the Dade county to advise them, plus printed instrucannually and double tbat amount on
that the impost was Ilheight,
latter

Although

setup.

admitting

in
that;
treasury at this time, by-laws of
union would hot permit diverting
preinsurance
this
part
of
for
any
miums; therefore union would have
to impost an Insurance assessment in
addition to dues, suclj as obtains in
other trade unions eiccept the talent
tinioils, vchicb Sbfilvey doesn't want
to do.
However, tmion luis allocated
$30,(K)0 derived from cafe license
money on ''Celebrity Nights," other
special functions and monies de^
rived from fines of members for
Addivarious violations of rules.
tional monies will be raised by
union benefits in Its 32 branches,
with 50% of profits going to local
welfare ftiads and a like amount
national death bene
allcjcated to
fit fund.
This is the modus operandi for
now, at any 'rate, according to
Shelvey, but if membership feel

ACrVA has about

$200,000

^

:

&e

they must have insurance sans fur.
ther assessment they will be^given
opportunity to air such views at
AGVA's national convention in June.

on how to live at this
and frequently checks up on them.

circuit court
legal.

tions

The levy, expected to bring an es.
timated $195,000 yearly to the city's
coffers was declared illegal by the
circuit court several weeks after it
was instituted, with some $29,000
Supper Club
Florida
collected.
Assn. members have suggested that
the amount be turned over to chari-

Making fresh

.

Pitt Nitery

'Holiday" has 16 shows skedded
for 12 days, concluding May 5, a na-

tional Mexican holiday. Proceeds of
the opener went to the fund for
In declaring the tax invalid the building schools here. There will be
court stated that "a municipality other performances for various charmay exercise taxing power only to ities.
that extent to which such power has
been specifically granted by the
It

was pointed

out,

DANHEArt TAKING

however, that the 'state legislature
does have the right to grant
Such authority to a municipality,
City attorneys are studying the de
Dan
eision with a view to requesting comic,

HM

ROCKAWAYPAMtBm
Healy, vaude and nitery
has shuffled plans again.
He's bowed out of deal for nitery

.such powers.

bear his name on former

to

Gypsy Markoff Back

set for

G.ypsy'

USO Tour

Markoff is back in this
after her fifth overseas

Pittsburgh area will have a new Country
nitewy with iiie (^ening ot the trSO-Camp Shows tour.
Beverly Hills club on the outskirts
Miss Markoff, who was seriously
of town May 1.
injured in the Lisbon Clipper crash
Spot has booked Giro Rimac orch in 1941, lias been in the Pacific area
since October.
and Alzira Camargo.

'

'

Miami JBeach. which is a separate
municipality, did not institute such
a tax, and according to city ofiEicials,
is not considering one.

From Fifth

New

ice precludes matinees.

Doubleheader shows must be staged
after sundown, That isn't so difficult.
But shows must be cancelled if it
rains. Manufactured ice can't stand

ties.

legislature,"

UiMtMMMMt

By JOE LAURIE, JR.

site of

Healy's (no relation) Golden Glades,
N. Y. Instead he .will open a spot
at Rockaway Park, L. I., to be
known as Dan Healy's Seaside Inn.
Place is undergoing new decor and

opening June

1.

Healy and his wife, Helea Kane,
will head the entertainment brigade
at spot.
Partnered with him in the
operation will be Billy Jackson, talent agent, and Tommy Wardell, comedian-singer.
While awaiting completion of the
new spot Healy and Miss Kane will
play a two-weeks' date at the Club
La Marba, Pittsburgh, opening

as an orator in the iron districts. When J. C,
moved to Texas where he learned
was 10 he outgrew Ohio so the famUy
how to raise cotton (in whiteface) and read boolcs. He can still read.
He is known as one of the best read men in The Lambs. In fact,
found in the Lambs Library
of the very few Lambs that can be

who was

well

known

one

.

isn't listening to the racing results.
At 15 he figured he had enough of a life of ease so he joined a travelHe joined and unjoined so many ol 'em he finally
ing roadshow.
ended up owning one of his own, the only way he could get his own
plays 5n. His first important play wag produced at Washington D. c.
Someone saw him In the play
It was entitled "An Indian Romance."
and booked him in bigtime vaudeville in his own* sketches (this had
nothing to do with the downfall of vaudeville which came later). Ha
later became what the noted critic Jack Lait referred to as "Vaudealways a great kidder.
ville's Most Distinguished Monologist." Lait was
By this time J. C. was smart enough to have a very talented daughter by the name of Ruth and a brilliant son by the name of Elliott—
and with them he crashed in a play called "Kerapy." The kids helped
him get into the "hit" class. This was followed by a dozen other plays
on Broadway mostly written in collaboration with his son Elliott [who
was at this writing playing in his own play '"The Male Animal" a big
.

Milb'

C. is a fine after-dinner speaker

J.

2

iMorimbnf

JOHNSON
N»w

#

York gsp.: EDSSE SMIIII AGEflCY

GEORGE

GUEST
SSikago Rep.: PHIt

mRELl.

Mills,

speeches—when he speaks it's "curtains" for the show. He plays
They call him the "Iron Man" of golf—he can't use his woods
He has a very bad penmanship; he learned' how to write on
at all.
trains with a postoflice pen. His poolplaying is lousy par-excellence,
He has pulled many philosophical cracks, bon mots and bad gags. H«
strains his conversation through a pipe and is a fluent listeher. Oh»
of the best remarks he has ever made (besides ^'what will ypu havet
boys?") is the one he made to a- producer when working in a picture,
"It's better to be working than to be right,"
Here is a Lamb who has spent his whole lite in the theatre—rep
shows, actor, producer, writer, director, vaudeville, radio, movies,
drama and comedy. Truly an Aristocrat of the liieatre besides
being an awfully nice guy.

knew and loved.
I didn't,tell about the time he made a speech at a W^ite Rats meeting in
1900 after which he was acclaimed by such theatrical greats as George
Fuller Golden, Henry E. Dixey, De Wolf Hopper, Ezra Kendall, Nat Goodwin, Fred NibJo, Montgomery
Fields, Milton Royal,
Stone, Weber
Paul Armstrong and Maurice Barrymore. To quote the founder of th«
White Rats, George Fuller Golden, ",
it was the speech of this apple«
faced boy with dark hair and sleepy eyes, capable nevertheless of flasliing
forth dark warnings to all weaklings"
that made the White Rats go
out on strike. And it was this same J. C. Nugent many years later, who
wrote pages upon pages opposing the then leaders of the White Rats, and
warning them what would happen if they persisted in their ;methods of
fighting the managers (which proved true).
And although many actors
differed with J. C, tliey knew that he was honest and sincere in his opposition.
And I didn't tell in my "Thumbnose" about the many times heappeared at the entertainments for our Armed Forces at The Lambs dur»
ing tiie war. I didn't tell about the fine humor, wit and homey philosophy
this man had. I didn't write these things at the time because I felt everybody in show business knew about it.
The passing of time and the haste in which theati-ical events move
allays the personal element of regret too soon when a great trouper like
J. C. Nugent goes "Upstairs."
The sense of loss is too quickly replaced
by wondering about his replacement, and the last grain Of sentiment is
gone as the ybiinger kings eagerly come forward to step Into the shoes left
vacant. J. C. Nugent's shoes will be empty for a long time, because I
know of no one with his particular original style and talents.
He made April 21 memorable by picking it out as the date for his passing on. I for one shall never forget his great talent and his great friend*
ship. So long J. C. I know you are in that George Fuller Golden Circletheatre thpt he

&

&

.

.

.

.

.

Upstairs!

JACK

London Ambassa-

PARKER
"The Jack Of Clubs"

rooms.
Mills

is

isaid

to

permit

have obtamed the
through

a

high

official.

"One of th» cievcntt mqgiciam yeu'K tvvr »•«."
DOROTHY RAYMER, Miami Doilyr N*wt

Dir.:

TOM

FITZPATfiiCK

13a W. 42nd StrMt. New York
6-0976
Phen*

n

I

Thanks to
ARTISTS,

|

28 and

|

"...a

"A return to Clovtr for a look «m
gava us another opjiortunity to tea
Tommy Dowd, that tuave magician,
and th* sacond tight wot ovsn batter
than tha firit. Dowd wai given lattminute taik of emcaolng th* show and
does so with all th* polish ha endows
hts stint of legerdemain,"

GEORGE BURKE, Miami

Herald

CONSOLIDATED RADIO
Inc..

May

first-rota

Just Concluded

At

OOOD AS

MINE.

weak* of April
Trtnton, N. J.

magician ...

who

CLUB, MIAMI REACH.

has

mast«ry of magic . . . kids his way
through rope tricks, fools with card
manipulation and works his audience
into a stota of hilarity conducive to
complete enjoyment of his suave nnd
mirth-provoking entertainment."
S.

MOROAN

POWlll, Montreal

YORK

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL. MONTREAL C3rd return
EDWARD HOTEL. TORONTO: PARK AVENUE

tngagement); KING
II

for

discovered it if aasiar and wore satisfying to make people lough at his

CURRENTLY: RETURN ENGAGEMENT
GLASS HAT, BELMONT PLAZA HOTEL, NEW

MANAOIMINT: YtiUR «Uilt

•

Praise from him made me very happy
J. C. chuckled when he read it.
because for over 30 years 1 have held' a great respect for his judgment and
advice. In the many conversations we have had through the years, I owa
him a great debt for imparting to me some of his knowledge, wisdom
and philosophy. In my "Thumbnose" of him, 1 didn't tell about His ar*
tides that appeared weekly for many years in Vabiety, articles that every
young and old actor should read, for here was a man writing about th*

is

gambling

v

,

Paris Cliibs

of

"

of cur-

golf.

Paris, April 23.

Sack fo Boogi*

and one of the best makers

tain

set to invade Paris,
First
venture will be a club on Rue
LaPerouse, just off the Etoile. Next
will be another club, at 25 Avenue
Matignon, close by the Rond Point,
which will be luxuriously appointed
and will also include gambling

dors,

,

on Broadway].

hit

12.

John

JANE

j

.-

May

lovely lacfy
ot Song

i

'

who

"Holiday on Ice" is progressively
demonstrating that it's just what
Mexico wants and promoters, represented here by Paul Dempsey, fig-

Miami, April

1

It

is

inMHot

'Ice'

of the talte over $7,000.
If they take Otit a healthy chunk Of
coin, theyll continue negotiations.
cinched they'll relabel spot
If

mit plans and has

tttt'**^ ***"*****************"'

has taken a great trouper.
The inevitable thinning-out process of Time
wrote one of my fti-st Thumbnosa
was about seven years ago tl»t I
old friend, J. C. NMge^^^
Sketches in The Lambs Scrtpt about mr
.. "
upon promise that. Rocky is what I wrote;
off
„
On April 6, 1878, Niles, Ohio, needed aa attractjon So j. C. Nugent
Camera, operator of the spot, would
and a labor leader father,
things picked
was born there to a schoolteacher mother

Chorus Equity,
(Equity,
Screen Actors Guild, American Guild
American Fed- Slapsie Maxie's.
Cff Musical Artists,
having
eration of Radio Artists)
such insurance for its membership,
Shelvy had hoped to set a deal for
the members of AGVA On either a

wiohs

t

,

Matt Shelvey, national director of Comics, who are playing that spot
governthe union, at instigation of
now, have long had a yen for a
however,
ing board. Shelvey added,
N. Y. nitery. They dicltered for the
set-up
fell
but
deal
a death benefit fund will be
Havana Madrid
within
by the union and operated
through.
rather than via insurance companies.
Ex-pugs opened at the Rio Caany
Latter will provide burial for
bana, Friday (25) dn a deal which
calls for

u

NX

when
BiiyIiioHRioCabaiia)N.¥. settle balance
up. Latter is currently
Maxie Rosenbloom and Max Baer Cabana, N. Y., where
may buy into the Bio Cabana, N. Y. made last week.

paid-up member who dies destitute.
talent
Despite none Ot the other

M nit M

U

Collects $750 Due
Him from G.V. Inn,

NTG

Star

;

.

VMmmWMAM
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NTLEMEN'PA
Dili Signs 11 Spots on Resort Circuit
Sets

Campaign V& Clnseling Bookers

American, Guild of Variety Artists
jumping the gun earlier than
usual, this year in setting up rules
of operation for the mountain and
resort circuits. These being seasonal
with season offlcially
operations,
getting under way June 1, union has
already signed pacts with 180 opierais

that will agairi use
floOl! shows or other forms of professional*entertainment.
Special pacts for these spots are
piinimum
comparable to the
Toasic agreements of last season, requiring closed shop for union on
deaUng
operators
with
stands,
all

be by

connivance between some
performers and bookers," said Fox.
"If such infractions are brought to
our attention, union will summarily
penalize offenders; performers by
suspension or fines or both and
agent's
oc- bookers
having their
franchises revoked."
.

tors pf spots

AGVA

Sally

Rand Fans Way

Out of Burglary Rap;

Accuser Jailed, Fined

Birmingham, April 29.
only with AGVA members and
AGVA-franchised agents or bpok:Burglai-y
charge against Sally
Only change is additional clause Rand blew up in accuser's face la.st
pointing up obligation of providing
room and board for performers, on week, when fan dancer was exonerpremises, and on a par with paying ated and Harpy Hennie, carnival
guests. Such procedure shall obtain operator, was jugged for five days
until breakfast day after closing and fined
$50 for causing dancer's
date. Later clause was punched up
arrest on What both prosecutor and
to obviate confusion of last season
When many spots shunted acts out court termed "a fictitious charge."
after closing show regardless of inMiss Rand had been bagged on the
ability to get transportation back burgiary rap at instigation of Hento N. Y. or other starting out points. nie, who charged her with unlaw-

AGVA

clamping down fully breaking into a locked baggage
Is
also
early on another of last season's car.
abuses, that of prohibiting bookers
Fan-dancer testified she was
to operate in dual role of booker- merely trying to retrieve her cosputting
double commis- tumes after apprising Hennie she
agent and
sion bites on performers, One such was quitting his show. Latter
which
Stern
Green,
agency,
&
claimed a contract with her for $60,boolcs some of the spots was notified 000 for season run with the carnival.
by Dave Fox, head of N.Y. local of He said dancer, after joining show
AGVA, that since they get a book- had demanded payoff at $4,000
spots,
all
operators
of
from
ing fee
weekly, which he-«efused and J;hat
performers salaries shall be net,
Others
sans additional agent bite.
doing business in that area were,
'

notified likewise.
"If there's

any chiseling done on

the resort time this season,

it

will

FOIER S%
The
among

"gentlemen's

iilE

agreement"

major talent agencies, in
which the Big Four agreed to book
each others' talent into exclusive
spots without charging extra commissions, has been abrogated. Pact
was, effected last summer by the

William Morris agency, Music Corp.
of America, General Artists Corp.
and Frederick Bros., but by now is
not lived up to inasmuch as most
offices are demanding booking ^fees
when spotting talent controlled by
'

ers.

•

fauie Bookers, Agencies Uneasy Over

iGC!S. RESTORE

the other offices.

Only semblance of conformity to
the agreement is by Music Corp. of
America, which independent to the
"gentlemen's agreement" announced

own

policy of spotting acts into
its cafes and theatres .without askbooking fee:
additional
5'''o
ing
MCA's policy extended beyond the
Big Four, but since its inception
there have been several departures.
Agreement started to break shortly after inception because several
agencies felt they were giving more
than they were getting in return.
For example, William Morris, having more exclusives on cafes than
(Continu-id on page 55)
its

VANITY FAIR,

N. Y.,

ANGUNG RUDY VELEE

Capitol Strand Lapse of Stageshows
La Martinique, N.
Folds Until

Y.,

Autumn

La Martinique, N. Y., closed
summer Saturday night (26). It
reopen in September.
Spot ascribed closing

for
will

_

New

i

;

j

"d^svlh

to

of star attractions at salaries commen.surate with the current eoonomic trend." However, it's known
that the operators shopped around
for high-priced names in an effort
to keep the spot open. The nominny policy was dropped after one

week.

j

,

Syndicate Taking

Over Cleveland Arena

i

:

|

!

I

!

Vaude bookers are on the anxioij*
iieat because of the slated suspension of live shows at the Capitol and
Strand theatres, N. Y. Strand will
drop its talent for two weeks startin,!;
May 23, when house show.s a
double feature of revivals of "The
Sea Hawk" and "The Sea Wolf."
Capitol^s suspension is due to the
flr.st
run of David O. Selznick's
"Duel in the Sun" which Will run
simultaneously with Lbcw's nabe
^

;

houses.

Talent agencies are apprehen.'iive
because of the fact that if grosses
during the fleshless run are on par
with those during the sfipwing of
.-tageshows, there's always the possibility that these theatres

houses

With $3,000,000 Bid
Cleveland, Apiil 29.
Al Sutphin's Cleveland Arena,
town's ace stand for ice extravaganzas, rodeos, circuses and sport
events, is expected to acquire a
brace of new owners, .

Bid of $3,000,000 was made last
Saturday (26) by a newly formed
syndicate.
Offer was regarded so
favorably by Sutphin, whose health
hasn't been so good lately, that negotiations have reached the contract-signing stage.

may drop

stageshows with greater frequency
go into a straight

and ultimately
picture policy.
theatres'
pictures,

At any

will have a
possibilities

rate,

Neither house, however,
itself

a true criterion

sibilities

on

Capitol

will

film's pul.l

the.se

yardstick of
with straight

of

its'

is

giving

full pos-

straight picture polices.
diffuse much pf (he

by

its

simultantous nabe

run, while the Strand's use of revivals isn't conceded to be as good
as that of a strong flr.st run pic.
It's reported that both Loew and
Warner execs would be pleased to
see these rurts chalk up some hefty
sjrosses inasmuch as they're viewing

with alarm the towering stageshow
Bill Veeck, jr., boss of Cleveland co.sts in light of declining revenue,
Indians, is one of the major prO'
On the other hand, the stageshow
meters and stockholdeirs in the com- adherents will be in a stronger posipany lined up to take over the 12.« tion than ever if grosses during the
Group also in- straight picture runs fail to hold up.
he had impounded attire to keep" her Chicago, May 6 and may follow into OOO-.seatei- arena.
cludes Oscar Johnson, co-owner of
the VF.
from ankling his outfit.
At any rate there's no imiiiediate
Vallee deal, if completed, will be "Ice Follies"; William O'Neil, head danger that either house will drop
Andree, Andre and Bonney inked for $7,500, same as he's getting at of WJW; Louis Jacobs, of Buffalo, stageshows. Both have set shows to
for Latin Quarter, N. Y., opening the Copacabana, and will be for two president o'f Jacobs Bros., conces-. follow the temporary lapse from
weeks with options.
May 11.
u.sLial policy.

Deal

make

is

on for Rudy Vallee

to

his first N. Y. cafe appearance
in years at the Vanity Pair, N. Y.
Crooner closes at the Copacabana,

.
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BojftngW Message

Skraan Pacis tnterclHUige Taknt

Buffalo, April 29,
Bill Robinson, appearing at a
local nitery, was invited to appear as a guest of honor at the
annual dinner at the Hotel Statler of the Urban League, Staid

Deal Widi Grades Delfont Agencies

social service group dealing with
between
relations
interracial

Eddie Sherman, who returned Fri--*day (25) on the Queen Elizabeth
from a month's booking trip to EngBiz Sags
land, has announced a mutual repreKansas City, April 29.
sentation agreement with the I^ew
The old pinch on the grocery sack
and Leslie Grads office in; Eflgland.
is taking its toll of nitery business,
and a pact with Berriiard DeMont lor according to a survey made last
booking of Sherman talent into
Couple of top spots, such as
'

Mary's, are claiming biz off as

much

50%, but the average Is probably
nearer 25%.
Jim Nixon, manager of Mary's
opines the customers are buying
vittles for the home instead of the
lively water, and it has shot his
trade 50%. A recent Saturday night
showed 300 in his place, where
announced several bookings, mainly tally
less than a year ago a similar Saturthat of Abbott and Costello for Engday showed' 500, Nixon said. And
lish houses at $25,000 weekly. Howwere buying beer where the
300
the
ever, upon his arriyal in Britain, he
500 bought liquors.
found that the huge offers to his
Downtown bars echo these sentitalent couldn't be taken up by the
with bir oft 40% to 50%.
ments,
English showmen, inasmuch as the
Some hotel managers see their biz
English agent with whom he negotioff around 30% in number of cusated had no authority to close deals.
tomers,
but claim the increases in
Sherman also found that the British
prices has kept volume take up
theatres could not pay that kind of
well.
money because English vauders play pretty
only two shows daily and top gross
is

around

as

more

available,

it

Mynis' N.Y. Cafe Date
the mentallst, has been
for the Versailles^ N- Y.,
June 4 to Jollow current
run of Carl Brisson.
C«rl Ravazza has-been set to succeed Myrus in July.
Starting

April

20:

jurisdiction

of

the

State

Liquor Control the Missouri

ment

of

State

supreme court last week dea one-two punch to these
and many are expected to

livered

fold. 'With biz falling off at an alarming rate the additional supervision
that forces them to close at 1:30
a.m. is too much o fa jolt.

Until the State .solons passed the
bill two years ago set-up establishments remained open all night. They

served no liquor but permitted the
customers to bring their own, and
stay as late as they pleased, derivserving
^
ing
^^^^ revenue from
^ of ice and

_

'mfxing"iirg"redrents.""w^^^
act became effective George

state

tional.

STEVE CVANS

is

Offering

HAPPY TIMeS &

jpUY MOMENTS

OpeiilnK Itlay 1st

HIPFODROMB,. BAE,S1M0BE
IMK.t

MATTS ROSEN

also IncliJded spots in the city.

a fine of $1,000.

a

member.

Pine will be suspended as long as
comic steers clear of brushes with

AGVA

reps for probationary period

set.

Circuit court granted injunction to
Graf, who testified enforcement of
new la* would force him i ^t of
business. The injunction was against
the police. Attorneys for the cops
appealed to the state tribunal which
Held that the law was not only constitutional, but within
the police
powers of the state.
Thomas F. Coleman, State Liquor
Control supervisor; said he thought
the decision sounded curtains for
these niteries.
.

m

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

To the

Brilliant

Charm and

€ive

the charities are lucky to
get 20% of the talte, because of huge
promotion expenses.
Shelvey- stated such action was not
agent,
Billy Jackson, vet talent
in the purview of the talent union
has resigned as booker of the trio of and referred matter to the Theatre
RKO one-night vauders which he Authority, which was set up by thf
had been booking for several years, Associated Actors and Artistes
of
Republic
(Orpheum, Prospect and
America to eliminate benefit abtu»s.
theatres, all Brooklyn, N. If.), effecAlan Corelli, TA head, has invited
tive May 3. In letter of withdriwal Walters to a TA board meeting
toJackto Bill Howard, RKO booker,
morrow (1) to air his views.
son stressed pressure of other busiMatter of elimination of free tal- ^
ness of his agency prompted the ant on benefits
came up two year*
turning back of the houses.
ago, when the Deborah Sanatorium,
it
however,
From other sources,
a
free
tubercular hjstltution in,
budgets
was learned that the slim
Browns Mills, N. J,, ran a huge shon'
$125
to
for shov,'S, ranging from $100
at Convention Hall, Philadelphia, iif
for a five-act bill may have had
which all performers were paid
something to do with Jackson's re- regular club-date salaries, and
mad*
signing. He, like Irving Barrett and
a sizable profit
There was some
other
the
Stern & Green, who book
agitation at that time for extension
getRKO circuit oMe-nighters, was
of the policy, but since then notheach
on
ting a booking fee of $13
ing has been done.
house. He operated on that basis
alone and did not nick acts booked
for another five percent, like other
THiRE'S
was
bookers, figuring the salary
small enough and should be net.
Jackson will continue his ottjer
bookings such as the Metropole,
N. Y., Oetjen's, Brooklyn, and other
spots which he hias been booking
and wiU concentrate on other nitery
bookings now that he's relieved of
the theatre bookings.

Captivating

i

tli#

benefits,

ONLY ONE

'

FRANCES

Talented

FAY E

Sararac Lake

Currently Featured at 'th»

By Happy Benway

station

New

STAR

Attendance and Business Records

Have Been
Present

nifty clinic re-

him for meals and pix;
your columnist.
Bergson happy over
"
visit from her sister,
who planed in from N. Y. C. last
ditto for

'Comedy Dane*

Antics'

Currently

week.

Hugh (CBS) Carney

resting comfortably after the second operation,
John C. Binkley had surprise visit
from frau last wek.

SraAND,
illr.:

NEW YORK

EfATVY R08XN

James Wotton now enjoying all
and now assistant to Jack

privileges

Clancy. Rogers' X-rayer.
Richard Menin, bandleader, off on
furlough Jo visit family in New
Rochelle;
Marilyn (20th-Fox) Shaw, after a
faithful siege of bed-routine, was
handed her all-clear papers.
She
will vacash in N, Xf C. before re-

suming work.

(Write to those

who

are

139
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MS,R!AM

EABOLD

Engagement at Chicago's Famous

Doflce Snferfolner

NOW

Ammm
ROOSEVELT HOTEL

NEW

,

OltLEANS

April lA-SIajr 13

HKtmiY commso
lAXIN OVARTKR
Baiit<iii

W.ANTATION VIASB
NasltTlUe

MIKI FRITZei

MEENE and HOWARD

surprise

Established During Her

SCHSOUIBD
fJJi"" ,A«'""£V{y Ji*''> """WJ Operetta
.July
10tU-««U Pojgy's Sliow

Place,

JOi JACOBSON

U.C.k.

WNBZ.

port that ups

Lillian (Par)

MGM SONG

OBIBANS, LA.

Dlrcetion:

burlesquer, now owner of local
Packard agency; "Duke" Huntington,
owner of novelty store, and Johnny
Grimes, former reporter, owner of

the

LENA HORNE

ROOSEVELT HOTEL

MBW

Saranac lake, N. Y., April 29.
Among former members of the
actors colony who have done well
here after beating the rap are: A. B.
"Tony" Anderson, former film salesman, now manager of Schine's Pontiac theatre and mayor of the village; Helen O'Reilly, nitery entertainer and now owner of local Hollywood Dress Shop; Marty Fisher, ex-

George Fee given

Ability of

profits.

Boniface stated that even with the
takes derived from Garden

huge

fa

.

rep, when comedian recently
The bill fixed a $60 annual lax,
prohibited drinking by juves, and
J., by refusing to show his
1: 30
union card and instrucing- others of also banned drinking between
Upon conclu- a. m. and 6:00 a. m. While it was dihis troupe to do so.
principally at roadhouses it
sion of hearing trial board recom* rected

Timblin later appealed matter to
Matt Shelvey, national director of
the union, who suspended the bite
£or one year after Timblin apologized to Hope and explained that
his untoward actions were upon instructions from Dick Jones, head of
the PhUly local of which Timblin

j

Graf,

owner of the Club 400, brought suit
to have the law declared unconstitu-

son, N.

mended

everybody

JaeksoD Turns Back RIO

j-ters to

where many show*
out two or three preview nights
charitable
organizations
and

in legit houses
to

Depart-

played the Majestic theatre. Pater-

I

.

be held in niteries. He declared considerable revenue could be derived
from a nitery show, such as is don*
sell

St. Louis,

AGVA
I

chairmen
Y. local, will honorary
while Jerry Rosen, agent,
and George Hall will be in charge
of lining up the show,

Jolts Setup Spots

Further repercussion* Of the jurisdictional dispute between American
Guild of Variety Artists and its
were
local
Philadelphia
"rebel"
sounded last week when Charles
"Slim" Timblin, blackface comic,
unconduct
of
"guilty
was adjudged
becoming a member" by a trial
board at national headquarters of
York.
New
AGVA in
Board, comprised of AGVA members, found him guilty of ungentlemanly conduct toward Danny Hope,

Myrus,

AGVA,

local of

AGVA.

In upholding the state act which
places "set-up" niteries under the

ilamesMoiiflnl^

signed

New York

work is not confined to
New York but distributed among
union
the other 31 branches of the
Shubert
via the national office. Lee
has donated the theatre. Matt Shelof
admiriistrator
national
vey
the
arid Dave Fox, head of
the welfare

aiiair.

spots,

wiU be common

by the

Lou Walters, operator of the Latin
Quarter, N. Y- I" a leWer to Matt

Shelvey, American Guild of Variety
Artists national administrator, asked
his aid in elimination of benefits
where performers entertain for free
while everyone else connected with
the enterprise is paid.
Walters, in his letter, slated that
cafes lose plenty when 15,000 fill
the Madison Square Garden, NF. y„
see headliners from all the top cafes,
and consequently see no need for
further nitery visits. He pointed out
that New Yorkers make up less than
1/10 of 1% of regular nitery goers,
and potential cafe audiences are di*
minished everytime a big benefit it
'
held.
Walters thinks such benefits should

N

AGVASiisjeiris Ififine

for acts to find it worthwhile to make
the trip for short engagements when
they'd otheriwise be tayittg off.

of

mUmtim

$35,000.

After his survey of England and
Franbei Sherman decided that ptofltable deals can lie \Wr!cea out for U S.
acts abroadr With plane transportation^ he said British dates can be
made into an extension of U.S. playOnce transportation is
ing time.

May 19

theatre,
will be held at the Majestie
Jxet
N. Y., Sunday evening, May 19*
Emergency
proceeds will go to the
Affair
Welfare fund of the union.
to $25.
is scaled from $5
While such beheflts are sponsored

sage" to the assemblage, Robinson spoke briefly and concluded:
"Your chairman has asked me
to bring you a message. 'The
message I bring you is an important one. Tomorrow in BulfjUo the number is 487."

week.

Benefit

The fourth annual benefit
American Guild of Variety Artists

of the leading society congregations in the town, for a few
remarks and to "bring a mes-

.

,

AGVA

BenA,-

Blasts

4-

Negroes and whites. Called upon
by the chairman, pastor of one

KC

houses controlled by Delfont exclu^vQh'.
Sherman has booked Virginia
O'Brien and Gloria Jean for England
and they will sail June 24, while two
British a<rts, Piccinelli and Florence
& Frederic are slated to come to this
country under aegis of Sherjtnan.
Sherman prior to departure had

Op

N. Y. iistrii

CO/VlMUNfCAriONS:
ISSf Oakley Slave,

St. liOUlu, Ubi.

E.

S7th

St..

N

fL. 9-747(»

"

.

The reviews of

the 1947 debut of

are the warmest

in all its glorious history.

And no wonder!

For there never was a show

"You're never seen anything like it.
The Greatest Show on Earth
merely lived up to its lofty label; so
much so it left its own press agents
groping for words."
.

.

The

Show on Earth

Greatest

.

—Robert Williams,

like this!

"No prettier circus has been seen in
Madison Square Garden."
Brooklyn Eagle
0

—

N. Y. Post

"Everybody seemed a little spellbound, and that is what was wonted
"Foreign act thrills and 'The Wedf
ding of Cinderella' make the Ringling
circus better than ever."
^Jack Pulaski, Variety

—

.

"The 77th edition of the Greatest
Show on Earth merits the billing:
Solid circus all the way."
—Pat Purcell, The Billboard
.

.•

.

around. Maybe it is just the influence of spring, but somehow the
circus looks awfully good."

all

new

—Richard

P.

Cooke,

Wall Street Journal"
*

was

"It

"Most interesting circus I've seen
some years and an exciting one!"
^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

.

-^

Greatest
in

greatest

... I'm glad the
Earth is again the

all circus.

Show on
show on

earth."

Chapman, Daily News

—

,.-

*

a great show this year; gayer,
fresher, brighter, more spectacular
"It's

^Billy

Rose

than ever."
Mildred Gordon, Morning Telegraph

—

'

,

*

•

"The Greatest Show On Earth, with
emphasis on everything new, opened
last night before a jammed house of
whistling, cheering and applauding

* *

them all."
—Walter Winchell

"This circus big-tops

patrons. It was the Big Show proving
the rhapsodic verbiage of its heralds."
—Irving Spiegel, N. Y, Times

^

*

*

*

*

On

"The Greatest Show

Earth un-

New

veiled

its 1947 edition in
big-city folk ate it up. It
there—only bigger than ever."

and

*

York

waS

all

Dorothy Doan,

result is an international congress of circus elite such as has not

"The

International

News

Service

been seen since before the war. The
show had even veteran performers
agape."

"Circus season sprang to life #hen
Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey
dazzled 13,000 customers and even
some of the performers—with its 1947

—Howard Skidmore, Herald Tribune
*

*

—

*

you want

"If

"This season it's strictly circus ...
the fairyland Wedding of Cinderella

sparked with originality."
Frederick Woltman, World-Telegram

—

*

is

—Bronx Home News

here- last night.

A

best.

description

It

to

Christmas I like the circus
all so wonderful!"

was

—Mary Drury, Journal- American
*

performance can best be made

of the

—Associated Press

your dish."

"Next

a

string of superlatives or a dip
into the jargon of Junior— a fervent

with

rip roar-

*

"Almost everybody's favorite show

opened

develop a

to

ing case of jangled nerves, the circus
which opened in the Garden last night

edition."

'Jeepers!'

—Joseph Mackey,

N. Y.

Sun

*

*

*

"Pretentious plethora of pulsating
performers, most of them making their;
first appearance in this country."
John S. Wilson, P. M.
•

*

"Old circus hands need not fear that

"A 99 percent new Ringling Bros,
and Bornum & Bailey Circus opened a
31 -day stand at the Garden last night.
Could you ask more for your money?"

—^Robert

Coleman, Daily Mirror

RINGLING BR

gone musical comedy as
threatened to do to its detriment a
couple of times in recent years. THIS

the circus has
it

is

a

circus!"

.

—^Jack Gaver, United Press
,

ARNUM & BAIffl CIRCUS

NI«HT CLUB BBVIRWS
S4
with basically the sanie forWedgwood Boom, N. IT. plause
mat as his previous show. New ma(WAtDOBF-ASTOBIA HOtEfc)

John
Wd/di,.

Veclweaday, April 30, 194|
Lune," fox trot and jitterbug that

Uary

Raye

Boo- Orch; $2 couven.

The Wedgwood Room's

finale (or

show

Renault's Semester

is primarily in line numbers
& terialnew
femme vocal trio, "Stars of
Bmil Coleman Orch, Mt«cho and
Tomorrow," who look sharp and

Sebastian,

the type act that
relief
is
"Stars o£ Tomorrow,"
can go from one class room to the from usual trio in that the two atother without fear of losing audi- tractive bruttets -anti, a blonde Julir
ences. The duo floats through a pic- enne, Eileen and Pat, are really
turesqfie set of nunibers impartmg' part of the .show and not just an.
charm and grace to get full appre- intermission. Gals keep coming uo
ciation from the carriage trade.
with unexpected action till payoff
As usual they open to the "Moon- when Pat strips off skirt of vivid
light Sonata," do a delightful tango red dress and cavorts to hot tempo
and "Beguine" and a trio of encores of boogie beat.
to Debussy's "GirF With the Flaxen
Also i-ating hefty applause are the
Hair," "Paso Doble" and a Viennese
Corwin Sisters who carry same
waltz. Efforts are fully appreciated,
routine of tumbling jmd twirlmg
Sebastian has come a long way
while chained togethep at the ankles
»ince his eastside bow at Cafe Sowhile Lewis wields a whip and
ciety trptowh some years ago. His
Geraldine Du Bois who still sings,
gab is now on j»ar with his harfor Lewis.
monica playing,
He charms the struts and straights
New line numbers are fast stepcrowd with disjointed explanations
of what he's attempting to do «nd ping opener in saucy French soubret
white and a
in
black
and
costumes
incompleted
thoughts
gets howls with
His instrumental drum majorette array of yellow
and sentences.
work is' of high caKbre going from a chartreuse and gold brevities. Gals
Turkish wear tall iMits with green feathers
IVlozart's
Bourree,
fiach

"Long, Long,
as in
nostalgic,
Time" and in the gags, but he milks
them for top results.
In contrast, Bob Carney, another
is

guv who ha.s- obviously been srouna,
gets nowhere with a tired Series__of
gags and an uncertain delivery. Es-

.

regular section of the spot's patron-

which constitutes a show

age,

in
to

it-

the

budget in an effort to lure uptowneiS;*Eesum"'is71ispraf that's 'good
for laughs for the average citizien.
Renault during the past two years
has cut quite a figure in concerts at
Carnegie Hall Chambers, N. Y., and
constitutes a lure for certain ele-

Once a
of the population.
headliner at the old Palace, Renault's act is essentially theatre fare,
hence loses much sweep in the
smaller confines of a nightclub. HowHis
ever, he's a good showman.
femme garb is elaborate and his
falsetto pipes are too-too. Here he
treats the patronage to a reprise
The
of previous Carnegie concerts.
ments

crowd gives him plenty encouragement.

Keating at one time worked nearly
every top room and is a standard act
March, the "Peanut Vendor" to an and carry batons through A march- but he hasn't been aroimd of late.
ing trick to Lewis's "McNamara's He's still a top card manipulator, and
Inca dance. It's solid fare here.
hit.
definitely
a
lEmil
Coleman,
who recently Band." Show is
glib of gab.
Hunt.
The rest of the- show has Virtually
marked his 30th anni as a bandleader, rates pittypats for a superb
everything from the singing waiter
opener by Bob Vitale in a couple of
job of backing and dansapation,
Avhile Kiischa Borr gets a full floor
songs. Kay IMarshall, who looks like
.

Empire Room*

6£

rhumba

dancers.

CM

(PALMER HOUSE)

Jose.

Chicaffo, April 25.

(FOLLOW«P)

bott

Chicago, April 24

1

PATTER
For All Branehes of 'Theatricals

GA& IFILES
@ $1.0® «aeh

FUN-.MASTE1I
Noi.

fiirn

1

22

"B@@K OF BLACK-OUTS"

@

$20.00 9»r Vol., or
$50.00 for^ Vols.

i Vol*.

"iOOK ©F PAROBSIS"
10 Sock tarodits for $19.09

"HOW TO MASTEi
THE CERDyiONIES"
$3.00 Pat Copy

So C.O.It. • on any 4nnterial! it en
inule. nlsu nrnil permttttrnt nddrcHs.

PAULA SMITH
200 W.

S«ii

St..

New York

If, N.Y,.

Paredies! Speeial Sonus I1Sit&!
A Draw h'nm our
i,
it

librurj', one of tlir
coHiprrhrnsiTe in
moKi
htrsext,
Shwwbii!
19*1 Cnfalos IfBEK!
Eirluslvn material our speclnlty!

J,

Fina

S'lriner,

Breaking in new spring show
preparatory to his leaving here a
couple of weeks hence, Ted Lewis
sparks new package- to terriflc ap-

COMEDY

Herb
Orch
(14),
Susan Reed, Merriel AbDoncers <11>; $2 minimitni.

Jack

Lntin <|afu*ter, €hl

& ». KtEINMAN

2S-31-K 30th Road, I. 1. City 2, N. Y
telephone: Astoria B-(I06rt

a genuine girl, oflers more singing
not too bad, and Ramon and Cniquita provide Latin jungle dances,
Latter act would be a sensation if it

had

looks, talent, routines, clean cos-

tumes and form.
The show doesn't end with 'the
New show here keynotes spring curtain. It's worthwhile hanging
with garlands of r6ses and a bill of •around afterwards when the gals
Jose.
young performers. Jack, Fina and dance cheek-to-cheek.
orch with classical-boogie material
the predominant factor of the
is
C«|Mi«aIiana, Frlseo
show.
San Frflmcisco,' April 2S.
Young, pert line opens show with
Jerry Lester, Ruts Byrd, Jose Maa semi-ballet production in pink
frou-frou of fine net and spangles nero & Rojito, Line (fl) Jacfc Fishwitij ballerina, Mari Lynn, fronting er's Orch (6).
group in short costume plus a bustle
An' effort to get jout of the dolof red roses, to a warm welcome.
Jack Fina follows spotlighting his drums by the reorganized Copa
with "Bumble Boogie" management, newly financed and
pianistics
and swings ^'V^irsaw Concerto" for with; Joaquin Garay, Stephen ,W.
good appreciation, continuing with Gerber and William R. Lombard
,

sharing the helm,

isn't

Lorraine
Estclte

out with the clear melodies
and quaint string music. Among
those winning solid response and
begaway are "Danny Boy," "iWolly
Malone" and "Barbary Allen." She
accomps self on zither and harp.
Line follows routine to "HunGirls in boots
garian Rhap.sody."
and peasant costumes, sequined
green jackets and red skirts, get
nice applause for fast tapping.
Herb Shriner closes show with
his slow humor of an awkward
Hoosier. Matesial is mostly old stuff
including some on army experiences
but garners laughs from occasional
wistful philosophy. Additional stint
with trick harmonicas called for
begoff after "Dancing tambourine"
and "Back Home in Indiana."
Hunt.
-

anyH
d'iS

/

too success-

most

spectacular
engagepopularity and profit.

ments for
But even Lester's local enthusiasts,
of whom there were many, could
not be too proud of his current date.
There's hardly anything that he
does here that goes over.
The show opens with singer-m. c.
Russ Byrd, wiio hardly gets started
when Lester barges in and takes his
job away from him. jPoUowing up
he tangles with the line of six girls,
leering his way through the routine,
and tlien throwifig the Spanish
dance dua of Jose Manero and
Rosita oft balance by a professionally inexcusable interference with
their work. All of which may actually be part of the libretto, though it

M. Y.

Bnl

Ted

Kl<<y Bavi.s%
JVfiaini
Sc

Miami

Beach, April

26.

The Paysees, Saul

Bob Carney, Buddy

Co.,

Walker, Johnny Silvers Orch; mini-

mum

$2.

and

item

"Thine

Alone"

neatly. Daunice Shaw, nifty looker,
follows with some swell tapstering
that wins palming.
Pattie Sheen
projects personality and talent on
vocals of "Mama Says No," "Laughing on the Outside" and "That's
Good Enough For Me" to nice re-

After a fairly good run of acts in

GLENN MILLER
ORCHESTRA
MtCHI&AN
THEATRE

DETROn

mi

Vireah of

routined production numbers, colorfully costumed and topped, off by a

Carlos Valencia's Rhumbas for customer dancing.
Spot is celebrating its 13th anniand doing consistently good biz,
probably due to the low tariff ot
dinners from $1.25 to $2 and drinks
from 60c.
Edba.

Booag4>i,

May

*

DON W. HAVNES

Can-Can number. Lou Harold backs
show expertly and alternates with

Booked by

HARRY
38

57th

E

A.

St

,

New

ROMM
York, N

'

Hollywood

Hollyyiood, April

25,

Peggy Lee, Dave Bariiour Orch;
fl couer.

In her

first

as

nitery stint, Peggy Lee
a first-class attraction.

WALLY BOA
NOW

Chirper's .style is perfect for small
clubs and opening here proves she
is

4TH WEEK.

a definite draw.

Wind"

recent weeks, Danny Davis has an
in-and-outer for current package.
Always on the lookout for novelties
to- attract the tourist trade, the vet
operator keep.s casting around for
not seen" talent as regards this
area and sometimes comes up with a
winner. In this case, he'll have to
depend On three turns for sock ef-

TEX
BEHEKE

i

French

Miss Lee's band experience gives
her the ease she needs for facing a
nitery crowd, and opening night, despite slight mishap with spot, she
sailed through her numbers and
finally had to beg off. In addition to
"Good Day," which she and hubby
Dave Barbour authored, she offers
wide range of tunes including "Trouble Is a Man" and "Happiness Is a
Thing Called JOe." Careful arrangements designed to bring out the best
in the Lee style result in a 15-minyte bow that kept customers happy.
Encores with oldie "Gone With the

inexcusable.
Of course, there's always Jack
Fisher's music to keep the dance

all

^

the payees without much enthusiasm on their part, and his basketspitting bit hardly endears him to
the diners.
His use of dirt, too, is

at

Rolorid Twins,

isn't gettine

Mm

registers

Grauman

J)t "tYe^fate*

However, the Inn

certainly doesn't come off.
Lester's
turn
itself,
when he
finally
disentangles himsejf from
the remainder of the cast, is pu.shed

floor filled.

S?

.

nently in the

L. Mee,_is on tap. Sonny Wiseearvei
irvef
would be a Sensation tliere •'
ever got an act together.

aiikes work in harmony num- the publicity value out of
n«
bers for nice returns, then add spe- Wood's engagement. ThenewsMDM
cials which include satires on Si- ads aren't mentioning her
pfomi.
natra and Crosby and a rib on nence and neither is there
referent
geta
also
that
jingles
"Pepsi Cola"
to it on the floor.
Sole toutinri,
them. Bowoff special "My Brother via a N. Y, Daily News blowJ|
of
and I" is gauged neatly for topper. her story outside the spot.
Lack at'
Good looking duo encore with prominence is ascribed to the
fart
Whififenpoof,"
,
.
,
that the police, lately, have been
Johnny Silvers and band back- hesitant about issuing
performst
ground neatly and handle customer permits to those whose
backgrounddansapation in top manner. Loru.
approve of entirely
•",2?'
Miss De Wood, it so happens is a
TniBstriin,
good jingeT^Who's been around- lor
"Fun For Your Money," with sometime. She has a sultry chassis
Hank Henry, Sparky Kaye, Leo and pipes to match. She wears a
Allan Walker, Milt Ross; gown dnwn to there and conse.
Fuld,
Peerino, quently provides visual as well ai
Dorothy
Sheen,
Pattie
Dountce Shaw, Can-Can Girls <«), aural interest.
Lou Harold Orch (5), Carlos Valen- ^ She's a good singer, but not of
*Z tnirilnittm headhne calibre. Delivery is sultry
Rfiu?rtbas
(4) ;
cia
and often intimate, and she's taking
Saturdays only.
no chances with new numbers
"Fund For Your Money" unit, Material " consists of"Chi.Chi Cas"All .of a Sudden My
which has been out on vauderis and tenango
Heart Sings," "I- Wanna Get Maris
also played some nitery dates,
ned," and for an encore, the waiters
floor
regular
fused here with the
show. For such purpose it contribs start a clamor for "Babalu." It all
a series of skits and zanylsms re- goes over nicely. The femmes get a
sembling a pocket edition of the gander of What makes half of a terOlson & Joluison brand of foolery. rific love affair, and the males get
Allan Walker ,of the unit, emcees an eyeful, too. She's been around
proceedings, with house line and cafes previously without making g
unit comics coming on for iniroducr major stir, and once current furor*
"Fun For Your IS over, she'll go back to her former
tory
themer,
Money" to plant idea of what is to salary niche.
The entertainment mainstay is
follow. Skits enlisting Hank Henry,
Sparky Kaye, Leo JFuld, Milt Ross Arthur Blake, the mimic with a
and Walker follow. They comprise choice line of Impressions that have
"Buying a Suit," wherein Kaye, unt- visual as well as vocal ftdelity. Hia
dersized comic, is manhandled by current crop of numbers is someking-sided Henry as puller-in for an what above the mental measure of
(Continued on page 55)
eastside toggery; -a travesty on the
Ink Spots, boxing bout bit, and a
fllm-making.
rib
Hollywood
at
Despite getting a share of laughs,
some of the stuff is rowdy and laelts
audience
However,
the
polish.
seemed to enjoy it— and that counts.
Spacing the skits is the regular
floorshow wherein Fuld vocals a

ful

town's

HowcL

Winnie

The Greenwich Village Inn is ta.t
becoming the cafe equivalent
Willie Hammerstein's old ^ncL?^
theatre.^ It now seems that
involved in a torrid affair
can get _a run at this spot.
Joa|
Barry played that spot sometrm2
ago,
and
id; now Lorraine De
.
BTood,

on the basis of this show.
Whether the bad start can be re- ception. Dorothy Deering practically
deemed by comedian - headliner Sews things up with her nifty acroJerry Lester is a moot question. He terping, topped by no-hand somerSusan Reed, an unsophisticated can be funny; in his previous run at saults and leaping splits.
version
of
Burl Ives, the Copa he ran up one of the
Six-gal line contribs three nicely
small-girl
gives

w y

De Wood, Arthur Rui

Rich,

Look

_

"Kitten on the Keys" .while three
line girls dressed in brief tight cat
Fina's crew
suits, dance around.
comprises five sax, four trumpets,
three fiddles and three rhythm.

Oreenwieh V. I«n,

WS
says dialect stuff to no avail.
best bit is a drunk takeoff,
.
Roland twins are repeaters here
and close shOw in nifty fashion.

,

self and has -added plenty

.

displays that vet savvy that gets
him over. Ingratiating manner adds
oncoming
to effect and buildup for
for
acts is in the right vein, to make
hearty reception. Some of the stuff

AtG'wicliViHageCafe

,

is

,j-

„
emcees, holding
over from previous show, and again

'

tart Ci>f)acabana,

and spins

Walker

Buddy

Provides2-WayShow

harmonize, straight and comic, with
a bit of hoofing thrown in. Overall
show is still fast paced and pivoted

lifts

for a begoflf.

Greenwich Village's Club 66 is
around Lewis via many lively gals
The
*he touri.st trade.
and superb support from Paul really for
current show, topped by femme unWhite and Elroy Peace.
Renault .and Fred
In addition to his famous "Me and personatov Francis
the mah
Which
one
in
Keating,
is
My Shadow," "When My Baby
view the proceedings and
Smile-s at Me" and "Is Everybody ence can
"What goes on here?", and the
Haijpy," new song "My Haiids, My mutter
audience
Hat^,
My Cane and I" in typical performers can look at the
be-how-tied
Lewis manner gets salvos. Hat, cane with its plenitude of
hands with very
and gloves are fluore.scent, showing femmes holding
pretty girls and say the same thmg.
up during lights out sequence.
of the
sides
both
on
a
show
It's
White receives rousing applause
strictly out of
with "Woodman Spare "That Tree." footlights, much of it
ne;:as.sary contrast and variety.
White with Peace foil superbly for Kraft-Ebing.
.^^
Boniface Joe Andy with this show
Raye and Naldi, who recently Lewis through satire and nostalgic
taking natural advantage of a
completed a run at the not-too-dis- stock material.
is

the season prior to the WaldorfAstoria's switch to the Starlight
Roof, provides a gracious bow to
what has been an eminently succiwsEul semester for this class spot.
Divertissement with Raye and
Nildi and John Sebastian continues
in the high entertainment traditions
Th^ terp team proof the room.
vides the ixote of formality with its
top ballroomology, While Sebastian's
likable informal banter and virtuoso
harmonica playing gives the bill its

a flash series of

for click windup.
flarbour piano, guitar

and bass

combo provides swell backing

for

chirping and trio's smart arrangements, keyed to highlight Barbour's
guitar, round out Stint.

NEW YORK
DireeHon— MARK LEODY

ENTiRTAlNERS WANTEB
DlriM
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)

of adult lamp' (summj'
\van|s 3 young; eiiterltti«er«

tiir

w

asBlst
hlin.
Mu»t lie DorsonoWf,
VBrsatlle, abln to work In hlaili"""'
specialties.
State salary ex|n'< l«'
lO-wcek Hi'ason.
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Wuiuilfiliuuiita LoilKe. \Volffl)oro, N.H-

fect.

Saul

Melody"

Grauman's
is

toplined,

To
and though an

''Stairways

adequate sequence for family
vauders. the layout doesn't go here.
Three gals in the stair-tap music
making are okay on the heel and toe

work and

niftily costumed.
Grauman conducts the orch as well as
Using a piano accompanist, but on

overall things don't jell. Setup is too
close to ringsiders to achieve proper
effeot.

-

Paysees, a nifty pair of ballroomologists,

tee

oft

with

tliree

Wmk

April 30

Class

routines embracing their "Clair

De

Palmcm, Columbuf

Mat-UNIVERSAl

AmACTlON*
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.
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unprecedented piect of proto prove the
idea, but because they can hang out
the SRO sign on weekday time if
the full hour is sold. Recent inking
of Toni Products for half the "Ladies
this

Variety

gramming not only

0@wb@y T@yrs

—

contlntted from page 1 ass

July 4-6; Crosley Field, Cincinnati, Be Seated" show left only 60
July 7-12, and Forbes Field, Pitts- minutes unsold in the web's, 9 a.m.burgh, July 14-19.
to-8 p.m. programming.

Night Club Reviews

many

of the Inn's patrons. He does
standards of Laughton, Jimmy Stew-

Nnmrrals

In

l.etter

in

Frank Morgan, Lorre and Car-

art,

connection

Cal,,

April

29.

y

Miranda, and goes into the unusual with Ingrid Bergman, a devastating caricature of Louella Parsons,
Bette Davis, femmes in the powder

Circus Orosses

hmiimmi

room, and Katharine Hepburn.

Continued from page 1

by William B. Wagnon, Jr., who operates from Fresno, CaU and will

jumps by

nialce its

Group plans

air,

to hold a dance ses-

shoW wherever

sion following the
possible.

of Music Corp. of

Eames Bishop,

(Beverly

America

Hilli.)

office,

is

routing the layout.

CSowiet

'Gintain'

Continued from page 1

,

$300,000.

Early In the Garden date
cessionaires claimed that sales

25% under

con-

were terping

year but attendance
held up strongly except for scattered performances and is expected
to approximate capacity for the balance of the date, which expires in
another 11 days" (May 11 is the
finale). This season more attention
was paid to-mail orders than at any
time heretofore and some 12,000 re-

any

quests for tickets received before
the circus opened were 'filled.

asssl

film ex-

own propa- Garden have been

outfit.

/

adequate.

Jose.

last

Management entanglements that
marked last season's showings 'at the
absent to date
but differences within the Bingling
family have not been clarified. At
Curtain on newspaper and radio least one Ringling widow has decorrespondents was shuttered tightly clined to deposit checks sent her
immediately following the close of as a director, on the grounds that
the conference, but newsreel chiefs they may not have been properly
have their fingers crossed in hopes issued.
the Soviets won't put back the stoppfers lis far as they're concerned.
Most Of their hopes are pinned on
the belief that the Russians will permit them back into the country if
Continued from page 51
they use what material. they have

S

Soviet ban on releasing
cept that taken by its

ganda

is

•

Cojpaealtana,

Miami

the others, found itself
Reasons for the change in heart a considerable income in the process.
on the part of the Soviet propaganda Another factor was the unwillingchiefs are open to speculation but ness of the agencies to give other
it's believed one of the prime facoffices call on their
money attors involved, in addition to offsetHollywood's anti-Cortihunist
ting
|>ictures, is the Russians' aim to corriliensate for the unfavorable reaction
among the U. S. public in the wake

Four meet's breakdown.
believed the Russians, feel this
can be accomplished through a favorable presentation of the Russian

of the Big
It's

Way

of life

on

V

screens.

XS. S.

Had Greater Freedom
While newsreels heretofore were
confined only to the footage sent to
by the Soviet government and released domestically by
Artkino, the pool lensers were permitted to travel throughout Moscow
and shoot anything they wanted, apparently without censorship of any
sort. Thus, in addition to footage on
the conference itself, the reels also
carried stories on the opening of the
Russian ballet and pictures of BritIsil Field Marshall Montgomery In

this country

Moscow.
issue

of

Pathe

IfNDIANArorjS

gument.

(3ay SOa

Credit the slight looking pantofarqeur with getting a good load of
laughs. Opens slowly with panto biz
which takes in bandleader. Aud wa^
puzzled at first, then the giggles be-

Flatbnsh (I) S-*
HI Lo J a Ik & Dame
Bobby Sargent

(Ave to

Paxton

Bro.>!

3

Buddies

Harri.'^on

Rex Owen

Sullivan

(two to

<

fill)

a

take scaled up to $6,900 for the chore
of spinning platters, gabbing about
music and musicians, and occasionally Interviewing guest celebs on the
,

stanza.

,

Exact time

the first disk jockey
in network radio will occupy
has
but
not been
determined,
chances are it will go into the 3:454:55 p.m. segment just preceding
ABC's late afternoon block of kid
shows.
slot

Old

O

BomaUnn

Banks
Arllne Carmen
Bert King
MimI Kellerman*
Joe La Porte Ore

2-4

T & Claire

Garner & Wilson
Dick Buciltley
Rigoletto Bros

.N'TG

(one to

RosenbldotU

:

All)

Rio Onbnna

Bevuo

MCA

numbers. Dave

show

'Tyler
in top style.

and orch back
Lary,

MCA

AjCromanlaos

(four to

BlinsArnb's, Boston
Boston, Anril 25.

BROOK

BOrNI>

Brook (I) 3-1
Benson & ATann
fill)

OAMDUN

Towers (I) 2-4
Barry & Brenda
Dorothy Douglas

Baer

Blacbhawb

minimMm.

Holdsiuorth; $1,50

C

—

,

jammed when caught on
night,

so-called off

me.

districts.:

Opening

bill

J.,

Sets

Show

of Riviera, Ft. Lee,

has been set for May 13 bow.
It comprises Jackie Miles, Beatrice
Kraft and the the Stuart Morgan
dancers,
Joel Herron's orch will double
with Ralph Font
from station
supplying the rhumba relief.
N.

J.,

WHN

Oeleon SIS
Vir«inia Melford

to

be

set.

O

.Tohnson

Reed

i.p.in

H Edfewatcr Beach

Stephen KIsley Oro
Al Gordon & Pets
Rhyrettos (3)

Song Stylists (4)
Dorothw Hlld Deem
Hotel Sherman
Carl Marx

Jaync Walton
Hirbi« Fields Oro
Jan Aiieiut
Harmanlcats
Hotel Stevens

Don McGrane Oro
Frakson
Martens & MlKnoit
Boulovar-Doars
Latin Quarter
Geo M. Cohan Jr
Dottle Dotson
Vllma Sherry

King & Ling

Xiatln Lovelies.

Buddy Shaw Ore
Palmer Houi*
FIna Oro

.Tack

Herb Shrlner
Susan Beed
Abbott D'ncora (11)'
Bia Cabnoa
Georgle lappa
Martin Bros (J>
Monica Lewis
Phil Crane
•

Nancy Doran
The Lovelies

.

(6)

Cee Davidson Oro
Vine 6aid«Bt
Dick Gale
Jan Stewart
Joe Kl.ih Oro

New. Act
AtlCE PIERCE

3

With Maro tiawrence

Comedy
15 Mins.

NEW

ttlElC

Blue Angel

Blue Angel, N. Y.
Alice Piertje, who's

MI«uei
Alice

Cnte society

.

Cafe Society

(Uptown)
Luclenne Boyer
Dave Martin S
Edmund Hall Oro
Carnival
Olsen & .fohnson

Kay

Beatrice

Puppets

C & T Valdej
BlaCkburn Twins
Michael Edwards
McManua Oro
Rold Ore

„

,

Chinit Doll
John Tin

Moo Song
B'ran Yang
Jadine Li Sun
Tal .SI tigs
:C«|iucnn»na

Carmen
(areb

&

RloB
& AlbalciD

Farrar

Bob Turk

(Downtown)
Imogene (^>ca
Mary Lou Williams
Ann Tfalliaway
I
C Heard Oro

Sallci

CETY

P.osita

3

Jbatt Nlcliols
Stnftrt Ross

Mli-atrda
Tjolier

Renalil A Rudy
Jack .Mathers

southern

and

Russian

Day."

Arthur Blake
Hoveler

Comedy

Girls

tive and
bistros.

Ned Harvey Ore
Habanero Ore
Uavana-SIndrid
.Mlguellto Valdes
Noro Morales

&

in unintelligible jargon, a

lullaby, a tune labeled "Wait for the
Dial Tone, Nellie," a Scotch ballad
satire and a takeoff ^On "Night and

Ralph Font Or

Greenwicli Vil Inn
Lorraine De Wood

Manor

number

a

combination

Tvette
Galante & Leonar'a
Jose Melis Ore

W

previously

been in the legiters "New Paces'
and "On the Town," has an act with
Marc. Lawrence that's surefire for
eastsideries, but may run into difficulties when shown on the sluna
At the Blue
side of Park avenue.
Angel, it's one of the freshest acts
that's been there In some time. They
do an assortment of tunes including

Noble Sissle Ore
Syd Strange Oro
Bl Chico

Alice Pierce

Rose 'Murphy
Wally Boag
Phil Gordon
ElUs Lavkin

Doran
Desi Arnaz is set for vaude tour Nancy
Hetty George
following his windup with the Bob -Sondi-a Jiarrett
Micliacl Durso Oro
Hope air show. Singer-bandleader Fernando
Alverez O
will start at the Orpheum theatre, Uiamoiifl tlflrseNtioe
Prof Backwards
Omaha, JUne 13 and expects to keep Sir!
busy until he opens at the Para- Iterinan Hyde
Turner Twins
mount theatre. N. Y., Sept 3.
Rosebuds
Arnaz will be sold as head of a Hilly Banks
package, with surrounding talent Tables JJavIs
.'till

Haywood

Olna Orlova

Roy Douglas
Billy Van
The Pitohans

.

Desi Arnaz's Vauders
Riviera* N.

Isabel

F'edele

& Boojee
WOONSOCKKT
New Park (I) 4

Cakret lis

Current show his Whit-

A.M. Closing Law

commands to new

:

Marianne

its

A Headache for Bonifaces

crime, in which 31 of city's 39 police
captains were shifted from their old

Hotel Congress
Joe Vera Ore
Sam Bari
Hotel CoAtlveiltlU
Del Renee

Z

Miller

:t

danceable music.
Spot was designed and built by
Blinstrub himself to catch the atmosphere of a Continental village
cafe, and he intends to enlarge and
re-style it during the summer with
possibility of bigger stage produc-

Hayes

Hotel BlackatoUc

Regan
Ramos Orch

E Hawkins Ore
The Brown Dots
John Mason Co

.Marilyn

Like many spots occupying comOriental (I) 1
pletely improbable locations, this Andrew.*! i^is
1,00-seater has been doing wow biz Les Paul
Bob Bvuns
for years on the basis of its cuisine, Stiep Bros
its .solid (but never name) acts, and

son brothers, in ace spot, and clicks
Dancing Pelletiers-^a
throughout.
man and a dog open with adagio
routine and balancing stunt. Jack
and June Blair, hoofers, follow .with
Chicago, April 29.
taps and ballroom stuff,
Danny COx, vocalist, displays an
Bistro owners here are crying
excellent tenor and wows with a long
again because Chi's new mayor is list of tunes like "Strange Music,"
enforcing the closing laws. Polipe "Night and Day," and a medley Of
hit the night spots Sunday morning Irisii tunes. Sounds and looks good
and seems to have plenty of promise.
(27) and dosed them with a warn-,
Whitson brothers beg off after a
ing, but next time will mean a fine.
.smash session of balancing and acroMany spots had previously stayed batic tricks. Music is supplied by
open until 7 or 8 a.m. and some ran Mike Gaylord's orch, a small but
round the clock. Randolph and W. plenty knowing outfit that mingles a
Madison streets were hardest hit smooth brand of dance music with a
the customers
with "Girlie" shows closed at 4:00 nice beat that keeps Relief
is music
on the dance floor.
a.m.
supplied by pianist Dorothy HoldsThis is the first action in Mayor worth, who mixes Beethoven and
Place was
tunes.
curb
Chopin
with
pop
to
plan
Kennelly's
Martin J.

Chi's 4

&

Billy

WASHINGTON

ChicaKH (P) »
Ca:vallaro Or

Paul Smith
Janczl Slakula
Zslga Bela
Paulens
Doris

«h.

Phil

Capitol (I.) 1
Spike Jones Ore

X.ambertl

Jack

W SPBINGFIEI.D

(I)

Zimmerman'*

CHICAGd

Court Sq (I) 1-4
Jack Kirk
Eric Thorson
Barr & Bstes
The Great Lester
Monroe & Grant

Howard

Eddie Rector
Dickens Ore

Gone KArdoU:

•

&

SAM

With the exception of MCA, all
agencies are collecting the extra 5%
has
commissions, and even
been forced to retaliate in some in-

Zanzibar

Art Tatum
Thelma Carpenter

D

Rosanne

D'Aouillas Oro

i

show

Net has given the Whiteman airer
an impressive .showcasing, shipping
a 250-lb. presentation kit from one
city to another for easeling before
agency people and advertisers. Net
brass is particularly anxious to sell

nanparr*

DIcR

Carole
Stuart Langley

I'go Mttrttnclli

ATLANTIC CITY
It is in his satirizing on ShakesSteel Pier (I) S-4
peare that Corey really gets the Robert Sis & White Hooshee

.

1

(I)

Bob Lee

Kay

^eggy Palmer
D'Qulncey & Glv'M

s.Trtlo

PH1I.AM!I>PHIA
Carman (I) 1
The Herzogs
Bob Gentry
The McArthura

Benson fc^lnnn

Danny

Majestic
Biriery

WIvel

Carlo

Bobertft

Guy Lonibardo Ore

PATBBSON

Ql'BENS
Jamaica (I) 30-S
Gray Family

Twins
fMassive
rooklns & Van
ay &:

Dave Dennis Ore

Mavn Oro

2

(Jl^)

Anderson

tvjrinne

Monchit'o

51 onto

MINNEAfOWS

rnlit

CllfC

Ben Bcrl

Narda
Rogsillianos

The Pttchmeh
Bob Hopkins
Pryde & Dnye

Vanity
Pearl
Hail

.Tack

Fletcher Sc Grave*
Gloria GiUiert

Harriet Lane

Harry Savoy Co
Radio €ltr

nadle'f

is

R Dyer-Bennett
Muriel Gaines
Three Plaiftea
Don Frye

Eddie Davis
Sonny Kinff
The Amory*'

Pablo
Shepard ChOrU»
\ rt Wan'jr Ore

Hank Keene
Bob Eberly

Sally Marsella

VlllaKO Vaiieunrd

Vincent Travers O
Little CInb
Betty Lou Bonney
Cass Harrison 3
l.con

Jean Fadden
Larry & Lynn

Revue*

tions in fall.

Continued from page

fill)

-

Kent

BROSX

,

Windsor a) Sr4

Film Foundation, also brought back

Paul Whiteniiatt

4

(I)

.

ing a band dept. if MCA didn't inDocumentary producer Julien vade the night club field. Now both
Bryan, head of the International have cafe and orch sectors.*

'

Johnny BothweU O

Ross Wyse Jp

Areim

Phil Levant Ore
Ciiex Pare*
Gautiers Steplech'e
Earle (W) 2
yocks. With tightening, the sequence IiCnore
Roberts
Charlie Splvak Ore Lena Horne
Paul Gray
would be a highlight in any cotnedy Billy Bach
The Del Bios
Walter Lonff
Frank Marlowe
stint. At present his habit of stretch- Jack Itfiirioiit Co
This. type bickering was only the
The DeMarlos
Riiss Clark
BAr.TmoRB
ing out the biz gets in the way at
Don Davis Ore
BEADING
start.
Soon some agencies accused times. Overall, the little guy gets Hiiipndrome (1)1
Don Chlesta Oro
Bajah (I) 1-3
Tj & L Bernard
the others of holding out big names more than a good measure of laughs. Steve
Adorables (12)
Ij Armstrong Ore
Evan-'^
Colosimo'i
2 Zephyrs
for reason that they couldn't collect But, if he's going to play thie pop Gordon MacRae
BlUle Holiday
Slim & Sweets
their 5% cut. Another frequent com- and bigger boites he'll have to gauge (one to nU)
Red Allen
BOCKFOKD
Boyal (1) H
J C HIgglnbottom
Palace (I) 2
plaint -was the setting of name talent a lot of his stuff to the average guys' 3 Blazers
Copacabana
Pansy
the
Horse
Sweeth'rts Bl) v hm
into opposition spots, while other taste.
Rudy Vallee
I Vermillion Co
Leroy Carrlngton
Jack Durant
Dennis Sisters are a boisterous Johnny Ladher Co Harris & Anders
beefs grew out of the fact that ofD'Angelo & Vanya
King &. Zorlta
fices complained that middle bracket pair of gals Who specialize in origi- Pigmeat Markham
Arnie Barnett
Thornton Boys
.State (I) 1-3
J Lane & Lovebirds Copa Cover Girls
low budget acts were given the nal comedy songs that are okay for Black A Dundee
niteries. Harmonizing sounds like Harry Kahne
Janet Gaylord
Paul Walker Ore
brush by the other offices.
IriiKE CITY
Hotel Blsmar(;b
they'd do okay on some straight (two to fill)
tyrle (I) 30-4
4-7
Joseph Sudy Oro
Probably the only agency which numbers. Most of the stuff is angled
Smiley Burnette
Georgle Gobels
Herby I.ynn
didn't have a hand in breaking the for laughs with a fair share coming frbe. Marcos
Rlcklln & Deur
The Martinis
Billy Farrell
r.enore
<tWo to fiU)
agreement was Frederick Bros., their way.
(two
to flll)
Xorita
Rest' of show is a holdover. Martin
BOSTON
which during the life of the pact had
SAN rBANCISCO Harvey Maloney
Crawford
Boston (R) 1
Kent does nicely with his swoon
Golden G.ate (R) 30 L & G Ca'nsino
few acts to book and no exclusive croon
Monroe Ore 3 Stooges
versions of pops while Eddie Vaughn
Helslngs
Betty Norton
spots.
Since then, FB business has Shine taps out some clever
La Marettes
Ralph Lewis
routines Moon Maids
Jeri Sullivan
Sid Fisher Orfl
picked up considerably.
for solid mittlng. The line is still Johnny Mack
Jack Powell
Denny Miles
doing the Benny Davis production Franlcte Fontaine
& G Ahearn
In Clear
Billy Burke

;

a

HOIAOKE

Valle.v

Bob Grant Oro
Panchlto Oro
Vnlaice Barn
Tonl Palmer
Homer & Holly
Danny Sothern

Johnny Newton
Pappy Below

Raywln
Lewin
Chick Gladke

Cecil

.Terry

Ijehny

Ounrtc*

Tucker

H?.l

Barney Grant
Fred Lowery
Dorothy Bae

Whitson Bros., Dancing Pelletlers, R Si M Carnevale
Reno
Jack & June Blair, Danny Cox, Allen
Flying Berrya
Michael Gaylord Orch (8), Dorothy
CHICAGO

©gue.'

HAWTFOlKO

Wayne
circle (I) 1
Mario * Florla
Frankie Carle Ore
Strand (W) «
Baron ft Bernay
Ina Ray Hutton, Or Jclinny Morgan
Phil Brito
MIAMI
Helene & Howard
Olympla (P) SO

"Live!'*

Latin

State (1) ,S-4
Grand Die Opry

For a town accustomed to fast
patter, special-song-material comics,
booking of Irwin Corey with his
oblique approach to the off-trail
comedy he projects, was a chance
taker for the Copacabana ops. Added
at beginning of
fact that he's
What is literally the tourist season
pointed up the how will he do" ar-

ringsiders.

Icelnnil
Milt Brltton Unit

Eddie Schnefer
Tommy Tucker Ore Chadwicks
Wondra Barrett
Debonairs
Larry Daniels
Ralph Young

JWiami Beach, April 24.
Hazel Si'ott
Dennis Sisters, Eddie P & B Barry
Carl Ravazza
Mortin Kent, Jwne Toylor Henny
Tounsman
Datiid Tyler Orch; no
State (1.) 1
rrAnimum.
The Refldlngtonj

m

.

Carl Brtsson

Esquires
Joe Sater Trio
4

.Sophie

top

Ney^s,

scarce footage from his recent trip
to Russia, which will be released in
another Pathe Report,
;According
to Bryan, he w^ts given full freedom
in Russia, with time the only limiting factor in the amount of film he
could take. His report comprises a
story on religious services in a Russian Orthodox church, a Roman
Catholic church and a Jewish syha-

nissell fc Farley

MirlilKan (V) 2

Nearly all "gentlemen's agreements" between the talent agencies
have fallen into discard. There was
a similar pact which forbade the
percenters from persuading bands to
switch booking affiliations until orch
had notified its agency that- it was
not renewing contract. That, too, has
been abrogated.
One of the earliest agreements
something which might be intermajor talent
preted as a Soviet countermove reached between two
that between MCA and
against the Vatican's persistent anti- offices was
Morris. Pact forbade Morris formtheme.
Soviet

DETROIT

.

Paramount iV) 39 Tex Benelte
Duke ElllnBtou' O Glenn Miller Ore
Helene & Howard
Golden Gate 4
Artie Dann
Coke & Poke
EOIIR.A
Buek & Bubbles
Keeney (W) S-8
Boxy (I) 30

tractions.

moreover,, carries a special Pathe
tieport on' the only Roman Catholic
Church in Moscow, depicting French
foreign minister Georges Bidault attending mass. An American priest
from Pawtucket, R. I., officiates over
the church, with the reel showing
hint declaring he's enjoyed absolute
freedom of religion In Russia-

,

Ballet

Eddie stono Oro
Nino Bd
Hotel Bi|tmor«

Phil Wayne Oro
CINCINNATI
Ron l*erry Ore
Albee <R) 1
Hotel Commodoro
Jack Edward Ore
Forans & Francis
Day Dawn & Dusk
Marshall Bros
Hotel New SorUer Elliot
Jurist
Arren & Brodcrlck Chuck* Foster Ore
Cedrlc Wallace »
Th'k-Dr'k Hoffman Marlon Spelrann
Wally Blacker
L Jordon Tym 5
June Arnold
VeYsnlile*

Sym Ore

(7),

stances.

Current

Remus Co
tie

Bd

Loewt

Dick White
Gloria King
Iris Karyl
Val Olman Ore
Jose Curbello Oro
Rnbau Bleu
Marian Bruce
Marilyn Cantor
v<fc

Roclcettes

Corps

Gerrl Gale

Congaroo Dancers

1

Boy Foy
Paul

ludeuandenti <L)

(W) WiWier

Don Tannen

G

JacQuet
Cootie Williams
Ella Fitzgerald
Harris & Scott

Betty Rellly
Mattih & Lewis
MubI« Hnll <I)
Paul Haalion
Kathryn, Lee
Robert Marshall

Irwixn Corey,

Girls

,

objectively.

Ore

Begnl (P) a

30

below Indicate opeuingr da} of ahow
or split w«eh

Ullls
whether full

Illinois

5I»i'ne,

gan to come when he went into
French double-talk and heckling of
Gets them into laugh
vein with his transferring of plates,
bottles and drinks from one table to
another and bit where he flings ringdeprived of siders ciggies around with the cry,

Big 4 ieraps

YORK CITIi
Capitol (L) 1

SsKW

Cugat
Some Xavler
The Gapcias

numbers are fresh and original
and make for good entertainment.
He does excellently in the femme
numbers.
Estelle Rich does tap dance routines
with good spins, with the
Winnie Hoveler girls providing the
production. Costumes are okay and

of the

ter quarters, and new production but
that sum was not enough. This seaKinney sisters, is slated to play a
son's show; cost around $1,000,600,
route of one.-nighters from June 6
costutiiie cost alOne approaching
the
produced
to July «. Outfit is being

with

parentheili indicate circqlt: (I)
<r) Pmiuoontt (») KKOr

men
Fresno,

A name, cowboy film troupe including Tex Bitter, Carolina Cotton,
Bob Wills & Texas Playboys, AX
Dexter, Tommy Duncan and Mc-

Bills.
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Continued from page 54

Greenwich V. Inn, N. Y.

imaginacustom-built for smart

is fresh, literate,
is

is a comedienne of
considerable talent, but w'iU have to
broaden the mental base of act if its

Miss Pierce

Mlgnon

Sacasas
Hotel Commodore
Louis I'rlma Oro
Hotel Lexington

Law-

attain greater circulation.

to

rence does the piano accomps, joins

harmony

in

Alomas Hawailans

singing and

okay in

is

both departments.

Hotel Pennsylvanl!'
Handy Brooks Ore
Hotel Pierre

Mata & TTara
G Ray Terrel
Chas Reader Oro

Jose.

GAINES SEILS FLA. BISTEO
Benn;e
sold
the
has
Gaines
Blackamoor room, Miami Beach, to
Jack Friedlander and Nat Modell.

Hotel Plaza

De Marcos Pancho Oi'c
Monte Ore
Hotel RoosCTeit

Sale price is reported at $75,000.
Spot uses non-name talent mainly.

Lawrence Welk Or
Hotel St Regis
Milt .Shaw
Laszla & Pepito

Paul .Sparr ()rc
Hotel Xtttt
Vincent I^onez Ore

"'"inosing'-FoF'Siiaimer

Waldorl-Astrtrln
.Tohn Sebastljin

Raye & Naldi
Kmil Coleman Ore
Sfischa Borr Ore

j
/
I

Bclmont'PlaHi
ICay Veriian

\

The Latin Quy/ter, Boston, and
Club Cairo, Washington, are
both slated to shutter for summer
the

June

1.

^"^^h will reopen in the

fall.

.

'

MHSie Hall, N. Y.

gloves

black

in

results

a

A

stock turn

m

around

Bocfcettes,

house with her comic
monologue. Clad in gingham topped
off with battered chapeau, she dishes out lines heavily tinted with blue.
Bandleader Anna Mae Wlnburn is a
Her
.somewhat reticent straight.
femme musicians also come in on
some mild ribbing. Comic Works
in "That's My Desire" with altered
lyrics and closes to strong palnv
whacks.
Tiny Davis; roly-poly trumpeter,

wows

Current stage attraction at the
Radio City Music Hall is a fitting

accompaniment

lor

the

Claudette

MacMurray

Colbert-Fred

starrer,

I," with the five-part
"Treetops," backgrounding wooden terrain in pleasing-toAs is natural for
the-eyes color.
this mammoth showcase, accent is
on sight rather than sound and
-while there's a lack, save for the
closing ballet spectacle, of the usual
over-ornate stage designing that's
surefire bait for the visiting' flrisinen.
it all adds up to typical Music Hall

"The Egg and
spectacre.

it's

in the Woods," which follows, features Robert Marshall and the Glee
in

quence by the Rockettes. with a
novel precision routine inspired by
Gene Snyder. Boy Foy 'oUows with
hi.^
standard unicycle juggliiig act
that stands out as the show's sock
Closing scene,' "Symphony of the
Birds," a miniature "Swan Lake"
ballet cameo, is the show's stopper,
with Florence Rogge again turning
in- a stunning job On the choreography.
Paul Haakon as the Blue

Swan

the

as

are particularly effective, the

costuming

is

superb

and

Maine's

setting shares egual top honors.
•

Rose.

(Thieago, Chi
Chicago, April

m

,

io'ii tuni.

Jay and Rabana Hasburgh

m

'

Sigmund Romberg nvedley,
by a "Ridin' High" se-

a

,

'

RKO,

of'er.

Opening waterfall scene has a
stunning Bruno Maine setting, segueinto the Paul Remos & Co.
ina;
threesome (including two midgets)
in a variety of acros turns. "Tavern

followed

.

the

_

If any criticism is warranted,
the heavily accented aero turns,
with the show,'s brace of booked in
acts bearing "similarity to one an-

fare.

Club

Gptham,

takeoff

and
years
Mabley
Jackie

for

JtfariihaU,

Kathryn Lee, Stephanie Antle, Leila
Crabtree, Pouleite Knox^ Rabowa
Hasburgh, Corps de Ballet, Symphmy Orch; "The Egg and I" (Vy,
reviewed in VARitxr, March 26) '47.

midget males turn in amusing canto

¥.

Paramonnt,

ftineral

for healtliSf returns. Adagio
Dvke Ellinaton Orch (16) with for topper gets the mittmg. tappings
Rich and Gibson purvey
Kay mvis, Marion Cox, Chester
Grumpier, Hugh Carney, Latorence while playing xylophone and pupOscar Pettiiord, Johnny pets working on the instrument to
Broton,
ments as old as the puszta ni»tn.
Hodges, Ray Nance; Buck & Bubbles, good effect.
^
turn themselves.
Les Rhode and house orch
Coke & Poke, Golden Gate Quortet;
reuieiued
(Por),
good job on backgroundii^^^^Biz
"Colcutttt"
The 1947 brand of gypsy .prima,
(air.
Variety, April 16, '47.
(only topnotchers earn the
appelir
tion) dress in sack suits and
look
PJ- V.
Duke Ellington's orch, with its
ttoxy,
like business men. But their
artii
flock of sideman specialists, two gals
Hazel Scott, Henny YoWngman, the same immemorial blo()d.«j;iiI
and male voqalists—not to overlook
Elaine Barry; ring, erotic music of a
&
Fred
Ravazza,
Carl
the maestro's slick ivory-tickhng^
Ash Orch; years' unwritten emotionalthousand
Paul
chorus,
Roxy
all-sepia
the
of
is the main event
expres.
comes off the stand for a spn-ited show at the Paramount. Packaged "Homestretch" <20th), reoietoetl
sion. Today's fiddle stars are
Endre
vocal of "How About That Jive"" and with Par's "Calcutta" on screen, the current VaWETy.
Kocze and Laci Horvath. On the
follows with a few blasts ort her Par
flagship should be in for socko
cymbalom, Alajos Balogh is admitiwrn. Al Cowan's Musical Madcaps
acts on the tedly preeminent ,in the
biz.
name
top
four
With
world on hii
are a tired imitation of Spilce Jones.
unlike vintage wines, Elling- bill, the Roxy's current session is a oddly titiHating
instrument,
"Rhythm" outfit includes piano, tonNot
some,
seems to improve with jge and solid hour of well-paced entertambass, guitar druni and washboard,
thing between a irlavichord and on
remains right up there on top with mertt, In a switch from the usual
plus a vocalist and eccentric terper.
oversize zither. They perform
of the maestrorshowmen.
in
format, there »re no big proStrictly a novelty, boys open with the best
restaurants where, since the .end
on this Roxy
it
ot
duction numbers, -with the acts
"Ooh Bop de Bam" and follow with There's no disputing
he's surrounded himyear's
wild
Where
last
pengo
stanza.
themselves.
inflation,
Huncarrying full honors by
mock "Carnegie HaU" recital. Their
self with such sock supporters 'as Abbreviated Une serves only to in- garian food is coming back into
efforts get i( inixed reception.
its
Coke & Poke, Buck & Bubbles and troduce Fred and Elaine Barry, who glorious paprikaed own, although
at
the Golden Gate Quartet,
the show, and to close the pro- high prices.
open
four
comprises
which
Band,
Boston
ceedings as background for Hazel
Pickings for the primas are slim
rhythm, four trumpets, five saxes Scott's pianistics. Audience singing,
Boston, April 25.
trombones, sparks pro- too, is eliminated, but there's enough these days. But their artistic posiWally Brown, Amory Bros., Peggy and three
on
opener
ceedings with a sizzling
talent on the stage to more than tion is firm and they are certain the
Taylor Trio, Buster Shaver & Co.
Me" to plant things, compensate for these omissions,
days of big~ parlieji, always incomArsen & Brodericfc; Lorry "Just You, Just
(4),
to Chester Grumpier,
Flint House
Orch; "Carnival in giving way
Barrys open the show on a bright plete without gypsy players in thinbaritone for vocal on "Flamingo,
Costa Rica" (20th).
smooth-as-silk ball- part of the world, are on thtir way
with some hot licks by a couple of note with their
room adagio routines. Team is as again. Meanwhile' the cbhiparativehf,
added.
and
Routine vaude layout of standard sidemen
boards
the
few postwar Americans who haW
Coke & Poke, male team, follow graceful as any on
acts on displaS^ for current stanza.
chirping, terp- their flash spins, and lifts elicit been exposed to their arts and bland«
Top billing goes to Wally Brown, and click with their
Duo show their ishments have mostly fallen
foolery to maintain plenty applause.
even
who does a patter song on show biz ing and general
strong as versatility With three different numand keeps ^ the customers happy comedy motif and close bit, where- bers and cap their work with a more violently under the gypsy spell
jitterbug
With
their
usual
throughout. No new material, but
than the Hungarians themselves,
danae garb. neatly-executed lullaby routine, in
a sturdy handling of the old to good in one of the guys dons
They soon learn that the true gypsy
This sets things pretty for Kay which the male half of the act careffect.
»
his apparently-sleeping partner music holds an erotic spell un'Amory brdthers, who though white, Davis, band vocalist, for trilling ses- ries
stage as though she were a equalled in the world.
quartet a few Negro spirituals with sion (sans lyric) on "Two Beautiful off the
arms.
the .best style of colored singers, Indians," with Al Sears taking it baby in
No self-respecting gypsy
who would own a. note of music.musician
Ravazza,
Carl
Balladeer
even getting the right intonation in over on the tenor sax. Marion Cox,
To do
sultry
a
for
on
such items as "Swing Low, Sweet other vocalist, comes
debuted at the Roxy a couple of so would admit musical
illiteracyj
Chariot," "Noah's Ark," etc. Also rendition of improvised version of years ago, enhances his fave standdo "Sorrento" and "Dark Eyes" for "St. Louis Blues," Ray Nance doing ing here with a trio of diversified Besides, so far as investigation ol
Ellington tunes.
accompanying clowning.
nice reception.
After a sparkling "Good Budapest music stores discloses, most
Arren and Broderick get over and band follow with a medley, "El- Day" opener, he shows a nice change of the tunes have never been pubwith an operatic burlesque, Buster lingtonia," a reprise of the maestro's of pace with a nifty treatment of lished. 'To ply his trade properly the
Shaver and his midget troupe get former song hits, wherein he gets in "Mam'selle," with the schmaltz primas must have played sin'-e he
the usual salvos on the novelty act, his best pianistics.
pleasing the distaffers in the audi- was old enough to hold a childand the Peggy Taylor trio click with
Buck & Bubbles, male duo, add ence. Closer, a calypso tune titled
adagio stunts. Larry Flint's house immeasurably to comedy motif and "Marry a Woman Uglier Than You." sized fiddle under his chin. He
band backs up the show with cus- are as slick as ever with their is reminiscent of Ravazza's old "Pe- learns his huge repertoire from his
tomary smartness, but there's ftoth- pianoing, crossfire and comedy hoof- dro" routine and he gives it a nice relatives and the elders of the tribe
ing in this one to get excited about. ing to rate plenty salvos.
Golden fillip with his Mexican accent. He as a gypsy girl learns fortuneHouse depending on pic's draw, but Gate Quartet closes and clicks with could do more but bows off with an telling. The mental store of tunes
biz at opener didn't look any too its sharp harmonizing.
Gives out intro for comedian Henny Young- may be enlarged by addition of oppromisiing.
Elie.
on "Shadrack," "Pray for the Lights man.
eretta tunes and even a small fund
That Gun"

quality.

Pawl KcTOOs & Co. (3); Robert
Glee Club, Music Hall
Boy Toy, Paul Haakon,

.

WedncBday, April 30, l<^f
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25.

Guy Lombardo Orch (13) luirh
Don Rodney, Kenny Gardner; Pryde

&

Doy, Bob HopJcins, 3 Pitchmen;
"Cross My Hedrt" (Por).

,

In' first theatre appearance here
since 1940, Guy Lombardo has produced a show which lives up to
management's promise of top drawer revues for summer season. Lombardo's band adheres to reputation
of sweet, nostalgic tunes, and featured acts warrant potent applause.

Hippodronne^ Balto.
BalHTnore, April

26.

Go

to

Out," "I Dropped

new stock
Youhgman

Pulling out a

and "Jericho."
the Ellington unit is
swiftly paced and packs solid enterOverall

topical

gags,

of fresh,
the

gets

payees with hinK immediately and

West & McGtnty, Terry & tainment in the 55-minutes' running feeds them yocks throughout. In a
Ralph Rio, Don Henry Trio, Grace time o£ show. Biz terrific when re- new routine, he brings the string
Drusdale, Felice fttlo House Orch viewed Monday (28) afternoon.
section of Paul Ash's house orch
down to the mike to help him burr
(12); "Guilt 0/ Jonet Ames" (Col).
£dba.
lesque "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes''
Don Rodney, vocalist, handles
on his fiddle and then goes into his
opener, "Glocca Morra" in neat
Layout of standard acts plays
Earle, Miilly
standard biopic stint on the "Laura"
style, and as lead member of Lomsupplies
and
considerable
theme. It's good stuff and the audiPhiladelphia, April 26.
bardo trio, reveals snappy delivery well
•versatility of talent in nicely rouoif rhythm tunes. Crooner doubles
Ina Ray Hutton & Orch, Robert ence likes it.
tined
Opening
show.
by
Don
Henry
on amplified guitar for excellent
Miss Scott closes the Show with
Sisters & White, Danny Ricardo,
sprightly
Trio
is
with
mixture
o£
backing to ballader Kenny GardLenny Kent; "San Quentin" (RKO). her excellent ivory work, teeing off
ner's offering, "Anniversary Song." harmonica stuff from swing to long
with an original boogie tune, "Rainy
Gardner later does a successful hair. Comedjr interlude of a Spike
The session offered by Ina Ray Night in G," and then swinging into
Jones treatment highlights.
switch on "Frankie and Johnnie."
Hutton and her all-male crew plus her jive renditions of the classics.
Grace Drysdale registers with a couple of standard acts add up She's niftily gowned and displays
"Humoresque" on twin pianos by
Cliff Grass and Fred Higman, is top marionettes worked on platform by to an okay show at the Earle.
outstanding showmanship, in addiln.strumental spot of show. Finish, hands. Utilizes some good characterLa Hutton, who shakes as fancy a tion to her piano virtuosity. InterWillie,

to satisfaction of elders in audience,

izations

with standard Lombardo favorites,
"Stardust," "Seems Like Old Times"

novelty

"Easter Parade."
''ryde and Day, a shapely, sexy
ga' and a sturdy boy, ^o through
difficult, and
out-o'-ordinary jugfling foutlnes« and have best, deivery of similar acta which have
hit this town in a long time.
Bob Hopkins, who looks like Crosby, uses impression of him as lead
for usual imitations of Hollywood
greats, but begs off after musical
laugh number of "Holiday for

ar-f

,

Strings."

Three Pitchmen who made first
apoearance here with liOmbardo in
liHO, score with hoking of classical
orchestral numbers on their makeshift, outlandish instruments. Garner nice returns;
Hunt.
••

"International

Rhythm"

(14),

Sweethearts
Mabley,

Jocfcie

of

Al

Coujan's
Musical
Madcaps
(7)
Ei'elyn Harris, 4 Moroccans, Miller
& Boogee, Tiny Davis, Vi Burnside,
Annabelle Hilt; "I Love a Mystery"
(Col).
r^'

It's so-so vaude fare at the Apollo this week with exception o£ zany

Mabley whose comic repartee-registers solidly. International
Jackie

Sweethearts of Rhythm, an all-girl
band led by lissome Anna Mae Winburn, tee off with a discordant
"Somebody Loves Me." Combo,
comprising eight brass, three reed
and three rhythm, is no standout on
its
instruments and its appeal
chiefly cohfined to the relative nov-

i.s

elty

of

distaffers

tooting

on

the

sto-id
t>

in enthusiasm.

Four Moroccans, tumbling

strong

lends

where

really

it

spot oJ
counts.

hip as any gal, loolcs plenty attractive and her anatomical movements'
seem more calculated to engage the
interest of the audience especially
the male section than to serve as
direction for the musicians.
However, things get moving with
a brassy version of "Dexter's Jumj),'
then proceed into that old classic,
"Basin Street Blues," with Hutton.
taking the vocal.

spersed is a vocal treatment of "Man
I Love," which she does well.
Roxy chorus is good in the short
time it has and Paul Ash's orch, as
usual, is tops in backing the show.

—

—

jazz for the

benefit

of

unculti-

vated outlanders.

But the real songs are a couple ot
hundred ageless sagas, mostly dealing with heartbreak, frustration mis^
fortune and untimely death. These
are suscei>tible to the widest emotional and rhythmic variation, so
they can be served up as the saddest
ot dirges or the most toe-tickling ol
dance tunes. Then there are some
famous set routines. One, a "knock,
knock" number, relates the adventures of a wandering minstrel who
knocks on various house and tavern
doors (emulated by tapping on the
fiddle)
and musically describing

what he

finds inside.

a tender lOve scene.

Sometimes

More

likely

if*
it's

a heartrending tragedy or a shouting, leaping Magyar dance celebration.

Stol.
ha
If an aficionado is in the house
(prois likely to ask for a Kuruc
State, N. Y^
Koorutz) tune. The Kurucs
George Giuof, Benay Venuto, Tip, nounced
tribe that
Tap & Toe; Paul & WoUer Briant, were an ancient Magyar
They
Band swings into another oldie, Nelson Sisters (2), Richards- Adair lost their identity about 1700.
but consistantly entertaining routhe
"Melancholy
Baljy,"
tine to maximum returns.
and
really Dancers (6); "Sea of Grass" <M-G). fought interminable wars with
cooks on Irving Berlin medley of
Labanc tribes and created stirring
Biz good.
Bitrm.
"Blue Skies," "Remember,"
Despite the general excellence of music about their military and
How
Deep Is the Ocean" and "Alexan- all acts on the bill, State's show sexual prowess. They played these
der's. Ragtime Band."
fails to jell into a cohesive unit.
Capitol,
flute called the
Of the three featured acts, come- Layout is such that too little contrast mostly on a primitive
to play
Woshington, April 25.
dian Lenny Kent is easily the most is provided and show plays along at taisgato. No one knows how
one of these any more, so the ubiquiHis delivery is ex- an even tenor.
Mario & Floria, Ediuards Brothers outstanding.
cellent, he has a winning personFrbm the opening act of the Nel- tous fiddle and cymbalom do the
(3), Crosby Sister* (2), Prof. Baeicality to which an audienGe warms son Sisters to the finale with the job well.
wards; "Ramrod" (HA-).
up quickly, and a clever batch of Richards-Adair dancers, every turn
Kuruc music undoubtedly owes
material. Kent is a familiar act to gets its full measure of applause.
Invaders
Mario end Floria, adagio team, Phillv nitery patrons.
Lesser number of novelty turns even more to the Turkish
lieadline a sock show which, together
The Robert Sisters & White, a would have helped for better re- occupation of Hungary than roost
with "Ramrod" on the screen, is gar- trio of fast-stepping tapsters, pre- sults.
gypsy music. Somewhere between
nering lion's share of tourist and sent something of a novelty in that
The Nelson girls, on the swinging the Arabic and the Slav metier, its
native trade here, this week,
they do their stuff on a big, oval bars, have an assortment of
goQd a blood quickening tonic for the jazz
Dance team, eye-filling pair to be- drum. Danny Ricardo pleases with tricks culminating in iron-jaw work
satiated. When Kocze, a fat elder^
gin with and dazzling m motion, his baritone, offering "Mam'selle" for a fine warmup.
Their costumes
delight with terping that is marked and 'Sorrento." Biz good when re- or lack o£ them, is
gentleman who looks like S. Z,
a bit jarring,
by complete lack of effort and nat- viewed Sat. (26) afternoon. Shoi.
inasmudh as working in briefs and Sakali's twin-brother, gets his audiural grace. Of the trio Of numbers
bras reveals their muscular devel- ence at the Piccadilly restauraw
in routine, it is hard to determine
opment that would do credit to a rocking to a Kuruc tune it's someOlyinpia,
which gets more rousing reception—
summa cum laude graduate of the thing to hear.
Miomi, April 25;
the tango or couple's beautifully exEDcrett Marshall, Joan Brandon Charles Atlas school.
ecuted, finely humOrOus version ol Gary
Balogh's art of cymbalom is someIn the deuce, Tip, Tap and Toe's
Morton, Rich t Gibson, Xthe Turkey Trot.
Treems (3), Les Rhode House Orch- terps on the pedestal are similarly thing very special. When Balogn
Vying with show's stars for top
good for high returns, while Paul and Kocze were teamed at the lavish
"Pursued" (WBh
honors, at least as far as galleries
and Walter Briant register impres- Allied Officers Park Club in the fir.st
are concerned, are the Crosby SisLayout this week adds up to mild sively with their tramp panto.
months after Hungary's liberation,
ters,
zany songstresses who come vaude
Benay Venuta
provides
some groups which often included Soviet
with occasional stirrings into
close to being show stoppers when
change of pace, bein
the first de.sock reaction.
top V. S. gencaught. Gals' humor is decidedly
Vet bary Everrett Marshall clicks parture from novelty and gets over Marshal Voroshilov,
broad, of the slapstick school, and is
nicely with her renditions of "Everv- erals and diplomats and the weight"
in top fashion with house giving out
*'
t'equently funny. The comedienne
heavily on the palm whacks for his thing I Have Belongs to You" and ier Hungarian politician.s, would
September Song." While Miss Ve- in
'
round the ^U"
stint;
close
semicircle
standouts
°\
being
a
the
Kern
med- nuta can deliver line.s she
°l '^'^"^^
""'"^"^i
^?^^°.?Ut^^
^^"^ 5? underlying Martha
doesn't
time, sing-,
have the nece.ssary comedic awthor- sioians, swaying, Shouting
Raye quality. Most effe6tiv? imper- i7d "dL^Jv Wn»H^^
ing ana Sipiplng until the dawns
ity for vauders, and it would' be
sonation is that of Joan Davis. Sister
best
and has to beg off.
that two of her numbers be
early light.
plays straight, making effective foil
reGary Morton is an easy going em- written
to eliminate the gab.
for other's clowning.
It's
But when wives arrived from the
^""^ comic, tliough handicapped her singing
Prof Backwards ha^ rimnino lino
that gets the crowd.
thing
.
some tired material.
states they felt this sort ot
.,,
(5eorge Givot stiU doe.s tlie Greek
°f^^^,°„,^^.?,:»K^
which he strikes a contrjbs some standard In own spot
Sags, with „.t^^^
was leading to no good. Under home
impreshes, ambassador bit for
Sood average for laughs. Gunmick plus a dishwasher
hearty res-ulls
bit that gets a bome of his
influence
the gypsies were bouncea
indigoisms could be
iff act, a knack for spelling and writ- good measure of laughs arid
a
Some
and
eliminated
from
Club
the
Park
without hurting his cause
words ^backwards, upside down
'''^S
"f*'^"
we
^
There's many" h^?ty -laUfiS orchestra" offering things like 'B
or sidewards, clicks by dint of being ^e&'Ses"^'"^ "^""^^ ''^"^ that any.
Slcy BWe
short and swift, so that novelty ^emfnl'f Sco.Joan
Brandon de- ?ng'lS^ "v^h" ch ^^^ut.s'^lr ^''^ Skies" and "Land of
wears well.
Waters" substituted. Budapest has
t^e' HfclJl^s-Adair
"barEdwards brothers open .show with
.I^^?.^^Sy
visitors:
dancers; two boy.7and"four7iTri'n", ^ -Word for these
slick
a
a.ssortment
of
balancing stint
and
.

Wash.

Miami

,

'

•

,

I

,

,

Evplvn Harries rnntrihs
sn .>.„m den veiy
•'Sunday Kind
of Love" for okay receotionf Miller
& Booyce, boy and gal terp team,
da some precision hopfing and wind
up with aero stuff. Theirs is a
standard turn. Vi Burnside come,^
off the podium for' a tenor sax solo
of "Vi Vigor." What she lacks in
technique. Miss Burnside makes up
Heftv

and

Terry and Ralph Rio follow with
mixed comedy routine built around
moppet characterization by femme,
who has been around and knows
timing and building a laugh. Song
and dahce closes strongly for repeated bows. Finale by Willie, West
and McGinty is the usual sock with
knockabout builders doing familiar

of
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quartet.

click on their aero stuff. Do plenty
of cartwheels plus occasional pyrattiiding to good response. Annabelle
Hill, buxom chirper, pipes "When
Your Lover Has Gone' in a deep,

:

I

:

'

throaty voice. Brighter gown would stunts, mostly with chairs as props,
help Miss Hill's appearance. Her for which they get tb^r full share
current black butflt along with loiig. of audience apprecisttibh;
'Lowe.

I

|

'

are

usual

ciggie

'

i

\

_

^yt^l^:^^di^^^;^;.
'^T.Lrr^"'''!"'"";'"''?';X-Tieems,
acri,-tunr,blmg

made up

of

tall,

flower

"lakes
!

trio

middle-sized and

1

some

its

mark'WiThgiod Imp" and!

stagefilling

dance turnf

Jose.

I

music

i.s

expected to he

tap for a tew hundred years mot*,
Play! fiddle^ playt

W^edwegday, AjfrU 30,
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Briidway

in

Stii Rocky,

'Two Dozei Tryoits Hep Ee Rw
Two dozen new

productions foWed

+

and while that
at tryout this season
number is less than last season, when
32 attractions seen out of town failed

Dallas Lines

Up

Equity Gires Ultimatum on D.CJegro

Los Angeles, April 29,
Lewis-Young legit outfit signed
Charlotte

Greenwood to appear in 'I
Mama," which opens

Remember

Issue

July 28 in San Francisco.
Play shifts to Los Angeles Sept. 8
before taking off on a cross-country

For JJfresco Musicals

to light up on Broadway, it is indicDallas, April 29.
ative of the questionable quality of
Gertrude Niesen has been signed
authorship, if not also production
sing in the Fair Park production
flops to
skill. Estimated that the tryout
of "Roberta," one of nine musical
represent nearly one-third of the
here. Other
are shows to be staged
Nprie
productivity.
season's
names in the incomplete Casino
Igaown to have been taken off be- roster include John Brownlee for
catisie Ol inability to book a Broad"Blossom Time," Allan Jones for
way berth.
Widow," and

Hul

Shuberti

But
4-

tour.

Stars

"Firefly'"

Heuse-Cleaning
Boston, April 29.

.

does not permit Negroes
audiences,
Equity
went

Cornelia Otis Skinner, Lewis Milestone, Judith Evelyn, Lee Sabinson,
Atwater,
Judy
HoUiday,
Edith
William Morris, Jr. and Donald
Oenslager, among others, are spon.soring a group to send a Broadway
Prague
actors,
to
show, with young
for the World Youth Festival, July
20-Aug. 17.
cailing
itself
U.
S.
Corifi'
Group,
mittee for the World Youth Festival,
raising funds for the purpose.
is
won
the
N. Y.
My
Sons,"
which
"All

the legit imion declared that actors
would not be permitted to appear
on the stage there after J'une 1, 1948,
unless segregation is eliminated be*
fore then.
There was pro and con reaction,

'

''A

will star in "Desert Song,"
hrought back for further preparation but also was sent out again,
finally arriving on Broadway last

night (Tues.).

Costliest failure was "In Gay New
Orleans," said to have represented
f 300,000, backing coming
mostly fromi wealthy southern cotton
mill operators. Costumes alone costing more than $100,000 were sold for
use in "trf)Uisiana Lady," a musical
skedded to open in New Haven next

more than

;

week.

"Sweet Bye

Heads PowRward

tryout

by Stuart, Dartmouth and Huntington sts. excepting the big S. S. Pierce
building, made cut through the Huntington possible.
marquee there
WiU, hypiD biz at this house and take
the tisk out of the hithiirto tough
booking of the spot, a 1,200-seater
recently redecorated.

load

A

In

:-"

and Bye" was the

casualty.
musical
"Bexar's Holiday" closed temporarily in Boston when it was more
economical to lay off than stay
lighted, but it arrived on the main

other

it's
done better this year than it "Sons," and'George Keane, of "Brigadrive comhas in many seasons through shrewd doon, are heading fund
bookingSi is located in the Copley mittee..
square district but its main entrance
is on Stuart st.
Acquisition by the Shuberts of the
entire triangle of property bounded
'

B.O. Price Scale

btest Trend

generally assumed that box-office prices for legiters on BroadIt's

Currently in the works is a comway next season will have lower plete restyling of the front and lobby
especially for straight plays. of the Plymouth in the heart of the
In fact some shownjeii Ibelieve that's rialto. House has hardly been dark
a trend, if hot a must. First rtibves Jhroughout the season, but has had
stem. That mixed-caster, which is
in
that direction, however have new seats and carpets, The front,
said to have cost over $300,000 too,
hardly been up to expectations.
a swank affair of marble, will be
went to Chicago recently wihere it
The top for "Carousel" was finished in plenty of time for the fall
lasted a week and a day.
dropped from $6 to $4.80, with the season. No estimate' on construction
Not Ail Tyi-oa
first week's business at the latter costs for the various Shubert projects
The tjyout failures were not conprice being only slightly improved. which have in past couple of years
fined to hew managements by any
The musical apparently is approach- brought virtually complete re-doing
means, some well known showmen
end of its run, whicb passed of the Opera House, Shubert, Wilbur
making boners, that going also for ing the
the two-year mark just before the and Copley, but there's plenty inwell known authors. The out of
Second $6 musical volved.
slice was made.
town flopperoos: "The Magnificent
to follow suit is "Street Scene,"
ikeel," "Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley,"
which reduces its prices next Mon^
"The liBgend of Lou," "The Merry
1st Electronic Control
day (5).
Wives of Windsor," "Set 'Em Up
Virtual price-cutting applies to
Tony," "Lady Passing Fair," "A
The Voice of the Turtle," which is
Stage Lighting
Young Man's Fancy," "Best of
and
basis,
two-for-one
the
an a
Spirits," "Washington Square," "Carthree-person comedy is drawing carot and Club," "Darling, Darling,
Before
Audience
pacity. "Turtle" opened at $3.85 top
Darling," "Countess Julia," "Come
New Haven, April 29.
($3.50 plus 10% lax) but when the
On Up," "A Dangerous Woman," admissions levy jumped to 20% it
Climaxing four-and-a-half years
"Mary Had a Little," "Heyday," automatically became $4.20.
Last of research, designing, and construc"The Greatest of These," "Ten year the price was dropped to $3.60. tion, working under a grant from
O'clock Scholar" (Coast origin),
That's the same scale used for the Rockefeller Foundation, Yale's
"Heartsong," "A Moon For the Mis"Life With Father," those having department of drama last Saturday
begotten," "Three Indelicate Ladies,"
been the only two attractions on the (26) presented a demonstration of
"Trouble For Rent" (Coast origin),
the world's first cpmjjletely eleclist at that rate, until the arrival of
plus the musicals named above,
"A Young Man's Fancy" yesterday tronic control stage lighting,
"Dangerous Woman" xa the play (Tues.), the sole new play presented
New system is operated through a
that flopped twice, first being offered
"Father," console similar to an organ keythis season at the scale.
as "Cordelia." "Mary Had a Little"
at the small Bijou, is expected to board. Utilizing less current than a
Is slated to open again, on the Coast,
move to the Alvin and in the larger 100-watt bulb, setup contains 140
while Eugene O'Neill's "Mcbn" is a capacity spot will probably use two- electronic tubes and controls 93,000
possibility for Broadway next sea- for-ones for
the balance of the en- watts of electrical energy in 44 conson.
gagement that will soon establish a trol circuits.
Actual work on the system was
new run record.
started in 1939 by Prof. George C.
Izenour, research assistant in lightBoston Puts in Cuts
LEGIT,
ing in the drama department. Task
Boston, April 29.
Legit houses here are scaling was interrupted by his three years
prices downward following the Tru- of war service and was finally comWith "Brjgadoon" expected to play man message and especially the local pleted only a month ago. Present
a year or more at his Ziegfeld, N. Y., attention focused on the town of model is the third console built,
Billy Rose has no intention of beNewburyport's 10% price slash plan numbers one and two falling short
coming active as a. produceer next in every retail item.
of results.
season, as indicated by the fact that
Guinea pig for the demonstration
Shubert office began Monday (28)
last week he withdrew $50,000 on
by scaling "The Red Mil!" from $4.2,1 was a 30-minute play, "L," predeposit with Equity to guarantee top to $3.60 through Thursday nights sented by members of the drama
actors' salaries. The deposit was in
with other legit attractions offering school, with rapid scene changes bethe .form of government securities corresponding cuts. Cuts are not a ing produced by projecting settings
arid 'field -in a bank vault. Equity
gag to hypo slowing biz, eiyier. as on translucent screens. Effects obperiodically
clipping the interest Hub' legit items have been getting tained approximated fades and discoupons which were sent the show- plenty of takers dui-ing the current solves of film technique. Split secman. This season the only .show he filmhouse Slump, with "The Red ond shifts were achieved, denoting
had was "Carmen Jones," which Mill" in its seventh week still tick- potentialities for radical developterminated its tour because of trans- ing off an average $30,000 a week.
ments in ithaginative hands.
portation problems, it was claimed.
Demonstration was witnessed by
Guarantee was tabbed a blanket
some 300 producers, directors, playl>ond by Eejuity, Mike Todd having
wrights, lighting experts and techLikely to Extend
a similar amount, but in cash. Such
nicians from Broadway, Hollywood,
protective transactions have been
and abroad; also, by faculty memMexBoolfiiig;SuesPa.BR bers
discontinued, Equity preferring sepof varioijs drama schdols.
Mexico City, April 29.
arate deposits for each attraction.
Katherine Dunham and her dance
Todd's guarantee applies to "Up In
at
Wildberg Preps
Central Park"
"Hamlet," both revue are now in the third week
tops,

Preems

N;H.

lOSE,

MULLie

m

PULLS 50G BOND BACK

Dtrakm

and

tin

Ifis, with another week
According to local reports.

the Teatro

tour.

possible.

Miss

Stanton Steps

London

Dunham

will

file

claim

'Park*

the

he'll

"finiaii^^^^^

Usual Rumors
"Finian's Rainbow," in for a cinch
run on Broadway, was to have been

duplicated for the road and when
that plan was dropped last week
there were rumors that the reason
was because of booking difficulties.
Lee Shubert, whose interests include a flock of theaties out Of town-,
became incensed over the reports
and according to Lee Sabinson, coproducer of "Rainbow," that problem was not the reason. He said that
the road show was put back because
of uncertain general conditions and
casting clifficnities.

Reports

may have been

ship to

London

based on

entrance of "Rainbow" onto
Broadway, where it landed at the
46th Street, owned by the City Investing Company, only present opposition to the Shuberts.
A lactic
that was expected to force "Rainbow" into the Shubert Was tried and

the

narrowly mis'sed.
"The Red Mill," then at the 46th
Street, was slipping and outsiders,
to have been instructed by
the Shuberts, accounted for sudden

supposed
boxofflce

.sales at the City's theatre
mi.s.sed equalling the stop clause
That permitted
$21.
issuance of notice to "Mill" and the
booking in of "Rainbow."
"Rainbow" Cast may remain intact,
present cast inclusive of Ella Logan
having been offered contracts for
next season. Miss Logan, top featured player, was out of the show
several times because of throat

but

London

bow

is

trouble.

She

is

said to have been of-

fered a contract renewal without
canopy billing, absence of which
caused an argument with the management early In the engagement.

Musical 'Cyrano' Headed

For

tlie

British Slicks

London, April 29.
Harry Lowe, local agent, is sending out a musical version of Rostand's "Cyrano de Bergerac," with
book, music and lyrics by Lyn
Cceley, to tour the Howard &
Wyndham theatres. Cast Is headed
-by Lorraine Bridges and Lyn Ceeley,
both Americans, with Winifred Ing-

ham, Ivan Berold and Anne Doonan,
daughter Of vaudeville comic George
Doonan, in support.
Show will be produced by Robert
Ailklns, famed English Shakespearean producer, with decor by Michael
Whittaker. Show opens out of town
Aug. 11, coming to the West E-nd
some time in October, or earlier, if

becomes available.

Foster WuQs La

London, April

among
further
council

its

the latter coming mostly from managerial circles and as one leading
showman put it, "Equity aim.s t«
fight discrimination with discrimination," because its
limited to one theatre.

Equity spokesman

campaign

-stated

is

that its

mo.ve is a warning giving the managers plenty of time to iron out the
contro-versial

Managers de-

issue.

clared Equity's stand a "threat" to
the continuance of the basic agreement between the association and
the League of Ne'w York Theatres,

TWo-year pact between the fac-'
expires Sept. 1 and Equity
makes it clear that it will not be renewed unless it is stipulated that the

tions

proceed without the pact
Managers individually are uniformly agr(ee<l that segregation is
abhorrent but most of them contend
that pressure should not be focu.sed
upon the legit theatre. They contend that dramatists
who precipitated the segregation issue couW
include picture theatres in the campaign to solve the situation;
Pointed out that some authors who

declared they would not permit
their plays to be performed at the
National if segregation continues,
have made no such stipulation in
deals for pictures.
Negroes
are barred from top film houses in
Washington and it's argued that
colored patrons can better Jifford
film fare than legit. There are picture houses in the Capital for colored patronage.
Whether Equity's resolution is
fully representative of the membership Is not clear. There are f>0 on
the council, more than two-fifths
rarely attending the weekly sessions.
Last week 16 councilors decided the
issue, the vote however reportedly
being preponderant.
It's
possible
that the issue will go before the entire membership for secret vote by
referendum, such disposition to be
noted upon at a general meeting
.some time next sea-'on.
their

Damage
Referendum

is

Suit

Angle

likely

in light

29.

Harry Fo.ster leavM for New Yorls
May 3 to prevail on Mae. West to
come over early next year to appear
for in "Diamond Lil" for Tom Arnold

of

the
possibility
of damage
suits
against Equity by the. Kationars
owners. One reaction to the resolution was an opinion that Equity

(Continued on page 60)
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'SHOW BOAT' REVIVAL
Hollywood, April

29,

Casting of four unknowns and
two members of original cast for
Kern-Hammerstein revival of "Show
Boat" was announced here by Leighton K. Brill. Oldtimers signed were
Jack Daley and Francis X. Mahoney.
Newcomers Pamela Cavene.ss, who
will do Magnolia role, and Fred
Brookins, who'll play Steve, were

caught

at

Greejc

Theatre

here,

Others are
Norwood Smith ai
Ravenal and Harry Holton as Jake.
Cast will try out "Show Boat" for
two weeks at Dallas State Fair this
summer. Musical opens in Hartford
Oct. 23 before going to Chicago for
run.

Rosen Mulls %>od

(drr^

Greenwood, Enrol
Hollywood, April

W^^

to ar-

slated

week when through

by a matter of

range for premiere of his "Anna
Lucasta," now current at the Belasco.

last

color line be eliminated.
Showmen
ft^el that the agreement is » stabilizer from season to season, but
it's possible the coming season will

for Incasta'

Los Angeles, April 29.
John Wildberg plans leaving here.,
tomorrow (Wed.) for New York,

whence

Co.

l^ncliig Starts

theatre

Preem

again.'Jt

Pennsylvania R.R. for 25,000
pesos because baggage car delay
Pittsburgh, April 29.
postponed the show's opening date
Jack Stanton went into cast of one day. It was held up at Laredo,
"Up in Central Park'' at Nixon last Tex., as the car was sealed, conWeek, replacing William Taft in a trary to regulations. It appears that
major role and also as Betty Bruee's the seal was drdiered in New York
dancing partner.
Stanton actually by a representative of Miss Dunham,
took over in Baltimore, playing final who apparently had no regular
three performances there before company manager.
show opened here.
Future American bookings for the
"Park" goes ffom Pittsburgh to Iris are in doubt because of the
Cleveland, then splits a week among house's faulty acoustics-, which hanSpringfield, Worcester and Provi- dicapped the six previous legit imanother
dence before returning to New portations.
possible
It's
York for an engagement at the City house will be obtained if more
Center beginning May 19.
American bookings are made.

Intto

On record as opposed to the policy
of the National, 'Washington, which

Plan Sending B'way Play
To Prague for Festival

and "Merry
Annual spring and summer buildRaymond Walburn for "No, No, ing activity underway in Shubert
which will also have properties in the Hub this week.
Nanette,"
Jane Deering and johnny Downs In
Biggest job, not yet started but
tumes being used in another song the cast.
ready to go, is the breaking through
and dancer. One straight show was
Jackie Gleason will appear in of a new jsntrance to the Copley Drama Critics' award this season, is
called back, re-rehearsed and re"Rio Rita," as will Patricia Morison. theatre from heavily-trafficked Hunt- likely play to be done, if midnamed, ^«nt to the road again, then Dorothy Sandlin will co-star in
Lois
ington ave. House, somewhat out of Europe rights can be cleared.
iblded lor the second time. Another, "Merry Widow" and Walter Cassel
Kennedy, of
the running along the rialto though Wheeler and Arthur
Young Man's Fancy," was
the tryout mishaps were
two costly musicals, one of which
has been partially salvaged, its cos-

Among

ST

29.

Al Rosen announced plans for f«ll
production of a new farCe comedy,"Good Girl," to co-star Charlotte
Greenwood and Leon Errol; "Girl"
was penned by Rosen, E. M. Green
and Edward Fielbert. Vehicle will
introduce to Broadway a newcomer
in Olga Carnett as the girl.
,
Rehearsals begin late fall after
Errol finishes directing the "Mary

August, he says, and bulk of the cast at the Prince of Wales theatre;
Current show "Piccadilly Hayin the edition here will be in the
ride," .starring Sid Field, which has Had a Little" company, which Ro.stn
London show.
Local crew goes to San Francisco been running over six months, is Is sending on the road again with
Lowe and Mary Brian,
for a four-week run at the Geary still good for several more months, Edmund
or Curran, opening May 23. They and may probably run till Christ-, "Mary" will bow in Santa Barbara;
play Frisco, Los Angeles, then tour.
will have been here six weeks on mas.
in
Santa Barbara,
starts
Failing to induce Mi.s5 West to '•Girl"
jthe re-run. After the frisCo date
they trek east to prepare ior Lon- come next year, Foster will try to comes to Biltmorc here after JTistO
'
stay, then to New York.
Idon.
get her for the Casino for August.
r

..

Wednesday, Apyil 30,
1947
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%m Hop

Hoise Tag fur Playbese

Fordham University, N. Y. will
summer seminar of tlieatre
practice July 7 to Aug. 16, to include lectures and three play proUniversity has budgeted
ductions.
$15,000 for drama setup.

hold a

'

Gife§ kgiter Dubious

Disiineticiii

Within the coming month the data -f
pertaining to legit production durStorm Into
ing 19*8-47 will be compiled and Tather'
may include a "record." It is the
Savoy in June
number of shows presented in one
The London company of "Life
Broadway, theatre, the "winner" beWith Father," headed by Leslie
ing the Playhouse,
Banks, Sophie Stewart and Dorothy
have
attractions
been Gordon, will preem at the Savoy
Seven
shown there, constituting a succes- theatre in Juhe.
sion of flops, the latest zero attempt
Oscar Serlin, producer has planed
having been "Miracle in The Moun- over to supervise rehearsals and set
tains," which opened Friday (25) opening. Mrs. Clarence Day, wife of
and disappeared Saturday ^ ©6). the author of series of stories from
Only the fact that Fereiic Molhar which Howard Litjdsey and Russel
authoired it, flbubtless prevented the Crouse made the play adaptation,
drama from getting a more emphatic has gone ijver by boat. Authors will
critical bird, and aS it was all no- be unable to make it, being occupied
tices were adverse.
in finishing "Life With Mother,"
Playhouse reason was under the sequel to former play, skedded to
management of Beri IVlarden, former bow in at the Empire theatre. N. Y.,
nightclub proprietor (Riviera, Ft. where "Father" opened nearly eight
Lee, N. J.), who bought the prop- years ago. Latter is currently at the
erty last year. He had his own ideas Bijou, N. Y.
about operating it, High guarantees
could have kept the house out of the
red but Marden reportedly bought
in on most of the shows boolced in
and thereby declared himself in on
P@cledlfl¥rs.atSt.L,
the losses.
Around the front of the Playhouse
Fly MississipVAgaii
it was cracked at the opening of
•'Miracle": "We opened with (RichSt. Louis, April 29.
ard) Maney and closed with him,"
Capt. John W. Menke's showboat
which drew a laugh from' the press"Goldenrod," believed to be one of
agent Avho represented the Molnar
last of its kind in the U. S., will
the
mistake and also "Hear That Trumsoon leave the local harbor, where it
pet," first show at the house this
has been anchored for 10 years, and
season..
the Mississippi for oneThe Belasco, too, housed a flock of again ply
night calls. Several weeks ago Capt.
flops for at least two years and
purchased a steel barge that
Menke
Started the same way this season
used
to transport oil on inland
was
until "Burlesque" took over. Kunalong the coast durnerup to the Raybouse this seaison waterways and
ing the war irom the U. S. Maritime
so far as failures go is the BUtmore,
Coinmission and had it towed to St.
where, six shows have been seen, inLouis, The deck and compartments
cluding the current "The Whole
have been cut out so
World Over." It has been an un- of the barge
Gpldenrod will fit inside.
usual season for, the Plymouth, too, that the
When the project J$ completed the
•where five attractions have been prethe shb«^boat will be
deck
of
sented, including "Present Laugh- first
level with the top of the barge hull.
ter," a fairish success.
To fit the showboat into the barge,
both vessels will be towed to a local
shipbuilding yard and there the
Ahears Agency Barred
barge will be submerged and the

Wal

London

:

•

Showbwl 'Qdeirid/
To

.

;

Faculty
McCleery,

will

include

Albert

univeirsity's
of
head
theatre dept. and director of the

AinerlcaJx University GI
scftool; Arthur Hopkins, Lee
Simonson, Stanley McCandless, author and lighting expert; Rose Bogcostume designer; Edgar
danoff,
Kloten, little theatre director; and
William Blva and Max Sisk, deBiarritz

drama

signers.--

lifar Still

Ray

'Undesirable'

the

agency was reproved by Ben

Fielding, license commissioner, who
has not punished brokers for theatire
ticket violations this season,
but did act igainst specs Who overcharged on sports events.

MISS

MIAHOM, CHASE

ON EQUITY INDIE TICKET
An

opposition
or
independent
ticket of council candidates has been
filed with Equity well ahead of the
deadline date. Indie candidates had

TODER'

mm

$ei:ge Llfar, ballet master of the
Paris ^Opera during the occupatiori,
a cloud because of
Conmnittee ol stiowmea called at the quarters of Frank N. Quayle, Fire
Nazi sympathies and subsequently
Commissioner of New York, last week in response to letter inquiring if
cleared, is still "undesirable" to
city firemen were necessary during perforinances. Commissioner sai4 te
parts of the French amusement
had been suggested that in the interests of economy the flreflghtefs be
world. Showing up .last week with
withdrawn and housestalfs assume the responsibility. Managers of boUt
th0 newly-formed Nouveau Ballet
legit and picture theatres emphatically objected to discontinuing the de.
dis Monte Carlo, of which he is baltailing of uniformed men, particularly backstage, where their presence inlet master^ at the Toulon Opera, the
fluences actors and stage-hands to exercise caution. Managers stated
famed dancer wasn't permitted to though
that it was primarily protection to audiences; that settings and
appear, and his name was kept oSl
properties was distinctly secondary.
playbills and posters. President Auriol was in the audience.
Fast
flop
of "Miracle of the Mountains," which lasted two days at the
with
New Conxpany is being built
the present ballet troupe at Monte Playhouse, N. Y., represented an investment of $60,000, divided among
Carlo as nucleus. Marquis George de seven partners, headed by William IS. Lewis, who's reported to have put
into
the Ferenc Molnar drama. Archer ICing and Harrisoh Wood,
$34,800
Cuevas, who dropped $1,000,000 with
his International Ballet in New York hull, who presented the play as their first show on Broadway, are icten*
two years ago, heads the company, tifled as being in summer stock. Rehearsals Were stopped for a tiittt
having recently reportedly paid when Elizabeth Miele withdrew as stager and the author took over th«

with the Monte Carlo group, and
engaged Lifar as director.

direction.

;

Plans for the presentation of "Galileo" on the Coast is somewhat surprising to showmen in New York, who considered it for Broadway. Mike
Todd had the rights, but because Frank Lawton, who controls the script
and wants to play in it, said that he would have to be in Hollywood by
June«I, managers skipped production. Play was estimated to cost $125,000,
not enough time to recapture the investment before the star stepped out
StillJ;lje„Ppast reports have it that the show is to be prppped for Broadway*

ERITISH GOVT. URGED'

TO STEP INTO LEGIT

"Lute Song," sefteduled for London this sunimer, is in its fourth month
of the second Chicago engagement this season arid is nearing
the end of
the engagement. It was forced to exit on the first Showing and
was sent
to the Coast which occasioned a red operation of around
$50,000. That

sum was earned back during the present engagement, but during the
Broadway showing last season "Song" did not get its production cost baefc
books indicate

and' the

it

around

stiU is in the red for

$160,000.

Benefit performance of "The Importance of Being Earnest"
was given
week for the Actors Fund, performance of John Gielgud and his
supporting EngUsh cast being capacity. Takings were over
$3,000, which
included a donation of $100 by an unidentified woman patron. It was in the
" °ank draft made out to the order of the Actors Equity Fund,
Which IS non-existent, but the matter was straightened out
so that the
last

check could be properly endorsed for deposits

^

or through the Arts Councils, is
being urged to build municipal
theatres, subsidize companies, and
start new theatrical projects under
trade unions and political parties,
free from commercialism. Govern
ment is also urged to call a conference of theatre
organizations,
These include the Little Theatre

Ward Morehouse,

critic

article for the

for the N. Y. Sun, has

been writing a monthly

magazine Pic covering theatricals. He has selected 25 play°" * 1946-47 honor roll and at his suggestion Street and
s'* -IS the
s.mith,
publishers, will host them at a luncheon dated for Club 21 May
reprizes are to be given but the listing will appear in the mag's June
\t

1

wsue.

Also myited are Brock Pemberton, Clarence Derwent, Richard
Rodgors and John Mason Brown.

Guild, British Drama Guild, and
Relkin, long connected with the Yiddish theatre and general
J^^ft^
manager for Maurice Schwartz, has been
seriously ill for a month, being
^''^atnient at Bellevue hospital, N. Y., for an aggravated
n^. ^,
''^i^xversion of their comedy
'^^
manager of *'A Flag Is Born" during most ot
u!
"Born Yesterday" which opened re- 2d[ 'Norway' Tour Waits
Its Broadway
performances this season.
cently at the Garrick, London, canDecish on Trim Problems
celled passage on the eve of the
Los Angeles, April 29.
Queen Elizabeth's sailing Saturday
vis Repertory Theatre in Bethesda,
(26). Miss Gordon said pressure of
Mechanical problems are holding
Md., starts its second summer stock
casting foi' their new play, "How I
up decision on another tour for "Song
season June 6 with three evening
Wonder," was the chief factor in
of Norway." Musical returned to its
performances and one Saturday
passing up trip.
matinee scheduled each week.
"Wonder," written by Donald Og- home, L. A. Philharmonic Audi

Garsons Kanin and wife Ruth British Iieague of Dramatists.
Gordon, who planned to catch the
British

Coast Strawkt

m. rix

den Stewart, will be produced by torium, last "week with many of
the Kanins next fall, with Kanin original cast and received ovation.
slated to direct. Raymond Massey
Laguna Beach, Cal., April 29.
Lush biz has Civic Light Opera comhas the lead. Rehearsals are set to
Gryphon Players, strawhat group,
been promised immediately after start
Aug. 18. The Kanins plan to re- pany figuring that another tptir is in Signed Joan Caulfield, Audrey
the. regular ticket was announced,
Tot*
main in New York about another the making.
ter and Kurd Hatfield to star in
a segment of the membership obsix Weeks, -then train to the Coast.
But show must be trimmed before three plays to be presented during
jecting because Aline MacMahon
it
can attempt travel since more the summer season.
and Ilka Chase had not been rethan a day is required to set up in
John Meredyth, founder and diBominated.
Schwartz'*- Paris-loniiou Chores
each new spot. "Norway" will run rector of the company, is lining
That duo heads the opposition
up
London, April 29.
until May 10 here and decision on more Hollywood names for
candidates who include Tom Ewell,
the seaAfter he finishes his month's con« tour probably won't be
made until son, which gets under way July 1
recently appointed to the council.
cert tour in jParis, end of May, last possible
moment. Also figuring for nine weeks.
The others; Ralph Bellamy, Alexan- Maurice
Schwartz will come to in huddles is possibility
that run of
der Kirkland, Mildred Natwick,
London for month at Central Hall, "Louisiana pijrchase"
by company
Helen Bay and David W'ayne. InRip Van Winkle's Resuming
Westminster,
under direction of here beginning May 26
dies also favor Raymond Massey
may watrant
Fishkill, N. Y., April 29.
_
and Elliott Nugent, renominated on Morris Susman, who used to bring tour rather than taking "Norway"
Rip van. Winkle Players will open
him over regularly every year be- on road again.
the regular ticket.
second season here June 14 with
fore the war.
They pledge to continue working
"Philadelphia Story." Louis
If Schwartz is able to recruit acTappe
for unity in Equity, the improve13 producer? -Elizabeth
VnttllAMS'
McCormick.
PLAY
ment of working conditions and the tors while in France, he will also
director.
play in .West End theatre with full
Dallas,' April 29.
creation of new spheres of employSeason yill run 11 -weeks.
company.
ment for actors. They also support
Premiere of Tennessee Williams'
council on the -ptesent Issues: 1. To
new play, "Summer and Smoke,"
J>. C.'s Three Strawhatters
Lease Cherry Lane Theatre
fight anti-labor legislation affectwill take place here during the comWashington, April 29.
_
Greenwich Village, N. Y., Cherry
ing actors, to fight against higher
Three D. C. area strawhats are set
ing
season of Theatre '47, according
theatre ticket taxes, to right dis- Lane theatre has been leased for the
for the coming season. Olney
thecr-imination within the theatre. They summer by group of actor- techni- to Margo Jones, the theatre's manag- atre
suburban Maryland reopens
also seek a new income tax plan cians from Yale and New School ing director.
May 30 for a IS-week stint, presentfor actors, amendment of present Dramatic Workshop.
ing a new show a weelc
and
featurGroup, headed by Bob Ramsey
laws to encourage building of new
Michael Bartlett to sing with Pitts- ing guest
stars.
legit theatres and a Survey of the and Al Hurwitz, will present four burgh Opera Co. in "Madame ButterCrossroads theatre, at Bailey's
entire theatre in order to create new plays, first betog "Ethan Frome" fly" May 9 and "Romeo and Juliet"
Crossroads, Va,, opens June 24
for
May 13, opposite Dorothy Kirsten,
June 0.
fields of 'employment for actors.
Its 11th consecutive

iiaies

New

St.

Loo Barnyard

-

,

,

'

-

.

>

i

4,000,000 fr. ($32,000) for its contract.
Group is being groomed for a U. S.
appearance next season. De Cuevas
went abroad recently to combine
properties of his International Ballet

'

TRIP TO CAST

appearances, home addresses and phone numbers are accorded gratis. l?g
a service similar to that in the players guide issued under Equity's "aus"
which calls for a moderate fee.
John Golden has virtually endowed ELT, to which Sam Jafte devotes
nearly all his time. Recently Golden chose a young actress in an ELT x>m
for interview, Jaffe commenting that the manager liked the girl's
©olden had never heard the expression and when she called at his olflce
called her Miss Gams, tintll .she blushihgly correeted him and explained
^
that the word refers to femmeiS' legs.

who was under

Oi

KANIS PUT OFF LONDON

Blacement of players in regular productions through showcase appear,
ances in Eiiuity Library Theatre presentations has beeii aided by mibifc,
Ity accorded the casts in the programs. Photos, memos of previous sta«e

•

As

,

'

V

Z

'

showboat floated intj> it. Then the
London, April 25.
barge will be raised. The Goldenrod
Following the Success of "Black
Ticket Sale 5 Weeks
is 161 feet long and as the barge is Magic,"
a Unity Theatre production,
230 feet Capt. Menke plans to lengthFor Alleged O'ckrgiig en both of the showboat's decks.
now toijring under sponsorship of
First
disciplinary
action taken
As the barge is equipped with a the Ministery of Fuel and Power,
against a Broadway agency for
Diesel motor, Capt. Menke is map- pressure is being put on the Labor
breaching the legit code was meted
showboat
government to step into the enterthe
to
take
ping out a sked
oiit to
the Jackie Ahearn office.
to New Orleans and possibly New tainment field. The show, "a living
Which has been barred from hanYork. He also plans a .5,000 mile an- newspaper," is about the epal shortdling theatre tickets for five Weeks.
towns.
river
age, and the need for recruits for.
all
touch
tour to
When the complaint was first con- nual
Capti Menke's move to encase the the pits.
sidered it "was understood that there
Goldenrod in the barge was occaThe government, either directly,
alleged overcharging, but the
sioned by the fact that the ancient
identity of the clerk who sold the
playhouse was no longer seaworthy
tickets was not established. Agency
and it was impossible to move it
was suspended, however, for failure from the local port with safety.
to stamp the reverse side Of tickets
stating the price obtained.
Other brokers "were advised not
to have theatre ticket activities with
Ahaarn until the end of May, same
word going to theatres. Last season

fS

PuiS

pices,

.

was

Iidde Stnff-Le^
George Jean Nathan expressed his dissatisfaction that fellow crltir..
chose "All My Sons" as the season's best play, his choice and that of snm.
others having been "The Iceman Cometh," written by his life long
Eugene O'Neill. The dramatist has won the fuHtzer prize three tiS
and "Iceman" is believed to be a contender for that honor again.
citation is expected to be announced next Monday (5).
"Sons" was distinctly out in front all the way during the critics' baHnt
ing and the first count of 12 votes for it as against six for "Iceman" ws«
indicative ot the majority sentiment. It was during subsequent votinc
the basis of a system akin to that used for track meets that the O'Neill
drama was apparently a vjbry close secqn* Five points went to first choice
four to the second and so on,"Iceman" being named for second honow
by most reviewers.

.

,

St. Louis, April 29,
Louis' newest strawhatter, the
Village theatre, with a stock comSt.

.

nine Broadway
skedded for a l6-week sea*
son teeing oiT May 29. The promoters of the enterprise, Charles L.
Hohmann and Nicholas J. Bakewell,
both natives, intend to set their new
playhouse in a St. Louis County
barn and in a locale where _tne
limousine trade will be attracted.

pany

presenting

pieces, is

,

,

NEW

:

m

,

.

year.

The Jar-

take Erie Setup
Lake Shore Playhouse, new strawon Lake Erie, located: at

hatter

Derby, N.

Y., 12

falo, is slated to

Fisher

is

listed

miles south of Bih-

open Juhe

24.

Lew

as producer

John Dee director and Frank A»

„v

bate business manager.
Casting ^ill be done out of N'*
latter part of May.

.

Cragsmoor Schedule
Cragsmoor, N. Y., April 29-^^
CragsmOor theatre opens Hs sum*
met season- with Elmer Riw*

"Dream Girl" June
Under direction

17.

Morton

W-

of
o»
Oosta, strawhat plans production
other plays, including a tryput.

n

.

M

;

'
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LEGITIMATR

Wednesday, April 30, 1947

S9

'Accidentally' 14G, Frisco;

Chi Perks; Three' Leads With 24V2G,

Blackstone

feakness' 21a 'Born' ZOG, lute' 19G
Chicago, April

29.

4

Most houses showed improvement
over previous week In spite of poor
weather which during early part of
week threatened new low at boxWeather clearing after
offices.
Wednesday, activity was resumed.
"Fatal Wcfikness" however, due to
final

week of subscription

sales,

was

active all week, chalking up its highest gross thus far, $21,000 in its third
week. "Cyrano de. Bergerae" relit
Shubert Monday (28) for an anticipated good take.

Estimates /or Last _Week
Yeslerdmy," Erlanger (9th
wk) (1,334; $3.60). Holding steady
with very good $20,000.
"Harvey*" Harris (38th wk) (1,000;
Slightly better than last
$4ii0).
week, $n,000.
(14th
"hutt Sone," Studebaker
•'Born

wk)

(1,2*6:

Selwyn

(3d

brought
$21.«00!

'Three to Make Ready," Blackwk) (1,358; $5.40). Improved with others for top gtosser
stone (Uth

in town, $24,500.

Lady"

plenty in

"Accidentally

—

Yours" Aud., San
Sacramento (2S);

(28); 'Aud.,

—

(28-10).

"Barretts of Wlmpole Street"—
Metropolitan, Seattle (28-3); Geary,
Frisco (5-10).
"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan,
(28-10).

BlackstOne-^Geary, Frisco

To Make Rtady'

(28-3);

—

ijj,

19.

miiisical,

Bay Bolger,
which

has

star

been

of

(28-10).

the

jplaying

"Call

Me

Mister"—Cass, Det.

(28-

.

10).

—

seven nights a week in Chi, is taking
"Cyrano de Bergtrae" Shubert,
a rest for a week, show then re- Chi. (28-10).
"Dear Ruth"—Rajah, Reading (28 )
suming in Philly. Flans are to keep
tour, with June booking in Playhouse, Wil. (29-30); Shubert, N.
it on
,

Boston likely.
Ilcnry Senber, advance man on
"Ready,'' switched to "Lute Song,"
Sol Jacpbson taking over. Latter had
show Originally in tryout and in
N. Y.

Blackstone, in his Second week at
the 1,550-seat Geary, did an okny
$12,000 with a $2.40 top.

If 32g,Uub;
'Imsta'

(Period Covering Apr. 28-lvrav 10)

Civic, San Jose (4)'; Civic, Santa
Cruz (5); Aud., Oakland (6-7); Aud.,
(8-10).
To CtBtiBM 00 Tour Sacramento
"Bloomer Girl"
Hartmfuj, Col.
"three To Make Ready," skedded' (28-3); American, St. liOUis (5-10).
finishes its run at
to close after
Carolina,
"Blossom Time"
the Blackstone, Chicago, May 10, Greensboro (28); Radio, Richmond
(30-2); Maryland, Cumberland (3);
will continue on tour, and will play
a return engagement for two weeks "Playhouse, Wil. (5-6).
"Born
Y«steraay"-^Erlanger,
Chi,
at the Forrest, Philadelphia, starting

May

$14,000.

Current Road Shows

Aud., Pasadena (30); Lobero, Santa
Barbara (1-3); Biltmore, L. A. (5-10).
"Anna Lucasta" Plymouth, Bost.

Haven

(1-3).

—

"Hamlet"

Victory,

Providence
Cort Sq.,

roadway Attendance Ups Slighdy;

$12,000

'Hayet' 2iG,

(8-10).

Hollywood

'3

off

"Dear Ruth" plays a repeat stand
here this weekend (1-3) and next
week gets breakin of "Xxiuisisna

wk) Diego

Subscription ending
far,
highest gross thus

$3.60).

(1,000;

000. Not a sellout, but still
the. ..black.''

Bounced back

$4.20).

again to $19,000.
"Fatal Weaknes*,"

'

'Iceman' Cool IIG, N.H.
New Haven, April 29.
"The Iceman Cometh" stopped

for three days last week (24-26) and
stocked the Shiibert refrigerator
with a substantial gross. Four performances at $3.60 (tax incl.) top
mounted plose to an estimated $11,-

OK

San Francisco, April 29.
The eighth annual season of the
Civic Light Opera opened Monday
(28) with "Rosalinda,'' at the 1,776seat Curran, starring Irene Manning, Wilbur Kvans, Oscar Karlweis
and Hugh Herbert. Last week, "Accidentally Yours," starring Billie
Burke and Grant Mitchell hit a
third and final week's gross of

Crix-Kudosed 'Sons'

me'm^m^
Attendance on Broadway last week one tickets, which accounted for
was slightly up for some attractions count around $13,000.
"The Whole World Over," Biltwith the .'jmallpox scare no longer a
(5th
week) (C-920; $4.20).
factor but curtailment of telephone more
service requiring operators continues With the aid of a salary slice will
to affect sales in the ticket agencies. stay for a while; estimated around
Sailary cuts have been made in a few $9,000 again.
"Years Ago,"
Mansfield
<21st
instances, but engagements of shows
with sagging grosses are drawing to week) (C-1,001; $4.80). May enter
a close and during May there will be summer period but eased off of late;
a growing number of dark theatres. bit better last week, with $16,000
claimed.
At least three standouts will call it
"Young Man's Fancy," Plymouth
a season by Memorial Day.
C-1,075; $3.60). Presented by Henry
Only appreci.-5ble increase la.st
written by Harry Turchweek was scored by "All My Sons." Adrian;
well and Alfred Golden; opened
named the best play of the 'season Tuesday
(29).
by the critics, and takings went up
REVIVALS
Postwar drama hasn't been
$3,000.
i

a capacity draw but business has
been" profitable right along. Three
Boston. April 29.
Return of "Hamlet" laiit week to openings this week; one is carded
the Colonial and Ballet Rus.se to for next week and thereafter the
the Opera House plus good biz for erst night card is desultory. "Miracle
the regulars keeps the Hub rialto in the Mountains" opened and closed
plenty happy as the season shows fait
signs of dwindling.
vcii^^i.. for Lagt
f
Estimates
week
"Hamlet" was well-liked and the
Keys: C (COmedj/), D (Drain-i),
ballet, though having a couple of

'Alice

"Anna Lucasta," Plymouth
Third week a little

$3.60).

estimated $16,000, but

(1,200;
off to

impressive

still

and may stay three or four mbre.
Ballet Busse, Opera House (2,900;
Ranged from quick to dead
$4.20).
during week's return to snag esti$23,000. Poor bills on a couple
of nights held the take down.
"Everythine's
Ob Ice," Center

mated

CD

M

O (Opcretto).
Sons." Coronet

Inlerna-

„

.

,

Tv*r>^'',"'"*''o.l*
nest,"
Royale (8th

week) (C-ir025;
Another week for Wilde play
that has been drawing great gro.fses;
(7th

!

(13th

week) (D-l,095;'$4.80), Won the nod
from the critics and 'gross went up

fairl.y

'

$l»tPO0.

i

"Burlesque," Belasco (18th week)
(C-1,077; $4,801. Agencies doing well
with laugh show now in fi'th month;

Doing
(M-1,214; $6).
very well so far and although off
somewhat last week, takings approximated hefty $29;,()p0.
"Bom Yesterday," Lyceum (65th
week) (C-993; $4.80). So close to
$21,000 that there are indications of

around

takineis

$l''0OO;

profitable

operation.

"Sweethearts,"

week)

(M-1.382;

Shubert

(14th

Jump

$4.80).

in

agency sales further indicative of
good summer chances; last week up

"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," Beck

week)

week) (M-1.172: ,$4.80). Doing
well and .some talk of moving
Square soon;
around

^Jn^^^

<

to $18,000, mostly at the boxoffice,
with agency sales so-so.
"Annie Get Your. Gun," Imperial
(50th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Soon
at Vhe payoff period when costly
musical will start compiling, profits;
still bettering $45,000 weekly.
(*th

WoMdertauid,"

this .spot earlier d- ving season; $22;.
000 clainied.
I

eased off somewhat; $23,500.
{Rfvue),\
"The Chocolate Sofdier," Century

(Comcdy-Dramo). R

(Musical).

"AH My

in

tional (3d week) (00-1,172; $4.80),
Doing better than other revival* in

;

w«b

off-nights because of unpopular bills,
did okay biz at the b.o.
"Everything's On Ice" at the Center, nine
shows a week, still not catching on.
TWo solo, shots coming up. Ruth
Draper opened at the Wilbur last
night (28) for a week's .stand, and
Maurice Chevalier does same at same
house next week.
"State of the
Union" next at the Golohial, coming
in JUay 5.
Estimates for Last Week

mmrBG,

.

to $29,000,

i

|

;

i

I

form
Third week way off to
"Brigadoon," Ziegfeld (7th week)
(1,500; $3),
Springfield (30); Opera Hse., New- estimated $7,000, not enough to keep (M-1,626; $4.80). Readying for sumark (l-3)v
this one on the ice very long.
mer influx with numerous excursion
'^Harvey "-^Harris, Chi. (28-10).
^Hamlet" Colonial (1,500; $3.60). parties at the regular scale; $43,506.
Philadelphia. April 29.
"Laura"
Royal Alex., "Toronto Return of this popular item for one
"Caill Me Mister," National (54th
Philly is down now to two active
(28-3); Shubert-Lafayette, iJet. (5- week only very profitable at big week)
One of the legit house.s- and apparently
(R-1,104; $6).
will
10).
estimated $20,000.
best moneymakers on the list and maintain that
MacLane's Legiter
the rest ot
'^Louiriana
Lady"
Shubert, N.
"Red Mill," Shubert (1.590: $4.20). okay on the road; takings estimated the fast-closing average
season.
Hollywood, April 29.
Haven (9-10).
Sixth week still sock at estimated around $29,500.
Last week, with virtually no oppo"Lute Sortf"
Studebaker,- Chi. $32,000, bigger than last. No end in
Barton MacLane will take a leave
"Carousel," Majestic (106tfr week)
(28-10).
sight.
Cutting the top sition—only other house open was
of absence from film chores this
(M-1,667; $4.80).
Biltro;ore,
from'Te'did Mt jump-'the gross" as ^ tJi* Walnut with Ruth Draper and
summer to stage his own legit play, "Magnificent Yankee"
her monologs-the Forrest did very
L. A. (28-3); Mayfair, Portland (6-7);
much as expected; rated around {well.
"Black John," under sponsorship of
"State of the Union" in its
Temple, Tacoma (8); Metropolitan,
S23 000
the Dallas (.Texas) Summer Thea- Seattle (9-10).
ICE
Street ihiF<Jl?cal week got around $22,000>
"'Finian's Rainbow," 46th
tre.
This Lwdsay-Crouse comedy has hit
Met Opera Co. Opera Hse., At(16th week) (M-1,319; $6), Capacityfrom $75,000 m its three
MacLane will double as star of lanta (28-29); Opera Hse.. Dallas (1varies;
never
LESIT
plus
gross
of
$42,000
Li.
the piece, with Charlotte Winters 3); Opera Hse., San Antonio (5);
expectation is for at least one-y-year's ™«fks, playing a return local enLos Angeles. April 29.
gagement. At present writing, the
and John Qualen signed for support- Opera Hse., Houston (6-7); Opera
Two newcomers rolled in last
Hse., New Orleans (8-10),
Birthday,"
Broadhurst E?''''^!*
"? booking week of May
"IHanpv
ing roles.
sky.fliere is some conjecture that
Okl^homa!"-.English. Indpls. (28- week to send L, A. legit groiises
At
(26th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80).
may schedule another ^ (8th
rocketing past the $100,000 mark. the end of six months business still
3); Erlanger. Buff. (5-10).
^eek if present profitable biz
Pygmalion" Hanna. Cleve. (28- Leading the town was "Icecapades Of .strong; improved last week; estimated
Shows in Reliearsal
'47" which bowed in Thursday night
keeps up.
3); Royal Alex., Toronto (5-10).
around $27,000
"Open House" Rex Carlton.
"State of the Union"
Forrest, to open a five-week stand at PanRuth Draper, who did a couple
Harvey," 48th St. (130th week)
Greeted by
Auditorium.
Pacific
Philly (28-10).
"Louisiana Lady" Hall Shelton.
(C-920; $4.20). Will continue through of terrific weeks' engagements in her
"State of the Dnion"—Aud., Hart- great notices, ice show teed off with summer while Chieagor unit will pay solo performances back in the late
"Portrait In Black" David Lowe
ford (28-31); Victory, Providence a smash $45,600 for first three days. off; business always profitable; last 20's, got a .splendid critical sendoff
and Edgar Luckenbach. Jr.
was
Bigger take, but for lull week,
Bost. (5-10).
but could only gross a little over
week around $16,000.
"Love Fpp love"—John C. Wilson (2-3); Colonial,
"Student Prince"— American, St. reported by Civic Light Opera Co.
"Heads or Tails," Cort (C-1,064; $4,000 in her single session at the
and Theatre Guild.
Louis (26-3);: Orplieum,- Davenport which returned to Philharmonic $4.20). Presented by Your Theatre, Walnut which ended Saturday. Hou.se
Norway" and Inc.; written by H. J. Lengsfelder is pretty deflritely through as far as
(4); Orpheum. Galesburg (5); Radio, Aud. with "Song of
Des Moines (6); Paramount, Water- many members of original cast. First and Erwin Drake; long in prepara- the 1946-47 sea.son is concerned.
Locust,
dark last week when
loo (7): Palace, S. Bend (8); Keith's, week's gro-ss reached $.52,700 but fig- tion; opens Friday (2).
ure includes some seasonal orders
Pix
Gr. Rapids (9-10).
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (23d "Young Man's Fancy" canceled sec"The Fatal Weakness"
Selwyn, for three presentations. "Rosalinda" week) (D-1,331; $4.80). Broadway's ond week, is lighted this week with
Continued from page 3
and "Louisiana PUrchase'!will follow top straight play gro.s.ser will finale Maurice Chevalier.
Advance for
Chi. (28-10).
mentary-type films once in a while.
"The Glass Menagerie" Shubert- "Norway."
after another week (May-10); holds French song star was only fairly
Smaller houses reported varying to $32,700, which is capacity plus good, but good window sale is indiMetro has agreed to do the first in Lafayette. Det. (28-3); Opera Hse,,
business with El Capitan leading the limit of standees.
cated. Locust has nothing else anthe series, consequently, which will Newark (5-10).
way. House grossed the same $17,Mary,"
Music
Box
"John
Loves
nounced;
it may or may not shutter
Iceman
Cometh"—
Cincy
"The
Cox,
deal in a general way with labor000 it has taken in for Ken Murray's. (12th week) (C-979; $4.80). Hit was for the year after Saturday,
(28-3).
wanagement problems in the U. S.
piece better last week, with takings over VThe Shubert reU^ts a week from
Shubert, Bost. "Blackouts of 1947" since
"The Red Mill"
Short will be releiised as one of (28-10).
opened 253 weeks ago.
$22,000; laugh .show should be cinch 'Monday (12) with the musical, "LouJohn Nesbitt's "Passing Parade"
Biltmore's biz. upped for second through summer.
i.siana Lady," which is now featuring
Nat'i,
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls"
week of "Magnificent Yankee" with
series by Metro, with the script co- Wash. (28-3).
"Life Wtth Father," Bijou (389th Charles Judels arid Edith Fellows,
At
the week) (C-613: .$3.60). Plans call for Show is going to charge a $4.55 top.
in.
trickling
good
$15,000
authored by Nesbitt and Edward
"Three to Make Ready"
Blackfor moving to larger Alvin and show
slightly
slumped
take
Belasco,
(28-10).
Cheyfitz, Johnston's labor advisor. stone, Chi.
fair $14j000 With "Anna Lucasta," would then probably be cutrated:
in
Nixon,
Cential
Pauk"
"Up
If the audience goes for the first one,
which has four more weeks to run. again around $8,500.
'Park' Pert 28€, Pitt
Johnston said, other studios may Pitt. (28-3); Hanna, CJleve. (5-10).
"Miraele in the Mountains," Play"Voice of the Turtle"—Aud., Roch.
tackle other subjects, each of which
house (D-865; $4.80). Opened FriPittsburgh, April 28.
Erie;
Schenectady (1-3);
(28-30);
day; unanimous unfavorable press;
Will be distributed by the producer
First of "Up In Central Park's"
Nixon, Pitt. (5-10).
D.C.
'Riith' Dear
yanked Saturday (26); three per- two weeks at Nixon resulted in close
as-,i» part of his regular shorts proformances.
Washington.
April
29,
to
$28,000
with a $4.20 (including
gram. Next release might concern
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (51.'5t tax) top. Musical started rather
in
its
a
hefty
biz
"Dear
Ruth"
did
pe&cetime> uses of atomic energy.
57G,
second stanza here. Show, running week) (CD-1,082: $4.80). One o' the slowly but picked up down the
Johnston declared the MPA is not
good things that could play throueh stretch, suggesting a good chance of
at pop prices, with a $2.40 top, rang
Omaha, April 29.
sponsoring the series, but that they
summer but won't; final month. Still bettering opening .stanza's take on.
"Oklahoma!" closed a five-night, up a big $11,500.
$20,000.
represent a "coordinated program"
the holdover. Advance iale pretty
"Two Mrs. Carrolls." Elizabeth excellent;
2.778-seat
(211th
"Oklahoma!", St. James
to handle national and world prob- two-matinee run at the
good for this session.
starrer, here on a return
(26), grossing Bergher
Saturday
week) (M-1,505; $4.80). When visParamount
lems. "This is a great industry," he
Nixon gets "Voice of the Turtle'*
visit, with tariffs lowered to a $3 top
itors start coming to town crack
$67,000. Show was a complete sellback for two weeks on Monday (5).
promising.
looks
tax),
told the Metro delegates, "and it can
(including
musical will flourish but it'.s .still
out at $4.20 top, matinees $3.60. Show
That'll probably wind up the legit
do more than any other industry to could have done three niore capacmaking goodly profit; topped $22,000. season locally inasmuch
as "Lute
Union."
bring un(!terstahding and peace to ity nights at least.
"State of the
Hud.son (76th
'Carrolls' 16G, Toronto
which had been tentatively
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). Only vari- Song,"
the peoples of the world."
Katharine Cornell in "Barretts of
May 19, ha.s had a
Toronto. April 29.
ance in attendance is during first booked infor
itini?Lv and. more
mnrrth«n
Hollywoed Ad Club's plan calls WimpOle Street" at the 2,000-seat
than
.«.'ne"^?ry
Opening cold, with little chanee half of week and then not much off;
at $3.60
$5,100
15
did
April
Omaha
first for
likely won't be along until next year.
a closer liaison between
for advance publicity on the re- over $22,000 quoted.
top.
films and 'radio so they can be of
sumption of the road tour of ElisaAdelphi
Street
Scene,"
(16th
mutual assistance in selling each
beth Bergner in "The Two Mr.s. Car- week) (M-l,43| $6). Has droM^^^^^
8G,' St. LoO
.satisfactory
thriller did
a
rolls."
other to the country. Aim is for a
'PEICE' 8I/2G. K. C.
recent weeim and doubtful of
., „,,
,
Louts, April ^j.^
$I6;000 at the Royal Alexandra here, better than even break; rated around
„„
,
more authentic presentation of both
Kansas City. April 29.
"Trouble for Rent" wound up its
with 1,,'525-seater scaled at $3 top. «20 000
industries, Film industry will be in"Student Prince" played the Music
"Ten'tinp
Business mounted toward end of
Tonight,"
Booth f4th ohf^week sttnd at the American
vited lb draw upon a permanent rOs
Hall here last Friday and Saturday
iC-712; $4.80). Staying by Saturday (26) with a sad^Bhowing.
w'eek ad piece is reported pencilled week)
(25-26) with matinees both days for
ter of radio and ad experts as techl.iOpthe
Eight perfromances, with
with night tpp at in for a return engagement here. dint of cutratinK: will move or elos* seat house scaled to $3.05, gro.ssed a
nical advi.sers, Club will maintain a four performances,
Miss Bergiaer received rave reviews. next week; "Portrait in Black"
Biz was fair with b.o. total of
disappointing $8,000.
completely indexed list of news- $3.
booked here; $7,000.
$8-,500.
Better b.o. jresults are expected foir
Medium"
"The
Tele"The
and
paper, radio television and ad people
'Bloomer' 276, Indpls.
Next on the docket is Sigmund
phone," Barrymore (D-1,064: $4.20). iSigmund Romberg's "Student
Who will be available for huddles.
Romberg and concert orch jn for a
a one- week
Indianapolis. April 29.
Presented by Chandler (iowlcs and Prince." which ,, opened
»
3
Scheme grew out of a .suggestion two-day stand early in May.
"Bloomer Girl" did a hefty $27.G0g Efrem Zimbali.st, Jr.: written and <ns;agement at the American Sunday
to the club last week by Walter
Gian-Carlo Menotti: .i27) In the ca.st are Detmar Poppen
at the English in eight performances compo.sed bv
^Vanger that a million-dollar public.
KWherine Dunham Theatre Pro- April 21-26, at $3.60 top.
and Frank Hornaday, both faves here
opens Thur.sc^ay (1)
Municipal
appearances
in
the
due
to
return
Moenthe
Turtle,"
relations camprii/n be launched by ductions has been chartered m Alis
sold
out
for
"The
Voice
of
House
the film industry to help offset «n- bany to do busirte.<!.<. in New York, gagement of "Oklahoma" April 28- rosco (159th week) (C-9,^9: $3.60 1. Theatre A.ssn 's al fre.sco playhoiLse
Virtual capacity, what with twn-for-. Forest Park.
fair piopaganda.
with a capital stock of $100,000,
(28); Aud.,
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Wedneaday, Apyil 30. 1047
in support for finish. Number could
develop into something,
"Bloodstains in the Snow" is the
old meller with the gold rush back
ground. A weakie which has had its
day and should now be dispensed

Bays Abroad
3

Here, There, Anil

Everywhere

CXhi-ee Boys,
23.

Mrs. Paule

Val Parnell-'Kobert Nesbitt produi'tion of
»RW muatcal in two parts (14 scenes). Htiira

Tiiram}' Trlna«r with Master Keys, MaWe
TLw, the Four Rythmettcs, Seoi-fire C'ampo
•ind partner! Wilson, Keppel & Betty, Thi?
Kiirls, Mona and Olivier; lly Hazoll, Ynipric
Tandy, The Three Jokers, The WaIlal)lM.
Music and lyrics by D'ick llurran; dancea
by Joan Davies; comedy scenes directed by
Charles Henry. Musical arransfetnenta liy
JPauI Fenoulhet Who conducts the SUyvoekeis

Orchestra.

One

Girl')

with.

At PAlIaaiumy Lonaon.

KoUo production

o£ three-fict

Directed by
Pelegry.
At the

I^^Ininiacnlee

'

(Tlje

,

Immaculate)

Paris, April 22.
and Roland I'ielri producby Philippe »leriat.
Directed by Claude Salnml. Sets by Marcel
Champs, Elysees,
dea
Coard, At; CoraediB

Claude

,

Sainv.-\1

tion at four-act Jraraa

.fjimerose

,i

This looms locally as a sure click,

MUe."'

Ambrleu

.Claude f'snla

.

,

• .

,

. ,

, .

.
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Trinder's

personality

in fine style.

There

is

enough strength here to
pack the Palladium for a solid run.

obviQ,usly

•

father. He exemplifies the man who
likes his children and his home, but
not sufficiently to keep him from
seeking a young woman's love. He is
ably supported by Roland Daniel, as
the oldest son who has a feeling of
family responsibility. La Jarrige, as
the football-loving son, has the makings of a good character actor, Other
roles are secondary.
At the play's end, out of respect for
their father, the children only pretend to accept his claim that the' incriminating letter which put them
wise was really addressed to one of
his friends. In the old German play
on the same theme they really fall
for his story, hinting the difference
between French and Teutonic esti-

Show opens with a scene from
frevious Palladium show folding in
946 before Trinder goes off on his
World tour. He hops off in an airliner
with Valerie Tandy, ex-Windmill
theatre girl from non-stop reviie,
making her first bow at the Palladium. She has little to do later in
the show, but has plenty of vitality.
Paris is first stop, with Trinder
heavily vawed in it gpld'rdigging
scene and George Campo and his
partner scoring strongly in an Apache
sketch.
Campo As undoubtedly a
highlight of this first half, but mation of morals and mentality.
WP.sted in later scenes.
Direction by Mrs. Paule RoUe is
From Paris, the ship moves on to commendable.
Maxi.
the desert where those old-timers
Wilson, Keppel and Betty re-enact
Together
their famous Egyptian dance; FaLondon, April 18.
njiliat though it is, the act is still a
Hylto^n and Lupino liine production
wow. Here, toft, Trinder continues ofJack
Jack Hylton'a new musical in two parts
his world-wide amours in a sketch (10 sceiiea). Stars Bud Flanagan, Nervo
with a newcomer from America, Hy and Kno.\, Naughton and Gold: features
Hazell, personable femme who woos Junik and Christian Arnaut, Georges Andre
Radio Revellers, Grace Draper,
him into a clinch as Cleopatra. With Martin,
Maurice ICeary, Trudy Bentley, Zena Kale,
Trinder guying himself as the great Willie
Carlisle. Directed by Alec Shanks.
lover, this clicks nicely for laughs.
Sketches by Charles Trenet, Con West, Hubert Grege, Arthur Koae, Frank Byton,
Scene is followed by the Three James
J. Midway; Uiuistc arranged hy FredJokers, slick acrobatic trio, an'd die Brethsrton, John Blore, Bay Terry, Phil
Mona and Olivier, stylish ballroom Moody dances and ensenibles by Alan and
duo from France, with a moderately Blanche l.una. At Victoria Palace, London.
funny sketch, "Out Kast." This kids
the manners of pukka sahibs at their
Although dubbed a musical, this is
club in India, being- climaxed by a really a revue, being a series of comhot adagio act, "Jungle Shadows," edy skits plus vaudeville acts. Re.
an(| finale of first half. Jungle dance uniting of the Palladium's "Crazy
it put over with mounting sensation- Gang," a feature at
that house for
alism by the Zoris (French), couple years before the war, has proved an
representing a he-man stripped to inspiration, with their new boss, Jack
the waist in a death struggle with a Hylton, likely to cash in on the releopard. Act'l starts like the usual habilitation. Boys Work e'very bit as
stuff, but has artistry and builds to a well as before.
fine climax.
(

Again

;

.

Show

looks set for long rim.

It

Second half sweeps the company to should have no difficulty in
one of those beaches in Australia lishing itself at this house as estabit did
with the Wallabies in their specialty at the Palladium.
tumbling act, fun and games with the
Opening scene, "Together Again,"
girls and anothei? spot for Valerie
Tandy and Hy Hazell. Though color- helps to introduce the "Gang" to
ful and brilliantly staged, it hardly good reception, with Chevalier Brothreaches the standard of the preceding ers following. Boys have been standhalf and it's not until the spectacular ard here and U. S. for several years,
Hollywood holiday scene that the splitting for three years during the
show recovers its old form. After a war. They'have addgd some comedy
couple of flashes showing of typical gab to their offering, but mainly rely
Hollywood necking parties, how on their funny tumbling and getting
imagined and how it is actually, involved ill each others clothes.
Skit on film producing,' with FlanTrinder delivers an uproarious satire
on Jane Russell. Russell publicity agan as director, Nervo and Knox
here made this a surefire hit for as the stars. Gold as the Hubby and
laughs arid brought the itomlc his Naughton, as the Stand-in, has some
biggest hand. "Night in Manhattan," chuckles, but not too many. Funniest
last big item before the close, re- thing is Knox' makeup" to resemble
introduces Mona and Olivier in a Clark Gable.
conventional but pleasing ballroom

number succeeded by an effective
Harlem nightclub scene with Master
Keys and Mable Lee. A. couple of
typical songs via the mike are presented by the colored four to good
effect, while Miss Lee is outstanding
as soloist and dancer wearing little
but her own personal warmth. Show
winds up with Trinder back from his
would tour in "The Return of the

Prodigal."

Music is tuneful but has no hits,
best number being a topical- comment
on foodless Londofi called "I Can t>o
Without london;'!
Val Parnell has done the right
thing seeking novelties.
Result is
8^ show that has just that touch
Of difference and freshness along
•with the old Palladium tradition. He
owes much to Robert Nesbitt's production which makes good use of the
theatre s resources in lighting and eflects.and always keeps the eye entertamed. Chorus and dances are well
up to standard and are strongly supported by the Skyrockets orchestra.
Show ran over two hours at preem,
Ebet.
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Play, Brokers

and
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W«Bt 46th

mi West

?t!i

street, New Vo't
street. ILos Angrelcs

It starts

"better

in
*"
y**!

*

out promisingly

w

enn,.™..

me-down gags and wind? St
deadly ani unint2nde7
bttto!
college plays themselver
thing is thrown into this

Si'

mulE'
Victot' KUlun nothing being omitted except
oH"
JullB Haydon ahty,
Cicely.
discrimination and confe
.E, A, Krumschmldt Senators can sit
Simon
easy-they tlm^k\
Sergeant ,.,.,....,„>..,..., John Frederick Of Jhis one hetter
t^an
tlfel'r°'S'
O^wyer
.Mace
....
...
Gehdarme, ... ......
If the book is shapeless,
Veronica. i.......i......Cbnstielo O'Connor
the scot^
Gloria O'Connor IS too simple. The
Cornelia.
music is a renS
The S(iuire..... ......Lawrence Tlbbett. Jr. tion of tuneless
ditties with
,,. Manart Klppen
The Judge...........
lyrics of
.Katharine Anderson a ^nursery rhyme calibre to f t ti
'rhe Mayor's Wl(o.
,Bernard Randall
et«ht numbers are featured
The Doctor.
Tozere
..Frederic
..........
Tlie M,ayor..i...
none of them reaching the
Leh Patricic "hit parade"
The Baron......,.,,.,. V,
class.
Sharpest
,Carl Wallace
.

,

.

.

VeM

I.oin

(Wind That C«mes From Far Away)
Paris, April 22.
_^Rene Sancelme produclion
three acts by Pierre Rocher,

t)t

comedy

In

Directed by
Stars Marcelle Chantal.
Graviere.
At -tile Daunou,

Jacques Bnumor.
Set by
Paris.

Anna

Georgette

g«™ard

....

,

.

.

,

.i.„ce

Peyrer

simone Flora
...Henri Nasslet

;

^fveur

Henri

Vllbert

Rene Worms

S>a"'""
"artii

,

.Gaston Joubert

.

will
long.

Casino de Paris show, ft surely
prove the .talk of town before

Open with
playing flute
in dance attire, and gal in snakelike
outfit. She starts a series of crawls

man

all-around

his body, gliding and
writhing in realistic reptile fashion.
Stopped show cold. Could play al-

most any

spot.

"Belle Vue Crescent" is one of funniest skits in show by the "Gang"
Stage reveals set of prefabricated
dwellings, where they live. All are
attired as femmes. Comedy crosstalk
and bickerings are the main dish,
with effect of passing train on these
shoddily constructed homes causing
howls.
Flanagan gets an inning in solo
offering, "Ace High," singing song
with that title, with entire ensemble

S

. i

.

of

Butler.

Vlvl Jnnlsa
Toung Woman
Court Attendant,.. ...... ......Louis Cruger
Vlviaji King
.Marjorle Diilton

Girl

Woman

Old

The Prosecutor.
The Schoolmaster...,.

....Dayton

I!

w^«rbya>eoupleofS

Lummls

...... ...Pitt Herbert

(Dverall thesping and singing
talent
of this student group is so-sof
How.
ever, the ponies (football squad
ta
attire> are as usual surefire

lemme

Show

could use a campus

wit.

Equity Stahii
as ContMued

from

iMtge S7

j

breached
the
twsto
agreement which stipulates that Ihi
actors' union shall not change rales
technically

or policy during the life of the part.
Equity sees its move difiEerently,
saying that the theatre ban would
not be effective for more than one
year.

Resolution was adopted after t
report wa? made by CorneUg QUt
Skinner, Equity's member of a joint

with

committee

the

DramatiSb

Guild, which was represented by
Marc Connelly. Guild has not acted
upon the report, despite the sworn
sentiment of some leading members

against segregation.
Proposal that
the issue be settled by a poll of
Washington playgoers was not coai»
sidered but that too is a possible
solution.

Miss Skinner's report incluW:
believe that Negro theatre
patrons in Washington will be no

"We

more

prominent

than, they

are

its

audiences

New

York and

in

in

would shortly cause no more

com-

be eliminated,
Colored patrons on Broadway conment,'' if segregation

stitute aii Inconsiderable fraction or

audiences and it is Indicated that
an overwhelming majority of colored residents don't care for legit.
Price of tickets may be factor but
probably not a decisive one.
cultural division of the Na-

The

tional Negro Congress sent messagM
to Equity complimenting it on the
stand against Jim CroWlsm at, the
She knows
Division was formed to
tne Playhouse, having been in "the National.
GTass Menageil*," but won't have to combat discrimination against Negra
fix up her dressing room for
a sim- talent, with the support of- Margaret
ilar run.
Webster, Carl Van Doren, Paul
Manart Kippen is all right as the Robeson, Bosley CroWther, Fredric
judge who is called upon tb be stern March,
Schuman and
William
until the miracle occurred. Most
at- Cheryl Crawford.
tractive players present are Katherme Anderson, as thfe mayor's wife
Air
and Consuelo and Gloria O'Connor,
Clears
Ifecision
D. C.
who play her daughters, all three beWashington, April 28,
ing on in only one scene. Production
Indications were strong here
very good.
only
Jbee.
"white
terday (28) that the
(CloseA Sai. (26) o/ter thf ee pej'policy of the National theatre wiu
be terminated in the next year along
AetO^.
the lines laid down by
Equity.
Two developments stoOd
Rlgliis

ffoin nis resting place.

Bead To

PLAp

(COLLEGE
Columbia

tTnlv.
In

musical comedy
lyrics

Ijy

Players

Iw

of things. Production includes
only
one set, a living room opening
on the

out:

prodiicllon

acts.

Edward N.

oC

Book and

ro,>!tlkyan,
Krne" t
mush- by
RlX;-d B.. Hyman. 1"'='"™;
Richard
Produced and deO'Retlly; dirtied by
pSi'*V°''^?''
tie.'jton
K. Muijter; choregi'aphy. Traov

"'^t^^

Ap°ril'»;

""""^

Ffrst^HeOnrtk;

Y?.
'"""'I

1.
The theatre, winding up the
long suit against it for refunds pi
tickets which Negroes had been unable to use, agreed to "confess

judgment" for the $77 sought I«r
the 22 tickets, This action was taken
in court following a long conference
with Judge Nadine Gallagher and «
long distance phone call to New
.

KdvvatTSaherty

,

Martin,

ceiit

.

. . . .

.

Caroline.

.Marcelle Chantal

This is Marcelle Chantal's reappearance in Paris for the first time
smce the war. Her acting the implausible part of Prisca with Henri
Vllbert
comraendably doing the
character part of a smooth Crook is
"Serenade to Sea" is only mild but about all that
emerges in a play that
serves to introduce the Radio IRevel- no talent could
save.
lers, who give out with string of imIt was tried out on the
Riviera,
pressions of the Ink Spots, the Mills and wa.s nicely
received there, but is
Bros., and local radio name Big Bill not cued lor
a very long run. Mile.
Campbell, climaxing wiih Andrews Lnautal does
the somewhat mysteriSisters and Spike Jones "band, last ous
woman married to a law.T>er, who
being best. "Lights of London" has for a
member of the legal profession
glimpses of Limehouse, Wellington seems a bit sketchy
since he married
Barraclcs and the Thames, all effec- her without
taking any information
tively done, but could be built up about
her past.
more elaborately.
Ml}?; Chantal is easy to look at
and
Second half introduces two French beautifully dressed
by Maggy Rouff
importations. First is Georges Andre and has
enough changes including, a
here

last
in 1932.
Goes
through series of intricate dances
from ballet to fast Russian whirls, all
done with his fingers. Martin is still
novel, and should make ideal niters
fa
Second is dancing act ot.Ja»ik
ai
Christian Arnaut that topped re-

.

'. .

'

li\i'L^TJ*'"'l-

Usher

Robert

^*»°'''«'^V

O^Neil

|^fc-poiUrg;ist/;;;;.'!':!'!°SiJ?'^^
Senator Cottonmoulh

.Sorre

Booke

York

to

Marcus Heiman,

the National.
2,

The Committee

operator oi

,
for Racial De-

mocracy, which had been

picketing

the theatre nightly, agreed to suspena
is nice. What may
the
•i^obert Milch
Thiffi ct,»,not«»
picketing until June 1, 1948,
unP'^'*' o" some time
ilfiL f^''
deadline for admitting Negroes
""Sht on its merits is
/
The comthe fact that producer Rene
San- £idoiyn:-""-:;;;;;;;pSK,h^ der the Equity ultimatum.
wouw
celme won't have to pay rent.
Henry Coleman mittee further agreed that it
He
is Dick WnVf
also the owner of the
blocKS «»
building
•••i- ^o^"''*- ^Oung no longer seek to buy
ing ejected the former tenant.: hav. Marvirvn; aUV.
Meredith
Frahman
^ranman
'i^""?'"
distribute to Negroes,
to
.Frederick
Patlen tickets
' Uaxx.
...TCdward Flaherty again up to June 1, '48 deadline.
Tom
Riviera beach, and

•

S»Biy:;-"^-S'oS
'

,

'

,

.

..

I'

Dais*

PBIESTIEY EEVIVES MASK

Frankle,;'.'."

".'.;:

redentk Br.icIlnno

Seymour w„m,oe

The committee was back

of the law-

suit.

London, April 29.
r„,
Theatre, founded by J B
Priestley before the war, is
to be
„r
Mask
,

niTLE RELIEVES PLOHS
Baltimore, April

^""^

*°Sether
vvith
p^Srff T
^"^ J- ^- MitchelhiU.
Tahe Parker will again be
general
manager and Michael MacOwan
rector of productions.

:

Authors' Representatives
ett

Salem I.ud-wig
..Tohn McICee

,

In the spring it's expected that
dramatic drags may reach Broadway
but not from a name author such as
Molnar. Two young showmen debut
with a script that probably more experienced managers ignored. "Mirashe calls at the research department cle" is so mediocre that at timss the
of a hospital, realistically staged, and performance seems amateurish.
induces Professor Paul Vernier, w.k,
Drama is supposed to be based on
to
subject,
the
researches
on
for his
arrange for her to become pregnant legend located in the Austrian mounthrough artificial means. The trouble tains. It has to do with death of a
with this first act is that at times it five-year-old illegitimate boy, boi'n
to Cicely, a hired girl. Paternity is
is more a lecture on artificial pregclearly
established,
father
being
nancy technique than just theatre.
Seciuel takes place 20 years later. mayor of the town who tells his wife
Sylvie 'is now a rich dealer in an- that he angrily threw a rook at the
tiques, and lives in an apartment boy bashing out his brains. Also that
over her store with her alluring he burieti the kid behind a rosebush
daughter, Claude Genia. Mother and miles away.
Cicely is accused of the homicide
daughter are fond of one another, but
the mother has never told the girl and goes to the monastery for aid.
the secret of her birth. Trouble de- There a visiting attorney with saintly
velops when the girl, who has fallen air takes the case but the girl is tried
in love with a young man who wants on circumstantial evidence which he
to marry her, becomes embroiled cannot refute. The judge agrees to
with her iriother who can't stand the go to the scene of the burial and
idea that her daughter might have there the attorney picks up the boy
anything to do with a man.
from behind the bush, substantiating
Men's parts are of no particular in- the inferences made during the crossterest, except for Luc Andrieux, who examination of the mayor.
as the porter devoted to the girl and
The
is mute and the judge
somewhat of a simpleton acts Prank- prays, itboy
being indicated that the girl
ensteinish. 'Whole play concerns the will
be freed of accusation. How the
various fights between the manhating attorney
knew the facts
mother and the manseeking daugh- disclose, author leaving he doesn't
it to
the
ter.
Both Sylvie, who manages in imagination that the
man has powers
the first act to be a personable young
divination, as explanation of the
Woman and is superb as the mother, of
miracle.
and Claude Genia, who does the unVictor
Kilian,
as
the
attorney,
has
derstanding daughter until the moment she realizes why her fiance the mien and manner of a sainted
jilted her, do all their scenes in a human and the actor is finished
way to leave the audience gasping enough to portray an unusual character of hardly believable attributes.
for breath.
First act set is realistic. That used There are other good players in the
for the rest of the play, a tastefully east who do not come off so well.
furnished drawing-room in the apart- Frederic Toz^re as the mayor has
ment of a rich antique dealer, does some lines that sound ridiculous.
much credit to Marcel Coard. Screen Everybody's in on his secret about
potentialities are minitnized by the the kid but he stubbornly refuses to
theme, and also by the fact that the confess to the accident killing. Still
young leading man's part is most he s the best dresised mayor of the
unsympathetic, while that of the por- season.
teir is comiparatively small.
Julie Haydon is the unfortunate
Moa».
servant girl, directed to remain on
her knees when the boy is brought
i^inl Vient fee

'

'

Ambrose
The Prior
The Attorney

have done much
gone by.

a rowdy satire on the
fch-hS^
antics of a U. S, Senate
com&«'
but gets lost early in a bog
'^l-

,

.Sylvie
both on stage and possibly for the Mme. Ajnbrieu.
Isahelle Anderson
screen. The story of three sons and Mile, Fort
.Louis Arbessler
The new Tommy Trinder show has their sister who try to prevent their Perrle.
.. ... .Jean Chaduo
Maximo Porrott
gone far afield to bring life and father from riinning away from home liUdo ............ .......... .Luc Andrieux
Andre Chanu
and deserting their mother for a Benoiilt.
talettt into the somewhat jaded arena
.Kdy Debray
younger woman combines plenty of Brosaette. ..........
.Paul Vernier
that vaudeville filled during the war.
Protesseur Vlel ....
Paris and New York have been fun with emotion.
The boys. Oddly innocent for their
combed for new faces and talent. The
is an actor,
Heriat.
who
Philippe
result is a musical show of inter- age, get wise to their father's inten- a novelist and a critic, has penned a
national flavor which looks certain tion when the latter, an industrialist, play which has a most unusual theme
picks up one of his son's brief case by
to ring the bell.
evidence
mistake and leaves his instead. They and a very brilliant dialog,
Lacking in names, it is strong in find a letter in it evidencing that ihg his thorough understanding of all
novelty. Show is a trial balloon for their parent is about to run oft with phases of the theatre. Though diTrinder, posing the question whether a young woman. They try to keep vided in four acts it is really a story
the ({oekney comic would get away him home.
Despite numerous in two parts, with 20 years elapsed
With the inflation value stars have schemes, they would not have suc- in between.
The first act shows Sylvie as a
lived on during the war or could ceeded if a shociting episode did not
young career girl who just hates
justify his title to top-line billing. make their father miss his train.
men, in any form. Despite which she
Answer seems to be in the affirmaMarcel Andre is excellent as the is hankering to become a mother. So
tive, because, although the first night

was ragged.
came through

by
.^chmidt and Manart ICippen,
author; settings by Robert Davison. Opened
at Playhouse, N. T., Apfll 25, '47; $4.a) top,
.Kormit Kegley
Clement,
Norman Wallace
Dominic
.staged

Paule Holle.
Set by
Henalasance, FaviH.
l''athcr ...................... Marcel-Andre
.Michel.
.La Jarrlge
,
(iilbert
Roland-Daniel
Berna rd .................... .Tean DuiHontet
Wotli"r.
Jeanne Provost
Chriiatlne

R«9e-

ing seridoff.

comedy by Roger Fei-dlnand.

.

Archer Klngr and Harrison Woodhull production o£ drama by l''Breno Molnar In two
acts (tour scenes). Features Victoi' Kllinn,
Julie Haydon, Frederic Tozere, B. A, Krum-

,

,

®H Broadway

lays

Mirnele in Mountains

Packed house gave show resound-

Paris, April 22.

London, April

.

fiareons, 1 Pille

wwch'^l'i^
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*
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Premature closing

^''P''^' *°
in the
wiihi'n
l°l « f^^S school that's
Ma.sk will tour the
Broadway, it deprovinces,!
cidedly doesn't measure
starting early June.
up even on
fall.

29.

of legit seasp»

here last week has made possible-*
Ecioi*
for
three-week
vacation
di«'
Plohn, manager of the National
w
Washington, with John Little,
W^eatre,
Int^^^t^f ?^ ^ whistle-stop college Ford's here,- pinch-hitting for himIts

own

terms.

lineup' of hoolangs
indicate extended
there.

'FuUsome
Capital

Columbi^ students time
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LITEIIATI
That

Literati

:

have

been

Book

Initial demonstration was made
yesterday (Tues.) by the Evening
BuUetm with its station WPEN, with
a display of facsimile transmission
In the window of the Gimbei Bros.'
The Philly Inquirer and its
store.
station WFIL will team up with a
demonstration May 5th.
The Bulletin's demonstration displayed facsimile transmission on
both the small (four inch) and large

(18 inoh) niachines.

The

will

14,216,097

_i

si..

it

.

erty,
North American Newspaper Alliance, and San Diego
Journal, married to Ruth Fin-

ney, who covers the town for
the San Francisco Daily News
and the Albuquerque Tribune.

Mary Spargo, Capitol Hill reporter for the Washington Post,
ahd husband Bill Prybr, who
works
for
the
Washmgton
Times-Herald, and also serves as.
correspondent for the Cedar
Rapids Gazette.

"to the
to God
again."

Bulkley Griffin and the mi.ssusy
Kinnear Griffin, together
a news bureau which

Isabel

„'

operate

services

New

Anita Colby is currently vacationing in the east prior to taking up
her new post as special aide to
Paramount studio topper Henry
Ginsberg in June. She leaves New
York next Tuesday (6) for 10 days
in Bermuda, then returns to New
York for a week before heading
coastwards.

Following

Its first

few

issues,

Mag

Prominent newspapermen from

New

sections of the east will attend the
affair, which opens Friday, June 13.
Saturday's schedule highlight will
be presentation of Hcadliner awards
at luncheon.

been formed consisting of John Kersey, Clifton Fadiman, Annalee JaCOby, J, D, Ratclifl, Gjon Mill and
George' Biddle.
Walter Ross, formerly associate publisher, has been
named' publisher, and Lawrence Xee,

work
son.

which publishes
Bose

Oa

McGall's magazine.

Hugh Morrow, formerly of the
Philadelphia Inquirer Washington Bureau and now in the D. C.
bureau of the Saturday Evening
Post, works with wife Elise, who
freelances for the SEP and also
does a semi-weekly column for

all

The

ington Post.

News
.

Elmer Rice at P.E.N. Congress
The American P.E.N. Centre will
be represented by Elmer Rice at the
19th International Congre.ss in Zurich June 2-6. Germany will be represented by Erich ("Emil and the
Detectives") Kaestncr, who works
for the American-sponsored Munich
newspaper Neue Zeitung, by Johannes R; Mecher, the poet, and Erich
Wiechert, novelist.
Franz Thcodor
Csokor and Saoher-Masoch arc coming from Austria, while Phyllis
Bentley and Wynn Griffith are the

No

next

by

Valentine Davits is novelizing his
screen story, "The Miracle on 34tlr
Street," for summer publication by
Harcourt -Brace.
Ernest Berner, publisher of a
group of fan mags in Switzerland,
studying Hollywood film technique
on the Paramount lot.
Stanley M. Brown, Prentice-Hall
since
1944,
advertising
director
upped to veepee oyer advertising
for the, puWisliing firm.

There
what in

When
society

other cases somethis groove.
Igor

Cassini

quit

the

.Times-Herald
to take

the

columni.st

as

Knickerbocker job. for
the New York Journal-American, his wife Auslinc (Bootsie)
Cassini, took over his former

.

,

news beat in D. C.
Mrs. Agnes Meyei\s is a nationknown newspaperwoman

ally

who has crusaded
cent

Her

I

strongly in re-

years for the imderdog.
husband, Eugene Meyers,

ow,Ks the Washington Post.

Olive Clapper now represents
in Washington, a post she
got after the tragic death of
husband
Raymond
Clapper,
Scripps-Howai'd columnist;: and
Mary James Cottrell ably runs
the news bureau of her late husband, Jesse Cdttrell, icovering
the town for papers in Several

Look

'

states.

Generally speaking, the trend
luLsband-wife teams is relanew in D. C, owing part
.size to the wartime, which
broii.'.;ht many women into the
to

j

i

;

,

I

i

I

'

is

past
couple

Cholly

.

,

field

the

aire

Washington

;

;

this

for

decade or so. The first
were Warren B. Francis, presi-

Prentice-Hall.

Walter Pistole; former managing
ed of Harper's Bazaar, has been appointed associate editor of Rhinehardt & Co., book publishers.
Norman A. Maurer, author of
official British delegates.
cartoon stories, is writing a book
Resolutions, to be discussed in on the antic.s of the Three, Stooges,
open session, have been received Mpe and Shemp Howard and Larry
fi:om the. P.E.N. Centres in the U.S., Fine.
England,, Scotland, Brazil, Palestine
With "L.A." as its title, tome on
and Finland.
the Coast metropolis by Los Angeles
Daily News columnist Matt Wein.stock is slated for fall publication by
200-Pagc 'Cinema' Mag
Starting next January is a new A. A, Wyn, Inc.
type of motion picture magazine,
Harriet Cannon, former feature
"Gineina," aimed at the carriage writer for The Philadelpbia Record
trade and detouring widely from and Philadelphia Evening Led.ger,
the ordinary fan rriag. Publication has .joined Ihe staff Of Dick TapWill be printed monthly at 35c; with liiifior's Publi.shors Publicity Bureau,
an average of 200 pa^cs, printed on in charge of newspapers and special
a combination of siicU and dull features. She was a public relalions
paper, in the manner of Fortime. olficcr tor the Coast Guard during
Among the bahkrollers is Harold the war.

in

dent of the National Pre.ss Club,
and Lorania Francis, both of the
Los Angeles Times, who covered
the capital for Vambtt for several years.
For the past five
years the beat hSs been patrolled
by this writer and wife, Florence S. Lpwe.

al.

February

slouch

Washington

in

Ramon Romero's new bool<, "Lin— On Stage and Screen," will
published

Denzer,

VAniEmr, which has had hasband-wife teams representing it

coln

be

Beryl Shoenfleld-Denzer, who
blows for the Detroit
in Washington, and Peter
of Broadcasting magazine, also housekeep together on
a matrimonial basis.

strikes

Beefsteak Circuit

the Satevepost; Jack Benny, et

Inquirer.

Harold Hinton, who covers the
White Housie for The New York
Times, is Wed td Eva Hinton,
society coluihrtist for the Wash-

Billy Rose is proud .of the fact
CHATTER
Lord Beaverbrook phoned him from
London that his (Rose's) column "is
Emile Zaiden Bey, Egyptian edithe first with an Amei-ican label tor, guesting on the Metro lot.
Alan Hynd doing a piece on the
since Damon Runyon" that has appeared in the London Standard.
Cherry Sisters for Cosmopolitan.
When Rose bragged pt this to
Maurice Zolotow in Hollywood to
Walter Winchell ahd Leonard Lyons, interview Rouben MamoUlian for

both retorted to the effect that they
too have been on the London Standard for many year.«, "but under
another byline." Reference was to a
Broadv;ray column sent over to England from N. Y. by someone else,
allegedly using their items.

Greek National Herald.

Richard L. Coe, film and
for the Washington. Post, is married to Christine Sadler, fornier Post staffer
but now D. C. correspondent for

drama reviewer

promotion on five motion picture tieup books to 'be released soon. Tomes
are "Golden Earrings" (Par); "Parradine Case," (Selznick); "Desert
Fury,"
<Par);
"The Woman in
White," (WB), and "Dark Passage,"
(WB).
"Duel in the Sun" is current lop.seller on Woi-ld's list.

'47.

20

section

who do Washington legfor columnist Drew PearMadeline Karr watches the
for a Greek-language pa-

per, the

World Publishing now preparing

Ellison will remain as a member
of the board of directors of Associated Magazine Contributors, the
contributbr^wned c o r p o r, a t i o n

nearly

that

town

Fix Production Tie Books

formerly literary editor, will act as
chairman.

of

in

porters

Invitations to the annual Headliners Frolic, staged at Atlantic City
each June, are being sent out.

has been hit by a shalceup in its
editorial staff with Jerome Ellison
resigning as editor and publisher.
executive editorial board has

string

stations

with their Washington coverage.
Annie Childs Hicks and the
spouse, Laurence Gorfder, both
put in a good day's woi'k for the
D, C. Hnited Press bureau.
iDavid Karr is one of three re-

,

'47

a

England papers plus three

radio

While east, Miss Colby is making
arrangements for writing a .syndicated health and beauty column and
is continuing work on a book on

Mag's Shakeup

is

A very incomplete list will
look like this: Robert S^All«n_
(ex-Pearson and Allen J,^ of Lib-

corder is believed to be on view to the same subject for PrenticerHall.
_j
the public for the first time anywhere.
A. C. Headliners Set
'47

it

in the governdepartments.
Husbandwife teams, so rare elsewhere,
are nothing out of the way in
the nation's capital where the
gal journalists can do everything tiie men do except get admitted to the National Press and
Gridiron Clubs.

Anita Colby's Col.

latter re-

newspaper Jobs

get

man who sits up waiting
woman to get home

little

some statesmen

dedicated

be

husband's

ment

men who hope

they won't have to do

their

Hill or a press conference with

Griippo.

experimenting

facsimile secretly lor some
inonths, are showing the new type
broadcast-newspaper to the public
for the first time.

home

froin a late interview on. Capitol

was selected and edited by Debs
Myers, Jonathan KilbourB and Richard Harrity, and designed by Nelson

Philly Faces Fix
Philadelphia's two majot dailies,

They

the old

"Yank: The GI Story of the War;"
by the staff of Yank, the Army
weekly, will be published next week
by Duell, Sloan & Pearee. Book is
rates up" on Winchell's column. The
not a Yank anthology but a 300-page
Syndicate had offered to double the
chronological account of the Gl's
$100,000 Winchell earns from his war, as written, photographed
and
$l,2D0-a-week Mirror column, the
sketched by GIs for Yank. Material
rest coming from syndication in 150

with

about

newspaper
and

the
stay

themselves, and frequently

..

which

worry
hours.

was

dailies.

don't

for the

elided.
trnderstobd also that the Hearst
syndicate will look into the proposition of "trying to get the syndication

top

wives

I

tively
of its

business.

61

. .

JMym

Washington, April 1.5.
the kind of
Is

Washington
town where

Hendy,
Buffalo
Wincbell't Btiie-Fenolllnt:
financial
biggie,
WWle nothing has happened—and whose idea is a class publication,
likely wffl not, for some time, if at dealing with films from an adult
ol2d
Marshall
Field
standpoint.
that
Idea
is to
emphasize
jil—with
Syndicate,
Sun
Chicago
the
the
picture
Industry
as an art mediJsr Irom
Walter WinchoU had a lengthy um, a science and a serious busiluhcheon during the past week ness, at the same Ijme using a light
with publisher Charles B. Mc- touch, in the New Yorker style.
Mirror.
That's
Y.
N.
the
Cabe of
the parent of Ms Hearst syndication,
Bessy's Freiieh Ma^s
and Winchell told the Mirror pubM. Maurice Bessy, editor of the
lisher he "would be a lot happier if
French film mags Cinetone and Le
there was less bluenose blue-pen- Film Francais, arrived
in New York
stuff.
his
of
Oiling"
Saturday (26) on the first leg of a
It's an open secret that Winchell
junket which will take him to the
and the editor of the Mirror clash Coast and thence to Central
and
Last
periodically over paragraphs.
South America. He revealed he, may
was a line about "drawers" and, by
start a French-language film mag in
coincidence, Winchell pointed out
Buenos Aires prior to planing back
that the Macy's dept. store's ad facto Paris,,
ing his column (per contract) that
»ame day advertised men's drawers,
but some jociilar reference to same
Gl Joe's War Story
ii hi? pillar

Was No Lady

By HERMAN A,

SCULLY'S

«««

««

«

SCRAPBOOK

3y Prank

«

Scully ** ** *

»

~
Klink, Calif., April 27.
dozing attention having been prodded so often of late as to amount
to an invasion of personal privacy, I finally decided to dig back through
the years to discover if this current charge that actors were doing too
much thinking were really new or old stuff. I particularly wanted to know
if it were the comics who did the heavy thinking or the heavies who did it.
When aetors like Chaplin and Sinatra get billings overnight as professors
of pbiitical. economy at the Kremlin, I let out a bellylaugh that really begins with a b. It's a good deal harder to' become a communist than it is
to become an actor, and you have to be a little crazy to want to bo either.
But it is practically impossible for one man to be both.
In the old days of heresy-hunting I u.sed to be plastered with a .similar
billing until one day I told old Martin Luther Dies (by the way, whatever
happened to him?) to lay off, or else. I told him that if I could merge
the cross and the sickle I'd be the first white communist in history,, but
I was quite ready to admit that I wasn't that good and never would be. So
now I'm being identified as the guy who sneaked into the Kremlin and tied
a rosary to Stalin's four-pdste*. Tmi not that good either.
Modern Samaritans

My

But I'm better than many of the.se actors who get credit for being
'Marxist prolessors or -even duped feliaw-travelers, when, as a matter <if
fact, all. that can be proved against them is that they do not favor kickihg
people who have collapsed in the gutter.
I view the crediting of braiixs to such people with something like encroachment. I realize that encroachment is a capitalist term and I meant
it that way.
Thinking is a writer's property-right, not an actor's. The
greater the thinker the greater the writer, and the greater the ^imitator
the greater the actor.
Indeed, one of the greatest miniics of all time, a guy who can spdut
^'

.

,

.

whole paragraphs of Marxism, hasn't read two books in his life. With
him it's all hearsay. He's all ears and hc ha.s been lucky enough to hear;
some of the greatest minds lobbing thoughts around as a champ does on a
tennis court between matches.
This way he has picked up more lines than Jane Russell. As the lines
are unsupervised he naturally has run them into a lot of wrecks. It isn't
It's simply that he can't think at all.
He
that he can'f think straight.
remembers: what other have said, but he doesn't stick to one man,
A Huxley That Low?
I recall his cOming to a Hollywood seance of masterminds one night.
Perhaps 2*0 persons were there, m'ostly
It was at Lewis Browne's house.
well-known authors. The comic managed to get the center of the stage,
much as' if it Were a minstrel show. Somebody had -filled his ears with
the glamor of poverty. So h# began sounding off how the cockneys in
the East End of London were really happier in their sfjualor than they
would be out of it, and ought not to be disturbed.
All the while he was trying to develop this highly uninteresting thesis,
Aldous Huxley kept' falling, into the fireplace and stealing the scene from
the comic who wanted to impress thinkers that he, too, was a thinker.
The fireplace was a step below the general floor level and Huxley at that
time was practically blind. He was trying to get away from the comic's
nonsense and thus kept falling into the fireplace. He wasn't trying to steal
the scene, but the comic, knowing that pratfalls are; the lowest and most
effective forms of scene-stealing, was quite sure that Huxley was doing it
by way

of reprisal.

But Can They Spell?
Opposed to comics of this order there are actors like Freddie March,
Meivyn Douglas, Orson Welles,, Jean Hersholt, Harry Carey, Eddie Robinson and others Who are not only great readers but very good at expressing
themselves.

Then there are actors like Albert Dekker who can think and talk admirably on political matters and have had .experience in public office),
but who can't spell for nuts. I even suspect that it was one of these who
supervised the painting of the sign currently on the parking lot of the

Academy Award Theatre:
THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR ACADAMEY
AND THEIB GUESTS

MEMBERS

I don't believe anybody could seriqu.sly questiob that E. H. Sothern was
a very funny .fellow. In the field of practical Jokes alone no one today
can approach his genius. I don't mean the kind of practical jokes which
revolve around hot-foots. I mean gags which were as well worked out as
a whole scenario. Why, didn't lie even work a bit-part of 47 lines into a
.whole play? Many actors have stolen scenes, but did anybody before or
since steal a whole play? I'll bet more people remember the play under
the title of ''librd Dundreary" than under the billing of "Our American
Cousin."
Raising the Old Ned
Nobody was more serious on the stage, nor more full of fun off it. All
the parts of that famous makeup were his. The wig, the mutton chops,
the monocle, the eccentric yet faultless clothes, the stutter, the lisp, the
twisting of old aphorisms were all his. not Tom Taylor's. Why, even tlie
quaint little hop was his. He came on it one day when trying to keep
warm backstage. He had tripped over a rope. Laura Keene asked him
sarcastically if he were going to add that to his interminable business.
It got a laugh and the next thing they all knew it was in his routine and'
getting a laugh from the audience.
He could crack wisely as well as act wisely. After 800 performance.-; iis
Dundreary in America lie opened at the Haymarket in London. M:'ny
doubted that the English would take to a member of the nobility as a .'^illy
ass with a fine head and no brain.
FA-en menftbers of the cast doubted
that he would succeed. One had to be told:
dear madam, don't come out here till you get your cue. In fact
you will have 20 minutes to wait for it."
"Why," countered the old girl, "('o you expect, that much applau.'ie?"
"Yes," insisted Sothern, "I know by now how long this sotne piays."
"Ah," cracked the oiti girl, "but suppose the London audience .should
not take your view of the matter'.'"
"In that case." .said Sothern. "you won't liave to bother to come on at
all. for the piece and I will have been condemned a good hour before
your .services would have been required."
Fcrwai'ited By Mistake
Yet what do you .suppose he was deadly serious about? Capital punr.shnienf!
He v/as the- fir.st and foremost ( Xposer of table-tappers. He could
laugh them out of any seance and duplicate any of their phenomena, btit
he couldn't laugh off a hanging. Indeed 'he could write eloquently: in
condemnation of the practice. Even Jim TuUy's "A California Holiday'*
hardly topped Sothern's bla.sts against the barbaric practice.
"People," he wrotp, "are beginning to .see that two wrotuls do not make
a right and to kill. one man becau.sc he has killed another
but to put
yourself in his place and to lower.yourself to his level."'
He thought people were beginning to See that the worst use you can put
a man to is to hang him. On conviction of the guilty he would prblCct
the community by abolishing executive clemency; Thus' no king, prcsfdcnt
or governor could turn a convicted nnuderer loos© upon society.
"Do away with the cruel and dirKusting halter," he wrote, "and y oil will
do away with forsworn juries and terniver.sating judges."
It .was a long and learned brief, but at "tergiver.sating" I foil off.; I
ploughed thtsjugh volumes of encyclopedias, some so big tiiey bad to be
lifted with a bulldozer, to find out what that one meant.
I had (inally
met an actor who was agaimst capital punishment but who eertaiidy
slayed me with his vocabulary.
Enfin. I found tergiversation meant the desertion of a cause, party ni
religious faith. I guess it's what ihey .~-tin hang you for in Russia. I wonder if they ever called old Ned a communist. I guess not. 1 doubt if he
ever took himself that seriously. In fuel, in those good old days I doubt
if anybody took anybody that .'•pnou.'iiy.
.
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MARRIAGES

OBITUARIES
LBWIS

E.

the early Indian occupancy of this
section was at Saratoga Lake.

LAWES

Betty Gay to Buddy Foster, Pittsburgh, April 22. Both are dancers.
Mitzi Roberts to Charies Addison,
Bride and
I'ittsburgh, April 19.
groom are nitery performers.
May Coyne to Bill Lane, PittsBride's on
burgh, April 24.

Picture Grosses
Contliiued

from lagt

WB
Lewis E. Lawes, -es, author and
For many years he conducted an staff; groom is a projectionist.
former warden of penal institutions
in New York, succumbed to a orchestra and sang and played the
Phyllis Stanley to Stephan Miller,
cerebral hemorrhage at his home in music of Indians.
London, April 19. Bride is British
nice $10,000. Last week, fine $18,000.
His wife, who died a number of
Garrison, N, Y., April 23. He was
stage and screen star; groom is J.
Kimo (Dickinson) (S50; 65)-"Carthe husband of the former Elsie years ago, was claimed to be an In- Arthur Rank exec in London.
men" (Indie). Smash $7,000, and
ChishoUn, N. Y, theatrical press dian princess,
Josephine Di Raimondo to James new record here. .Last week, 'Wellagent, who he married in 1939, two
(Indie) (5th wk),
Y., April 27.
-

.

years after the death of his

TOM

first

Tom

wife.
of 20 years as
of Sing Sing prison, N. Y.,
institued many reforms for the
of prisoners, including
expanded athletic activities, showing

During his tenure

warden
lie

betterment

of 'flims and other innovations tending to rehabilitate his charges rather
than send them back to society upon
completions of terms, resentful and
broken. Such reforms were later
adopted elsewhere. Although opposed
to capital punishment, he supervised
many electrocutions while in office.
Among his writings on penology
"were "Man's Judgment of Death."
"Life and Death in Sing Sing," "Call
202 Sing Sing" and "20,000 Years in
Sing." The latter later was
as a serial for radio, with
the stanzas, and
al.so as a film.
He was the autlior of other short
stories and screenplays,, and was coauthor of "Chalked Out," a melodrama which had a brief run on

Sing

C.

HALL

pioneer Missouri
theatre owner and exhibitor, died in
Moberly, Mo., recently. He was the
builder of the Hall and Variety theatres at Columbia, Mo., and operated
the houses over a long period. He
had operated theatres in a nuthber
of other Missouri towns at various
C. Hall, 81,

times.

Sullivan, Brooklyn, N.
Groom is chief of staff at Capitol
theatre, N. Y., bride is usherette at
same theatre.

Irene Redner to Milton Korf, ChiBride is in
accounting dept.; groom is engineer

same

at

station.

film players.

Betty Anne deNoon to Sterling
Wincott, 80, vet British Hayden, Montecito, Cal., April 25,
songwriter, died April 21 at SomerGroom is a film player.
set, England.
Shirley Pietila to Chuy Reyes,
Despite'havin^ written- over 2,000
April 25. Bride is opsongs and probably' best remembered Hollywood,
eratic singer: groom is orch leader.

done

Ann Eyer
Ft.
is

CHARLES FRIANT

Lawes appearing on

to

State

Joseph C. Cannon,

Thomas, Ky., April 26. Groom
continuity editor at WSAI, Cin-

cinnati.

Charles Friant, 5-7, noted tenor of
Richard
to
Garretson
Jeanne
the Opera Comique, died in Paris, Lightman, New Orleans, April 23.
April 22. He had starred in many Groom is son of M. A. Lightman,
of that theatre's operettas.
theater owner, and associated with
Bi-ior to moulding his career as a him in Malco Circuit.

Townsend
Bruns to
Adelaide
Cann, New York, April 20. Bride is
with Vanguard Films' talent and

;

.i«m.

(Loew)

of Grass" (M-G).

uhi"

(3,200; 44.651 «o
Big'$26 500'

week "Angel and Btdman" '(iS
and "Ghost
Goes Wild'

(Rep),

big at $25,000.
htrand (Silverman) (2,200;
44,(m
-"Easy Come" (Par) and "Ka/fi

Sa»

Night"
(Par).
Opened
Last week, "California" (PirT fi
wk), down to $8,000 after
$1S,600 for second round.

'Affair' Lively

Last week, "Johnny O'clock" (Col)
and "Love of Rusty" (Col), nice

|14,0i,

Seattle; 'Pursuel

$17,000.

Harry

for his "Mademoiselle from Armentieres," he died in destitute circumstances.

digger's Daughter"
$3 000
Midland (Loew'S)^(3,50(); 45-65)Sea of Grass" (M-G) and "Bulldog
Drummond" (Col). Probably the
town's leader at $20,000, and holds.

11

Seattle, April 29
big seaters, Fifth Avenue
and
'

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Nancy Guild to Charles RUssell, 65)— "Suddenly Spring" (Par), Trim
Hollywood, April 27. Bride and. $15,000,
May stay. Last week,
groom are

HARRY WINCOTT

WBBM

cago, April 28.

IS

^'Sweetheart

KANSAS CITY
put
getting big money, but moves
three full
Ifter five Says. "EgS" in
wbeks plus five days, ""ai *°P i*"':
these three
000. easily a record for
looks
stanza
spots. Current five-day

wk) (Par), $9,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
(RKO) and "Vacation

"California" (3d

"Ramrod"

Days" (Mono). Fair $11,000^, Last
week, "Sea Wolf" (WB) and "Sea

Hawk" (WB)

(reissues), nice $12,000.
Tampico (Dickinson) (750; 65)—
(Indie).
Daughter"
"Welldigger's
Here after five weelis at the Kimo.
Last week, "Stone
Slow $1,500.
Flower" (Indie), sad $1,000.
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; $1$1.20-$1.50)—"Best
Years"
(RKO)
(4th wk).
Good ^10,000; and doing
well at Hhese prices.
Last week,
$11,000.

The

new

Orpheum,. have

fare,

but

is

tops at the Fifth Ave.
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (H-E)

(800; 45-80).-

Open City" (Indie) (2d wk).
$4,000 after big opener at $7,400
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 46-80)
•"Macomber Affair" (UA). Solid
$14,000. Last stanza, "Carnival Costa

MM

Rica" (20th), mild $8,800.
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80).^
"Dead Reckoning'* (Col), and "Love
of Rusty" (Col) (2d wk); So,so
'

$7,000; nifty $9,400 last week.

Metropolitan (Becket) (1,500;
—"Life, Loves of Beethoven"
die).

Thin

$1,600 in 8 days
almost the same last week.

todle' Brisk 119,000

«

weekend heatwave is generally cutting into biz.
"Macomber Affair"

80)
(la-

after
.

Music Box (H-El (850; $1-$1.50)-.
"Best Years" (RKO) (m.o.).
Last week (45-80), "Ragtime
Band" (20th) (2d wk), only |l,O0ll

GM

$7,000.

Tops L'ville; 'Ames' 15G,

V

at 45-80C. scale in 8 days.

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; {S-SOlSit Big 9G, 4tli "Lost Honeymoon" (E-L),
Diefl ut
Louise Arthur to Leonard Penn,
Last week, "Best Years"
$5,000.
Louisville, April 29.
Culver City, Cal., April 23. Bride is
"My Favorite Brunette" is topping (RKO) (4th wk), at $1-$1.50, grk
in 8 days.
$12,500
player
groom
screen
a
radio actress;
everything in town this week at the
Orpheum
(H-E)
43-80)~
(2,600;
William Rialto. "Guilt of Janet Ames" at "Pursued"
Lester
to
Katherine
(WB). Trim $12,000. Lwt
Mande, Old Greenwich, Conn., April Loew's State is in second place. week, "Scheherazade" (U) (2d wB,
;.ON
are sprightly at tjje Na27.
Groom is principal in "Call Me Holdovers
oke $7,100.
tional
Mary
and
Gee-Gees
Aimerson.
SUHDAY, MAY 4TH. 1947. 3:30 tM.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
Mister,"
teed off at Churchill iDowns Satur—"Lone Star Moonlight" (Col) and
At
Edna Webking to James Salki, day (26) on 19-day spring meet, but "Figleaf for Eve" (Indie), plus Stage
Bozeman, Mont., April 16. Bride is doesn't appear tO be hurting flltti biz show headed by John Calvert, mt
WOODLAWN CEMETERY. NEW YORK
much.
Metro inspectress-secretary.
$8,000. Last week, "SLster's Secret'
Estimates for This Week
(PRC) and vaude, $5,400.
Leslie Laramie to Marjorie Jones,
(RACK OK SHINK)
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45i80VBrown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
Bozeman, Mont., April 16. Groom is
Sailor" (RKO) (2d wk).
(1,200; 30-40)— "Boomerang" (20th) "Sinbad
Pictures'
in charge
of Columbia
and "Magnificent Rogue" (Rep) (m. Fair $7,000. Last week, good $14,700.
branch
office there.
Koosevelt (Sterling) (800; 46-80)o.).
Neat $4,000. Last week, "SinBroadway. He also appeared in the singer and early in his career he had
Scheherazade^' (U) (3d 'wk).
"Song
Betty Burris to F. E. Hewitt, Jr., bad the Sailor" (RKO) (m.o.), $3,500.
prologue of the RKO film, "San Quen- been an actor, appearing in many
Last week, "Abie's Irish
Nice
$4,500,
Kentucky
(Switow)
30-40)
(1,200;
Bride is a
including
"L'AIglon,"
with La.s Vegas, April 22.
tin." Additionally, he made Inter- plays
—"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) Rose" (UA), $4,000.
screen publicist.
mittent appearances on the lecture Mime, Sarah Bernhardt.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800!
and "Dead Reckoning" (Col). Okay
circuit.
Carol Kane to Edward Richscheidt, $3,300. Last week, "Jolson Story" 25-50)— "Dark Mirror" (U) and "11
Survived by His widow and three
April 24. Groom is in sales pro- (Col) and "Blondie's Big Moment'' Hue" (20th> (Sd run). Down to $3,"
G. B. SAMVELSON
500.
Last week, "Strange Woman"
daughters by his previous marriage.
motion dept. of Fawcett Publications. (Col) (3d wk), $3,200.
G. B. Samuelson, 58, Briti.sh film
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; (UA) and "Plainsman and Lady'
Claire Witt to Lionel Gilbert, Chi- 40-60)—
(Rep) (3d run), $3,400.
pioneer, died in Staffordshire, Eng"Stallion Road" (WB) (2d
F. 3. McC6»!MICK
land, April 24. He made his first cago, April 20. Bride was secretary wk). Good $7,500 after initial week's
F. 3. McCormick, veteran rioted production
fine $9,000.
about 30 years ago and to Harold Lee, Chi publicist.
actor of the Abbey Players, died in took the first jBritish flfm company
National (Standard) (2,400; 40^60)
Lady Charles Cavendish to KingFeslival
—"Egg arid I" (U) (4th wk). Looks
Dublin, Ireland, April 24.
to Hollywood. Recently, he had been man Douglas, Warrenton, Va., April
McCormick, Whose family name employed in Birmingham with Kine- 38. Bride iS the former Adele like best film bet at this house in
Continued from p»tt 3 asS
years. Fine $9,000 after last week's
was Peter Judge, had adopted cur- matograph Renters Society,
Astaire,
dancing partner of her big
$12,000.
it is felt, would indicate the importrent tag when he embarked upon a
brother Fred Astaire in musical
Survived by widow and son.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40attach to
stage career unknown to his parcomedies in 1920's.
60)— "Favorite Brunette" (Par). Big ance the Americans
brush
festival, in contradiction to the
ents. He made bis debut with Bub"$19,000, and looks to hold. Last week,
festival las^
RAYMOND J. FAllER
lin's Queen's Theatre in 191« and
"Boomerang" (20th) and "Magnifi- they gave the Cannes
fall,
with the result they copped
Raymond J. Faller, 52, vice-presicent Rogue" (Rep), fine $17,000.
two years later joined the Abbey
or
Scoop (New Theatre) (700; 40-60) very little in the way of priz»s
I'heatre company, remaining with it dent of Beeson-Faller-Reiehert, Inc.,
Mr. and Mrs.. Mickey Goldson, son,
—"Raider" (Indie). Trim $3,500 or publicity.
until his- death. He had accompanied Toledo, national advertising agency, April 25, New, York. Father
,
is with
over. Last week, "Notorious GentleFrom what's leaked out so w>
the troupe on five tours to the U. S, died of a heart attack April 19.
Capitol Music Gorj).
man" (U), $3,000,
planning some very
i.s
Rank
Before joining the Beeson agency
Willie there he appeared in film
Stale
(Loew's)
40-60)— things to grab the spotlight for tne
Mr. 'and Mrs. Carl Foreman,
(3,300;
version of "The; Plough and the in 1939, he was with U. S, AdverJanet
Ames" (Col) and
daughter, Hoi 1 y w o o d, April 23, "Guilt
discouraging
tising Corp. for 17 years.
Stars.''
"Framed" (Col), Bright $15,000 or British industry. Last
Father is a screen writer.
reps who
under. Last week, "Sea of Grass" straw to the
Last year he went to, London to
was
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Weiss, son, (M-G)^ and
working on U. S. participali.on
appear in support of James Mason
"Millie's
Daughter"
P. WEINSTEIN
New York, Aprir24. Mother is the (Col), $16,000.
disclosure that the English tKOO"
In the film, "Odd Man Out," curMax P. Weinstein, 37, exhibitor, former Marilyn
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; is planning a tremendous Napoleonic
Starr, daughter of
rently on display in New York.
died in Cleveland, April 23. He was
affair,
rtterman Starr, general manager of 40-60)— "Locket" (RKO) and "Fal- ball.
It will be a costume
Snrvived by widow and two chil- a co-owner of the Ritz, Cleveland.
the Music Publishers Holding Corp: con's Adventure" (RKO). Back to with all tha reps ot various coundren.'.
Survived by wjdow and two chilMr. and Mrs. David Parker Shep- regular scale and regular patrons are tries at the festival to be proww.
coming back; neat $6,000. Last week.
dren.
Rank stuaw
pard, son, Hollywood, 'April 24, "Be.st Years"
ARTHUR O. DILLENBECK
(RKO) (3d wk), fairish with costumes from large flW"
Father is a screen writer.
wardrobes. In addition,
$8,500.
Arthur O. Dillenbeck, 60, veteran
Brother, 25, of Paul Shannon,
trainsMr. and Mrs. John Foley, daughtitles of sets and props will be
advertising exec who had jjeen a
chief announcer •at RDKA in Pitts- ter, Burbank, Cal., April 22, Father
ported to provide the background,
pionefer in motion picture advertisburgh, and Charles Shannon, WB is a film editor,
'GRASS' $26,500
prohibitive Costs
ing, died at his home in Manhasset,
an?
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harron, son,
Funeral services manager in Sharon, Pa,, died last
An attempt to compete with
L. I., last week.
seiis-eieiV
week at the Veterans Hospital, Philadelphia, April 24. Father is
thing like that would be
IN PROV.; 'TRAIL'
were held there Api'il 23.
sine*
prexy of WIBG, Philly.
American industryites feel,
As a director of the Hanff-Metzger Pittsburgbi
Providence, April 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Stutz, son.
necessary pai'apl>«^
agency and as exec veepee of the
LoGw's State's "Sea of Grass" is transporting the
.couW e?^?;
Father, 82, of Al Melgard, organ- Philadelphia, April 20. Father is leading the
Buchanan agency, Dillenbeck hantown currently with a nalia from Hollywood
They.^.
big week in sight.
dled the Paramount account for ist at the Chicago Stadium, died in WIBG staff announcer.
Also good is run high into six figures,
Mr. and Mrs, Jack Pearce, daugh- Albee's "Trail Street." "12 Rue ure such coin could better be
many years, In recent years he had Chicago, April 23, Survived by
ter, Philadelphia. April 24. Father is
Madeleine" shapes up nicely at the in other ways for public relatW*
contribvited filtti reviews to various two other sons.
indication
Majestic.
producer at
in that city.
purposes. It's all another
publications.
Mr, and Mrs. Wally Boag. daughEstimates for This Week
to Hollywood that it is rem, if
Survived by widow and three
ter, New York, April 21. Mother is
Albee
(RKO)
sons.
(2,200;
44-65)— trade war with Rank Jo'', '"ifi
Ellen Morgan, legit actress; father '"I'rail Street" (RKO) and "fori national markols, the lilce Of wmcn
Setfioiiblinf
Carroll Sketchbook" (RKO).
is vaude and nitery performer,
- .
Nice it has never before seen.
WILLIAM L. WRIGHT
from
Continued
page 11
call "
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Merchant, son,
week, ."Best Years"
Johnston's present plans
William Lord Wright, 68, former
fl^,;-",^";
Jiin»
Pittsburgh, April 23. Father's with (RKO) (5th wk), $16,000 at upped
'
him to leave the U. S. about i
scenarist, died last week in Holly- shot in black and white and later in
scale.
his
the Stan Bailey band,
Technicolor.
wood.
.Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44- 18, with Brussels perhaps
wi"
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt. Neumann,
important,, however,
Thirty years ago Wright shitted
It's more than mere coincidence
Y'^^'^s"
<tr>
and stop. More
"'J-TKid" (20th) (2d run). be his attendance at t^^e
from the midwest newspaper field that two pictures jnaking use of the daughter, Santa Monica, April 43. 'Michigjin
Genev*i.
Mother is Mia Slavenska, ballerina. Okay $6,000, Last week,
to ynite silent' filmplays for Selig. same set have been released vcithin
"Arizona" national trade conference in
cw
(Col) and "Texas" (Col), $6,800.
which started April 11 and will
Later he moved to Pathe and for a several months of each Other. IMajors Father is a screen director.
Fay's (S-ay.) (1,400; 44-65)—"It's
Mr. and Mrs. Mario Battiston, son,
A tinue for some months, Tmoott an
time was head of the Universal can't afford to leave a set standing
Joke, Son'
(ELF) and vaude on export 'a'greements are being set up
Pittsburgh, April 13.
Father's an
scenario department.
unused, indicating that as soon as
stage.
th«
Sturdy $8,000.
Last week,
ai
tries °and
He had been in poor health for tha crew of one film is through exhibitor.
Time of Lives" (U) and George M. there between 18 countries
bt
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Neufeld, son,
fiirse, will
MPA chief's aim, of coiirse,
several years.
shooting on it, a crew from another
hreak»_
1'*** (2(i wk), big,
Glendale, Cal., April 23; Father Is
get
at a fair
000

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE UNVEIUN9
OF A MONUMENT, IN MEMORY OF
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CHIEF WHITECLOtrD
Chief 'W'hitecloud, musician and
Pgrformer, died at ifeiratoga Springs,
N. Y.. April S3. His towily name
Was Charles Johnson, but ii« claimed
ds^^cendancy through his igother
^rom fliji Indian oTjjyjftaiu of the
Mohawk^ whose huiitins gfrounds in

picture

moves

struck..

Any

in before, the set

predicted

is

complaints

on tha system, meanwhile, have apparently been few and far between
and, with upped pro^ucfipn costs
still a major madachV for producers,
use of the same set in two or more
flhns
can probably be expected
more and more in the future.

$10

'

to see that films

assistant director at Columbia.

Majestic (Fay)
(2,200;
44-65)— the negotiations. He'll also V«fU
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Campfleld,
Europe,*
Rue -Madeleine"
(20th).
(5uiok number of countries of
Father is turnover looks good $14,000 in five- confabs looking toward smootni"*
chief accountant for Edwai'd Small day stand. Last week, "I'll
Youi-s" the v/ay of American films.
j
Productions.
^'^O"^
Allen Dulles, international
ia«»
Mi-,
and Mrs. Michael Kidd,
the MPA on
(Snider) (3,100; 44- and adviser to
«ue^
daughter, ^New
York,
April 27!
national
affau-s, left on the
Dorseys"
(UA)
and
Father is choregrapher for "Finian's .?&'Tr l^*''^J^9il^
att*"
(26) to
'Fall Guy" <Mono). Modest
$11,(100. Elizabeth Saturday
Rainbow,'.!
Y.
Last iveek, "Red House" (UA) and the Geneva c6nlerence.
son, Hollywood, April 17.

^
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CHATTER

Wednesday, Aprtt 30, 1947
Leon

Broadway

doing the local niteries.
spot last week.
Texan City disaster victims to be
aided by funds collected from B'nai
Jr.,

Closed

Palm Beach

London

•

69

mother en route back

to Hollywood
after brief Broadway stage appearance.
Playing to 192,000 paid customers
in nine days, Nick Kahler's annual
Sporfcimen's Show set a record at

Hollywood

Cyril Maude just celebrated his
Veronica Lake in from New York,
Jack Greenhalgh to Mexico City.
B'rith charity show at Copacabana 85th birthday.
J. B. Priestley to run as County
Ken Murray bedded with pneuon May 4.
monia.
Leon Kramer, former vaude sing- Council candidate for Isle of Wight, Auditorium.
"The Shop .at Sly Corner," runJ, Carrol Naish to Bnsenada on
er, headed for Chicago and major
North Star Civic theatre offering
operation that may enable him to ning in the West End over two "You Can't Take It With You" with vacation,
years, leaves St. Martin's theatre
*"Boatrice Kayv^departing. the Car- walk again.
Charles Hibbs laid up with oak
Marie Gale. Bainbridge, long stock
poisoning.
nival, into the Fi8n»ingo,Tjfts Vegas,
Bill Crouch in town to make shorts May 3.
Forsythe, -Seamon and Farrell to favorite, featured.
Frank Morgan vacationing in
for his Soundies outfit, left suddenMay 22.
"Modernaires" and Sue Ryan held
Frank Braden' rejoining the Ring- ly,
claiming
weather
militated star in new Bert Montague revue over at Hotel Radisson Flame Room Palm Springs.
already booked for 30 weeks in the
Barnum & Bailey dircus press
William
Orr joined Warners as

Tex O'Hourke calls 'em "stars of
screen and singing commer-

sta^e,

"Vred Zweifel has cardiac ailment,
vet showman being confined to his

against filming.

ling,

department.
Eddie McCaffrey, circulation manager of Vabiett In St. Luke's hosp.
.

for observation.

Marian

Cadwallader

appointed

Coast rep for National Concert &
Artists lecture division.
Jack Cpiin, Columbia Pictures v.p.,
joint purchaser last week of the
Berkeley Bldg. on W. 44th St.
Charlie Burke went south to agent
Xou Goldberg's "Gay 90s;" oldtimers
show playing ffexas auditoriums.
Fred Astaire to be starred in Theatre Guild's radio play, "The Animal Kingdom,", next Sunday (4).
Ella IjOgan and Norman Cordon
queen" for
"king and
selected
N. y. U. -Senior Prom Friday (2).
"The Beat of Us," comedy-drama
by Sheldon Davis, opttioned for fall
reduction by Doris Tipton and Jay

Club

hew manager, Mickey

22's

lease basis.

&

scripts.

Pat Harrington and Frankie Hyers
failed to show up for date at Paddock club, with B. S. Pulley and
Gump rushed in as replacements.
.
Patsy Shaw also added.

ttrong.

Jackie Miles, debuting May 13 at
the Hiviera, opening his own Miles
Cafe, on W. 47th, which his brother,

and Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Ter-

provinces.

British
American Film Press to
acquire Pictures & Pleasures, which
publishes "The Daily Film Renter &
names into all-nltery.
Sonny Shepard, top Womelco Moving Picture News." Charles John Macdona, who died
chain manager, named managing director of new Miami theatre.
Bd at Brighton last November, and was
May replaces him at Lincoln on the reputed to be oldest English actormanager, left over $52,000.
Beach.
Max Kester, former BBC producer,
Nearly 150 hotels will remain
open for summer in anticipation of has joined the Fosters' agency to be
heavy biz.
Many offering double in charge of newly-formed literary
room for six months at $300 on department to handle plays and film

Grasso, partied press last week.
Plans Include booking of top Latin

Chicago
of

Jim Keefe back from road tour
"Henry V."

Guy Bolton here to get local color
for his next play with background
of London Univ. students' life after
the war. Tentative title of play is
"Theirs
Cecil

Is

Tomorrow,"

McGivem takes over as televisions programs director for the
British Broadcasting Corp. in June,
replacing Denis John.ston, who will
concentrate on playwriting.
British Actors' Equity is sore at
BBC for its "opposition" to them,
and wants the Trades Union Congress to help them get recognition
of their union from the BBC.
Jack Hylton's new musical, star,

Blake McVeigh, Hollywood agent,
checked in this week.
Mary Martin, the P. O. WodeMrs. Jack Irving, wife of AGVA
Ann Astaire head here, in for surgery.
and Mrs.
houses
(mother of Fred & Adele) in on the
Mrs. Harriet Grant, wife of Sidring Arthur Askey, Florence DesAmerica Saturday (26).
ney Grant of "Harvey," in tpwn.
Yvonne Vallee, French legit acHarold Russell ih town after tour- mond and Eddie Gray, opens at
arrived Friday (25) aboard ing veterahs' arid childrenfs hospi- Brighton, early June, after which
tress,
it comes to His Majesty's, replacing
Queen Elizabeth for two-month stay,
fehe won't act while here.
Ed Alperson, Harold Schuster and "Romany Love."
Lou Jackson, chief of British NaLeon J. Bamberger, HKO sales Jack Jungmeyer, Jr., plahing to
tional Films, taking three months
promotion manager, to Omaha over Coast.
t^eekend to speak on May & before
Oscar 'Levant talking over old rest, with Associated British Pictimes With Dave LeWlnter, Purnp ture Corp., which recently acquired
Allied of Iowa and Nebraska.
interest in his company, to occupy
Philip A. Waxman back from room maestro.
Robert Pollack, drama critic of the stages at B.N.F. in the next three
Coast, with plans to stage Florence
Ryerson-Colin Clement comedy Chi Times, vacationing in 'Tarpon months.
''Strange Bedfellows" in fall with Springs, Florida.
Veloz
and Yolanda shopping
pix backing and names.
Maurice
Maurer,
operator
of around for local site to house their
Pittstargb
Broadway's Astor and Victoria the- new dance studio.
Virginia Gilmore, wife Of Yul
atres, back from Mayo clinic withBy Hal Cohen
out having been sliced, bis stomach Brenner, into role of Princess NieouJackie Heller installing line of six
ailnient responding to other treat- Chi in "Lute Song."
girls at liis Carousel,
Mike
Connolly,
Daily
Vabiety
ment.
"Lute Song" will close legit season
Val Parnell and Harry Foster, mugg, in tovTO to see mother, who
at Nixon week of May 19.
both flying in from London, May 3, is ill at Mercy hospital.
Bob Cewis added to Nite Court of
Maurice Zolotow, autho^ in town
in order to be in time for the Sophie
Fun, replacing Maxie Sim(m.
Tucker dinner tendered by the Jew- getting material on Jack Benny for
Fred Binder and Jack Rosen into
ish Theatrical Guild at the Hotel profile in national magazine.
Joe E. Brown thanking the press the Casino for a four-week run.
Astor May 4.
Joy Hodges signed for title role
with
a
farewell
party
at
Blackthe
Slav J. -Youchefl, chairman of the
in summer opera production of "Rostone
before
taking
off
for
the
Coast.
Intl.
3-out-of-5
Corp.,
board of the
Catherine Givnejr and Max Hal- salie."
which is w.k. on the Coast, especiBill White, Sunday roto editor of
perin. Theatre Authority reps here,
ally with the film colony's juveniles
the
Press, became a grandpop last
planning benefit for Texas City sitfnursing their hirsute adornment,
week.
ferers.
east on an expansion program.
Fred Kelly putting on numbers
John Hodiak, former Chi radio
Robert Weftman, managing direc- star,
for the annual revue of Gene Kelly
will
appear
at. Ukraihiaii benetor o£ the Paramount, inducted last
fit
here, and also at the AFRA School of Dance.
night (Tues.) as newly-elected prez
Jackie Fields moving to Philly
Antics.
o£ the Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith
Freeman Schoolcraft's bust of this summer to take over Wurlitzer
at a Hotel Astor dinner in which
music-box franchise there.
Brenda
Forbes
of
Weitman and retiring prexy Jack comedienne
CoUette Ford, fomer local Spar,
"Three to Make Ready" will be
Levin, exec manager of Confidential
now secretary to Colin Miller, asshown
in Chicago's Art Institute.
Reports, were feted.
Mike Fritzel and Joe Jacobson sistant to prez of Enterprise Picplaying host to 10 vets from Hines tures.
Maxine Caramela, who's been
hospital at the Variety Club's testimonial for ex-Mayor kad Mrs. Ed- running the Oasis since her father
recuping in hospital after
ward Kelly at the Hotel Contirtental. died,
surgery.
By'Hrlc Oorrtck
Mildred Sheridan replacing ShirSole Bros. Circus playing Brisbane
ley Brown Levin as head of radio
to good biz,
department in Dubin Advertising
Paris
Agency.
Doris Fritton is playing Ben JonRupert Allan in Geneva with
Percy Roberts switching from
ton's "Volpone" at her &die North Frank MacCarthy.
Symphony ticket booth to that of
lydney liouse.
Felix Marouani shuttling between Pirates in William
Penn hotel for
Gordon Jackson, British film star, Paris and London.
the summer.
due here to play in "Eureka StockProducer Andre Decharme suing
ade" for Ealing.
Marlene Dietrich for $40,000.
"Follow the Girls" is still a top
Yehudi Menuhin gave "three SRO
Minneapolis
click for Williamson-Tait in Mel- concerts at the Champs ElyseeS.
»By Les Rces
bourne. Will roadshow later.
Isabelle
Kloukowsky
back
in
Douglas Watt, formerly gen. mgr. Paris after Monte Carlo sojourn.
Hotel St. Paul Gopher Grill has
Laudy L. I^awrence to take a Peter Higgins.
for Snider-Dean, resigned to take
post with Macquarie radio net.
three-week re.st iu the Savoie mounLyle Rogers into Hotel Dyckman
Griffen Foley, formerly editor of tains.
Robin Hood Room.
Julien Duvivier directing "Anna
Aussie edition of Photoplay, now
Sally
Loomi.s,
local
songstress,
editor o£ trade paper. Film Weekly. Kaienina" on location in Italy for into Club Criterion.
Wirth's Circus goes on the road Korda.
"Adritt in New York" in its 26thMicliael Powell in from London week at Alverdes' iiitery.
again after smash Sydney run. Phil
Wirth is back with the show after to talk films to ballerina Tamara
Paul Whiteman concert at AudiToumanova.
SIX years.
torium drew 5,000 people,
Maurice Lehman said to be prepRudolf Serkin here for University
Boyd Neel orchestra set for concerts under D. B. O'Connor manage- ping a Chatelet production ot "Annie Artists' course final concert.
ment.
San Fi-ancisco Symphony into St.
Troupe flew in from San Get Your Gun.**
Bernard Hilda opening a new Paul Auditorium for concert.
Francisco.
^
St. Paul Civic Opera company to
Hal Carleton, Metro's local adver- Spanish .show at his Club des
tismg chief, back from tr. S. visit. (ilhamps Ely.see.=i.
offer "Merry Widow" May 1-3.
Roland Toutain suing Club des
Patsy Keily and Barry Wood into
Arthur Gille.spie, Met's theatre chief,
Champs Elysees for $400 for non- Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
to visit America.
contract.
of
execution
Andre & Delphine Lavery and
Eric
Strelitz,
Lmdon rep Of
Peter Brooke, who produced' "Vi- Ronnie Sinclair into Andy's nitery.
Greater Union and British Empire
i urns, gone home on vacation for cious Circle" in London, also will
Lou Bloomberg, International Picstage Sartre's "Unburied Dead" and tures as.sistant to pre.sident, a visifirst trip in
Sid, Will

manage May

7.

.

.

,

.

:

.

15 yearis.'

"Respectful Prostitute" there.
Michele Morgan placed under

tor.

Clyde McCoy playing Twin City
longtermer by Sir Alexander Korda, engagement at St. Paul Paramount
who will get Louis Jordan on loan theatre.
from Selznick for her initialer with
"Ice Follies" at Arena for 18 days
him.
and 26 performances and playing to

By Larry Solloway
Lord Tarleton to close this week.
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy,
town.

race, respectively.

Northwest
Auzee Dial,

Variety

having

club

singing-pianist, to provide entertainment for Saturday
night open house sessions.

T.
talent executive,

Anita

Gordon

Santa

to

Ana

to

entertain Marines.

Jimmy Durante

returned from a

siesta in the desert.

Korvin hospitalized to
Harry Walter.s, St. Paul Riviera re.set a broken anklo.
theatre artist, and Howard Evans,
George Tobias and Lou IrWin
Radio City booth operator, back planed to Mexico City.
from visit to Hollywood studios.
Fortier
celebrated Ms 30th
Frank
Minnesota State Fair will raise year in show business.
grandstand box and rcser\-ed seats
Charles Einfeld and David Loow
to $1.50 and $1.2.t to olT.set increased returned from Manhattan.
costs of talent for show.
General
James Cagneys celebrated their
admission remains 75c.
25th wedding anniversaryAuthors Tom Heggin and Max
Samuel Goldwyns celebrated their
Shulman revising dramatization of 22nd wedding anniversary.
former's "Mr. Roberts" on which
"'b Sunderland returned to work
Leland Heyward has option.
a sii'ge of chickenpox.
a'
Sunday Tribune here devoted enLou Gardelia
. niw Roberts and
tire roto section front page to color to British Columbia on vacation.
shots of current Broadway musical,
Laraine Day completed "Tycoon"
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," hav- and is takuig a month's vacation.
ing U. of M. locale.
King-Chau Mui, Chinese envoy,
Sigmund Romberg in Twin Cities gandering production at Warners.
for three days one at St. Paul
William Melniker in town for
Orpheum and two at Orpheum here. Loew's International conferences.
Virginia Sale, Sister of late Chic
Harriet Lee resigned as Metro's
Sale, here for recital.
vocal coach to open her own school.
World premiere of Robert Penn
Lew Sclireiber checked in at
Warren's dramatiiiation of his be.st 20th-Fox after home office confabs.
seller, "All the King's Men," schedJeanette MacDonald and Gene
uled for University of Minnesota Raymond stmning at Palm Springs.
Music Hall, April 28-May 4.
Leo Choquette, Montreal exhibir
tor,
inspecting product at Paramount.
Sol Lesser to Mexico to look over
Washington
studio facilities for his next Tarzan
Charles

.

•

—

.

-

"

Sam

By

Fiarence

S.

picture.

Lowe

Engel, of 20th studio, in from

Coast for a look-see.
The Joseph Cottons in town as
house guests of presidential adviser
Clark Clifford.
Carl J. Burkland, general manager of WTOP-CBS, elected to
Washington Board of Trade.
Folger Shakespeare Library made
much ado about observance of 383rd
anniversary o£ the Bard's birth last

Maharajah and
Baroda took chow

Maharanee of
com-

in Metro's

missary^

Richard Walsh bicycling betv?een
"Whiplash" , and "Wallflower" at
Warners.
EUen Drew returned to, work at
Columbia after 10 days out with
bronchitis.

WilHam Elliott trading his Northern California ranch for one nearer
Hollywood.
Angna Enters putting on a onewoman ai't exhibit at the Beverly
Hills hotel
Elizabeth Taylor elected guest of
Committee Thursday (1).
honor at the Hamilton High School
Gene Tierney, here to see the junior prom.
sights and visit friends, turned a
Harry Gold heading for Europe
cold shoulder on press and public next month to arrange distribution

Thursday

(24).

Eric Johnston skedded to go to
bat for the reciprocal trade treaty
before House Ways and Means

'

when

she visited Capitol Hill.
Variety Club's annual Mother's
Day luncheon May 5 will be highlighted by a .show staged and pro-

duced by

associate

its

members.

Cast of "Two Mrs. Carrolls," currently
in
town, includes Stiano
Braggiotti, brother of Mrs, John

Davis Lodge,

who

is

always news

here.

of

Howard Hughes

pictures.

Donald Ogden Stewart

in

from

the ea.st to polish his script oh
"'Cass Timberlane" at Metro.
Murphy McHenry shifted from
Federal Films to his old joh as
chief flack for Edward Small.

William K. Howard in from Mexico City to look over scripts for
production south of the border.

Fred Quimby to Washington to
Jan Murray currently at Paul
Young's Romany Room, with the Huddle With Admiral Byrd about a
Joey Adarhs-Tony Canzoneri-Mark short film on Antarctic exploration.
Mary Pickford named chairman
Plant „ combo competing at Club
of
the newly organized Amputee
Cairo."
World
Association
of
Ed Plohn, manager of the Na- Veterans
II.
tional, getting away from it all in War
George Nokes, moppet, injured
Hot Springs, Ark., whence he motored this week with Cdr, Milton when thrown from a horse on location for the Pine-Thomas picture,
Shubert.
"Shaggy."
Following precedent recently set
C. R. Grirnaldi, former Italian conby "Best Years," Theatre Guild has sul,
joined
Mark Herstein
the
booked "Henry V" into the Booker agency to purchase American films
large sepia house.

T,

May

9

&

10,

running day and date with Little,
and at same road show prices.
Spike .Jones to play at the National Piress Club affair entertaining

Mexican newspapermen accompanyEntertaining President Aleman.
ment is spon-sored by White House
newsmen who were royally treated
during the recent
Mexico.

Truman

visit to

for Italy.

Walt Disney

cited

by Community

Chests of America for his 1946 contribution, a short titled "A Feather
in His Collar."

Schoolboys' Choir here for

By Brig-ham Townscnd
Marie McDonald at the Flamingo.
club
will
continue
its
Stork
shows.
Everett Crosby nixed Lake Mead
tour deal.
Wilbur Clark planed to San Diego

Warbler Patty Ryan heading for

for a rest
Bob Millar's orch into the Raticho

Dubfin
By Maxwell Sweeney

BBC
recitals.

Vegas May 14.
Mitzi Green into the Rancho Vegas
Roundup Room.
weeks run here,
Mrs. Franehot Tone relaxing at
Frank O'Donovan mulling plans

legit stage.

"Odd Man Out" concluded

for

new load show.
manager Hamlyh Benson

Gaiety
to

eight

London
Producer

for brief visit.

,

Frank -Dermody

vaiescing after ho.spitalization.

con.

Imperial Opera Company on twoweek season at Royal Hipp, Belfast.
Gabriel Pascal planed to London
after talks on proposed Irish studios,
Siobhan McKenna inked for lead
in

new

Rank

film,

"They

the Last Frontier.
Martha Raye opens at the Barbar*)

Room

tonight (30).

Steve Brodie sunning at the Fla-

mingo with Lois Andrews.
Allan Campbell at the Last Fronweeks.
Dr. Lloyd Douglas gave opening
address for Rotary' convention.
Scheduled conventions and the

tier for the usual six

Walk Helldorado should hypo

nitery biz.

Nat Brandwynne' orch at the FlaProducer D'Arcy Richards here mingo with Roily Rolls headlining.
El Cortez remodeling Sapphire
from London to handle "Florodora"
Giro's closed for summer, Saturrevival.
Room and renaming it Horseshoe
building.
By ,Iohn Quinn
day 126).
Jack Cheatle's Salon orch now do- Rodm.
Radio City's first stage show in
Dwight Fiske held over at the
Tess
Garden into Blackamoor
Ben Blue clicking at the Biltmore.
ing a Monday night stanza on Radio
El Casbah. Bob Maxwell, harpist, rnonths to be topped by Guy 'Lomroom thi.s week.
Basquette divorced Evelyn
Eireann.
Lina
bardo orCh May 2.
Jack Goldman will bperate Hick- heads new bill.
Ddyle Kids (Noel and Ursula) set MolHson.
Eddie Ruben, circuit owner, back
Don Defore .skedded for personal
ory House through summer.
Jack Garter headlining the Rafor U. S. tour after their vaude seaafter touring South
Roy Singer reelected prexy of appearances at the Orpheum with the wife for six weeks.America with son in England.
Room
.show with Ray Herbeck
mona
"Ramrod,"
of
showing
Miami Federation of Musicians.
Kay Maloney, songstress-dancer, playing the music.
Duke Ellington orch played for
Jessica Dragonette gave concert
Ganey's rhumba crew into Serge
Moe Sedway has tossed his hat
of
Minnesota Senior finished stint at Balalaika and left
Gomez' Saphire room in Bclmar at the Music Hall under auspices of University
into the political ring running for
for English tour.
prom at Prom Ballroom.
Clatholic Community Library.
hotel for summer.
Dennis O'Dea and Maureen De- City Commissioner.
Morris Chalfen off to visit his
Barney Joffee, Tower theatre
Copacabana shutters for several
Rex Bell has lined up Tex Ritter,
"Holiday on Ice" show in Texas and lany signed for new Two Cities film,
jveeks May 4 for alterations. Bar- chief, due back from a two-month
Dick Foran and Chet Lauck for
"Closed Carriage."
sojourn in the southwest, including will rerftain for a month.
loungc remains open.
Tenor Maurice Keary .signed for Helldorado week celebration May 14.
Roy Shipstad, of "Ice Follies,"
New legit theatre project set up a stay at Jack Carson's home in partnered
Grac(? Hayes had a host of celebs
with Rudy Gmitro in new new Jack Hylton's "Together Again''
offices at Albion hotel under name Hollywood.
at her lodgfe to celebrate her birthat Victoria Palace, London..
of Tropic Theatre, Inc.
Resident Theatre's season finale, local "Ham 'n Egg,s" eatery.
Apex Film Artistes .'Vgency plans day. Among them were Mitzi Green,
20th -Pox host at cocktail party
run
Lorraine," began
of
Brandt theatres building new "Joan
members of North Central Film Discoveries Ball at Mansion Romo Vincent Martha O'DriscoU,
house in North Beach sector. Al- April ,28. Company gave- a preview for
Houste here to search for new film Nan Wynn, Mercer brothers, Jerry
ready operating new Flamingo.
for the Kansas City Bar As.sociation Allied attending convention here.
HilJiard and Alan Gale.
Walter Abel .-itoppcd over to visit faces
X«on (and Eddie's) Enken and week previous.
.

11!

capacity.

Kansas

.

Radio station WTCN cut off air 40
minutes when fire broke out in its

City

.
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